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^ ^ ^ "^^ PROCEEDINGS ^'

The object of this Association is the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scienti fie

and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of railways.

Its action is not binding upon its Members.

TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1920 ^ ^7
MORNING SESSION Cr>^ ^

The Twenty-first Annual Convention of the American Railway En-

gineering Association was called to order by the President, Mr. Earl

Stimson, Chief Engineer Maintenance, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, at

9:45 a. m.

The President:—The Twenty-first Annual Convention of the Ameri-

can Railway Engineering Association will please come to order.

The first business in order is the reading of the Minutes of the last

Annual Meeting. Inasmuch as these Minutes are quite voluminous and

a copy has been furnished to each member, the Minutes will be con-

sidered approved unless there is objection. There being no objection,

the Minutes stand approved as printed.

The privileges of the floor are extended to any railway officials

present who are not members of the Association, and to professors of

colleges and universities, and they are cordially invited to take part in

the discussion.

The next order of business is the address of the President.

President's Address

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

During the years 1917 and 1918, this Association shared with all

other enterprises the handicaps imposed by our country's participation

in the Great War. Many of our members were serving with the Army
and Navy at the front, while others remained behind to do the no less

necessary work of producing the munitions of war and furnishing their

transportation and the transportation of the men of our splendid Armies.

All else was subordinated to this great work.

The work of your Association during those years was consequently

somewhat curtailed and performed under difficulty. That so much good

work was done under the conditions is to the credit of the Association.

The past year has seen the return to more normal conditions, re-

leasing us from the exacting war-time duties and allowing more time

19
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and thought to be given the work of this Association which is carried

on through its Standing and Special Committees. This release from the

restricted activities of those two years has reacted most gratifyingly and

enables your President to report a prosperous year.

Our finances, as shown by the statement for the year ending Decem-

ber 31, 1919, are in a healthy condition:

The total receipts amounting to $31,187.24

The expenditures during same period , 24,702.03

The excess receipts over disbursements $ 6,485.21

Our total cash assets, December 31, 1919 $43,744.40

For a time the membership situation gave us some concern, as ap-

plications for new membership were coming in slowly. There were

appreciable losses, through resignations, death and other causes. It ap-

peared that the net gain for the year would be small. We rely largely

on the membership dues for our revenue to meet our expenses. With
increased costs and increased demands, it was realized that our revenue

must be increased. Two ways were open—one, increase the dues ; the

other, increase the membership. At a meeting of the Board of Direc-

tion in November it was decided to resort to an increase of the mem-
bership and a committee, with Mr. Downs as Chairman, was appointed

to conduct a membership campaign. This was undertaken in a system-

atic manner—each railroad being called upon to produce a given number
of new members and a member from each road was appointed chief pro-

ducer. In proof of the success of the efforts of Mr. Downs and his

committee, since January 27, 1920, when this campaign was launched,

there have been 180 new members added, making a total of 270 since

the last convention, a net gain of 189. Our total membership now is

1638.

Since our last meeting I regret to report that we have lost eleven

of our members by death. Four of this number were Charter Members
of the Association, namely

:

Curtis Dougherty, Chief Engineer, Western Lines, of the South-
ern Railway. He was very active in the Association's affairs. He was
a member of the committee appointed at the preliminary organization
meeting to propose a name for the Association. He took part in com-
mittee work as chairman of a committee and a member on other com-
mittees. He also served as a Director.

William Archer—At one time Division Engineer and Principal As-
sistant Engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. He was an active

member of a committee in the days when the Association was young.
Your President remembers Mr. Archer as his kindly and helpful "Boss"
in the early years of his experience.

J. A. Atwood, Chief Engineer, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad, and
Second Vice-President of the Association. Mr. Atwood was from its

organization one of the live members of the Association, serving as
chairman of the Rail Committee and of the Yards and Terminals Com-
mittee. He was a member of the Board of Direction, and at the time
of his death was Second Vice-President. We will ever remember Mr.
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Atwood for his sterling worth as a gentleman and as an Engineer. We
will miss him from this meeting.

C. N. Kalk, Chief Engineer, Soo Line, also a Charter Member and
an active worker on a committee.

Other members who have been taken from us are

:

A. J. HiMES, Valuation Engineer, New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Railroad, an unusually active member. He was chairman of the Com-
mittee on Iron and Steel Structures and a contributor of valuable papers
on Steel Structures and on the Science of Organization.

E. Raymond, General Superintendent, Santa Fe.

S. P. Brown, who was an active member of the Roadway Commit-

tee.

H. T. RuHL, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Delaware and Hudson.

J. D. Mason, Great Northern Railway.

W. A. Casler, formerly with the Chicago & Western Indiana.

N. Tani, Imperial Government Railways of Japan.

F. T. Hatch, Consulting Engineer, Pennsylvania Lines.

Five years have passed since the last issue of the Manual. It has

been decided that the number of additions and changes to the 1915 issue

justify a republication this year. It is therefore of importance that this

convention, in so far as it consistently can do so, approve the recom-

mendations of the committees and thus place available for including in

the new Manual the results of this year's work.

The volume of matter presented in the form of committee reports

exceeds that of any previous year. In quality it is fully up to the high

standard of the Association and reflects great credit on- the chairmen

and members of their committees. It would take too long to review

the commendable features of all the reports, but in passing, the Chair

wishes to mention some of the more unusual of these features of some

few.

The Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track presents its

Second Progress Report. This covers the results of experiments carried

on during the past two years to determine stresses in rail in relation

to speed and counterbalance efifect; the depression of track under giver.

loads, and the depression and flexure of ties and their action under load

for various conditions in track. The work of this Committee is in a

but little explored field, and must necessarily be conducted along original

lines requiring a high order of technical knowledge and skill, as well as

most painstaking and patient effort. The Association is indeed for-

tunate in having as chairman of this Committee one so admirably quali-

fied to conduct this work. We are indebted to him for bringing into

cooperation in the work the facilities of that great University that is

honored by his membership.

The Yards and Terminals Committee presents for your approval

"Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Railroad Track
•Scales." These specifications were drafted by a joint committee ap-
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pointed by the United States Railroad Administration. Your Associ-

ation was represented on that committee by the "Track Scale" Sub-

Committee. These specifications have already been approved by the Rail-

road Administration and by the American Railroad Association. Your

approval is urged in the interest of uniform practice. This Commit-

tee also presents an interesting report on "Unit Operation of Ter-

minals."

The Track Committee in its report submits a set of plans for frogs

and switches, which evidence a large amount of study and detail work

on the part of the Committee.

A "General Specification for Steel Railway Bridges" is offered by

the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures, as a substitute for the

specifications now in the Manual. This is one of the more important

matters for the consideration of the convention, and it is urged that

the members familiarize themselves beforehand with these specifications

so that they may be passed upon intelligently and promptly when they

are brought up for consideration.

A prominent feature of the report of the Committee on Electricity

is the report of the Sub-Committee on Water Power for the generation

of electricity for the operation of trains. Preparatory to making the

report the Committee inspected the installation of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway, covering that portion of its electrified divi-

sion between Harlowton and Deer Lodge.

The consideration now being given the subject of electrification by

so many roads as a matter of economy in operation and a means of in-

creasing the capacity of present facilities lends interest to the work of

this Committee. •

Other reports also might as well be specifically mentioned for their

noteworthy features, as all demand that credit be given the committees

for their excellent work.

It has always been the policy of this Association to join and cooper-

ate with other associations in the advancement of common interests—as

in the instance of the Joint Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track,

with the American Society of Civil Engineers ; the Committee on Elec-

tricity working with the American Railroad Association and the Ameri-

can Electric Railway Engineering Association on the "Specifications for

Electric Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and

Electric Railways ;" representation on the American Committee on Elec-

trolysis; co5peration with the United States Bureau of Standards in the

preparation of the National Electrical Safety Code and other similar

codes; representation on the Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced

Concrete, and others.

In this manner the resources of the several associations are com-

bined and produce the best results as well as tend towards uniformity

and standardization.
*
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During the past year this policy of cooperation has expanded to

the extent that the Association has through its committees acted as the

Construction and Maintenance Division of the Engineering Section of

the American Railroad Association. This action was forecast by Presi-

dent Morse in his address at the opening of the convention last year.

The general plan then outlined has been carried out in detail, as fol-

lows:

Under the reorganization of the American Railroad Association by

the United States Railroad Administration, an Engineering Section was

included. In order to avoid a duplication of work and to utilize the

efficient working organization of the American Railway Engineering

Association, some arrangement having that end in view was sought. At

first it was proposed that the organization of this Association be taken

over by the American Railroad Association to become a part of its En-

gineering Section. This proposition was voted down by your Associ-

ation by a large majority. The offer of your Association to act as a

Division of the Engineering Section was finally accepted. The En-

gineering Section w^as then organized with three Divisions—the Con-

struction and Maintenance Division ; the Signal Division, and the Elec-

trical Division, your Association acting as the Construction and Main-

tenance Division, with the exception that the Committee on Electricity

is attached to the Electrical Division, and the Committee on Signals and

Interlocking to the Signal Division.

The Engineering Section is presided over by a General Committee

of eleven members—six ffom the Construction and Maintenance Divi-

sion, three from the Signal Division, and two from the Electrical Divi-

sion. This gives your Association a majority membership on the General

Committee. The President of your Association is Chairman of the

General Committee and of the Engineering Section, and the Secretary

acts as Secretary for both of these organizations.

By action of the General Committee the members of the Standing

and Special CQmmittees of the American Railway Engineering Associ-

ation were appointed members of like committees of the Engineering

Section of the American Railroad Association, and the outline of work
a>signed to the committees by the Board of Direction of the American

Railway Engineering Association was approved and accepted by the

General Committee of the Engineering Section of the American Railroad

Association. The committee members thus virtually became members

of both associations and the one set of committees carried on the same

work for both. From time to time requests for special reports have

I)ccn made by the American Railroad Association through the General

Committee, which the Committee has through the Secretary assigned

to the proper committee for handling. Several important requests of

this nature have been handled, notably, the "Specifications for Railroad

Track Scales"; "Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest and

Field Fires" ; a special report by the Tie Committee on "Relative Merits

of Metal versus Wooden Ties"; and a subject now under consideration,
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"Measures to Obtain Higher Efficiency and Economy in the Maintenance

of Way and Structures Department," both as to the handling of labor and

material, and to make suggestions as to the units by which the Main-

tenance of Way and Structures work may be gaged.

At the Annual Meeting of the American Railroad Association last

November, the Engineering Section included in its report for approval

such subjects as were adopted as recommended practices by this Associ-

ation at the convention a year ago. These were approved at that meet-

ing and now bear the endorsement of the American Railroad Associ-

ation. What better way is there for the recommended practices of your

Association to come into general use on the railroads of this country

than to bear such endorsement?

The Committee reports have also been published as reports of com-

mittees of the American Railroad Association, and to complete the plan

of duality this convention is considered also the Annual Session of the

Construction and Maintenance and of the Electrical Divisions of that

Association. Whatever action on the reports there is here taken will be

considered as action taken by the two Divisions of the American Rail-

road Association, and the approved recommendations will be submitted

by the General Committee of the Engineering Section to that Associ-

ation for endorsement.

In short, the American Railway Engineering Association during the

past year has been performing the functions of the Construction and

Maintenance Division of the American Railroad Association, the con-

tact between the two being maintained through the General Committee

of the Engineering Section, the majority of whose members are officers

and members of your Association.

This relationship has in other ways also been of advantage. The
consolidation of the offices of the two Associations, and the Secretary

and his office force acting for both, have divided the expense, and in

addition the American Railroad Association has been generous in financ-

ing committee-work of a special character. Nine thousand dollars per

year for two years was provided for the continuance of the work of

the Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track; $7,500 was given for

the Rail Committee to carry on its work for the year. The expense

was paid of the inspection trip of the Committee on Electricity over the

electrified division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, and

also of the trip of a sub-committee of the Yards and Terminals Com-
mittee for the purpose of studying the Unit Operation of Terminals.

There is no doubt that the interest in the committee-work has been con-

siderably stimulated by the sense of the obligations assumed when we
undertook this work for the American Railroad Association. That the

arrangement has proven advantageous to us in many ways and has in

no way been to our disadvantage, I am sure you all will agree. That

the arrangement has been satisfactory to the American Railroad Associ-
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ation and that we have measured up to their requirements, I can assure

you to be the facts.

There were some among us who viewed with alarm this arrange-

ment, and stood by terrified, evidently expecting to see the lamb de-

voured by the lion. But how groundless their fears! They must now
realize, as the}' sit here in this convention, that the American Railway

Engineering Association is as strong and as independent as evet.

I have gone to this length so that you may know how precisely the

plan outlined to you by President Morse last year has been carried out;

so that you will understand just what has been done, what advantages

there are, and should the question arise as to the continuance or the

discontinuance of this plan, you will have the understanding necessary

to decide that question.

And now to consider briefly the problems ahead of us. It is quite

probable that for this year at least new construction work will be light.

The operating ofiicer will have to give thought to utilizing the facilities

he has to the maximum advantage. Perhaps by improved methods the

capacity- may be increased.

The work of the Maintenance Engineer is continuous. In times of

plenty he is busy indeed, and his work is measured by quantity, while

in times of penury it must be measured by quality, which calls for the

highest qualities in the Engineer himself.

The problems immediately ahead of us are those of maintenance
rather than those of construction.

I quote from that godfather of many young Engineers, the revered
Wellington, who in defining engineering says, "It is the art of doing
that well with one dollar, which any bungler can do with two after a

fashion."

This definition applies quite as aptly to maintenance engineering as

to construction engineering.

The item of labor is greater than all the other items of maintena^ice

expense combined. What a chance there is here for the practice of

engineering—the engineering of men! How much more can be done
with one dollar's worth of well-directed effort, than with two dollars

worth of bungling!

Under the conditions which have prevailed the past few years, the

morale of labor has been lowered, the interest in the work lessened, and
the obligation to give full measure of effort in return for the wage is

no longer felt. The work no longer attracts.

It is now the duty of the Engineer to seek to make the work at-

tractive to the w'orker by attention to his living and working conditions.

Pay him an adequate wage. A man who has been well housed and fed

starts out in the morning with a feeling of contentment and in physical

condition to work. Put the man under a foreman who knows proper

methods and who can direct him in the use of those methods. Furnish

a standard of performance as a measure of his creative power which
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will stimulate his interest towards increasing that creative power. Respect

his right—treat him fair. The foundation of humanity is the "Golden

Rule." Then watch the one dollar do the work of two.

The increased costs of both labor and material have so swelled the

expense of maintenance that more accurate cost accounting and unit

measures of performance are needed. It is sought to reduce mainte-

nance costs to a single unit of measure, so that a uniform gage of

maintenance may be had. It is difficult to correct unless we know

wherein we are wrong. Our Committee on Economics of Labor is now
working on this problem.

The shunning of railroad service by the young Engineer is a mat-

ter of concern. I noticed a short time ago in a technical publication a

series of letters written by the Professors of Engineering of a number

of Universities, on why the graduate Engineer is not entering railroad

service. The chief reason given was that they found more attractive

service elsewhere—the more attractive features being better pay, less

exacting working conditions and better prospects of advancement. I

cannot believe this to be a permanent or even a general condition.

The railroad offers to-day splendid chances for any bright, hustling

young Engineer graduate, either up through the Engineering and Main-
tenance Department or through the Transportation Department. The
work is exacting and the hours at times long, but he has only to look

at the long list of prominent railroad officers, who started on the en-

gineering corps and attained to positions comparable in compensation

(which it would appear to be the measure) to the high positions in the

industrials, to see rewards that may be his.

Your Association is dependent upon the young railway Engineer
for its perpetuation. It is therefore the mission of the members of this

Association to present to the young Engineer the advantages and pos-
sibilities of railroad service, and when he has entered that service to

help him in every possible way toward the realization of those possibili-

ties.

In conclusion I wish to thank those who have assisted me during
my tenure in this office in the administration of the affairs of your As-
sociation and who have so successfully carried on its committee-work

—

the members of the Board of Direction; the chairmen and members of

the Committees, and our Secretary, who has just completed twenty-one
years of most loyal and efficient service. [Applause.]

The President :—The next order of business is the reports of the

Secretary and of the Treasurer.

Secretary E. H. Fritch presented the following reports

:
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Report of Secretary
To the Members:

The twenty-first annual convention of your Association marks an-

other onward and upward step in its continued progress. You have

ample reason to feel proud of the record of accomplishment of the past

year. Financially; in the growth of membership, and in enhanced pres-

tige, the results obtained in the year just closed have been most gratify-

ing.

Finances.—From the financial statement it will be noted that the

receipts from all sources were $31,187.24; the expenditures, $24,702.03,

leaving a surplus for the year of $6,485.21.

Publications.—The volume of the committee reports submitted for

consideration at this convention exceeds that of any former year. The
chairmen, vice-chairmen, and members of committees have given freely

of their time and talents in preparing the series of valuable reports.

The additions made to the Manual since its last publication have

warranted the Board of Direction in deciding on reprinting the volume
during the current year. The revised Manual when issued will be a

credit to your Association.

Membership.—As pointed out in the address of the President, a sys-

tematic effort has recently been inaugurated to increase the membership.

The results thus far secured have been exceedingly gratifying and en-

courage the hope that even greater gains will be obtained during the

coming year.

Membership at last annual meeting 1449

Deceased during year 12
Resignations 39
Dropped 30

81
Additions during the year 270

Net gain 189 189

Total membership 1638

Deceased Members.—With deep regret we record the loss by death

of the following members:

John A. Atwood, Second Vice-President of the Association ; Curtis

Dougherty, at one time a Director of the Association ; Albert J. Himes,
formerly chairman of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures;

Stephen Pearson Brown, William Archer, N. Tani, E. Raymond, J. D.

Mason, C. N. Kalk, H. T. Ruhl, W. A. Casler, F. T. Hatch.

Acknowledgment is made of the loyal and efficient services rendered

by the office staff.

Respectfully submitted,

E. H. Fritch,

Secretary.



FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER, 31, 1919

Balance on hand January 1, 1919 $37,259.19

RECEIPTS.
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $1,470.00

Dues 6,726.75

Subscription to Bulletin. . ^ 6,726.75

Binding Proceedings and Manual 682.35

Badges 31.00

Sale of Publications

Proceedings 2,056.22

Bulletins 866.06
Manual 408.97
Specifications 111.25

Leaflets 27.60

General Index 81.00

Advertising
,

Publications 2,040.20

Interest Account
Investments 1,783.67
Bank Balance 73.97

Annual Meeting

Sales of Dinner Tickets 1,291.50

Miscellaneous 56.02

American Railroad Association

Rail Committee 6,753.93

Total $31,187.24

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $ 5,850.00
Proceedings 1,018.00
Bulletins 5,237.09
Manual 4.55
Stationery and Printing 731.39
Rents and Light ' 868.11
Telegrams and Telephone 68.06
Equipment 27.45
Supplies 326.78
Expressage 318.31
Postage 806.65
Exchange 53.10
Taxes 29.25
Committee Expenses 133.50
Officers' Expenses 16.00
Annual Meeting Expenses 1,977.67
Refund Dues Account Duplicate Payments, etc. 32.00
Audit 100.00
Miscellaneous 245.20
Rail Committee 6,858.92

Total $24,702.03
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements $ 6,485.21

Balance on hand, December 31, 1919 $43,744.40
Consisting of:

Bonds $40,565.65
Cash in S. T. & S. Bank 2.977.83
Cash in Secretary's offloe 175.92
Petty cash in Secretary's office 25.00

Si-? 74i in
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STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1919 $ 1,461.35

Received from Interest during 1919 39.51

$ 1,500.86

Disbursements:

Salaries $ 134.14

Transportation 36.14

Hotel and Meals 42.90

Telephone and Telegrams 1.71

Supplies 219.68

Postage 30.00 $ 464.57

Balance on hand in Standard Trust and Savings Bank,
December 31, 1919 $ 1,036.29

Respectfully submitted,

BOARD OF DIRECTION.

Report of the Treasurer

Balance on hand January 1, 1919 $37,259.19

Receipts during 1919 $31,187.24

Paid out on audited vouchers during 1919.. 24,702.03

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements $ 6,485.21

Balance on hand December 31, 1919 $43,744.40
Consisting of:

Bonds $40,565.65
Cash in S. T. & S. Bank 2,977.83
Cash in Secretary's office 175.92
Petty cash in Secretary's office 25.00

$43,744.40

STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1919 $ 1,461.35

Received from Interest during 1919 39.51

Total $ 1,500.86

Paid out on audited vouchers during 1919 464.57

Balance on hand December 31, 1919 $ 1,036.29

The Securities listed above are in a safety deposit box of the
Merchants' Loan & Trust Safe Deposit Company, Chicago.

Respectfully submitted,

GEO. H. BREMNER,
Treasurer.

I have made an audit of the accounts of the American Railway
Engineering Association for the year ending December 31, 1919, and
find them in accordance with the foregoing financial statements.

CHfARLES CAMPBELL,
Auditor.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
December 31, 1919.

ASSETS.
1919. . 1918.

Due from Members $ 3,142.00 $ 2,49.5.35

Due from Sales of Publications 542.27 1,823.94
Due from Advertising 985.00 400.00
Due from Amer. R. R. Assn. (rail committee)... 575.97 470.98
Due from Amer. Express Co. for lost shipment . . . 250.00
Furniture and Fixtures (cost) 997.40 997.40
Gold Badges 73.50 51.00

Publications on hand (estimated) 6,000.00 6,000.00
Extensometers 500.00 500.00
Investments (cost) 40,565.65 35,065.65
Interest on Investments (accrued) 739.99 711.96
Cash in Standard Trust & Savings Bank 2,977.83 2,168.54
Cash in Secretary's office 175.92
Petty Cash Fund ~ 25.00 25.00

Total $57,550.53 $50,709.82
LIABILITIES.

Members' dues paid in advance $2,272.50 $2,053.50
Imp-act test fund on Electrified Railways 285.46 285.46
Advertising Paid in Advance 120.00
Due for Printing Proceedings 1,845.00
Due for Expressage 15^3.67

Due for Miscellaneous Bills 39.00
Surplus 1. 52,924.00 48,250.86

Total $57,550.53 $50,709.82
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The President :—You have heard the reports of the Secretary and

of the Treasurer. What is your pleasure?

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—I move their adop-

tion.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

The President :—The question of legalizing the metric system of

measures is being agitated at this time with somewhat renewed vigor.

It is a matter of great importance to the engineering profession, and we

have an opportunity this morning to listen to Mr. William C. Wilson,

representing the American Institute of Weights and Measures, who will

address us on this subject, giving the viewpoint of that association.

Mr. William C. Wilson (American Institute of Weights and Meas-

ures) :—Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—I esteem it a special favor to

be able to speak briefly upon this very important subject. It is prob-

ably known to most of you that there is a persistent and an aggressive

campaign being waged in this country for the compulsory adoption of

the metric system by an Act of Congress. Manufacturers and the in-

dustrial world generally in America have not awakened to the fact that

this propaganda has been making quite a considerable advance, and that

a situation has arisen which calls for action.

The American Institute of Weights and Measures was organized

by industrial interests to oppose any radical legislation on this sub-

ject. The secretary of the Institute, when in Washington recently, was

advised by the chairman of the House Committee on Coinage, Weights

and Measures that a bill had been prepared by him which he was about

to introduce, providing for the exclusive use of the metric system in

this country- on and after a certain date. We understand that it fol-

lows, in general, the so-called Dillon Bill, which was before the last

Congress, and in order that you may know what the Dillon Bill was,

I have a synopsis of it which I will read to you

:

"1. That the weights and measures of the metric system shall be

the sole standard of weights and measures in the United States.

"2. That any person, corporation, company, society, or association

who shall use, or offer or attempt to use, in any industrial or commer-

cial transaction in the sale or purchase of any commodity any other

weights and measures than those of the metric system on and after

July first, nineteen hundred and twenty-four, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon conviction thereof in any court of competent juris-

diction shall be punished by a fine of not more than $500 or by imprison-
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ment for not more than three months, or by both such fine and imprison-

ment."

It is this sort of radical legislation that we are up against. With-

out reference to the comparative merits of the so-called English system

and the metric system, the practical question in this country is : how

would it be applied and what effect would it have in its application?

I may say that in the study of that practical question, the over-

whelming opinion of manufacturers in America is absolutely against any

such radical legislation, all the more so from the fact that the metric

system was legalized in 1866 by virtue of an Act of Congress. Thus

for over fifty years it has stood on a legal par with the English system

and fully available to all who wish to use it. Is it not fair to say that

if it cannot win on its merits by voluntary adoption under the protec-

tion of this law, it is not entitled to win under a law of force?

Those who stand sponsor for the metric system, therefore, are not

asking for a chance. If their position was that the metric system was

illegal in this country and it ought to be made legal, so that it would

be available for voluntary use, they might have a valid argument; but

now, not being satisfied with having an equal chance so far as the law

is concerned, they propose to cram it down our throats whether we

want it or not.

I have here a short summary of the effect which compulsory legis-

lation would have upon the railroads; only a brief outline is attempted,

and you can fill in the rest from your own experience.

Tariff Department.—Every item of the numerous tariff lists will have

to be re-calculated to conform to the new dimensions, weights, volumes,

distances and car dimensions. (These will all come out in decimals.)

Claim Department.—Many shippers will not understand the new

units, from which will arise errors, misunderstandings, claims and gen-

eral dissatisfaction.

Freight Agents.—The education of this force, scattered as it is along

the line, will be a task of no mean proportion.

Purchasing Department.—All existing specifications will have to be

re-written. All commodities bought will have to be called for in metric

units with prices as per the new unit.

Real Estate Department.—AW deeds, plans, surveys, drawings and

descriptions of properties, rights-of-way, etc., will have to conform to

the new system and valuations figured as per new imits.
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Maintenance of Way Department.—All earth, stone, gravel and brick

work, fills, excavations, etc., will have to be ordered and executed in

cubic meters. Mileposts to be replaced by kilometer signs, etc.

Car Department.—All capacities and weights marked on cars are to

be changed to metric units ; spare parts and repairs will have to be

called for in the new language.

Engineering Department.—Locomotives and all mechanical and elec-

trical equipment of freight and passenger cars will have to conform

to the new units as well as all apparatus for block and signal systems.

Thousands of drawings will have to be changed in every office. The

great difficulty the engineers will experience, however, will be from the

fact that all engineering tables will have to be re-calculated, and this

cannot be done until new standards have been agreed upon.

Accounting Department.—The difficulties of this department, es-

pecially during the transition period, will be very considerable. All

printed forms will have to be revised.

Such compulsory legislation is unAmerican, is absolutely uncalled

for, is not demanded by industrj^, but is sought to be imposed upon in--

dustry against its will. The Institute addressed a questionnaire to the

exporters of this country as to the demand for a change to the metric

system, and an overwhelming majority of them reported that such a

change was absolutely unnecessary. I talked this matter over recently

with the president of a great manufacturing concern in Pittsburgh. He

told me they had agencies in every civilized country in the world and

had sold goods for years all over the globe, and that there had been

no demand whatever for a change in our manufacturing standards—that

in order to assure himself on that point he had taken a vote of their

agencies, that the reports from those in charge of these foreign agencies

was unanimous against the adoption of the metric system in this coun-

try, for the reason that there was no trade demand whatever for such

a radical change. In conclusion I urge, when this matter comes up, that

you will give it that serious consideration which such a vital issue is

entitled to.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—Are a few questions in

order?

Mr. Wilson :— I am not an Engineer, and cannot perhaps answer

technical engineering questions.

Mr. Baldwin :—As a matter of policy, I would like to know if it

is the intention of the American Institute of Weights and Measures that

there shall not under any circumstances or at any time be an adoption

(2)
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of the metric system in this country, or is it that you oppose this par-

ticular legislation? I can understand that drastic legislation might work

havoc and cause a great deal of harm, and I can understand that this

particular legislation might be exceedingly objectionable, and it would

seem that the progress toward the adoption of the metric system must

be a very gradual one, and I ask the question, as a matter of informa-

tion, are you speaking to the point that there shall be no adoption of

the metric system at any time in the future in this country or speaking

against the present proposed legislation?

Mr. Wilson :—No, sir.

Mr. Baldwin :—Let us know what your ideas are as to that.

Mr. Wilson :—Our campaign is against any form of compulsory legis-

lation in this country which will attempt to force the metric system

upon us, whether we want it or not. The World Trade Club of San

Francisco, the American Metric Association, some of the Government

agencies at Washington, and some of the ofificials of the Government,

are working for the adoption of the metric system. There have been

received in Washington in the neighborhood of 58,000 petitions, and

letters from all parts of the country, asking for legislation providing

for the exclusive use of the metric system. That has been engineered

largely by the World Trade Club of San Francisco. This, together with

other influences which have been brought to bear in Washington, has

created the impression among Congressmen and Senators that there is

a widespread demand for this kind of legislation. On the other hand,

the railroads, the industries and the manufacturers have remained silent

to an extent, and have permitted the metric propaganda to flood the

country and create a false impression as to public opinion, because the

average petition sent in under the circumstances is a very superficial

affair and does not represent any real sentiment.

The American Institute of Weights and Measures proposes that the

American people shall not hear only one side of the question but that

the other side shall be presented, and we believe that when the people

understand what this drastic legislation would mean to them and to

American industHes in its practical application there will be no demand

for it. We have no quarrel with the metric system. If it is such a

wonderful system it ought to be able to win on its merits and receive

voluntary adoption. If the conditions of trade arc such that it ought

to be adopted in order to protect American interests, then it will be

adopted and it will not be necessary for the professors, the scientists
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and the faddists to tell us what to do—it will be done by those whose

interests are vitally affected.

Until that time comes we say that to force the issue by compulsory

legislation is uncalled for and would be a virtual calamity to this coun-

try. We have letters from manufacturers of the highest standing stat

ing that any such program as is contemplated would cost their con-

cerns millions of dollars and confusion worse confounded, among their

customers and their employees. The whole proposition is so radical

and so foolish, as they look upon it, that they cannot see how any

sensible legislature could stand for it, and I have not any question in

my mind but what if such a bill is pushed in Congress the manufacturers

of the country will go down there and kill it. I do not think any

Congress can stand up against the weight of opinion of the manufac-

turers of this country.

Unless it is met in a public way, unless there is a campaign of

education so that the people can understand both sides of this question,

there will be built up in public sentiment, if it is left alone, such a

growing demand for it, that it would finally overwhelm the manufac-

turing and industrial interests, and they should get busy and prevent

the spread of this propaganda.

The metric system, if it is what its advocates claim, should win

on its merits and upon the necessities of trade and commerce, and should

not be forced upon the people by drastic legislation.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—I offer the fol-

lowing resolution

:

"The American Railway Engineering Association m convention as-

sembled expresses its opposition to the adoption of the metric system

of weights and measures to the exclusion of the English system or the

American system at present in general use."

Mr. A. L. Davis (Illinois Central) :—I think the resolution just of-

fered goes further than Mr. Wilson has asked us to go. I am not

sure' we want to put ourselves on record as opposing the use of the metric

system entirely. I think we ought to support Mr. Wilson to the extent

that we are opposed to radical legislation that would impose the metric

system on us at a time when we are not prepared to accept it.

Mr. Courtenay :—The resolution does not oppose the metric system,

it merely opposes it to the exclusion of the present system. The pur-

pose of the resolution is to show that this Association is not in favor

of compulsory adoption of the metric system.
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Mr. \V. C. Gushing— (Pennsylvania System) :—I move that the reso-

lution be tabled, to be brought up by the Board of Direction when it

deems the occasion suitable to do so.

Mr. Courtenay :—Everybody who has had any experience whatever

with weights and measures, it seems to me, ought to be able to deter-

mine, for himself whether this resolution ought to be passed or not. They

do not need the Board of Direction to advise them upon that. This

is one question upon which everyone who has had the slightest experi-

ence with mensuration is conversant.

Mr. Fred Lavis (American International Corporation) :—There is

one point that came to my mind some twenty years ago in connection

with this metric system that I think every Engineer ought to have some

idea about. I will try to tell you in a few words what it is. We
have as our measuring S3'stem a 100-ft. tape—I am speaking of

the practical work of the man who goes into the field to lay out

stations and make other measurements. We take our 100-ft. tape and

we can work out the stations very fairly. It is easy to know when

we have ten stations, or twenty stations, or forty stations, or one sta-

tion. It divides up very nicely by our using the foot and a decimal, but

when you go to the use of the metric system you do not get a good

stationing unit and that is one thing we should remember. Take the

100-ft. tape and you can measure accurately with the suspended tape,

even when the wind is blowing under adverse conditions. It is the right

length to handle and you can coil it up and put it in your pocket and

you can figure from it decimals and work it out nicely. In the metric'

system when you use something that is nearest to the 100-ft. tape you

must use thirty meters, and it does not work well. If you use sixty

stations you have a tape something like 165 ft. long.

I trust the meeting will give this matter some thought before we
throw away our 100-ft. tape.

(Mr. Cushing's motion was put to vote and lost; the resolution pro-

posed by Mr. Courtenay was adopted.)

The President :—The Chair wishes to express to Mr. W^ilson the

thanks of the Association for his admirable address.

The next order of business is the consideration of the reports of

Standing and Special Committees.

We have quite a long program before us, and the Chair respectfully

requests the members to confine their remarks to essential features, so

that we can give those matters the consideration thev merit.
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As members rise to receive recognition from the Chair, ihey will

please announce plainly their names and the railroad with which they

are connected.

In order not to prolong the discussion unnecessarily, we will fol-

low the practice of previous years and omit discussion on more or

less nonessential features, such as grammatical construction, punctu-

ation, etc., and we will also refrain from the discussion of definitions.

If anyone has anything to offer under that heading, it will be appreci-

ated if he will send his comments to the Secretary in writing.

The first report to be considered is that of the Committee on Water

Service. In the absence of the Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Dor-

ley, the Vice-Chairman, Mr. J. L. Campbell, will present the report.

(For report, see pp. 47-80; for discussion, pp. 1347-1352.)

The President:—The next order of business is the report of th.e

Committee on Masonrj-. The report will be presented by the^ Chairman,

Mr. J. J. Yates.

(For report, see pp. 81-144; for discussion, pp. 1353-1361.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—The first report to be taken up at this session is that

of the Committee on Buildings, Mr. M.'A, Long, Chairman. In the ab-

sence of the Chairman, Mr. A. T. Hawk will present the report.

(For report, see pp. 145-160; for discussion, pp. 1362, 1363.)

The President:—The report of the Committee on Uniform General

Contract Forms will be presented to you by the Chairman, Mr. E. H. Lee.

(For report, see pp. 161-168; for discussion, p. 1364.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Track will be pre-

sented by the Chairman, Mr. W. P. Wiltsee.

(For report, see pp. 169-194; for discussion, pp. 1365-1375.)

The President:—Mr. Edwin B. Katte, Chairman of the Committee

on Electricity, will present to you the report of that Committee.

(For report, see pp. 195-278; for discussion, pp. 1376-1378.)

The President:—In the absence of the Chairman of the Committee

on Conservation of Natural Resources, Mr. R. C. Young, the Vice-Chair-

man, Prof. S. N. Williams, will present the report.

(For report, see pp. 279-300; for discussion, pp. 1379-1381.)

The meeting adjourned to 9:30 a. m., Wednesday, March 17th.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1920.

MORNING SESSION

The President:—The first order of business this morning is the con-

sideration of the report of the Committee on Economics of Railway Loca-

tion. In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Begien, the report will be pre-

sented b}' the Vice-Chairman, Mr. C. P. Howard.

(For report, see pp. 301-320; for discussion, pp. 1382, 1383.)

The President:—Mr. C. M. Taylor, Chairman of the Committee on

Wood Preservation, will present the report of that Committee, with the

usual preliminary statement.

(For report, see pp. 321-364; for discussion, pp. 1384-1390.)

The President :—The next order of business is the consideration of

the report of the report of the Committee on Ballast. Mr. PI. L. Rip-

ley, Chairman, will present the report.

(For report, see pp. 421-466; discussion, pp. 1391-1396.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Iron and Steel

Structures will be presented by the Chairman, Mr. O. E. Selby.

(For report, see pp. 485-576; discussion, pp. 1397-1414.)

The President :—The polls for voting for officers of the Association

will close at noon todaj^ The Chair will appoint as Tellers, Messrs. W.

F. Ogle, Chairman; E. M. Hastings, L. P. Rossiter, W. A. Spell, C. R.

Knowles, C. W. Pifer and W. C. Harvey. The Tellers will assemble at

the platform after adjournment of this morning session and receive from

the Secretary the ballots cast. They will retire to the anteroom to count

the ballots and be prepared to make a report before adjournment of the

afternoon session.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—We will resume the consideration of the report of

the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures.

The President:—The second progress report of the Special Commit-

tee on Stresses in Railroad Track will be presented to you by the Chair-

man, Prof. A. N. Talbot.

(For report, see pp. 645-814; discussion, pp. 1424-1426.)

The President :—Mr. F. R. Layng, Chairman of the Committee on

Ties, will present to you the report of that Committee, and will make

the customary introductory statement.

(For report, see pp. 577-616; discussion, pp. 1415-1423.)
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(Vice-President Safford in the Chair.)

Vice-President Safford :^The report of the Committee on Road-

way will now be considered, and will he presented to yon by the Chair-

man, Mr. J. R. W. Ambrose.

(For report, see pp. 815-836; for discussion, pp. 1427-1433.)

Vice-President Safford :—The Chair would ask unanimous consent

to vary from the program and take up the report of the Committee on

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, on account of the enforced absence of

some of the members of the Committee tomorrow. The report of the

Committee will therefore be presented to you now by the Chairman, Mr.

W. H. Hoyt.

(For report, see pp. 1434-1436; for discussion, pp. 1278-1337.)

Vice-President Saft'ord :—The report of the Committee on Rules and

Organization will be presented to you by Mr. W. C. Barrett, in the

absence of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of that Committee.

(For report, see pp. 467-484; for discussion, pp. 1437-1441.)

(On motion of Mr. E. B. Temple, the further consideration of the

report of the Committee on Rules and Organization was deferred until

the morning session.)

THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1920.

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The first business at this session is the conclusion

of the action on the report of the Committee on Rules and Organization.

The President :—Mr. E. R. Lewis, Chairman of the Committee on

Economics of Railway Labor, will make the usual introductory statement

in presenting the report of that Committee.

(For report, see pp. 617-626; for discussion, pp. 1442-1444.)

The President:—The report on Signals and Interlocking will be pre-

sented to you by Mr. J. A. Peabody, Chairman.

(For report, see pp. 837-850; for discussion, p. 1445.)

The President :—Mr. B. H. Mann, Chairman of the Committee on

Yards and Terminals, will present to j-ou the report of that Committee.

(For report, see pp. 851-1064; for discussion, 1446.)

The President :—In the absence of the Chairman of the Rail Com-

mittee, Mr. Ray, the report will be presented to you by the Vice-Chair-

man, Mr. H. B. MacFarland.

(For report, see pp. 1065-1243; for discussion, pp. 1447-1455.)
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The President :—Mr. W. A. Christian, Chairman of the Committee on

Records and Accounts, will make the usual preliminary statement in pre-

senting the report of that Committee.

(For reiwrt, see pp. 365-420; for discussion, pp. 1456, 1457.)

The President:—Mr. Arthur Crumpton, Chairman of the Committee

on Signs, Fences and Crossings, will now present to you the report of that

Committee.

(For report, see pp. 627-640; for discussion, p. 1458.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President:—In the absence of both the Chairman and Vice-

Chairman of the Committee on Economics of Railway Operation, the re-

port will be presented to you by Prof. C. C. Williams.

(For report, see pp. 1244-1277; for discussion, pp. 1459, 1460.)

The President :—The report of the Special Committee on Standardi-

zation will be presented to j'ou by the Chairman, Mr. E. A. Frink.

(For report, see pp. 641-644; for discussion, pp. 1461-1470.)

The President:—This concludes the consideration of the reports of

Standing and Special Committees. The next business in order is "New

Business." Are there any resolutions to ofifer?

Mr. E. B. Temple (Pennsylvania System) :—Mr. President, I should

like to have the privilege of presenting the following resolution:

"Resolved, That the members of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association, in convention assembled, desire to place on record their

appreciation of the admirable manner in which this convention has been

presided over by Mr. Earl Stimson, and for the efficient administration

of the affairs of the Association during his occupancy of the presiden-

tial chair.

"Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be spread on the Minutes

of this meeting, and an engrossed copy be presented to Mr. Stimson."

(The resolution was adopted unanimously.)

The President:—Are there any further resolutions to be ofifered?

Mr. Geo. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :—Mr. Presi-

dent, I move you the following resolutions

:

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in con-

vention assembled, that its thanks are hereby extended to the Honorable

and Reverend Henry J. Cody and to President Winthrop Ellesworth

Stone for their excellent addresses at the Annual Dinner on the evening

of March 17th;
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To the Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen and members of the several com-

mittees for their labors during the past year and for valuable reports

presented to the meeting

;

To the Committee on Arrangements for the splendid manner in

which all arrangements for this convention have been carried out;

To the Technical Press for courtesies extended during the year and

also during the convention

;

To the National Railway Appliance Association for the compre-

hensive and instructive exhibit of railway devices used in the construc-

tion, operation and maintenance of railways."

(The resolutions were adopted unanimously.)

The President :—Has anyone anything to offer for the good of the

Association? If not, that concludes the order of "New Business," and the

Secretary will announce the result of the election for officers for the en-

suing year.

Secretary Fritch read the following report of the Tellers

:

Report of Tellers

To the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

We, the Committee of Tellers, report the following as the result of

the count of the ballots

:

President:

H. R. Safford 869 votes

J. A. Atwood 1 vote

Vice-President:

L. A. Downs 867 votes

H. L. Ripley 2 votes

W. H. Courtenay ••••••, 2 votes

Secretary:

E. H. Fritch 872 votes

Treasurer:

G. H. Bremner ; 864 votes

V. K. Hendricks 1 vote

M. Coburn 1 vote

Directors (Three to be Elected) :

Edwin B. Katte '.
• 488 votes

J. M. R. Fairbairn 384 votes

F. E. Turneaure 292 votes

F. G. Jonah ,
277 votes

E. B. Temple '. 266 votes

E. E. Adams 254 votes

F. P. Patenall 243 votes

J. E. Willoughby 214 votes

Thos. S. Stevens 163 votes

Scattering 3 votes
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Nominating Committee (Five to be Elected) :

A. W. Newton 552 votes

R. S. Parsons 520 votes

H. T. Douglas, Jr 485 votes

M. Coburn 484 votes

W. P. Wiltsee 460 votes

E. A. Hadley 450 votes

W. A. Christian 381 votes

A. Montzheimer 370 votes

U. E. Gillen 242 votes

C. M. McVay 205 votes

Scattering 4 votes

Respectfully submitted,

W. F. OglEj Chairman;

W. C. Harvey,

E. M. Hastings,

C. R. Knowi-es,

L. P. ROSSITER,

W. A. Spell,

Tellers.

Secretary Fritch :—The ofificers elected arc as follows

:

• President :—H. R. Safford.

Vice-President—L. A. Downs.

Secretary—E. H. Fritch.

Treasurer—G. H. Bremner.

Directors—Edwin B. Katte, J. M. R. Fairbairn, F. E. Turneaure.

Members Nominating Committee—A. W. Newton, R. S. Parsons, H.

T. Douglas, Jr., M. Coburn, W. P. Wiltsee.

The President:—You have heard the result of the election. The

Chair will appoint Past-Presidents Morse and Baldwin as an escort of

honor to conduct President-Elect Saflford to the Chair.

President Stimson :— I have been told on very good authority that

ninety per cent of the people do the right thing all the time. In the elec-

tion, the result of which has just been announced, one hundred per cent of

you people have done the right thing in electing Mr. Safford to the highest

honor you have in your gift. It enables the retiring President to place

the affairs of the Association in most competent hands. Mr. Safford, I

retire with the greatest confidence in your ability to fill the position, and

I hand you herewith the symbol of authority of the office. This little

hammer has driven home many good points and has never been used for

"knocking."
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Prcsident-Elect Safford:— I want to thank you very cordially, Mr.

Stimson, for your kind words, and to extend my congratulations to you

for what I think has been the most successful year that the Association

has experienced. I know that I voice the sentiment of all when I say

that for the membership at large, and it has been a great pleasure to me

to serve under you.

Past-President Stimson :—And I will take great pleasure in serving

under you.

President-Elect Safiford :—Gentlemen, I appreciate more than I could

express the honor which you have seen fit to confer upon me. Of course,

it will be my desire to meet your expectations. A man being elected to

this positiori is not unlike the man who is selected to occupy the pilot-

house on a ship. He may have the power and the opportunity to pull all

the levers, ring bells, push buttons, do all those things that connect with all

of the activities of the boat, but if the man at the other end does not do

his part, his position is very unimportant, and he can accomplish little.

The support which you have always given your Presidents in the past if

continued—end, of course, it will continue—can result in some greater

success by your efiforts alone even than has characterized past years. We
are starting out to-day on another year, the twenty-second, I believe, with

a great many new conditions and new problems to work out. Some of

them grow out of the past two years of changed conditions in railroad

service. Others grow out of the confusion and natural distortion of

things that accompanied the war, and the special activity with which we

are connected, the railroad business, is going to require a great deal more

study than it ever required before. We have a number of problems of a

mechanical nature, and a great deal to do in the direction of correcting

those things which have destroyed the morale and contentment of labor.

All these things call for new activities on the part of committees, and

this in turn calls for greater study on the part of those standing commit-

tees which are in charge of the work and the personnel. As to the latter,

we are increasing our membership, as you know, and that means new

problems in this organization. I hope you feel that I am ready always to

serve the Association to the best of my ability, and I am quite sure that

I will get that support from you. I thank you. [Applause.]

Is there any further business? If not, I will declare the convention

adjourned sine die.

The Twenty-Second Annual Convention of the American Railway

Engineering Association zi'ill he held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago,

March 15, 16 aixd 17, 1921. E. H. Fuitch,

Secretary.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIII—ON WATER SERVICE

A. F. DoRLEY, Chairman; J. L. Campbell, Vice-Chairman;

R. C. Bardwell, . E. G. Lane,

J. M. Brown, Thomas Lees,

E. M. Grime, W. M. Neptune,

W. C. Harvey, E. H. Olson,

R. L. Holmes, W. A. Parker,

H. H. JoHNTZ, A. B. Pierce,

C. R. Knowles, C. p. Richardson,

Committee.

To the American Railtcay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Water Service presents belov^r its report to the

Twenty-first Annual Convention.

The Committee was instructed by the Board of Direction to make a

study and report during the year on the following subjects:

(1) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,

and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Study regulations of Federal and State authorities relating to

supply of drinking water on trains and premises of railroads.

(3) Make report on Watei. Service Organization.

(4) Make final report on desip a of impounding reservoirs and con-

ditions under which they are econoi 'ical.

(5) Report on suitable type of Yater meter for use in railroad water

service, methods followed in testin^J and reading meters, and checking

consumption of water.

(6) Submit definitions applicable to water service.

(7) Report upon plans and specifications for typical water station

layouts, collaborating with Committee on Yards and Terminals and Com-
mittee on Economics of Railway Operation.

In addition, the Committee wa« requested by the Committee on Stand-

ardization to

(8) Prepare plans and specifications for wooden water tanks of

of 50,000 and 100,000 gallons capacity.

Committee Meetings

In addition to the various meetings of the sub-committees, four meet-

ings of the General Committee were held in the offices of the Association

at Chicago.
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(1) Revision of Manual

Changes in the Manual under the heading of "Water Service" in the

1915 edition of the Manual are recommended in Appendix "A."

(2) Supply of Drinking Water on Trains and Premises of Railroads

A progress report on this subject appears in Appendix "B," together

with item for insertion in the Manual.

(3) Water Service Organization

A final report on this subject is submitted in Appendix "C" for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual.

(4) Impounding Reservoirs and Conditions Under Which They
Are Economical

A final report on this subject is submitted in Appendix "D" for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual.

(5) Meters for Railroad Water Service

A final report on this subject is submitted in Appendix "E" for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual.

(6) Railroad Water Service Definitions

A list of terms common to use in Railroad Water Service is sub-

mitted in Appendix "F," with definitions for adoption and publication in

the Manual.

(7) Plans and Specifications for Typical Water Station Layouts

A progress report on this subject is submitted in Appendix "G."

(8) Specifications for Wooden Water Tanks

Specifications for wooden water tanks of 50,000 and 100,000 gallons

capacity are submitted in Appendix "H."

CONCLUSIONS
Your Committee requests the following action on its report:

(1) That the re-classification of subject-matter on Water Service in

the Manual be approved as outlined. That subject-matter quoted on pages

445, 446, 447, 448 and 463 of 1915 edition to Manual be omitted in further

editions as information of questionable value.

(2) That the report on revision of amendments to regulations affect-

ing drinking water furnished by railroads be received as information.

That the last three paragraphs, containing general statements of facts on

this subject, be adopted for insertion in the Manual.

(3) That the final report on "Water Service Organization" be

adopted for publication in the Manual.

(4) That the final report on "Impounding Reservoirs" be adopted

and inserted in the Manual.

(5) That the report on "Water Meters for Railroad Use" be adopted

for publication in the Manual.
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(6) That list of definitions for Railroad Water Service terms be

adopted and included in Water Service section of the Manual.

(7) That report on plans and specifications for typical water stations

be received as information.

(8) That report on "Specifications for Wooden Water Tanks" be

accepted as tentative specifications, to be adopted as final by the Twenty-
second Annual Convention if acceptable.

Suggested Subjects for Next Year's Study and Report

(1) Cost of repairing leaks in underground piping, and most suitable

joints for castiron pipe.

(2) Extent and effect of incrustation in pipe lines and methods of

cleaning.

(3) Methods of disposing of waste water at water stations and keep-

ing track free of ice.

(4) Preparation of plans and specifications for contracting water

service work.

(5) Effect of local deposits on pollution of surface or shallow well

water supplies.

(6) Continue the study of drinking water regulations, with particular

reference to acceptable treatment of small supplies.

(7) Continue study of typical plans for water station layouts.

(8) Standard specifications for wooden water tanks.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Water Service,

A. F. DoRLEY. Chairman.

(3)



Appendix A

REVISION OF MANUAL

J. L. Campbell, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Page 445.

The equations for determining this space for both types of softeners,

and Table 1, given below, conform to good practice.

Pages 446 and 447.

Where gravity flow, both to and from the softener, cannot be ob-

tained, pumps should be provided with intermittent plants, as follows

:

One pump only is necessary

:

(a) Where water is pumped to settling tanks and is transferred by

gravity to storage tanks.

(b) Where water flows by gravity to settling tanks, and is trans-

ferred to storage tank by pumping.

(c) Where water is pumped to both settling and storage tanks and

the source of supply is ample to furnish double the capacity of the soften-

ing plant.

Two pumps are necessary:

(d) Where deep well pumps furnish the supply and water cannot be

pumped from settling tanks to storage tanks.

(e) Where water is handled by pumping to both settling and storage

tanks, but the source of supply is not ample to furnish at least double the

capacity of the plant.

In all cases where pumps are needed, excepting case (c), the capacity

of each pump, or battery of pumps, used for each operation should at

least be equal to the treating capacity of the softener. If the pumps used

to transfer the treated water are of a larger capacity, so that water can

be transferred to storage tanks in less time than is required to fill the

settling tanks, less settling tank capacity will be required.

In case (c), as the pump must handle the water twice in its transfer

from the source of supply through the softener and into the storage tank,

its capacity should at least be equal to double the capacity of the softener,

and the supply should be sufficient for the pump.

At least three feet of the depth of each settling tank should be

reserved for the accumulation of the precipitates ; therefore, in estimating

the settling space needed and the capacity of settling tanks, the settling

space should be considered as lying entirely above this reserved portion.

With these points in view, the proper capacity for settling tanks,

measured above the space reserved for sludge, can be determined as

follows

:

(a) Capacity of softener in gallons per hour.

(b) Hours required for reaction and precipitation.
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(c) Number of settling tanks (never less than two).

(x) Number of hours required to fill the portion of settling tank

above the "sludge" portion.

(y) Number of hours required to transfer treated water from one

settling to the storage tank, (y should never be greater than x.)

In case (c), where one pump alternates between emptying and filling

settling tanks, the time for filling and emptying the total number of tanks

less one must equal the time for reaction and precipitation in that one,

and X would equal y. As the capacity of the pump must be double the

capacity of treating plant, the settling capacity in each tank would be 2 ax.

The equations expressing the above are

2.1- (c—1) =b
h

2c—

2

2ah ab
Settling capacity each tank = 2ax = =

2c—2 c—

1

For plants where the quantity of water supplied to the softener and

the capacit}^ of the plant are equal, the settling capacity of each tank is

equal to ax. The total number of hours required to fill all the settling

tanks should equal ^all the hours required to fill, precipitate and empty one

tank, as expressed by the following equation

:

cx=x-\-b-\-y

x(c-\)=b+y
__b+y

c—

1

b ab
I f > = X, then X = ; and ax

2 c— 2

b ab
If y^^Yzx, then x =^

; and ax =
— 1.5 c— 1.5

Table 1 is developed from these equations and gives the proper settling

capacity per 1,000 gallons per hour capacity of treating plant under various

conditions and varj'ing number of settling tanks. From this table it will

be noted that with the same time allowed for reaction and precipitation,

the least number and smallest capacity of settling tanks is required where

the flow of untreated water to the softener is double the hourly capac-

ity of the softener, and the one pump works alternately filling and emplj'-

ing these tanks. Where pumping is a necessity and sufficient supply can

be obtained, the one pump plan will be the most economical in mainten-

ance and operation of the intermittent plants.
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Page 448.

TABLE l.-PROPER SETTLING CAPACITY OF TANKS ABOVE THE PORTION
RESERVED FOR SLUDGE, UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF

OPERATION IN INTERMITTENT WATER SOFTENERS.

Number of
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(c) Pumping plants (p. 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458 as revised).

(d) Impounding Reservoirs (to be adopted).

(e) Meters (to be adopted).

( f) Organization (to be adopted).

(g) Rules for examination of pumpers and care of equipment

(adopted 1919).

3. Quality of Water-—method of treatment

:

(a) General (p. 443 as revised).

(b) Water Softeners

:

(1) Design and installation (p. 444 as revised).

(2) Operation, maintenance and supervision (p. 445).

(3) Capacity (p. 445).

(4) Relative economy (p. 449).

(5) Reagents (p. 449, 450).

(6) Foaming and priming (p. 450 as revised).

(7) Minimum quantity of scaling and corrosive matter to

justify treatment (p. 451, 452).

(e) Drinking Water— regulations and compliance (to be

adopted).

4. Specifications (p. 464, 465, 466).

5. Water Service Records (p. 458 to 464).



Appendix B

STUDY REGULATIONS OF FEDERAL OR STATE AUTHORITIES

RELATING TO SUPPLY OF DRINKING WATER ON
TRAINS AND PREMISES OF RAILROADS.

R. C. Bardwell, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Under date of July 14th, 1919, Section 13 of Amendment No. 8 to

Interstate Quarantine Regulations was amended to read, in part, as

follows

:

"Sec. 13. Water provided for drinking or culinary purposes on any

car, vessel, or other conveyance while engaged in interstate trafific by any

person, firm, companj', or corporation shall be from a source which is

certified and approved as producing water of satisfactory sanitary quality

and safety.

"(a) The certification of such water supplies shall be procured by

the person, firm, company, or corporation providing water for the afore-

said purposes, and the certificates shall be filed with the United States

Public Health Service at Washington, D. C.

"(b) Certificates concerning the safety and sanitary quality of such

water shall be based upon its relative freedom from contamination, or

exposure to contamination, by micro-organisms and substances recognized

as harmful or deleterious to the consumer's health or liable to spread

infectious or contagious disease, as determined through a survey of the

sanitary conditions under which the supply is produced and the results

of the bacteriological and chemical analysis of samples of the water. In

making such determinations, survey and laboratory methods which are

acceptable to the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health

Service shall be followed.

"(c) Certificates of examination may be issued by officers of the

United States Public Health Service or by the respective state departments

of health having jurisdiction over the source of supply, and shall be sub-

ject to the approval of the Surgeon General of the LInited States Public

Health Service.

"(d) Certificates of water examination shall be procured and filed

whenever the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service

may direct, but in any case not less than semi-annualh', in March and
September of each A^ear; Provided, That the certification of water supplies

certified by and produced under the constant supervision of the respective

state departments of health may be required but once annually with the

approval of the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health

Service.

"(e) Persons, firms, companies, or corporations providing water

from certified supplies shall cause such water to be so handled from the

source of the supply to the delivery to the consumer in such manner that

the safety or sanitary quality of such water .shall not be impaired. Water
cooled for drinking purposes shall be cooled in such manner that ice

cannot come into contact with such water. Water coolers and containers

shall be cleansed and sterilized at least once in each week while in use."

Instructions concerning the certification of water provided for drink-

ing or culinary use by persons, firms, companies, or corporations engaging

in interstate traffic, as outlined on Treasury Department, Public Health

Service, Form 8921, of July 15, 1919, are as follows:
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"1. Semi-annually, or whenever the Surgeon General of the Public
Health Service may direct, the sanitary quality and safety of water sup-

plies, which are the source of water provided for drinking and culinary

purposes in interstate traffic, will be certified through the co-operation of

the Public Health Service and the State Department of Health of that

state within the jurisdiction of which such supplies are located. These
certificates of examination are required to be filed with the Surgeon Gen-
eral of the Public Health Service semi-annually in March and September
of each year, unless otherwise specially directed by the Surgeon General.

"2. Any person, firm, or corporation, required by the Interstate

Quarantine Regulations of the United States to procure certification of

water supplies, shall, semi-annually, in January or July, forward a list of

the supplies and make application in duplicate for an examination of such

water supplies ; one copy to be addressed to the Surgeon General of the

Public Health Service, and one copy to be addressed to the officer of the

State Department of Health having jurisdiction.

"3. After necessary examinations have been made, the certificate for

a supply is issued in triplicate upon this form ; one copy is retained in the

State Department of Health having jurisdiction, and two are forwarded
to the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service, who will approve
such certificates and forward one copy to the person, firm or corporation

required by the Interstate Quarantine Regulations of the United States to

procure certification of water supplies which are the source of water pro-

vided by them for drinking and culinary use in interstate traffic and who
shall keep such certificates in their file for the current period during which
the supply is in such use.

"4. A certificate is issued for each semi-annual examination required

f)y regulation and for every other examination or re-examination of any
supply, whether the certificate be favorable or unfavorable to the use of

such supply; tJie filing of unfavorable certificates with the Surgeon Gen-
eral of the Public Health Service is required as well as the filing of favor-

able certificates, and is of greater importance.

"5. Upon the receipt of an unfavorable certificate by any person, firm,

or corporation the use of that water supply for drinking or culinary pur-

poses in interstate traffic shall be immediately discontinued, and the supply

appropriately placarded with approved signs
—"UNFIT TO DRINK"—in

accordance with the provisions of the Interstate Quarantine Regulations

of the United States. The receipt of unfavorable certificates shall be

acknowledged in duplicate by such persons, firms or corporations, who
must also advise that the use of the supply has been discontinued, and
that placards have been properly placed in accordance with these regula-

tions ; one copy is to be forwarded to the Surgeon General of the Public

Health Service and one copy to be forwarded to the State Department of

Health having jurisdiction.

"6. If a new supply be substituted for a supply for which an unfavor-
able certificate is issued, a certificate of examination must be procured
for such new supply by the person, firm, or corporation desiring to sub-

stitute it for drinking and culinary use in interstate traffic in lieu of the

condemned supply.

"7. If for any reason the use of a water supply be discontinued by a

person, firm, or corporation providing the same for use for drinking or
culinary purpose in interstate traffic, a written notification to that effect

must be forwarded in duplicate ; one copy addressed to the Surgeon
General of the Public Health Service and one copy to the State Depart-
ment of Health having jurisdiction."
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Since the cessation of hostilities and the return to civil pursuit of the

many sanitary engineers, a considerable impetus has been given to the

investigations of problems concerning general improvement of public

health. This is of importance to the Engineering Department of rail-

roads, as under the above regulations water supplies have been condemned

and the designs and plans for necessary changes or improvement involve

a large expenditure.

The most adaptable feature for improvement and purification of small

potable supplies now appears to be chlorination, but this has met with

objection by several state engineers account of the limited development in

connection with the comparatively small quantities usually encountered in

railroad drinking water demands, and the lack of bacteriological super-

vision under the present organization of the majority of railroads.

This feature will probably furnish an interesting field of development

during the coming few years, and if it is the pleasure of the Association,

your Committee will be pleased to keep in touch with the situation and

report on the possible and economical means of compliance as practiced

and authorized.

The following three paragraphs are recommended for insertion in

the Manual as subject matter under Railroad Water Service:

1. Federal Interstate Quarantine Regulations, section 13 to Amend-

ment No. 8, as amended July 14th, 1919, and issued by the Public Health

Service, provide that water for drinking purposes furnished by railroads

on cars in interstate traffic shall be pure and incapable of conveying dis-

ease, and shall be from source not exposed to possible contamination.

2. It is preferable, where available at reasonable cost, that drinking

water furnished by railroads should be secured from municipal supplies,

as these, as a rule, secure close supervision from local and state health

authorities.

3. Where impossible or impracticable to secure potable water from

municipal source, precautions should be taken to provide against possible

contamination. If supply is secured from wells, local drainage conditions

should receive consideration and protection provided against this entering

the wells. Surface supplies are particularly susceptible to contamination,

and when used should receive standard treatment with bacteriacides such

as calcium hypochlorite, chlorine, or ultra violet ray. All such supplies

should be tested regularly and if found unfit should be posted with warn-

ing—"UNFIT TO DRINK."
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WATER SERVICE ORGANIZATION

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

1. The object of this department is the economical development, con-

struction, maintenance, and operation of water stations for supplying suit-

able water for locomotives and other railway purposes and to secure effi-

ciency with a minimum of changes in the existing organization.

2. The establishment of a water department organization does not

necessarily mean that the division, or local forces, are materially changed,

but rather that the duties pertaining to the development and operation of

water facilities are placed in the hands of those trained along this par-

ticular line, relieving local and other officers of duties which may be

foreign to their department. Where regular water service men are locally

employed and the nucleus of an organization exists, as on many roads,

the divisional organization remains practically unchanged except that

duties and responsibilities are more clearly defined.

3. The graphical chart submitted represents an organization suitable

for a railroad of large mileage, and may be readily adapted to any road

with modifications.

4. Superintendent or Engineer of Water Service shall have direct

charge of chemist, inspectors and construction forces, and acts in an

advisory capacity to the division forces. A monthly report of the opera-

tion of water stations, form MW 1302, shall be forwarded to the Superin-

tendent or Engineer of Water Service, together with all other reports

relating to water facilities.

City water bills, requisitions for materials used in the construction

and maintenance of water facilities, as well as agreements pertaining to

water supply, shall be approved by him.

5. Chemist: The chemist shall report to the Superintendent or

Engineer Water Service, and shall have supervision of water treatment

and the analysis and examination of water. He shall periodically check

the results of treatment, including the effect of treated water on the main-

tenance and performance of locomotive and other boilers.

6. Inspectors: The inspector shall periodically inspect water sta-

tions, reporting to the Superintendent or Engineer Water Service on

proper form the conditions in detail and the repairs and renewals re-

quired, together with the estimated cost. He will make inspections and

reports on construction work, see that standards are being maintained,

check estimates and recommended improvements and perform such other

duties as may be assigned to him.
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7. Supervisor Water Service: Supervisor Water Service shall

report to Division Maintenance Office, and shall have charge of gang

foremen, repairmen and pumpers.

He shall be responsible for the condition, maintenance and operation

of pumping machinery, tanks, fire hydrants, fire pumps, pipe lines and all

other facilities for handling water on his territory.

W/iTER Service Organ/zation



Appendix D

IMPOUNDING RESERVOIRS FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES

E. H. Olson, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Introduction.

The most desirable site is one from which water can be delivered l)y

gravity or involves the least pumping head.

The impounding area should be sufficient to maintain an adequate

supply throughout the longest dry period, which may extend over two

consecutive years. (See Plate "A.")

Conditions of Economy (Operating).

Impounding reservoirs are justified at places where the cost of water

delivered does not exceed that of other equally usable dependable supply.

Selection of Site.

Reservoirs should be located where the topographic and climatic con-

ditions are most favorable. The governing factors are as follows

:

Topographic:

Geological Elevation. Size of Reservoir.

Geological Formation. Shape.
Topography. Depth.
Drainage Area. Water Table.

Accessibihty. Seepage from Reservoir.

Exposure.

Climatic:

Temperature. Transpiration.

Wind. Interception. •'

Humidity. TD„„^ff (Surface.

Storm Path.
^""°"-

1 Sub-Surface.

Precipitation. Water Evaporation.

Land Evaporation.

Drainage Area.

This may be comparatively small, requiring from a fraction of a

square mile in regions of frequent precipitation to a number of square

miles in the more arid localities; the area increasing with a decrease in

lainfall. The area should be favorable to a considerable surface runoff.

An excessive area increases amount of silt and size of spillway.

The ratio of drainage area to spillway contour should be not less

than 35 or 40, and the reservoir should have a water depth approximating

25 feet.

Water Requirements.

The maximum demands for present or the near future use should be

determined. The growth of traffic should be studied for a guide in fore-

casting the probable ultimate needs.
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Land Evaporation.

This is principally influenced by temperature and wind and usually

varies from about one-fourth to two-thirds of the yearly rainfall.

Transpiration.

This is mainly influenced by temperature and moisture and generally

varies from four to ten inches during the growing season for areas having

mixed vegetation, the water requirements for plants varying from three

hundred to one thousand times the weight of the dry matter produced.

Interception.

This is the portion of the precipitation intercepted and evaporated

without reaching the ground, and is in a measure constant for each rain

and probably amounts to 0.10 inch per rain, or something like 15 per cent,

to 40 per cent, of the annual precipitation. This item is often included

in the land evaporation loss.

Runoff—Surface and Sub-Surface.

This is the residual precipitation after land evaporation, transpiration,

interception and deep seepage losses have been deducted, and varies gen-

erally from 5 per cent, to 50 per cent, of the annual precipitation ; often

a rainfall of one-half inch is required before there is an appreciable sur-

face runoff.

In this class of reservoirs the surface runoff is the main factor sought

and is in general one-half and often greater than one-half the total runoff.

Method of Determining Runoff.

All rainfall records near site and in storm path should be carefully

studied and platted, likewise the daily rainfall, temperature, wind and

humidity records for the period for which the calculations are made. (See

Plate "A.")

Runoff computations should be made for the year preceding a

drought for the duration of the dry period; while the computations for

the spillway should be based on the heaviest precipitations.

The various methods can be grouped into four classes, viz.

:

1. The formula group.
2. The percentage group.
3. The precipitation minus loss method.
4. The direct measurement method.

Water Evaporation.

This depends chiefly on temperature, but is largely influenced by the

wind and humidity. In the more arid regions evaporation from reservoir

surface is the greatest loss.
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Plate "B" shows typical curves for monthly values for the various

factors entering into this subject and apply to northern Illinois.



Appendix E

SUITABLE TYPE OF WATER METERS FOR USE IN RAILROAD
WATER SERVICE, METHODS FOLLOWED IN TESTING AND

READING METERS, AND CHECKING CONSUMPTION
OF WATER.

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Reading Meters.

L The straight reading indicator consists of revolving discs with

figures around their periphery revolving on a common shaft, the figures

denoting the meter reading are exposed through a slot in the dial face.

This t}-pe of indicator requires no instructions, as it is only necessary to

copy the figures as shown.

The standard indicator consists of a train of clock gears and pinions,

with points indicating on numbered circles or indices the figures which

form the meter reading. The standard indicator is in almost general use,

as it is much simpler in mechanism and is less liable to get out of order

than the straight reading indicator. Accuracy is of the greatest import-

ance in meter reading and familiarity with the work and appearance of

the dials under various conditions of moisture, dirt, etc., is necessary to

enable the meter reader to do his work accurately.

General Instructions.

2. (a) Before attempting to read a water meter be sure that it is

registering. If necessary turn on the water and note if the point of indice

moves.

(b) Begin reading the meter by noting the value of the unit in which

the dial reads ; this is indicated by each indice. These figures indicate the

value of one completed revolution of the points, therefore each division of

an indice represents one-tenth of the amount marked against each indice.

It should be noted that one complete revolution of a point of any indice

is equal to one division of the indice of next higher value.

(c) Care must be taken to note the direction of movement of the

points which rotate on alternate dials in opposite directions.

(d) Read the indices beginning with the one of lowest value, usually

marked 10, and continue in the order shown by the figures beneath each

indice, setting down the figures as read, i. e., the reading of the 10 indice

in the units column ; that of the 100 indice in the tens column, etc.

(e) Always set down the figure on each indice that has been passed

last or is just covered by the pointer, as the reading of each indice depends

upon the reading of the one of next lowest value. Care must be taken,

when the point of the indice being read is close to, or covering a figure,

for unless the indice of next lower value has completed a revolution, or

passed the O, the pointer which is being read has not completed the
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division upon which it may appear to rest and the last figure which it has

entirely passed should be set down on the record.

(f) When the meter has registered its full capacity, that is, one

complete revolution of the highest dial, it returns to and starts again.

Whenever this occurs place in front of the reading of all of the dials the

figure 1—this must be done to obtain the present reading.

(g) Dials are made to indicate cubic feet, gallons, liters or any other

unit.

Accuracy of Me:ers

Positive displacement water meter when new should test within the

following degrees of accuracy

:

5^-inch meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 20

gallons per minute down to one gallon per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on >^-gallon per minute.

54-inch meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 35

gallons per minute down to 2 gallons per minute and within 10 per cent,

minus on J^-gallon per minute.

1-inch meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 60

gallons per minute down to 3 gallons per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on 3.4 gallons per minute.

Ij^-in. meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 100

gallons per minute down to 5 gallons per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on 13^ gallons per minute.

2-in. meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 160

gallons per minute down to 8 gallons per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on 2 gallons per minute.

3-in. meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 320

gallons per minute down to 16 gallons per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on 4 gallons per minute.

4-in. meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 560

gallons per minute down to 28 gallons per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on 7 gallons per minute.

6-in. meters within 2 per cent, plus, or minus, on all flows from 960

gallons per minute down to 48 gallons per minute, and within 10 per cent,

minus on 12 gallons per minute.

Testing Meters.

The correct method of testing water meters is by weighing the water,

allowing 62.5 lbs. of water to the cubic foot, and this method should be

followed whenever possible. (Variations in volume due to temperature be-

ing generally disregarded in actual practice.)

To ascertain the percentage of registration divide 6,250 by the number
of pounds of water delivered by meter.

To determine the percentage of error in registration, multiply the

error in pounds per cubic foot by 16 and divide by 10. It is necessary to

run at least one complete revolution of the hand of first indice of the

meter dial in all tests as the graduations of the indice nay not be exact.
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When necessary to make several runs to complete one revolution of

the first indice, the total weight of water delivered in the several runs

should be added, and in no case should a sub-division of the circle be used

to calculate the accuracy of the meter. When testing a meter, a valve

should be placed on the outlet side of the meter and a pressure main-

tained, making the conditions of test similar to that of actual service.

When the test by weight is impractical meters may be tested in place

by using a hose or pipe from the outlet of meter to a test meter of known
accuracy.

Maintenance of Meters

The maintenance of water meters is largely a matter of inspection,

testing and cleaning. The total cost of repair parts usually represents but

a very small proportion of the expense of maintaining meters.

W^here water is furnished through a meter, the meter is generally

maintained by the parties furnishing the water, regardless of ownership

of meter. In justice to both parties the meter should be maintained as

closely as possible to the same degree of accuracy as when received from

the manufacturer.

Whenever practical a railroad should standardize its water meters, as

this enables employees to so familiarize and perfect themselves in the

knowledge of the mechanical construction as to maintain a system of

meters at least expense and greatest efficiency.

Hot Water Meters.

A hot water meter is similar in construction to a cold water meter ex-

cept that bronze or similar metal is used for discs, etc., instead of vulcan-

ized rubber, as the hard rubber used in cold water meters becomes pliable

at about 120 degrees Fahr. A hot water meter should not be used in con-

tinuous service for either hot or cold water, as the metal working parts

wear much more rapidly than in the cold water meter where dissimilar

substances come in contact.

The principal use of hot water meters is to measure boiler feed water.

Types of Meters Suitable for Railway Service.

While all types of meters are used successfully in railway water serv-

ice, their use may be well confined to two types for general service, namely,

the disc and current type of meter.

The disc type of meter is very satisfactory in the smaller sizes and

for fairly uniform flow up to three inches. The area of the disc is so

great in the larger sizes that they are easily damaged through water ham-

mer ; therefore, a current meter should be used for services larger than

three inches.

The current or velocity type of meter is designed for the rapid deliv-

ery of a large quantity of water, and is a very durable type of meter un-

der heavy duty. The water areas are large as compared to the wearing

surfaces and the wear is not as great as with other types of meters even

when handling muddy or gritty water,
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN RAILWAY WATER SERVICE

W. C. Harvey, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Group "A"—Wells

1. Artesian Well.—A well in which subterranean hydrostatic pressure

causes the water therein to rise.

2. Flowing Well.—An artesian well in which the water rises above the

surface of the ground.

3. Driven Well.—One made by driving the casing without strainer and

removing the material inside, or by driving casing with well point

and strainer, without the necessity of removing the material.

4. Drilled Well.—One, generally of considerable depth, drilled with a

tool mechanically operated.

5. Well Casing.—The pipe forming the wall of a drilled or driven well.

6. Well Screen.—A device placed in a well designed to admit water

from the surrounding area and exclude sand and other sub-

stances therefrom. Generally a slotted or perforated pipe, some-

times wound with wire.

7. Intake Well.—Commonly applied to a well for collecting surface

supply in an advantageous position for pumping.

Group "B"—Water Tanks

1. Tank Tower.—A structure which supports an elevated tank.

2. Standpipe.—A cylindrical tank without tower, but performing the

same service as an elevated tank.

3. Tank Valve.—The valve controlling the delivery of water from tank

to outlet pipe.

4. Outlet Pipe.—The pipe through which the water is delivered from

tank to spout.

5. Float Valve.—A valve which controls the height of water in tank

by the action of the water raising a float.

6. Frost Box.—A box insulated for protecting pipes against freezing.

Group "C"—Pipe Lines

1. Intake Line.—A line of pipe conveying water by gravity from source

of supply to intake well.

2. Suction Line.—A line of pipe through which a pump draws its

supply.

3. Discharge Line.—A line of pipe through whicJi the water is forced

by the action of the pump.

4. Service Lines.—Pipe lines through which water is distributed.

5. Drop Line.—The vertical line of pipe in a well through which the

water is discharged.
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Group "D"—Water Columns

I. Water Column.—A mechanical device consisting of valve, vertical

pipe and spout, through which water is controlled and delivered

to locomotive tender.

Group "E"—Internal Combustion Engines

1. Internal Combustion Engine.—A prime mover in which the power

is derived from the explosive force of the fuel compressed and

ignited in a cylinder, and acting directly against the piston.

2. Two-Cycle Engine.—An internal combustion engine receiving a

power impulse at each revolution.

3. Four-Cycle Engine.—An internal combustion engine receiving a

power impulse at each second revolution.

4. Gasoline Engine.—An internal combustion engine using gasoline,

naphtha or other volatile petroleum products as fuel.

5. Gas Engine.—An internal combustion engine using natural or man-

ufactured gas as fuel.

6. Oil Engine.—An internal combustion engine which is started and

operated on a non-volatile oil of low specific gravity, the fuel

being ignited from a surface heated by previous combustion of

the fuel.

Group "F"—Water Treatment

1. Incrusting Solids.—Matter in solution or suspension which upon the

application of heat and evaporation of water forms scale.

2. Non-Incrusting Solids.—Matter in solution whose solubility is above

that usually found in boiler water concentrations.

3. Colloidal Matter.—Matter in a state of semi-solution which must

be coagulated before removal by sedimentation or filtration.

4. , Organic AIatter.—Commonly applied to decaying vegetable or animal

matter occasionally encountered in waters.

5. Suspended Matter.—Matter which may be removed by filtration,

coagulation or sedimentation.

6. Filtration.—A mechanical process of removing suspended matter, or

bacteria from water.

7. Aeration.—A process of permeating water with air for the pur-

pose of removing various impurities.

8. Reagent.—A chemical used for the treatment of water.

9. Hardness.—The quality of water due to incrusting solids held in

solution.

10. Permanent Hardness.—Formerly referred to that hardness which

remained in water after boiling at atmospheric pressure, but from

use it now refers to that hardness due to sulphate and chlorides

of calcium and magnesium, which results in forming hard scale.

II. Temporary Hardness.—Formerly referred to that hardness which

was removed from water by boiling at atmospheric pressure, but

from use refers to that hardness due to calcium and magnesium

carbonates, or bi-carbonates in solution.
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12. Sludgk.—The precipitate resulting from chemical treatment, coagu-

lation or sedimentation.

13. fNTiiUMrrrENT Water Tre.\ting Plant.—One so designed that the

water is pumped alternately into two or more treating tanks and

there retained until chemical reaction and precipitation are

complete.

Group "G"—Equipment

1. Reciprocating Pump.—One in which the piston or plunger alter

nately draws the water in and discharges it from the cylinder.

2. SiNGLE-AcTiNG PuMP.—One in which one end of the plunger or pis-

ton only acts on the fluid column.

3. DouHLE-AcTiNG PuMP.—One in which the plunger or piston acts

upon the fluid column both on the forward and return stroke.

4. Piston Pump.—One in which a finished cylinder is closely fitted with

a reciprocating piston and forces a volume of water varying with

the area of piston and the stroke.

5. Plunger Pump.-—One ir which the reciprocating part is a plunger

which enters the cylinder through packing glands and displaces

a volume of water equal to the volume of the plunger entering

the cylinder.

6. Rotary Pump.—One in which the liquid is transferred by catching

it between the pump case and revolving impellers which fill the

cross-section of the pump case.

7. Centrifugal Pump.—One in which the force necessary to discharge

the water is derived from the velocity of revolving impellers.

8. Air Lift.—An installation for introducing air into the column of

•water in a well, thereby causing it to rise.

9. Working Barrel.—The metal tube fastened to the lower end of the

drop line which contains the valves and piston.

10. Pump Rods.—The line of rods which connect the piston in the work-

ing barrel with the power head.

11. Power Head.—A machine placed over a well connected to the power

and which, by means of the pump rods, operates the piston in the

working barrel.

Group "H"—Rainfall, Reservoirs, Etc.

1. Evaporation.—The process by which water is changed from the liquid

to the gaseous state.

2. Precipitation.—Condensed atmospheric moisture.

3. Runoff.—Precipitation less losses due to evaporation, transpiration

and seepage.

4. Percolation.—The act of water descending from the ground surface.

5. Transpiration.—The emission of vapor from plant surface.

6. Interception.—That part of the precipitation prevented from reach-

ing the ground.

7. Water Table.—The underground water level.

8. Seepage.—Water escaping through the ground into streams.



Appendix G

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPICAL WATER STA-

TION LAYOUTS.

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The Committee prepared fifteen plans showing different track layouts

as follows:

(1) Typical plans for engine terminals, as follows:

1—Single track arrangement, coal chute near engine house.
2—Single track arrangement, cinder pit near engine house.
3—Double track arrangement, coal chute near engine house.
4—Double track arrangement, cinder pit near engine house.
5—Three track arrangement, cinder pit near engine.

(2) Typical passenger station layouts, as follows:
6—Single track arrangement.
7—Double track arrangement.
8—Double track arrangement at street crossing.

(3) Typical track layouts, as follows

:

9—Single track arrangement.
10—Double track arrangement.
11—Typical double track layout with an intermediate.
12—Typical four track layout.
13—Typical six track layout.

14—Typical junction track layout.

15—Typical yard track layout.

Copies of these plans were sent to the several members of the Com-
mittee on Yards and Terminals and Committee on Economics of Railway

Operation, as well as some twelve or fifteen other members of the Asso-

ciation.

Six plans were returned with location of water facilities indicated

thereon. The locations as given have been incorporated in one set of these

plans, each location being shown by a different color.

There is some difference of opinion as to the proper location of these

water facilities. It is felt that the Committee will be able to fix a definite

location from the information submitted.

The proper location of facilities for delivering water to locomotives

is one of the most important features in the economical handling of power.

Strictly speaking no two layouts may be identical, even though the track

layout may be the same in one location as another it does not follow that

the water facilities may be duplicated as the movement of trains and

engines may be such that an ideal arrangement of water facilities at one

point will be entirely inadequate or poorly arranged for another.

At engine terminals they should be so arranged that engines may take

water without any switching or back-up movement and where possible

convenient to sanding and coaling facilities. As a general thing engines

will require water only when leaving the house, but it is sometimes neces-

sary to provide water for incoming engines where they have to stand for

some time before reaching the table. The facilities will also have to be
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located with due regard for the time they arc held for their train and in

event they are held on storage track for any considerable length of time

it may be necessarj' to provide additional water columns for giving them

water the second time to avoid blocking engine house lead.

Water columns serving yard engines should be so located that they

will not interfere with the movement of road engines handling trains, or

with the movement of engines to or from the house. This is particularly

true of points where engines are allowed to remain "on the spot" near

water column after taking water during noon hour.

The following suggestions are ofifered, gathered from information

obtained from the Committee on Economics of Railway Operation:

(1) Water stations should preferably be located on tangents so that

there will be a sufficient length of tangent approach to enable approaching
trains to have sufficient braking distance in which to bring train to a stop

before colliding with any train that may be taking water.

(2) When possible, standpipes should be so located as to permit
passenger trains taking water while doing station work; and freight

trains, while on sidings.

(3) The volume of water discharged with a given pressure varies

as the square of the diameter of the spout, and when time is an object

the water column should not be less than 12 inches.

(4) Standpipes should be located preferably at points (due weight
being given to other requirements) where engines or trains will not stand
foul of switches, crossovers, or other tracks while taking water.

(5) The advantages of locating water facilities adjacent to coal

stations are, operating economies possible from the unification and ability

of locomotives taking coal and water with one stop.

The disadvantages are, necessity for passenger trains making two
stops for water and coal.

The same thing applies to passenger trains taking water at regular
station stops and at points where freight trains stop for orders. In

any given case the local conditions would have to be takf^n into considera-
tion before deciding which of the two alternatives should be adopted.

(6) Water stations should be located at points where trains can stop
and start without difficulty.



Appendix H
SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOODEN WATER TANK

50,000 Gallons Capacity

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Material.

1. The tank, consisting of staves and bottom plank, shall be made
of cypress, redwood, white pine, or such other timber as may be

specified by the Engineer, and shall be sound, straight-grained, sea-

soned, out of wind, free from shakes, season checks, sap, pitch pockets

or streaks, splits, rot, deadwood, unsound knots, loose knots, knots in

clusters and large knots extending through the material. Small, loose

or unsound knots may be bored out if the holes are thoroughly

plugged with the same material as the tank. Material having knots

in the edges will not be accepted. No plugs will be permitted within

twelve (12) inches of the croze and no stave shall have more than

one plug.

Size.

2. The tank shall be twenty-four (24) feet in diameter (inside

measurement) and fifteen (15) feet eleven (11) inches high. (The

height of tank to be the length of finished stave.)

Shape.

3. The tank shall be cylindrical the same diameter at top and

bottom.

Bottom.

4. The bottom plank shall be eight (8) to twelve (12) inches

wide and three (3) inches thick jointed two edges, with three (3) inch

chamfer. All pieces shall be full length without splicing. Tlie bottom

shall be cut to the true circle of the tank and the planks marked and

numbered to indicate their correct position when the bottom is laid.

Staves.

5. The staves shall be six (6) to eight (8) inches wide, and fifteen

(15) feet eleven (11) inches long, of uniform width throughout with

finished thickness of two and three-quarter (2^) inches at edges of

stave, the outer side of stave shall be surfaced to the true circle of

the tank and edges accurately planed or sawed on radial lines from
center of tank. The croze in each stave shall be four (4) inches in

the clear from the end of the stave, the croze to be two and five-

eighths (2§^) inches wide with a five-eighth (§^) inch gain and shall

be accurately cut to fit true circle of bottom.

General.

6. (a) The tank shall be framed and jointed in such a manner
that all joints maj' be made watertight without the use of any foreign

material.
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(b) The staves and bottom plank shall be fitted in a workman-
like manner before shipment, each piece plainly marked to indicate its

proper position in the tank.

(c) At least one additional stave shall be shipped with each tank

to provide against possible shrinkage or damage.

(d) To facilitate erection the staves may be provided with dowels

placed one-third of length of stave from top, dowels to be three-

quarter (^) inch in diameter and of same material as stave.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOODEN WATER TANK
100,000 Gallons Capacity

Material.

1. The tank, consisting of staves and bottom plank, shall be

made of cypress, redwood, white pine, or such other timber as may
be specified by the Engineer, and shall be sound, straight-grained,

seasoned, out of wind, free from shakes, season checks, sap, pitch

pockets or streaks, splits, rot, deadwood, unsound knots, loose knots,

knots in clusters and large knots extending through the material.

Small, loose or unsound knots may be bored out if the holes are

thoroughly plugged with the same material as the tank. Material

having knots in the edges will not be accepted. No plugs will be

permitted within twelve (12) inches of the croze and no stave shall

have more than one plug.

Size.

2. The tank shall be thirty (30) feet in diameter (inside measure-

ment) and nineteen (19) feet eleven (11) inches high. (The height

of tank to be the length of finished stave.)

Shape.

3. The tank shall be cylindrical, the same diameter at top and
bottom.

Bottom.

4. The bottom plank shall be eight (8) to twelve (12) inches

wide and three (3) inches thick jointed two edges with three (3) inch

chamfer. All plank twenty-four (24) feet or less in length shall be

full length without splicing. Plank more than twenty-four (24) feet

in length may be made in two pieces to be joined together by means
of an iron tongue with suitable slots sawed in the ends of plank to

receive the tongue, the tongue to be one-eighth (Yg) inch in thickness,

six (6) inches long and the full width of stave. The bottom shall be
cut to the true circle of the tapk and the planks marked and num-
bered to indicate their correct position when the bottom is laid.

Staves.

5. The staves shall be six (6) to eight (8) inches wide and nine-

teen (19) feet eleven (11) inches long, of uniform width throughout,
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with finished thickness of three (3) inches at edge of stave. The
outer side of stave shall be surfaced to the true circle of the tank

and edges accurately planed or sawed on radial lines from center of

tank. The croze in each stave shall be four (4) inches in the clear

from the end of the stave, the croze to be two and five-eighths (2?^)

inches wide with a five-eighth (^^) inch gain and shall be accurately

cut to lit true circle of bottom.

General.

6. (a) The tank shall be framed and jointed in such a manner
that it may be made watertight without the use of any foreign mate-

rial.

(b) The staves and bottom plank shall be fitted in a workman-
like manner before shipment, each piece plainly marked to indicate its

proper position in the tank.

(c) At least one additional stave shall be shipped with each tank

to provide against possible shrinkage or damage.

(d) To facilitate erection the staves may be provided with dowels

placed one-third of length of stave from top; dowels to be three-

quarter (54) inch diameter and of same material as stave.
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Specifications for Wooden Water Tanks.

The original instructions to the Committee were to prepare plans

and specifications for three sizes of wooden tanks, namely, 50,000,

75,000 and 100,000 gallons capacity, and while the instructions were

not specific, it was assumed that it was the intent to include the entire

structure.

After reviewing the work of former Committees it was thought

wise to confine the report to the tub and hoops only, and this was
agreed to by the Standardization Committee at Toronto, September

16th. Attention was called to the fact that the cost of a 100,000-

gallon tank was only about ten per cent, more than the cost of a

75,000-gallon tank. The instructions were modified accordingly and

Committee instructed to make report on 50,000 and 100,000-gallon

tanks only.

The plan and specifications presented herewith were prepared

after a study of every available tank design, and it is felt that it

embodies the best features of modern practice. The present practice

of building 16 ft. by 24 ft. and 20 ft. by 30 ft. tanks has been followed

as closely as possible in order to avoid any radical change in design

that might afifect the design or construction of tower and foundation.

To secure the capacity specified it was necessary to maintain the

full inside diameter of 24 and 30 feet, while the height of tank is the

length of finished stave. After allowing 7 inches for chime and

bottom and 6 inches for variation between the maximum water level

and the outlet level, the net capacity of a 16 ft. by 24 ft. tank will be

50,300 gallons, and that of a 20 ft. by 30 ft. tank 99,830 gallons.

The cylindrical tank was accepted rather than the tapered tank,

as there is no advantage in the latter design, while it is more expen-

sive to frame and requires hoops of varying lengths, whereas every

hoop is the same length on a cylindrical tank. The argument has

been presented that a taper was necessary in a wooden tank to pre-

vent the hoops slipping down. If this be true, it is useless to specify

the limits of the fiber stress on hoop.

A minimum width of 8 inches for bottom plank and 6 inches for

staves has been established in order to limit the number of joints in

the tank and minimize the possibility of leakage through joints, while

the maximum width of stave is fixed at 8 inches to insure a more
uniform bearing of hoops, avpid possible warping or twisting of stave

and waste of material in surfacing outside of stave to the radius of

tank.

A hoop round in cross-section is recommended after a very careful

study of hoop design. The round hoop is readily inspected, as 90 per

cent, of the hoop is exposed, any deterioration may be detected and

practically the whole surface of the hoop may be painted.
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A popular theory has been that the round hoop would crush the

fiber of the wood and induce decay; also that dirt, cinders and mois-

ture would accumulate in the recess formed by the upper part of the

hoop.

An examination of several tanks equipped with round hoops (two

sets having been in service for ten years and one set in use thirty-one

years) failed to support this theory as there was no crushing of the

wood and no accumulation on top of the hoop.

The hoops must be bent in the shop so that they will fit closely

to the staves all around the tank.

It may not be amiss to include a few remarks on erection and

manufacture of tanks.

Beginning at one end of a bottom plank, drive the staves on in

their places, being careful to stagger the stave joints with the bottom

joints not less than one inch; that is, do not have a vertical stave

joint come directly over a place where two bottom planks are joined.

Get the crozing square on the bottom before driving and set staves in

position between the lines. Drive the edges of staves tightly together.

Before putting on staves arrange the hoops for immediate use.

After all staves have been placed in position, begin putting on the

hoops, placing lugs as shown on plan. Do not place lugs one above

another, as this would bring too great a strain at one point on the

tank, making the tank flat or out of round where the lugs meet.

In drawing up hoops on tank, take a heavy hammer or tank maul

and strike the hoops a sharp blow at different points. This will start

the hoops towards the lugs and equalize the tension around the tank.

When a tank has been exposed for some time after completion

before erection, put in a little water at a time, expanding it in this

way. In the erection of large tanks wet the inside of tank frequently

for a day or two before filling. This can be done with a pail and a

broom, or with a few inches of water in the bottom of the tank, using

a broom to spatter the sides.

Judgment should be exercised in not putting up the tank on an

extremely windy day. It is a good plan to begin setting the staves

on the windward side so that the convex surface may be presented

to the wind when the tank is partly erected, rather than the concave

pocket, which ofifers greater resistance to the wind.

Staves should be held together at top by means of staples or dogs,

or tacked together with laths or strips until after the hoops are put

on the tank. A common method is to use a light rope around the

oiltside of staves near the top fastened to the staves by means of

common fence staples to hold each stave in place as it is erected.

Tanks should not be left overnight without a number of hoops in

place. For that reason it is a good plan to start driving on the staves

of a large tank in the morning, in order to provide time to get the
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work sufficiently advanced to leave it in a safe condition before

nightfall.

In no case should wedges or calking material be driven into a

joint, as this only serves to open it wider or spring the joint at some
other place.

In setting up the nuts on the hoops, special care should be taken

that they are not set up so tight that a heavy initial stress is put on

the hoops.

At least one extra stave should be sent with each tank, because

an extra piece may be needed to complete the tank on account of

shrinkage. The last stave should be fitted into place by jointing off

to size required.

The tank must not be exposed to the weather before it is set up

and pipe connections should be made promptly after setting up so

that the "tank may be filled as soon as possible.

Tanks should be painted on the outside and ends of staves and

bottom planks. The hoops should be painted first with red lead.

Tank must be made absolutely watertight without the use of any

calking or lining material.

The weight of the tank must be supported entirely from its

bottom, and in no event should any weight come on bottom of staves.

The stave jointing, as well as the other operations in a machine-

made tank, are done by special machinery. In jointing the staves,

they are held in place by clamps on long traveling tables in the same
position they will have when in place in the finished tank. This

insures uniform bearing of the stave joints throughout both the length

and thickness of the staves. The outside of the stave is surfaced

convex and should have a true radius of the diameter of the tank so

that the hoops will have a bearing throughout the width of each stave,

regardless of what its width may be. Thus, the hoop should be in

contact with an 8-inch stave for the full width the same as with a

stave 6 inches wide. The crozing of the staves to receive the bottom

is also done by special machinery. The stave is hung in a swinging

frame which travels in an arc corresponding with the diameter of the

tank so that when the croze is cut it is circular in shape and will

be completely filled by the circle of the tank bottom when the stave

is well driven up.

The tank bottom should be carefully laid out. It is then scribed

and cut to circle, dressed and chamfered and the planks marked and

numbered consecutively. The staves are then put on the tank and

driven up, making the complete tank ready for the hoops. This

enables the inspector to examine the tank carefully from the inside

as well as the outside for possible defects in the lumber that may
have escaped the timber inspector and the machine operators. There

are virtually four inspections of the timber before it is shipped, and
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the possibility of inadvertently overlooking a defective stave or

bottom plank is remote.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TANK HOOPS
Material.

1. (a) Hoops are to be made of the best refined double rolled

wrought-iron, tough, fibrous and uniform in character; free from

blisters, cinder spots, flaws, or imperfect edges, and must be thor-

oughly welded during rolling.

(b) Test specimens of uniform sectional area of at least one-half

of a square inch for a length of ten inches shall show an ultimate

strength of 52,000 lbs. per square inch, and an elastic limit of not less

than 26,000 lbs. per square inch, and an elongation of twenty per cent,

in a distance of eight inches.

(c) Full-size test pieces shall stand bending cold by blows of a

hammer 180 degrees, and close down upon themselves without sign

of fracture. All material will be subjected to inspection, and the Con-

tractor shall furnish all test specimens and facilities for making tests

at' his sole cost and expense.

Shape.

2. Hoops to be round in cross-section the same size throughout

and shall be bent to a true radius to fit the tank.

Size.

3. To be of such a size and so spaced that the stress shall not

exceed 12,500 lbs. per square inch, when computed from area at base

of thread. No hoop less than three-quarter (^) inch diameter to be

used.

Note.—Following table gives proper working strength for hoops

of common sizes, based on the above allowable stress

:

Diameter of
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Top hoop to be placed within two inches of top of staves. No
space between hoops to exceed 21 inches. Hoops to be so placed

that lugs will not come in a vertical line.

On account of the swelling of the tank bottom the hoops near

the bottom may be subjected to a strain greater than that due to the

water pressure alone, therefore additional hoops should be provided.

Two hoops of the size used next above it should be placed around the

bottom opposite the croze, one of which shall not be considered as

withstanding any water pressure.

Threads.

5. The ends of each section of hoop shall be threaded with U. S.

standard thread for length of four and one-half (4j^) inches.

Nuts.

6. Each end of each section shall be provided with two (2)

hexagon nuts tapped to fit the thread on hoop.

Lugs.

7. The lugs shall be of standard pattern, at least eight (8) inches

long and as strong as the hoop; they shall preferably be made of

malleable iron, but castiron may be used if approved by the Engineer.

General.

8. Each hoop shall be made in three (3) sections for sixteen by

twenty-four (16 ft. by 24 ft.) foot tanks and in four (4) sections for

twenty by thirty (20 ft. by 30 ft.) foot tanks.

The several pieces constituting one hoop shall be tied together

for shipment.

All pieces shall be furnished in full lengths, unwelded, and must
not varj' from the lengths given on order more than one-half (J.'^)

inch.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE VIII—ON MASONRY

J. J. Yates, Chairman; Job Tuthill, Vice-Chairman;

J. T. Andrews, M. S. Ketchum,

R. Armour, W. M. Kinney,

G. E. Boyd, W. S. Lacher,

T. L. CoNDRON, A. E. Owen,

L. N. Edwards, W. M. Ray,

W. K. Hatt, F. E. Schall,

L. J. HOTCHKISS, Z. H. SiKES,

Richard L. Humphrey, C. C. Westfall,

Noah Johnson, Committee.

To the American Railn'ay Enginecriny Association:

Your Committee on Masonry submits its reports for the year 1919.

The subjects assigned by the Board of Direction for report and the

sub-committees appointed by the Chairman were as follows

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual and
submit definite recommendations for changes.

Sub-Committee 1:—A. E. Owen, Chairman; M. S. Ketchum, Z. H.
Sikes.

2. Revise the specifications for plain and reinforced concrete and for

steel reinforcement.

Sub-Committee 2:—J. J. Yates, Chairman; Job Tuthill, Vice-Chair-

man; G. E. Boyd, T. L. Condron, W. K. Hatt, W. M. Kinney, W. S.

Lacher, A. E. Owen, F. E. Schall.

3. Report on different methods of depositing concrete under water.

Sub-Committee 3 :—G. E. Boyd, Chairman ; W. M. Ray, C. C. West-
fall.

4. Report on disintegration of concrete, and corrosion of reinforcing

materials in connection with the use of concrete in sea water.

Sub-Committee 4 :—F. E. Schall, Chairman
; J. T. Andrews, R. Ar-

mour, Richard L. Humphrey, Z. H. Sikes.

5. Prepare specifications for slag aggregate.

Sub-Committee 5 :—W. S. Lacher, Chairman ; Noah Johnson.

6. Report on (1) the effect upon the strength and durability of con-

crete not having a sufficiency of moisture present throughout the period of

hardening, as compared with concrete fully supplied with moisture; (2)
methods for providing moisture during this period; (3) remedy for con-

crete hardened with insufficient moisture.

Sub-Committee 6:—W. M. Kinney, Chairman; Noah Johnson, L. N.

Edwards.

7. An investigation of the distribution of loads through ballast, and
embankments, as affecting the design of masonry structures.

Sub-Committee 7:—Job Tuthill, Chairman; M. S. Ketchum, W. M.
Ray.
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8. Report on methods of conveying and depositing concrete.

Sub-Committee 8 :—T. L. Condron, Chairman ; L. J. Hotchkiss, C. C.

Westfall, L. N. Edwards.
Special Joint Committee, composed of two members each of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society for Testing Ma-
terials, American Concrete Institute, American Concrete Pipe Association,

American Railway Engineering Association, to "Prepare Specifications

for Concrete Pipe."

The members of this Association assigned by the Board of Direction
were Job Tuthill and A. F. Robinson.

Committee Meetings

The following meetings of the full Committee were held:

Chicago, April 21, 1919.

Buffalo, September 12 and 13, 1919.

Chicago, November 7 and 8, 1919.

Chicago, November 29, 1919.

In addition, Sub-Committee 2, composed of the Chairmen of all the

sub-committees, held a meeting at Chicago on June 6, 1919, and a number

of other meetings were held by each of the sub-committees.

Reports

The Committee presents reports on Subjects 1, 2, 3, and 5, Subject 5,

and a portion of 3 being included in the report on Subject 2.

Progress has been made on the reports on the other subjects assigned,

but owing to the time of the Committee being largely given to Subject 2,

consideration and reports on Subjects 4, 6, 7, and 8 were deferred until

next year.

Conclusions

Your Committee recommends the following action be taken on its

report

:

1. That the revision of the Manual, given in Appendix A, be ap-

proved.

2. That the "Specifications for Plain and Reinforced Concrete and

Steel Reinforcement" be withdrawn from the Manual, and the "Specifica-

tions for Concrete, Plain and Reinforced," given in Appendix B, substi-

tuted.

3. That the "Specifications for Billet-Steel Concrete Reinforcement

Bars," given in Appendix B, be "adopted and published in the Manual.

4. That the matter headed "Methods of Depositing Concrete Under
Water" be withdrawn from the Manual and the recommendations given

in Appendix C under a similar heading substituted.

Suggestions for Future Work
Prepare specifications governing the design of concrete and rein-

forced concrete structures.

Continue Subjects 4, 6, 7, and 8. Appoint five members to represent

the Association on "Joint Committee for Concrete and Reinforced Con-
crete." Continue representation on "Joint Committee for Concrete

Pipes."
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This Association appears in the year book of the American Society

for Testing Materials as represented on Committee C-1 by five mem-
bers or former members of the Masonry Committee. It is recommended

that the true status of this representation be ascertained, and if it is

found desirable to continue such representation, that instructions be issued

governing such representation.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Masonry,
T. J. Y.-VTES, Chairman.



Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL.

A. E. Owen, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Your Committee has reviewed the subject-matter in the Manual, and

recommends the following omissions, revisions and additions to the defi-

nitions on pages 247 to 252, inclusive, and page 292 of the 1915 Manual:

Omissions

Omit "Classification of Masonry," page 247.

Omit the following definitions

:

Page 247—"Masonry, Bridge and Retaining Wall." "Masonry,

Culvert."

Page 248—"Brick." "Puzzolan Cement, as made in North

America."

Page 250—"Face." "Facing."

Page 292—"Monolith of Concrete."

Revisions

Page 248—"Cement."—Omit the word "Puzzolan." Change word "three"

to "two."

"English Bond."—Add after the word "each" the word "alternate."

Page 249—"Abutment."—Add the word "generally" after the word

"and." Omit the last sentence reading—"The abutment of an arch

is commonly called a bench wall."

Page 249—"Backing."—Omit the last sentence reading, "It is usually of

& cheaper grade of work than the face."

Page 250—^"Grout" (noun).—Substitute the following definition: "The
material resulting from mixing cement and water, or cement, sand

and water, to a fluid consistency."

Page 251
—

"Laitance."—Substitute the following definition : "A film or

layer consisting principally of the finer cement particles which jise to

the surface during the placing of the concrete."

Page 252—"Masonry."—General Definition : Omit the first paragraph.

Add the following paragraph after the second paragraph now in the

Manual : "In usual practice, the word 'masonry' is qualified by some
proper term to more particularly describe the masonry under consid-

eration, such as stone, concrete, brick, etc."

Additions

Aggregate.—The inert material used in making concrete.

Fine Aggregate.—The finer inert material used in making concrete, usu-

ally considered to include that material passing a sieve having four

meshes per linear inch.

Sand.—The finely divided material, generally of a siliceous nature, result-

ing from the reduction of rock by natural forces to the size included

under fine aggregate.
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Stone Screenings.—Crushed natural rock of sizes defined under "Fine

Aggregate."

Coarse Aggregate.-—The coarser inert material used in making concrete,

usually considered to include that material which is retained on a

sieve having four meshes per linear inch. The upper limit of its size

depends on various conditions, but it seldom exceeds three inches.

Crushed Stone.—Crushed natural rock of sizes defined under "Coarse

Aggregate."

Crushed Slag.—Air-cooled, blast-furnace slag of sizes included under

"Coarse Aggregate."

Gravel, Bank-Run Gravel,—Normal product of a gravel bank, including

pebbles and sand in varying proportions.

Crusher-Run Rock.—The unscreened output of the stone crusher.

Construction Joint.—A joint or break between successive deposits of

concrete usually to facilitate construction.

Expansion Joint.—A joint or break in the mass concrete to provide for

expansion.

Mixer-Batch.—A machine for mixing concrete in separate batches as dis-

tinguished from concrete mixed by a continuous mixer.

Pre-mixed Aggregate.—A mixture of fine and coarse aggregate.

Stand.\rd Sand.—A natural sand from Ottawa, 111., screened to pass '

No. 20 sieve, and retained on a No. 30 sieve.
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(2) SPECIFICATIONS FOR PLAIN AND REINFORCED CON-

CRETE, AND FOR STEEL REINFORCEMENT.

J. J. Yates, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The demand for a revised specification has been so urgent that the

energies of the Committee have been practically confined to this subject.

The specifications as herewith presented cover materials and construction

onlj^ and leave for future study and consideration the design of concrete

and reinforced concrete ."Structures. The two subjects could not be satis-

factorily covered in this year's work.

The Committee found that a large amount of preliminary work had

been done since the report of the "Joint Committee on Concrete and Re-

inforced Concrete." The Committee issued a questionnaire calling for

specifications of the various railroad systems and obtained a large num-
ber of answers comprising the greater mileage of the railroads of North

America.

A review of the answers received to the questionnaire indicates clearly

that the majority of the railroads are not using the specification for re-

inforcement that appears in the Manual, but are using the specification

of the American Society for Testing Materials in whole or with a few

reservations. It was the unanimous opinion of the Committee that this

latter specification was a better one from a commercial standpoint, and

with a few reservations, was the best that could be recommended to the

Association. The Committee realized that to evolve a new specification

would require a large expense for tests and researches, which the Asso-

ciation was not prepared to finance.

The objections found to the present specifications of the Association

for steel reinforcement were its incompleteness, and the difficulty of ob-

taining steel to meet some of its requirements. Omitting the cold bend
test of 180 degrees flat for structural steel grade under 1 inch in thick-

ness, which is a requirement of such a severe nature as to make it difficult

and expensive of fulfillment, the proposed specifications assure us better

and less expensive material than those now in the Manual.

In view of the fact that a new "Joint Committee on Concrete and
Reinforced Concrete" is about to be formed, of which this Association

will be one of the five Societies participating, the Committee considered

the postponement of its report. Owing, however, to the need of a revised

specification for the new Manual, and to the demand for these specifi-

cations at the present time and also the amount of work that has been
done towards securing these specifications both by this Committee and
others, it seemed to the Committee it would be a mistake to postpone
their presentation for at least two years, which, we believe, is the earliest

date that a report of the Joint Committee can be placed before the Con-
vention.

86
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The Committee presents the following "Specifications for Concrete,

Plain and Reinforced," and asks that they be accepted and printed in the

Manual in place of the "Specifications for Plain and Reinforced Concrete

and Steel Reinforcement," as they appear in the 1915 Manual, pp. Nos.

281 to 289:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE
PLAIN AND REINFORCED

Materials

Cement.

1. The cement shall meet the requirements of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association's "Specifications for Portland Cement."

It shall be stored in a weather-tight structure with the floor raised not

less than one foot from the ground in such a manner as to permit easy

access for proper inspection and identification of each shipment. Cement
that has hardened or partially set shall not be used.

Fine Aggregate.

2. (a) The fine aggregate shall consist of sand, crushed stone or

gravel screenings, graded from fine to coarse, and passing when dry, a

screen having holes one-quarter (%) inch in diameter. Not more than

twenty-five (25) per cent, by weight shall pass a No. 50 sieve, and not

more than six (6) per cent, a No. 100 sieve when screened dry, nor more

than ten (10) per cent, dry weight shall pass a No. 100 sieve when washed

on the sieve with a stream of water. It shall be clean and free from soft

particles, mica, lumps of clay, loam or organic matter

(b) The fine aggregate shall be of such quality that mortar briquettes

made of one ( 1) part of Portland Cement and three (3) parts of the fine

aggregate by weight shall show a tensile strength, after an age of seven

( 7) days, not less than the strength of briquettes of the same age, made
of mortar of the same consistency in the proportion of one (1) part of

the same cement to three (3) parts of standard Ottawa Sand.

Coarse Aggregate.

3. The coarse aggregate shall consist of gravel or crushed stone,

which, unless otherwise specified or called for on the plans, shall, for

plain mass concrete, pass a screen having holes two and one-quarter

(2J4) inches in diameter, and for reinforced concrete a screen having

holes one and one-quarter (1%) inches in diameter; and be retained on

a screen having holes one- fourth {%) inch in diameter, and shall be

graded in size from the smallest to the largest particles. It shall be clean,

hard, durable and free from all deleterious matter ; coarse aggregate con-

taining dust, soft or elongated particles shall not be used.

Stone for Rubble or Cyclopean Concrete.

4. These stones shall be of good quality, clean, dense and hard, with-

out seams and having sharp edges. They shall not be smaller than of a

size known as "one man stone."
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Slag.

5. Provided the contract specifically permits the use of crushed

slag as a coarse aggregate, it shall be air cooled, blast furnace slag, con-

forming to all the requirements for coarse aggregate specified in Para-

graph 3. The crushed slag shall weigh not less than seventy (70) lbs. per

cubic foot, and shall be obtained only from such banks as have the ap-

proval of the Engineer. All slag used shall have seasoned in the bank

for a period not less than one (1) year, unless in the opinion of the En-

gineer a shorter period is sufficient.

Water.

6. The water shall be free from oil, acid and injurious amounts of

vegetable matter, alkalies or other salts.

Steel Reinforcement.

7. (a) All structural steel shapes used for reinforcing shall con-

form to the requirements of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation's "Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges."

(b) All steel rods or bars used for reinforcing shall conform tc

the requirements of the American Railway Engineering Association's

"Specifications for Billet-Steel Concrete Reinforcement Bars."

Proportioning

Unit of Measure.

8. The unit of measure shall be the cubic foot. Ninety-four (94)

lbs. (one (I) sack or one-fourth (54) barrel) of cement shall be assumed

as one ( 1 ) cubic foot.

Proportions.

9. (a) The proportions of the materials shall be in accordance

with the plans, or detailed specifications, or schedule governing the work.

When not otherwise specified, the proportions by volume shall be as fol-

lows: (See 8, 10.)

Fine Coarse

Class. Use. Cement. Aggregate. Aggregate.

A Reinforced concrete—Concrete de-

posited under water 12 4
B Mass concrete in forms 1 2J^ 5

C Foundation 1 3 6

(b) Rubble or cyclopean concrete, when permitted by the contract,

shall be either Class "B" or Clasji "C" concrete, having embedded in it

large stones.

(c) For any given class of concrete, the relative proportion of

cement to fine aggregate shall not be modified. The relative proportion

of fine to coarse aggregate shall be modified, if necessary, during the

progress of the work, so as to obtain the maximum density. (See 9a.)
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Measuring Proportions.

10. The various ingredients, including the water, shall be measured

separately, and the methods of measurement shall be such as to invariably

secure the proper proportions. The fine and coarse aggregate shall be

measured loosely as thrown into the measuring receptacle. (See 8, 9a.)

Consistency.

11. The quantity of water used in mixing shall be the least amount

that will produce a plastic or workable mixture which can be worked
into the forms and around the reinforcement. Under no circumstances

shall the consistency of the concrete be such as to permit a separation of

the coarse aggregate from the mortar in handling. An excess of water

will not be permitted, as it seriously affects the strength of the concrete,

and any batch containing such an excess will be rejected.

Premixed Aggregate.

12. (a) Provided the contract specifically permits, premixed aggre-

gate maj' be used instead of separate fine and coarse aggregates. Fre-

quent tests shall be made to determine the relative proportions of fine

and coarse aggregates, and if these proportions are unsatisfactory to the

Engineer, or so irregular as to make it impracticable to secure a properly

proportioned concrete, he may reject the material, or require that it be

screened and used as separate fine and coarse aggregates.

(b) The proportion of the cement to the fine aggregate shall at no

time be less than that specified for the classes of concrete where sepa-

rate aggregates are used. (See 9a.)

Forms

Materials.

13. (a) The forms shall be of wood or metal, and shall conform to

the shape, lines and dimensions of the concrete as called for on the plans.

Form lumber used against the concrete shall be dressed on one side and

both edges, to a uniform thickness and width, and shall be sound and

free of loose knots.

(b) For all exposed edges, corners or other projections of the con-

crete, suitable moldings or bevels shall be placed in the angles of the

forms to round or bevel the edges of the concrete.

Workmanship.

14. (a) The forms shall be well built, substantial and unyielding,

and made sufficiently tight to prevent leakage of mortar and voids in the

concrete. They shall be properly braced or tied together by rods, bolts

or wires. Metal braces or ties shall be so arranged that when the forms

are removed, no metal shall be within one (1) inch of the face of the

finished work.
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(b) The face forms shall be securely fastened to the studding or

uprights in horizontal lines.

(c) Any irregularities in the forms which may mar the exposed

surface of the concrete shall be removed or filled.

Inspection.

15. Where necessary, temporary openings shall be provided at the

base of the forms to facilitate cleaning and inspection directly before

placing concrete. (See 23b.)

Oiling.

16. The inside of the forms shall generally be coated with raw

paraffin or other non-staining mineral oil ; or thoroughly wet with water,

except in freezing weather. (See 23b.)

Removal of Forms.

17. The forms shall not be removed until authorized by the Engi-

neer.

Reinforcement

Placing Reinforcement.

18. Reinforcing steel shall be cleaned of all mill and rust scales

before being placed in the forms. All reinforcement shall be placed in its

proper position as required by the plans and securely wired or fastened

in place, well in advance of the concreting, and shall be inspected and

approved by the Engineer before any concrete is deposited. (See 23b.)

Splicing Reinforcement.

19. Wherever it is necessary to splice the reinforcement otherwise

than as shown on the plans, the character of the splice shall be decided

by the Engineer on the basis of safe bond stress and the stress in the re-

inforcement at the point of splice. Splices shall not be made at points of

maximum stress.

Mixing
Machine Mixing.

20. (a) All concrete shall be mixed by machine (except when under

special conditions the Engineer permits otherwise), in a batch mixer of

an approved type, equipped with suitable charging hopper, water storage

and a water measuring device which can be locked.

(b) The ingredients of the concrete shall be mixed to the required

consistency and the mixing continued not less than one and one-half (V/2)

minutes after all the materials are in the mixer, and Ijcfore any part of the

batch is discharged. The mixer shall be completely emptied before receiv-

ing materials for the succeeding batch. The volume of the mixed material

used per batch shall not exceed the manufacturers' rated capacity of the

drum. (See 11.)

Hand Mixing.

21. When it is permitted to mix by hand, the mixing shall be done
on a watertight platform of sufficient size to accommodate men and ma-
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terials for the progressive and rapid mixing of at least two batches of

concrete at the same time. The batches shall not exceed one-lialf C/j)

cubic yard each. The materials shall be mixed dry until the mixture is

of a uniform color, the required amount of water added, and the mixing

continued until the batch is of a uniform consistency and character

throughout. Hand mixing will not be permitted for concrete deposited

under water. (See 11.)

Retempering.

22. The retempering of mortar or concrete which has partially hard-

ened; that is, remixing with or without additional materials or water,

will not be permitted.

Depositing

General.

23. (a) Before beginning a run of concrete, all hardened concrete

or foreign materials shall be completely removed from the inner surfaces

of all conveying equipment.

(b) Before depositing any concrete, all debris shall be removed

from the space to be occupied by the concrete, all steel reinforcing shall

be secured in its proper location, all forms shall be thoroughly wetted

except in freezing weather unless they have been previously oiled, and

all form work and steel reinforcing shall be inspected and approved by

the Engineer. (See 15, 16 and 18.)

Handling.

24. Concrete shall be handled from the mixer to the place of final

deposit as rapidly as possible, and by methods of transporting which

shall prevent the separation of the ingredients. The concrete shall be

deposited directly into the forms as nearly as possible in its final position

so as to avoid rehandling. The piling up of concrete material in the

forms in such manner as to permit the escape of mortar from the coarse

aggregate will not be permitted. Under no circumstances shall concrete

that has partially set be deposited in the work. (See 22.)

Compacting.

25. During and after depositing, the concrete shall be compacted

by means of a shovel or other suitable tool moved up and down con-

tinuously in the concrete until it has all settled into place and water

has flushed to the surface. The concrete shall be thoroughly worked
around all reinforcing material so as to completely surround and embed
the same.

Cold Weather.

26. During cold weather, the concrete at the time it is mixed and

deposited in the work shall have a temperature not lower than fifty (50)

degrees Fahrenheit, and suitable means shall be provided to maintain this

temperature for at least seventy-two ( 72) hours thereafter, and until the

concrete has thoroughly set. The methods of heating materials and pro-
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tcctiiig the concrete shall be approved by the Engineer. The use of any

salt or chemical to prevent freezing will not be permitted.

Depositing on or Against Set Concrete.

27. Before depositing new concrete on or against concrete which

has set, the forms shall be retightened against the face of the latter, the

surface of the set concrete shall be roughened and thoroughly cleaned of

foreign matter and laitancc, and saturated with water. The new concrete

placed in contact with set or partially set concrete shall contain an ex-

cess of mortar to insure bond. To insure this excess of mortar at the

juncture of the set and newly deposited concrete on vertical or inclined

surfaces, the cleaned and drenched surface of the set concrete shall first

be slushed with a coating of mortar, not less than one inch thick, com-

posed of one (1) part cement to two (2) parts tine aggregate, against

which the new concrete shall be deposited before this mortar has had time

to attain its initial set.

Rubble or Cyclopean Concrete.

28. After each layer of concrete is placed, and before it has taken

its initial set, the stones are to be thoroughly bedded in the soft con-

crete. No stone shall be placed nearer than one (1) foot to any finished

surface; nor nearer than six (6) inches to any adjacent stone. After

the stones are in place another layer of concrete shall be placed sufficient

to cover the stones to a depth of at least six (6) inches.

When stratified stones are used, they shall be laid upon their natural

bed. (See 4, 9b.)

Depositing Concrete Under Water
General.

29. Concrete shall not be deposited in water without the written

consent of the Engineer. A written statement of the methods and plans

of equipment to be used shall be submitted to and approved by the Engi-

neer before the work is started. (See 9a, 11, 21.)

Cofferdams.

30. Cofferdams shall be sufficiently tight to prevent any current

through the space in which the concrete is to be deposited. Pumping
will not be permitted while the concrete is being deposited, nor until it

has fully set.

Method.

31. The concrete shall be deposited by such method as will prevent

the washing of the cement from the mixture. In no case shall the con-

crete be allowed to fall through the water.

Tremie.

32. The trcmio, where used, shall be about fourteen (14) or sixteen

(16) inches in diameter, and made flanged and put together with gaskets.

The initial filling of the tremie shall be done in such manner as not to
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permit the concrete to drop tliroiigh the water. It shall he kept filled at

all times, and the discharge end raised a few inches at a time as the filling

progresses. The greatest care shall be used to prevent the charge being

lost in moving the treniie about on the surface of the deposited concrete.

In case the charge is lost, the tremie must be withdrawn and refilled.

Drop Bottom Bucket.

33. (a) The bucket, where used, shall be of such a type that it can-

not be dumped until it rests on the surface upon which the concrete is

to be (ieposited. The frame shall extend below the closed bottom doors

so they may open freely downward and outward when tripped. The ends

of the bucket shall extend without openings to the bottom of the frame.

The top of the bucket shall be open.

(b) The bucket shall be completely filled, and slowly lowered to

avoid unnecessary back wash. When discharged the bucket shall be

withdrawn slowly until clear of the concrete.

Bagging.

34. The bags, when used, shall be of jute or other coarse cloth.

They shall be about two-thirds filled with concrete, and shall be care-

fully placed by hand in a header and stretcher system so the whole mass

is interlocked.

Continuous Operation. •

35. Where possible, the concrete shall be deposited continuously

from the time the work is started until it is brought above water level or

to the finished surface. The work shall be carried on with sufficient

rapidity to insure bonding of the successive layers. The surface of the

deposited concrete shall be kept as nearly level as possible.

Laitance.

36. Great care shall be exercised to disturb the concrete as little as

possible while it is being deposited, to avoid the formation of laitance.

On completing a section of concrete, the laitance shall be entirely removed

after the concrete has thoroughly set and before the work is resumed.

Joints

General.

37. (a) Instructions given on the plans, in the detailed specifica-

tions or schedule governing the work as to location and construction of

joints, shall be strictly followed.

(b) When the structures or portions of the structures are designed

to be monolithic, they shall be cast integrally, except as hereinafter mod-

ified. (See 38a, b, c, d.)

Construction Joints.

38. (a) When necessary to provide construction joints not indi-

cated, or specified, such joints shall be located and formed so as to least

impair the strength and appearance of the structure. Where conditions
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require, the joints shall be reinforced as directed by the Engineer, in

order to secure the necessary bond strength.

(b) Horizontal construction joints shall be prepared at the time

the work is interrupted by thoroughly roughening the surface and pro-

viding keys by embedding stones which project above the surface, or

mortises by embedding timbers which shall be removed before the work

of placing concrete is resumed.

(c) At all horizontal or vertical construction joints, the surface of

the previously deposited concrete shall always be roughened and cleaned

of all laitance and foreign material before depositing new concrete.

( See 27.

)

(d) Where girders, beams and slabs are designed to be monolithic

with walls and columns, they shall not be cast until four (4) hours after

the completion of the walls or columns in order to permit of shrinkage

or settlement. In case the columns are structural steel, encased in con-

crete or concrete columns having flaring heads, the lapse of time to allow

for shrinkage or settlement need not be observed. (See 37b.)

Watertight Joints.

39. When it is not possible to finish a complete section in one con-

tinuous operation, and a watertight joint is required, sheet lead or other

metal, not less than six inches wide, and extending the full length of the

joint, shall be embedded equally in the two deposits of concrete.

Sliding Joints.

40. Where sliding joints are to be provided, the seat shall be finished

with a smooth trowel surface and shall not have the superimposed con-

crete placed upon it until the previously deposited concrete has thor-

oughly set. Unless otherwise indicated on the plans, or specified, two

thicknesses of building paper shall be placed over the bearing before the

superimposed concrete is deposited, in order to make a defined sliding

joint.

Expansion Joints.

41. (a) At all expansion joints, the break in the bond between the

two sections shall be complete, and shall be insured by the application of

petroleum oil, hot coal tar pitch, tarred felt or similar material over the

entire joint surface of the first deposited concrete.

(b) No reinforcement shall extend across an expansion joint.

(c) Triangular shaped grooves shall be formed in the exposed

surface of the concrete at all expansion joints in walls or abutments.

(d) Where expansion joints are formed between two distinct con-

crete members, and said joint is exposed, it shall be filled with an elastic

joint filler of approved quality.

General. Surfacing and Finishing

42. Except where a special surface or finish is required, the sur-

facing and finishing shall be done in accordance with the requirements

specified for a "Spaded Surface." (See 43a, b, c.)
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Spaded Surface.

43. (a) The coarse aggregate shall be carefully worked back from

the forms into the mass of the concrete with spades, fine stone forks, bars

or other suitable tools, so as to bring a surface of mortar against the

form. Care shall be taken to remove all air pockets and to prevent voids

in the surface.

(b) Except where otherwise directed by the Engineer, face forms

shall be removed as soon as the setting of the concrete will permit

(See 17.)

(c) After the removal of the forms, any holes or voids in the sur-

face of the concrete shall be filled with a mortar made of the same pro-

portions of sand and cement as those of the concrete and rubbed smooth

and even with the surface with a wooden float. A trowel shall not be

used for this purpose. (See 42.)

Top Surfaces.

44. (a) Top surfaces shall generally be "struck" with a straight

edge or "floated" after the coarse aggregates have been forced below the

surface.

(b) Where "sidewalk finish" is called for on the plans, it shall be

made by the spreading of a 1 :2 mortar at least three-quarters (^) inch

thick, and floating this to a smooth surface. This finishing coat shall be

put on before the concrete has taken its initial set. For a walk, the sur-

face shall be slightly roughened with a special tool or by sweeping with

a coarse broom.

Wetting Surfaces.

45. The surfaces of concrete exposed to premature drying shall be

kept thoroughly and constantly wetted for a period of at least three (3)

days. For wearing surfaces, this period shall be at least ten (10) days.

f
Special Finishes

General.

46. (a) In special work where detailed instructions are given on

the plan, or in the specifications, as to conveying, depositing, or finishing

concrete, the same shall be strictly followed; where a special finish is

called for, the same shall be in accordance with the follow'ing paragraphs

that apply to the finish called for.

(b) The forms shall be made of lumber dressed to a uniform thick-

ness and width, or dressed and matched to a uniform thickness and width,

or lumber lined with metal, or metal carefully built to exact dimensions

and shape, with close level joints, smooth inside surfaces and sufficiently

braced and tied together to be unyielding. The inside surfaces shall be

washed just before the concrete is placed. Where the smoothest surface

practicable with all wooden forms is desired, the inside surface shall be

coated with light parafiin oil, boiled linseed oil, or other approved ma-

terial.
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(c) The whole extent of a surface to be finished shall be built in

one continuous operation. Where a continuous operation is not possible,

the seam or joint between the concrete placed first and that placed later

shall be made watertight, with sheet lead or other metal, embedded

equally in the two deposits of concrete or by some other approved

method.

(d) The same brand of cement shall be used throughout the whole

of any surface or structure.

(e) Where margins, patterns or different finish from the remainder

of the surface are required, the forms shall be removed at the proper

time to permit these to be laid off and finished in the best manner for the

method specified.

(f) All work shall be finished free from streaks, discolorations or

other imperfections that impair the appearance or life of the finish.

Rubbed Finish—Carborundum or Cement Bricks.

47. (a) The coarse aggregate .shall be carefully worked back from

the forms into the mass of the concrete with spades, fine stone forks, or

other suitable tools, so as to bring a surface of mortar against the form.

Care shall be taken to remove all air pockets and to prevent voids in

the surface.

(b) The forms shall be carefully removed from the surface to be

finished as early as practicable, all joint marks, projections and inequali-

ties chipped off, and all voids filled with a mortar made of the same pro-

portions of cement and sand as those of the concrete.

(c) These surfaces shall then be thoroughly wet with water, and

while wet, rubbed to a smooth uniform finish, with a brick made of one

part Portland Cement and two (2) parts or two and one-half {Zy^) parts

sand, or with a No. 3 Carborundum brick followed l)y a No. 30 or with

a No. 24 Carborundum brick, as may l)e necessary to obtain the desired

degree of smoothness.

(d) No mortar or cement shall be applied except to fill distinct

voids in the surface. Uneven places shall be smoothed by rubbing down
and not by plastering. The surface shall be kept moist and protected

from rapid drying for not less than three (3) days. (See 46a, b, c, d, e, f.)

Rubbed Finish—Wooden Floats.

48. (a) The coarse aggregate shall be carefully worked back from

the forms into the mass of the concrete w'ith spades, fine stone forks, or

other suitable tools, so as to bring a surface of mortar against the form.

Especial care shall be taken to remove air pockets and to prevent voids

in the surface.

(b) The forms shall be carefully removed from the surface to be

finished while the concrete is green, all joint marks, projections and in-

equalities chipped off, and all voids filled with a mortar made of the same
proportions of cement and sand as those of the concrete.
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(c) The surfaces shall then be rubbed with soft wood floats, and

kept well flushed with water during the rubbing. When the desired

finish is obtained, the whole surface shall be thoroughly washed with

water.

(d) No mortar or cement shall be applied except to fill distinct

holes or cavities. Uneven places shall be smoothed by rubbing down

and not by plastering. The surface shall be kept moist and protected

from rapid drying for not less than three (3) days. (See 46;i, b, c, d, e. f.

)

Faced Surfaces.

49. (a) The outside layer of the surface to be finished shall be

composed of one (1) part cement and three (3) parts graded aggregate

mixed to a stiff mortar. The aggregate shall be crushed to pass a sieve

of three-eighths (^) inch mesh and be retained on a No. lOQ sieve. The

cement and the aggregate shall each be measured carefully and accu-

rately for each batch and all batches shall be gaged with the same amount

of water and carefully mixed in the same manner and for the same

length of time, in order to obtain uniform surfaces.

(b) For vertical surfaces the above surface mixture shall be placed

against the forms by skilled workmen (using metal slip plates, where

practicable) in a layer not less than one (1) inch thick, as the concrete

is deposited, in order that the surface mixture shall form a part of the

mass of the concrete. Care shall be taken to remove air pockets and to

prevent voids in the surface. For horizontal surfaces, the surface mix-

ture shall be placed as the concrete is deposited and before the concrete

has set, and, where possible, troweled or floated to an even surface. (See

46a, b, c, d, e, f.)

Unfaced Surfaces.

50. (a) The surface concrete shall be of the same mixture as speci-

fied for the body of the structure. The cement and the aggregate shall

be measured carefully and accurately for each batch and all batches shall

be gaged with the same amount of water, and carefully mixed in the same

manner, and for the same length of time, in order to obtain uniform

surfaces.

(b) The concrete shall be spaded vertically against the forms only

as much as will remove, air pockets and prevent voids, care being taken

not to force the coarse aggregate away from the form. (See 46a, b,

c, d, e, f.)

Washed or Scrubbed Finish.

51. As soon as the concrete has hardened sufficiently, but while it

is still green, the forms shall be carefully removed from the surface to

be finished, and all voids filled with the surface mixture. The surface

shall then be scrubbed with water and brushes of stiff fiber, or of wire,

until the aggregate is sufficiently exposed and projects slightly, but not

enough to injure its adhesion in the mass. The whole surface shall

then be washed with water until thoroughly clean. If necessary, in order

to remove the film of cement from the surface of the exposed aggre-
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gate or to better bring out the color, the surface shall be washed with

a solution of one (1) part commercial hydrochloric acid and two and

one-half (2J/2) parts water, applied with brushes of stiff vegetable fiber.

All traces of the acid shall be immediately and completely removed by

washing with water. After the final washing, the surface shall be kept

moist and protected from rapid drying for not less than three (3) days.

(See 46a, b, c, d, e, f.)

Acid Treated Finish.

52. (a) After the forms are removed all voids shall be filled with

the surface mixture. The surface to be finished shall then be washed

with commercial hydrochloric or nitric acid, diluted with water accord-

ing to the age and hardness of the concrete. The strength of the solution

shall be determined by trial on the work, and shall only be such that the

bond of the cement will be readily broken to the required depth. The
solution shall be applied with stiflf vegetable fiber brushes, and the surface

scrubbed until the aggregate is exposed to the desired amount.

(b) As soon as the desired surface is obtained, all traces of tho

acid shall be quickly and completely washed off with water to prevent

its further action, and the permanent discoloration of the surface. (See

46a, b, c, d, e, f.)

Note.—For concrete that is but a few days old. a dilution of one (1)
' part acid to six (6) parts water may be sufficient. For concrete two (2)
weeks old, a dilution of only two (2) or three (3) parts may be necessary.

Sand Blast Finish.

53. After the forms are removed, all voids shall be filled with the

surface mixture, and left to harden as long as possible. All joint marks

and projections shall be chipped oflf. The outside mortar shall then be

cut away with a sand-blast, using a hard sand with angular grains. The
nozzle shall not be larger than one-eighth (%) inch diameter, and shall

be held close to the surface. Care shall be taken to cut all the surface

to a uniform depth. The work shall preferably be done between ten (10)

'and fourteen (14) days after the concrete is placed. (See 46a, b, c, d, e, f.)

Tooled Finish.

54. (a) The proportions of cement and fine aggregate shall be such

as to produce a mortar of a density or hardness as nearly equal to that

of the coarse aggregate as possible.

(b) After the forms are removed, all voids shall be filled with the

surface mixture and left to harden as long as possible. After the con-

crete has set, and become hard, the surface to be finished shall be dressed

(with a bush hammer of three (3) to six (6) cuts per inch, a crandall, a

toothed pick, a pneumatic or an electric or other desired tool) to a uni-

form depth and finish. Care shall be taken to make all margins and pat-

terns straight and true. (See 46a, b, c, d, e, f.)
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR BILLET-STEEL CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT BARS

Material Covered.

1. (a) These specifications cover two classes of billet-steel con-

crete reinforcement bars, namely : plain and deformed.

(b) Plain and deformed bars are of three grades, namely: struc-

tural-steel, intermediate and hard.

(c) Twisted bars will not be accepted under these specifications.

Basis of Purchase.

2. The structural-steel grade shall be used unless otherwise specified.

(I) Manufacture

Process.

3. (a) The steel shall be made by the open-hearth process.

(b) The bars shall be rolled from new billets. No rerolled mate-

rial will be accepted.

(II) Chemical Properties and Tests

Chemical Composition.

4. The steel shall conform to the following requirement as to

chemical composition

:

Phosphorus not over .05 per cent.

Ladle Analyses.

5. An analysis of each melt of steel shall be made by the manufac-

turer to determine the percentages of carbon, manganese, phosphorus and

sulphur. This analysis shall be made from a test ingot taken during the

pouring of the melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall

be reported to the purchaser or his representative, and shall conform to

the requirements specified in Section 4.

Check Analyses.

6. Analyses may be made by the purchaser from finished bars repre-

senting each melt of open-hearth steel. The phosphorus content thus

determined shall not exceed that specified in Section 4 by more than

25 per cent.

(III) Physical Properties and Tests

Tension Tests.

7. (a) The bars shall conform to the following requirements as

to tensile properties

:
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TENSILE PROPERTIES

Properties
Considered

Tensile strength
lb. per gq. in.

Yield point,
min., lb. per
sq. in

Elongation in 8-in.

min. pei' cent

Plain Bars

Structural
Steel Grade

55,000
to 70,000

33,000

1,400,000 a

Tens. Str.

Inter-
mediate
Grade

70,000
to 85,000

40,000

1,300.000 o

Tens. Str.

Hard
Grade

80,000
min.

50,000

1.200,000 a

Tens. Str.

Deformed Bars

Structural
Steel Grade

55,000
to 70,000

33,000

1,250,000 a

Tens. Str.

Inter-
mediate
Grade

70,000
to 85.000

40,G00

1,125.000 a

Tens. Str.

Hard
Grade

80.000
min.

50.000

1,000,00 a

Tens. Str.

a See section 8.

(b) The yield point shall l)c determined by the drop of the beam

of the testing machine.

Modifications in Elongation.

8. (a) For plain and deformed bars over 54 i"- in thickness or di-

ameter, a deduction .of 1 from the percentages of elongation specified in

Section 7 (a) shall be made for each increase of % in. in thickness

or diameter above 54 i"-

(b) For plain and deformed bars under 7/16 in. in thickness or

diameter, a deduction of 1 from the percentages of elongation specified

in Section 7 (a) shall be made for each decrease of 1/16 in. in thick-

ness or diameter below 7/16 in.

Bend Tests.

9. The test specimen shall bend cold around a pin without cracking

on the outside of the bent portion, as follows

:

BEND-TEST REQUIREMENTS

Thickness or
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Number of Tests-

11. (a) One tension and one bend test shall be made from each

melt, except that if material from one melt differs ^ in. or more in

thickness or diameter, one tension and one bend test shall be made from

both the thickest and the thinnest material rolled.

(b) If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen is

less than that specified in Section 7 (a), and any part of the fracture is

outside the middle third of the gage length, as indicated by scribe scratches

marked on the specimen before testing, a retest shall be allowed.

(IV) Permissible Variations in Weight

Permissible Variations.

12. The weight of any lot of bars shall not vary more than 5 per

cent, from the theoretical weight of that lot.

(V) Finish

Finish.

13. The finished bars shall be free from injurious defects and shall

have a workmanlike finish.

(VI) Inspection and Rejection

Inspection.

14. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free entry,

at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being per-

formed, 'to all parts of the manufacturer's works which concern the

manufacture of the bars ordered. The manufacturer shall afford the

inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the

liars are being furnished in accordance with these specifications. All

tests (except check analyses) and inspection shall be made at the place

of manufacture prior to shipment, unless otherwise specified, and shall be

so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the

works.

Rejection.

15. (a) Unless otherwise specified, any rejection based on tests

made in accordance with Section 6 shall be reported within five working
dajs from the receipt of samples.

(b) Bars which show injurious defects subsequent to their ac-

ceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the manufac-
turer shall be notified.

Rehearing.

16. Samples tested in accordance with Section 6, which represent

rejected bars, shall be preserved for two weeks, from the date of the

test report. In case of dissatisfaction with the results of the tests, the

manufacturer may make claim for a rehearing within that time.
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In connection with the work of the preparation of a "Specification

for Plain and Reinforced Concrete and for Steel Reinforcement," the fol-

lowing tables and diagrams were contributed by the Structural Materials

Research Laboratory, Lewis Institute, Chicago, Duff A. Abrams, Pro-

fessor in charge of Laboratory, and arc herewith presented as informa-

tion.

Comparison of Wet and Dry Sieving of Fine Aggregates

A 1000-g. sample of dry aggregate was split in halves by means of the

Jones Sampler.
The sieve analysis of one 500-g. sample was determined by dry siev-

ing in the Tyler Ro-Tap Testing Sieve Shaker for 15 minutes. After the

sieve analysis of the material in the machine the portion passing the 48-

mesh sieve was recombined and the amount passing a 100-mesh sieve de-

termined by sieving by hand until practically no material passed after one
minute sieving. In general this required from 5 to 10 minutes.

The second 500-g. sample was used for the wet analysis. The mate-
rial was placed on the 100-mesh sieve and the fine particles washed
through by a stream of water. This operation was continued until no
more material was observed to pass. The time required was from 5 to

10 minutes.

The "Fineness Modulus" is the sum of percentages in the sieve analy-

sis divided by 100. It will be noted that each sieve has a clear opening of
twice the preceding sieve. All sieve analyses were made with square mesh
wire cloth sieve, manufactured by the W. S. Tyler Co., Cleveland.
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Comparison of Wet and Dry Sieving of Fine Aggregates
MiSCfXLANEOUS SCREENINGS
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Effect of Temperature of Storage Water on the Strength of Concrete

Compression tests of 6 by 12-iii. i\\ lindors.

Mix 1-4 by vohimc.
Cement: a mixture of 3 brands purchased on the Chicago market (Lot

No. 4870).
Setting time of cement—\'icat uecdle, Initial 7 hr. 15 min., Final 10

hr. 25 min.
Aggregate, sand and pei>bles graded O-l'A-'ui. from Elgin, 111., pit.

Each value is the average of 10 tests made on different days.
For the water-stored tests (except Group 2) the cylinders in their

forms with base and cover plates attached, were placed in water immediately
after molding. Joints in forms sealed with paraffin.

Forms removed as conditions allowed.

Specimens remained in water at temperatures shown until time of test.

Water at 32° F. obtained by keeping ice floating in water.
Temperature of 45 to 50° obtained by storing water outdoors.
Water at 125° F. obtained by mixing boiling water and tap water in

proper proportions.
212° F. obtained by boiling water.
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Ref.
No.
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Ref.
No.

Mu
by
Vol.
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Effect of Rate of Rotation of Mixer Drum
Compression tests of 6 by 12-in. concrete cylinders.

Time of mixing, 1 minute.
Mixing was begun after all materials were in the drum.
Specimens made in steel forms.
Cylinders stored in damp sand ; tested damp.
Each value is the average from tests of 4 cylinders from the same

batch.

All values in a horizontal line are from a single batch of concrete.

Sixteen cylinders were made from each batch; the 1st, 5th, 9th and
13th were tested at 7 days; 2nd, 6th, 10 and 14th at 28 days, etc.
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Group Ref.
No.

Date
Mixed
(1918)

Mix
by
Vol.

Water

Rela-
tive
Con-
sist-

ency

Ratio
to

Cement
by
Vol.

Size
of

Agg.
Inch.

R.P.M.
of

M'xer
Drum

Concrete

Compressive
Strength

Lbs. Per Sq. In.

7d. 28d. 3m. lyr

Weight
Lbs.
Per

Cu. Ft.

Den-
sity

Yield

Grand Average of All Consistencies.

Rpf
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Equivalent Concrete Mixtures

The proportions in each group give concrete mixtures which will have

approximately the same strength.

The standard of strength is taken as the nominal mix for well-graded

0-No. 4 sand and No. 4-1^ pebbles given at the head of each group.
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The Effect of Soaking Aggregate on the Strength of Concrete

Compression tests of 6 l)y 12-in. cylinders.

Mix by volume. Aggregate graded 0-1 ^-in.

For both conditions quantity of water necessary to produce a rela-

tive consistency of 1.00 for the dry aggregate was used.

The wet aggregates were immersed in water for about 20 hr. before

the concrete was mixed. They were then spread on the floor and allowed

to drain.

The dry aggregates were room dried.

Sand from Elgin, 111., was used as fine aggregate in all tests.

Each value is the average of 5 tests made on different days.

Specimens stored in damp sand; tested damp.

Age at test 28 days.

Lot
No.

Aggregate

Coarse Aggregate

Kind

Total Aggregate

Fineness
Modulus

Absorp-
tion after
20 hrs.*
Per Cent
by Wt.

Concrete

Water
Ratio to
Volume

of

Cement

Compressive
Strength

Lbs. per Sq. In.

Dry
Aggregate

Soaked
Aggregate

Per Cent
Reduction

in

Strength
by

Soaking
Aggregate

3616

3023

3416

3428

3438

Pebbles

.

Crushed Limestone.

Blast Furnace Slag.

Sandstone

.

Trap

Average.

6.00
5.00

6.00
5.00

6 00
5.00

6 00
5.00

6.00
5.00

6.00
5.00

1.40.

1 60

1.27
1..52

2.25
2.18

4 05
3.30

0.65
1.15

1.92
1.95

Grand

.83

.98

Average.

.83

.98

Average.

.83

.98

Average.

.83

.98

Average.

.83

.98

Average.

.83

.98

Average

.

3040
2050

2540

3140
2530

2840

3320
2230

2780

2980
2670

2820

2380
2250

2320

2970
2350

3660

2030
2010

2020

1750
2000

1880

1970
2010

1990

2690
2190

2440

2050
2040

2040

2100
2050

2080

33.2
1.9
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Appendix C-1

(3) DIFFERENT METHODS OF DEPOSITING CONCRETE
UNDER WATER.

G. E. Boyd, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

This subject is a continuation of the work assigned to the Commit-

tee last year. A questionnaire was sent out this year, to which sixty

answers were received, and much vakiable information was obtained. An
analysis of these answers indicates that the Committee's report of last

year follows very closely the experience of those answering the ques-

tionnaire.

From the information obtained, your Committee feels that last year's

report substantially covers the principles of good practice, and recom-

mends that the following be substituted for the "Methods of Deposit-

ing Concrete Under Water," as they appear in the 1915 Manual, pages

293 and 294.

Methods of Depositing Concrete Under Water

1. In general, where possible, the depositing of concrete under

water should be avoided, even if such action results in additional ex-

pense and possible delay to the work. There is always uncertainty as to

the results obtained, and, where conditions will permit, the additional

expense and delay of avoiding it is well warranted.

2. In view of this uncertainty, the need of close supervision by men
competent to handle this class of work is of the utmost importance, and

concrete should never be deposited under water without experienced

supervision. Many failures which have occurred, especially where the

structure is located in sea water, can be directly traced to ignorance or

lack of supervision.

3. It is desirable that the concrete be deposited continuously from

the time the work is started until it is brought above the water level, or

to the finished surface, which can later be cleaned of laitance in the

air after the concrete has hardened.

Of the methods used, the following give the best results:

1. The concrete is lowered in large buckets having a hinged bot-

tom which sets sufficiently far above the lower edge of the bucket that it

may open freely downward and outward when the bucket reaches the

surface upon which the concrete is to be deposited. The top of the

bucket is left open, and care is taken to see that the bucket is com-
pletely filled before lowering. Efiforts made to use a closed top bucket

have not been successful, due to the disturbance of the deposited con-

crete by inrush of water as the bucket is withdrawn.

2. The concrete may be passed through a vertical tube or tremie

reaching down to the surface upon which the concrete is to be deposited.

In this case the tremie should be kept fiJ^d with concrete at all times,

114
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and the flow should be as nearly continuous as practicable. When the

operation starts, the tremie should be filled in such manner that the

concrete is not permitted to drop through the water. This is accom-

plished in several ways : One is to place the bottom of the tremie in a

box, partially filling it with concrete so as to seal the bottom, then low-

ering the tremie into the position in which it is to be used. Another

method is to plug the tremie with cement sacks or other material, which

will be forced down as the tube is filled with concrete. A third method Is

to plug the end of the tremie with a cloth sack filled with cement. In

case the charge is lost, the tremie should again be filled as at first.

3. Jute or cloth bags, from two-thirds to three-fourths filled with

concrete, have been used successfully. These are placed in a header

and stretcher system so that the whole mass is interlocked.

4. Where it is difficult to construct a cofferdam or monolithic

work is not required, premoldcd concrete blocks of large dimensions

have been used successfully.

5. A concrete depositing bag made of canvas or other suitable ma-

terial is a variation of the bucket system. This is filled with concrete and

the mouth of the bag closed by one turn of a line so looped that a pul!

on the line will release it. The bag is lowered mouth down to the

surface upon which the concrete is to be deposited, and a pull on the

line opens the bag and permits the concrete to be deposited. This

method does not have the disadvantage of the closed top bucket, sine;

the bag will collapse as the concrete flows out.

Methods to be avoided

:

1. There are a number of other methods that have been used, such

as depositing directlj^ through the water; depositing a portion of the

concrete by one of the above methods in the corner of the form and

the balance progressively from wheelbarrows or buckets on the sloping

surface, thus gradually filling the form ; allowing the concrete to par-

tially set in air and then depositing it in a plastic condition ; depositing

the concrete dry without the use of water; attempting to grout a founda-

tion composed of rip-rap or coarse gravel by means of pipes sunk at

intervals into the foundation. Although occasionally fair results have

been obtained, all of these methods are dangerous, as they almost uni-

formly result in segregation of the materials or the washing out of the

cement.

Precautions.—Concrete to be deposited in water should be of a

richer mixture than when deposited in air, and a leaner mixture than

1-2-4 should not be used.

The aggregate should be free from loam and other material, and

it is preferable that washed aggregates be used where possible to ob-

tain them. Washed gravel of somewhat smaller size than used in open

air concrete will give the best results.
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In depositing concrete under water it is imperative that the water

be still and that the concrete shall not be exposed to current until it is

fully set. This requires that a cofiferdam be constructed in such mannci*

as to insure quiet water within the cofferdam. One of the essentials of

depositing concrete by any of the above methods is that the concrete be

disturbed as little as practicable during the depositing, thus avoiding

the formation of laitance. It is impracticable in depositing concrete in

water by any method to entirely avoid laitance, and it is therefore nec-

essary on completing a section of concrete to see that the laitance is

entirely removed after the concrete has thoroughly set and before the

work is resumed. For this reason when a job is started the concrete

should be deposited continuously until the finished surface is reached

or the concrete brought above the water level so that the laitance may
be removed in the air, as it is difficult, if not impracticable, to entirely

remove it under water. The formation of construction joints under

water should be avoided.

The ordinary precautions used in depositing concrete in the air are

not sufficient when depositing concrete in water, and additional care must

be observed in the latter case to prevent segregation of the materials,

the formation of laitance, and to insure proper setting of the mass. Be-

cause of the fact that cold retards setting, the concrete should not be

deposited in water the temperature of which is low enough to cause seri-

ous retardation. Concrete should be thoroughly mixed before it is de-

posited in water and, therefore, hand mixing should never be permitted,

but a batch mixer used.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PLACING CONCRETE UNDER WATER.

Austria, Vienna.
Mixing and placing concrete by hand. Depositing concrete under

water.
Eng. Rec, Oct. 10, 1903, v. 48, p. 438.

France.
Depositing concrete under water in France.
Eng. Rec, Jan. 7, 1911, v. 63, p. 25.

Hawaiian I., Pearl Harbor Dry Dock.
Stanford, H. R.

'

Pearl Harbor Dry Dock.
A.S.C.E. Prcdgs.. May, 1915, v. 41:5: 1125-7.

Philippine Islands, Province of Balange.
Method used in placing concrete under water. Diag.
Cement World, Jan., 1916, v. 9:10:32.

Porto Rico, San Juan.
Carlin, J. P.

Experience with protected timber piles in tropical waters at San
Juan, Porto Rico.

Eng. and Contr'g, Dec. 29, 1915, v. 44:26:489-90.

Cornell Civil Engr., Nov., 1915, v. 24:2:53-4.

United States :

California, Los Angeles.
Stewart, R. W.

Overdriven piles and poor subaqueous concrete.

Eng. News, Jan. 6, 1916, v. 75:1:30.
Florida, Jacksonville.

Mendenhall, H. D.
Novel bulkhead for wharves at Jacksonville.
Eng. News, Oct. 21, 1915, v. 74:17:773.

Massachusetts, Boston, Charleston Bridge.
Placing concrete under water.
Eng. News, Mar. 17, 1898, v. 39, p. 181.

Michigan, Detroit.

Hoff, Olaf.
Laying concrete under water, Detroit River Tunnel.
Cem. and Engrg. News, June, 1910, v. 22:6:256.
Subaqueous section of Detroit River Tunnel. Illus.

Eng. Rec, Dec 18, 1909, v. 60 :25 :678-80.

Laying concrete under water on Detroit River Tunnel.
Eng. News, Mar. 17, 1910, v. 63, pp. 318-321.

New Brunswick, Moncton.
Tarpaulins prevent tidal scour of green cement in construction

of new highway bridge across Peticodiac River.

Contractor, 16. Mar., 1917, v. 24:6:134.
New Jersey, Claremont, Standard Oil Co.

Concrete wall 10 inches thick placed in water by means of tremie.

Eng. News, Oct. .22, 1914, v. 72:17:835-6.

New Jersey, Hudson River, opposite New York.
Concrete revetment as designed by A. C. Chenoweth. Illus.

Cement World, Mar., 1916, v. 9:12:33-4.

New York, Brooklyn.
Building a deep concrete foundation far below water level. Illus.

Contracting, Jan. 15, 1919, v. 8:3, p. 36.
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New York, Trcn^.

McCabe, J, I',

Method and cost of constriR-tiiiK a luck guide wall without use of

cofFerdam.
Eng. & Cont'g, May 2i, 1917, v. 47:21 :474-6.

North Carolina, Cape Fear River Locks.

Ridley, C. S.

Suhaciueous concrete work in construction of two concrete locks.

Illus.

Cement Era, Feb., 1917, v. 15:2:.^4-6.

Ohio, Toledo, Maumee R.

Chase, C. E.
Construction methods described in detail.

A.S.C.E. Trans., 1916, v. SO:757-<SO.

Rhode Island, Newport.
Uniciue tremie float and driver rigged as derrick used liy navy.

*Eng- Rec, Oct. 7, 1916, v. 74:15:451.

Southern 'Pacific R. R.

Hood, Wm.
Use of concrete in sea water.

Cone. Cem. Age, Dec, 1915, v. 7:6:205.

Texas, Galveston.
Van de Grey, E. B.

Rush work after storm restores Galveston's water supply and
rail connections.

Eng. Rec, Oct. 23, 1915, v. 72:17:500.

General.
Deep water piers for Passaic and Hackensack River bridges.

Eng. Record, Dec. 20, 1913, v. 68, No. 25, pp. 698-699.

Armstrong, J.

Backfilling tunnel through holes bored from surface. Diags.

Eng. News, July 24, 1919, v. 83:174-.5.

Bottom dump bucket concretes cave in drilled well. Diag.

Eng. News-Rcc, Aug. 8, 1918, v. 81, p. 286.

Chase, Clement E.

Cherry St. Bridge, Toledo, O. Preferred method of depositing

concrete under water by tremie.

A.S.C.E. Prcdgs., Oct., 1915, v. 41:8:1929-32.

Eng. News, Dec 16, 1915, v. 74:25:1167.

Ferriss, H. R.
Cost of depositing concrete in bags under water. Diag. tab.

En. and Contr., Feb. 10, 1915, v. 43-6-128.

Johnson, H. C.

Use of tremie for underwater concreting.

Concr. and Constr'l Engrg., Feb., 1915, v. 10:2:108.

Jones, Pusey.
Underpinning a settling bridge pier. Illus. diag.

Eng. News, Apr. 9, 19M, v. 71:15:788-9.
Kinney, W. M., and Others.

Placing concrete under water.
Cone. Cem. Age, May, 1915, v. 6:5:249-51.

Lordly, Henry R.
Depositing concrete under water on slope walls of Lachine Canal.

Eng. News, Aug. 11, 1910, v. 64:148-151.
McCabe, J. P.

Concrete placing under water.
Eng.-Contr'g, May 23, 1917, v. 47-21 :474-5.

Methods of depositing concrete under water.
Eng.-Cont'g, Mar. 26, 1919, v. 51 :307-8.

Methods of placing subaqueous concrete bv means of tremie.

Eng.-Contr., Mar. 28, 1917, v. 47, p. 301-2.'
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Middletun, R. j.

Concrete under water. Tremic method dcscrihcd.

Rock. Prods., Oct. 7, U)14, v. 14:11:27.

Ncedhani, E. S.

Makes bottom-dump bucket lor under water concrete on job.

DIags.
Eng. News, Aug. 2, 1917, v. 79:233.

Points in tremie operation developed on Trov guide walls.

Eng. News, May 31, 1917, v. 78-462.

Pratt, C. S.

Ingenious pipe bucket for placing concrete under water. Illns.

Cem. World, Apr., 1916, v. 10:1:25-6.

Ridley, C. S.

Novel lavout for concreting bv tremie.

Contractor, Feb. 2, 1917, v.' 24:3:59.
Springer, J. F.

Placing concrete under water; details of tremie method and
record of its successful use.

Cem. World, Feb., 1916, v. 9:11:22-8.

Submerged concrete work. General outline with illustrations.

Canadian Engr., Feb. 22, 1912, v. 22:8:314.
Successful method of depositing concrete under water. Concrete

mixed dry into loosel}- woven burlap or water bags, then lowered
into place.

Concr. Age, Oct., 1916, v. 25:1:29.

Van de Grey, E. B.
Deep water concreting through a tube. Diag.
Eng. Rec, Aug. 15, 1914, v. 70:7:188-89.

Concr. and Const'l Engr., Jan., 1915, v. 10:1:39-42.

In answer to a questionnaire sent out by the Masonry Committee,

the following answers were received, which are presented in tabulated

form as information, the numbers referring to the following questions

which appear in the questionnaire

:

(1) Have you had experience in placing concrete under water?
(2) If so, by what method?
(3) Was this the only available method, or did you use the method by

choice?

(4) If by choice, what were your reasons?
(5) What type of structure?

(6^ What was the character of foundation ?

(a) Rock.
(b) Porous strata.

(c) Impervious clay.

(d) W'as piling used?
,

(7) What was the depth of water in which concrete was placed?
(8) Quantity of concrete placed?
(9) How long since work was completed?

(10) What was the consistency of the concrete used?
(11) What proportions (cement, aggregate and water)?

(a) Stone.

(b) Gravel.

(12) Did you have trouble with laitance?

(13) Do you consider the results satisfactorv?

(14) What condition is the concrete now in?

(15) Give detailed description of the work, mentioning any special

features encountered; also full description of equipment used.

(16) What is the minimum temperature of water in which concrete can
safely be deposited ?

CI 7) What method do you recommend, and why?
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No. ROAD

N. Y. C. & St. L

B. &0

B. &0.

Illinois Central

.

Mobile & Oliio.

Missouri Pacific

.

Minneapolis & St.

Louis

Grand Trunk.

Norfolk & Western

10 T. H. & B.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Small

Y'es.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes

.

Small

Tremie

Drop bottom bucket

Drop bucket and
tremie

Tremie.

Tremie.

Bottom dumping
bucket or tremie.

.

Spout

Bottom dump bucket

Drop bottom steel

bucket and tremie.

.

Chute.

Choice

.

Choice

.

Choice.

Only method avail-

able

Choice

.

Only available.

Choice

Failure of other
methods

Best method available.

Usually on account of

equipment available

On account of cylinder hav-
ing to be sealed in order to
pump it out and cutoff piles

driven within cylinder. . .

.

In accordance with best
practice

Most reliable method

.

Failure to keep water out of

cofferdam

Bridge Pier.

Bulkhead for

car dumper

.

Pier and
a b u t m ent
foundations

.

Cylinder pier

for d r a w
bridge

Bridge Piers.

Bridge Piers.

Bridge Piers

,

Bridge Piers.

Bridge Piers

.
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6

i'orouB strata. Piling used

[lock. Hard gravel. No piling

Porous strata. Imperviou.s clay.
Piling used where needed

Loam. Piling used.

7
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No. 11

1 \.WA—Broken stone

1:2:4-Gravel.

1:2:4—Stone or gravel

1:2:4,1:3:6—Stone.

1:2:3—Stone or gravel

1:7—Gravel.

1:2:4—Gravel in river
piers — Stone and
gravel in sea piers. .

.

1:2:4 — Broken stone
or gravel

10
I

1:2U:5.

12

No..

No.

No..

Yes

13

Yes.

Yes

No

No.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes

Yes

14

First class

.

Good

.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes

Presumably good

.

Good.

Apparently good .

.

Yes.

Presumably good

.

Yes.

15

Spuds for holding forms were driven, after which bottoii
was cleaned by high pressure water jet. Concrete deposi
ted by use of drop bottom bucket without top Deposi
ting in proper location and leveling off was done by s

diver. Precast concrete blocks were used on the face o
the wall subjected to tidal fluctuations, as investigatioi
showed that concrete deposited in situ would not stand ui

where .subjected to the wet and dry conditions and ici

conditions between liigh and low tides.

Cofferdam driven of steel or timber sheet piling. Con
Crete mixed by use of mechanical mixers. Dumped bj
drop bottom buckets. Leveled and tamped by means o
diver. The bottom of the foundation occasionally sealec
by means of concrete in bags.

Concrete was wheeled to hopper in wheelbarrows. Tremi(
was moved about in cylinder by block and tackle. ^.

ring of 1:2:4 concrete was deposited around inside edge o
cylinder; middle portion was filled with 1:3:6 concrete
Laitance was removed by .scrapers and other instruments

Tremie was gently moved sufficient to cause each batch t(

slide through. Considerable precaution was taken to sei

that the concrete was not stirred up and dropped loos(

through the water.

From Specifications 26-C-A tremie or dumping buckei
shall be used, so built and operated as to avoid entrance o
water or escape of concrete or mortar and to deposit th(
concrete in its final location when the tremie or buckei
rests upon the bottom and without fall through the water
After concrete has been unwatered, holes 2 inches ii

diameter shall be drilled at such points and to such deptl
as the Engineer may direct. If concrete is accepted
cost of drilling holes and refilling them with neat cement
grout will be paid by the Railroad.

River pier concrete mixed on bank, run out on long track or
outside of bridge floor, in large bottom dump buckets
which were picked up and deposited on stiff leg steam
derrick, on platform in river. Sea pier concrete was
mixed on steam derrick barge and deposited in large

bottom dump buckets—materials were stored on wharl
near by.

Cylindrical steel cofferdam 16 and 20 ft. in diameter and
about 45 ft. long, open top and bottom. Cjdinders made
in two sections with rubber gasket between, 15 ft. from
bottom, and held together by interior flanges and bolts.

Top of bottom section placed at level of river bed, where it

remained. After completion of pier, top section was re-

moved. A hole was dredged and cylinder set in place by
derrick. After inside of cylinder was dredged out piles

were driven and cut off by diver, 5 ft. above bottom.
Concrete then placed with drop bottom bucket. First
layer of concrete dropped 5 ft. through water and some
washing out of cement occurred. Second layer com-
pleted the sealing course to a thickness of 5 ft., leaving the
tops of the piles exposed above concrete.
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16
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No^
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Porous strata. Piling

useii

Porous strata. Piling

used

'orous strata. No Piling

>anci mostly. Piling

used

L'sually sand. Piling

used in some cases

'orousstrata. Soft clay.

Piling used

Sand. Piling used.

>and. Clay. Piling used

10 ft.

24 to 32 ft

.

10 ft.

To 75ft. depth.

\'arious up to 30 ft

.

10 to 25 ft.

1 to 6 ft

.

About 35 ft.

3000 cu. yds... .

8000 cu. yds.

3 or 4 cu. yds.

50 to 250 cu. yds

5000 cu. yds...

530 cu. yds.

15 yrs.

5tol2yrs

6 yrs.

15 yrs

.

7 to 15 yrs.

17 yrs.

3 yrs.

10

Dry.

Bucket work—plastic

Tremie—sloppy..

.

Plastic

.

Reasonably dry

.

Plastic

.

Plastic

.

Plastic

.

II

1:2H:5—Stone.

1:2:4—Gravel.

No record Gravel.

1:5—Gravel.

1:2:4

1:3:5—Stone.

1:3:5—Stone.

1:2:3—Stone.
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No, 12

No.

12

13

14

15

Yes.

No.

1.3

Reasonably .so

.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes Satisfactory

16

17

18

19

Small amount

No.

No.

14

Good

Presumably good

Good.

Good

Good

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Apparently good.

Good

Good.

15

Smith continuous mixer used. From mixer to pier by derrick.

Coffer was not tight, but no current occurred. Rise and fall

of about 12 to 14 inches in water level in 24 hours, which seemed
to wash out cement within limits of water surface.

Tremie—Hand mixing.

Reinforced caissons sunk by open dredging process. 5 ft. of

concrete placed around piles by tremie or bucket. Water
then pumped out and pile heads cut off and balance of founda-

tion concreted dry.

In every case where tremie was used, the pipe or box was kept

full of concrete and the box lifted a Httle, letting concrete out,

but box was kept full of concrete while being placed, so that

concrete did not drop through, except the first filling of the

tremie. When bucket was used it was lowered to the bott9m
of pit and opened and each load dumped next to the preceding

one, so that little if any of cement was washed off the sand

and stone.

Tremie and bucket—Mixer.

Foundation of piers—footing course continuous across building

and reinforced with rails, each strip of footing 8 ft. Bottom
of foundations were 1 ft. below low tide and top extended

above high tide. All equipment was mounted on scows.

Open caisson sunk to desired depth. Piling driven to rock

which was about 27 ft. below bottom of caisson. Concrete

placed under water to depth of 8 ft. to seal caisson. Water

then pumped out, piles cut off and remainder of concrete

placed diy. Tremie suspended from boom of derrick.
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16

\\ ork done in winter on ice

.

50° to 70° F,

40° F.

17

About 20° F

Freezing point

.

No information

Above freezing.

Dcwater all cofferdams, Init it absolutely necessary, use a treniie.

Bucket of special design and should l)e of 2 yd. capacity. Tn depositing concrete should be
kept approximately level by changing location of each load in regular order. Ob,iection

to tremie is the raising and lowering which releases batch and permits pipe filling with
water.

No recommendations.

This method assures proper imbedding of pile heads in first class concrete.

Recommend either method, depending on equipment and conditions, provided care is used
in placing so that cement is not washed off of aggregate.

Tremie—account of facility in handling. If properly manipulated, concrete not saturated
until in place.

Conditions permitting, tremie process should be used. When carefully handled there is

minimum amount of wash. No current of water should pass through concrete after it is

placed.

For ordinary cases tremie should be used, taking care at all times so that concrete is not
allowed to entirely run through tremie and allow water to come up into it. When buckets
are used they should be of a type opening underneath and tripped by coming in contact
with bottom. Line tripped buckets operated from above should be avoided.

Tremie—because concrete can be deposited without the aggregate becoming separated by
passing through water.
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No ROAD

20 St. Louis South
western

-1 Louisville & Nash-
ville

22 Lehigh Valley

23 Duluth & Iron
Range

24 C. R. R.ofN.J,

24 A C.R. R.ofN.J.

25 Atlantic Coast Line

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Tremie.

Bottom
dumping
bucket and
tremie

Sheet steel

tremie

Drop bottom
bucket

Drop bottom
bucket

Tremie

.

Drop bot-
tom and
tremie

Choice

.

Choice

.

Choice

.

Choice.

.

Choice.

.

Choice.

Choice.

Least possibility

of dilution from
water

Inability to con-
struct water-tight
cofferdams

Minimum washing
out of cement

More satisfactory
than by tremie. .

.

Safe method.

Best suited to con-

ditions

Drop bottom for

large quantities;

tremie for small
quantities

Bridge Piers

.

Bridge Piers

,

Bridge Pier.

Foundation
of ore load-

ing dock. . . .

28 bridge
piers — 4

abutments.

.

Bridge Foun-
dation

Bridge Piers
Pile protec-
tion from
teredo

Porous strata. Piling
used

Varying

Rock. No piling

Rock fill. Piling used.

Sand. Clay. Piling used.

Porous strata,

used
Piling

Rock. Porous strata.

Piling used
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500 to 700 cu,

yds

10 11

7 yrs

.

Various.

.

Rather dry.

12

l:2:4-Stone.

5to29yrs. As dry as
could be
handled. .

23 feet SSOcu.vds yrs

.

13

Small
amount

14

Yes . . . Apparently good

.

1:2:4- Usually
Stone

6200 cu. yds.. 11 yrs

16 to 30 ft. below low
water

12 ft. at low mean
tide

42 ft. below high
water

4500 cu. yds.

1000 cu. yds.

7 yrs.

5 yrs

.

Medium wet

Dry.

1:2:4—Stone.

1:2:4—Stone. .

Plastic

,

4 yrs,... Plastic

Moderately
plastic

Small
amount

Not to
any ex-

tent. ...

Small
amount

1:2:4— Gravel.. Yes

1:2;4 - ]-in

Crushed stone
8% to 10%
water

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

1:3:5—Stone or
gravel

No.

No.

Apparently good...

Apparently good

.

Apparently good

.

Good.

Yes
.

. . Presumably good.

Yes. Good.
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No.
•

15

Tremie had hinged bottom, tripped by line from hoisting engine.

21 In all cases work had to be done in a hurry and with such equipment as could be got together.

22 Derricks, hoisting engines, pumps, concrete rnixer and tremie. Concrete deposited under water was kept to
proper level by diver by guiding the depositing.

23 Large foundation walls, half under water, rested on piles surrounded by rock filled crib. Work started in the
fall and continued uninterrupted through winter. Mixer on shore end from which concrete was transported
by special car to point of use and there transferred to dump buckets handled by derrick scow.

24 1}^ yd. bucket filled with concrete lowered and released by striking bottom. By raising bucket slowly exces-
sive disturbance of concrete was prevented. Continuous deposition of concrete was made to a point 2 ft. below
low water. Concrete allowed to set two days and then laitance to depth of 6 inches removed. Experiments
proved that when trap rock and sand were used about four times as much laitance was formed.

4-A Concrete in question was center and rest piers for swing bridge, in salt water tidal stream along Atlantic coast;
mean of tide 5 ft. Cofferdam was built size of pier, subsequently sand and mud removed from inside with
centrifugal pump. Piles were then driven and cut off below the low water line and a grillage of "T" rails

placed on top of them. The whole was then embedded in concrete.
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16

50° F.

Xo information

.

No information

At 40° F. cement set very slowly.
50° F. was found to accelerate set-

ting of cement sufficiently

Concrete placed at 45° F. to 50° F.
No data below this temperature.

40° F

17

Where volume of work is small tremie method is the best. For large volumes
concrete should be poured direct into position by an adjustable discharge pipe.

Concrete should be placed dry whenever possible, so that it can be thoroughly
inspected.

Use of tremie has the difficulty of becoming clogged at times and if not kept
continuously operated will have to be freshly filled after each stoppage; this
causes more or less washing of cement out of concrete. A properly designed
bucket with shutter top will work equally well or better than a tremie.

Dump bucket is the preferable method in most instances. Where water is less

than 3 ft. deep the ordinary way of placing concrete by starting at one end and
keeping the top of the concrete above water and working it forward, is prefer-
able.

Drop bottom bucket method is preferable on account of better control in deposit-
ing. Tremie method dangerous because it is impos.sible to keep tremie full

while moving from point to point. Several bridge pier failures attributed to
improper use of tremie.

Recommend use of tremie where stationary scaffolding can be placed. If it is

necessary to deposit concrete under water, from a scow with the use of a derrick,
buckets with movable Ijottoms would he preferable as you would be liable to
lose charge of tremie sliould there bo any motion of scow due to rough water.
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ROAD

Penjia. Lines West
of Pittsburgh.

Penna. Lines West
of Pittsburgh

1
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18 to 20 ft.

33 to 40 ft.

300 ou. yds...

8000 cu. yds..

6 yrs.

5yrs

10

Moderately wet..

.

Moderately wet.

11

1:1 1-5:2 2-5

Gravel . . .

1:3:6—Sand
and Stone

12

No.

Yes.

13

Yes.

Yes..

14

Inspection not possible on account
of concrete being encased in steel
shell.

Good.
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15

Success of this method depended on t^e o^t^^^^r^^^^r f^^l^ch^^b^SS tL nS an«
with shoulder fitting inside of P^P^^^d ring cast on upper

.^^^^^^ turnbuckle fastened to outside of pipe. Pipe

up through pipe, out over hopper, t^ned dovvn and heid by
^^^^.^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^p ^^^ ^ot-

was laid on deck and filled by hand The ^^^o^^^lf .^g^^^^f^f^^-l^ \nother batch was then poured mto hopper

torn. Turnbuckle w;as then unscrewed and concrete released sw^iy.
concrete in pipe and thereafter had

and tremie raised. Thus the cap was used only in the tirbt oP^rayo" l" ictc
Another type of stopper

to beTawn up through the whole mass ^^
-"-^Ya f' fiVl^f"thtr^ -1 mixture'oUand and cement Tremie

was finally used, which consisted of a cement sack halt nuea ^
un ui > '

•

,

^ gjjck was then placed

Zl swunJby derrick directly into -^ter and lowered und it toufed ^o^tom .

The^cem^^^^^
^

l^ci'^d^fhrl?h%t%7rn'drt"aft\X^^^^^^
concrete acted as its own plug. This method

was more satisfactory in every way.

Work described in detail in Engineering Record, vol. 69, pages 492, 592 and 643.
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IG

Do not know

,

17

Tremie method was found satisfactory and would recommend it for similar work.

Method was found to be fairly satisfactory and would recommend it. with some minor changes, for

similar work.

I
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43

44

45
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ROAD

C. E. Smith &
Co., Consulting
Engineers

J. P. Snow, Con
suiting Engr—

The Foundation
Company

Yes

Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern Yes

Yes.

Yes.

46 St. Louis-San
Francisco Yes

Bottom dump
buckets and chutes Choice.

Tremie and bottom
dump bucket Choice

.

Bottom dump
bucket—open top. Choice

.

Tremie.

Drop bottom
bucket

Choice

.

Choice

.

Best accomplishment
of work Bridge Piers.

c

Necessary by condi-

tions

I;ess skill required

for operation than

by other methods . .

Only a V a
method. . .

lable

Large volume can be
discharged at one

operation

Rock. Porous
strata. Impervi-

ous Clay. Piling

used in some cases

Bridge Piers.

Power House
Wells

Bridge Piers.

Retaining
Walls on
River Front

Rock. Piling used

in some cases.

Porous strata.

Impervious
Piling used

.

clay.

I

Timber grillage.

Solid rock. Piling

used in one case .

.
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1 to 20 ft. 40 to 6000 cu
yds

10 to 30 ft.

30 to 40 ft. 3200 to 3700
cu. yds. .

.

13>^ft 500 cu. vds .

6 to 10 ft.. Thousands of

yards

1 to lOyrs

yi to 20 yrs

3 yrs.

3 yrs.

10 yrs

.

10

Reasonably wet

Somewhat dry...

Quite wet

.

Dry.

Slightly thin.

11

1:23^:5—Gravel
and stone

1:2:4

Gravel
Lime.stone. .

.

1:2^:5

1:3:6 — Gravel
Stone

12

Yes.

Not serious

Yes.

No.

No.

13

Yes.

Eminently so

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

14

Excellent.

Presumably
perfect.

Good.

Excellent
condition.

Good.
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15

42

43

44

45

46

fully done perfect results will be obtained.
. ji j th

wrrdSow.rd, the .ide. of the ta*«i„'='f' °' ^*giffL7e« i.che. .bove bottom ol e.le.ded ..de,. These

'S^iZ'S^^^^Z'l^t^i-Af^'^XX, to head. v.„h,. .to™ .5 to » .ee.

tion and was continuous.

derricks also on barges that swung buckets o^ er forms. ^ -

I

i
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Above 32° F.

Above freezing.

Placing Concrete Under Water
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17

Ordinary winter weather
with sufficient time for set

Cannot sav

"^W tTem't'rlTeatl7thaSrhS "-«"- ^^at the men under-

^oI^^rtToleTotclTn'ft^U'lfc^^ by -efficient derrick with
every few days, and if present! pump't out

''°'''^'''- Examine for laitance

This method entirely satisfactory and can be operated wHh less slcill than by a tremie.

This metfiod proved very satisfactory.

Above freezing. This method recommended for similar circumstances.

\f

[
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No.

47

48

49

ROAD

50

51

56

Central of Georgia. Limited

N.Y. N. H. &H. Yes.

Pere Marquette— Limited

C. St. P. M.&O .. . Yes.

Tremie.

Tremie

.

C. H. Lake, for-

merly with M. R
& B. T

Southern R. R.

Yes.

Yes.

Drop bottom
bucket. .

.

Funnel
method.

Choice

.

Choice

.

Choice.

Only
available

Cheap and satisfac-

tory Bridge Piers. Rock. Sand. Piles used

where necessary

Concrete could be

kept from contact

of salt water until

in place Bridge Piers. Sand. Gravel.

Only available ,

method Drawbridge
Pier

Tremie ....

Tremie Choice

.

Coarse Gravel. No
piling

Bridge Piers Semi-porous strata.

Piling used

Best suited to con-

ditions Pivot Pier. Mud, sand and clay.

Piling used
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4 to 12 ft

06 to 132 ft

.

14 ft.

Oft.

20 to 50 cu.
yds

10

4500 cu. yds..

About 450 cu.
yds

15 yrs . .

i yrs

About 40 cu
yds

17 yrs.

10 yrs. .

Very dry

.

Fairly wet.

Medium wet

11

1:2:3 - Gene-
rally stone.

.

1 Cement, 2
sand, 4 gravel.

1 Cement, 2
sand, 4 stone

1:3:5— Crushed
stone

12 13

No.

Yes.

14

Dry. 1:3:5.

No recol-

lection. .

Yes...

Yes...
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No. 15

48 A 16-in. steel pipe was used, supported by four leg fraiiie. Piping was controlled by two Yale and Towne chain
hoists and raised as concrete was deposited; sections of the piping being removed as elevation warranted.
Concrete entered pipe through a hopper about 20 ft. above the water level.

49 Bucket was handled with a derrick; the mixture was some 200 ft. from the platform on which the bucket was
loaded and the concrete was conveyed to the bucket in a small dump car.

50 No special features were used and mouth of funnel was placed near bottom of foundation.

5G Sheet piling was driven on tliree sides of proposed pier, the down stream being left open to permit operation of a
barge. Loose material was then removed with a dredge bucket, piles driven and a second line of sheeting
driven to serve as forms for concrete. Piles were cut off by means of a cross-out saw rigge(i on a frame and
operated from above. Concrete was then placed by means of a tremie. Concrete was carried up to about
2 ft. below water level, after which sheeting was made tight, the water pumped out and the pier completed.
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16

40° F.

17

Tremie is satisfactory, although equal results with a drop bottom bucket could
probably have been obtained.

Would recomme.id use of tremie provided the water is still.

This method should be used only when the saving is considerable. The safety

of concrete depends so largely on thorough inspection and care in mixing and
placing, that any method which does not permit an absolute knowledge of the
results obtained, we believe should be avoided, or at least should be used only
on large jobs where elaborate equipment can be provided and extra precau-

tions taken.
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D. R. Collin, F. F. Harrington,
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C. G. Delo, a. Larsen,

W. T. Dorrance, J. W. Orrock,
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R. V. Reamer,

G. H. Gilbert, John Schofield,

Walter Goldstraw, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee on Buildings

for stud}- and report

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the ]\Tanual

and submit definite recommendations for changes, with especial reference

to appropriate definitions.

2. Report on coaling stations.

3. Report on freight-house and passenger station scales.

4. Report on ash pits.

5. Report on a classification of buildings on the basis of "Specifica-

tion Types," and upon the use of the "cubic foot," "square foot" and
"bill of particulars" methods for ascertaining the approximate cost of

new^ construction.

6. Report on detail designs of buildings used for housing track

labor, conferring with Committee on Economics of Railway Labor.

7. Report on the efficient and economical methods of electric light-

ing of
(a) Passenger station interiors.

(b) Passenger station surroundings.
(c) Platforms covered and uncovered.

8. Report on modern types of toilet facilities at small stations where
water supply and sewers are lacking.

9. Review recommendation as to applicability of high platforms.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in New York, May 6th and

7th, BuflFalo, October 2d, and Pittsburgh, November 16th.

Subject (1) Revision of Manual

On this subject the Committee recommends that on page 189, para-

graph 2, next to last line, "roundhouse" be changed to "enginehouse."

On page 18, supplement to the Manual, recommendation for high

platforms at passenger stations be changed and made to read as follows:

"On account of clearance restrictions, high platforms be provided only

in connection with tracks devoted exclusively to passenger traffic."

145
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The definitions as published in the supplement of the Manual, page

17, have been rewritten placing them in alphabetical order and there have

been some additions made. Definitions for Umbrella and Butterfly Sheds

have been changed so that these definitions are under heading of "Shelter-

Shed." Definitions on Inbound and Outbound Freight Houses have been

changed, so that these come under the general heading of "Freight

House."

Ash Pits.—A structure into which cinders are deposited from locomo-

tives, for subsequent removal. (Supplement to Manual 1917, page 35).

Coaling Station.—An established location for the storing and delivering

of coal to locomotives. (Manual 1915, page 192).

Drop Pit.—A pit in the track inside of the engine house in which ma-

chinery is located for dropping wheels from under locomotives.

Engine House.—A structure for housing and the general maintenance of

engines in service. (Manual 1915, page 194).

Engine Pit.—A pit in the track inside the engine house to facilitate the

repairing and cleaning of the running gear under an engine.

Freight House.—
Inbound.—A building for the handling of freight for delivery to con-

signee. (Manual 1915, page 201).

Outbound.—A building for the receiving of freight by the railroad

for shipment. (Manual 1915, page 201).

Inspection Pit.—A pit in a track approaching an engine house to facil-

itate the inspection of engines.

Oil House.—A building for the storage and distribution of oil and waste.

(Manual 1915, page 201).

Power House.—A building for housing apparatus for generating light,

heat and power for various purposes. (Manual 1915, page 189).

Rest House.—A building for the accommodation of employees, usually

containing rest and recreation rooms, sleeping quarters, lunch room,

lockers, baths, etc. (Manual 1915, page 195).

Section Tool House.—A building for housing of section cars, tools and

small track material. (Manual 1915, page 195).

Shelter Shed.—
Butterfly Type.—A type of structure erected over platforms for pro-

tection from the weather with a central line of supports and roof

sloped towards center for drainage. (Manual 1915, page 208).

Umbrella Type.—A type of structure erected over platforms for pro-

tection from the weather with a central line of supports and roof

sloped to the sides for drainage.

Shop Buildings.—Various structures for the construction and repair of

locomotives, cars and other railway equipment. (Manual 1915, page

188).

Smoke Jack.—A ventilating appliance for taking smoke and gases out of

engine houses.

Station.—An established location for the accommodation of passenger

and freight traffic. (Manual 1915, page 187).
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Transfer Platform.—Freight.—A platform approximately level with

freight car floors used in transferring freight from car to car. (Man-

ual 1915, page 207).

Transfer Table.—A traveling structure vi^ith a track on which a loco-

motive or car can be run and transferred from one parallel track to

another. (Manual 1915, page 188).

Turntable.—A revolving structure for turning locomotives or cars.

(Manual 1915, page 188).

Turntable Pit.—A circular pit depressed below the surface of t'^c ground

in which the turntable revolves.

On page 218, there is a subject in the Manual en itled, "Sanitary

Provisions for Medium Sized Stations." The Committee recommends

that the first three paragraphs referring to water closets and chemical

toilets be eliminated and that the last paragraph only be reprinted in the

Manual. The Committee also recommends that the two words "Medium
Sized" be left out, as the recommendations would apply to all stations.

Subject (2) Coaling Stations

The Committee recommends the publishing as a matter of informa-

tion in the Proceedings, an article on Fuel Conservation prepared by the

United States Railroad Administration, as covered by their Circular No.

17, dated Washington, April 20, 1918, as follows:

The standing committee on the storage of coal, appointed by the

International Railway Fuel Association, has made a number of recom-
mendations which are continued in the transactions of the association for

the years 1909 to 1917, inclusive.

An exhaustive study of the storage of bituminous coal was also made
by H. H. Stock, Professor of Mining Engineering of the University of

Illinois, Urbana, 111., and published March 4th, 1918, in Circular No. 6 of

the Engineering Experiment Station of that University.
A further circular covering additional features in the storage of

bituminous coal will be published and ready for general distribution

within a few months. In the meantime Prof. Stock is preparing a paper
on the storage of bituminous coal to be read at the eleventh annual meet-
ing of the International Railway Fuel Association convening in Chicago
in May next.

From this information, and that which has been furnished by the

United States Railroad Administration, certain suggestions have been
gathered covering the proper method of storing railroad coal, which, if

applied, will assist in keeping the cost of storage to the minimum, and
will result in greatly reducing or entirely eliminating the hazard caused
by spontaneous combustion.

From necessity no general rule can be made which will fit the various
coals stored in the different sections of the country, and railroad officials

in charge of this work will be compelled to exercise a reasonable meas-
ure of discretion in carrying out any recommendations of a general

character that may be made.

Why Railroads and Other Consumers Should Store Coal

1. To insure an ample supply for locomotives and miscellaneous

steam purposes during period of reduced delivery occasioned by cessation

of water-borne traffic, mine strikes, extremely rigorous winter weather,

periods of serious car shortages, etc.
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2. So that a partial equalization of the coal-car supply may be made.
The excess demand for railroad and commercial coal during the fall and
winter season, accentuated by a decreased daily car mileage, invariably

leads to a car shortage during that period, with a resulting surplus during
the summer season, when coal is ordinarily stored.

3. The cost of transporting railroad coal during the summer season
is estimated as not exceeding 60 to 65 per cent, of the cost of such move-
ment during the period of extreme winter weather, during which time if

the carrier is relieved, if only in part, of the transportation of railroad

coal, the locomotives, cars, and coal thus made available can be diverted
to commercial consumers, with resulting revenue advantage.

How to Store Coal

The actual work incident to the storage of railroad coal should only
be undertaken after a study of the subject has been made by some
responsible official, who should, after conferring with the proper represen-
tatives in charge of purchase, transportation and maintenance, formulate
such definite plans as will insure the full co-crdination of every m.an
responsible for any portion of the work to be done; to this end the fol-

lowing points should be given careful consideration :

(a) Determine the amount of coal which should be stored, begin-
ning May 1, ending August 31, except in the case of water-borne coal,

where the storage period will be governed by the navigation season. The
rate of storage daily and weekly should be prescribed in order to prevent
an under or over supply at the storage station. Storage points remote
from the source of supply should be given preference.

(b) As far as possible, avoid purchasing coal for storage that bears
the reputation of firing when stored.

(c) Store screened lump coal where such is obtainable, 4-inch or
6-inch lumps preferably, the portion passing through the 4-inch or 6-inch
screen openings to be used for current consumption during the storage
periods. Coal placed in individual storage piles should come from as few
mines as possible. In no case mix coal from different districts or from
diflferent seams located within the same district.

(d) Before undertaking storage select a suitable location as near
as possible to the point of consumption, avoiding hillsides, rough ground,
and soft, wet, boggy ground in particular. The storage location should
be thoroughly cleaned of all refuse matter, giving particular attention to

the removal of vegetation, wood, discarded waste, old clothes, or other
similar combustible matter which would assist in starting stock-pile fires

or would depreciate the value of the coal when loaded out. Do not pile

above a steam pipe, over a sewer trap, or against a hot wall. Positive
provision should be made for draining the ground so that water may not
accumulate under the pile.

(e) It is now well established that coal fires spontaneously by the

oxidation of the fine particles, which present the maximum surface for

the air to act upon, well-screened coal carefully piled seldom firing, for
the reason that a minimum surface is subjected to oxidation, the openings
between the lumps admitting of any heat engendered passing off. Fires
usually start in piles where the coal is more or less separated in coarse
and fine strata, the air entering through the coarser strata acting on the
finer portion, which is too dense to admit of the heat created passing off

with sufficient rapidity to prevent firing. Fine coal should be invariably
stored by itself and in such a way as to exclude as far as possible the air

from entering the pile.

Slack coal has been stored successfully to a height of 8 or 10 feet

by packing it as hard as possible, covering the surface with the finer por-
tion in such manner as to as nearly as possible exclude air and water.
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Water entering the bottom of a storage pile is exceedingly dangerous
from a firing standpoint

Method of Unloading

1. No pl.nn covering the unloading of storage coal should be put into

effect without due consideration to the work of reloading same, bearing
in mind that in the event of spontaneous combustion the portion firing

must be removed quickly.

Where locomotive cranes with clam shell buckets are available, two
parallel tracks, located at from 16 to 20 feet centers, should be laid down
on high level ground cleared of all refuse and combustible matter. The
lOaded cars are placed on one track and unloaded by a crane operating

on the parallel track, the coal being placed in a pile alongside the crane.

The. position of the cars and crane is reversed with the completion of tlic

first pile. The width of the pile depends on the radius of the boom travel,

and its maximum height is determined by the width of the base and the

How line of the coal, not exceeding, however, a total of 20 feet. The
height should be decreased in the case of coals that have been known to

fire easily. The tracks should remain in position for the quick removal
of coal that may become overheated and for the subsequent reloading of

the coal stored.

2. Extensive investigation has sliown that many fires have occurred
in storage piles where a separation of coarse and fine coal was made, by
dumping the coal as unloaded, on the same spot, or along the center line

of the pile, the coarse coal rolling down to the side, the fine coal accu-

mulating at the center or axis of the pile ; the air entering the pile through
the coarser portion and acting on the centrally located mass of fine coal

producing heat, which, on account of an insufficient air circulation, is not

carried off with sufficient rapidity to prevent high temperatures and spon-

taneous combustion. This hazard will be very materially lessened if the

clam shell is lowered to a point just above the surface of the pile before
the contents are dumped. A layer of coal 2 feet in height should be laid

down to the full width of the base of the pile and over the entire length

of same, the second and succeeding layers, each 2 feet in thickness, to be
laid down in like manner. This method of unloading will eliminate the

accumulation of broken fine particles in the center of the pile, and in

addition, give the coal a limited opportunity to season before being cov-

ered up by the succeeding layer. A cross-section of a pile so laid down is

shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1.

—

Coal Piling.

3. Where locomotive cranes are not availal^le, coal from necessity

is frequently stored by unloading self-clearing cars placed on a track on
top of the pile, the track raised from time to time on the coal. This
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arrangement has a disadvantage of causing an accumulation of crushed
coal in the center of the pile, with lumps on the outside as referred to in

paragraph 2. Where it is necessary to employ this method of unloading
and after the pile is completed, the track should be moved from the top
of the pile to the surface level and parallel to the storage pile, thus mak-
ing provision for the quick removal of any portion that may fire by using
the standard railroad nonrevolving steam shovel, the American type rail-

road ditcher, or locomotive crane, for reloading the coal either in case of
emergency heating or for current use. Coal so stored should not be piled

to a height exceeding 12 to 15 feet, and the reloading tracks should be
maintained readily accessible for prompt use in event of spontaneous
firing.

Where mechanical means are employed for spreading coal so un-
loaded, a standard railroad ballast spreader is preferable to the track tie

dragged through the coal underneath a car truck as commonly done.

4. Trestle storage should be restricted to the handling of coal of estab-
lished reputation for safekeeping. The fire hazard attendant on placing
storage coal around the wooden trestle, plus the cost of construction of
same, and the difficulty of handling, makes this method of storage
inadvisable.

5. Any attempt toward the storage of coal will prove, at best, only
partially successful, unless some one responsible individual is placed in

charge of same with full authority to co-ordinate the various branches
of the purchasing and operating departments. A thoroughly competent
foreman should be maintained at every storage pile to oversee the storage,
to inspect the billing before cars are unloaded, to determine the source
of supply and the grade of coal furnished, and to divert to current con-
sumption cars received of grade or kind other than that prescribed.

6. After the work of storage is completed the storage piles should
be adequately policed to prevent wholesale loss by theft and to insure the
detection of excessive temperature. It is generally agreed that anj'

method of ventilating stock piles heretofore employed is insufficient to

safeguard them. Excessive heating is easilj' detected by a careful exami-
nation of the pile, using the sense of smell ; and in addition the Inspector
should be equipped with a few sharpened steel rods, which should be
driven into the pile at frequent intervals. Any excess heat generated
may be detected by feeling the rod immediately upon its removal. If a

hot spot is found with the rods, the temperature should be carefully
watched with a thermometer placed inside a pipe driven into the pile at

the hot place.

7. All coal stored should be picked up and consumed under an estab-
lished schedule and during the period of car and coal shortage, when
transportation is most expensive and the facilities of the carrier are in

maximum demand.

Costs of storing coal have been kept on several roads, and we have

for one Western road an average cost for unloading of 25c per ton, this

cost including work train service, supplies and labor.

The same road for reclaiming with a clam shell the average cost was
37c per ton for labor, without any costs added for the clam shell.

These costs are taken on five different points and the average tonnage

handled for the five points was 40,000.

On another Western road we have the cost of reloading storage coal

with a locomotive crane at an average of 25c per ton, this average cover-

ing nine different points.
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On an Eastern road with a storage at two points averaging 10,000

tons, the cost for storing averaged 18c per ton, while the reclaiming aver-

aged 16c per ton. The costs at this point covers labor charges, but does

not include any charge for crane, supplies, repairs or any charge for the

crane itself. Prices are based on short tons.

This is given as information only, as the Committee finds that there

is no set rule of keeping cost data on the different roads.

Subject (3) Freight House and Passenger Station Scales

The Committee has no further information in addition to what has

been covered in previous reports.

Subject (4) Ash Pits

The Committee recommends publishing a cut of a steam conveyor

ash pit as a type, without recommendation as to its preference. This is

shown in Fig. 2.

A number of railroads have provided protection for the water tj'pe

of ash pits, consisting of wood floats, floats made out of boiler tubes on

angle iron frame, but the results from the use of these has been ques-

tionable, as the operator does not always replace the protection in proper

manner and it is easily broken. In the tube type of float the sulphuric

acid in the water soon causes deterioration. The Committee, therefore,

recommends that on deep water ash pits a walkway be provided on the

water side of the running track, so that hostlers can work on the engine

on this side without danger of falling into the pit. This is shown in

Fig. 3.

In addition to this protection %-inch rods spaced 1-inch apart have

been installed in the running track. Some roads place these rods in a

frame approximate))' 10 feet long, placing them between the rails so that

they can be removed when necessary. It is considered preferable to drill

the running rails and fasten the rods so that they cannot be removed as

the hostlers are likely to figure that these rods are in place and should

anyone neglect to replace them after they were taken out, an accident is

likely to occur.

Subject (5) Classification of Buildings

The Committee feels that it would not be practical to give a formula

for arriving at the cost of buildings on the basis of cubic or square foot,

especially so in view of the radical changes in prices of material as has

occurred during the past two or three years.

Subject (6) Detail Designs for Housing Track Labor

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor submitted plans that

have been published in the Proceedings and the Committee considers

them in sufficient detail to build by and recommends the discontinuance of

this subject, and that reference be made in the Manual to the plans

already published.
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Fig. 2.
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Subject (7) Efficient and Economical Methods of Electric Lighting

in Passenger Station Interiors and Surroundings and Plat-

forms, Covered and Uncovered

General.

Lighting in and around passenger stations is provided in order to

add to the safety and convenience of the public and employees, and ade-

quate lighting is well recognized as one of the most efifective police meas-

ures against crimes and misdemeanors, and invaluable as a sanitary pre-

caution, but any illumination that does not directly contribute to security

and convenience should be avoided; in fact, such illumination might

actually operate to the detriment of legitimate illumination by creating

shadows, or misleading high lights.

To determine methods to be used in electric lighting in and around

passenger stations, care must be given to the purposes to be served at the

different points to which illumination is to be applied.

Shadows, ineffective or dazzling lights should be avoided in order to

secure safety of the public and employees.

Effective lighting must be secured for local and special purposes,

such as points where purchases are made, baggage checks identified, or

where special provisions are made for the comfort of the public.

The general subject of electric lighting should include consideration

of installation not only of lights, but also of service outlets intended for

extension lamps, vacuum cleaning devices, heating service for conces-

sions, etc. These considerations arise in special conditions, and usually

in the larger classes of stations. Panel junction, outlet boxes, fixture

settings should be carefully inspected in all particulars of manufacture

and installation, and it is recommended that all installations of wires be

made in rigid pipe conduit, labelled and approved by the National Board
of Fire Underwriters laboratories, or where impracticable to use rigid

conduit, a flexible iron armored conduit similarly approved should be

substituted.

The unit by which the measure of lighting efficiency is given in this

report is the foot candle, or an intensity of illumination equal to that

produced on a plane which is one foot distant from the light source of

one candle power, and which is perpendicular to the light raised at that

point.

(A) Passenger Station Interiors

There are three types of electric lighting which can be used for

Passenger Station illumination

:

Direct.

Semi-Indirect and Enclosed Units.
Indirect.

Direct Hghting is the most commonly used for station illumination

and is recommended as the installation for stations where economy in

first cost, operation and efficiency of lighting is desirable. This not only

applies to waiting rooms, but to offices and other rooms, the method of

installation depending upon the class of station.
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Semi-Indirect lighting is used frequently, but is more expensive as

to first cost and from a standpoint of efficiency is about 60 per cent, of

direct lighting on a new installation, decreasing on account of dust and

dirt accumulating in the bowls, covering the reflecting surfaces. This

fault also causes a heavier expense in maintenance as the units need

cleaning more often. The totally enclosed type of fixture is the better of

the two, as approximately the same results can be obtained and the main-

tenance cost is a trifle lower insofar as cleaning is concerned. This type

of lighting is recommended for some first-class stations, but requires

very careful study before installing, if any efficiency is to be obtained.

Indirect lighting is not recommended for station lighting because of

the expense of installation and maintenance, also for the low efficiency

due to the light being absorbed by the ceiling or reflecting" surfaces.

Unless an artistic effect is desired, installations of indirect lighting should

be made only after careful study by an Illuminating Engineer.

Waiting Rooms.

Totally enclosed type or direct type of lighting with lamps large

enough to give an average illumination of from 3 to 3.5 foot candles

should be situated as determined by the size and architectural features of

the room.

For average conditions, allowing for depreciation of the installation,

the approximate average of one watt per sq. ft. of floor area will give

good illumination, but there are many details to be considered, such as

the difference in ceiling heights, color of wall and style of architecture.

These details will tend to lower or raise the wattage per square foot.

Ticket Offices.

A minimum of 3.5 foot candles is recommended, one light for genera!

illumination, also a local light for window and counter illumination.

Toilet Room.

As an aid in securing cleanliness, it is recommended that a general

illumination of about 2 foot candles be obtained, also a light between

every two stalls.

Baggage Rooms.

Porcelain enameled steel reflectors should be used giving an illumi-

nation ranging from 1 to 2 foot candles. Average conditions warrant

an installation ranging from .5 to 1 watt per square foot.

Station Sign.

At important way-stations the main station sign should be properly

illuminated.

(B) Passenger Station Surroundings

Station Grounds.

Driveways and walks leading to and from passenger stations can be

lighted most economically by using high efficiency gas filled lamps, in-
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closed in frosted bowls or some other suitable fixture and spaced along

the driveway and walks on posts at sufficient distance to give illumination

intensity of 1. to 1.5 foot candles.

(C) Passenger Station Platforms

Passenger Station Platform.

Platform lighting should be so arranged that the lamps are not visible

to engincmen on approaching" trains.

Platforms Without Coversheds.

Minimum illumination intensity of .03 foot candles is desired. This

value may be increased where conditions demand high illumination. Low
tensit}' that is uniform is more satisfactoi'y and is preferable to the more
common practice of providing a high illumination at units with dark

spaces intervening due to wide spacing.

Shallow bowl procelain enameled steel reflectors are recommended,

the spacing of the units to be determined by the condition existing at the

particular platform.

Iron posts of more or less ornamental design are generally used for

supporting the lighting units, although there are reinforced concrete posts

on the market that have proven satisfactory in street lighting service.

Posts should be spaced not to exceed 75 feet on centers.

Flood lighting of platforms is not recommended except in a few

instances where an economical installation is absolutely necessary, for

instance, a large outlying platform used for loading of baggage or express

that would require a number of lights and where the posts would be in

the way of baggage or express trucks. In such a case, the light should

be placed at the proper height and distance to do away with glare and at

the same time illuminate the entire area.

Platforms With Coversheds.

These are necessarily limited to direct lights hung from the roof of

the shed, one light in each bay, high enough to be clear of any truck load,

and of sufficient size to light up the area of platform.

Subways.

From an illumination point of view the most satisfactory arrange-

ment of lighting units is to place them on the ceiling along the center

of subway, spacing them at intervals large enough to give an illumination

intensity of about one foot candle. The type of reflector will depend on

the height of the subway.

In case of insufficient height, lights can be placed in recesses in the

side walls with a reflector throwing the light outward and upward, placing

a dififusing glass in front of the units. This method is less efficient than

overhead lighting but is about the only way results can be obtained under

the circumstances.
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Subway Stairs.

Lights should prcfcral)ly he placed in recesses on the side walls, fix-

tures to be placed approximately 6 inches above the level of the treads,

so arranged that the light will be thrown down on each tread with lamps

so arranged that the light will not shine in the cj'cs of pedestrians going

up the stair. Approximately .5 foot candles would lie sufficient to illumi-

nate a stair.

Lighting on Car Steps.

As the curb along low platforms is the poorest lighted portion, due to

their being farthest from the lights and further darkened by passenger

boarding trains, it is suggested that consideration be given to placing

lights in the side of steps on coaches, so that when a trap door is raised

the light will be automatically turned on.

Conclusions

It is recommended that lighting be provided according to the two

schedules following.

The following tabulation gives some general figures showing the ap-

proximate amount of light required at various locations in and around

passenger stations

:

First Class

Important City and Suburban Stations

Waiting Room Direct 3 to 3.5 foot candles

Ticket Office Direct 3.5 to 4.5 "

Ticket Windows Direct, 1 drop 4 to 4.5 "

Baggage Room General Illumination 1 to 2 "
"

With local drop over desk and window.

News Stand Direct Illumination 5 foot candles

Toilet Rooms Direct General Illumination. 1.5 to 2 foot candles

With one drop over each two stalls.

Cover Sheds and Main Platforms.Direct 1.5 foot candles

Outlying Platforms Direct 1

Station Approaches Direct 1 to 1.5 "
"

Second Class

Unimportant Country Stations

Waiting Room Direct General Illumination 3 foot candles

Ticket Office Direct General Illumination 3.5 "
"

Ticket Window One 25 Watt Lamp 4

Baggage Room Direct Illumination (1 or more drop)

Toilet Room Direct (Gcnerallj' 1 drop is sufficient)

Platforms adjacent to Station Direct.. 1 to 1.5 foot candles

Outlying Platforms Direct. .25 to 5

The center of distribution of the lights for the station and surround-

ings should be located conveniently to the office of the official responsible

for the economical use of same.
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Subject (8) Modern Types of Toilet Facilities at Small Stations

Where Water Supply and Sewers Are Lacking

At small stations, signal towers and similar railroad structures, where

either water supply or sewer is not available, it is common practice to

build privy vaults for the accommodation of the employees, the public, or

both.

The fecal matter in privies contaminates the ground in its immediate

vicinity, this contamination often finding its way into wells of drinking

water, causing illness. It also pollutes streams into which it drains.

They are more or less open and on that account they become breeding

places for disease germs and vermin, among the latter are flies, which

carry the disease germs about and menace the general health of the

community.

The Government and State Health Departments are taking steps to

stop the building of any additional privy vaults.

The construction of temporary toilets at work camps and for con-

struction gangs in work cars has been accomplished by box type or dug-

out privies, which are removed to new locations as pits are filled and

fecal matter buried. This is unsanitary.

Some railroads build concrete chemical tanks under privies and a

type of septic tank under others. These are somewhat expensive and

still do not have the sanitary features required, and we are advised that

in one Southern State there is a standard requirement for a cesspool

for disintegration of solids.

Within the past five or si.x years, a number of waterless water closets

have come on the market and some of them are proving a very satis-

factory substitute for the privies, doing away with the odor and pollution,

and as they can be installed in any building, the cost of a single or double

unit is no greater than the cost for a single or double privy.

In a great many instances they will answer the purposes that water

fixtures are designed for, and they are more economical to install and

operate, being practically non-freezing, free from the usual plumbing

charges, and do not waste water. They are easily cleaned, swabs being

furnished for the purpose.

This system consists of a receiving receptacle containing chemicals,

which destroy any disease germs and liquefy the fecal matter. This con-

tainer can be pumped or drained on the ground, as there is no odor and

all germs are destroyed.

A better scheme probably would be to make a hole 3 ft. deep and

fill it with cinders, the drain pipe to terminate in the cinders.

If fixtures in proper proportion to the number of people served are

installed, it will only be necessary to drain the receptacle approximately

once every three months. One fixture will serve approximately 20 per-

sons per day.

The receptacle is preferably suspended to the ceiling of the floor be-

low or buried in the ground.
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Fig. 4.

—

Chemical Toilet.
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Care must be taken to properly ventilate the fixture instead of the

room, and it should be especially constructed so that the vent is built into

the back of the bowl to prevent odor leaks.

On account of the chemicals necessary in this system, special atten-

tion should be given to the quality of material used. In no case should

less than 14 gage metal be considered and on account of the action of

the acid pure iron should be used.

The tank and tubes should also be coated with asphaltic enamel,

which adheres to metal under bendiiig and will be unaffected by acids,

alkalis, elcctrohtic or atmospheric conditions ; to be non-absorbent and

non-corrosive, and capable of withstanding extreme cold temperature

without chipping or cracking and up to 180° F. without sagging or be-

coming tacky.

Trouble was experienced in former installations due to the fact that

material used was too light and not enough care was used in its erection.

For instance, when the water closet seat is raised it will strike the vent

pipe. A reinforcement should be placed around this vent pipe to receive

the shock.

Another type obtainable is a portable container with seat and lid,

agitator, and anti-splash board which takes position when seat is raised,

this assisting at each time of use in agitation. This type is arranged with

movable seat, and tight cap to take its place for removal to another loca-

tion. The tank in service is connected where convenient, to a filter bed.

so that the contents will not have to be carried by hand to disposal bed.

Enameled bowls and pipe are much more preferable than galvanized

metal.

In regard to experience of the different railroads with these fixtures,

questionnaire was sent out and about 50 replies received show the fol-

lowing results

:

24 report no installations.

Others show installations of from 1 to 354 with only a few re-

newals, mostl}^ from corrosion of tank, but in one case from

lack of attention.

Installations cover a period of from 1913 to 1919.

The general opinion, therefore, seems to be that with proper installa-

tion and attention chemical toilets are satisfactory.

Sketch showing chemical closet is shown in Fig. 4.

Conclusions

It is recommended that in locations where water supph' and sewers

are available, the usual .system of water closets and urinals be installed.

Where these are not available permanent or portable types of chemical

closets and urinals should be installed; proper supervision of installation,

care in inspection, handling, charging and draining should be maintained.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Buildings,

M. A. Long. Chairman.

I



REPORT CF COMMITTEE XX—ON UNIFORM GENERAL
CONTRACT FORMS

E. H. Lee, Chainiwn; C. A. W ilson, Vicc-Cliainnan

;

C. Frank Allex, J. C. Irwin,

A. O. Cunningham, A. S. Kent,

\'V. D. Faucette, H. A. Palmer,

G. E. GiFFORD, C. J. Parker, Conunittcc.

To the American Raikcay Enybiccring Assnciatinu:

Your Cdminittoe on Uniform General Contract Forms begs to submit

the following report

:

The Committee, as its work for the Acar 1919, received the followini,'

instructions

:

(1) Make critical examination of the sulijcct-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(2) Report on forms of agreement embodying rules governing the

construction of under-crossings of railway's with electrical conductors,
conduits, pipe lines and drains, conferring with Committee on Roadway
and Committee on Electricity.

(3) Report on form of lease agreement for industrial site.

(1) Revision of Subject-Matter in the Manual

The Committee has no recommendation as to changes in the subject-

matter now in the Manual under the heading "Uniform General Contract

Forms."

(2) Report on Form of Agreement Embodying Rules Governing

the Construction of Undercrossings of Railv^ays virith Elec-

trical Conductors, Conduits, Pipe Lines and Drains

Your Committee corresponded with the Committee on Roadwaj' and

the Committee on Electricity relative to rules governing the constructicjn

to be covered by this proposed form of agreement. It was found that

these committees have not yet completed specifications covering these

particular matters, and the preparation of a form of agreement to cover

is therefore deferred for future action.

(3) Report on Form of Lease Agreement for Industrial Site

Your Committee requested the various railroads to furnish copies of

such forms of Lease Agreement for Industrial Site as they might be

using. In response to this request a large number of forms covering a

substantial proportion of the railroad mileage of the country were

received. These replies were the more gratifying because of the great

pressure under which all railroad organizations have been working in

preparing statements and getting together statistics during the recent past,

but perhaps for that reason many of the replies were late in reaching

the hands of the Committee. The replies were tabulated, and, as was
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to be expected, a somewhat wide divergence in the various forms sub-

mitted was found. Your Committee has conckided that in the prepara-

tion of a uniform contract form as contemplated by the instructions,

conditions existing in urban communities and in thickly settled regions

must be met as well as in more sparsely settled regions. Some forms of

agreement were submitted covering conditions not common to the country

as a whole, as, for instance, leases in large cities covering special condi-

tions, and leases in oil-producing territory. We feel, however, that many
special conditions exist and will arise which can only be met by the

preparation of special lease agreements.

During the control of the railroads by the Federal Administration

the American Development Association, with which this Committee

collaborated in preparing the Form of Lease for Industry Track, has

been discontinued. The results of that collaboration are believed to have

been valuable, and it is reasonable to suppose that with the return of the

railroads to their owners the activities of the American Development

Association may be resumed. It is therefore our recommendation that

if the American Development Association does resume its activities it be

invited to cooperate with your Committee in formulating in final shape a

form of Lease Agreement for Industrial Site which may be submitted

to the Association at a later annual meeting.

It may be said in conclusion that the members of j^our Committee are

not a unit as to all the articles incorporated in the form of Lease Agree-

ment for Industrial Site herewith submitted, and that the Committee itself

believes that further discussion among its members may be desirable. In

view of the fact, however, that cooperation with a committee of another

association is believed to be desirable before final action is taken, and

that your Committee is in agreement as to the laiger number of the

articles incorporated in the submitted form, it has been considered best

under all the conditions to incorporate a Form of Lease Agreement for

Industrial Site in this report, and it is herewith submitted as information.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms,

E. H. Lee, Chairman.



Appendix A

STANDARD FORM OF LEASE AGREEMENT FOR IN-

DUSTRIAL SITE

(1) Parties.

THIS LEASE, made in this day of 19..

by and between the (Xote:—Name of Carrier)

a corporation, party of the first part, hereinafter called the Lessor, and

, having a principal

office or place of business in , in the

County of and State of
,

party or parties of the second part, hereinafter called the Lessee (words

referring to the Lessee to be taken as such number and gender as shall

be appropriate), WITNESSETH,
That the Lessor, in consideration of the agreements of the Lessee

herein contained, hath demised and leased, and doth by these presents

demise and lease, unto the Lessee, all those certain premises, situated, lying

and being in in the County of
,

State of , described as follows, to-wit

:

(2) Description.

the location and dimensions of said premises being more definitely shown

on the plan hereunto annexed, designated as

and dated and hereby made a part hereof.

(3) Term.
To have and to hold the same from 19 ... , to

, 19. . ., unless sooner terminated by either

party as hereinafter in Paragraph 9 provided.

(4) Rent.

The Lessee shall pay a rental of per
,

payable in advance, beginning on

for the use of said premises, payable to the of the

Lessor, at

(5) Refund.

Rent paid in advance for a period extending beyond the termination

of this lease shall be repaid to the Lessee within thirty days after demand,
unless such termination shall be on account of violation or non-fulfillment

of any of the terms of this lease by said Lessee, in which case the amount
paid as rental shall be retained by the Lessor. Any demand of rent made
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by the Lessor after the date it is due sliall he cqnall)' effective as if made
on the day it is due, any local or general custom notwithstanding, unless

definitely prohibited by law.

(6) Taxes.

The Lessee shall pay all taxes, licenses and other charges which may
be assessed or levied upon the business, property and improvements of

the Lessee upon the said leased premises, or against the Lessor by reason

of the location thereof upon the said premises of the Lessor.

(7) Purpose.

The premises above described are leased and shall be used for the

following purposes :

(8) Assignment.

This lease shall not be assigned or in any manner transferred nor

said premises or any part thereof sublet, used or occupied by an}' other

person or corporation than the Lessee, nor for any other purpose than

that specified herein, without the written consent of the Lessor.

(9) Termination.

Either party hereto may terminate this lease at anj- time, by giving

to the other party days' written notice to that effect.

Acceptance of rent in advance by the Lessor shall not act as a waiver of

the right to terminate this lease.

(10) Notice.

Any notice given by the Lessor to the Lessee hereunder shall be

deemed to be properly served if the same be delivered to the Lessee, or

if left with any of his agents, or if posted on the leased premises, or if

deposited in the Post Office, postpaid, addressed to the Lessee at his last

known place of business.

(11) Abandonment.
An abandonment of the above described premises, by the Lessee, shall

operate as an absolute and immediate termination of this lease without

notice ; and the failure of the Lessee to occupy or use the same for the

purpose herein mentioned for at any one time shall

be deemed an abandonment thereof.

(12) Improvements.

Said Lessor hereby gives to the said Lessee, subject to all of the con-

ditions herein recited, the privilege of erecting, maintaining and using on

said leased premises suitable buildings and other structures for the afore-

said purposes; provided that such buildings and other structures shall be

constructed and maintained in such manner as to meet with the approval

of the of said Lessor ; that said Lessee

shall, so long as this lease continues, keep all buildings and other struc-

tures on said leased premises in good repair, including painting, so as to

J
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present a good appearance, so far as required by such ;

and that said Lessee shall install, rearrange and maintain such improve-

ments as may reasonajjly be required by said Lessor, for the reduction

of fire hazard.

(13) Clearance.

The Lessee shall neither erect nor place, nor permit to be erected or

placed, upon said premises anj' building or other obstruction that will in

any way imperil the safety of trains, engines or cars upon such railroad

tracks as are now or may hereafter be located on said premises, or the

safety of persons or property in, upon, or about such trains, engines, cars

or tracks. The shortest horizontal distance or side clearance from any

such building or obstruction to the center line of the track nearest the

same shall be not less than

(a) feet inches from any loading or unloading dock,

walls of depressed track or wheelbarrow platforms.

(b) feet inches from any material, building, or ob-

struction of an}" kind in stock material yards.

(c) feet inches from any other building or obstruction

of anj^ kind.

The shortest vertical distance or overhead clearance from any such

building or other obstruction to the top of the rails in the track nearest

the same shall be not less than

(a) feet inches from any structure.

(b) feet inches from any wire.

(c) feet inches from am- transmission power wire.

Where a track is on a curve, allowance shall be made so as to main-

tain for all uses of the track a clearance equivalent to the above required

clearances for straight track.

All doors, windows or gates shall be of the sliding type or shall open

toward the inside of the building or enclosure when such building or en-

closure is so located that the said doors, windows or gates when opened

would swing closer than feet inches to the center line of the

nearest track of the Lessor.

(14) Removal of Improvements.

Upon the termination of this lease in any manner the Lessee, upon

demand of the Lessor, without further notice, shall deliver up to the

Lessor the possession of the leased premises and shall remove all the

improvements placed thereon bj' the Lessee and restore the leased premises

to substantially their former state; and in case the Lessee shall fail within

daj-s after the date of termination of this lease to make

such removal or restoration, then the Lessor may, at its election, either

remove said improvements and restore said premises for the account and

at the sole cost of the Lessee, or may take and hold the said improvements

as its sole property.
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(15) Inflammables.

No goods of an explosive, dangerous or inflammable nature or char-

acter shall, in anj' case, be stored in or upon said leased premises, without

the written consent of the Lessor.

(16) Condition of Premises.

The Lessee shall at all times keep said leased premises, and the vi-

cinity thereof, in a neat, clean and sanitary condition, allowing no com-

modities, rubbish, debris or inflammable material to accumulate or remain

thereon to attract stock or create a nuisance.

(17) Advertising.

No advertising shall be placed upon the said leased premises or upon

any buildings and structures thereon, except for Lessee's own legitimate

purposes, and all advertising so placed shall be to the satisfaction of the

Superintendent or other proper ofiicer of said Lessor.

(18) Laws and Regulations.

The Lessee shall in all respects abide by and comply with all rules,

regulations, ordinances or laws of any governmental authority affecting

the said leased premises.

(19) Care of Streets.

The Lessee shall pay all charges for street or road sprinkling, sweep-

ing, or oiling, that may be levied or assessed upon said premises, cover-

ing the period of occupancy.

(20) Snow and Ice.

The Lessee shall at all times keep the sidewalks in front of said

leased property free and clear of snow^ and ice, and any expense to the

Lessor by reason of the failure of the Lessee so to do shall be paid by

the Lessee to the Lessor upon demand therefor ; such expense to include

all loss or damage of whatsoever character, either to persons or property.

(21) Title Not Guaranteed.

The Lessee hereby releases the Lessor, its successors and assigns,

from ail liability for damages by reason of want, defect or failure of title

on the part of the Lessor at any time, to any part of said leased premises.

(22) Lessee's Equity.

The Lessee hereby disclaims all right to the possession of the leased

premises, other than by virtue of this lease.

(23) Use of Tracks.

The Lessee will not permit nor allow tracks belonging to others than

the Lessor to be constructed upon said premises, and the Lessee will not

permit nor allow trains, engines or cars belonging to others than the

Lessor to be used upon or given access to said premises, without the writ-

ten consent of the Lessor.

(24) Lessor's Rights.

The Lessor shall have the right at all times to enter upon and to
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construct railroad tracks on said leased premises, and to maintain and

operate, and to extend or change the location at any time, of such tracks

as are then on said premises.

If any structure on said leased property shall obstruct or interfere

with the construction of additional main or passing tracks of the Lessor,

the Lessee at his own expense shall promptly move such structure to an-

other location, either on or beyond the said leased premises as may be

necessary, upon written notice from

the Lessor.

(25) Loss and Damage.

The Lessee assumes all risk of loss, damage or injury, by fire or

otherwise, to person or property by reason of the condition of said leased

premises or any use of same by Lessee hereunder or of the location of

same adjoining or near the tracks of said railroad or by reason of the

management or operation of said railroad, and all damage to the property

of said Lessee by reason of the operation of said railroad; and releases

the said Lessor from all claim for such loss, damage or injury sustained

by said Lessee, or bj^ any agent or employee of said Lessee, or by any

person whomsoever, whether caused by the negligence of the said Lessor,

its agents or employees or otherwise, and said Lessee agrees to indemnify

and save harmless said Lessor, its successors or assigns from all claims

for such loss, damage or injury sustained by said Lessee, or any agent

or employee of said Lessee, or by any person whomsoever, whether the

same be caused by the negligence of said Lessor, or of its officers, agents,

employees, or otherwise.

(26) Insurance.

The Lessee shall, during the continuance of this lease, cause any

policies of fire insurance on the buildings, fixtures, structures and any and

all improvements and property upon said leased premises and the contents

thereof to be so written that in the event of the loss or destruction there-

of, or of any part thereof, by fire, no insurance company shall be subro-

gated to the right of the Lessee or shall have recourse against the Lessor

for damage to, or loss thereof.

(27) Lessee's Debts,

If any fine, judgment, lien or penalty, or forfeiture, shall accrue upon

said premises, to the damage or injury of the said Lessor, or to said

leased property, then in that event the said Lessee shall hold harmless the

said Lessor and said leased property from any and all such liens, fines,

damages, forfeitures or judgments, it being the intent hereby that the

Lessee at all times shall protect the Lessor and his property from any

injury, damage or loss by reason of the occupation of said premises by the

said Lessee, or from any cause whatsoever growing out of said Lessee's

use of said premises.
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(28) Lien.

To indemnify the Lessor against loss, damage or liability, including

sums which it ma}^ pay or become liable to pay, for pa3'ment, settlement,

or compromise of all claims, judgments, fines, penalties, attorneys fees,

court costs and other incidental expenses by reason of the breach by the

Lessee of any of its covenants hereof, the Lessee hereby grants the

Lessor a lien upon all of its property, real, personal and mixed, situated

on the leased premises.

(29) Forfeiture.

Any breach of any covenant, stipulation or condition herein contained

to be kept and performed by the Lessee, shall after days' written

notice, if continued, at once work a termination of this lease, and all

rights of the Lessee hereunder. No further notice of such termination or

declaration of forfeiture shall be required, and the Lessor may at once

re-enter upon said premises and repossess itself thereof, and remove all

persons therefrom, or may resort to an action of forcible entry and de-

tainer, or any other action to recover the same.

(30) Renewal,

If the Lessee, with the consent of the Lessor, holds over and re-

mains in possession of said premises after the expiration of said term,

this lease shall be considered as extended, and shall continue in effect

from to , subj ect, how-

ever, to termination as herein provided, and upon the same terms and

conditions as are herein contained.

Until terminated as hereinbefore provided, this agreement shall inure

to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, execu-

tors, administrators, successors and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this

agreement on the day and j^ear first above written.

Railroad Company.

Witness : By

Witness: By.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE V-^ON TRACK

W. p. WiLTSEE, Chairman;

R. A. Baldwin,

Geo. H. Bremner,

G. W. Hegel,

*T. H. HiCKEY,

E. T. HowsoN,

T. T. Irving,

J. B. Jenkins,

H. A. Lloyd,

J. DE N. Macomb,

F. H. McGuigan, Jr.,

J. R. Leighty, Vice-Chairman;

J. V. Neubert,

F. L. Nlcholson,

C. H. NiEMEYER,

R. M. Pearce,

H. T. Porter,

J. H. Reinholdt,

G. J. Slibeck,

J. B. Strong,

J. R. Watt,

Couimittee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned to the Committee on Track

for study and report:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual

and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on typical plans of turnouts, crossovers, slip-switches

and double crossovers, and prepare detail plans for such work, includ-

ing such incidentals as tie-plates, rail braces, riser plates, etc., con-

ferring with Committee on Signals and Interlocking. Submit plan for

a "clamp" frog and adjustments of the connecting rod.

3. Report on reduction of taper of tread of wheel to 1 in 38, and

on canting the rail inward.

4. (a) Report on test of tie plates subject to brine drippings.

(b) Report on the effect of brine drippings on track appli-

ances.

5. Report on specifications for relayer rail for various uses.

6. Continue efforts to induce railroad operating officials to study

and collect data relating to effect of flat spots on track structure.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Chicago on May 9th

and September 15th; in New York on November 8th, 10th and 11th.

Joint meetings with the Committee of Frog and Switch Manufactur-

ers of the Manganese Track Society were held in Chicago on Septem-

ber 15th, and in New York on November 11th. The names of mem-
bers in attendance have been given in the Minutes of the meeting.s

which have been sent to the Secretary for printing in the Bulletin.

*Diecl April 17, 1920.
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(1) Revision of Manual

In Appendix A proposed changes in the Manual are given.

(2) Report on Typical Plans of Turnouts, Crossovers, Slip Switches

and Double Crossovers and Detail Plans for Such Work.

In Appendix B the Committee submits detail plans as per instruc-

tious, recommending certain of them for adoption and others to be

received as information. These plans are the result of the study and

cooperation of your Committee and the Frog and Switch Manufac-

turers of the Manganese Track Society.

(3) Report on Specifications for Relayer Rail for Various Uses

In Appendix C the Committee presents a Specification for Relayer

Rail, which classifies the rail according to wear and grades it according

to the use intended.

Progress Report

The Committee reports progress on:

Subject 3
—"Report on reduction of taper of tread of wheel to 1

in 38, and on canting the rail inward";

Subject 4 (a)
—"Report on test of tic plates subject to brine drip-

pings," and on

Subject 6—"Continue efforts to induce railroad operating officials

to study and collect data relating to effect of flat spots on track struc-

ture."

Conclusions

1. The Committee recommends that the changes in the Manual in

Appendix A be approved and the revised matter be substituted for

the present subject-matter in the Manual.

2. The Committee recommends the following plans for approval

and publication in the Manual on the subject of "Typical Plans for

Frogs, Switches, Turnouts, Crossovers," etc.

Plans 101 to 108, inc Details of Switches.
Plans 201 to 204, inc Details of Switch Fixtures.
Plans 210 and 211 Illustration Bills of Material for

Switches.

Plans 301, 302, 303, 304, 306 and 307. Bolted Rigid Frogs.
Plans 305 and 308 Details of Plates for Bolted Rigid

Frogs.

Plans 401, 402 and 403 Spring Rail Frogs.
Plan 501 Details of Guard Rails.
Plan 502 Details of Guard Rail Fixtures.
Plans 601 to 607, inc Railbound Manganese Steel Frogs.
Plans 651 to 655, inc Solid Manganese Steel Frogs.
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Also Specifications for the Design and Dimensions of Manganese
Steel Pointed Switches.

The Committee also recommends that the following plans, dated

September 15, 1919, be accepted as information:

Plans 331 to 334, inc Clamp Frogs.
Plan 335 Details of Plates for Clamp Frogs.
Plans 901 to 908 inc Layout Plans for Turnouts and

Crossovers.

Also plans giving preferred names of parts, as follows:

Plan 190—Split Switch with Uniform Risers.
Plan 191—Split Switch with Graduated Risers.
Plan 390—Bolted Rigid Frog.
Plan 391—Clamp Frog.
Plan 490—Spring Rail Frog.
Plan 590—Guard Rail.

Plan 690—Railbound Manganese Steel Frog.
Plan 691—Solid Manganese Steel Frog.

The Committee recommends that Subject 2—"Report on typical

plans of turnouts, crossovers, slip-switches and double crossovers, and

prepare detail plans for such work," be reassigned.

That Subject 3—"Report on reduction of taper of tread of wheel to

1 in 38, and on canting the rail inward," be reassigned.

That Subject 4 (a)—'"Report on test of tie plates subject to brine

drippings," be reassigned, and 4 (b) "Report on effect of brine drip-

pings on track appliances," be reassigned.

And that Subject 6—"Continue efiforts to induct railroad operating

officials to study and collect data relating to effect of flat spots on

track structure," be discontinued, and that investigation of the effect

of flat spots on track structure be made by the Committee on Stresses

in Track.

Recommendations for Future Work
The Committee recommends that the following new topics be as-

signed for future work:

1. Plans of tie plates.

2. Plans and specifications for track tools.

Respectfully submitted.

Committee on Track,

By W. P. WiLTSEE, Chairman.

November 25, 1919.



Appendix A

1. REVISION OF MANUAL

W. P. WiLTSEEj Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The Committee recommends that the following changes in the

Manual be made:

Specifications

The Specifications recommended below have received careful con-

sideration, and the Committee has worked with committees of the

American Society for Testing Materials.

The Specifications for Steel Cut Track Spikes are the same specifi-

cations as those adopted by the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials.

The Specifications for Screw Track Spikes are the same as those

adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials, except that

no under-tolerance is allowed in the body of the spike.

The Specifications for Steel Tie Plates include the physical prop-

erties and tests as well as the chemical properties and tests. The
latest tentative Specification of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials only includes the chemical properties and tests ; but the Committee

is of the opinion that the physical properties and tests should be in-

cluded in the specifications.

The Specifications for Malleable Iron Tie Plates and for Wrought-
Iron Tie Plates have been discussed with the committee of the Ameri-

can Society for Testing Materials, who, while not entirely approving
the specifications, do not ofifer any serious objections thereto.

Conclusions

For Specifications for Steel Tie Plates (page 119), substitute the

following Specifications.

For Specifications for Wrought-Iron Tie Plates (page 120), sub-

stitute the following Specifications.

For Specifications for Malleable Iron Tie Plates (page 122), sub-

stitute the following Specifications.

For Specifications for Ordinary Track Spikes (page 127), sub-

stitute the following Specifications.

For Specifications for Screw Spikes (page 129), substitute the fol-

lowing Specifications.

The Specifications for Track Bolts on page 123 of the Manual
should be withdrawn, as the Rail Committee is now handling this

subject.

The Committee is of the opinion that the Specifications for the

Spiral Spring Nut Locks should be withdrawn and the subject han-

dled by the Rail Committee in connection with Joints and Bolts.
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The Committee recommends that the design of the Cut Track
Spike shown on page 22 of the 1918 Supplement to the Manual be

withdrawn, and the design submitted herewith be substituted there-

for, as the present design in the Manual does not correctly show the

slope of the underside of the head of the spike to agree with the slope

of the top of the rail base. The accompanying design fits tlic rail base

most commonly in use.

Frogs, Switches, Etc.

The adoption of the plans shown in Appendix B will make certain

changes in the specifications for frogs, crossings and switches given

on pages 172 to 186, inclusive, in the 1915 Manual; also some slight

changes to Supplement to tlie 1915 Manual (Addenda to Edition of

1915), Bulletin No. 217, Vol. 21, of July, 1919.

The most important of these changes are in adding switches

with points 30 ft. long; adding to plan 201 details of split switch fix-

tures so that they will apply to 22 ft. and 30 ft. switches as well as

11 ft. and 16 ft. 6 in. switches; correcting and adding to plans in Bul-

letin No. 217, Vol. 21, of July, 1919, to make them consistent with

the new plans submitted.

Upon examination of the plans the changes and alterations may
be readily seen. The changes in the 1915 Manual will be taken care of

in adopting these plans, which are complete in detail, and they will

supersede previous plans and specifications of the same fixtures. As
it will take considerable space to describe the changes and alterations,

they are not enumerated here.

Conclusions

It is recommended that the plans shown on pages 169, 170 and 171,

and that paragraphs on Frog Blocking and the Specifications for

Frogs, Crossings and Switches and Turnouts, Crossovers, etc., shown
in the 1915 Manual on pages 172 to 186, inclusive, be withdrawn from

the Manual until new Specifications can be provided to agree with the

recommended plans of Frogs and Switches. These plans in them
selves contain sufficient specifications for temporary purposes.
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^

Design of Cut Track Spike.

I
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL CUT TRACK SPIKES
I. Material

Process.

1. The steel may be made by the Bessemer or Open-Hearth
process.

II. Physical Requirements
Tension Tests.

2. The full-size finished spikes, or the full-size bars from which

the spikes are made, shall conform to the following minimum require-

ments as to tensile properties:

Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in 55,000
Yield point, lb. per sq. in 0.5 tensile strength
Elongation in 2 in., per cent 25.

Bend Tests.

3. (a) The body of the full-size finished spikes shall bend cold

through 180 deg. flat on itself, without cracking on the outside of the

bent portion.

(b) The head of the full-size finished spikes shall bend back-

ward to the line of the face of the spike, without cracking on the out-

side of the bent portion.

Number of Tests.

4. (a) One tension and one bend test of each kind shall be made
from each lot of 10 tons or fraction thereof.

(b) If any test specimen develops flaws, it may be discarded

and another specimen substituted.

Retests.

5. If any tension test specimen breaks more than 54"'"- from

the center of the gage length, a retest shall be allowed.

III. Design

Workmanship.

6. The spikes shall conform to the dimensions specified by the

purchaser. A variation of 1/64 in. under the specified dimension of the

body of the spike, measured from the face to the back, and a variation

of 1/32 in. over the specified dimensions of the body of the spike,

measured across the face, will be permitted. A variation of 3/32 in.

over and 1/32 in. under the specified dimensions of the head of the

spike will be permitted. A variation of ]/$-m. from the specified length

of the spike, measured from the under side of the head to the point,

will be permitted. A variation of 1 deg. in the specified angle of the

under side of the head of the spike will be permitted.

IV, Manufacture
Finish.

7. The finished spikes shall be free from injurious defects anfi

shall have a workmanlike finish.
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V. Inspection

inspection.

8. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free entry,

at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being per-

formed, to all parts of the manufacturer's work which concern the

manufacture of the spikes ordered. The manufacturer shall afford the

inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the

spikes are being furnished in accordance with these specifications. All

tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture prior

to shipment, unless otherwise specified, and shall be so conducted as

not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

Rejection.

9. Spikes which show injurious defects subsequent to their ac-

ceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the manu-
facturer shall be notified.

VI. Shipment

Packing.

10. When spikes are shipped they shall be packed in good, serv-

iceable packages. All packages must be plainly marked as to material,

size of spike and name of manufacturer.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL TIE PLATES
1. These Specifications cover two grades of steel tie plates,

namel}^, Soft and Medium. The soft grade steel shall be used, unless

otherwise specified.

I. Material

Process.

2. Steel may Ije made by tlie Bessemer or Open-Hearth process.

II. Chemical Requirements
Phosphorus.

3. (a) The steel shall conform to the following requirements as

to chemical composition:

TDU^^^i ^....^ i Bessemer—Not over 0.10 per cent,rnosphorus. . . < r\ rr ^u xt ^ Anc^
( Open-Hearth—Not over 0.05 per cent.

Carbon.

(b) Unless otherwise specified, the material will be furnished

according to chemical composition only, in which case the minimum
carbon shall be as follows:

Bessemer Soft Grade Medium Grade
Carbon Not under 0.08 per cent. Not under 0.12 per cent.

Open-Hearth Soft Grade Medium Grade
Carbon Not under 0.15 per cent. Not under 0.20 per cent.
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Ladle Analysis.

4. (a) A carbon determination shall be made of each melt of

Bessemer steel, and two analyses every 24 hours representing the aver-

age of the elements, carbon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur, con-

tained in the steel, one for each day and night turn, respectively. These

analyses shall be made from drillings taken at least % in. beneath the

surface of a test ingot obtained during the pouring of the melts. The
chemical composition thus determined shall be reported to the purchaser

or his representative, and shall conform to the requirements specified in

Section 3.

(b) An analysis of each melt of open-hearth steel shall be made
by the manufacturer to determine the percentages of carbon, man-

ganese, phosphorus and sulphur. This analysis shall be made from

drillings taken at least % in. beneath the surface of a test ingot ob-

tained during the pouring of the melt. The chemical composition, thus

determined shall be reported to the purchaser or his representative,

and shall conform to the requirements specified in Section 3.

Check Analysis.

5. An analysis may be made by the purchaser from a finished

tie plate representing each melt of open-hearth steel, and each melt

or lot of 10 tons of Bessemer steel. The carbon content thus deter-

mined shall not be less than that specified in Section 3, and the phos-

phorus content shall not exceed that specified in Section 3 by more
than 25 per cent.

III. Physical Requirements

Bend Test

6. The bend test specimens specified in Section 7 shall bend cold

through 180 deg. around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the

thickness of the specimen for the soft grade, and to twice the thickness

of the specimen for the medium grade, without cracking on the outside

of the bent portion.

Test Specimens.

7. Bend test specimens shall be taken from the finished tie plates,

or from the rolled bars, and longitudinally with the rolling. They shall

be rectangular in section, not less than 14 in. in width betvveen the

planed sides, and shall have two parallel faces as rolled. They shall

be free from ribs or projections. Where the design of the tie plates

is such that the specimen cannot be taken between the ribs or projec-

tions, these ribs or projections shall, in preparing the specimen, be

planed off even with the main surface of the tie plate.

Optional Bend Test.

8. If preferred by the manufacturer and approved by the pur-

chaser, the following bend test may be substituted for that described

in Section 6:

(7)
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A piece of the rolled bar shall bend cold through 90 deg. around
a pin the diameter of which is equal to the thickness of the section,

where bent for the soft grade, and to twice the thickness of the sec-

tion where bent for the medium grade, without cracking on the outside

of the bent portion.

Number of Tests.

9. (a) One bend test shall be made from each melt of open-

hearth steel, or from each melt or lot of 10 tons of Bessemer steel.

(b) If any test specimen shows defective machining or develops

flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen substituted.

Tension. Tests.

10. (a) If desired by the purchaser or for the reason that the

manufacturer does not make his own steel bars and is not able to

make the chemical analysis of the steel, the material may be purchased

to conform to the following minimum requirements as to tensile

properties:

Soft Grade
Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 55,000
Yield point, lbs. per sq. in

,
0.5 tens. str.

Elongation in 2-in., per cent 1,500,000

Medium Grade
64,000

0.5 tens. str.

1,500,000

Tensile Str. Tensile Str.

But in no case less than 20 per cent. 18 per cent.

Elongation in 8-in., per cent 1,400,000 1,400,000

Tensile Str. Tensile Str.

But in no case less than 18 per cent. 16 per cent.

Reduction of area, per cent 30 per cent. 25 per cent.

Test Specimens.

(b) The tension test specimens shall be taken from the finished

tie plates, or from the rolled bar. They shall be cut so that the sides

of the specimens are parallel to the direction in which the tie plates

have been rolled.

(c) Tension test specimens may conform to the essential dimen-

sions shown in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2. The 2-in. specimen (Fig. 1) shall

have filleted shoulders, or threaded ones, to fit into the holders on the

testing machine in such a way that the line of action of the force ex-

erted by the testing machine shall coincide with the axis of the speci-

men.

f^dlus not Ies5

Fig. 1

Note:—The Gage Length, Parallel Portions and Fillets shall be as

shown, but the Ends may be of any form which will fit the Holders
of the Testing Machine.
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FSrallel SccHon
nof less ihan 9"

Fig. 2

(d) Or, tension test specimens may be rectangular in section, in

which case they shall be not less than J^-in. in width between the

planed sides, and shall have two parallel faces as rolled. When the

tie plates are of such a design that the rectangular specimens cannot

be obtained without projecting ribs, these shall be planed ofif before

the tests are made.

Number of Tests.

11. (a) One tension test shall be made from each melt of open-

hearth steel, and from each melt or lot of 10 tons of Bessemer steel.

(b) If any test specimen shows defective machining, or de-

velops flaws, or if it breaks outside the gage length, it may be dis-

carded and another specimen substituted.

Retests.

12. If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen

is less than that specified in Section 5, or if any part of the fracture is

more than ^^'i"- from the center of the gage length of a 2-in. speci-

men or is outside the middle third of the gage length of an 8-in. speci-

men, as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen before

testing, a retest shall be allowed.

IV. Design

Plan.

13. The tie plates shall conform to the drawings submitted to the

manufacturer, with the following permissible variations:

Tolerance.

(a) For plates with shoulders parallel to the direction of rolling,

a variation of 1/32-in. in thickness, J^-in. in rolled widtb, and 3/16-in.

in sheared length will be permitted.

(b) For plates with shoulders perpendicular to the direction of

rolling, a variation of 1/32-in. in thickness, 5^-in. in rolled width, and

j4-in. in sheared length will be permitted. The distance from the face

of shoulder to the outside end of the plate shall not vary more than

%-'\n., and from the face of shoulder to the inside end not more than
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V. Manufacture

Workmanship.

14. The tie plate shall be smoothly rolled, true to templet, and

shall be straight and out of wind on the surface which will form the

bearings for the rail.

Finish.

15. The finished tie plates shall be free from burrs and other sur-

face deformations caused by the shearing and punching; they shall

also be free from other injurious defects and shall have a workman-
like finish.

Marking.

16. The name or brand of the manufacturer, the section and the

year of manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters and figures on

the outside of the shoulder of the plates, and a portion of this marking
shall appear on each finished tic plate.

VI. Inspection
Inspection.

17. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free

entry, at all times, while work on the contract of the purchaser is being

performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which concern

the manufacture of the tie plates ordered. The manufacturer shall

afiFord the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him
that the tie plates are being furnished in accordance with these speci-

fications. All tests (except check analyses) and inspection shall be

made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment, unless otherwise

specified, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily

with the operation of the works.

Rejection.

18. (a) Unless otherwise specified, any rejection based on tests

made in accordance with Section 5 shall be reported within five

working days from the receipt of samples.

(b) Tie plates which show injurious defects subsequent to

their acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the

manufacturer shall be notified.

Rehearing.

19. Samples tested in accordance with Section 5, which represent

rejected tie plates, shall be preserved for two weeks from the date

of the test report. In case of dissatisfaction with the results of the

tests, the manufacturer may make claim for a rehearing within that

time.

VII. Shipment
Packing.

20. Tie plate s'''.".!! be wired together in bundles of uniform num-
ber, weighing not / exceef/ 100 ibs., unless otherwise specified.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL SCREW TRACK SPIKES
I. Material

Process.

1. The steel may be made by the Bessemer or Open-Hearth

process.

Finishing.

2. The heads of the spikes shall be formed and the threads rolled

at a temperature not less than 750 deg. C.

II. Physical Requirements

Tension Tests.

3. The full-sized finished spikes shall conform to the following

minimum requirements as to tensile properties:

Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 60,000
Yield point, lbs. per sq. in 0.5 tensile strength

Elongation in 2 in., per cent 20.

Bend Tests.

4. The full-size finished spikes shall bend cold through 90 deg.

around a pin the diameter of which is equal to three times the diam-

eter of the spike, without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

Number of Tests.

5. (a) One tension and one bend test shall be made from each

lot of 100 kegs or fraction thereof.

(b) If any spike tested develops flaws, it may be discarded

and another spike substituted.

Retests.

6. (a) If the percentage of elongation of any tension test spike

is less than that specified in Section 3, a retest shall be allowed.

(b) If any tension test spike breaks more than ^-in. from the

center of the gage length, a retest shall be allowed.

III. Design

Workmanship.

7. The spikes shall conform to the dimensions specified by the

purchaser. The head shall be concentric with, and firmly joined to the

body of the spike. The threads shall be sharp and true to gage and of the

pattern specified by the purchaser. A variation of 1/32-in. over the

specified diameter of the unthreaded portion of the body of the spike

will be permitted. A variation of 1/32-in. over the specified diameter

of the threaded portion of the spike will be permitted. A variation

of 1/16-in. under and ^-in. over in the reach of the head of the spike

will be permitted. A variation of ^-in. from the specified length of the

spike will be permitted.
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IV. Manufacture

Finish.

8. The finished spikes shall be free from injurious defects and

shall have a workmanlike finish,

Marking.

9. A letter or brand indicating the manufacturer shall be pressed

on the head of the spike while it is being formed.

V. Inspection

Inspection.

10. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free

entry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being

performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which concern

the manufacture of the spikes ordered. The manufacturer shall afiford

the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that

the spikes are being furnished in accordance with these specifications.

All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture

prior to shipment, unless otherwise specified, and shall be so conducted

as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

Rejection.

11. Spikes which show injurious defects subsequent to their ac-

ceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the manu-

facturer shall be notified.

V. Shipment
Packing.

12. When spikes are shipped they shall be properly oiled to pro-

vent rusting and shall be packed in good, serviceable packages. All

packages shall be plainly marked as to material, size of spike and
name of manufacturer, unless otherwise specified.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WROUGHT-IRON TIE PLATES
I. Material

1. Plates shall be made of all-pig puddled iron.

II. Physical Requirements

2. The material shall conform to the following minimum require-

ments as to tensile properties:

Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 48,000
Yield point, lbs. per sq. in 0.6 tensile strength
Elongation in 2-in., per cent 28
Elongation in 8-in., per cent 25
Reduction of area, per cent 37

Bend Tests.

3. The bend test specimen shall bend cold through 180 degrees

without fracture around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the

thickness of the specimen.
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Test Specimens.

4. (a) The tension test specimens shall be taken from the fin-

ished tie plates, or from the rolled bar. They shall be cut so that the

sides of the specimens are parallel to the direction in which the tie

plates have been rolled.

(b) Tension test specimens may conform to the essential

dimensions shown in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2. The 2-in. specimen (Fig. 1) shall

have filleted shoulders, or threaded ends, to fit into the holders on the

testing machine in such a way that the line of action of the force ex-

erted by the testing machine shall coincide with the axis of the speci-

men.

Radios 06+ less

ttian 6

Fig. 1

Note :—The Gage Length, Parallel Portions and Fillets shall be

as shown, but the Ends may be of any form which will fit the Holders

of the Testing Machine,

Fig. 2

Number of Tests.

5. (a) One tension test and one bend test shall be made from
each lot of 1,000 tie plates.

(b) If any test specimen from either of the bars originally

selected to represent a lot of material contains surface defects not

visible before testing, but visible after testing, or if a tension test

specimen breaks outside the middle third of the gage length, the in-

dividual bar shall be rejected and one retest from a different bar will

be allowed.
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III. Design

Plan.

6. The tie plates shall conform to the drawings submitted to

the manufacturer, with the following permissible variations:

Variations.

(a) For plates with shoulders parallel to the direction of rolling,

a variation of 1/32 in. in thickness, % in- in rolled width, and 3/16 in.

in sheared length will be permitted.

(b) For plates with shoulders perpendicular to the direction of

rolling, a variation of 1/32 in. in thickness, J/^ in. in rolled width, and

% in. in sheared length will be permitted. The distance from the

face of the shoulder to the outside end of plate shall not vary more
than %. in., and from the face of shoulder to the inside end not more
than y2 in.

IV. Manufacture
Workmanship.

7. The tie plate shall be smoothly rolled, true to templet, and

shall be straight and out of wind on the surface which will form
the bearings for the rail and have a workmanlike finish.

Finish.

8. The finished tie plates shall be free from burrs and other sur-

face deformations caused by the shearing and punching; they shall

also be free from slivers, depressions, seams, crop ends and evidences

of being burnt.

Marking.

9. The name or brand of the manufacturer, the section and the

year of manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters and figures on
the outside of the shoulder of the plates, and a portion of this marking
shall appear on each finished tie plate.

V. Inspection

Inspection.

10. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free

entry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being
performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which concern the

manufacture of the tie plates ordered. The manufacturer shall afiford

the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that

the tie plates are being furnished in accordance with these specifi-

cations. All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manu-v
facture prior to shipment, unless otherwise specified, and shall be so

conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the

works.
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Rejection.

11. If either of the test bars selected to represent a lot does not

conform to the requirements specified in Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5, the lot

will be rejected.

VI. Shipment

Packing.

12. Tie plates shall be wired together in bundles of uniform num-
ber, weighing not to exceed 100 lbs. for shipment, unless otherwise

specified.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MALLEABLE IRON TIE PLATES

I. Material

1. Plates shall be made from furnace malleable iron.

II. Physical Requirements

Tension Tests.

2. The tension test specimens specified in Section 4 shall con-

form to the following minimum requirements as to tensile prop-

erties:

Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 45,000

Elongation in 2 in., per cent 7.5

Special Tests.

3. (a) All tie plates shall have cast thereon test lugs of a size

proportional to the thickness of the tie plate, but not exceeding ^
by }^-m. in cross-section. These lugs shall be attached to the tie plate

at such a point that they will not interfere with the assembling of the

tie plates, and may be broken ofT by the inspector.

(b) If the purchaser or his representative so desires, a tie plate

may be tested to destruction. Such a tie plate shall show good, tough,

malleable iron.

Tension Test Specimens.

4. (a) Tension test specimens shall be of the form and dimen-

sions shown in Fig. 1. Specimens whose mean diameter at the smallesr

section is less than 19/32 in. will not be accepted for test.

nN
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The specimens shall be suitably marked for identification with the

melt. Each set of specimens so cast shall be placed in some one oven

containing tie plates to be annealed.

Number of Tests.

5. (a) After annealing, three tension test specimens shall be

selected by the inspector as representing the tie plates in the oven

from which these specimens are taken.

(b) If the first specimen conforms to the specified require-

ments, or if, in the event of failure of the first specimen, the second

and third specimens conform to the requirements, the tie plates in

that oven shall be accepted, except that any tie plate may be rejected

if its test lug shows that it has not ben properly annealed. If either

the second or third specimen fails to conform to the requirements,

the entire contents of that oven shall be rejected.

Re-annealing.

6. Any tie plates rejected for insufficient annealing may be re-

annealed once. The re-annealed tie plates shall be inspected and if

the remaining test lugs, or tie plates broken as specimens, show the

tie plates to be thoroughly annealed, they shall be accepted; if not,

they shall be finally rejected.

III. Design

Plan.

7. Tie plates shall conform to the drawing submitted to the

manufacturer, with the following permissible variations:

Variation.

(a) The length and width shall not vary more than % in. from

the dimensions shown.

(b) The thickness shall not vary more than 1/32 in. from the

dimensions shown.

IV. Manufacture

Workmanship.

8. The plates shall be straight and out of wind on the surface

which forms the bearings for the rail, and shall be made in a work-

manlike manner.

Finish.

9. The finished tie plate shall be well cleaned and free from

warping, shrinkage, cracks, blow-holes, fins, and other imperfections.

Marking.

10. The manufacturer's identification mark and the pattern num-
bers assigned by the purchaser shall be cast on all tie plates in such

positions that they will not interfere with the service of the tie plate.
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V. Inspection

Inspection.

11. (a) The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free

entry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser is being

performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which concern the

manufacture of the tie plates ordered. The manufacturer shall afford

the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that

the tie plates are being furnished in accordance with the specifications.

All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture
prior to shipment, unless otherwise specified, and shall be so con-

ducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the

works.

(b) The manufacturer shall be required to keep a record of each

melt from which tie plates are produced, showing tensile strength and
elongation of test specimens cast from such melts. These records

shall be available and shown to the inspector whenever required.

Rejection.

12. Tie plates which show injurious defects subsequent to their

acceptance at the manufacturer's works may be rejected, and, if re-

jected, shall be replaced by the manufacturer free of cost to the

purchaser.

VI. Shipment
Packing.

13. Tie plates shall be wired together in bundles of uniform num-
ber, weighing not to exceed 100 pounds, for shipment, unless other-

wise specified.
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(2) TYPICAL PLANS OF TURNOUTS, CROSSOVERS, SLIP
SWITCHES AND DOUBLE CROSSOVERS, WITH DETAIL

PLANS FOR SUCH WORK, INCLUDING SUCH IN-

CIDENTALS AS TIE PLATES, RAIL BRACES,
RISER PLATES, ETC.

J. V. Neubert, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Your Committee submits herewith the following detail plans,

with recommendations for adoption:

Plans Dated September 15, 1919.

Plans 101 to 108, inclusive Details of Switches.
Plans 201 to 204, inclusive Details of Switch Fixtures.
Plans 210 and 211 Illustration Bills of Material for

Switches.
Plans 301, 302, 303, 304, 306 and 307. Bolted Rigid Frogs.
Plans 305 and 308 Details of Plates for Bolted Rigid

Frogs.
Plans 401, 402 and 403 Spring Rail Frogs.
Plan 501 Details of Guard Rails.

Plan 502 Details of Guard Rail Fixtures.
Plans 601 to 607, inclusive Railbound Manganese Steel Frogs.
Plans 651 to 655, inclusive Solid Manganese Steel Frogs.

Also specifications for the Design and Dimensions of Manganese
Steel Pointed Switches, as follows:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS OF
MANGANESE STEEL POINTED SWITCHES

1. Manganese steel pointed switches shall consist of rolled rail

with the head cut away for a portion of the point and the manganese
steel tip set thereon and attached to and supported by the web and

base of the switch rail.

2. The manganese steel tip shall have an integral extension, or

tail piece, running from the surface joint betwen the manganese steel

and the rail, into the fishing section of the switch rail, minimum length

of such tail piece to be 10 in. and minimum thickness 54 i"-. thickened

to at least 1 in. at surface joint.

3. A reinforcing strap not less than }i in. thick, fitting the fishing

section, shall be provided on the opposite side of the web of the rail,

extending along the full length of the manganese steel tip and beyond
the end of the side head planing of the switch rail.

4. The top of the surface joint, between the manganese steel

and the rolled rail, shall be at least % in. below the head of the stock

rail. Where the stock rail is worn considerably a new stock rail

should be installed with a new switch point to assure the joint be-

tween the manganese tip and the rolled rail coming below the run-

ning surface.

188
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5. The end of the point shall be Yz in. below the top of the

stock rail and rounded off with a radius of 1 J/2 in. It shall be shaped

by grinding from a tlicoretical distance of 5/16 in., between gage

lines, to a thickness of 1/16 in. on the top line. A depth of V/i in.,

measured from the top of the stock rail, shall be provided for clear-

ance of the wheel flanges, on any parts of the manganese steel or re-

inforcing bars projecting below the path of the wheel flange.

6. The thickness of the vertical member of the manganese steel

tip adjacent to the rail web shall be minimum of 9/16 in. at the point,

increasing towards the joint.

7. The minimum length of the manganese steel tips, measured
from the actual point to the surface joint on the gage line, shall be

2 ft. in. for switches from 10 ft. in. to 12 ft. in. in length, inclu-

sive, and 2 ft. 6 in. for all switches over 12 ft. in. long, used under or-

dinary conditions. On curved switches, or under special conditions of

severe side wear, longer tips may be required. Variations from the

lengths recommended may also be required by rod and tie spacing in

individual cases.

These are the specifications printed in Vol. 18, A. R. E. A., Pro-

ceedings of 1917, on page 407.

Plans of Frogs, Switches, Etc.

These plans will be found complete for 11 ft. in., 16 ft. 6 in., 22 ft.

in. and 30 ft. in. split switches, also with Specifications for the De-

sign and Dimensions of Manganese Steel Pointed Switches of these

lengths; for bolted rigid frogs Nos. 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 16; for spring

rail frogs Nos. 8, 10 and 11; for guard rails 8 ft. 3 in., 11 ft. in. and
16 ft. 6 in. long; for railbound manganese steel frogs Nos. 6, 7, 8, 10,

11, 16 and 20, and for solid manganese steel frogs Nos. 6, 7, 8, 10

and 11.

The additional plans have been drawn in line with those adopted

and published in Bulletin No. 217, Vol. 21, of July, 1919, as a sup-

plement to the 1915 Manual. They have been drawn for 100-lb. rail,

but the designs and the dimensions will apply for any standard tee

rail section weighing 80 lb. or over having lY^ in. to 3 in. width head.

The plans of No. 11 and No. 16 bolted rigid frogs (306 and 307),

of No. 8 and No. 11 spring rail frogs (402 and 403) and of 22 ft. in.

and 30 ft. in. switches (105 to 108 inelusive) are based on the same
details adopted and published in Bulletin No. 217, Vol. 21, of July, 1919,

as a supplement to the 1915 Manual.

The plan of guard rails (501) details three standard lengths, 8 ft.

3 in., 11 ft. in. and 16 ft. 6 in., which should cover all requirements.

The plan of guard rail fixtures (502) is believed to allow suffi-

cient alternates to meet various traffic conditions and preferences.

The plans of manganese railbound steel frogs (601 to 607 inclu-

sive) detail the frogs to the same lengths and spreads as the bolted

\
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rigid frogs. The plans of the solid manganese steel frogs (651 to

655 inclusive) detail the frogs to shorter lengths, which are figured

the most economical for this design, and to allow for the use of

standard splice bars.

We investigated further into adjustments for switch rods as re-

quested at the last March meeting, and came to the conclusion that

the alternates for these, shown on plans 201 and 202, are sufficient

and should meet all requirements or preferences. If further alter-

nates were shown it would be difficult to avoid patented features,

which have not been embodied in any of the plans submitted.

The plans are clearly drawn and speak for themselves. It would
take too much space to describe them in detail. Only such features

as have been well tried out in service are represented.

It will be noted all plans allow a number of alternate details; but

the important dimensions are fixed so that the alternate details are

to a large extent interchangeable. The most important consideration

has been to standardize, in so far as possible, the dimensions for inter-

changeability to overcome the variety of dimensions now in use,

varying in many cases only by a small fraction of an inch, and to

minimize the number of different sizes of stock material required.

This especially applies to switch fittings.

It is recognized it would not be economical for some of the rail-

road systems to adopt this set of standards throughout on account

of local or other conditions, but this set of standards will form a

guide in making up new plans, especially when a change in rail sec-

tion is contemplated. The fittings as detailed could then be largely

adopted, which would prove of considerable economy, as the manu-
facturers could afford to carry material of standard sizes and to make
up the standard fittings in quantity and carry them in stock.

It is believed by your Committee that this set of standard plans

will form a most excellent guide to work to and result in a much
more uniform practice being adopted throughout America. It is

trusted the members of the Association will consider the plans in

this light and approve them, that they may be added to the Manual.

Your Committee also submits herewith the following plans as in-

formation:
pj^j^g j^^^^j September 15, 1919.

Plans 331 to 334, inclusive Clamp Frogs.
Plan 335 Details of Plates for Clamp Frogs.
Plans 901 to 908, inclusive Layout Plans of Turnouts and

Crossovers.

Also plans giving preferred names of parts, as follows:

Plan 190—Split Switch with Uniform Risers.
Plan 191—Split Switch with Graduated Risers.
Plan 390—Bolted Rigid Frog.
Plan 391—Clamp Frog.
Plan 490—Spring Rail Frog.
Plan 590—Guard Rail.

Plan 690—Railbound Manganese Steel Frog.
Plan 691—Solid Manganese Steel Frog.
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The plans of Clamp Frogs (331 to 334 inclusive) and the plan of

Clamp Frog Plates (335) are submitted in accordance with instruc-

tions.

Your Committee also, in accordance with instructions, submits a

report from a questionnaire sent out on July 25, 1919, "Subject—Design

and Use of Clamp Type of Frog," to the members of this Association

reading as follows:

1. Do you use the clamp type of frog?

2. Have you ever used the clamp type of frog? If so, and you
are not using it, why was its use discontinued?

3. With what weight of rail and what frog angles was this type
of frog used?

4. In your opinion how does this frog compare with the bolted
rigid type of frog?

5. Please give mileage of track and number of switches using
this type of frog and approximate percentage of the total number of

frogs used that are of the clamp type.

Summarizing the reports from the sixty-two roads replying, com-
prising 193,561 miles of road operated, the report is as follows:

1. Six roads representing 15,620 miles of road report "Yes," one
of which reports very few used.

2. Thirty-two railroads comprising 106,869 miles of road report
having used them.

Eight railroads, comprising 12,547 miles, did not state.

3. Very few roads gave the weight and frog angle and what type
of frog used, but those that did state claim the majority of them were
all weights of rail, 80 lb. and under, and frog angles from No. 7 to
No. 10, inclusive.

4. Twenty-nine railroads comprising 80,810 miles of road re-

ported the clamp frog is inferior to the bolted rigid frog.

Four railroads, comprising 12,946 miles of road, reported the
clamp frog as superior to the bolted rigid frog.

Five railroads, comprising 8,288 miles of road, reported the clamp
frog as comparing favorably to the bolted rigid frog.

Twenty-four railroads, comprising 91,517 miles of road, reported
not having used clamp frogs and giving no opinion.

5. The roads reporting did not give sufiEcient information to
work up this data, but the majority of them said where they are being
used they are used in yards and sidings only.

The plans of turnouts and crossovers (901 to 908 inclusive) are

submitted as information and to invite criticism, that they may be

later corrected if found desirable and submitted for adoption.

The plans giving preferred names for detail parts (190, 191, 390,

391, 490, 590, 690 and 691) are submitted as information and to invite

criticism, that they may also be later corrected if found desirable and

submitted for adoption.
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(5) REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS FOR RELAYER RAILS
FOR VARIOUS USES.

Geo. H. Bremner, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Your Committee submits below proposed specifications for relayer

rails for various uses:

Definition.

Worn rails suitable for use in track are known as relayer rails.

Classification.

Relayer rails shall be classified according to the wear on the side

and top of the head:

(1) Side wear shall be represented by figures, representing no
side wear, 1, 2, 3, etc., representing the number of sixteenths of an

inch wear on the side of the head at the gage point % in. below the

original top of the rail.

(2) Top wear shall be represented by capital letters, O repre-

senting no top wear, A representing 1/32 in., B, 2/32 in., C, 3/32 in.,

etc., wear, measured at the center of the rail.

(3) If the rail head is worn on both sides the first figure shall

represent the side showing the greater wear, the letter the top wear,

and the figure following the lesser side wear.

(4) The maximum wear allowed in each case shall be specified

by the user or the purchaser.

Process and Section.

The process, as Bessemer, open-hearth, special alloy or process

steel, the section, the original weight per yard and the splice drilling

shall be specified.

Main Track Relayer Rails.

Grade 1. Used rails suitable for main track on main or branch

lines. They must be free from all physical defects and shall pass the

A. R. E. A. Specifications for Steel Rail in all respects except wear.

The surface of the rails of this grade must be fairly smooth and must
not have flat spots or wheel burns. They must be sawed at the ends,

not cut with a chisel. Drilling must be uniform. Chemical analysis

or the specifications under which the rails were originally purchased

shall be furnished when requested by the purchaser. There shall be

full length pieces, 30 or 33 ft. long, and not over 10 per cent, of shorts

varying in lengths by 1 ft. with a minimum length of 22 ft.

Resawing Rails.

Grade 2. All rails with battered or otherwise defective ends,

which if resawed would meet the Grade 1 requirements, shall be

grade.d as Resawed Main Track Relayer Rails. In this case 90 per

cent, of the rails must be of uniform length, 27 ft. or more.
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Side Track Relayer Rails.

Grade 3. All used rails suitable for side tracks shall be included

in this grade. They must be not less than 15 ft. long. Rails too

badly out of line or surface to be included in Grade 1 but straight

enough to be easily spiked to line and gage shall be accepted. Drilling

must be uniform. Base must be full or uniform width.

Any physical defects, such as broken lower flange, corroded,

curved ends, burnt, ends battered, ends down, flat spots, head flow,

line bent, piped, pitted, short, split end, split head, surface bent:,

twisted, worn under head, shall be specified where they occur and the

extent of the defect shall be represented by the use of the term

"slight," "moderate" or "bad."

Scrap Rails (Rolling Mill Rails).

Grade 4. Rails of standard section not suitable for use as relayer

rails. They shall be not less than 6 ft. long and must be free from

pipes, split heads and similar defects. Badly twisted rails or bent

rails, frogs, switches and guard rails shall not be accepted.

Scrap Rails.

Grade 5. All used rails of any length or condition not meeting the

above specifications shall be designated as Grade 5.

Marking and Shipping.

Rails when classified shall be marked with white paint on the

web about 3 ft. from the end. The figure and letter representing the

side and top wear shall be painted first, followed by a dash (— ) and

the grade number, except scrap rails shall be marked by the grade

number only. No two grades of rails shall be loaded in the same car.

Examples.

(1) Main track relayer rails having 3/16 in. side wear and 3/32 in.

top wear would be classified and marked 3 C— 1.

(2) Resawed main track relayer rails having % in. side wear and

3/32 in. top wear would be classified and marked 4 C—2.

(3) Side track relayer rails having J/2 in- side wear and yi in.

top wear would be classified and marked 8 D—3. If there are any

physical defects, as curved ends, line bent, pitted, etc., they should be

so classified and the extent of the defects specified as "slight," "mod-

erate" or "bad."

(4) Side track relayer rails having Yz in. side wear on one side

and yi in. side wear on the other side, Y^ in. top wear, would be

classified and marked 8 D 6—3. If there are any physical defects, as

curved ends, line bent, pitted, etc., they should be so classified and

the extent of the defect specified as "slight," "moderate" or "bad."





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVII—ON ELECTRICITY

Edwin B. Katte, Chairman; D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman;

A. H. Armstrong^ C. E. Lindsay,

H. M. Bassett, H. K. Lowry,

R. D. Coombs, W. L. Morse,

Walt Dennis, J. R. Savage,

R. H. Ford, M. Schreiber,

G. \V. KlTTREDGE, F. E. WyNNE,

J. G. Leisenring, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned to the Committee on Electricity

for study and report

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject matter in the Manual
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Continue collecting statistical data relative to the clearances of
third rail and overhead working conductors, and subrriit revised tables at

the next annual meeting.

3. Continue the subject of revision of joint specifications for trans-

mission line crossings over railroad companies' right-of-way and cooperate
with committees of the American Railroad Association, the American
Electric Railway Engineering Association and the United States Bureau
of Standards.

4. Report on the study of electrolysis and its effect upon reinforced
concrete; report upon methods of insulation and guarding against electro-

lysis; cooperate with the American Committee on Electrolysis in the
preparation of its future report.

5. Report on the study of maintenance organization and its relation

to track structures.

6. Report upon the utilization of water power for electrical railway

operation in collaboration with Committee on Conservation of Natural
Resources.

7. Report recommended practice for eliminating, so far as practi-

cable, the interference with telephone and telegraph lines caused by the

use of propulsion circuits.

8. Cooperate with the Bureau of Standards in the preparation of the

proposed National Electrical Safety Code, and other safety codes of

similar character.

9. Submit specifications for insulated wires and cables.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in New York on May 7th ; in

business car of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway on July 8th

and July 14th ; in New York on September 4th, and in Buffalo on October

29th. The names of members in attendance have been given in the

minutes of the meetings, which have been forwarded to the Secretary for

printing in the Bulletin.

(1) Revision of Manual

No changes are recommended in the Manual.
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(2) Clearances—Third Rail and Overhead

In Appendix A the Committee submits revisions of the record tables,

which have been bruiiRlit up to date and shown on Statement 1, page 1,

Data Regarding Third Rail Clearances, and on Statement 2, pages 1 to 6,

inclusive, Data Regarding Overhead Clearances.

(3) Transmission Lines and Crossings

In Appendix B the Committee submits "Specifications for Electric

Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and Electric Rail-

ways," prepared by the Joint Committee appointed by the American Rail-

road Association, the American Electric Railway Engineering Association

and our own Association, these specifications to supersede similar specifi-

cations now contained in the Manual.

(4) Electrolysis and Insulation

In Appendix C the Committee reports on the subject of Electrolysis

and Its Effect on Reinforced Concrete, and its recommendations are given

under the conclusions.

(5) Maintenance 'Organization and Its Relation to Track Structures

The Committee is continuing its study of this subject, merely with a

view of keeping up to date, and at this time reports progress.

(6) Water Power

In Appendix D the Committee reports on the subject of Water Power
for Electric Railway Operation, and its recommendations are given under

the conclusions.

(7) Electrical Interference

In Appendix E the Committee reports on the subject of Electrical

Interference, and its recommendations are given under the conclusions.

(8) National Safety Codes

In Appendix F the Committee reports the result of its work in collab-

oration with the United States Bureau oi Standards in the revisions ot

the proposed National Electrical Safety Code and reports the progress

made in organizing for the preparation of other National Safety Codes.

(9) Specifications for Insulated Wires and Cables

The Committee has made progress in the preparation of specifications

for insulated wires and cables. These specifications are now in process

of their third revision and will be submitted to the Association at its next

annual meeting.

, CONCLUSIONS
1. The Committee recommends that no changes be made in the elec-

trical definitions in the Manual.

2. The Committee recommends that Statements 1 and 2, being

Appendix A, giving revised Data for Third Rail and Overhead Clear-

ances, be accepted as information and published in the Proceedings.
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3. The Committee recommends that the "Specifications for Electric

Light, Power Supply and Trollc}- Lines Crossing Steam and Electric Rail-

ways," being Appendix B, be approved and printed in the Manual.

4. The Committee recommends that the report on Electrolysis and

Insulation, being Appendix C, be accepted as information, published in

the Proceedings, the subject continued and the Committee be authorized

to continue its representation on the American Committee on Electrolysis.

5. The Committee recommends that the subject of Maintenance

Organization and Relation to Track Structures be continued.

6. The following general statements are made regarding the utiliza-

tion of water power for the electric operation of steam railroads.

(1) That 110,000 volts transmission of electric power, with 3000 volts

on the trolley wire, are practical and reliable voltages for

electric railroad service for 100 miles or more of single track.

(2) That such a S3'stem of electric operation will increase the capac-

ity of a railroad from twenty-five to thirty-five per cent.

(3) That such a system of electrification will probably prove eco-

nomical as compared with steam operation, when the cost of

reliable electric power and coal bear the relation one to the

other that they do in the table (Appendix D) as shown above

the diagonal line, provided the railroad traffic is favorable for

electric operation.

(4) The introduction of electric locomotives equipped with electric

brakes has made possible the haulage of heavier trains at

higher speeds on mountain divisions with greater safety and

reliability, under all climatic conditions.

The Committee recommends that the Report on Water Power, being

Appendix D, be accepted as information, published in the Proceedings

and the subject continued.

7. The Committee recommends that the Report on Electrical Inter-

ference, being Appendix E, be accepted as information, published in the

Proceedings and the subject continued.

8. The Committee recommends that the Report on National Safety

Codes, being Appendix F, be accepted as information, published in the

Proceedings, and that the Committee be instructed to continue its cooper-

ation with the United States Bureau of Standards.

9. The Committee recommends that the preparation of Specifications

for Insulated Wires and Cables be continued.

Recommendations for New Work
The Committee recommends that in addition to continuing the present

assignments as above stated, that the following new topics be added

:

1. Electrical Interference: That the subject of Electrical Interfer-

ence with Telephone and Telegraph Lines caused by Propulsion Circuits
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be enlarged to include a report recommending practice for eliminating, so

far as practicable, interference with Signal, Telephone and Telegraph

Lines caused by propulsion circuits and adjacent transmission lines.

2. Underground Conduit Construction: That a study and report be

made with a view of preparing plans and specifications for underground

conduit and splicing-chamber construction for high tension transmission

and power distribution cables, working in conjunction with appropriate

committees from the Signal Division and the Telegraph and Telephone

Division of the American Railroad Association.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Electricity,

Edwin B. Katte, Chairman.
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Appendix B

(ITEM 3) TRANSMISSION LINES AND CROSSINGS

Edwin B. Katte, Chairman; D. J. Brumley, •

R. D. Coombs, H. K. Lowry,

H. M. Bassett, J. R. Savage,

Sub-Committee.

The Committee completed the subject of the revision of the joint

specifications for transmission lines crossing over railroad rights-of-way

and cooperated with committees from the American Railroad Association

and the American Electric Railway Engineering Association in the form-

ing of a joint Committee, constituted as follows:

Mr. George Gibbs, representing American Railroad Association.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin, representing American Railroad Association.

Mr. H. M. Warren, representing American Railroad Association.

Mr. Edwin B. Katte, representing American Railway Engineering

Association.

Mr. H. M. Bassett, representing American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation.

Mr. J. R. Savage, representing American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation.

Mr. C. L. Cadle, representing American Electric Railway Engineering

Association.

Mr. C. R. Harte, representing American Electric Railway Engineer-

ing Association.

Mr. J. H. Libbey, representing American Electric Railway Engineer-

ing Association.

The Joint Committee held about fifteen meetings and the specifica-

tions went through seven complete revisions.

The "Railroad Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply and

Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and Electric Railways" in the present form

was approved by the Joint Committee on August 26th, 1919, and subse-

quently the specifications were approved by the parent committees of each

association. The American Electric Railway Engineering Association

adopted the specifications subject to the approval of their Committee on

Standardization, at the convention held in Atlantic City on October 7th,

1919. The American Railroad Association at its convention held in Chi-

cago on November 19th, 1919, approved the specifications.

This specification is but a revision of the Wire Crossing Specifications

now printed in the Manual and is similar thereto, but differs in the

arrangement of the articles, which have been placed in more logical order.

Sections have been added covering trolley line crossings, underbridge

crossings and underground crossings.

There has been provided two methods of protection where the cross-

ing poles or towers are of wood, namely, pins and crossarms shall not
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be grounded and guys shall be insulated; or pins, crossarms and guys to be

grounded to permanently moist earth, the method of protection to be pre-

scribed by the railroad, except in the case of crossing on public highways,

or other public lands, where the method of protection is especially pre-

scribed by the regulatory body having jurisdiction.

Several additional diagrams have been appended to more fully illus-

trate the methods specified.

These specifications do not materially differ from the requirements

of the National Electrical Safety Code, except that the Association's

standard has been maintained in the matter of factors of structural safety

and in clearances. These are somewhat higher than required by the Code.

The Joint Committee in preparing these specifications has had the

benefit of the advice of several structural engineers, members of Com-
mittee XV—Iron and Steel Structures, and all members of that Committee

have been supplied with copies of the proposed specification.

Under date of July 25th, 1919, the Secretary circularized the member-
ship relative to the use of the present specifications for Overhead Cross-

ings of Electric Light and Power Lines, as printed in the Manual. Up to

November 1st, representatives of 57 railroads have replied, indicating that

24 railroads are using the specifications, 21 are using it in a modified form

and 12 are not using these specifications. These latter railroads either have

more rigid specifications of their own or are required by law to use

specifications prepared by the regulatory bodies having jurisdiction in the

territory through which they operate. Your Committee is of the opinion

that this use of these specifications fully warrants the adoption and print-

ing of such specifications in the Manual, and it is believed that the revised

specifications, being materially better and in more convenient form, will

be even more generally used.

Your Committee, therefore, recommend the adoption and the printing

in the Manual of the "Railroad Specifications for Electric Light, Power
Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and Electric Railways," dated

August 26th, 1919, copy of which is appended hereto.



RAILROAD SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT.

POWER SUPPLY AND TROLLEY LINES CROSSING
STEAM AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

August 26, 1919.

1. INTENTION:
The purpose of these specifications is to describe the general

requirements for crossings of electric light, power supply and trolley

lines over and under the tracks and wires and across the property

of steam and electric railways.

2. GENERAL:
(a) Drawings: The Crossing Company shall prepare drawings

of the proposed crossing and, with its application, submit for ap-

proval of the Railroad four prints showing the plan, profile and

details of the line at the crossing. The data required is listed on the

diagrams attached and shall be furnished by the Crossing Company
making application for a crossing permit. Should modification of

these plans be agreed upon, the Crossing Company shall make the

necessary changes on the tracings and supply four additional prints.

Unless otherwise agreed no work shall be started until the drawings

have been approved by the Railroad. No additions or alterations

shall subsequently be made to the crossing span or its supports with-

out the approval of the Railroad.

(b) Permits and Notices: The Crossing Company shall obtain

all necessary permits and shall notify the Railroad of its intention

to begin work at least one week in advance of beginning work in the

field.

(c) Inspection: The work shall be subject to the inspection of

the Railroad, and its interpretation of the drawings and specifica-

tions, and its decision as to the quantity and quality of the labor and
materials, shall be final. Defective material will be rejected and shall

be removed and replaced with acceptable material.

The Crossing Company shall secure for the Inspector of the

Railroad free access to the mills, shops and works where the material

is being manufactured, and shall provide free of expense all neces-

sary facilities for making tests.

(d) Patents: The Crossing Company shall bear the cost of any
suit which may arise, and shall pay all damages which may be awarded
against the Railroad in consequence of the use under these specifica-

tions of any patented device.

208
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(c) Signs: For purposes of identification poles or structures

supporting the crossing span shall be clearly marked with the name,

initials or trademark and the pole numbers of the Crossing Company.
When required by the Railroad, the Crossing Company shall

place on all crossing structures, located on the property of the Rail-

road, warning signs of an approved design.

(f) Fire Hazard: Crossing poles and towers shall be located as

far distant as practicable from inflammable structures. The space

around the poles and towers shall be kept free from underbrush,

grass and other inflammable material.

(g) Clearing: False-work, plant, materials and rubbish inci-

dental to the construction shall be removed as the work will permit,

and at its completion the site shall be left clean and unobstructed.

(h) Galvanizing or Sherardizing : When required, galvanizing

or sherardizing shall be done in accordance with the specifications

given in Appendix IV.

(i) Maintenance: The crossing shall be maintained to the satis-

faction of the Railroad by the Crossing Company and in such condi-

tion that the stresses mentioned in Section 6 shall not be exceeded.

(j) Terminology: The terminology used in these specifications

is the same as that employed in the National Electrical Safety Code.

(See Section 1 of the Code for definitions of special terms.)

PART I.

OVERHEAD CROSSING OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
SUPPLY LINES.

3. SCOPE:
Overhead crossings of electric light and power supply lines,

irrespective of voltage, shall conform to Sections 1 to 18 inclusive of

these specifications. Where telegraph, telephone and other signal

lines cross on the same supports with supply lines at crossings they

shall conform to these specifications. (See Sections 4 (b), 15 (b)

and (c).)

4. CLEARANCES:
(a) Clearance above Rails: The clear headroom shall be not

less than 30 feet above the top of rail under the most unfavorable

conditions for wires and cables of 50,000 volts or less. For higher

potentials the clearance shall be increased Yi inch for each 1,(X)0 volts

excess.

The elevation above the rail of the lowest wire at the insulator

supports when strung with the minimum allowable sag (see Ap-
pendix I) shall be at least equal to the sum of the clear headroom
above specified, the sag of the wire at 120 degrees Fahrenheit and

the sag due to pole deflection, if any. (See Diagram D.)

(b) Clearance between Lines: Under the most unfavorable con-

ditions, the clearance of circuits crossing above wires or cables of

another pole line shall be not less than eight feet for circuits of over

(S)
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5,000 volts alternating current or 750 volts direct current and not less

than four feet for other circuits. (See Section 5 (e), 15 (c).)

The side clearance between crossing poles or towers and any part

of existing pole lines paralleling the tracks of the Railroad shall be not

less than six feet.

(c) Clearance between Poles and Tracks: The side clearance of

poles and towers from the nearest track rail shall be not less than

twelve feet unless physical conditions or municipal requirements pre-

vent; except that at sidings the clearance may be not less than seven

feet. At loading sidings, sufficient space shall be left for a driveway.

(See Sections 2 (f) and 8.)

(d) Clearance from Buildings and Bridges: The overhead clear-

ance between supply conductors and railroad buildings or bridges

shall be not less than ten feet and the side clearance not less than

six feet.

(e) Separation of Conductors: For spans not exceeding 150 feet

the separation of parallel conductors on the same pole line shall be

not less than that given in the following table:

Table I.

Line Voltages Separation

Exceeding volts but not exceeding 7,000 volts 12 in.

Exceeding 7,000 volts but not exceeding 14,000 volts 20 in.

Exceeding 14,000 volts but not exceeding 27.000 volts 30 in.

Exceeding 27,000 volts but not exceeding 35,000 volts 36 in.

Exceeding 35,000 volts but not exceeding 47,000 volts 45 in.

Exceeding 47,000 volts but not exceeding 70,000 volts 60 in.

70,000 volts separation 60 in. plus 0.6 in. for each k.v. in

excess of 70.

For spans exceeding 150 feet the spacing shall be increased de-

pending upon the length of the span and the sag of the conductors,

but this requirement for increased spacing need not apply to wires of

the same phase or polarity between which there is no difference of

potential.

(f) Clearance between Conductors and Supports: The clearance

in any direction between the conductors and the pole or tower sup-

porting them shall be not less than that given in the following table:

Table II.

Exceeding but not exceeding 10,000 volts 9 in.

Exceeding 10,000 but not exceeding 14,000 volts 12 in.

Exceeding 14,000 but not exceeding 27,000 volts 15 in.

Exceeding 27,000 but not exceeding 35,000 volts 18 in.

Exceeding 35,000 but not exceeding 47,000 volts 21 in.

Exceeding 47,000 but not exceeding 70,000 volts 24 in.

70,000 clearance 24 in. plus 0.25 in. for each k.v. in excess
of 70.

5. LOADING CONDITIONS:
(a) General: The continental territory of the United States

shall be divided into three districts, as shown on the District Loading
Map, Diagram C. Crossing wires and supporting structures shall be
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designed for heavy, medium or light loads, depending upon the dis-

trict in which they are located. In special cases, when it is known
from the Weather Bureau, or other reliable reports, that the climatic

conditions at a crossing vary materially from those specified for its

district, the Railroad may require a stronger construction or approve

a lighter one, based on such data.

(b) Wires and Cables—Heavy Loading: The conductors, mes-

senger wires and aerial ground wires shall be designed to sustain a

uniformly distributed load equal to the resultant of the dead load, the

weight of a coating of ice Yi in. in radial thickness and a wind pressure

of 8 lb. per square foot on the ice-covered diameter of the wires at a

temperature of degree Fahrenheit.

Medium Loading: The load shall equal the resultant of the dead

load, the weight of a coating of ice "%, in. in radial thickness and a

wind pressure of 8 lb. per square foot on the ice-covered diameter

of the wires at a temperature of 15 degrees Fahrenheit.

Light Loading: The load shall equal the resultant of the dead

load and a wind pressure of 8 lb. per square foot on the wires at a

temperature of 32 degrees Fahrenheit; the wires being assumed to be

free of ice.

The weight of the ice shall be assumed as 57 lb. per cubic foot.

(0.033 lb. per cu. in.)

(c) Insulators and Pins: The combined strength of the in-

sulators and pins supporting the crossing and next adjoining spans

in the construction specified in Section 13 (b) (see Diagrams G and

H) shall withstand three times the stress resulting from the uieaking

in one of the spans of the wire which they support while the other

span is carrying the maximum load for which it is designed. (See

Sections 12 and 13.)

(d) Cross-Arms: The cross-arms shall withstand the loading

upon the wires specified in Section 5 (a) and (b), assuming either all

wires unbroken or the two wires broken, which will cause the maxi-

mum stress in the cross-arm for the unbalanced condition, except

that wires of 500,000 cm., or larger, shall not be included among such

broken wires. Wires of such large size shall, however, be fastened

to each side of the cross-arm with suitable strain insulators of suf-

ficient strength to hold the wires in case they should be burned of¥

at the cross-arm. (See Section 11.)

(e) Supports—Heavy Loading: The poles or towers of the

crossing span shall be designed to withstand the combined stresses

of their own weight, a wind pressure of 12 lb. per square foot upon

the projected area of cylindrical surfaces and 20 lb. per square foot on

flat surfaces, and a load upon the wires of the crossing span and next

adjoining spans on each side equal to the resultant of the dead load

of the wires, the weight of a coating of ice ^ in. in radial thickness

and a wind pressure of 12 lb. per square foot on the ice-covered

diameter of the wire at a temperature of degree Fahrenheit.
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The projected area of latticed structures shall be considered to

consist of the sum of the projected areas of the members in the wind-

ward and leeward surfaces, but such projected area shall not be taken

in excess of the projected area of the structure as a whole. The sup-

porting structure shall be assumed to be free of ice.

Medium Loading: The wind pressure shall be the same as for

heavy loading, but the temperature shall be assumed to be 15 degrees

Fahrenheit and the ice coating % in. in radial thickness.

Light Loading: The wind pressure shall be the same as for heavy

loading, but the temperature shall be assumed to be 32 degrees Fah-

renheit and the wires free of ice.

Broken Wires: The pole or towers shall withstand the unbal-

anced tension of the following broken wires under the loading con-

ditions specified for the district in which they are located:

Table III.

2 Broken wires on poles or towers carrying 5 wires or less.

3 Broken wires on poles or towers carrying 6 to 10 wires.
4 Broken wires on poles or towers carrying 11 to 16 wires.

25 per cent, of wires on poles or towers carrying 17 or more wires.

In computing the stresses due to the above broken wires, that

combination shall be selected which will make the stresses in the pole

or tower a maximum, except that for poles or towers carrying more
than six wires no more than two broken wires shall be considered

attached to any one arm. When the wires are of 500,000 cm., or

larger size, the poles and towers shall not be required to withstand

the unbalanced tension of any such broken wire.

Deflections: The pole or towers may be permitted a reasonable

deflection under their specified loading, provided that such deflection,

in combination with the elongation of the wires, shall not reduce the

clearance specified in Section 4 (a), the clearance specified in Sec-

tion 4 (b) more than 25 per cent., or produce stresses in excess of

those specified in Section 6.

(f) Guys: Where poles, not self-supporting, are guyed, the

guys shall be considered as taking the horizontal component of the

entire load; the poles, as struts, resisting the vertical component.

(See Section 17.)

6. WORKING STRESSES:
In the design of the crossing and its supports and next adjace

spans the following unit stresses shall not be exceeded:

Table IV.
(a) Structural Steel: Lb. per sq. in.

Tension (net section) 18,(XX)
Shear (net section) 14,000

Compression 15^000—75—

l=length of the member in inches.

r=least radius of gyration of the section in inches.
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(b) Rivets and Pins:
,

Lb. per sq. in..

Shear 14,000

Bearing 28,000
Bending 28,000

(c) Bolts, Field Rivets or Countersunk Rivets:

Shear 11,000

Bearing 22,000

Table V.

(d) Wires and Cables: Lb. per sq. in.

Copper, hard-drawn, solid, A.w.g. gauge 0000, 000, 00 25,000
Copper, hard-drawn, solid, A.w.g. gauge 27,500
Copper, hard-drawn, solid, A.w.g. gauge No. 1 28,500
Copper, hard-drawn, solid, A.w.g. gauge Nos. 2, 4, 6 30,000
Copper, soft-drawn, solid 17,000
Copper, hard-drawn, stranded 30,000
Copper, soft-drawn, stranded 17,000
Aluminum, hard-drawn, stranded, A.w.g. gauge, under 0000. ... 12,000
Aluminum, hard-drawn, stranded, A.w.g. gauge, 0000 and over.. 11,500
Steel wire (Siemens-Bartin steel) 38,000

(e) Concrete:

Compression 700
Shear 50
Steel reinforcing bars 18,000

Table VI.

(f) Untreated Wood (See Sections 10 and 11):

Permissible Fiber Stresses
Bending Compression

Lb. per sq. in. Lb. per sq. in.

L
Bald Cypress (Heartwood) 800 800 (1 )

60D
Catalpa 500 500
Cedar, Eastern White 600 600
Cedar, Idaho 850 850
Cedar, Port Orford 1,150 1,150
Cedar, Red 700 700
Cedar, Washington 850 850
Cedar, Western White 850 850
Chestnut 850 850
Douglas Fir 900 900
Juniper 550 550
Longleaf Yellow Pine 1,000 1,000
Redwood 650 650
Shortleaf Yellow Pine 800 800
White Oak 950 950

L=: length in inches.
D = least side, or diameter, in inches.

(g) Treated Wood: When wood is creosoted at or above 212

degrees Fahrenheit only 80 per cent, of the values in Section 6 (f)

shall be used. (See Section 10 (b).)

(h) Deterioration and Maintenance: When wood deteriorates

to the point where the unit stresses are increased to 50 per cent, in
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excess of those specified in Section 6 (f) and (g) it shall be removed

and replaced by new timber.

7. FOUNDATIONS:
(a) The foundations for steel poles and towers shall be designed

to prevent their overturning. Only the earth included in the inverted

frustrum lying above the base of the foundation and having sides

inclined at 30 degrees from the vertical shall be considered effective.

(See Diagrams E and F.)

In good ground the weight of the earth shall be assumed as not

more than 100 lbs. per cu. ft. The weight of the concrete shall be

assumed as 140 lbs. per cu. ft.

In swampy ground special measures shall be taken to prevent

uplift or depression of foundations. When foundations are sub-

merged allowance shall be made for buoyancy.

(b) The design of concrete structures, the materials used, and

the processes employed in making concrete shall conform to the

recommendations of the Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced

Concrete. (See Proceedings, A. S. T. M. of 1917, Part I, page 202,

Vol. 17.)

The proportions of the concrete for pole and tower foundations

and in anchorages shall be one part Portland cement, three parts

sand and six parts ^ in. broken stone or gravel.

The placing of the concrete on each part of the work shall pro-

ceed continuously until completed.

(c) The top of the concrete foundations of poles or towers shall

be not less than one foot above the surface of the ground or high

water, and shall be sloped to shed water. (See Diagrams E and F.)

(d) Where located in swampy ground, wood crossing poles and

the next adjoining wood poles shall be set in barrels of broken stone

or gravel, or in broken stone contained in timber cribbing.

(e) Where located in the sides of banks, or where subjected to

washouts, the foundations shall have an additional depth and shall

be protected by cribbing or riprap where necessary.

(f) Back filling for foundations or pole settings shall be tamped
in six-inch layers or puddled.

8. LOCATION OF SUPPORTS:
The crossing poles or towers shall preferably be located outside

the Railroad's right-of-way. The supports for the crossing and next

adjoining spans shall be located in a straight line where practicable.

(See Diagrams A and B.) (See Sections 2 (f) and 4 (c).)

9. STEEL POLES AND TOWERS:
(a) Steel crossing poles and towers shall be self-supporting un-

less otherwise especially approved by the Railroad.

(b) The structural and rivet steel shall be open-hearth steel ful-

filling the requirements of the Standard Specifications for Structural
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Steel for Buildings, Serial Designation A9-16, and revisions thereto,

of the American Society for Testing Materials.

(c) The frame shall be of such form that the stresses may be

computed with reasonable accuracy, or the strength shall be de-

termined by actual test. The design and workmanship shall be strictly

first-class. The construction shall be such that all the parts exposed

to the weather or open to the circulation of air are accessible for in-

spection, cleaning and painting. Where pockets that would other-

wise hold water or dirt are unavoidable they shall be filled with con-

crete.

(d) The minimum thickness of metal shall be yi in. The
minimum size of angles shall be 2 by 2 inches and of bolts or rivets

% in. Net sections shall be used in proportioning for tension. In

deducting rivet holes, they shall be taken Y^ in. greater in diameter

than the rivets.

(e) Compression members shall be constructed according to the

best modern practice so as to develop the full strength of the section.

The unsupported length of any main compression member shall not

exceed 150 times its least radius of gyration. The length of any

secondary member, that is, one that does not carry computed stresses,

shall not exceed 200 times its least radius of gyration.

(f) So far as practicable, connections shall be capable of de-

veloping the full strength of the members connected, and shall be so

designed as to avoid stresses due to eccentricity. Any unavoidable

eccentricity in members or connections shall be provided for. Joints,

whether in tension or compression members, shall be fully spliced.

(g) The distance from the center of any rivet hole to the edge

of the piece shall not be less than one and one-half times the diameter

of the rivet nor exceed eight times the thickness of the material, and

the distance between centers of rivet holes shall be not less than three

diameters of the rivet.

(h) Unless special approval of the Railroad is obtained, all con-

nections shall be riveted.

Where rivets transfer stress, the pitch shall be not over six

inches nor more than sixteen times the minimum thickness of the

material connected. Wherever practicable, rivets shall be machine

driven, and when driven shall completely fill the holes, the heads being

in full contact with the surfaces, neatly finished and concentric with

the rivet hole. Loose or defective rivets shall be carefully cut out

and replaced. They shall be drilled out if necessary to avoid injuring

the material. The diameter of the finished rivet hole shall be not

more than one-sixteenth of an inch larger than the diameter of the

cold rivet.

(i) If their use is approved, bolts shall be carefully turned and

accurately fitted. Snug fitting washers shall be used under the nuts.

Threads shall not bear on the metal of the members connected. Bolt

threads shall be jammed onto the nuts.
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(j) All members shall be carefully straightened at the shop

before assembling, and when riveted shall be free from twists and

bends. All portions of the work exposed to view shall be neatly

finished.

(k) Structural steel shall be thoroughly cleaned at the shop and

be galvanized or sherardized, or be given one coat of approved paint.

Holes shall be made in materia4 before galvanizing or sherardizing.

Contact surfaces shall be given one coat of an approved paint before

assembling, unless galvanized or sherardized. Painted steel shall be given

two coats of an approved paint after erection and after all other work is

completed. The surface of the steel shall be thoroughly cleaned of all

dirt, grease, scale, etc., before painting, and no painting shall be done in

freezing or rainy weather, or on damp surfaces.

10. WOOD POLES:
(a) Wood poles shall be reasonably straight, well proportioned

from top to butt and peeled. They shall have the butt cut square

and the top roofed. They shall be free from defects which would

seriously decrease their strength or durability. Poles shall be selected

from the species of wood mentioned in Section 6 (f) or other species

approved by the Railroad, and shall otherwise conform to the Speci-

fications for Wood Poles in Appendix III. (See Section 6 (h).)

(b) Wood poles shall be treated with a preservative preferably

by either the closed or open tank process. With the latter, the treat-

ment need not extend higher than two feet above the ground, except

in the case of yellow pine, which shall have full-length treatment.

(See Section 6 (g).)

When directed, the poles shall be encased in concrete six inches

thick, extending from three feet below to one foot above the ground

level and the upper surface shall be sloped away from the pole.

(c) Wood poles shall be set to the following depths:

Length of
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The crossing pole shall l)e side-guyed in both directions where

practicable. Otherwise the line shall be side-guyed as near as pos-

sible to the crossings, but not more than 500 feet from the nearest

crossing structure. (See Diagrams B, H and I.)

11. CROSS-ARMS:
Cross-arms on crossing and next adjoining poles may be of wood

or steel. When of wood, they shall be double and of pieces not less

than 3j4 by 4^ inches in section. Double arms shall be held together

with properly fitted spacers and bolts placed immediately adjoining

the outside pins. They shall be held to the pole by through bolts

and be properly braced. (See Sections 5 (d), 6 (f), Diagrams G
and H.)

12. PINS:
Insulator pins shall be of steel, wrought-iron, malleable iron or

other approved metal or alloy and shall be galvanized or otherwise

protected from corrosion. (See Section 5 (c).)

13. INSULATORS (FOR TROLLEY INSULATORS SEE 13 (d)):

(a) Material and Construction: Insulators shall be of porcelain

for all voltages. Insulators, both pin type and suspension type, shall

meet the mechanical and electrical requirements of these specifica-

tions. (See Sections 5 (c) and 13 (c).) Pin type insulators for cir-

cuits not exceeding 7,000 volts shall be of one-piece construction and

there shall be a bearing contact between the pin and the insulator

above the plane of the center of the tie wire groove.

Nothing in these specifications shall prevent the use of insulators

designed for greater voltages than that at which the particular line

is operated.

(b) Insulators at Crossings: Insulators at crossings shall

preferably be of the disc or suspension type. (See Diagrams E and

F.) When pin type are used, two shall be provided for each conductor

at the crossing and at the next adjacent poles or towers to take the

stress. (See Sections 5 (c) and 11, also Diagrams G and H.)

(c) Tests: Insulators shall be so designed that, with excessive

potential, failure will first occur by flash-over and not by puncture.

Pin insulators and strings of insulators of the suspension type shall

withstand the potentials specified in Table VIII at a frequency of

60 cycles for three minutes without puncturing or flashing over.

Flash-over voltages shall be determined by the following formula:

Dry ( Voltage in kv. ) = 20 -f 3y— 0.000,85/— 0,000,022y'

Wet (Voltage in kv.) = 10 -f 2y -f 0.0012y' — 0.000,017/

y = Circuit voltage in kv.

T.^BLE VIII.

Nominal Voltage Flash-over Voltages

of the Circuit Dry Wet
0-750 22,000 11,500

2,300 27,000 14,500

4,000 32,000 18,000
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tension in the conductors shall be the same in the crossing span and

the adjacent spans on each side.

The conductors shall not be spliced in the crossing span nor in

either adjacent spans. Taps to the conductors in the crossing span

are objectionable and shall not be made except in connection with the

construction shown on Diagrams E and F.

Cradles or overhead bridges will not be permitted beneath the

spans crossing the tracks of the Railroad, except in special cases and

by permission of the Railroad.

(b) Conductors: The conductors shall be hard-drawn copper,

aluminum or other non-corrodible material unless other material is

approved.

The minimum size of hard-drawn copper conductors in spans of

less than 150 ft. and for potentials less than 5,000 volts shall be of

No. 6 A. w. g., and for spans of 150 ft. and over or for higher poten-

tials, No. 4 A. w. g. The minimum size for aluminum cables shall be

No. 1 A. w. g. for all spans and voltages.

Conductors shall be stranded when of aluminum or when larger

than No. 0000 A. w. g.

(c) Signal Line Crossings: Electric light and power supply

lines shall normally cross over telegraph, telephone and other signal

wires. Where this is not practicable the conductors occupying the

upper position shall be considered as included in the class of power
circuits of the highest voltage below them. (See Sections 4 (b), 5

and 6.)

(d) Aerial Ground Wires: Aerial ground wires in the crossing

span and the adjacent spans shall be of galvanized standard steel not

less than 5/16 in. in diameter and having a breaking strength of not

less than 4,500 lbs.; or they may be of the same material as the

conductors, with the same working stresses. (See Section 5 (b), 6 (d)

and 18 (c).)

16. GUY ANCHORAGES:
Guys to ground shall be connected to a well-anchored rod. The

anchorage shall preferably consist of steel encased in concrete and

shall be capable of resisting twice the maximum tension in the guy.

The eye of the anchor rod shall be located at least one foot above

the ground. Rods less than one inch in diameter shall be galvanized

or shcrardized. When required, the anchor rod shall be enclosed in a

galvanized iron pipe, which shall be filled with Portland cement mor-
tar, extending from the anchorage to one foot above ground. (See

Diagram H.)

Details of the anchor shall be definitely shown on the drawings.

17. GUYS:
(a) Guys shall be galvanized or copper-covered strand-steel

cable not less than 5/16 inch in diameter, or galvanized rods, having

an ultimate tensile strength of not less than 4,500 lbs. Wooden
braces may be used in place of guys. (See Section 5 (f) and 10 (d).)
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(b) Guys shall be attached to crossing structures below the

cross-arms when the voltage of the circuit is in excess of 750 volts.

(See Diagrams G and H.)

(c) When strain insulators are installed in guys (see Section

18 (d) ), they shall be located so as to give, if possible, a clearance

of at least six feet to the pole guyed. If there is only one insulator

in the guy it shall be located at such a point that should the guy
break at or above the insulator the upper end will not swing within

eight feet of the ground. (See Diagram G.)

In head guys a second insulator shall be located at least eight

feet from the ground and where practicable not less than six feet

from the pole. (See Diagram B.)

(d) The ground end of guy wires or cables attached to ground
anchors exposed to traffic shall be provided with a substantial and

conspicuous wooden or metallic guard extending not less than eight

feet above ground. In exposed or poorly lighted locations such

guards shall be painted white or some other conspicuous color.

18, GROUNDING:
(a) Poles and Towers: Steel crossing poles and towers carry-

ing circuits of over 750 volts shall be grounded through an artificial

ground electrically connected to a main upright member at the

foundation. Structures having multiple footings shall have at least

two legs connected to separate artificial grounds. (See Diagrams
E and F.)

Where wood crossing poles or towers are used, the methods of

protection shall be either of the following: the pins and cross-arms

shall not be grounded and guys shall be insulated ; or the pins, cross-

arms and guys shall be grounded to permanently moist earth. (See

Diagrams G and H.)

The methods of protection shall be designated by the Railroad

except in the case of a crossing on a public highway or other public

lands where the method of protection is especially prescribed by the

Public Service Commission or other regulatory body having jurisdic-

tion. (See Section 18 (d).)

(b) Artificial Grounds: Artificial grounds may consist of ground
plates, galvanized iron pipes or other special types, when approved
by the Railroad. Ground plates shall be of copper of at least No. 14

(.064 in.) A. w. g. gauge, not less than two feet square. They shall

be buried in permanently moist earth with not less than six inches

of charcoal on each side of the plate, or its equivalent. One edge of

the ground plate shall be rolled into a terminal for at least six inches

and the ground wire soldered therein or connected by other approved
construction.

Alternate: In permanently moist earth the artificial ground may
consist of two or more galvanized iron pipes not less than one inch

in diameter, driven at least seven feet into the ground. The ground
wire shall be wrapped about the pipe and securely soldered thereto.
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Note: When permanently moist earth is not available the de-

tails of the artificial ground shall be subject to special approval by

the Railroad.

(c) Aerial Ground Wires: On steel structures the aerial ground

wire shall be clamped or bonded thereto. On wood structures it shall

be supported on insulators and shall not be grounded at the crossing

or the next adjacent support on either side. (See Section 15 (d) and

Diagrams E, F and G.)

(d) Guys: Guys on steel crossing structures carrying circuits

exceeding 750 volts shall be electrically connected to the structure at

the upper end of the guy.

Where the structure is of wood or where the voltage of the

circuit on steel structures does not exceed 750 volts, strain insulators

shall be placed in the guy, except when the guy is efifectually grounded

to permanently moist earth. (See Sections 13 (d), 17 (b)-(c), 18 (a),

also Diagrams G and H.)

(e) Ground Wire: The ground wire shall be of copper of sufifi-

cient capacity to insure the opening of the line in case of short-circuit,

but in no case less than No. 4 A. w. g. in size.

The ground wire shall be attached to steel structures by an

expanded copper terminal or other approved fastening and connected

to the artificial ground with as few bends as possible and no sharp

bends. (See Diagrams E and F.)

PART II.

TROLLEY LINE CROSSINGS.
19. GENERAL:

(a) The overhead wires of electric railways crossing the tracks

of the Railroad at grade shall conform to the requirements of Part II

of these specifications.

(b) The trolley contact wire shall be placed at the same eleva-

tion above the trolley rails throughout the crossing and for not less

than 100 feet on either side.

Where this is not practicable, live trolley guards of approved

construction shall be installed, except where the crossing is protected

by gates. (See Section 23 (a).)

Crossing spans shall be as short as possible. Catenary construc-

tion shall be used for spans exceeding 100 feet.

(c) Typical arrangements of trolley contact wire crossings are

shown on Diagrams I and J.

(d) The features of trolley line consti action are covered in Part

I or in both Part I and Part II.

20. CLEARANCES:
The clear headroom of the trolley contact wires shall he not less

than 22 feet above the top of rail under the most unfavorable condi-

tions, and that of trolley feeders paralleling sucli contact wires, 25
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feet, when of not over 750 volt potential, and 30 feet for higher po-

tentials. (See Section 4 (a).)

21. TROLLEY WIRE CONSTRUCTION:
(a) Materials and Sizes: The trolley contact wire shall be of

hard-drawn copper or other material not subject to rapid wear and,

Vhen installed, shall be not less than No. 00 A. w. g. in size.

(b) Anchors: At the third pole on each side of the crossing,

or as near as possible thereto, the trolley contact wires shall be

anchored. Strain poles shall be self-supporting or be securely guyed.

(c) Splicing: Neither the trolley contact wire nor its support-

ing wires shall be spliced between the points of anchorage.

22. TROLLEY GUARDS:
(a) Live Trolley Guards: Live trolley guards shall be of such

length that when the car is approaching the crossing the trolley wheel

shall be within the guard when the forward bumper is fifty feet from

the nearest rail of the crossing, and shall remain within the guard

until the rear bumper of the car has cleared the last rail of the

crossing by eight feet. (See Section 19 (b).)

(b) Insulating Trolley Guards: Wood insulating trolley guards

shall be used on underbridge crossings when any part of the bridge

structure comes within six inches of the trolley pole when in its

highest position. They shall extend beyond the structure at least

eighteen inches. (See Diagram K.) (See Section 26 (d).)

23. SPAN CONSTRUCTION:
(a) Poles: Tubular poles shall be at least of standard weight

pipe; the minimum size of which shall be for two-section poles, six

and seven-inch pipe, and for three-section poles five, six and seven-

inch pipe. The poles shall be fitted with caps and shall have pro-

tective sleeves at the ground level.

When of approved design, other types of poles may be used.

(b) Guys: The poles adjacent to the crossing shall be guyed
away from the crossing and, when feasible, away from the trolley

contact wire. (See Diagrams I and J.)

(c) Span Wires: Span wires shall be galvanized high-strength

stranded steel cables not less than t\ inch in diameter, copper-covered

stranded steel or bronze cables of equivalent strength. At the span

on each side of the crossing the span wires shall be double.

(d) Span Insulators: Each span shall contain strain insulators

located approximately over the outer rails of the trolley tracks.

(See Section 13 (d).)

(e) Bracket Construction: Brackets shall be of the flexible span

type with over-supporting rod arm of commercial steel tubing or pipe

of 1.9 inches external diameter and walls not less than 0.145 inches

thick. The flexible span shall be of galvanized high-strength stranded

steel cable not less than i% inch in diameter, or copper-covered

stranded steel or bronze cables of equivalent strength.
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i

(f) Catenary Construction: Where catenary construction is

required (see Section 19 (b)), full details of the design and calcu-

lations shall be furnished with the application for the crossing per-

mit. (See Diagram J.)

24. HIGH POTENTIAL TROLLEYS:
Electric railways operating at over 750 volts shall comply with

the provisions of Part II of these specifications, with the following

additional provision:

Preferably the trolley contact conductor shall be anchored and

insulated at each side of the crossing so that the crossing span shall

be normally dead. It shall be made alive for the passage of cars

and at other times be grounded,

PART III.

UNDERBRIDGE CROSSINGS.

(Except Trolley Wires.)

25. UNDERBRIDGE CROSSINGS:
(a) Circuits of bare and weatherproof wires of not over 750

volts may be carried in open construction under bridges and attached

thereto, provided the portion of the circuit under the bridge and for

six feet each side is rubber-covered and is supported in accordance

with Diagram K and Sections 11, 12, 13 (a) and (c), and 18 (b)

and (e).

(b) Lead-covered insulated supply wires and cables crossing

under bridges and attached thereto shall be placed in conduit and

supported from the bridge at proper intervals. The conduit shall be

of metal, unless fiber or other insulating conduit is approved by the

Railroad.

The conduit shall extend six feet beyond the structure. Metal

conduit shall be insulated from the structure and grounded. There
shall be a clearance between the conduit and the abutment of at least

three feet.

Armored insulated cables shall be suspended by metal clips from
a messenger wire, which shall be grounded at the pole nearest the

bridge.

(c) The minimum clearance, unless otherwise approved, between
the wires supported from a bridge and the bridge steel work shall

be one foot ; from the nearest abutment three feet, and between wires

nine inches.

The distance between supports attached to the bridge shall not exceed

twenty feet.

Bare conductors crossing beneath a bridge and not attached thereto

shall have a clearance of at least eight feet from the structure.

(d) Attachments to steel bridges shall be made by devices that
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minute, wash and wipe dry; fourth, immerse for one minute, wash
and wipe dry.

The samples shall be immediately washed in clean water having

a temperature of seventeen to twenty degrees Centigrade and wiped

dry after each immersion.

In the case of sherardized material the specimen must be vigor-

ously brushed in running water after each dip.

In testing wire, the No. 12 B.w.g. and smaller sizes shall be re-

quired to stand three one-minute and one one-half minute immersions.

If after the test above described the samples show a bright metallic

copper deposit, the lot represented by the samples shall be rejected

unless the deposit is on zinc or within one inch of the cut end. If

only one wire in a group of seven simultaneously immersed shall fail,

or if there is reasonable doubt of the copper deposit, two check tests

shall be made upon these lots, and the report based upon the ma-
jority of the sets of tests.

In case the article is threaded, the thread shall be clean and true

after galvanizing or sherardizing and shall stand at least one im-

mersion in the test solution.

Inspection: All material shall be inspected on receipt; samples

shall be taken at random and submitted to tests hereinabove specified.

The shipment will be accepted or rejected upon these samples.

Rejection: Any material which fails to meet the requirements

hereinbefore specified may be rejected and returned at the expense

of the Contractor.

Methods of Shipment: All material furnished under these specifi-

cations shall be so packed for shipment that it will be suitably pro-

tected from injury. Each package shall be plainly marked, giving the

kind of material and the number of the Railroad's order on which
shipment was made.
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Appendices.

(I) TABLES AND CURVES OF CONDUCTOR SAGS.

In the following tables and curves are given the minimum allowable

sags at which conductors should be strung in order that when loaded

with the specified requirement of J/2-inch of ice and a wind load of 8.0

lb. per sq. ft. on the projected area at degree Fahrenheit the tension

in the conductor will not exceed the working stress specified in

Section 6. The sags given in the tables for 120 degrees Fahrenheit

are greater in every case than the vertical component at degree

Fahrenheit under the maximum wind and ice load. The moduli of

elasticity and coefficients of expansion used are given in Appendix II,

Table 9, Properties of Wire Material.

Table 1.

MINIMUM SAGS FOR STRANDED HARD-DRAWN BARE
COPPER WIRES.

No. 0000 A. w. g.—SPAN IN FEET

Temp.
Fahr.
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Table 1—Continued.

No. 00 A.w.g.—SPAN IN FEET

Temp.
Fahr.
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Table 2-^—Continued.

No. 2 A.w.g.—SPAN IN FEET

Temp.
Fahr.
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Table 2—Continued.

No. 6 A.w.g.—SPAN IN FEET

Temp.
Fahr.
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Table 3—Continued.

No. 00 A.w.g.—SPAN IN FEET

Temp.
Fahr.
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(III)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOOD POLES.

(See Section 10.)

Wood poles of whatever kind shall be of sound timber, free from

defects such as decay, ring shakes, loose or unsound knots or other

defects which in the judgment of the Railroad will impair their

strength or durability. They shall be cut above the ground swell.

The butts shall be cut square and the tops roofed. The limbs and

knots shall be trimmed flush.

The poles shall be specially selected to have a reasonably uni-

form taper and be free from short or reverse bends. Preferably the

poles shall be straight, but a curvature not to exceed that given in

the following table measured between the top and a point six feet

from the butt will be allowed.

NATURAL POLE DIMENSIONS.

Maximum Crook Values.

(Measured between the top and a point six feet from the butt.)
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Redwood poles shall be cut from "Number One Common" Red-

wood and shall have not less than ninety-six per cent, of a surface area

of heartwood, with sapwood not to exceed one inch in depth at any

point.

Sound knots will be accepted without limit if of diameter less than

one and one-half inches. Knots between one and one-half inches and

two and one-half inches will be accepted, provided there is not over one

to each five square feet of surface. Knots larger than two and one-

half inches will be cause for rejection of the poles.

NATURAL POLES.

The top circumference of natural poles shall be measured at the top

and the butt circumference six feet above the actual butt.

Natural poles shall have the minimum circumferences specified in the

following table

:

Minimum Natural Pole Circumferences.
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(IV)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR GALVANIZING OR SHERARDIZING
ON IRON AND STEEL.

General Description: This specification shall apply to all gal-

vanized or sherardized material.

Coating Requirements: The coating shall consist of a continuous

coating of pure zinc, zinc-iron alloy or a combination of the two, the

coating to be of uniform thickness and so applied that it adheres firmly

to the iron or steel. The finished product shall be smooth.

Cleaning of Samples: The sample shall be cleaned before testing,

first with benzine or turpentine, using cotton waste (not with a brush),

and then thoroughly rinsed in clean water and wiped dry with clean

cotton waste.

Test Solution: The standard solution of copper sulphate shall

consist of commercial copper sulphate crystals dissolved in cold

water, about in the proportion of ?i6 parts by weight of crystals to 100

parts by weight of water. The solution shall be neutralized by the

addition of an excess of chemically pure cupric oxide (CuO), an

excess of which is shown by the sediment of this reagent at the

bottom of the container. The neutralized solution shall be filtered

before using, and the filtered solution shall have a specific gravity

of 1.186 at 18 degrees Centigrade at the beginning of each test. This

specific gravity shall be obtained by the addition of clean water, if the

gravity of the filtered solution is too high, or by the addition of a

filtered solution of a higher specific gravity if too low.

The unfiltered neutralized stock solution shall be replenished

after each removal by the addition of more copper sulphate crystals

and water. An excess of cupric oxide shall always be kept in the

unfiltered stock solution.

Quantity of Solution: Wire samples shall be tested in a glass

jar of not less than two inches inside diameter, filled to a depth of not

less than four inches, with the standard solution without samples.

Hardware samples shall be tested in a glass or earthenware jar con-

taining not less than one-half pint of standard solution for each

sample.

A new solution shall be used for each series of four immersions.

Samples: Not more than seven wires shall be simultaneously

immersed and not more than one sample other than wire shall be

immersed in the specified quantity of solution. Samples when im-

mersed shall not be grouped or twisted together.

Method of Test: The samples prepared for test shall be im-

mersed in the specified quantity of standard solution, the temperature

of which shall be between seventeen and twenty degrees Centigrade

throughout the test, in the following manner:
First, immerse for one minute, wash and wipe dry; second, im-

merse for one minute, wash and wipe dry; third, immerse for one
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do not require the drilling or cutting of the bridge superstructure,

and the metal parts shall be so insulated as to prevent stray current

from entering upon the structure. (See Section 23 (b).)

PART IV.

UNDERGROUND CROSSINGS.

26. UNDERGROUND CROSSINGS:
The portion of the underground crossings beneath the tracks and

for at least six feet beyond the rails shall be of conduit.

The top of the conduit shall be approximately four feet below

the base of rail and not less than two feet six inches below the sur-

face of the ground at the lowest point of crossing of the property of

the Railroad.

The ducts shall be encased in concrete three inches in thickness.

The conduit shall be laid with a uniform slope of not less than

three inches in 100 feet, to drain away from the Railroad property.

Approved for the Joint Committee.

Edwin B. Katte, Chainnan.

September 2, 1919.
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(ITEM 4) ELECTROLYSIS AND INSULATION

Martin Schreiber, Cliairinan; Edwin B. Katte,

D. J. Brumley, F. E. Wynne,
R. D. Coombs, Sub-Committee.

The Committee was instructed to report on the study of Electrolysis

and its effect upon reinforced concrete and to report upon methods of

insulation and guarding against electrolysis and to cooperate with the

American Committee on Electrolysis in the preparation of its future

reports. The Committee reports as follows

:

(1) Study of Electrolysis and Its Effect on Reinforced Concrete:

This Committee reported in 1918 in detail and its conclusion was

that the disintegration of concrete may be laid at the door of electrolytic

action to a certain extent, but that it is possible to design concrete work
and install it so as to reduce this disintegration to almost a negligible

amount. The report at that time recommended that concrete should be

made more dense, the mixture richer and the quality of the work better

than would otherwise be necessary. Likewise, the reinforcing metal bars

should be free from impurities as far as possible and not placed too near

the surface of the concrete. Moreover, sharp corners, feather-edges and

construction seams should be avoided where practical, so that there will

not be an opportunity for the starting of abrasion. Where practicable, it

was thought best to protect reinforced concrete structures in salt water

with an outer coating of cut stone or some other suitable material to

prevent abrasion. Since the last report your Committee has been in close

touch with some investigations that are being carried on by Dr. Gellert

Alleman at the laboratories at Swarthmore College.

From these investigations, your Committee would suggest consideration

along the following lines

:

(1) The use of copper-plated reinforcing bars. The copper on the

outside of the bars forms an oxide that is insoluble in salt water and does

not permit the formation of iron oxide. It should be noted that the

formation of iron oxide increases the volume of the iron oxidized about

1.7 times and exerts a pressure that will rupture any concrete.

(2) The introduction of reinforcing bars made of a copper alloy.

Here the oxide is formed similar to that on the plated bars, and the action

is the same.

(3) Reinforcing bars may be surrounded with a rough enamel that

is not only impervious to salt water or any moisture, but also forms such

a non-conductor that it will eliminate any electrolytic trouble.

(4) In case of ordinary structures in salt water, such as bridge

piers and foundations, it has been proposed to install a waterproofing

structure around it; this waterproofing to consist of a plastic layer of

247
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material with petroleum asphalt as a basis, or some established water-

proofing material free from electrolytes. The plastic casing should then

be finally protected with another layer of concrete or masonry material.

Practically all the undertakings involving reinforced concrete in salt

water of recent construction have followed substantially the principles

laid down in the 1918 report. The most striking example is that of the

reinforced concrete ships that have been built by the Government. In

this work the principal dependency for protection against disintegration

of concrete structures was based on the density, richness of the concrete

and high quality of materials and workmanship. Of course, in this case,

it was not practicable to protect the reinforced structures with an outer

coating of masonry or other suitable materials as is the case with sta-

tionary work. It is interesting to note, however, that the engineering

representatives of the Government have experimented with certain water-

proofing non-metallic paints. As to the result of these experiments it is

yet too early to make any comments.

(2) American Committee on Electrolysis:

The American Committee on Electrolysis is made up of twentj^-

seven Engineers, three from each of the following organizations:

American Railway Engineering Association

;

American Electric Railway Association

;

American Institute of Electrical Engineers

;

American Telephone & Telegraph Company;
American Water Works Association

;

National Electric Light Association

;

American Gas Association

;

Natural Gas Association of America;
United States Bureau of Standards.

The purpose of this Committee is to promote cooperation among its con-

stitutional organizations and by studies, investigations, research and dis-

cussion to secure ultimately a reasonable solution of the electrolysis

problem.

The first meeting of the American Committee on Electrolysis was

held on May 27, 1913. Its only printed report was issued in 1916 and is

entitled "A Preliminary Report Prepared for Submission to Its Princi-

pals by the American Committee on Electrolysis—1916," and was re-

printed in the Bulletin, Vol. 18, No. 191, dated November, 1916. The
purpose of this preliminary report was to secure the unanimous agree-

ment of the interests represented on the American Committee on Electro-

lysis to fundamental statements of fact, which will now form a working

basis for the Committee's future work.

To facilitate carrying on this work (which was interrupted by the

war) there has now been formed the Research Sub-Committee of the

American Committee on Electrolysis. It is expected that this Sub-Com-
mittee will actively engage in technical investigations both in the labora-

tory and in the field for the purpose of securing needed information. It

will collaborate with the United States Bureau of Standards in all its
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work on electrolysis. The Research Sub-Committee is made up of the

following members of the main committee, but in some instances experts

responsible to these members have been designated to conduct the detailed

investigations.

(A) Association (I) Interest (M) Members (E) Experts

(A) American Railway Engineering Association, (I) Electrified

steam railways— (M) Edwin B. Katte.

(A) American Gas Association, (I) Supply system for manufac-

tured gas— (M) H. C. Sutton.

(A) American Telegraph and Telephone Co., (I) Telegraph and

telephone cables—(M) H. S. Warren, (E) Elam Miller.

(A) American Water Works Association, (I) Water pipes— (M)
E. E. Minor, L. A. Hazeltine.

(A) National Electric Light Association, (I) Power cables— (M)
P. Torchio, (E) Alex. Maxwell.

(A) Natural Gas Association of America, (I) Supply systems for

natural gas—(M) S. S. Wyer.

.

(A) American Electric Railway Association, (I) Electric street rail-

days— (M) R. F. Stevens, (E) P. W. Ripple.

Since the last Convention there has been but one meeting of the

American Committee on Electrolysis. This meeting was held in Chicago

on August 16th, and your Committee was represented by Messrs. D. J.

Brumley and Martin Schreiber. x^t this meeting it was decided to actively

cooperate with the United States Bureau of Standards and a Sub-Com-
mittee was appointed for this purpose. It was decided that the Committee

would take up the study of (1) auto-transformer system; (2) join with

the United States Bureau of Standards in the survey of Des Moines,

Iowa; and (3) the investigation of pipe drainage, with particular refer-

ence to drainage at joints.

A meeting of the Research Sub-Committee was held in New York
City on September 22nd. Mr. Edwin B. Katte attended to represent this

Association, and there were present representatives of the United States

Bureau of Standards. A Sub-Committee was appointed to investigate

pipe joint corrosion and soil corrosion. It was decided that the investi-

gations would be made in cities where large current is carried by the

piping systems and in cities where mains are to be uncovered during main-

tenance work.

A meeting of Sub-Committee B, Technical Features of Construction

and Operation, was held in New York City on September 26th, 1919, Mr.

Katte representing the Association. This Sub-Committee is to prepare

that portion of the report on Electrolysis having to do with the technical

features of construction and operation. Work was assigned to the sev-

eral members as follows

:

(1) Railways: Mr. A. S. Richey, representing the American Electric

Railway Association, and Mr. E. B. Katte, representing the American
Railway Engineering Association.
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(a) Bonding and Cross Bonding. (Types, Standards, Methods,
Frequency of Cross Bonds—Costs.)

(b) Improvement of Track Insulation. (Complete, Substantial,

Partial—Methods. Leakages to be expected—Costs.)

(c) Reinforcement of Rail Conductivity. (Economical limits

—

standard practice—show effects graphically.)

(d) Interconnection of Tracks. (Discuss advantages—show effects

graphically—'Mathematics.

)

(e) Use of Additional Power Supply Stations. (Show advantages
mathematically and graphically.)

(2) Affected Structures: Mr. H. S. Warren, representing American
Telephone and Telegraph Association, and Mr. Nicholas S. Hill Jr.,

representing the American Water Works Association.

(a) Favorable Location with Respect to Tracks. (General Dis-
cussion^Cunliffe paper-test results.)

(b) Pipes Laid With Insulating Joints. (General discussion

—

leakage over joints.)

(c) Avoidance of Contacts Between Cables, Pipes and Other Struc-
tures. (Discuss practice.)

(d) Insulation of Cable Sheathes from Earth. (Uses of various
duct materials—Costs.)

(e) Insulation of Pipes from Earth. (Insulating devices and short

lengths of mains—Costs.)

(3) Measures Applicable to Railroads: Mr. F. N. Waterman, repre-

senting the American Institute of Electrical Engineers ; Mr. E. B.

Shepard, representing the United States Bureau of Standards, and
Mr. H. C. Sutton, representing American Gas Association.

(a) Insulated Track Feeder System. (Full description and discus-

sion—Mathematics.)
(b) Three Wire System. (Full description and discussion.)

(c) Reversed Polarity of Trolley Systems. (Discussion.)

(d) Double Trolley Systems. (History—Discussion.)

(e) A. C. Systems. (Discussion.)

(f) Automatic Sub-stations.

(g) Summary.

(4) Measures Applicable to Affected Structures: Mr. S. S. Wyer, rep-

resenting the Natural Gas Association, and Mr. D. W. Roper, repre-

senting the National Electric Light Association.

(a) Surface Insulation. (Pipe coverings—Limitations—Costs.)

(b) Insulating Joints. (Leakage over joints—Costs.)

(c) Drainage Systems for Cable and Pipe Systems. (Full descrip-

tion and discussion.)

(d) Shielding, or the Use of an Auxiliary Anode. (Discussion.)

(e) Summary.

(5) Joint Responsibility of Interests and Necessity for Cooperation:
Assigned to Messrs. Richey, Warren and Wyer.

Other assignments had not been announced up to the time of com-

piling this report.
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(ITEM No. 6) WATER POWER

George W. Kittredge, Chairman; R. H. Ford,

W. L. Morse, Vice-Chairman; M. Schreiber,

A. H. Armstrong, F. E. Wynne,
D. J. Brumley, Sub-Committee.

(1) Water Power:

In the preparation of the report on Water Power for the generation

of electricity for the operation of trains, it was considered necessary to

inspect an installation of importance and magnitude in actual service. The
installation selected was that of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way, and that portion of its electrified division was inspected by the Com-
mittee between Harlowton and Deer Lodge. The electric power for this

installation is obtained from the Montana Power Company, and several

of its more important water power developments were inspected by the

Committee.

(2) Source, Dams, Power Houses:

The Montana Power Company was organized in 1912 for the purpose

of consolidating and unifying the business and power systems then owned

by the Butte Electric & Power Company, the Missouri River Electric &
Power Companj', and their respective subsidiary companies. Subse-

quently, the Montana Power Company acquired the Great Falls Power
Company and the Thompson Falls PoWer Company, and by virtue of the

original consolidation proceedings, the Montana Power Company became

vested with title to all of the property, rights and franchises of the systems

owned by the Butte Electric & Power Company, the Missouri River

Electric & Power Company and their subsidiary and associated com-

panies.

The Great Falls Power Company and the Thompson Falls Power
Company have been continued as separate corporate entities.

This has given to the Montana Power Company the ownership of

all the undeveloped power sites on the Missouri River in the vicinity of

Great Falls, which had been owned for more than twenty years by the

Great Falls Power & Townsite Company, a company organized and

owned by the late James J. Hill and his associates.

The Montana Power Company has developed and now owns twelve

hydro-electric plants and four steam plants. It develops 290,000 horse-

power and has about 1900 miles of high-tension lines, with seventy-five

sub-stations.

From five of the more important hydro-electric plants, high-tension

power lines, approximately 541 miles in length, radiate to and connect

with seven sub-stations of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

These five plants are the following:
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Madison Hydro-Electric Plant located on the Madison River with a capac-

ity of 12,000 kw.

Holier Hydro-Electric Plant located on the Missouri River with a capac-

ity of 40,000 kw.

Rainbow Falls Hydro-Electric Plant located on the Missouri River with a

capacity of 35,000 kw.

Great Falls, or Volta, Hydro-Electric Plant located on the Missouri River
with a capacity of 60,000 kw.

Thompson Falls Hydro-Electric Plant in Sanders County, near the west-

erly boundary of the State, located on Clark's Fork, with a capac-

ity of 30,000 kw.

The water flows from the Gallatin, Madison and Jefferson Rivers,

which, by their confluence at Three Forks, form the source of the Missouri

River and supply water to the plants located on the Missouri River; also

from Clark's Fork, a tributary of the Columbia River, water is supplied

to the Thompson Falls plant.

At the head of the Madison River is the Hebgen storage reservoir,

with a capacity of 325,000 acre-feet (an acre-foot equals 43,560 cu. ft.)

This is the highest impounded water supply on the Alissouri River, and

to a certain degree insures a uniform supply of water to the turbines of

the power plants below by furnishing a supply during the low-water stage

of the river. It is the seventh largest storage reservoir in the world and

furnishes,' with the aid of the smaller storages available at each plant, a

regulation of the flow of the Madison and Missouri Rivers probably

unequaled by any power system in the world.

(3) Elements Entering Into the Cost of Current:

To compute the actual cost of current delivered to the railroad sub-

stations, it is necessary to obtain the first cost of the installation in order

to ascertain the fixed charges. It should be understood in the cost figures

given below that it would hardly be possible to get the cost so low in an

isolated railroad plant. The Montana Power Company has much greater

capacity than is required for the railroads and the additional power is

used for other commercial purposes. Generally speaking, the first cost of

the hydro-electric plants was approximately $100 per kw. This amount
can be sub-divided as follows:

Water rights, reservoirs, dams and all appurtenances, outside of
the power house $65.00

Power house and equipment 35.00

Total $100.00

The minimum kw. contracted for by the railroad, per hour, is

about 30,000, which at $100 per kw. first cost would
amount to $3,000,000

Transmission lines, say, 250 miles at $4,000 per mile 1,000,000

Total investment of $4,000,000
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The fixed charges:

Interest 6.0 per cent.

Depreciation 2.5 per cent.

Taxes 1.5 per cent.

Total 10 per cent.

Annual fixed charges $400,000.00

Annual operating expense at $8.00 per kw 240,000.00

Total cost of power $640,000.00

The Electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

(4) Transmission Lines:

This installation has demonstrated that the transmission of railway

electric power over long distances is efficient, economical and reliable at

110,000 volts.

The multiple feed points at which the power company's separate lines

connect to the railways lines are desirable, because

:

(a) They secure for the railway the advantages of duplicate trans-

mission lines with the actual construction of a single line.

(b) They permit the use of the railway's line for transferring power

between the power company's lines.

Cedar pole construction with treated butts ("H") frames for the power

company and single poles for the railway under Montana conditions is

reliable and more economical than steel towers, both in first cost and

annual charges.

No. 2/0 (six stranded copper wire with hemp core or equivalent

diameter) is the minimum size of cable for avoiding corona losses at

110,000 volts in this climate at these altitudes.

The satisfactory lightning protection is obtained by the use of light-

ning arresters at the power houses and sub-stations with a ground wire

along the transmission line.

The minimum spacing of the conductors is nine feet apart for 110,000

volts and has proved adequate.

Adjusting the tension in the conductors so that at 0° Fahrenheit with

j4-inch sleet coating and wind pressure of 3j^ lbs. per square foot, the

stress will be slightly below the elastic limit, produces a satisfactory con-

struction in this territory.

Transposition of telephone wires every one-half mile and of the rail-

road dispatching telephone wires every 900 feet, without transposition of

paralleling power wires, gives adequate correction of interference.

It is practicable to employ short cuts for railway transmission lines

by leaving the right-of-way where track curvature is great.

Sectionalization of power company's lines by switching stations

located 15 miles apart provides for rapid location and correction of line

failures.

The sectionalization secured on the railway company's transmission

line by looping it through sub-stations (spaced approximately 32 miles) is

sufficient.
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Treatment of pole butts for 8 feet by boiling in creosote, which is

allowed to cool before the poles are removed, has been found advan-

tageous and gives about 15 years of life.

(5) Sub-stations: Buildings and Apparatus:

There are fourteen sub-stations on the 440 miles of road comprising

the present electric zone of the C. M. & St. P. Ry^ The location and

equipment of each is given in the following table

:

C. M & ST. P. RY.—LOCATION AND EQUIPMENT OP SUB-STATIONS
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2300 volts for the synchronous motors forming part of the motor gener-

ator sets. There is a three phase transformer for each motor generator

unit. These transformers are connected to the 110,000 volt lines or bus

by means of oil switches, and to the synchronous motors of the motor

generator sets by double throw oil switches. One position of these latter

switches is for starting the sets and the other is the running position.

The motor generator sets consist of three units, a synchronous motor

in the middle direct connected to and driving two direct current gener-

ators, one each side of the synchronous motor. Each generator is designed

to give 1500 volt direct current and the two generators are connected in

series to give 3000 volts for the trolley.

The fields of the s3nchronous motor are excited from a direct con-

nected exciter on one end of the set and the fields of the direct current

generators by an exciter on the other end of the set.

The direct current generators are connected to the trolley bus by

means of air break switches and automatic circuit breakers mounted

above the switchboard panels. There is a switch and circuit breaker for

each unit and also for each feeder, of which there are generally two, one

running east and one west, tapping into the trolley about every 1000 feet.

In addition to the circuit breakers on the switchboard there is also a

special high speed circuit breaker in the negative return circuit which

inserts a resistance in circuit when it opens, thereby reducing the current

in the circuit before the main switchboard breakers open, thus preventing

arc overs and burning of contact points.

Contact making wattmeters, motor operated rheostats, relays, etc.,

forming part of the power limiting system described elsewhere, are

located in the motor generator room of the sub-stations. Likewise space

is provided in motor generator room for the 4400 volt signal transformers.

(8) Lightning Protection:

The high tension transmission lines are protected by one electrolytic

lightning arrester per sub-station connected to the high tension bus. A
similar type of arrester is used for each positive generator and feeder

conductor and the same thing applies to the locomotives, but there are

no other arresters on the trolley line. The supplemental ground feeder

which is carried on the trolley poles above the trolley affords protection

from lightning disturbances.

(9) Catenary Suspension for the Working Conductor:

The messenger is one-half inch diameter galvanized high strength

steel seven strand cable supported on bracket type of construction by

means of a porcelain insulator mounted on a metal pin attached to upper

side of bracket. In span construction the messenger is attached to the

span wires, which are insulated from the poles by means of two insul-

ators in series on each side, between the pole and the nearest messenger

and trolley wire. The two 4/0 hard drawn, copper trolley wires, located
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side by side, arc supported from messenger by means of hangers of

different lengths alternately attached to either trolley wire every seven

and one-half feet.

(10) Working Conductors:

The working conductors are normally continuous from one sub-

station to the other. The positive conductors consist of one 500,000 cir.

mils copper feeder cable, two 4/0 trolley wires and one J^-inch steel

messenger cable above described. On heavy mountain grades, or about 15

per cent, of the line, an additional 500,000 cir. mils or 700,000 cir. mils

cable is used. The supplement feeder is tapped to the trolley wires at

intervals of 1000 feet.

(11) Sectionalizing Switches:

The feeder and working conductor wires are sectionalized at the

beginning and end of every passing track by means of section switches of

standard type mounted on poles. These switches are normally kept in a

closed position. In case of line trouble, however, they are used to isolate

the short sections in trouble until such time as repairs can be made.

(12) Return Circuit:

The return circuit consists of 85 or 90 lb. track rails with joints

bonded in the usual manner and an auxiliary 4/0 A. w. g. copper strand

cable attached to the poles above the other wires and serving also as a

ground wire. This auxiliary feeder is connected to the reactance bonds

about every 8000 feet. It is of advantage not only from the standpoint of

supplementing the return circuit but also in the interest of safety, in that

it serves as a temporary shunt circuit to the rails in case of defective

bonds or other failures in the rail circuits. In addition, it affords

requisite protection against lightning, as there are no lightning arresters

on the line between sub-stations. Both rails of main line track are

bonded and also one rail of side tracks. One 250,000 cir. mils bond per

joint is used except where mountain grades exceed 1 per cent., when an

additional bond of the same capacity is used at each joint. Aside from
the reactance bonds, which are installed for the signaling system, no

cross bonds are used.

(13) Drop in Potential:

The maximum voltage drop is dependent upon the load and at times

amounts to approximately 600 volts. The average drop is much less.

(14) Maintenance and Emergency Crews:

The overhead construction in the electrified territory (438 miles) is

maintained by a force of 3 crews located at different points on the line

and provided with work trains. There are 10 men in each crew^ as

follows

:
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1 foreman
2 linemen
1 groundman

.1 engineman
1 fireman
1 conductor
2 brakemen

Two men are assigned to the testing of rail bonds. The regular mainten-

ance and renewal of bonds is taken care of by the track section gangs.

(15) Special Features:

In general the construction of the distribution lii.^ does not differ

materially from that of other direct current electric traction and trolley

Hnes throughout the country aside from certain special features, as

follows

:

(a) Catenary construction, with two trolley wires hanging side by

side and supported by messengers.

(b) Higher direct current voltage.

(c) Joint use of ground wire and supplemental return circuit.

The introduction of two trolley contact wires which hang side by

side and are alternately supported from the messenger by means of hang-

ers every seven and a half feet is a new arrangement. The second trolley

conductor has the effect of increasing the area of contact with the loco-

motive pantagraph shoe approximately 100 per cent, and the method of

staggering the supporting hangers insures continuity of contact.

Both trolley wires serve as part of the positive feeders and together

with the messenger cable are tapped to the supplement feeder attached

to the supporting structure every 1,000 feet so that the increased area of

contact and flexibility is obtained without detriment from the standpoint

of strength and conductivity.

The voltage of the trolley (3,000 volts) is higher than that formerly

used for direct current distribution. This feature, coupled with the

double trolley wire and twin shoes on the pantagraph, has eliminated the

sparking at the point of contact.

The introduction of the high voltage d-c. trolley permits of greater

separation of power sub-stations than would be the case with lines of

lower voltage.

(16) Passenger and Freight Locomotives:

The electric locomotives for passenger and freight service on the

electric zone are of identical design, except that the passenger locomo-

tives are equipped with oil fired flash boilers, oil and water tanks, etc.,

for heating coaches and are geared for higher speed than the freight loco-

motives. The complete locomotive is composed of two half units, each

unit consisting of a cab mounted on two driving trucks. The frame of

one truck is extended and carries the center pin for the guiding truck

and the draft rigging. The figure shows an outline of one unit of a

passenger locomotive and the location of apparatus in the cab.
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Fig. 1.

—

Principal Types Steam and Electric Locomotives, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
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(17) Switching Locomotives:

All the weight—70 tons—is on the drivers. The motors are geared

to the driving axles by single gears. There are two master controllers

in the control cab so that engineers may use either position when operat-

ing in yards. Many of the parts of these locomotives, such as air com-

pressor, small switches, headlights, etc., are interchangeable with the same

parts on the main locomotives.

(18) Signal System:

A complete description of this signal installation will be found in the

Railway Signal Engineer of September, 1917, Volume 10, No. 9, pages 256

to 262, inclusive.

The t}-pe of trolley pole construction prohibited the use of upper or

lower right-hand quadrant semaphore signals, as either of these types

would have been obstructed from view by the poles. It was necessary, there-

fore, to install either upper or lower left-hand quadrant signals or light

signals. On account of the simplicity of construction and operation of

the light type of signals which eliminated all moving parts, the light type

was installed.

The initial cost of an a-c. signal installation for electric traction will

exceed an equivalent signal installation of direct current by approxi-

mately 35 per cent, when the overhead structure is available for the sup-

port of the necessary signal conductors.

In general the operation cost will be considerably less in an a-c. light

signal installation than in a direct current semaphore installation, mainly

because of the economy in the use of a-c. power as against d-c power,

which is due, first, to the lower cost of a-c. power as compared with

d-c. power, and second, on account of the large decrease in the labor

charges in handling the a-c. as against the d-c.

Climatic and other conditions being favorable, the simplicity in the

apparatus of an a-c. signal system, particularly when the light type of

signal is used, permits of assigning much longer sections to a given

maintenance force than is possible in the d-c. systems, resulting in a

marked decrease in maintenance costs.

(19) Electrical Interference:

There has been no marked interference in the talking system by the

propulsion system. The Engineers of the A. T. & T. Company have

made some study on the ground and found slight interference from so-

called tooth-ripples of some thirteen hundred cycles. Experiments have

indicated that the installation of resonant shunts in the sub-stations will

remove the trouble.

The Telephone Company offered no further specific complaint. It

was indicated that they would desire transposition in the 110,000 volt line.

The railway desires specific cases of interference and information to show
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that transpositions will remove any interference alleged to exist which is

the present status.

(20) Safety Appliances:

The usual "Danger" signs were placed in conspicuous places in the

locomotives, in sub-stations, power stations and on some poles of the

transmission line. "Danger" signs are placed on the tops of the locomo-

tives near the ladders. Instructions to cover resuscitation of the person

shocked were posted in conspicuous places in the locomotives and in sub-

stations and power stations.

High tension contact points in the locomotives were all enclosed, and

in some cases, in addition to the doors giving access to high tension con-

tact points, switches were so placed that they would have to be thrown

to cut off the power before access was given. A special set of instruc-

tions cautioning the employes in handling the apparatus was posted in

every locomotive cab. Access to brushes of some motors and generators

was given through spring doors only.

All high tension contact points in the sub-stations were either out of

normal reach or inclosed. Some machines were protected with wire

cages with access through doors only.

All high tension contact points in the power stations were either out

of normal reach or inclosed. Special "Danger" tags with complete infor-

mation relative to time of disconnecting and with authority for same were

placed on control board switches opened for some particular purpose.

In closing the switch, tag record covering time of closing and authority

for same was entered on the tag and the tag was then filed.

A large part of the maintenance work on the trolley wire was handled

with properly insulated cars and without cutting off power. In working

on dead trolley sections, the dead section was grounded to give protec-

tion should the power be put on without authority.

Specific information as to accidents which had occurred was not

available, but it was stated that but one employe had been killed, and this

through disobedience of orders. It is further stated that no passengers

had been injured, but that some trespassers had met with accidents due to

attempting to ride the tops of the locomotives.

(21) Changes in Track Arrangement:

No particular changes were necessary on account of the introduc-

tion of electrification in the arrangement of buildings or tracks, but the

fact that two electric locomotives could handle a 2800 ton train necessi-

tated the lengthening of all the passing tracks to 1000 feet each. On
the .4 per cent grades 5000 ton trains arc handled.

(22) Discarded Steam Equipment and Property, Etc.:

In the case of this electrification, the discarded steam equipment and

property was of comparatively small importance, on account of the

ability to transfer the 112 steam locomotives to other divisions where

they filled existing deficiencies. It was not possible to discard any mate-
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rial portion of the old shops on account of the necessity of overhauling

steam equipment there. The consolidation of the four operating districts

into two dispensed with two complete engine terminals and several water

stations where pumping had been resorted to. The gravity water stations

have been retained and engine terminals have not been entirely dis-

mantled. Fuel stations have also been abandoned and demoHshed.

(23) Power Indicating and Limiting Equipment:
Under the terms of their contract with the Montana Power Com-

pany, the railway considered it necessary to install a power indicat-

ing and limiting system in order to automatically prevent excessive

peak demands for power and as guide for the train dispatcher. This

system is now in operation over the 220 miles of the Rocky Mountain

Division where there are five feeding in points with the Montana Power
Company. The system was designed and installed to accomplish the fol-

lowing results

:

(1) Indicate the total power (kilowatts).

(2) Record the total power on curve-drawing watthour meter sup-

plied by the Power Company.

(3) System to automatically take care of certain amount of power
(specified by railway) returned to power company s lines due
to regenerative braking features on the locomotive.

(4) Protect each substation against excessive overloads.

(5) Limit total power demand on the power company to an adjust-

able predetermined amount.

(6) Reduce the direct current voltage of the substation when load
exceeded the peak limit decided upon, reducing the voltage of

the sub-stations with greatest load first, following with sub-

stations with less load. Sub-stations with less than half load

or some predetermined load not to be affected. At present

the system is so connected that the voltage of all sub-.stations

is reduced simultaneously so as to get the benefit of as much
reduction as possible under any given load conditions.

(7) Manual means by which the total resistance of the pilot wire
circuit could be easily and instantly adjusted at the dis-

patcher's office to compensate for variations in resistance due
to temperature changes.

(8) Accomplish the purpose outlined above with power supplied to

railway's 100,000 volt transmission line at five feeding in

points distributed along the 200-mile division.

(24) Apparatus:

The power limiting and indicating system is composed of two parts,

one part consisting of apparatus located in the dispatcher's office and the

other part of apparatus in the sub-stations. The two parts are connected

by a metallic circuit or pilot wires.

The function of the apparatus in the sub-stations is to measure the

power input to the motor generator sets and also the amount of power

regenerated. This feature is accomplished by contact making wattmeters,
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which cut in and out resistance in the pilot wire circuit (the greater the

power delivered by the Power Company the greater the resistance cut in

the circuit). There is a contact making wattmeter in each of the five

substations which are connected directly with the Montana Power Com-
pany's lines and the resistances which these meters control are all in

series so that the total resistance inserted in the pilot wire circuit is a

measure of the total kilowatt delivered to the system.

A small motor generator set in the dispatcher's office energizes the

pilot wire circuit and by means of a Tirrel regulator constant voltage can

be held across the pilot wires for any setting desired. The current in the

pilot wire will vary whenever the contact making wattmeters cut re-

sistance in and out of the pilot wire circuit. Hence by properly calibrat-

ing the instruments which are direct current ammeters the variations of

the current in the pilot wire can be made to indicate kilowatts. One of

the instruments is an indicating meter which can be seen from the dis-

patcher's desk and the other is a recording meter which uses the tapalog

principle to give a graphic record of the power input to the Rocky Moun-
tain Division.

In addition to the contact making wattmeters in the substation there

is a relay for each motor generator set ; these relays make contact when
the current in the pilot wire drops to .237 amperes. When these relays

make contact a motor driven rheostat cuts resistance in the fields of the

direct current generators and lowers the voltage of the trolley, slows

down the trains and thereby limits the power taken. The maximum volt-

age reduction which can be obtained in this manner is 30 per cent, or a

trolley voltage of 2100. Further reduction if necessary is obtained

through instructions to freight enginemen to notch back into series when-

ever very low voltage is indicated by the voltmeter in each locomotive

cab.

The method used in adjusting for various peak loads at which these

relays make contact and limit the power is by raising the voltage across

the pilot wire. The higher the voltage across the pilot wire the greater

the resistance which has to be inserted to bring the current in the pilot

wire below .237 amperes at which point the relays make contact, or, in

other words, it requires more kilowatts to increase the resistance in the

pilot wire to a point where the relays cut in and start the motor operated

rheostats in circuit with the generator fields.

In order that the wattmeters will indicate the correct power input

regardless of the voltage on the pilot wire there is an adjusting resistance

for the meters which is interlocked with the rheostat controlling voltage

regulator.

The pilot wire circuit is calibrated daily to compensate for tempera-

ture changes. This is accomplished by reversing the current in the pilot

wire, thereby short circuiting the wattmeter resistances in the substa-

tions by means of reverse current relays and then adjusting the resistance

of the pilot wire circuit to 2000 ohms ; that is, with 1200 volts across the
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pilot wires adjust the resistance so that .6 amperes will be read on the

switchboard meter. There is an adjustable rheostat on the switchboard

in the dispatcher's office for this purpose.

(25) Results of Preliminary Operation:

The amount of power transferred between Power Company's line

over the railway's, transmission line often exceeded capacity limits

provided.

With present service and somewhat low setting of protective relays

and circuit breakers in substations, advantage could not be taken of the

three times load limiting device designed to maintain constant load above

this point and, for the present, this equipment is not used.

In order to obtain maximum possible peak reduction, selective coil on

contact-making ammeter relay was disconnected and half load limit re-

moved.

The following modifications have been made: On the Rocky
Mountain Division with five feeding in points there was an unavoidable

transfer of large blocks of power over the railway company's transmis-

sion line, hence it was decided to operate the contact making wattmeters

originall}' controlled by current transformers in the incoming lines of the

Power Company' to transformers in the motor generator circuits and

arbitrarily allow for losses in the step down transformers. The device

would thus be unaffected by transfer of power which came in over the

Railway Company's lines and left over the Power Company's lines, but

corrected for power regenerated by trains and returned to Power Com-
pany's lines.

Three times load limit removed temporarily.

Selective equipment and underload limit removed for the present.

(26) Power Saved:

The power indicating and limiting system is as yet in operation only

on the Rocky Mountain Division. Operation of this system on the Mis-

soula Division, power for which is supplied under a separate contract,

will probably commence with the beginning of the new year. Inasmuch

as the minimum cost of power to the railway company is based on the

maximum demand, it is evident that with the 30 per cent, reduction ob-

tainable as above referred to a very great saving in the cost of power
results to the railroad. The system was put into operation about the

beginning of July, 1918, with a kilowatt setting of approximately 12,000.

On April 1, 1919, this setting was increased to 14,000 kilowatts. Without

the limiting feature of the power indicating and limiting systems, the de-

mand would probably run to not less than 20,000 kilowatts.

(27) New Duties of the Train Dispatcher:

In order to obtain a favoraljle contract for electric power the maxi-

mum demand for power must be kept as low as it is practical to make it.

For this reason a, power indicating and limiting equipment is required

for the purpose of indicating to the dispatcher the amount of power
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taken, and also for limiting the power to a predetermined amount. By
the aid of this equipment the dispatcher regulates the dispatching of

trains so as to avoid exceeding the predetermined amount of power

agreed upon by the railway company and the power company. That is,

the dispatcher sees to it that trains are not dispatched in a way that two

or more trains are ascending the heavy grades at the same time, but will

endeavor to dispatch them in a manner that permits one train to ascend

the heavy grades while another is going down. Should the dispatcher err

in this respect then the power limiting feature comes into play and auto-

matically limits the power by slowing up the trains. A chart showing the

power required for trains of different tonnage at all points on the district

is posted in the Train Dispatcher's office to enable him to become familiar

with the loads so that he can handle them promptly and provide the

proper intervals between trains so as to avoid bringing the power limiting

features into play. The higher the power limiting feature is set the easier

it is to dispatch trains, but the power costs are correspondingly increased.

The lower the power limiting feature is set the more difficult it becomes

to dispatch trains in a manner which will prevent the slowing down of

trains and running into overtime for the crews. Thus it becomes the

duty of the train dispatcher to keep in mind not only the train move-

ments, but also to regulate movements so that the power costs and over-

time of crews will be a minimum. With a little study of train operations

and a little practice the dispatchers are able to adjust the train movements
to the needs of the service.

(28) Capital Cost:

The table below gives a condensed grouping of items which are" in-

cluded in the capital cost of the electrification.

Items Included in Capital Cost of Electrification.

440 miles first track electrification on wood poles.

147 miles other tracks, passing sidings, yards and spurs.

587 miles track bonding.
371 miles single conductor in three phase 100,000 volt transmission

line.

14 sub-stations aggregate capacity 59,500 kw.
Engineering, signals, miscellaneous, etc.

Total (approximately) $7,250,000
12—300-ton electric passenger locomotives.
30—288-ton electric freight locomotives.
*3— 70-ton electric switching locomotives.

*45 Total electric locomotives (approximately) $5,500,000
Less value of steam equipment replaced (estimated) 2,500,000

Additional capital cost, account electrification $10,250,000

m

* Includes one 50-ton, 1500-volt locomotive at Great Falls not part
of main line electrification.
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The above capital cost covers a plant which is handling a greater ton-

nage than was previously handled by steam locomotives and the indica-

tions are that there is margin in the equipment supplied to handle a still

greater tonnage.

STEAM LOCOMOTIVES REPLACED BY ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
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necessitate a very careful study of previous steam operation, supple-

mented by many assumptions as regards what might be done in case of

steam operation, such as improvements in operating methods, possible

changes in grade, double tracking, etc.

(29) Comparative Operating Results:

Mr. B. Beeuwkcs, Electrical Engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, in his paper before the New York Railroad Club,

March, 1917, compares three months' steam operation with three months'

electric operation before the power limiting and indicating device was in-

stalled. The following table is abstracted from Mr. Beeuwkes' paper:

COMPARISON STEAM AND ELECTRIC OPERATION FREIGHT

1,000 ton miles
Train miles
Ton mi. train mi

Total time hrs
No. of trains
Hrs. per train

Mins. per 1 ,000 T. miles.

OCTOBER

Steam Elect

98,512
60,666
1,625

6,094

535
11.29

3,70

125,522

65,400
1,9?0

5,022
585

8.59
2.40

NOVEMBER

Steam Elect

93,228
58,014

1,605

5,946
523

11.26
3.83

130,848

63,299
2,070

5,084

583
8.72
2.23

DECEMBER

Steam Elect.

91,122
58,257

1,563

5,785
526

10.99
3.81

107,717
57,311

1,880

4,429
543
8.16
2.47

TOTAL

Steam Elect

282,862
176,937

1,600

17,825

1,584
11.25
3.78

364,087
186,010

1,960

14,535
1,711

8.50
2.39

For the same tonnage hauled over the Rocky Mountain Division elec-

tric operation has eflfected a reduction of 22.5 per cent, in the number of

trains, 24.5 per cent, in the average time per train and has improved

operating conditions so that nearly 30 per cent, more tonnage can be

handled by electric operation in about 80 per cent, of the time it formerly

took to handle the lesser tonnage by steam operation. This means a val-

uable increase in the single track capacity of the line.

Comparative Operating Expenses: In January, 1917, the Government
took over the operation of the railroads and the Adamson Eight-Hour

Law went into efifect. Later new wage scales were allowed the shop

forces, trackmen, etc., and prices for materials and supplies were con-

tinually being adjusted. As a result of these conditions any comparison

of present electric operating costs with steam prior to January 1, 1917, is

subject to very considerable corrections to bring the steam expense to the

same basis of costs as the electric. The corrections are so numerous and

subject to so many interpretations that the real facts cannot be made
sure of at the present time. It is possible, however, to obtain from the

annual operating statements certain operating costs which in many cases

may serve as a guide in forecasting what economies may be obtained by

the substitution of electric operation for steam. For this purpose the

following table was compiled

:
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ELECTRICAL OPERATINQ COSTS

From Annual Reports to Stockholders

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND
STRUCTURES

Power Substation buildings
Power transmission systems
Power distribution systems
Power lines poles and fixtures ;

MAINTENANCEOFEQUIPMENT
Power Substation Apparatus
Other locomotive repairs
Other locomotive depreciation

TRANSPORTATION
•Yard switching power produced
•Train power produced
Yard switching power purchased ....

Train power purchased

Yard motormen
Train motormen

1917
12 months

S 468.64
1,000.68

81,944.74
14,572.92

$ 10,034.37
220,525.76
77,134.23

S 233.83
49,402.15
8,321.86

544,224.25

S 16,007.63
262,177.75

1918
12 months

$ 622.38
4,265.44
73,277.70
20,810.72

$ 25,914.23
236,906.35
85,208.51

$ 94,580.46
12,230.88

683,997.96

S 23,084.87
346,260.32

AVERAGES PER YEAR
1917 and 1918

$39.00 per substation.
$7.10 per mi. trans, line.

$134.00 per mi. track.
$40.20 per route mile (440).

$1,28 1 . per substation.
0.1023 per loco. mile.
0.0363 per loco. mile.

$5,151. per substation.

•Sum of these two items represents mainly substation attendance.

The Effect of Electric Operation on Track and Rails: The consen-

sus of opinion of the Roadmasters and Superintendents on the electrified

zone is that there is no more slipping of the locomotive wheels on the

rail and consequently no more damage to the top of the rail under elec-

tric operation than there is with steam locomotives. It has not been

found that there is any greater tendency for the rails to creep on account

of regenerative braking on descending grades than there was under the

braking action of steam locomotives. No case has been found where elec-

tric locomotives moving at a high rate of speed have tended to di.splace

the rail on the ties or the ties in the ballast. Roadmasters agree that the

electric locomotive is easier on the track than steam locomotives because

of the less rigid construction. It is stated that the flange wear on curves

under electric operation is actually less than under steam operation for

the reason that the electric locomotives are less rigid in their wheel ar-

rangement than the steam locomotive. On curves the outer rails are

elevated for thirty miles per hour on mountain grades and for forty-five

miles per hour for valley territories. On the Rocky Mountain and Mis-

soula Divisions the mountain grade superelevation is one-half of one inch

to one degree of curvature with a maximum of three inches. On other

curves the superelevation is one inch per degree with a maximum of

three and one-half inches.

(30) Relation of Electric Power Consumption to Coal Consumed:

The following figures are obtained from Mr. Beeuwkes' paper, the

coal consumption being for October, November and December, 1915, and

the electric energy consumption for the corresponding months of 1916.
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Appendix E

(ITEM 7) ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE

A. H. Armstrong, Chairman; J. B. Savage,

H. K. LowRY, Vice-Chairman; M. Schreiber,

R. H. Ford, F. E. Wynne.
Sub-Committee.

(1) Electrical Interference with Communication Circuits by Electric

Railway Propulsion Currents:

It is recognized that electric railway propulsion currents flowing

through an overhead trolley with its supplementary feeders and complet-

ing the circuit through the track rails and ground return may cause inter-

ference with the operation of neighboring telephone and telegraph cir-

cuits, unless proper steps are taken to minimize such interference. It is

the purpose of this report to briefly outline the magnitude of this problem

and the reasonable safeguards that may be employed to minimize the

trouble.

The Committee has no record of any existing interference of a serious

nature with communication circuits by direct propulsion currents carried

through a third rail and track return, and will therefore eliminate direct

current third rail construction from the discussion, which will be con-

fined to the effect of propulsion currents traversing a circuit comprising

an overhead trolley and track return. This report does not include the

subject of interference from transmission lines.

There are two general types of current employed for the propulsion

of electric railway motors, alternating and direct, and the passage of such

currents over the secondary or trolley circuits is so different in its effect

on neighboring telephone and telegraph circuits that it is necessary to

treat each as a separate problem.

(2) Alternating Current Interference:

Alternating current trolley wires carry either single phase or three

phase current; in the latter case two overhead conductors are used in

connection with the track return. The problem of interference of alter-

nating currents with neighboring circuits is essentially the same in each

case, requiring the same corrective measures, and in this report reference

to alternating current trolley circuits will embrace all forms of overhead

construction carrying either single phase or three phase current.

The interference with neighboring telephone and telegraph lines,

caused by alternating current traversing an overhead trolley conductor

with track return, may be serious without the introduction of devices or

measures which will minimize its magnitude. This interference may be

caused partly by the static charge induced on neighboring conductors by

reason of the high voltage (11,000 to 15,000 volts) usually employed on

alternating current trolleys, but is chiefly due to the magnetic effect of the

alternating current flowing in the trolley-track circuit. The most severe

272
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of these disturbances are set up at times of abnormal conditions, such as

extreme over-loads or short-circuits.

Inductive disturbance of alternating propulsion currents extends

bej-ond the immediate vicinity of the railroad right-of-way, due to the

fact that the track rails carry only a part of the return current and the

distance between the overhead trolley and the equivalent ground center

of the return circuit is much greater than the physical spacing of 18 to

24 ft. from trolley to rails. Experience gained in about 14 years of alter-

nating current railway development has shown the desirability of adopting

certain forms of construction which are known to minimize interference

with neighboring circuits. Below is given a brief summary of corrective

measures that are in use

:

Measures That Are Employed to Minimise Telephone and Telegraph

Interference by Alternating Propulsion Currents.

1. Neutralizing transformers in telegraph circuits.

2. Combination of coils and condensers commonly known as "re-

sonant shunts" in telegraph circuits.

3. Balance and insulation of telephone circuits.

4. Frequent transformer substations feeding trolley and feeders in

multiple.

5. Avoidance of stub end feed.

6. Sectionalization of propulsion circuits.

7. Auto-transformers, distribution system as installed on the N. Y.
N. H. & H. R. R.

8. Track booster transformers.
9. Current limiting reactors.

10. Increase the separation of telephone and telegraph wires from
the propulsion circuits.

All of the above measures and devices are now employed, some with

greater degree of success than others. Placing telephone and telegraph

wires in lead covered cables eliminates static voltages in communication

wires but only slightly reduces magnetically induced voltages.

The situation as regards alternating current interference with neigh-

boring communication circuits is summed up by H. S. Warren, of the

A. T. & T. Co., in his paper of April 8, 1918, before the A. I. E. E. as

follows

:

"It may be said in conclusion that means are now known whereby,
alternating railway currents can be kept sufficiently within control, except
under abnormal conditions, to prevent substantial interference to neigh-
boring communication lines, although the application of such means to the

extent necessary to produce satisfactory results may involve considerable
expense.

"Even under abnormal conditions the interference can be greatly

reduced by the application of suitable measures, but in some cases there

still remains the problem of obtaining a sufficient reduction of interference

without incurring a cost which the railroad companies consider excessive."

(3) Direct Current Interference:

Interference by direct current propulsion circuits with neighboring

telephone circuits may be occasioned by ripples caused by tooth harmonics,

(10)
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and a further source of disturbance may be due to the short circuits inevi-

table in electric railway practice. Tooth harmonics may be minimized and

practically eliminated by proper machine design in new installations and

by the introduction of resonant shunts in the sub-stations of existing

installations in instances where tooth harmonics are found to have any

appreciable effect on neighboring telephone circuits.

The effect of direct current short circuits may be greatly reduced by

the introduction of high speed circuit breakers now developed to operate

with extreme rapidity and introduce a current limiting resistance before

the current has had time to reach its full short circuit value. Another

source of disturbance is the shifting of the earth potential due to exces-

sive voltage drop in the rail circuit.

Tests were made upon the electrified lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railway for the French Electrification Commission the early

part of this year, at which representatives of that railroad, American

T. & T. Co. and Western Union Co. were present. These tests were made
over a single electrified track extending 169 miles and the effects with

normal operation and short circuit conditions were noted on the telephone

and telegraph circuits paralleling the 3000 volt direct current trolley

throughout its entire length.

In summarizing the results of this test, it can be definitely stated that

there was no interference with the regular operation of the Helena-

Spokane double multiplex printing telegraph circuit by reason of its being

routed and parallel to and directly on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway right-of-way for a distance of 169 miles, either from the normal

operation of the electrified railroad system or from the application of

short circuits to the system.

Measures That Are Employed to Minimize Telephone and Telegraph

Interference by Direct Propulsion Currents.

1. Resonant shunts in existing substations when tooth ripples are
sufficiently pronounced to cause interference.

2. Generators designed to give negligible tooth harmonics,
3. High-speed circuit breakers.
4. Reduce track circuit voltage drop.

5. Balance and insulation of telephone circuits.

In summarizing the effect of direct propulsion current, upon neigh-

boring communication circuits, it may be stated in general that when such

of the above means as are necessary are carefully applied no serious

interference is noted.
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(ITEM 8) NATIONAL SAFETY CODES
R. D. Coombs, Chairman; Edwin B. Katte,

H. M, Bassett, J. R. Savage,

Sub-Committee.

The Committee was directed to cooperate with the United States

Bureau of Standards in the preparation of the National Electrical Safety

Code and other safety codes of similar character. The United States

Bureau of Standards prior to this report has held' no meetings for this

purpose since the 1919 Convention, but has circularized for criticism two

sections of the National Electrical Safety Code, and your Committee has

commented thereon as follows

:

National Electrical Safety Code

Part 1 : Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Electrical Supply

Stations and Equipment (letter of October 4th, 1919) :

(1) General: These rules for the installation and maintenance of

electrical supply stations and equipment are written, part in the form of

specifications, part as suggestions and part as information ; we would

recommend that the rules be written in the form of specifications.

(2) Section io8, Fire Fighting Apparatus: (b) Oil Gutters:

"Galleries or rooms containing oil switches or other apparatus holding an

appreciable amount of oil shall be provided with one or more oil gutters,

etc." It has not been our experience that oil switches contain a sufficient

amount of oil or that any action thereof make oil gutters necessary, and

would suggest a rewording of this section as follows

:

"Galleries or rooms containing oil filled transformers or other appar-

atus holding an appreciable amount of oil shall be provided with one or

more oil gutters, as may be necessary, and the floor shall be drained

towards these gutters, or that some other means for preventing the spread-

ing of oil shall be provided."

The last sentence is suggested to permit the construction of dams to

confine the oil within small areas when no convenient means for drainage

are available. This will agiee with similar provisions in Sections 144 and

161-C.

(3) Section iig, Generators and Motors: (b) "Generators and

motors shall each be provided with name plates giving the maker's name,

rating, normal full load, speed and voltage." Suggest note stating that

rating shall be in accordance with the standardization rules of the A.I.E.E.

(4) Section 126, Motors: (a) Suggest title be changed to read,

"Wiring of Motors of 750 Volts or Less," thus making the title agree with

the text.

Section g: Rules Covering the Method of Protective Grounding of

Circuits, Equipment, and Lightning Arresters for Stations, Lines and

Utilization Equipment (letter of October 31st, 1919).
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Rule pd. Ground Resistance: Suggest rewording as follows: "Ground

connections should be as short and straight as practicable and have no

short bends."

Section 95-(a): Suggest the following wording: "Ground connection

to metallic piping system should be made immediately inside the build-

ing walls to permit accessibility for inspection and test, and on the street

side of the water meter."

Section 95-(d), Artificial Grounds: Recommend that the size of the

ground plate be increased and that it be surrounded with six inches of

charcoal.

In other respects, we believe that the amendments materially improve

the text of Section 9.

Industrial Safety Codes

A conference on Industrial Safety Codes was held at the Bureau of

Standards on January IS, 1919, at which the best method of procedure in

formulating such codes was considered and plans made for the cooper-

ation of all organizations concerned therewith. A committee appointed at

this conference and consisting of Messrs. C. A. Adams, H. W. Forster

and E. B. Rosa made a report on April 15, 1919, which was printed and

distributed to all those attending the conference. This report gave a

summary of the proceedings of the conference and submitted two plans,

designated as Plan A and Plan B, for future procedure in the formulation

of the Industrial Safety Codes.

Plan A consisted of the preparation of safety codes under the leader-

ship of the Bureau of Standards with the cooperative effort of all inter-

ested organizations and under the general supervision of a large and rep-

resentative conference committee.

Plan B consisted in the preparation of the safety codes and other

standards by appropriate sponsor bodies, but under the auspices and pro-

cedure of the American Engineering Standards Committee, as enlarged

under a revised Constitution. Since then the American Engineering

Standards Committee has approved a revised Constitution, and has sub-

mitted it to the five parent engineering societies and the three government

department members for ratification as provided in the old Constitution.

Although the American Engineering Standards Committee will continue

to be called a committee, and not an association, as was first proposed,

the revised Constitution provides for the enlargement of its membership

and sets forth the procedure by which other national organizations may
join it. It is understood that a number of such associations will apply

for membership at an early date. Further information concerning the

conditions under which national associations may join and the annual

dues which are paid by member bodies may be obtained by addressing

the Acting Secretary, Mr. C. B. LePage, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street,

New York, N. Y.
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In conformity with the report of the Committee above referred to,

ballots were sent out for voting on Plan A or Plan B. Such ballots were

sent to a designated list of federal bureaus, state commissions, mynicipal

departments, technical associations, manufacturers' associations, utility

associations, associations of Government representatives, associations of

insurance interests, safety and labor organizations.

The result of this ballot was as follows, the voting being by organiza-

tions rather than by individual delegates : For Plan A, 25 votes were

cast; for Plan B, 60 votes. Of those voting for Plan A, less than one-

half indicated a likelihood of joining the Standards Committee in case its

reorganization is completed. Of those voting for Plan B, three-fourths

looked forward to joining the Committee. In other words, approximately

70 per cent, of the ballots cast favor Plan B and about 66 per cent, of the

organizations voting would expect to join the enlarged and reorganized

Standards Committee.

To further consider this matter and in order to make progress in the

cooperative work necessary to formulate Industrial Safety Codes, the

Bureau of Standards is calling another conference to be held in Wash-
ington probably on December 5, 1919. It is intended at that time to

consider the procedure which should be followed in further work on

safety codes and the cooperation that can be secured among the engineer-

ing societies, Government departments and other agencies that are actively

concerned with safety work.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIX—ON CONSERVATION
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

R. C. Young, Chairman; S. N. Williams, Vice-Chairman;

R. H. AiSHTON, E. E. King,

W. K. Barnard, William McNab,
C. B. Brown, W. F. Ogle,

Moses Burpee, J. L. Pickles,

C. H. FiSK, Committee.

To the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

The report of your Committee on Conservation of Natural Re-

sources consists of the following subjects:

(1) Reclamation of material.

(2) Tree planting.

(3) Conservation of human life and energy among engineering

employees.

(4) Rules for the prevention of the spread of forest and field

fires.

(5) Progress of conservation in Canada.

"Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest and Field

Fires" were formulated at the request of the United States Railroad

Administration, and have been approved by the American Railroad

Association.

Conclusions

1. That the reports on reclamation of material, tree-planting,

conservation of human life and energy, and progress in conservation

in Canada, be received as information.

2. That the "Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest

and Field Fires" be approved and published in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Conservation of Natural Resources,

R. C, Young, Chairman.
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RECLAMATION OF MATERIAL

Many roads have taken up the subject of reclamation of material

to such an extent as to erect shops equipped with special appliances

for working over at small cost much of the worn and damaged mate-

rial that formerly went into the scrap pile. They have found that

rails with split and battered ends can be sawed into shorter lengths

and used again on the main line; that worn and broken frogs and

crossings, switch points and rail ends can be built up and welded,

many of them in place, by means of the oxy-acetylene welding torch;

that worn and bent anglebars, heated in an oil furnace, and placed

in a die, can be swedged into their original sections by means of a

drop-hammer. Some roads have found that oiling track bolts at

regular intervals is an effective means for the conservation of labor

and material. By proper oiling the bolts can be kept tight, with the

result that there is a saving in labor and in wear on angle-bars and

rail ends. This practice allows a great many bolts to be reclaimed

during rail renewal that would otherwise find their way to the scrap

pile.

All scrap around the stations and yards should be picked up and

piled where it can be collected regularly. All train equipment such

as marker lamps, air hose, brake shoes, and car doors found along the

track should be shipped to the motive power department, where it

can be used again.

Steel bridges that have become too light for main line trafific may
in many cases be sufficiently strong to carry branch line trafific for

several years, while those replaced on the branch lines may be used

for interurban or highway service.

Many roads are finding the sawmill a useful agency in the con-

servation of timber. Old stringers that formerly were used for plat-

forms, runways, sidewalks, culverts, foundations, retaining walls and

back walls in pile and frame trestle bridges can be sawed so as to

recover a great deal of valuable lumber.

Much of the lumber that is being used for signs and crossings

might be conserved by substituting other materials more permanent
and in many cases no more expensive than wood. For example, an

old boiler flue encased in concrete at one end and flattened at the

other end to receive a 1/16-incli steel plate for the lettering or nota-

tion makes a very attractive sign where properly painted, and requires

very little expense to maintain. Public crossings could be made very

satisfactorily out of reinforced concrete slabs or out of crushed stone

or other ballast materials held in position by a bituminous binder.

Old buildings along the line that cannot serve any useful purpose
in their present location or elsewhere should b.e torn down and all
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of the material reclaimed and used where they can be made to serve

some useful purpose.

In many cases the old tics removed from the track can be utilized.

Some of them can be used for cribbing, some can be cut for fuel, and

some from the main track can be used over again in yard tracks and

sidings. Those intended for fuel can be disposed of to company
employees or to farmers adjoining the right-of-way, or they can be

used for engine fuel at division points, at water-stations, or at other

places along the line. None, however, should be burned if they can

possibly be used for any other purpose.

Pile-heads that in many cases were thrown away can now be

made to serve a useful purpose. The elm and maple pile-heads can

be sawed and turned into jack and cant-hook handles; oak pile-heads

can be sawed into center and ballast stakes; while cedar pile-heads

can be sawed into shingles.

There are always more or less odd-size timbers left over after the

construction of buildings. Instead of such lumber being allowed to

accumulate in the material yard from time to time it should be re-

sawed to such suitable dimensions as will allow it to be used at once.

On account of decay, or for other reasons, it frequently becomes
necessary to renew certain timbers in wooden structures, even though

only a very small portion of the member removed fails. If these are

properly sawed they can be used again for smaller pieces in the same
structure, or if this is not feasible they can be sent to the sawmill to

be worked into usable sizes for other purposes.

Reference is made to Vol. 19, page 1087, and Vol. 20, page 438,

for valuable discussions of this subject.

Reclamation of Timber

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming Railway Company reports results

of reclamation of timber by a portable sawmill at Marquette, Michigan,

as follows

:

"The L. S. & I. No. 1 ore dock was constructed and completed
for use in 1896 and was last used in 1913. The dock proper contained
approximately 4,200,000 ft. B.M. of timber, of which it was estimated
that 2,471,000 ft. would be usable after dismantling. The approach
was estimated to contain approximately 1,366,000 ft. of usable timber.

"Before deciding to build a mill and saw the lumber, -about 18

per cent, of the dock proper was dismantled and used for culvert and
bridge repairs. The cost of taking down the timber, clearing, and
taking out the bolts and spikes was about $7.65 per M. ft. of usable
timber, which includes the cost of the removal of the decayed timber
that could not be used.

"The usable timber above referred to could only be used for

inferior purposes, and it was found that it would not keep long in the
pile, but on account of being partly decayed would hold the moisture
and decay very rapidly.

"It was then decided that before we could use this amount of

timber upon our small railroad a large part of it would decay and be
wasted.
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"The sawmill machinery was purchased early in 1916, but on
account of slow delivery and shortage of help it was not installed

until the fall of the same year.

"The mill machinery consisted of:

"1—Right-hand Dixie 'E' single frame sawmill with an 18 ft.

carriage and rope drive. An extra 12 ft. trailer was provided for the
carriage to permit the handling of extra long timbers; the trailer has
never been used, however, as we have never had occasion to saw any
timber longer than 32 feet.

"2—60 inch solid tooth circular saws were provided at first, also 1

self-contained portable swinging cutoff saw attachment with 30-inch

circular saw complete with counter shaft and gears. This machinery
was to be driven by a 50 H.P. motor. The cost of the above mill ma-
chinery f.o.b. St. Louis was $598. The cost of the motor was $425.

"After operating for a short time we found that we did not have
sufficient power to operate the sawmill and the cutoff saw at once,
so a 10 H.P. motor was installed to drive the cutoff saw and do away
with the noisy gears. This motor cost $265.

"There was then purchased a complete saw grinding and ham-
mering outfit with a three H.P. motor to operate it This cost com-
plete $173.48. Also two extra 60-inch circular saws at a cost of $184

"The mill was set on a foundation of old bridge stringers and
lumber sawed to build the mill building and the filing room adjoining.
The summary of cost is as follows:

Machinery and motors $ 1,903.25

Labor installing, including sawing lumber for
mill, erecting mill building, etc., but no
charge for timber 787.36

Total cost of plant $ 2,690.61

"The report of operation is as follows

:

Labor dismantling, removing bolts, etc $12,324.09
Supplies 145.29
Switching ; 575.10

Fuel for derrick 265.75 $13,312.23

Usable timber recovered, 1,817,180 ft. BM.
Cost per M., $7.33.

Cost of sawing timber in mill, handling in

yard and loading on cars for shipment:

Supplies and repairs for mill $ 252.29
Labor 6,009.32
Electric power for mill 168.56 6,430.17

Lumber sawed, 1,130,070 ft. BM.
Cost per M., $5.69.

"In addition to this there is about 1,000,000 ft. still in the approach
not included in this statement.

"Cost of changes at mill, putting in side doors, etc., were charged
to cost of operating mill.

"Cost of operating could have been reduced if mill could have
been run continuously at full capacity.
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The reclamation shop is a frame building 25 feet wide by 270 feet

long. This plant was completed in 1918, when another ten-ton capac-

ity gantry crane was installed at an estimated cost of $60,000. This

plant consists of a 100-lb. hammer, two ISO-lb. power hammers, double

alligator shear, single alligator shear, bolt shear, rattler for cleaning

iron and steel, drill press, nut tapping machine, four electric welders,

four oxweld outfits, air-operated shear, air-operated punch.

The reclamation of material is handled through a committee con-

sisting of the Chief Engineer, chairman; Purchasing Agent, General

Mechanical Superintendent and General Storekeeper; with sub-com-

mittees on each operating division, consisting of the Division Engi-

neer, chairman; Master Mechanic and Division Storekeeper. These

sub-committees hold monthly meetings, at which time new items of

reclamations and progress are discussed, after which a report is made
to the General Committee.

It is also the duty of these sub-committees to see that scrap is

promptly collected and shipped to the plant, each division being

assigned a certain day or days during the month to ship scrap in

order to prevent overcrowding of the plant at Silvis. In addition to

supervising the handling of materials, they have done much toward

promoting the reclamation idea on their division, and encourage the

study which reclaimed ^laterials can be used for.

Such material as can be reclaimed on the various operating divi-

sions is reclaimed and used by that division, thereby avoiding the con-

gestion which would otherwise occur at Silvis.

Material is divided and sorted into three classes, viz.: scrap for

sale, material fit for further use, and material to be repaired for fur-

ther use. One factor in reclaiming material is that of safety, as every

item reclaimed is put in a perfect condition for all practical purposes.

Below is a list of a few of the things that are being done by the

reclamation plants:

1. Bolts and nut locks reclaimed during one month to the amount
of $599, at a total cost of $89; thereby effecting a saving of $510.

2. During one month 27,065 pounds of nuts of various sizes were
reclaimed by sorting carefully and re-tapping; net saving, $722.31.

3. Reclaimed 190 car roofs at $4.94 each, as against $35 new,
saving, $5,711.40.

4. Reclaimed 1,743 pounds of lag screws by rattling until bright
as new, at a saving of $133.72.

They are doing such work as welding cast-iron spokes on driving

wheels; building up worn spots on firebox castings with acetylene

welding; mating and pairing flange worn steel-tired wheels before

turning, thereby saving a great deal of labor; reclaiming salt deposits

from refrigerator cars for use in thawing switches during the winter

and for use in fire barrels; pressing oil from waste (one barrel of

waste netting about twenty gallons of oil), and burning the waste and

're'claiming about fifty pounds of babbit (this reclaimed babbit is as

good as new) ; reclaim barbed wire for use in building rip-rap.
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The following tabulation covers the operation of the Silvis scrap

dock for the years 1916, 1917 and 1918, also savings effected:

1918. 1917. 1916.

Tons handled—in C9.308 61,246 63,455
Tons handled—out 59,963 52,981 54,415

Total tons handled 129,271 114,227 117,870

Cost of handling $ 17,518 $ 12,705 $ 10,452
Cost of handling, per ton 136 .111 .089
Savings on material reclaimed 467, 94S 288.856 197,489
Savings per ton scrap handled—in 6.75 4.72 3.11
Cost of reclamation 29,566 13,382 9,554

Saving effected by machinery installed:

Journal bearing boring machine $ 3.978 $ 3.544 $ 3.526
Nut tapping machine 4.193 6.072 5,354
Hammers for straightening iron and bolts 49.586 27.514 14,156
Acetylene cutting machines 16.104 7.167 7.718
Acetylene welding couplers, bolsters, etc... 28,152 18,484

Total $102,013 $62,781 $29,754

Reclamation of material for the entire system during the year

1916 is divided as follows:

Material repaired and put in stock at saving of $ 749,516
Material reclaimed and put.in stock at saving of 347,224
Defective material replaced by maker 18,090

Total 1916 saving $1,114,830
Total 1917 saving 1,730,369
Total 1918 saving 2,616,232

These figures show great possibilities in the reclamation of mate-

rials on railroads, and the savings pay a neat return on the capital

invested.
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TREE-PLANTING

In 1907 the Santa Fe Railway undertook to make experimental plant-

ings of Eucalyptus for the purpose of replenishing the supply of timber

for ties. Mr. Pinchot's statement at the time was that a continuation of

the then rate of consumption of timber with the same yearly percentage

of increase would exhaust the available supply of hardwoods in the United

States in about twenty-five years, and of conifers in about forty years.

In the following seven years twenty-two hundred and fifty acres were

planted near Del Mar, San Diego County, California. The land was not

considered suitable for other agricultural uses and was obtained at a

moderate cost per acre. It developed that there was not sufficient rainfall

to support a vigorous or even reasonably satisfactory growth of the

trees, and in seeking a remedy for this condition an underground water

supply of such extent was discovered on the property that the land was

immediately put in the agricultural class, and it became uneconomical to

use it for the growing of Eucalyptus commercially. Sufficient water (700

miner inches) was discovered to irrigate about 4,000 acres. For this rea-

son it was decided to develop the property as irrigated agricultural land

and considerable quantities of trees which had been planted were taken

out in order that the land might be farmed.

About this time parties owning valuable water rights and a dam site

in the vicinity asked to co-operate with the Santa Fe Railroad, and a

water company has been formed to serve such land as could be properly

taken care of from these sources. In this way and by the extension of

ditches where possible to adjoining land, about 20,000 acres will be put

into the irrigated land class and so a more valuable conservation of

natural resources accomplished than by the original scheme of planting-

Eucalyptus. In this connection it is interesting to note that under this

scheme more land will be put under irrigation than is now being irrigated

in San Diego County.

In the meantime it had become apparent that the timber supply of the

country was much larger than had been estimated by Mr. Pinchot, and
that the discussion had the effect of calling the matter to the attention of

the large users of timber, notably the railroads, with the result that more
interest began to be taken in wood preservation and other conservation

methods. The increased use of concrete and other materials in bridges,

buildings and other structures has also materially helped to reduce the use

of timber.

It is well-known, of course, that the principal uses of timber by the

railroads are for ties, bridge timbers, telegraph poles, fence posts and
buildings, and probably the largest item of these is for ties. Under normal
conditions most satisfactory results have been obtained by the preservation

of ties, bridge timbers and piling by the creosoting and Burnettizing
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processes, although at the present time war conditions have made it dif-

ficult to obtain a satisfactory supply of creosote and other materials used

in the treatments.

The Santa Fe Railroad has for some years been using very largely

Port Orford cedar and redwood timber, both being equally resistant to

decay, but the cedar is a little harder. The supply of Port Orford Cedar is

somewhat limited, but there is an ample supply of redwood for many years

to come. Neither Port Orford cedar nor redwood ties are treated for the rea-

son that they are removed from the track on account of mechanical wear

before they really begin to decay. This mechanical life is now being very

substantially increased by the use of hardwood dowels into the tie for

the reception of cut or screw spikes. These hardwood dowels are treated

with a preservative before being screwed into the redwood tie and greatly

reduce rail cutting and spike killing, which are particularly great in the

case of the soft redwood timber. The necessity for the use of these soft

wood ties on the Pacific Coast is because there is no hardwood timber

available.

In the matter of fuel supply the Santa Fe has established an Oil De-

partment and has developed very considerable oil properties in Kern

County and Orange County in California. These properties produce quite

a large amount of oil, but the Santa Fe is obliged to purchase in addition

to their own supply very large quantities of oil from outside producers.

In this connection it might be noted that the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company also has established an Oil Department and is making serious

efforts to conserve the fuel oil supply and protect its needs in this line. It

is probable that about one hundred thousand barrels of oil are used per

day by the railroads which have lines in California.

There are many and varied ways of developing and conserving natural

resources other than those enumerated above, and it would seem proper

for this Committee to determine what each of these is, and in which ones

the railroads in the several parts of the country can co-operate with any

and all other interests for such development and conservation. Different

pans of the country have different resources and different problems. In

the mountainous regions of the west the development of hydro-electric

power offers remarkable chances for conservation of power-furnishing

fuel resources—oil, coal and wood. This hydro-electric power is being

developed for municipal, corporate, and private uses, but opportunity also

offers for developing motor power for carriers, which has already been

taken advantage of by some of our railroads in the Northwest. Its use

in Europe has been well demonstrated.
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In the Southwest—California, New Mexico and Arizona—electric

power is being developed on the mountain streams and conveyed in some

instances hundreds of miles to be used in pumping for irrigation, in in-

dustrial plants and for public utilities. All such uses of water power
result in the conservation of the fuel supply of the country, which is so

vital to the operation of the railroads. It is therefore most essential that

the railroads should be urged not only to develop and conserve any and

all resources under their own control, but to encourage and support all

measures taken by other interests, private, corporate or governmental,

looking to such development and conservation.
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CONSERVATION OF HUMAN LIFE AND ENERGY

An old maxim says "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure." This is notably true in the prevention of disease and exhaustion

is its earliest sign or inability to get the usual response to effort. Recent

research shows that fatigue, though it is felt in the muscles, really occurs

in the brain and spinal cord, as the brain cells get tired before the muscles

they control. A man tired in one occupation becomes fresh and vigorous

again when he changes to another and uses a new set of brain cells even if

the second occupation makes greater demands on muscles than the brain.

The poisons of many diseases act primarily on the nervous system which

thus becomes exhausted sooner than a healthy one, the rate of exhaustion

depending on the amount of poison present. The earliest presence of dis-

ease is shown by fatigue due to overwork. Sleep and rest normally re-

fresh the nervous system but exhaustion comes sooner in a diseased con-

dition and is more troublesome to remove. Hence, as in metals, the limit

of elasticity or point beyond which a permanent set or injury is produced

should never be exceeded.

Tired Metals

A strong man is strong no longer when he is tired out, that is, when

his strength has been excited to the limit a sufficient number of times in

succession. Similarly a metal may fail through fatigue, losing its strength

through stresses repeated very many times. Even the strongest metals

may be thus fatigued by prolonged repetition of stresses, any one of which

singly would be far from straining it seriously.

Professor Moore, of the University of Illinois, states that the differ-

ence in behavior of materials under repeated loads and under a single

load applied only a few times is shown by the tendency toward gradual

breakdown of the material. Under oft repeated load a single application

of load may be endured, but under a load repeated many thousands of

times the material may withstand for a time and then fail by the gradual

spread of cracks or other local injuries. Under repeated load local

strains of no importance for one load may form a nucleus for damage

which gradually spreads until the whole member fails. This gradual

breakdown of the structure under repeated stress is known as fatigue.

Fatigue failure of metals is shown in suddenness and apparent brittle-

ness. While Professor Moore's experiments involve millions of repeti-

tions of stress, yet similar muscular tests have shown corresponding re-

sults with much less repeated strain and are valuable as cautions in pre-

vention of physical exhaustion. One company has distributed an acci-

dent chart to assist in its safety drive showing for four months that 62

per cent, of all accidents were due to carelessness and only 38 per cent, to

all other causes. This is also classified by divisions of employees showing

the percentage of accidents due to carelessness in each, and is a valuable

help in pushing its effort for constant reduction of accidents on its lines.
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Conservation of Health

A prominent manager makes an earnest appeal for "Safety Week
through the vi^hole year." "By our individual and combined efforts let

us make to-day safer than yesterday and to-morrow safer than to-day.

There is but one temple in the universe, that is the body of man. The
duty we owe ourselves is to proserve this most sacred temple—to our

fellow-man to help him preserve it ; to teach and practice safety to the

child."

Conservation of health is one of the greatest subjects before the

public to-day. To assist, health laws and regulations should be rigidly

enforced on all citizens. Too much care cannot be taken in public or

private about proper disposition of the sputum, as this is decidedly dan-

gerous. Ventilation of both public and private buildings is of the utmost

importance in prevention of tuberculosis and pneumonia. Carelessness

has been said to be -the crime of the age in this and other conservation.

Sanitation consists of about 99 per cent, cleanliness and 1 per cent science.

Sunshine, sleep, fresh air, cleanliness, moderation in work, proper food,

rest and exercise are nature's great panaceas ; also good teeth, proper

clothing, avoidance of all excesses or abuses, with prompt removal of all

refuse.

Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, for years the health commissioner of Penn-

sylvania, claimed that much of the modern man's energy is unnecessarily

wasteful and misapplied, as in a citizen who irrespective of age or reason

rushes as if his life depended on catching a particular car or train, crosses

streets in front of automobiles or cars, and wastes time in other ways.

This is merely a habit and tends toward a loss of efficiency. Quiet and

continued action secures better results and health. Success and progress

are not necessarily measured by rapid motion, while both body and brain

will work better and longer if not kept continually at high gear. Fre-

quent medical examinations will assist in detecting dangerous physical

conditions in time to correct them.

The General Manager of the National Safety Council, which is doing

a great work for the Nation, states after 18 years' experience in the

manufacturing world that everything which conserves the human equip-

ment makes money, efficiency, and is good business. This is the next great

field of economy in industry, while every great railroad is pushing safety

with the same energy it is pushing anything else that saves waste-making

efficiency by thorough organization and educational methods.

While the best safety device is a careful man, yet assistance may be

given in securing one by imposing penalties for gross negligence, award-

ing premiums for creditable records, by publishing an honor roll of those

who have been uninjured during the month and by maintaining a con-

tinuous interest in protection of life and body from injury. Motion

pictures are valuable in Safety First campaigns in all phases. The
National Safety Council deserves high commendation for the publicity
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campaigns it is conducting in lines of industrial effort, as well as rail-

ways, and has published an admirable set of rules for trackmen.

The U. S. Commission of Labor Statistics finds that the average

annual number of disability days for 40,000 wage earners in forty-two

occupations is 6.4 for all disability, but is 8.4 for railway employees, and

9.6 for freight handlers, increasing rapidly with age from 45 to 59, indi-

cating necessity for special care in this class and ages, as also the neces-

sity for limiting sickness to the minimum and prolonging life to the

maximum by reducing the unnecessary death rate of modern times. About

20 per cent, of all workers suffer from disabling sickness lasting more

than seven days each year and 700,000 or nearly 25 per cent, of all

workers are suffering from a disabling sickness every working day, while

another one-half per cent, are away from work each day on account of

trivial disabilities. The losses to sick men are very serious and as

6,000,000 workers are annually disabled, a saving of .merely 25 per cent,

of the loss would bulk large in the Nation's wealth.



Appendix E

*Rl'LES Ff)R T\]\'. I'REVENTION OF THE SPREAD OE FOREST
AND FIELD FIRES

Precautionary Measures.

1. Railroads shall not permit fires, burning waste, live coals, ashes,

wood or other substances in a burning state to be deposited on tracks or

right-of-way, unless such fires are completely extinguished immediately

thereafter; except where such fires are deposited in pits provided for

that purpose, or deposited on parts of track specially designated as being

safe for such purpose.

2. Railroads shall take the necessary measures to maintain tracks

and right-of-way in safe condition to prevent the spread of forest, prairie

and field fires.

Preventive measures shall be taken in all cases where coal- or wood-

burning locomotives are operated through districts where there is pos-

sibility of fire running. In general, such measures shall be as follows:

Disposal of Inflammable Material.

(a) All inflammable material, such as standing dead trees, logs, dead

or decayed wood, brush, dry leaves and dry grass, within the limits of

the right-of-way, shall be burned off early in the spring months, and as

often thereafter as may be deemed necessary.

Supervision of Burning Operations.

3. No railroad, through its agents, employees, or contractors, shall

burn, or cause to be burned, any cross- or switch-ties, mowings, debris,

or other litter on or near the right-of-way except under proper super-

vision, to prevent such fires from spreading be3^ond control. During the

period of greatest fire danger, no such burning shall be done by the

railroad forces.

Reporting Fires.

4. Railroads shall instruct and require stationmen and other em-
ployees, agents, or contractors, to report fires and extinguish same when
on or adjacent to the right-of-way, as follows:

(a) Enginemen, conductors, or trainmen, who discover or receive

notice of a fire burning upon or adjacent to the right-of-way, or of a fire

which threatens land or property located adjacent to the right-of-way,

shall report its existence and exact location by milepost to the agent or

person in charge at the nearest point where communication by telegraph

or telephone is available, and also notify the first section employees passed.

Notice of such fire shall also be given immediately by enginemen by a

system of warning whistles.

Adopted by American Hailroad As.sociation, Novemher 10. lOlfl.
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(b) The agent or other employee of the railroad shall at once notify

the nearest section employees, and, if possible, the nearest Federal or

State Forest Fire official, of the existence and exact location by milepost

of such fire.

(c) When a fire is reported or discovered burning adjacent to the

right-of-way of a railroad, regardless of its origin, such sectionmen or

other employees of the railroad as are available shall at once proceed to

the location of the fire and extinguish it, provided such sectionmen or

other employees at the time are not engaged in virork essential to the safe

operation of trains.

(d) Railroads operating through forest districts shall provide suitable

blank forms for reporting fires occurring on or adjacent to the railroad

right-of-way, regardless of their origin. Section foremen shall be in-

structed and required to make detailed written report on the prescribed

form of any fire, however trivial, and to forward such, reports promptly

to their superior. The intent of this rule is to determine and, if possible,

to eliminate the causes of fire.

Special Instructions.

5. Railroads shall issue special instructions to employees concerning

the foregoing rules or regulations. Such rules or regulations shall be

posted on bulletin boards at roundhouses, section houses, stations, and in

conspicuous places on other parts of the right-of-way of the railroad.

Co-operation w^ith Other Agencies.

6. In view of the aid that may be rendered by the various State

Forest Fire Protective organizations, the officers of the Forest Service

of the United States Department of Agriculture, and Timber Owners'

Protective organizations, the closest possible co-operation by railroads

with such agencies, wherever they exist, is desired and encouraged. The
details of such co-operation between the railroad forces and the pro-

tective organizations is to be arrived at by mutual agreement between

the parties concerned.

Minimum Requirements.

7. The foregoing rules or regulations constitute minimum require-

ments. It is not intended that they shall supersede state laws or regula-

tions where additional measures are in effect, but they are supplementary

thereto.



Appendix F

CANADIAN PRACTICE

Reclamation of Material

During the period of the war, and since its conclusion, particular

stress has been laid by railways upon the reclamation of all usable

material and its adaptation to its maximum uses, within the limits of

practical economy. The larger lines have extensive reclaim plants.

The practice of the various railways naturally varies according to

local conditions, depending upon the size of the railway, whether it has

its own mills, etc. In general, experience has demonstrated the desira-

bility of maintaining a central scrap yard, imder the stores department,

at which material is classified, that which is unusable being sold.

Particularly during the war, due to the coal shortage, a special

effort was made to utilize old ties and other scrap wood as fuel.

With the rapidly increasing costs of railway ties and of labor

incidental to making replacements, a new impetus has been given to the

preservative treatment of ties. According to Dominion Government
statistics, of a total of 7,661,715 cross-ties purchased by steam and

electric railways in Canada, in 1917, 8.5 per cent, were treated with

preservative to withstand decay. In 1916, 2.5 per cent, were so treated,

while in 1915 the percentage of treated ties to the total number pur-

chased was five.

Since 1911, jack pine has headed the list of tie timbers, producing

40.2 per cent, of all cross-ties purchased in Canada during 1917. Eastern

cedar held second place, with 21.9 per cent., oak following with 12.2

per cent. The use of the more common eastern hardwoods, maple, beech

and birch, for tie production, is still comparatively negligible, the percent-

ages being four-tenths, two-tenths, and one-tenth of one per cent., re-

spectively.

Due to the comparatively high cost of hardwood ties, there is a

strong tendency toward the restriction of the use of these species in

favor of the native softwoods. For example, a large railway in Eastern

Canada, of whose tie purchases in 1918 over 63 per cent, were treated,

reports that, owing to the increasing difficulty of obtaining hardwood
ties, a much higher percentage of native softwoods is being used than

previously.

That conservation of our diminishing forest resources would be

materially facilitated by the more general treatment of cross-ties goes

without saying. That this would also be to the financial advantage of

the railways has likewise been thoroughly demonstrated.

Tree Planting

The pioneer in railway tree planting in Canada is the Intercolonial,

now a part of the Canadian National Railways System. The initiation

of this work resulted from the very severe winter of 1887, when the
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snowfall in New Brunswick was very heavy, with almost continuous

high winds, so that only with the greatest difficulty could the cuts be

kept clear of drifting snow and train service be maintained.

The then roadmaster finally decided that the planting of spruces

along the edges of the right-of-way, between Campbellton and Bathurst,

N. B., would, after a few j'cars, be much more effective than the board

fences previously in general use. Through a period of years, beginning

with the spring of 1888, the work of planting was accordingly con-

tinued.
o

Spruces from 18 inches to three feet high were planted, and after

these reached a height of 9 to 10 feet, the tops were trimmed, as well

as the longer side branches, to give a hedge effect. After the hedges had

reached about four feet in height, the wooden snow fences were re-

moved, thus stimulating the growth of the trees. It was found by ex-

periment that planting at about 75 feet from the track gave the best

results.

About seven years after planting, the hedges gave much better pro-

tection from drifting snow than had the board fences, besides being

a decided ornament, from a scenic viewpoint. Destruction of the plan-

tations by fire is guarded against by burning off the dry grass in the

early spring, under careful supervision.

In the west, the leader in railway tree planting has been the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway. On its western lines, this company maintains a

large nursery at Wolseley, Saskatchewan.

In addition to supplying large numbers of trees to prairie farmers

for the planting of windbreaks, shelter-belts and woodlots, the com-

pany does a very • considerable amount of planting each year on its

right-of-way, with a view to the establishment of live snow fences.

The fact that on the company's main line in the prairie provinces, the

right-of-way is 200 feet wide, makes it possible to carry on this work
advantageously on its own property. Planting closer than 75 feet from

the track is not desirable.

The use of portable board fences to prevent the drifting of snow
in railway cuts has proved not altogether satisfactory as to results,

besides being expensive for labor and materials, in both construction

and maintenance.

Due to the light precipitation, much care has to be taken in pre-

paring the soil for prairie planting, particularly in southern Alberta.

After plowing, sufficient time, six months to a year, must be allowed

for the sod to decay, after which it is back-set, or plowed two or three

inches deeper than the first plowing. The ground is then summer-fal-

lowed for one year. Then, in the third year it is ready for planting.

The trees thus far planted for snow fences are for the most part

of the hardwood or deciduous-leaved species, including caragana, willow

and poplar. It is believed that underplanting with spruce will prove

desirable, after the hardwoods have become well-established. Gre?t
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care must be observed in details of selection of species, spacing of trees,

width of belt, etc., in order to attain satisfactory results. Conserva-

tion of soil moistures must be aimed at in all phases of the operations.

Under favorable conditions the plantation must be cultivated for at

least three years, or until the crown cover has become sufficiently dense

to reduce evaporation to a minimum.

Costs vary with local conditions, but the experience of the company

mdicates that over a period of years a snow fence of trees has decided

advantage over the old-style board fence in respect of both efficiency and

economy.

On the eastern lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway tree planting

is under way in selected localities with a view to the control of drifting

sand, as well as for protection against snow drifting into cuts. Drift-

ing sand, for example, has caused hot boxes, fences have been covered

with sand, allowing cattle to stray on the track, and passengers have

suffered from dust.

For the prevention of drifting sand, the species most used are

Scotch pine and Carolina poplar. The former is making a growth of

about 12 inches a year, and the latter about 3 feet. Experience shows,

however, that the planting of conifers (pines, spruces, etc.) is to be

preferred for this purpose. The results secured are satisfactory to

the company and the work is being continued and extended at various

points in Quebec, where drifting sand has caused trouble.

To prevent snow drifting in cuts, considerable tree planting has

been done on Canadian Pacific eastern lines. The planting of conifers

is greatly preferred, species native to the locality being used. Thus,

along the north shore of Lake Superior, jack pine and spruce are

utilized; in Quebec, spruce, balsam and cedar, and in Maine and New
Brunswick, spruce and balsam. In addition, there has been some plant-

ing of white pine, red pine, cedar and hemlock, and in wet spots alder

and willow. Trees planted are generally not over 30 inches in height.

Planting is generally at 75 feet from the track. With conifers two

rows are planted; the rows are three feet apart, and the trees three

feet apart in the rows, staggered. To secure equally good results with

hardwoods, it is considered that the planting of eight rows would be

necessary.

Soil preparation consists of plowing and harrowing, removing heavy

sods, in the spring or autumn preceding planting. Cultivation is necessary

for about three years.

The company considers that the cost of this method of securing pro-

tection from drifting snow is only one-third to one-half as much as

with wooden snow fences, besides being more effective, after about seven

years from the time of planting.

The Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian National Railways in

the prairie provinces have not undertaken tree planting for the control

of drifting snow. These lines are for the most part through settled

districts, and the fact that their rights-of-way are only 100 feet in width
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is a serious obstacle, since the cost of securing the additional land re-

quired would be heavy.

The tree planting for snowbreaks done by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way east of Broadview on the prairies has been a success. The tree

planting west of that point has given indifferent results. The reasons

for success in one district and not in the other are many. East of Broad-

view the natural rainfall is comparatively heavy as compared with points,

say, west of Moose Jaw. East of Broadview the results of the rainfall

are evident, as the country is largely treed by native aspen, willow and

scrub oak.

The average precipitation at Chaplin, west of Moose Jaw, for a period

of twentj'-five years during the growing season amounted to only 5.81

inches. Erom Chaplin west to the mountains the annual precipitation

varies but little. The average annual precipitation during the growing

season at Indian Head, which is east of Moose Jaw, for the same period

as given for Chaplin, was 13.55 inches. The average annual precipitation

during the whole year for various points in Canada is as follows for a

period of years: Ottawa, 33; Toronto, 32; Montreal, 42; Indian Head,

19.54; Qu'Apelle, 20.25; Chaplin, 9.87; Medicine Hat, 12.99; MacLeod,
13.52. A comparison of the above figures in the order given will illustrate

as well as anything why tree growing is more difficult at Medicine Hat

and MacLeod than at Ottawa, Toronto, or any other points in Eastern

Canada.

The territory Moose Jaw west is subject to intensely hot, dry winds

during the growing season. This, combined with the lack of precipita-

tion, makes tree growing in narrow strips exceedingly difficult. It can

only be done successfully by first thoroughly preparing the soil, and then

selecting suitable species ; the belts must be planted very wide, and culti-

vation must be regular.

Conservation of Human Life and Energy

Action along these hues in Canada is of two general classes

:

measures prescribed by the Board of Railway Commissioners, and those

taken voluntarily by the railway companies and their employees.

A large number of orders and circulars have been issued by the

Railway Commission, beginning almost with its inception, and extend-

ing down to the present time, having for their object the prevention

of accidents to railway employees as well as the safety of the traveling

public. The field embraced by the former class of requirements is

very broad, covering, for example, the whole matter of safety appli-

ances on all classes of rolling stock. Uniform requirements of this

character on all lines have an obvious advantage over what would be

the situation were each railway free to adopt whatever standards it

might see fit. Through its inspection staff, the Operating Department

of the Board investigates accidents, with a particular view to the pre-

vention of their recurrence, so far as practicable. This, of course, is

supplemented by company inspections having the same object.
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The safety of the traveling public, and incidentally of railway em-

ployees, is also safeguarded through many orders issued by the Board,

dealing v^^ith standards and condition of rolling stock, bridges, trestles,

track, and many other features incident to railway operation and

maintenance.

Voluntary work by railway companies and employees is embraced pri-

marily under two categories, namely

:

(1) The "Safely First Movement," designed to prevent the occur-

rence of accidents, primarily among employees. This work is now well

organized on most Canadian railways. In some cases, Saftey Engineers

have been employed, but the tendency is to make every man in charge

of men or property responsible for the prevention of accidents, a

close watch being kept to prevent accidents in shops and elsewhere.

Carelessness is discouraged by the application of discipline. Accidents

are investigated, with a view to discovering the cause and preventing

a recurrence. Bulletins, circulars, lectures, committee meetings, etc.,

all aid in keeping the matter constantly before the attention of em-

ployees.

(2) First Aid to the Injured.—This, for the most part, is thoroughly

organized under either the St. John's Ambulance Association or the St.

Andrew's Ambulance Association. Courses of instruction are given super-

visor}' forces at company shops, on company time, also to engineers,

firemen, conductors, brakemen, yardmen and policemen where it is

possible to reach them. Fully equipped First Aid boxes are carried

in equipment boxes in baggage cars of passenger trains. Company
medical officers conduct or supervise instructional work, lectures, etc.,

in addition to work done by lay instructors. Employees passing the

examination are given certificates showing they are qualified to render

First Aid in emergencies arising out of accident or sudden illness. The
beneficial results of this work are demonstrated practically every day.

Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest and Field Fires

A draft of "Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest and

Field Fires" was prepared as a result of collaboration between the

United States Railroad Administration and the U. S. Forest Service.

The Director of Operation of the Railroad Administration trans-

mitted this draft to the American Railroad Association whence it was
referred from Section II^Engineering to the Committee on Conserva-

tion of Natural Resources.

This Committee, after thorough consideration, revised the draft in

certain respects, with its comments on the rules as submitted. It is

understood that the draft as revised has now been approved by the

Executive Committee of the American Railroad Association, and that

copies have been sent by the United States Railroad Administration to

all of the Regional Directors, with the request that they instruct the

various railroads under their jurisdiction to put the rules into effect.
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It should be noted that these rules were prepared with a special

view to application in the United States ; also that they constitute mini-

mum requirements, being supplementary to state laws or regulations

where additional measures are in effect.

So far as the situation in Canada is concerned, the prevention and

control of forest and field fires along railway lines is handled in ac-

cordance with the regulations of the Board of Railway Commissioners.

In 1912, the Board organized a Fire Inspection Department, for the

special purpose of administering these regulations, delegating to the

Chief Fire Inspector a large degree of discretionary authority in con-

nection with the imposition of requirements as to special fire patrols in

forest sections, the construction and maintenance of fire guards in the

prairies, etc.

The Fire Inspection Department of the Board also makes inspec-

tions of right-of-way conditions, the Railway Act requiring that rail-

ways shall at all times maintain their rights-of-way in a condition free

from dead and dry grass, weeds and other unnecessary combustible

matter.

Inspectors of both the Operating and Fire Inspection Departments

of the Board examine and report upon the condition of fire-protective

appliances on locomotives. This, of course, supplements^ similar inspec-

tions made by company employees.

Railways are required to instruct their employees with reference

to the reporting and extinguishing of fires, the requirements as to ac-

tion by section men and others being very specific. Quite evidently,

the "Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest and Field Fires"

in the United States, referred to in the foregoing, are, in this particular

respect, based to a very considerable extent upon the fire regulations

of the Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada.
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Feed Lavis, M. A. Zook, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee for study and

report

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes, taking into special con-
sideration a revision of the conclusions in Vol. 16, pp. 104 to 109.

2. Report on the resistance of trains running between 35 and 75

miles per hour.

3. (a) Report on the effect of curvature on cost of maintenance
of way;

(b) Report on the effect of curvature on maintenance of equipment.
4. Report on the effect of train resistance on the amount of fuel

consumed.
5. Report on the entire question of economics of location as affected

by the introduction of electric locomotives.

Committee Meetings

A meeting of the Committee was held in Chicago on April 30th.

The names of members in attendance have been given in the Minutes

of the meeting, which have been printed in the Bulletin.

(1) Revision of Manual

Special study has been made of paragraphs 1 to 16, pp. 521 to 526,

of the 1915 Manual, which appear satisfactory, with the possible excep-

tion of paragraph 9; but the Committee has no changes to suggest at

this time.

*Died November 3, 1919.
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(2) Resistance of Trains, 35 to 75 Miles Per Hour

Reference is made to results of recent tests given in Bulletin No. 15

of the University of Illinois, entitled "Passenger Train Resistance."

(3) Effect of Curvature on Cost of Maintenance of (a) Way, and

(b) Equipment

Reference is made to the monograph entitled "A Study of the

Mechanics of Curve Resistance," Bulletin 207, July, 1918. This subject

lies at the bottom of and is intimately connected with subjects No. 3 (a)

and (b). A review of this article is given in Appendix A, and certain

matter taken therefrom with conclusions and diagrams is recommended
for insertion in the Manual.

(4) Effect of Train Resistance on Amount of Fuel Consumed

In Appendix B the Committee submits results of its study of this

subject in connection with data heretofore submitted and published in the

Manual.

(5) Economics of Location—Electric Locomotives

Monographs on this subject are given in Appendices C and D.

Conclusions

1. The Committee recommends that the matter given in Appendix

A, beginning with the words, "Curve Resistance—Freight Cars," and end-

ing with "Tests did not include engine driving wheels," be adopted and

printed in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

The Committee recommends that the following new topics be assigned

for future work, in cooperation with the Committee on the Economics of

Railway Operation

:

6. Report on suitable units for use in estimating the economies

effected by improved location, considering train miles, ton miles, engine

miles, fuel consumption, and other units.

7. Report on the effect of recent large increases in operating costs on

the question of railroad location in general.

During the past five years rapid increases in the wage scale of men,

together with the additional cost of material, have increased the unit costs

of railroad operation to a point where it is desirable to consider whether

future railroads shall be modeled on the present ones.

The recent award of time and a half for overtime in slow freight serv-

ice will undoubtedly call for a revision of operating methods. It has been

stated by some that shorter divisions will be the rule ; in fact, some rail-

roads are considering the advisability of putting terminals between the

present terminals, but trainload will be less of a feature than formerly.
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It is not unlikely that a careful study will disclose that lengthening the

distance between terminals and increasing the speed and providing run-

ning tracks and devices for taking water on the run, and perhaps other

devices to avoid stopping the train, will prove far more economical than

increasing the number of terminals and maintaining the trainload.

The location of passing tracks will undoubtedly be afifected. The value

of light grades as compared with heavy grades will decrease, and the elec-

trification of railroads will take on new value.

On a single track railroad unit costs decrease up to a certain amount

of gross business, and after that they increase. The increase is, of course,

due to interference of trains going in the opposite direction and to trains

of superior class.

Under present operating conditions it is probable that it will become

more economical to provide additional running tracks than to revise the

grades and decrease the number of trains with the faster movement which

will be called for by the new conditions.

It has been repeatedly demonstrated in railroad operation that it is

more valuable to provide facilities for keeping the trains moving than it

is to provide low grades and light curvature.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Location,

R. N. Begien, Chairman.



Appendix A

REPORT ON MONOGRAPH "A STUDY OF MECHANICS OF
CURVE RESISTANCE," BULLETIN 207, JULY, 1918

By C. P. Howard

As requested by the Committee, consideration has been given to this

monograph, with a view to its inclusion in the Manual.

In this article the author describes some very careful tests of the

resistance and skidding of wheels, both on curved and straight track.

These tests were made on the Canadian Pacific Railway at Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Canada. Some of the cars had ordinary or standard car wheels

of equal diameters, and some had wheels of standard flanges and flat

treads with the diameters of the outer wheels exceeding the inner by an

amount sufficient to compensate for the increased distance traveled on

the 8° 10' curve, on which the principal experiments were made.

The results showed that the wheels of unequal diameter when
travelling the 8° 10' curve hugged neither the one rail nor the other,

regardless of speed, from 5 to 25 miles per hour, thereby proving the

writer's contention that it is the tendency of a rolling cylinder to travel

in a straight line that causes the pressure on the outer rail and is the

major factor in the resistance offered by curvature to the passage of

cars, and that the rectangular shape of wheel base, in the case of the

short wheel base of a freight truck, has very little or nothing to do with

causing the pressure of the wheels against the outer rail. The author

says, "especially so for the short wheel base of a freight track," which

would indicate that in his opinion it will apply to other and longer wheel

bases.

In the beginning of the article the author discusses several theories

as to curve resistance and gives a tentative analysis of forces with re-

sulting formulas based on hypothetical conditions of flat wheels and

vertical flanges, but concludes "he cannot give any reasonable formulas"

and asks, "What is the use of giving formulas for conditions that we know
do not exist?" It is not considered that this part of the article is specially

adapted for insertion in the Manual.

Plate I gives the diagrams and formulas for the author's tentative

analysis of forces and contains four figures, but Fig. 3 in the reproduction

is on so small a scale as to be nearly illegible. The same may be said

of Fig. 1 of Plate II, showing position of car wheels on straight track;

but Figs. 2 to 5, inclusive, of Plate II, dealing with the positions of wheels

on curves, are fairly legible, have few lines and figures and have an

important bearing on the facts brought out in the tests.

The author states, p. 126, that "his object in giving this matter to

the public is to revive interest in this subject, bring out discussion, and,

if possible, get more information on this important subject," and that his

"second reason is to call the attention of operating officials of railways
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to the fact that it is a waste of fuel to haul cars over railways the wheels

of which are not running true, etc."

It is not recommended, therefore, that the article as a whole, but that

the main conclusions and facts brought out be adopted and published in

the Manual, recognizing, however, that the tests were made with car

wheels and did not include engine drivers and their longer wheel base.

Recommended for Insertion in the Manual.

(To come after matter headed "Curvature," page 538.)

CURVE RESISTANCE—FREIGHT CARS.

*Tests made on the Canadian Pacific Railway at Winnipeg on wheels

of freight cars running on curved and straiglit track demonstrate

:

(1) All outer wheels of railway cars exert a pressure against the

outer rail when rounding a curve.

(2) The cause of this pressure is the tendency of a cylindrical body

to rotate in a straight line at right angles to the axis of rotation.

(3) That there is never any skidding of either wheels of the leading

axle of a truck unless it is a forward skidding of both wheels caused by

the resistance to rotation being great enough to cause a slight retarda-

tion to rotation which results in an apparent forward skidding.

(4) That there is no skidding of the outer wheel of a rear axle,

that in general any skidding that does take place is on the inner wheel of

the rear axle.

These tests also suggest that as the flange is pressed against the rail,

the concave curve at the base of flange increases the effective diameter

of the outer wheel so as to prevent skidding of the wheels of front axle

and to minimize, if not entirely prevent, skidding of either wheel in the

rear axle. See Figs. 1 to 4, corresponding to Figs. 2 to 5 of Plate II of

Monograph.

Tests did not include engine driving wheels.

Bulletin 207, "A Study of Mechanics of Curve Resistance," July, 1918.

(11)



Appendix B

EFFECT OF TRAIN RESISTANCE ON AMOUNT OF FUEL
CONSUMED.

The relations between resistance, power, and fuel consumption are

covered by the present sections in the Manual on "Power" and "Train

Resistance," but as these relations vary with the rate o£ grade, ascending

and descending, and with speed, weather, and the loading of cars, the

Committee recommends that for any given engine district and conditions

as to locomotives, cars, loading, etc., a speed curve and time card be

platted. (See first paragraph on page 523 of the Manual.) To plat these

curves, however, and calculate the fuel consumption with the aid of the

data given in the Manual is a matter of considerable labor and requires

a careful study of the data and the principles of acceleration, retardation,

etc. ; moreover, there is no data given in the Manual as to Mallet loco-

motives.

Evidently train resistance constitutes a much smaller proportion of

the total resistance on low grade lines of small rise and fall than on high

grade lines, and recent tests conducted by the University of Illinois

(Bulletin No. 15, University of Illinois) show that at least for passenger

trains it increases considerably beyond the ordinary freight train speeds

of 5 to 35 miles an hour. But the Committee are not prepared at this

time to submit any data in addition to that contained in the Manual or

to suggest any short cuts for determining the effect of train resistance

on fuel consumption other than that outlined in section 12, beginning on

page 524 of the Manual. An approximate method is there given for

ascertaining total resistance on any given district; and as separate items

are used for each class of resistance, fuel consumption may be estimated

proportionately for each class, including train resistance.

Equated Tonnage and Its Relation to Fuel Consumption

(Read at Meeting of International Ry. Fuel Assn., Chicago, 111.,

May 20 to 23, 1919.)

Equated tonnage has a certain relation to fuel consumption. However,
this relation is established through the medium of the trainload. The
fuel consumption per gross ton mile decreases as the trainload increases,

provided the speed of the movement does not suffer to such an extent as to

increase the time on the road materially.

The purpose of equated tonnage is to secure uniform loading of power,
regardless of the kind of equipment or number of cars involved. It is a
well-known fact that an empty car has a much higher resistance per ton
of weight than a loaded car. For example, a 20-ton empty will show a
resistance in the neighborhood of 8 pounds per ton of weight, or 160
pounds total resistance to traction on a level. On the other hand, a 70-

ton car shows a resistance of approximately 4 pounds per ton of weight, or
280 pounds of resistance to traction on a level.

The resistance of cars between those two weights varies in proportion
to the weight of the car. For example, a 45-ton car (which is half way
between the 20 and the 70-ton car) will show a resistance of about 6 pounds
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per ton. These figures are approximate, but for practical use are correct.

Of course, many other features enter into the question, such as tempera-
ture, wind, rate of grade, curvature, type of car, etc.

In order to make practical standards which can be placed in the

hands of yardmasters, it is necessary to use certain adjustments in building
up trains and to modify them as is necessary in the judgment of the chief

train dispatcher to suit conditions under which the operation is con-
ducted.

If a locomotive is able to produce 30,000 pounds of effective tractive
power at rating speed behind the tender, the train should have a com-
bined resistance of 30,000 pounds, irrespective of the character of the cars,
and in order to accomplish this a certain arbitrary adjustment is added to
the weight of each car, and the effect of this arbitrary adjustment is to
automatically compensate the different weights of cars.

This adjustment varies with the rate of grade, being about 15 tons
per car on a .3 per cent, grade, and about 2 tons per car on a 2i/2 per cent,
grade.

Building up a train tonnage, composed of the dead weights of cars, plus
an adjustment, so that the combined resistance of the cars is equal to the
effective tractive power behind the tender, gives a tonnage which is known
as an equated tonnage. The object is to secure uniformity of rating in

order that the trains will always have a rated tonnage, irrespective of
the kind of cars.

There are a number of different ways of applying this principle, but
unless some kind of equated tonnage is used it is not possible to rate trains

accurately. Accurate, uniform rating has the effect of increasing train-

load, as it gives to all of the trains all of the time what some of the trains

haul some of the time.

Under the equated tonnage rating plan it is not unusual- for divisions

to operate their trains at 100 per cent, trainload efficiency; in fact, much
less than that is unusual where the method is carefully followed out.

It is safe to say that any road which has not used the equated tonnage
system, and which has through freight to haul, has not built up its train-

load to the best possible advantage. Uniform trainloading is of consider-
able advantage, as the light train cannot pass the heavy train without one
giving way to the other, unless there are separate tracks to run them on.

Where trains all offer the same resistance to traction they follow each
other in a procession at more uniform speed. Full trainload at uniform
speed spells efficiency in fuel consumption, and the relation of equated
tonnage to fuel consumption is evidenced through the trainload.

Proper train loading contemplates each locomotive handling the maxi-
mum trainload which it can move on the ruling grade at the economic
speed. At such speed the locomotive is working most efficiently. An in-

creased speed, which mav be brought about by reduced trainload, will

result in inefficient locomotive performance, while a reduced speed, brought
about by overloading, will produce the same result. With all trains moving
at the economic speed, the locomotives operating at maximum effort and
hauling the uniform trains under these conditions, the fuel consumption,
when measured on the ton mileage basis, will be the minimum.

For the information of those w^ho may wish to look into the subject

further reference may be had to the 1913 Proceedings of the American
Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 14, pages 599 to 651, inclusive.



Appendix C

ECONOMICS OF LOCATION AS AFFECTED BY THE INTRO-

DUCTION OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

By E. H. McHenry.

In general the governing factors affecting the economics of location

of steam-operated railroads are also fundamentally applicable to elec-

trically operated railroads, but are more or less modified by the introduc-

tion of some new elements and conditions which are not common to both

methods of operation and the study of the subject assigned to this Com-
mittee will be greatly facilitated by a clear perception of the inherent

characteristics of an electric locomotive as distinguished from those of a

steam engine.

First and foremost, the electric motor has a traction rather than a

horsepower rating, as its tractive effort varies almost directly with the

current supplied, which in turn is sharply limited by the safe maximum
temperatures permitted by the motor design. The heat losses which cause

the temperature rise, vary directly with time and as the square of the

current density, thus introducting new time and temperature elements

for which no counterparts are afforded in steam operation.

Following steam nomenclature, the commercial ratings of electric

motors are usually expressed in terms of horsepower units, but similar

ratings in the two classes of service have little in common but the name,

as their characteristics and limitations are very dissimilar.

Unlike the steam engine, the electric motor cannot continuously de-

velop its maximum horsepower and tractive effort, being restricted by

its safe temperature limit, but within such limit, its continuous rating may
be much exceeded, during short intervals of time.

Also, under certain conditions, the actual capacity of the electric

locomotive may considerably exceed its nominal horsepower rating, as

with proper methods of voltage control the voltage or speed component

of electrical horsepower may be varied without affecting the current or

traction component.

These distinctive features of electric operation lead to important

results, on both the debit and credit sides of the account. The electric

locomotive must be adapted much more closely to the service in which

it is to be used, as the range within which its speed-pull characteristics

can be varied is generally much narrower than that of a steam locomotive,

but this disadvantage, in some types of engines, is compensated in part

by the ease with which they can be adapted to either fast or slow train

schedules by a simple change of gear ratios.

The low ratio of continuous to maximum horsepower and tractive

effort must also be considered as an economic disadvantage.

On the other side of the account, the electric locomotive can sustain

a greater tractive effort at higher rates of speed than ^the inherent

limitations of its steam rival permit for reasons previously explained,
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which is a feature of paramount importance and economic value, as in

large measure it avoids the costly sacrifices of train lengths and weights

entailed by fast passenger and freight train schedules in steam service.

The chief element in the greater cost of high speed in steam service

is the increased number of train miles required to transport equivalent

traffic rather than in the increased rolling resistances and additional main-

tenance of track and rolling equipment, as the rates of speed at which

a steam locomotive can simultaneously utilize its maximum adhesion

rating and maximum horsepower are relatively low and hence at higher

speeds tractive effort and train tonnage must be unduly sacrificed to

speed.

The effect of the new elements introduced by electric traction upon

economic values indicates that the values heretofore assumed under

classified heads of Distance, Rise and Fall, Curvature and Rate of Grade

will be much affected, but little more than a brief mention of the most

salient features can be given here, as follows

:

Distance

Train wages, fuel and repairs are the largest single items of expense,

which vary most directly with distance, of which the first is but little

affected by the change from steam to electric power, but a new and

additional charge is created of large amount for the operation and main-

tenance of power stations and of transmission and distributing systems.

The cost of fuel is most fundamentally affected, as net savings of

50%, 60% and 67%, respectively, may be expected in passenger, freight

and switching service. These high percentages in combination with the

large amounts expended for fuel are the chief elements in^the economy
of electric operation and the amount of the reduction in such charges is

usually the determining factor.

Engine repairs are also much reduced, perhaps in a ratio of 50% or

more of the equivalent charges in steam operation, but the saving is

partially offset by the cost of maintenance and repairs of power stations

and sub-stations.

Conditions are simplified and expenditures reduced at engine termi-

nals by the elimination of water tanks, coaling stations, ash pits and turn

tables and opportunities are often presented for further reductions in the

cost of maintaining such facilities by extending the length of engine runs

between district terminals ; also all intermediate water and fuel stations

may often be abandoned.

The cost of track maintenance will, under present conditions, be gen-

erally increased not only by the additional charges for the maintenance

of overhead or third rail contact and distributing systems, but also by

the destructive effect upon rails and fastenings, of the greater impacts,

due to the imperfect cushioning of the heavy weights of the electric

motors. This condition is not an inherent disability, however, as the great

concentrations of weight upon driving axles is an unhappy and unneces-

sary survival following past precedents in steam operation in which such
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concentrations were forced by the limitations of the rigid driving wheel

base. The wear and destruction of rails increase in an accelerated ratio

when the elastic limit of the metal is passed and with electric operation it

is both practicable and economical to keep within the critical limits by

spreading the necessary weights over a greater number of driving axles,

with maximum loads preferably not exceeding 50,000 lbs. per axle. The
necessity for heavy axle loads is also appreciably reduced by the uniform

rotary effort of the electric motor in contrast with the unequal angular

"moments" of the steam engine; thus permitting the utilization of a higher

average "adhesion ratio" within the same maximum limits. Friction

losses entering into the cost of distance may be avoided or reduced by

the omission of driving and side rods in the locomotive design, such losses

including not only friction in bearings but also of that caused by the

"drag" between coupled wheels of slightly unequal diameters.

Rise and Fall

The unit values of the several minor classifications under this head,

will be determined as before with modified factors of cost, but at least

two new elements must be considered and included in the final results,

viz : the time and temperature limitations of the electric motor and the

possibilities of regeneration of power on descending inclines.

The first may affect and modify the location of the route, as the

maximum train tonnage rating will not only be limited by the rate of the

ruling grade, but by its length as well, as it is evident that the "root

means square" value of the current and hence its heating effect will be

less on divisions of undulating grade than on long sections of maximum
grade and the effective commercial capacity of the electric engine may
much exceed its continuous rating, if opportunities permit the breaking

up and distribution of the rise of the longer inclines into a greater num-
ber of shorter inclines. It would be an easy matter to construct, for

purposes of illustration, typical comparative profiles of identical length,

rise and fall, curvature and rates of grade, over one of which an engine

could haul double the maximum tonnage in the same time which it could

do over the other, a condition which could not possibly obtain in steam

operation.

The cost of Rise and Fall will, of course, be reduced if advantage is

taken of opportunities for the regeneration of power by trains on descend-

ing grades. The value of such regeneration is usually underestimated,

but nevertheless is very considerable under proper conditions. Theoret-

ically the amount of power generated in the descent should equal that

consumed on the rise, but deductions for rolling friction and the doubled

efficiency losses in motors will reduce the available power to a possible

maximum approximating 50 per cent. The actual percentage which can

be utilized will depend upon the length and steepness of inclines, the total

length of the electrified section and the number and distribution of daily

trains.
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Electric braking (with or without regeneration) in its effect upon the

wear of brake shoes and rails, and upon the comparative ease and safety

of operation, are also elements entering into the final values to be estab-

lished.

Curvature

The effect of a change to electric operation as affected by curvature

will be in degree rather than in kind, with one possible exception, as the

shorter rigid wheel base of some Ij'pes of electric locomotives will result

in reduced resistance and wear of wheels and rails. Such resistance and

wear probably varies inversely as the square of the length of rigid wheel

base and accordingly even small differences m length may have relatively

high economic values.

Rate of Grade

As before indicated, the effects of rate of grade and of rise and fall

are more closely inter-related in electric than in steam operation and

must be so studied. In general it can be safely stated that the train

tonnage ratings in steam service is much more often determined by the

average resistance of the division and the boiler horsepower of the

engine than by the resistance of the maximum grades, or, in other words,

the time schedule rather than the maximum resistance fixes the tonnage

rating of each type of engine in service, and when such conditions exist

all considerations of maximum grades are merged into that of rise and

fall only. If, however, the inherent characteristic of the electric motor

permit the development of higher speed and horsepower, within its

nominal rating, then the resistance of the maximum grade may become

the limiting factor instead of the time schedule and its rate becomes

economically important.

In heavy service, and more particularly on mountain inclines, the

economic value of electric operation may be quite high, as it is possible

to add engine units without adding engine crews, which in combination

with their comparative independence of local engine facilities makes this

feature peculiarly valuable under conditions requiring assistant engine

service.

As in the case of curvature, other differences affecting unit costs

differ more in degree than in kind.

-This general subject could be further amplified almost indefinitely by

discussion in greater detail, especially if the various systems of electrifi-

cation and of types of motors is taken into account, but it is believed that

the above general outline of the more important features and elements

will at least pave the way towards a more definite and tangible reduction

of the values involved, by the members of this Committee.
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ECONOMICS OF LOCATION AS AFFECTED BY THE INTRO-
DUCTION OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

By A. S. Going.

Economics of Steam Road Electrification

(1) Fuel expense both as regards reduced cost of electric power,

elimination of coal tonnage and coal facilities required for steam engine.

(2) Reduced cost of engine maintenance, both direct shop expense

and engine house expense, which latter is practically eliminated.

(3) Greater capacity as regards speed on heavy grades.

(4) Longer engine districts.

(5) Full tonnage trains can be handled at speeds as high as per-

mitted by the alinement of the road with no restriction due to the profile.

In view of the increasing demands of labor, there is no question but

that the future of our railroads depends upon increasing both the weight

and average speed of trains.

The expediency of electrification may be summed up as desirable

from two standpoints.

(1) Increased track tonnage capacity provided by reason of heavier

trains, higher speed and reduction in the number of daily train movements.

(2) The cost of electrification in many cases is found to be consider-

ably less than the cost of corresponding improvements with continued

steam engine operation, and there is also a return upon the additional

capital charge incurred for electrification of from 15 to 20 per cent, result-

ing from the savings in operating expense over steam operation.

One of the many advantages incident to the electric, locomotive is the

fact that it is possible to use its entire weight for traction purposes and

thus effect a saving in the total weight. It is also possible to construct

the running gear so that it can operate around curves of very short radius

without the use of special guiding trucks not supplied with power.

To make electricity a commercial competitor of steam, it is necessary

for two favorable conditions to apply:

(1) Sufficient tonnage.

(.2) Available power facilities.

For the latter, it may be said that a straight away feeding distance of

200 miles is reasonable for synchronous machinery and up to that limit

hydro-electric or other foreign power may be purchased ; otherwise power
stations must be built for the individual use of the railway, and this is

always a serious handicap.

Regarding tonnage, a very approximate minimum limit may be set on

roads with heavy grades amounting to 15,000 tons daily in one direction.

For double track roads, the minimum" should not be appreciably

diffei'ent, because whether a line is double or single track no more copper

need be installed, and the power facilities and number of locomotives
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required are dependent upon the schedule irrespective of whether they be

maintained on one track or two.

Repairs constitute another very important item, these frequently

exceeding 20 cents per mile for a steam engine having only about 60 per

cent, of the tonnage moving capacity of the electric machine and making

35,000 miles per annum under the most favorable conditions.

Logically, electrification should be made continuous and all of the

sections with heavy grades could profitably be coupled together, even

fhough this might involve the electrification of an intervening low grade

engine division, thus eliminating the disadvantage of maintaining a steam

engine division that is placed between two electric engine divisions.

Combined steam and electric operation does not pay, except under

extraordinary circumstances, and such installations are made entirely

from motives of expediency rather than because of the direct return

upon the investment.

Regarding opportunities for profitable electrification other than moun-

tain grade installation there should be mentioned the possibilities inherent

in low grade freight lines and in large switching yards. Electric yard

service should have everything in its favor from an operating standpoint,

and should show excellent returns, provided that fixed charges are not

made prohibitive by having to equip tracks that are used comparatively

seldom. With regard to low grade freight lines, there are equally great

benefits to be secured, without encountering the disadvantage of infre-

quently used tracks. The physical need for electric operation is not so

great on level routes, even though the traffic may be heavy and the load

factor high. There is not the same physical incentive to make the change

so long as the less economical steam engine is able to meet the require-

ments of the traffic, and this the steam locomotive seems capable of doing

in a satisfactory manner for a number of years to come.

The logical step for any road adopting electrification is to purchase

power from outside power companies, and the loads that would be carried

would justify central stations of the largest capacity, considerably in

excess of the load obtainable from the railroads themselves. This would

probably result in the consolidation of numerous small companies in

many parts of the country and the erection and development of power

facilities in sections which are now practically undeveloped.

The great cost of reducing grades emphasize the advantage of electri-

fication of the heavy grades instead of lengthening the line to reduce

them. The electric locomotive is particularly adapted to steep grades,

especially if part of the energy consumed in climbing the grades can be

restored to the line in descending it. The advantages of electrification

are greater the steeper the grade, not only on account of the larger pos-

sible saving from regeneration but also because with a given resistance

the amount of energy required to climb the grade is less than propor-

tioned to the grade.

The efficiency of regeneration may be taken at 80 per cent, at the

locomotive, so that after deducting from the tractive effort due to the
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grade, the tractive effort lost in friction, 80 per cent, of the balance will

be available for restoring power to the line.

In fast freight service the ability to operate heavy trains on fast

schedule has a commercial value which is but little realized and which it

would be difficult to overestimate. The higher rolling friction and wear

of track and equipment form but a small part of the cost of high speed

in freight service, which is principally due to the fact that the steam

locomotive can rarely generate sufficient horsepower to utilize its tractive

rating at speed higher than 10 m. p. h. or 15 m. p. h. and only attains

higher speeds at a sacrifice of train tonnage. The sacrifice is dispropor-

tionate to the gain in speed, and may greatly increase the number of trains

required to move the same tonnage, and as about one-half the cost of

operation varies directly with train mileage it is evident that the cost

per ton mile will be much greater.

In the operation of engine districts of relatively low resistance with

local sections of high resistance, which is the most common condition, the

motors will be too heavy and too slow on the level sections ; or alter-

nately too light to meet the tractive requirements on the section with

heavy grades. Under these conditions the electric motor is at a disad-

vantage when compared with the steam locomotive which can always

develop its full "adhesion rating" at lower speeds and constant horse-

power without regard to the time or distance over which the maximum
effort is exerted. This disability has already been overcome in some
measure by special types of induction and series motors, which afford

two or even more "sjeps" in speed, at equal horsepower, and there is

every reason to believe that a fuller development along the same lines

will extend the range of practical application and afford a more nearly

continuous graduation between the extremes of speed and tractive effort.

The actual cost to the railroad company of the fuel consumed on the

steam engines presents an interesting study from the standpoint of electric

operation. The cost of hauling company coal from mines to several coal-

ing stations is readily determined, as is also the expense incurred at

these stations. What is not so apparent, however, is that this coal retraces

its journey this time on the engine tender, and that the annual ton miles

movement of company coal in cars and on tender may readily reach 10

per cent, of the total gross ton miles carried over the rail.

As an example, consider the performance of a Mikado engine on a

' 2 per cent, grade. The following data apply

:

Weight on drivers 220,000 lbs.

Total weight of engine 280,000 lbs.

Weight of tender. 180,000 lbs.

Total weight of engine and tender 460,000 lbs.

Tractive effort due to 2 per cent, grade 40 per cent.

Tractive effort due to train resistance .6 per cent.

Coefficient of adhesion taken 20 per cent.

Tractive effort at 20 per cent, on driver weight 44,000 lbs.

Total hauling capacity 2 per cent, grade 956 tons
Rated load behind tender 725 tons
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After deducting the engine and tender weight of 230 tons from the

total moving capacity of 956 tons there remains only 726 tons that can be

handled behind the tender,

90

*Ratio tender to trailing load -— = 12.4 per cent.

726

*For a 1 per cent, grade the ratio would be about 6 per cent. ; and

for a 0.5 per cent, grade 3^ per cent.

In other words, the non-revenue tender ton mileage on a 2 per cent,

grade with a Mikado engine of the above capacity will demand running

one additional train in every eight just for the purpose of carrying the

necessary coal and water consumed on the engine.

The Mallet engine with its greater weight is not in such bad case,

but it is a fair statement that steam engine operation of the mountain

divisions of our trunk lines demand the equivalent addition of one train

in every ten run just to furnish coal and water to the boilers.

Not only can the electric locomotive handle heavier trains at higher

speeds on the ruling grade, but its freedom from coal and water necessi-

ties inherentl}' raises the average train tonnage some 10 per cent, with no

increase whatever of driver weights.

The smoothness of grade running with regeneration, and the absence

of hot brakeshoes and wheels, are details to be appreciated.

Under some circumstances, the return of energy available for hauling

of other trains may be an item of considerable moment.

The capabilities of the electric locomotive are in no way impaired by

cold weather, or by inability to obtain fuel or water in case of snow
blockades.

With regenerative braking, the strain on drawbars and couplings is

reduced to a minimum, since the entire train is bunched behind the loco-

motive, and held to a uniform speed. The electric braking mechanism
automatically controls the speed by regulating the amount of energy fed

back to the line. This smooth and easy descent is in marked contrast to

the periodical slowing down and speeding up of a train controlled by air

brakes.

In case there are no other trains between the sub-stations to absorb

the power generated by a descending train, this power passes through the

sub-station machinery, is converted from direct to alternating current, and

fed into the distribution system, connecting all sub-stations.

Regenerative electric braking adds materially to the safety of oper-

ation by supplying a second braking system in addition to the air brakes.

It provides increased economy of operation, by reducing wheel, track and

brakeshoe wear. It permits faster speeds down grades, due to the better

ability of definitely controlling the locomotive, which is difficult at best

with air brakes. It also adds materially to the comfort of the passengers,

due to smoother operations down grades.
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The amount of power returned depends upon the length and steep-

ness of the grades, and the weight of the train. If the grade is steep

and short a large amount of energy would be returned for a short time,

so that the actual value of the return power would not be very great.

If the grade is a long one power is returned for a much longer period,

and may be an appreciable percentage of the total power required to

operate the road. Actual demonstrations show there will be a saving of

at least 15 per cent, of the total power demand with a profit as usually

encountered in mountain divisions, if the power conditions are such that

all the returned power can be utilized. Track rails wear very fast on

steep grades with standard air braking if the traffic is very heavy, and it

has been proved that this wear is greatly reduced, and is practically the

same as on the up grades, if regeneration braking is used. The expe-

rience of the Italian State Railways in this respect indicates that this

saving may be one of the most important advantages of this type of

braking.

The amount of coal per ton mile used by a switching locomotive

varies from 0.06 lb. for freights on the Pennsylvania Railroad to 0.89 lb.

for mountain freights on the Great Northern Railway.

For electric service the watthours per ton mile will run from 10 for

steady speeds at low train friction to 100 at high train friction or with

frequent accelerations.

We may assume for general service the following:

1.5 lb. coal per ton mile for steam locomotive switching.

100 watthours per ton mile for electric locomotive switching.

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway

Percentage of decrease in time of engine crews electric operation in

June, 1914, as compared with steam operation in June, 1913.

Regular time, 22.89 per cent.

Overtime, 56.26 per cent.

Total decrease, 29.28 per cent.

Comparison of freight train movements— steam operation for June,

1913, electric June, 1914.

25.6 per cent, less trains.

35.0 per cent, greater tonnage per train.

Comparison of time required for trip of freight trains. Steam oper-

ation June, 1913, electric operation June, 1914.

20 per cent, iiicrease in tonnage per train.

27.58 per cent, decrease in time per trip.

The Roadmaster states that it is quite evident that the electric loco-

motives are much easier on the track at curves, but that no noticeable

difference on tangent track.

Costs per locomotive mile steam for maintenance and of equipment

and transportation expenses 83.55 cents, electric 31 cents.

10.29 locomotive miles per ton of coal, 6 months of 1913.

26.30 K.W. hr. per locomotive mile, 6 months, 1914.
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39.93 per cent, of saving account of electrical operation (decreased

operating expenses).

Per Cent, of Decrease in Operating Expenses—6 Months' Period, 1914.

Item of Operating Expenses Per cent. Decrease
Fuel and power 47.81 per cent.

Repairs 26.05 per cent.

Engine men's wages 31.81 per cent.

Engine house expense 37.68 per cent.

Water 75.90 per cent.

Lubricants 49.30 per cent.

Other supplies 21.83 per cent.

Total locomotive performance 39.93 per cent.

Trainmen's wages 21.10 per cent.

Grand total 36.19 per cent.

Ton miles hauled (Increase) 8.77 per cent.

Electric Railway Journal, October 20, 1917. Mileage costs for

January, 1917, based on the operation of 83,702 miles by all classes of

equipment. The maintenance costs include damage from accidents.

Cents per
Mile __

Electrical equipment (including machine shop material and depreci-

ation) 9.40

Locomotive engineers -. 8.03

Engine house, electric (including wiping and housing) L27
Electrical energy 17.67

Lubrication 40
Other supplies 58

37.35
(Electric Railway Journal, April 1, 1916.)

Electric Operation of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

Electrically operated freight trains make the run of 115 miles between

Three Forks and Deer Lodge in 7j4 hours, whereas under steam oper-

ating conditions which formerly existed the schedule time was between

12 and 14 hours. Electric operation with passenger trains is equally

successful. No difficulty of any kind in connection with the equipment

since electric operation was inaugurated. Can operate during cold

weather better than steam locomotives.

In Deer Lodge shops experience shows that reduction in shop force

by introduction of electric locomotives is about as follows

:

Boilermakers, 98 per cent. ; blacksmiths, 60 per cent. ; machinists,

20 per cent. At present shop attendance required for the electric loco-

motives include three crews, each consisting of three electricians and
three helpers.

Two steam divisions have been consolidated into one electric locomo-

tive run, crews being changed midway at the old division point. A train

of 48 cars, aggregating 3,000 tons in weight, was made up in Butte and
run over the mountain to Piedmount with two electric locomotives.

Maximum gradient, 1.66 per cent, eastbound, 2 per cent, westbound, dis-

tance 16 miles, speed 16 miles per hour. The rating of the two engines
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on the 1.66 per cent, grade being 3,700 tons, based on a rolling friction

of 6 lbs. per ton. Following the electrically operated train was another

in which there were 37 cars approximately 2,200 tons in weight hauled by

three steam locomotives, two being Mikado t3'pe and one a Mallet loco-

motive acting as a pusher. This train was able to ascend the hill at

10 m.p.h.

The running time over each section of the electric division has been

reduced from 12-16 hours for steam operation to 7-10 hours for electric.

A quite considerable amount of trouble and delay, due to brake rigging

failures, wheels and brake shoes overheating, etc., incidental to operation

on heavy grades, have been entirely eliminated since the introduction of

the electric locomotives.

Drawbar troubles have not been entirely eliminated, and it could not

be expected that they would, as the drawbar pull of these locomotives

when working at their wheel slipping point, with sand, will run as high

as 120,000 lbs. and this value is beyond the elastic limit, and sometimes

the ultimate strength of many of the old freight cars in service.

St. Clair Tunnel Electrification

The Grand Trunk Railway in May, 1908, replaced four steam loco-

motives of 100 tons each with six 66-ton electric units which, as a rule,

are used in sets of two.

During the period that these electric units have been in service no

failure has yet occurred in the main motors, and they have been available

for service throughout 90 per cent, of the time. The average annual cost

for the maintenance of the four steam locomotives was $21,173, while that

for the six electric locomotives has been $11,131. The average cost per

car handled through the tunnel and yard, a distance of approximately

five miles, by steam was 26.6 cents as against 17.2 cents by electric loco-

motive, although the capacitj' of cars handled to-day is greater than the

capacity of those in 1907 and 1908.

The cost of fuel for the steam locomotives was $42,000 per year,

whereas the average cost of fuel consumed for generating energy for the

electric locomotive is $17,000 per year. This difference in cost is partly

due to the fact that slack coal is now used, whereas hard coal was used

for the steam locomotives.

Power is supplied from one plant containing two 1,500 h.p. turbo

generator sets, and stokers of boilers are so controlled that their opera-

tion is practically controlled automatically from the operation of locomo-

tives on the main line.

Norfolk & Western Railway

Twelve electric locomotives have displaced 33 Mallet locomotives, and

have increased the average speed up the ruling 2.4 per cent, grade from

6 to 14 miles per hour. The principle of braking by regenerating power

has proved a complete success. The fact that the speed on down grades

is constant and inflexible prevents the possibility of surges in the train

which would result in broken drawbars. ,



MINORITY REPORT

COMMITTEE XVI—ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
LOCATION

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

We indorse the report of the Committee, with the exception of cer-

tain paragraphs under "Recommendations for Future Work;" (7), in

which opinions are given in advance on certain subjects to be investigated.

These subjects are of far-reaching importance, by all means should be

considered in assigning future work to Committee on Economics, but

have not yet been fully considered by this Committee.

The paragraphs in question are

:

"The recent award of time-and-a-half for overtime in slow freight

service will undoubtedly call for a revision of operating methods. It has
been stated by some that shorter divisions will be the rule; in fact, some
railroads are considering the advisability of putting terminals between the

present terminals, but trainload will be less of a feature than formerly.
It is not unlikely that a careful study will disclose that lengthening the

distance between terminals and increasing the speed and providing run-
ning tracks and devices for taking water on the run, and perhaps other de-
vices to avoid stopping the train, will prove far more economical than in-

creasing the number of terminals and maintaining the trainload.

"The location of passing tracks will undoubtedly be affected. The
value of light grades as compared with heavy grades will decrease, and
the electrification of railroads will take on new value.

"Under present operating conditions it is probable that it will become
more economical to provide additional running tracks than to revise the

grades and decrease the number of trains with the faster movement which
will be called for by the new conditions.

"It has been repeatedly demonstrated in railroad operation that it is

more valuable to provide facilities for keeping the trains moving than it

is to provide low grades and light curvature."

Any change in economic conditions which affects operation will affect

the economics of location more or less, but we are not prepared to indorse

these opinions to the extent that they magnify the importance of speed and

minimize the importance of tonnage and grades.

It must be remembered that three years ago it was the emphatic and

practically unanimous contention of the railroads that even with an eight-

hour day and time-and-a-half for overtime it would be more economical

to continue present methods of operation rather than to increase speed

by cutting tonnage, increasing facilities, increasing power or any com-

bination of these expedients. (See pp. 22 and 438-447, Report of the

Eight-Hour Commission, December 29, 1917.)

Respectfully submitted,

C. P. Howard, Vice-Chairman.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVII—WOOD PRESERVATION

C. M. Taylor, Cliairman;

F. J. Angier,

E. H. Bowser,

Z. M. Briggs,

C. B. Brown,
A. S. BUTTERWORTH,

I. A. COTTINGHAM,

W. H. Gardner, Jr.,

T. H. Gatlin,

R. H. Howard,

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk,

Vice-Chairman;

W. H. Kirkbride,

H. Knight,

W. W. Lawson,

G. E. Rex,

LowRY Smith,

E. A. Sterling,

T. G. Townsend,

J. H. Waterman,
Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Wood Preservation respectfully submits its

report to the Twenty-first Annual Convention.

The following subjects were either assigned or suggested to your

Committee:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in Manual, and
submit definite recommendations for changes, with special reference

to the subject-matter of "Water in Creosote."

2. Report on the compilation of service test records and extend them
to include treated timbers in bridges, docks and wharves. Include also a

critical study of the records of service given by the zinc-chloride treat-

ment, and state the results which may be obtained from that treatment.

3. Report on the m.erits of water gas tar as a preservative, taking

samples of preservative from timbers which have been in service, in order

to determine its quality.

4. Co-operate with similar committees of other associations with the

object of obtaining uniformity in practice and specifications, and report

thereon.
5. Report on preservative treatment for Douglas Fir.

6. Report on indicators for determining the Burnettizing of ties and
timbers.

7. Report on availablity and use of Sodium Fluoride as a preserva-

tive ioi cross-ties.

8. Report on creosote treatment to be used in the protection of piles

and timbers in teredo-infested water, specifying amount of creosote to

be used.

9. Report on comparative value of grades 1, 2 and 3 creosote oil and
creosote coal tar solutions as preservative agencies.

10. Revise demarcation line between use of creosoted and zinc treated

ties.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the whole Committee were held in Chicago on June 13

and October 25, and in Norfolk, Va., on December 3.

(1) Revision of the Manual

Proposed changes or additions to the Manual are indicated by

underscored lines in the appendices.

321
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In Appendix A the Committee submits changes and additions on

the following items and recommends their adoption under the heading

of Conclusions":

(a) Revised Heading for Standard Specification for Creosote Oil.

(b) Revised Heading for Specifications for Tie Treatment.

(c) Revised General Requirements.
(d) Revised Specification for the Treatment of Ties by Burnettiz-

ing Process.

(e) Revision of the Specification for Zinc Chloride in the Zinc-Tan-
nin Treatment.

(f) Revised Specification for Plain Creosoting.

(g) Revised Specification for Zinc-Creosote Emulsion Treatment-:

(h) Elimination of the Two-Injection Zinc Creosote Treatment.
(i) New Specification covering preservative Treatment of Wood

with Creosote Oil. (Empty Cell Process with Final

Vacuum.)
(i) New Specification covering Preservative Treatment of Wood

with Creosote Oil. (Empty Cell Process with Initial Air
and Final Vacuum.)

(2) Service Records

In Appendix B the Committee submits the record of the results

of the preservative treatment of cross-ties on the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western Railroad. This report is prepared in the form that

could be followed by subsequent Committees in reporting on the re-

sults obtained by other roads.

(3) Merits of Water Gas Tar as a Preservative

No Committee was appointed to cover this subject, due to the

fact that the Chairman was unable to obtain any authentic record of

the use of pure water gas tar, excepting those ties treated account of

the Public Service Railway Company, as reported by this Committee
in 1917. See Appendix C.

(5) Preservative Treatment for Douglas Fir

Appendix D.

(6) Indicators for Determining the Penetration of Zinc Chloride in

Ties and Timbers Treated by the Burnettizing Process

In Appendix E the Committee submits as information a new indi-

cator, the directions covering which are recommended for adoption

as standard practice under the heading of "Conclusions."

(7) Sodium Fluoride

In Appendix F the Committee reports relative to the availability

of Sodium Fluoride and recommends its trial by those railroads inter-

ested in water soluble preservatives.

(9) Comparative Values of the Different Grades of Creosote Oil and

Creosote Coal Tar Solution

In Appendix G the Committee gives what it feels is present knowl-

edge of the values of the different oils.
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(10) The Disadvantages and Advantages of Present and Recom-
mended P*ractice

The report given in Appendix H gives the results of information

gathered by various members of the Committee during the year.

(11) Proposed Line Showing the Division Between the Use of Creo-

sote and Zinc Treatment for Cross-Ties

The Committee submits a map showing a tentative line which can

be considered only an indication of what present practices warrant.

Progress Report

The Committee reports progress on subjects (1) Water in Creo-

sote; (2) Service Records and Zinc Chloride Treatment; (4) Uni-
*

formity of Practice and Specifications with other associations
; (5)

Douglas Fir Preservative Treatment; and (8) Creosoted Piles in

teredo-infested water.

CONCLUSIONS

Your Committee makes the following recommendations to the

Association:

For adoption and publication in the Manual:

Subject (1)

(a) Revised Heading for Standard Specification for Creosote Oil.

(b) Revised Heading for Specifications for Tie Treatment.
(c) Revised General Requirements.
(d) Revised Specification for Treatment of Ties by Burnettizing

Process.

(e) Revision of the Specification for Zinc Chloride in the Zinc-Tan-
nin Treatment.

(f) Revised Specification for Plain Creosoting.

(g) Revised Specification for Zinc-Creosote Emulsion Treatment,
(h) Elimination of the Two-Injection Zinc-Creosote Treatment.
(i) New Specification covering Preservative Treatment of Wood

with Creosote Oil. (Empty Cell Process with Final

Vacuum.)
(j) New Specification covering Preservative Treatment of Wood

with Creosote Oil. (Empty Cell Process with Initial Air
and Final Vacuum.)

(k) Directions for the Use of the Iodine-Potassium Ferricyanide-
Starch Color Reaction Test for Determining Zinc Chloride
Penetration.

Accept as information:

Subject (3) Report on Water Gras Tar.

Subject (5) Report on Preservative Treatment for Douglas Fir.

Subject (6) Paper on the new process for determining the pene-

tration of zinc chloride in wood.

Subject (7) Availability of Sodium Fluoride.
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Subject (9) Comparative Values of Creosote Oils.

Subject (10) Line showing the division between the use of Creo-

sote and Zinc Treatment for Cross-Ties.

Recommendations for Future Work
The Committee recommends for future work continuation of Sub-

jects Nos. (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (8), and as new Subjects:

(1) Preservative Treatment to be used on Piles and Timbers in

Land Construction.

(2) Proper methods for storing Lumber and Piling for air sea-

soning preliminary to Preservative Treatment.

Subject (8) should be changed to read as follows:

"Treatment to be used in the protection of Piles and Timbers
in waters infested by marine borers."

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Wood Preservation.

I
C. M. Taylor, Chairman.



Appendix A

REVISION OF MANUAL
Sub-Committee: G. E. Rex, Chairman; F. J. Angier, Z. M. Briggs,

Lowry Smith and J. H. Waterman.

This Committee has revised the specifications covering recommended
practices for the different preservative treatments of wood as now ap-

pearing in the Manual.

The preliminary part of each proposed specification is identical and

they are very nearly those specifications as used by all the railroads while

under Federal control.

The specification which was adopted at the annual meeting in March,

1919, covering preservative treatment of wood with zinc chloride is

changed to have it agree in make-up and procedure with the specifications

for use with other preservatives.

The heading "Standard Specification for Creosote Oil," as appearing

on page 541 of the Manual, is changed to "Specifications for Grade 1

Creosote Oil." This will provide for three grades of distillate creosote

oil, namely, 1, 2 and 3. There are no changes in the specifications for

creosote oil this year.

The title "Specifications for Tie Treatment," as now appearing on

page 540 of the Manual is changed to "Specifications for Preservative

Treatments."

The General Requirements have been revised, and are as follows:

General Requirements: The General Requirements apply to each of

the treatments

:

If used in specifications for the purchase of treated material, these

General Requirements should be followed by the specification for the

particular treatment desired .

Material should not be treated until seasoned. If it arrives at the

treating plant in a seasoned condition ready to treat, it may be loaded

direct from the cars to the trams; otherwise, it shall be stacked. If ties,

they shall be stacked in layers of 1 or 2 and 7 to 10, depending on the

width of the ties ; if piles or lumber, they shall be stacked to insure even

and proper seasoning—with alleys at least 3 feet wide between rows of

stacks extending between tracks, and at least 6 inches oflF the ground on

treated sills. The space under and between the rows of stacks at all

times should be kept free of rotting wood, weeds or rubbish. The yard

should be so drained that no water can stand under the stacks, or in their

immediate vicinity.

Since the seasoning varies with the latitude, time of year, the expo-

sure and peculiarities of the season, it is essential to establish by experi-

ment the seasoning period usually required to enable each class of timber

to best receive treatment. Material piled for seasoning should be closely

watched, and not allowed to overseason or to deteriorate. No material

325
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should be treated which does not conform to the requirements of the

specifications as to shakes, checks, soundness, etc. Material which shows
signs of checking should be provided with "S" irons, bolts, or other

devices, in order to prevent, during or after treatment, further checking

that would be liable to render it worthless.

Where ties are to be adzed or bored for subsequent insertion of

spikes, or application of tie plates, such adzing and boring should in all

cases be done before treatment.

The balance of the General Requirements as given on page 550 of

the Manual is eliminated, as the treatment is varied under each specifi-

cation.

SPECIFICATION FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
OF WOOD WITH ZINC CHLORIDE

Except when ordered otherwise by the railroad's representative, the

material to be treated shall be air-seasoned until in his judgment any

moisture in it will not prevent injection of the specified amount of pre-

servative; shall be restricted in any charge to woods into which approx-

imately equal quantities of preserving fluid can be injected; and shall

consist of pieces approximately equal in size and sapwood content, on

which all framing, boring, or adzing shall have been done, so separated

as to insure contact of steam and preservative with all surfaces.

The zinc chloride used shall be acid-free and shall not contain more

than 0.1 per cent, iron. Dry zinc-chloride shall contain at least 94 per

cent, soluble zinc chloride, and in any solution purchased the percentage

of zinc chloride specified shall be the amount of soluble zinc chloride

required.

The material shall retain an average of 0.5 pound of dry zinc chloride

per cubic foot, which shall permeate all of the sapwood and as much of

the heartwood as practicable, and no charge shall retain less than 90 per

cent, nor more than 110 per cent, of this quantity.

The treating solution shall be no stronger than necessary to obtain

the required retention of preservative with the largest volumetric absorp-

tion that is practicable, and shall be thoroughly mixed before use. Its

strength shall not exceed 5 per cent, and shall be determined by analysis.

Chemical titration, using a silver-nitrate solution with potassium-chro-

mate indicator, will usually be satisfactory. For example : With red oak

the strength shall not exceed 4 per cent., and the volume injected shall

be not less than 20 per cent., while with pine having a large percentage of

sapwood it shall not exceed 2 per cent., and the volume injected shall be

not less than 40 per cent. The amount of solution retained shall be cal-

culated from readings of working tank gages or scales or from weights

of at least one-tenth of the material on a suitable track scale before and

after treatment, checked as may be desired by the railroad's representative.

Air-seasoned material shall be steamed in the cylinder for not less

than one hour nor more than two hours, at a pressure of not more than
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20 pounds per square inch, the cylinder being provided with vents to

reheve it of stagnant air and insure proper circulation of the steam and

being drained to prevent condensate from accumulating in sufficient

quantity to reach the material. After steaming is completed, a vacuum

of at least 22 inches shall be maintained until the wood is as dry and as

free from air as practicable. Before the preservative is introduced, the

cylinder shall be drained of condensate, and if the vacuum is broken, a

second one as high as the first shall be created. The preservative shall

be introduced, without breaking the vacuum until the cylinder is filled.

The pressure shall be gradually raised and maintained at a minimum of

125 pounds per square inch until the required quantity of preservative is

injected into the material, or until less than 5 per cent, of the total quan-

tity required has been injected during the latter half of one hour through-

out which the rate of injection has persistently decreased while the pres-

sure has been held continuously at 165 or more pounds per square inch.

The temperature of the preservative during the pressure period shall be

not less than 130°F., nor more than 190°F., and shall average at least

150°F. After the cylinder is emptied of preserving solution, a vacuum

shall be maintained until the material can be removed from the cylinder

free of dripping preservative.

At least once each day -the railroad's representative shall determine

penetration by analysis. The "Iodine-Potassium Ferricyanide Starch"

color reaction test to determine the penetration by its visibility will gen-

erally be satisfactory.

From ties samples shall be taken at middle and rail sections ; from

other material samples shall be taken as desired. Any holes that may be

bored shall be filled with tight-fitting treated plugs.

The treating plant shall be equipped with the thermometers and

gages necessary to indicate and record accurately the conditions at all

stages during the treatment, and all equipment shall be maintained in

condition satisfactory to the railroad. The owner of the treating plant

shall also provide and keep in condition for use at all times the apparatus

and chemicals necessary for making the analysis and tests required in this

specification.

This takes the place of "Specifications for the Treatment of Tics by

the Burnettizing Process" shown on page 417, Bulletin 213, January, 1919,

and adopted at the March, 1919, meeting of the Association as recom-

njended practice.

Zinc Tannin Treatment: This, as appearing on pages Nos. 551 and

552 of the Manual, should stand with the exception that the last paragraph

on page 552 down to this quotation

—

"The zinc chloride used shall be as free from all impurities of any

kind as is practicable, being slightly basic, free from acid, containing not

more than 0.25 per cent, iron."

is changed to read as follows:
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"The zinc chloride used shall be acid free and shall not contain more
than 0.1 per cent. iron. Dry zinc chloride shall contain at least 94 per cent.

solution zinc chloride, and in any solution specified the percentage of zinc

chloride specified shall be the amount of soluble zinc chloride required."

The above specification for zinc chloride is the one adopted as recom-

mended practice at the March, 1919, meeting.

On page 552 of the Manual the words "plain creosoting" are changed

to read:

SPECIFICATION FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
OF WOOD WITH CREOSOTE OIL (FULL CELL PROCESS)

Except when otdered otherwise by the railroad's representative, the

material shall be air-seasoned until in his judgment any moisture in it

will not prevent injection of the specified amount of preservative; shall

be restricted in any charge to woods into which approximately equal

quantities of preserving fluid can be injected; and shall consist of pieces

approximately equal in size and sapwood content, on which all framing,

boring or adzing shall have been done, so separated as to insure contact

of steam and preservative with all surfaces.

The preservative used shall be the one most suitable and available of

the following standards of the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Creosote Oil, Grade 1.

Creosote Oil, Grade 2.

Creosote-Coal-Tar Solution .

Creosote Oil, Grade 3.

The material shall retain the amount of creosote oil necessary to

permeate all of the sapwood and as much of the heartwood as practicable.

The quantities specified may vary from 10 pounds per cubic foot for

material from needle-leaved trees from which most of the sapwood has

been removed to 24 pounds per cubic foot for piling which had wide sap-

wood. The quantity of creosote oil retained shall be calculated, on the

basis of 100°F., from readings of working tank gages or scales, or from
weights of at least one-tenth of the material on a suitable track before

and after treatment, checked as may be desired by the railroad's

representative.

After the material is placed in the cylinder, a vacuum of at least 22

inches shall be maintained until the wood is as dry and as free of air as

practicable. The creosote oil shall then be introduced, without breaking

the vacuum, until the cylinder is filled. The pressure shall be gradually

raised, and maintained at a minimum of 125 pounds per square inch until

the required quantity of preservative is injected into the material, or until

the railroad's representative is satisfied that the largest volumetric injec-

tion that is practicable has been obtained. The temperature of the pre-

servative during the pressure period shall be not less than 170°F., nor

more than 200° F., and shall average at least 180°F. After pressure is
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completed and the cylinder emptied of preservative, rt vacuum shall be

maintained until the material can be removed from the cylinder free of

dripping preservative.

At least once each day the railroad's representative shall determine

penetration by sampling ties at middle and rail sections ; from other

material samples shall be taken as desired. Any holes that may be bored

shall be filled with tight-fitting creosoted plugs.

The treating plant shall be equipped with the thermometers and

pages necessary to indicate and record accurately the conditions at all

stages during the treatment, and all equipment shall be maintained in con-

dition satisfactory to the railroad. The owner of the treating plant shall

also provide and keep in condition for use at all times the apparatus and

chemicals necessary for making the analyses and tests required in this

specification.

When permission is given to prepare material for treatment by

steaming instead of seasoning by air, it shall not be subjected to pres-

sures or temperatures for periods sufficient to injure the wood.

On page 553 in the Manual the heading "Zinc Creosote Emulsion

Treatment is changed to

—

SPECIFICATION FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
OF WOOD WITH ZINC CHLORIDE AND CREOSOTE OIL

(See U. S. Patents 815,404 and 1,178,132.)

Except when ordered otherwise by the railroad's representative, the

material to be treated shall be air-seasoned until in his judgment any

moisture in it will not prevent injection of the specified amount of pre-

servative : shall be restricted in any charge to woods into which approx-

imately equal quantities of preserving fluid can be injected; and shall

consist of pieces approximately equal in size and sapwood content, on

which all framing, boring, or adzing shall have been done, so separated

as to insure contact of steam and preservative with all surfaces.

The zinc chloride used shall be acid-free and shall not contain more

than 0.1 per cent, iron. Dry zinc chloride shall contain at least 94 per

cent, soluble zinc chloride, and in any solution purchased the percentage

of zinc chloride specified shall be the quantity of zinc chloride required.

The creosote oil shall meet the standard for Grade 3 Creosote oil.

The material shall retain an average of 0.5 pound of dry zinc chloride

and 3 pounds of creosote oil per cubic foot, which shall permeate all of

the sapwood and as much of the heartwood as practicable, and no charge

shall retain less than 90 per cent, nor more than 110 per cent, of these

quantities per cubic foot.

The preserving mixture shall be composed of the volumetric propor-

tions of creosote oil and of zinc chloride solution of the necessary strength

which are required to obtain the specified retention of the preservatives

with the largest volumetric injection th at is practicable, and shall be

agitated in the working tank and cylinder so as to insure thorough mixing
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before and while the cylinder is being filled with preservative and while

the preservative is being injected into the material. The strength of the

zinc chloride solution shall not exceed 5 per cent, and shall be determined

by analysis. Chemical titration—using a silver-nitrate solution with potas-

sium-chromate indicator, before the zinc chloride solution is mixed with

the creosote oil will usually be satisfactory. For example : With red oak

the proportions shall be not less than 77 per cent, of 5 per cent, zinc-

chloride solution and not more than 23 per cent, of creosote oil, and the

volume injected shall be not less than 20 per cent., while with pine hav-

ing a large percentage of sapwood they shall be not less than 88 per cent,

of 2.5 per cent, zinc-chloride and not more than 12 per cent, of creosote

oil, and the volume injected shall not be less than 40 per cent. The quan-

tities of preservatives retained shall be calculated from readings of work-

ing tank gauges or scales and from weights of at least one-tenth of the

material on a suitable tiack scale before and after treatment, checked as

may be desired by the railroad's representative.

Air-seasoned material shall be steamed in the cylinder for not less

than one hour nor more than two hours, at a pressure of not more than

20 pounds per square inch, the cylinder being provided with vents to re-

lieve it of stagnant air and insure proper circulation of the steam and

being drained to prevent condensate from accumulating in sufficient quan-

tity to reach the material. After steaming is completed, a vacuum of at

least 22 inches shall be maintained until the wood is as dry and as free

from air as practicable. Before the preservative is introduced the cylinder

shall be drained of condensate, and if the vacuum is broken a second one

as high as the first shall be created. The preserving mixtures .shall be

introduced without breaking the vacuum until the cj^linder is filled. The
pressure shall be gradually raised, and maintained at a minimum of 125

pounds per square inch until the required amount of preservatives is in-

jected into the material, or until less than 5 per cent, of the total quantity

required has been injected during the latter half of one hour throughout

which the rate of injection has persistently decreased while the pressure

has been held continuously at 165 or more pounds per square inch. The
temperature of the preservative during the pressure period shall be not

less than 170°F., nor more than 200°F., and shall average at least 180°F.

After the cylinder is emptied of preserving mixture, a vacuum shall be

maintained until the material can be removed from the cylinder free of

dripping preservative.

At least once each day the railroad's representative shall determine

penetration by analysis. The "Iodine-Potassium Ferricyanide Starch"

color reaction test to determine the penetration by its visibility will gen-

erally be satisfactory. From ties, samples shall be taken at middle and

rail sections; from other material samples shall be taken as desired. Any
holes that may be bored shall be filled with tight-fitting creosoted plugs.

The treating plant shall be equipped with the thermometers and

gages necessary to indicate and record accurately the conditions at all
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stages during the treatment, and all equipment shall be maintained in

condition satisfactory to the railroad. The owner of the treating plant

shall also provide and keep in condition for use at all times the apparatus

and chemicals necessary for making the analyses and tests required in

this specification.

When water gas tar solution instead of creosote is used, it shall meet

the following requirements:

The oil shall be a water gas tar product, of which at least sixty per

cent shall be a distillate of water gas tar and the remainder shall be re-

fined or filtered water gas tar. It shall comply with the following

requirements

:

1. It shall not contain more than 3 per cent, water.

2. It shall not contain more than 2 per cent, of matter insoluble in

benzol.

3. The specific gravity of the oil at 38/15.5 degrees Centigrade shall

not be less than 1.03 nor more than 1.07.

4. The distillate, based on water free oil, shall be within the follow-

ing limits

:

Up to 210 degrees Centigrade, not more than 8 per cent.

Up to 235 degrees Centigrade, not more than 20 per cent.

Up to 355 degrees Centigrade, not less than 60 per cent .

5. The specific gravity of the fractions between 235 degrees Centi-

grade and 315 degrees Centigrade shall not be less than .98

nor more than 1.02 at 38/15.5°C.

6. The residue above 355 degrees Centigrade, if it exceeds 5 per

cent., shall have a float test of not more than 50 seconds

at 70°C.

7. The oil shall not yield more than 10 per cent, coke residue .

8 . The foregoing test shall be made in accordance with the standard

methods of the American Railway Engineering Association.

When a distillate of water gas tar is used, it shall meet the following

requirements

:

The oil shall be a distillate of water gas tar. It shall comply with

the following requirements

:

1. It shall not contain more than 3 per cent, of water.

2. It shall not contain more than 0.5 per cent, of matter insoluble in

benzol.

3. The specific gravity of the oil at 38/15.5 degrees Centigrade shall

be not less than 1.02.
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4. The distillate, based on water free oil, shall be within the follow-

ing limits:

Up to 210 degrees Centigrade, not more than 5 per cent.

Up to 235 degrees Centigrade, not more than 25 per cent.

Up to 355 degrees Centigrade, not less than 80 per cent.

5. The specific gravity of the fractions between 235 degrees Centi-

grade and 315 degrees Centigrade shall not be less than .98

nor more than 1.02 at 38/15.5°C.

6. The residue above 355 degrees Centigrade, if it exceeds 5 per

cent., shall have a float test of not more than 50 seconds at

70°C.

7 . The oil shall not yield more than 2 per cent, coke residue.

8. The foregoing tests shall be made in accordance with the standard

methods of the American Railway Engineering Association.

On page 554 of the Manual the "Two-Injection Zinc Creosote"

heading and the subsequent specification is eliminated and the follow-

ing processes substituted:

SPECIFICATION FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
OF WOOD WITH CREOSOTE OIL (EMPTY-CELL

PROCESS WITH FINAL VACUUM)
(See U. S. Patents 707,799 and 831.450.)

Except when ordered otherwise by the railroad's representative, the

material to be treated shall be air-seasoned until in his judgment any

moisture in it will not prevent injection of an adequate amount of pre-

servative; shall be confined in any charge to woods into which approx-

imately equal quantities of preserving fluid can be injected; and shall

consist of pieces approximately equal in size and sapwood content, on

which all framing, boring, or adzing shall have been done, so separated

as to insure contact of steam and preservative with all surfaces.

The preservative used shall be the one most suitable of the following

standards of the American Railway Engineering Association:

Creosote Oil, Grade 1.

Creosote Oil, Grade 2.

Creosote-Coal-Tar Solution.

Creosote Oil, Grade 3.

The material shall retain an average of at least 6 pounds of creosote

oil per cubic foot for cross-ties and 10 pounds per cubic foot of other

material, and no charge shall retain less than 90 per cent, nor more than

110 per cent, of the quantity per cubic foot that may be specified. The
quantity of preservative retained shall be calculated, on the basis of

100°F., from readings of working-tank gauges or scales or from weights

of at least one-tenth of the material on a suitable track scale before and

after treatment, checked as may be desired by the railroad's representative.
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After the material is placed in the cylinder, the preservative shall be

introduced, at not over 200°F.. until the cylinder is filled.

The pressure shall be raised and maintained until there is obtained

the largest practicable volumetric injection that can be reduced to the

required retention by a quick high vacuum. The pressure and temper-

ature within the cylinder shall be so controlled as to give the maximum
penetration by the quantity of preservative injected. After the pressure

is completed the cylinder shall be speedily emptied of preservative and a

vacuum of at least 22 inches promptly created and maintained until the

quantity of preservative injected is reduced to the required retention.

At least once each day the railroad's representative shall determine

penetration by sampling ties at middle and rail sections; from other

material samples shall be taken as desired. Any holes that may be bored

shall be filled with tight-fitting creosoted plugs.

The treating plant shall be equipped with the thermometers and

gauges necessary to accurately indicate and record conditions at all stages

during the treatment, and all equipment shall be maintained in condition

satisfactory to the railroad. The owner of the treating plant shall also

provide and keep in condition for use at all times the apparatus and

chemicals necessary for making the analyses and tests required in this

specification.

SPECIFICATION FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
OF WOOD WITH CREOSOTE OIL. (EMPTY-CELL
PROCESS WITH INITIAL AIR AND FINAL VACUUM.)

Except when ordered otherwise by the railroad's representative, the

material to be treated shall be air-seasoned until in his judgment any

moisture in it will not prevent injection of an adequate amount of pre-

servative ; shall be restricted in any charge to woods into which approx-

imately equal quantities of preserving fluid can be injected; and shall

consist of pieces approximately equal in size and sapwood content, on

which all framing, boring, or adzing shall have been done, so separated

as to insure contact of air and preservative with all surfaces.

The preservative used shall be the one most suitable and available of

the following standards of the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Creosote Oil, Grade 1.

Creosote Oil, Grade 2.

Creosote-Coal-Tar Solution.
,

Creosote Oil, Grade 3.

The material shall retain an average of at least 5 pounds of creosote

oil per cubic foot, which shall permeate all of the sapwood and as much
of the heartwood as practicable, and no charge shall retain less than 90

per cent, nor more than 110 per cent, of .the quantity per cubic foot that

may be specified. The amount of preservative retained shall be calcu-
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lated, on the basis of 100°F., from readings of working-tank gauges or

scales or from weights of at least one-tenth of the material on a suitable

track scale before and after treatment, checked as may be desired by the

railroad's representative.

After the material is placed in the cylinder it shall be subjected to

air pressure of sufficient intensity and duration to provide under a

vacuum the ejection of preservative necessary to insure the required re-

tention. For example : With red oak pressures of 40 to 60 pounds for

30 minutes, while with pine having a large percentage of sapwood pres-

sures of 70 to 90 pounds for 30 minutes will be required. The preserva-

tive shall then be mtroduced, the air pressure being maintained constant

until the C3^1inder is filled. The pressure shall be gradually raised to at

least 150 pounds per square inch, and maintained until all of the sapwood

and as much of the heartwood as practicable are saturated, or until the

railroad's representative is satisfied that the largest volumetric injection

that is practicable has been obtained. The temperature of the preservative

during the pressure period shall be not less than 170°F., nor more than

200° F., and shall average at least 180°F. After the pressure is completed

the cylinder shall be speedily emptied of preservative and a vacuum of

at least 22 inches be promptly created, and maintained until the material

can be removed from the cylinder free of dripping preservative.

At least once each day the railroad's representative shall determ-ine

penetration by sampling ties at middle and rail sections ; from other

material samples shall be taken as desired. Any holes that may be bored

shall be filled with tight-fitting creosoted plugs .

The treating plant shall be equipped with the thermometers and

gages necessary to indicate and record accurately the conditions at all

stages during the treatment, and all equipment shall be maintained in

condition satisfactory to the railroad. The owner of the treating plant

shall also provide and keep in condition for use at all times the apparatus

and chemicals necessary for making the analyses and tests required in

this snecification.this specification.

The Committee reports progress on the co-operative work with

the American Wood-Preservers' Association in the matter of sampling
oil and water in tank cars, but no definite conclusion has been reached

at this time.
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SERVICE TEST RECORDS

Sub-Committee: G. E. Rex, Chairman; T. H. Gatlin, R. H. Howard,
Dr. H. von Schrenk and J. H. Waterman.

This Committee in co-operation with the Tie Committee of the

Association and the Service Record Committee of the American
Wood-Preservers' Association made an inspection on July 9, 1919, of

about eighty miles of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,

which included the tracks of the Lackawanna Railroad of New Jersey.

As a result of this inspection and compilation of the records, the

Committee submits the following conclusions:

(1) The best information pertaining to the life of untreated and

treated ties can be had from detailed and accurate records of the tie re-

newals over long periods, and urgently recommends that all railroads

keep such records.

(2) The treated life of soft-wood ties, such as Loblolly Pine, can-

not be obtained when used in tracks of heavy curvature over which

there is heavy traffic under the present method of protection against

mechanical wear as practiced on this railroad.

(3) Particular attention is called to Table 3 of the Tie Renewals,

which shows that excellent results are being obtained from the use of

creosoted ties.

History of Creosoted Ties on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad

The management of the Lackawanna Railroad having considered

the problem of the supply and demand for White Oak and Chestnut

ties, and the economy of using treated ties in its tracks, started the

general use of creosoted ties in maintenance and new construction

during the early part of 1910.

Treated ties, manufactured of Ash, Beech, Birch, Elm, Gum,
Hickory, Maple, Oak, Pine and Walnut woods, have been used in

maintenance. It is the general practice of the maintenance depart-

ment to use treated hardwood ties on curve track and ties of the softer

woods on tangent track. However, it was necessary to deviate from
this practice at times because the stock of seasoned hardwood ties on

hand was not large enough to supply the demand for curve-track re-

newals.

All ties are treated by the Emptj'-Cell (Lowry) Process. During

the first two months of treating operations all ties were treated with

an average retention of two and one-half gallons of creosote per tie.

Thereafter, ties six (6) inches thick were treated with an average re-

tention of two and one-half gallons of creosote per tie and those

seven (7) inches thick, with an average retention of three and one-

half gallons per tie, in order that the average retention per cubic foot

335
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of wood treated should be approximately the same. Another reason

for increasing the average retention in the larger ties was that pro-

vision had been made for better protecting the ties against mechanical

wear, which required that such ties retain an amount of preservative

which would give them a "treated life" equal to their "mechanical

life."

During the years 1910 to 1917, inclusive, English distillate coal-

tar creosote was used as a preservative, while domestic coal-tar creo-

sote solution was used in 1918, of which the following are typical

analyses of samples taken from the treating cylinder

:

30-70% Coal-Tar
Sp. Gr. English Creosote Creosote Solution

at 38°C. 1.047 1.051 1.047 1.040 1.105 1.112 1.116 1.115

Water 3.7% -0.6% 4.2% 2.9% 2.0% 1.2% 0.3% Trace

Distillation

:

210° 3.1% 3.0% ZA% 4.0% 1.0% 1.1% 1.6% 1.4%
235 22.3 22.5 22.3 28.0 12.0 8.7 16.0 8.5

270 25.0 24.9 27.2 23.8 17.8 19.5 15.1 19.5

315 19.6 19.0 23.7 18.2 13.7 12.9 10.5 14.6

355 . 18.8 19.4 12.2 16.3 17.3 17.8 19.3 19.5

Res. 11.2 10.5 11.2 9.7 38.2 40.0 37.5 36.5

Ties manufactured from some of the softer woods mentioned

above required additional protection from mechanical wear in order

that the treated life of the ties should be realized. After studying

the available data relative to the strength of the woods involved and

their treated life, it was decided to use large fiat-bottomed tie plates to

protect the wood fibers and screw spikes to hold gage. On several

sharp curves over which heavy traffic passes, hook shoulder tie plates,

attached to treated oak ties with bolts, have been installed to better

protect the ties from mechanical wear. The rail is held in place by
the hook-shoulder of the tie plate on the gage side of the rail, and

a cut spike on the outside.

Screw spike holes were bored in treated ties by the track men dur-

ing the first two years the treating plant was operated; thereafter, all

ties were adzed and bored before they were treated for either screw

or cut spikes by two adzing and boring machines which were in-

stalled at the treating plant.

Table 1

—

Treated Ties Removed from Track Account of Failure.

1915 1916 1917 1918 Total

Beech 1 .. 1 1 3
Gum 6 37 .. 30 73
Maple 15 3 11 .. 29
Oak 2 1 .. 3
Pine 17 31 30 2 80

Totals 39 7Z 43 33 188
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Table 2

—

Treated Ties Removed from Track Account of Derailments.

1915 1916 1917 1918 Total

Beech 1 89 .. 143 233
Maple 2 .. 65 .. 67
Oak 2 13 86 506 607
Pine 7 245 476 466 1194

Totals 12 347 627 1115 2101

(12)
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Tie Service Records of the Lackawanna Railroad of New Jersey

The Lackawanna Railroad of New Jersey extends from Port Mor-
ris Junction, N. J., to Slateford, Pa., a distance of 28 miles, and con-

sists of 76 miles of main, third, fourth and sidetracks. Construction

of these tracks was started in the Fall of 1910 and train schedules

were in effect the latter part of December, 1911.

They were constructed of standard D. L. & W. open-hearth 91-lb.

and 101-lb. rail, screw spikes, flat-bottomed tie plates, and creosoted

ties and switch timbers. The treated ties were bored for screw spikes

with hand-boring machine by the track gangs, after which the holes

were filled with creosote to insure treatment of any untreated wood
around the holes.

Owing to the fact that most of these tracks were constructed

during the first year the Treating Plant was operated it was neces-

sary to use creosoted Sap Pine ties in both curve and tangent track

until enough hardwood ties were seasoned for treatment.

On several curves where Pine ties were used the track has been

regaged. The spikes and plates were removed for adzing the tics on

the gage side of the low rail and replaced in their original positions

which gave additional holding power to the screw spikes on the gage

side of the rail by allowing them to be screwed into the unused por-

tion of the holes.

There are approximately 200,000 creosoted ties in these tracks

consisting of 25,000 Oak, Beech, Birch and Maple, 145,000 Pine and

30,000 Gum. Since these tracks were constructed sixty-four (64) ties

have been removed on account of failure as indicated by the following

table:

Table 4—Treated Ties Removed from Lackawanna R.R. of New /ersey

Account of Failure.

1915 1916 1917 Total

Pine ; 1 12 10 23
Gum 40 . . . . 40
Oak 1 .. .. 1

Totals 42 12 10 64

One hundred and forty-six (146) treated Pine ties were removed
from track account of derailments.

The Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, in co-

operation with this Committee and the American Wood Preservers'

Association, has prepared a complete catalogue of Service Records of

Cross Ties, which will be issued later in the year.

Complete data pertaining to all of the tests involved will be kept

in the files of the Forest Products Laboratory and information con-

cerning any particular tests can be obtained from the Laboratory by

giving the reference index number.
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It is the intention to keep this catalogue up to date by issuing it

annually and to publish at five-year intervals full information pertain-

ing to the various tests under way.

It is also the intention to issue annually detailed information cov-

ering any tests which may have been completed during the year.

f-
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Plate 1.

Treated Pine and Oak Ties on 7-degree curve on D. L. & W. R. R.
under light traffic and high speed.



Plate 2.

Section of track shown on Plate 1. Note tie plate cutting on the

three ties in foreground. The Sap Pine Tie on the left shows light cut-

ting, the Sap Pine on the right shows heavy cutting, while the Beech in

the center does not show any.
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Plate 3.

Treated Pine Tie laid on 2-degree 40-minute curve east of the Dela-

ware Bridge in 1910. Note perfect condition of screw spike holes.
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Plate 4.

Treated Loblolly Pine Tie placed in 2-degree 40-minute curve east of
the Delaware Bridge in 1910. Note adzing for regaging.
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Plate 5.

Section of treated Loblolly Pine Tie shown on Plate 10 cut through
the outside spike hole. Note poor condition of screw spike hole.
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Plate 6.

Section of Loblolly Pine Tie shown on Plate 10 cut through the screw
spike holes on the gage side of the rail. Note condition of spike holes

and thorough impregnation of wood.

Plate 7.

D. L. & W. bolted construction on treated Oak Ties on 6-degree curve

west of Water Gap, Pa., placed in 1916, under heavy traffic and high

speed. This construction with hook shoulder tie plates was installed on
this curve to increase the mechanical life of the ties.
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Plate 8.

Bolted construction used on treated Red Oak Ties, placed in 1916,

on 6-degree curve west of Water Gap, Pa., to increase the mechanical life

of the ties under the heav}' traffic and high speed over this track.
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Plate 9.

on
track

Treated Black Gum Ties laid in 1910, and screw spike construction
/-degree curve on the D. L. & W., showing)wing adzed ties for regaging



Plate 10.

Treated Black Gum and Red Oak Ties, placed in 6-degree curve, west
of Water Gap, Pa., in 1910. Note adzing of ties on gage side of low rail.

Plate 11.

Treated Black Gum Ties placed in 6-degree curve west of Water
Gap, Pa., in 1910. Note the adzing of ties for regaging. The original

spike holes are used after the ties have been adzed on the gage side of
the rail.
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Plate 12.

Treated Black Gum Tie laid in 1910, on 6-degree curve west of Water
Gap, Pa. Note the condition of screw spike holes in lower cut.

Plate 13.

Treated Black Gum Ties placed on 6-degree curve west of Water
Gap, Pa., in 1910.
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Plate 14.

Treated Black Gum Tie laid in 1910, on 6-degree curve west of
Water Gap, Pa. Note perfect condition of screw spike hole and depth
of adzing account of regaging track.
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Plate 15.

Treated Black Gum Tie placed in 1911. A number of such ties

showed indications of interior decay when they were treated. This plate

shows the results of the experiment.
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(3) WATER GAS TAR
In 1917 this Conamittee reported to the Association on the ties

which the Public Service Railway Company of New Jersey had been

putting in since 1911, treated with pure water gas tar. F. J. Angier

and the Chairman, in co-operation with W. H. Fulweiler, Chief Chem-
ist of the United Gas Improvement Company, and C. L. Woodruflf, Engi-

neer for the Public Service Railway Company of New Jersey, inspected

these ties December 1st and found that none of them had been removed

from track on account of decay, and they found them to be in excellent

condition. The oldest have been in service nine years.

This Committee has never submitted a specification for water

gas tar for use by itself, but in this year's report covering the preserva-

tive treatment with zinc chloride and creosote oil, two specifications,

one for water gas tar solution and the other for water gas tar dis-

tillate, are submitted, in view of the fact that the use of these oils has

become recognized as good practice.

350
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(5) PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT OF DOUGLAS FIR

It is a well-known fact that Douglas Fir is very refractory to

preservative treatment, without the use of high temperature processes

which seriously impair its strength. For this reason much of it has

been used untreated that would have been treated if a satisfactory

process had been available.

About 1913 a series of experiments with what has become known
as the "Perforating Process" were conducted at St. Helens, Oregon,

at the plant of the St. Helens Creosoting Company. The following

members of the committee were present: Lowry Smith, G. E. Rex
and Dr. H. von Schrenk. The feasibility of this process was recog-

nized at that time, but the main drawback to its adoption was the

fact that there was no satisfactory machine for perforating timber.

The development of such a machine has been delayed on account

of war activities. One of the wood working machine manufacturing

companies is at present perfecting a design and expects to manufac-

ture some satisfactory type of machine at an early date.

The Perforating Process consists of making small incisions in the

surface of the timber at such intervals as may be required to insure

uniform distribution of the preservative without the use of high tem-

peratures. The depth of the incisions is governed by the depth of

penetration required.

Tests on timber perforated and treated have shown that the loss

of strength due to the perforations is very slight in compression at

right angles to the grain, which is a very important element of me-
chanical value of timbers to be used for cross ties. At the present

time no data is available as to what effect perforating will have on

the strength of timbers subjected to transverse bending.

In view of this the Committee feels justified in recommending the

perforating of cross ties, but is not in a position to make any recom-

mendations for its use on timbers used for other purposes.

The Committee cannot at the present time give complete data

on the strength tests that have thus far been made, but this informa-

tion will be available later in the year. The Committee also hopes to

be able to have tests conducted that will show the effect of this

process upon the strength of timbers to be used for stringers and

caps.

The advantage of a uniform depth of penetration of the preserva-

tive on all surfaces of timbers used for cross ties is much to be desired

when consideration is given to the great probability of abrasions oc-

curring, due to handling and service, which will expose untreated

wood and result in greatly decreasing the effectiveness of the treat-

ment.
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One of the western railroad companies has recently arranged
for the treatment by this process of one hundred thousand cross ties.

Any railroad using refractory timber such as Douglas Fir, Jack Pine,

Tamarack, and other species containing little or no sapwood, should
seriously consider perforating tics before treatment. It would seem
from data now available that the perforating should be done soon after

manufacturing as this will prevent large checks that frequently occur
due to seasoning.



Appendix E

(6) INDICATORS FOR DETERMINING THE BURNETTIZING
OF TIES AND TIMBERS

No Sub-Committee was appointed to cover this subject. However,
we are able to report on a new indicator for determining the pene-

tration of zinc chloride solutions which was put forth during the

year by Mr. Galen Wood, Chemist of the Port Reading Creosoting

Plant, and is best described in his paper to the American Wood Pre-

servers' Association. It has been specified for use in the specifications

covering preservative treatment of wood with zinc chloride and with

the combination of zinc chloride and creosote oil and is called the

"lodine-Potassium-Ferricyanide-Starch Color Reaction Test for De-

termining Zinc Chloride Penetration," and is described by Mr. Wood
as follows:

lodine-Potassium-Ferricyanide-Starch Color Reaction Test for Deter-

mining Zinc Chloride Penetration

It is a very evident fact that in treating wood with water soluble

salts some indicator is necessary to determine the penetration of the

colorless solution into the wood, if control of the work, and the effi-

ciency of the treatment is desired. This work was undertaken by
the writer to overcome the difficulty of staining zinc chloride treated

Red Oak ties with potassium ferrocyanide-uranium acetate method
now generally in use. Rather than improve on the old method, a new
scheme was undertaken.

Chemical Principle: The Iodine Method for determining zinc chlo-

ride penetration is based on the principle that zinc ferricyanide liber-

ates free iodine and free iodine in turn gives a dark blue stain with

starch solution. It is evident then that the zinc chloride that has been

injected into the ties will react with potassium ferricyanide making
zinc ferricyanide and this in turn will liberate free iodine and give

the blue stain as stated above. It is a well-known fact that free iodine

can be detected in very minute quantities with starch solution and

can be made a very delicate test, such as detecting minute amounts
of zinc chloride in treated tics.

Preparation of Solutions: Prepare about 200 cc each of the follow-

ing stock solutions, to be kept separately until used, as follows:

1% Solution of Potassium Ferricyanide.

(2 gr. dissolved in 200 cc water.)

1% Solution of Potassium Iodide.

(2 gr. dissolved in 200 cc water.)

5% Solution of Soluble Starch.

(10 gr. dissolved in 200 cc water.)

In making starch solution be sure to boil until the starch is

in solution, otherwise the reaction will not be satis factor}'. A starch
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solution will not keep very long in hot weather and must not be used

when it begins to sour. Be sure the starch solution is reasonably fresh.

Method of Application: The disc of wood to be tested should be

reasonably dry. Mix 10 cc each of the three stock solutions into a

good atomizer. The writer has found the De Vilbiss No. 30 Atomizer

(Plate 16) to be very satisfactory. Spray the disc of wood evenly

all over. The reaction between the zinc chloride and the spraying

solution will instantly cause the treated wood to turn a deep blue

while the untreated part will remain as it formerly was. This method
is a positive test. Should the color fade, repeat the process.

Plate 16.

Method of Analysis: To prove the accuracy of the test a chemical

analysis of the wood is necessary. The writer has found Bateman's

Method of digesting the wood a very satisfactory one. His method
is as follows:

"Five grams of finely ground wood or sawdust are weighed into a
500 cc short-neck, round-bottom, Jena boiling flask; 50 cc of a previously
prepared saturated solution of potassium chlorate in concentrated nitric

acid are then added in the cold and mixed with the sawdust by a vigor-
ous shake. A violent reaction, accompanied by the evolution of consider-
able heat, immediately takes place, but subsides, after a few minutes,
leaving a wine-colored solution in which particles of partly digested wood
are floating. When the solution has cooled somewhat, 10 cc of concen-
trated sulfuric acid (sp. gr. 1.8) are carefully added and the solution
again shaken. When this second reaction is complete the wood substance
is all dissolved and the solution is of a dark red color. The solution is

then boiled. At first the color becomes much lighter, but finally darkens
to a brown. At this point more of the potassium chlorate-nitric acid
solution is added and the solution kept boiling until no further charring
occurs on evaporation to sulfuric acid. This boiling usually takes 1-1.5

hours after the digestion in the cold is started. In the course of 200 —
300 determinations, this treatment has not failed to give a clear solution
free from organic matter and from which iron can be precipitated, if

desired."
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Bateman also recommends the standard volumetric method by

titrating with, potassium ferrocyanide with uranium acetate as an

outside indicator. This method has its disadvantages because the

outside indicator is hard to work with, and also the titrating solution

must be restandardized every time it is used. For occasional an-

alysis the writer feels that this method is not satisfactory. Precipitat-

ing as sulphide also has its disadvantages because the precipitate is

sticky and hard to filter and wash and is also so finely divided that

it is liable to run through the filter. For those not experienced in

handling sulphides, the method is unsatisfactory. The writer has

applied what seems to be a very satisfactory gravimetric method for

analyzing zinc in treated ties. In this method zinc is precipitated as

zinc mercury thiocyanate. The method is as follows:

"Digest 2 — 5 gms. of sample, according to the method above, being
sure the final solution is clear and colorless. Add about 100 cc H2O, then
25 cc bromine water to oxidize all ferrous to ferric iron, boil off excess,

cool, neutralize with ammonia to precipitate iron, heat slowly on steam
bath until iron precipitates out, cool, filter and wash, being careful to

keep solution below 200 cc. Neutralize carefully with H CI, being care-

ful that the amount of free acid does not exceed 5%. Add 50 cc of a

reagent (39 gm. of potassium thiocyanate and 27 gm. of mercuric chloride

per liter of solution), and let stand for about 5 minutes, then stir vigor-
ously for about one minute, or until precipitate has settled out. The
precipitate is very granular and very easy to wash and filter. Let solu-

tion stand for at least one hour, filter through a tared Gooch crucible,

and dry for an hour at 102°- 108°C., and weight. Weight times .2735

will give grams of zinc chloride."

The writer has endeavored to prove the accuracy of the method

as follows:

Approximately a 2 per cent, solution of zinc chloride solution

was made up and analyzed by the method above. The following table

shows the results:

Zn CI Sample Zn CI Found
Taken Zn CI Found Digested

1 20094 .2007 .204?

2 20094 .2013 .2034

3 20094 .2011 .2033

4 20094 .2010 .2032

5 20094 .2009 .2039

6 20094 .2011 .2028

7 20094 .2008 .2023

8 20094 .2012 .2030

9 20094 .2011 .2030

10 20094 .2008 .2036

Ave 20094 .20100 .20326

The samples digested as is seen by the above table run high.

This is explained by the fact that during digestion some zinc

is probably released from the glass by the boiling concentrated acid.

It is, therefore, necessary to run blanks on the digestion.
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Accuracy of Stain Test: To prove the accuracy of the stain test on

the penetration the writer has used the following scheme:

Secure a cross-section of a tie J/2-inch in thickness and spray the

indicator solution on both sides until the line of (iemarcation is de-

fined very distinctly. With a sharp knife cut out a sector of the tie

and then cut the line of demarcation very carefully, separating the

stained and unstained portions (see Plate 17). When this is done, cut

off J/^-inch concentric strips with the line of demarcation as samples

calling the first J^^-inch stained sample, Plus 1; second, plus 2, etc., and

the first J^-inch unstained sample, minus 1; second, minus 2, etc. Put

samples in oven and heat at 100 deg. C. until constant weight. Digest

and analyze by the above methods. Assuming a cubic foot of moisture

free yellow pine weighs 35 lbs., then figure pounds per cubic foot. The
results obtained are found in the following table in pounds per cubic

foot:

Sample
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Plate 17.

Plate 18.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE IODINE POTASSIUM
FERRICYANIDE STARCH COLOR REACTION TEST

FOR DETERMINING ZINC CHLORIDE
PENETRATION

This method requires the following chemicals and apparatus :

1. Potassium Ferricyanide.

2. Potassium Iodide.

3. Soluble Starch.

4. Atomizer.

The chemicals should be purchased chemically pure and half pound

each should be enough for any plant at one time. De Vilbiss Atomizer

No. 30 is very satisfactory.

For stock solutions of the three chemicals make 200 cc each to be

kept separately until used

:

1. 1% Potassium Ferricyanide. (2 gm. dissolved in 200 cc water.)

2. 1% Potassium Iodide. (2 gm. dissolved in 200 cc water.)

3. 5% Soluble Starch. (10 gm. dissolved in 200 cc water.)

Mix the weighed starch with a little of the measured cold water and

then pour into the remaining water boiling hot and continue to boil until

the starch is in solution. Starch solution will not keep for many days

and must not be used when it begins to sour.

To make a test for zinc chloride penetration, simply pour 10 cc each

(or equal amounts) of the three stock solutions into atomizer and spray

the cross section of the tie evenly all over, if zinc chloride is present a

deep blue stain will result showing clearly the depth of penetration.



Appendix F

(7) AVAILABILITY AND USE OF SODIUM FLUORIDE AS
A PRESERVATIVE FOR CROSS-TIES

Sodium Fluoride as a preservative for cross-tics could be made
available in large quantities if an assured market could be had for the

product. It may be prepared as a direct product, or it may be had
from discarded by-products of fertilizer plants using phosphate rock.

The Committee at this time has nothing new to report in con-

nection with this preservative. On account of the increasing cost of

creosote oil, the merits of sodium fluoride, as well as those of other

preservatives should be investigated further with the vie^ of obtaining

an ample supply of satisfactory wood preservatives at a moderate
cost.
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(8) CREOSOTE TREATMENT TO BE USED IN THE PRO-
TECTION OF PILES AND TIMBERS IN TEREDO-

INFESTED WATER, SPECIFYING AMOUNT
OF CREOSOTE TO BE USED

This subject was placed in the hands of the Vice-Chairman, with

three sub-committees handling three localities:

Atlantic Coast:

T. G. Townsend, Chairman;
F. J. Angier,
C. B. Brown,
H. Knight,
E. A. Sterling.

Gulf Coast:

E. H. Bowser, Chairman

;

A. S. Butterworth,
I. A. Cottingham,
W. H. Gardner, Jr.,

W. W. Lawson. i

Pacific Coast:

W. H. Kirkbride, Chairman

;

G. E. Rex,
Lowry Smith.

These sub-committees have investigated generally the conditions

and present practices of the various railroads having terminals in

marine waters, and the results of these investigations have shown
the matter to be so complex that the Committee is not able to report

on a recommended treatment. A large amount of data has been col-

lected*and a great deal more research will be necessary.

The investigations to date, however, indicate that a borer known
as "Sphaeroma," first found at Palatka, Florida, by E. Ben Carter,

Chief Engineer of the Florida East Coast Railroad, and identifi^ed

by Harriet Richardson of the Smithsonian Institute as "Sphaeroma
Destructor," has become better known and whose damage is less often

mistaken for that of the teredo. It seems to work in brackish and salt

waters, and while its action is slow the results are certain, and those

railroads which have bridges or structures in waters adjacent to salt

water should investigate to determine whether this form of wood-
boring organism is present.

A peculiar condition was found to exist in San Francisco Harbor.
Ordinarily part of that harbor is free from teredo and limnoria due to

the admixture of fresh water from the Sacramento River. Due to the

recent low rainfall in the Sacramento Valley the salt water has grad-

ually worked its water far beyond any point formerly reached, with

the result that structures which were built with untreated piles have

failed under the action of the teredo.
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(9) COMPARATIVE VALUES OF GRADES 1, 2 AND 3 CREO-
SOTE OIL AND CREOSOTE-COAL-TAR SOLU-

TIONS AS PRESERVATIVE AGENCIES

The Committee reports that the question of comparative values

of the different grades of creosote oil and of the creosote-coal-tar

solution as preservative agencies is one that is not definable in con-

crete differentials.

Grade 1 is considered to give us the best grade of creosote oil

in so far as we are able to judge it at the present time.

Grades 2 and 3 are more volatile and their use is not expected to

insure the factor of safety to be had from the use of grade 1, except

that a larger quantity of grades 2 or 3 would probably give the same
results as a smaller quantity of Grade 1.

The preservative treatment of ties in recent years has developed

that they should not only be treated to prevent decay, but also that

there should be a component in the oil that will aid in preventing the

surface checking and subsequent minor splitting of the tie and the

Committee feels that the creosote-coal-tar solution, if in strict accord-

ance with the specification of this Association, will both preserve the

tie from decay and will in a large measure help in the prevention of

this surface checking.

However, it must be remembered that any oil which is not a dis-

tillate is difficult of analysis and it is the sense of the Committee
that those using the creosote-coal-tar solution should in no wise accept

an oil which does not meet with the specification recommended by

the Association,

Furthermore, it is the opinion of this Committee that all' creosote

oil for shipment in tank cars should be sampled and analyzed before

shipment to assure that it complies with the specifications. This elim-

inates disputes both as to quality and quantity of oil.
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NOTES ON EXISTING CONDITIONS AT SOME TREATING
PLANTS

The Committee takes this opportunity to report the conditions which

several of its members have actually found in some of the wood-preserv-

ing plants during the past year and which conditions it would appear from

further investigation have prevailed for a considerable length of time.

They are submitted to the Association with the idea that the Association

may, if it feels inclined, investigate and concentrate the question of timber

preservation in some such manner as the question of rail.

There is no item of maintenance material for track which re-

quires more money than that of cross ties. There is no item probably

more carelessly handled, and to which generally less attention is paid,

than is the question of the preparation, handling and treatment of

cross ties. There is no item that is liable to greater variations in re-

sults obtained than in the use of poorly or well treated cross ties.

We find that the handling of the preservative treatment and the

direct operation of the wood-preserving plants of the various railroads

is supervised in many cases by departments that have small concep-

tion of the engineering features of wood preservation, or the impor-

tance of properly treating the material.

This Committee feels that the supervision and the direction and

operation of the preservative treatment of all material should be

under the supervision of the Engineering Departments.

The reason for calling the attention of the Association to this

point is because from actual observation the Committee has found that

there are treating plants now operated, whose main object is quantity

production. Some plants are even operating their treating cylinders

on a time table basis.

Furthermore, there seems to be a decided lack of knowledge as

to when the material is fit for treatment or as to when it is decayed and

consequently should never be treated.

Furthermore, we have found treating plants that keep no records

of the treatment which the material receives; that have no gauges to

record the varying temperatures that exist in the treating cylinders;

that have slight conception of the actual treatment which the material

is receiving because they never weigh a charge; nor do they even take

the trouble of making cross sections, or taking increment borings of

any material after treatment; nor do they apparently attempt to im-

prove the treating equipment.

The Committee, therefore, feels that it is its duty to call the atten-

tion of the Association to the conditions which, if they continue to

exist, will result in great financial loss to the railroads.
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Appendix J

(10) DEMARCATION LINE BETWEEN THE USE OF CREO-
SOTED AND ZINC TREATED TIES

A revision of the line as submitted to the Association by this Com-
mittee last year was suggested due to the elimination of the war
emergency condition.

No committee was appointed, but the question was made the sub-

ject of a general discussion by all members of the Committee, and
we submit a line which, as nearly as the Chairman was able to deter-

mine, was the consensus of opinion of the members. It is a general

line where it is regarded as generally safe to differentiate between
the use of zinc chloride and creosote, it being understood that the

whole Committee feels that even in the territory designated for use

with zinc chloride, that if creosote is available its use is desirable, and
the Committee further advises that several of the roads are using

creosote oil in that territory at the present time and will continue

to do so.

In considering the desirability of using zinc chloride in the pres-

ervative treatment of wood in hot arid localities, consideration should

be given to the fact that while it possesses a high toxic value, it lacks

the quality of preventing checking and mechanical disintegration

largely brought about by the action of the elements.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XI—RECORDS AND
ACCOUNTS

W. A. Christian, Chairman; M. C Byers, Vice-Chairman;

Lester Bernstein, Henry Lehn,

H. BoRTIN, J. H. MiLBURN,

J. \V. Fox, R. C. Sattley,

B. B. Harris, H. M. Stout,

G. T. KuNTZ, W. D. Wiggins,

Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee on Records and

Accounts

:

1. Make a critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on feasible and useful sub-divisions of I. C. C. "Classifica-

tion of Investment in Road and Equipment" and "Classification of Oper-
ating Expenses of Steam Roads."

3. Report on cost-keeping methods and statistical records.

4. Report on systematic arrangement for filing plans in connection
with estimates.

5. Report on the following forms : For maintenance of way and
structures ; for construction ; for records.

6. Report upon forms for analj'zing expenditures for assistance in

controlling expenditure.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Chicago, September 26, Octo-

ber 23, and November 20, 1919. The names of the members in attendance

have been given in the Minutes of the meetings which have been printed

in the Bulletin.

(1) Revision of Manual

In Appendix A proposed changes in the Manual are given.

(2) Report on Feasible and Useful Sub-divisions of the I. C. C.

"Classification of Investment in Road and Equipment" and
"Classification of Operating Expenses of Steam Roads"

Your Committee has no additional report to make on this subject

than the one submitted in Vol. 18, page 754. Inasmuch as all work per-

formed under this heading is handled in accordance with the I.C.C. classi-

fication the Committee has no further sub-divisions to propose at this

time, and recommends that the subject be discontinued.
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Report of Joint Committees (3) and (6)

(3) REPORT ON COST-KEEPING METHODS AND STATIS-

TICAL RECORDS; (6) REPORT UPON FORMS FOR
ANALYZING EXPENDITURES FOR ASSISTANCE IN

CONTROLLING EXPENDITURES.

These two subjects being closely related, it was considered best to

submit a joint progress report, as given in Appendix B.

A Bibliography on the two related subjects, compiled by the Sub-Com-

mittees, will appear in the Proceedings only, being in the nature of ref-

erences to published data. The collection of this bibliography involved a

great amount of painstaking labor on the part of the members of the

Sub-Committees.

Your Committee acknowledges the assistance given it in this matter

by the Bureau of Railway Economics.

(4) Systematic Arrangement for Filing Plans in Connection with

Estimates

W. D. Wiggins, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Your Committee has communicated with many of the large railroad

systems and corporations with a view of ascertaining the methods in use.

Valuation Order No. 3, Revised Issue, promulgated by the Interstate

Commerce Commision and effective January 1, 1919, requires that author-

ity be obtained for all expenditures for changes in physical property, and

that a register of such authorities be kept. Forms are prescribed for

authority for expenditures, detailed estimate sheets, completion reports

and register of authorities; therefore, in carrying out the requirements

of this order, plan numbers, estimate sheet numbers, authority sheet num-
bers, etc., will be available on one record. Where the plans are small,

they may be conveniently filed with the estimate sheets and other authority

papers ; but where they are too large to be conveniently filed in this man-
ner, they may be kept in the drawing-room files.

In view of the varying practice of the individual railroads for filing

plans and estimates, your Committee has no standard method to suggest.

It is therefore recommended that we be relieved from further considera-

tion of this subject

(5) Forms for Maintenance of Way and Structures: for Construc-

tion; for Records

In Appendix C the Committee reports on the subject assigned, and

its recommendations are given under the heading of Conclusions.

I
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Conclusions

Your Committee recommends the following action be taken on its

report

:

1. That the changes for Revision of the Manual be adopted.

2. That the report on sub-divisions of I. C. C. Classification of

Accounts be accepted as information, and that the subject be discontinued.

3. That the report on cost-keeping methods and statistical records,

and on forms for analyzing expenditures be received as information.

4. That the report on filing plans be received as information and

the subject discontinued.

5. That the several forms for reporting progress in construction and

maintenance of way and structures be approved and published in the

Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Prescribe forms for recording data for keeping up to date valu-

ation of property of railroads, as required by Federal Order No. 3.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Records and Accounts,

W. A. Christian, Chairman.



Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL
J. H. MiLBURN, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Your Committee recommends that all forms, in so far as practicable,

be made correspondence size, that is, 8j^ by 11 inches. This size is

standard with many railroads, commercial concerns, and cuts without

waste from standard size paper stock.

It is recommended that all forms be printed in one color, black, and

that on forms intended for office use to be filled in with typewriter, hori-

zontal lines be omitted; forms intended for field use to have horizontal

lines provided.

Bridge Department forms now in the Manual to be rearranged in

logical order, and the descriptive matter placed immediately under the

form to which it pertains.

All forms relating to cost data or authority for expenditure to b.!

developed so as to comply with revised Federal Order No. 3, pertaininf^

to extensions, improvements or changes in the physical property of com-

mon carriers.

Forms 701, 1100, pp. 345 and 346

The printing on the back of this form and instructions as to use to

be shown as a footnote at bottom of form.

Forms 703 and 704, pp. 349 and 350

Form 703 to be withdrawn and combined with 704, making following

changes in the latter: Omit "General" in title of form; omit "General"

before the word "Condition" in fourth line and insert after the word

"required" the words, "action taken or."

Form 702, page 352

It is recommended that this form be issued in the form of a postal

report, on manila cardboard, 4 inches b}' 6 inches in size, addressed on the

reverse side to the proper official.

Form 1103, pp. 353 to 356

It is recomipended that this form be changed to show "Time" and

"Overtime," as per attached Exhibit A ; that the form be printed in the

Manual full size, that is, 5 inches by 8 inches, including the printed

instructions, as now shown in the Manual.

Form 2202, page 384

It is recommended that the following changes be made in this form

:

Size of form to be 11 inches by 24 inches; change "Sub-Section" to read

"Valuation Section ;" in column 4, State and County to be reversed ; in

column 5, omit the word "School ;" in columns 8 and 9, omit horizontal

line under "AFC" and "Contract;" in column 11, substitute "length of

service" for "Indicate Age;" in columns 12, 13 and 15 substitute

"December 3," for "June 30"

Form 2001, page 388
Add paragraph reading "A receipt shall be required for each lease

or contract removed from the files."
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General
^

It is further recommended that the specifications and instructions

for the use of the several forms be grouped at the end of each particular

group, instead of placing the information with each form.

Form 2000, pp. 385, 386

Inasmuch as carriers are required by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to file schedules on forms DV 107 and 108, as prescribed by

Federal Order No. 7, and as these returns comprise practically all the

data called for on form 2000, "Register of Title Deeds," it is considered

unnecessary to retain this latter form, but in lieu thereof to kefep up

forms DV 107 and 108 to date. It is therefore recommended that form

2000 be withdrawn from the Manual.

Forms 1110 and 1111, pp. 396 and 379

It is recommended that form 1110, "Monthly Report of Expenditures,"

and form 1111, "Record Cost of Work," be made 8j4 by 14 inches in size,

and changed to conform with the forms herewith submitted. (Exhibits

B and C.) '

It is suggested that the forms in the Manual be shown without the

initials "A. B. & C. R. R.", and in lieu thereof a blank line with the

words, "Name of Railroad" be inserted.

Certain forms now in the Manual were studied with reference to

their bearing on Federal Valuation Order No. 3, the result of such study

being the following recommendations

:

Forms 1107, 1108, 1109, pp. 391-394

After careful study of these three forms, your Committee recom-

mends their withdrawal and that the form shown as Exhibit D be

substituted.

i
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Exhibit B
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Exhibit C

^ RAILWAY
Final Record of Cost of Work

general accounts {|||."g°^neral e xpe.nditures

Descriptive Title of Work._ _..

E. No .; Date 19 /"stateAUTHORITY [A.F.

Id.cC.E. Reference.

„._^ „_ ,.,^„,, fSeginmnq _19..
DATE OF WORK [comp/efion 19..

Location
1

Valuation Section..

Division

Station



Exhibit D

(Name of Railroad)

AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE

"Approved A. F. E. No
Maker's No
A. G. M.'s No
D. C. E. Reference

Budget Reference

Authority for an expenditure of $ is requested for the purpose

of to the property of

that is now operated by

(Place and Date) (Name) (Title)

Location of proposed project: Station or M. P State

Vahiation Section Division

Description of project:

Reasons and necessity for the extension, improvement or other change'

This form covers work joint with for which they will pay $

Recommended:
Sum MARRY OF Estimate.

. Additions and Betterments, Dr. $

Date . .

.

it

Assistant General Manager.

Gen. Mechanical Supt.

Chief Engineer.

Frt. Traffic Manager.

Expenditure Approved:

General Manager.

Expenditure Authorised:

President.

Additions and Betterments, Cr. $

Additions and Betterments,

Equipment, $

Operating Expenses, $

Individuals and Companies, . . . . $

Depreciation, $

Insurance Reclamations, $

Profit and Loss—Donations, . . . . $

Stock of Material, $

$

$

Total Estimated Cost, $
Recorded and Registered : Distribution Approved :

Date
(Name) (Title) (Auditor)
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Appendix B

(3) COST-KEEPING METHODS AND STATISTICAL RECORDS.

H. BoRTiN^ Chairman, Sub-Committee.

(6) FORMS FOR ANALYZING EXPENDITURES FOR ASSIST-

ANCE IN CONTROLLING EXPENDITURES.

Lester Bernstein, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Foreword
The subjects assigned to your two sub-committees are so closely

related and the discussion of the principles and data bearing upon each

is so interwoven that it has been decided that a joint report would be

more valuable than two separate reports.

These subjects are as weighty and important as they are broad, hi

the past, they have reflected in no small degree the local conditions, and

the personalities, the previous experience and the idiosyncrasies of those

responsible for the preparation of such data, and in a lesser degree of

those who actually did the preparation.

This, the first report of your sub-committee, could not be expected

to be a final epitome of what has developed into being a most important

vehicle of managerial control. Nothing more is here attempted than a

general discussion of the science, if j'ou will permit it to be so designated,

and the pointing out of certain fundamental principles which must at all

times obtain to secure the best results.

The degree of usefulness and adaptability that is attained by any set

of "Forms for Analyzing Expenditures for Assistance in Controlling

Expenditures" (subject of Sub-Committee No. 6) depends in a large

measure, if not wholly, upon the soundness and practical application of

the fundamental principles which form the basis of all "Cost-Keeping

Methods and Statistical Records" (subject of Sub-Committee No. 3).

The following pages will therefore be devoted principally to a state-

ment and discussion of these fundamental principles, and to some extent

will touch upon the forms that have been designed and developed by the

Operating Statistics Section of the United States Railroad Administration

and in use by all the principal railroads during the period of Federal

control.

There is also submitted with this report a bibliography of the subject

prepared by the Bureau of Railway Economics at Washington, D. C, Dr.

Julius Parmales, statistician ; more particularly prepared by the Bureau's

capable librarian, Mr. Johnston, and his efficient assistants. The prepara-

tion of this list required considerable time and painstaking effort. Your
Committees take this opportunity to express their warm and appreciative

thanks to the Bureau of Railway Economics and its personnel, individually

and collectively, for the work they voluntarily and so well have done for

the benefit of the members of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation.
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Principles

Any system or method of statistical reports or data, to be such must

meet the following tests

:

Be for a purpose.
Be a record of facts.

Be immediately available

Be easily understood.
Be uniformly based.

Be accurately compiled.
Be economically assembled.
Be periodic.

Be comparable.
Be properly used.

These are ten essential laws of statistics, railroad or any other. The
disregard of any one may cast serious doubt on the worth and the use-

fulness of the work.

For convenience and simplicity in the treatment of these ten prin-

ciples, they will be discussed in the reverse order in which they are

stated above.

Properly Used

Data currently assembled should be properly used, for if not used its

preparation is a downright waste of money.

Further, the preparation of data not used, the original purpose for

which may have ceased to exist, has a baleful effect on those so engaged

;

it breaks down the interest of those doing such work in what they are

doing. It creates first a mental lag, manifested by indifference to the work
at hand, and later on by an atrophy of the thinking function. The man at

the desk soon finds out whether the work he is engaged upon is being

followed in spite of a most efficient puncher system in the office of a

higher official. He can almost tell you to the day when his work stopped

being considered of value—inquiries as to why this and why that stopped

coming. The attitude of such a worker quickly affects those next to him

and sooner or later permeates the whole organization. The indirect loss

of keeping dead records going may amount to as much as the direct

waste. It is human that we all want to feel that our efforts count, because

doing well work that counts brings recognition to our efforts.

All in executive capacity should frequently go over the records they

are preparing and receiving for the specific purpose of ascertaining which

can be discontinued. Staff meetings for the particular purpose and ran-

sacking the files are productive aids in this direction. Special reports

should be stopped as soon as their special purpose has been fulfilled.

Seasonal reports should not be made out of season.

At the same time statistics may in part be ' faulty and fail to meet

to some degree one or more of the above essentials, but if they are

properly used with a knowledge of their limitations, they can be of con-

siderable value for many purposes.

In the last analysis, proper use is the final gage of the value of any

system of statistical reports.
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Comparable

Information must be comparable. A single number by itself means
little to the critical or analytical mind. Two numbers purporting to rep-

resent like things immediately start a train .of speculative thought. Two
numbers purporting to represent the same thing at different times imme-

diately reflect a change of conditions. Thus, a train load of 1,000 tons

by itself means nothing more than a good train load. Again, a train load

of 1,000 tons on "A" road and 700 tons on "B" road may reflect a differ-

ence in grades, or in motive power, or in the commodities handled, or in

the number of empty cars per train, or in the number of more than one-

engine trains operated, or a combination of these and other factors. But,

a train load of 1,000 tons on a road for one month and of 900 tons on

the same road the next month can only mean that something happened

which requires attention and action.

Data should be in sufficient detail to make the differences portrayed

by the comparisons intelligible. Too much detail is confusing. Too little

detail does not permit the visualizing and the proper weighing of the

factors entering into the changes reflected.

The old-fashioned stereopticon exhibition was an interesting enter-

tainment, though at times boring and sleep producing. The "Movie"

usually keeps the spectators not only awake but at times works them up

to considerable excitement.

One picture in the "Movie" machine is no more of a picture than one

slide in the stereopticon. Yet, why the difference between the two? Both

by themselves are pictures of still life. However, in the motion picture

still pictures of the same subject each with a little change from the other

are shown in such sequence, that in the gazing from one to the next, the

impression of motion is imparted.

To get the best out of statistical presentations for control purposes,

the comparisons made should give some idea of motion, that is, an idea

of what happened. In other words, inject the "Movie Idea" into the

figures.

Accumulated records soon grow to be too voluminous to handle, the

very old ones may not be cared for except for record and historical

interest. Soon the time arrives when only a few figures are wanted for

comparative purposes, the mind being relied upon for information as to

general condition obtaining at the different periods.

On sucli brief reports, the comparison of a period of this year with

the same last year was for a while held to be sufficient. In a twelve

month interval a lot of things may have happened to make a comparison

unfair. Latel3% a comparison with the previous month is included. The
value of the last addition is that while the comparison with the year pre-

ceding measures a change, the comparison with the preceding month
gives an idea of the direction of the change, whether it is increasing or

decreasing.

The number of comparisons which ought to he made to permit a

fair criticism must remain a matter of local decision, but ought not be
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less than with the preceding period and with the same period of the last

year. More periods may be given to good advantage to afford a better

perspective, but it would seem that never less than the two specifically

mentioned comparisons are advisable.

Periodic

Information must be periodic, that is, not only cover performances

for certain fixed periods, but must be available for use at certain fixed

times after the close of the period.

Our calendar system predicates twelve monthly periods to the year.

In some ways it seems unfortunate that our months do not have the

same number of days and the same number of Sundays and holidays.

Offhand, this may not seem important, but a comparison of total per-

formance of a February' with a January is not equitable unless the differ-

ence in the number of days is allowed for. On some reports, revenue,

for example, the number of Sundays and holidays in a month have to be

compensated to give a fair comparison.

Monthly intervals for some purposes are entirely too long, which

necessitates more frequent reports—ten day, weekly or daily.

The necessities of the case usually determine the report frequency.

That the reports of the same performance must cover the same

period of time is apparent to all who deal with figures. It would be

absurd to compare a performance of one month with another of three

months.

Not only must reports be periodic as to the time interval they cover,

but they must be periodic as to the time they are available. When the

preparation of reports has been systematized, their forthcoming regularly

permits the systematizing of other work depending on them, which not

only makes for economy, but also for certainty in the results produced.

Take the station daily balance—the auditing department cannot operate

economically unless the station reports come in regularly for which the

department has been systematized.

When reports are bunched and tardy, the probabilities of errors in

order to get out the report of totals for the whole company or system are

increased.

Economically Assembled

Data must be economically assembled. The fundamental concept is

that it must not cost more to get records together than such records are

either worth or more than could be saved by or as a result of their use;

as a matter of fact the cost must be materially less than either to justify

their preparation.

It is true that some State Commissions require ton-mile, passenger-

mile and other transportation data pertaining to their individual States,

which figures play no part in the control of a railroad. These may be

looked upon as special figures, but it is cheaper to prepare them, even

though a necessary burden, than not to prepare them.
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To assemble economically demands that every step in the preparation,

from the first recording of an elemental fact to the final summation of

the many figures to represent the results of complicated performances at

numerous places, some of which may be hundreds of miles apart, must

be readily performed. Each step in securing and assembling the data

must be simple. The transition from one step to the next in the process

of gathering and accumulation dare not be involved or complicated, but

must be logical and in progressive order. To do the work required must

not involve unusual training, skill or experience. The work must not be

nervcracking. The spirit of the mysterious or supernatural must be

avoided, while the air of openness and truth must be cultivated and

prevail.

In the matter of economical assembling, much can be gained by hav-

ing the forms properly proportioned. To crowd figures in too small a

space tires the hand first, and later the individual all over. The sequence

of the figures on the assembling sheets should be such that those engaged

thereon can work straight away from left to right on a horizontal line or

from top to bottom on a vertical. line. Unnecessary refinement in com-

putations should be avoided. Instructions should be simple, easily under-

stood and cover all points liable to misinterpretation, and should be

printed on the working sheet to which they apply.

Each individual organization must decide for itself the economy of

mechanical devices. At some places such are overdone, while at others

they are not avaded of to a sufficient extent.

Other than economy in the physical part of the work, much can fre-

quently be saved by combining existing reports, and the discontinuance

of data which is not pertinent.

Accurately Compiled

Reports must be accurately compiled. The requisite of accuracy is

axiomatic and needs no further discussion. Numbers must be correctly

multiplied, divided, added or subtracted.

In some, items on reports, the question of accuracy, other than that

of correctness, is relative. Too frequently there is an imposing array of

figures after a decimal point, when one or two would suffice. Cars are

usually weighed to the nearest hundred pounds ; then, to compute average

car load to a ten-thousandth part of a ton seems a waste of energy.

The question of accuracy must be gaged by the purposes for which

the results are desired.

Uniformly Based

All figures representing the same thing must be uniformly based.

To illustrate, the United States Geological Survey elevations for what-

ever points ascertained are all based on mean sea-level—they have the

same datum. In railroad statistics, it is vitally essential that all figures

termed the same be on the same base. Tons carried, unless uniformly

based, might be short tons of 2000 lbs., long tons of 2240 lbs., or way-

billed tons which would be both short and long, as some commodities
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take rates on a short and others on a long-ton basis. Again, ton-miles

per train mile might be net, gross, or gross adjusted.

Endless confusion and oftentimes serious embarrassment may result

from the use of figures not uniformly based. Comparisons made by them

may work rank injustice.

Uniform basing on any one railroad is a matter of definition, and on

one railroad there is no valid reason why a certain unit should not always

be exactly the same.

Between railroads uniformity becomes as much a matter of agree-

ment between them as well as of definition, tjniforniity between roads

has in part been the result of a pressing common need—the general use

of standard time instead of numerous Jocal sun times—though som.etimes

it has been mandatory as illustrated by the various "Orders" promulgated

by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Easily Understood

All reports and work connected therewith must be easily understood.

The aspect of simplicity must never be forgotten. Just what uses figures

may be put to either by those having a right to them or not having a

right to them cannot always be foretold. It is accordingly incumbent

that the work be so simple as to preclude misapplication or misinterpre-

tation, intentional or otherwise.

Simplicity requires that all headings not only be intelligible to those

working with the data, but also who only may have need for casual

reference thereto. Simple units ordinarily do not meet definition, but

compound or derived units certainly ought to be defined, particularly

where such compound units comprise more than two elements. The
definitions can well afford to include an example to carry their meaning

home.

To be simple requires further that the transition from one stage to

the next be plainly indicated. Between steps there must not be too many
operations as to burden the mind in following them.

These considerations are not only for the proper information and

protection of those who are charged with using and applying the finished

product, but, equally as important, for the proper guidance of those hav-

ing to gather and compile the information. As an illustration, it is im-

portant that the difference between light and heavy repairs to car equip-

ment or running and classified repairs to locomotives be made very clear;

while these terms immediately suggest relative expense, by themselves

they do not set up any definite limits.

Easily understood also means that the presentation dare not be com-

plicated. When a user of statistics has to delve to figure out for himself

what was done, there is unconsciously set up in his mind a sense of sus-

picion, if not of opposition to the results reached.

Immediately Available

Reports and records must be immediately available. This is a very

important desideratum. Results are wanted as soon as asked for, as a
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matter of fact there are many instances where they should have been

available before they were asked for.

The captain of a ship has some one on the bridge at the helm all the

time his vessel is moving that its position may be known at any time and

the direction it is heading all the time. With the barometer and perhaps

wireless reports the captain is advised of weather he is likely to encounter

—he is given a certain amount of advance information. The captain

always wants to know where he is, where he is heading and what kind

of weather he may anticipate—always, every second. Why? To properly

discharge his responsibilities, to safely bring his charge into port. He
wants to know of a hurricane before it breaks upon him. He wants to

know the proximity of a shoal without having to hit it to find it out.

The engine driver on the "limited" goes bowling along at sixty miles

an hour or better with his hand on the throttle and his eyes peering into

the ever oncoming distance for the signal indications. Why? To prop-

erly discharge his responsibilities, to safely bring his charge to the end

of the run. He wants to know whether the next block Is clear or not

without having to smash into something to find out.

The master of a ship, the engine driver and the executive all want

information, though it differ in kind, and want it immediately to properly

discharge their responsibilities.

Reports, periodic and current, tell to the executive the course he is

steering his corporate ship. When there are leaks he v^^ants to know of

them at once ; to learn of them after they have been going on for a

month or two can scarcely be said to be the best of management.

The superintendent of transportation must know where his cars are

located every day to head off congestion and accumulation and perhaps

apply embargoes.

The superintendent of motive power must know the condition of his

power, not two months ago, but to-day, to have sufficient locomotives in

working order to currently move the traffic.

Information must be immediately available to discontinue bad prac-

tices as soon as they begin, to check lagging performances, and always

keep performances up to the highest standard to give the best service

consistently possible.

Certain items of expense are direct and may be ascertained as soon

as incurred, others are more or less indirect or periodic or may not

depend upon the units of work accomplished. To make information im-

mediately available for control or guidance purposes, it is not always

necessary that every element possible to consider be considered, but just

such as will indicate the trend, that is, serve as a barometer. Farther,

certain information need only be relatively correct, not absolutely accu-

rate, as instances—fuel consumption by the count of the scoops of coal,

checked by the known quantity of coal placed on a tender at the begin-

ning and the end of a run; and the compilation of tonnage figures from
card manifests instead of from waybills.

A knowledge of the purpose for which the data is wanted largely

predetermines the extent to which barometer figures can be used.
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Record of Facts

All reports must be a record of facts.

Things are not done for the sake of grinding out figures. Figures,

statistics and records are for the purpose of keeping track of what has

been done; and while but a function, they arc an extremely important

one, of events, processes and industries. Their primary purpose is that,

after a sufficient number of repetitions, certain definite rules or laws in

connection therewith may be established. Thus, after a number of ties

have been put in a track, it ought to be possible to ascertain the cost of

putting other ties in the track under like circumstances and conditions

which cost will be close to what the cost actually will be to permit its

use as such without any serious error.

It is important then that statistical records be records of actualities,

of things that really happened, of time required, of money spent, of work
performed and quantities involved. Should they not be such, results

derived from them may lead to unlocked for and serious consequences.

Records are the history of achievement expressed in numbers, which

are a more exact and definite form of expression than words. It should

be possible from good records to predict, which is something more than

to promise; to definitely locate a trouble which is something more than

guessing at what might be the matter; and to point out the possibilities

of further progress and improvement which is more than a hit or miss

trying out.

The very first steps in the process of accumulation are the writing

down of very elemental operations which chiefly comprise quantities,

time intervals, and wage and material expense. These simpler elements

are later combined to make more complicated units or quantities. Thus,

the average net ton miles per freight car per day for a month would be

the following combination of the totals of single units

:

Total Net Ton Miles

Average number of freight cars on line X days in month.

Purpose

The very first consideration of a statistical investigation, of a report,

or of a record is that of purpose ; even though the purpose may be lost

sight of later on, it limits, characterizes and shapes all the necessary

eflForts required to arrive at the final results. No record should be with-

out a purpose. The more specific and the better defined is the purpose,

just so much more concise and reliable will be the results. The purpose

also justifies the amount of money which can profitably be spent to

develop the means of securing the necessary information, and keeping the

information up to date after its accumulation has been started.

In developing and later defining the purpose, it is always highly desir-

able to make use of data already at hand and to either adapt, expand or

elaborate the existing machinery in operation for its accumulation.
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Somewhere about a railroad there generally can be found most all

the information necessary for most of the usual purposes without the

need of marked increases in forces or the multiplication of forms. This

feature should always be given careful consideration and study. Perhaps

the greatest need of the railroads to-day is not more data and records,

but the working out of the proper co-ordination and the correlation of the

already plentiful material in existence.

Cost-Keeping Methods and Statistical Records

The essential elements of all Cost-Keeping Methods and Statistical

Records is that the true and complete costs should appear in the record.

At the same time it is obvious that a true and complete cost in itself may
not be very useful for many purposes.

Usually where it is necessary to ascertain and control the relative

economy of the total cost of several operations, it becomes equally essen-

tial to know the principal elements of the cost, such as

Engineering and Superintendence—local and general.

Labor,
Materials,
Supplies,

Tools, Machines, Equipment, Appliances, etc.,

Transportation,
Work Train Service,

Store Expense, HandHng, etc.,

Rentals,
Insurance—Fire, Liability, etc..

Taxes, Assessments, etc.,

Depreciation,
Interest,

Law Expenses.

For example, the true and complete costs of maintaining two similar

divisions of roadway A and B may be known and these total costs may
even reflect on the surface an equality or superior economy for the "A"
Division over the "B" Division. Yet these complete costs might contain

elements of labor, material, supervision, overhead and general costs in

such proportion as to indicate quite the reverse situation.

Then again the true cost of each of these elements of total cost may
also be known and still lack in elements that are essential for gaging the

relative economy of the costs of maintaining the two divisions. On Di-

vision "A" the scale of wages, the hours per day, the quality and price of

the materials may differ from those on "B" to such a degree as to reveal

a condition of relative economy the very opposite from that revealed by

the costs without these further elements.

Moreover, it is of major importance that the record of all the ele-

ments of cost of all construction, maintenance and operation be kept with

a view to correlating, within practical limitations, each of these costs

with the revenue that is produced or contributed directly or indirectly by

the item for which the complete cost was incurred.
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To carry out this feature, it would be necessary to allocate or appor-

tion the expenses into several sub-divisions somewhat along the following

general outline or modification thereof.

(1) (a) To States (and where found necessary to Valuation Sec-
tions and other accounting sections).

(b) Between "Line" or hauling expenses and "Terminal or
Station Expenses."

(c) "Line" and "Terminal" between Freight and Passenger.
(d) Freight—"Line" and "Terminal" between State and

Interstate.

(e) Passenger—"Line" and "Terminal" between Interstate and
Mail and Express.

(2) The Assignment of apportionment of "Sundry Expenses" (Traf-
fic, General, etc.).

(a) To States (Valuation Sections and other necessary ac-

counting sections).

(b) Between Freight and Passenger.
(c) Freight—between State and Interstate.

(d) Passenger—between State, Interstate, Mail and Express.

Some of the elements above enumerated will not apply uniformly

and in the same degree to all operations, while other elements which have

not been here enumerated will apply indirectly in determining the margin

between the total revenues and total expenses but the treatment of these

elements are outside of the scope of this report.

The final criterion of the utility and eflficiency of any Cost-Keeping

Methods and Statistical Records is therefore to be found in the degree to

which they conform to the spirit of the ten principles previously

enunciated.

Reports for Analyzing Expenditures for Assistance in Controlling

Expenditures

Reports for analyzing expenditures for assistance in controlling ex-

penditures on practically all railroads can be based on information now
available.

Every railroad now takes and always has taken advantage of its cur-

rent reports to reduce expenses as to actual money paid out or to increase

efficiency through increased output, thereby decreasing the cost per unit of

work performed.

An analysis of railroad expenditures brings out the fact that they

divide themselves into several classes or groups, each having characteris-

tics wholly or partially to itself to differentiate it from the others.

Further, each class of expenditures can be formulated into sub-

groups as to minor characteristics. Such an analysis of railroad expendi-

tures immediately place certain expenses outside of the field of current

reports.

Expenditures in the way of meeting the tolls for use of capital are

independent of railroad operation and accordingly, while they represent

the ultimate goal of all railroad effort, are not in any way germane to

this discussion.
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In essentially this same category are expenditures incident to the

purchasing of materials and supplies which are controlled by the urgency

of their need as well as the condition of the markets. Whether the

cheaper of several offerings of the same article is the more economical

depends upon the probable life of the article, that is upon life tests, and

the factor of haul to the point of consumption. Policy frequently plays

a deciding part in the making of purchases, for it is manifestly the proper

thing to buy coal on home rails rather than on foreign rails if the price

differences are not prohibitive. It does frequently happen that the item

of haul in adding to the first cost of articles purchased is not always

given the attention that it might be given to advantage. Such studies

are simple and require no special discussion.

There are certain expenditures entirely independent of the traffic

moved—as cutting weeds along the right-of-way—which while it is policy

to make, can be deferred for a time as exigencies may demand. In essen-

tially this same class falls the painting of buildings and kindred expenses.

The removing of snow, sand and ice is an item of expense which

while independent of the traffic moved, must nevertheless be done to

keep the railroad open. It is an item which must be met. It is problem-

atical if it can be anticipated in any other than in a general way, and

certainly no way when necessary by which it can be materially reduced

or eliminated.

There arc other expenditures like the wages of train enginemen and

trainmen which very closely flutuate with the volume of business done.

Any curtailment here in the matter of expense must be in the direction

of better train loading and the elimination of light and deadhead mileage.

Again, there are other expenses that only in part vary with the vol-

ume of business done, as station employees. In this case, the agent and a

certain number of employees are required to keep the station open for

business. No matter how much business falls off, this minimum force

cannot be further reduced than by closing the station.

There are yet other expenses which while they have quite a direct

relation to the volume of trafific handled, do not have to be entirely made
as the traffic is handled. When business falls off, they may in part be

postponed until the time business again picks up, to-wit, repairs to rolling

equipment.

Maintenance expenses directly concerned with the movement of traf-

fic have different characteristics. Rolling stock from time to time under-

goes repairs, which, in so far as their use is involved, restore them to an

entirely safe and satisfactory condition, to most intents and purposes as

good as new. When rails wear to Such an extent as to require attention,

there is no way by which they can be restored without essentially com-

plete remanufacture.

Depreciation can Ijc forecast with considerable accuracy. Obsolescence

is quite difficult to allow for.

There are still other expenses which are neither according to rule

or rote—legal expenses. It would seem to be the height of ridiculous-
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ncss to attempt to set an amount to cover the fighting of a claim through

the courts, or the quasi-legal one of a rate hearing. Almost in this same

class is the traffic expense for the solicitation of business.

The preceding discussion brings out the fact that railroad expendi-

tures in nature vary in the extreme, and that no fixed rule can be made

to cover them all. The control of such expenditures as are in any degree

controllable must, as it always has in the past, be a matter of the judg-

ment of those responsible for the direction and success of the railroad.

This is not to be understood that much cannot be accomplished by the

careful following and supervision of all work done as it is done.

Railroad expenditures as a whole and in detail are given very careful

consideration. There are certain relations between the amounts expended

for different purposes based upon the experience of the past of which the

statistics and figures kept are a record.

The amounts to be expended are first established through the medium
of a program, an allotment, or a budget. The amounts thus established

may be increased or decreased as the variations in business and the condi-

tions of the several parts of the property permit.

The determination of the amounts established is usually done in con-

ferences, where the expenses in connection with the work which has to

be done and which ought to be done are considered in conjunction with

the revenues anticipated.

Conclusion

As stated at the outset, this first report is not intended to be a final

epitome of the subjects treated herein— it being the idea of your Com-
mittee at this time to pave the way for a more detailed and thorough

treatment of these subjects by either one or two sub-committees working

in co-operation, as we have done.
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RECORDS FOR MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES;
FOR CONSTRUCTION; FOR RECORDS

H. M. Stout, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

It seemed logical that consideration of these forms should follow in

the order of their use. Therefore, first attention was given to forms to

be used in connection with construction work.

In a well-planned engineering organization each step of a project

from inception to consummation should be taken in proper order. The
chief or central office of the engineering organization should be informed

of the progress of the work, and at any subsequent time the facts should

be readily available. In any undertaking of importance there is always

daily special information on which to base decisions. This requires spe-

cial reports by letter or otherwise. Most of the usual and general facts

may be stated in standard forms. These may be classified as follows

:

Investigations.

Reports.

Studies, Plans and Designs.

Estimates (Form M. W. 2100 and 2201).

Requests for Authority (Form M. W. 1107).

Authority for Expenditure (Form M. W. 1108).

Appropriation for Expenditure (Form M. W. 1109).

Specifications (See Manual).
Proposals (See Manual, p. 655).

Contracts (See Manual, p. 656, et. seq.)

Bond (See Manual, p. 666).

Progress Reports

:

Grading—Profiles (Form M. W. 2001).

Bridges—Diagrams.
Track Laying (submitted herewith) Exhibit E.

Ballasting (submitted herewith) Exhibit F.

Buildings.

Fencing— (Periodic written reports).

Monthly Estimates for Payment of Contractor. (Four submitted

herewith). Exhibits G H I and J.

Estimate Vouchers.
Engineer's Material and Invoice Record.

Engineer's Distributed Record of Cost.

Engineer's Final Report and Record of Quantities in Completed Work.

It is desirable that, wherever possible, the reports after giving the

chief office the information for which they were designed, shall then fit

into and become a part of the permanent record of the work.

In accordance with the above outline, your Committee offers the

following forms, as attached (Exhibits E to J).
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Daily Ballast Report and Record, Form E 1.

Daily Track Laying Report and Record, Form F 2.

Resident Engineer's Monthly Estimate of Grading, Form G 3.

Resident Engineer's Monthly Estimate of Bridges and other Road-
way Items, Form H 4.

Resident Engineer's Monthly Estimate of Buildings, Form I 5.

Assistant Engineer's Consolidated Estimate, Form J 6.

It is our opinion that these forms will very fittingly serve both as

reports of progress and then pass into the permanent record. They are

drawn and cut to the sizes recommended and are designed to go into

permanent binders. Your Committee recommends that these forms be

submitted to the Association for adoption and publication in the Manual.
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Exhibit E

o

o

o

Form. A. B. i, C. R.R.

Daily Track Laying Report
Line or Branch

and Record
For _ - -.13

The number of fe«^ of Motn \rock loi>l 'S © b« sent by Teleqroph eoch dou to the Chief Enqr Tht* report to be mode out .ntnpttcoti

01 end of eoct> doys y«rk, the oriamot to be sent by first train to the Chtef Engr , the fir$t corbon to the Division tr>qr,the second
carbon to be retoined bi^ A&sistont £nar in cttorqe of work

Mai n Track
Track laid to siaiion

Track laid from sfotion

Number of feet of track laid after correding

for errors in stations

Total track laid lost report

Totol track laid to dote

Approxlmotft total lenqth of Main Track

B. „^ ,.,_„^ f'"ol 5.pocmq of ties, full spiking
/»-c-K VNOHK oppiying tie jilotes. rati anchors efc-

Full spiking to station

Full spiking from station

CHA>W.*>OTe:R OF TRACK
Roil ; Class BrofKL Weight
Rail ; Class Brand __ Weight _..

Rail; Class Brand _ Weight

Ties', Kind_ -Number per mila _
Ties; Kind Numberper mile

Ties; Kind _ Numberper mile

Tie Plates; Kind _ Type _.ClQss Numbet_

Tie Plates; Kind _ _ Type Class Number.

Rail Anchors; Kind Closs Number

Rail Anchors; Kind Class Number

Passing.Side and Industry Tracks
Which side of Moin tracK

Distance of side track from Moin trock

West (or North) Switch ot station „

East (or South) Switch ot stotion .._

Number lineol feef side track, laid _
Number Switches placed
Number Frogs laid

Number Switch Stands set

Ch>^r/vct&r of- Tra-ok.

Rail; Class _ _ Brand Weight _

Rail; Class Brand Weight __
Ties; Kind Number per mile -

Ties; Kind Number per mile _

Switches; Type _Length Ft. Numbet _

5Nrtches;Type _ Length _ Ft Number _.

Fro^s; Type .Frog No. _-. Number

Frogs; Type Frog No. Number.-

Switch Stands, Kind. .._ _ _.Numbec

Switch Stands; Kind. _ -.Number

Deua,v Report Hours deloy _

Cause

Weather Report -

Force Report No. men —

it'

H

IS

I/) 5

o *

O t
o u

si

M

i^

it

V c
.X o

-Engineer
Lnoineer in cttorge
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Exhibit F

KD

<5

Form. ,A.B..a^.CR._9L..

Line or Branch
Daily Ballasting Report and Relcoro

For 19
This report to be maOe out in tnplicote ot itie end of eocn dais's worK, Ihe oriqinol to be

sent t>4 first trotn to ine Chtef Cnqmeer, the first carbon to the Division tnqincer; the second carbon to

be retained Dq Assi^tont tnqineer in chorqc of worK

Pit AMD Quarry
Name Location

BollosT Loaded
Kind
No. Cars
Cu.Vds

Delivery and Distribution
From M. P plus

M P plus

M.P plus

CARS
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LIST OF REFERENCES, STATISTICAL METHODS IN RAILWAY
ACCOUNTING AND ANALYSES OF EXPENDITURES

By Courtesy of the Bureau of Railway Economics

Julius H. Parmalee, Statistician; Richard H. Johnson, Librarian.

Baxter, W. M.
Statistical control of railway operation.

(Canadian Railway Club, Proc, v. 12; Sept. 1914, p. 14-22.)

Bureau of Economic Research.
Quarterly bulletin No. 2, Oct. 1900.

Contains tables Hlustrating statistical methods with railway rates.

Cleveland, Frederick Albert, 1865.

Railroad finance, by Frederick A. Cleveland . . . and Fred Wilbur
Powell . . . New York and London, D. Appletou and Company,
1912. 462 p., 22 cm. Accounts and statistics, p. 178-214.

Colston, W, A.
Co-operative statistics; address . . . before the American Associa-

tion of General Passenger and Ticket Agents at Toledo, Ohio,
Sept. 14 and 15, 1909.

(In Association of American Railway Accounting Ofiicers' 25th an-
nual report, 1910, p. 61-64.)

Cooke, Morris Llewellyn.
True cost findings—what it can do for the railroads.

(Industrial Management, v. 57:38-42; Jan. 1919.)

County, A. J.

Railway accounts and statistics . . . Chicago, La Salle Extension
University (1911), 67 p., 8°.

Railway accounts and statistics in the United States.

(Bulletin of the International Railway Congress Association, English
ed., v. 24:2986-3024; June 1910.)

Crump, Frank H.
Operating department accounts—the basis of accounting department

records.

(Railroad Age Gazette, v. 45:751-52; Aug. 21, 1908.)
Cunningham, W. J.

The arithmetic of railroading.

(New York Railroad Club, v. 29:5556-5571; Feb. 21, 1919.) Discus-
sion on pages 5572-84.

The logarithmic scale in graphic charts.

(Railroad Age Gazette, v. 46:1517-19; June 25, 1909.)
Statistics of railroad operation.
(In New England Railroad Club. Oct. 12, 1909, p. 4-61.)

Dewsnap, Ernest R.
The necessity of care in the interpretation of railway statistics used

comparatively.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48:1208-13; May 13, 1910.)

Eaton, James Shirley.

Railroad operations ; how to know them from a study of the accounts
and statistics, bvl. Shirley Eaton . . . New York, the Railroad
Gazette, 1900. 313 p., fold., diag. 19 cm.

An efficient fuel department. A description of the organization, methods
of accounting and operation of the fuel department of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, which has shown remarkable results not
only in the reduction in the fuel consumption, but also indirectly in
improving the condition of the motive power.

390
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(American Engineer, v. 84:161-70; 1910.)
An equipment account for each car and locomotive.

(Railroad Gazette, v. 43:640-41; Nov. 29. 1907.)
Fowler, George L.

The organization of the mechanical department of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48:469-87; Mar. 4, 1910.) Editorial com-
ment, p. 465-66.

Frantzen, Arthur.
Costs and cost keeping. Chicago, La Salle Extension University

(1910), 20 p., 8°.

Goodchild, A. A.
Railroad statistics.

(Railroad Gazette, v. 40:65-68; Jan. 19, 1906.)
Haines, Henry Stevens.

Efficient railway operation, by Henry S. Haines . . . New York,
The Macmilian Company, 1919. 709 p., 8°. Statistical methods:
p. 454-464.

Haney, Lewis H.
Railway statistics . . . n. p. 1910.

P. 199-229, 8°. Reprinted from quarterly publications of the Ameri-
can Statistical Association, v. 12:199-229; Sept. 1910.

*Hanson, Wilhelm G.
Modern transportation accounting.
(Functional method), pt. L Capitalization of railwavs.
(Government accountant, v. 5:65-74, 120-74, 120-26, 165-71; 1911.)

*Haydon, Frederick E.

Modern transportation accounting.
(Functional method), pt. H. Operating revenues.
(Government accountant, v. 5:219-28; 1911.)

Hibbard, H. Wade.
Graphical study of information.
(In Western Railway Club, Proceedings, v. 22:300-19; Mar. 15, 1910.)

Hopkins, J. H.
A monthlv analvsis of operating expenses.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 62:21-23; Jan. 5, 1919.)

Hudson, S. M.
Railroad cost accounting.
(Railroad Age Gazette, v. 45:21-23; 68-70; June 5, 12, 1908.)

(1) A method of dividing passenger and freight.

(2) Division between state and interstate traffic.

Hutchins, F. Lincoln.
Efficient railroad records.
(Railway Review, v. 58:409-12; March 18, 1916.)
A practical plan for standardizing railroad records.
(Engng. Mag., v. 45:664-68; Aug. 1913.)
Statistical control of railroad operations.
(Industrial management, v. 52, April 1917, p. 29-31.)
The true theory of railroad operating records. Slow progress made

in railroad statistical science; the importance of educating rail-

road statisticians.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 58:132-33; Jan. 22, 1915.)
Ludington, C. F.

Uniform methods of computing fuel consumption. By C. F. Luding-
ton, chief fuel supervisor, A.T.&S.F. Railway.
(In International Railway Fuel Association, sixth annual conven-
tion. Proceedings, Chicago, III., May 18 to 21, 1914, p. 73-85.)

Lyon, Tracy.
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Graphic methods as applied to railway records.

(In Northwest Railway Club, Official Proceedings, v. 3, Jan. 1898,

p. 8-17.)

Moody, John, 1868.

How to analyze railroad reports. By John Moody . . . New York
City, Analyses Publishing Co., 1912. 224 p., 8^

Morris, Ray.
Railroad administration. By Ray Morris . . , New York and Lon-

don, D. Appleton & Co., 1910. 309 p., 8°. Control through sta-

tistics: 224-49.

Morrison, C. J.

Maintenance of equipment costs.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 50:1303-08; June 9, 1911.)

"Not only for the purpose of rendering consistent comparisons
of costs on various roads, but also to point out the uncertain
value of the accustomed standards of measurement."

Mossop, C. P.

Railway operating statistics. Bv C. P. Mossop . . . London, The
Railway Gazette, 1911. 122 p., 12°.

Newcomb, Harry Turner, 1867.

Cost of railway service and reasonable rates. Digest of matter relat-

ing to cost of railway service as affecting the determination of
reasonable rates, contained in opinions of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission reported in volumes 12 to 25, inclusive, and
opinions Nos. 2134 to 2204 of volume 26. Prepared by H. T.
Newcomb (Washington, 1913). 267 p., 8°.

Parker, A. D.
Railroad statistics and their practical use.

(Railway and Engineering Review, v. 41:337-38; May 25, 1901.)

Paper read before the Rocky Mountain Railroad Club.
Peabody, James.

Vitalized statistics.

In Dewsnup, Ernest Ritson. ed.

Railway organization and working: a series of lectures delivered
before the railway classes of the University of Chicago. The Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1906. 498 p., 8°.

Plant, A. H.
Units of costs.

(Association of American Railway Accounting Officers, 20th report,

1905, p. 45-49.)

Price, Thomas R.
Report No. 1 on tlie question of statistics.

(Subject 14 for discussion at the eighth session of the Railway Con-
gress.)

(Bulletin of the International Railway Congress, v. 23:1569-1651;
Dec. 1909.)

Riebenack, Max.
Railway statistics as applicable to earnings of passenger trains with

a view of determining approximate revenue and deciding as to

number and time of trains to be run for the accommodation of
the public . . . Sept. 1893. 16 p., 8".

(In American Statistical Association quarterly publications, n. s..

No. 24, Dec. 1893, p. 519-532.)

Sakolski, Aaron Morton, 1880.

American railroad economics ; a textbook for investors and students.

Bv A. M. Sakolski . . . New York, The -Macmillan Company,
1913. 295 p., 12°. Traffic statistics, p. 135-168.

Secrist, Horace.
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Introduction of statistical methods. New Work, Macmillan, 1917.

Excellent outline of whole subject, many examples of treatment
of business statistics.

Student (Pseud).
Railroad cost and efficiency.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:58-59; July 11, 1913.)

Comment by Owen, Ely.

Fallacy of the cquated-revenue cost unit.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:137; July 25, 1913.)

W. F. Turnbull.
Relative value of service for passenger and freight.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:137-38; July 25, 1913.)

Suffern & Son, New York.
Railroad operating costs; a series of original studies in operating

costs of the leading American railroads. By Suffern & Son . . .

New York. Suffern & Son, 1811. 82p., 4\
• Talcott, Thomas Mann Randolph, 1838.

Transportation by rail : an analysis of the maintenance and operation
of railroads, showing the character and cost of the service per-

formed by railvva\- companies in the maintenance of highways for

commerce, and as carriers of passengers, freight, and the United
States mails over such highways. By T. M. R. Talcott . . .

Richmond. Va., Whittet and Shepperson, 1904. 82 p., 8°.

Thompson, A. I. T.
Assignment of steam and electric locomotives, passenger and freight

train cars and work equipment cost to the several states, and to

operating divisions within states.

(Engng. Contracting, v. 39:724-26; June 25, 1913.)
Thompson, Slason.

The necessity for a definite system of compiling railway statistics.

(Railway World, v. 59:121-24; Feb. 1915.)

Why actual cost records are of little value unless analyzed into component
elements. (Engng.-Contracting, v. 28:310-11; Dec. 4, 1907.)

Willcut, George B.

The value of railway statistics.

(Electric Railway Journal, v. 46:705-07; Oct. 9, 1915.)

Abstract of paper delivered before the San Francisco convention
of the American Electric Railway Accountants' Association,

Oct. 5, 1915.

Woodlock, Thomas Francis.

The anatomv of a railroad report and ton-mile cost. By Thomas F.

Woodlock. New York, S. A. Nelson (1901). 121 p., 24°.

"Ton-mile cost," by Thomas F. Woodlock, 2d ed. Reprinted from
the Wall Street Journal . . . New York, 1899. 40 p., 8°.

List of References on Railway Cost Accounting.

Allen, Clifford Van.
The full cost of freight movement.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 52:141; Jan. 26, 1912.)

Ballantine, N. D.
Fallacies in figuring costs of freight car repairs.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. .52:141; Jan. 26, 1912.) '

Barnes, J. P.

Value of cost accounting.
(Aera. v. 2:128-32; Sept. 1912.)

Chanute, O.
The cost of railroad freight traffic.
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(In Railway Pamphlets, Law Department, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company, 1884-86, p. 1-16.)

Cordeal, Ernest.

Cost accounting: in the railroad repair shop.

(Engineering Magazine, v. 49:211-17; May 1915.)

Cost accounting in the engineering department.
(Railway Gazette, London, Dec. 5, 1912, p. 675.)

Cost (actual) records are of little value unless analyzed into component
elements.
(Engineering-Contracting, v. 28:310-11; Dec. 4, 1907.)

Costs and cost keeping.
Chicago, La Salle Extension University (1910), 20 p., 8.

Daily statement of transportation expenses on the Milwaukee.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 52:93-94; Jan. 19, 1912.)

Eaton, J. S.

Railroad operations ; how to know them. New York, 1900, xlx,

313 p., 8.

"Prorating," p. 229-47.

An efficient fuel department. A description of the organization, methods
of accounting and operation of the fuel department of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, which has shown remarkable results

not only in the reduction of the fuel consumption, but also indirectly

in improving the condition of the motive power.
(American Engineer, v. 84:161-70; 1910.)

Ely, Owen.
Fallacy of the equated-revenue cost unit.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:137; July 25, 1913.)

Fink, Albert.

Cost of railroad transportation, railroad accounts, and government
regulation of railroad tarififs . . . Extract from the annual
report of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Co. Louisville, 1875.

48 p., 8.

Foote, Allen Ripley.

Importance of a correct cost statement. Interest on all capital an
item of cost . . . Columbus, Ohio (1912), 1* p., 16.

Hooper, William Everett.

Railroad accounting. New York and London, 1915. 461 p., 8.

Cost account, p. %-89.
Hudson, S. M.

Railroad cost accounting.
(Railroad Age Gazette, v. 45:21-23; 68-70; June 5, 12, 1908.)

Laughead, B. M.
Construction records of the Carolina, Clinchfield Sc Ohio Railway.
(Engineering News, v. 61:633; June 10, 1909.)

Morrison, C. J.

Maintenance of equipment costs.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. .50:1308-08; June 9, 1911.)

Passage, CD.
Cost accounting in the engineering department. A complete and

convenient system has been developed on the Northern Pacific

for construction and maintenance work.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 53:578-81; Sept. 27, 1912.)

Railroad Gazette (Editorial).

Some of the hidden matters in car repair and fuel accounts.

(Railroad Gazette, v. 27: 657; Oct. 4, 1895.)

Railway Age Gazette (Editorial).

Cost data.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 50:1416; June 16, 1911.)
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Rogers, W. S.

Cost keeping and accounting.
(Railroad Gazette, v. 30; 792; Nov. 4, 1898.)

Skeen, J. B.

Cost accounting on the Coleman cutoff.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57:540; Sept. 18, 1894.)

Spann, G. W.
Cost accounting bv machinery as applied to railroad shops.

< South & Southwestern Railway Club, Proc, v. 12; May 1914, 4-39.)

Student (Pseud).
Railroad cost and efficiency.

(Railway Age Gazette, y. 55:58-59; July 11, 1913.)

Unit costs of railroad building.

(Railroad Gazette, v. 41:203-06, ZU, 438, 462; Sept. 7, Oct. 26, Nov.
16. 2Z, 1906.)

Wallace, D. A.
Two records of cost of railway track construction.

(Engineering-Contracting, v. 34:215-16; Sept. 7, 1910.)

Wedgwood, R. L.

Statistics of railway costs.

(Economic Journal, London, v. 19:13-31; 1909.)

Woolner, William S.

Force account system for construction work.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 51:798-99; Oct. 30, 1911.)

Cost Keeping Methods as Applied to Railway Shops.

(In'cludixg .\ Selection of General Works on Cost Keeping.)

American Foundrymen's Association, Report of Commission on uniform
costs.

(In its transactions, v. 24. 1916, p. 61-82.)

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.
Report of committee on locomotive and shop operating costs.

(In its Proceedings of the 43rd annual convention, 1910, p. 414-23.

Reprinted in American Engineer and Railroad Journal, v. 84

:

315-17; Aug. 1910.)

Arnold, H. L.

Complete cost-keeper.

New York Engineering Magazine Company, 1912. 12-20182.

Baugh, F. H.
Principles and practice of cost accounting for accountants, manu-

facturers, mechanical engineers, teachers and students. Baltimore,
F. H. Baugh, 1915. xi, 194 p. 15-26882.

Betterment work on the Santa Fe.
(American Engineer and Railroad Journal, v. 80:451-77; Dec. 1906.)

Cost accounting and the surcharge problem; p. 469-471.

Brombacher, M. H. C.

Railroad repair shop efficiency. ^
(Iron Age, v. 87, Jan. 5, 1911 ;'p. 31-33.)

Bunnell, S. H.
Cost-keeping for manufacturing plants. New York, D. Appleton &

Co.. 1911. ix, 232 p. 11-11266.
Callaghan, J. H.

Checking intake and output of material delivered to shops.

(American Engineer and Railroad Journal, v. 80:422-25; Nov. 1906.)

Angus shops of the C. P. R.
Carpenter, Chas. A.

Cost methods of jobbing shops.
(Industrial Management, v. 53, p. 888-895; Sept. 1917.)
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Church, A. H.
Manufacturing cost and accounts. New York, McGraw-Hill Book

Co., 1917, viii, 452 p. 17-3317.

Church, Alexander Hamilton.
Production factors in cost accounting and works management.
(New York Engineering Magazine, 1910, 187 p.)
Proper distribution of expense burden.
(New York Engineering Magazine, 1913.)

Cordeal, Earnest.
Cost accounting in the railroad repair shop.

(Engineering Magazine, v. 49:211-17; May 1915.)

Corliss, Wm. Mills.

Navy yard cost accounting. Outline of system used in a navy yard
where "it is not unusual to have open at one time 5,000 job
orders."

(Journal of Accountancy, v. 24, July 1917, p. 28-32.)

Derby, Rodney.
Simple system of foundry accounting.
(Iron Age, v. 100, Sept. 20, 1917; p. 682-83.)

Continuous record of progress of orders. The five forms used
are shown.

Elbourne, Edw. T.
Factory administration and accounts. London, Longmans, Green &

Co., 1919.

Section IV. Works accounts, e. g. Stock accounts, cost alloca-

tion accounts, shop charges, etc. Section V. Routine forms.
Emerson, Harrington.

The methods of exact measurement applied to individual and shop
efficiencies at the Topeka shops of the Santa Fe.

(American Eng. and Railroad Journal, v. 81:221-24; June 1907.)
Factorv management series : Operation and costs. Chicago, A. W. Shaw

& Co., 1915, v. 5.

Pt. 2. Cost keeping methods.
Pt. 3. Using cost date to control operations. 16-3169.

Ficker, N. T.
Industrial cost finding. New York, Industrial Extension Institute,

c. 1917.

Factory management course, v. 10. 18-682.

Ficker, N. T.
Shop expense analysis and control. New York, Industrial Manage-

ment, 1917, Ix, 236 p. 17-14072.

Foundry cost system.
(Foundry, v. 40, Dec. 1912, p. 507-510.)

Franklin, B. A.
Cost reports for executives as a means of plant control.
New York, Eng. Magazine Company, 1913, 149 p. 13-1081.

Freeland, W. E.
Two examples of foundry cost accounting. Methods devised by New

England jobbing foundries, with forms.
(Iron Age, v. 98; Sept. 7, 1916, p. 493-98.)

Fry, Charles H.
Betterment work on the Santa Fe. Charles H. Fry . . . (New York,

1906).
Reprinted from the Railroad Gazette, v. 41:476-81, 504-07; Nov.

30 and Dec. 7, 1906. (Editorial comment, p. 495.)
Cost accounting, p. 11-12. A 17-1526.

Goodchild, A. A.
The accounting department in connection with the mechanical and

stores department.
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(In Canadian Railway CUib. Official Proceedings, v. 10, Sept. 1911;

p. 22-35.)

Hinkins, G. F.

Cost accounting in blacksmith shops. -

(Railway Age, V. 67:425: Aug. 29, 1919.)

Paper before convention of the International Railroad Master
Blacksmiths' Association, Chicago, Aug. 19-21, 1919.

Jacobs, Henry William, 1874.

Betterment briefs ; a collection of published papers on organized
industrial efficiency. Topeka, printed by Crane & Company, 1908.

240 p., 8°.

"Shop efficiency," p. 184-203.

Keeping cost records of individual workmen, individual jobs, and
of shop as a whole, with tables.

2d ed. New York. J. Wiley, 1909.

The surcharge problem.
(American Engineer and Railroad Journal, v. 81:345; Sept. 1907.)

From a paper read before the Railway Storekeepers' Association.

Jones, Franklin Day.
Shop management and systems.
New York Industrial Press, 1918.

Kent, W.
New method of determining factory costs.

(Iron Age, v. 98, Aug. 24, 1917, p. 392-394.)

Knoeppel, C. E.

I. Svstematic foundry operation and foundry accounting.
(Engineering Magazine, v. 36, pages 89-90, 211-225, 457-68, 618-29,

765-76, 968-77; Oct., Nov., Dec. 1908, Jan., Feb., Alarch 1909.)

II. Importance of correct burden apportionment.
III. Elements entering into production costs.

IV. Comparative elements and their apportionment to production.
V. Apportioning costs to production in various classes of foundries.

VI. Organization and management.
Lewis, E. S.

Efficient cost keeping; a study of the most effective supplications of
cost keeping principles to certain types of management. 3d ed.

Detroit, Burroughs Adding Machine Co., 1914. 256 p., with
many forms.

Lovell. A.
Shop cost systems and the effect of shop schedules upon output and

cost of locomotive repairs.

(In American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, Proceedings,
V. 40:136-60, 1907.)

Discussion, p. 160-68.

Abstract, Railway Age, v. 43:1000-03, June 14, 1907.

Reprinted in American Engineer and Railroad Journal, v. 81 :

21\-n, July 1907.

Machine shop cost accounting bv machincrv.
(American Mach., v. 32:249^253, Feb. 18, 1909.)

Use of tabulating machines in cost accounting by Pennsylvania
Steel Company.

Miles, H. P.

Jobbing foundrv cost svstem.
(Foundrv, v. 30; Apriri907; p. 84-89), with forms.

Moore, W. N.
Method of keeping weekly shop costs.

(Railway and Engineering Review, v. 37:717-18; Dec. 11, 1897.)

Morrison, C. J.

The surcharge problem.
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(American Engineer and Railroad Journal, v. 80:376-77; Oct. 1906.)

Editorial comment, p. 391.

Further comment in v. 80:438, Nov. 1906; 478-80, Dec. 1906;

V. 81 :64. Feb. 1907.

Nicholson, J. L., and Rohrbach, J. F. D.

Cost accounting; theory and practice. New York, Ronald Press Com-
pany, 1919. xxi, 576 p.

Railroad Gazette (Editorial).

Some of the hidden matters in car repair and fuel accounts.

(Railroad Gazette, v. 27:657; Oct. 4, 1895.)

Redding, C. J.

System for obtaining foundry costs.

(Engineering Magazine, v. 32, p. 579-598; Jan. 1907.)

Detailed directions with forms.
Rogers, W. S.

Cost keeping and accounting.

(In New York Railroad Club Proceedings, v. 8, Sept. 15, 1898, p. 4-27.)

Discussion, p. 19-27.

Extracts in Railroad Gazette, v. 30:792, Nov. 4, 1898.

Sheehan, J. J.

Cost of small shop tools.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 60:1528-30, June 22, 1916.)

Methods for arriving at the cost of small shop tools as made in

a central shop on a large railroad system.
Spahr, G. W.

Cost accounting by machinery as applied to railroad shops.

(South and Southwestern Railway Club, Proc, v. 12, May 1914. p.

4-39.)

Spidy, E. T.

C. P. R. shop production methods. Schedule and follow-up system,

which is part of, not separate from, the producing organization.
(Railway Mechanical Engineer, v. 93:320-26, June 1919.)

Stirling, J. S.

Uniform cost system for jobbing founders as recommended by the

Jobbing Founders' Association.
(Iron Age, v. 80, Dec. 12, 1907, p. 1676-1679.)

Sturge.ss, J.

Simple cost system for complex situations.

(Engineering Magazine, v. 36, March 1909, p. 940-948.)
Traveling auditor (Pseud).

Saving labor in shop accounting.
(Railway Age, v. 66:896-98, April 4, 1919.)

Unified shop record and management conditions.
(Railway Age, v. 66:1014-f015, April 18, 1919.)

. . . E. R. circular 1801-129A674 . . .

. . . results of study of committee from eastern railroads and
Mechanical Department of United States Railroad Adminis-
tration.

Vaughan. H. H.
Classification of locomotive repairs.

(In Western Railway Club. Official proceedings, v. 18:235-50, March
20, 1906.)

Wanamaker, E.

Method of cost keeping for railroad shop power.
(Railway Electrical Engineer, v. 7:383-85, June 1916.)

Abstract in Railway Age Gazette, v. 60:1494-95, June 21, 1916,

with editorial corrfment, p. 1507.

Watts, J. S.

Keeping systematic costs in a jobbing shop, with forms.
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(Foundry, v. 44, March 1916, p. 120-21.)

Webner, F. E.
Factory costs ; a work of reference for cost accountants and factory

manager. New York, Ronald Press Co., 1911. 611 p.

Woods, C. E.
Practical cost accounting for accountant students.

New York, Universal Business Institute, 1908. 2 vols.

Woods, C. E.

Unified accounting methods for industrials.

New York, Ronald Press Company, 1917. xvi, 484 p.

List of References on the Allocation of Costs,

.•\cworth, William Mitchell.

The railways and the traders. London, 1891. 378 p., 8°.

Allocation of costs, p. 23.

Allocating expenses. The railways have a hard task in the apportionment
of operating costs between passenger and freight. A theoretical road
to revenue increase.

(Annahst (New York Times), v. 4:246-47, Sept. 14, 1914.)

Boag, George L.

Manual of railway statistics. London, 1912. 185 p., 8°.

Allocation of costs, p. 66-69.

Boston & Maine Railroad.

State of New Hampshire. Before the Public Service Commission.
Investigation of freight and passenger fares by direction of the

Legislature of 1911. Brief of the Boston & Maine Railroad.

Edgar J. Rich and John \V. Kelley, counsel. Concord, N. H.,

1912. 141 p., 8°.

Allocation of costs, p. 40.

Brown, Harrj- Gunnison.
Principles of commerce; a study of the mechanism, the advantages

and the transportation costs of foreign and domestic trade.

New York, Macmillan, 1916. xxiii, 154,188, 207 p., 8°.

"The cost of transportation," p. 3-14, pt. 3.

Busbey, William G.

... In the matter of applications of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway Co. (and others) . . . for increases in passenger,

baggage and freight rates. Statement, brief and argument by
Counsel to the Public Service Commission . . . (1915). 43 p., 8°.

Before the Public Service Commission of Missouri.
Allocation of costs, p. 105.

Butterfield, O. E.

Criticisms of the .so-called Muller method of constructing freight

rates upon the basis on an alleged cost of service . . . (New
York, 1916). 38 p., 8".

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission. In the matter of

rates on iron ore in carloads from Lake Erie ports . . .

Docket No. 6210.

Chanute, O.
The cost of railroad freight traffic.

(In Railwav Pamphlets. Law Department, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Co., 1884-86. p. 1-16.)

Colston, W. A.
Analysis of operating expenses with respect to the class of service

in which incurred . . . Brief filed by leave of the Commission
on behalf of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company.
Louisville, Kv., May 21, 1914. W. A. Colston, general solicitor.

. . . Henry L. Stone, of counsel. Louisville, Ky. (1914). Cover
title, iii, 45 p., 8°.
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Cost records are of little value unless analyzed into component parts.

(Engineering-Contracting, v. 28:310-11, Dec. 4, 1907.)
Division of freight and passenger expenses.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57:153-58, July 24, 1914.)
Division of operating expenses.

(Railvvav and Engineering Review, v. 53:153-58, July 24, 1913.)

Dougherty, P. W.
. . . Western passenger rate case, I. & S. docket No. 600. Brief

and argument on behalf of the state railroad and public service
commission of Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, South Dakota (and
others). P. W. Dougherty (and others) . . . Chicago (1915).
xvi, 259, 44 p., 8°.

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Methods, of separating freight and passenger expenses, p. 155.

Formula for the apportionment of operating revenues, expenses and
property to states and to classes of service. Jan. 11, 1916. 30 p.,

obi. f°.

The Oklahoma formula. -
Freight and passenger costs.

(Traffic World, v. 13:907, May 9, 1914.)

Helm, Alonzo E.

. . . Western passenger fares, I. & S. docket 600, brief and argu-
ment of A. E. Helm ... as to the sufficiency of carriers' testi-

mony ... on behalf of the state railroad and public service

commissions of Minnesota (and 15 other states). (Topeka, Kan.,

1915.) iii, 49 p., 8°.

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Separation of cost of state and interstate business, p. 39.

Hooper, William E.

Railroad accounting. New York and London, 1915. 461 p.

"Allocation of revenues and expenses as between freight and
passenger service." p. 423-51.

Discusses the Pennsylvania, the Oklahoma and other formulas
at length.

Iowa. Board of Railroad Commissioners.

J. P. Dunsmore et al. vs. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Company. (Docket No. A 1642.)

In Public Utilities Reports annotated. 1916 A., p. 289.

Apportionment—Railroad passenger maintenance costs—Incorrect
formula, No. 6, p. 306.

LaBach, Paul M.
The allocation of railroad operating costs.

(Engineering Record, May 13, 1916.)

Lawrence, John C.

Valuation of railways in Washington.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48:359-64, Feb, 18, 1910.) .

Allocation of costs, p. 362-63.
Minnesota. Attorney General.

. . . No. 599. George T. Simpson, Ira B. Mills, Charles F. Staples
and Charles E. Elmquist, appellants, vs. David C. Shepard, ap-
pellees (etc.) . . . Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United
States for the District of Minnesota, third division. Brief for

appellants. George T. Simpson, attorney general. Minn. . . .

n. p. (1910). Cover title, 480 p., 8°. In the Supreme Court of
the United States. Octo]:)er term, 1911.

Allocation of costs, p. 396-402.

Missouri Public Service Commission.
Ai)praisal of Mississippi River & Bonne Terre Railway (1916). 2 vols..
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i°. Typewritten. Not published.
Report of W. W. K. Sparrow. "The locomotive ton-mile unit was

rejected in favor of another and more practical standard

—

the gross-trainweight-mile." Sakolski.
Missouri Public Service Commission.

... In the matter of the application of the .\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company (and others) . . . for increases in

passenger, liaggage and freight rates . . . Opinion and order
(1915), 197 p., 8^
Cases Nos. 492 to 505 inc.

Separation of costs of passenger and freight traffic.

Muller, Jean Paul.

The Ann Arbor Railroad Company, plaintiff, vs. Cassius L. Glasgow
. . . Exhibits prepared by J. B. Muller . . . (Sept., Nov., 191:)).

20 v., 4°. Nos. 2, 3, 8, 13 deal with segregation of expenses.
Financial and operating analyses of annual reports of railways to

the Interstate Commerce Commission and cost of service esti-

mates of transporting commodities in carload lots for use in

freight rate litigation. (Washington, 1914.) 12 p., 8°.

Western freight rates inquiry. Exhibits, series 1 . . . June 18, 1913.

(Washington, 1913.) 188 p., 4°.

Allocation of costs, p. 31-42, 58-60, 63-188.

Newcomb, Harry Turner.
Cost of railway service and reasonable rates. Digest of matter relat-

ing to the cost of railway service as affecting the determination
of reasonable rates, contained in opinions of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, reported in volumes 12 to 25, inclusive, and
opinions No. 2134 to No. 2204 of volume 26. (Washington, 1913.)
267 p., 8°.

Allocation of costs, items 39-52, p. 31-38, 413-19, p. 234-38.
New Hampshire, Public Service Commission.

The report of the Public Service Commission of New Hampshire on
an investigation of railroad rates . , . (Concord, 1912). 377
p.. 8°.

"Allocation of expenses," p. 164.

Oklahoma, Corporation Commission.
Opinion and findings of fact of the commission in the commodity

rate order. No. 1350 (etc.).

In its 5th annual report, 1912. Vol. 1, p. 314-468.
Opinion of Commissioner Henshaw.
Discussions, valuations, depreciations, bases of rate, making di-

vision of expenses, etc.

Olmsted, Allen S.

Do "Cost of Transportation" exhibits in railroad rat? cases show
cost?

(Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
1916. National Industries.)

Price, Waterhouse & Company.
The Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania. Report . . . upon the cost to the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company and the Philadelphia & Reading Railway Company of
transporting anthracite coal from the respective mining sections
in the eastern part of Pennsylvania to Philadelphia. Submitted
Jan. 31, 1914. Upon complaint filed with the Pennsylvania State
Railroad Commission, docket No. 950. (Harrisburg, Pa., 1914.)
61 p., 8'.

Railroad Herald. (Editorial.)
Division of freight and passenger expense.

(14)
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(Railroad Herald, v. 18:207-08, Oct. 1914.)

Railway Age Gazette. (Editorial.)

Division of maintenance of way expenses between passenger and
freight traffic.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57:458-59, Sept. 11, 1914.)

Railway and Engineering Review. (Editorial.)

Supreme Court on division of expenses between interstate and intra-

state traffic.

(Railway and Engineering Review, v. 53:653-54, July 5, 1913.)

Railway Review. (Editorial.)

Freight and passenger accounts to be segregated.
(Railway Review, v. 55:99-100, July 25, 1914.)

Ripley, William Z.

Railway problems. Revised edition. New York, 1913. 830 p., 8°.

Apportionment of expenses, p. 706-10.

Sakolski, Aaron M.
Apportionment of railroad expenses and property values on basis of

use. (1916.) 13 p.

Reprint from the Journal of Accountancy, August 1916.

Separation of expenses.
(Traffic World, v. 15:1237-38; June 5, 1915.)

Separation of freight and passenger operating expenses ordered.

(Electrical Railway Journal, v. 44:201; August 1, 1914.)

Simpson, George T.

. . . George T. Simpson, Ira B. Mills . . . Appellants, v. David C.

Shepard, appellee. Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United
States for the District of Minnesota third division. Brief for ap-

pellants (1912?) 480, xxi p.
8°

Supreme Court of the United States, October term 1911.

Criticizes apportionment between passenger and freight business of

cost of service, as made by the Circuit Court, p. 296-463.

See also other briefs and the testimony in the Minnesota rate cases.

Student (pseud.)
Railroad cost and efficiency.

(Railroad Age Gazette, v. 55:58-59; June 11, 1913.)

Talcott, T. M. R.
Transportation by rail ; an analysis of the maintenance and operation of

railroads. Richmond, Va., 1904. 82 p. 8°.

Allocation of costs, p. 16-26, 27-30, 33-34, 37-38, 40, 42, 46-48, 49-55.

Tecklenburg, Kurt. Personen und Giiterverkehr.

(Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen, Mar.-Apr., 1915, p. 253-82.)

"Treats of separation of expenses."

Thompson, A. I. T.
Assignment of steam and electric locomotive, passenger and freight

train cars and work equipment cost to the several states and to

operating divisions within states.

(Engineering-Contracting, v. 39:724-26; June 25, 1913.)

Turnbull, W. V.
Relative value of service for passenger and freight.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:137-38; Jul. 25, 1913.)

U. S. Circuit Court, District of Minnesota.
David C. Shepard, Complainant, vs. Northern Pacific Railway Company

(and others) . . . defendants, (etc., etc.) (1910) 161 p., 4°.

Report of special master Charles E. Otis in Minnesota rate case.

Discusses division of expenses between treight and passenger and
between state and interstate traffic for each of the three rail-

ways COS. involved.
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U. S. District Court. Eastern Dist. of Michigan.
. . . The Ann Arbor Railroad Company, plainlilY, v. Cassius L. Glas-

gow (etc.) defendants. (Decision of the court) March 1, 1916, 23 p.

4°, typewritten copy. C. W. Sessions. District Judge.
In re Michigan two-cent passenger law and the freight rates es-

tablished by the commission.
"Assignment and allocation of property values and operating

expenses" p. 14.

U. S. District court. E. D. Arkansas, W. D.
Bovle V. St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company ct al. (No.

'1638) {ZZ2. Fed. 539.)

In Public utilities report annotated. 1916A., p. 49.

Apportionment-Passenger expenses—Car mile basis No. 3, p. 64.

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
The cattle raisers' association of Texas v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas

Ry., and others. Decided August 16, 1905.

In its decision, v. 11 :296-370. Lawyers co-operative publishing com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y., 1906.)

Allocation of costs, p. 33Z.

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
• Evidence taken by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the matter

of proiK)sed advances in freight rates by carriers, August to De-
cember, 1910. Hearings before the Commission. Washington, 1911.

10 v.. 8° (61st Cong., 3d sess., Sen. Doc. No. 725.)

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
In re investigation of advances in rates of carriers in Western trunk-

line, Trans-Missouri, and Illinois freight committee territories. No.
3500. Submitted Jan. 19, 1911. Decided February 22, 1911.

(In its Decision, v. 20:307-99. Washington, 1911.)

Allocation of costs, p. 357-65. Appendix B, Cost and statistics of

freight and passenger operation, p. 386-99.

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
In the matter of the separation of operating expenses.
(Washington, 1914) p. 676-82. 8°. Decided Jmie 13, 1914.

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Oregon & Washington lumber manufacturers association et al. v. Union

Pacific Railroad Companv et al. No. 1327. Submitted Mar. 21,

1908. Decided June 2. 1908.

(In its Decisions, v. 14:1-22. Washington, 1909.)

Allocation of costs, p. 10

—

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Rules governing the separation of operating expenses between freight

service and passenger service on large steam railways. Effective

on July 1, 1915. Washington, G. P. O., 1915. 13 p. 8°.

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission.
. . . Western Passenger fares . . . Increases in passenger fares in West-

ern Territory (Washington, 1915) 70 p. 8°. (37 i. c. c.)

I. & S. docket No. 600 decided December 7, 1915.

Separation of operating expenses between freight and passenger,

p. 12.

U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission. Division of Statistics.

Analysis of operating expenses between freight service and passenger

service. Mar. 19, 1914. (Washington, 1914) 4 p. 4° Statistical series

circular No. 3. ^
U. S. Post Office Department.

Letter from the Postmaster General submitting a report giving the

results of the inquiry as to the operation, receipts, and expendi-

tures of railroad companies transporting the mails, and recommend-
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ing legislation on the subject. Washington, 1911. 306 p. 4°.

(House Doc. 105. 62d Cong., 1st Sess.)

Allocation of costs, p. 7-14.

White, R. A.
Allocation of expenses between passenger and freight.

(In 24th annual report of Association of Railway Accounting Officers,

1913, p. 59-72.)

Wilgus, William J.

(Analysis of passenger service costs on the Ulster and Delaware rail-

road.) Not published. "The locomotive ton-mile unit was rejected in

favor of another and more practical standard—gross-train-weight-

mile." Sakolski.

Wisconsin Railroad Commission.
A. E. Buell vs. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company.

Decision and order of the Commission. No. ZZ. Decided Feb. 16,
' 1907. (In its cases, 1-35. 1905-1907, 191 p. 8°.)

Allocation of costs, p. 65-169. In Reports of decisions, v. 1, p. 393-

499.

Woodlock, Thomas F.

The anatomy of a railroad report and ton -mile cost. New York, 1900.

• 121 p. 8°. Chap. 5, Allocation of expenses between freight afid

passengers, p. 91-100.

Worthington, B. A.
Pittsburgh Vein Operator's Association, complainant, vs. the Wheel-
ing & Lake Erie Railroad Company, and B. A. Worthington, Re-
ceiver, defendants, Memorandum respecting allocation of railroad

expenses . . .

Cleveland (1912)? 52 p. 4°.

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission No. 4116.

Wright, C. C.

Western passenger fares, I. & S. docket No. 600. Carriers' abstract

of testimony, argument and brief . . . Chicago (1915), v. 175 p.

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Division of operating expenses between freight and passenger,

p. 140, ff.

Wright, C. C.

Western passenger fares, 1. & S. docket No. 600. Reply brief of

the carriers . . . Chicago (1915 ), 82 p., 8°.

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Division of operating expenses, p. 30-40.

List of References on Railroad Accounting.

Accountant (pseud).
The mysteries of American Railwav Accounting.
(North American Review, v. 128:135-47; Feb., 1879.)

Accounting for abandoned property.

(Electric Railway Journal, v. 39:247; Feb. 10, 1912.)

Accounts of the London Tube Railways.
(Electrician, v. 60:123-24; 1907 (London).

Acworth, William Mitchell.

Elements of railway economics. London, 1905. (Usual in all libraries.)

Chaps. 2)-l , p. 20-74 : Railway expenditure and railway income.
English railway accounts and statistics.

(Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, v. 65:613-52; Dec, 1902.)

(Same). Separately printed.

Railroad accounting in America vs. England.
(North American Review, v. 191:330-39; Mar.. 1910.)
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Acworth, William Mitchell, and Sir George Paish.

British Railways : Their accounts and statistics. With discussion.

(Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, v. 75:687-743; 1912.)

Adams, Henry C.

Administrative supervision of railways under the twentieth section of
the Act to regulate commerce . . . Washington, 1908. 15 p., 8°.

Reprinted from Quarterlv Journal of Economics, v. 22 :364-83

;

May, 1908.

Government supervision of railway accounts.

(Government accountant, v. 1:361-71; Dec, 1907.)

Reprinted in International Railway Congress Bulletin, Eng. ed.,

V. 22:595-603; Mav, 1908.

Abstract in Railway Age, v. 44 :884-86 ; Dec. 20, 1907.

Railway accounting in its relation to the 20th section of the Act to

regulate commerce . . . 1908. 15 p., 8°.

Alabama Railroad Commission.
Book of instructions for the guidance of carriers in making annual re-

ports to the Railroad Commission of the State of Alabama. Wash-
ington, 1889. 27 p., 8°.

Classification of operating expenses as prescribed by the Railroad Com-
mission of the State of Alabama. Washington, 1889. 21 p.. 8°.

Allocating Expenses. The railways have a hard task in the apportionment
of operating costs between passenger and freight services—a theoretical

road to revenue increase.

(Annalist, V. 4:246-47; Sept. 14, 1914.)

American Railway Association. Special Committee on Relations with In-

terstate Commerce Commission.
Depreciation in steam railway accounting.
(Electric Railway Journal, v. 32:748-49; 1908.)

Anderson, A. C.

A digest on railway accounts ; being a short explanation of the accounts
of a railway company, based upon notes made during a study of

J. Alfred Fisher's well-known work, "Railway accounts and
finance," from an accountant's standpoint. London, Gee & Co.,

1908. 93 p., 8°.

Anderson, Samuel.
Miscellaneous receipts and accounts. (Pennsylvania Railroad System,

East.

)

(Philadelphia, 1906.)

Annalist (Editorial).

(Comment on the proposed revision of accounting rules prescribed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.)

(Annalist, v. 3:487-88; Apr. 20, 1914.)

Apercu de I'organisation du service de la comptabilite de I'etat Beige.
(International Railway Congress, bulletin, French ed., Jan., 1905, p. 305.

)

Appeal of the specialization of the railway accounts.

(Japan Financial and Economic Monthly, v. 2:5-6; Apr., 1908.)

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.

Report. Chicago (1887—date).
Report of the special committee on corporate, fiscal and general ac-

counts for consideration at the 19th annual meeting at Atlantic
City, beginning Apr. 24, 1907. 75 p., 8°.

Suggested classification of construction expenses as drawn by the sub-

committee of the Executive Committee of the association . . .

amended and approved, April, 1897. Washington, 1897. 12 p., 8°.

Suggestions for changing classification of operating expenses. . . .

Printed for the Interstate Commerce Commission, to whom the

same is to be returned with criticisms and comments. (Philadel-

phia, 1891.) 27 p., 8°.
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A synopsis of the decisions and recommendations of the association

. . . covering . . . July, 1888, to May, 1895 . . . (Chi-
cago), September, 1895. 86 p., 8°.

(Same.) 1898.

Badische Staatseiscnbahnen.
Leitfaden zur Vorbereitung der mittleren nicht-technischen Beamten.

"Kasscn- und rechnungswesen," v. 5.

"Kassen— und rechnungswesen," v. 5.

Beymer, W. D.
Southeastern accounting conference. Paper prepared and read by W. D.

Beymer. Subjects : Audits and Auditors. Efficiency auditing,

n.p. (1913). 7 p., 4°.

Blauvelt, M. P.

Railroad accounting under government supervision. Address before
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers, April, 1908.

(Journal of Accountancy, v. 6:81-92; June, 1908.)

(Abstract in Railway Age, v. 45:702-03; May 15, 1908.)

Beag, George L.

Manual of railway statistics. London, The Railway Gazette, 1912. 185

. p., 12°.

Bobisch, E.

Das rechnungswesen.
(In Leitfaden fiir den mittleren Staatseisenbahndienst. ? Breslau,

1893, v. 4.) Prussia.

Bookkeeping. Question XIV, 7th Session, International Railway Congress.
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., Dec, 1906, p.

1823-54.)

Boston & Maine Railroad Company.
Investigation of freight rates and passenger fares by direction of the

legislature of 1911. . . . Brief of the Boston & Maine Railroad,
Edgar J. Rich, John W. Kelley, counsel. Concord, N. H., 1912.

141 p., 4°.

Allocation of cost, p. 40.

Byers, M. L.

Economics of railway operation. N. Y., London, 1908. ix, 672 p.,
8°

Accounts and accounting, pt. 3, p. 96-148.

Calvert, J. F.

Depreciation in railway accounting.

(Journal of Accountancy, v. 6:229-33; Aug., 1908.)

Chanute, O.
The cost of railroad freight traffic.

(In railway pamphlets, Law Dept., Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com
pany, 1884-86, p. 1-16.)

Chapman, Samuel.
American methods of railway accounting.

(Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, v. 71:619-48; 1908.)

Chicago & Northwestern Railway Company.
Handbook of expenditures. To take effect August 1, 1900. Chicago

& Northwestern Railway Company and Fremont, Elkhorn & Mis-
souri Valley Railroad Company . . . Chicago, 1900. 237 p., 12°.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul accounting case. The. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission gives out its first drastic opinion on violations of its

rules of accounting.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:511-14; Mar. 13, 1914.)

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company.
Classification of disbursement accounts. In effect July 1, 1904.

(N. P., 1906.) 113 p., 8°.

Commercial and Financial Chronicle (Editorial).

. Comment on the Commission's decision in the Chicago, Milwaukee &
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St. Paul accounting case.

(Commercial and Financial Chronicle, v. 98:788-90; Mar. 14, 1914.)

Compagnie des chemins de fer de Bons-Guelma et prolongements.
Instruction generate sur la comptabilite des gares. Macon, 1914. 427

6., 16°.

Cost (Actual) records are of little value unless analyzed into component
elements. (Engineering Contracting, v. 28:310-11; Dec. 4, 1907.)

Cost accounting by machinery as applied to railroad shops.

(Southern and Southwestern Railway Club, Proceedings, 1914.)

Cost accounting in the engineering department.
(Railway Gazette, Dec. 6. 1912, p. 675.)

County, A. J.

Railway accounts and statistics . . . Chicago, La Salle Extension
University. (1911.) 67 p.. 8°.

Railway accounts and statistics in the United States.

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 24:2986-3024;
June, 1910.)

Reprinted in the Railway Library, 1910. Chicago, 1911, p. 250-62.

Crump, Frank H.
Operating department accounts—the l)asis of accounting department

records.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 45:751-52; Aug. 21, 1908.)

Daish. John B.

A proposal to make railway reports reliable and intelligible. (Washing-
ton, 1907.) 4 p., 8°.

Letter to the President, December 7, 1907.

Davenport, R. A.
The railroad traveling auditor's work and methods. N. Y., Moody, 1912.

66 p., 16°.

Dayton, T. S.

Spending a railroad's money. The sources from which a railroad cor-

poration received its money, how it is collected, kept safe and paid

out, and the men responsible for it.

(Railroad Man's Magazine, v. 9:447-53; Dec, 1909.)

Delano, Frederic A.
. . . The application of a depreciation charge in railway accounting.

(Chicago, 1908), p. 585-601. 8°, B. ICC, LC.
(Reprint from Journal of Political Economy, v. 16:585-601; Nov.,

1908.)

Division of freight and passenger expenses. The ...
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57:153-58; July 24, 1914.)

Division of maintenance of way expenses between passenger and freight

traffic.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57; 458-59; Sept. 11, 1914.) Editorial.

Division of operating expenses.
(Railway and Engineering Review, v. 53:345; Apr. 12, 1913.)

Dodd, Arthur F.

Railway accounts and their audit.

(In Encyclopsedia of Accounting, ed. by George Lisle, Edinburgh, 1904.

v. 5:423-66.)

Donaldson, J. S.

Railway accounting, mental and mechanical.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 53:392-94, 442-44; Aug. 30, Sept. 6 1012 )

Eaton, J. Shirley.

Auditor and station agent. (Cleveland, O., 1898.) 11 p., 16° B.

Reprinted from Railway Agent and Station Agent, July, 1898.

Duties of the traveling auditor. 1898. 12 p., 16° B., ICC.
Reprinted from Railway Agent and Station Agent, Sept., 1898.
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Handbook of railroad expenses . . . N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1913.

229 p., 12°.

Railroad operations; how to know them from a study of the accounts

and statistics. N. Y., The Railroad Gazette, 1900. 313 p., 12°.

Studies in freight accounting. (Washington, 1898.) 13 p.. 16° B.

Reprinted from Railway Agent and Station Agent, June, 1898.

Eder, F.

Zur Verrechnung und Abrechnung des Giiterverkehres.

(Oesterreichische Eisenbahn-Zeitung, Aug. 10, 1900, p. 257.)

Efficient fuel department, An. A description of the organization, methods
of accounting and operation of the fuel department of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, which has shown remarkable results, not
only in the reduction in the fuel consumption, but also indirectly in im-
proving the condition of the motive power.
( American Engineer, v. 84:161-70; 1910.)

Enselin.

Vereinfachung in der abrechnung des Giiterverkehres.

(Zeitung des vereins deutscher eisenbahnverwaltungen, Aug. 10, 1901,

p. 969.

)

Equipment account for each car and locomotive. An.
(Railroad Gazette, v. 43:640-41 ; Nov. 29, 1907.)

Erickson, Hal ford.

As to depreciation accounting. Address ... to Wisconsin Gas As-
sociation (May 14). Discusses methods of providing for deprecia-

tion. Sinking fund method held best. Basis for figuring interest.

(Public Service Regulation, v. 3; 305-07; June, 1914.)

Fink, Albert.

Cost of railroad transportation, railroad accounts, and governmental
regulation of railroad tariffs. Extract from tlie annual report of

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company. Louisville, Morton
& Co., 1875. 48 p., 12°.

Fi.scal year and the accounting department. The.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 96:1122: May 22, 1914.)

Fisher, J. Alfred.
Railway accounts and finance, an exposition of the principles and prac-

tice of railway accounting in all its branches. London, Bemrose &
Sons, 1891. 514 p., 8° tables.

(Same.) 1893. 546 p., 2nd ed.-

(Same.) 1911. 588 p., 3rd ed.

(Same.) 1912. 584 p., 4th ed.

Fleischner, Joseph.
The system adopted in the audit departments of the Belgian State

Railways.
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 13:261-65; Feb.,

1899.)

Form for annual reports (of railways) prescribed by law in England, A.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 52:801-02; April 5, 1912.)

Fowler, George L.

The organization of the mechanical department. New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48; 469-88; March 4, 1910.)

Frantzon, .\rthur.

Costs and cost keeping. Chicago, La Salle Extension University (1910),
20 p., 8° 100.

Freight and passenger costs.

(Traffic World, v. 13:907; May 9. 1914.)

Gault, John C, and J. F. Tucker.
Report ... on the method of keeping the earnings of certain
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branches and lines of the Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific Railway. St.

Louis. Times Printing House. (1884.) 15 p., 8°.

Georgia Railroad Commission.
Classification of oi>erating expenses as prescribed by the Railroad Com-

mission of the State of Georgia. Washington, 1889. 27 p., 8° 100.

Gehreka

—

\'ereinfachung des Abrechnungswesens im Personen- und Gepackver-
kehr.

(Zeitung des Vereins. Dec. 13, 1902, p. 1487.)

Goodyear, Samuel H. and Lloyd E.

Railway accounting, with routine for office training. Cedar Rapids,
la., Goodyear-Marshall Publishing Company, 1907. 27 p., 8°.

(Same.) 1908.

Graves. Arthur C.

Railroad accounting and the Hepburn law.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 45:1543-55, 1598, 1629-30; v. 46:18-19; Dec.
11, 18. 25, 1908; Jan. 1, 1909.)

Gray, Henry L.

The necessity of depreciation reserves.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48; 1297-98; May 27, 1910.)

Great Britain. Board of Trade. Committee on railway accounts and sta-

tistical returns.

Minutes of evidence . . . with reference to the form and scope of

the accounts and statistical returns rendered by railway companies
under the railway regulation acts. . . . London, 1910. 438 p., f°.

Great Britain. Board of Trade. Committee on railway accounts and sta-

tistical returns.

Report of the committee. . . . London. 1909. 65 p., f°.

Great Britain. House of Lords.

First and second reports (third report) from the select committee on
audit of raihvav accounts. Ordered printed 11 June (June 25),

1849. London, 1849.) 3 pts. bound in 1 v., i°.

Hale. Robert S.

Depreciation and reserve.

(Rollins Magazine, v. 2:21-25; April, 1912.)

Handbook for the use of railroad auditors. Lansing, Mich., 1882.

Hanson, Wilhelm O.
Modern transportation accounting. (Functional method.) Pt. L Cap-

italization of railways.
(Government Accountant, v. 5:65-74, 120-26, 165-71; 1911.)

Hardcastle, Daniel, Jr.

Railway audit ; a plan for the audit of accounts in railway and other

joint-stock companies. London, 1850. 32 p., 8°.

Harrison, D. W., and J. P. Griffiths.

Simplicity in railway statistics. Considers only statistics in the goods
and traffic departments, showing their utility and drawbacks.

(Railwav Gazette, April 10. 1914.)

Healy, F. A.'

Southern system of switching, forms and methods for accounting and
transportation service. . . . Atlanta, 1905. 18 p.

Heydon, Frederick E.

Modern transportation accounting. (Function-al method.) Pt. II.

Operating revenues.
(Government Accountant, v. 5:219-28; 1911.)

Hill. John J.

A concise method of keeping the accounts and stock transfers of rail-

road and other corporate agencies in the city of New York, N. Y.
Lane & Company, 1858. 92 p., 8'\
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Hooper, William E.

Has the Interstate Commerce Commission's system of accounts met the

needs of the Commission ?

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:954-57; Nov. 21, 1913.)

Huber, M.
Einfiihrung in das Budget-, Rechnungs- und Kassenwesen der Oester-

reichischen Staatsbahnen. Wien, Holder, 1913. 223 p., 8°.

Hudson, S. M.
Railroad cost accounting. 1. A method of dividing passenger and

freight. 2. Division between state and interstate traffic.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 45:21-23, 68-70; June 5, 12, 1908.)
Huntington, Collis P.

Railways and their revenues.

(In the Year Book of Railway Literature. 1897. p. 136-43.)

Hutchins, F. Lincoln.

A practical plan for standardizing railroad records.

(Engineering Magazine, v. 45:664-68; Aug. 1913.),

Interesting apportionment of expenses to suburban traffic, An.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:124; Jan. 16, 1914.)

Italy. Ministerio delle finanze.

Regolamento sulla consistenza dei benidello state. Regolamento speciale

per la consistenza dei beni ferrociari dello state. Modelli. Roma,
Stamperia reals, 1911. 69 p., f°.

Jacknian, William James.
Freight rates and classifications. . . . Minneapolis, University Ex-

tension Society. (1912.) 420 p., map, tables, forms, 8°.

Jackal, L.

Das Kassen- und Rechnungswescn bei den preussischen Staats- und
den unter Staatsverwaltung stehenden Eisenbahiien, beruhend auf
der generalinstruktion, v. 11. Maj. 1858, der instruktion fiir die

Oberrechnungskammer, v. 18. Dczember, 1824, und den einschlagi-

gen bestimmungen. 4. aufl. St. Johann-Saarbrucken, 1877. Prussia.

Journal of Commerce (Editorial).

Are railroads concealing profits?

(Journal of Commerce, Aug. 9, 1910.)

Journal of Commerce (Editorial).

Railroads undergoing penalties.

(Journal of Commerce, Mar. 9, 1914, p. 4, col. 3.)

Comment on the recent scandals in the Frisco, Rock Island and St.

Paul managements. Comment on the accounting methods of the

roads.

Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
. . . The Kansas City Southern Railway Company, appellant, against

the United States of America, respondent, Interstate Commerce
Commission, intervening respondent. Appellants' brief. Samuel
Untermyer . . . solicitors for appellant. N. P. (1913). 69 p., 8°.

Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
(Same.) Appellants' brief in reply. 27 p., 8°.

Kirkman, Marshall Monroe.
Care of cash by agents and conductors. In collection, custody, use and

transmission to the company's treasury. A handbook. Chicago,
1889. 183 p., 12°.

Collection of revenue and other fiscal affairs. Forming one of the

series of volumes comprised in the rev. and enl. ed. of The Science
of Railways. Ed. 1906. N. Y., Chicago, 1906. 11—470 p., 12°.

(Same.) Ed. 1907.

Disbursements of railways, New York, Chicago, 1904. 607 p., 8°.

Division of railway expenses and earnings, and the limitation of ac-

counts in connection therewith. Chicago, 1886. 75 p., 8°.
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Fiscal aflFairs—Disbursements. N. Y., Chicago, 1896. 407 p., 8°.

Fiscal affairs—Collection of revenue. N. Y., Chicago, 1896. 421 p., 8".

(Same.) 1904. 467 p., 8°.

Fiscal duties of agents and conductors. N. Y., Chicago, 1896. 423 p., 8°.

General accounts and cash and how handled at headquarters. Forming
one of the series of volumes comprised in the rev. and enl. ed. of
The Science of Railwavs. Ed. 1906. N. Y., Chicago, 1906. 395

p., 12^
General fiscal affairs. N. Y., Chicago. 1896. 476 p., 8°.

( Same. ) 1904. 387 p., 8°.

Handbook of freight accounts. Chicago, 1890. (11)—157—52 p., 16°.

Handbook of passenger traffic and accounts. Chicago, 1890. 170 (30)

Handbook of railway expenditures, explaining in the form of specific

rules how the labor, material, fuel and other items of expenditure
should be kept. Chicago, Railway Age (1881). Ill p., 12°.

How to collect railway revenue without loss. The railway officer's

handbook and traveling auditor's manual. Chicago, 1885. 324 p., 12°.

Passenger train traffic and accounts. Ed. 1906. N. Y., Chicago, 1906.

616 p., 12°.

Railway disbursements and the accounts into which they are naturally
divided. N. Y., The Railroad Gazette, 1877. 264 p., 12°.

Railway expenditures; their extent, object and economy. . . . Chi-
cago, Railway Age Publishing Company (1880). 2 v., 12°.

Railway revenue : A treatise on the organization of railroads and the
collection of railway receipts. Containing rules and regulations

necessary to insure faithful accounting. N. Y., The Railroad
Gazette (1877). 499 p., 12° forms.

(Same.) 2nd ed. 1879. 595 p., 12°.

Safeguarding railway expenditures. Ed. 1906. N. Y., Chicago, 1906.

551 p., 12°.

Surplus materials and track accounts ; the collection of scrap and surplus
articles, and an effective method for keeping the accounts of track
material, tools, labor, etc., and making returns thereof. Supplement
to "The Science of Railways." . . . N. Y., Chicago, 1904. 67 p., 12°.

The track accounts of railroads and how they should be kept. Chicago,
1882. 45 p., 8°.

(Same.) 2nd ed. 1889. 50 p., 12°.

Track accounts and returns. Supplement to "The Science of Railways."
N. Y., Chicago, 1903. 39 p., 12°.

Kosub, H. and G.

Der Bureau-, Kassen- und Kalkulatur-dienst bei Eisenbahn-Neubauten;
Handbuch fiir Eisenbahn-Beamte. Berlin, 1884. 211 p., 8".

Krefter, A.
Uber "V'^ereinfachungen in der Stations- und Giiterkassenbuchfiihrung

auf Bahnhofen von geringerem Verkehrsumfange.
(Zeitung des Vereins, Sept. 26, 1906, p. 1151.)

Kriser, B.

Das Rechnen in den Rechnungsamtern der Eisenbahnen.
(Oesterreichischen Eisenbahn-Zeitung, 27th year, 269-73; 1904.)

Lawrence, J. C.
Valuation of railways in Washington.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48:359-64; Feb. 18, 1910.)

Allocation of costs, p. 362-3.

Loehr, August von.

L'organisation du service de la comptabilite du chemins de fer I. R. du
Nord. Austria.)

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, French ed., June, 1903, p.

477; Eng. ed., v. 19:987-1098, Nov., 1903.)
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Loehr, August von.

Report No. 1 (all countries except America and Russia) on question of

bookkeeping, subject 14, 7th session of the railway congress.

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 19:579-627; Feb.,

1905, 1st part.)

Abstract in Railway Age, April 28, 1905, p. 678-79.

Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company.
Before the Interstate Commerce Commission. Analysis of operating

expenses with respect to the class of service in which incurred.

Statistical series circular No. 3 of March 19, 1914. Brief filed by

leave of the Commission on behalf of the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad Company. Louisville, Ky., May 21, 1914. W. A. Colston,

general solicitor. . . . Henry L. Stone, of counsel, Louisville

(1914). iii, 45 p., 8°.

Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company. Accounting Department.
Classification of disbursements. Effective July 1, 1907. 153 p., 8°, 100.

Louisville & Nashville and Great Southern and South and North Alabama
Railroads.

Organization of the Accounting and Disbursement Department. May 1,

1873. Louisville, 1873. 8 p., 12°.

Ludington, C. F.

Uniform methods of computing fuel consumption.
(In Proceedings of the sixth annual convention of the International

Railway Fuel Association, Chicago, May 18 to 21, 1914, p. 73-85.)

Discussion, p. 86-108.

Abstract in Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:1150-51 ; May II, 1914.

Abstract in Railway Review, v. 54:767; May 23, 1914.

Condensed in Railway Age Gazette, mech. ed., v. 88 :286-87
; June,

1914.

Lutz, Charles A.
The purpose of examinations of accounts of common carriers under the

provisions of the twentieth section of the Act to regulate commerce.
(Government Accountant, v. 3:14-17; 1909.)

Mahl, William.
Equipment depreciation and renewal.
(Railroad Gazette, v. 43:418-19; Oct. 11, 1907.)

Equipment depreciation and renewal.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 48:440-42; Mar. 4, 1910.)

Headings of accounts and classifications of operating expenses. N. Y.,

1885. 16 p., 8°.

Marcus, Fritz.

Mastachdebilanz fiir staatliche und kommunale Wirtschaftsbetriebe.

Unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Preussischen Eisenbahnen.
Berlin, Springer, 1912. 70 p., 12°.

Massachusetts. Board of Railroad Commissioners.
General instructions in regard to the keeping of railroad accounts. . . .

Sept. 1, 1876. Boston, 1876. 17 p., 8°.

General instructions in regard to railroad accounts. Boston, 1876. 36

p., 12°.

May, Morton T.
Modern transportation accounting. Part II : The Railroad Agent,
(Government Accountant, v. 4:534-43; April, 1911.)

Meade, Edward Sherwood.
The cost of American railroads compared with their capitalization.

(Journal of Accountancy, v. 1:379-85; March, 1906.)

Meyers, W. J.

Railway depreciation accounts. •

(National Association of Railway Commissioners, Proceedings, meeting
of 1909, p. 403-12.)
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Reprinted in Electric Railway Journal, v. 34:1146-48; Dec. 4, 1909.)

Michel, Georges.
Uomptabilite pratique et rationnelle d'un chemin de fer d'intcrest local ou

d'un tramway. . . . Paris, Liege, Beranger, 1913.

Miles, Oscar L.

National train-auditing system, devised for the checking and auditing

of the earnings of passenger trains, p.p. (1898), 15 p., 8°.

Miller, Darius.
Railroad accounting. President Miller says companies have not been

padding their maintenance and expense accounts.

(Boston News Bureau, .-\ug. 12, 1910.)

Moody, John.
How to analvze railroad reports. . . . N. Y., Analyses Pub. Co. 219

p., 16^ "

Mossop, Cyril Peale.

Railwav operating statistics. . . . London, The Railway Gazette,

1911. 122 p., 12°.

Mott, George Bovan.
Uniform Railroad Accounting. . . , N. Y., Wall Street Summary,

1908. 33 p., 8°.

Muller, G.
Der Eisenbahnkalkulaturdienst im Verhaltnis zu den fiir das Etats-,

Rechnungs- und Stempelwesen bestehenden Bestimmungen. Han-
over, 1885. Prussia.

Muller, Jean Paul.

Steam roads during organization and under construction. Modern trans-

portation accounting. Part I.

(Government Accountant, v. 4:59-63, 127-34, 168-72, 215-18, 259-65;

1910.)

Western freight rates inquiry. Exhibits Series 1. Prepared by Jean
Paul Muller. . . . June 18, 1913. Washington, 1913. 188 p., 4'.

Allocation of costs, p. 31-42, 58-60, 63-188.

National Association of Railway Commissioners.
Report of committee on railway statistics. Washington, 1909. 9 p., 8".

In annual proceedings of the association, 1889-1913.

Nay, Frank.
Uniform methods of railway accounting.

(Journal of Political Economy, v. 21:881-912; Dec, 1913.)

New York. Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Explanations for the guidance of railroad companies in making reports

to the Board of Railroad Commissioners. . . . Albany, 1884.

33 p., 8°.

New York. Public Service Commission, Second District.

Uniform system of accounts for expenditures for road and equipment,
operating revenues, operating expenses, locomotive miles. . . .

January 1.

New York. Public Service Commission, Second District.

(Same.) Amendments. . . . Oct. 1, 1908. 28 p., 8°.

Newcomb, Harry Turner, comp.
Cost of railway service and reasonable rates. Digest of matter relating

to the cost of railway service as affecting the determination of

reasonable rates, contained in opinions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission reported in volumes 12 to 25, inclusive, and opinions

No. 2134 to No. 2204 of volume 26. Prepared hv H. T. Newcomb.
Washington, 1913, xix, 267 ])., 8°.

Items 39-52, p. 31-38; items 413-19, p. 234-38.

Newhook, Allen N.
Railway accounts and finance. London, Pitman (1914). xix, 128 p., 8°.
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Northwestern Fruit Exchange.
Correct railway accounting.

(Traffic World, v. 14:538-39; Sept. 12, 1914.)

Note on the organization of the accounts department of the Belgian State

Railways.
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 19:1531-1609;

Apr., 1905.)

Notley, Samuel.
Suggestions for the management of railway accounts, and a word or

two on audit. London, K. Wilson, 1849. 27 p., 12°.

Offenberg.
Soil die Preussische Staatseisenbahnverwaltung die kaufmannische

Buchfiihrung einfiihren.

(Zeitung des Vereins, Feb. 27, 1909, p. 269.)

Oklahoma Corporation Commission.
Order No. 201. Prescribing an accounting system for all public service

companies operating in Oklahoma. Order No. 265. . . . Okla-
homa (1909). 81 p., 8°.

Olaf, M. D.
A recipe for obtaining higher railway revenues. A new railway tariff

and ticket system. . . . Basle, 1908. 15 p., U°.
Oregon. Railroad Commission.

Rules governing accounting and apportionment of operating revenues.

. . . Oct. 1, 1912. Salem, Ore., 1912. 32 p., 8°.

Osteroth.
Die Kassenrevisionen, unter l^esonderer Beriicksichtigung der Fahrkar-

tenausgaben.
(Deutsches Eisenbahnwesen, April, 1912, p. 59.)

Palkh, J.
Kostenberechnung von Eisenbahnausriistungen mit Angabe der Bestim-

mungsorte, Stuckzahl, Preise und Bezugsquellen der erforderlichen
Gegenstande. Wien, 1884. 96 p., 8°.

Partial review of the system of accounts introduced by the Massachusetts
Railroad Commissioners, A. (Signed: Anti-demagogue.) N. P., 1877.

16 p., 8°.

Pawsage, C. D.
Cost of accounting in the Engineering Department. A complete and

convenient system has been developed on the Northern Pacific for

construction and maintenance work.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 53:578-81 ; Sept. 27, 1912.)

Pennington, W.
Suggestions as to the best mode of auditing railway accounts. Man-

chester, 1850. 3 p., 8°.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company.
Protest of Pennsylvania Railroad against classification of additions and

betterments.
(Electric Railway Journal, v. 34:908; 1909.)

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Accounting Department.
Classification of disbursement accounts, in effect Jan. 1, 1895. Phila-

delphia. 1895. xxxvii, 9a p., 8^
Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Accounting Department.

(Same.) 1904.

Pereire, G.
Essai, sur une methode de comptabilite des chemins de fer. Ire partie.

Paris, 1911.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Accounting Department.
Classification of operating expense accounts. In effect July 1, 1907,

and supplement thereto in effect July 1, 1908. Reprinted October 1,

1912. 254 p., 8°.
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Plant, A. R.

An address on railway accounting and the preparation of young men
for the accounting profession. . . . Apr. 18, 1910. Washington,
1910. 33 p., 8°.

Plant, A. H.
Bookkeeping. Comparison of different existing systems. . . . Ques-

tion 14, 7th Session of the Railway Congress. Washington, 1905.

(International Railway Congress, Proceedings, 1905, v. 3:53-147.)
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Feb., 1905, p. 701.)

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 20:1825-45;
Dec, 1908.)

Price, Thomas R.
Report No. 1 on the question of statistics (subject 14 for discussion at

the 8th session of the Railway Congress).
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 23:1569-1651;

Dec, 1909.)

Price, Waterhouse & Company.
Treatment of maintenance and depreciation accounts in the new classi-

fication of accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. N. Y., May 5, 1908. 27 p., 8°.

Railroad accounting by machinery.
(Railway and locomotive engineering, v. 27:18-19; Jan., 1914.)

Railway accounting officers. Proceedings of meeting of Railway accounting
officers, held at . . . Washington, Mar. 28, 1888, to consider the pro-
posed form of annual report to be made by the Railroad companies to

the Interstate Commerce Commission.
.
Philadelphia, 1888. 3Z p. 8°.

Railway Age Gazette (Editorial).
Bookkeeping on Alaska Government Railways.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:929-30, April 24, 1914.)

Railway Age Gazette (Editorial.)

The St. Paul's misstatement of its accounts.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:498-99; Mar. 13, 1914.)

Railway expenditure under Abstract "A," being a course of lectures delivered

to the railway students of the London school of economics by a rail-

way officer. London, 1905. 92 p., 8°.

Rap at Railroad Bookkeeping, A.
(Literary Digest, v. 48:605; Mar. 21, 1914.)

The alleged irregularities in the accounting methods of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Recommended form of freight bill.

(Railway Review, v. 54:584-85; Apr. 11, 1914.)

Reitler, Marzellin A.
Der Einnahmenverrechnungs und Revisionsdienst der Eisenbahnen.

Wien, 1886. 295 p., 8^
Richter, Jean de.

Bookkeeping. The question of adopting one uniform system on the

different railways. (Russia) Brussels, Weissenbruch, (1905) p.

149-84. 8°.

In International Railway Congress, Proceedings, 7th Session, v.

3 Question 14, p. 149—84; 1905.

In International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 19:1037-

72; March, 1915.

Bookkeeping. Letter concerning the conclusions of his report. Ap-
pendix to the discussion.

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 20:1850-54;

Dec. 1906.)

Memorandum on the question of statistics (subject 14 of the list of

questions at the eighth session of the Railway Congress.)
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, v. 26:243-325; Mar. 1912)
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Eng. ed.

Note on the audit of revenue. System giving greatest certainty and
economy.

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 16:211-24;

March 1902.)

Note on the existing system of Russian railway bookkeeping. Appendix
to reix)rt No. 2 on question of bookkeeping: subject 14, 7th session

of the Congress.
(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 19:1667-1742;

May-Aug. 1905.)

Richter, Jean de.

Note sur is controle des recettes. System le plus sur, le plus economique
et apportant le meine d'entraves a la rapide execution du service.

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, French ed., Jan. 1902, p. 67.)

Riebenack, Max.
Methods of the accounting department of the Pennsylvania Railroad

.Company. By M. Riebenack, Controller. 1906. 67 p. 8°.

Ripley, William Z., ed.

Railway problems; . . . Boston, N. Y., Ginh & Co., (1907) xxxii, 666
p. 8^

(Same) Rev. ed. (1913) 830 p. 8°.

Robaglia, M.
Observations sur la comptabilite des societe concessionnaires de chemins

de fer.

(Genie Civil, Mar. 23, 30, 1912, p. 412, 428.)

(International Railway Congress, Bulletin, Eng. ed., v. 26:947-59;
September, 1912.)

Robinson, Maurice H.
The legal, economic and accounting principles involved in the judicial

determination of railway passenger rates . . . (New Haven, 1908)
( From the Yale Review, February, 1908. ) 355-399 p. 8°.

Saint Paul and Puget Sound accounts : report by Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

(Railway Review, v. 54:422-45; Mar. 14, 1914.)

The Saint Paul's misstatement of its accounts.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:498-99; Mar. 13, 1914.)

Sakolski, Aaron Morton.
American Railroad Economics . . . N. Y., Macmillan, 1913. 295 p. 12°.

Control of railroad accounts in leading European countries . . .

(1910) p. 471-98. 8°.

Reprinted from Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 24:471-98;
May, 1910.

Saliers, Earl A.
Caring for depreciation.

(Journal of Accountancy, April, 1912, p. 241.)

Schapper.
Kaufniannische Buchfiihrung und Staatseisenbahnen.
(Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen, Heft 6:1327-54; Nov.-Dec. 1910.)

Schlesinger, Heinrich und Emil Mark.
Die Bescitigung der Umkartirung. Centralisirung der Abrechnung und

Riickvergiitung.

(Osterreichische Eisenbahn-Zeitung, Mai 10, 20, 1900, p. 163, 173.)

Schmidt, Louis.

Die Verwaltung der Eisenbahnen und die Buchfiihrung im Eisen-
bahnbetrieb. Stuttgart. J. Maier. 1875. 199 p. 8°.

Seidler, G.
Kameralistiche oder doppelte Buchhaltung im Staatsbahnbetriebe.

(Osterreichische Eisenbahn-Zeitung, Nov. 22, 1909, p. 217.)

Separation of freight and passenger operating expenses ordered.
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(Electric Railway Journal, v. 44:201; Aug. 1, 1914.)

Seymour. George R.

The new svstem of railroad accounting.

(Van Norden Magazine, v. 2:91-95: Mar. 1908.)

Shinn, William P.

On railroad accounts and returns. N. Y., 1876. 7 p. 8°.

Shorter, R. G.

How to successtullv keep railroad accounts. Nashville, Tcnn., R. G.
Shorter. 1909.

'

Simplification de la comptabilite des stations.

(Geloznodorojuoye Die 13, No. 5, 1901, p. 39.)
Skoon, J. B.

Cost accounting of the Coleman cutoff.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57:540; Sept. 18, 1914.)
Smith. Roy.

State supervision over accounting methods. 5 Supervision over the

accounting of railroad corporations.

(Journal of Accountancy, v. 8:250-58; 1909.)

Snyder, Carl.

Railway Reports and the new rate law.

(Moody's Magazine, v. 3:72-79; Dec, 1906.)

Southeastern Accounting Conference.
Articles of Association and By-laws. Decisions and recommendations,

first to eleventh meeting, inclusive. Issued June 1, 1907.

Southern Railway Company.
Classification of Expenses and Instructions thereto. Taking effect July

1. 1894.

Southern Railway Company. Auditing Department.
System of Freight Accounts, efifective Jan. 1, 1897.

Spiess, W.
Das Entwicklungsmoment in den modernen Buchhaltungen unter bes-

onderer Beriicksichtigung des Preussischen Eisenbahnctats.
(Archiv fiir EisenbabnwTsen, 36th year: 1452-90; Nov.-Dec, 1913.)

Standard Freight Bill.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 56:1026; May 8. 1914.)

Stone, Henry L.

Accounting for property and expenses of interstate carriers under
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in the

Minnesota rate case. Louisville, Ky., Nov. 3, 1913. 78 p.

Strickland, W. W.
Uncollected freight bills.

(Santa Fe Employees Magazine, v. 6:39-41; Mar. 1912.)

Student (pseud).
Railroad Cost and Efficiencv.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:58-59; July 11, 1913).

Sturgis. C. J.

Railway depreciation accounts.

(Railway .^ge Gazette, v. 48:944-47; Apr. 8, 1910.)

Suffern & Son. New York.
Railroad operating costs; a series of original studies . . . N. Y., 1911-

12. Railroad 2 v.

Sulzer, William.
The regulation of railway mileage ticket books. Speech . . . (Washing-

ton. 1906) 7 p. 8".

Talcott, Thomas Mann Randolph. ,
Transportation by rail : an analysis of the maintenance and operation

of railroads, showing the character and cost of the service per-

formed by railway c(jmpanies in the maintenance of highways for

commerce . . . Richmond, Whittet & Shepperson, 1904. 82 p. 8".
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Allocation of costs, p. 16-26, 27-30, 33-34, 37-38, 40, 42, 46-48,

49-55.

Taj'lor, William.
Taylor's calculating tables for the rapid computation of mileage, per-

centages, etc., for the use of railroad and transportation companies.

Tecklenburg, K.
Der Betriehekoefficient der Eisenbahnen und seine Abhangigkeit von der

Wirtschaftskonjunktur.
(Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen, 34th year: 1173-85, 1381-1430; Sept.-Oct.,

Nov.-Dec, 1911.)

Teele, Arthur W.
Railroad accounting in relation to the 20th section of the Act to regu-

late commerce.
(Journal of Accountancy, v. V; 89-95; Dec, 1908.)

Texas Railroad Commission.
Classification of operating expenses as prescribed by the Railroad Com-

mission of the State of Texas. Rev. issue. Washington, 1891. 11

p. 8°.

(Same) Rev. Issue. July 1, 1894. Austin, 1899. 34 p. 8°.

Text of Commission's accounting order.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 57 : 206-08
; July 31, 1914.)

In re separation of operating expenses.

Thompson, A. I. T.

Assignment of steam and electric locomotives, passenger and freight

train cars and work equipment cost to the several states, and to

operating divisions within states.

(Engineering and Contracting, v. 39:724-26; June 25, 1913.)

The Times, London.
American Railway Number, June 28, 1912. London (1912), 245 p. 8°.

"Accounting," p. 40-46.

To prevent roads concealing profits. The Commerce Commission is watch-
ing their reports . . .

(Journal of Commerce, Aug. 9, 1910.)

Turnbull, W. F.

Relative value of service for passenger and freight.

(Railway Age Gazette, v. 55:137-38; July 25. 1913.)

Underlying principles and general practices of railway accounting depart-
ments.
( Railway and Engineering Review, v. 45 :905-06, 924-25 ; Dec. 23,

30, 1905.)

Unification of China's Railway Accounts.
(Far Eastern Review, v. 11 :54-55; July, 1914.)

United States. Auditor of Railroad Accounts.
Annual Report. (Washington) 1878-79 to 1902-03.

Tetlelchangcs, 1881-1903. Report of Commissioner of Railroads.

United States. Industrial Commission.
Report on transportation, including testimony, review and topical digest

of evidence. Washington. 1900-01. 2 v. 8°.

See indexes under Publicity of Accounts, etc.

(The Commission's Reports, .vol. IV, IX)
United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.

Accounting Bulletin. 1 to 8. 1908-1910.
- - - Accounting series. Circulars. Sept. 10, 1906—date.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Book of instructions for guidance of carriers in making annual re-

ports to Interstate Commerce Commission. Washington, 1888. 8°,

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Decisions, v. 11:333; v. 14:10; v. 20:357-58.
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United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Evidence taken by tlie Interstate Commerce Commission in the matter

of proposed advances in freight rates by carriers, .A.ug. to Dec.
1910. Hearings before Commission. Washington, 1911. 10 v. 8°.

(61st. Cong., 3d sess., Sen. Dec. No. 7725.)

Allocation of costs : v. Z : 1147-48.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
The five per cent case. No. 5860. Revenues of rail carriers in official

classification territory. I. & S. Docket No. 323. Rate increase in

official classification territory. Submitted May 29, 1914. Decided
July 29, 1914. Washington, 1914.

Allocation of costs, p. 387-92.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Form of annual report to be used by railroads reporting to the Commis-

sion. (Tentative draft) Washington, 1913. p. 99-117. f°.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Forms of general balance sheet statement as prescribed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for steam roads in accordance with
Section 20 of the Act to regulate commerce. First issue. Effective

July 1, 1909. Washington, 1909. 36 p. 8°.

- - - (Same) First rev. issue. Effective June 15, 1910. 34 p. 8°.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Form of income and profit and loss statement for steam roads as pre-

scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission . . . Washington,
1912.

United States. Post Office Department.
Letter.

United States. (Interstate Commerce Commission.)
Hearing on depreciation of equipment accounts by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission.
(Electric Railway Journal, v. 32:236-37;, 1908.)

United States. Interstate Ctjmmerce Commission.
In the matter of rates, practices, accounts, and revenues of carriers

subject to the Act to regulate commerce. Testimony ... at San
Francisco, California, Oct. 2, 3, 4, 1917. Washington, 1907. 146

p. 8°.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
In the matter of the separation of operating expenses. Submitted May

2, 1914. Decided June 13, 1914. Washington, 1914. 30 I. C. C.

p. 676-82; 8°.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
An order . . . dated June 21, 1909, in the matter of the destruction of

records of steam roads. Effective July 1, 1909. Washington, 1909.

V. p. 8°.

(Same) Dated June 10, 1910. Effective Dec. 1, 1910. Washington,
ic>10. Ind. SL.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
New accounting rules prescribed by the Commission.
(Railway Age Gazette, v. 2-3; July 5, 1912.)

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission.
Regulations governing the construction and filing of freight tariffs

and classifications and passenger fare schedules . . . June 3, 1907.

Washington, 1907. 58 p.

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission. Division of statistics.

Analysis of operating expenses l)etween freight service and passenger
service. March 19, 1914. (Washington, 1914) 4 p. 4°.

United States. Post Office Department.
Letter from the Postma.ster-Gencral submitting a report giving the re-

sults of the inquiry as to the operation, receipts, and expenditures
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of railroad companies transi>orting the mails, and recommending
legislation on the subject. Washington, 1911. 306 p. 4°.

(62nd Cong., 1st scss.. House Dec. 105.)

Allocation of costs, p. 7-14.

United States. Supreme Court.

October Term, 1911. Geo. T. Simpson, et al vs. David C. Shepard
(Minnesota rate case). Brief for appellants. (1911.)

Allocation of costs, p. 396-402.

Untermyer, Samuel.
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company, a corporation, petitioner,

against the United States of America, respondent. Interstate Com-
merce Commission, intervening respondent. Petitioner's brief.

N. Y. (1913) 102 p. 8°.

Van Benthuysen, Stephen D.
Requisites of the efficient audit. La Salle E.xtension University, R.

Chicago, 1911.

Vrooman, Carl S.

American railway problems in the light of European experience. Lon-
don, 1910. 376 p. 12°.

Appendices II and III : Federal law on system and method of

accounting for Swiss railways.

Wacha, Dinshaw Edulji.

Indian Railway Finance. Madraw, Natesan & Co., 1912. 61 p. 12°.

Washington. Railroad Commission.
Classification of units involved in construction and additions and bet-

terments. Olympia, 1910. 31 p. 8°.

Wedgwood, R. L.

Statistics of railway costs.

(Economic journal. (London), v. 19:13-31; 1909.)

Wernicke.
V'ereinfachung des Abrechnungswesens im Personen und Gepackver-

kehr.

(Zeitung des Vereins, Nov. 8, 12, Dec. 31, 1902; pp. 1321, 1349, 1553.)

.White, R.-A.
Allocation of expenses between passenger and freight.

(In 24th report of Association of Railway Accounting Officers, 1913,

p. 59-72.)

Whitehead, Herbert Clarkson.
The railway auditor : an outline of the system of railway accounting.

Lectures before the New York University School of Commerce,
Accounts and Finance. N. Y. 1902. 42 p. 8°.

Winmill, Ernest.

Notes on the railway companies' (Accounts and returns) Ace. 1911, by
Ernest Winmill, F. A. A. (Accountant, Locomotive, Carriage and
Wagon Department. Great Eastern Railway Company.)

(Great Eastern Railway Magazine, v. 2: 161-63, 288-91; June, Sept.,

1912; V. 3:13-16; January, 1913.)

Wood, W.
Railway management and accounts. Edinburgh, 1867. 22 p. 8°.

Woodlock, Thomas F.

Anatomy of a railroad report. N. Y., 1895. 12 p. m. 8°.

The Anatomy of a railroad report and ton-mile cost. N. Y. (1901)
11-12 1 p. 12°.

T..n-mile cost. 2d ed. N. Y., 1899. 40 p. 8°.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE II—ON BALLAST

H. L. Ripley, Chairman;
J. M. Meade, Vice-Chairman;

C. W. Baldridge, F. a. Jones,

J. S. Bassett, J. S. McBride,

W. J. Bergen, S. B. Rice,

F. W. Bettle, D. L. Sommerville,

Theodore Bloecher, Paul Sterling,

H. E. Boardman, F. J. Stimson,

C. J. Coon, D. W. Thrower,
T. W. Fatherson, VV. K. Walker,
H. E. Hale, R. C. White,
G. H. Harris, W. D. Williams,

Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned to the Committee:

1. (a) Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Man-
ual, and submit definite recommendations for changes.

(b) Recommend subjects for consideration by the Ballast Commit-
tee next year, considering the possibility of starting inquiry on this sub-
ject during the year 1919.

2. Report on the proper depth of ballast of various kinds to insure
uniform distribution of loads on the roadbed, conferring with Special Com-
mittee on Stresses in Railroad Track and Committee on Roadway.

3. Report on methods and comparative cost of applying ballast, giv-

ing special attention to the organization of the ballast gang.

4. (a) Study and report on gravel washing plants,

(b) Study and report on stone crushing plants.

5. Report on the use of reinforced concrete slabs or other devices to

assist the ballast in distributing the load on soft roadbeds.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Pittsburgh, Pa., as follows

:

May 15th, nine members present; September 23d, seven members present;

October 23d, seven members present.

(1) Revision of the Manual

Proposed changes in the Manual are shown in Appendix A.

Definitions.

The Committee recommends that the definitions of terms appearing in

the Manual and used in connection with ballast work be arranged in alpha-

betical order. This re-arrangement is shown in Appendix A-1. (Report

of March, 1920.)

Depth of Ballast.

The language used, defining the proper depth for ballast, was intro-

duced in the year 1915, was amended in 1917, and again in 1918.

Your Committee recommends that the paragraph be rewritten with-

out changing its force or meaning as shown in Appendix A-2.

421
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(2) Proper Depth of Ballast

The Committee would call attention to that part of the progress re-

port of the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track dealing with

the transmission of pressure in ballast.

Until that Committee presents its findings based on the evidence it has

gathered, experimental and otherwise, the Ballast Committee sees no rea-

son to recommend any change from the conclusions heretofore reached

and adopted by the Association, viz., that "the depth of ballast, under the

tie, required to insure an approximately uniform distribution of loads on

the roadbed, is the same as the spacing, center to center, of the ties."

Standardization of Ballast Tools.

The report of the Chairman of Sub-Committee (2) in connection with

the work requested by the Standardization Committee relative to standard-

izing ballast tools, is shown in Appendix B.

It is found from replies to circulars that many carriers have no stand-

ards of their own for ballast tools but buy in the open market.

The Committee has no recommendations to make until further study

is given to the subject. It asks that the information be received as a re-

port of progress.

Plans, diagrams and specifications have been roughly bound, indexed

and filed with the Secretary. They are too voluminous to be printed un-

til conclusions are reached.

If reassigned, your Committee will make definite recommendations to

the Committee on Standardization during the coming year.

(3) Method and Cost of Applying Ballast

Ballast Gang.

Last year j-our Committee presented an outline for a typical ballast

gang for raising track on new ballast. This matter was before the Asso-

ciation for two consecutive years and the Committee took into considera-

tion constructive suggestions received in answer to a circular letter sent

out to the carriers generally. The recommended organization was ap-

proved at the last annual meeting.

This year your Committee presents for your consideration suggested

"Instructions to Govern Ballasting on an Operated Line." The work in-

cludes :

Preparation of the Roadbed.
Skeletonizing the Track.
Renewing Ties.

Providing Cross Drainage.
Unloading Ballast and Lifting Track.
Surfacing and Lining Track.

The Committee does not ask for the adoption of these instructions at

this time, but requests that they be printed in the Bulletin for review, crit-

icism and suggestions. Having received the benefit of such criticism, if

reassigned, your Committee recommends that they be presented in their

amended form for final action next year.

The report of the Sub-Committee is attached as Appendix C.
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Cost Data.

Attention is called to the desirability of obtaining data relating to

time and cost studies, and particular attention is called to the request

which the Committee is making that the cost be expressed in terms of

payroll hours per unit of work for the different subdivisions of the work,

such as

:

Removing material from between ties,

Removing material from center ditch,

Removing material from shoulders, etc.

Express the factors in terms of man hours or man minutes per cubic

yard of material moved and man hours or man minutes per linear foot of

track. State supervision separate from actual labor if possible. Describe

peculiar circumstances affecting the character or speed of the work.

The Committee would like to have the information appear expressed

in tabular form as indicated in Appendix D, and your Committee re-

quests that such a record be kept for the coming year by member roads

and the data compiled, filled out in that form, and sent to the Chairman to

be used in compiling the report for the ensuing year.

The report of the Sub-Committee is shown in Appendix D.

Specifications for Stone Ballast.

At the first general meeting of the Committee, and as preliminary to

the work assigned to Sub-Committee (3), Mr. Baldridge presented a

rough draft of specifications for stone ballast material.

After review at the meeting the matter was referred to a Special

Committee consisting of Mr. F. J. Stimson, Chairman, with the Chair-

man of the General Committee and the five Sub-Chairmen acting as

members of that Special Committee.

A major portion of the time at each of the three general meetings,

and much written discussion, has been devoted to the criticism and revi-

sion of these specifications. Your Committee presents them for the con-

sideration and criticism of the membership and following any oral dis-

cussion at this meeting, it asks for written comments and suggestions

with a view of perfecting the draft as outlined and presenting it for adop-

tion in its amended form at the next annual meeting.

The draft of the specifications is offered in Appendix E.

(4) Gravel Washing and Stone Crushing Plants

The membership was circularized relative to gravel washing and

stone crushing plants and it developed that but fe)^v roads owned such

plants. The great majority, as indicated by the replies, buy their heavy

ballast, such as crushed stone, washed gravel, and slag, from privately op-

erated plants, and consider that it is expedient and economical to do so.

For ready reference, the answers to four definite questions were tabu-

lated and these answers are filed as Appendix F. In addition, such plans

and descriptive matter as the Committee received have been roughly

bound, indexed, and will be filed with the Secretary of the Association

for reference and for the information of anyone interested. They are
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too voluminous to be reproduced, and from the replies received, would

seem to be of special rather than general interest.

(5) Concrete Slab or Other Devices to Assist the Ballast

The membership was circularized and the Chairman of the Sub-

Committee visited personally some of the points where work of this

character was reported.

Your Committee is satisfied that the use of reinforced concrete

slabs laid on the roadbed and under the ballast will solve the difficulty

experienced over "soft spots." The expense is considerable but not un-

duly high where the traffic is heavy and the cost of upkeep is reduced to

very small propprtions.

Particular attention is called to the attempt made on the Buenos

Aires Western Railroad to get an elastic construction and cushion the

blow from the equipment where the tie rests directly on the concrete.

The report of Sub-Committee No. 5 is shown in Appendix G.

Conclusions

Manual.

Definitions should be re-arranged in alphabetical order as submitted

in Appendix A-1.

Depth of Ballast should be re-stated in accordance with the language

used in Appendix A-2.

Reinforcement Under Ballast.

Concrete Slabs placed under the ballast on soft roadbed where traf-

fic is heavy, and at times under other exceptional circumstances, indicate

that a considerable degree of success may be expected from their use,

and at reasonable expense. (See Appendix G.)

Future Work
Your Committee recommends that the work assigned for the en-

suing year include the following:

1. Amplify the number of terms defined in the Manual and make a

critical examination of the subject-matter with a view of expressing it

in language which will overcome awkward diction or obscure meaning

which has been brought about in part through additions and changes

amending the original statements.

2. Obtain criticism and suggestions for modifying the tentative "In-

structions to Govern Ballasting on an Operated Line" and present the per-

fected draft for action by the Association at the Annual Meeting in 1921.

3. Obtain criticism and suggestions for modifying the tentative draft

of Specifications for Stone Ballast Material and present the perfected

draft for action by the Association at the Annual Meeting in 1921.

4. Review the work of the Ballast Committee, and prepare a very

brief epitome of important matters presented for information, but not in-

cluded in the Manual, citing—by year. Volume number and page—ref-

erence to the published Proceedings of the Association.
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5. Continue time and cost studies relative to the application of bal-

last. Request all carriers to collect such data in accordance with forms

presented in Appendix D to this report and send the information to the

Chairman.

6. Study and recommend to the Committee on Standardization

Proper Standards for Ballast Tools, with plans, diagrams, sketches or

specifications necessary to illustrate the narrative description.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Ballast,

H. L. Ripley, Chairman.
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DEFINITIONS

J. M. Meade, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Ballast—Selected material placed on the roadbed for the purpose of

holding the track in line and surface.

Burnt Clay Ballast—A clay or gumbo which has been burned into ma-

terial for ballast.

Chats—Tailings from mills in which zinc, lead, silver and other ores

are separated from the rocks in which they occur.

Chert—An impure flint or hornstone occurring in natural deposits.

Cinders—The residue from the coal used in locomotives and other fur-

naces.

Depth of Ballast—The distance from the bottom of the tie to the top

of the sub-grade.

Disintegrated Granite—A natural deposit of granite formation, which

on removal from its bed by blasting or otherwise, breaks into parti-

cles of size suitable for ballast.

Gravel—Worn fragments of rock, occurring in natural deposits, that

will not pass through a 2^-inch ring and be retained upon a No. 10

screen.

Gumbo Ballast—A term commonly used for a peculiarly tenacious clay,

containing, no sand.

Sand—Any hard, granular, comminuted rock which will pass through a

No. 10 screen and be retained on a No. 50 screen.

Slag—The waste product, in a more or less vitrified form, of furnaces for

the reduction of ore ; usually the product of a blast furnace.

Stone Ballast—Stone broken by artificial means into small fragments of

specified sizes,

Sub-Ballast—Any material of a character superior to that in the adjacent

cuts, which is spread on the finished sub-grade of the roadbed and

below the top-ballast, to provide better drainage, prevent upheaval

by frost and better distribute the load over the roadbed.

Top-Ballast—Any material of a superior character spread over a sub-

ballast to support the track structure, distribute the load to the sub-

ballast and provide good initial drainage.
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PROPER DEPTH OF BALLAST

J. S. McBride, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The language used in the Manual defining the proper depth for bal-

last was introduced in the year 1915, was amended in 1917 and again in

1918. Your Committee recommends that the paragraph be rewritten

without changing its force or meaning. From the data available it is

concluded that

:

(a) On a roadbed material such as cla}^, loam, etc., subject to de-

formation bj' the application of live load, the proper depth of ballast un-

der the tie to produce approximately uniform pressure on the roadbed

would be not less than the spacing center to center of the ties. For

Class A Track, see Ballast Sections, adopted March, 1918.

(b) On material that approximates the character of good sub-bal-

last (which will not be deformed by the application of live load), the mini-

mum depth of ballast under the bottom of the tie should be twelve (12)

inches.

(c) These depths arc required, under the conditions named, to sup-

port the track structure; to provide good initial drainage; to provide

against upheaval by frost; to serve as a cushion for the track.

(d) A combination of a good Sub-Ballast eighteen (18) to fourteen

(14) inches, and Top-Ballast six (6) to ten (10) inches, making a total

ot approximately twenty-four (24) inches under the tie in the aggregate,

will produce nearly the same result as though the superior material was

used for the full depth.

(e) Lentil sufficient tests arc made under normal traffic conditions,

the proper depth of ballast under the tie must rest on opinion, based on

experience and supported by such tests as are available, notably the test

made by Director Schubert of the German Railways and the "Altoona

Test" made by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

(f) Proper drainage of the sub-grade is essential to success with

any kind of ballast.
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Appendix B

STANDARDIZATION OF BALLAST TOOLS

J. S. McBride, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The carriers and manufacturers were circularized for information on

ballast tools and the data obtained is tabulated herewith. Such plans and

specifications as have been received are included as information.

It is found from replies to circulars that many carriers have no speci-

fications or standards of their own for ballast tools.

The Committee has no recommendations to make at this time and

requests that this be considered a progress report.

A volume of plans and diagrams received from the various railroads

has been indexed and filed with the Secretary for the information of

interested members. It is too voluminous to print.

LIST OF PLANS

Carriers

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 1 Print
Baltimore & Ohio 3 Prints
Canadian Pacific 3 "

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 3 "

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis 1 Print
Rock Island 1 "

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 5 Prints
Grand Trunk 1 Print
Lehigh Valley 2 Prints
Missouri Pacific 1 Print
New York Central 4 Prints
New York, New Haven & Hartford 4 "

Northern Pacific 4 "

Pennsylvania Railroad 3 "

Pittsburg, Lisbon & Western 3 "

Southern Railway 3 "

Southern Pacific 5 "

Toledo & Ohio Central 5

New York, New Haven & Hartford—Specifications for
track tools

Manufacturers

Hubbard Picks
Klein-Logan Picks and Bars
Verona Picks—5 Prints
Hubbard Bars
Verona Bars—8 Prints
Wyoming Shovel— 1 Print
Buckeye Jacks
Barrett Jacks
Standard Jacks
Suggested specifications for shovels.
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BALLAST SHOVELS IN USE

BLADE-

RAILROAD
A.T.&S.F
B.&O
C.B.&Q
C. C. C. &St. L
N. Y.C

N. H. &H

Width Length Thickness
Inches Inches Inches

. 10

. 9U 0.095

Lift

Inches

10

9HN. Y.
N. P 914
Penna 9^
P. L. W 9%
Southern 95^
Southern Pacific. 9Ji

T. &0. C 9M

MANUFACTURER
Wyoming Shovel Works. 10

10

12

UK
12

12

nyi

Weight
Lbs.

Length
Over All
Inches

38

36

Remarks

( No. 13

lU. S. Std.
0.085 m 5K

26V2

Iv

0.095

0.095

0.095
3
32

No. 13

S. Std.

614

m-7

Pittsburgh Shovel Co See suggested specifications.
5H

37M
38
38*

38
37

361^

37 No. 2.

'Proposed design.

BALLAST FORKS IN USE

RAILROAD ]

A. T. &S. F
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TRACK JACKS

MANUFACTURER Name of Jack
Capacity Height Raise Weight
Tons Inches Inches Lbs.

The Buckeye Jack Mfg. Co. ..Buckeye No. 1..,

The Buckeye Jack Mfg. Co. . .Buckeye No. 101

The Buckeye Jack Mfg. Co. . .Buckeye No. 6.

.

The Buckeye Jack Mfg. Co. . .Buckeye No. 12..

The Buckeye Jack Mfg. Co. . .Buckeye No. 17..

The Buckeye Jack Mfg. Co. . .Buckeje No. 20..

The Duff Mfg. Co Barrett No. 101.,

The Duff Mfg. Co Barrett No. 1. . .

.

The Duff Mfg. Co Barrett No. 6. . .

.

The Duff Mfg. Co Barrett No. 7. . .

.

The Duff Mfg. Co Barrett No. 17. .

.

The Duff Mfg. Co Barrett No. 227.

.

National Standard Co Standard No. 1 .

.

National Standard Co Standard No. 6.

.

National Standard Co Standard No. 12.

National Standard Co Standard No. 17.

National Standard Co Standard No. 20.

A. O. Norton, Inc Norton No. 1

A. O. Norton, Inc Norton N0.6B...
A. O. Norton, Inc Norton No. 2

A. O. Norton, Inc Norton No.4
A. O. Norton, Inc Norton No. 20. .

.

A. O. Norton, Inc Norton No. 19. .

.

Teinpleton-Kenly& Co. .Ltd.. Simplex No. 1...,

Templeton-Kenly & Co., Ltd

.

Templeton-Kenly & Co., Ltd

.

Templeton-Kenly & Co. , Ltd

.

Templeton-Kenly & Co., Ltd.
Templeton-Kenly & Co., Ltd.. Simplex No. 117.

Templeton-Kenly & Co., Ltd.. Simplex No. 118.

.Simplex No. 101..

.Simplex No. 6

Simplex No. 106..

.Simplex No. 116.

10

10

15

10
10

15

10

10

15

15

10

10

10

15

10

10
15

10

15

10

15

15

15

10

10

15

15

10

10

15

24
24
31

mi
24
31

24
24
31

24
24

24
31

iiH
24
31

24
31
21
22
31

28
25

21H
31

28H
15H
20J^
28

13H
131^

19

8

13M
19

im
19

13M
13M

19

8

13M
19

13^
19

10

10

19

17H
nVi
14

18J^
19

8

\m

51
60
50
55
66
111

65
65
110
87
65
35
60
102

50
60
105
62
105
65
100

106

102
65
58
98
70
46
53

.70

Remarks
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Double Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
Single Acting
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INSTRUCTIONS TO GOVERN BALLASTING ON AN OPERATED
LINE

C. W. Baldridge, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Authority.

Decision of the kind and amount of ballast to be applied having been

made by the proper officials, the work should be handled as follows:

Plans.

The Division Engineer or Roadmaster, whichever is to have responsi-

ble charge, shall lay his plans for work train movements and service be-

fore the Trainmaster and Chief Dispatcher, in order that they may have

a clear understanding of what is desired to be done, and that they may
be able to assist the movements to be made with as little delay as possible.

Ballast Supply.

If the ballast is to be furnished by the Company or from a pit for

which the Company is responsible, a careful inspection of the pit tracks

and appurtenances shall be made and everything put into serviceable con-

dition.

Equipment.

All equipment, such as steam shovel, mechanical unloader, unloading

plows, material spreader, ballast plow, or spreader, etc., shall be gone over

and put into working order.

Protection.

Speed restrictions shall be arranged for in accordance with operating

rules before the track is disturbed, and shall be maintained until the track

is in safe condition for schedule speed.

Preparation of Roadbed.
Preparatory to placing ballast, the roadbed shall be widened, if neces-

sary, to bring it to the A. R. E. A. standard width, by dumping material

alongside of the track and spreading it to the required width and slope,

preferably by the use of a material spreader. Where necessary to raise

the roadbed level, porous material must be used to avoid the forming of

water pockets by burying in of old ballast.

All bank widening shall be done far enough in advance of th>i bal-

lasting work so that there will be no interference between work-trains or

gangs.

Skeletonizing.

After the banks have been widened, and not to exceed two days' work

ahead of where new ballast is being dumped, the track shall be skeleton-

ized. Where the material is suitable for sub-ballast and the grade will

permit, the track shall be raised and the old material spread under and

between the ties, and to the proper width, as uniformly as is practicable.
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Where conditions do not permit of raising the track, the old material

shall be removed to the required depth and disposed of as directed.

Where not suitable for sub-ballast, the old material shall be removed
to the plane of the bottom of the ties, or deeper, if necessary, to pre-

serve grade line, and shall be placed on the outer shoulder of the roadbed,

preferably at such points ais will tend to even up the line of the shoulder.

Use of Jacks.

In using jacks, they must be placed close enough together to prevent

undue bending of the rail or over-strain of the joints. Where the roadbed

material is heavy or holds to the ties tenaciously, it is sometimes neces-

sary to place three or more jacks per rail length. Jacks should be worked
in pairs directly opposite each other, and a sufficient number should be

used simultaneously, so that no jack will raise the rail more than four

inches above its level at the next succeeding jack or place of support.

Tie Renewals.

Following the skeletonizing of the track, the tie renewal gang shall

take out all old ties which are not fit for more than one year in track,

where gravel or cinder ballast is to be used; or for more than three years

in track, where stone or hard slag is to be used; and insert new ties in

their places. All ties must be properly straightened and spaced.

The track must be fully regaged as the new ties are being spiked up.

Old ties must be disposed of, as directed.

Grade Stakes.

Ballast grade stakes shall preferably be set after the bank widening,

skeletonizing and re-tieing have been done, and before the ballast material

has been dumped and spread.

This is desirable to avoid, as far as possible, interference with the

stakes, yet to have them available as a guide for the unloading of ballast.

Drains.

All tile, box or other drains required to take care of water from be-

tween tracks, shall be placed before the ballast material is unloaded.

Unloading of Ballast.

Ballast shall be unloaded by dumping or plowing, as the means pro-

vided permit.

If the ballast be in center dump cars, it shall be unloaded by having

one or more cars opened a little at a time and allowing the required or

desired amount of ballast material to flow out as the train is slowly moved
along. If the material be on flat or open-side cars, it shall be plowed of?

by means of an unloading machine while the train is standing or moving
at such a rate of speed as to provide the desired amount of material as

uniformly distributed as possible.

The unloaded material shall be leveled down by means of a ballast

plow, or of a spreader, consisting of a heavy timber with wheel skids at-

tached to it, and placed in front of the leading pair of wheels of the rear

truck. Care must be taken not to destroy or disturb the grade stakes.

(15)
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Parallel Tracks.

Where a new track is being built parallel to an existing track, ballast

material can be advantageously handled in body dump cars which dump
the entire load to the side desired, after which the ballast material may
be spread to the required width and depth by the use of a material spreader,

and the track laid after the ballast is in place.

Preliminary Surfacing. ,

The first lift shall be a filling lift.

The fiHing, or preliminary surfacing gang, shall follow the unloading

as closely as the regularity of the ballast supply will permit.

The amount which the track should be raised at one lift will depend

upon the depth of ballast to be applied. Usually, track should not be

raised more than six inches at a lift, but if the total lift of the track is

to be not more than ten inches, a first lift of seven to eight inches may be

made, if traffic conditions will permit, leaving the remainder of the raise

for the finishing lift. A sufficient number of jacks must be used simul-

taneously to avoid damage to rails. The raise on any one jack shall not

be greater than four inches above the next jack, or point of support. Both

rails must be raised at one time, and as nearly uniformly as is practicable.

The "filling lift" shall be made by jacking the track up to the re-

quired height, and the ballast material then forked or shoveled in and

worked to as uniform a surface as possible by the use of spades. It

shall then be left to be compacted by traffic, but a small "lookout" gang

shall go over it after a few trains have passed, and pick up any spots that

show too great an inequality of settlement.

After a few days, depending upon the amount of traffic over the track,

another lift shall be made—either another filling lift or a finishing lift,

according to the depth to which the track is to be ballasted. If another

filling lift, it shall be made in the same manner as the first one.

Finishing Lift.

When the track has been raised to within two or three inches of the

final grade and properly compacted, a finishing lift shall be made by jack-

ing up the track to the exact height provided for by the grade stakes (all

allowance for settlement shall be taken care of in the setting of the stakes)

and the necessary ballast forked or shoveled in and then driven to place

by the tamping machines, tamping picks or bars, if rock or heavy ballast

is used. Shovel tamping should be used with gumbo, cinder or light sandy

gravel ballast. In making the finishing lift, the spot board and level board

must be used with care, and the track brought to as true a surface as

possible.

Alinement.

The track shall be placed in good alinement before the finishing lift is

made, but a lining gang shall follow one or two days' work behind the fin-

ishing lift and shall spot up all places found not to be holding up to proper

surface and shall line the track to as accurate alinement as possible.

Center stakes shall be set for the alinement before the finishing lift

is made, and the final alinement must conform to the center stakes.
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Dressing.

Following as closely as possible behind the lining gang, the dress-up

gang shall finish the work by filling the track center to the required full-

ness and then dressing it toward the toe of ballast, preserving the proper

clearance under the rail and proper curve and slope of the shoulder. The
toe of ballast shall be made a true line, parallel to the center line of traj:k,

and any surplus material shall be raked far enough from the toe line to

permit of its being forked or shoveled up without fouling or disturbing

the finished ballast.

No ballast material or refuse out of the ballast or roadbed material

which would interfere with a mowing machine when cutting grass and

weeds shall be cast off of the roadbed or be left where it will interfere

with the use of mowing machines or scythes.

Clean-Up.

When the dress-up gang leaves any part of the track as completed, it

shall be in first-class line and surface. The ballast shall conform to the

ballast sections as adopted by the A. R. E. A. All surplus ballast shall

have been loaded, and all refuse and rubbish shall have been removed,

loaded or destroyed, so as to leave the right-of-way and shoulders of

roadbed in condition to be mowed without interference.

Considerable work was done by the Committee on the subject of

Organization of Ballast Gangs before the request of the Standardization

Committee for Specifications for Ballasting was received, and after the

preparation of the "Instructions for Ballasting" were completed, it was
found impracticable to finish the organization plans in time for this year's

report; therefore, the reassignment of that subject for next year's work
is recommended.

The Committee also sent out requests to several Railway Companies
for actual figures on cost of ballasting, but insufficient replies have been

received to justify a report on the subject this year; therefore the reas-

signment of this subject for next year's work is recommended. The
Committee also wishes the Association to request as many members as

can do so, to supply the Ballast Committee with detailed figures of the

cost of ballasting.

The cost should be shown, both in man hours, work-train, and other

''quipment hours, and in dollars. The depth of ballast applied, yardage

used, speed of progress, length of track, size of gang and such other figures

as will make the information valuable, should be given.

The Ballast Committee undertakes to guarantee that the identity of

the members and of the companies from whom reports are received will

not be made known, if so desired.
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TIME AND COST STUDY IN CONNECTION WITH BALLAST
WORK

C. W. Baldridge, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Form A
TIME STUDY AND COST DATA

Skeletonizing Track—Time Required to Remove One Cubic Yard of

Spent Ballast

Kind of Ballast (Stone—Bank Gravel—Slag, Etc.)

Gang Consists of Foreman and Men.

Time Required

Man Hours Man Minutes

Man Hours
Man Hours
Inches

Cu. Ft.

Man Minutes

Man Minutes

Cu. Yds.

Material Removed From
(a) Cribs (between ties)

(b) Center ditch (on double

track)

(c) Shoulders

(d) Average depth of cut

(e) Average amount removed

per lin. ft. of (single-

double) track

(f) Remarks concerning interference and other matters affecting speed

or efficiency.

(g) Narrative explanation of method of using the gang and handling the

detail of the work.

Form B
TIME STUDY AND COST DATA

Unloading Ballast

Kind of Ballast (Stone—Bank Gravel—Slag, Etc)

Equipment used (Rogers Ballast and Plow—Hopper Cars—16-Yd. Air

Dumps—12-Yd. Hand-Operated Dumps—Mechanical Unloader

Ballast Plow—Tie Drag—Ballast Spreader Car, etc.)

Gang consists of Foreman Men.

Operation—Time Study. Time Required

(a) Placing Plow or Drag
(b) Release Bottoms

(c) Placing Stay Post (on Hopper Cars)

(d) Jolting or shoveling down
(e) Winding up

(f) Waiting or lost time, etc.

(g) Foreman's lost time

(h) Total for one car of Cu. Yds.

(i) Lin. Ft. of track per Cu. Yds.

(j) Average number cu. yds. per mile (sin-

Minutes

Minutes

Man Minutes

Man Minutes

Man Minutes

Man Minutes

Man Minutes

Man Minutes

Lin. Ft.

gle-double) track ( ) Cu. Yds.
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(k) Dist. c to c double track ( ) Ft.

(1 ) Total cost in pajroll hours per mile of

track ( ) Man Hours
(m) Remarks concerning interference and other matters affecting speed

or efficiency.

(n) Narrative description of methods followed in using gang and han-

dling the detail of the work.

I Form C
TIME STUDY AND COST DATA

Raising Track

Kind of Ballast (Stone—Bank Gravel—Slag, Etc.)

First Raise—Average ( ) Inches

Gang consists of ( ) Foreman ( ) Men
Operation—Time Study—Per Lin. Ft. of Track

) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

,
) Man Minutes

) Man Minutes

(a) Running spot board

(b) Digging jack holes

(c) Jacking track

(d) Running level board or blocks

(e) Forking and tamping (spading)

(f) Water, tool and messenger boy, etc.

(g) Flat and protection work
(h) Foreman
(i) Total per lin. ft. one track

(j) Remarks concerning interference and other matters affecting speed

or efficiency,

(k) Narrative description of method followed in using gang and han-

dling the detail of the work.

Form D
TIME STUDY AND COST DATA

Dressing Ballast

Kind of Ballast (Stone—Bank Gravel—Slag, Etc.)

Gang consists of ( ) Foreman and ( ) Men
Operation—Time Study—Per Lin. Ft. Track

(a) Building shoulder

(b) Lining edges

(c) Dressing between rails

(d) Dressing center ditch (double track)

(e) Moving ballast, etc. (surplus or deficit)

(f) Foreman, time

(g) Total minutes per ft. (single-double) track

(h) Remarks concerning interference and other matters affecting speed

or efficiency.

(1) Narrative description of methods followed in using gang and han-

dling the detail of the work.

. ) Man Minutes

.) Man Minutes

. ) Man Minutes

. ) Man Minutes

. ) Man Minutes

.) Man Minutes

. ) Man Minutes
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Form E
TIME STUDY AND COST DATA

Recapitulation

Kind of Ballast (Stone—Bank Gravel—Slag, Etc.)

Ballast delivered in (Kind of) Cars
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR STONE BALLAST
F. J. Stimson, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Physical Qualities
General.

Stone for use in the manufacture of ballast shall break into angular

fragments which range with fair uniformity between the maximum and

the minimum size specified herein ; it shall test high in weight, hardness,

strength and durability, but low in absorption, solubility and cementing

qualities.

Tests.

Tests shall be made as follows

:

Weight.—Not less than one-half cubic foot of the stone accurately

measured, and dried for not less than twelve hours in dry air at a tem-

perature of between 125 and 140 degrees Fahrenheit shall be weighed. The
weight shall not be less than lbs. per. cubic foot._

Note.—Of the stone available, that having the maximum should
be used; a high quality stone for ballast will weigh 168 lbs. per cubic
foot.

Strength.—Two inch cubes of the stone shall be sawed to reasonably

accurate dimensions and the top and bottom faces made accurately par-

allel. For the primary tests, the test specimens shall be dried for two

hours in dry air at a temperature of between 120 and 140 degrees Fahr-

enheit and at the time of test the temperature of the specimen shall be

not less than 50 degrees. Tests shall be made in a testing machine of

standard form and the stone shall have a compressive strength of

lbs. per square inch.

Note.—Of the stone available, that having the maximum com-
pressive strength should be used; a high quality stone for ballast will

have a strength of 10,000 lbs. per square inch.

A secondary test shall be made on specimens the same in all respects

as for the primary test except that the blocks shall have been completely

immersed in clean water, of a temperature between 35 and 90 degrees,

for 96 hours, the test to be made within 30 minutes of removal from the

water.

If the compressive strength shall have decreased more than

per cent, from the primary tests, the rock shall be deemed unsuitable for

ballast purposes.

Note.—Of the stone available, that showing the least difference

between the results of the primary and secondary test should be
used; a high quality stone for ballast should show not over 1 per cent,

difference.

Solubility.—One- fourth cubic foot of the rock shall be crushed and

thoroughly washed. The particles shall then be placed in a glass ves-

sel and covered with clear water. The vessel shall be thoroughly shaken

for five-minute periods at 12-hour intervals for 48 hours. If any dis-

coloration of the water occurs, the rock shall be deemed soluble and

undesirable for use as ballast.
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Test No. 1.

H^ear or Durability.—Ont-bali a cubic yard of washed stone, which

will pass through the maximum and be retained on the minimum screen,

shall be spread over a wire mesh or iron surface to a depth of not more

than 3 inches, and exposed to a dry heat of from 125 to 140 degrees

Fahrenheit for a period of two hours. After the dried stone is care-

fully weighed it shall be given 10,000 revolutions In a tumbler approxi-

mately four feet in diameter, of not less than two cubic yards capacity,

and operating at 25 revolutions per minute.

The sample shall then be passed over a screen of the minimum di-

mension provided for sizing the ballast, again washed and dried in the

same manner as before the test, and again carefully weighed.

If the decrease in weight shall be more than per cent, of the

original weight of the sample, the stone shall be deemed unfit for use

as ballast.

Outside of the breakage, which is exhibited by the small particles

which will pass through a minimum screen but will not pass a sieve of 20

meshes to the inch, the wear should not exceed per cent.

Note.—Of the stone available, that showing the smallest loss in

weight should be used; a high quality stone for ballast will show a

loss of not more than 1 per cent, in fragments which will pass a

screen of 20 meshes to the inch, and not more than 3 per cent, in

those passing the minimum sizing screen.

Test No. 2 (Quick Weathering Test).

One-half a cubic yard of stone shall be dried and weighed as for

Test No. 1. It shall then be immersed in water for six hours and then

while still wet, be placed in a refrigerating plant and subjected to a

temperature of approximately zero Fahrenheit for two hours. It shall

then be removed and the temperature gradually raised in two hours to

100 degrees and that heat continued for two hours, when it shall be im-

mersed as before and again subjected to approximately zero tempera-

ture.

The freezing and thawing shall be repeated to a total of ten expos-

ures. If any tendency to disintegrate is observable the stone should be

considered unsuitable for ballast. Otherwise the material shall again be

subjected to a wear test as provided under Test No. 1. If in this wear

test the maximum decrease in weight shall be in excess of per

cent., it shall be deemed unsuitable for use as ballast.

Note.—Of the stone available, that showing the minimum aver-

age decrease in weight should be used; a high quality stone for

ballast will not show a decrease in fragments which will pass the

minimum sizing screen of more than 4 per cent.

Absorption.

One-half a cubic y^rd of washed stone, which will pass through the

maximum and be retained on the minimum screen, shall be spread over

a wire mesh or iron surface to a depth of not more than 3 inches, and

exposed to a dry heat of from 125 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit for a period
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of 6 hours. After the dried stone is carefully weighed it shall be sub-

merged in clean water for a period of 96 hours. It shall then be re-

moved from water and exposed to a normal air in the shade and at a

temperature between 40 and 80 degrees, and allowed to drip for 30 min-

utes, when it shall again be weighed and the difference in weight shall

be used to determine the rate 6i absorption. Stone showing an absorp-

tion of more than lbs. per cubic foot is unsuitable for ballast.

Note.—Of the stone available, that showing the minimum ab-
sorption should be used; a high quality stone for ballast will have
an absorption of not more than 0.50 lb. per cubic ft.

Cementing Quality.

A five-pound sample of the rock thoroughly washed and dried shall

be crushed until it will pass through a screen of one-fourth inch mesh.

This material shall be placed in a bill mill which contains two steel shot

weighing 20 pounds each, and the mill revolved at the rate of 30 revolu-

tions per minute, until it has made 2,000 revolutions for each pound of

sample in the mill.

Sufficient clean water shall be added to make a consistent mortar,

which shall then be molded into one inch cubical briquettes, formed un-

der 10 pounds pressure. All of the briquettes shall then be allowed to

dry 20 hours in air, when one-third of them shall be tested for com-
pressive strength.

One-third shall be kept for four hours in a steam bath, and the re-

mainder shall be immersed for four hours in clean water at a tempera-

ture between 50 and 60 degrees Fahrenheit and then tested for compres-

sive strength.

If in any of these tests a 'compressive strength greater than lbs,

per square inch is developed, the material shall be deemed unsuitable for

ballast.

Note.—Of the stone available, that from which tlic briquettes
show the minimum strength should be used; a high quality stone will

show not to exceed (4 lbs.) per square inch.

Requirements
Breaking.

Stone for ballast shall be broken into fragments which range with

fair uniformity between the size which will in any position pass through

a 2j/2-inch ring and the size which will not pass through a J/2-inch ring.

Test for Size.

Maximum.—A sample weighing not less than 150 pounds shall be

taken from the ballast as loaded in the cars and placed in or on a screen

having round holes 2^ in. in diameter. If a thorough agitation of the

screen fails to pass through the screen 95 per cent, of the fragments,

as determined by weight, the output from the plant shall be rejected

until the fault has been corrected.

Minimnm.^A sample weighing not less than 150 pounds shall be

taken from the ballast as loaded in the cars; weighed carefully and
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placed in or on a suitable screen having round holes y-2. in. in diameter. The
screen shall then be agitated until all fragments which will pass through

the screen have been eliminated. The fragments retained in the screen

shall then be weighed and if the weight is less than 95 per cent, of the

original weight of the sample, the output of the plant shall be rejected

until the fault is corrected.

Handling.

Broken stone for ballast must be delivered from the screens directly

to the cars or to clean bins provided for the storage of the output of the

crusher. Ballast must be loaded into cars which are in good order and

tight enough to prevent leakage and waste of material and are clean and

free from sand, dirt, rubbish or any other substance which would foul or

damage the ballast material.

Inspection.

Inspectors representing the purchaser shall have free entry to the

works of the manufacturer at all times while the contract is being ex-

ecuted, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded them by the manu-

facturer to satisfy them that the ballast material is prepared and loaded

in accordance with the specifications and contract.

In case the inspection develops that the material which has been or

is being loaded is not according to specifications, the inspector shall no-

tify the manufacturer to stop further loading and to dispose of all cars

under load with the defective material.

As the quarry deepens or is enlarged, further tests shall be made
of the material wherever conditions indicate a change in the quality of

the stone, or where in the judgment of the engineer for the company, a

further test is advisable. Should such tests show that the stone fails to

meet the provisions of these specifications, it shall not be used for the

manufacture of ballast.

Measurement.
Ballast material may be reckoned in cubic yards or by tons as ex-

pedient. Where ballast material is handled in cars, the yardage may be

determined by weight, after ascertaining the weight per cubic yard of

the particular stone in question by careful measurement and weighing

of not less than five cars filled with the material, or the tonnage may be

determined for subsequent cars by measurement and converting the yard-

age into tonnage by use of the weight per yard as determined above.
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(4) GRAVEL WASHING AND STONE CRUSHING PLANTS

C. J. Coon, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The result of a questionnaire addressed to the railroads having mem-
bership in the Association develops the fact that comparatively few of

them own or operate their own Washing or Crushing Plants.

List of questions and answers will be found on the following pages.

Sufficient study has not been given the subject, and sufficient data

is not at hand to attempt to design a standard plant.

Your Committee believes that local conditions will exert such a con-

trolling influence that a most general outline, describing the important

points to be secured and the ones to be avoided, may be all that is pos-

sible.

In view of the fact that so few roads own their own plant, or think

it expedient to do so, your Committee has, for this year's report, merely

filed with the Association a list of the answers to the questionnaire and

such plans as have been furnished, properly indexed so that the informa-

tion will be available for the use of anyone interested.

The desirable points to be considered in designing a crushing or

washing plant, assuming that suitable material in sufficient quantity is

readily accessible, may be summarized as follows

:

(a) Combine production of ballast material with production of ma-

terial for commercial use to ensure a continuous market for a sufficient

quantity to warrant the installation of a plant of economical size.

(b) Make the mechanical lift required a minimum.

(c) Eliminate hand work as far as possible.

(d) Arrange track layout to spot by gravity and require switching

the yard only once a day.

(e) So far as possible arrange for the material to move by gravity

and not by power.

(f) Arrange machinery and screens in sequence so that the material

will move in a direct path from the quarry or pit through the plant to

the cars.

(g) Machinery is subject to hard wear and should be readily ac-

cessible and easily removed for repairs and replacements.

(h) Crushed stone wears the chutes rapidly, particularly at bends

and junctions. Sometimes a drop or pocket can be left at these points

to hold enough stone to take this wear and save the chute.

(i) Convenience in weighing is desirable.
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ORAVSL WASHING AND STONE CKUSHINO PLANTS—Continued

ROAD

C.M.&St.P.

E.J. &E..

Grand
Tnink

Kansas City
Term

L. E. &W..

L.&N

M.&St. L.

x\. Y. C...

N. Y. N. H
&H

Penna. Lines
East of

Pittsburgh

(a) Plans and speci-

fications, if possi-

ble, or a sketch
with description,
together with
track layout and
your recommen-
dations aa to im-
provements in

methods of oper-
ation or detail of

these plants.

No plan

No plans.

No plans.,

No plans.

No plans.

No plans

No plans..

No plans.

No plans

No plans

(b) Furnish the
Committee with
a descriptive nar-
rative of the oper-
ation of anyplants
that appeal toyou
as being handled
successfully. The
object being to
furnish the Asso-
ciation with prac-
tical information
of value to its

members.

No plants.

No plants.

'Track layout re-

quires special
study for each
plant and no gen-
era] design is

adaptable." Plans
of D. & S. plant
Chicago, with nar-

rative
No plants near

No plants

No plants

No plants.

Track layouts of 3

plants

No plants

No plants

(o) Does your com-
pany own its plant
or do you buy
from outside par-
ties?

Buy from commer-
cial manufacturers

Own pit and buy
from operator. See
appendix

Use unwashed
gravel dug by
company forces
from own pit . .

.

Buy from outside
plants

Buy crushed stone
from commercial
manufacturers. .

.

Own a small plant
and buy from com-
mercial manufac-
turers

(d) In your opinion is

it more economical
to buy from com-
mercial manufac-
turers in preference
to building and op-

erating your own
plant?

'Washed gravel and
crushed stone are
purchased from
ofltside parties".

.

Buy from commer-
cial manufacturers

Buy from commer-
cial manufacturers

"Purchase practi-

cally all ballast
and believe that
superior to estab-
lishing plants for

crushing stone and
gravel washing."

"Much more econom-
ical in our case as we
have a large number
of satisfactory crush-
ing and gravel wash-
ing plants along the
line and frequently
save in transporta-
tion what it would
cost if we had a plant
of our own."

"More economical for

railroad company to
buy gravel from
commercial plant."

"In our opinion it is

more economical to
purchase crushed
stone from commer-
cial manufacturers.

"

'Determined by local

conditions."

'Determined by the
amount used."

'If price is satisfactory

best to buy from
commercial manu-
facturers. On large
system it is best to
have ballast produc-
tion on each oper-

ating division."

'For road using small
amount it is better
to buy from com-
mercial plant. For
line using large
amount better to

'More economical to
purchase from com-
mercial manufac-
turers."

'Difficult for railroad
maintain an organie-

ation of experienced
men."
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USE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SLABS TO ASSIST THE
BALLAST IN DISTRIBUTING THE LOAD

. ON SOFT ROADBEDS

H. E. BoARDMAN, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The Sub-Committee circularized about thirty of the principal carriers

of the country to ascertain what, if any, use had been made of con-

crete for roadbed support.

Twenty of the carriers replied that no such devices had ever been

used, with the exception of concrete slab construction on bridge floors

and elevated structures, and some local use under crossings with street

car or other lines.

Nine, however, reported devices of considerable interest covering

in general the following types of design

:

(a) A concrete slab or floor resting directly on the natural roadbed

and supporting the ordinary ballasted section of track.

(b) A concrete roadbed section with a trough or groove in which are

placed removable tie blocks or stringers for the support of the rail.

The following roads have reported special devices in use and the

designs are described in detail below

:

1. Long Island
2. New York Central
3. Northern Pacific

4. Pennsylvania Railroad
5. Southern
6. Michigan Central
7. Norfolk & Western
8. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
9. Chicago Junction

(1) Long Island Railroad.

This company appears to have made a considerable study of the use

of a concrete slab for the support of the ordinary ballasted track on soft

roadbed, and the experiments made have indicated a considerable degree

of success at reasonable expense, where conditions are favorable and traf-

fic conditions warrant additional expenditure.

Three installations have been made under the direction of Mr. L. V.

Morris, Chief Engineer, to whom we are indebted for the information

furnished.

(a) At Jamaica, Long Island, under main line crossovers on a twenty-

one foot embankment.

(b) On the Woodside-Winfield Cutofif, under main tracks on a

twenty foot fill, to support tracks between and at the rear of bridge abut-

ments.

(c) At the Bay Ridge Float Bridges to support freight tracks on a

silt fill at the rear of the river bulkhead.

The following is a more detailed description of these installations:
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(a) Jamaica.—At the junction of the Long Island Railroad lines

which radiate from the Pennsylvania Railroad tunnels under the East

River to points on Long Island, a large number of trains are handled

through the numerous crossovers and slip switches at the Jamaica, Long
Island, station. During the elevation and reconstruction of these tracks

in 1912, on a fill of sandy gravel 21 ft. in height, it was decided that

some expense would be justified in furnishing additional support to the

tracks, in order to obtain a more stable roadbed and lower the cost of

maintenance on this congested section of line. The material underlying

the embankment consists of a layer of loam overlying sand and gravel.

The tracks are all laid with 100-lb. rail and well ballasted with stone.

The regular traffic consists of 550 scheduled trains per day in Winter and

880 in Summer, or approximately an average of 700 per day.

Due to Jamaica being a transfer point, this traffic entails about 1250

train movements per day through the interlocking. There is also a freight

traffic of about 10 trains per day. All of the heavy movement of troops

to and from the camps on Long Island also passed over these tracks.

The slabs are of gravel concrete, 1-3-6 mixture, 8 in. in thickness, laid

8 in. below the bottom of tie. They were placed immediately upon the

completion of the fill to the proper level. As will be seen from the at-

tached drawing, the slabs are not continuous under all of the tracks but

extend the entire distance between switch points under each set of cross-

ings and are carried to 5 ft. each side of center line of track.

The slabs have never been uncovered except for small areas, but tests

have indicated that the concrete has in no way cracked or broken in a

sufficient degree to interfere with the service for which it was installed.

There have been practically no renewals of frogs or switch points

(two only) in the seven years of service, and no creeping of the locking

devices attached to the special work. Very little maintenance expense

has been incurred.

The great advantage claimed for this slab is the increase in bearing

surface on the natural ground as well as the continuity of bearing ob-

tained. As to the question of the efiFect of cracking of the slab on its

usefulness, the only effect to be apprehended would seem to be the prob-

able necessity of some tamping at the point of rupture, if such occurred.

The cost of the slab in place was about 10c per square foot, but the

conditions were unusually favorable on account of the excellent cheap

gravel at hand to form the aggregate.

Plan A attached shows the location of these concrete slabs.

Plan B is a typical cross-section of the roadbed section.

Photographs 1 to 4 show the location of this work.

(b) Woodside-Winfield Cutoff.—Here again the concrete slab is

placed on a 20 ft. sand and gravel fill. The original ground was soft for

a depth of four or five feet.

The traffic over this six-track section consists of about 450 regular

passenger trains and 8 freight trains per day, both steam and multiple unit

electric equipment being used.
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Photograph 1. Reinforced Concrete Slabs supporting tracks at

Jamaica, N. Y. View showing crossing timbers resting on concrete and
gang in background placing additional slab at west end of platform.

Photograph 2. Reinforced Concrete Track Slabs supporting tracks at

Jamaica, N. Y. View from west end of station platform looking west
showing completed track structure.
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Photograph 3. Reinforced Concrete Track Slabs supporting tracks

at Jamaica, N. Y. View from east end of station platform showing slabs

in position.

Photograph 4. Reinforced Concrete Track Slabs supporting tracks

at Jamaica, N. Y. View from east end of station platform showing the
completed track structure.
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The fill was made and the slab placed in 1914.

The purpose of the slabs in this location was to prevent the usUal

settlement at the back of bridge abutments and furnish a continuous and

practically rigid roadbed support.

It will be noted from the Plan C attached that six sets of slabs were

placed in 1,500 feet where the numerous diagonal street intersections

made necessary the crossing of a series of bridges.

(c) Bay Ridge Float Bridges.—At this location there are four slabs

under the slip switches and crossings, at the heel of the float bridges, just

back of the river bulkhead. The underlying support consists of old crib

work and riprap and silt fill.

These slabs were placed in 1916, and the traffic over them consists

of heavy switching locomotives, handling about 1,000 cars of freight a

day to and from the floats. The location of these slabs is shown on

Plan D attached.

(2) New York Central Railroad.

This company has used a form of concrete slab for track support

at two locations under the main line of the Hudson Division. These de-

signs have been developed and installed under the direction of Mr. George

W. Kittredge, Chief Engineer.

(a) Poughkeepsie.—Through this city two main line tracks existed

up to 1909, when in connection with the improvements and grade crossing

eliminations at this point, it was decided to widen the roadbed for six

tracks, two to be placed on each side of the existing two tracks At
the same time there was a grade revision from Union Street to the sta-

tion, about 2,500 ft., with a maximum cut of about three feet.

The excavation was first made for the two easterly tracks on the

side of the existing tracks away from the Hudson River. During this

excavation considerable difficulty was encountered due to soft subgrade

conditions. The underlying material was a blue clay mixed with sand,

which in the presence of water and under the pounding of traffic puddled

very rapidly. Underdrainage was attempted but did not meet with much

success. It was then decided to build a pile trestle to carry the two east-

erly tracks. When main line traffic had been diverted on to this trestle, the

excavation for the four westerly tracks was completed. Under these four

tracks a concrete slab 15 in. in thickness and reinforced under each rail

and transversely with ^ in. bars, as shown on drawing Plan E, was

constructed. This slab was not continuous but was placed in three sec-

tions 100 ft. to 425 ft. long, where the soft spots were encountered. Such

localities are not infrequent along the bank of the Hudson River, where

the rock may drop away abruptly, leaving pockets of silt or of clay de-

posit.

These slabs have proved very effective during their 10 years of serv-

ice under heavy main line traffic, about 75 scheduled passenger trains per

day, and 20 freight trains. The cost of the slab was about $5.70 per linear

foot of single track. Photographs 5, 6, 7, 8 illustrate this work.
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Photograph S. Location of Reinforced Concrete Track Support at

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Slab begins at point of junction of rock and clay at

right of picture. Tracks in original position and excavation both sides

partially completed.

Photograph 6. Location of Reinforced Concrete Track Support at

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. View showing wet clay at location of slab on west-
erly side of tracks, north of Union Street.
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Poughkeeo'sie^'N \ ^
S?e

^°"
l^ ^r^^^'^'^.

Concrete Track Support atr-ougnkeepsie N Y Steam shovel excavating north of Church Street

buV^dltsdf Tn'clay
" ''°"' construction track which'Snstanti;;

Photograph 8. Location of Reinforced Concrete Track Sunnort itPoughkeeps.e, N. Y. View showing track located in nevvpositior
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(b) Staatsburg.—In connection with grade reduction and four track-

ing on the Hudson Division, difficulty was also encountered with the sub-

grade at this point. The two original tracks were practically on the aline-

ment of the two most westerly existing tracks. The maximum cut was

about 6 feet below the old grade and soft bottom was encountered for

about 3,800 feet. The underlying material consisted of a water bearing

quicksand mixed with a considerable amount of clay, and this particular

section had caused maintenance difficulties for years.

It was necessary to prosecute the excavation for the two most east-

erly tracks and the placing of the traffic on the low grade during the

Winter months ; this was the reason for the adoption of the timber con-

struction of piles and decking as shown under the two right-hand

tracks in Plan F. The two original tracks were lowered under favorable

weather conditions and the concrete slab design was used under these two

tracks. It will be noted that this slab is 12 in. instead of 15 in. in depth

and reinforced with wire mesh instead of rods. The service has been

just as satisfactory as with the heavier slab used at Poughkeepsie.

The tracks here carry heavy main line traffic, about 65 scheduled

passenger trains per day and 20 freight trains.

The cost of this slab was $5.60 per linear foot of single track. Photo-

graphs 9, 10, 11 show the location of this work.

Photograph 9. Timber Deck Support for Tracks at Staatsburg, N. Y.
View looking north at Mills Estate showing timber deck in place for two
easterly tracks.

(3) Northern Pacific Railroad.

This company constructed three test sections of concrete slab

construction on double track line near Nisqually, seven miles south of

Tacoma, during the summer of 1914.
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Photograph 10. Reinforced Concrete Slab for Supporting Tracks at

Staatsburg, N. Y. View showing easterl}' tracks in operation on timber
decking, and concrete slab for other tracks under construction.

Photograph 11. Special Track Support at Staatsburg, N. Y.

showing finished roadbed above timber and concrete supports.

View
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The three types are shown on Plans G, H, I, and consist essentially

of a concrete slab supported on ballast, and containing grooves or troughs

for the reception of stringers or blocks supporting the track. The de-

signs were developed under the direction of Mr. W. L. Darling, former

Chief Engineer, by Mr. Louis Yager, Engineer Maintenance of Way. The

test sections are located in cut instead of on fill as in the previously de-

scribed cases. The location chosen was in a dry gravel, with the excep-

tion of the west 200 ft. of "I," which was in fine sand. The site chosen

was selected for the reason that it would furnish a permanent well drained

foundation, thereby eliminating from the experiment any question on that

score, and determining first the durabilitj' of the concrete under traffic.

The traffic carried consists of 14 passenger and 20 freight trains per

day with locomotive driver wheel loads of from 50,000 to 60,000 lbs. per

pair. Mr. Darling had long felt that a more permanent foundation should

be provided for modern heavy power and equipment, but there appeared

to be some doubt as to how well concrete would stand up under these

loads.

The costs of the various types were:

Type G 594 ft. long $ 8.60 per ft.

. Type H 594 ft. long 10.65 per ft.

Type 1 810 ft. long 7.00 per ft.

"

Total 1998 Average, $8.56 per ft.

Repairs liave been made as follows during the years 1915 to 1919, in-

clusive :

Type G $175.00 lining and surfacing

Type H $176.00
Type I $103.00

Rail anchors and anchors between the longitudinal timbers and con-

crete were added to Type I in 1918, at a cost of $335.34.

Type G has short tie blocks resting on two longitudinal stringers in

the bottom of the trough in the concrete. The space between the blocks

is filled with ballast. Photograph 12 shows this type.

Type H has a curb outside of each rail, and the track is carried on

wood blocks resting on a cushion of sand. This sand it is intended to re-

place with an asphalt mastic. The blocks are wedged at the inner end

and held by malleable iron shims at the outer ends. These shims are L
shaped with one leg resting on top of and fastened to the block to al-

low of gaging the track. Photograph 13 illustrates this design.

Type I has a curb on the inner side of each rail with the top of the

concrete sloped toward the track center to afford drainage. The rail is

carried on a longitudinal stringer which in turn is fastened to anchor

blocks embedded in the concrete. Photograph 14 shows this design.
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Photograph 12. Special Track Support on Northern Pacific Railroad.

Plan M.

Photograph 13. Special Concrete Track Support on Northern Pacific

Railroad. Plan N.
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Photograph 14. Special Concrete Track Support on Northern Pacific

Railroad. Plan O.

(4) Pennsylvania Railroad.

In connection with the use of concrete for supporting the track struc-

ture, a number of designs of track laid on wood blocks in place of ties,

with blocks embedded in concrete without the use of ballast, have been

developed for use in tunnels and terminals. The reason for the designs

developed appears to be the desire to obtain a more permanent form of

track structure, even at an added expense, in order to lessen the amount

of maintenance under trying conditions.

The design adopted l)y the Pennsylvania Railroad for use on certain

tracks in its New York Terminal is shown on Plan J. About 15,000 feet

of this track was installed in 1909, and being in a terminal station, has

not been subject to high speed traffic. In general, the concrete was laid

on a rock subgrade and nowhere was the foundation of a soft nature.
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A track section of somewhat similar design installed in the tunnel at

Baltimore is shown on Plan K.

On the New York Connecting Railroad two stretches of concrete slab

100 ft and 150 ft. long, under tracks 3 and 4, have been used to support

the tracks through what is known as Juniper Swamp. These slabs, as

will be seen from Plan O, are 13 ft. wide and 6 in. thick, reinforced in

both directions with J4 in. rods spaced 12 in. centers.

The saturated condition of the ground through the swamp caused

the track to wave under traffic and this condition is much more pro-

nounced under track 4 than under 3. On track 4 the section immediately

adjacent to the slab requires excessive maintenance and the swamp clay

has worked up through the cinder ballast. The slab has settled slightly

but requires less maintenance than the track on either adjoining section.

The limits of the slab are clearly defined by the dropping away of the

track on each side of it. Tests have been made to see if there were in-

dications of any break in the slabs, but there appeared to be none of

such moment as to affect their usefulness.

(5) Southern Railway.

The following is extracted from a report on the Elimination of

Water Pockets or Soft Spots in Track, made by Mr. M. J. Connerton,

formerly Roadmaster at Chattanooga

:

"Owing to the great waste of time and material, by section forces, in

maintaining line and surface over soft places, or what are commonly
known as water pockets, and owing to the fact that in a great many cases

the cost of draining these in the ordinary way with drain tile would be
too great, in the Fall of 1911, I decided to experiment on some of the

smaller pockets by digging out the soft foundation and filling the exca-
vation with concrete. The first attempt of this nature was made on mile
"No. 58 in November, 1911. After providing the necessary material for

the concrete, the supervisor was instructed to do the work, with the sec-

tion force, in the following manner

:

First: To put out slow order and caution signals for all trains.

Second : To clean out all ballast from between the ties and move
the track about two and one-half feet to the opposite side from where the

concrete was to be put in, and tamp and line the track on its temporary
location, so that trains could safely pass over it at a speed of fifteen

miles per hour. After the track was made safe, the excavation was made.
In this particular case the soft place was about forty feet lopg and only
appeared on one side of the track, therefore the excavation consisted of
a trench three feet wide, three feet deep and forty feet long. The center

of the trench was located along the outer edge of the base of the rail.

As the excavation progressed, a portion of the gang was started to

mix the concrete, and fill in the trench to a depth of two feet. The work
was continued in this manner until the entire trench was excavated and
filled with two feet of concrete.

After concrete was all in place, the concrete was covered over with
ballast about one foot deep or about up to the bottom of the ties. The
subgrade along the concrete slab was then leveled up and a twelve by
twelve sill laid along the outside of the concrete the entire length of forty
feet. We then lined the track back to its permanent line and placed a

sufficient number of eight by ten by ten bridge ties in the track, resting
one end of these ties on the twelve by twelve mud sills, which we laid

outside of the concrete.
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After properly tamping up the track and mud sills, lining and filling

in the track, it was left in this condition for about two weeks, in order to

give the concrete sufficient time to season. The slow order and slow sig-

nals were kept out during this period. When the concrete became suf-

ficient!)^ hard, the bridge ties and mud sills were removed, the track put
in good condition and trains were allowed to run over it at the restricted

speed as before.

This precaution did not seem necessary, and the slow order and sig-

nals were taken up in a few days.

The trouble at this point entirely disappeared and no extra work has
been done on it since ; in fact, it would be a difficult matter to locate the

place at present, as it shows no unusual appearance from the rest of the
roadbed.

The material used in the concrete was bank gravel and mixed one to

five, and the reinforcing consisted of seven-eightlts rods, three being
placed near the bottom and three near the top of the concrete.

The cost of labor and material are as follows

:

Labor

1 Foreman 1% days at $62.50 $2.60
10 Laborers 114 days at 1.45 18.12

$20.72

Material

Cement $15.19

Gravel 4.50

Reinforcing 15.60 35.29

Total $56.01

This soft place was located in a cut on a heavy grade and to drain it

in the usual manner with drain tile, would require the laying of approx-
imately three hundred feet of tile. One-third of this tile would have had
to be laid in hard pan and shell rock, which would have to be drilled and
shot. The cost of properly laying this tile five feet below the subgrade,
reshaping the subgrade and ditch, is estimated at sixty cents per foot, or

$180 for three hundred feet. This indicates a net saving of $123.99 in

favor of the concrete.

The concrete proved so satisfactory in this case that we have applied

it in several other places since 1911, and it has given entire satisfaction in

each. We have possibly twenty-five places where concrete has been ap-

plied, for the purpose of eliminating soft places, and which vary in length

from fifteen to sixty feet. In no case has the concrete shown signs of
^failure. I recall one case in particular which was put in just two years
ago, a place that was very troublesome. It has been tamped only once
in the two years since the concrete was put in, and even after the severe

winter just passed, the track at this point does not show any signs of

needing repairs.

Since the first concreting was done, we have changed the plan of
protecting the excavating and concrete both while the work is being done
and during the time required for the concrete to set. Instead of throwing
the track, we first put in bridge ties and mud sills and firmly tamp them
up, placing the track in good condition before excavation is commenced.
Before excavation is started, place the usual slow order and then proceed
with the work.

This is a more satisfactory and economical way to handle the work,
with less delay to trains."
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(6) Michigan Centred Railroad.

An interesting comparison of track sections is shown by the con-

struction used in the Detroit River Tunnel of the Michigan Central Rail-

road, which was installed in 1908, and is still in service after 11 years.

The ties were in two parts to admit of easy renewal and were embedded
in the concrete.

The tunnel was opened for traffic in 1910, and has carried about 1,000

cars each way per day.

The ties are of untreated yellow pine and have been renewed only

on account of mechanical injury by derailment or on account of splitting

due to creeping at joints.

It was not possible to obtain any comparative costs of maintenance

of this type of track with the ordinary ballasted section. Plan L shows
the section here used.

(7) Norfolk & Western Railroad.

This company has developed under Mr. J. E. Crawford, Chief En-

gineer, a special concrete slab with concrete curb for tunnel floors. The
reason for the adoption of this design is perhaps unique. Being a soft

coal railroad, the tunnel ditches fill up quickly with fine coal dust, inter-

fering with drainage, and causing considerable maintenance expense, due

to the difficulty of cleaning out in the tunnels. The idea as shown on

Plans M and N for single and double track tunnels is to have a curb

to hold the ballast, and then frequent drain holes into a ditch with con-

crete bottom, the floor of the tunnel being made wide enough so that a

man can work in the ditch and be clear of passing trains. This design

has not as yet been used in actual practice.

(8) Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

This company has used a construction of short blocks embedded in

a concrete base of special design for carrying its tracks in the tunnel

through Bergen Hill, N. J. At the time this tunnel was constructed in

1909, it was estimated that ballasted track construction with vitrified six

hole conduits with the necessary 8 in. tile drainage would cost $14.71 per

foot of double track, or without conduits $10.24 per foot.

The actual cost of concrete construction with conduits and wrap-

pings was $14.26 per foot of double track, or without conduits $13.18 per

foot.

The tunnel is 4,280 ft. long, and has been in service since 1909. Maxi-

mum gross tonnage over east track estimated at 25,000,000 tons per an-

num. Maintenance of concrete construction

1917 $10.S

1918 193

ft has been found difficult to remove the spikes when placed with

rail clips, and to properly space rail when relaying. This design is shown

on Plan P attached, while the proposed tunnel construction is shown on

Plan Q.

The design was developed by Mr. Lincoln Bush, former Chief Engi-

neer. He says, "My idea in getting out this design was, if railroad track
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could be made perfectly rigid and unyielding, that there would be no

pounding or unusual stress in rail. The roadbed in the new tunnel re-

ferred to has been in service under the heaviest kind of traffic and has

demonstrated fully that, if track is made perfectly rigid, it will stand up

against the heaviest kind of traffic. I am convinced that with a perfectly

rigid surface there will be no pounding and serious damage in railroad

track unless some defect exists, such as flat wheels. I have felt for

\some time that the best ballasted track had practically reached the limit

of loading, and, if the heavy rail is used, the support of same on tie

ballasted track is not like the abutment of a bridge, as ties yield, causing

deflections in the rails; and it will be found that even with a heavier

rail the stress may be greater in the rail than with a light and less st'ff

rail section, which lends itself more readily to deflection."

Mr. Bush, in an article published in the Raihva}- Age Gazette of April

23, 1909, shows comparative cost of ballast and concrete slab track con-

struction. These comparisons show a saving in maintenance and renewals

for the concrete construction of over 40 per cent, per year.

(9) Chicago Junction Railroad.

In 1911, a test section 500 ft. long of concrete track patented by Mr.

Evans of Chicago, was installed at a location selected for its heavy and

continuous traffic. This consists of a concrete slab supporting tie blocks

which carry the rail. These blocks are spaced 34 in. centers. Plan R
is a cross-section of this track slab. Photograph 15 shows the experi-

mental slabs in position.

Photograph 15. View showing section of special concrete track on
Chicago Junction Railroad.

An excellent paper entitled "Concrete Railway Track Support" was
read before the American Concrete Institute on June 28, 1919, at its meet-

ing in Atlantic City by Mr. A. Chas. Irwin, Engineer Structural Bureau of

the Portland Cement Association. The Committee is indebted to the

author of this paper for certain of the information quoted above.
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Reference is also made to an article by the late J. W. Schaub, in En-

gineering News for January, 1899, entitled, "A Design for a Permanent
Track for Steam Railways." This is followed by a staff article on the

same subject. These articles may be of interest in line with the later

developments in concrete design for track support.

Supplement.

After the receipt of the above information a report was received of

a special track section essentially different from any previously described.

This was designed by Wm. Lowe-Browne, Esq., formerly Chief Engineer,

and now Assistant General Manager of the Buenos Aires Western Rail-

way, and installed under the direction of Mr. H. E. Boardman, then his

principal assistant.

The test section, which led up to the adoption of this type of track

for installation in the first kilometer of track in the freight tunnel com-
pleted under the city of Buenos Aires early in 1916, is shown on Plan S.

Also the section actually constructed is shown. In the test section

three varieties of ties were used, all hard, tropical woods, sawed to di-

mensions, with spike holes previously bored to exact gage, as the woods

are too hard to admit of driving the ordinary track spikes. The life of

these ties is probably three to four times that of the ties ordinarily used

in this country, and when laid in the tunnel under light traffic will, of

course, be greater than when placed in the open. This track has been in

use for 3j^ years and the maintenance cost has been negligible. Ex-
perience seems to indicate that it might be well to embed a short piece of

angle iron under each tie in the face of the concrete, using about 1 in. by

1 in. by 3-16 in., in order to strengthen the edge and prevent chipping

away of the concrete.

It is stated that the principal object of this track installation was to

have a full size experiment on a large scale to see if some sort of track

could not be found that would be elastic and so reduce the vibration, and

at the same time do away with the necessity for continual mainteijance

work, as not only indirectly reducing the vibration by avoiding jolts

at the joints but also thereby increasing the life of the rail.

Before deciding on the type of track, an experiment was made
with three rail lengths under a bridge where it would be protected from

the weather in somewhat similar conditions to those existing in the tun-

nel. Three different types of ties were used, viz. : Green Heart, Guru-

pay and Quebracho. One of the objects of these experiments was to see

if the deflection of the tie under the load corresponded with the calcu-

lations, and if the ties would stand an overload without fracture. It was
thought that the Green Heart would probably stand the jolting but that

the Quebracho, being much shorter in the grain, might snap off. The
result showed that the deflection agreed fairly closely with the calcula-

tion and that there was little difiference with the different kinds of ties,

as all stood the test without fracture. As all of the railway ties were

Quebracho, it was decided to use them also for the trial section. This

section gives an easier riding track with less pounding than a section

where the concrete support is placed immediately underneath the rail.

The attached table gives the results of the loading tests.
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BUENOS AIRES WESTERN RAILROAD—RESULTS OF TESTS OF DEFLECTION
OF TIES ON SPECIAL CONCRETE TRACK FOUNDATION.

(Test Section Shown on Plan S Attached)

No.
of

Tie
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BUENOS AIRES WESTERN RAILROAD—RESULTS OF TESTS OF DEFLECTION
OF TIES ON SPECIAL CONCRETE TRACK FOUNDATION—Continued

(Test Section Shown on Plan S Attached)

No.
of

Tie





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XII—ON RULES AND
ORGANIZATION

W. H. Fin LEY, Chairman; F. D. Anthony, Vice-Chairman;

O. F. Barnes, *A. J. Himes,

E. H. Barnhart, F. D. Lakin,

W. C. Barrett, Jos. Mullen,

H. L. Browne, E. T. Reisler,

J. B. Carothers, W. H. Rupp,

S. E. Coombs, P. T. Simons,

H. H. Edgerton, R. E. Warden,

B. Herman, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Rules and Organization submits herewith its

report to the Twenty-first Annual Convention.

The following subjects were assigned the Committee

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Prepare a "Manual of Instructions for the Guidance of Engineer-
ing Field Parties."

3. Continue the study of the Science of Organization.
4. Prepare a "Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employees of the

Maintenance of Way Department," including rules for the construction,

maintenance and operation of buildings and protective apparatus for the

reduction of fire risk.

5. Prepare rules for the inspection of bridges and culverts.

Committee Meetings

Sub-Committee meetings were held during the year at various times

and places. There has been no meeting of the General Committee, the

work having been carried on by correspondence.

(1) Revision of Manual

Under this heading the Committee has no recommendations for

changes to make at this time.

(2) Manual of Instructions for the Guidance of Engineering Field

Parties

The Sub-Committee dealing with this subject has performed con-

siderable work thereon, but the material is not in final shape for presenta-

tion. The Committee requests that the subject be reassigned for the

coming year.

(3) Science of Organization

Owing to the death on November 3, 1919, of Mr. A. J. Himes, Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee on Science of Organization, the Committee

will have no report to make.

•Died November 3, 1919.

467
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The late Mr. Himes was a deep student of this particular subject

and his loss will be keenly mourned by his associates.

The Committee recommends that the subject be continued for the

coming year.

(4) Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employees of the Mainte-

nance of Way Department

Considerable progress has been made on this subject, but the results

are not in form for submission to the Association. It is recommended

that it be reassigned for the current year.

(5) Rules for the Inspection of Bridges and Culverts

In Appendix "A" the Committee presents a report on this subject

and recommends its approval and publication in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rules and Organization,

VV. H. FiNLEY, Chainnan.



Appendix A

RULES FOR INSPECTION OF BRIDGES, TRESTLES AND
CULVERTS

E. H. Barnhart, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

General

1. The inspection and maintenance of all bridges, trestles and cul-

verts will be under the direct supervision of (Title) ,

who will be responsible for their safety.

2. The (Title) shall personally inspect

every structure at least each year.

3. One or more competent bridge inspectors who are familiar with

strength of wooden structures and have a general knowledge of steel,

stone and concrete work will be assigned for the inspection of bridges

under the direct supervision of the

4. These bridge inspectors shall forward to the (Title)

in (duplicate) on the proper
(triplicate)

form provided, a report of each bridge, trestle or culvert inspected,

enumerating in detail the parts of each structure inspected, giving the

conditions found in each individual part. One of these forms must be

forwarded for each structure inspected, and shall be complete in itself,

showing the actual conditions as found, regardless of what may have

previously been reported. These reports must be forwarded at the end

of each day's inspection.

5. The (Title) shall examine

these inspection reports, and if any defects of a serious nature are re-

ported he shall take immediate steps to make the necessary repairs. After

the (Title) examines the in-

spection reports he will forward one copy of each of the bridge inspection

reports to his superior officer, calling particular attention to any defects

which are not of an emergency nature but are serious enough to warrant

the attention of such officer.

6. The (Title) shall make a personal

inspection of each bridge, trestle or culvert at least once each year. He
shall examine the inspection reports forwarded him by the

keeping his immediate superior officer

promptly informed of any defects discovered which require attention. He

shall make recommendations to his superior officer with a plan, if neces-

sary, to cover the work to be done to remedy various conditions or to

make permanent improvements. He shall furnish annually a report to

his immediate superior officer showing the condition of each bridge,

trestle or culvert on his division.

7. The (Title) and his subordinates should

be thoroughly familiar with the capacity and stability of all of the bridge

structures, trestles and culverts under their immediate charge. If any

serious defects should develop which, in his opinion, would serve to

469
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weaken the structure of any member, he shall immediately report to

his superior officer after personal inspection with his

, giving recommendations to remedy the de-

fects. He might request, if necessary, that a special inspection be made
of the structure by a representative of the Engineer of Bridges.

8. At last once a year a general inspection of all bridges and struc-

tures shall be made by the head of the department or his representative,

who is directly responsible for the maintenance of these structures. From
this inspection, a program of all work which will be necessary during the

ensuing year, in order to maintain the structures in safe condition, will

be prepared. This inspection will afford all officers in direct charge of

this character of work an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the

detail work to be done during the next season.

9. No altering of span lengths, reinforcing (except of a temporary

nature) or change of any bridge, trestle or culvert is to be made without

authority being first obtained from the Engineer of Bridges through the

proper officer.

Field Inspection

10. Division Bridge Inspectors will report to and receive instruc-

tions from (Title) In the selection of

the inspector, particular attention should be given to his judgment, activ-

ity and familiarity v/ith the character of structures on the territorj^ to

which he is to be assigned. It shall be the duty of the Division Bridge

Inspector to inspect all bridges, trestles, culverts and other openings of

whatever character on his territory.

11. The Division Bridge Inspector shall each day, after a structure

is inspected, send to the (Title)

a report on approved form in (duplicate) showing defects, if any, giving
(triplicate)

a minute description of said defects. Every part of both the super- and

sub-structure (foundation and bridge) must be closely examined in de-

tail. When no defects are found the report shall state
—"Bridge in good

condition. No defects found." A report for each separate structure in-

spected must be made each day, and each report must be complete in itself,

and must show the actual condition of the structure as found, regardless

of what has been previously reported. \VTien defects are found which

are of such a character as in the opinion of the inspector endanger

traffic at regular speed, trains must be flagged and only allowed to pass

over the structures at such speed as the inspector may consider safe.

Immediately after the inspector has taken steps to protect traffic, he

must notify at the nearest telegraph or telephone station the Train Dis-

patcher with copy to the (Title)

and Superintendent, giving necessary information briefly as to safe speed

of trains over the structure until permanent repairs are made. He shall

follow this immediately with a written report on the next train to the

(Title) ,
giving in detail the defects found.
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The (Title) upon receiving reports from

the Division Bridge Inspector, after carefully going over same, shall for-

ward one copy to the (Title) In the

(Title) office there should be provided a

card index file upon which should be entered, periodically, the reports of

the Division Bridge Inspector.

12. In order to reduce the amount of detail work in writing up these

reports the following abbreviations are permissible in order to condense

the report without destroying its effectiveness:

A Anchor I Intermediate
B Bottom In Inner
B. W Back wall Ins Inside
B. S Bridge seat L Angle
Bkt Bracket Lat Lateral
Bm Beam Mas Masonry
Con Connection O Outer
Cov Cover Outs Outside
Diag Diagonal P Post
Diaph Diaphragm Packin Packing
E End Ped Pedestal
E. end East end PI Plate

W. end West end Ptl Portal

E. B Eastbound Rd Rod
Ex Expansion Rlr Roller

F. Floor S. PI Sole plate

Fill Filler Spl Splice

Flng Flange StiflF Stiffener
Fnd Foundation Str Stringer
Frm ' Frame T Top
G. R Guard rail U. C Undercoping
Gen. Con General Cond. W West
Gir Girder W. B Westbound
Gus Gusset W. W Wing wall

Hor Horizontal X Cross

Wooden Structures

13. The inspection of foundations and masonry by the Division

Bridge Inspector shall include the following:

Examine each arch, abutment, pier and their foundations, bridge

seats and pedestals. Report any new cracks, settlements or increase of

old defects, scouring around foundations or change in channel of stream.

Special attention should be given to all work of this character, where any

defects have been previously found and no action taken to remedy same.

The attention of track foremen shall be called to the importance of

cleaning the bridge seats, the superstructure, channels, weeds and vines

from the masonry and the removal of grass and weeds in and around

the bents as well as all wooden trestles and structures. The Division

Bridge Inspector should note such conditions on his report, and show the

action taken in order to correct same. The Division Bridge Inspector

must see that all bridge seats and cap stones of pedestals are properly set,

reporting any movement or cracking of same.
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14. The Division Bridge Inspector should report and examine in

detail the track approaches to through bridges and trestles to see that

same are maintained in good line and surface, fully ballasted and that

the rails on open deck structures are spiked in accordance with standard

instructions, and that there is a full bearing on each tie. The Division

Bridge Inspector should inspect all joint fastenings and connections to

see that they are in good condition, giving particular attention to see

that standards are fully complied with where decks of ties are renewed

out of face. He shall also see that the inside guard rail is placed on the

structure in accordance with standards. He shall examine all ties and

timber guard rails on open deck bridges for soundness. He shall see that

the ties hold the spikes firmly; that all bolts are tight; that no guard

rail or bolt ends in guard rail project above the level of the top of run-

ning rail a greater distance than 1 inch.

15. The Division Bridge Inspector shall make inspection of all tim-

ber in wooden structures, trestles and timber trusses, boring in same

where necessary in order to determine interior decay. He shall examine

chords closely at splices and all stringers at bearing points. He shall

examine diagonal and vertical posts and laterals to see that they are

truly in place, straight and sound and shall pay particular attention to any

crushing at the ends. He shall examine all angle blocks, main and

laterals, reporting if broken or cracked. He shall examine gib plates,

noting particularly their bearing on the timber. He shall examine all

rods to see that they are in proper adjustment and pay particular atten-

tion to every other part of the structure in detail not mentioned above.

When adjustment of any member is necessary it must be done under the

personal supervision of the or his representative. The
Division Bridge Inspector must report any odd size timbers, or span

lengths of timber stringers in wooden structures or trestles which are

not according to the standards, and shall report if any new work is not

done in accordance with standards. The Division Bridge Inspector shall

see that all timber bents are plumb and have transverse bracing, and in

case of high trestles, particular attention must be paid to the longitudi-

nal bracing and any deviation from the standard plan must be immedi-

ately reported.

Steel Structures

16. The Division Bridge Inspector shall inspect all iron and steel

work in metal structures and shall see that the steel is cleaned free from

rust and that no water pockets are formed at the panel points. He shall

examine every part to see that it is in true line, uninjured and in proper

adjustment. He shall examine the line of girders to see it is correct

and that the girders are setting plumb on the pedestals, masonry or

bridge seat. He shall examine the bed plates, rollers and their frames

to see that they are true and level and in proper working order. He
shall see that all trusses and girders have a uniform bearing on the

rollers, bed plates or pedestals. He shall examine by sounding with a

hammer all rivets to see that none are loose, reporting all loose rivets.
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giving their location by bridge number and the number loose in each. It

shall not be required that all rivets be tested more than each

year, except in certain members where the rivets are especially liable to

become loose. Examinations of such members should be made at least

once every months. The Division Bridge Inspector should

give particular attention to any member which shows evidence of wear

by becoming loose, rattling or rusting. To this end he shall give par-

ticular attention to all web members of trusses, lateral bracing, floor

beams and stringer connections, yokes or hangers and connections at

pins. He shall observe the action of the structure under trains operating

over same at scheduled speed. He shall note any tension member which

becomes slack, or any buckling which may occur in compression mem-
bers. He shall note any perceptible yielding of the floor beams or

stringers, or any perceptible side motion of the structure or any exces-

sive deflection under traffic.

The Division Bridge Inspector shall pay particular attention to the

details of metal structures as outlined above when the alincment is a

curve. He shall look for loose rivets in all angles, especiallj' in floor

beams and stringer connections. He shall examine the steel for cracks

at the root of all angles and web plates of girders, floor beams and

stringers. He shall examine top and bottom cover plates and angles,

flange angles of deck girders and floor system of through girders and

trusses for deterioration from rust and other causes. He shall carefully

examine all bearings where girders rest on pile, on frame bents, posts

or towers, and shall see that the girders have a full and true bearing

and are firmly anchored.

Masonry and Composite Structures

17. The Division Bridge Inspector shall examine all masonry, con-

crete and composite structures for development of cracks or defects in

abutments or piers. He shall examine deck for development of new

cracks in masonry, pulling away of deck from piers or abutments. He
shall examine underpart of ballast deck for cracking of concrete from

reinforcement and shall report deterioration of reinforcement where ex-

posed. He shall also report on failure of waterproofing of deck, causing

a cracking of underconcrcte protection of the steel structure.

Culverts and Pipes

18. The Division Bridge Inspector shall examine all culvert and

pipe openings to see that same are in good condition ; that the sections

of pipe arc not pulling apart, and that they are kept cleaned at all times,

so as to maintain full waterway and there is no undercutting at ends.

He shall carefully examine walls and roof of masonry culverts, to see

that no cracks are developing and roof is being properly maintained.

Records

19. The ...fTitic) .... shall keep in his office an up to date cabinet

and card filing system upon which shall be entered the reports of the

Division Bridge Inspectors. This card index system should have guide
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cards for each individual bridge, using separate color for bridges and

structures requiring special attention. A particular designation may be

used for any weak structures which must be carefully watched. Guide

cards should contain the following information

:

Bridge number.
Mile post.

First station east of bridge.

Total length of bridge.

Number of spans.

Length of each span.

Maximum height, base of rail to water or road.
Kind or style of structure.

Date built.

Clearance of bridge over railroad or highway.

Back of each guide card should be filed sufficient blank cards for copy-

ing the reports of the Division Bridge Inspectors. In making a record

of the bridge inspection reports of the Division Bridge Inspector the date

of the report should be shown, followed by the details. Sketches show-

ing proper names of the various members of through trusses, through

girders and deck girders should be furnished all Division Bridge Inspec-

tors and (Title) ...., who should familiarize themselves with

the standard terms and use these terms in preparing their reports.

20. The (Title) shall make frequent inspection of his

card index so as to familiarize himself with the condition of the struc-

tures under his charge, and to see that the index is kept up to date.

21. The (Title) shall make written report to his su-

perior officer each year on form provided. (See sample following.)

Information on the form should be compiled from Division Bridge In-

spectors' reports and form should indicate action taken or recommenda-

tion made to remedy defects.

Forms

22. On succeeding pages are shown forms recommended for use of

(1) Division Bridge Inspector.

(2) Card Record in (Title) Office.

(3) (Title) Periodical report to his superior officer.

(4) Designation (and abbreviations therefor) of several members
of steel structures.

23. Of the forms for Division Bridge Inspector's use four speci-

mens are shown. The general principles of these are the same, in that

they should be printed in books of 100 or more leaves, each perforated

with carbonized backs, with stiff cardboard or linen backs of a size not

exceeding 4j^" x 6j4".

24. The forms for card index in .... (Title) office should be

similar to samples of any standard manufacture. Two colors should be

used for guide cards, while file cards can be ruled or unruled.

25 Periodical report of bridge inspection to his

superior officer should preferably be correspondence size with no ruled

cross lines.
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(name of Rallro*d)
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(Name of RsLllroad)

DAILY BRIDGE IHSPECTICM REPORT

-DiTlslon Bridge Ho.

Dat«

CondltlOD of Stmotare

Seek

Stringers

Cape

Bente

Clrder

Trnse

Uaeonry

Paint

Repairs

?ature

Immediate
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(Same of Bailroad)

DAILT BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORT

ClTleloB Bridge Ho.

Date

Present Condition of Stmotnre

Work Required to Maintain Structure

In Good Condition

Following Work Must Be Done to Keep

Structure Safe
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(Ham* of Railroad)

OlTieloa

Office of

Brlilge InepeetloQ Report for Period Ending.

Bridge Ho.
or Struot-
nre

Location
Date
In-
spect
ed

Condition
Action taken or
Recommendation

Date

Hote:-Chia Report to be prepared. _and
to Include all bridges and etmctuxea
loepeoted by the Bridge Inspector
during

(Title)
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XV—ON IRON AND STEEL
STRUCTURES

O. E. Selby, Chairman; F. E. Turneaure, Vice-Chairman;

F. AURYANSEN, P. B. MOTLEY,

J. A. Borland, C. D. Pukdon,

W. S. BouTON, Albert Reichman n,

A. W. Carpenter, A. F. Robinson,

J. E. Crawford, H. N. Rodenbaugh,

F. O. DuFOUR, C. E. Smith,

W. R. Edwards, I. F. Stern,

R. L. Huntley, H. B. Stuart,

A. C. Irwin, G. E, Tebbetts,

B. R. Leffler, J. A. L. Waddell,

W. H. Moore, "h. T. Welty,
Committee.

To the American Raikvay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned to the Committee on Iron

and Steel Structures for study and report:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual and
submit definite recommendations for changes

:

(a) Revise the General Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges.

(b) Revise the rules and unit stresses for classifying and rating

existing bridges.

2. Methods of protection of iron and steel structures against cor-

rosion.

3. Relative economy of various types of movable bridges

:

(a) Revise the specifications for movable bridges.

4. Report on column tests ;

(a) Continue with program of column tests at the Bureau of

Standards.
5. Report on the design, length and operation of turntables

:

(a) Report specifications for the design of turntables and turn-

table pits.

6. Report on ballast floor bridges and methods in use for water-

proofing:
(a) Report principles for detailed design of ballast floors, flash-

ing, drainage and reinforcement for waterproofing pur-

poses.

7. Report on track superstructures, collaborating with the Committee
on Yards and Terminals.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Cleveland, May 13 and

14; Pittsburgh, August 19 and 20; Chicago, October 21 and 22, and

Pittsburgh, December 9 and 10. The attendance at these meetings

ranged from 10 to 14 members and averaged half the membership

of the Committee. The names of members in attendance have been

given in the Minutes of the meetings which have been printed in the

Bulletin.

485
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(1) Revision of Manual

(a) Revise the General Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges.

The Association's General Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges were adopted in 1906 and are printed in the Manual, pages

482 to 505 inclusive. Under instructions, the Committee submitted

to the 1919 Convention revised specifications, printed in Bulletin No.

215, pages 653 to 694 inclusive, and in the same pages of the Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 20. These revised specifications were discussed in the

Convention and were referred back to the Committee for further

study and revision. The Committee secured a large number of writ-

ten discussions and suggestions for revision from members of the

Association and others. These discussions appear in Bulletin No. 219,

September, 1919. They give evidence of the widespread interest in

the subject.

The revision of the specifications was given detailed study by the

Committee in meetings aggregating eight days, in addition to work
by sub-committees on the different parts assigned to them. The
written discussions were considered and the suggestions contained

in them incorporated in the specifications if deemed practicable and

desirable. The specifications for erection are omitted and the Com-
mittee recommends that that subject be reassigned.

Appendix A contains the specifications as revised and recommended
for adoption.

Appendix D contains reasons supporting the adoption of the form
of live loading recommended in the specifications.

(b) Revise the Rules and Unit Stresses for Classifying and Rating

the Capacity of Existing Bridges.

These rules are given in the Manual, pages 506 and 507. In its

report to the 1919 Convention, the Committee invited suggestions

from the members of the Association and others on this subject.

None have been received and the invitation again is extended. On
account of the amount of work done on the specifications, this sub-

ject has not been pursued actively and the Committee reports prog-

ress and recommends that the subject be reassigned.

(2) Methods of Protection of Iron and Steel Structures Against

Corrosion

No work has been done on this subject during the year.

(3) Relative Economy of Various Types of Movable Bridges

(a) Revise the Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges.

These specifications appear in the Proceedings, Vol. 19, pages 814

to 866 inclusive. This subject is in the hands of an active sub-com-
mittee which is engaged in compiling the written discussions and
suggestions received from Engineers especially qualified, in response
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to letters of invitation sent out in August, 1919, and in securing

further criticisms by personal interviews. It is expected that this

subject will form the principal work of the Committee during 1920.

(4) Report on Column Tests

(a) Column Tests at the Bureau of Standards.

The column tests at the Bureau of Standards have not pro-

gressed during the year. A letter from the Bureau, December 9,

1919, indicates that on account of the small technical staflf in the

Engineering Materials Laboratory since the war, it has been impos-

sible to take up this work, but that the Bureau is looking forward

to carrying on steel column work as soon as the conditions will allow.

(b) Conference with the American Society of Civil Engineers on a

Column Formula.

As the result of a letter addressed to the American Society of

Civil Engineers by Messrs. Chas. E. Fowler, J. E. Greiner and Geo.

H. Pegram, the Committee was instructed to appoint a sub-com-

mittee for conference with a committee from the American Society

of Civil Engineers to study all the column data available for the pur-

pose of developing a column formula which might be adopted by

these two bodies, and which presumably would be followed by other

technical associations, thus unifying the now widely variant practice

on this important subject. The sub-committee, consisting of Prof.

Turneaure, Chairman, and Messrs. Moore, Carpenter and Reichmann,

collected and plotted all available data on column tests and studied

the detailed reports of the tests for the American Society of Civil

Engineers and the American Railway Engineering Association. The
conference committee from the American Society of Civil Engineers

consisted of Messrs. Lewis D. Rights, Chairman, Geo. H. Pegram and

J. E. Greiner.

At a joint meeting in October, the column formula submitted as

a conclusion in this report was adopted and the committees com-
posing the conference agreed to recommend it for adoption by their

respective societies. The formula also is incorporated in the speci-

fications, Appendix A. Appendix B contains the report of the sub-

committee on the work done and a method for varying the formula

for use with alloy steels and other materials different from ordinary

structural steel.

(5) Report on Design, Length and Operation of Turntables

(a) Report specifications for the design of turntables and turntable

pits.

Owing to the other work of the Committee and to the later

illness of Mr. Bouton, no progress has been made on this subject.
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(6) Ballasted Floor Bridges and Waterproofing

(a) Principles for detailed design of flashing, drainage, reinforce-

ment and protection for waterproofing purposes.

Appendix C contains the report of the sub-committee, which is

printed as information.

(7) Report on Track Scale Superstructures, Collaborating with the

Committee on Yards and Terminals

The Chairman has attended meetings of the sub-committee on

Track Scales of the Yards and Terminals Committee. There has

been during the year no addition to or revision of the report on

track scale superstructures approved by the Committee in 1919.

(8) Harmonizing American and Canadian Practice Relative to Steel

Redlway Bridge Specifications

On December 5, 1919, the Chairman was designated by the Presi-

dent as the representative of the Association (acting as joint sponsor

with the American Society of Civil Engineers) on a sectional com-

mittee of the American Engineering Standards Committee to deal

with this subject. Up to the date of writing this report no further

action toward organizing this sectional committee has appeared.

The basis and opportunity for such harmonizing of practice exist

by virtue of the possession of our own specifications with those of

the Engineering Institute of Canada and the presence on the Com-
mittee of two members of the Canadian Institute. The Committee
will take such action on this subject as may grow out of instructions

or developments during the year.

A Memoir—Albert J. Himes
The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association records with deep regret the death on

November 4th, 1919, of Mr. Albert J. Himes, who was for five years its

Chairman.

The years of Mr. Himes' connection with the Committee as member
and as Chairman were years of progress and accomplishment. He be-

came a member in 1906, was made Chairman in 1912, and resigned that

position in 1917. He participated actively in the preparation of the Gen-

eral Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges which have been of wide

usefulness throughout the world. The later work of the Committee on

the subjects of clearances, rating of existing bridges, specifications for

erection, rules for inspection of steel bridges, and other important mat-

ters, bear the marks of his energy and clearness of mind.

Mr. Himes' professional work was characterized by serious applica-

tion and systematic thinking. His personal qualities were such as to

endear him in a peculiarly intimate way to all those whose work threw

them in contact with him. His fund of interesting happenings in engi-

neering work was drawn on constantly to give point to the discussions,

and this trait was made good use of in the Committee proceedings.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The Committee recommends that the Specifications for Steel

Railway Bridges in Appendix A be approved and substituted for the

specifications in the Manual, pages 482 to 505 inclusive.

2. The Committee recommends that the following column
formula be approved and published in the Manual:

Column formula for use with ordinary structural steel for which

1

the basic unit tensile stress is 16000, and for ratios of — not greater

r

than 200:

1

p = 15000— 50— , but not to exceed 12500.

r

3. The Committee recommends that the following subjects be

reassigned:

1. Revision of the Rules and Unit Stresses for Classifying

and Rating the Capacity of Existing Bridges.

2. Specifications for Erection of Steel Railway Bridges.

3. Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges.

4. Column Tests.

5. Design of Turntables.

Recommendations for Future Work

The Committee recommends that the topic, Specifications for

Steel Highway Bridges, be assigned for future work.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

O. E. Selby, Chairman.



FOREWORD

The purpose of the Committee which wrote these specifications

was to formulate specific and detailed rules for the design and manu-

facture of bridges, as a guide to both the designer and the shop,

rather than to confine the specifications to a statement of principles

or to limit them to rules defining the duties of the contractor. The

intention was to describe the best general practice for standard

American and Canadian railroads, and to advance somewhat the

causes of good design and workmanship. The requirements of light

and branch railroads and foreign practice have not been considered.
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Information to Be Given Bidders

Article

1. What is the Hve load to be used? 20

2. Is the bridge on a tangent or curve ? 13

If on a curve, what is the superelevation of the outer rail and

what is the degree of the curve?

3. What is the rate and the direction of grade on the bridge?. ... 93

4. What are the conditions at the site ? 2

Furnish plans showing the general dimensions necessary for de-

signing the structure

:

Length of spans

Types of spans

Number and spacing of tracks

Angle of skew.

Type of floor

Limiting undcr-clearance

5. Shall the work be "Punched Work" or "Reamed Work?" 206

6. What size of rivets shall be used ? 59

7. What kind of shop paint will be approved? 269

8. Will other than two pilot nuts and two driving nuts be re(^iLred

for each size of pin? 256
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Appendix A.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY
BRIDGES

For Fixed Spans Less Than 300 Feet in Length.

1920

(1) PROPOSALS AND DRAWINGS.

Definitions of Terms.

1. The term "Engineer" refers to the Chief Engineer of the Com-
pany or his subordinates in authority. The term "Inspector" refers to

the inspector or inspectors representing the Company. The term "Com-
pany" refers to the Railway Company or Railroad Company party to the

contract. The term "Contractor" refers to the manufacturing or fabricat-

ing contractor party to the contract.

Proposals.

2. Bidders shall submit proposals to conform with the terms in the

letter of invitation. The proposals preferably shall be based upon plans

and specifications furnished by the Company showing the general dimen-

sions necessary for designing the structure, the stresses and the general

or typical details. Invitations covering work to be designed or erected by

the Contractor shall state the general conditions at the site, such as track

spacing, character of foundations, old structures, traffic conditions, etc.

Drawings to Govern.

3. Where the drawings and the specifications differ, the drawings

shall govern.

Patented Devices.

4. The Contractor shall protect the Company against claims on ac-

count of patented devices or parts proposed by him.

Drawings.

5. After the contract has been awarded and before any work is

commenced, the Contractor shall submit to the Engineer for approval

duplicate prints of stress sheets and shop drawings, unless such drawings

shall have been prepared by the Company. The tracings of these draw-

ings shall be the property of and be delivered to the Company after

the completion of t-he contract. Shop drawings shall be made on the

dull side of the tracing cloth, 24 by 36 inches in size, including margins.

The margin at the left end shall be V/2 inches wide, and the others

J^-inch. The title shall be in the lower right-hand corner. No changes

shall be made on any approved drawing without the consent, in writing,

of the Engineer.
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Proposals and Drawings.

6. The Contractor shall be responsible for the correctness of his

drawings, and for shop fits and field connections, although the drawings

may have been approved by the Engineer.

7. Any material ordered by the Contractor prior to the approval

of the drawings shall be at his risk.

(2) GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN.

Materials Used.

8. Structures shall be made wholly of structural steel except where

otherwise specified. Cast steel preferably shall be used for shoes and

bearings. Cast iron may be used only where specifically authorized by the

Engineer.

Types of Bridges.

9. The different types of bridges may be used as follows:

Rolled beams for spans up to 35 feet.

Plate girders for spans from 30 feet to 125 feet.

Riveted trusses for spans from 100 feet to 300 feet.

Pin-connected trusses for spans from 150 feet to 300 feet.

Number of Trusses.

10. Unless otherwise specified, double-track through bridges shall

have only two trusses or girders, and four-track bridges three.

Dimensions for Calculation.

11. The dimensions for the calculation of stresses shall be as

follows

:

Span Length.

For trusses and girders, the distance center to center of end bearings.

For floor beams, the distance center to center of trusses or girders.

For stringers, the distance center to center of floor beams.

Depth.

For riveted trusses, the distance between centers of gravity of chord

sections.

For pin-connected trusses, the distance center to center of chord pins.

For plate girders, floor beams and stringers, the distance between

centers of gravity of flanges, but not to exceed the distance back to back

of the flange angles.

Spacing of Trusses, Girders and Floorbeams.

12. The width center to center of girders or trusses shall be not

less than one-fiftccnth of the effective span, and not less than is neces-

sary to prevent overturning under the assumed lateral loading. Panel

lengths shall not exceed Ipa times the width c. to c. of trusses or girders.
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Loads.

used, it shall be assumed level with the base of rail and the weight of

the ties shall be neglected. Ballasted floors shall have at least 6 inches of

ballast under the ties.

Live Load.

20. The minimum live load for each track shall be as shown in

Figs. 2 and 3, except as modified in Article 21.

The loading that gives the larger stresses shall be used.

o
o
o
o
lO
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Loads.

Impact.

28. The dynamic increment of the live load shall be added to the

maximum computed live load stresses and shall be determined by the

formula, 300
I = S , in which

L'
300 H

100

I =^ impact or dynamic increment to be added to the live-load

stress.

S = computed maximum live-load stress.

L = the length in feet of the portion of the span which is loaded

to produce the maximum stress in the member.

29. For bridges designed exclusively for electric traction, the impact

stresses shall be taken as one-half of those given by the formula in

Article 28.

30. Impact shall not be added to stresses produced by longitudinal

or lateral forces.

Eccentricity of Load on Curves.

31. For bridges on curves, provision shall be made for the increased

load carried by any truss, girder or stringer due to the eccentricity of

the load.

Lateral Forces.

32. The lateral (or wind) force shall consist of a moving load equal

to 30 pounds per square foot on \yi times the vertical projection of the

structure on a plane parallel with its axis (but never less than 200 pounds

per linear foot at the loaded chord, and 150 pounds per linear foot at

the unloaded chord), and a moving load of 700 pounds per linear foot

applied 8 feet above the base of rail.

33. If a moving load of 50 pounds per square foot on lyi times

the vertical projection of the unloaded structure on a plane parallel with

its axis produces greater stresses than the lateral force defined in Article

32, it shall be provided for.

34. In calculating the stresses in viaduct towers due to lateral force,

the viaduct shall be considered as loaded on either one or both tracks,

with empty cars weighing 1,200 pounds per linear foot.

35. The lateral bracing between compression chords or flanges shall

be capable of resisting a transverse shear in any panel equal to 2j/^ per cent,

of the total axial stress in the chords in that panel.

(17)
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Loads—Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts.

Centrifugal Force.

36. On curves, the centrifugal force (assumed to act 6 feet above

the rail) shall be taken equal to a percentage of the live load including

impact according to the follov^ing table

:

Degree of Curve
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Loads—Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts.

39. For cast steel in shoes and bearings, the above mentioned unit

stresses shall apply.

40. The diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled beams at

sections where maximum shear and bending occur simultaneously, shall

not exceed 16,000 pounds per square inch.

Effective Bearing Area.

41. The effective bearing area of a pin, a bolt or a rivet shall be its

diameter multiplied by the thickness of the piece, except that for counter-

sunk rivets, half the depth of the countersink shall be omitted.

Effective Diameter of Rivets.

42. In proportioning rivets, the nominal diameter of the rivet shall

be used.

Proportioning Web Members.

43. In proportioning web members of trusses, use two-thirds of

the dead load stress plus one and one-sixth times the live load stress,

including impact, where this sum is greater than the sum of the dead load

stress and the live load stress, including impact.

Reversal of Stress.

44. Members subject to reversal of stress under the passage of the

live load shall be proportioned as follows

:

Determine the resultant tensile stress and the resultant compressive

stress and increase each by 50 per cent, of the smaller ; then proportion

the member so that it will be capable of resisting either increased re-

sultant stress. The connections shall be proportioned for the sum of the

resultant stresses.

Combined Stresses.

45. Members subject to both axial and bending stresses (including

bending due to floor beam deflection) shall be proportioned so that tlie

combined fiber stresses will not exceed the allowed axial stress. In

members continuous over panel points, only three-fourths of the bend-

ing stress computed as for simple beams shall be added to the axial

stress.

46. Members subject to stresses produced by a combination of dead

load, live load, impact and centrifugal force, with either lateral or longi-

tudinal forces, or bending due to lateral action, may be proportioned for

unit stresses 25 per cent, greater than those specified in Article 38; but

the section shall not be less than that required for dead load, live load,

impact and centrifugal force.

Secondary Stresses.

47. Designing and detailing shall be done so as to avoid secondary

stresses as far as possible. In ordinary trusses without sub-panelling, no

account usually need be taken of the secondary stresses in any member
whose width measured in the plane of the truss is less than one-tenth of
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Loads—Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts.

-Detaik of DcbigiT

its length. Where this ratio is exceeded, or where subpanelling is

used, secondary stresses due to deflection of the truss shall be com-
puted. The unit stresses specified in Article 38 may be increased one-third

for a combination of the secondary stresses with the axial stresses.

Compression Flanges.

48. The gross area of the compression flanges of plate girders

shall not be less than the gross area of the tension flanges, but the

stress per square inch shall not exceed

/

14,000— 200—, in which
b

I= the length of the unsupported flange, between lateral connections
or knee braces.

b = the flange width.

(5) DETAILS OF DESIGN.

Limiting Lengths of Members.

49. The ratio of length to least radius of gyration shall not exceed

100 for main compression members nor 120 for wind and sway bracing.

50. The lengths of riveted tension members shall not exceed 200

times their least radius of gyration.

Depth Ratios.

51. The depth of trusses preferably shall be not less than one-tenth

of the span. The depth of plate girders preferably shall be not less

than one-twelfth of the span. The depth of rolled beams used as gird-

ers and the depth of solid floors preferably shall be not less than one-

fifteenth of the span. If less depths than these are used, the section must
be increased so that the maximtnn deflection will not be greater than if

these limiting ratios had not been exceeded.

Parts Accessible.

52. Details shall be designed so that all parts will be accessible

for inspection, cleaning and painting. Closed sections shall be avoided

wherever possible.

Pockets.

53. Pockets or depressions which would hold water shall have effi-

cient drain holes, or shall be filled with concrete.

Eccentric Connections.

54. Members shall be connected so that their gravity axes will inter-

sect in a point. Eccentric connections shall be avoided if practicable, but,

if unavoidable, the members shall be proportioned so that the combined
fiber stress will not exceed the allowed axial stress.

^Effective Area of Angles.

55_ The effective area of single angles in tension shall be assumed
as the net area of the connected leg plus 50 per cent, of the area of the
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Details of Desigfn.

unconnected leg. Single angles connected by lug angles shall be considered

as connected by one leg.

Counters.

56. If web members are subject to reversal of stress, their end con-

nections preferably shall be riveted. Adjustable counters shall have open

turnbuckles.

Strength of Connections.

57. Connections shall have a strength at least equal to that of the

members connected, regardless of the computed stress. Connections

shall be made, as nearly as practicable, symmetrical about the axis of

the members.

Limiting Thickness of Metal.

58. Metal shall not be less than ^-inch thick, except for fillers.

Metal subject to marked corrosive influences shall be increased in thick-

ness or protected against such influences.

Sizes of Rivets.

59. Rivets shall be ^4 inch, 7^ inch or 1 inch in diameter as specified.

Pitch of Rivets.

60. The minimum distance between centers of rivet holes shall be

three diameters of the rivet, but the distance preferably shall be not less

than 3J^ inches for 1 inch rivets, 3 inches for ^-inch rivets and 2J/2 inches

for J4"inch rivets. The maximum pitch in the line of stress for mem-
bers composed of plates and shapes shall be 7 inches for 1 inch rivets, 6

inches for ^-inch rivets and 5 inches for ^-inch rivets. For angles

with two gage lines and rivets staggered, the maximum pitch in each line

shall be twice the amounts given above. If two or more web plates are

used in contact, stitch rivets shall be provided to make them act in unison.

In compression members, the stitch rivets shall be spaced not more than

24 times the thickness of the thinnest plate in the direction perpendicular

to the line of stress, and not more than 12 times the thickness of the

thinnest plate in the line of stress. In tension members, the stitch rivets

shall be not more than 24 times the thickness of the thinnest outer plate

in either direction. In tension members composed of two angles in contact,

a pitch of 12 inches may be used for riveting the angles together.

Edge Distance.

61. The minimum distance from the center of any rivet hole to a

sheared edge shall be: \}i inches for 1 inch rivets, V/2 inches for ^-inch

rivets and 1% inches for a^-inch rivets; to a rolled edge 1'/^ inches, \%
inches and 1% inches, respectively. The maximum distance from any

edge shall be eight times the thickness of the plate, but shall not exceed

6 inches.
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Details of Design.

Size of Rivets in Angles.

62. The diameter of the rivets in any angle whose size is deter-

mined by calculated stress shall not exceed one-fourth of the width of

the leg in which they are driven. In angles whose size is not so deter-

mined 1 inch rivets may be used in 3>4 inch legs, %-mch rivets in 3

inch legs, and -^^-inch rivets in 2^/2 inch legs.

Long Rivets.

63. Rivets which carry calculated stress and whose grip exceeds four

and one-half diameters shall be increased in number at least one per cent,

for each additional tV-inch of grip. If the grip exceeds six times the

diameter of the rivet, specially designed rivets shall be used.

Pitch of Rivets at Ends.

64. The pitch of rivets at the ends of built compression members

shall not exceed four diameters of the rivet for a distance equal to one

and one-half times the maximum width of the member.

Compression Members.

65. In built compression members, the metal shall be concentrated

in the webs and flanges. The thickness of each web shall be not less

than one-thirtieth of the distance between the lines of rivets connecting

it to the flanges. The thickness of cover plates shall be not less than

one-fortieth of the distance between the nearest rivet lines.

Outstanding Legs of Angles.

66. The width of the outstanding legs of angles in compression

(except when reinforced by plates) shall not exceed the following:

a. For stringer flange angles, ten times the thickness.

b. For main members carrying axial stress, twelve limes the thick-

ness.

c. For bracing and other secondary members, fourteen times the

thickness.

Stay Plates.

67. The open sides of compression members shall be provided with

lacing bars and shall have stay plates as near each end as practicable.

Stay plates shall be provided at intermediate points where the lacing is

interrupted. In main members, the length of the stay plates shall be

not less than \% times the distance between the lines of rivets connecting

them to the outer flanges, and the length of intermediate stay plates shall

be not less than three-quarters of that distance. Their thickness shall be

not less than one-fiftieth of the same distance.

68. Tension members composed of shapes shall have their separate

segments stayed together. The stay plates shall have a length not less

than two-thirds of the lengths specified for stay plates on compression

members.
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Lacing.

69. The lacing of compression members shall be proportioned to re-

sist a shearing stress of 2j/^ per cent, of the direct stress. The minimum
width of lacing bars shall be 3 inches for 1 inch rivets, 2^4 inches for

%-inch rivets, 2J/2 inches for ^4-inch rivets, and 2 inches for 5^-inch

rivets. The thickness shall be made as required by Article 38, in which "1"

shall be taken as the distance between connections to the main sections.

70. In members composed of side segments and a cover plate,

with the open side laced, one-half the shear shall be considered as taken

by the lacing. Where double lacing is used, the shear in the plane of

the lacing shall be equally distributed between the two systems.

71. Lacing bars of compression members shall be so spaced that the

1

— of the portion of the flange included between their connections will be

r

1

not greater than 40, and not greater than two-thirds of the — of the

r

member.

72. In connecting lacing bars to flanges, ^-inch rivets shall be used

for flanges less than 2^/2 inches wide, 34-inch rivets for flanges from 25-'2

to 3% inches wide, and %-inch rivets for flanges 3^/2 or more inches

wide. Lacing bars with at least two rivets in each end shall be used

for flanges over 5 inches wide.

73. The angle of lacing bars with the axis of the member shall be

not less than 45 degrees for double lacing, and 60 degrees for single lac-

ing. If the distance between rivet lines in the flanges is more than 15

inches and a single-rivet bar is used, the lacing shall be double and
riveted at the intersections.

Splices.

74. Abutting joints in compression members faced for bearing shall

be spliced on four sides. The gross area of the splice material shall be

not less than 50 per cent, of the gross area of the smaller member.
75. Joints in riveted work not faced for bearing, whether in ten-

sion or compression, shall be fully spliced.

Net Section at Pins.

76. In pin connected riveted tension members, the net section across

the pin hole shall be not less than 140 per cent, and the net section back

of the pin hole not less than 100 per cent, of the net section of the body

of the member, and there shall be sufficient rivets to make the material

effective.

Net Section Defined.

77. The net section of riveted members shall be the least area which

can be obtained by deducting from the gross sectional area the areas of

holes cut by any plane perpendicular to the axis of the member and parts
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of the areas of other holes on one side of the plane within a distance

of four inches, which are on gage lines one inch or more from those of

the holes cut by the plane, the parts being determined by the formula

:

P ]
1

, in which
4 J

A = the area of the hole.

F= the distance in inches of the center of the hole from the plane.

78. In determining the net section, the diameter of the rivet hole

shall be taken one-eighth-inch larger than the nominal diameter of the

rivet.

Pin Plates.

79. Where necessary to give the required section or bearing area, pin

holes shall be reinforced on each segment by plates, one of which on each

side must be as wide as the outstanding flanges will permit. These plates

shall contain enough rivets and be so connected as to transmit and dis-

tribute the bearing pressure uniformly over the full cross section and to

reduce the eccentricity of the segment to a minimum. At least one full-

width plate on each segment shall extend to the far edge of the stay plate

and the others not less than 6 inches beyond the near edge.

Indirect Splices.

80. If splice plates are not in direct contact with the parts which

they connect, rivets shall be used on each side of the joint in excess

of the number required in the case of direct contact to the extent of two

extra lines for each intervening plate.

Fillers.

81. Where rivets carrying stress pass through fillers, the fillers shall

be extended beyond the connected member and the extension secured

by additional rivets sufficient to develop the value of the filler.

Forked Ends.

82. Forked ends on compression members will be permitted only

where unavoidable. Where forked ends are used, a sufficient number
of pin plates shall be provided to make the jaws of twice the sectional

area of the member and they shall be extended as far as necessary in

order to carry the stress of the main member into the jaws, but shall

not be shorter than required by Article 79.

83. Pins shall be long enough to secure a full bearing of all parts

connected upon the turned body of the pin. They shall be secured by
chambered nuts or by solid nuts with washers. Where the pins are bored,

through rods with cap washers may be used. The screw ends shall be

long enough to admit of burring the threads.

84. Pin connected members shall be held against lateral movement
on the pins.
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Bolts.

85. Where members are connected bj- bolts, the turned bodies of

the bolts shall be long enough to extend through the metal. A washer

at least J4-inch thick shall be used under the nut. Bolts shall not be

used except by special permission.

Upset Ends.

86. Bars with screw ends shall be upset so that the area at the

root of the thread will be at least 15 per cent, larger than in the body

of the bar.

Sleeve Nuts.

87. Sleeve nuts shall not be used.

Expansion.

88. Provision shall be made for expansion and contraction at the

rate of one inch for every 100 feet in length. The expansion ends shall

be secured against lateral movement. In spans more than 250 feet in

length, provision shall be made for expansion in the floor.

Expansion Bearings.

89. Spans more than 70 feet in length shall have rollers at one end.

Spans of less length shall be arranged to slide on smooth surfaces.

Fixed Bearings.

90. Bearings and ends of spans shall be secured against lateral motion.

Rollers.
*

91. Expansion rollers shall be not less than 6 inches in diameter.

They shall be coupled together with substantial side bars, which shall

be so arranged that the rollers can be cleaned readily. Rollers shall be

geared to the upper and lower plates.

Pedestals and Shoes.

92. Pedestals and shoes preferably shall be made of cast steel. The
difference between the top and bottom bearing widths shall not exceed

twice the depth. For hinged bearings, the depth shall be measured from

the center of the pin. Where built pedestals and shoes are used, the web
plates and the angles connecting them to the base plate shall be not less

than 54-hich thick. If the size of the pedestal permits, the webs shall

be rigidly connected transversely. The minimum thickness of the meta!

in cast steel pedestals shall be one inch. Pedestals and shoes shall be so

constructed that the load will be distributed uniformly over the entire

bearing. Spans more than 70 feet in length shall have hinged bearings at

each end.

Inclined Bearings.

93. For spans on an inclined grade and without hinged bearings,

the sole or masonry plates shall be beveled so that the masonry sur-

faces will be level.
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Name Plates.

94. There shall he a name plate, showing in raised letters and

figures the name of the manufacturer and the year of construction, bolted

to the bridge near each end at a point convenient for inspection.

(6) FLOORS.
Types of Floors.

95. Floors may consist of steel floor-beams and stringers, with timber

cross-ties supporting the rails, or of one of the solid floor tj^pes.

Floor Members.

96. Floor members shall be designed with special reference to stiflf-

ness.

97. Specifications for plate girders shall apply to lloor-beams and
stringers.

Spacing of Stringers.

98. Stringers usually shall be spaced 6 feet 6 inches center to center.

If four stringers are used under one track, each pair shall be spaced

symmetrically about the rail.

I-Beam Girders.

99. Rolled beams supporting timber decks shall be arranged with not

more than four, and preferably not less than two beams Under each rail.

The beams in each group shall be placed sj'mmctrically about the rail, and

shall be spaced sufficiently far apart to permit cleaning and painting. They
shall be connecte3 by solid web diaphragms near the ends and at inter-

mediate points, spaced not over twelve times the flange width. Bearing

plates shall be continuous under each group of beams. End stiffeners shall

be used if required by the provisions of Article 38.

Floor-Beam Connections.

100. Floor-beams preferably shall be square to the girders or trusses.

They shall be riveted directly to the girders or between the posts of

through and deck truss spans.

End Connection Angles.

101. The legs of stringer connection angles shall be not less than

4 inches in width, and not less than 5^-inch in thickness before facing.

Shelf angles shall be provided to support the stringers during erection,

but the connection angles shall be sufficient to carry the whole load.

Stringers in through spans shall be riveted between the floor-beams.

Stringer Frames. ,

102. Where two lines of stringers are used under each track in panels

more than 20 feet in length, the}- shall be connected b}' cross frames.

Solid Floor Connections.

103. Solid floors shall be connected to the girders or trusses by angles

not less than 5^-inch thick if to be faced, or >^-inch thick if not to be
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faced; one angle on each side of the web of I-beams and one on each of

the vertical members of troughs. (223)

Proportioning Solid Floors.

104. Solid floors shall be proportioned by the moments of inertia of

the sections, using the net sections including the compression side.

(7) BRACING.
Design of Bracing.

105. Lateral, longitudinal and transverse bracing shall be composed
of shapes with riveted connections. Lateral bracing shall have concen-

tric connections to chords at end joints, and preferably throughout. The
connections between the lateral bracing and the chords shall be designed

to avoid, as far as practicable, any bending stress in the truss members.

106. When a double system of bracing is used, both systems may
be considered simultaneously effective if the members meet the require-

ments, both as tension and compression members.

Lateral Bracing.

107. Bottom lateral bracing shall be provided in all bridges except

deck plate girder spans less than 50 feet long, from which it may be

omitted. Continuous steel or concrete floors will be considered lateral

bracing.

108. Top lateral liracing shall be provided in deck spans and in

through spans having sufficient head room.

Portal and Sway Bracing.

109. Deck truss spans shall have vertical sway bracing at each panel

point. They shall also have bracing in the planes of the end posts. The
end reaction of the top lateral system shall be carried through the vertical

end bent to the masonry.

110. Through truss spans shall have portal bracing, with knee

braces, as deep as the specified clearance will allow.

111. Through truss spans shall have sway bracing at each inter-

mediate panel point if the hei.Ljlit of the trusses is such as to permit of

a depth of 6 feet or more for the bracing. When the licight of the

trusses will not permit of such depth, the top lateral struts shall be of

the same depth as the chord and shall have knee braces.

Cross-Frames.

112. Deck plate girder spans shall be provided with cross-frames

at each end proportioned to resist centrifugal and lateral forces, and

shall have intermediate cross-frames at intervals not exceeding 18 feet.

Laterals.

11.3. The smallest angle to be used in lateral bracing shall be V/i

by 3 by H inches. There shall be not less than three rivets at each end

connection of the angles. Angles shall be connected at their intersec-

tions b\- plates.
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Clearance.

114. Lateral bracing beneath the track shall be low enough to clear

the ties.

(8) PLATE GIRDERS.
Spacing of Girders.

115. The girders of deck bridges usually shall be spaced 6 feet 6

inches between centers, except that

:

a. In single-track deck spans 75 or more feet in length, the

girders shall be spaced in accordance with para-

graph 12, but not less than 7 feet 6 inches between

centers.

b. In bridges on curves, the girders shall be spaced as

shown on the plans.

Design of Plate Girders.

116. Plate girders shall be proportioned either by the moment of

inertia of their net section including compression side; or by assuming

that the flanges are concentrated at their centers of gravity. In the lat-

ter case, one-eighth of the gross section of the web, if properly spliced,

may be used as flange section. For girders having unusual sections, the

moment of inertia method shall be used.

Flange Sections.

117. The flange angles shall form as large a part of the area of the

flange as practicable. Side plates shall not be used except when flange

angles exceeding one inch in thickness otherwise would be required.

118. Flange plates shall be equal in thickness, or shall diminish in

thickness from the flange angles outward. No plate shall have a thickness

greater than that of the flange angles.

119. Where flange cover plates are used, one cover plate of the top

flange shall extend the full length of the girder. Other flange plates shall

extend at least 18 inches beyond the theoretical end.

Thickness of Web Plates. ,

120. The thickness of web plates shall be not less than — V L*, where

"D" represents the distance between flanges in inches. 20

Flange Rivets.

121. The flanges of plate girders shall be connected to the web

with a sufficient number of rivets to transfer to the flange section the

horizontal shear at any point combined with any load that is applied

directly on the flange. One wheel load, where ties rest on the flange,

shall be assumed to be distributed over 3 feet

Flange Splices.

122. Splices in flange members shall not be used except by special

permission of the Engineer. Two members shall not be spliced at the
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same cross-section and, if practicable, splices shall be located at points

where there is an excess of section. The net section of the splice shall

exceed by 10 per cent, the net section of the member spliced. Flange

angle splices shall consist of two angles, one on each side.

Web Splices.

123. Web plates shall be symmetrically spliced by plates on each

side. The splice plates for shear shall be of the full depth of the girders

between flanges. The splice shall be equal to the web in strength in both

shear and moment. There shall be not less than two rows of rivets on each

side of the joint.

End Stiffeners.

124. Plate girders shall have stiffener angles over end bearings, the

outstanding legs of which will extend as nearly as practicable to the

outer edge of the flange angles. These end stiffeners shall be propor-

tioned for bearing of the outstanding legs on the flange angles, and shall

be arranged to transmit the end reaction to the pedestals or distribute it

over the masonry bearings. They shall be connected to the web by enough

rivets to transmit the reaction. End stiffeners shall not be crimped.

Intermediate Stiffeners.

125. The webs of plate girders shall be stiffened by angles at intervals

not greater than

:

(a) Six feet.

(b) The depth of the web. t

(c) The distance given by the formula d^— (12,000 — S)
40

d= the distance between rivet lines of stiffeners in inches.

t= the thickness of the web in inches.

S= web shear in pounds per square :inch at the point considered.

126. If the depth of the web between the flange angles or side plates

is less than 50 times the thickness of the web, intermediate stiffeners

may be omitted.

127. Stiffener angles shall be placed at points of concentrated load-

ing. Such angles shall not be crimped.

128. Intermediate stiffeners shall be riveted in pairs to the web of

the gfirder. The outstanding leg of each angle shall not be less than

2 inches plus one-thirtieth of the depth of the girder, nor more than

16 times its thickness.

Gusset Plates in Through Girders.

129. In through plate girder spans, the top flanges shall be braced

by means of gusset plates or knee braces with solid webs connected to

the floor-beams and extending usually to the clearance line. If the un-

supported length of the inclined edge of the gusset plate exceeds 18

inches, the gusset plate shall have one or two stiffening angles riveted

along its edge. The gusset plate shall be riveted to a stiffener angle on

the girder. Preferably it shall form no part of the floor-beam web.
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130. In through plate girder spans with solid floors, there shall be

knee-braces with J^-inch webs, extending usually to the clearance line,

at intervals of about 12 feet. Each knee-brace shall be well riveted to

the floor and the girder, especially at the top, and shall have its edge

reinforced by one or two angles.

Ends of Through Girders.

131. If through plate girders project two feet or more above the

base of the rail, the upper corners shall be rounded. In multiple span

bridges, usually only the extreme ends shall be rounded. Exposed ends

of through girders shall be neatly finished with end plates.

Spans Shipped Riveted.

132. Deck plate girder spans less than 50 feet in length shall be

shipped riveted complete, unless otherwise specified.

Masonry Bearings.

133. End bearings on masonry preferably shall be raised above the

coping by metal pedestals.

134. Sole plates shall be not less than 2/l-'mch thick and not less in

thickness than the flange plus J^-inch. Preferably they shall not be longer

than 18 inches.

Anchor Bolts.

135. Anchor bolts shall be VA inches in diameter and shall extend

12 inches into the masonry. There shall be washers under the nuts.

Anchor bolt holes in pedestals and sole plates shall be 15^ inches in

diameter, except that at expansion points the holes in the sole plates

shall be slotted.

(9) TRUSSES.

Type of Truss and Sections of IViembers.

136. Trusses shall have single intersection web systems and, prefer-

ably, inclined end posts. The top chords and end posts shall be made

usually of two side segments with one cover plate and with stay plates

and lacing on the open side. The bottom chords of riveted trusses

shall be symmetrically made, usually of vertical side plates with flange

angles. Web members shall be made of symmetrical sections.

Camber.

137. The length of members of truss spans shall be such that the

camber will be equal to the deflection produced by the combined dead

and live loads withgut impact.

Riveted Members in Pin-Connected Trusses.

138. In pin-connected trusses, hip verticals (and members perform-

ing similar functions) and, in single track spans, the two panels at each

end of the bottom chords shall be riveted members.
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Eye-Bars.

139. The cross sectional area of the head through the center of the

pin hole shall exceed that of the body of the eye-bar by at least ZlYi

per cent. The liuckiicss of the bar shall be not less than one-eighth of

the width nor less than one inch, and not greater than 2 inches. The
form of the head shall be submitted to the Engineer for approval before

the bars are made. The diameter of the pin shall be not less than

seven-eighths of the width of the widest bar attached.

Packing.

140. The cyc-bars of a set shall be packed syninietrically about the

plane, of the truss and as nearly parallel as practicable, but in no case

shall the inclination of any bar to the plane of the truss exceed t^-inch

per foot. They shall be packed as closely as practicable. They shall be held

against lateral movement, and arranged so that adjacent bars in the

same panel will not be in contact.

Gusset Plates.

141. The thickness of gusset plates connecting the chords and web
members of the truss shall be proportionate to the stress to be transferred,

but shall not be less than J^-inch.

Facilities for Jacking.

142. Provision shall be made for lifting the span at the ends.

Masonry Plates.

143. Masonry plates shall not be less than one inch thick.

(10) VIADUCTS.
Type of Viaduct.

144. \'iaducts shall consist usually of alternate tower spans and

free spans of plate girders or riveted trusses supported on bents. The

tower spans usually shall be not less than 30 feet long.

Bents and Towers.

145. Viaduct bents shall be composed preferably of two supporting

columns, and the bents usually shall be united in pairs to form towers.

Towers shall be braced, both transversely and longitudinally, with riveted

members. In double-track towers, provision shall be made for the trans-

mission of the longitudinal force to both ends.

Single Bents.

146. Where long spans are supported on short single bents, such

bents shall have hinged ends, or else have their columns and anchorages

proportioned to resist the bending stresses produced by changes in tem-

perature.

Bottom Struts.

147. The bottom struts of viaduct towers shall be proportioned foi

the calculated stresses, but in no case for less than one-fourth of the
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dead load reaction on one pedestal, considered as compressive stress. Pro

vision shall be made in the column bearings for expansion of the tower

bracing.

Batter.

148. The columns, usually shall have a batter transversely of one

horizontal to six vertical for single track viaducts, or one horizontal to

eight vertical for double track viaducts.

Depth of Girders.

149. The depths of girders in viaducts preferably shall be uniform.

Spacing of Girders.

150. In single track viaducts, the girder spacing usually shall be

uniform throughout, and shall be determined by the spacing for the

longest span in the viaduct, according to the rules specified for deck

plate girder spans.

151. In double track viaducts, the girders under each track usually

shall be spaced 6 feet 6 inches between centers, and the inner lines of

girders shall be supported by cross-girders framed between and riveted

to the posts.

Girder Connections and Bracing.

152. Girders of tower spans shall be fastened at each end to the tops

of the posts or cross-girders. Girders between towers shall have one

end riveted, and shall be provided with an effective expansion joint at

the other end. No bracing or sway frame shall be common to abutting

spans.

153. If neither of the girders under a track rests directly over a

tower post, bracing shall be provided to carry the longitudinal force into

the tower bracing without producing lateral bending stress in the cross-

girders or posts.

Sole and IVIasonry Plates.

154. Sole and masonry plates shall be not less than ^-inch thick.

Anchorage for Towers.

155. Anchor bolts for viaduct towers and similar structures shall

be designed to engage a mass of masonry the weight of which is at least

one and one-half times the uplift.

(11) MATERIALS.*

(a) Structural and Rivet Steel.

Process.

156. Structural and rivet steel shall be made by the open-hearth

process.

*Spocifications for materials conform to A. S. T. M. Standards, Serials
A7-16, A27-1G and A-48-18 except as to the yield point requirements and
Articles 178 and 179, and the footnote to Table II.
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Properties.

157. Test specimens of structural and rivet steel shall (except as

modified in Articles 160, 163 and 164) conform to the following require-

ments as to chemical and physical properties

:

Structural Rivet
Steel Steel

Phosphorus, maximum
Acid .06 per cent. .04 per cent.

Basic 04 per cent. .04 per ccn.t

Sulphur, maximum 05 per cent. .045 per cent.

Tensile strength, pounds per square inch . . 55,000 46,000
to to

65,000 56,000

Yield point, pounds per sq. in., minimum. . 30,000 25,000

. . „ . . . 1500000 1500000
JtLlongation m 8 m., mmimum, per cent. . . .=; — -= —

iens. Str. Tens. Str.

Ladle Analyses.

158. An analysis of each melt of steel shall be made by the manu-

facturer to determine the percentages of carbon, manganese, phosphorus

and sulphur. This analysis shall be made from a test ingot taken during

the pouring of the melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall

be reported to the Engineer.

Check Analyses.

159. Analyses may be made by the Engineer from finished material

representing each melt. The phosphorus and sulphur content thus deter-

mined shall not exceed that specified in Article 157 by more than 25

per cent.

Specimen Tension Tests of Eye-Bar Material.

160. In order to meet the minimum tensile strength of full size an-

nealed eye-bars required in Article 284, the Contractor may determine the

tensile strength to be obtained in specimen tests, the range not to exceed

14,000 lbs. per sq. in. and the maximum not to exceed 74,000 lbs. per sq. in.

The material shall conform to the requirements as to physical properties

other than that of tensile strength as specified in Articles 157, 163 and 166.

Yield Point.

161. The yield point shall be determined by the drop of the beam

of the testing machine.

Speed of Testing Machine.

162. The cross-head speed of the testing machine shall be such that

the beam of the machine can be kept balanced, but in no case shall the

values given in the following table be exceeded

:

Maximum Cross-head Speed (ins. per minute) in

Gage Length of Determining:
Specimen Yield Point Tensile Strength

2 in. 0.5 2.0

8 in. 2.0 6.0
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Modifications in Elongation.

163. For structural steel over 54-i"ch in thickness, a deduction of

one from the percentage of elongation in 8 inches specified in Article 157

shall be made for each increase of J/^-inch in thickness above 54"i"ch, to a

minimum of 18 per cent.

164. For structural steel under il^-inch in thickness, a deduction of

2.5 from the percentage of elongation in 8 inches specified in Article 157

shall be made for each decrease of :fe-inch in thickness below fe-inch.

Bend Tests,

165. The test specimens for plates, shapes, and bars (exctpt as speci-

fied in Articles 166, 167 and 168) shall bend cold through 180 degrees

without cracking on the outside of the bent portion, as follows

:

(a) For material ^^'i^ch or less in thickness, flat on itself.

(b) For material more than j4-i"ch to and including 1% inches

in thickness, around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the

thickness of the specimen.

(c) For material more than 1^ inches in thickness, around a pin

the diameter of which is equal to twice the thickness of the

specimen.

166. The test specimens for eye-bar flats shall bend cold through ISO

degrees without cracking on the outside of the bent portion as follows

:

(a) For material j4-i"ch or less in thickness, around a pin

the diameter of which is equal to the thickness of the speci-

men.

(b) For material more than 54-'iich to and including 1% inches

in thickness, around a pin the diameter of which is equal to

twice the thickness of the specimen.

(c) For material more than 1% inches in thickness, around a pin

the diameter of which is equal to three times the thickness

of the specimen.

167. The test specimens for pins, rollers and other bars, when pre-

pared as specified in Article 173, shall bend cold through 180 degrees

around a one inch pin without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

168. The test specimens for rivet steel shall bend cold through 180

degrees flat on themselves without cracking on the outside of the bent

portion.

Test Specimens.

169. Tension and bend test specimens shall be taken from rolled

steel in the condition in which it comes from the rolls, except as specified

in Article 170.

170. Tension and bend test specimens for pins and rollers shall be

taken from the finished bars after annealing when annealing is specified.
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171. Tension and bend test specimens for plates, shapes and bars

(except as specified in Articles 172, 173 and 174) shall be of the full

thickness of material as rolled. They may be machined to the form
and dimensions shown in Fig. 5, or with both edges parallel, except that

bend test specimens for eye-bar flats may have three rolled sides.

(-- -About 3 "- ** I
JParallel Section 1.
"inot less than 9)

' t I Lo.

I

About 2

I

1

»2»|*-|-H.etc.

8"- - -I

^ About 18" J

Fig. 5.

172. Tension and bend test specimens for plates and tension test

specimens for eye-bar flats more than 1^ inches in thickness may be ma-

chined to a thickness or diameter of at least 54"irich for a length of at

least 9 inches.

173. Tension test specimens for pins, rollers, and bars (except eye-

bar flats) over \]/2 inches in thickness or diameter may conform to the

dimensions shown in Fig. .6. In this case, the ends shall be of a form to

fit the holders of the testing machine in such a way that the load will be

Radius
not less

than ^N

K 2 6aqe Length h

Fig. 6.

axial. Bend test specimens may be 1 by J^-inch in section. The axis of

the specimen shall be located at any point midway between the center and

surface and shall be parallel with the axis of the bar.

Note.—The gage length, parallel portions and fillets shall be as

shown, but the ends may be of any form which will fit the holders of the

testing machine.
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174. Tension and bend test specimens for rivet steel shall be of the

full-size section of the bars as rolled.

Number of Tests.

175. One tension and one bend test shall be made from each melt,

except that if material from one melt differs 5^-inch or more in thickness,

one tension and one bend test shall be made from both the thickest and

the thinnest material rolled.

Materials, Structural and Rivet Steel.

176. If any test specimen shows defective machining or develops

flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen substituted.

177. If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen

is less than that specified in Article 157, and any part of the fracture

is more than 54-inch from the center of the gage length of a 2 inch spec-

imen or is outside the middle third of the gage length of an 8 inch speci-

men, as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen before

testing, a retest shall be allowed.

Character of Fracture.

178. Test specimens of structural or rivet steel shall show a fracture

of uniform, silky appearance, of bluish gray or dove color, and entirely

free from granular, black and brilliant specks.

Surface Defects.

179. Finished rolled material shall be free from cracks, flaws, inju-

rious seams, blisters, ragged and imperfect edges, and other surface

defects. It shall have a smooth finish, and shall be straightened in the

mill before shipment.

Permissible Variations in Weight and Thickness.

180. The cross-section or weight of each piece of steel shall not vary

more than 2.5 per cent, from that specified, except in the case of sheared

plates, which shall be covered by the following permissible variations.

One cubic inch of rolled steel is assumed to weigh 0.2833 lb.

(a) When ordered to weight per square foot, the weight of each lot

in each shipment shall not vary from the weight ordered more than

the amount given in Table I. The term "lot" as applied to Table I

means all of the plates of each group width and group weight.

(b) When ordered to thickness, the thickness of each plate shall not

vary more than 0.01 inch under that ordered. The overweight of each lot

in each shipment shall not exceed the amount given in Table II. The
term "lot" as applied to Table II means all of the plates of each group

width and group thickness.

IVIarking.

181. The name or brand of the manufacturer and the melt number
shall be legibly stamped or rolled on all finished material, except that

rivet and lattice bars and other small sections shall, when loaded for

shipment, be separated properly and marked for identification. The
identification marks shall be stamped legibly on the end of each pin

and roller. The melt number shall be marked legibly by stamping if

practicable, on each test specimen.
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Materials, Structural and Rivet Steel.

Table 1.-
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(b) Cast Steel..

Materials, Cast Steel.

Process.

182. Cast steel shall be made by the open hearth or the crucible

process.

Heat Treatment.

183. Castings shall be annealed.

Chemical and Physical Properties.

184. Test specimens of cast steel shall conform to the following re-

quirements as to chemical composition and tensile properties:

Min. Ten. Min. Min. Elon- Min.
Elements Strength Yield Point gation Reduction
Considered lbs. per sq. in. lbs. per sq. in. in 2 in. of Area

Phosphorus not over 0.05% 60,000 30,000 22% 30%
Sulphur not over 0.05%

Ladle Analyses.

185. An analysis of each melt of steel shall be made by the manu-

facturer to determine the percentages of carl)un, manganese, phosphorus

and sulphur. This analysis shall be made from drillings taken at least

j4-inch beneath the surface of a test ingot obtained during the pouring

of the melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall be reported

to the Engineer.

Check Analyses.

186. Check analyses may be made liy the Engineer from a broken

tension or bend test specimen. The phosphorus and sulphur content thus

determined shall not exceed that specified in Article 184 by more than

20 per cent. Drillings for analysis shall be taken not less than J^-inch

beneath the surface.

Yield Point.

187. The yield point shall be determined by the drop of the beam of

the testing machine. The speed of the machine shall conform to the

requirements of Article 162.

Bend Test.

188. The test specimen shall bend cold through 120 de.grees around

a one inch pin without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

Test Specimens.

189. Sufficient test bars from which the test specimens required by

Article 192 may be selected, shall be attached to castings weighing

500 lbs. or more, when the design of the castings will permit, if the

castings weigh less than 500 lbs., or are of such a design that test bars

cannot be attached, two test bars shall be cast to represent each melt.

Test bars shall be annealed with the castings they represent.

190. Tension test specimens shall conform to the dimensions shown
in Fig. 6.
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Materials, Cast Steel—Cast Iron.

191. Bend test specimens shall be machined to 1 inch by ^-inch in

section with corners rounded to a radius not over ^-inch.

Number of Tests.

192. One tension and one bend test shall be made from each anneal-

ing charge. If more than one melt is represented in the annealing charge,

one tension and one bend test shall be made from each melt.

193. If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen is

less than that specified in Article 184 and any part of the fracture is

moie than 54-inch from the center of the gage length, as indicated by scribe

scratches marked on the specimen before testing, a retcst shall be allowed.

194. If the results of the physical tests of any test lot do not con-

form to the requirements specified, the manufacturer may re-anneal such

lot not more than twice and rctcsts shall be made as specified in Article

184.

Workmanship and Finish at Foundry.

195. The castings shall conform substantially to the drawings and

shall be made in a workmanlike maimer. The castings shall be free from

injurious defects.

Inspection at Foundry.

196. Tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture

prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere unneces-

sarily with the operation of the works.

Rejection.

197. Castings w-hich show injurious defects subsequent to their

acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the manu-
facturer shall be notified.

^ (c) Cast Iron.
Process.

198. Cast iron shall be of tough gray iron, and shall be made by

the cupola process.

Finish.

199. Castings shall be true to pattern and free from excessive

shrinkage. They shall be free from cracks, cold shuts, blow holes and

other flaws.

Chemical Composition.

200. The sulphur content of cast iron shall not exceed the following

:

Light castings 0.10 per cent.

Medium castings 0.10 per cent.

Heavy castings 0.12 per cent.

Drillings taken from the fractured ends of the transverse test bars

shall be used for the sulphur dctcrmmations. One determination shall be

made from each set of bars.
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Materials, Cast Iron—Workmanship.

Classification.

201. Castings shall be classified as light, medium and heavy.

(a) Light castings are those having any section less than J^-inch

thick.

(b) Heavy castings are those having no section less than two

inches thick.

(c) Medium castings are those not included in either of the

two classes above.

Test Bar.

202. Tests shall be made on the "Arbitration Test Bar" of the

American Society for Testing Materials, as shown by Fig. 1, Serial

A48-18.

Tension Tests.

203. Tension tests will be made only when specified by the Engineer

and at the expense of the Company.

Number of Tests.

204. Two sets of two test bars each shall be cast from each melt

in thoroughly dried green sand moulds, one set from the first iron poured

and the other set from the last iron poured. Where the melt exceeds

20 tons, an additional set of two bars shall be cast from each additional

20 tons or fraction thereof.

Transverse Tests.

205. A transverse test of each bar cast shall be made. The load

shall be applied at the middle, and the supports shall be spaced 12 inches

apart. The load on the test bar at rupture shall be not less than the

following

:

Light castings 2500 pounds
Medium castings 2900 pounds
Heavy castings 3300 pounds

The deflection at rupture shall in no case be less than 0.10-inch.

The rate of application of the load shall be such that a central deflection

of 0.10 is produced in from 20 to 40 seconds.

(12) WORKMANSHIP.
Class of Work.

206. The work shall be "Punched Work" or "Reamed Work" as

stipulated.

General.

207. The workmanship and finish shall be equal to the best general

practice in modern bridge shops. Material at the shops shall be kept clean

and protected from the weather as far as practicable.
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Workmanship.

Straightening Material.

208. Rolled material, before being laid off or worked, must be straight.

If straightening or flattening is necessary, it shall be done by methods that

will not injure the material. Sharp kinks and bends may be cause for

rejection.
,

Finish.

209. Shearing and chipping shall be neatly and accurately done and

all portions of the work exposed to view shall be neatly finished.

Punched Work.

210. In punched work, holes in material whose thickness is not

greater than the diameter of the rivets plus J/^-inch, may be punched full

size. Holes in material of greater thickness shall be drilled.

Reamed Work.

211. In reamed work, holes in material ^-iiich thick and less,

used for lateral, longitudinal and sway bracing, lacing, stay plates and

diaphragms, may be punched full size.

212. Holes in other material 54-inch thick and less, shall be sub-

punched and reamed.

21.^. Holes in material more than .)4"i"ch thick shall be drilled.

Punched Holes.

214. Full size punched holes shall be I'g-inch larger than the nominal

diameter of the rivets. The diameter of the die shall not exceed the

diameter of the punch by more than i^s-inch. If any holes must be en-

larged to admit the rivets, thej' shall be reamed. Holes must be clean

cut, without torn or ragged edges. Poor matching of holes may be cause

for rejection.

Sub-Punched and Reamed Holes.

215. In sub-punched and reamed work, the holes shall be punched

A-inch smaller and, after assembling, reamed ^-inch larger than the

nominal diameter of the rivet. The diameter of the punch used shall

be T^-inch smaller than the nominal diameter of the rivet and the diam-

eter of the die not more than ^-inch larger than the diameter of the

punch. Outside burrs shall be removed with a tool making a ^-inch

fillet.

Accuracy of Punching in Reamed Work.

216. In sub-punched and reamed work, the punching shall be so

accurately done that, after assembling and before reaming, a cylindrical

pin ^-inch smaller in diameter than the nominal jize of the punched hole

may be entered, perpendicular to the face of the member, without drifting,

in at least 75 of any group of 100 contiguous holes in the same plane. If

this requirement is not fulfilled, the badly punched pieces shall be rejected.

If any hole will not pass a pin -^fe-inch smaller in diameter than the

nominal size of the punched hole, this shall be cause for rejection.
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Workmanship.

Reaming After Assembling.

217. Reaming shall be done after the pieces forming a built member
are assembled and so firmly bolted together that the surfaces are in close

contact. Before riveting, they shall be taken apart, if necessary, and any

shavings removed. When it is necessary to take the members apart

for shipping or handling, the respective pieces reamed together shall be

so marked that they may be reassembled in the same position in the final

setting up. No interchange of reamed parts will be permitted.

Accuracy of Reaming and Drilling.

218. When holes are reamed or drilled, 85 of any group of 100 con-

tiguous holes in the same plane shall, after reaming or drilling, show no

offset greater than rfe-inch between adjacent thicknesses of metal.

Reamed Holes.

219. Reamed holes shall be cylindrical, perpendicular to the member,

and not more than s's-inch larger than the nominal diameter of the rivets.

Reamers preferably shall not be directed by hand. Outside burrs shall

be removed with a tool making a i^-inch fillet.

Drilled Holes.

220. Drilled holes shall be t'tt-inch larger than the nominal size of the

rivet. Burrs on the outside surfaces shall be removed.

Assembling for Drilling.

221. Connecting parts requiring drilled holes shall be assembled and

securely held together while being drilled.

Shop Assembling.

222. The parts of riveted members shall be well pinned and firmly

drawn together with bolts before riveting is commenced. The drifting

done during assembling shall be only such as to bring the parts into posi-

tion, and not sufficient to enlarge the holes or distort the metal. Surfaces

in contact shall be painted. Bolts in field connection holes shall be left in

place.

Field Connections.

223. Solid floor sections shall lie assembled to the girders or trusses,

or to suitable frames, in the shop, and the end connections made to fit.

(103).

224. In reamed work, riveted trusses and skew portals shall be assem-

bled in the shop, the parts adjusted to line and fit, and the holes for field

connections drilled or reamed while so assembled. Holes for other field

connections, except those in lateral, longitudinal and sway bracing, shall

be drilled or reamed in the shop with the connecting parts assembled, or

else drilled or reamed to a metal template.

225. In punched work, the field connections (except those in lateral,

longitudinal and sway bracing) shall be reamed to metal templates.
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Workmanship .

Match-Marking.

226. Connecting parts assembled in the shop for the purpose of

reaming or drilling holes in field connections shall be match-marked, and

a diagram showing such marks shall be furnished the Engineer.

Rivets.

221 . The size of rivets called for on the plans shall be the size of

the rivet before heating.

228. Rivet heads, when not countersunk or flattened, shall be of

approved shape and of uniform size for the same diameter of rivet. Rivet

heads shall be full, neatly made, concentric with the rivet holes, and in

full contact with the surface of the member.

Riveting.

229. Rivets shall be heated uniformly to a light cherry red and

driven while hot. Rivets, when heated and ready for driving, shall be

free from slag, scale and carbon deposit. When driven, they shall com-

pletely fill the holes. Loose, burned or otherwise defective rivets shall be

replaced. In removing rivets, care shall be taken not to injure the

adjacent metal, and, if necessary, they shall be drilled out. Caulking or

re-cupping will not be permitted.

230. Rivets shall be driven by direct-acting riveters where practi-

cable. The riveters shall retain the pressure after the upsetting is com-

pleted.

231-. When necessary to drive rivets with a pneumatic riveting ham-

mer, a pneumatic buckcr shall be used for holding up, when practicable.

Field Rivets.

232. Field rivets shall be furnished in excess of the nominal number

required to the amount of 15 per cent, plus ten rivets, for each size and

length.

233. Field rivets shall be carefully selected, and shall be free from

fins on the under side of the head.

Turned Bolts.

234. Where turned bolls arc used to transmit shear, the holes shall

be reamed parallel and the bolts shall make a tight fit with the threads

entirely outside of the holes. A washer not less than j4-ir'ch thick shall

be used under each nut.

Planing Sheared Edges.

235. Sheared edges of material more than 5^-inch in thickness and

carrying calculated stress shall be planed to a depth of y\-\\\zh.. Re-entrant

cuts shall be filleted before cutting.

Lacing Bars.

236. The ends of lacing bars shall be neatly rounded, unless other-

wise called for.
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Workmanship.

Fit of Stiffeners.

237. Stiffeners under the top flanges of deck girders and at all bear-

ing points shall be milled or ground to bear against the flange angles.

Other stiffeners must fit sufficiently tight against the flange angles to

exclude water after being painted. Fillers and splice plates shall fi.t within

^-inch at each end.

Web Plates.

238. Web plates of girders which have no cover plates may be J^-inch

above or below the backs of the top flange angles. Web plates of girders

which have cover plates may be J^-inch less in width than the distance

back to back of flange angles.

239. When web plates are spliced, not more than J^-inch clearance

between ends of plates will be allowed.'

Facing Floor Beams, Stringers and Girders.

240. Floor beams, stringers and girders having end connection angles

shall be made of exact length after the connection angles are riveted. If

facing is necessary, the thickness of the angles shall not be reduced more
than '^ inch at any point.

Finished Members.

241. Finished members shall be true to line and free from twists,

bends and open joints.

Abutting Joints.

242. Abutting joints in compression members, and girder flanges, and,

where so specified on the drawings, in tension members, shall be faced

and brought to an even bearing. Where joints are not faced, the opening

shall not exceed % inch.

Eye-Bars.

243. Eye-bars shall be straight, true to size, and free from twists,

folds in the neck or head, and other defects. The heads shall be made
by upsetting, rolling or forging. Welding will not be allowed. The form
of the heads will be determined by the dies in use at the works where
the eye-bars are made, if satisfactory to the Engineer, but the manufac-
turer shall guarantee the bars to break in the body under the require-

ments of the full size tests. The thickness of the head and neck shall not

overrun more than tt-inch for bars 8 inches or less in width, ^-inch for

bars more than 8 inches 'and not more than 12 inches in width, and

I'e-inch for bars more than 12 inches wide.

244. Eye-bars which are to be placed side by side in the structure

shall be bored so accurately that, upon being placed' together, the pins

will pass through the holes at both ends at the same time without driving.

Eye-bars shall have both ends bored at the same time.

Annealing.

245. Eye-bars shall be annealed by heating uniformly to the proper

temperature followed by slow and uniform cooling. Proper instruments

shall be provided for determining at all times the temperature of the bars.
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Workmanship .

246. Other steel which has been partially heated shall be properly

annealed except where used in minor parts.

Boring Pin Holes.

247. Pin holes shall be bored true to gage, smooth, straight, at right

angles with the axis of the member and parallel with each other, unless

otherwise required. The variation from the specified distance from out-

side to outside of pin holes in tension members, or from inside to inside

of pin holes in compression members, shall not exceed g^-inch. In built-

up members the boring shall be done after the member is riveted.

Boring Pins.

248. Pins larger than 9 inches in diameter shall have a hole bored

longitudinally through the center of each not less than 2 inches in diameter.

Pin Clearances.

249. The difference in diameter between the pin and the pin hole

shall be 1/50-inch for pins up to S inches in diameter, and 3'2-inch for

larger pins.

Pins and Rollers.

250. Pins and rollers shall be accurately turned to gage and shall

be straight, smooth and free from flaws.

Screw Threads.

251. Screw threads shall make close fits in "the nuts and shall be

U. S. Standard, except that for pin ends of diameters greater than 1^^

inches, they shall be made with six threads to an inch.

Welds.

252. Welds in steel will not be allowed, except to remedy minor de-

fects.

Forging Pins.

253. Pins larger than 7 inches in diameter shall be forged and an-

nealed.

Bearing Surfaces Planed.

254. The top and the bottom surfaces of base and cap plates of

columns and pedestals, except those in contact with masonry, shall be

planed, or hot-straightened, and parts of members in contact with them

shall be faced to fit. Connection angles for base plates and cap plates shall

be riveted to compression members before the members are faced.

255. Sole plates of plate girders shall have full contact with the girder

flanges. Sole plates and masonry plates shall be planed or hot-straightened.

Cast pedestals shall be planed on the surfaces in contact with steel and

shall have the bottom surfaces resting on masonry rough finished.

Pilot Nuts.

256. Two pilot nuts and two driving nuts shall be furnished for

each size of pin, unless otherwise specified.
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(13) WEIGHING AND SHIPPING.

Weight Paid for.

257. The payment for pound price contracts shall be based on the

scale weight of the metal in the fabricated structure, including field

rivets shipped. The weight of the field paint and cement, if furnished,

boxes and barrels used for packing, and material used for staying or sup-

porting members on cars, shall be excluded.

Variation in Weight.

258. If the weight of any member is more than 2^ per cent, less than

the computed weight, it may be cause for rejection.

259. The greatest allowable variation of the total scale weight of

any structure from the weights computed from the approved shop draw-

ings shall be lJ/2 per cent. Any weight in excess of lj4 per cent, above

the computed weight shall not be paid for by the Company.

Computed Weight.

260. The weight of steel shall be assumed at 0.2833 lb. per cubic inch.

261. The weights of rolled shapes, and of plates, up to and including

36 inches in width, shall be computed on the basis of their nominal

weights and dimensions, as shown on the approved shop drawings, deduct-

ing for copes, cuts and open holes.

262. The weights of plates wider than 36 inches shall be computed

on the basis of their dimensions, as shown on the approved shop draw-

ings, deducting for cuts and open holes. To this shall be added one-half

of the allowed percentages of overrun in weight given in Article 180.

263. The weight of heads of shop driven rivets shall be included in
,

the computed weight.

264. The weights of castings shall be computed from the dimensions

shown on the approved shop drawings, with an addition of 10 per cent,

for fillets and overrun.

Weighing of IVIembers.

265. Finished work shall be weighed in the presence of the Inspector,

if practicable. The Contractor shall furnish satisfactory scales and do

the handling of the material for weighing.

Marking and Shipping.

266. Members weighing more than 5 tons shall have the weight

marked thereon. Bolts and rivets of one length and diameter, and loose

nuts or washers of each size, shall be packed separately. Pins, other

small parts, and small packages of bolts, rivets, washers and nuts shall

be shipped in boxes, crates, kegs or barrels, but the gross weight of any

package shall not exceed 300 pounds. A list and description of the con-

tained material shall be plainly marked on the outside of each package,

box or crate.

267. Long girders shall be so loaded and marked that they may arrive

at the bridge site in position for erection without turning.

268. Anchor bolts, washers and other anchorage or grillage materials

shall be shipped in time for them to be built into the masonry.
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(14) SHOP PAINTING

Shop Painting—Mill and Shop Inspection.

Shop Cleaning and Painting.

269. Unless otherwise specified, steel work, after it has been accepted

by the Inspector and before leaving the shop, shall be thoroughly cleaned

and given one coat of approved paint, applied in a workmanlike manner

and well worked into joints and open spaces. Cleaning shall be done with

steel brushes, hammers, scrapers and chisels, or by other equally eflfective

means. Oil, paraffin and grease shall be removed by wiping with benzine

or gasoline. Loose dirt shall be brushed ofif with a dry bristle brush before

the paint is applied.

Surfaces in Contact.

270. Surfaces coming in contact shall be cleaned and given one coat

of paint on each surface before assembling.

Erection l\/Iarl<s.

271. Erection marks shall be painted on painted surfaces.

Painting in Damp or Freezing Weather.

272. Painting shall not be done in damp or freezing weather except

under cover, and the steel must be free from moisture or frost when the

paint is applied. Material painted under cover in damp or freezing

.

weather shall be kept under cover until the paint is dry.

Mixing of Paint.

273. Paint shall be thoroughly mixed before applying, and the pig-

ments shall be kept in suspension.

IVIachine Finished Surfaces.

274. Machine finished surfaces of steel (except abutting joints and

base plates) shall be coated with white lead and tallow, applied hot as soon

as the surfaces are finished and accepted by the Inspector.

(15) MILL AND SHOP INSPECTION.
Facilities for Inspection.

275. Facilities for inspection of material and workmanship in the

mill and shop shall be furnished by the Contractor to the Inspectors, and

the Inspectors shall be allowed free access to the necessary parts of the

premises.

Mill Orders and Shipping Statements.

276. The Contractor shall furnish the Engineer with as man^ copies

of material orders and shipping statements as the Engineer may direct.

The weights of the individual members shall be shown.

Notice of Rolling.

277. The Contractor shall give ample notice to the Engineer of the

beginning of rolling at the mill, and of work at the shop, so that inspec-

tion may be provided. No material shall be rolled nor work done before

the Engineer has been notified where the orders have been placed.
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Mill and Shop Inspection—FuU-Size Tests.

Cost of Testing.

278. The Contractor shall furnish, without charge, test specimens,

as specified herein, and all labor, testing machines and tools necessary to

make the specimen and full size tests.

Inspector's Authority.

279. The Inspector shall have the power to reject materials or work-

manship which do not come up to the requirements of these specifications;

but in cases of dispute, the Contractor may appeal to the Engineer, whose

decision shall be final.

Rejections.

280. The acceptance of any material or finished members by the

Inspector shall not be a bar to their subsequent rejection, if found

defective.

281. Rejected material and workmanship shall be replaced promptly

or made good by the Contractor.

(16) FULL-SIZE TESTS.

Full-Size Tests of Eye-Bars.

282. The numl)er and size of the bars to be tested shall be stipulated

by the Engineer before the mill order is placed. The number shall not

exceed 5 per cent, of the whole number of bars ordered, with a minimum
of two bars on small orders.

283. The test bars shall be of the same section as the bars to be used

in the structure and of the same length if within the capacity of the test-

ing machine. They shall be selected by the Inspector from the finished

bars preferably after annealing. Test bars representing bars too long

for the testing machine shall be selected from the full length bar material

after the heads on one end have been formed and shall have the second

head formed upon them after being cut to the greatest length which can

be tested.

284. Full-size tests of eye-bars shall show a yield point of not less

than 29,000 pounds per square inch, an ultimate strength of not less than

54,000 pounds per square inch, and an elongation of not less than 10 per

cent, in a length of 20 feet measured in the body of the bar. The frac-

ture shall show a silky or finely granular structure throughout.

285. If a bar fails to meet the requirements of paragraph 288, two
additional bars of the same size and from the same mill heat shall be

tested. If the failure of the first test bar is on account of the character

of the fracture only, the bars represented by the test may be reannealed

before the additional bars are tested.

286. If two of the three bars tested fail, the bars of that size and mill

heat shall be rejected.

287. A failure in the head of a bar shall not be cause for rejection

if the other requirements are fulfilled.
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Full-Size Tests .

288. A record of the annealing charges shall be furnished the

Engineer showing the bars included in each charge and the treatment

they receive.

289. Bars thus tested which meet the requirements of the specifica-

tions shall be paid for by the Company at the same unit prices as the

structures. Bars which fail to meet the requirements of the specifications,

and all bars rejected as a result of tests, shall be at the Contractor's ex-

pense.



Appendix B

COLUMN FORMULAS

F. E. TuRNEAUREj Chairman, Sub-Committee.

In the revised specifications presented last year (1919) by the

Committee on Iron and Steel Structures the column formula pro-

posed was of the parabolic form, namely, p = 13000— J4 ^y^"' ^"'

asmuch as the proposed revision was published only a short time

prior to the annual meeting, and in consideration of various criticisms

and suggestions the whole matter was referred back to the Committee

for further study. In proceeding with this work the question of

column formula was assigned to a sub-committee. This sub-com-

mittee has restudied the whole matter and at the request of the main

committee presents herewith as an appendix a somewhat detailed

report of its study and conclusions.

The proposed parabolic formula above mentioned was based on

a careful analysis of all available data, and is still believed to be the

most consistent single formula for ordinary ratios of 1/r, but in the

interest of simplicity and to provide a formula applicable to higher

values of 1/r a straight line formula with maximum limits has been

substituted in the report of the present year. It will be found that

this proposed formula differs but little from the parabolic formula

for values of 1/r below 150, but that it has the advantage of being

applicable for much higher values of 1/r, a matter of considerable

importance in dealing with old structures and in designing various

types of construction encountered in the practice of bridge depart-

ments.

The proposed formula is p = 15000— 50 1/r; maximum value

12500. It is applicable for values of 1/r up to 250. Limiting values

of 1/r for bridge design are given elsewhere in the specifications.

The data upon which the conclusions have been based are given

on the accompanying diagrams, plates 1-17. These diagrams contain

all the available data of tests of pin and fiat ended built-up columns

and columns composed of single shapes of larger than about 4 square

inches in cross-section. References on the diagrams indicate the

sources of information.

A number of tests given in the references have not been in-

cluded owing to the fact that pins were eccentric or to failure in end

details. Tests of the A.R.E.A. series where tie plates were used

have not been included as these columns failed at values much below

those having proper lacing. Several tests of large columns reported

in Bulletin No. 101 of the U. S. Bureau of Standards have not been

included as these were all relatively short and all failed at about the

yield point of the material or in end details.

530
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The tests have been classified roughly for purposes of com-
parison; and in order to aid in judging the fitness of certain formulas

the latter have also been plotted on the same diagrams with values

of p multiplied by a factor of 21-2 or 2}i, corresponding to factors of

safety of these amounts. Tests on pin ended and flat ended columns
are given separately.

Before discussing the results in detail, certain theoretical

formulas will be briefly considered.

Theoretical Formulas.—The most important is the well-known
TCF

Euler formula p = , . ., in which K is a constant depending upon
(1/r)'

end conditions. For hinged ends, the theoretical value of K is 7r°

and for fixed ends 4 ir. This formula is applicable for high values

of 1/r such that the ultimate strength is reached within the elastic

limit of the material. It may also be used for low values of 1/r by
using for E the slope of the stress strain diagram for the particular

stress in question, but such a method is inconvenient and inexpedient.

Results of tests on very long columns confirm the correctness of

the Euler formula, but the end conditions assumed are very difficult

to realize. In a careful study of this question by Mr. T. H. Johnson
(Trans. Am.Soc.C.E., Vol. 15,. 1886, p. 517), he reached the conclu-

sion from results of tests on very long columns that for the ordi-

nary pin ended column, the corresponding Euler formula was approxi-

16F
mately p =: -.j ^nd for the flat ended column, as tested, the cor-

25E
responding formula was p^ ; and the straight line formulas pro-

(I/r)=

posed by him were made tangent to these curves. The late Prof. J. B.

Johnson confirmed the values of K selected by Mr. T. H. Johnson.

The Rankine Gordon formula, p = -~- is applicable to columns

l+-b?
of any length and is based on the assumption of a certain bending
stress in the column proportional to the total stress. In this formula
the value of a is the strength for very short columns; the value of b

depends upon the end conditions and for pin ended columns is usually

taken at 13500. This formula is subject to the criticism that the

bending moment due to flexure is in fact proportional to the fibre

stress due to bending rather than to the total stress. It is only that

part of the bending moment due to eccentricity that is proportional

to the total stress.

If a certain amount of eccentricity be assiuned at the outset,

there results a theoretical curve horizontal at 1/r = and approach

ing the Euler curve for high values of 1/r. It corresponds closely

•vith the parabolic curve tangent to the Euler curve, but is not in

suitable form for practical use.
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The Parabolic Formula.—It is generally agreed that the strength

of short columns (1/r less than about 50) is practically equal to the

yield point strength of the composite material making up the column.

Taking this as a basis and the Eulcr curve for very long columns,

Prof. J. B. Johnson proposed a parabolic curve horizontal at 1/r =
and tangent to the Euler curve. For 1/r = the value of p was

taken at about the yield point strength of the material. This gen-

eral formula was the basis of the proposed working formula

p = 13000

—

J4 (l/r)° and was obtained by applying a factor of safety

of about 2^4 to the ultimate strength formula p = 36000— .7 (l/r)'.

Its relative accuracy is shown by the diagrams which will now be

discussed.

Pin Ended Columns.—Plates 1 to 6 and plate 12 give the results on

pin ended columns. On all of these diagrams there are also plotted

16E
the following formulas: The Euler formula n = ; the various

(1/r)-^

working formulas (A) 15000—50 1/r, (C) 13000—;^ (l/r)% (D)

16000—70 1/r, all multiplied by the factor 2^^, and the working

formula (A) itself. It will be noted that the tests may be roughly

placed in two groups, plates 2, 3, 5, and 12 in which the results

correspond very well to the curve 2i/2 C, and plates 1, 4 and 6 in

which the results are considerably higher and in fact correspond

well with 2-}4 (C). Comparing the various curves, it is apparent that

the parabola and the straight line 2J^ or 2^ fit the tests about

equally well. The line 2^/2 (D) departs widely from the test results.

Flat Ended Columns.—These are shown in plates 1— 11, and 13—17.

Here the results for large values of 1/r are very considerably higher

than those from the pin ended columns. To enable a comparison to

25E
_

be made with the formulas, the Euler curve p = is plotted and
(1/r)^

also the corresponding parabola 2y^ or 2)4 x [13000—.16 (1/r)"], indi-

cated as formula (F). Here again it will be seen that some of the

tests (plates 7, 8, 9, 15, 17) are fairly represented by 23/2 F, and others

(plates 10, 11, 13, 14, 16) by 2^ F. In general, the older tests on

wrought iron, especially the Phoenix and the Z-bar columns, plate 11,

and the tests on the A.R.E.A. series, plate 13, and the "light sections"

of the A.S.C.E. series, plate 14, give values which are closely repre-

sented by 2J4 F, and the heavier sections, plate 15, by 2J/2 F. Note

the very close agreement in plates 16 and 17. The tests results fall

materially below 2J/2 F only for the rolled H. sections, plate 9, and

the extra heavy sections, plate 15. The straight line corresponding

to the parabola F is 15000—40 1/r and is called B.

Proposed Working Formula.—The test data herein given, it is

believed, justify the proposed parabolic formula 13000

—

14 (1/r)", but

it is evident that such a formula is not properly applicable for high

values of 1/r and was not intended to be. The criticism has also
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been made by many that, in the hiterest of simpHcity, a straight line

formula be used if practicable. A suggestion was received also that

in view of the important work done upon this subject by a committee

of the Am.Soc.C.E. a conference be had with a committee of that society

with a view to reaching an agreement. Such a conference was held

in New York on October 17, 1919, the representatives of the Am.Soc.C.E.

being Messrs. L. D. Rights, George H. Pegram and J. E. Greiner,

all members of the column committee of that society, and three

members of this sub-committee, Mr. W. H. Moore being unable to

be present. At this meeting it promptly appeared that there was
very little diflference of opinion among those present and the result

was the adoption by those present of the straight line formula now
proposed, ISOOO—50 1/r, with a maximum value of 12,500.

Comparison of Working Formulas.—The relative merits of the

various formulas can be readily studied from the diagrams. It will

be seen as regards test results, the straight line fits the tests practi-

cally as well as the parabola. Plate E shows a comparison of work-

ing formulas, including a commonly used Rankine-Gordon formula.

16E
The Euler curve ——-, divided by the factor 2^/, is also shown and the

suggested values of the Am.Soc.C.E. column committee. The straight

line A with maximum = 12500 is somewhat below the parabola for

1/r less than 135, but beyond that point it is higher, cutting slightly

above the Eufer curve. It would seem to be a satisfactory compro-
mise for the parabola for 1/r less than 160 and for the Euler curve

for 1/r greater than 160, and to be applicable up to 1/r = 250. It

is below E (the Am.Soc.C.E. values) for 1/r from 60 to 100. The max-
imum of 12500 is 500 greater than the proposed Am.Soc.C.E. values and

is the same as given by the parabola for 1/r = 45.

For flat ended columns, the test results are in all cases consider-

ably above those for pin ended columns, and are fairly represented by

the straight line formula 15000—40 1/r, which bears the same relation

25E 16E
to the Euler curve as the formula 15000—50 1/r to the curve

(l/r)= (1/r)^
It is not, however, proposed as a formula for bridge structures.

While in modern practice only a small proportion of the compression
members in a bridge structure are actually pin ended, it is equally

true that few or none are flat ended in the same sense as are the

test specimens in a testing machine. In the latter case the supports

of the column are essentially fixed in direction and permit of only

the slightest amount of change of angle up to the failing point of the

column. On the contrary, the end supports of a bridge strut arc

not fixed. They are furnished by the other connecting members, all

of which are subject to more or less flexural stress in the nature of

secondary stresses, and in many cases, such as the top chord near the

center of a span and the post of a high viaduct, the member in ques-
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tion forms one segment of a continuous column which is fixed in

direction at the joint only by comparatively small connecting mem-
bers. In such a case there is comparatively little resistance at the

supports to prevent alternate segments of the column from deflecting

in opposite directions. Such a member is far from being a "flat

ended" column, as it would be in a testing machine. Considering all these

conditions, therefore, it seems proper to use a single formula for all

bridge members.

Formula for Flat Ended Columns.—In cases of structural design

where conditions are such that the end supports of a column are

practically fixed so as to give true flat end conditions, it may be

desirable to allow for this in the design. The corresponding straight

line formula for flat ended columns is p = 15000—40 1/r; — maximum
12500. Or the pin end formula may be used and the ratio 1/r taken

as 80% of the actual value.

Column Formulas for High Carbon or Alloy Steels.—The pro-

posed formula, like all parts of the specifications, applies to the

structural steel as defined in the specifications. Where material is

used which permits a higher base working stress than provided by

these specifications, the column formula must be modified accordingly.

In fixing the constants of such a modified formula, it is incorrect and

on the side of danger to increase both in the same proportion. Such

a method will give too high values for the longer columns. A con-

sistent method may be arrived at as follows:

Inasmuch as the value of E. is practically the same for all struc-

tures, the Euler formula will be the same, and the strength of very

long columns will be practically the same. The straight line or parab-

ola should therefore be tangent to the same Euler curve irrespective

of the kind of steel. In constructing a modified formula, therefore,

the first term should be selected with reference to the elastic limit

strength or the working stress of the material and the constant in

the term containing I/r be so chosen as to make the curve tangent to

the same Euler curve as heretofore used.

The straight line 15000—50 1/r is actually tangent to the Euler

200,000,000
curve . The problem is to determine a value of b so that

(1/r)^

the straight line p = a—b (1/r) shall be tangent to the same curve.

This is a simple problem of analytical geometry. The solution gives

a'/=

the relation b = — ' in which c is the numerator of the Euler

V67rc
aT

formula. For c = 200,000,000, b = . If, for example, the allow-

37,000

able tensile working stress is 24,000, the value of a may be taken at

15 22500'/=

— X 24000 = 22500. Then b = = 91, and the correspondmg
16 37000
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column formula is p = 22500—91 1/r. A maximum of 18750 would cor-

respond to the maximum of 12500 for ordinary steel. If both a and b

were obtained by proportion, we would have p = 22500—75 1/r, a

formula which would give too high values for large values of 1/r.

Tests of Columns of Other Steels.—Plates A—D give results of

several tests of columns of material differing considerably from the

standard bridge steel. On all of these diagrams, the Euler curve

16E
^-r- ,has been plotted and a straight line tangent thereto and inter-

(l/r)-

secting the Y axis at a value equal to the recorded elastic limit of

the material. This straight line fits very well the results of tests.

The line 2J^ (A)=2i^ [15000—50 l/itl = 37500—125 1/r plotted on

plates 1—17, is practically the same kind of a line, the value of 37500

being about equal to the commercial tensile elastic limit of standard

bridge steel. Taking these results as representative, it may be con-

cluded that the ultimate strength of pin ended columns of consider-

able length is approximately represented by a line p = a—b (1/r) in

aV=

which a = commercial elastic limit in tension and b =
58000.

The results of tests given on Plates A—D are of course few and

inconclusive and the analysis is given here only as a guide in utilizing

the limited data on the subject.

Limiting Values of l/r for Component Parts of Columns.—In the

former specifications, the value of 1/r for component parts of a column

must not exceed the value of 1/r for the entire column. In the pro-

posed specifications, the value of 1/r is definitely limited to 40. The
former requirement is incorrect. All column theories assume that at

failure the column is so bent that the maximum fibre stress due to

combined compression and bending is equal to the crushing strength

of the material, practically the yield point. That is to say, in order

to develop the full theoretical strength of a column, the component

parts must be so designed that they will not fail below the yield point.

If any component part located near the point of maximum bending

(near the center) is itself a long column, its strength will be below

the assumed yield point and the strength of the entire column will

be correspondingly reduced. If, for example, 1' and r' represent the

length and least radius of gyration of a component part, the strength

of the entire column would then be represented by a formula such

as p = (150(K)—50 I'/r')—50 1/r, a value considerably less than assumed.

The effect of slender component parts is well shown in some of the

early tests by the Watertown Arsenal on sections in which a thin

outside plate was used having a value of 1/r equal to 80 or 90. Such
columns commonly failed by the buckling of this plate.

To guard this point it has been provided that the value of 1/r

must not be greater than 40. At this value the strength of the com-
ponent will be about equal to the yield point of the material.
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Appendix C.

PRINCIPLES FOR DETAILED DESIGN OF FLASHING, DRAIN-
AGE, REINFORCEMENT AND PROTECTION FOR

WATERPROOFING PURPOSES.

F. AuRYANSENj Chairman, Sub-Committee.
General.

1. The following applies only to membrane waterproofing, as the

"integral method" is not recommended for waterproofing railroad bridge

floors.

2. The structure should be designed so that it can be waterproofed

and it should be adaptable to waterproofing by ordinary methods.

Good workmanship being vital to the success of waterproofing,

the design should be such that extraordinary precautions or methods

will not be necessary to secure good results.

3. Strength and stiffness are desirable features in a structure which

is to be waterproofed.

The lack of these may permit destructive stresses in the water-

proofing. Very shallow floors, such as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, should

be avoided 'wherever possible.

4. The structure and its construction and expansion joints, drainage

and waterproofing, should be designed together, considering their sep-

arate and combined functions, so that each will help to secure a waterproof

structure.

If any necessary feature is overlooked, it may be difficult, if not

impossible, to provide a remedy after trouble appears.

5. Due regard should be had for the available methods and materials

of construction.

Traffic conditions, climate and prevailing markets or supplies,

might thus control the design. Wherever possible, waterproofing under

traffic should be avoided.

6. All waterproofed surfaces should be easily accessible, and as simple

and smooth as possible ; hence features should be avoided which would

increase the difficulty of securing waterproof construction, such as open

spaces, joints, holes, seams or projections.

The deck bridges shown in Figs. 15 and 16 lend themselves more
readily to successful treatment than the trough floors, Figs. 2, 3 and 4,

or the through bridges. Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13.

7. Concrete bridge floors should be of ample strength and thickness

and of dense non-porous construction.

Special attention should be given to providing the correct amount
and disposition of the reinforcement, and to securing the proper

amount of water used in mixing. See Figs. 5 to 10, 13, 15 and 16.

558
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8. Where contraflexure would injure the waterproofing, special de-

tails should be provided, such as elastic joints. See Figs. 7 and 15.

9. Minimize the number of construction joints in the structure, pro-

vided an ample number of workable expansion joints can be introduced.

Concrete bridge floors should, where practicable, be built in one

continuous operation for each track.

Drainage.

10. Adequate drainage should be provided by means of suitable

grades which will shed water by the easiest or most direct route. One per

cent, is a minimum desirable grade, but the grades away from points which
are difficult to w^aterproof, should be correspondingly increased.

While sewer and gutter grades may be considerably less than one

per cent., bridge floors, especially if ballasted, are subject to clogging

by ashes, cinders, etc., and hence require steeper slopes to secure

satisfactory drainage. See Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 and IS.

11. Avoid pockets which cannot be easily drained.

,

Water with only a slight head may find an outlet through the

waterproofing, which otherwise might be tight. Standing water is un-

desirable on a waterproofed bridge floor, from its destructive efifect

both as a solvent and also on account of frost action.

12. Where gutters or pipes are necessary, they should be of durable

material, of ample size, easy of access to install and maintain, and pro-

tected against clogging or damage.

The grades should be enough to secure quick and entire escape of

the water. Corrugated metal pipes are satisfactory where exposed to

alternate freezing and thawing. Where sudden considerable variations

in temperature occur, it is not desirable to encase drain pipes in con-

crete. Cleanouts and manholes should be provided where pipes can-

not otherwise be cleaned. See Figs. 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15 and 16.

13. Provide free exits for the harmless escape of drainage.

Such drainage should not be allowed to disfigure the structure nor

to injure persons or property. Icicles may be prevented by a basket of

rock salt inserted in the top of the drain pipe. See Figs. 3, 4, 11, 12,

14. 15 and 16.

14. Avoid features which would induce or permit capillary action.

For example, where the waterproofing extends up under the top

flange, or beneath a fla.shing angle, it is very desirable to make the

water drip ofT the edge, rather than to allow it to follow the under

surface and be drawn into the crack. See Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 16.

15. Where possible, locate edges and joints above the highest prob-

able water level.

Edges of the waterproofing, either at parapets or where it joins

the webs of through girders, should be at least as high as the base of

rail, and preferably higher than the top of rail. Joints in the floor

should be located so that the grades slope away from the joint.
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Reinforcement.

16. Reinforcement of the structure should be suitably disposed, and

ample in strength to prevent cracks or distortion which would injure the

waterproofing. See Figs. 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15 and 16.

Reinforcement should be protected against destructive agencies

such as electrolysis, brine, etc.

17. Cloths, felts or fibers should be capable of holding the water-

proofing pitch where placed and should be durable, strong and flexible.

18. Wire mesh or sheet metal reinforcement for the membrane
should be of durable material, flexible where necessary, and intimately

bonded or introduced so that the waterproofing and reinforcement act to-

gether. See Figs. 7 and 15.

19. Necessarj' breaks in the surface of waterproofing or flashing,

such as for drain pipes, should be reinforced with extra flashing material.

See Fig. 15.

Flashinn.

20. Flashing should be of durable material, sufficiently elastic and

strong for the particular dut}' to be performed, and effective in the posi-

tion where used.

Sheet copper is recommended where theft is improbable. See

Figs. 5, 8, 13 and 15.

21. Flashing should be of material which can be readily applied, and

should retain the position in which it is placed when subjected to actual

conditions of service and temperature.

22. Flashing should be firmly attached in its proper position, so that

it cannot be easily displaced or removed. See Figs. 13 and 15.

23. The edges of waterproofing and flashing should be protected

against drip, percolation and capillary action. See Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

13 and 15.

Protection.

24. Waterproofing and flashing should be protected against mechan-

ical injury, excessive temperature, chemical action, or the deterioration

caused by exposure to light and air.

25. The protecting covering should be dense, hard, durable and

easy to apply.

It is recommended to use on flat surfaces either

:

(a) Brick laid in cement mortar or served with hot pitch.

(b) Plain or reinforced cement mortar.

(c) Plain or reinforced concrete.

(d) Bituminous mastic.

For surfaces with considerable slope, mastic is not satisfactory, being

difficult to apply and also to retain in place.
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Appendix D

SPECIFICATION LOADING FOR THE DESIGN OF STEEL RAIL-

ROAD BRIDGES

\V. S. BouTON, H. T. Welty, Sub-Committee.

^Discussion of the revision of Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges,

presented by Committee XV—on Iron and Steel Structures, at the Con-

vention in March, 1919, developed differences of opinion regarding the

advisabilitj- of continuing to design our structures for Cooper's E series

of loading, which the Committee recommended.

The objections to this tj^pe of loading were based on the assumption

that, as the Cooper engine does not conform very closely to the more
modern types of locomotives, such as the Santa Fe or Mallet types, the

stresses produced by the Cooper's loading do not reasonably correspond

to the stresses produced by engines in actual operation, and the follow-

ing loadings were suggested as substitutes for the Cooper's E series

:

(1) A uniform load.

(2) A uniform load with a series of axle concentrations.

(3) A typical locomotive, more nearly representing modern loco-

motive construction, both as to axle concentrations and

wheel spacing.

It is the object of this paper to develop the facts which caused the

Committee to recommend continuing the Cooper's E series of loadings as

the typical load for which bridge structures should be designed.

Any specification loading must necessarily be based not only on load-

ings which are in actual operation, but should likewise reflect and provide

for future development of locomotive and car design. That is, if it is to

be reasonably expected that the future development in locomotive design

will increase the loading per foot on long spans more rapidly than on

short spans, the specification loading should provide for such development.

A system of uniform loading must be determined from some assumed

system of wheel loads or from wheel loads or from wheel loads actually

in operation, and should be so established as to provide for some future

increase in loading.

As the effect of the concentrated loa.ds, due to the axle concentra-

tions of engines in operation, is, on short spans, radically different from

the effects of a uniform load which would correspond to the equivalent

uniform load for the longer spans, no system of uniform loading without

concentration would give the same results on short spans for moments

and shears as that produced by actual loadings now in use, and it, there-

fore, becomes necessary to consider a uniform load with a series of axle

concentrations, in order to provide proper stresses for the shorter spans.

Such a system of loading would consist of a series of two or more
axle concentrations, followed by a uniform load, or, perhaps, of a uniform

load over the whole span, and a series of superimposed concentrations,

similar to that mentioned above, but of lighter intensity.
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The only reasons for adopting such a system of loading would be

that a closer agreement might thereby be obtained with the efifects pro-

duced by the actual locomotives in operation, plus future developments in

locomotive and car design, than given by the Cooper's E series, now in

use, and that such a loading might be easier to handle.

No system of uniform loading with concentrations has been found

which will more nearly correspond either with the actual loadings now
in operation or with the actual loadings now in operation plus a reason-

able future development in locomotive and car design. Furthermore, the

adoption of a loading of this kind would involve the use of previously

determined tables of moments and shears, such as have been established

for the Cooper's E series of loadings, and would not result in any econ-

omy of effort in determining stresses in bridge structures.

A uniform load with a series of concentrations would not even ap-

proximately correspond to loadings actually in use, and would not, even

to a bridge engineer, present any mental picture of the actual loading for

which the bridges are being designed.

There appears, therefore, to be no logical reason for the abandon-

ment of the Cooper type of loading for a system of uniform loads or.

uniform loads plus concentrations, as the change would offer no advan-

tages, but would be the source of a great many positive disadvantages.

The question involved, therefore, is the adoption of a specification

loading, either Cooper's E series or some other system of typical engine

and car loading, which produces stresses reasonably proportionate to en-

gine and car loadings actually in service, plus future developments of such

loadings.

The effects of various types of locomotives on spans from 10 to 300

ft. in length have been considered, and are shown in two groups

:

Fig. 1

:

Group 1 shows seven heavy road locomotives of various types.

Fig. 2:

Group 2 shows six locomotives, representing the heaviest of the

various types of engines now generally used in special service.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the actual moments and shears produced by the

loading shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and likewise the moments and

shears produced by Cooper's E-60 loading.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the moment and shear curves for the locomotives

covered by Groups 1 and 2 (Figs. 1 and 2), plotted as percentages of

Cooper's E-60 loading.

By reference to Fig. 6 covering the heavy locomotives, it will be noted

that the Santa Fe type of engine has the greatest effect, when compared

with Cooper's E-60 loading, on spans up to approximately 60 ft. in length,

and that the Mallet type has the greatest effect on spans from about 60

to 150 ft. in length.

In other words, these two types of locomotives do not similarly af-

fect all spans, and, if a specification loading of the Santa Fe type were
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adopted, it would not increase the stresses in bridge structures for spans

from 60 to 150 ft. in which stresses are highest for the Mallet type of

locomotive.

Similarly, if the Mallet type of engine were adopted as the specifica-

tion loading, while it would take care of spans from 60 to 150 ft., it would

produce lighter structures than the Santa Fe type for spans shorter than

60 ft.

The substance of the foregoing is that, to produce stresses corre-

sponding to both the Santa Fe and the Mallet types of engine for spans

from 10 to ISO ft., a combination of the two engines would be required.

This is accomplished by the use of the Cooper's E series of loadings.

It will be noted that the peaks of the curves for the Santa Fe and

Mallet types of heavy locomotives practically correspond to a line equiva-

lent to Cooper's E-75 loading.

In Group 1, which includes road engines of heavy type, the percent-

are curves shown in Fig. 1 very closely parallel the Cooper's E-60 line,

and, with one exception, do not exceed this loading in effect.

The effect of the engines now in operation, on the short span lengths,

is greater when compared with the Cooper's E-60 loading than on longer

span lengths, and this is as it should be, for the following reasons

:

(1) Bridges with span lengths from 10 to 100 ft. are of the plate

girder type, which is the best type of bridge to have from a

maintenance standpoint. Such bridges may be more highly

, stressed than bridges of the truss type.

(2) Future developments in engine and car loading will increase the

loading on the longer spans more rapidly than on the shorter

spans, due to the lengthening out of the engine and the increas-

ing of the car loads. With this development, the engine curves,

if plotted in percentages of Cooper's series, would more nearly

approach the 100 per cent, line for spans in excess of 100 ft.

This is shown by the dotted lines on Figs. 5 and 6 showing the

effects of a car loading of 6000 pounds per foot.

In addition to the foregoing, the fact should not be overlooked that

the Cooper's E series of loadings has been in use for a great many years,

and generally adopted by most roads, not only for the design of new
structures, but in the re-calculation of old structures. Engines in opera-

tion have been rated in terms of Cooper's E loading and bridges have
been similarly rated. Operating officials have become conversant with

what the Cooper's loadings mean, and a change from the Cooper system

should not be made, unless the Cooper series of loadings is inadequate.

In the light of the foregoing, it has been concluded that the Cooper's

E series of loadings are the most practicable loadings for the design of

railroad bridges, and the reasons therefore may be summarized as fol-

lows :
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(I) No one existing type of locomotive loading gives maximum
moments and shears for spans of all lengths, while the system

recommended does approximate the high points of the curves

of all the existing tj'pes.

(II) This system of loading produces stresses slightly smaller in

short span bridges and slightly greater in long span bridges

than those produced by the heaviest types in actual operation,

which adequately provides for the engines now actually in use,

and for future development in engine and car loadings which

will increase the load per foot on long structures.

(Ill) This system is the adopted standard of measurement of

strength of existing bridges on the majority of roads, and,

having been in use for a number of years, conveys a clear

picture to Engineers and operating officials.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE III—ON TIES

F. R. Layng, Chairman; H. S. Wilgus, Vice-Chairman;
W. C. Baisinger, E. L. Crugar,

F. T. Beckett, L, A. Downs,
M. S. Blaiklock, G. F. Hand,

F. BOARDMAN, A. J. NeAFIE,

W. J. Burton, G. P. Palmer,

W. A. Clark, L. J. Riegler,

S. B. Clement, Louis Yager,

Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Ties respectfully submits herewith its report to

the Twenty-first Annual Convention.

The subjects assigned the Committee for 1919 by the Board of Direc-

tion for investigation and report were as follows

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Continue the study of effect of design of tie plates and spikes
on the durability of cross-ties.

3. Report on best methods in use by various railways for con-
trolling tie renewals.

4. Recommend proper dimensions for cross-ties.

5. Report on desirable changes in Forms M. W. 301, 302, 303,

and 304, Statistics of Cross-Ties.

6. Report on trials of substitute ties.

The work for the year was organized by correspondence in April, 1919,

as follows

:

Sub-Committee No. 1 and 5, Revision of Manual and Changes in

Forms.

W. A. Clark, Chairman ; F. R. Layng, H. S. Wilgus, L. Yager.

Sub-Committee No. 2, Effect of Design of Tie Plates and Spikes on

Durability of Ties.

Francis Boardman, Chairman; M. S. Blaiklock, W. C. Bais-

inger, G. F. Hand, A. J. Neafie.

Sub-Committee No. 3, Best Methods of Controlling Tie Renewals.

L. Yager, Chairman ; F. T. Beckett, M. S. Blaiklock, G. P.

Palmer, W. C. Baisinger.

Sub-Committee No. 6, Substitute Ties.

W. J. Burton, Chairman ; E. L. Crugar, L. A. Downs, L. J.

Riegler.

In addition to the sub-committee meetings, meetings of the General

Committee were held as follows: Chicago, June 2, 1919; Chicago, Sep-

tember 19, 1919, and Buffalo, N. Y., December 5 and 6, 1919.
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(1) Revision of Manual
Report on this subject is given in Appendix A.

(2) Effect of Design of Tie Plates and Spikes on Durability of Ties

Report covering this topic is given in Appendix B.

(3) Report on Best Methods for Controlling Tie Renewals
Report on this subject is dealt with in Appendix C.

(4) Recommend Proper Dimensions for Cross-Ties

Not reported on this year.

(5) Changes in Forms M. W. 301, 302, 303, 304.

Report on this item is given in Appendix D.

(6) Substitute Ties

Report shown in Appendix E.

Special Assignment

Your Committee was requested to recommend whether the use of

A. R. E. A. "Specifications for Cross-Ties" is preferable to that of the

United States Railroad Administration "Specification for Cross-Ties,"

after the period of Federal control.

At a meeting of the Committee at Buffalo, N. Y., December 5, 1919,

the following resolution was adopted:

"Resolved, That under the existing conditions it is recommended
by the Committee on Ties that the use of the Specification for Cross-Ties

of the United States Railroad Administration, dated June 11, 1918, be

continued."

Conclusions ^

The Committee recommends

:

1. Approval of the revision of Manual, as recommended by Sub-

Committee No. 1.

2. That subjects 2, 3, and 6 be received as progress reports and as

information.

3. That Form "A," shown in Appendix D, be approved and that

Forms 301, 302, 303, and 304 be withdrawn from the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work
1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,

and submit definite recommendations for changes. Under this, unless

instructed to the contrary by the Board, a revision of the Tie Specifica-

tions will be taken up.

2. Report on best methods of installing and keeping a record of

test sections in order to obtain data on the life of ties.

3. Continue the study of the effect of design of tie plates and spikes

on the durability of cross-ties.

4. Report on trials of substitute ties.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Ties,

F. R. Layng, Chairman.



Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL
W. A. Clark, Chairman; F. R. Layng, H. S. Wilgus, L. Yager.

Conservation of Timber Supply for Railroad Ties

Present Form
(3) Tie specifications should be

rigidly enforced with particu-

lar reference to the exclusion
of small ties.

(4) There should be co-operation
among the railways in any
given territory with a view to

the adoption of standard tie

specifications, with particular
reference to making it impos-
sible for contractors to fur-

nish ties cut from small trees

which would naturally form
sources for future tie sup-
plies.

Proposed Form

(3) Omit

(3) Tie specifications should be
so drawn and enforced that

only such small ties as result

from conservative methods
of lumbering would be ac-

cented, thus discouraging the
cutting of small trees.

(9) (Additional paragraph)
Experiments with substitute
ties should be encouraged.
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Appendix B

(2) EFFECT OF DESIGN OF TIE PLATES AND SPIKES ON
DURABILITY OF TIES

Francis Boardman, Chairman; M. S. Blaiklock, W. C. Baisinger, G. F.

Hand, A. J. Neafie.

The Committee has endeavored to study especially the effect of the

screw spike on the durability of the tie, feeling that the further use of

screw spikes depends largely on this effect and how long the holding

power of the wood around the screw spike can be maintained relative to

the life of the tie.

The Committee, in this investigation, has gone over some 230 miles

of screw spike installation, stopping at frequent intervals to make detail

inspections of the ties and fastenings. They have found* varying con-

ditions of installations and results. Some screw spike installations, made
in 1908 in good treated ties, were found to be still in thoroughly good

condition and capable of many more years' life. Some other installations,

made at various times since, have not been so effective. The defects

found which seem to the Committee to cause over-strain of the wooden

threads of the tie which holds the screw spike, may be described as

follows

:

(a) Improper Design of Fastenings ,

The threads in the wood were found injured where the screw spike

did not have an accurate and uniform pitch and diameter of core. Where
that condition existed the first installation of the spike injured a portion

of the fiber, and where the screw spike had been changed, in connection

with replacing a rail or tie plate, further damage was done. The wood
fibers at the top of the hole in the tie were found destroyed where the

screw spike used had no pilot or small point on the end to permit its

being screwed into place after being set in with a light tap of the ham-
mer; that is, the holding power of the timber was destroyed for what-

ever distance the spike had to be driven in the hole, so that the lighter

the tap required to set the screw spike ready for being turned, the less of

the fiber of the tie was injured.

Distortion of the fiber of the wood was found where the head of the

screw spike rested directly on the top of the base of the rail, this damage
apparently depending on how much wave movement there was in the rail

as the train passed over it.

Spikes were found forced out of position, so as to injure the timber,

where the following conditions existed

:

(1) Where the tie plates were not of sufficient size and thickness,

so that they buckled or cut into the tie.

(2) Where there was no shoulder tie plate used, so that the spikes

were placed against the outside edge of the base of rail and acted directly

to hold the gage.
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(3) Where there was no support or bearing for the head of the

screw spike so designed as to hold the screw spike a prescribed distance

above the base of the rail and provide a freeway for the movements of

rail without stressing the holding power of the spike.

(4) Where the holes in the tie plates, through which the screw

spikes were placed, were unnecessarily larger in diameter than the screw

spike. This resulted in an inaccurate installation, so that the holding

power of all the screw spikes was not effective at the same time.

(b) Improper Kind of Wood in Ties

Some soft wood ties were found which were not strong enough to

hold the thread under the stress produced by the heavy traffic and axle

loads carried.

(c) Improper Method of Installation

The most common cause of destruction of the threads in the tie was
found to be due to the screw spike having been partly driven with a

hammer in starting. The Committee saw screw spikes being hammer
driven for a distance of one-fourth to one-third of the length of the

threaded portion. This practice results in destruction of one-fourth to

ore-third of the holding power and enlargement of the top of the hole,

which permits water to accumulate, and further destruction of the wood-
en threads, as well as corrosion of the spike.

Decay was found in ties where spike holes were bored after the tie

was treated and no preservative put in the holes before applying the

spike. Where the hole in the tie had not been bored deep enough to per-

mit setting spikes down as the tie plate embeds itself, the wood threads

were stripped in an attempt to tighten the spike. A quite general condi-

tion of bent and partly pulled screw spikes was found at rail joints, due to

creeping rail, the spikes being placed, as is usual, in slots in the joints;

this resulted in the destruction of the wooden threads of the tie. In a few
cases the wooden threads were found stripped where the spike had been

turned too many times with a power machine.

(d) Standard of Maintenance
The condition of line, surface and the stability of the roadbed were

found to have an important effect on the holding power of the spike, the

over-straining apparently beginning when there was more movement of

the rail on the tie than freeway space could be allowed for.

From the varying methods and results seen, the Committee has stated

the conditions it believes necessary for the protection of the tie in con-

nection with a screw spike installation. The following is recommended

:

(1) The timber of the tie should be adequate in strength for the

tonnage and maximum axle loads carried. For heavy traffic the follow-

ing is considered preferable : Hardwoods—^such as white oak, various

species of red oak, gum, beech, maple, birch and dense grade needle leaf

woods; it being understood that the woods herein mentioned belonging to

the treatment class must, under all circumstances, be treated.
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(2) The ties should be bored and adzed, and where the timber used

is to be treated, that treatment should be applied after the boring and

adzing is done.

(3) The holes for the screw spikes should be bored completely

through the ties, except that special consideration should be given this

question where there is a heavy electric current in the track rail which

might become grounded by this means. These holes should have the

same diameter as the shank of the screw spike.

(4) A shoulder tie plate should be used of proper design, correct

dimensions, width, length and thickness, to properly protect the tie, so

designed that the spike does not in itself maintain gage, but holds the

plate securely to the tie, thereby enabling the shoulder to maintain a

proper track gage without a spike-rail base contact, reducing to a mini-

mum spike cutting and mechanical tie destruction. Additional shoulders

should be provided on which the spike head will bear, or rest, when the

spike is screwed in tight. These shoulders should be so made that the

plate will be held securely to the tie end and, at the same time, a given

freeway will be provided between the spike head and the rail ba?e, suffi-

cient to take care of the rail deflection due to loading and track surface

conditions. This freeway will vary with the character of the subgrade

maintained and weight of rail, but one-eighth of an inch is recommended

as good practice for 100-lb. rail with average high speed conditions. This

may be decreased to one-sixteenth of an inch on track where a so-called

permanent form of construction is used and the speed is low, or raised to

three-sixteenths of an inch where the flexibility of the track is greater.

(5) When the screw spikes are placed in slots of the angle bars care

must be taken to see there is not an undue stress on the screw spikes

from creeping rail. The rail should be anchored so as to prevent its run-

ning on the ties, to permit the full use and value of the screw spike when

the spikes are placed in the slots of the angle bars. If the rail has to be

allowed to run freely, due to its location on bridge decks or trestles, or

for some other reason, screw spikes should be kept from the slots of the

angle bars, so that the rail can move freely.

(6) The screw spike should have an exactly uniform pitch and size

of core. The diameter of the lower part of the screw spike should be

decreased so that the beginning of the thread is slightly less than the

diameter of the hole bored in the tie. It is considered essential that the

spike be screwed in the wood without the fiber of the wood being de-

stroyed. In order to accomplish this, the spike must be started with a

very light tap—just sufficient to get holding power in the threads to

permit its being turned in the tie. For this purpose the use of the screw

spike adopted by this Association is considered essential. The present

injurious practice of starting by driving the spike should be discon-

tinued.

The following is suggested as good practice to get economic results:

(1) At least four holes should be bored in each plate bearing area

even if only two screw spikes are used at each rail. This is an advan-
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tage in helping quick repair in case of damage to track. It would also

have some effect in treatment by allowing the preservative to get where

it is of the greatest value.

(2) The materials used for connecting the rail to the tie should be

of such character and strength as to equal the expected life of the tie.

The renewal or changing of these fastenings has a tendency to weaken

the tie, and the cost of making these renewals should justify a reason-

able expense to make these materials of full strength and to protect them

against corrosion.

(3) It is believed that the full benefit of a screw spike installation

cannot be obtained unless the standard .of maintenance of line and sur-

face is fairly high as compared with the tonnage and character of

traffic passing over the track; that the roadbed should have good drainage,

ballast, well tamped track, fair line and surface, and a foundation which

is not too yielding.

Conclusion

It is the opinion of the Committee that screw spike installations

should be made in conformity with the above recommended practice in

order to properly protect the tie. It is difficult to accurately measure the

damage done to a tie by a screw spike until some of the modern installa-

tions have been in longer, so that a definite and economic statement can

be made from the records. Each year adds to the information available,

but it is probable that conclusive figures will not be made until the life of

the present modern installations can be determined.

It is believed that these installations should be watched carefully,

because as the railroads get longer life from their ties by preserving

them, there is more chance of spike killing being a limiting factor.
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(3) REPORT ON BEST METHODS IN USE FOR CONTROLLING
TIE RENEWALS

L. Yager, Chairman; F. T. Bex:kett, M. S. Blaiklock, G. P. Palmer,

W. C. Baisinger.

The Committee, in preparing this report, has endeavored not only to

indicate the best methods in use, but also to recommend a best method
or methods for controlling tie renewals.

The Committee decided that the information available for such a

decision was not complete. Therefore, on August 6, 1919, a questionnaire

was submitted to the members of the Association for the purpose of ob-

taining the personal opinion of the members, regardless of the existing

practice. A copy of this questionnaire is appended hereto.

Replies were received from ninety-two (92) railroads with an aggre-

gate mileage of 149,552.

It was evident from the replies that in most cases the recommenda-

tions were probably based on a personal opinion corresponding to the

existing practice of the member.

As of interest a summary of the replies is given below

:

Mileage
of Roads

Advocating field inspection by Section Foremen or others directly

responsible 138,169
Against this method 10,591

In favor of method, provided Foremen are accompanied by inspect-

ors or superiors 23,301

Advocating field inspection by independent tie inspectors 11,512

Against this method 93,042
In favor of method, provided inspector is accompanied by Section

Foreman 23,674
In favor of method as a check of the other method only 24,492
Advocating use of statistics as a check on other methods 91,263

Against the use of statistics 39,552
Advocating the spotting of ties 99,291

Against the spotting of ties 8,576
Recording ties spotted by miles 36,751

Recording ties spotted by sections 19,177

Recording ties spotted by sub-divisions 8,319

Replies to other questions submitted were so varied that no definite

data could readily be assembled.

The Committee, however, desires to point out that the method in

most general use is not necessarily the best. It would seem that there

are two general methods which should necessarily be given consideration

:

(1) Yearly field inspection by Section Foremen or their immediate

superiors, or others directly in charge of and responsible for the safety

of the track.
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(2) Yearly field inspection by special inspectors chosen for their

experience and knowledge of the requirements of their territory and

not generally connected with or responsible for the track or territory

inspected.

The use of the first method has a tendency to provide adequate re-

newals, thereby assuring safety within the limits of available resources.

Also provides a basic knowledge of local conditions which no other

method can cover. However, there will be undoubtedly a lack of uni-

formity under similar conditions on various territories, with the possi-

bility of excessive and uneconomical renewals.

The second method provides for training a smaller number of se-

Fected men more uniformly to a predetermined system standard of tie re-

newals than is possible otherwise, and tends to a greater uniformity of

practice and consequent conservation of ties. It does, however, present

difficulties, such as possible inadequate renewals at certain points, inability

to obtain sufficient proper talent, and finding employment for them outside

of the renewal season.

Your Committee feels that conditions on various railroad systems are

so different that no one method can be established for all, but that due

consideration must be given to the local conditions in determining which

method is best applied to the particular road in question.

Whatever method is used, the spotting of each tie is considered ad-

visable. The Section Foremen, however, to be allowed a limited latitude

for removing such ties (at variance with the spotting done) which are

broken or damaged or otherwise injured so as to destroy their usefulness.

A check of ties removed from time to time is considered essential.

The use of statistics for approximate determination of tie require-

ments in advance of field inspection will be found desirable, and where

the ties available are less than the final inspection requirements indi-

cate, then the supply should be prorated, making due allowance for local

conditions of traffic, curvature, grade and roadbed.

Conclusions

The Committee considers that the following two methods, when

properly organized, and supervised, using competent men, will each bring

about safe and economical control of tie renewals

:

(1) Yearly field inspection by Section Foremen or their immediate

superiors, or others directly in charge of and responsible for the safety

of the track.

(2) Yearly field inspection by special inspectors chosen for their

experience and knowledge of the requirements of their territory and not

generally connected with or responsible for the track or territory in-

spected.

(Copy of Circular)

The A. R. E. A. Tie Committee has been assigned to consider the

subject "Report on best methods in use by various railways for controll-

ing tie renewals."
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Our study of replies to questions sent out to roads a year ago indi-

cates that there are three general methods to use for ascertaining the
number of ties to be renewed, which number forms the basis of any plan
of controlling tie renewals within predetermined renewal standards.

(A) Yearly field inspection by section foremen or their immediate
superiors. This inspection is made by parties who are in direct charge of
and responsible for safety of the track.

(B) Yearly field inspection by special inspectors, chosen for their

knowledge of ties and comparative conditions of service. These men are
generally not connected with the sections inspected or responsible for safe
maintenance of track.

(C) Number determined by statistics of previous yearly renewals.

The shortage of ties and great increase in price has made it neces-
sary to surround renewal of ties with adequate checks and safeguards in

order that ties and labor involved may give the most efficient results. A
brief consideration of these methods has developed the following general
recommendations for and against these methods

:

It is contended that the use of independent tie inspectors gives the
most satisfactory results because it is possible to train the much smaller
number of selected men more uniformly to a standard of renewals than
is possible with a larger number of section foremen or their immediate
superiors. These inspectors are selected for their knowledge of tie

timber and conditions of service affecting ties. This method results in

greater uniformity of practice and consequent conservation of ties. Under
proper supervision the inspectors may attain somewhat the system view-
point, and it is possible to obtain more reliable data as to the relative

importance of tie renewals in different locations in emergencies, which
necessitate reductions from previously determined renewal requirements,
than is possible when information is supplied by parties directly re-

sponsible for and familiar with only a comparatively small portion of the
system. The possibility that this plan may result in inadequate renewals
in places is evident from the various means employed of adjusting dif-

ferences of judgment that arise as to renewal requirements, as between
the tie inspectors and the section foremen who are responsible for safety
of track.

Advocates of field inspection by section foremen and their immediate
superiors with some systematic or partial check on the part of their

superiors, contend that this plan takes advantage of the knowledge that

these men have of local conditions and prevents lowering of morale, re-

sulting from divided responsibility as to determining of renewal necessity
and responsibility for safe maintenance of track. This plan leads to con-
siderable inconsistencies of renewal requirements in near-by localities

under similar traffic, on account of the variations of judgment and energy
of the men involved. The judgment of men responsible for track safety
is not always conducive to obtaining unbiased opinions as to the most
economical limits of renewals, and this objection is likewise vital to the
plan of checks by parties of similar immediate maintenance responsibil-

ities. This plan, even with checks by superiors, is apt to give results

from the division rather than the system viewpoint.
The statistics method is not in general use and is confined largely to

forming a basis for purchasing ties and approximate checking of data
developed through detailed methods. This method does not secure the
closest possible economy in expenditures imder the variations of tie tim-
ber, traffic and maintenance standards. Its use naturally disregards the

value of checks, which form an essential part of the other plans. As a

rule, this plan develops adequate renewals but sacrifices possibilities of
greater efficiency.
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The Tie Committee desires to develop information from the experi-

ence of roads that would make it possible to determine best methods of
controlling tie renewals under similar organizations and physical condi-

tions. For this purpose the following questions are formulated, and A-e

ask that you volunteer your personal experiences and opinions as an aid

in clearl)' developing the controlling features of this problem. We hope
that you will not necessarily limit your expressions to your present prac-

tice, but rather give us the benefit of your judgment in these matters

:

A-1. Do you advocate field inspection for determination of renewals by
section foremen or others directly responsible for maintenance of
track in their respective territories?

A-2. Do you advocate designating the particular ties to be renewed, or

merely the total number on each section, mile or district?

A-3. What field check do you advocate for the inspection by section

foremen or others and what has j^our experience shown to be the

tendency in variation, if any, between the original survey and the

check? Is there any field checking as between operating divisions

and if not, how is uniformity as between operating divisions se-

cured?
A-4. What inconsistencies, if any, do you find in renewal requirements

as reported by section foremen and roadmasters for different ter-

ritories under similar condition of tie timber, track and traffic?

A-S. What plan do you advocate for tie allotment in cases where supply
is inadequate to cover amounts determined by field inspection?

A-6. How would you develop data under the plan advocated in A-5 to

show the relative importance of renewals where it is necessary to

curtail tie renewals?
A-7. What plan do you advocate of tie inspection after renewals have

been made to check extravagance or to determine and avoid in-

adequate renewals?
A-8. What latitude should be allowed section foremen in removing ties

at variance with yearly maintenance allotment?
A-9. What advantage or disadvantage do you find in the practice of

spotting ties for removal?
B-10. Do you advocate field inspection by. independent tie inspectors who

report directly to the Division Engineer or Superintendent, and if

so, should the inspector on any division be accompanied over each
section by the section foreman?

B-11. From what line of work should such inspectors be recruited, and
by whom and how should they be trained so as to secure uniform
and satisfactory inspections?

B-12. What difficulty, if any, have you found in reconciling differences in

judgment as to tie renewals between inspectors and section fore-

men who are responsible for safety of track?
B-13. Under this plan, how can uniformity as between operating divisions

be secured.

B-14. What particular advantage do you think this plan has over others

for determining the number of tie renewals?
C-15. Do you advocate determination of tie renewals by statistics? What

are the advantages of this plan over the others?
C-16. How do you adjust for abnormal conditions in the previous renew-

als, especially with reference to newly constructed lines?

C-17. Do you consider that this plan gives more economical results in use
of ties?

C-18. Have you changed from previous use of one of these three general
methods, and what consideration governed the change?

Note.—Questions designated A, B and C refer more particularly to the

methods which they designated above. The other questions relate

to the general subject. Replies should be related to the general

method advocated ; modifications and additions dictated by experi-

ence as well as complete discussion of the subject are invited.
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(5) CHANGES IN FORMS M. W. 301, 302, 303, 304

W. A. Clark, Chairman ; F. R. Layng, H. S. Wilgus, L. Yager.

A canvass made by the Tie Committee in 1917-18 proved that the

forms in the Manual were not in use by any road. Sentiment at the

1919 convention, however, was opposed to elimination of these forms

without something in their place. The following questionnaire was there-

fore prepared and sent to all the principal railroads

:

1. Do you collect data on life of all ties in track?
2. Copy of Form.
3. Do you use test sections for obtaining data on the life of ties?

4. If so, please describe method and attach copy of forms used,
recommending changes you think would be an improvement.

5. In your experience which method of keeping a record (as set

forth in Question 1 and 3) of the life of ties, is best? Give reasons.
6. Do you consider the information called for by Forms M W

301, 302, 303 and 304 of such value as to justify collection?
7. Has the test section, if in use by you, superseded the use of

the dating nail on all tie renewals outside of the test sections?
8. Is the dating nail in use on your test sections?
9. Do you recommend discontinuance of use of dating nail?

Replies were received from 58 roads, representing a mileage of

156,510.

These replies were tabulated and a summary indicates:

(a) 39 roads with a mileage of 87,460 keep no detailed data on life of ties.

(b) 5 roads with a mileage of 12,878 keep data on life of all ties in track.

(c) 21 roads with a mileage of 88,861 keep tie data by use of test sections.

(d) 24 roads with a mileage of 92,292 prefer method of test sections.

(e) 5 roads with a mileage of 12,52d prefer method of keeping data on

life of all ties.

(f) 9 roads with a mileage of 27,556 consider information called for on

forms 301, 302, 303 and 304 suffi-

ciently valuable to justify its col-

lection.

(g) 32 roads with a mileage of 108,08G do not consider this information suf-

ficiently valuable or reliable to jus-

tify use of the forms.

(h) 20 roads with a mileage of 84,352 test section has superseded use of

dating nail.

(i) 5 roads with a mileage of 8,388 test section has not superseded use

of dating nail.

(j) 18 roads with a mileage of 80,858 use dating nail on tes4: sections.

(k) 13 roads with a mileage of 24,569 do not use dating nail on test sec-

tions.

(1) 12 roads with a mileage of 26,352 recommend discontinuance of use of

dating nail.

(m) 12 roads with a mileage of 54,101 recommend discontinuance of use of

dating nail except on test sections.

(n) 14 roads with a mileage of 42,833 do not recommend discontinuance of

use of dating nail.
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The great majority of replies favor the method of test sections for

securing data on the Hfe of tics. The American Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation in 1914 went on record as favoring the test section method. This

Committee is in hearty accord with that concUision and feels justified in

recommending to the Association that the test section method be endorsed

as giving more accurate and reliable data on the life of ties in track than

can be obtained bj' attempting to keep a record of the life of all ties.

The test sections can be installed and inspected under the direction

of one or more technical maintenance ofilicers who realize the importance

of reliable records and are interested in securing them. Where data on

life of all ties are collected dependence must be placed upon the judg-

ment, intelligence and interest of a large number of section foremen.

Experience has in most cases demonstrated that the result is not satis-

factory. Quoting an engineer of one large road : "Test section method

preferred. A trial extending over several years was made by the plan

of keeping a life record of all ties in the track, but it was found informa-

tion furnished by the section foreman could not be relied upon. The test

sections are inspected annually by our Inspecting Engineer, who is experi-

enced in gathering information of this sort, and results thus obtained

are far more reliable than formerly secured from section foremen for all

sections."

A study of this subject involves the question of the purpose of securing

data on the life of ties. Evidently the principal purpose is to determine

the comparative life of ties of different kinds of timber and diflferent

methods of treatment. This information is valuable to the management
in determining the kinds of ties to purchase and the relative prices that

should be paid, and also in determining the relative economy of different

methods of treatment. In other words, data on the life of ties is neces-

sary before the economic comparison of cross-ties of different materials

can be made in accordance with the method given on pages 63 and 64 of

the Manual of Recommended Practice.

A few roads report satisfactory results from the method of keeping

data on the life of all ties, but the replies indicate and the Committee

believes that in the majority of cases the test section method is preferable.

That conclusion is based on test sections that are carefully arranged for

and properly inspected, and the Committee recommends study of the

methods that are essential to the successful use of the test section, as

a part of next year's work. The development of forms for use with the

test sections should be a part of that assignment and cannot well be done

in advance of it.

Forms for use by those keeping data on the life of all ties in track

were submitted by only two roads. Both sets seem well adapted for the

purpose, but differ considerably from each other and from the present

forms in the Manual. The Committee believes that forms M W 301, 302,

303 and 304 call for a large amount of information that it is not prac-

ticable for most roads to assemble, and that it is not advisable to retain

them in the Manual considering the small number of roads that are in a

position to use them and that even they have not done so.
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The Committee is strongly of the opinion that this Association should

be collecting such data as is available and it recommends the adoption of

Form "A" submitted herewith. Most of the information called for by

this form is already required by the Interstate Commerce Commission
and it is believed the form could be sent out annually by the American
Railroad Association, the same as the forms calling for Rail Statistics,

and a large amount of information gathered, not only in the future, but

covering several years past.

Form A
A. B. & C. R. R.

Summary of Ties Used in Renewals During the Year 19—

.

Mileage

Main Tracks

Side Tracks

Total

Kind of

Wood
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(6) SUBSTITUTE TIES

W. J. Burton, Chairman ; E. L. Crugar, L. A. Downs, L. J. Riegler.

The Committee recognizes the fact that before any substitute tie can

be used commercially, it must show economy in annual cost as com-

pared with wood ties, taking into account all items such as its effect upon

track maintenance as well as its life. It must show safety at least equal

to that obtained with wood ties. While there has been an increasing

scarcity of tie timber and constantly increasing prices, the greatly in-

creased use of preservatives and other means of prolonging the life of ties,

as well as the increase in cost of substitute tie materials, have tended

to postpone the time when substitute ties can compete with wood ties

under ordinary conditions.

But, as satisfactory substitute ties will undoubtedly be the result of

development or evolution, rather than instantaneous invention or design,

the Committee recommends and urges that not only every opportunity be

given for testing substitute ties of rational design, but that the railroad

engineering departments themselves take an active part in designing ties

for trial and in following up all tests. To a very considerable extent in

the past, the initiative has rested with the inventor, who is often without

sufficient means to secure suitable tests.

While a substitute tie, satisfactory for use in high speed, heavy traf-

fic, main tracks, has not yet been fully developed, the Committee feels

that there are at present several substitute ties which have given "satisfac-

tory service for long enough periods to warrant further extensive tests and

only in this way can they be fully developed. There are several whose

use would be justified on sidings or light traffic lines (where decay is

the principal cause of failure of wood ties, whenever the relative prices

permit.

Inspections of Substitute Ties by the Committee

On June 3, the installations of substitute ties in- Chicago and vicinity

were inspected by the following members of the Tie Committee and

others interested:

C. W. Baldridge, Assistant Engineer, Santa Fe, Chicago;
W. E. Bundy, Office Engineer, Burlington, Chicago;
W. J. Burton;
W. A. Clark;

J. P. Corcoran, Roadmaster, Chicago & Alton, Chicago;
E. L. Crugar;

• E. T. Howson, Western Editor, Railway Age, Chicago;
F. H. Masters, Asst. Chief Engineer, E., J. & E., Joliet, 111.;

G. P. Palmer;
L. J. Riegler;
H. S. Wilgus;
Louis Yager.
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Bates Ties:

Sixty-two of these ties were installed on tangent in the eastbound

main track jaf the E. J. & E. Railroad near Whiting, Indiana, May 1, 1912.

Each tie consists of two reinforced concrete blocks, one under each rail

connected together by two specially formed steel trusses, which are part

of the reinforcement. The concrete blocks measure 7 in. by 9 in. by 36 in.

and the ties are 7 ft. 11 in. long. On ten of the ties the rail is secured by

screw spikes, and the balance by bolts and clips, which are backed by

wood, wedge-shaped blocks.

The rail at present is I. S. Co. Section 8504, but in July, 1913, was

changed from I. S. Section 8004, the change being accomplished by chang-

ing the wood blocks. The ties are spaced 22 to a 33 ft. rail. The ballast

consists of about 6 in. of mixed gravel and crushed stone and, at the

time of the inspection, was dirty and contained a good many cinders. The

rails are bonded, but no track circuits are in use. In July, 1913, some tests

were made as to insulation, at which time thin, fiber plates were placed

between the rails and ties. These plates are still in place, and furnish

something of a cushion. The electrical tests were made by representatives

of the New York Central Railroad, and a report will be found on page

751 of Vol. 15 of the A. R. E. A. Proceedings.

The trafific over this track is roughly estimated at one and one-half

million tons, gross, per month, moved in 450 trains, with locomotives hav-

ing 50,170 pounds on the driving axles. The traffic is all freight, about

60 per cent, being empty cars, largely empty coke racks, and the speed is

moderate. There have been no derailments at the point of test.

On June 3d, the ballast was dug away from some of the ties to ascer-

tain the condition of the concrete and unprotected steel trusses. The

concrete, which originally was of unusually excellent quality made with

"Universal" Portland cement, sharp torpedo sand and crushed granite in

the proportions of 1 : 2 : 3, shows no signs of failure on any part of the

ties uncovered nor on any visible portion of the remainder and, other

than for the discoloration from the ballast, looks as perfect as it did when

inspected by the Committee in October, 1912.

The steel trusses, between the concrete blocks, are rusted to- a maxi-

mum depth of possibly 1/16 inch, but not to an extent as to seriously

weaken the trusses.

The rail clips and bolts were all in place and all but a few were tight,

and the track was in good line and surface

:

Carnegie Steel Ties:

A large number of Carnegie ties, section M 21, have been used on the

E. J. & E., and the Committee inspected those in the vicinity of Whiting,

Indiana. On the westbound main track there is a considerable number of

these ties interspersed with wood ties. These ties were put in in 1910. The

traffic on this track is somewhat heavier than on the adjacent eastbound

track, where the Bates ties are located, consisting principally of loaded cars

instead of a large percentage of empty cars. The conditions are otherwise

very similar at these installations. -
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About 50 per cent, of the Carnegie ties in this track are broken. The
failures are almost entirely in the top flange and the web close to the rail.

It is evident that these steel ties, due to their greater stiffness, as compared
with the wood ties, have taken a greater load than the adjacent wood ties

and have failed partly on this account.

There is an installation of one mile of ties of the same section farther

west in the same track and put in at about the same time as the other

Carnegie ties. They were put in out of face, or in switch sets and are in

much better condition than those interspersed with wood ties, only occa-

sional ties being broken.

Railway Tie Corporation, now known as "Peerless" Ties:

One hundred and fifty-one of these ties, installed in November, 1916,

at 22d Street, Chicago, on the C. & A. Railway, were inspected by the

Committee. The ties are located on a ballast deck, through plate girder

bridge on the westbound passenger and freight track. The ties are spaced

14 per 30-foot 80-lb. A.S.C.E. rail. The ballast is about 4 inches, mixed
stone and gravel, and is quite dirty. The rails are not bonded.

This tie consists of an inverted T section of steel, having two oak

blocks bolted to the web under each rail, the rail being spiked to these

blocks. The tie is described on page 498 of Vol. 18.

These ties have not been in service long enough to permit forming any

idea of their probable average life.

Universal Steel Ties:

On May 1, 1911, eighty-three of these ties were installed in the main

track of the Santa Fe near Chicago. The ties were placed in rock and
gravel ballast, under 85-lb. rail, spaced 20 inches center to center, the

traffic being freight and passenger.

This tie is of channel section, with the flanges pointing upwards, the

trough being filled with ballast. The rail is supported on. wood blocks

fitting between the flanges, but not extending beyond the base of the rail.

The rail is held in place by large clips bolted through the sides of the

wood blocks. Four square holes in the base o£ each tie are cut through

on three sides and the enclosed metal bent upwards to form a lug to assist

in holding the wood blocks in place.

The ties are 8 in. wide, 4>^ in. deep and 8 ft. long. There are no

track circuits at the location of test.

Owing to failure, all of these ties were removed on May 9, 1919, and
at the time of the inspection by the Tie Committee, were laid out on the

ground at Corwith for examination. All but three of the 83 ties were
broken in service and every single tie had cracks originating in the square

corners of the holes in the base. In addition to the breaks, which may be

ascribed to faulty design, the ties show very considerable corrosion. Care-

ful measurements of the thickness of the metal made by the Santa Fe
Engineering Department indicate that the loss in the eight years' service

was 38.5 per cent, of the original thickness.

(20)
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Reports Received from Railroads Having Substitute Ties.

The following reports are a continuation of those collected by this

Committee for a number of years. There is also a tabulation showing,

according to the records of this Committee, all of the substitute ties now
being tested.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Kind "Universal"

Reported by C. W. Baldridge, Assistant Engineer.

Date June Sth, 1919.

Regarding the Universal Metallic Tie Co. steel ties which we in-

spected at Corwith, the thickness of these ties at the present time was
determined by an inspection made June 4th, 1919.

The measurements were made by the use of a micrometer reading
to thousandths of an inch, and measurements were taken after jarring
the rust off the sides of the ties by a few blows from a light hammer.
The hammer used weighed not more than eight or nine ounces. As
you no doubt noticed, the rust adhered to the ties in a thick layer on
each side, which was easily jarred loose by the hammer.

The measurements for the thickness were taken at from two to
four points on the side of each tie, and the minimum measurement
was taken as representing the strength of the tie at the present time,
as it is obvious that the tie is no stronger than its thinnest section.

The ties were made of steel plate J^" in thickness which was
pressed into form; the original thickness of the tie was therefore
0.375". The average present thickness was found to be 0.2305". Loss
of thickness was therefore 0.1445", which represents a loss of 38.53
per cent of thickness of the tie in eight years and eight days' service.

The ties were laid in what was originally clean crushed stone ballast.

The ballast has, of course, become badly fouled by the accumulation
of dirt and other foreign matter since the ties were laid, but as they
were on elevated tracks, it is, probable that the ballast is in as good
condition as can be found inside a large city after the length of service.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Kind "Universal Metallic Ties"
"Bronson Steel Ties"
"Concrete Ties"
"Saxon Concrete Ties"
"Ickes Concrete Ties"
"Carnegie Steel Switch Ties"
"Baird Steel Ties"
"Weller & Reese Concrete Ties"
"McDonald Concrete Ties"
"Hanna Cement Ties"
"LaGuna Concrete Ties"

Reported by C. W. Baldridge, Assistant Engineer.

Date September 18th, 1919.

Substitute ties have been installed in track for test purposes on
the Santa Fe, as follows:

Universal Metallic Ties.

Eighty-three of the Universal Metallic Tie Co.'s steel ties were
placed in the eastbound main track in Chicago, between M.P. 1 and
M.P. 2, on May 1st, 1911.
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All of these ties were removed on May 9th, 1919, on account of

failures. Every one of these ties was more or less broken underneath
the rail seat; some of them being broken almost entirely through.

The life of these ties amounted to eight years and eight days.

Universal Metallic Ties.

One hundred and six of the Universal Metallic Tie Co.'s steel ties

were installed in main track between Braddock and Walton, Kans.,

May 5th, 1911.

These were taken out of track and removed to their present loca-

tion in the eastbound main track in front of the passenger depot at

Florence, Kansas, on June 10th, 1912. This installation of ties is still

in service, but is badly corroded, and will probably require renewal
in the near future.

The service rendered by these ties has not been satisfactory,

owing to the impossibility of satisfactory insulation of rails, of main-
taining correct gage of track, and of a greater tendency to settle out of

'surface than occurs with the wooden ties.

Bronson Steel Ties.

Eleven Bronson steel ties were installed in the eastbound main
track near M.P. 128, near Chillicothe, 111. These ties were originally

installed in the Chillicothe yard December 5, 1914, and were removed
to their present location July 27th, 1916.

These ties are of the inverted trough type. They are still in serv-

ice, though badly corroded, and the rail fastenings have become loose

and in some cases entirely worthless.

Concrete Ties.

Six reinforced concrete ties, 6" x 8" x 8' in length were manufac-
tured by the Test Department and installed in yard track No. 4 in

Topeka yards in the summer of 1912.

All of these ties were removed from track October 5th, 1915, every

tie having broken through under one or both rails.

Saxon Concrete Ties.

Fourteen Saxon concrete ties were put into main track at Tecum-
seh, Okla., about August, 1913.

Nine of these ties were broken up in a short time and were re-

placed.
Nineteen new pattern Saxon concrete ties were installed in track

at the same location in May, 1914. At the time these ties were
inspected on August 7th, 1914, but four of the original ties were in

place.

At another inspection on April 16th, 1917, none of these ties were
to be found. All of them have been removed from track on account
of failures.

These ties consisted of two pecan shaped concrete blocks, held

together by a %" x J4" iron strap. The length of the blocks was
2' 6", width 12", and thickness at the center 10"; the thickness at the

ends being 4^".

Ickes Concrete Ties.

One Ickes concrete tie was placed in the depot passenger train

siding at Chanute, Kansas, in May, 1915.

Six additional Ickes concrete ties were placed adjoining it on

December 8th, 1915.

These ties are made up of two crosses, each arm of which is about
18" in length and 6" x 8" in dimensions, together with four short
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sections of 6" x 8" blocks of concrete. These two crosses have a 1"

hole lengthwise through one of the arms and the concrete blocks also
have similar holes lengthwise through them. The crosses with the
concrete blocks between them are threaded onto a long bolt of %"
diameter, and are bolted together by means of it, thus forming the tie.

All of these ties were removed from track on June 27th, 1919, on
account of the failure of the rail fastening to properly hold the rails

in gage. One tie has three of the cross arms broken off; another has
two cross arms broken ofif. Two others have one cross arm each badly
cracked, and most of the ties show more or less cracking and shatter-
ing at the corners. Most of the bolts used for fastening of the rail to
the ties broke in two when an attempt was made to remove them,
and as the track could not be gaged, the ties were discarded.

Carnegie Steel Switch Ties.

Fifty-live Carnegie steel switch ties were installed in the main
track switch at the Eastern Junction, Chanute, Kansas, on May 1,

1913. Six (6) were removed from track on account of having broken
in two, on April 9, 1919. The remainder were removed on August 3,

1919.

Inspection of the entire lot showed five (5) ties broken entirely
through, seven broken through the top flange, and in some cases down
into the web, and the remainder of the ties worn so nearly through
the top flange as to be unsafe for further service.

Carnegie Steel Switch Ties.

Forty-six Carnegie steel switch ties were installed in a side track
switch on the south side of Newton yards about opposite the coal
chute, on April 30, 1913. Thirty-five of these ties were removed prior
to December 9th, 1913, on account of damage by derailed engine.
These ties were replaced by new ones in the same switch in Septem-
ber, 1914, and are still in service.

Baird Steel Ties.

Three Baird steel ties were installed in the eastbound main track,
about 50 feet east of Signal 1854, at Newton, Kansas, prior to March,
1910.

These ties are of heavy plate steel, bent to a trough shaped chan-
nel. They are used with the open side up, and have a rail seat of the
same material riveted across the top of the channel; the rail being held
in place by bolted clips.

These ties are still in track, but are badly rusted and are lacking
insulation.

Weller & Reese Concrete Ties,

Nine Weller & Reese concrete ties were installed in the main
track between Seventh and Ninth Streets, Los Angeles, on October
8th, 1911. The Roadmaster reported these ties to have been removed
from track on account of failure prior to December 5, 1913.

McDonald Concrete Ties.

Twenty-one McDonald concrete ties were installed in the rriain

track, south of Seventh Street, Los Angeles, in June, 1907, reported
by the Roadmaster as having been removed on account of failure prior
to December 15, 1913. However, during an inspection trip on January
15, 1918, eight (8) concrete ties were found in the above location. The
eight ties found were in very poor condition, most of them being
cracked through under the rails. These ties were 7" x 8" x 8', with
eight pieces of %" reinforcing rods extending through them longitu-
dinally.
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No information could be secured as to whether the eight ties

found were of the McDonald installation or not.

Hanna Cement Ties.

Eight Hanna cement ties were installed in the main track opposite
the Hanna lumber yard at Rivera, Calif., on November 21, 1912. These
ties were still in service at the time of last inspection, January 16,

1918, but were showing some cracks under the rails.

LaGuna Concrete Ties.

Forty-six LaGuna concrete ties were installed in the main track at

Vegala, Calif., in July, 1917. These ties are 6" x 8" x 8' reinforced
concrete, having J4" plates laid in the top of the tie for a rail seat, and
have 1" X 3" oak plugs inserted vertically in which to drive the spikes.

These ties were inspected on January 16, 1918, and at that time
nearly every tie showed crushing and shattering under the rails. Nine-
teen ties showed transverse cracks between the rails. The spikes

were being lifted out of the blocks quite badly.

The concrete ties, with the exception of the Ickes ties at Chanute
and the Saxon concrete ties at Tecuseh, Okla., are the usual 6x8
or 7 X 8 straight section of tie. Descriptions or cuts of all of the

steel ties tested out have already been published. The Saxon ties

described as pecan shaped blocks of concrete, were of the same width,
looking down upon them, throughout their length, but looking at them
edgewise, they were of 10" thickness for a few inches at the center,

and then rounded, to a thickness of 4J4" at the ends. Iron straps of

%" X ]4" were embedded in the blocks of concrete as they were made,
and when placed in track these straps were bent upward and hooked
through holes in similar straps, which had been widened at the ends
to provide for the hooks. The straps extended from the blocks were
than bent down to the full 180 deg. This arrangement made a very
weak tie between the two blocks to prevent the track from spreading,

and presented practically no resistance to a movement of the rails in-

ward. Of course, where only a few ties of this type were installed

between standard wooden ties, there is no particular tendency of the

rails to move inward, but should long stretches of track be built on
this type of tie, a sun kink might very easily cause one or both rails

to buckle towards the center of track. In fact, the device is not a

safe one.
None of the substitute ties which we have tried out so far have

proven at all satisfactory.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

Kind .
"Boughton" "Hardman" "Metal Tie Co. Tie."

Reported by Earl Stimson, Genl. Supt. M. of W. & S.

Date July 28th, 1919.

Boughton Steel Tie originally installed at Akron, Ohio, in Octo-
ber, 1904. Recent inspection indicates that only one of these ties

remains in track. This is in good condition but the rail fasteners

have become badly corroded. There were originally seventeen of

these ties installed, twelve of which were removed previous to Sep-
tember 8th, 1916. The four additional ties have been taken out

since that time. Unfortunately there has been no record kept of

the date of the removal of these last four ties. They were removed
because they were broken and the rail fasteners were badly corroded
and no additional rail fasteners could be obtained. The general

opinion was that the ties were inadequate for the service but if con-

structed of heavier steel of a different design might be made to give

more satisfactory service.
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The fifty metal ties made by the Metal Tie Company and installed
in the eastbound track at Bridge 149^^ just east of Martinsburg, W.
Va., in May, 1919, arc still in service. A recent inspection indicates that
a renewal of the blocks are necessary about once a year. Consider-
able trouble is experienced in keeping the tie plumb, but this can
be largely overcome by keeping the track properly filled with ballast.

The metal in the ties seems to be still in good condition and no fail-

ures were noted.
The Hardman Railroad Tie was installed in the eastbound freight

track about % oi a mile west of West Baltimore, Md., in May, 1917
and a recent inspection indicates that the entire 29 of these ties are
still in service. It will be necessary, however, to remove five of these
in the very near future as they are crushed and splintered badly on
the low side.

There have been no other tests of substitute ties installed on
this railroad since the last report.

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie"

Reported by H. T. Porter, Chief Engineer.

Date August 19th, 1919.

In regard to use of steel ties on the Bessemer & Lake Erie
Railroad, we have recently received and are now putting in the track
50,000 steel ties of what is known as the Carnegie Steel Company
M 29 Section.

I have no further information to give your Committee this year.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.

Kind "Universal" "Carnegie"

Reported by W. L. Breckinridge, Chief Engineer.

Date May 24th, 1919.

We have no substitute ties on this railroad. The Universal ties

placed in 1911 have all been removed. We also tried a small number
of concrete ties, which, however, shattered and broke. Some years
ago we ordered a few Carnegie ties for a special purpose, but made
no extensive purchase.

Denver & Salt Lake Railroad.

Kind "Shane"
Reported by V. B. Wagner, Chief Engineer. •

Dates June 27th and August 6th, 1919.

June 27th: These ties are located near the center of a four-degree
curve, gravel ballasted. The line and surface of the track secured
with these ties is good, there being in place in connection with these
ties 80-lb. A. S. C. E. rail.

August 6th: The train movement consists of from two to four pas-
senger movements each day, also service movement for shop em-
ployees at Utah Junction, engine and caboose movement between
Utah Junction and Superintendent's office, Denver, also such switch-
ing and other movements as are necessary between Denver and Utah
Junction. Approximate speed twenty miles per hour.

Possibly there are only about six or eight full train movements
each day over this particular location, other movements being of
lighter tonnage and as noted above.
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DuJuth & Iron Range Railroad.

Duluth, Missahe & Northern Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie" "Kimball."

Reported by W. A. Clark, Chief Engineer.

Date July 8th, 1919.

Relative to substitute ties, there is nothing to add regarding
Carnegie ties in tracks of the Duluth & Iron Range and Duluth,
Missabe & Northern Railroads, except that on the Duluth, Missabe
& Northern Railroad it has been necessary to take out approximately
thirty of these ties on the hill between Proctor and Duluth. These
were removed in May, 1919, because they had crushed down under
the rail similar to those examined on the E. J. & E. In this case,

however, the running of the rail on the steep grade and under
heavy traffic tends to drive these ties in the ballast and seems to

have been an important contributing cause to their failure.

About 1914, thirty Kimball ties, somewhat modified from the
original design, were installed at Virginia, Minnesota, in D. M. &
N. Main Line track. These ties consist essentially of a steel channel
about three inches deep, forming the top and supported by two con-
crete blocks each one-half the length of the tie. One particularly

novel feature of this tie is the use of the ordinary track spikes and
the method of securing them in place.

The traffic over these ties consists of six passenger trains and
four local freights per day, together with a varying ore traffic which
amounts to probably six heavy ore trains as a maximum. None
of this traffic would be considered high speed.

These ties are reported in good condition and giving satisfac-
tory service.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway.

Kind "Bates" "Carnegie"

Reported by Arthur Montzheimer, Chief Engineer.

Date June 27th, 1919.

The Bates Concrete Ties in Elgin, Joliet & Eastern track at

Whiting are still in service and are giving very satisfactory service.
We have not put in additional Carnegie Steel Ties during the last

year or two on account of war conditions.

Erie Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie"

Reported by R. S. Parsons, Chief Engineer.

Date August 7th, 1919.

Following is a report covering substitute ties in track on the
Meadville Division of the Erie Railroad:

Name of Tie Location In Track Date Put In
Carnegie Jamestown, N. Y. 384 1909

The present condition of ties in service show that same are
badly worn. It was necessary to remove forty-two (42) of these
ties on account of being worn out, ten (10) ties were removed from
track Main Street November, 1916, eighteen (18) ties removed from
Fairmont Avenue September, 1918, and fourteen (14) ties were re-

moved from Fairmont Avenue June, 1919. Ties were badly deterio-

rated.

We have no other substitute ties in service on this railroad.
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Florida East Coast Railroad.

Kind "Percival"

Reported by E. Ben Carter, Chief Engineer.

Date June 30th, 1919.

In regard to the report on the Percival Concrete ties under
test on this road

:

Thev are still giving satisfactory service and we are now about
to renew the wood cushions on same (which will be the second
renewal since their installation in 1906) and expect to secure many
more 3'ears' service.

I may add that the track in which these ties are located is rock
ballasted, having been done in 1918, but we have noticed that the
ties are holding up just as well as they did under sand ballast.

We have no other substitute ties on test on this road, and at

this time I am not aware of any other test being made in this part
of the country.

Lake CJiam plain & Moriah Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie"

Reported by M. Moore, Superintendent.

Date June 27th, 1919.

The Carnegie steel ties we have in service are still in use and
giving good service.

Lake Erie & Western Railroad.

Kind "Buhrer."

Reported by J. K. Conner, Chief Engineer.

Date June 26th, 1919.

Two of the Buhrer concrete ties were removed from the track on
June 14th, 1919, account of the ties having failed.

Long Island Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie."
"Combination Concrete and Steel."

Reported by J. R. Savage, General Manager.

Date August 4th, 1919.

We installed 30 Carnegie steel ties at Hicksville in May, 1909. Of
this number 24 are still in service, and are in excellent condition ; the

rail fastenings remain securely in place, and very little maintenance is

necessary.

As to those removed, I would advise as follows

:

(a) Date of removal—April, 1919.

(b) Number removed—6.

(c) Cause of removal—It was found impossible to keep track in

good line and surface, due to the network of interlocking signal pipe

lines, which made it impossible to properly ballast track.

In 1911 or 1912 we installed 34 combination concrete and steel ties,

in the throat of our passenger yard at Long Island City. These are still

in the track, but owing to the concrete breaking away from the steel, the

channel iron is all that is holding them together and keeping the rail to

gauge at this time. This tie was made of two pieces of channel iron held
together by two bolts, which also act as a fastener for I-bolts to hold the

rail to tie. In addition two tie plates were made especially for this type

of tie used with lugs which slot in channel irons, this to prevent spread
and to hold rail to gauge.
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Kind "McDonald."

Reported by Thos. W. Bulpin, Chief Engineer.

Date January 29th, June 27th, 1919.

January 29th, 1919: About July, 1911, this Company installed 4,323

concrete ties in the following locations: Broadway, 1st St. to lOtli St.;

Spring St., 8th St. to 9th St.; 1st St., Broadway to Spring St.

These ties were known as the McDonald tie.

The track construction upon which these tics were laid is as follows

:

A concrete slab 6 in. thick was laid one inch below the bottom of
the tie; ties were tamped and surfaced with cement grout, slightly moist-
ened ; rail section, 7% in. 87-lb. Tee rail. Paving from the bottom of
the tie to the top of the rail was cement concrete with two-inch asphalt
wearing surface. - Ties were spaced 3 ft. centers, except at joints. Traffic

was heavy.
The installation of these ties was not altogether successful, as the

method of fastening the rail to the tie did not prove satisfactory. The
spikes, being driven into a three-quarter inch gas pipe, were found to

loosen with traffic, and it became necessary in all instances of this kind to

install long bolts to the bottom of the tie and use clips on the rail to

fasten same down.
June 27th, 1919: We have not, since 1911, installed any substitute ties.

We have had great difficulty with those installed at that time, the
trouble being that the rails become loose from the ties, due to the de-
fective method of fastening. These ties, however, have not been re-

moved from the track, a scheme having been devised of clipping the rail

to the bottom of the tie, holding them in service.

Northern Pacific Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie," "Universal."

Reported by H. E. Stevens, Chief Engineer.

Date June 30th, 1919.

There has been no change in our status except that quite a number
of the steel ties have been removed from the track account of automatic
signals having been carried through the territory where they were placed.

We do not have a record as to just when they were removed or their

condition.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. .

Kinds "Riegler Concrete Steel Tie."
"Hansen Steel Tie."

Reported by W. C. Cushing, Chief Engineer—Maintenance.

Date September 2Sth, 1919.

The only substitute tie now in service on the Pennsylvania Lines
West of Pittsburgh is the Riegler Concrete Steel Tie.

Fifteen of these ties were placed in No. 1 Westward Passenger Track,
west of Emsworth, May, 1908, were transferred to No. 3 Eastward Freight
Track in December, 1914, and are still in track.

A progress report made of these ties on page 398, Volume 19, of the
Proceedings, states that two ties show some cracks in the concrete which
vyere not considered of sufficient magnitude to affect the integrity of the
ties. An inspection made September 24, 1919, shows these two ties badly
cracked on top, but still the integrity of the ties does not seem to be
affected. The first eastward tie shows signs of crushing under the north
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rail and a crack between the steel and the concrete on the north end
of it. On the other ties the contact between the concrete and steel is as

intimate as when the ties were first put in track. The fastenings are

in fair condition. Five clips are off and one bolt is broken. Otherwise
the ties are in good condition.

In regard to the Hansen Steel Tie as made by the Standard Steel

Car Company, 500 of these ties were installed in the main tracks at

Emsworth, Pa., in 1905. In February, 1906, they were removed and placed

in the westward freight track at Columbiana. On account of not being
able to properly insulate these ties, they were again removed in July, 1907,

on account of installing automatic signals. They were then placed in the

westbound siding at MK Tower, west of Loudonville, O., in September,
1907. These ties have been gradually replaced and in 1918 they had been
entirely removed on account of their bad condition. A great many of
them had been damaged on account of derailments and it was impossible

to keep them either in line, surface or gauge.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines.

Kinds Snyder,
Mechling & Smith,
Carnegie,
Pennsylvania,
Standard,
Shane.

Reported by W. G. Conghlin, Engineer Maintenance of Way.
Date August 7th, 1919.

Snyder Composite Ties.

148 installed about 1906 in westward track west of Mt. Gretna,

Lebanon Branch, Philadelphia Division. All removed in the Spring of

1916 on account of the steel shell having been worn out under the rail.

52 installed about 1906 in ash track in Lebanon Yard, Lebanon Branch,
Philadelphia Division. All removed in the Spring of 1916, the steel shell

having been destroyed by corrosion.

821 installed October, 1907, in Derry Yard, Pittsburgh Division. All

in service and giving satisfactorj- results where traffic is not heav}- or

fast. Track has not needed regauging since the installation of these ties.

1600 installed October, 1907, in Conemaugh Yard, Pittsburgh Division;

280 removed in 1915 and 1916 on account of steel shell being worn out

under rail ; 1320 remain in service in fair condition, but shell is somewhat
worn under the rail.

Mechling & Smith Steel Ties.

100 installed October, 1910, in Wilkinsburg Yard, Pittsburgh Division

;

20 removed in 1915 on account of bad condition of wood blocks; 11 re-

moved April, 1919, account of damage by wreck ; 69 remain in service in

fair condition except that wood blocks will soon require renewal.

Carnegie Steel Switch Ties.

Eight sets installed October, .1911, in Pitcairn Yard, Pittsburgh Divi-

sion. About 90 per cent have been removed at various times on account
of damage from wrecks. The remaining 10 per cent are badly corroded
but in serviceable condition.

Carnegie Steel Ties.

The Carnegie steel ties in the vicinity of Atglen, Pa., were removed
at various times, the last of them being taken out in July, 1918, as stated

in our report of December 30, 1918.
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Pennsylvania Steel Company's Steel Ties.

These ties, which were west of Atglen, Pa., were all removed as

stated in our report of September 4, 1917.

Standard Steel Ties.

500 installed June, 1915, in eastward freight track, Philadelphia Di-

vision, A. & S. Branch, cast of Lenover, Pa. A few of the wooden lilocks

have required renewal. Otherwise the ties are in good condition.

Shane Steel Ties.

100 installed in eastward freight track, A. & S. Branch, Philadelphia
Division, west of Atglen, Pa., February, 1916. 45 were removed and
replaced November, 1916, account of failure of insulation; 35 were re-

moved in December, 1916, and the remaining 65 in September, 1918, ac-

count of damage from wrecks.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

Kinds "Atwood," "Standard."

Reported by J. A. Atwood, Chief Engineer.

Dates June 28, July 11, 1919.

June 28, 1919: Relative to the Atwood tie, I have nothing further to

report on this subject. The five ties are still in track and are giving satis-

factory service. They are as good as they were when they were put in

the track.

July 11, 1919: The Standard Steel Tie Company's ties installed in

our track at Glassport on May 4, 1914, have been in continuous service

since that time. They are located on a tangent and have been giving

satisfactory service. The steel portion of the tie appears to be in as good
a condition as the daj^ of installation. It shows no signs of bulging or

flattening out. The wood fillers will probably have to be renewed shortly.

The Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad.

Kind "Carnegie."

Reported by J. N. Thompson, Secretary to Receiver. ,

Date June 30th, 1919.

Regarding the Carnegie I-beam steel ties installed on this company's
Byrndale branch

:

Since the last report to the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion it has been necessary to remove about one hundred of these ties

account of the web crushing. This leaves still in track about six hundred
ties.

We have no other substitute ties under trial.

Riverside, Rialto & Pacific Railroad.

Kind "Wolf Concrete Tie."

Reported by A. Maguire, Engineer M. of Way, Los Angeles & Salt

Lake Railroad.

There have been four of the concrete ties removed on account of

being broken, and about one-fourth of those remaining in the track have

the cement coating broken loose from the wire reinforcement under the

rail.

I do not think these ties would stand up very long under heavy

traffic, as most of the traffic over them is street cars with a switch engine

and small string of cars twice a day.
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Southern Pacific Railroad.

Kind "Goodlett."

Reported by W. M. Jackie, Engineer of Maintenance.

Date July 29th, 919.

Regarding the Goodlett Ties located at Oakland

:

The first of these ties, 12 in number, were placed in the main switch

lead at the Homestead yard. West Oakland, in 1914. The first day one of

the ties failed and was taken out, the second tie failed within three days,

and within the course of one year all these ties were removed from the

track as completely failing.

The second lot were placed in the same switch lead on November
27, 1917, 27 in number. They commenced to fail by cracking under a

rail and at the present time there are 18 of these ties in the track ; 8 of
them are in good condition, 10 of them are cracked at one end. However,
they are still in the track, but as a matter of safety, pine ties have been
spaced between the remaining concrete ties'.

These ties are located at a point where they are subject to heavy
traffic. Also the wooden block upon which the rail rests has crushed on
account of blocking being too small.

Detailed description of this tie is given in the "Railway Review" of

October 19, 1918.
_ _

.

Regarding other ties—will state that at various times we have tried

several forms of concrete ties, and all have proven an absolute failure.

Furthermore, we have never heard of any but what have proven a failure,

nor do we regard the concrete tie as having any of the elements of success.
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TESTS OF SUBSTITUTE TIES IN PROGRESS 1919.

Railroad Name of Tie Location

A. T. & S. F Baird Newton, Kans...

,

Baltimore & Ohio.

Bes. & Lake Erie.

.

Bronson Chillicothe, 111

Carnegie Newton, Kans
Carnegie Newton, Kans
Hanna Rivera, Calif
La Guna Vegala, Calif
Universal Florence, Kans
Boughton Akron , Ohio
Hardman West Baltimore
Metal Tie Co Martinsburg, W. Va.

. Carnegie Various

Buf., Roch. & Pitts Carnegie Sidings Where Fires
Are Cleaned

C. C. C. & St. L Carnegie Greensburg, Ind
Cornwall & Lebanon Snyder Mt. Gretna, Pa
D. L. & W Universal Dover, N. J

Denver & Salt Lake. . . Shane Denver, Colo
Denver & Salt Lake .... Shane Denver, Colo
Duluth & Iron Range. . . Carnegie Various
Duluth, M. & N Carnegie Duluth and Proctor,

Minn
Kimball Unknown
Kimball Virginia, Minn

Elgin, Joliet & East Bates. Whiting, Ind
Carnegie Various

Erie Carnegie Jamestown, N. Y
Florida East Coast Percival St. Augustine, Fla
Huntingdon & B. T. M Stoneback Huntingdon, Pa
Lake Champ & Moriah Carnegie
L. E. & W Buhrer Tipton. Ind
Long Island Carnegie Hicksville, N. Y

Comb. Cone, and
Steel Long Island City

Los Angeles Ry McDonald Los Angeles, Cal
Northern Pacific Carnegie Where Fires Are Cleaned

Concrete Roadbed. .Washington
Universal Wliere Fires Are Cleaned

P. R. R. , Eastern Lines Carnegie Pitcairn Yard '

Mechling & Smith.. Wilkinsburg, Pa
Snyder Derry, Pa
Snyder Conemaugh Yd., Pa
Standard Parkersburg, Pa

P. R. R., Western Lines Emsworth, Pa
Riegler Emsworth, Pa

Pitts. & Lake Erie Atwood McKees Rocks, Pa
Standard Glassport, Pa

P. Shawmut & N Carnegie Byrndale Branch
Riverside, Rialto &

Pacific Wolf Riverside, Cal
Southern Pacific Ooodlett Oakland, Cal
So. Pac., Texas Lines. . . Indestructible Eagle Pass, Tex

Percival Edgewater, Tex
Percival Bayou Sale, La
Percival Edgewater, Tex

Union R. R Carnegie Pittsburgh, Pa

Number
Now

In Track

3

11

11

35
8
46
106

1

29
50

Many

1500
One Mile

200

Date Put In

Prior to March
1910

Dec. 5, 1914
Apr. 30, 1913

Sept., 1914

Nov. 21, 1912
July, 1917
Mays, 1911

Oct., 1904
May, 1917
May, 1909
Jan. 1905
aiidsubseq.

1912

Aboiit 1906

13

13

1833

22369
1

30
62

Many
342
16

3

48
5

24

34
4323
Few

Oct. 1912
Aug. 1916
1905

1908-9
About 1911

About 1914
May 1. 1912
Various
Sept. 1909
March 1906
April 1915

Aug.' 1903

May 1909

1911-12
July 1911
1906

Few
10% of 8 sets.

69
821 ,

1320
500

"is
5

About 600

56
18
23
67
96
20

5000

.Oct. 1911

Oct. 1910
Oct. 1907
Oct. 1907
June 1915

May 1908'

Oct. 1908
.May 4, 1914
Sum. 1907

Oct. 1913
Nov. 1917
May 1916
Oct. 1906
Jan. 1910
Jan. 1908
Fall 1908
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Universal Ties, Removed from A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago.

Ties are turned bottom side up to show cracks originating in the

square corners of the holes cut in the bases-
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Kimball Ties, Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railroad.

(This tie should not be confused with the one designed by G. H. Kim-
ball, Consulting Engineer, Detroit, Mich.)
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Bates Ties, E. J. & E. Ry., Whiting, Ind., June 3, 1919.
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Bates Ties, E. J. & E. Ry., Whiting, Ind., June 3, 1919.
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Bates Tie, June 3, 1919, with Ballast Removed to Show Tuusses.
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Peerless Ties, C. & A.- R. R., Chicago, June 3, 1919.

Ballast removed to show condition.



Ties, 613

Carnegie Tie, Sec. M 21, E. J. & E. Ry., Whiting, Indiana, June 3, 1919,

Showing Typical Failure.
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Peerless Ties, C. & A. R. R., Chicago, June 3, 1919.



Ties. 615

Bates Ties, June 3, 1919, with Ballast Removed to Show Condition of
Steel Trusses.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XXII—ON ECONOMICS OF
RAILWAY LABOR

E. R. Lewis, Chainnan; C. H. Stein, Vice-Chairman;

W. J. Backes, C. B. Hoyt,

A. F. Blaess. W. a. James,

W. M. Camp, C. E. Johnston,

W. R. Dawson, A. C. Mackenzie,

W. D. Faucette, C. a. Paquette,

R. H. Ford, J. W. Pfau,

\V. R. Hillary, J. R. Sexton,

Cotnmittee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee on Eco-

nomics of Railway Labor for study and report:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on plans and methods for organizing to obtain labor for

railways.

3. Continue discussion of the subject of methods of equating track

sections, obtaining and reporting from railroads information relating to

practice and study now in vogue.
4. Study the matter of establishing proper' relations between unit

of track expenditure and unit per mile of line for different classes of

road for the purpose of determining a normal maintenance expense and
to obtain as far as possible uniform conditions involving: (a) Separation
of expenses between road, signal and bridge departments

; (b) the de-

termination of the ratio of labor cost to total cost.

5. Study and report upon methods for training and educating en-

gineering and maintenance department employees.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Buffalo, June 12; in

Detroit, September 23; in Chicago, November 7, 1919, and January

13, 1920. The names of members in attendance have been given in

the Minutes of the meetings which have been forwarded to the Secre-

tary for printing in the Bulletin.

(1) Revision of Manual

The Manual at present contains no subject-matter under the

caption "Economics of Railway Labor." However, the Manual does

contain several subjects reported by other Standing Committees

which involves this subject. The Chairman, therefore, on instructions

from the Committee, appointed a Sub-Committee to review the 1915

Manual and supplements to ascertain whether revisions of such

subject-matter seemed advisable. On receipt of the Sub-Committee's

report, it was instructed and did suggest certain revisions to the

Chairmen of other Standing Committees, who replied that their Com-
mittees would consider the revisions pointed out.
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(2) Plans and Methods for Organizing to Obtain Labor for Railways

This Sub-Committee was instructed to preface its work by the

sending of a questionnaire to officers of representative railway com-

panies as to individual practices and recommendations of forms of

organization to obtain railway labor.

Owing to the general conditions in the labor field the matter has

not been closed. The Committee reports progress.

(3) Methods of Equating Track Sections, Obtaining and Reporting

from Railroads Information Relating to Practice and Study

Now in Vogue

The Committee feels that it is impracticable to report on this

subject until means are provided for obtaining information as sug-

gested at the beginning of the season. The Committee reports

progress.

(4) Establishing Proper Relations Between Unit of Track Expendi-

ture and Unit Per Mile of Line for Different Classes of Road

This subject deals with data to be obtained under subject (3).

The Committee reports progress.

(5) Methods for Training and Educating Engineering and Mainte-

nance Department Employees

In Appendix A the Committee submits a number of suggestions

as information, and its recommendations are given under the heading

of Conclusions.

(6) Plans for Buildings and Boarding Cars for Maintenance of Way
Department Employees •

These plans were submitted in 1918, and in 1919 were referred to

the Committee on Buildings, which was instructed to criticise the

plans and furnish details. The Committee on Buildings has approved

the plans as submitted and report them in sufficient detail without

revision.

To avoid duplication and unnecessary expense for reprinting,

reference is made to Vol. 20, Proceedings for 1919, for the plans for

housing railway labor, as follows:
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Vol. 20
Page.

1. Knockdown Portable Bunk House—8 men, floor plan and section 765
2. Knockdown Portable Bunk House—16 men, floor plan and section 766
3. Septic Closet, for use with knockdown or permanent camp, floor

plan and section 767
4. Sleeping Car, floor plan only 768
5. Foreman's and Commissary Car, floor plan only 769
6. Kitchen Car, floor plan only '. 770
7. Dining Car, floor plan only 771

8. Material Car, floor plan only 772
9. Washroom and Toilet Building, floor plan and section 773

10. Mess Hall, floor plan and section 774
11. Bunk House, floor plan and section 775
12. Lounging Building, floor plan and section 776
13. Mess Hall Building, floor plan and section ' 777
14. Isolation Building, floor plan and section 778

15. Bunk House, floor plan and section 779
17. Commissary Storehouse, floor plan and section 781

20. Washroom and Toilet Building, floor plan and section 780

Conclusions

2. The Committee recommends that subject No. 2 be re-assigned.

3. The Committee asks to be relieved of this subject.

4. The Committee asks that it be relieved of this subject.

5. The Committee recommends that the matter presented be

accepted as information, printed in the Proceedings, and that the

subject be re-assigned.

Recommendations for Future Work
The Committee recommends that the following subject be

assigned for future work:

1. Study and report on standard methods of performing main-
tenance of way work with a view to obtaining units of maintenance.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

E. R. Lewis, Chairman.



Appendix A

METHODS FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATING ENGINEER-
ING AND MAINTENANCE OF WAY DEPARTMENT

EMPLOYEES

Sun-COMMITTEE (5)

The Sub-Committee appointed to study and report upon methods
for training and educating engineering and maintenance of way
department employees feels that this subject naturally presents two
separate divisions:

(1) Training of the Engineer;
(2) Training and educating of supervisors and foremen.

Training of the Engineer

Generally speaking, the newly-graduated Engineer is a mathe-

matician and the problem is to make him also an economist. This

is usually a slow, and exacting process. We feel it to be true that,

on most railroads, the training and educating of Engineers is un-

methodical. This situation is probably natural enough as the demands
of the service have required concentration of attention and effort

from the responsible officers on the work in hand, giving but little

opportunity to the development of the idea of advisory control of

subordinates. The result has been that the development of the indi-

vidual is almost wholly that which comes from his being thrown
upon his own resources.

Where work is not well done fault may be found, but it must
be borne in mind that, beside errors of commission, the man whose
training has not been rounded out can be charged with many errors

of omission. The error of omission, the failure to avail oneself of

opportunity, is less likely to be brought to notice, and, without cor-

rective guidance, the young Engineer, who errs in this direction, is

likely to stagnate. Here, then, lies the great opportunity for develop-

ment of men. Division Engineers, being charged with the duty of

maintenance, under whose immediate direction are brought most of

the young Engineers on a railroad, must be impressed with the im-

portance of developing their men and broadening their touch with all
"

questions of engineering. It is, however, the opinion of your Com-
mittee that even the Division Engineer, who is the mentor of the

young Engineer, does not, as a rule, direct his own attention to the

question of economics as fully as should be the case in a position of

that sort. Sometimes this is chargeable to the Engineer and to his

temperamental deficiencies, but, generally speaking, especially on the

larger systems, the Engineer's sense of the importance and proper

value of statistical information with respect to the economical per-

formance of work under his direction is dwarfed. This is largely

because of the length of time that elapses between the completion of
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a particular job and the time when data as to the cost of the work is

available. The stores department charges out the material and the

auditing department compiles the accounting.

The Engineer must get under the load and be brought to a

realization of responsibility for consequences, but this cannot be done

unless the man in charge is placed in a position where not only will

he direct labor in the application of material, but he will be in first-

handed touch with all of the elements of cost as the work is in prog-

ress. Certainly the cumbersome system of accounting with respect

to maintenance of way expenses, and such construction of minor

character as is usually delegated to a Division Engineer, does not

make for efficiency. It is hopeless to attempt to make an economist

by admonition alone. To tell a man about the cost of a job six weeks

or more after it is completed will not help at all so far as that par-

ticular work is concerned.

The foregoing appears like a criticism of railroad methods rather

than consideration of the subject-matter, but it is an important part

of the machinerj' of economics. There should be at the command
of the Engineer such control of materials and primary accounting

that he may at all times check up, in a thoroughgoing manner, the

work under his direction and be made responsible for the economical

performance of it.

In addition to having a system by which men in charge of work
may readily ascertain costs when they are incurred, it is the opinion

of your Committee that, on roads where the size of the engineering

forces will warrant, there should be attached to the department a man
well equipped with practical experience and technical training who
would be fitted to conduct a program of development. Such a man
would collect statistics, make an analysis of work accomplished and
direct a campaign involving regular meetings composed of the mem-
bers of the engineering force from the various divisions as well as

from the general office. Papers would be prepared on subjects

assigned to individuals and reports made on matters referred to

committees whose membership should include beginners as well as

those advanced to higher positions in the service. At such meetings,

constructive criticism should be advanced as to work subject to com-
ment, either as to methods of prosecution or economy. The exchange
of views would be beneficial to the service and educational to the men.

It is hopeless for any official in charge of various projects, the com-
pletion of which continually demands his attention, to expect to

singly accomplish much in educating the young Engineer, even though
every opportunity is seized as incidents occur. Such incidents are

usually examples of errors of commission, and what is needed is to

educate the men to think in a broad way. When we speak of economy
it must not be summed up in the idea of parsimony. The most
important economies sometimes require the greatest outlays. The
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interest of engineering organizations will be served best by develop-

ing men to think wisely in large matters as well as in small.

In the training of young Engineers th^ essential feature is to

teach them to properly gage productive effort. Probably one of the

best methods is to establish a system by which a certain percentage

of the positions of supervisor may be filled from the Engineer corps.

This system affords the Engineer an intimate detailed knowledge of

the methods of applying material; it enables him to fairly gage the

reasonable product of labor, and brings him in direct contact with

the foremen and the men, a feature which, when he has been pro-

moted to Division Engineer or some higher position, is of immense
advantage to him. Not only will he personally know many of his

employees, but his experience as supervisor will better enable him to

get the viewpoint of the men and increase his usefulness as adminis-

trator because of his ability to maintain relations understandingly

with the rank and file. He will, by this training, be enabled to

direct working forces, to properly proportion gangs to the work, and

to pass fair judgment on the efificient performance of the men under

him. One of the requirements for appointment to the position of

Division Engineer, or Engineer Maintenance of Way, should be at

least two years' experience as supervisor.

Another step in the education of the young Engineer should be

a requirement that he have not less than one year's service in the

office of the Chief Engineer. This will impress upon him the theories

which have been acquired at school and give opportunity for applying

them in practice. Serving in such capacity, he will learn more thor-

oughly to appreciate some of the niceties of engineering and the

necessity and proper manner of furnishing information and of carry-

ing out the details of work which later on in his career he will be

called upon to do. It is a fact to be deplored that there is a great

lack of designing ability among Maintenance Engineers, that is to

say, from the Division Engineer down. Too much attention is paid

to the tamping of ties and the construction of sidetracks to the exclu-

sion of the fundamentals of engineering design. Service in the gen-

eral office will in a measure cure this condition, which is a short-

coming not because of faulty education but because of lack of oppor-

tunity to apply in practice the things learned at school.

To summarize as to engineering forces, we suggest:

(1) Employ in the engineering corps men of sufficient technical

training to be useful in solving the ordinary engineer-

ing problems.

(2) Carry on an educational campaign through regular and

periodical meetings, the members to exchange views

through the media of papers, reports and discussion.

(3) Fill a certain percentage of the positions of Supervisor

of Track, Supervisor of Bridges and Buildings, Super-
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visor of Signals and Inspector from the engineering

corps on an equal footing with other applicants.

(4) Systematic rotation of service for the members of the

engineering corps, to include surveying and field work,

inspection, supervision of maintenance and construction

and work in drafting and designing.

Training and Education of Supervisors and Foremen

In the training of supervisors and foremen not having the advan-

tage of a technical education the problem is different from that of

the Engineer. As most railroad organizations are now constituted,

efficiency in the work of the department depends largely upon the

capability of this group.

Their schooling, generally, has been their practical experience

and this may have been long and profitable, or comparatively short

and unprofitable. It is deplorable that in recent ^ears on most lines

of railroad the percentage of comparatively inexperienced men among
supervisors and foremen, particularly the latter, has greatly increased.

The resultant inefficiency is so serious that it may well cause earnest

thought as to how to educate and develop these men. The ineffi-

ciency, however, is not necessarily due to inexperienced men. Long
experience does not always result in correct ideas as to the most eco-

nomical methods. Too often wrong methods are persisted in and

bad habits formed until it is well nigh impossible to get the individual

out of his rut. It is noticeable that where there is an excellent

supervisor, there will invariably be found foremen of far above

average capabilities, and the reverse is true where the supervisor is

not capable. This is merely a reflection of wise and efficient direction

in the prosecution of work and emphasizes the fact that most men,

particularly younger men, want to learn and especially will they do

so if the instruction is imparted in a manner to incite interest and

appeal to their pride. It is essential, however, that this be done by

one whose knowledge, manner and personality commands their

respect. A man will go farther in his efforts in both quality and

quantity of productive labor for a superior who manifests some
appreciation for what is well done than for him who apparently sees

nothing but the shortcomings and deals mostly in censure.

Efficiency in any man springs from pride and interest in his

work. Any other efficiency is forced, is of a lower degree and will

not play any part in the development of promotable material.

As to the rank and file of labor, its efficiency will, under present

industrial conditions, have to be attained more or less by applying

pressure, or until railroad work is made comparatively more attractive.

The education of the supervisor and foreman must come from
the instruction and guidance of their superiors. Standard methods
of achievement should be developed and their purport fully under-
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stood by supervisors and foremen. After that has been done, full

adherence thereto should be insisted upon through rigid and con-

stant supervision. If left to themselves, several different foremen

will probably have as many different methods of doing the most

usual routine work. Manifestly, one method is better than the others.

One foremen with a given force may accomplish twice as much of a

certain routine of work in a given time as another under the same
circumstances, not because he works his men more exhaustively, but

because he has a superior method. Efficient supervisors and fore-

men see and remedy little defects before they become great defi-

ciencies. The official who is to be an educator of his subordinates

must constantly, by analytical study of the processes at work on all

sides, determine the best methods and insist on their employment
generally. This insistence will readily prevail if the erring subordi-

nate is kept in a receptive state of mind and is taught to analyze

for himself and then fairly judge all of his own processes from the

viewpoint of both cost and workmanship.

Probably one of the best ways to induce development in this

class of supervisors and foremen is to assemble a number of them

at occasional meetings for the discussion of their common problems.

This practice tends greatly to broaden the view and enlarge the in-

terest of these men as well as to establish an esprit de corps, without

which there can be no enthusiasm nor sustained interest in excelling

in their particular line of activity. If such meetings be held, they

should be the occasion for the attendance of as many of the higher

officials as possible, one or more of whom on each occasion should

give well-considered talks or papers on seasonable subjects and lead

the others into discussions where full expression of opinions may be

secured. Such talks should not be technical in character. They
should deal with the subject-matter in language adapted to the audi-

ence, and it should be borne in mind that two purposes are to be ac-

complished by such meetings—one is to get the men started to think-

ing, provided they are led to think along the right lines, and the other

is to establish closer relations of acquaintanceship with the men. Un-
der present industrial conditions no single factor will be so help-

ful in developing men of this character into permanent and loyal em-

ployees of the railroad. A great mistake in latter days is failure of

the superior to keep in close personal touch with his subordinates.

Anyone who appreciates the value of this policy knows that the ac-

quisition of knowledge is not always in the one direction and that

mutual acquaintance and trust thus developed may be exceedingly

helpful in the avoidance of trouble, resulting from misunderstand-

ings, such as otherwise are likely to occur from time to time. A
quarter of a century ago this policy was pretty generally carried out.

The Division Engineer not only knew Jerry Ryan but he knew that

he had six children and that four of them were boys. The Engineer
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of to-day thinks it well nigh impossible to carry out such a program,

and in a measure he is right. Though the division has remained un-

changed so far as miles of railroad is concerned, possibly multiple

tracks have been laid, large terminals constructed and the duties de-

volving upon the Engineer in the way of reports and ofifice work are

such that he is working under pressure to keep in daily contact with

current work and has no opportunity to develop the human side in

his relations with his subordinates. The solution seems to rest in the

making of the Engineer's division of an extent which will permit him

to carry out the thought herein suggested. The greatest single prob-

lem is the maintenance of happy relations between the employee and

the employer. The effect will reach through the foreman to the rank

and file of the men.

In contemplation of the future, some plan for inducing men to

qualify for the position of foreman, especially in track work, assumes

great importance judging from the immediate past. It seems to your

Committee that an arrangement for apprentice foremen should be

established, either by creating such a position in each section gang,

and paying rates sufficiently above the laborer's rate to make the

position attractive, or by the forming of apprentice foremen gangs on

each Engineer's division. In either case the men to be carried as

apprentice foremen should be recommended by the foreman and

supervisor. It should not be necessary to have apprentice foremen

on all sections of light traffic lines, but there should be enough ap-

prentice foremen on the heavier lines and terminal sections to insure

the training of candidates to fill vacancies in the ordinary course of

events. These apprentice foremen should be closely observed by the

supervisor to determine their fitness for the position of foreman.

They should be under the direction of the most competent foreman

on the supervisor's district.

One of the most important things in the education of foremen

is to bring about their realization of the importance of correct rec-

ords of working time and material used, and the knowledge of the

right way to keep and distribute time. They cannot be made to re-

alize too keenly that time and money are measures of efficiency as

well as workmanship. Superior officers personally, when possible,

and regularly through their staffs, should take such time as may be

necessary to insure, by individual instruction and by checking at

reasonable intervals, that the foreman distributes his time and ma-

terial correctly. He must be kept keyed up to a lively realization of

the fact that the time of men working under his direction is always

consuming money and that his efficiency and his value will be rated

by the economy of the performance as well as by the quality of the

work. Of course the quality of the work must ever be the first con-

sideration, but the whole integrity of the department's record of unit

costs depends upon the accuracy of the foreman's records. This, in

(21)
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its large meaning, should be brought to his full realization, and if he

is trained to make his reports correctly and understandingly, it will

materially add to his interest in his work.

Some railroads have adopted a policy of furnishing track fore-

men with subscriptions to technical periodicals that are devoted par-

ticularly to track matters. Indicative of the interest taken by the

men, and of their desire to enlarge their knowledge, is the fact that

these track foremen frequently write letters to these magazines giv-

ing their experiences and raising questions as to the problems with

which they have to cope. On one line of railroad where this policy

has been carried out, it is the practice of the Division Engineer, when
an article appears which is of especial interest to this class of em-

ployees, as the occasion presents, to discuss it with the supervisors

and foremen, and invariably it is found that the men have read the

article, which merely demonstrates "that men want to learn." The
dissemination of useful knowledge put in an interesting way, whether

through the medium of periodicals or by bulletin letters, is one of the

means of educating these men. The most effective results, however,

are to be obtained through the medium of personal contact. The
supervisor is, of course, in frequent conference with the Engineer, and

the supervisor should be required to call on each section foreman,

spending at least an hour with him not less than once every two

weeks. He should be selected, primarily, not only for his knowledge

of the work, but for his temperamental fitness so that, in meeting

with the men, he will secure their cooperation. The Division Engi-

neer should train the members of the engineering corps under him so

that, as the occasion presents itself in the course of their work, they

also will discuss with the foremen the work in hand. The result of

such a program will be educational to the young Engineer and induce

cooperative feeling on the part of the foremen.

Summarizing, therefore, we have to suggest with respect to super-

visors and foremen:

(1) That they, from convenient stretches of territory, be occa-

sionally brought into informal meetings with department of-

ficials for the purpose of discussing the various phases of

work and for mutual acquaintance and full understanding.

(2) That in such meetings they be given full explanation of the

objects and uses of their reports, so that a keener apprecia-

tion of accuracy on their part will be realized.

(3) That they be furnished with full information with respect to

the maintenance of way standards and that these and the

reasons therefor be explained to them.

(4) That a system of apprentice schooling be established from

which men can be drawn for the position of foreman.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE IX—ON SIGNS, FENCES
AND CROSSINGS

Arthur Crumpton, Chairman; Maro Johnson, Vice-Chairman;

F. D. Batchellor, S. L. McClanahan,
H. E. Billman, . L. A. Mitchell,

C. G. Bryan, T. E. Rust,

G. F. Black, W. F. Strouse,

B. J. Dalton, a. Swartz,

F. T. Darrow, W. D. Warren,
G. N. Edmondson, K. G. Williams,

Paul Hamilton, B. A. Wood,

L. C. Lawton, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned to the Committee:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and submit definite recommendation for changes.

2. Report on subject of "Signs," and the principles of design and
rules for their use, considering the adoption of a sign for general use, as

far as possible. Study in this connection, in collaboration with Committee
on Signals and Interlocking, the design of suitable stop posts, resume-
speed posts, water station and track-pan markers, highway crossing sig-

nals, etc. Also consider the location of signs, having in mind the matter

of safety of employees obliged to use the roadway.
4. Report on legal requirements relative to the provision of fences

for right-of-way and stock guards.

5. Report on classification of fences into "types."

6. Make a study of crossings

:

(a) Grade crossings; crossing gates; crossing signal bells; warning
signals.

(b) Over- and under-grade crossings; study the law and require-

ments of the Federal Government and of the various states, provinces or
municipalites which affect the distribution of cost as between the carrier

and the public.

7. Make a careful investigation of all styles of manufactured posts

that have been in use long enough to warrant conclusions as to their dura-

bility, with particular attention to

:

(a) A study of various types of end or strain posts used with steel

fence posts, with a view to recommending a type which would be a satis-

factory substitute for posts set in concrete.

(b) An investigation as to the best method of bracing concrete end
or strain posts.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Chicago May 9th, July 11th

and September 5th.

(2) Signs

This subject is being studied by a Sub-Committee with a view to

reducing the number of signs to a minimum and promoting uniformity of
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practice in their use. A questionnaire was issued recently in this connec-

tion and the information requested is now being received by the Com-
mittee.

The Committee's report will be found in Appendix A and its recom-

mendations under the heading of Conclusions.

(4) Fences and Stock-Guards

The Committee presents some general information on this subject in

Appendix B.

(6-b) Over- and Under-Grade Crossings

Reports have been made for the past three years giving a general

survey of this subject, and a statement of the legal requirements in the

various States, together with the opinion that the most equitable plan for

the division of cost is that used in the State of New York, where the

burden is imposed equally upon the railroads and the public.

This year there will be found in Appendix C a statement on the

subject of Grade Separation prepared by Mr. W. .F. Strouse, which is

submitted as information.

Progress Report

The Committee reports progress on the following subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual.

(5) Classification of fences into "types."

(6a) Grade crossings, crossing gates, etc.

(7) Manufactured fence posts.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the following paragraph be approved

and published in the Manual at the foot of page 316:

"Roadway Information Signs"

"Signs for Dump Ashes, Blind Siding, Water Station, Fuel Station,

Beginning of Double Track and End of Double Track to be similar to

sketch shown on page 318, 1915 Manual, for Trespass Signs."

The Committee recommends that the sketch of Approach Warning
Sign be approved and published in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work
The Committee recommends that the subjects now assigned be con-

tinued.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Signs, Fences and Crossings,

AND Crossings,

Arthur Crumpton, Chairman.



Appendix A

(2) SIGNS

L. C. Lawton, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The Committee recommends that signs similar to the one shown on

page 318 of the Manual for Trespass Signs be used for signs for Dump
Ashes, Blind Siding, Water Station, Fuel Station, Beginning of Double

Track and End of Double Track.

In 1916 the American Railway Association in conjunction with the

National Association of Railroad Commissioners and the Automobile

Association of America approved the placing of uniform Approach Warn-
ing Signs on public highways on each side of grade crossings of railroads

and not less than 300 feet therefrom.

Laws calling for the installation of such signs have been passed in

California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,

New York, Oklahoma and Vermont, while in Pennsylvania they are being

erected at the instance of the Public Service Commission. In many cases

it is provided that the railroads supply and the municipalities erect and

maintain these signs.

The Committee presents a sketch of the Approach Warning Sign,

which has been adopted by a number of States.
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METAL DISC
REVERSE SIDE BLACK

Note.
Signs to be located in

highways on each side of

railroad crossings and not

LESS THAN 300 FEET THEREFROM.

Grade of Hichwav

APPROACH WARNING SIGN



Appendix B

(4) FENCES AND STOCK GUARDS

F. D. Batchellor, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Abstracts of the laws of all of the States and Canada relating to the

providing of right-of-way fences and the installation of stock guards were

presented in 1917, Vol. 18, page 351, and the same information was given

in tabular form in 1918, Vol. 19, page 625.

Eight States specified that fences should be 4 feet high, ten others

and Canada specified 4 ft. 6 in., while two others called for 4 ft. 6 in.

and 5 ft. Twenty-nine States do not specify height of fence required.

The Manual contains Specifications for Standard Right-of-Way

Fences of four classes. A recent inquiry as to the extent of the use of

these standards elicited replies from thirty-two railroads showing their

use by eleven roads, while they are not used by twenty-one of the roads

replying. Various reasons were given, six use their "own standard," two

use "better standard," two have "no standard," two "have to conform to

State requirements," two say "not suitable," while seven give no reason.

The desirability of uniform fence laws and the adoption of a uniform

design of fence has been emphasized from time to time and the Com-
mittee presents the above information as reflecting the present status of

the fencing situation.
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(6-b) OVER- AND UNDER-GRADE CROSSINGS

K. G. Williams, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The most exhaustive treatment of the subject of Grade Separation

to reach your Committee since taking up the study of crossings is the

report prepared by the Division of Grade Separation and Bridges under

the direction of the Department of Public Works of Detroit, Michigan,

covering the progress of investigations, surveys and construction for the

period of January 1, 1917, to July 1, 1918, as submitted by John W. Reid,

Engineer of Grade Separation, and Henry E. Riggs, Consulting Engineer.

These gentlemen have treated the subject from every possible angle,

dealing at considerable length upon the relations between the general

public, the manufacturers and the railroads, all of which are vitally inter-

ested in the proper solution of a problem which is each year becoming of

greater moment in every large city.

In taking up this very important work, attention was first directed to

the intimate relations which should exist between the division of grade

separation and the city planning commission of a city. Too often grade

separation and other work is undertaken and carried to completion having

in mind only the welfare of a certain district, completely losing sight of

its bearing on the city as a whole.

In the preparation of this report an efifort will be made to apply the

principles developed in the above report to the broad subject of grade

elimination throughout the country. Some quotations will be made, but

in general it will consist of applications and data which, it is hoped, will

be found useful in solving similar problems in other cities. In whatever

form used, the Committee desires to make full acknowledgment to the

gentlemen above mentioned for the very excellent work done.

While, strictly speaking, it might not be considered within the scope

of grade separation studies to presume to indicate what should be done

in general city planning, nevertheless, the separation of the grades of

streets and railroad tracks is essentially a traffic problem, and as such

constitutes a sub-division of the work of city planning. In its broadest

sense city planning should deal with all the activities of life in large

cities, especially the establishment of industrial, residential and business

districts; the opening of proper streets and avenues in and between these

districts; the establishment of lines of transportation; the designing and

building of parks and playgrounds, and the restriction and regulation of

building activities. Hence, in dealing with grade separation, attention

should be directed to the above matters, and while not strictly a part of

the work, they do vitally afYect it. It is therefore felt the subject should

be treated in its broadest aspect—looking upon grade separation as an

important phase of city planning.

The matter of grade separation in Detroit does not diflfcr greatly, in

its essential features, from the conditions met with in most iarge cities,
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except perhaps in the matter of growth. Prior to January 1, 1917, two

reports were submitted, each deaHng in detail with the problems of one

particular district. Before presenting any more plans for approval, it was

considered advisable to outline full)' the relation of this work to other

municipal activities, the scope of the work, the nature of the specific local

problems, and to submit a general program for the carrying out of the

work.

The street system of Detroit, as in many other large cities, is being

rapidly outgrown. Many streets are too narrow, have bad offsets, and

unless widened and straightened promptly will entail heavy expenditures

in their future improvement. Every city in which grade separation has

been given serious consideration has shown the need of a general plan

upon which to work. The advantage of a city planning commission to

work in conjunction with the division of grade separation is therefore

apparent. Not only would a comprehensive plan be useful for present

needs, but it would give better control over future platting of land and

projecting of streets. The adoption of a plat which in itself presents no

defects may not tie in with surrounding plats, and consequently may cause

large future expenditures.

Plats of properties on opposite sides of trunk line railroads, whose

streets are not planned to cross the right-of-way at common points,

present difficulties often expensive to overcome, and even then only with

bad offsets or angles. In many instances crossings are from a half to one

mile apart with a series of dead-end pockets between, often making the

adjacent property of little value, and incapable of proper development.

In recent years, however, the subject of the elimination of railroad

grade crossings in many of our larger cities has been given a great deal

of attention by American Engineers. This has been due to the rapid in-

crease in both steam railway and street traffic, particularly automobile

and motor truck trafiic. Naturally the elements of danger and delay have

increased. Formerly little thought was given these matters. As railroad

traffic increased and additional tracks were added, certain crossings became

danger points. From time to time these points were eliminated. As
villages grew into cities and expanded territorially, the need of maintain-

ing certain streets open to traffic at all times caused both city and railroad

officials to seek some means of grade separation. A considerable amount

of work has been done in many cities, but generally without a comprehen-

sive plan for the eventual complete elimination of all grade crossings. A
cursory study of the subject would seem to indicate that the work has

generally .been undertaken with a view to eliminating crossings, more
because they were a source of danger to human life, or to secure a greater

freedom of railroad operation from interruption by traffic on the high-

way, than as an essential part of a comprehensive plan for bettering city

traffic conditions.

At the present time the improvement of street railway traffic is per-

haps uppermost in the public mind. The need for more cars, more rapid
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movement of cars, relief from congestion in the downtown section, addi-

tional lines and the possibility of establishing some form of rapid transit

are all matters of public discussion. As there are 37 points in the city

of Detroit at which single or double track street railway lines cross steam

railway tracks at grade, causing delays, which in the aggregate very

seriously interfere with traffic movements, to say nothing of the added

risk, it is self-evident how intimately grade separation is linked to the

street railway question. There are 15 streets at which street railway and

steam railway grades are not separated.

The development of the automobile in the past few years, which has

resulted in the tremendous increase in the use of motor-driven vehicles,

has introduced a new element in street traffic. Streets which a few years

ago had only a few team movements per day are now traveled by hun-

dreds or thousands of automobiles and teams per day. This increase in

number of street movements tends to emphasize the importance of abolish-

ing grade crossings, especially when it is considered that on many streets

there has been a corresponding increase in pedestrian traffic. Certain

streets are, and always will be, the principal arteries of travel to the

outskirts of the city. Connecting these are other streets which are thor-

oughfares to certain factor>^ districts or important connecting links in the

street system. All these must be open to uninterrupted street traffic to

properly meet the transportation problem.

Transporting the breadwinners of a city comprising about a million

people from their h6mes to work and back again once and in many cases

twice a day is an immense undertaking; yet this is the problem, in prin-

ciple at least, that confronts all large cities. Everything which will facili-

tate that movement bears directly on the problem. For this reason grade

separation must be considered as one phase of the larger subject of city

transportation.

Referring to the relations between the general public, the manufac-

turers and the railroads, the following observations are made

:

"The public demands an open and safe thoroughfare, with sufficient

headroom to permit any usual street or street railway vehicle to pass

freely. It must consider the future, and not limit, by present-day con-

struction, the reasonable future use of the street. The public may very
properly protest against going up or down a heavy grade or against nar-

rowing any roadway or against closing any road which maj' in a few
years be essential to guard against congestion. The public has a right to

demand not only a safe but a clean, reasonably noiseless and sightly

structure. In view of the fact that the public uses the crossings on im-

portant streets tens or hundreds of times to the railroad's once, the pub-

lic interest may be considered paramount. However, we must not lose

sight of the further fact that the railroad is a public transportation utility,

and that the only reason for the existence of most of the railroad tracks is

for the convenience of that same public which uses the streets.

'The railroad demands good grades, safe headroom, the opportunity

to run its through trains at high speeds; the right to maintain, for the

benefit of its patrons, all such facilities as stations and team tracks ; the

right to have ample yard facilities for switching, sorting and storing of

cars and to have the yards so located that they will meet the requirements
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of the different parts of the city; and further, the right to maintain all

necessary track connections to industries adjacent to or within reasonable
distance of its lines.

"The owners of industries must have such connections a-s will permit
the receiving and shipping of freight; the use of adjacent streets and
freedom from interruption to the movements of teams and employees to

and from the industries. The fact that hundreds of industries are now
in existence on tracks at the surface level ; that they have built and
adjusted their business to those tracks, greatly complicates matters, as a

change in level of track or street or both is sure in most cases to require

a readjustment or reconstruction to fit new conditions.

"In some cases the existing arrangement at manufacturing plants can
be used without material change; in other cases a readjustment can be
had by elevating the industrial spur and loading platform, or by an interior

rearrangement; in still other cases, more especially very small industries,

the cost of the construction to meet any condition that would be con-
sidered necessary would be such, perhaps, as to compel a removal of the
business to some other location."

Work on grade separation in Detroit was started about nineteen

years ago, and has been in progress more or less continuously ever since.

To date 43 grade crossings have been eliminated by elevating the tracks,

and 15 streets have been carried over the railroad tracks, making a total

of 58 streets on which grades have been separated, or about 20 per cent,

of the total separations to be made. The growth of the city during the

past twenty years has been so rapid that grade crossings have increased

much faster than grade separation has eliminated them.

The following table gives the status of railroads and street crossings

July 1, 1918, including main lines and industrial spurs:

RAILROADS
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The above summary shows 64^ miles of Hne, considering all parallel

roads as one line. For example, District No. 1 is 5% miles long, but has

three parallel main line rights-of-way with single or double tracks, as well

as sidings and spur tracks.

The following table shows the number of street car movements over

the above mentioned steam railroad tracks during the month of June, 1917,

and indicates clearly the density of traffic on the several lines at that time

and conditions have doubtless grown worse since that date

:

STREET CAR LINE
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The advantages and disadvantages of this method may be summarized

as follows: The advantages to the railroads are (a) undisturbed main

tracks, (b) undisturbed grades, (c) undisturbed yards and industrial con-

nections. The disadvantages to the cities are (a) heavy property dam-
ages due to street grade changes, (b) interference vi'ith sewers, drains,

water mains, and other sub-surface construction, (c) impediment to street

traffic due to the introduction of heavy grades, (d) unsightly appearance

of streets, and (e) inconvenience to adjacent industries.

The advantages and disadvantages of the second method may be

summed up as follows: The advantages to the city are: (a) streets are

left on original grade, (b) that it practically or wholly eliminates prop-

erty damages, (c) causes no disturbance of sewers, drains, water mains

or other sub-surface construction. The disadvantages to the railroads are:

(a) introduction of additional grades and rise and fall of 18 to 25 feet

at one or both ends of the district, (b) more or less serious interference

with industrial tracks, sometimes necessitating removal of small industries

to other locations, (c) necessitates reconstruction of stations and team

track yards, (d) may necessitate removal of yards.

Whether the cost of changing track grade will exceed the cost of

changing street grades will depend largely upon the number of streets

affected and the contour of the adjacent ground. Obviously, elevating the

tracks for two or three streets would be considered bad practice, and

there are cases where the cost of elevating the railroad would exceed the

cost of raising or lowering the streets, but in the average level city where

the change of grade of a mile of track would involve 10 to 12 streets

there is little difference in cost. The cost of permanent bridges and carry-

ing street traffic during construction are substantially equal in either case,

and the cost of carrying street traffic where it must be maintained is less

in the case of railroad elevation than in the case of street depression.

Respecting the third method, your Committee feels safe in saying

that few grade separation projects have been carried out under either of

the above plans, but generally under this method, viz., elevating the rail-

road tracks 8 to 10 feet and depressing the streets 10 to 14 feet. In

adopting this method it has been recognized that it is to the best interests

of all three parties to make such adjustments as are really for the great-

est good, hence no hard and fast rule can be adopted which is equally

applicable under all conditions. Perhaps the most important considera-

tion leading to a decision respecting depressing streets is the matter of

drainage.

The matter of clearance is one which should be given more careful

consideration than has been given in the past. This subject is somewhat
analogous to the situation respecting tunnel clearances on steam railroads.

To provide for the increase in size of rolling stock some very expensive

work has been necessary in the way of lowering grades and underpinning

of tunnel walls. Where this can not be done, it is often necessary to

refuse extra large shipments.
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Due to the increase in size of street cars, particularly interurban,

there are many structures which do not have sufficient headroom. The

following table shows the practice which has been followed in a number

of the principal cities of the country:

Minimum Clearance

No Street Cars

,

St. Ry. Tracks

Boston, Mass 13' 0" 16' 6"

Buffalo, N. Y 13' 0" 14' 0"

Chicago, 111 12' 0" 13;
6"

Chicago Elevated 14'-16'

Cleveland, 13' 0" 14' 6"

Detroit, Mich 10'-13' 14' 0"

Elizabeth, N. J 11' 0" 13' 0"

Indianapolis, Ind 11' 0" ^^', ^",

Indianapolis Interurban 15' 9"

Kansas City, Mo 13' 0" 14' 6"

Milwaukee, Wis 12' 0" 13' 6"

Newark, N. J 12' 6" 15' 6"

New York City, N. Y ll'-14' 14'-16'

New York City Elevated 14' 0"

Philadelphia Elevated 14' 0"

Toronto, Canada 14' 0" 14' 0"

Washington, D. C 14' 0" 14' 0"

Worcester, Mass 13' 0" 14'-15"

Considerable -attention has been given to types of construction. The

earlier types of bridges, in many cities, consisted of unsightly steel girders,

with open floor systems, with noise, dirt and water dripping to the sub-

ways below. These in recent years have given way to concrete-steel

structures, properly waterproofed, with ballast floors. The results have

been so satisfactory that there can be no question as to the propriety of

their continued use.

In connection with the types of structure must be considered the

spans or clear openings which are possible or desirable. The use of posts

in streets 50 feet or less in width is objectionable on account of obstruc-

tion to traffic, and cutting off of light. On streets of greater width or on

crossings making a bad skew, the placing of posts on the curb line is

essential to avoid excessive elevation of tracks, while in exceptional cases

it may be necessary to place columns in the center of the streets.

Bearing on the disposition of the average driver to use level grade

crossings in preference to viaducts over tracks in the same locality, it is

interesting to note the results of traffic counts made in November and

December, 1917, in Detroit, Michigan. The Michigan Central Railroad's

Third Street yard crosses West Jefferson Avenue between Eleventh and

Twelfth Streets at grade with ten or twelve tracks. Directly overhead is

the double track viaduct of the Fort Street Union Depot Company, and

on the south side of this and parallel with it is a viaduct carrying a drive-

way and sidewalks over the tracks of the Michigan Central with a clear-

ance of 17 ft. 10 in. In other words, there is an elevated structure over

these tracks immediatelj' adjacent to a grade crossing. The grade cross-

ing consequently is lengthwise under a railroad bridge and crosses a dan-
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gerous switching yard. In spite of this, on November 27, 1917, 319

vehicles and 220 pedestrians used the grade crossing, to 26 vehicles and 8

pedestrians which used the viaduct, or 92.5 per cent, and 7.5 per cent,

respectively for vehicular ti-affic and 96.5 per cent, and 3.5 per cent,

respectively for pedestrian traffic. On November 28, the percentages

changed to 88.7 per cent, and 11.3 per cent, for vehicular traffic and 97.0

per cent, and 3.0 per cent, for pedestrian traffic. On December 10, with

the thermometer registering 2° at 8 a. m., and during a snowstorm, the

respective percentages were 97.0 per cent, and 3.0 per cent, for vehicular

and 96.4 per cent, and 3.6 per cent, for pedestrian traffic. This traffic is

largely heavily loaded auto trucks and wagons from factories and whole-

sale houses to freight houses and railroad yards in the immediate vicinity.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

No subjects were assigned this Committee for study and report,

but the following instructions were approved by the Committee on

Outline of Work of the Board of Direction:

1. Request appropriate committees to each select one or more
articles for standardization, with instructions to harmonize the views
of the railroads and manufacturers as much as practicable, and to pre-
pare plans and specifications of as few sizes as will meet the needs of
the railroads.

2. Secure the general use by the railroads of the standards and
specifications, bringing about a realization of all possible economies
of cost and time.

Subsequently the Board of Direction instructed the Committee to

confine its efforts to the general adoption by railroads of the stand-

ards and recommendations shown in the Manual, and to formulate

suggestions for bringing about a realization of all possible economies

of cost and time.

In December, by request of the American Railroad Association,

there was assigned to this Committee the task of preparation of Mini-

mum Specifications for as many items of standard railway materials

as possible to serve as the basis for the purchase of such materials,

and the Committee is now actively engaged in this work.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in New York April 19th,

Buffalo June 13th, Toronto September 16th, and New York November
11th. The names of members in attendance have been given in the

Minutes of the meetings, which have been sent to the Secretary for

printing in the Bulletin.

Progress Report

Mr. H. L. Ripley, Chairman, Committee II—Ballast, has been

asked to prepare designs and specifications for Standard Ballast Tools

and his Committee is collecting data.
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Mr. G. J. Ray, Chairman, Committee IV—Rail, reports progress

in the development of a standard rail drilling. This Committee rec-

ommends to the Association for part of next year's work the prepa-

ration of standard designs for Track Bolts, specifications for which

are already included in the Manual.

Mr. W. P. Wiltsee, Chairman, Committee V—Track, on behalf of

his Committee, reports that a questionnaire was sent out to the members

of the Association on July 25th, asking information as to he use and

adoption as standard of the Cut Spike design already in the Manual.

Mr. M. A. Long, Chairman, Committee VI—Buildings, reports

progress in developing a Standard Baggage and Express Truck.

Mr. W. H. Hoyt, Chairman, Committee VII—Wooden Bridges

and Trestles, reports investigation into the benefits to be expected

from standardizing Open-Deck and Ballast-Deck Trestles and their

component parts.

Mr. J. J. Yates, Chairman, Committee VIII—Masonry, has asked,

on behalf of his Committee, the standardizing of specifications for

Portland Cement and for Steel Reinforcement.

Mr. Arthur Crumpton, Chairman, Committee IX—Signs, Fences

and Crossings, reports that general designs to cover ten Roadway
Signs have been submitted to the railroads for criticisms, and, there-

fore, reports progress. A questionnaire has been sent to develop to

what extent the roads are using the designs in the Manual.

Mr. W. A. Christian, Chairman, Committee XI—Records and Ac-

counts, has been requested to, as far as possible, adapt all forms to a

standard size or a multiple of that size.

Mr. A. F. Dorley, Chairman, Committee XIII—Water Service, re-

ports progress on designs and specifications for Wooden Water
Tanks.

The complete plans and specifications for 50,000 and 100,000 gal-

lon Wooden Water Tanks and Hoops have been completed. How-
ever, they have not yet been passed upon and approved by .the gen-

eral Water Service Committee, and it is the opinion of the Sub-Com-
mittee that it should not be presented to the Standardization Com-
mittee until this approval is obtained.

In preparing the plans and specifications, a study has been made
of every available specification and plan for Wooden Tanks and

Hoops with the result that your Committee feels that the report will

be complete in all details.

Mr. C. M. Taylor, Chairman, Committee XVII—Wood Preserva-

tion, reports for his Committee that he has arranged with the Asso-

ciate Manager of the Forest Products Section to specify in these

specifications for oils that they be specified as the A.R.E.A.-A.W.P.A.
Standards, and has drawn up the following paragraph in explanation:

"The Committee on Wood Preservation has, in co-operation with
the Forest Products Section of the U.S.R.A., been able to have the
joint standard specification for creosote oil as proposed by the
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A.W.P.A. and adopted as recommended practice of the A.R.E.A.,
used in all the preservation work that has been carried out under gov-
ernment control. The result of this is that the Committee on Wood
Preservation is able to report that the recommended practice of the

A.R.E.A. is being carried out in the operation of all timber treating
plants now under Federal control."

"Referring to your letter of the 20th ult., relative to the apparent
discrepancies between the Railroad Administration specifications and
the A.R.E.A. recommended specifications, would advise that I am
working on the problem and that our Committee is doing everything
in its power to reconcile the points of difference, and I believe will be
successful."

"Of 170,694 miles of railroad answering a recent questionnaire as

to the use of A.R.E.A. specifications, 53.3 per cent, use them, 11 per
cent, intend to use them and approximately 7 per cent, use other
specifications."

Mr. Edwin B. Katte, Chairman, Committee XVIII—Electricity,

reports completion of the revision of the specifications for Electric

Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and Electric

Railways, which his Committee will present to the Convention. He
reports progress in the preparation of a standard specification for In-

sulation of Wires and Cables. In response to a recent circular in-

quiry as to use by railroads of the wire crossing specifications in the

Manual, of fifty-three roads replying, twenty-three roads use them,

nineteen use them in modified form and eleven do not use them.

Conclusions

The Committee has no conclusions to present to the Association

this year.

Recommendations for Future Work
So far the work done by your Committee has developed a large

field of possible utility in which important results should be obtained.

Very many articles are used by railroads in a great diversity of sizes

and types, a lesser number of which should fill every need of the

roads, thus reducing the cost and the time for filling orders, due to

increased possibility of carrying material in manufacturers' stocks.

It is obvious that concentration of the demands of railroads on a

lesser number of types and sizes will materially reduce the cost of

producing the articles, which necessarily must work to the financial

advantage of the roads. In spite of this self-evident fact, however,

up to this time the adoption of the designs and specifications recom-

mended by this Association has, with few exceptions, been far from
general. A variety of reasons may be offered for this, such as minor

details being unsatisfactory to manufacturers or to the purchasing or

using officers of railroads, and quite largely to disinclination to

change existing standards. Very largely, however, their lack of gen-

eral adoption is due to lack of knowledge of their existence on the

part of purchasing officers.
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The Committee feels that a concerted and determined effort

should be made to cover, as far as may be desirable, the standardiza-

tion of railroad requirements, and to this end it recommends that it

be instructed to proceed with the development of this work along the

lines indicated in the subsequent instructions by the Board of Direc-

tion, as indicated in the fore part of this report.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Standardization,

E. A. Frinx, Chairman.
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To the American Railtvay Eugiuccring Association:

The Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track herewith

presents its second progress report.

I. Introduction.

1. Preliminary.—As was stated in the first progress report under

date of November 3, 1917, the Committee has been cooperating with

the Special Committee to Report on Stresses in Railroad Track ap-

pointed by the American Society of Civil Engineers since the organi-

zation of the joint committee June 3, 1914. As the Committee of the

American Society of Civil Engineers comprises the membership of the

Special Committee of the American Railway Engineering Association

with the exception of three who do not hold membership in the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, the work has, with the authorization

given by the two Societies, been carried on as one Committee. This

report is presented simultaneously to the two Societies. In recog'

nition of the financial support given the Committee, the report is also

being presented to the American Railroad Association.

It was early realized by the Committee that an adequate report on

stresses in railroad track must be based largely on experimental data

derived from extensive tests on standard railroad track, and that in

view of the complexity of the action of track under load and the varia-

bility of the conditions to be found in track and load the work of con-

ducting experiments and reducing the data would necessarily require

a large amount of time and effort. An important element in the work,

which has involved expenditure of time, effort and money has been

the development of methods of conducting the tests and of devising

vthe instruments and apparatus. It has been recognized from the start

that in obtaining data on the action of track under the variable condi-

tions of both track and load, great refinement of method was tiot pos-

sible and it was important to make tests under conditions of railroad

648
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service as nearly normal as is possible, utilizing also of course the

data of laboratory investigations where conditions would not permit

satisfactory experiments in the field.

The first progress report of the Committee was published in Vol.

19 of the Proceedings (1918) and in Bulletin No. 205. It may also be

found in Vol. 82 of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil

Engineers (1918) and in the Proceedings for January, 1918, of the So-

ciety. In the first report the action of the track as an elastic struc- '

ture is discussed and a method of analysis for determining the effect

of single wheel loads and of combinations of wheel loads is devel-

oped; the method of conducting the testj and the nature of the in-

struments used are described; and the tests to determine the stresses

in rail developed by static loads and moving loads under a variety of

conditions of track and load are described and the data discussed. In

particular, the results with several types of locomotive running at a

variety of speeds on rails of several weights are given in some de-

tail. Track depression and rail profiles under a variety of loadings

are presented, and the properties of track as an elastic structure de-

termined for a variety of conditions are reported. The report relates

principally to stresses in rail and to the general elastic conditions of^

the track.

Conditions existing during the war greatly impeded the progress

of the work of the Committee, and of course only such work was un-

dertaken as could be done without interference with any activity or

agency helpful in the prosecution of the war. Even since the war

closed the conditions have been very unfavorable for carrying on ex-

perimental work. The limitations relate to both the use of railroad

equipment and the supply of assistance for continuous work.

The work reported herein includes the results of tests with one

type of freight locomotive and one type of passenger locomotive on

the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway to determine stresses in rai l jn_

relation to speed and counterbalance effect, and also the results of

similar tests with one type of freight locomotive on the Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad. The report gives the results of tests on the Illinois

Central Railroad and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.Paul Railway to

determine the depression of track under given loads and to find the

depression and flexure of ties and their action under load for a va-

riety of conditions found in track. The tests conducted in the Lab-

oratory of Applied Mechanics of the University of Illinois with a view

of finding the methods and principles involved in the transmission

of pressure from one or more ties downward and laterally through

ballast materials are reported and an analytical consideration of the

transmission of pressure given. The report is presented under the

following headings: Tests to Determine the Effect of Speed and

Counterbalance on Stresses in Rail; Track Depression; Depression,

Flexure and Bearing Pressure of Cross-Ties; and Transmission of

Pressure in Ballast.

The Committee is continuing work on the subject assigned to it.
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2. Acknowledgment.—Funds for use in carrying on the work of

the Committee have been taken from the contributions made by the

United States Steel Corporation, the Bethlehem Steel Company, the

Lackawanna Steel Company and the Cambria Steel Company, ac-

knowledgment of which was made in the first progress report. The
Committee wishes to express appreciation of the appropriation of a

fund by the American Railroad Association for the use of the Com-
mittee in 1919 and 1920.

The cooperation of railroad companies in furnishing facilities for

the test work has itself been a large contribution. The Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad, A. S. Baldwin, Vice-President, and F. L. Thompson,
Chief Engineer, gave the use of its tracks and of locomotive, cars

and crews for the tests made north of Champaign, Illinois. The St.

Louis-San Francisco Railway, F. G. Jonah, Chief Engineer, and V.

K. Hendricks, Acting Chief Engineer, gave the use of track, locomo-

tives and crews for the tests made near Springfield, Missouri. The

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, C. F. Loweth, Chief Engi-

neer, gave the use of track, locomotives, cars and crews for the tests

at Deerfield, Illinois, and Libertyville, Illinois.

War conditions have made it difificult to maintain a corps for the

work—all who had formerly been engaged on the work went into

war service. Mr. H. R. Thomas, who as Assistant Engineer of Tests,

had been connected with the testing operations from the beginning,

was in direct charge of the field work in the tests on the St.Louis-

San Francisco Railway, but was soon after called into government
war service. Mr. N. E. Ensign, Associate in Theoretical and Applied

Mechanics in the University of Illinois, conducted the field tests on

the Illinois Central Railroad and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul Railway and has rendered important service in the supervision

of reducing the data on track depression and tie flexure and in in-

terpreting the results, as well as in other parts of the work. Mr. M.
L. Enger, Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics in the University

of Illinois, has been responsible for the experimental work on trans-

mission of pressure in ballast; his previous study of transmission of

pressure in granular materials brought to this work an experience

which has made it possible to carry out the laboratory investigation

on transmission of pressure through ballast so satisfactorily. Credit

is given Professor Enger for interpreting the data of the tests with

ballast and anal3'zing the problem ; he is chiefly responsible for the

chapter on Transmission of Pressure in Ballast. Mr. E. E. Cress,

Assistant Engineer of Tests, since January, 1919, has given very effi-

cient service in the preparation of material for the report and in the

study and interpretation of data—his thoroughness, familiarity with

details, and keen grasp of the problems have been very helpful. Oth-
ers have assisted in the work from time to time and all have given

loyal and careful service.
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The University of Illinois has continued to cooperate in the work

by giving the use of laboratory, shop and office facilities and through

the service of members of the staff of the Engineering Experiment

Station from time to time.

II. Tests to Determine the Effect of Speed and Counterbalance on

Stresses in Rail.

3. Purpose of Tests.—In the first progress report it was stated that

analysis alone can give little real information on the important sub-

ject of the effect of speed of locomotive and train in increasing the

stresses in track and that reliance must be placed upon experimental

data to determine the influence which speed exerts in this matter. The
increase in stress in rail with increase in speed as found from the

tests reported was given in a general way for points at and between

the wheels of the six locomotives used in the tests. No detailed study

of the effect of speed was made, however, and the conditions of the

tests made were such that the effect of the counterbalancing of the

locomotives was masked or not brought out. For simplicity of test

and to avoid the introduction of variables which had no bearing on

the problems then under consideration, all the runs in the tests re-

ported were made with the counterweight of the front driver in its

lowest position as it passed the middle one of the three instruments

placed on one rail. The result of this arrangement was that the coun-

terbalance effect existing differed for the several instruments and for

the several wheels, but the stresses found at any wheel were approxi-

mately the same as the average stress throughout the revolution of

the wheel, though it is probable that for some drivers the values found

were somewhat larger than this average and for others somewhat
smaller. No systematic variation due to position of counterweight

was found in the results.

In pursuance of the program of the Committee, tests have now

been made to find the variation in stress in rail throughout the revo-

lution of the drivers and to attempt to separate in some measure the

effect of counterbalance from the effect of speed alone. In doing this

it was thought best to include a type of locomotive in which diffi-

culty has been found in placing the desirable amount of counterweight

on the main driver but in which instead the deficiency of counter-

weight has been added to the other drivers, making a badly balanced

locomotive. The use of this class of locomotives had caused consid-

erable injury to the rail of the railroad company; these locomotives

were thought therefore to be extreme in the effects of speed and

counterbalance. The counterbalancing of the other types of loco-

motives used, the Pacific and the Mikado types, is not so difficult a

problem in design. The use of the Mikado type locomotive also per-

mitted the tests to be connected up with the tests previously made on

the Illinois Central Railroad.
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The tests were conducted in the manner described in the first

progress report for moving-load tests, the strains in the rail being

measured with the stremmatograph.

4. The Problem of Counterbalancing the Locomotive.—No attempt

is made in this report to go far into the analytical side of the problem

of the counterbalance and its effect on track. A brief review of the

method of calculation commonly used and of the terms herein em-
ployed may be of advantage to the reader. To treat the matter in

a thorough manner would involve long and complicated mathemati-

cal analyses and examples and would require the discussion of a

number of elements on which there seems not to be agreement.

The moving driving parts of a locomotive are usually divided into

(a) reciprocating parts and (b) rotating parts. The reciprocating

parts include such parts as the piston and piston rod, crosshead, and

a portion of the main rod (connecting rod). The rotating parts in-

clude crank pins, crank pin hubs, side rods, the portion of the main
rod considered to contribute to rotational effects, etc. The motion of

these reciprocating and rotating parts produces a dynamic eflfect on

the locomotive and track, and in designing the locomotive the attempt

is made to counterbalance in such way as to reduce the dynamic ef-

fect as far as may seem practicable by adding a counterbalancing

weight to the drivers at a location opposite the crank pin.

To help in clearness of expression, the following distinction be-

tween counterweight and counterbalance .will be made in this report.

Counterweight will be used as the weight applied or added to the

driver at a point opposite the crank pin for the purpose of balancing

or helping to balance the rotating and reciprocating parts. The terms

underbalance and overbalance will be used for the deficiency and the

excess, respectively, of the counterweight as compared with that

necessary to balance the rotating parts or to balance the rotating

and reciprocating parts. The term counterbalance will be used to

indicate the general condition of underbalance or overbalance as it

exists in a given driver. The term counterbalancing will be applied

to the general problem of endeavoring to balance the rotating and

reciprocating parts.

The vertical effect of a lack of balance of the rotating parts is to

increase or decrease the pressure of the drivers on the rails and
to vary the pressure upward on the equalizer bars and the frame of

the locomotive. A lack of balance for the reciprocating parts has lit-

tle direct effect on the vertical pressures on the rail at the high and
low position of the counterweight, though due to the acceleration of

the piston and crosshead it may have a modifying influence upon the

main driver in certain portions of the revolution of the driver. A lack

of balance for the combination of reciprocating and rotating parts

produces strains in the locomotive frame and horizontal movements
of the locomotive such as nosing. Underbalance and overbalance

produce similar effects. It is evident that the counterbalance cannot
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be made to produce both the minimum vertical effect and the mini-

mum horizontal effect. The methods in use attempt to compromise

between the two. The practice in locomotive design is to counterbal-

ance for all rotating parts and for a portion of the reciprocating parts,

the proportion of the latter varying from one-half to two-thirds. It is

evident then that so far as vertical pressure on track is concerned

this practice results in general in overbalancing the rotating parts.

In some types of locomotives other difficulties are found. The
diameter of driver may be so small and the weights of the rotating

and reciprocating parts so great that there is not space on the main

driver to place the necessary counterweight even if lead is used for the

purpose. In such cases it is the practice to place as much counter-

weight on the main driver as practicable and to make up the defi-

ciency by placing an extra amount of counterweight on the other

drivers, dividing this amount equally among these drivers. The result

is that the main driver may be underbalanced even for the rotating

parts and the other drivers will have their overbalance for rotating

parts increased. The effect on the track structure may be very marked,

even though the effect on the locomotive itself may not be noticeable.

Another counterbalancing device sometimes used in such a type of

locomotive is a counterweight, known as a bob, which is attached

to the driver axle inside the bearings. On account of limitations ol

space in the design of frame commonly used the radius of rotation

of the bob is relatively small, and the weight must be correspondingly

large, thus adding to the driver load at low speeds.

The vertical or horizontal pressure developed by the unbalanced

rotating and reciprocating parts is called the dynamic augment. This

dynamic augment is of course a function of the speed, increasing as

the square of the speed.

The formula generally used for calculating the dynamic augment
is the formula for centrifugal force,

W v'
C = (12)

ivhere IV is the weight of the rotating or reciprocating part for which

the dynamic augment is desired or the unbalanced part of the

rotating parts in case the resulting rotational effect is wanted,

g is the acceleration of gravity.

V is the rotational velocity or speed of the part.

r is the radius of the circle taken by the center of gravity of the rotating

part.

It is convenient to transfer all weights to the equivalent weight at the

center of crank pin and to use the radius of the circle taken by the center

of crank pin relatively to the center of the driver.

The equation implies consistent units, and the values may be taken in

pounds, feet, and seconds, with g as 32.2 ft. per sec. per sec. If V is the
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speed of the locomotive in miles per hour, the speed in feet per second

4.4
will be—^— V. The rotational speed of the crank pin v is obtained by

multiplying this by the ratio of the radius of the crank pin tircle r to one-

half the diameter of the driver. The distance of the counterweight from

the center of the driver will be greater than the radius of the crank pin

circle, and a weight of equivalent rotational effect for a radius r may be

used, the equivalent weight being found by multiplying the counterweight

by the ratio of the rotational radius of the center of the counterweight to

that of the crank pin. For determining the vertical dynamic augment, W
should include the excess or deficiency of the rotating parts, and should

not include the reciprocating parts, a portion of the main rod being taken

as a rotating part. The part of the weight of the main rod which should

be considered as an equivalent rotating weight at the crank pin may be de-

termined by the principles of mechanics. For determining the horizonal

dynamic augment, the weight of the reciprocating parts should be included

in determining the unbalanced weight W. In making the calculations the

center of gravity of the rotating part is used in getting the radius of

rotation.

Fig. 1 gives through a complete revolution, the values of the

vertical component of the dynamic augment for an underbalance of

746 lb. at the crank pin circle and also for an overbalance of 370 lb.

at the crank pin circle for a speed of 50 miles per hour, the

diameter of the driver being 60 in. and the radius of crank pin circle

being one-half the radius of the driver. For the counterweights at

one-fourth of a revolution from the low position (90°) the vertical

dynamic augment for both underbalance and overbalance is zero, as

is that at three-fourths of a revolution (270°). The position giving

the maximum downward pressure of an underbalanced counterweight

gives the maximum upward pressure of an overbalanced counter-

weight.

The fact that the center of gravity of the rods and other rotating

parts is not in the same vertical plane as is the counterweight or the

rail is not usually taken into account. The disturbing forces are said

to be slight in comparison with the principal rotating and reciprocat-

ing forces. The following shows that this element of the problem
may need attention. The plane of rotation of the side rod is some
distance outside the plane of the counterweight, the main rod is still

further away, and the part of the pin passing through these rods is

also well outside the driver. The result of this eccentricity of posi-

tion is to increase the effect of the dynamic augment at the central

plane of the counterweight, and to require a greater amount of coun-

terweight than would be necessary if these parts and the counter-

weight were in the same plane. The amount of this increase, in

terms of the dynamic augment calculated by the formula given for

dynamic augment, is determined by the ratio of the horizontal dis-

tance between the center of the counterweight and the center of the
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rod or other rotating part to the horizontal distance between the

centers of the companion drivers. For the locomotives of the three

types used in the tests herein reported—the Santa Fe, Pacific and Mi-

kado—this ratio, found from the dimensions of the parts, averaged

about 0.11 for the side rod and the part of the pin virithin the side

rod, and 0.23 for the main rod and the part of the pin within the

main rod; that is, the vertical dynamic augment effect at the vertical

plane through the center of the counterweight, produced by the ro-

tating parts outside of the driver, is 11 per cent greater in the case of

vC
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of counterweight required; a seeming overbalance for rotating parts

as judged by the method of calculation generally used in design may
become an underbalanced wheel, while for an underbalanced main

driver the deficiency in counterweight may be considerably greater

than that found when this eccentricity of position is not taken into

account. For drivers other than the main driver the effect is much
smaller and may not need consideration. The foregoing discussion

takes the dynamic augment back to the center of the counterweight;

the center of the counterweight in locomotives of the types used is

generally outside the center of the rail and the point of contact be-

tween wheel and rail, and the effect of this is to increase by a small

amount the resulting pressure on the rail due to overbalance or un-

derbalance; in the cases under consideration this would probably not

increase the dynamic augment by more than 3 per cent. It must be

concluded, however, that the location of the rods away from the plane

of the counterweight may become of importance in the calculations

of the counterbalance of the main driver and should not be over-

looked.

The effect of the rods and the counterweight of a given driver

not being in the same plane with each other extends also to the com-

panion driver on the other rail, decreasing the vertical pressure of the

companion driver when the pin of the other driver is down and in-

creasing it when the pin is up. It will be seen that the effect upon

the companion driver comes at a point in its revolution which is

away from the maximum and minimum effect of its own counterbal-

ancing, and hence this element of the problem may not particularly

affect the value of the maximum pressure developed by the driver. In

case a main driver is balanced for its own masses only, the effect

of the rods on its companion driver will be to put it out of balance.

A further condition complicates the problem: The crank pins

of the left side of the locomotive are set 90 degrees behind those on

the right side. This adds to the stresses in locomotive and may be

expected to produce lateral bending in rails.

In judging of the vertical rail pressure produced by partially bal-

anced rotating parts or by overbalanced rotating parts, it may be suf-

ficiently near the truth to consider that the vertical dynamic aug-

ment produced by the excess or deficiency of counterbalance of the

rotating parts acts as a vertical pressure on the rail at each driver.

This may be expected to be approximately true even when the ad-

jacent drivers have quite different dynamic augment, since the change

in depression of the track structure, due to the added or decreased

pressure on the rail is small in comparison with the total amount of deflec-

tion of the locomotive spring produced by the weight of the locomotive

tributary to the given driver, and hence a movement of the wheel down-

ward with the increase in track depression produced by the dynamic aug-

ment will result in reducing the load transmitted from the locomotive

frame only a relatively small amount and the action of the equalizing
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levers may be expected to minimize even this effect. It seems proper,

then, in making calculations, to consider the vertical dynamic augment

of each driver as being separate downward or upward loads which

may be added algebraically to the individual driver loads on the rail.

How much this will be modified by the spring of rail and movements
of locomotive springs and how much will be transmitted to other

wheels by the equalizing levers cannot well be determined by analysis.

Having calculated the vertical dynamic augment of the rotating

parts (using the underbalance or the overbalance), the vertical pres-

sures so obtained may be used as positive or negative loads at the

wheel points, and calculations for stress in rail may be made for such

loads by the methods given in the first progress report of the Com-

mittee under "Combination of Wheel Loads." Illustrations of the

use of this method in the calculation of resulting loads and stresses

may be found in the discussion of test results which follows.

As the tests for effect of counterbalance were made with the loco-

motive running with steam shut off, the effect of cylinder pressure

does not enter into the results discussed except so far as there may
have been resisting pressure developed in the cylinders. For locomo-

tives working under steam pressure, the effect is to increase the

downward pressure of the main driver by the vertical component of

the main rod tension or compression. For the dimensions of the

main rod in the locomotives used this vertical pressure at the up and

down points of the crank pin would be from 0.10 to 0.14 of the cylin-

der pressure at mid-stroke, this vertical pressure presumably being

all taken by the main driver,

5. The Locomotives.—In the tests on the St.Louis-San Francisco

Railway, two types of locomotives were used—the Santa Fe type

freight locomotive and the Pacific 1060 type of passenger locomotive.

Slight variations were made in the locomotives used by lightening

reciprocating and rotating parts of the Santa Fe and Pacific types

and by changing the position of the equalizer pin in the Pacific type.

The Santa Fe type locomotives were new locomotives, having been

in service less than a year. The Pacific type locomotives had been in

service about two years.

Fig. 2 gives the spacing of drivers and the wheel loads. The di-

ameter of the drivers in the Santa Fe type was 60 in. and that in the

Pacific type 72> in. The crank pin was 15 in. from the center of driver

in the Santa Fe type, and 14 in. in the Pacific. The corresponding

distance for center of counterweight was 16^^ in. in the Santa Fe type

and 20% for the main driver and 25J4 '"• for the other two drivers in

the Pacific type.

In Table 1 are found the weights of the reciprocating and rotating

parts of the Santa Fe locomotive as given by the mechanical depart-

ment of the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway, together with the cal-

culated required counterweights, the amount of counterweight used

and the excess or deficiency of counterbalance by the method of cal-

(22)
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dilation used by the railroad company. It will be noted that 60 per

cent of the weight of the reciprocating parts is included in the

counterbalancing calculations and that this weight is divided among
four drivers and not among all five, a matter which affects the verti-

cal dynamic augment only as the overbalance or underbalance of the

several wheels for rotational parts is affected. The table also gives

the excess or deficiency of counterweight needed to balance the ro-

tating parts only, since this excess or deficiency is the principal fac-

tor affecting increase or decrease in vertical pressure on the rail.
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Fig. 2.

—

Diagrams of the Three Types of Locomotives.

There may of course be some question concerning the amount or pro-

portion of the weight of the main rod which contributes to the rota-

tional effect. The excess or deficiency of counterweight needed to

balance the rotating parts only, as given in the. table, is the value usu-

ally considered in designing practice, found without taking into con-

sideration the effect of the rods and pin not being in the same verti-

cal plane with the counterweight of the driver. The method outlined

in the preceding article for taking this variation of po.tition of the
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Table 1

Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds—Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.

RECIPROCATING PARTS

Piston 803

Crosshcad 860

48 per cent main rod, weight on crosshead pin. 657

.60X2320
348

2320

ROTATING PARTS

Driver number
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In Table 2 are given in the same way the weights of the recipro-

cating and rotating parts of the Pacific type locomotive as furnished

by the mechanical department of the St.Louis-San Francisco Rail-

way. Applying the method already outlined for obtaining the effect

of the main rod and side rod at the plane of the counterweight by
means of the factors found from the dimensions of the driver and rods,

as just used for the main driver of the Santa Fe type locomotive, it

will be found that instead of an overbalance of 330 lb. for the main
driver, as given in the table, there will be an overbalance of 76 lb.,

or in effect nearly a balanced condition. The results of the tests in-

dicate an underbalance in the main driver. There appears to be an

uncertainty in regard to the accuracy of some of the weights given

in the table. It should be noted that the effect of the plane of the

side rod upon the counterbalance calculations for the first and third

drivers is not large, and the error due to neglecting this element is

inconsiderable. It may be noted that the larger diameter of the Pa-
cific locomotive drivers makes the problem of counterbalance easier than

for the Santa Fe type even at speeds considerably higher than the freight

locomotive would be expected to take.

Table 2

Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds—Pacific Type Locomotive of the
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.

RECIPROCATING PARTS

Piston 765

Crosshead 870

Main rod , weight on crosshead pin 535

2170
%X2170

= 482
3

ROTATING PARTS

Driver number
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Fig. 2 also gives the spacing of drivers and the wheel loads of the

Mikado locomotive of the Illinois Central Railroad. The diameter of

the drivers was nominally 63 in., but the measured circumference was
195 in. Table 3 gives the weights of the rotating parts of the Mi-

kado locomotives as furnished by the Illinois Central Railroad. Here
the consideration of the planes in which the parts rotate reduces the

overbalance for rotating parts given for the main driver to what
would appear to be an approximate balance. The results of the tests

will be found to indicate an underbalance for the main driver instead

of a balance or an overbalance.

Table 3

Weights of Rotating Parts, in'Pounds—Mikado Type Locomotive of the Illinois Central Railroad.

Driver number
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in fair surface and alinement. The track was used as it was found.

It had not been tamped recently, but as freight trains are not run

over this stretch of track the effect of traffic is not great.

The tests on the Illinois Central Railroad were conducted two

miles north of Champaign, Illinois, September 19 to 21, 1918, on the

southbound track used in the earlier tests reported in the first prog-

ress report of the Committee (see page 912 of the first progress re-

port), the location being that described as section B. The rail was

85-lb. A.S.C.E. section, laid in 1902. The rail section is given in Fig. 3.

The properties used in the calculations were the same as those given

in the progress report, 27.0 in.* for the moment of inertia about

— -] for the
c J

the horizontal axis and 11.1 in.^ for the section modulus

S5 /b. A. S. C.£. S5 /b. AS.C.5.

(Worn) (Worn)
v?/ Louis and San Franc/sco ^a//ivay ////no/s Ceni^ra'/ Qa//roeK/

Fig. 3.—Sections of the Rails Used in the Tests.

remote fiber at the base of rail. The ties were the 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft.

oak ties which had been specially prepared for this stretch of track.

They were spaced approximately 20 inches apart, 20 ties to a 33 ft.

rail. On the section used in the test there were 12 in. of stone ballast.

The track had not been tamped for some time and was not in the

best condition of line and surface, but it was used in the condition

found.

7. The Conduct of the Tests.—The instruments used to determine

the strains in the rail were the stremmatographs described in the first

progress report, page 902. Four stremmatographs were used simul-

taneously. The methods employed were generally the same as those

described in the previous progress report. Fig. 4 shows the position

of the instruments as used in the tests on the St.Louis-San Francisco
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Legend of Instruments
A Instrument 2 O Instrument 4

Instrument 3 X Instrument 7

?iSY

Location a
Series I and 2

Santa Fe Type Locomotive

Location b
Series 3 and 4

Santa Fe Type Locomotix/e

Location c
Series 5, 6 and 7

Pacific Type Locomotive

uu uuuuu u
Location d

Series 8, 9 and 10

Pacific Type Locomotive

Hl n^j-ojm

fVj

Direction

U iJ U U U U U U |U U U|U U U I
Location e

Series II and 12 Location f

Pacific Type Locomotive Mikado Type Locomotive

Fig. 4.

—

Position of Stremmatographs in the Tests.
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Railway. Set-ups a, c and d were on the same rail, and set-ups b

and e were on the adjacent rail. It will be noted that in two set-ups

three instruments were on the rail on one side of the track and the

fourth was on the rail of the opposite side. The instruments were

spaced two, three and four tie spaces apart.

In the tests on the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway, as it was a

single track stretch of railroad the two sides of the track were pre-

sumably the same with respect to ballast and tamping.

In the principal tests made with the Santa Fe type locomotive,

three stremmatographs were placed on the rail at the right side of

the locomotive and one on the rail at the left side (see Fig. 4, loca-

tion a). In the tests to determine the stresses developed at the two

sides of the locomotive, the four instruments were placed on one rail,

and part of the tests were made with the locomotive running in one di-

rection and part in the other (see Fig. 4, location b). In the tests

with the Pacific locomotive, the four instruments were placed on one

rail (see Fig. 4, locations c, d and e). In all runs steam was shut

off as the locomotive approached the test section of track. The
speeds were read from a speedometer in the cab connected with the

tread of the trailer, the instrum.ent being checked up by timing runs

over a measured length of track. For each set of tests the order of

speeds for consecutive runs was the same, three or four speeds being

used together, and the record of each three or four runs at these

speeds was made on one set of discs; new discs were then placed in

the instruments.

The position of the counterweight with respect to one instru-

ment was observed for each run. The effort was made to keep the

counterweight at the same position with respect to the instrument

for the three or four runs covering the three or four speeds used, and

then to slip the drivers sufificiently to change the position of the coun-

terweight about one-fourth of a revolution. The slipping of the

drivers in stopping and starting, however, changed the position some-

what. The instruments were placed about one driver diameter apart

so that for each instrument there was a different position of counter-

weight. Altogether the tests give a general distribution of position

of counterweight over the entire revolution.

The extent of the tests on the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway

was limited by reason of the difficulty in sparing the locomotives from

service, the demands of traffic at the time being very great. A larger

number of runs would have added much to the value of the informa-

tion. The weather conditions were unfavorable much of the time.

The tests on the Illinois Central Railroad with the Mikado loco-

motive were made on the southbound track, and in order to get the

necessary distance to acquire high speeds, the locomotive was run

northward. Three stremmatographs were placed on the west rail

(left side of the locomotive) and one on the east rail opposite the

middle one of the instruments. The arrangement is shown at f In
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Fig. 4. The three instruments on the one rail were placed about 63

inches apart, nearly one-third the circumference of a driver. It should

be noted that the rail on which these three instruments were placed

was on the outer side of the double track and that, as is shown in

the report of the tests on track depression, this side of the track was
not in as good surface condition as the inner side. The order of the

speeds was 5, 35, 25 and 45 miles per hour, and the four consecutive

runs were recorded on the same discs. In all runs steam was shut off

as the locomotive approached the test section of track. As with the

other tests, the demand of traffic for locomotives was such as to limit

the work of the tests. The data secured seemed sufficient for general

purposes; more tests would have given a wider range of information.

8. Reduction of Data.—The process followed in the reduction of the

data obtained by the stremmatographs in the moving load tests was

the same as that which was described in the first progress report.

The stremmatograph records were read with a microscope fitted with

a micrometer eyepiece. Readings were taken for points in the rec-

ord corresponding to a wheel over the instrument and to a point be-

tween wheels. In reducing these measurements the readings were
multiplied by the proper microscopic constant and then reduced to

stresses by multiplying by a constant which involves the value of the

moment of inertia and the position of the vertical axis of the rail

section, the vertical distance of the needle bar below the base of rail,

the modulus of elasticity of steel (taken as 30,000,000 lb. per sq. in.),

and the gage length (which was four inches). A correction was also

made to allow for the variation of moment and stress over the gage

length to obtain the ma.ximum stress at the middle of the gage length

by multiplying the average stress over the gage length for wheel over

instrument by the factor 1.04, as was done with the tests recorded

in the first progress report, so that the stresses reported at points of

positive moment are stresses in pounds per square inch at the base

of the rail at the middle of the gage length. The variation over the

gage length at points of negative moment was slight and no correction

was used for the stresses at such points.

In general, the readings of the two discs of an instrument, giving

stresses on two sides of the rail, were averaged and the average was
taken as the observation for that instrument for the given run for

the given position of wheel. In case the record on one disc of an in-

strument was defective and that on the companion disc was clear,

the one good record was generally also discarded. In case the rec-

ord of a disc was clear enough to be usable the record for all the

wheels and all the runs on the disc was usually measurable, though
the line made by the truck and trailer was less definite than that made
by the drivers. Sometimes, however, not all of the record on a disc

was clear; in this case the portion available was used. For some of

the tests nearly one-third of the records had to be discarded. It ap-

pears that the disc readings taken with the Santa Fe type locomotive
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were generally clearer than those taken with the Pacific type. The
conditions of the tests on the Illinois Central were more favorable

and the records were generally good. The records at points of nega-

tive moment were generally less clear than those at the wheels, and

a larger proportion was discarded.

For any reading or observation, the position of the counterweight

of the driver corresponding to the point in the record was found in

terms of the part of a revolution of the driver beyond the last down
position of the counterweight. This was done for each driver and

also for trailer and front truck. In the reduction the high point of

the record was assumed to have been made when the wheel was di-

rectly over the instrument.

The readings of the stremmatograph records, the reduction of

the data, and the location of the counterweight with respect to each

instrument and each point in the record involved a large amount of

work, as nearly 100,000 readings were made.

The accuracy of the records and their reduction is considered to

be as good as that of the stremmatograph data reported in the first

progress report.

It maj' be noted that for the rail used in the tests on both the

St.Louis-San Francisco Railway and Illinois Central Railroad the

stress at the extreme fiber of the head of rail is about 10 per ceiit

greater than that in the extreme fiber at base of rail. The latter has

been used in giving results because the width of tlie base of rail makes
the stresses due to lateral bending greater there than in the head of

the rail and the lateral bending stresses are great enough to be sig-

nificant.

Table 4

Tests on the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.

Series
No.
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9. Tests on St.Louis-San Francisco Railzvay.—Tabic 4 gives infor-

mation on series 1 to 12 made on the St.Louis-San Francisco Rail-

way. The injury done to rails by the Santa Fe locomotives soon after

they were received from the builders had given the railroad company
some concern, and the opportunity was taken to make tests with what

was evidently a poorly balanced locomotive. The weight on the

trailer of the Pacific locomotive seemed excessive, and for a wheel

well away from other wheels the stress in rail developed would be

expected to be high. The bearing of the trailer at times had run hot.

Fig. 0.-

0.1 O.e 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Position of Counteriveight in Ports of a Revolution

-Stress in Rail at Main Driver of Santa Fe Type Locomotive

Throughout a Revolution.

The tests were made to obtain information on the effect of speed and

counterbalance with this type of passenger locomotive.

In series 1, the order of runs in the tests was 5, 25 and 40 miles

per hour for locomotive No. 22, and 25, 50, 25 and 50 for locomotive

No. 28. For series 2, two sets were run—the first at 5, 25 and 40, and

the second at 25, 50, 25 and 50. In series 3 and 4 the order 5, 25 and

40 was used. For all series with the Pacific type locomotive the or-

der was 5, 45 and 60 miles per hour.

The tests were not made in the order of the numbers of the

series; instead, the locomotives were taken as the demands of traffic
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or matters of convenience permitted. In the discussion which fol-

lows the series are grouped for the consideration of eflfect of speed

and counterbalance, effect of lightening rotating parts, stress under
the two sides of the locomotive, and general comparisons.

10. The Santa Fe Type Locomotive; Effect of Speed and Counter-

balance.—The typical effect of the combination of speed and counterbal-

ance upon stresses in rail for Series 1 with the Santa Fe type locomotives

is. shown in Fig. 5, which gives sample curves for the main driver taken

from the plotted results of the tests with the Santa Fe type locomotive

from the data of the instruments on the rail on the right side of the loco-

motive only. The ordinates of the diagram represent stresses at the base

of the rail in pounds per square inch. The abscissas represent the posi-

tion of the counterweight at the time the wheel passed over the instru-

ment with respect to its down position, the scale being in fractions of a

complete revolution of the wheel. The curves represent the average of

the results of the several runs at each speed. For a speed of 5 miles per

hour the values are represented by a straight line, since the variation

from it is small. As the driver is underbalanced, in general the greatest

stress in the rail is developed when the counterweight is at its high posi-

tion. At a speed of 50 miles per hour, it is noted that the maximum value

of the curve is 44,700 lb. per sq. in. and the minimum value 14,000 lb.

per sq. in. The line marked "mean value of SO miles per hour curve" is

the average ordinate of the curve. The variation above and below this

line may be considered to be due largely to the lack of balance of the

rotating parts. The difference between the mean value of the stress found

from the curve for 50 miles per hour and the stress at 5 miles per hour

may be considered to be largely the effect of speed without reference to

effect of rotating parts, frequently called impact effect or speed effect,

though even part of this effect may be due to lack of balance of rotating

parts. The dotted line of the figure was obtained by the use of the formula

for the vertical pressure of a rotating part, the calculation here being

modified to touch the curve for 50 miles per hour at its high and low

points. It will be noted that the form of the observed curves is more
pointed than is the curve calculated by analytical methods, and also that

the mean value of the curve is generally below the median point of the

curve. These differences are characteristic of many of the tests, though

it appears that there are as many cases where the observed curve is less

pointed than the analytical curve as for more pointed curves.

As examples of the test data, the test results for Series 1 with the

Santa Fe type locomotive for four speeds for the main driver and driver

No. 4, and for one speed for the other drivers and the trailer are plotted

in Fig. 6 to 11. Results given by the several instruments are indicated

by individual symbols which are explained in Fig. 4. The curves repre-

senting the stress for a given speed throughout an entire revolution were
formed by first averaging the values of the plotted points in groups for

each twentieth of a revolution and then drawing a curve to represent as
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well as possible the position and trend of these points. As in this series

there were more runs at 25 miles per hour and less at 50 miles per hour
than at the other speeds the data points for a speed of 25 miles per houf

are most numerous, and those for 50 miles per hour the least numerous,

the number at the latter speed being only about half that at 5 miles per

hour or 40 miles per hour. As may be expected, at a speed of 5 miles

per hour the variation in stress due to other causes is so much greater

than that due to effect of counterbalance as to mask any effect of counter-

balance, and accordingly a straight-line average of all the points has been

used for all the wheels for the speed of 5 miles per hour. In each case a

line has been drawn above the average curve and one below it which

together form the limits of a belt which includes most of the observed

points. The distribution of these points vertically over the. belt generally

is fairly uniform when there are fifty or more points in the diagram. In

some cases, with insufficiency of data, the points are quite scattered. The
line representing the average ordinate for the curves is marked "mean
value of curve"; the line representing the average stress at 5 miles per

hour has also been drawn. The diagrams include the results for the

instrument on the left rail, although as shown in article 12 on Comparison

of Stresses under the Two Sides of the Santa Fe Type Locomotive, the

stresses in rail on the two sides of the locomotive differed considerably.

Fig. 12 gives the stress in base of rail throughout a revolution of

driver for all the drivers and the trailer for series 1, obtained as described

in the preceding paragraph. These curves then represent the average

stress for any given position of counterweight. It should be borne in

mind that the observed points are not always well distributed in the plots

from which these average curves were formed (such as are shown in

Fig. 9) and in some cases there is indefiniteness in the data which makes

the forming of the curve difficult and somewhat uncertain. It may be

added that the numbers of observed points in the plots is generally not

sufficient to establish very definitely the position of the maximum and

minimum points on the curve with reference to the position of the coun-

terweight in its revolution.

Fig. 13 gives the stresses in rail under the wheels for the high point

and the low point of the curves of Fig. 12. The stresses for negative

moment between wheels are also given; for some of the wheels no espe-

cially marked difference throughout the revolution was found and the

mean of the observed stresses for negative bending moment is reported.

Not enough difference was found under the front truck wheel throughout

the revolution to warrant giving more than a straight-line average for the

stress at this wheel. A similar condition was found under the trailer for

a speed of 25 miles per hour, but at the higher speed a noticeable varia-

tion exists, the high point of the curve occurring some time after the

counterweights of the drivers have passed their high position.
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Table 5

Stresses in Rail with Santa Fe Type Ix>comotive of the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway

—

Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Values from Curves for Series 1.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
in

m.p.h.

Position of

counterweight
Trailer

Driver Number

Main 1

Front
Truck
Wheel.

5

25

40

50

Calcul
to CO

Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value.

15,200

Up
Down
Mean value

.

Up
Down
Mean value.

ated additional stress due
unterbalance at 50 m. p. h.

.

18,000

22,400
15.600

18,000

27,000
20,800
23,900

600

12,700

15.600
20,300
17,700

13,000
20,800
17,200

19,300
28,600
23,100

3,100

9,600

11,400
15,600

14,300

10,400
21,300
16.100

15,100
26,500
18,900

11,400

12,500

24,500
12.000
17,300

32,200
10,900

18,700

46,800
11,400

23,900

24.200

9.800

12,000
15,600
13,500

10,400
17,700

13,500

11,400
25,500
17,900

11,300

12,500

15,600
18,700

17,300

11,500

20,800
15.300

13.500
26,000
19,100

8.100

7,900

11.900

11.400

15.600

700

In Table 5 are given the numerical values of the stress in rail under

the several wheels as shown in Fig. 13. The mean values given are the

mean values taken from the curves of Fig. 12 for an entire revolution.

In Table 6 are given ratios calculated from the data of Table 5.

Ss is the average stress in rail at 5 miles per hour, 523, Sm, and Sso are

the stresses in rail at the high point of curve for 25, 40 and 50 miles per

hour, respectively, ^m is the stress found by taking the mean ordinate of
c

the curve for the speed used. —— (called total ratio), may be considered

to represent the total effect of change in speed from 5 to 50 miles per

hour, including the speed or impact eflfect and the effect of counterbalance.

^-^ (the speed effect ratio) may be considered to represent the effect of

speed as distinguished from effect of counterbalance. (the coun-

terbalance effect) may be considered to represent the effect (increase or

decrease) which may be attributed to counterbalance. The division into

speed effect and counterbalance effect in this way is quite imperfect, but

may be of service in helping to judge of these two effects.

Ratios for calculated effect of counterbalance in producing stress in

rail are also given in Table 6. These were obtained by dividing the calcu-

lated resulting upward or downward pressure effect due to the dynamic

augment of the rotating parts at the given speed by the static load pres-

sure, the effect of all adjacent wheels upon moment and stress being con-

sidered in determining both static effect and counterbalance effect, as has

already been referred to in Article 4 on The Problem of Counter-

balancing the Locomotive. To make clearer the method of calculation

used in determining the calculated counterbalance ratio, as affecting the

moments and stresses in rail, the following examples may be cited. A
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reference to the principles given in the analysis of track action in the

first progress report (p. 883 to 895) will show that the moment and there-

fore the stress produced by a combination of wheel loads may be found

by calculating the load for a single wheel which is equivalent to the com-

bined effect of the several wheels in moment-producing effect, and using

the resulting load (which will be termed the equivalent single wheel load)

in the formula for bending moment in the rail. This formula for bend-

ing moment in rail then is Mo=0.318 Pxi (equation (8), p. 887 of the

first progress report), where P is the equivalent single wheel load and Xi

is the distance from wheel load to point of zero bending moment in rail

for a single wheel load on the track in question. The calculation of the

equivalent single wheel load may then be made by adding algebraically to

the load on the wheel itself the effect of the adjoining wheels much as

was done by means of ratios on p. 890 of the first progress report, since

the combined effect is the algebraic sum of the effects of the individual

wheel loads. Thus for the Santa Fe type locomotive the equivalent single

wheel load for finding moments and stresses under the main driver for

static loading by this method would be foun^ as follows, using Xi = 29.3

in., and taking values of coefficients corresponding to the effect at various

distances found on the master diagram for bending moments given in

Fig. 5, p. 886 of the first progress report

:

Main driver load -f 31,600

Effect of first driver — = 4.30 29,500 X (—0.03) — 900
Xi

Effect of second driver-^= 2.15 28,100 X (—0.21) — 5,900

Effect of fourth driver— = 2.15 29,600 X (—0.21) — 6,200
Xi

Effect of fifth driver ^^= 4.30 29,200 X (—0.03) — 900
Xi

Equivalent single wheel load at position of main driver ~\- 17,700

The equivalent additional single wheel load (positive or negative) due

to counterbalance for a speed of 50 miles per hour, for use in calculating

the additional stress in rail due to counterbalance, would be found as

follows : For the counterbalance used in the calculations the upward and

downward pressures at 50 miles per hour, the dynamic augments of the

rotating parts, were calculated to be +12,300, +12,400, —24,900, +12,400,

and +12,300 lb. for the first, second, third, fourth and fifth drivers, re-

spectively. The equivalent additional single wheel load at the main

driver which may be attributed to the counterbalance, will first be calcu-

lated for the counterweight up. For this position underbalance is counted

as positive, since it produces additional downward pressure when the

counterweight is up, and overbalance on the adjacent driver is counted

as negative since it increases the pressure on that wheel and thus lightens

the effect at the wheel under consideration. The values of the factors

used are taken from Fig. 5 of the first progress report.
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Dynamic augment of main driver + 24,900

Effect of dynamic augment of first driver 12,300 X 0.03 + 400

Effect of dynamic augment of second driver 12,400 X 0.21 + 2,600

Effect of dynamic augment of fourth driver 12,400 X 0.21 + 2,600

Effect of dynamic augment of fifth driver 12,300 X 0.03 + 400

Equivalent additional single wheel lead at position of main driver + 30,900

Equivalent static wheel load + 17,700

Total equivalent single wheel load at 50 miles per hour + 48,600

Equivalent additional single wheel load at 50 m. p. m. 30,900

Equivalent static single wheel load 17,700

= 1.74

This ratio represents the moment-making effect of the counterbalance ex-

pressed in terms of the moment-making load under static conditions ; it

may be considered that the stress in rail will increase as this ratio if the

assumptions involved in the analysis are not modified by other features.

For counterweight down the effects of the counterbalance for the

wheels adjoining the main driver will each be negative instead

of positive, and the total equivalent static wheel load is —30,900

+ 17,700 = —13,200. The ratio for the counterweight down then is

30 700
, y'yrin

= —1-74. The negative moment in rail here indicated should

not be taken to mean that there is negative pressure or no pressure on

the rail at the main driver, or that the rail is not depressed; the pressure

of the main driver on the rail by the analysis used would be 6,700 lb. for

the assumed condition. The rail depression would be that due to

a single wheel load of 13,500 lb.

For the fourth driver the calculations for static load are

Fourth driver load
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The ratio of equivalent additional single wheel load at 50 miles per hour

to equivalent static single wheel load (calculated counterbalance ratio)

14,600
then >s--j^^ = -0.91.

For counterweight down the total equivalent single wheel load be-

comes +30,700, and the counterbalance ratio +0.91.

Values of the calculated effect of counterbalance, obtained by the

method described are given in Table 6 for all the drivers and the trailer

and for three speeds. The values in effect give the ratio of the calcu-

lated stress in rail due to counterbalance to the stress in rail due to static

loading.

J The calculated stress in rail due to static loading and to counterbal-

ance may of course be found by applying the equivalent single wheel load

obtained as above in equation (8) of the first progress report giving the

bending moment in rail, Ah = 0.318 Pxi, and substituting the value of

the section modulus of the rail used. Values so computed are given in

the tables.

The data of the tests given in the figures and tables for the Santa Fe

type locomotive show considerable variations in stress with changes in

speed. For the position of counterweight which gives maximum effect

(counterweight up for the main driver and counterweight down for the

other drivers) there is a material increase in stress with increase in

speed, particularly at the main driver where the stress at 50 miles per

hour is 46,800 lb. per sq. in. a ratio of 3.75 to the stress found at 5 miles

per hour. For the opposite position of counterweight the change in

stress with increase in speed is generally small, with several cases of de-

crease in stress.

The ratios given in Table 6 permit some comparison to be made on

the effect of speed and of counterbalance, taken separately, though, as has

been stated, the method of separation is somewhat crude. By this method

of separation, the effect of speed alone at 50 miles per hour is to give an

additional stress in rail above the stress at a speed of 5 miles per hour

J from 53 to 98 per cent. The main driver shows the greatest increase due

to speed. The increase in stress due to counterbalance for the position

which gives maximum effect does not vary greatly from the ratios for

calculated effect of counterbalance; for some drivers it is more and for

others less. For the main driver the increase in stress at 50 miles per

hour, due to speed alone, is 92 per cent of the stress found at 5 miles

per hour. For the opposite position of counterweight the stress is gen-

erally greater than that which would be expected from calculations of

counterbalance effect. It is to be expected that the results will show
irregularities and that variations will occur. The deflection of the loco-

motive springs and the depression of track will change in amount at

each wheel with the changing pressure as the position of counterweight

changes, and these changes will influence the pressures in the rail. Such

changes may be relatively large at the main driver and adjoining drivers

since the lack of balance for adjoining drivers is in opposite directions.
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The effect of the equalizing levers in transferring load to adjoining

wheels complicates the situation and may account for some variations in

stress.

For a speed of 40 miles per hour, relations similar to those found

at 50 miles per hour exist. The stress found under the main driver is

2.58 times that at a speed of 5 miles per hour and the counterbalance

effect itself results in doubling the stress in rail. At 25 miles per hour,

the combined effect of speed and counterbalance nearly doubles the

stress under the main driver, 58 per cent of this increase apparently

being attributable to effect of counterbalance. The ratios for speed

and for counterbalance effect at this speed are similar to those found

for 50 miles per hour.

It may be noted that had the readings on the right side of the

locomotive only been used in this comparison the stresses at the

several speeds would have been lower and the ratios of the table

would have been higher. Considering the uncertainty concerning the

weights of the rotating parts, and especially that concerning their

exact distribution among the several drivers, it cannot be expected

that a closer comparison may be made. The effect of speed at 50

miles per hour is to give an increase in rail stresses, ranging from 50

to 100 per cent, and the effect of counterbalance in producing increased

stress is close to that obtained by the method of calculation used.

The calculation for effect of counterbalance at the main driver

given on page 38 indicates that when the counterweight is down the

combined effect of driver loads and counterbalance effect would pro-

duce a negative moment in the rail at the main driver, and this nega-

tive moment might be expected if the effect of speed did not itself

contribute to a positive moment at the wheel. This effect of speed

is so large that in all the tests the stress at the main driver with

counterweight down indicates the presence always of a positive bend-

ing moment. The foregoing relates to stress and bending moment^
the calculated rail pressure and rail depression have to be treated

separately from stress and moment; even without the effect of speed

there is no indication from the calculations given that the wheel would
leave the rail.

Attention is called to the variation in stress at the trailer for the

higher speeds. There is an appreciable change in stress as the coun-

terweights of the drivers change position. The maximum stress

occurs somewhat after the counterweight has reached its high posi-

tion. Due to the large load on the trailer, its distance from other

wheels, and the effect of counterbalance, the stress at this wheel is

high, the highest of any except that at the main driver and except

for the fifth driver at 5 miles per hour. The data of series 2 will be

found to give similar results. The time at which the maximum stress

is found ranges from the counterweight at six-tenths of a revolution

after the counterweight is down to eight-tenths of a revolution; it is

therefore between the positions of counterweight which give the mini-

mum and the maximum stress at the driver ahead of the trailer.
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It will be remembered that the values of stresses in rail considered

in the foregoing discussion were taken from the curves of averages

and that the band which enclosed the greater number of the obser-

vations extends 3,000 or 5,000 lb. per sq. in. above the curve and a

similar distance below it. Above and below this band are other ob-

served points, and the average of these outlying points is still 3,000

lb. per sq. in. above and below the limit of the bands. It may be

expected that values may frequently be developed which are 3,000 or

5,000 lb. per sq. in. higher or lower than those used in the discussion

and that not infrequently values of 3,000 lb. per sq. in. still greater or

less will be found. Values 6,000 to 8,000 lb. per sq. in. greater than the

stresses given in the discussion may therefore be expected not infre-

quently.

11. The Santa Fc Type Locomotive ; Rotating Parts Lightened.—
In an effort to reduce the injurious effect of the Santa Fe type loco-

motives upon the track, the railroad company lightened certain of the

rotating and reciprocating parts of locomotive No. 19 by cutting away
metal at various places. A series of runs were made with this loco-

motive (series 2) and comparisons will be made with the results of

series 1 which have been described in the preceding article. In makin;^

a comparison it should be borne in mind that the results found with

two locomotives of nominally the same construction may diflfer con-

siderably. The tests of series 1, with locomotives as received from

the builders, were made with two locomotives, Nos. 22 and 28. The
tests of series 2 were iiiade at the same place in the track, with instru-

ments distributed in the same way, and the conditions of the test were

much the same. The readings from the instrument on the left rail

were included in the data used, as was the case for series 1.

The statement from the office of the General Superintendent of

Motive Power shows reductions in weight of rotating parts as fol-

lows: Back end of main rod (considered to be tributary to the main

driver in calculating its dynamic augment), 42 lb.; front end of side

rod (tributary to first driver), no change; front intermediate side rod

(tributary to second driver), 20 lb.; middle connecting side rod (tributary

to main driver), 75 lb.; back intermediate side rod (tributary to fourth

driver), 20 lb.; back end side rod (tributary to fifth driver), no change.

Eighty-six pounds of metal were taken from the piston, 52 lb. from the

crosshead, and 34 lb. from the front end of the main rod, but whatever

the effect of the lightening of these reciprocating parts on the locomotive

itself and on the effect of speed upon the track this reduction does not

alter the effect of rotating parts.

In computing the effect of counterbalance for locomotive No. 19

the weights of rotating parts given in Table 1 w^ere reduced by the

amounts given above. The equivalent counterbalance at the pin of

the main driver is 629 lb. instead of 746 lb. and that of the second

and fourth driver 390 instead of 370 lb. It will be seen that the

underbalancc of the main driver is decreased and overbalance (for
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rotating parts) of the other two drivers named is increased, the first

and fifth drivers not having any change. The efifect of the increase

of overbalance of the second and fourth drivers upon the stress under

these two drivers is nearly neutralized by the influence of the decrease

in underbalance of the main driver, and calculations indicate that the

resulting efifect at the second and fourth drivers is negligible. The
calculated effect at the main driver will, however, be to decrease the

stress in rail due to dynamic augment about 11 per cent. The calcu-

lated decrease in stress in rail at the main driver for these conditions

would be 1,800 lb. per sq. in. at 40 miles per hour and 2,800 lb. per

sq. in. at 50 miles per hour.

Fig. 14 gives the stress in base of rail throughout a revolution of

driver for all the drivers and the trailer for series 2, obtained in the

same way as were those already given for series 1, and Fig. 15 gives

the value of the stresses in base of rail at the various wheels for the

high point and the low point of these stress curves. Table 7 gives

numerical values of these stresses, as well as the values of the mean
stress for the several stress curves. In Table 8 are given ratios

which may be considered to express the efifect of speed and the efifect

of counterbalance. These correspond to the ratios given in Table 6.

Ratios expressing the calculated relative efifect of counterbalance are

also given.

Table 7

Stresses in Rail with Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the St.Louis-San Francisco Railways
Maxiinuin, Minimum, and Mean Values from Curves for Series 2, Parts Lightened.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
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llic average of the stresses at the adjacent drivers, taking into account

also the ditYerences in stress which exist at 5 miles per hour for the

two series, diiTerences wliicli may be due to to a different distribu-

tion of load among the drivers in tlic locomotives. l'"or both counter-

weight up and counterweight down the difference between the stress

at the main driver and the average of the stresses at the adjacent

drivers is substantially less for locomotive No. 19 than for the

other two locomotives; this is true at speeds of 40 and SO miles per

hour to an amount beyond the difference in stress at these drivers

for 5 miles per hour. The effect of the lightening of rotating parts

is seen also by comparing the differences between maximum stress

and mean stress for the main driver and adjoining drivers for series

1 and 2 (Tables 5 and 7); the effect of counterbalance is less for the

main driver in series 2 than in series 1 as compared with the change

for the average of the two adjacent drivers. It seems probable that

the lower average increase in stress due to speed in series 2 may
also be due, in part, to the lightening of parts.

A marked difference in the two series, however, lies in the greater

effect of speed and counterbalance for 50 miles per hour found in

series 1 as compared with series 2. Much of this difference is in speed

effect alone. If the stresses at drivers and trailer be summed for the

two series it will be seen that for 50 miles per hour the sums of

maximum stress, minimum stress, mean stress, stress with counter-

weight up and stress with counterweight down will each be about

10 per cent of the mean stress more for series 1 than for series 2, while

for 25 and 40 miles per hour there is relatively little difference. The
same effect may be seen by comparing the ratios of Tables 6 and 8.

As has already been stated, in series 1 locomotive No. 22 was used in

the runs at 5 and 40 miles per hour and part of the runs at 25 miles

per hour, and locomotive No. 28 was used in the remaining runs at

25 miles per hour and in all the runs at 50 miles per hour. The results

for the tests at 25 miles per hour have not been separated for the two

locomotives used in series 1. The results show that locomotives of

the same nominal construction may have quite different distribution of

loads among the drivers.

The stresses in rail for the locomotives with rotating parts light-

ened are still very high at speeds of 25 miles per hour or more.

12. Comparison of Stress Under the Two Sides of the Santa Fe

Type Locomotive.—The experience of the St.Louis-San Francisco Rail-

way with these Santa Fe type locomotives gave some indication that

injuries were more common or greater in the rail at the left side of

the locomotive than in the other rail. To learn whether the stresses

in rail were the same under the two sides of the locomotive, tests were

made with locomotive No. 22. The four instruments were placed on

one rail as shown in Fig. 4, and runs were made in one direction at

speeds of 5, 25 and 40 miles per hour, forming series 3, the instru-

ments being on the rail, at right side of locomotive. The locomotive

(23)
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was then reversed in direction and runs over the same track were
made in this direction at the same speeds, forming series 4 for instru-

ments on rail at left side of locomotive. The instruments retaining

their position on the same rail and otiicr conditions remaining the

same, and all the tests being made on one day, results were thus ob-

tained for the effects of the two sides of the locomotive which seem

comparable.

The data were reduced in the usual way and plotted accordini'

to position of counterweight, and the maximum value of the stress

curve for each wheel at each speed was determined. It was found that

the stress in rail under the left side of this locomotive was consid-

erably greater than that under the right side. That this difference

is not caused by speed or counterbalance is indicated by a marked
difference at a speed of 5 miles per hour; the sum of the stresses in

rail at the five drivers, trailer and truck wheel, as found for the left

side of the locomotive, is as much as 20 per cent greater than the

sum of the corresponding stresses for the right side of the locomotive,

A similar difference is found at all speeds, both for mean stresses;

J
and for maximum stresses. It seems that the difference is due to n

cause not related to speed.

That this excess of stress at one side of the locomotive was no'

due to methods of testing is shown by the stresses at the wheels

under the tender. The average stress for the three speeds for series 3

(rail at right side of locomotive) is 15,500 lb. per sq. in. and foi'

series 4 (rail at left side of locomotive) is 15,300 lb. per sq. in. A
few runs of series 3 were made before the noon hour; the remaining
runs and all of series 4 were made after the noon hour. There would
be some decrease in the load of coal and water, but this would not be

large.

In all the other tests with the Santa Fe type locomotive one in-

strument was placed on the rail at the left side of the locomotive
opposite the middle one of the three instruments on the rail at the

right side, as shown in Fig. 4. In the plots of data, it was found that

the results obtained with the instrument at the left side generally

average higher than the results obtained with the other instruments,

thus agreeing in this respect with the series just discussed. What-
ever the cause of this variation, it has made complications in the inter-

pretation of the data for other purposes and has thrown uncertainty'

on some comparisons which it was desired to make, but the relativeb

small amount of data available has made it seem best generally to

include all the instrumental results even with this added complica-

tion. The use of one instrument on the second rail has seemed ad-

visable for the purpose of checking up in possible cases of irregular

or unexpected values in the data.

The reason for this difference in stress developed on the two
sides of the locomotive is not known; it is planned to make a further

investigation of the conditions.
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It should be noted that the lateral bending of the rail due to

nosing is not here discussed; it may have an important relation to rail

injury.

13. The Effect of Santa Fc Type Locomotive Upon Rail and Track.

—The tests made with the locomotive of the Santa Fe type gave an

interesting opportunity to find the effect upon rail stresses produced
when the desired amount of counterweight is not or cannot be placed

on the main driver but instead the deficiency for the given wheel is

distributed among the other drivers, which thereby have their counter-

weight increased above what is already an overbalance so far as ro-

tating parts and vertical pressure are concerned. The increased stress

in the rail is due not alone to the increased pressure on the rail given

by the excess of weight of rotating parts on the main driver when
the crank pin is down, but it may be seen from the illustrative calcu-

lations given in Article 10 on Effect of Speed and Counterbalance

that the overbalance in the adjacent drivers at the same time relieves

part of the pressure on the rail at those drivers and the effect ci

this decrease in pressure is to increase the bending moment in the

rail under the main driver. Similarly, the addition of counterweight

to drivers other than the main driver not only increases the counter-

weight effect in the rail at these drivers (which are already over-

balanced so far as rotating parts are concerned), but the deficiency

in the counterweight of ihe main driver decreases the pressure on the

rail at the main driver when the counterweight is down and thus

increases the moment in the rail at the adjacent drivers. The exist-

ence of these influences is evident from the analysis and illustrations

already given. Whatever may be the effect of this abnormal distri-

bution of counterweight upon the frame of the locomotive or upon
its riding qualities, it is evident that a deviation from a uniformity

of counterbalance effect among several drivers aggravates conditions

producing stresses in rail which may otherwise be bad enough.

The Santa Fe type locomotives used in the tests may seem ex-

treme in the amount and distribution of counterweight, but the un-

derbalance of the main driver in locomotives of this type as used on

some railroads is reported to be considerably greater than found on
these locomotives; on the other hand, the Santa Fe type locomotive
of at least one railroad has an underbalance of less than half that of

those on the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway. In other features of

the design also these locomotives were not calculated to produce low
or even stresses in rail. The weight given for the main driver, 31,600

lb., is considerably greater than that on the second and fourth drivers,

which might advantageously be given more load than the first and
fifth. Even at low speeds the second and fourth drivers give consid-

erably lower stresses than the others. Besides, the effect of the cylin-

der pressure at mid-stroke when the locomotive is working is to give

a vertical component at crank pins which serves to increase the pres-

sure on the rail under the main driver both for counterweight up
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and counterweight down. The weight on the trailer, a wheel located

some distance from other wheels, and thus having little moment-de-
creasing influence from the other wheels in these locomotives, is too

great to produce even effects in rail stresses, the stress in rail at this

wheel at low speeds (see Table 5) being considerably greater than

those at the drivers, and at higher speeds generally being the highest

at any point except at the main driver.

The stresses in rail produced by these locomotives at speeds of

25 miles per hour are high. It should be borne in mind, too, that the

values under discussion are the average stresses for the runs, and that

the occasional maximum stress is much higher, and that the stress at

one side of the rail will be still higher. Speed and counterbalance

was found to increase stresses very rapidly. For the main driver the

ratios of the stresses at the higher speeds to the stress at 5 miles per

^/ hour (2.04 for 25 miles per hour, 2.54 for 40 miles per hour, and 3.68

for 50 miles per hour) show undesirable and unsatisfactory conditions

in a locomotive in so far as the effect on the maintenance and life of

the track is concerned. The occurrence of stresses in base of rail

(the average of the values at the two edges) as high as 52,000 lb. per

sq. in. (and 10 per cent higher in head of rail), observed at high speeds

in a number of cases where the records were well defined, shows that

it is not strange that kinks and rail failures were produced in the reg-

ular service of these locomotives. In some of the runs at 50 miles per

hour, kinks in rail were developed near the rail on which instruments

were placed. Even at lower speeds than those which may have pro-

duced such visible injury to track, the punishment of the track and
the effect of continued application of such stresses probably would be

sufficient to cause considerable injury to the track structure. Such
locomotives should run only at low speeds, and every precaution

should be taken to prevent even the occasional use of higher speeds

on heavy down grades in undulating country or through other care-

lessness. The observance of much higher stresses under the left side

of the locomotive than under the right it is hoped will lead to in-

vestigation to determine the origin of this undesirable effect upon
track.

14. Tests With the Pacific Type Locomotive.—The main purpose of

the tests with the Pacific type of passenger locomotive made on the

St.Louis-San Francisco Railway was to find the increase in stress in

rail due to speed and counterbalance. The railroad company, how-
ever, desired to learn the effect of certain variations in these locomo-

tives—the addition of a mechanical stoker, different arrangements of

an equalizing lever, and th6 lightening of rotating parts—and the

tests were outlined with a view of including the effect of these varia-

tions in the locomotives. Part of the changes in locomotives were

relatively small and their extent had not been realized, when the tests

were started; the resulting change in distribution of load among the
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several wheels was also uncertain. The demands for locomotives un-

der the existing traffic conditions and the beginning of winter weather

made it impracticable to extend the tests to secure an adequate num-
ber of runs for some of the purposes of the test. In getting at the

effect of speed and counterbalance it has been found best to group

series of tests whicli have different locomotives and different condi-

tions of locomotive, so that some of the effects may be masked by

the differing conditions and the real increases due to speed and coun-

terbalance may therefore be greater than the values reported indi-

cate.

Table 4 gives the variations in the Pacific type locomotives used.

Scries 8 to 12 were made with the locomotives as received from the

builders except as the position of the pin in the equalizing lever was

changed for some of the tests. The second location of test (rail ad-

joining that used for the first test) was used to determine whether the

first test location was in any way abnormal; a comparison of the re-

sults indicate that there was little difference in conditions.

Series No. 5 and 6, made with locomotive No. 1061, having a

mechanical stoker added were made at the beginning of the test work

on the St.Louis-San Francisco Railway. It is evident from the data

that the instruments were not working satisfactorily or the observers

were not in good practice. Many records were so indefinite as not

to be usable. As the number of runs was small, the number of defi-

nite values obtained was too small to use in making comparisons, "and

these two series will not be reported. As the stoker weighed only

3,500 lb. and the weights added to one wheel was probably much less

than 1,000 lb., a large number of runs would have been necessary to

secure an adequate amount of data for making a proper comparison.

The Pacific type locomotives were received and generally used

with the pin in the rear hole of the equalizer bar at the rear of the

locomotive. The change of the pin to the middle hole releases weight

from the trailer and increases the weight on the drivers. It is also

expected to decrease the weight on the front trucks. The changes in

the weights on the several wheels as calculated by the mechanical de-

partment of the railway may be seen from the following weights:

Tin'o-

Third

Trailer Driver

Pin in rear hole 32,150 29,700

Pin in middle hole .... 28,850 31,950

These calculated values indicate that by

equalizing bars 3,300 lb. is released from

from the two truck wheels and that this 6,600 lb. is divided equally

among the three drivers. Based on the calculated or assumed distri-

bution of the weight of the locomotive among the several wheels, the

stress in the rail calculated by the method of combination of wheel

Main
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loads given in the first progress report would be decreased by 2,300

lb. per sq. in. under the trailer and 1,000 and 1,400 lb. per sq. in., re-

ipectively, under the two truck wheels, while the stresses under the

three drivers would be increased by 1,800, 1,000 and 1,500 lb. per

jq. in., respectively. The test results are not fully comparable for this

purpose, and the results of the series with pin in the two positions are

not entirely concordant. The average of the results of the several

.series indicates that the change to pin in middle bole decreases the

stress in rail under the trailer, and increases the stress under the

three drivers, with little change under the truck wheels. The amount

of this change, however, as given by the averages of series 7 to 12,

is much less than the change found by calculation on the basis of the

assumed distributions of weight. The effect of speed was noticeably

less at the trailer with the pin in middle hole.

Series 9, 10, 11 and 12 may be grouped together for finding the

afifect of speed and counterbalance, though the dififerences in condi-

tions for the four series make comparisons in some wa3fs somewhat
ancertain. As there were about the same number of observations for

each position of pin in equalizing bar, this variation should not affect

the results materially. The efifect of dififerences in locomotives and

of dififerences in track in the two locations of course is not known,

but it is thought to be not large.

The observed values of stresses in base of rail for each speed in each

series were plotted with respect to position of counterweight, the values

of the plotted points in groups for each twentieth of a revolution were

then averaged and a curve drawn to represent as well as possible the

position and trend of these points, as has already been described for the

tests with the Santa Fe type locomotive. The data for each speed of the

four series (9, 10, 11 and 12) were also plotted together and curves drawn

which represent the averages of the four series. Fig. 16 gives the result-

ing curves for the combined series. The maximum, minimum, and mean

values for the curves were taken from the diagram.s. The values of the

stress in rail for the four series and the combined series are given in

Table 9. It should be noted that, as was the case in the tests with the

Santa Fe type locomotive, the great number of the plotted observed values

were found in a belt on each side of the curve of averages in the diagrams

of data, the limits of the belt being 3,000 to 5,000 lb. per sq. in. above and

below the curves, while still other points were above and below the belt.

Fig. 17 shows graphically the principal stresses of the combined four

series, including the average negative stress at points between wheels.

In Table 10 are given the ratios calculated from the data of Table 9

for the combined four series. Ss, St^, and Sm are the stresses in rail at

speeds of 5, 45, and 60 miles per hour, respectively. Sm is the mean value

of the stress curve for the speed used. The total ratio, speed effect ratio,

and counterbalance ratio are used as in the discussion of the counter-

weight with the .Santa Fc type locomotive. Calculated counterbalance
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ratios, obtained with the data of counterbalance given in Article 5 on The

Locomotive by the method already used, are also given in the table. The

calculated upward and downward pressures at 60 miles per hour are

12,800, 10,000, and 13,000 lb. for the first, second and third drivers, re-

spectively. The downward and upward pressures were considered as

positive and negative loads at the several drivers, and the additional

equivalent single wheel load for this combination of added loads was cal-

culated for each wheel by the method described in the case of the Santa

Fe type locomotive. The ratios of the resulting values to the equivalent

single wheel loads found for the combination of nominal static wheel loads

was calculated and is given as the calculated counterbalance ratio.

The ratios in Table 10 may be considered to separate the effect of

counterbalance and the effect of speed alone, though it must not be

expected that the division of effect will be accurate.

It is seen that the maximum stress in rail at the first and third driver

occurs when the counterweight is down at speeds of both 45 and 60 miles

per hour, while the maximum stress at the main driver occurs when the

counterweight is up. The maximum stress at the trailer occurs when the

counterweight of the drivers is up, the exact position being when the

drivers have turned about four-tenths of a revolution from the down

position of the counterweight. The signs of the counterbalance ratio for

the main driver given in the table, it is seen, are opposite to the signs of

the observed counterbalance ratio for 'the main driver, while for the other

wheels the signs of the calculated and the observed ratios agree. No
explanation is offered except that the weights of the rotating parts may

be different from those given in Table 2 or that the assumed effect of

such parts as the main rod used is in error. The effect of the main rod

and side rod being outside the plane of the driver seems to account for

only part of the discrepancy. The results are so pronounced and the

information on the position of counterweight for the observations so defi-

nite and so general that no doubt can be thrown on the character of the

test data in this respect. It may be added that it would not require a

large discrepancy in the amount and position of the counterweight of the

main driver, or in the weight of the rotating parts tributary to this driver,

to produce quite a change in the calculated vertical pressure at the down

position of the counterweight, taking into account the effect of the dynamic

augment of the adjacent drivers upon the vertical pressure at the main

driver. Possibly the weight of rotating parts given may not have been

properly divided among the three drivers. It will be noted that the

counterbalance effect upon the trailer is considerably larger than would be

expected from the effect due to relief of load on rail at third driver when

the counterweight is up; it may receive a portion of the effect of counter-

balance of the drivers in some way through the equalizing levers. The

maximum stress at the trailer occurs when the counterweights of the

drivers have moved about four-tenths of a revolution beyond their low

position. It will be observed that the ratios for the counterbalance efifect
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Table 9

Stresses in Rail with Pacific Type Locomotive of the St. Louis-San Francisco Raiiwaj

—

Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Values from Curves for Series 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
in

m.p.h.

5

45

60

5

45

60

5

45

60

5

45

60

5

45

60

Calcu

Calcu
ter

Position of

Counterweight

Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value

.

Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value.

Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value.

Mean value

.

Up
Down
Mean value

.

Up
Down
Mean value

.

Mean value

.

Up
Down
Mean value.

Up
Down
Mean value

.

lated stress under static load

.

lated additional stress due to coun-
balance at 60 miles per hour

Trailer

20.300

32,200
23,500
27,700

33,300
22,800
27,400

20,800

33,800
29,700
31,400

34,800
28,100
30,300

22,200

28,100
23.400
25,300

36,400
28,600
32.100

23,900

31,200
20,800
24,200

35.400

Series
21,800

31,200
25,000
27,900

37,000
29,600
32,900

23,500

700

Driver Number

16,200

21.300
27,600

23,700

14,100
31,200
21,800

17,000

20,000
27,600
23,100

17,000
28,300
21.900

17,600

13,000
24,400
18,200

18,200

34,800
25,800

17.200

18,200
29,100
22.500

19,800
37,000
27,500

9, 10, 1

17,500

19,800

26,500
21,900

17,200
32,800
25,100

17,300

8,700

Main

Series
15,200

24,400
14,600

19,200

26,000
16,200
22,200

Series
15,800

25,000
19,300
21,300

24,800
15,100

18,900

Series
18,000

28,100
14,000

20,700

36,400
19,800
25,400

Series
15,600

24,100
15,600
19,900

28,600
20,600
24.200

1 and 12

16.800

25,000
15,600
20,200

28,000
17,200

22,300

17,100

4,400

9

15,400

15.600

25,000

20,800

15,600
26,000
20,300

10

14,100

17,700

24,000
19,900

14,100
26,800
19,300

11

15,: !00

14,000
21,.300

16.100

16,600
26,000
19,700

12

14,800

15,400
23,900
19,600

14,800

23,900
21,100

-Comb
14,700

15,100
22,900
19,200

16,100

26,000
20,700

16,400

8,500

Truck Wheels

6,000

10,400

12,400

5,200

14,000

14.700

5,800

13.000

14,000

5,600

12,100

15,200

ined
5,600

12,500

13,900

4,400

2,100

9,000

13.600

16,000

8,900

15,400

16,200

8,600

15,500

18,700

9.800

15.900

17,900

9,300

15,100

17,200

9,100

100
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of the drivers is considerable, amounting to 44 per cent of the low speed

stress for the third driver at a speed of 60 miles per hour. The method of

combining the results of the series may he expected to make the apparent

ef xt of counterweight smaller than the actual effect, the tendency of the

combination being to flatten out the curves; for example, series 12 gives

results which are considerably higher than those of Table 10. It seems

probable that there is some transfer from main driver to adjacent drivers

through the equalizer bars when the counterweight is up and vice versa

when it is down.

Tlie effect of speed alone, as shown by the speed effect ratios, is

quite uniform for the drivers and trailer and is closely proportional to the

speed. The additional stress due to speed alone is quite moderate for all

three wheels. The stress at the truck wheels increases rapidly, though

the value at 60 miles per hour is not excessive. Fig. 17 gives the stresses

at the wheels of the tender for series 9, 10, 11 and 12 combined. The

effect of speed is considerable, the average ratio of stress at 45 and 60

miles per hour to the stress at 5 miles per hour being 1.95 and 2.25,

respectively.

The total effect ratio indicates that the effect of speed and counter-

balance together does not differ much for the several drivers and the

trailer, either for maximum values or generally for minimum values.

Attention is called to the very high stress at the trailer at all speeds and

to the considerable increase with speed—this, too, in results which average

the data with the equalizer pin in the two positions. The stress in the

third driver was also high. It should be borne in mind, of course, that

the band of the plotted data gave frequent points 4,000 lb. per sq. in.

higher than these values and that occasional values were found which are

more than 10,000 lb. per sq. in. higher.

The railroad company lightened somewhat some of the rotating and

reciprocating parts of locomotive No. 1063 by cutting away metal. The

weight given for the lightening of the rotating parts included 9 lb. for the

rear end of the main rod and 54 lb. for the part of the side rod con-

sidered to be tributary to the main driver. The information furnished is

that no change was made in rotating parts affecting the first and third

drivers. The effect of decreasing the rotating weight at the crank pin by

63 lb. would be to increase the downward pressure at the main driver

when the counterweight is down and to decrease it when the counterweight

is up—to decrease the dynamic augment effect if the main driver is under-

balanced and to increase if it is overbalanced. The effect upon the two

adjacent drivers would be to decrease the equivalent single load pressure

somewhat for counterweight down, but the effect would be small. The
data of series 7 and 8 for stresses at the main driver are indefinite on

the matter of effect of counterbalance; the points are quite scattered, and

it was found to be impracticable to draw a curve for a speed of 60 miles

per hour, and that for 45 miles per hour was less regular than those

found in other tests. The diagrams give the impression that the counter-
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Table 11

Stressi-s in Rail with Mikado Type Locomotive of the Illinois Central Raihoad-
Maxiimiiu, Miniimim, and Mean Values from Curves.

Stresses arc given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.
)h

Speed
in

m.p.h.

35

45

Calcu

Calcu
ter

Position of

Counterweight

Mean value

Up
Down
Mean value

Up
Down
Mean value

Up
Down
Mean value

lated stress under static load

lated additional stress due to coun-
balanee at 45 miles per hour

Trailer
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Position of Counterweight in Parts of a Revo/ution.

Fig. 19.

—

Observed Value of Stress in Rail with Mikado Type Loco-

motive OF THE Illinois Cei^tral Railroad.
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It will be noted,that the stress at the first, second and fourth drivers

is greatest when the counterweight is down, and that the stress at the

main driver is greatest when the counterweight is up. The stress at the

trailer is greatest when the counterweights of the drivers are somewhat

past their high position. The truck wheel shows the effect of counter-

balance, the high stress in rail occurring when the counterweight of the

drivers is slightly past the high position (about one-seventh of a revo-

lution) and the corresponding low stress at the opposite position. The

results indicate that the main driver is underbalanced for rotating parts

and the other drivers overbalanced. The figures for counterbalance

weights given by the Motive Power Department of the Illinois Central

Railroad (see Table 3) indicate the same condition of counterbalance for

each driver, 263 lb. overbalance for rotating parts (to balance 60 per cent

of the reciprocating parts, considered to be taken by the four drivers

equally). Not only is the position of counterweight of the main driver

which gives the highest stress in rail the opposite of that obtained by

analysis for the weights given in the table, but the counterbalance effect

found for the several drivers is much larger than the calculated values.

For the first, second, anci fourth drivers and for the speeds of 25, 35, and

45 miles per hour the average of the ratios expressing effect of counter-

balance given in Table 12 is more than twice the calculated value. For

the main driver at these three speeds the ratios expressing the counter-

balance effect (0.33 at 25 miles per hour, 0.50 at 35 miles per hour, and

0.67 at 45 miles per hour) are three to four times the calculated values,

and the high stresses occur when the counterweight is up instead of when

it is down, as would be expected from the counterbalance data given. A
consideration of the planes in which the several rotating parts act only

partially explains the discrepancy in the case of the main driver. No ex-

planation is offered for the remaining discrepancies. Possibly the weights

of parts may not be correctly reported, and their distribution may also

not be correct. Although the counterbalance effects are generally not

large, the additional stress at main driver at 35 miles per hour (the speed

limit given by the railway regulations) is 50 per cent as great as the

stress at 5 miles per hour, and the stresses due to counterbalancing would

be materially less if the counterbalance effects were in the same direction

for each driver.

The effect of speed alone, as shown by the speed ratios in Table 12,

is about the same for the several drivers. The ratios for truck wheel and

for trailer are considerably higher at the higher speeds.

16. Relation of the Stresses at tlie Tivo Sides of the Base of Rail.—
In the first progress report it was shown that lateral bending of the rail

occurred to a considerable extent; that most frequently the rail was bent

outwardly at a point under a wheel and inwardly at a point between

wheels, though a flexure opposite to this also was frequent; that the

change in gage of track accompanying this bending was measurable; that

the bending occurs with the locomotive at rest and at low speeds as well
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as at higher speeds; and that the stress at the outer edge of the base of

rail may occasionally reach three or more times that at the inner edge.

An examination of the data of some of the tests described in this report

has been made with a view of supplementing the information given in the ^

first report.

A study has been made of series 1 and 2 (with the Santa Fe type

locomotive), series 10 and 12 (with the Pacific type), and the series made

on the Illinois Central Railroad (with the MiTcado type). The stresses for

the two sides of the base of rail were plotted separately according to the

position of the counterweight, and curves were drawn to represent the

trend and position of the points throughout the revolution for stress at

both outer edge of base of rail and inner edge. The curves for stress at

outer edge and at inner edge are quite similar, that for outer edge being

higher than the curve of average stress in base of rail heretofore re-

ported, and that for inner e'cige lower. The point of maximum stress for

outer edge generally comes a little later in the revolution than that for

inner edge. It was found that the average of all the observations for the

outer edge was greater than that for the inner edge. This conclusion

applies at all speeds and at all positions of the counterweight for all the

drivers and to the higher stresses found as well as to the lower. It also

applies to the trailer and to the tender wheels. The average of the stresses ^
at the outer edge for the several wheels ranges from, say, 20 to 50 per

cent greater than the average at the inner edge ; that is, the average stress

at the outer edge is 9 to 20 per cent greater than the mean stress in base

of rail, which is the stress heretofore used. This indicates that a general

condition exists tending to give outward lateral bending in rail. No
further investigation has been made to determine what that condition is.

It may be noted that the difference in stress at the two sides of the rail

was as great, or greater, under the main driver as under the other drivers.

In the case of the Santa Fe type this driver has no flange and was slightly

worn. While the number of observations giving the higher stress'at outer

edge was considerably greater than that at inner edge, the number having

the opposite relation was by no means small, showing that the swaying

of the locomotive laterally is a factor in the problem.

A similar relation exists at points between wheels in th^ region of

negative bending moment, though here the lateral bending is generally in

the opposite direction from that at the wheel and the average stress at the

inner edge is greater than that at the outer edge.

More important than the average value at the edges of the base of

rail are the relative values of the individual observations. The ratios of

the stress at edge to the mean stress in base of rail were plotted. A study

of these shows that in 15 to 20 per cent of the observations, the stress

at the outer edge is 33 per cent or more greater than the mean stress in j

base of rail, in a few cases reaching an excess of 50 per cent or more,

and that this holds good throughout the revolution of the driver. An
excess of 20 per cent is quite common. A stress at inner edge 33 per
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cent greater than the mean stress was found in, say, 5 to 8 per cent of

the observations. As an example of a large diflference in stresses at the

two edges, though not of a high ratio of stresses, values for the main

driver of the Santa Fe type at a speed of 50 miles per hour may be cited,

36,400 lb. per sq. in. at the inner edge, and 55,000 lb. per sq. in. at the

outer.

The lateral bending in rail has some bearing on the design of rail

section and on the design of tie plates. It will be seen that for the rail

sections used, a ratio of stress at outer edge to mean stress in base of

rail having a value of 1.33 means that the lateral bending moment in the

rail is about 8 per cent of the vertical bending moment required to develop

the mean stress. It should be noted that the results herein presented were

obtained with track which may be sai^ to be in ordinarily good condition

;

the results given in the first progress report for track in poorer condition

and for track with decayed ties show that the amount of lateral bending

may be materially greater and that therefore the condition of the track is

an important element in the problem.

17. General Discussion.—In Figs. 25, 26, 27, and 28 the ratios for

total effect, speed effect and counterbalance effect given in Tables 6, 8, 10,

and 12 have been plotted. These ratios show the relation between the

stress in rail at the several higher speeds and the stress in rail existing

at a speed of 5 miles per hour. In all the series the total effect ratios are

concordant and show a marked increase of stress with speed, the increase

being faster than the first power of the speeds. The method used in

making a division of this total effect ratio into effect of speed alone and

effect of counterbalance is of course not accurate, and it may be expected

that a large counterbalance effect will result in an increased speed effect

as well. Fig. 29 gives the ratios for the average speed effect for the

tender wheels of the three types of locomotives used, as well as the

values of the average stresses at these wheels.

It will be noted that the increase in stress in rail at drivers and

trailer beyond 5 miles per hour due to speed alone, varies almost directly

as the increase in speed, though in a few instances it is at a somewhat

faster rate. Averaging the values of the ratios at the drivers and trailer

and for comparison using a speed of 50 miles per hour in all cases, it is

seen that for this speed the increase in stress in rail due to speed alone

over that at 5 miles per hour will be about 70 per cent for series 1 and

50 per cent for series 2 (average of 60 per cent for the Santa Fe type

locomotive used), about 35 per cent for the Pacific type locomotives, and

about 50 per cent for the Mikado type locomotive. At the tender wheels,

the stresses in rail increase almost directly as the increase in speed. The

increase in the stresses at 50 miles per hour over those at 5 miles p'^r

hour at the tender wheels are approximately as follows: series 1, 50 per

cent, series 2, 100 per cent (an average of 75 per cent for the Santa Fe

type locomotive); Pacific locomotive 100 per cent; and Mikado locomo-

tive, 75 per cent. It is seen that the ratios found for the drivers are in

general less than those for the tender wheels (the ratios do not include
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Fig. 25.—Ratios of Total Effect, Speed Effect, and Counterbalance
Effect to Stress at 5 Miles Per Hour—Series 1—Santa Fe

Type Locomotive of the St.Louis-San Fran-
cisco Railway.
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Effect to Stress at 5 Miles Per Hour—Series 9, 10, 11, and

12 Combined—Pacific Type Locomotive of the
St.Louis-San Francisco Railway.
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Effect to Stress at 5 Miles Per Hour—Mikado Type Loco-

motive of the Illinois Central Railroad.
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the effect of counterbalance), and the increase at tender wheels varies

considerably for the different locomotives. In some of the locomotives

(particularly the Santa Fe t3pe) the increased stress at some of the

wheels is materially higher than the average values quoted above.

The counterbalance effect at low and high position of counterweight,

with both underbalance and overbalance, is brought out in Figs. 25, 26, 27,

and 28. It appears that with the main driver underbalanced and the

other drivers overbalanced there is some transfer of pressure through the

equalizer bars, tending to reduce somewhat the stresses due to counter-

balance, but the effect is not very definite and seems to be uncertain. The
stress due to counterbalance increases much faster than the increase in

speed, though not always as fast as the square of the speed. The average

increase in stress at the several drivers due to counterbalance effect, as

indicated by the ratios in the figures, for a common speed of 50 miles per

hour over the stress at 5 miles per hour is about 90 per cent for series

1 and 80 per cent for series 2 (average 85 per cent for the Santa Fe

type locomotives used); 30 per cent for the Pacific type; and 60 per

cent for the Mikado type. The increase In stress at the main driver in

each case is greater than this average, and with the Santa Fe type very

much greater.

Points representing the calculated counterbalance effect ratio are

also given in Figs. 25, 26, 27, and 28; they are based upon the counter-

balance weights given in Tables 1, 2, and 3 without consideration of the

effect of the planes of rotation of the rotating parts being in different

planes or of other distributing elements. It will be noted that in a

number of cases there is a considerable discrepancy between the observed

and the calculated ratios. *

The following general observations are made

:

It is evident that there is a decided advantage to the track in making
the counterbalance of the several drivers differ but little from each other

and from that condition which will give best results, even though oppos-

ing conditions of counterbalance in the main driver and the adjoining

drivers may have some neutralizing effect. An imderbalance on one

driver and an overbalance on an adjoining one will give a very undesir-

able cumulative effect.

It is of course to be expected that when the locomotive is working

the downward pressure of the main driver will be increased over that

obtaining when the steam is shut off, as was the case in the tests here

discussed.

For the Santa Fe type locomotives tested the stresses at the main

driver were much greater than at the other drivers.

Considering the stresses developed in the tests it is not strange that

great injury to track is done by poorly balanced locomotives run at high

speed. Even at lower speeds, where kinking of rail does not result, the

punishment of the track is much greater than will be caused by well bal-

anced locomotives. The effect of counterbalance and speed is to add

greatly to the load to be carried by rail, tie, and ballast.
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Effort may well be made to reduce the counterbalance effect on stress

in track by use of the best methods of design of locomotive and by the

use of material which will permit a minimum of counterbalance effect in

both rotating and reciprocating parts.

It is important that care be taken to determine the actual weights and

position of counterweights and the actual properties of the side rods and

connecting rods. Care should be taken to learn whether the assumed

division of load among the drivers in the completed locomotives is

obtained.

Locomotives will give very different stresses in rail at the different

wheels according to the wheel spacing, the division of load, and the effect

of adjoining wheels.

It is apparent from analysis that for the spacing of wheels in the

three types of locomotives the stress at the trailer under static load or at

low speeds will be relatively large if the weight on the trailer is greater

than, say, 75 per cent of the average weight on drivers; and the tests

would indicate that for locomotives with even fairly good counterbal-

ancing a discrepancy at low speeds between the stress at the trailer and

the stress at a driver, due to a relatively heavy load on trailer, may be

expected to exist also at higher speeds.

It was found that the wheels of the tenders of the different types of

locomotives gave quite different effects of speed on the stress in rail.

Attention may well be called to the method herein used in calculating

the stress in rail for a combination of driver loads. The method ordi-

narily used in taking into account the counterbalance effect uses the

dynamic augment for the given driver only. In getting the stress-pro-

ducing bending moment in the rail, however, it is necessary to take into

account the dynamic augment also of the adjoining drivers. With the

main driver underbalanced and the adjoining drivers overbalanced the

pressures given by the adjacent drivers are especially influential and the

effect of the combined loads should not be overlooked. It should be

added, too, that the effect of counterbalancing upon bending moment in

rail is different from the effect upon rail depression and pressure on

rail—these must be calculated separately.

In the discussion of counterbalance, and the calculation of the

stress produced in the rail, no attempt has been made to go into

the complications of the problem involved in the yielding of the loco-

motive springs and of the track acting as a spring, the effect of the

rotating parts not being in the same plane, and other disturbing ele-

ments.

The tests were made on 85-lb. rail. It is felt that the effect of

speed and counterbalance in producing stress in rails of other weight

will follow in general the results found with the 85-lb. section. The
increase in stress at a given speed over the stress at 5 miles per hour

may be considered to be produced by additional loads at the drivers,

due to speed and counterbalance, and the amount of these additional

loads may be calculated by the use of the analytical methods outlined
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in the report. The loads thus found for speed and counterbalance

effect may be used in judging of the effect of speed and counterbalance

with rails of other section. The calculations for stress in a section

may be made on the basis of the analysis for bending moments given

in the first progress report, tlic soclion modulus of llie given rail

being used in calculating the stress developed by the bending moment
found.

It is evident that wheel spacing, <listribution of load among
drivers and trailer, and counterbalancing, have a marked influence

upon the stresses developed in rail and also in the track structure

below the rail. Adequate consideration should therefore be given

to these elements in designing locomotives if the track is not to be

called upon unduly to carry loads and to resist stresses which are

unnecessary or excessive. The uncertainty which may exist con-

cerning exact conditions of counterbalance is a matter which warrants

greater attention.

III. Track Depressions.

18. Depression of Track Under Load and Modulus of Elasticity of

Rail Support.—In the first progress report of the Committee the general

question of the depression of track under load was considered and the

effect of the make-up and condition of the track structure upon
stresses in rail and distribution of load among the ties was discussed.

In connection with the tests to determine the fiexural action of ties in

track (presented under IV. Depression, Flexure and Bearing Pressure

of Cross-Ties), made since that report was prepared, tests have been

made to obtain the depression of the track under the conditions which

obtained when these tests of ties were made. A purpose of making
these profiles of rail depression was to determine the proportion of

the load applied to the rails which may be considered to be taken by

a single tie. The tests served also to show the relative effects of dif-

ferent amounts of load and something of the general condition of the

track.

Under the best conditions, with freshly tamped track, the depres-

sion at any tie may be expected to be nearly proportional to the load

applied to the rail and likewise proportional to the load taken by the

individual tie. For track not recently tamped or in poor condition

there will be a slight play between the tie and the ballast along parts

of its length, and part of the resistance before the tie takes bearing

along its length will be due to the bending of ther tie under the action

of the lighter loads. These and other influences found in track not

in the best condition make the line representing the relation of track

depression to applied load vary from a straight line through at least

a part of its length.

In Fig. 30 the relation between tie depression and load on tie

for track in best condition is illustrated at (a). The vertical dis-

tances represent the depression of rail ; the horizontal distances are
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proportional to the load on the track. This condition gives a con-

stant modulus of elasticity of rail-support—the term defined in the

first progress report as the pressure per unit of length of each rail

required to depress the track one unit and which was found to be of

considerable service in analytical investigations. At (b) is illus-

trated the case where a light load produces considerable depression

and greater loads result in additional amounts of depression which
are proportional to the increments of load. The distance from the

origin to the point where the line passing through the points inter-

sects the vertical axis may be considered to represent in part the

0-00

% 010

020

I
030

040

^^^0 20 " 40 60 80 m
Load on Truck in Thousand Pounds.

Fig. 30.

—

Typical Load-Depression Diagrams.

play or space between the bottom of the tie and its bed when the tie

is not under load, though of course there is some bearing resistance

by the tie for track depressions less than the amount of this inter-

cept, and a part of the total play may be between the rail and the

tie. In general the direction of the line through the points obtained

for several loads represents the load-depression relation and is closely

parallel to the line found for well-tamped track. For general pur-

poses the direction of this part of the line may be used in determining

the value of the modulus of elasticity of rail-support.

19. Track Depression Tests on Illinois Central Railroad.—In the

tests of track depression made in 1918 the load was furnished by cars

loaded in such a way as to give the desired load on the truck at one

(24)
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end of the car. The end of the car to be used in the test was weighed
on track scales. In the use of the data of the tests it is assumed that

each wheel of the car truck carried one-fourth of the weight so found.

In the tests on the Illinois Central Railroad three loads were used,

100,000, 53,000, and 18,000 lb. on a single truck; that is, 25,000, 13,250,

and 4,500 lb. on each of the four wheels of the truck. The smallest <

load was taken as being sufficiently heavy to bring the tie to a full

bearing on its bed and to eliminate any play which may exist between

rail and tie and tie and ballast. The wheel base of the truck was 5 ft.

6 in. The distance between trucks (31 ft. center to center for the car

giving loads of 100,000 and 53,000 lb. and 29 ft. for the one giving

18,000 lb.) was such that the load on the trucks at the further end

of the car did not have a large effect upon the track depression at

the middle of the length of the car. The center of the truck was
placed at the middle of the length of the rail, except on Section K
and on cinder ballast (alternate joints), where the load was placed at

the quarter points of the rail.

The level bar described in the first progress report was used in

taking the levels along the rails for zero load and for the other loads

from which the track depressions were computed. The method of

making a test was the same as that described in the first progress

report. A fixed reference stake was placed at 80 inches from the rail

and levels were carried from this bench mark to the rail by means of

the level bar for each set of levels. A set of levels along the portion

of the rail measured was first taken for zero load. One of the loads

was then applied and levels were run over the stretch of rail, and this

was followed with measurements at the remaining loads. In all cases

levels were run on both rails.

The tests were made on the main line of the Illinois Central Rail-

road about two miles north of Champaign, Illinois, on the track pre-

viously prepared for the track tests and on the sections of track

marked B, C, and K in Fig. 26 of the previous report. The ties were

the 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. sawed oak ties furnished for the test track

in 1914. The rail on sections B and C was the 85-lb. rail of A.S.C.E.

section, the same as was in the track in the previous tests, and thai:

on section K was the 125-lb. rail also used in the other tests. Besides

*hese tests, a test was made on the northbound freight lead shown in

Fig. 26 of the previous report, which has 85-lb. rail and 12 inches or

more of cinder ballast, and the usual run of hewn oak ties, with a few

sawed ties.

The main track had not been tamped for some time, a year or

more, and although only passenger trains used it ordinarily the

track was not in good surface condition. The track depressions found
and the flexural action of the ties go to show looseness and play

• between tie and ballast. Attention should be called too to the scant-

ness of the shoulder of ballast on the outer side of the southbound

track (see Fig. 43), particularly on section R, which gave little support
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to the ties at this end. Altogether, however, the track was not in bad

riding condition and may be said to be representative of much, well-

made track at times when it has received the eflfect of traffic over a

considerable period after tamping. At one location, B-2, the track

was tamped slightly between tests but not enough to improve its con-

dition materially.

On section B tests were made at two locations (adjoining rails)

which will be designated B-1 and B-2. This section has 12 in. of storre

ballast. On section C the two locations (also on adjoining rails) will

be designated C-1 and C-2. This section has 6 in. of stone ballast. At
section K the ballast is 24 in. deep.

Figs. 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 give the track depression profiles. The
loads given are the total loads on a single truck. The levels were
taken for a length of 40 ft. or more, depending upon the location of

the joints, and the results for the full length are given for location

K, C-1, C-2 and cinder ballast ; for the other locations the profiles for

a shorter length are shown, including all the ties which carry loads

of any amount. In 'Figs. 32 and 33 load-depression diagrams have

been plotted below the profiles for different points along the rail, the

horizontal distances being proportional to the load on the truck; the

intercept on the vertical axis of the straight line used is taken as the

vertical play in the track. In several cases the measurements for the

east rail were found to be inconsistent and unreliable, and these have

been discarded.

In making the calculations for tie reactions, the amount of the

play found from the load-depression diagrams was subtracted from

the observed tie depression; the total load was divided by the sum of

the net depressions for all the ties carrying load; the product of this

quotient and the net depression of a tie was taken as the load or re-

action of that tie. If the play found for different parts of the tra:ck

depression profile was fairly uniform the average play was used. In

some cases the play differed considerably at points along the profile

and it was necessary to use the play found for each tie. Generally

speaking the length of rail considered included all the ties showing a

positive net depression. As there was some negative reaction on ties

beyond these limits the actual load on the ties considered was in

reality greater than the applied load.

In Table 13 the tie reactions are given for the several tests. The
values are given in terms of the load on truck at the end of the car

used. The ratios given in the table are more convenient for making
comparisons than weights. Values found from the higher loads arc

given; for_^the low load the effect of the tie play is so great that

comparison based on this load would not be especially useful. If

gross depressions had been used instead of net depressions the tie

reactions throughout the middle of the track depression profile would
be smaller than the values given in the table and those away from
the loads would be greater.
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The values in Table 13 indicate that for this two-axle loading and \/

S5-lb. rail the tie reaction at the wheel is from 13 to 16 per cent of

the load on the truck and at a point midway between wheels the tie

reaction may be 1^2 per cent more. The value derived by means of

Table 13

Tie Reactions in Terms of Load on Truck. Illinois Central Railroad.
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the analysis. Still farther away, in the region where negative pres-

sures have more influence in the analj'sis, it cannot be expected that

the conditions of the track will be those assumed in the analysis.

The values at and between loads given in Table 13 are somewhat
greater for a truck load of 53,000 lb. than for 100,000 lb., though the

difference in ratios is not large. For the axle load of 18,000 lb. the

ratio for the maximum tie reactions is somewhat greater yet. If the

partial resistance corresponding to the first part of the depression of

the track be taken into consideration, the difference in the ratios cor-

responding to the three loads will become still less. For most pur-

poses it is sufficient to consider that the proportion of load taken by
a tie is independent of the total load applied.

As would be expected the stiffer rail at location K gives a wider
distribution of load and a smaller maximum tie reaction. By the

analysis for the conditions of the test, the reaction of the tie at a

wheel is calculated to be 13 per cent of the load on the truck. The
depression profiles for this location are regular, and nearly the same
for the two rails, as might be expected with the stiffer track. On the

other hand, the depression profiles for the freight track (cinder bal-

last) are irregular and uneven, the load-depression curves deviate

considerably from a straight line, and the conditions are such as to

give uneven loads on ties and to increase the stress in rail over that

which would be found in good track.

The amount of the play between rail and tie and tie and ballast

shown by the load-depression diagrams ranged from 0.06 to 0.18 in.

(untamped track). On some of the sections, the amount varied con-
siderably throughout the length carrying the load, say to 0.10 in.,

showing a great diversity in the bearing of the several ties. The con-
dition of the bearing at the two sides of the track also differed con-
siderably. These facts will be found to be significant when the dis-

cussion of the flexure of ties is made. It is true, of course, that in

places away from the test sections, which had ties of uniform dimen-
sion and spacing, the track play was greater and more variable, as

could be observed at the time trains were passing. '

The values of u, the modulus of elasticity of rail-support, ob-

tained from the test data for locations B and C, range from 900 to

1,300 lb. per in. per in., with an average value of 1,100. The value

at location B-2, after the track had been tamped slightly, was about

1,200. The value at location K (24 inches of ballast not recently

tamped) was about 1,200. The value for the test on cinder ballast was
1,000, though it must be borne in mind here again that this track was
not in good surface.

20. Track Depression Tests on Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul
Railway.—The tests for track depression on the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul Railway were made in the manner already described for the

tests on the Illinois Central Railroad. The loads on the truck at one
end of a car were 100,000, 68,000, and 37,000 lb., which were assumed
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to be equally divided among the four wheels of the truck. The wheel

base of the truck was 5 ft. 6 in., and the distance center to center of

trucks was 28 ft. 10 in., 29 ft., and 25 It. 11 in., respectively, for the

cars giving the loads named above. As the rails were laid with alter-

nate joints, the center of the truck was placed at the quarter points

of the rail.

The tests were made on the main line of the Milwaukee Division

and on the Janesville Division, a branch line. The tests on the main
line were made at two points (sec Fig. 36), Q on the eastbound main

track about a mile south of the station at Deerfield, Illinois (east in

railroad parlance), aikl O and P on the eastbound main track a

((uarter of a mile nearer the station. In each case passing tracks per-

mitted traffic to be routed so that the tests were not interfered with.

The tests on the Janesville Division were made on the signal track a

mile west of the station at Libertyville, Illinois.

On the main line track at Deerfield (called by the railroad com-

pany Class A track) the rail was 100-lb. A.S.C.E. section. The ties

were mostly hewn red oak ties, zinc-chloride treated, though perhaps

20 per cent were sawed ties' which had replaced old ties. The hewn
ties were variable in width, ranging from 8 to 11 in. The sawed ties

were 8 in. wide. Part were 7 in. thick and 8 ft. 6 in. long and part 6

in. thick and 8 ft. long. The ties were spaced about 20 in.

center to center (20 to a rail length of 33 ft.). The spac-

ing was fairly uniform. The ballast was bank-run gravel, 45 per

cent of which passes a H-in- sieve. The depth of ballast was about

36 in. At the side next, the other main track, and also on the other

side of location Q the surface of the ballast ran level from top of tie

of track tested to top of the tie of the adjacent track. At location O
and P, on the outer side the ballast extended at level of the tie for

a distance of IS in. from the end of the tie and then sloped down 10

in. in 2 ft. (see Fig. 44), so that in all cases there was adequate op-
portunity for full support at the end of the tie. The track surface

was in good condition, but it had not been tamped for some months.
The roadbed at location Q was not much above the level of the

ground; location O and P was on an embankment of considerable age.

On the branch line track at Libertyville (called by the railroad com-
pany Class B track) the rail was 75-lb. A:S.C.E. section. The ties were
mostly hewn soft wood ties, quite irregular in shape, but 20 per cent were
sawed ties, both oak and soft wood. The sawed ties were 6 in. by 8 in. by

8 ft. and the hewn ties were somewhat wider. The ties were spaced 20

to a rail length of 33 ft. The ballast was gravel about 36 in. deep. Due
to the existence of the passing track (see Figs. 36 and 44) there was little

slope on one side of the track. On the other the ballast sloped from 3

in. below the top of tie at its end at a 1 to 2 slope, forming a less eflfec-

tive support than was found on the other side. The track surface was
in indifferent condition, the track not having been tamped for some time.

At places this track had been built over soft spots, which at times had
given trouble by subsidence.
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Fig. 37 gives the track depression profiles at locations Q and P of

Class A track and Fig. 3S at location O. In the fignres load depression

diagrams at several points of these profiles are also given. The play in

track denoted by the intercept at the vertical axi.s, found as shown in Fig.

30, was determined for a number of points along the rail; in Fig. 37 (and

also in Figs. 39 and 40) a second set of profiles for one test has been

drawn by plotting the net depression found by deducting from the meas-

ured depression the play so determined. It will be noted that the profile

of measured depression is somewhat irregular and unsymmetrical. The

profile of net depression is more nearly regular and symmetrical, and the

final load-depression ratio shows nearly the same stiffness throughout.

This illustrates the variations in tie bearing at points close together even

in good track in fair condition; it has significance in relation to bearing

{.ressure of tie, tamping conditions, and stress developed irl the rail. The

amount of track play ranges from 0.02 to 0.17 in. in the track depres-

sion profile of Figs. 37 and 38. In these tests also the depressions for one

rail differed considerably from those for the other, though the net depres-

sions were in close agreement.

Figs. 39 and 40 give the track depression profiles on Class B track and

also load-depression diagrams for several points along the rail for these

tests. This track shows more irregularity along the length of the rail

and more variation in play than was found in Class A track. At the

point of maximum depression on the west rail of the upper profile of

Fig. 39 the tie had been cut into by the tie plate about a half inch, a fact

which was brought out when the load was applied.

In Table 14 the tie reactions are given for the several tests on the 'J

Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway, the values being in terms of

the load on one truck. The values at and between wheels range from

10 to 15 per cent. Class A with the heavier rail has a somewhat lower

tie reaction than Class B.

The value of Uj the modulus of elasticity of rail-support, obtained

from the track depression profiles, is about 2,000 lb. per in. per in. for

Class A track, and 900 for Class B track. The value for Class A track

is materially higher than that found in the Illinois Central tests. Several

factors may contribute to this—longer ties, broader ties (more bearing

area in a rail length), gravel ballast instead of limestone ballast, greater

depth of ballast, better supporting conditions at ends of ties.

IV. Depression, Flexure, and Bearing Pressure of Cross-Ties.

21. The Cross-Tie and Its Action Under Load.—In railroad track

of ordinary construction the cross-tie performs many important functions

—it bears the load transmitted from the rails, makes a definite connec-

tion and spacing between the two lines of rails, transmits the pressure to

the bed of ballast and by its properties as a beam distributes this pressure

along its length. It thus is subject to compression under and in the

vicinity of the rail, to tension or compression as a structural connection

between rails, and to beam action in giving distribution to bearing pres-
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sures along its bed. Of these the last bears the most important relation

to the problems here considered ; the others will not be treated at this

time.

The cross-tie has many features which make it an acceptable part

of ordinary track construction. It has great flexibility in meeting the

varied and diverse requirements of both ordinary and unexpected track

and load conditions. It gives facility in providing, maintaining, or .shift-

ing the gage, line and surface of track and in tie renewals and other

changes in track, and is accepted as an economical and reliable element

of ordinary track construction. It is known to be efifective under very

imperfect track conditions, being used where great variation of size and

Table 14

Tie Reactions in Terms of Load on Truck.
Paul Railway.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Location

of

Tests
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information will throw light on the question of the intensity of pressure

on the ballast and also on the design of the tie, particularly if a tie of

new form or dimensions or of materials other than wood w"ere to be con-

sidered. The question of the intensity of pressure on the ballast for differing

conditions of track tamping or of track maintenance has a bearing on the

questions relating to track ballasting Even bearing pressures give good

riding quality to the track, while spots with less and greater resistance

to depression increase the stress in the rail and other parts of the struc-

ture and cause more rapid deterioration in the quality of the track. The
determination of bending moments and stresses is closely related to

various other parts of the problem.

A study of methods which may be used in attacking the problem of

determining the distribution of the bearing pressure along the length of

the tie will bring out the difficulties attending the experimental work.

There is a great diversity of variations—differences in bearing pressures

across the width of the tie and along the tie; play between tie and its

bed, which varies in different parts of the length of the tie and varies

greatly with the nature of the tamping and the effects of the action of

traffic; unequal stiffness (yieldability) of the ballast at various points—

these illustrate difficulties encountered in the problem. The use of pres-

sure measuring devices between tie and ballast—such as the pressure

capsule described in the first progress report—gave general information

and served fairly well in the laboratory investigation ; but the number
required in the lejigth of one tie to give the needed information and large

number of ties required to determine the run of conditions, the disturb-

ance of the track through inserting the instruments with the uncertainty

as to whether the resulting condition of track was representative of nor-

mal track, and the chance for instruments becoming deranged in the

interval elapsing until the track would seem to have reached normal con-

ditions, all combined to make the direct measurement of bearing pressure

impracticable as a method of getting the information desired on this sub-

ject. Of indirect methods the measurement of the strains or deforma-

tions along the length of the tie as produced by its bending was consid-

ered, but variations in the properties of the wood, especially under field

conditions, as well as uncertainties of other kinds, rendered this method
impracticable.

A trial was then made of a method by measuring the curve of

flexure of the tie as it bends under the applied load in the track and

making use of the relations between flexure, bending moment, and

load as derived by mechanics of materials for a beam having the

properties of the timber tie used. The measurements made included

also the depression of the tie below its original position, as produced

by the compression of the ballast and roadway or other conditions.

This method is manifestly imperfect, having a number of limitations

and uncertainties, but it is not difficult to use, the track conditions

may be taken as they are found, and the number of tests may be

chosen to cover a variety of conditions of ties and track. The meas-
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uremcnt of tie depressions also gives information of value in the study
of stresses in track. The method was therefore used as being the l^est

known method applicable to the conditions of the track tests. It has

given data of value, though certain uncertainties and inconsistencies

are discernible in the results, especially those resulting from the local

bearing compression in the vicinity of the rail. The details of the

method will be described in the following article. The consideration

of the bending moments will be given in a succeeding article. Here
it is only necessary to note that the curvature of the curve of flexure

of the beam at any point is proportional to the corresponding moment
and stress—the sharper the curve the greater the moment and the

stress.

Fig. 41.

—

Reference Bar for Test of Depression and Flexure of Tie.

23. Method of Making Tests.—In measuring the depression and

flexure of the ties a stiff wooden reference bar (see Figs. 41 and 42)

was placed under the rails between ties and close to the one on which

measurements were taken. At each end of this bar was attached an

iron cross bar about 2 ft. long, the ends of which rested on two
substantial stakes well driven into the ground, giving a firm support

to the apparatus. These stakes were 7 ft. or more from the center of

the track. Attached to the main bar were iron brackets (shown in

Fig. 41) which projected over the tie. To each bracket was attached

a piece of small angle iron; on this was bolted an Ames dial gage,

which reacted against a tack driven at the midpoint of the ' width of

the tie and served to measure the depression of the tie at that point.

The arrangement of the attachment permitted adjustments vertically

and horizontally.
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Before applying a load the dials were adjusted to read zero. For

each load applied the dials were read to the nearest half-thousandth

of an inch. When the load was removed, a small depression was

indicated by the dials and they were again set at zero. The same load

was again applied, the process being continued until three consistent

sets of readings were ol)tained. The average of these sets of readings

was used.

In the tests on the Illinois Central Railroad nine dial gages were

used—five between rails and two on the outer side of each rail. This

number of points was found not to determine the curve of flexure as

accurately as was desired, and in the later tests made on the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway the number of dials was increased to

13, seven between rails and three on the outer side of each rail ; this

improved the character of the data very much. In each case the dials

next the rails were one to two inches away from the base.
X

Fig. 42.

—

View of Reference Bar for Test of Depression and Flexure
OF Tie.

The loads were given by means of loaded cars, as already de-

scribed for the tests of track depression. The three loads on a single

truck (two axles) were 18,000, 53,000, and 100,000 lb. on the Illinois

Central Railroad and 37,000, 68,000, and 100,000 lb. on the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway. The leading wheels of the truck car-

rying the load were placed directly over the tie under test. The
amount of the load considered to bear on the tie under test was taken

from the results of the track depression tests at the given location.

The smallest load used was generally more than sufficient to over-

come the play between tie and ballast, though of course this should
not be taken to mean that under this condition the pressure on the

bed of ballast is distributed uniformly along the length of the tie.

The largest load used gave a tie reaction considerably less than that

which would be caused at and between drivers by an ordinary
Mikado or Santa Fe type locomotive. In the study of the data ^he
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largest load was generally used, though the smaller loads have given

valuable information on the action of the tie.

The readings in all the tests checked very closely and the results

are concordant. The effect of the rail bearing in compressing the

fibers adjacent to the rail is unknown, but the reading of the dials

next to the rail must include the general depression and bending of

the tie and also a third element—the influence of the local down-

ward compression of the tie due to the bearing pressure of the rail;

the latter will have to be taken into account in interpreting the curves

of flexure as related to bending moments and stresses.

The form of reference bar given in Fig. 41 is the improved form

used in the tests on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway.

The bar used in the earlier tests was lighter and less stiff. In the

use of this apparatus it should be noted that it was necessary to re-

move the ballast between the tie to be tested and an adjoining tie to

a depth of 4 or 5 in. below the top of tie. This probably had little

effect upon the action of the tie during the tests, although under con-

tinued traffic of no greater loads the effect might be noticeable.

24. Location and Description of Track.—Fig. 36 gives data of the

location of ties on which measurements of depression and flexure

were made, together with condition of the track. The letters B, C, and

K designating location on the Illinois Central Railroad refer to the

sections of track north of Champaign, Illinois, shown in Fig. 26 oi

the first progress report. The ties on the main line track were the sawed

oak ties (6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft.) furnished for the test track in 1914.

The tests on the freight lead were made on two hewn oak ties about

6% '"• by 854 in- by 8 ft. and a sawed oak tie 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. The

location of the tests on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway

has already been described under Track Depression Tests on the

Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway. Sawed ties were selected

for test because of their uniformity of cross-section. The ties on

Class A track were 7 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. 6 in.; those on Class B track

6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. Tie plates 8 by 9 in. were on all ties in the

Class B track.

Attention should be called to the condition of the cross-section of

track at the test locations given in Figs. 43 and 44. In some of the sec-

tions on the Illinois Central Railroad it may be seen that there is a

scant amount of ballast above the bottom.,i,of the tic near its ends,

particularly on the outer side of the tr§ck.
,
On the Chicago, Milwau-

kee and St.Paul Railway, as has already been pointed out, the sec-

tions are such that there was opportunity for full support at the end

of the tie. The condition of the track surface has been described under

Track Depressions; it may be well again to call attention to the fact

that the track in all the test locations had not received a general tamp-

ing for some time and that in some locations it w-as apparent that the

track was in indifferent condition as to surface and tamping, and thus

furnished opportunity to determine depressions and flexure under
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other than best conditions, and really under conditions frequently

found in practice.

25. Diagratns of Depression and Flexure and Their Significance.—
Figs. 45 to 54 give the depressions and flexure of the individual ties

at a truck load of 100,000 lb. The load on a single tie, as determined

by the track depression profiles, ranged from 11,000 lb. to 18,000 lb.;

perhaps averaging 15,000 lb. The vertical scale is relatively large,

S. j^

Loccf/on yA

Loccjf/on 3

JLocaf/on C

Locof/on K

C/nc/&r i3a//ast

Fig. 43.—Cross-Sections of Track of Illinois Centr.xl Railroad.

thus bringing out the curvature, which of course is slight, as is the

case with any short stiff beam. The tie depression under this load

varies from 0.35 to 0.5 in. Figs. 55 and 56 give composite diagrams of

the flexure of several tics at the same location and which have the

same general characteristics of flexure; the difference in depressions

and the tilting of the ties are not here considered—the diagrams arc

plotted with reference to a line drawn from rail to rail. In Fig. 47
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curves are drawn to represent the depressions and flexure for all

three truck loads. The dotted lines given in this figure (and in the

other figures), obtained by a method described further on, are in-

tended to represent the position of the ballast bed under the tie when

there is no load on the tie; the dotted lines given are for the tie "be-

forejampin^."

X s.

Loccrf/on Q

W///////y'////y/////////',

Locaf/on O & P

T/e h

5. if.

Loccyf/on B

3i. 5L—-WMimw////////,

Locc/^/on 3

^^^j?????^^^^^^^^^5^W^5^^?J5^^^5^^?^
^y^/'yi//////////////////^/.

77&S gf&f^

Fig. 44.

—

Cross-Sections of Track of Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul

Railway.

An examination of the diagrams of depression and flexure brings out

a variety of conditions. It will be observed that there is bending of tie in

every case, though the form of the curve varies greatly. It is evident

that there must be great differences in the way in which the bearing pres-

sure varies along the length of the tie under the conditions to which ties

are subjected. In many ties there is play between the tie and its bed at
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one point or another or even over a considerable portion of its length,

which not only gives unevenness of track depression but increases the

intensity of bearing pressure at some point along the tie and gives added

bending stresses in the tie. It is clear that there is a great variety of

distribution of bending moments along the tie—the bending moment at a

section at the middle of the tie may be positive in one tie and negative in

another, as is shown for tie o in Fig. 50 for "after tamping" and "before

tamping." Attention should be called to the fact that the tamping done

was slight and at the ends of the tie only; the term "after tamping" should

not be taken to mean a general tamping.

010

o oao

F^ 000

o

i 010

\
oao

030

Fig.

X JL
00\^ - -

A-a

A-b

45.

—

Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties-

Central Railroad.

-Illinois

The conditions just referred to are ordinarily termed endbound and

centerbound. It will appear that the latter condition is very common ; in

fact, the upward curvature at the middle and a large negative moment
accompanying it may be expected in most track after traffic has had its

effect upon track condition. The immediate eflfect of tamping a tie in

ballast already well compacted being to change the bearing conditions

along the tie (the compacting of the ballast in the tamping having only a

secondary eflfect), a fresh tamping or a change in the place of tamping
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040

Fig. 46.

—

Diagrams ok Depression and Flexure of Ties—Illinois

Central Railroad.
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—

Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Illinois

Central Railroad.
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030

Fig. 49.

—

Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Ii-i.tnois

Central Railroati.
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Fig. 50.—Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Illinois

Central Railroad.
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Fig. 51.—Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Illinois

Central Railroad.
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Diargams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Illinois

Central Railroad.
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rig. 33.

Fig. 53.—Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Chicago,
Milwaukee & St.Paul Railway.

(2.^))
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Diagrams of Depression and Flexure of Ties—Chicago,

Milwaukee & St.Paul Railway.
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makes a marked effect on the flexure of the tie. The ties in location B
were found to be loose at their ends under the conditions of the track in

service, with a resulting flexure curve shown in Figs. 46, 47, and 48 for

ties c to k. The part of these ties outside the rails was then tamped

slightly, not vigorously, and the curve in Fig. 49 for tie g slightly tamped

shows that the bearing is largely at the ends of the tie. Change in position

of the ballast under traffic conditions will soon modify the distribution of

bearing pressure. Even though the tamping is restricted to a space adja-

cent to the two rails, the depression of the track under load may be

expected to bring some bearing pressure at the middle of the tie length,

and the action of a repetition of applications of pressures of high inten-

sity over the tamped portion will cause a movement of the ballast and a

redistribution of bearing pressures.

The condition of the ballast section at and beyond the end of the tie

seems to have a modifying influence upon bearing conditions. The scant-

ness of the shoulder in section B of the Illinois Central Railroad evidently

contributed to the loose ends and play of many of these ties, especially

those whose looseness was noticeable by inspection; the effect of this

probably becoming apparent only after traffic had produced appreciable

changes in the position of the particles of ballast. The more complete

support at end of tie in the ballast section on the Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railway gives conditions which are quite different.

The initial position of the ballast bed with respect to the bottom of

the tie for the compact condition of ballast existing in the track tested

may be found approximately by the following method. In any diagram

of depression and flexure (as for example Fig. 47), for each point along

the tie and each depressed position lay off a horizontal distance propor-

tional to the load producing the given tie depression. The points so meas-

ured for the three loads used will be found to lie almost in a straight line.

Produce such straight line to intersect the vertical line through the initial

position of the point on the tie. This intersection would be the initial

position of the ballast bed under the point on the tie if the bearing pres-

sure were uniform along the tie. A second approximation (which it is

not generally necessary to make) may be made by assuming that at any

given point the intensity of the bearing pressure accompanying each load

varies as the vertical distance from the point just found to the position

occupied at the given load. This method will locate quite closely the

initial position of the bed for track with well compacted ballast. The
bending of the tie to fit minor depressions, such as that which may exist

directly under the rail, is not taken into account; this would modify the

results but slightly. The dotted lines given in the figures, obfained in the

manner described, may then be expected to represent fairlv closely the

initial position of the bed under the tie. Play is given by the space

between this line and the tie. It will be seen from the diagrams that the

ties which show large upward curvature at the middle have their beds

curved in the same manner; in other cases the bed at the middle is much
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lower than at the ends of the tic, the play between tie and bed being at

the ends in one case and at the middle in the other.

As the amount of depression affects the modulus of elasticity of rail-

support, u, it may be expected that the condition of tic and ballast will

be influential factors. In determining ii, the play in track depression was

omitted from the values, though of course it enters into the development

of stresses in the rail and is known to produce higher stresses than would

otherwise occur, especially if the play varies from tie to tie. The bending

of the ties, however, and especially that under the rail, tends to make low

values of u. Another element contributing toward the higher value of n

in the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway track, already referred

to, seems to be the gravel ballast; there arc fewer voids and a greater

cross-section of material to lake the load and therefore the amount of

compression in the ballast may be expected to be less. The modulus of

elasticity of the limestone used on the Illinois Central Railroad is less

than that of the gravel of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.Paul Railway.

Attention is called to the fact that the deflections in the flexure curve

of the 7 by 9-in. ties are much smaller than those in the 6 by 8-in. ties ; for

the same loading the deflections may be expected to vary inversely as the

moment of inertia of the section and the moment of inertia of the 7 by 9-in.

tie is nearly 70 per cent greater than that of the 6 by 8-in. tie. It may be

added that the greater stiffness of tie should help in making more uniform

pressures along the length of the tie.

The joint ties j and k (see Figs. 36 and 48) were chosen for test

because they were particularly loose and showed much play. The effect

of tamping on this tie is very noticeable. The condition of the joint tie i

(see Fig. 48) is not especially different from the other ties in the vicinity.

The composite diagram for the ties on cinder ballast gives a good

appearance, symmetrical and with apparent good end bearing, but it should

be noted that these curves are not plotted from gross depressions; the

individual ties give markedly different curves, tilting first t© one side of

the track and then to the other. This is due not only to the ballast and

condition of tamping but to the fact that the ties were unevenly spaced

and did not always lie at right angles to the rails. The change from the

greatest depression occurring at the end of a tie at one side of the track to

the greatest depression at the other side of the track within a short dis-

Icnce was not confined to the freight tracks and cinder ballast. The tilting

of the tie to one side of the track, however, was more common where the

shoulder of ballast was scant.

The effect of the longer length of tie in Class A track will he con-

sidered in the next article.

26. Bearuic) Pressure and Bending Moment.—If the intensity of

the tie reaction were directly proportional to the measured tie de-

pression it would be easy to find the distribution of the tie reaction

along the length of the tie by the use of the diagrams of tie depres-

sions already given. Two variations from this law of distribution
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of pressure are known to exist— (a) for the condition of ballast bed
under the tie the unloaded tie may not touch its bed at all points, and
(b) the ballast may be more compact and more stiff at one point than

at another. Most of the uncertainty due to the first condition may
be overcome by the use of the dotted line in the diagrams of tie de-

pression as expressing the initial position of the tie bed; there may
be a further depression in the bed due to the bending of the tie im-

mediately under the rail, as shown in Fig. 54 (left end of tie h). The
dotted lines of the figures generally indicate a centerbound condition;

this gives a bending moment at the middle of the tie when it is

Table 15

Tests of Depression and Flexure of Ties.

Location

[llinois Central
Railroad
A

B

B (joint)

C

K
North-bound
freight lead

Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul
Railway

Class A track

Class B track

Number
Tested

Designation

A a, b

B-lo

B-2d,e,f,g, h.i...

B (joint) j, k

C-11
C-2m,n,o, p, q
Kr, s. t

Cinder u, r, w

Class Aa,b, c, d,e.

Class B f, g, h , i

Ballast

12 in. stone.

.

12 in stone..

.

12 in. stone.

.

12 in. stone.

.

6 in. stone. .

.

6 in. stone. .

.

24 in. stone. .

12 in. cinder.

36 in. gravel

.

36 in. gravel

.

Remarks

85-lb. rail 7 in. by 9 in. by 8
ft. oak ties.

6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. oak ties.

6 in. by Sin. by 8 ft. oak ties.

6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. oak ties.

6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. oak ties.

6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. oak ties.

I25-lb. rail 6 in. by 8 in. by 8

ft. oak ties.

85-lb. rail, hewn ties.

100-lb. rail 7 in. by 8 in. by 8

ft. 6 in. oak ties

75-lb. rail 6 in. by 8 in. by 8

ft. soft wood ties.

brought ta a full bearing and increases the bending moment at all

loads and also results in an increase of intensity of bearing pressure

at the middle. A permanently formed depression at the rail acts to

relieve the intensity of tie reaction there but increases the bending

moment at this point when a load is applied which brings the tie

down to full bearing. The second condition, that not giving direct

proportionality between depression and intensity of bearing pressure,

is particularly evident in freshly placed ballast. In well compacted
ballast the variation from proportionality may be expected to be

slight. Immediately after tamping, the bed may be somewhat stiffer

at the point of tamping; as the efTect of tamping disappears through
the movement of the particles of ballast, the yieldability of the bal-

last under load, that is, the modulus of elasticity of the mass, tends to

become more uniform along the length of the tic. By taking into con-

sideration the efifcct of variations in these conditions the diagrams of

tie depression and flexure will be found useful in indicating the range

of variation of bearing pressure and bending moment.
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It will be of interest to consider a variety of assumed distribu-

tions of bearing pressure (tie reactions) and the resulting distribu-

tion of bending moments. Fig. 57 gives a number of hypothetical

cases. Uniform pressure shown at (a) cannot be expected. For a

few inches at the end of the tie the bearing pressure must be small

The flexure of the tie itself will also produce a variation from uni-

formit}' of pressure. At (b) is shown a diagram indicating the influ-

ence of these factors when the initial bearing is fair and the stiff-

ness of the bed is uniform along the length of the tie. At (c) is the

distribution sometimes thought of as existing when the tic is tamped

-002^

Fig. 56.

—

Composite Diagrams of Tie Flexure—Chicago, Milwaukee
& St.Paul Railway.

for a foot or so on each side of the rail, (d) gives the distribution for

freshly tamped sand ballast as found by laboratory measurements

with pressure capsules

—

little pressure was here found at the middle

of the tie. (e) assumes the principal bearing to be at the rails taper-

ing off in each direction, (f) assumes maximum intensity at the end

of the tie and (g) at the middle, (h) represents a form of distribu-

tion for the centerbound tie, somewhat as was found for the medium
load in some of the tests, (i) represents the distribution for an end-

bound tie. (j) may be considered as representative of the pressures

under a well tamped tie in compact ballast after trafific has begun to
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have an effect. It is' possible that at the point of greatest depression,

as immediately under the rail, a permanent depression will be formed
and the tie will not touch the bed until it has bent considerably at

this point. This condition tends to give a decreased intensity under
the rail, as shown at (k), but the effect of this on the distribution

is not large.

The relative magnitudes of the bending moments at points along

the tie is shown for these cases by the diagrams at the right in Fig.

57. Table 16 gives for the distributions of bearing pressure assumed
•in Fig. 57 the values of the bending moment at two sections of the

tie and for three lengths of tie, IV is the total load on the tie in

pounds and the moment is expressed in Ib.-in. It is seen that there

is a considerable range of values of the momefits, both at the middle

of the tie and at the rail. It is also to be noted that a slight change
in the distribution of the intensity of bearing pressure along the tie

makes a relatively large change in the amount and distribution of the

bending moments,
A study of the flexure curves of the ties tested in track and a

comparison with flexure curves corresponding to the distribution of

moments given in Fig. 57 show that a variety of conditions of tie

bearing may exist. Even in well-tamped track the uniform distribu-

tion of bearing pressure indicated at (a) cannot occur. The intensity

of bearing pressure will be greater near the rail than at the middle
or the end of the tie since the bending of the tie will result in larger

depressions at that point. The more flexible the tie, the greater the

variation in intensity; likewise, the stiffer the ballast, the greater the

variation—all resulting in increased intensity of bearing pressure at

the rail. Such a condition gives a smaller value of the bending mo-
ment at the middle of the tie than would be found for uniform bearing

pressure. If the ballast at the middle of the track is less compact than

elsewhere the difference becomes more pronounced. The bending
moment at the rail for this condition is less than for the endbound
condition. The condition given at (c) in Fig. 57 may be expected to

merge into that at (d). With a concentration of pressures near the

rails it may be expected that a permanent depression will soon be
formed under the rail, a greater depression all along the tie will then

occur upon the application of the heavy loads, and the bearing pres-

sures will be distributed more uniformly along the tie. A permanently
formed depression under the rail will increase the bending moment
in the tie at the section under the rail.

In centerbound track, for the smaller loads the tie reactions arc

carried mostly in a short space at the middle of the tie. These small

loads act to bend the tie at its middle downward to fit the shape of

the bed (as given for tie i by the dotted line in Fig. 48); only a small

load is needed to give this bending, particularly as the bed at the mid-
dle of the tie will be depressed under the action of the bearing pres-

sure. Under the conditions of the tests with centerbound track, the
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load required to bring the tie to a bearing under the rail was prob-
ably not greater than 10 per cent of the 100,000-lb. load used. The
negative moment produced by this small load is, of course, relatively

large. The loads used in the tests give full bearing along the tie, the

depressions from the original position of the bed (dotted line in the

figure) not differing greatly from what would be found in well-tamped
track.

- Table 16
Bending Moments in Tie for Assumed Distributions of Bearing Pressure.

W=total load in pounds carried by one tie.

Moment is then given in lb. -in.

Distribution
as Designated

in Fig. 57
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modulus of elasticity of the wood and / is tiie moment of inertia of

the cross-section of the tie. It had been expected that the data of tie

flexure would be of such nature as to give fairly accurate means of

determining the moments developed in the ties and their distribution.

It has been found that tlie local vertical compression of the wood at

and near the rail, due to the bearing pressure of the rail, afifects the depres-

sions of the points near the rail (the amount was small, but the flexure of
the tie was also small) to such an extent as to modify the form of the

curve of flexure and thus throw some uncertainty on the radii of curvature

derived therefrom, even at the middle of the tie. The values found
for sections at the middle of the tie are fairly accurate; those at the

rail are somewhat less reliable. The average of the values found will

be useful for comparison. It seems probable that measurements made
at the middle of the edges of the tie would give data of more value.

The curves of flexure of the various ties, obtained from the meas-
urements, have been studied; the results give at least a qualitative

distribution of the moments. To determine the modulus of elasticity

of the wood, ten of the ties tested in the tracl* were tested in the

laboratory. The ties were considered to have a moisture condition

similar to that existing when they were in the track. The tie was
supported as a beam of 90 in. span, two equal loads applied at points

25 in. from the center, and the center deflection read over a chord
of 40 in. The resulting values of the modulus of elasticity, calculated

by the formula for deflection of beams, ranged from 1,000,000 to

1,400,000 lb. per sq. in., for the oak ties, averaging 1,250,000 lb. per

sq. in. For the softwood tie from Class B track, the value was 800,000

lb. per sq. in.

Table 17 gives values of bending moments in the tie at its center

and at the rail detcrmitied from the flexure curves by the method
above described for the data of the ties tested in the track. The
moments are expressed in lb. -in., IV being the load carried by the tie

in pounds. As has been stated, it is to be expected that the method

used is subject to error, and some of the values of the bending mo-
ment at the rail seem very high. The data are useful, however, in

giving quantitative values which may be developed in track service. -

It will be seen that negative bending moments as much as —4.5 W
Ib.-in. were developed at the center of the tie, W being the load

carried by one tie. For well-tamped track and track kept in good con-

dition, the negative moment will be considerably smaller, and for such

conditions a value as low as — 2.0 W may be expected as the upper

limit. Excessive bearing pressures at the ends of the tie and needed

strength in handling it make it seem desirable to provide also for a

positive bending moment of + 1.0 JV at the center.

For uniform bearing along the tie the value of the bending

moment at the rail would be about -|- 2.0 W Ib.-in. for ties 8 ft. 6 in.

long. In Table 17 values as high as -|- 4.8 W and + 6.0 W are found.

It would appear that bending moments even larger than these values
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Table 17

Values of Bending Moments in Tic Detenu incd fioni Curves of Flexure.

W=Total load in pounds carried by one tie. Moment is then given in lb. -in.

I.,oeati(>n
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much or more than tlie discrepcuicy. in bending moment, and licncc;

vahies of tlic bending moment such as those given above are not too

large for use under the conditions found with wooden ties.

The bearing pressure under the lie will of course vary in intensity

along its length. A study of the data of the tie flexure tests indicates

that the maximum bearing pressure per unit of length of tie, under

static loading, will not ordinarily exceed twice the average bearing

pressure over the length of the tie, and that for track in good con-

dition the maximum will be less than one and one-half times the

average. These values relate to bearing pressures per unit of length

of tie; as will be shown in the next chapter of the report, the varia-

tion in intensity of pressure from the edge to the middle point of the

width of the tie is considerable and the maximum intensity at the

middle of the width may be much greater than the average.

It may be noted that the heaviest load on a tie generally occurs

under the closely spaced drivers of a heavy freight locomotive, and the

static load on one tie may be found approximately by dividing the

weight on a driving axle by the number of ties which come within a

driver spacing.

Fig. 58.

—

Diagram Showing Local Depression of Fibers Under Rail.

It should be noted that the present discussion relates to static

loading—no allowance has been made for the eflfect of speed, counter-

weight, and impact in increasing the loads on the tie; these should be

considered in finding the bending moments, stresses and bearing

pressures which may develop in track service.

V. Transmission of Pressures in Ballast.

A. Analytical Discussion.

27. Introductory.—Crushed rock, gravel, cinders, burnt clay, slag

and sand are the materials commonly used for ballast. These mate-

rials are practically devoid of cohesion, at least when first placed.

Earth and claj' possess cohesive properties in some degree. Non-
cohesive materials consist of separate pieces 'which will be hereafter

referred to as grains. The grains are of irregular size and shape, and

when first placed form a loose mass which cannot carry load without

considerable readjustments of their relative positions. Under repeated

applications of load, or other working, the grains are rearranged so

that the mass becomes quite compact.

By reason of its structure a load is transmitted through a non^

cohesive granular mass from grain to grain by contact pressures. The
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distribution of pressure is made through chains of grains in contact

which lie between the load and a point in the ballast. Consideration

will be given first to special forms of grains and then to the general

form found in ballast.

28. The Traiisniissioii of Load Through a Tile of Cylinders.—As-

sume that the cylinders are piled as compactly as possible. There

are three cases to consider: First, when the cylinders are friction-

less; second, when the coefficient of friction is equal to or greater than

tangent 30 deg. ; third, when the coefficient of friction is between these

two conditions.

In the first case, since there is no friction between the cylinders,

the pressure at the point of contact must be normal to the surfaces in

contact; that is, the line of action of the pressure must pass thfougn
the centers of the cylinders in contact. All of the pressure is there-

fore transmitted through two chains, as shown in Fig. 59. It is evi-

dent that without adequate lateral support, the column of cylinders

carrying the load will buckle, resulting in a rearrangement of the

whole mass. The load-carrying capacity of a pile of frictionless cylin-

ders is very small, because the only lateral forces which can be exerted

arc those due to the weights of the cylinders.

Fig. 59.

—

Transmission of Pressures Through a Pile of
Frictionless Cylinders.

In the second case, when the coefficient of friction is equal to or

greater than tangent 30 deg., all of the load apphed to the upper cylin-

der can be carried by the two cylinders below without the aid of lat-

eral pressure. These in turn can be supported by one cylinder below
them, as shown in Fig. 60 at (a). In this case there are no lateral

forces developed or required for stability. That equilibrium will exist

under this condition may be seen from the diagram at (b). The ver-

tical force ^ P may be resolved into two rectangular components. The
ratio of the tangential to the normal component is

-2 P sin 30°

= tan 30°
1 P cos 30°

For values of the coefficient of friction less than tangent 30 deg., slipping

will occur; for values equal to or greater equilibrium will exist.
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In the third case, when the coefficient of friction is greater than zero

and less than tangent 30 dcg., the distribution of load will be between

the extreme conditions represented by the cases previously considered.

The actual distribution will depend upon the value of the coefficient

of friction. As an illustration, the distribution of pressures in direc-

T Ps/n e
fPcosG

Fig. 60.

—

Transmission of Pressure Through a Pile of Cylinders
When the Coefficient of Friction Is Equal to or

Greater Than Tan 30°.

Fig. 61.

—

Transmission of Pressure Through a Pile of Cylinders
When the Coefficient of Friction Is 0.2.

tion and magnitude when the coefficient of friction is 0.2 is indicated

in Fig. 61. It will be noted that in this case lateral pressures are re-

quired in alternate rows in order to keep, the mass in equilibrium.

It has been shown, then, that even when considering the distribution

of pressure through a pile of equal-sized, incompressible cylinders,

arranged symmetrically, the problem becomes so complex that it would be

difficult to obtain results of general value. The complication is caused by

MM MMft
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the efifects of the lateral components of the pressures between the grains.

This suggests that grains be assumed of such shape that there will be no

lateral forces,

29, The Transtnission of Pressures Through a Pile of Grains in

Which There Are No Lateral Pressures.—To make the problem as simple

as possible it will be assumed that the grains are of such shape that each

grain rests on two grains and that the points of contact are always on

the vertical center lines of the grains below, the distribution of the pres-

sure being lateral and not longitudinal. Such a pile is shown in Fig. 62.

Fig. 62.

—

Transmission of Pressure Through a Pile of Grains When
No Lateral Forces Are Developed.

One-half of the load applied to any grain is transmitted to each- of the

two grains below. In the first row below the loaded grain the pressure

will be 1/2 and 1/2 of the applied load. In the second row below the

loaded grain the pressures will be 1/4, 2/4 and 1/4. In the third row it

will be 1/8, 3/8, 3/8 and 1/8. In the nth row it will be:

"!i
n(n-l)

1X2
I

2 J

n n(n— l)(n—2)
1X2X3

.]",

12J
etc.

That is, in any row, the pressures on the grains will be represented by

the terms found by the expansion of the binomial

For example, in the bottom row of the figure,

(13)

2^2 + 7
' 7XG
"^ 1X2

+ , etc.

It can be shown that the distribution of pressure given by this equation

when n is large is similar to that given by the curve known as the proba-

jiiitfllaMMilttMMIi MMMM
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bility curve. The equation giving this distribution of pressure on any

horizontal plane is

kpo
p = —-e -k^x'

(14)

in which p is the pressure at a horizontal distance x from the center line

of the applied load, e is the Naperian base of logarithms, po is the applied

pressure and ^ is a function of the distance below the loaded grain. The
form of the curves given by the equation may be judged from the three

curves in Fig. 65.

It is apparent that the condition assumed, each grain of ballast rest-

ing on the vertical center lines of two others, is a very special case.

Fig. 63.

—

Paths of Pressure in a Pile of Cylinders.

T
h

c

LJ
B D

-^ 11 I

Vic. 64.

—

Drawing Showing Relative Positions of Loaded Grain and

Points on a Horizontal Plane.

Results quite similar to those obtained above are found when the grains

are of such form and arrangement that each grain rests on the vertical

center Hne of three grains or of four grains. While the results found on

such assumptions may not be quantitatively applicable, the analysis is of

aid in forming a conception of the manner in which pressure is distributed

and in giving a basis for expressing the results of experiments with

ballast. . ,

30. Paths of Pressure and Lazv of Distribution of Pressure.—In gen-

eral there are a number of paths which the pressure may take as it is

transmitted from one grain to another in the ballast; that is, there are a

number of chains of grains in contact between the two grains under con-

sideration. In Fig. 63 all of the possible paths of pressure between a
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loaded grain A and a grain B arc indicated by lines. In this particular

case there are four paths. Between grains A and C there is only one

path. Between A and E there is no path. Between A and D it can be

shown that there are six paths. Referring also to Fig. 62 it will be seen

that the number of chains of grains between A and B, C or D is the same

as the numerator of the fractions representing the pressures on the cor-

responding grains in the fourth row below the loaded grain.

In the preceding discussion only grains of uniform size, special shape,

and symmetrical arrangement have been considered. In ballast the grains

G H I

Fig. 65.

—

Diagram Illustrating the I^se of Lines of Pressure.

have an infinite variety of sizes and shapes and are irregularly piled.

Even with such irregular material the only method by which pressure can

be transmitted from one grain to another not in contact with it is by

means of chains of grains in contact with one another in the intervening

space. / Because of the irregular sizes, shapes and arrangements of the

grains it is not possible to deduce a mathematical expression giving the

amount of pressure tra^ismitted from one grain to another in a particular

case, but it has been found that by means of experiments and the use

of the laws of average's good predictions may be made. The following

discussion of the probable distribution of pressure from a loaded grain

has been found to accord with experimental results.

Assume a load P applied to a grain A at a height h above a hori-

zontal plane on which there is a grain B, as shown in Fig. 64. Between
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A and B there are various paths of pressure, or chains of grains, through

which pressure is transmitted. The number of paths, or chains, will in

general increase as B is taken nearer to C (the grain directly under A)
and will in general diminish as the distance x from C is increased until a

point D is reached, beyond which there is no chain of grains transmitting

vertical pressure. Between A and C the number of paths is a maximum
for that depth. In view of the discussion in the preceding articles, it

seems reasonable to assume that the pressure transmitted to any grain

will in general be proportional to the number of chains of grains between

the two grains, and it may also be expected that in general the number
of chains of grains from A to any grain B on the given plane at any

distance x from the center, and hence the pressure transmitted, will vary

in accordance with the law of distribution of pressure represented by

equation (14) on page p&5. This law of the distribution of pressure is

confirmed by the experimentsS-'7^^

This equation, then, may be taken to express in a general way the

probable form of the distribution curve of the vertical pressure trans-

mitted from a loaded grain in ballast consisting of grains of irregular size

and shape and placed in any manner. It should be noted that the trans-

mission is considered to take place only laterally; that is, in a vertical

plane, it being virtually assumed that other similar transmission exists in

adjacent parallel vertical planes, as would be the case with a cross-tie and

ballast. In the case of tie and ballast, due to variation in bearing pres-

sure along the length of the tie, there will be some longitudinal transmis-

sion of pressure, tending toward greater uniformity of pressure parallel

to its length, but this action may be considered separately. For a load

applied to a single grain, instead of to grains along a line, the transmis-

sion horizontall}- would be in every direction and the distribution would

give equal intensities along the circumference of horizontal circles, mak-
ing an entirely different distribution from the case under consideration.

Since equation (14) is an expression of the pressure on any grain in

terms of the pressure on a single grain and does not give intensity of

pressure, it is not in form for use. Assume the load to be applied to the

ballast by means of a long narrow strip one unit wide. The pressure on

any grain in the ballast will then be the sum of the pressures which would

be found by use of equation (14) applied to each grain in contact with

the strip, and the resulting intensity of pressure at any point in the bal-

last may be expressed by an equation of the same form. /Let pa be the

applied unit pressure, let h be the depth of ballast above a horizontal plane,

and let x be the horizontal distance from the line of action of the applied

load to the point on the horizontal plane at which it is desired to deter-

mine the intensity of pressure p, then

p = htl_ e
—^^^'

(15)

V ^

k being a factor which depends upon h and must be found by experiment.
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31. Lines of I'rcssiin'.—^Iii Fig. 65 curves have been conslrncled to

rejircscnt the dislrilmtion of vertical pressure on several horizontal planes

ABC, DEF and GHI. The total areas under the curves represent the total

upward reactions in the ballast on the liorizontal planes. The upward

reactions nuist be equal to the applied unit-load />« when a section of

ballast 1 inch long is considered. The areas under the several curves are

therefore ecjual. The areas under the curves have been divided into a

number of equal parts, each representing the same fractional part of the

reaction. The location of the resultant for each fractional area is noted

on the figure. Lines drawn through these points may be considered as

lines of pressure representing the resultant fractional pressures. The

lines of pressure thus drawn are analogous to lines of force in a magnetic

field. The intensity of vertical pressure at any depth is seen to be equal

to the number of lines of pressure passing through a width of one inch

multiplied by the pressure which each line represents. For instance, if

the lines are drawn representing pressures of three pounds, and at a

given place on a horizontal plane four lines pass through a width of one

inch, the intensity of pressure is approximately 3 X 4 = 12 lb. per sq. in.

These lines of pressure will be found useful in explaining concentra-

tions and distributions of pressure in ballast and in giving a conception

of the manner of transmission of pressure.

32. Rankiiie's Theory of the Relations of Pressures in a Granular

Mass Devoid of Cohesion.—Professor Rankine, in 1856, from a study of

certain properties of stress relating to an infinitesimal wedge of granular

material, enunciated several important theorems which have since borne his

name. Several of these bear upon the discussion. Th- y may be stated

as follows

:

Conjugate Stresses.*—// any state of stress exists at a point in a

granular mass, the stress acting on a plane through the point zvill be par-

allel to a second plane through the point, and the stress acting on the

second plane will be parallel to the first plane. Stress.es so related are

called conjugate stresses.

In Fig. 66 let the elementary prism be in equilibrium when acted upon

by the stresses p paralled to AC, and the stresses q direction unknown.

9

cTTTf^
9

P
Fig. 66.

—

Parallei.oi'jped Under Action of Conjugate Pressures.

It is required to find the direction of stresses q. Now the stresses p acting

on the faces AB and CD must constitute a pair of forces in equilibrium;

then to have equilibrium stresses q acting on the faces AC and BD must

Taken with slight modifications from Ketchiim's "^Valls, Bin.s and
Grain lOlevators," to which the reader is referred for further study.

^ttmmmff/imMmtamgtmmamMammiim
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form a pair of forces in equilibrium, which can only occur \vhen the

stresses <; are parallel to AB and CD.

Principal Stresses.*

—

In any state of stress there is one pair of con-

jugate stresses at right angles to each other; i. c., there are two planes at

right angles to each other on which the stress is normal only. Stresses

so related arc principal stresses. For consider a plane at the point to

rotate, there will be some position where the stress on the plane is normal.

The plane at right angles will have a conjugate stress which is also normal.

It can be show'n that one of the principal stresses is the greatest stress

and the other principal stress is the least stress at the point. Any possible

state of stress can be completely defined by principal stresses.

The Ratio of Conjugate Pressures.

—

The ratio of the intensity of the

pressures on any pair of conjugate planes of pressure mhen motion is i>n-

pending, is expressed by the equation:

pb _ cos — V COS^g — COS"^0 /j/,v

pa COS + * COS"^ COS-0

in mhich the stress pa is greater than its conjugate unit stress, pi,

is the common angle of obliquity which the stresses make with the nor-

mals to their planes, and <p is the angle of repose of the material.

When the angle 6 is taken as zero, the conjugate stresses are perpen-

dicular to their planes, hence pa and pi are the principal stresses. When
motion is impending,

_i ^ 1 — sin ..-,

p 1 + sin <^
^

^

in which p and <? iire the greatest and least principal stresses, respectively.

Equations ; 16) and (17) express the relationships existing between

conjugate pressures and principal pressures when motion is impending.

The principal pressure q and the pressure pb are active .pressures devel-

oped by the application of their conjugate pressures. In case the resisting

pressure is less than the active pressures the granular material will flow.

In case the lateral pressures are greater than indicated by the equations

the granular mass will be in equilibrium.

33. Conditions Accompanying the Application of Pressure by Means

of a Tie.—In the preceding discussion it has been assumed that the pres-

sure is applied to only a narrow" strip. When the pressure is applied to

the ballast by means of a tie the load is of course applied to the many

grains in contact with the tie. It is common to consider that the intensity

of pressure is the same all over the bottom of the tie and that it is

normal to it (vertical). There is, however, a variation of the intensity

of the pressure on the bottom of the tie due to the tendency of the ballast

to move from the center to the edge of the tie when load is applied. Fric-

tion between tie and ballast develop pressures on the ballast which ars

not vertical. The maximum variation of pressure due to these causes

•Taken with slight modifications from Ketchum's "Walls, Bins and
Grain Elevators." to which the reader is referred for further study.
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will occur when the load is so great that the tie is being forced into the

ballast. The following analysis will indicate the law of distribution under

this condition of loading:

34. Variation of Intensity of Pressure on the Bottom of the Tie

When the Tie Is Being Forced Into the Ballast.—The friction between the

tie and the ballast is probably less than the friction between the particles

of the ballast, hence the ballast in contact with the bottom of the tie will

be the first to move when the tie is heavily loaded. Consider a section

of tie one unit long. Let the vertical unit-pressure at the edge be po,

at the center be pc, and at a distance x from the edge be p. Let the co-

efficient of friction between the tie and the ballast be /, and the width of

the tie be b. Let the total load on the tie be P and let / be the length of

the tie. When motion is impending the intensity of pressure increases

from the edge to the center of the tie because the intensity of vertical

pressure at any point is limited by the available lateral pressure.

In Fig. 67 at (a), pa is the resultant intensity of pressure at any

point on the bottom of the tie when motion is impending. Expressed in

terms of the vertical unit-pressure p at the point the value of pa is

pa =
co^ e

The horizontal pressure in the ballast at the point is the conjugate of the

pressure pa and may be found from equation (16). For given values of

and (p, using k as the resulting constant,

ph = f^P',

in which

cos ^ — V cos^^ — cos^ <P
k = •

• COS ^ + V cos-^ — cos^ <t>

The total frictional force from the edge of the tie to a point .r

distant is equal to the horizontal thrust kp/cos $ . In the distance dx,

Fig. 68, the added friction amounts to f p dx, which can hold in equilib-

rium an additional horizontal thrust

kdp
'a

^^ f P dx
cos G ' '

Hence

Integrating

k p

p _ fa cos B

po k
(18)
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vvliere e is the Naperian base of logarithms. The vertical unit-pressure

at the center is

J h cos B

p. = po e 2k
(19)

The total load which can be carried by the section of the tie without

its being forced into the ballast is equal to the area under the curve in

Fig. 68.

P 2 p„ k \ fb cos e -— = — e —

1

/ f cos e [ 2k,

This equation gives the ultimate load, P, which the tie will support.

The average vertical unit-pressure carried by the tie is

(20)

1 ^2p.k J_bco^_0_

2k (21)
b ^fcosg [

"

The ratio of the vertical unit-pressure at the center to the average

vertical unit-pressure on the tie is

/ b cos

^ _ _
_P_-
^^ 2k

b f cos 6 e

2k

f b cos

2k
(22)

In making numerical calculations it is best to change from the Na-

perian base to the base of common logarithms by means of the equation

fhcosd

2 k

= (10)

fb cose

4 6 /fe
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increase in intensity from the edge of the tie inward, which could be de-

veloped under the assumed conditions, when the tie is on the point of

being forced into the ballast.
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and ballast of 0.4. This is intended to represent approximately the con-

ditions during quiescent loading. The relative ultimate supporting ca-

pacity of ties of various widths, for tie on point of being forced into the

ballast, based on an angle of repose of 3 to 1 and on a coefficient of fric-

tion between tie and ballast of 0.2, is also given. This is thought to ap-

proximate the conditions when the application of load is accompanied by

jarring as in the case of train loads. The exact values of the friction

angles are not known. The table, of course, has an analytical rather than

an experimental basis.

- Table 18

Relative Supporting Capacities of Ties of DifTerent Widths, for Quiescent Loadings and
for Loadings Accompanied by Jarring, for Tie on Point of being Forced into the Ballast.

Quiescent load condition is based on assumed coefficient of 0.4 between tie and ballast and
of ?s between particles of the ballast. For jarring loads values of 0.2 and J^ are assumed.
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nates of the full line curve represent the vertical components of these

pressures. When the tie is on the point of being forced into the ballast

the angle which the pressure makes with the normal to the bottom of the

tie is the angle of friction between tie and ballast. The ultimate vertical

unit-pressure which may be developed on the bottom of the tic after the

ballast has become compacted is indicated by the dotted curve at (b) in

Fig. 70. The distribution and direction of pressure on the tie under

ordinary loadings (that is, loadings less than the ultimate load which the

ballast can carry) will be somewhat as shown by the full line curve and

the vectors. It is seen that the distribution shown is different from that

at ultimate load.
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vertical, it is necessary to determine the distances .ri and hi, and use them

for X and h in equation (15). It may be shown from the geometrical re-

lations that

.1-1= (/itan ^ — a + .r) cos 6* (23)

/( — -t'l sin
Ih

cos
(24)

The pressure p found from equation (15) is in the direction of the

pressure pa. The vertical component of the pressure is found by multi-

plying the pressure found by cos ^ .

Fig. 71.

—

Di.\gram for Determining .x\ and Ih.

The pressure pa at any point on the bottom of the tie probably should

be taken as the greatest principal pressure at the point. The greatest

principal pressure will make a greater angle with the vertical than does the

conjugate pressure and its magnitude is greater. However, due to the

uncertainties in the magnitude and direction of the pressures on a tie

it is a needless refinement to take account of the principal pressures, and

values of the conjugate pressures will be used instead.

B. Experimental Work in Laboratory.

36. Earlier Experiments at the University of IlHnbis.—Experimen-

tal work on the transmission of vertical pressure through granular

material was carried on for a number of years at the University ot

Illinois in connection with undergraduate thesis work.* Although

the experiments were limited to circular bearing areas and therefore

are not directly applicable to railroad track, the work proved very in-

structive and the experience gained was helpful in planning the more
elaborate experimental work afterward undertaken for the Joint Com-
mittee.

Figs. 72 and 73 are from photographs taken by Messrs. L. N.

Fisher and H. F. Wagner in 19J2—and included in their thesis. The

photographs were made by taking a time exposure of coarse sand

behind a plate of glass while a load was being applied to two small

An article by Prof. M. L. Enger describing the methods of experiment-
ing and giving the results was published in the following papers: Eng.
Rec, Vol. 73, p. 106, Jan. 22, 1916; Ry. Age Gaz., Vol. 60, p. 321, Feb. 18,

1916; Eng. and Cont., Vol. XI.V, p. 53, Jan. 19, 1916; Ry. Rev., Vol. 58. p.

129. Jan. 22, 1916.
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Fig. 72.

—

View Showixc Lines of Movement of ^and Ballast

Under Load.

Fic. 73.

—

View Showing Lines of Movement of Sand Ballast

Under Load.
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blocks (2 by 2 in.) The image of the moving grains are elongated in

the direction of motion, giving the appearance of lines of force in a

magnetic field. The photographs indicate the paths of flow in the

case of the very loose ballast used and, in a general way, indicate the

tendencies of ballast movements in track under the action of load.

37. The Laboratory Experimental Work.—The laboratory experi-

mental work undertaken by the committees was made in the Labora-

tory of Applied Mechanics of the University of Illinois. In the at-

tempts which had been made to measure pressures in ballast under

regular track conditions difficulties were met that showed the advisa-

bility of conducting experiments in the laboratory, where conditions

could be controlled and results obtained to establish some of the basic

principles of the action of ballast.

Two elevations showing the arrangement of the apparatus used

in making the tests are shown in Fig. 74. A reinforced concrete slab

16 ft. by 19 ft. and 12 in. deep supported the ballast. The load was

applied to the ties by means of a jack whose upward thrust was car-

ried by I-beams to four 1%-in. steel rods having ends embedded in

the concrete slab. The load applied by the jack was distributed to

the one, two, or three ties used in the experiments by means of a sys-

tem of levers. It was possible to diyide the load among the ties in

any manner desired. The load applied by the jack was measured by

a calibrated steel spring. The arrangement of the apparatus can be

seen in Fig. 75.

For measuring the intensity of pressure transmitted to various

parts of the ballast the pressure capsule shown in Fig. 76 was used.

The following description which was given in the first progress re-

port is here repeated for the convenience of the reader:

The elastic deflection of a thin steel diaphragm is used to meas-

ure the amount of pressure applied to the capsule. The pressure to

be measured is received on the bearing plate P, which has an area of

five square inches; the pressure is transmitted to th'e thin steel dia-

diaphragm D, which is fastened by screws around its circumference to

the cast-iron case B. The screw S, which fastens the plate P to the

diaphragm D is hardened and bears on one knife edge of the small

bell crank lever L which is pivoted at Q. The vertical deflection of

the center of the diaphragm is transmitted by the bell-crank lever

(magnified about three times) in a horizontal direction to the rod R,

which slides in guides NN' and is enclosed in a horizontal tube K
and finally bears against plunger T of an indicating dial micrometer,

whose movement is thus a measure of the clastic deflection of the

diaphragm D. If the material of the diaphragm is not stressed be-

yond its elastic limit the deflection of the diaphragm, and the conse-

quent movement of the pointer of the dial iiiicromctcr, may be used

to measure the load on the plate P. Sand and dirt are prevented

from coming between the bearing plate P and the diaphragm by

friction tape wrapped around the case of the pressure capsule. Each
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£ Sq. Bars'-—'m »"'

BlockM ^Calibrated

Hydraulic Jack \\ 3pring

IP I- Beam
^Sfandard Gauqk

6"x e"x O'-O" Tie

-li"(p Rods

Ballast

I

Burlap 12 ' Sand Cushion\

-iij-JS Reinforced Concrete Basel ^^j.,

5105 Elevation

Fig. 74.—Apparatus Used in Tests on Transmission of Pressure
Through Ballast.
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pressure capsule was calibrated after being taped, by placing it on

a platform scale and by means of a screw clamp applying a scries

of loads covering the range of its use.

The thin elastic diapiiragm is made of hardened steel. The
bearing plate serves to take load of any distribution or concentra-

tion upon it and to apply this load as a concentrated load at the

center of the diaphragm.

There was at first some difficulty due to ballast movements caus-

ing the tube to be pulled out of the capsule. Even after making a

threaded connection between the tube and capsule there was some

trouble from this cause. It was finally entirely overcome by slipping

a 1-in. pipe over the tube, protecting it from the pull of the ballast.

38. Procedure of Tests.—During the progress of the work some

changes were made in the making of the tests. The most important

changes relate to the disposition of the pressure capsules in the bal-

last. The locations of the capsules are shown in each case in the

figures giving the results of the tests.

In the experiments with the sand ballast, the capsules were
placed on the concrete slab and great care was taken in placing

the sand around them in order to prevent them from being displaced.

After a sufficient amount of ballast had been placed it was struck

off to a level surface at the required depth. After the ties had been

placed carefully in the desired position with respect to the capsules,

they were loaded live or six times before beginning to take readings.

The micrometer dials were then read with no load on the ties. A
small load was then applied and readings again taken. Usually a

zero load and three increasing loads were applied. Readings were taken

until three consecutive sets of consistent readings were obtained.

The greatest load to be applied was determined by (a) the capacity

of one or more of the pressure capsules, (b) the carrying capacity

of the ballast, or (c) the capacity of the jack.

In the first test the sand was placed so that it was 6 inches

from the bottom of the tie to the top of the capsule. When the

experiments with this depth of ballast had been completed the

pressure capsules were rearranged and experiments were made with

depths of ballast of 9, 18, and 25 inches. The ballast was loosened

up in each case before additional sand was put on.

FollowMng these tests, the ballast was removed. The capsules

were recalibrated and' given a different arrangement (see Fig. 77)

and were covered with sand and ballast to a depth of 12 inches

from bottom of tie to top of capsule.

Depths of broken stone ballast of 12 inches and 18 inches were

next used. In these experiments a 15-in. sand cushion was placed on the

concrete slab and covered with burlap. The capsules were placed on the

burlap as shown in Fig. 78. Then the broken stone was carefully placed

so as not to disturb the capsules. The experiments were made in the

same manner as with sand ballast.
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Fig. 75.

—

View of Apparatus Used in Tests on Transmission of

Pressure Through Ballast.
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Pebble ballast having a depth of 12 inches from tie to capsule

was next used. The capsules were recalibrated and were placed on

the burlap with a slightly different arrangement than was used in

the broken stone ballast.

39. Results of Tests.—The results of the tests are given in Figs.

79 to 87; they are presented graphically in order to facilitate com-

parisons and. to give the essential information in the most compact

Top View
Cover Plate Removec/

P S
vyjyy^yyyy/y//,ŷ /^^2Z^:^^:^:^/^^ Spring

3lD£ V/^ty

•Secfion

Fig. 76.

—

Pressure Capsule and Its Place in Ballast.

form. For example, in Fig. 80 there are given the results of the

tests on the transmission of pressure from a single tie through 12 in.

of sand ballast. The relative position of the tie and the capsule is

shown, and in addition there are curves giving the vertical pressure

at various sections. The curves at AB represent the averages of the

pressures measured by the capsules at AB and LM. To illustrate,

(2t3)
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Fic. n.—View Showing Arrangement of Capsules and Rods Under

Sand Ballast.

V*j

"^^^

^

^ 1
Fig. 78.

—

View Showing Arrangement of Capsules for Tests with

Broken Stone Ballast.
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the pressures determined from the readings of the pressure capsules

1, 2, 3, and 4 were averaged and are plotted above capsules 1 and 2.

The curves above CD represent the average pressures as measured
b)' the capsules on the lines CD and JK, and the curves above GH
represent the average pressure measured on EF and GH. Below the

plan view of the tie are plotted curves representing the pressures 12 in.

below the center line of the tic. By the manner of plotting all of

ihc curves are symmetrical. The dotted lines in Fig. 80 represent

the intensity of pressure when the tie carries a total load of 35,000

lb. The full lines are for a total load of 24,000 lb.

Fig. 79 gives the results of experiments on a single tie with depth;-

of sand ballast of 6, 9, and 18 in. Fig. 80 gives results for sand

ballast 12 in. deep when the ordinary 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. tie is used and

also when a tie with a wedge-shaped bottom is used. The wedge
was 1^ in. high in the middle of the tie. It will be noted that the

pressure is somewhat more widely distributed with the wedge-

shaped tie.

Figs. 81, 82 and 83 give the results of the experiments for depths of

sand ballast of 9, 18 and 25 in. when the ties are equally loaded and when

the middle tie carries twice the load carried by either of the outside ties.

Fig. 84 gives the results of the experiments for 12 in. of broken stone

ballast and for the same depth of pebble ballast. The broken stone i.sed

was the standard limestone ballast material furnished by the Illinoi?

Central Railroad. The pebble ballast consisted of pebbles ranging in

size from about ^ in. to 1^2 in. and was free from sand. It will be

noted that the results of experiments with rock ballast are more erratic

than with pebbles or with sand. This was to be expected because a short

chain of the large grains may bring a heavy pressure on a capsule, or it

may miss it entirely. When average pressures are taken there is a sur-

prising similarity in the distribution of pressure through sand, pebble and

broken stone ballast.

Fig. 85 shows the distribution of pressure through 12 in. of broken

stone when the load is carried on a 6 in. by 10 in. by 8 ft. tie wth the

10 in. face horizontal, and a 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. tie with the 6 in. face

horizontal.

Fig. 86 shows the distribution of pressure through 18 in. of broken

stone ballast when three loaded ties are used and also when all of the

load is carried on one tie.

Fig. 87 shows the distribution of pressure on the bottom of a tie

which rests on pebble ballast, and also the pressure measured simulta-

neously at a depth of 12 inches below the tie. The tie was prepared by

imbedding the capsules in the tie. The circular bearing plate of the

capsule had been replaced with rectangular bearing plates, 3 in. by 1 in.,

and the surface of these was left flush with the bottom of the tie. The
positions of the pressure capsules in the tie are indicated in the figure.
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FiG. 81.

—

Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 9 Inches of Sand
Ballast Below Three Ties—Equal and Unequal Loads on Ties.
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Fig. 82.

—

Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 18 Inches of Sand
Ballast Bei.ow Three Ties—Equal and Unequal Loads on Ties.
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—

Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 25 Inches of Sand
Ballast Below Three Ties—Equal and Unequal Loads on Ties.
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—

Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 12 Inches of Brokkn

Stone and 12 Inches of Pebble Ballast Bexow a Single Tie.
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Fig. 85.

—

^Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 12 Inches of Broken

Stone Ballast.Below a Tie 10 Inches Wide and Below
One 6 Inches Wide.
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Fig. 87.

—

Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 12 Inches of Pebble

Ballast Below a Single Tie and at the Bottom of the Tie.
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C. Discussion of Results of Tests.

40. Diagrams of Average Pressure and Use of Superposition of Pres-

sures.—In order to eliminate the variations in pressure due to flexibility

of tie and other causes, lor the study of the data, the pressures measured

by all capsules located at the same distance from the longitudinal axis

of the tie have been averaged. Using this method the diagrams in Fig. 88

have been drawn ; they show the pressure at different depths and different

distances from the center hne of the tie when a single tie is loaded, as

given by the averages of the readings. The pressure is expressed as a

percentage of the average intensity of pressure over the tie. The average

result for the three loads has been used. In addition, the highest and the

lowest pressure measured by any capsule is shown. Using the same

method, the results obtained in tests with three ties have been plotted by

full lines in Figs. 89 to 93. There have also been plotted the dotted lines

marked "superposed pressure cUrve." This method of superposition con-

siders that at a given point the combined effect of several ties is the sum

of the effects of the individual ties. The effect of a tie at a given point

was obtained from the curves of Fig. 88. It will be noted that the super-

posed pressure curves agree with the experimental curves reasonably well,

indicating that the vertical pressure at any given point in the ballast is

the sum of the vertical pressures which would be caused at that point by

adding the pressures from the ties considered separately. By means of

this principle, which seems to be established by the.«e experiments, tlie

results of the experiments with a single tie may be used to determine the

pressure in ballast under any condition of the spacing and loading.

41. Comparison of Pressure Distributions in Different Kinds of

Ballast.—An examination of the pressure curves for the sand, broken

stone and pebble ballasts will show that there are no decided differences

in the distribution of the pressure at a given depth except that the results

found with Sand are more concordant than those with the coarser ballast.

It may be concluded that the laws of distribution of pressure through

ballast (non-cohesive granular material) are practically the same for the

various kinds of ballast.

It should be borne in mind the foregoing statement applies to distri-

bution of pressure only; ultimate bearing load, action under vibration, and

other properties of ballast will differ materially.

42. Intensity of Pressure at Different Depths Below Center Line

of Tie.—The intensity of pressure below the center line of the tie at

various depths has been given in Fig. 88. Using values taken from this

figure. Fig. 94 has been drawn to express by logarithmic coordinates the

relation between the unit-pressure at points below the center line of tie

and the corresponding depth of ballast. The ordinate of a plotted point

represents the pressure at a point below the center line of the tie ex-

pressed as a percentage of the average pressure over the bottom of the

tie; the abscissa represents the depth of ballast at the point. The maxi-
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'Z4 la 12 6 6 12 18 Z4

Disfance from Center Line of Middle 7/e - Inches

24 18 12 6 6 12 Id 24

Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie -Inches

Fig. 89.

—

L.a.tekal Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 18 Inches of

Sand Ballast Below Three Ties and Values Obtained by
Superposing Results Found with a Single Tie.
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K:
Experimental Curve

Superposed Pressure Curve

Sand
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Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie -Incites
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Ex-perimental Curve

Superposed Pressure Curve

Sand

24 18 12 6 O 5 12 18 24

Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie— Inches

Fig. 90.

—

Lateral Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 18 Inches oi-

Sand Ballast Below Three Ties and Values Obtained by

Superposing Results Found with a Single Tie.
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24 18 13 6 6 /^ /8 24

Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie -Inches

%

I

Experimental Curve

Superposed Pressure Curve

Sand

24 16 la 6 6 te 18 24

Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie— Inches

Fig. 91.

—

Lateral Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 25 Inches of

Sand Ballast Below Three Ties and Values Obtained bv

Superposing Results Found with a Sinsce Tirr-^-^
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^^Expenmental Curve

Superposed Pressure Curve

24 18 12 6 6 12 Id 24
Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie-lncties

'Experimental Curve

Superposed Pressure Curve

24 18 12 6 6 12 16 24

Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie — Inches

Fig. 92.

—

Lateral Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 25 Inches of

Sand Ballast and at a Depth of 12 Inches of Broken Stone
Ballast Below Three Ties and Values Obtained by

Superposing Results Found with a Single Tie,
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Fic. 93.—Lateral Distribution of Pressure at a Depth of 18 Inches of

Broken Stone Ballast and of 12 Inches of Pebble Ballast
Below Three Ties and Values Obtained by Super-

posing Results Found with a Single Tie.
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mum and minimum observed intensities of pressure have also been plot-

ted. A straight line whose equation is

\6.8Pa
Pc— /ji.as ^"^^^

has been drawn and fits the observations fairly well within the range of

the tests, although for depths less than 4 inches and more than 30 inches

the results are too high. In this equation pa is the average pressure over

the tie and pc the pressure at the given point, directly below the center

line of tie, both in pounds per square inch, and h is the vertical distance

in inches below the bottom of the tie. It should be noted that this ex-

pression was obtained from tests with ties ,8 inches wide.

43. Distribution of Pressure Over a Horizontal Plane.—It is desired

to obtain an equation for the intensity of pressure at any point (x, h)

in the ballast, developed by a tie carrying load, which shall agree with the

values of the pressure found by experiment.

From the discussion in Article 30 on Paths of Pressure and Laws of

Distribution of Pressure it was concluded that the distribution of the in-

tensity of vertical pressure on any horizontal plane due to a load pa on a

narrow strip would be represented by an equation of the form
1.2 2

p=.-^-e (15)

Since a tie may be considered to be made up of a number of narrow

strips, the pressure in the ballast below a tie may be considered as a com-

posite of the pressures due to the strips. It is found that the composite

pressures in the ballast below a tie may also be represented by an equa-

tion of the form of equation (15) except at small depths. The equation

may 'then be written

— K'x'
, KPa (26~)

p being the intensity of vertical pressure on a horizontal plane at a dis-

tance X from the vertical center line of the tie due to a load Pa per inch

of length of tie. For an 8-in. tie

Pa = 8pa

in which pa is the average pressure on bottom of tie in lb. per sq. in.

Hence
— K'x'

8Kpa

SKpa
When X= o

In the preceding article it was found from the results of experiments with

8-in. ties that

_ 16.8 pa
Pc— ;ji.25 (2j)
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33 30 £7 24 21 Id /5 12

Distance

ric. 95.

—

Lines of Equal Vertical Pressure in Ballast for Load on a

Single Tie.

27 24 2/ /3 /S /2 S 6 3 3 6 9/2 15 /a 2/ 24 27
Disiance -from Center Line of Middle Tie— Inches

Fig. 96.

—

Lines of Equal Vertical Pressure in Ballast for Equal
Loads on Ties—Spacing 18 Inches Center to Center.
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Z7 14 Zl 18 /5 IZ 5 6 5 3 6 9 IZ 15 16 Zl 24 27
Oistonce from Center Line of Middle Tie -Inches

Fig. 97.

—

Lines of Equal Vertical Pressure in Ballast for Equal
Loads on Ties—^Spacing 21 Inches Center to Center.

PJ lIJ to to U? [35 U5 1J5 UJ U? l3J ll? IjJ |J3 Ij? ix? W |J3 U3 I jj
27 Z* 21 la IS IZ 9 6 J 3 6 9 IZ 15 16 Zl M Z7

Distance from Center Line of Middle Tie— Inches

Fig. 98.

—

Lines of Equal Vertical Pressure in Ballast for Equal
Loads on Ties—Spacing 24 Inches Center to Center.
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Equating the values oi pc and solving for K

K- 2A V7
;,i.25

Substituting this value of K in the equation and changing from the base c

to the base 10, the following empirical equation for p is obtained:

-6.05-^
\6&Pa

(10) (27)
^ h 1-^^

in which pa is the average intensity of pressure over the tie per sq. in.,

and p is the pressure per sq. in. at a point on a horizontal plane h inches

below the tie and x inches from the center line of the tie. The equation

applies only to an 8-in. tie and is applicable for depths from about 4 in.

to about 30 in.

The dotted lines in Fig. 88 represent the pressures as determined by

equation (27). It will be seen that the agreement between the experi-

ments and the equation is fairly good.

44. Contours of Equal Vertical Unit-Pressure.—From the results of

the tests it is possible to draw the contours of equal vertical unit-pressure

beneath one or more loaded railroad ties. Fig. 95 shows the contours of

pressure beneath a single 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. tie. The contours are

designated by percentages of the average pressure applied to the ballast

by the tie. In Figs. 96, 97 and 98 contours of equal vertical pressure are

shown beneath a series of equally loaded ties for three diflferent tie spac-

.1 ings. It will be noted that in general the vertical pressures become nearb

constant at a depth equal to the tie spacing. It should be added that in

determining the contours the principle of superposition and the laws of dis-

tribution of pressure given by the equations already derived have been

useful. These laws may be applied to conditions not covered by the ex-

perimental work.

45. Lines of Pressure.—In Article 30 on Paths of Pressure and Law
of Distribution of Pressure, it was concluded that a pressure pa per unit

length applied to a long narrow strip will develop an intensity of pressure

f on a horizontal plane a distance h below the loaded strip and at a dis-

tance .V from the line of action of the applied load pa, in accordance with

the equation

kpa -k'x-
P = -j=-e (15)

In this equation fe is a function of the depth h and must be determined

by experiment.

The bottom of the tie may be considered to be divided into a number

of narrow strips carrying loads of varying intensity and direction, each

producing pressures in the ballast in accordance with the equation. At

any point in the ballast the intensity of pressure will be equal to the sum

of the pressures from, the various strips into which the tie is divided.
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In Article 31 it was shown that the distribution of pressure in the bal-

last due to a load on a narrow strip may be represented by lines which

were designated lines of pressure-

After many trials it was found that for dimensions in inches equation

(15) may be written

p = 1.23 -y (10) (28)

Taking the directions and intensities of the pressures pa on the strips as

indicated in Fig. 99, the pressures thus found in the ballast agree quite

closely with the values determined in the experiments.

The lines of pressure determined from equation (28) are straight lines,

and were laid out in the following manner : the distribution of pressure at

a depth of 24 inches for the given value of pa on a given strip was cal-

culated by equation (28). The results were then plotted on cross-section

paper to a large scale using unit-pressures as ordinates and distances from

the line of action of the applied pressure as abscissas. The area under the

curve was divided into parts each representing 1 lb. and the abscissas of

the centroid of such are determined. In making the desired division ot

the area it was found convenient to plot a mass curve beginning at the

center line. From the center of the given strip on the tie a line was

drawn in the direction of the applied pressure pa, and at a distance rep-

resenting 24 inches a perpendicular line was drawn. Upon this perpendicu-

lar the abscissas determined above were plotted. Straight lines through

these points and the middle of the strip, therefore, represent lines of

pressure of 1 lb. each. The number of such lines passing through a width

of one inch on a horizontal plane represents the intensity of pressure.

Table 19

Calculated and Experimental Values of Unit-pressure at Various Points Below a Single Tie.

Average Load on Tie, 100 lb. per sq. in.

h
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Fig. 99.

—

Diagrammatic Representation of Lines of Pressure for a Tie

8 Inches Wide.
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mt{^%\%^'^.

Fig. lOG.

—

Diagrammatic Representation of Lines of Pressure for a Trie

8 Inches Wide, Using Ten Times as Many Lines as

Are Given in Fig. 99.
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Figs. 99 and 100 were plotted in the manner described, Fig. 99 repre-

senting the 1 lb. lines of pressure when the average load on the tie is 10

lb. per sq. in. and Fig. 100 when the average load is 100 lb. per sq. in.,

the only diflFerence being that there are ten times as many lines in the last

case. At any point in the ballast the number of lines in 1 in. of width

will then represent the number of pounds of pressure per square inch at

that point. As a line may represent any intensity of pressure (lb. being

used only as an illustration), both figures may be considered to represent

the relative distribution of pressure for any given load on the tie.

The vertical unit-pressure at any point may be determined with

greater accuracy by substituting for x and h in equation (28) the values

of Xi and Ai found by means of equations (23) and (24) for each unit

strip on the tie, and adding the results together. The results of some such

calculations are given in Table 19, a width of tie of 8-in. being used, and

experimental results are given for comparison.

It will be seen that the distribution of pressure found in the experi-

ments may be accounted for by the superposition of pressures of differing

intensities and inclinations over the bottom of the tie.

The method of lines of pressure, in conjunction with the variation of

pressure beneath the tie, supplies explanations of the concentration and

distribution of pressure in the ballast.

46. General Discussion.—The following observations summarize in a

way some of the results of the tests and analysis and bring out in part

» the phenomena attending the transmission of pressure from the tie through

the ballast.

The bearing pressure of the .tie varies in intensity from its edge to

its middle line ; the maximum intensity is dependent upon the intensity of

pressure developed at the edge. A variation in intensity exists also along -

the length of the tie.

The pressures which react from the lower face of the tie act in other

than vertical lines, the greatest variation from the vertical direction being

at the edge of .the tie.

There is a concentration of pressure a short distance below the tie,

say at 3 to 4 inches, and the intensity of pressure in the ballast at such a

depth is greater than exists at the bottom of the tie.

For the tie of ordinary width the intensity of pressure at a depth of

6 inches and the distribution of vertical pressure over a horizontal plane

at this depth do not differ greatly from those existing immediately under

the tie. The directions of the pressures are not the same. At or below

this depth the distribution of pressure laterally begins, with a consequent

decrease in maximum intensity of pressure, and the change becomes
more apparent as the depth increases.

The foregoing relates to the transmission of pressure from a single

tie. For a number of ties with the ordinary tie spacing, the effect of the '

\
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combination of pressures transmitted is readily found by superposing the

values of the pressures from the several ties as obtained for a plane at the

same depth. For the ordinary width of tie the effect of the pressure

transmitted from the adjacent tie to points midway between ties (over-

lapping lines of pressure) is noticeable at a depth equal to about half of

the usual tie spacing. At a depth of three-fourths of the ordinary tie

spacing the pressure immediately under the center of the tie is about one

and one-half times that resulting from a uniform distribution over the

horizontal plane. At a depth equal to the ordinary tie spacing the lateral

distribution has become such that the variation in intensity of pressure

from tie to tie is small.

The variation in intensity of pressure in the ballast lengthwise of the

tie (which is dependent upon size and stiffness of tie, quality of tamping,

and condition of the bed on which the tie rests) becomes less and less with

increase in depth, and it may be expected that the variations will be

smoothed out at a depth equal to the ordinary tie spacing, or a few inches

below, where there will be a fairly uniform pressure over the horizontal

plane.

The tests were made on a rigid base and the results may be expected

to apply to a firm roadbed capable of carrying the loads transmitted. A
depth of ballast greater than that named would be found useful when the

roadbed is of uneven character or yields under the load or is subjected to

unusually heavy load.

The tests show that for quiescent loading there is little difference

in the manner and rate of transmission and distribution of pressure for

broken stone, pebbles, and sand ballasts; that is, at a given depth the in-

tensities of pressure will be approximately the same, provided, of course,

the ultimate carrying capacity of the ballast is not exceeded; and this

conclusion may properly be extended to other non-cohesive materials. It

will require less load to force the tie into sand ballast than into broken

stone ; the ultimate carrying capacity of the broken stone ballast under

tie pressure is much greater than that of the sand ballast—the particles

of sand ballast are more easily moved and rearrange themselves under

lighter loads. For the different kinds of ballast fhere are great differences

in the ultimate load which can be carried on a tie before ballast movement
begins. The ultimate carrying capacity depends upon size of particle,

smoothness of surface and degree of angularity. A material whose mo-
bility under pressure is increased by the addition of water or by mixture

with other materials may thereby have its carrying capacity decreased.

For heavy loading the ultimate carrying capacity of a ballast material

is especially important.

It is evident that a principal function of the ballast immediately under

the tie and for some distance down, aside from such functions as drain-

age, is to carry the load without material lateral movement of the bal-

last to that depth at which lateral distribution becomes effective. An ad-

vantage of the coarser, rougher kinds of ballast is that they will carry a
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greater ultimate load—which. is of special importance in the upper part of

the ballast. This is especially true under the jarring, vibrating loads of

track service for which the ultimate carrying capacity naturally will be

less than that found under the quiescent loads used in the tests.

,
The tests in the laboratory indicate, as would be expected also from

analytical considerations, that the presence of ballast above the level of

the bottom of the tie may have little influence on the quiescent load which'

will be carried before the ballast will work out from under the tie allow-

ing it to settle, but that under repeated applications of load and particu-

larly under jarring and vibratory loads the ultimate carrying capacity of

the ballast is considerably increased by raising the level of the ballast sur-

face to the top of the tie. This advantage is particularly apparent at the

end of the tie, where under the whipping action of the tie under re-

peated deflections, the particles of ballast will more readily be pushed

away, since beyond the end of the tie there is no part of the track structure

available for resisting the lateral pressure as is the case in the direction

of the track, where another tie is always near at hand.

It seems probable that the effect of the jarring action of train loads

will be to decrease the lateral distribution of pressure. It seems possible

also that this tendency is counteracted in some degree by the cohesion

which develops in ballast after it has been in place for some time.

It should be added that the "lines of pressure" used in the discussion

are presented as being of service as an illustrative and suggestive concep-

tion which will help to explain some of the phenomena of transmission

of pressure, rather than as a rigidly scientific hypothesis.

Respectfully submitted,

THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK.

By A. N. Talbot, Chairman.

November 26, 1919.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE I—ON ROADWAY
J. R. W. Ambrose, Chairman; J. A. Spielmann, Vice-Chairman;
C. W. Brown, J. G. Little,

*S. P. Brown, H. W. McLeod,

B. M. Cheney, C. M. McVay,
C. W. Cochran, F. M. Patterson,

W. C. Curd, W. H. Petersen,

VV. M. Dawley, p. Petri,

Paul Didier, R. A. Rutledge,

S. B. Fisher, W. H. Sellew,

W. C. Kegler, J. M. Sills,

J. A. Lahmer, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee on Roadway
for study and report

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Subsidence Under Embankments.—Methods of determining ex-

tent, character and effect.

3. Shrinkage of Embankment.—Select a number of specific instances,

reciting all the conditions, such as locality, weather, foundations, char-

acter of filling material, height of fill, method of construction, etc., to be

used as a guide in estimating shrinkage.

4. Continue the study of unit pressure allowable on roadbed of

different materials, co-operating with Special Committee on Stresses in

Railroad Track.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Buffalo June 12th; Chicago

September 23rd, and Buffalo November 19th. The names of members

in attendance have been given in the Minutes of the meetings and for-

warded to the Secretary for publication in the Bulletin.

Revision of Manual

Sub-Committee 1—R. A. Rutledge, Chairman; S. B. Fisher, J. M.

Sills, J. G. Little, J. A. Lahmer.

In Appendix A proposed changes in Manual are given.

Subsidence Under Embankments

Sub-Committee 2—W. C. Curd, Chairman; S. P. Brown, H. W.
McLeod, B. M. Cheney, F. M. Patterson, W. H. Sellew.

The result of this Committee's work is shown in Appendix B.

•Died December 6, 1919.
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Shrinkage of Embankments

Sub-Committee 3—C. M. McVay, Chairman; C. W. Brown, Paul

DiDiER, H. W. Brown, W. C. Kegler, P. Petri.

The result of this Committee's work is shown in Appendix C.

Allowable Unit Pressure on Roadbed

Sub-Committee 4—W. M. Dawley, Chairman; C. W. Cochran, W. H.

Petersen, J. A. Spielmann.

The result of this Committee's work is shown in Appendix D.

The Committee wish to thank the many Valuation Engineers and

others too numerous to mention who kindly furnished information con-

tained in the report.

Death of Stephen Pearson Brown

During the past year the Committee sustained the loss of one of its

most active and valued members, Stephen Pearson Brown.

Mr. Brown contributed materially to the work of the Committee,

and his untimely death is keenly regretted by his associates in the As-

sociation.

Conclusions

1. The Committee recommends that the changes shown in Appendix

A be approved and the revised matter be substituted for the present

recommendations in the Manual.

2. The Committee recommends that the material contained in Ap-
pendices B, C and D, respectively, Subsidence. Under Embankments,

Shrinkage of Embankments, and Unit Pressures Allowable on Roadbed,

be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Roadway,

J. R. W. Ambrose, Chairman.



Appendix A

REVISION OF MANUAL

R. A. RuTLEDGE, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Present Form

Estimate (noun) (a).—A state-

ment of work performed or ma-
terial furnished, according to

which payment is to be rendered.

Estimate (noun) (b).—A state-

ment showing probable cost of a

proposed piece of work.

Estimate (verb).—The act of mak-
ing an estimate.

Construction Station.—The cen-
ter line stake set at the end of
each full 100- ft. tape or chain
length.

Contour.—The line of intersection

between a horizontal plane and
a given surface.

Cross-Section.—A section through
a body perpendicular to its axis.

Grade Line.—The line on the pro-
file representing the tops of em-
bankments and bottoms of cut-

tings ready to receive the ballast.

Profile.—The intersection of a
longitudinal vertical plat.<; with
the ground and established grad-
ients, or a drawing representing
the same.

Culvert.—An arched circular or
flat covered opening, timber, iron,

brick or masonry; carried under
the roadbed for the passage of
water or for other purposes.

Proposed Form

Estimate (noun).—A statement
showing probable cost of a pro-
posed piece of work.

(a) Progress Estimate.—An esti-

mate made from time to time
showing work performed or ma-
terial furnished as the work
progresses.

(b) Final Estimate.—An estimate
made from final checked quan-
tities showing work performed
and material furnished upon
which final payment is made.

Estimate (verb).—The act of
making an estimate.

Construction Station.—A dis-

tance of 100 ft. measured along
the center line and designated by
a stake bearing its number.

Contour.—The line of intersection
of a horizontal plane and the
surface of the ground.

Cross-Section.—A vertical section
of the ground at right angles to

the center line.

Grade Line.—The line on the pro-
file representing the tops of em-
bankments and the bottoms of
cuttings ready to receive the bal-

last ; and is the intersection of
the plane of the roadbed with a
vertical plane through the center
line.

Profile.—The intersection of a

longitudinal vertical plane with
the surface of the ground and
the jjlane of the roadbed or a
drawing representing the same.

Culvert.—A covered opening under
the roadbed for the passage of
water or for other purposes.
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Trench.—A narrow, shallow ex-
cavation to receive a structure.

None.

None.

Trknch.—A long relatively narrow
excavation the depth of which is

greater than its width.
Average Haul.— (Delete.)
Total Haul.— (Delete.)

(These terms are covered by the

definition for "haul.")
Shoulder.—That portion of the

sub-grade lying between the bal-

last covered portion and the
ditch cuts and the tnp of slope

on embankments.
Subsidence (noun).—That portion

of an embankment which has set-

tled below the original surface of

the ground.

Means for Prevention or Cure of Water Pockets in Roadbed

•Bulletin 217, Vol. 21—Jub', 1919.

Delete second paragraph under (a)

page 9.

(b) page 9—Substitute "good"
for "engine," first line, and add
"stone" before "screenings."

General Contract Requirements

(8) Information on profiles as

to distribution of material should
be so arranged that the price for

grading for each of the classes

may cover the haul, irrespective of
the distance.

(76) Before the work is finally

accepted the contractor shall, at his

own expense, clear away from the

Company's property, as well as

from public and private roads and
the channel of streams and ditches,

all rubbish and surplus blasted or
excavated material.

(8 ) Information on profiles

should be so given and arranged
that the contractor can intelligently

figure the costs of grading in terms
as required by the contract.

(76) Before the work is finally

accepted, the contractor shall, at

his own expense, clear away from
the Company's property as well as

from public and private roads and
the channels of streams and ditches,

all rubbish, surplus blasted or ex-

cavated material, camp and work
equipment.

Waterways
The following notes indicate in a general way the information re-

quired on survey for waterways

:

1. Contour bed of stream.
2. Character bed of stream, mud, sand, gravel, clay, etc.

3. Borings, locate and give character of material found.
4. Direction of current.

5. Character of current—slow, rapid, miles per hour. Does flow
change suddenly?

6. Elevation.

(a) High water mark;
(b) Average stage of water;
(c) Low water mark.

7. Drainage area.

8. Profile of line, 500 feet minimum each way.
9. If on curve, give full information of curve, superelevation and

probable maximum speed of trains.

10. North point and scale.

11. Directions to railway stations, ends of districts or junction points.

12. Plan showing right-of-way with distances from center line,

contour lines for a sufficient distance to enable proper design of wing
walls, etc.
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Appendix B

SUBSIDENCE UNDER EMBANKMENTS
W. C. Curd, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Subsidence, or hidden quantities as one road calls it, is that portion

of the embankment that lies below the original surface of the ground.

There is apparently more subsidence than has been generally sup-

posed, and until recently it has onl}- been supposed to occur in places

where the foundation was known to be of an unstable nature. How-
ever, the study made by the Committee, covering reports made upon some

hundreds of miles of line, indicates that subsidence exists to a greater

or less extent under all embankments ; not only was grading material

found, but the investigation disclosed quantities of cribbing, mattress

work and timber of all kinds, of which no definite record is kept.

The methods usually employed to determine the amount of subsidence

are:

Trenching
Auger Borings
Wash Borings

Trenching is used only through light embankments and at the toe of

larger ones.

Auger Borings are made in fills where the material is of such a char-

acter that the earth auger will penetrate and bring up the material.

Usually a protecting pipe casing is driven through the loose material and

the auger operated through this pipe.

Wash Borings are made when the depth is too great or when the

material will not permit the- use of the earth auger. A very good de-

scription of the method of taking wash borings is given in the Civil

Engineer's Pocket Book, page 1094.

A bill of material for each method follows

:

• Bill of Material for Dry Boring Outfit

1 Motor Car.

3 2^/2" earth augers.

2 Post Hole Diggers.
2 24" Stilson Wrenches.
4 Pieces 1" pipe, threaded both ends, 6' long.

2 Pieces 1" pipe, threaded both ends, 5' long.

2 Pieces 1" pipe, threaded one end, 14" long.

1 1" Tee.
9 1" Couplings.
2 Yz" Steel Bars, 6' long, sharpened on one end.

1 Piece 2" pipe, 5' long.

1 Round point long handled shovel.

3 No. 2 shovels.

Bill of Material for Wash Boring Outfit

1 Tripod complete.
1 10" single iron pullev.

25' of 1" Manila Rope.
"
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1 Driving Hammer.
2 Driving Heads to fit 2" casing pipe.

*10 4}^' lengths of 2" casing pipe with coupHngs.
*10 45/2' lengths of ^4" wash pipe with couplings.

1 ^" wash pipe handle complete.

2 5^4" chisel points for wash pipe.

1 2" Tee with 2' piece of 2" pipe threaded one end.

1 tub (1/2 oil barrel fitted with handles).

1 No. 6 Edison Pump complete.

1 10' piece of IJ/-" rubber pipe with connections.

1 10' piece of 3" rubber pipe with connections.

2 20-ton Barrett Track Jacks with handles.

4 3' chains made from %" stock with hook on one end and rin^' on the

other.

1 Drawing pin (2' long, IV2" diameter).
1 Tool Box 3' X 2' X 1 12' fitted with hasp, staple, lock and handles.

2 12" Stilson Wrenches.
1 18" Stilson Wrench.
1 30" Chain Wrench.
1 12" hack-saw, with extra blades.

1 Axe.
1 18" monkej- wrench.
1 Pick-axe.
1 Shovel, short handle.

1 Pump Car complete, with lock and chain.

1 Extra rubljer diaphragm for pump.
2 20 qt. water pails.

1 Sounding Rod, 7' point witli 7' extension.

1 Heavv Broom.
1 7/^" X 8" cold chisel.

1 Trainman's can for fuses and tojpedoes.

1 Oil can for use on hand car.

1 Screw-driver.
1 Machinists' hammer.

Flags, lanterns, torpedoes, fuses and time card prescribed in the book
of rules.

Timber dolly to run on one rail—used in moving outfit short distances

In determining the amount of subsidence, cross-sections are taken at

such intervals as is thought necessary by reason of the character of the

surface over which the embankment is constructed, i. e., usually a test

hole is made at the shoulder, on the slope and possibly in the center of

the embankment ; from these tests the surface of the original ground is

located and from the notes taken, a cross-section is platted and the

yardage calculated in the usual manner.

After the subsidence is calculated in order to determine the equiv-

alent amount of excavation, a percentage (depending on the material),

should be added for shrinkage
; your Committee has found shrinkage in

embankments to average approximately ten per cent. (10%).

The party employed to take borings usually consists of

:

1 Engineering representative.

1 Foreman.
3 Helpers.

• The number of lengths of pipe required will vary accoiding to the
depth.s of flll.s and the distance from the source of suppl.v.
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The crews are usually given a boarding car outfit, which is moved
from place to place by local freight.

In making up the costs, the following items should be considered

:

Equipment.
Material.

Labor.
Expense (personal).
Transportation.
Overhead.

None of the roads reporting considered the cost of transportation,

although one gave the revenue train miles moving equipment.

The costs per foot of hole bored as indicated by the reports received,

varied from 33 cents to 55 cents; cost per cubic yard of subsidence 0.2

cents to 1.2 cents.

Your Committee studied the effect of different sub-soils on sub-

sidence with the object of establishing a relation of subsidence to height

of fill; a few of these studies are given in the following graphs, and

while the individual cases spread over a wide range, it is interesting to

note that the average seems to be 1 per cent, subsidence per foot of fill

height, thus a ten foot fill would give 10 per cent, subsidence, i. e., 10

per cent, of the original embankment.
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In order to find out whether subsidence occurred to any extent under

all embankments, one of the roads made an investigation in localities

where there was no indication of or reason to believe that there was sub-

sidence, with the surprising result shown in the following table

:

Length
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When one considers the conditions resulting from operation and the

maintenance of track structure, it is apparent that there must be sub-

sidence under all embankments, varying from an infinitesimal amount

when founded on solid rock to a very great quantity in certain sinks.

The Committee found one instance of an almost unlimited subsidence in

a cut. Although they have not been asked to make a recommendation,

the Committee wish to emphasize the importance of due consideration

being given to the matter of subsidence when revaluation surveys are

bring made.
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SHRINKAGE OF EMBANKMENTS
C. M. McVay, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

At the Convention in 1917 the Roadway Committee made a report on

the width which it was advisable to construct new roadbed on embank-

ments, fifty feet or more in height. See Proceedings, Volume 17, page 662.

In the above report, it was recommended that no allowance be made
in height, and a rule was given for the widening of such embankments,

taking into account anticipated shrinkage.

This Sub-Committee calls attention to the above report and rule,

before reporting on its present assignment, as it has a bearing on the

subject.

Cases of Specific Embankment Cited

(1) Norfolk & Western Railroad.

Location—Eastern Virginia.

Year—1915 ; average weather.

Foundation—Farm land ; no swamps
Material—Clay with sand and mica.

Height of Fills—50 ft. width at

Sub-grade Z2 to 24 ft.;

Assumed sub-grade 24 ft.

Method—Shovel work dumping from trestles on center line.

Results—Fills show a settlement of from 0.5 to 2.0 ft. original grade
line. An average shrinkage for 9 fills of this character of 9.9%,
this varying from 6.5% to 11.5% in dififerent fills. Shrinkage by
actual cross-section, i. e., comparative sections of excavation and
embankment alter shrinkage and settling occurred.

(2) Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louts Railroad.

Location—Northern Alabama.
Weather—Normal for that climate.

Foundation—Chert with 1 to 5 ft. soil.

Material—Chert (hard).
Height—1 to 23 ft.

Method-—Dumping from trestle with 12 yard cars.

Results—A 10% allowance in height was used. Fill 33 ft. wide for

two tracks. Aftct five years' heavy service fill now stands at

about theoretical grade line. There has been 10% shrinkage in

same.

(3) Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad.

Location—Middle Tennessee.
Weather—Normal for the locality. »

Foundation—Hard clay with 1 to 3 ft. of soil.

Material—Chert.

Height—About 20 ft.

Method—Dumping from trestle.

Results—Fill built with 24 ft. roadway, ground under fill level trans-

versely. This fill settled 3 ft' or 15% of height after two years'

heavy traffic.
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(4) Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Loms Railroad.

Location—Hickman, Ky. (western).

Weather—Very dry.

Foundation—Sandy loam.
Material—Sandy loam.
Height—5 to 12 ft.

Method—Wheel scrapers.

Results—18 ft. roadwav. Level ground underneath. No shrinkage in

this f^ll.

(5) Lehigh & New England Railroad.

Location—Eastern Pennsylvania.
Weather-—Normal for that vicinity, e.xcept done in winter 1917-1918.

Foundation—-Thin soil on rock.

Material—70% rock, 30% clay
;
partlv frozen when dumped.

Height—12 to 40 ft.

Method—Dumping from trestle.

Results—To August, 1919, settlement at highest point about 6 ft. or

15 to 18 per cent, of height.

Reliable information received from the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and from various railroads furnishing information to the Valua-

tion Department of the Interstate Commerce Commission, show many
and vastly different results in the shrinkage of embankment and swelling

of excavation. Cases are cited showing the swell of rock excavation

ranging from 6 per cent, to 48 per cent.

The following statement summarizes the information received:

Average Swell after placed in Embankments.

17 cases solid Rock excavation taken from South and West 25.2%
irth "

" "
31.5%
17.1%
18.9%
13.9%
16.6%
5.5%
*3.0%
*0.1%

*Decrease.

These figures are substantiated by figures on granite excavation by

the Central Vermont Railway in Massachusetts, showing this granite to

swell when placed in embankment 31.86 per cent, to 35.8 per cent. The
same road also shows a shrinkage of 12.27 per cent, with stif¥ blue clay

and 7.76 per cent, on fine, dry sand when placed in embankment. The
sections on this work were taken immediately on corripletion of the

grading and before track had been laid. All the above work had been

done by dumping from temporary trestle.

In 21 cases, covering the country generally and representing a num-

ber of localities, we get an average shrinkage of 10.4 per cent. In round

numbers, three million cubic yards are represented in these figures.

The height and weather conditions are not of record and the fills were

constructed in various manners, such as dumping from trestle, teams and

scrapers, steam shovel and dump wagons.

15
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Practically all tlie material represented is clay mixed witli sand in

various quantities. As quite a number of fdls were constructed by

several different methods on the same fill, it is not possible to establish

a reliable percentage of shrinkage for the different methods of construc-

tion, but the individual cases vary from 15.1 per cent, shrinkage in an

instance where construction was performed by cars and stationmen to a

1.8 per cent, shrinkage in a fill built by teams and scrapers.

It would seem from the figures submitted that an estimated shrink-

age of 10 per cent, is the be^t that can be done when handling roadway

construction of earth composed of clay and sand, common to nearly all

localities.

Shrinkage or settlement, of course, will start at once after the mate-

rial is placed in embankment, but will be much more rapid after traffic

is turned over the fill. The investigations of this Committee substantiate

the rule that earth occupies less space when placed in embankment than

before excavated and rock swells when excavated and occupies more

space.

The general conclusions reached from the investigation of the sub-

ject assigned to this Sub-Committee are as follows:

(1) Figure a swell of at least 25 per cent, for solid rock removed from

excavation to embankment.

(-2) Figure a shrinkage of 10 per cent, on earth removed from excava-

tion and placed in embankment.

(3) Excavation and embankment composed of both rock and earth in

mixed quantities should be estimated proportionately, using above

rules.

These rules should be used with care and judgment, as there is no

way of evading the fact that shrinkage does not always occur to this

extent or that more shrinkage may take place than anticipated. It is,

however, well enough established by observation that it is fair and safe

to anticipate these results in preliminary estimates.
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Appendix D

UNIT PRESSURES ALLOWABLE ON ROADBED OF DIFFER-

ENT MATERIALS

W. M. Dawley, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Before any conclusion could be drawn by your Committee on this

subject it was necessary to know the extent, distribution and amount
of pressure on the subgrade developed by the traffic passing over the

same.

The attempts at measurement of these pressures developed under

traffic, and of the depression of the subgrade under load, made by the

Joint Committee on Stresses in Track, were not successful enough to

warrant the use of the results obtained or even to encourage further

work in that direction.

A large amount of laboratory work has been done by the Joint

Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track in the investigation of the dis-

tribution of pressures for different depths of ballast and after conferring

with Professor A. N, Talbot, Chairman of that Committee, the follow-

ing is submitted for your consideration:

(1) Variation in Pressure Over Roadbed for Different Depths of

Ballast.

"(a) For a depth of 12 inches of ballast the maximum pressure

on the roadbed may be said to be as much as 2.75 times the pressure

obtained by considering the load to be uniformly distributed along the

roadbed for a width equal to the length of the tie.

"(b) For a depth of 18 inches of ballast the maximum pressure

on the roadbed may be said to be at least 1.6 times the average pressure

on the area above referred to.

"(c) For a depth of 24 inches of ballast the pressure on the road-

bed may be considered to be not far from the average pressure over an

area of roadbed having a width 6 inches wider than the length of 'a tie."

The foregoing is based upon a tie spacing of say 21 inches center

to center, and ties 8 feet or 8 feet 6 inches long. It is intended to rep-

resent results on well-kept traclj in good condition. The pressures con-

sidered are static pressures; the effect of vibration and impact will need

to be taken into account in determining the load which any roadway

will carry satisfactorily.

As an illustration consider a locomotive having axle loads of 60,000

lb. spaced 5 ft. 6 in. apart. The average pressure on a width of roadbed

of 8 ft. 6 inches would be 1,280 lb. per sq. ft. A maximum of 2.75 times

this is 3,520 lb. per sq. ft. If the impact effect increases the effect of the

load 50' per cent, the pressure would be 5,280 lb. per sq. ft. Allowance for

additional pressure due to counterbalance might give a large further in-

crease. It is seen that the pressure on the roadbed may be very high

under some conditions.
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(2) Allowable Pressure on Roadbed.

The pressure which a roadway can carry will, of course, depend

upon the nature and properties of the material of which it is composed,

and upon its condition with respect to moisture, frost, etc. No tests

have been made by the Committee on complicated and difficult questions.

No definite results have been obtained on what pressures are de-

veloped on roadbed in practice, or on the deformations due to load or

whether full recovery is generally obtained. In fact, it seems likely that

little more can be found by tests on the roadway itself than to check

up in a general way the deductions obtained from the laboratory tests

and from analysis. The pressures which different materials will carry

must also be got at in another manner.

The pressures above mentioned are averages of the individual read-

ings taken at many points on the subgrade under the ties. Fig. 80 of

the current report of the Joint Committee on Stresses in Track, here re-

produced for convenience of reference, shows the variation in pressure

both longitudinally and transversely of the tie for 12 inches depth

of sand ballast and for loads of from 21,000 to 40,000 lb. on the tie.

Fig. 97 of the above mentioned report, here reproduced, shows lines

of equal vertical pressure under three ties spaced 21 inches center to center

and demonstrates that at a depth equal to or slightly in excess of the tie

spacing the pressure becomes practically uniform, at 38 per cent, of the

average pressure of the tie or not far from the average pressure over

an area of roadbed having a width six inches wider than the length of

a tie.

If the pressure on the roadbed be computed by taking the load uni-

formly distributed along the roadbed for a width equal to the length

of the tie and this be increased by from 50 to 75 per cent, for impact,

vibration and effect of counterbalance and this result multiplied by 2.75

for 12 inches of ballast, 1.6 for 18 inches, or by 1.0 for 24 inches of

ballast, maximum pressures will be obtained which the roadbed will be

called upon to sustain without undue deformation or settling. There

is a dearth of information as to what pressure various soils will sustain

at such shallow depth as as from 1 to 2 feet.

Such materials, if available, should be chosen for the roadbed as

modern building practice has demonstrated will carry the loads com-

puted as above.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE X—ON SIGNALS AND
INTERLOCKING

J. A. Peabody, Chairman;

AzEL Ames,

H. S. Balliet,

A. M. Burt,

C. E. Denney,

F. L. DODGSON,

C. A. Dunham,
W. H. Elliott,

G. E. Ellis,

J. G. M. Leisenring,

H. K. LowRY,

VV. J. EcK, Vice-Chairman;

J. C. Mock,
F. P. Patenall,

A. H. RuDD,

MoTT Sawyer,

A. G. Shaver,

Thos. S. Stevens,

W. M. Vandersluis,

B. Wheelwright,

W. P. Wiltsee,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee on Signals and

Interlocking for study and report:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on the problem of signaling railroads with reference to

the effect of signaling and proper location of passing sidings on the capac-
ity of the line.

3. Report on the specifications adopted by the Signal Division of
the Engineering Section of the American Railroad Association which
warrant endorsement, conferfing with Committees Nos. 5, 6 and 15 and
other appropriate committees on appliances affecting track or structures.

4. Report on the desirability of providing in connection with an
automatic signal system

:

(a) An overlap or preliminary section.

(b) Approach restricting speed indications.

5. Report on the various types of light signals for day and night
indications.

6. Report on the feasibility of separating into distinct types of their

own the signals for train operation and the markers or signs which indi-

cate the location or position, or both, of information signs and switch
signs for conveying information to trainmen, and designs suitable for day
and night (if necessary), markers or signs for switches, derail switches,

stop signs, slow signs, resume speed signs, water station and trackpan
markers, highway crossing signals, etc.

7. Report on requisites of signal locations for automatic block sig-

nals for siilgle track roads.

8. Report on automatic train control.

9. Report on the extent to which methods are in use for short cir-

cuiting track circuits for the display of signals for the protection of
track workers.

10. (a) Report on application of aspect indicating that train mus:
take siding at a non-interlocking switch.

837
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~ih) Report on application of aspect indicating that "19" or "31" or-

ders are to be delivered.

11. Submit a code of signal rules.

13. Investigate and report on the subject of proper time interval for

the release of electrical and mechanical devices, applied to signal or
switch apparatus.

14. Investigate and report upon the effect of the use of ties treated

with any solution which affects the length of track sections.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Buffalo, April 17, 1919, in

Chicago, July 17, 1919, in Buffalo, October 16, 1919, and in ' Chicago,

January 15, 1920, a very full attendance occurring at each meeting.

(1) Revision of the Manual

The corrections which your Committee recommends for the Manual

are of a minor nature, and are not of such character as to warrant print-

ing in this report.

(2) Report on the Problems of Signaling Railroads with Reference

to the Effect of Signaling and Proper Location of Passing

Sidings on the Capacity of the Line

Your Committee feels that it has completed the work on this subject

so far as relates to the proper location of passing tracks and reported

fully on same and that the portion of the subject relating to the location

of signals is covered by subject (7) and will be handled under that item

by the Committee. Recommendations relative to this subject are given

under the heading of Conclusions.

(3) Report on the Specifications Adopted by the Signal Division of

the Engineering Section of the American Railroad Association

Which Warrant Endorsement, Conferring with Committees

Nos. 5, 6 an-d 15 and Other Appropriate Committees on

Appliances Affecting Track or Structures

In Appendix A your Committee submits list of matters acted upon

by the Signal Division of the Engineering Section of the American Rail-

road Association at its convention in 1919 and adopted by letter-ballot.

Recommendations on this subject are given under -the heading of

Conclusions.

«

(4) Report on the Desirability of Providing in Connection with an

Automatic Signal System:

(a) An Overlap or Preliminary Section

(b) Approach Restricting Speed Indications

No report.
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(5) Report on the Various Types of Light Signals for Day and

Night Indications

Your Committee reports progress.

(6) Information Signs

Your Committee reports progress.

(7) Report on Requisites of Signal Locations for Automatic Block

Signals for Single-Track Roads

Your Committee reports progress.

(8) Report on Automatic Train Control

In Appendix B your Committee presents a comparative statement of

the definitions and requisites for automatic train control devices that have

been adopted by various committees and associations. Recommendations

are made under the heading of Conclusions.

(9) Report on the Extent to Which Methods Are in Use for Short

Circuiting Track Circuits for the Display of Signals for the

Protection of Track Workers

Your Committee reports progress.

(10) Aspects

Your Committee reports progress.

(11) Submit a Code of Signal Rules

No report.

(13) Investigate and Report on the Subject of Proper Time Interval

for the Release of Electrical and Mechanical Devices, Applied

to Signal or Switch Apparatus

No report.

(14) Investigate and Report Upon the Effect of the Use of Ties

Treated with Any Solution Which Affects the Length
of Track Sections

In Appendix C your Committee submits a partial report. Recom-
mendations on this subject are given under the heading of Conclusions.
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Conclusions

Your Committee recommends that the following action be taken on

the reports submitted herewith:

2. That the matter relative to this subject previously submitted by

the Committee and accepted by the Association as information be con-

sidered as complete reports relative to the effect of the proper location

of passing tracks on the capacity of the line, that the remainder of the

subject is involved with subject No. 7, should be combined with it and

subject No. 2 withdrawn.

3. That the list of Signal Division, Engineering Section of the

.A.merican Railroad Association, specifications and standards submitted as

Appendix A by this Committee be published in the Manual as supple-

tiientary to the list of Railway Signal Association specifications and

standards heretofore submitted. This for the information of the

members.

8. That the report submitted in Appendix B be accepted as informa-

tion.

14. Your Committee recommends that the report submitted in .'\p-

pcndix C be accepted as information.

Recommendations for Next Year's Work

Your Committee recommends for next year's work continuation of

subjects 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13. Your Committee also recom-

mends that the following new topics be assigned

:

As new No. 2—Report on colors for signals.

As new No. 15—Report on the effect of electric locomotive head-

lights on signals.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Signals .\nd Interlocking,

T. A. Pe.'\ijody, Chairman.

y



Appendix A

(3) REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS ADOPTED BY THE AMER-
ICAN RAILROAD ASSOCIATION, SIGNAL DIVISION,

WHICH, IN THE JUDGMENT OF THE COMMIT-
TEE. WARRANT CONSIDERATION.

Your Committee submits the following list of matters acted upon l\v

the American Railroad Association, Signal Division, at its convention in

1919 and adopted by letter-ballot

:

List of Findings, Conclusions, Standards and Specifications Addf.d to

THE Manual by the American Railroad Association.

Signal Division, in 1919.

Text

Alternator, Specifications.

Battery, Caustic Soda: Instructions for installation and handling.

Bond, Impedance : Specifications.

Jar, Primary Battery: Specifications.

Joint, Wire : Specifications.

Machine, Mechanical Interlocking: Requisites.

Machine, Mechanical Interlocking, with improved Saxby and Farmer
Interlocking: Specifications.

Machine, Power Interlocking : Specifications.

Petroleum for Use in Impedance Bonds : Specifications.

Phrases and Words.
Provisions, General.
Relay, A.C. : Specifications.

Requirements, General Electrical.

Sections. Standard—For use in Unit Specifications.

Signal, Electric Color Light : Specifications.

Signal, Electric Position Light Specifications.

Signal, Semaphore—Alternating Current Motor, Specifications.

Tape, Friction : Specifications.

Transformer, Single-phase line. Oil immersed. Self-cooled: Specifications.

Transformer, Single-phase Track, Air-cooled : Specifications.

Volt-ammeter, Portable Direct Current : Specifications.

Drawings

-Adapter, Staflf Tip ARA SD 1459

Chart, Compensation ARA SD 1102

Compensator, Pipe—One Way Horizontal ARA SD 1014

lar, Storage Battery ARA SD 1224

"Lamp, Switch (Cylindrical Type) ARA SD 1460

Socket, Switch Lamp Base ARA SD 1461
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Appendix C

RKPORT ON USK OF Z1NC-TRK.\TE1) TIKS IN TRAClv

CIRCUITS

1. As the electrical conductivity of zinc-treated lies decreases with

age during tiie first year, better results may be had by allowing the ties

to season for a period of from 2 to 6 months before using in a circuited

track, thus avoiding the use of the tie while its conductivity is greatest.

2. For good results, the number of zinc-treated ties installed per

year in any track circuit should not be greater than 15% of the total

number of ties in that circuit.

3. (a) It is recommended that maximum rail resistance not to

exceed .1 ohm per thousand feet of track be maintained. Ordinarily it

will be lower. This resistance can and should be reduced to a minimum
by using bonding wires of high conductivity or increasing the number of

bonding wires per joint.

(b) Rail and bonding resistance may be determined by the follow-

ing formulae in which

E ^= Volts at rail — battery end.

e = Volts at rail — relay end.

/ = Amperes flow from battery.

i = Amperes flow through relay.

R = Rail and bonding resistance total in ohms.

r = Rail and bonding resistance per 1,000 ft. of track in olims.

L = Length of track circuit in feet.

2 (E-e)
R =

(/+0
2000 (E—e)

r —
L (7+0

4. (a) The length of track circuit should be determined by the

ballast resistance or the resistance from rail to rail through ties, ballast,

and track insulation.

(b) The following table expresses in ohms, per thousand feet of

track, ballast resistance on various kinds of ties

:

Date
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Key: Section 1—Zinc- treated red oak.

" 2—Zinc-trcatcd red oak soaked and scrubbed.

3—Red oak treated with 25% creosote, 75% gas oil.

" 4—Red oak treated with 10% creosote, 90% gas oil.

" 5—White oak untreated.

" Various species—old tics in place for several years.

(c) Ballast resistance may be determined by the following formulae

fn which

E = Volts at rail—battery end.

f = Volts at rail—relay end.

/ = Amperes flow from battery.

/ =: Amperes flow through relay.

Y = Ballast resistance total in ohms.

y = Ballast resistance per 1,000 ft. of track.

(E+e)

2 (I-i)

_ L (E-\-e)

2000 (/—

(d) Unless the ammeter with which the current readings are taken

is of an extremely low resistance, such readings should be taken only for

the purpose of determining the resistance of the unit and relay. The

current flow should then be calculated from these resistances and the

voltage drop across them, otherwise the error due to the resistance of the

instrument will affect the results.

(e) When the rail resistance is equal to .1 ohm per 1,000 feet of

track, .a 2-ohm relay used, and the ballast resistance per 1,000 feet of

track as determined by the above formulae is as shown below, the track

circuits should not exceed the lengths shown opposite the following

resistances

:

1 ohm — 2200 feet. •

2 ohm — 3400 feet.

3 ohm— 4400 feet.

4 ohm — 5200 feet.

The lengths as above shown provide for the operation of the relay

at 150 degrees F. (65 deg. C), under which condition, with .6 volts at

the battery, there will be 115 milamperes flowing through the relay.

5. Because of a low ballast resistance in track circuits where zinc-

treated ties are used, a 2-ohm relay should be used, as it will operate

satisfactorily when a relay of higher resistance will not.

(28)
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Yards and Terminals submits herewith its report

to the Twentj'-first Annual Convention.

The subjects assigned your Committee are as follows:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual, and
submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on unit operation of railroad terminals in large cities, revis-

ing the Catechism as a statement of principles for inclusion in the Manual.

3. Report on handling of freight in double-deck freight houses, and
cost of operation. Also report on handling freight by mechanical means.

4. Continue study of typical situation plans for passenger stations,

and methods of their operation.

. 5. Report on classification yards, including methods of switching

from classification yards to advance yards.

6. Report on advantages of small sorting yard with grade sufficient

for gravity switching to be located between classification and advance
pocket, for the purpose of switching trains into station order.

Committee Meetings

In addition to the meetings of the various Sub-Committees, the Gen-

eral Committee held meetings during the year as follows

:

Chicago, May 28th.

Chicago, July 28th and 29th.

Chicago, January 13th.

(1) Revision of Manual

The Committee has no recommendation to make for changes in the

Manual, with the exception of the substitution of the "Specifications for

the Manufacture and Installation of Railroad Track Scales," for similar

specifications now in the Manual. This matter is referred to more in

detail under the heading of "Special Assignments."

851
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(2) Unit Operation of Railroad Terminals in Large Cities

Your Committee has given this subject due consideration and study

during the year. A large volume of data has been obtained in reference

to unit operation, but the Committee is not prepared to make a final report

thereon at this time. Your Committee therefore reports progress and

recommends a continuance of the subject.

The results of unit operation of terminals, as reported by the

Regional Directors, during the period of Federal control, arc given in

Appendix C.

Progress Reports

On subjects 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively, handling of freight in double-

deck freight houses ; typical plans for passenger stations ; classification

yards; and small sorting yards, your Committee reports progress.

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

Railroad Track Scales

At the Twentieth Annual Convention your Committee on Yards and

Terminals was instructed to co-operate with a joint committee appointed

by the United States Railroad Administration for the purpose of drafting

"Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Railroad Track

Scales," your Committee being given power by the Association to act for it

in this matter. This assignment was entrusted to the Sub-Committee on

Track Scales.

As a result of a number of meetings of the joint committee and your

Track Scale Sub-Committee, "Specifications for the Manufacture and

Installation of Railroad Track Scales" were finally agreed upon and re-

ceived the approval of all interests concerned.

Your Committee submits in Appendix A the results of the labors of

the joint committee, and recommends that the specifications contained

therein be approved and substituted for the "Specifications for Track

Scales," now included in the Manual.

Anticipating the approval of these specifications, it was considered

desirable to also revise the "Specifications for the Location, Maintenance,

Operation and Testing," to conform to the new track scale specifications.

Rules covering these subjects were therefore prepared and are submitted

in Appendix B for approval. Approval of these rules will automatically

cancel similar rules now in the Manual.

The Director-General of Railroads, under date of February 14, 1920,

makes the following comment on the "Specifications for the Manufacture
and Installation of Railroad Track Scales"

:

"I approve the Specifications subject to an express proviso tliat as
to Railroad Track Scales used for the weighing of grain they shall be
subject to such order, if any, as to such scales as the Interstate Commerce
Commission may make in Docket 9009.
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"It is understood that the Specifications are approved, not as an
absolute requirement, but as a Recommended Practice, which is satis-

factory to the Railroad Administration."

Typical Water Station Layouts

Your Committee was instructed to collaborate with the Committee on

Water Service upon plans and specifications for typical water station

layouts.

Conforming to that instruction, the Committee on Water Service sub-

mitted fifteen plans, showing typical terminal, passenger station, junction

and yard layouts, requesting your Committee to locate proposed water

facilities. This was done and the plans returned to the Water Service

Committee.

Your Committee has had no further advice from the Water Service

Committee.

In the report of the Water Service Committee, it is noted that it has

tentatively reported that water facilities are not generally necessary on

incoming tracks at terminals.

This Committee is of the opinion that it is necessary to have water

facilities on all incoming tracks at engine terminals.

Conclusions

Your Committee recommends the following action on its report

:

1. That the "Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of

Railroad Track Scales" be approved and substituted for the "Specifications

for Track Scales" now in the Manual. (Appendix A.)

2. That the "Rules for the Location, Maintenance, Operation and

Testing of Track Scales," and the several appendices accompanying same,

he approved and substituted for similar matter now in the Manual.

(Appendix B.)

3. That the remainder of the report be received as information and

progress.

Recommendations for Future Work
1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Report on unit operation of railroad terminals.

3. Report on handling of freight on two-track level freight houses

and team tracks. Also, multiple-storied freight houses and handling of

freight by mechanical means.

4. Continue study of typical situation plans for passenger stations,

and methods of their operation.

5. Report on classification yards.

6. Study methods of economic transfer of lading of bad-order cars

in large terminals by introducing mechanical means or otherwise.

7. Report on scales and weighing.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Yards and Terminals,

B. H. Mann, Chairman.



Appendix A

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTAL-

LATION OF RAILROAD TRACK SCALES

Preface

These Specifications were prepared by a Committee repre-

senting The American Railroad Association, The American

Railway Engineering Association, The United States Bureau

of Standards, The Railroad and Warehouse Commission of

Minnesota, The National Scale Men's Association and The

Scale Manufacturers' Association.

Acknowledgment is made of the value of similar work

previously done by railroads and organizations from whose

specifications preferred sections and items have been selected

and co-ordinated to produce a standard which should be

acceptable to all interests for general use throughout the

United States.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILROAD
TRACK SCALES

(For Knife Edge Scales Only, Not Including Overhead Sus-

pension Scales.)

INTRODUCTION

These specifications are intended to apply to knife edge

scales of the straight and tprsion lever types for weighing

cars in regular interchange service. They do not apply to

overhead suspended scales, nor to scales now in service except

that reinstallations of old scales should be governed as nearly

as practicable by the provisions of the specifications relating

to installation of new scales. They are intended, except in

special cases, to secure reasonable uniformity in scales for

similar service but without preventing improvements in types

of scales or in scale parts.

Requirements not in common with other track scale

specifications are the provision for two classes of scales to

meet weighing conditions as determined by the volume of

traffic to be weighed ; and standardization of capacities and

lengths as follows

:

Heavy Service Scales to have sectional

capacities of seventy-five and one hundred

tons ; and lengths of fifty, fifty-six and sixty

feet.

Light Service Scales to have sectional

capacities of sixty and seventy-five tons

;

and lengths of fifty, fifty-six and sixty feet.

Heavy Service Scales and Light Service Scales differ prin-

cipally in the features which aiTect wear in use and not at all

in strength for given capacities. It is intended that the Heavy
Service Scales shall be selected for usual railroad and industry

855
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installations. The use of the Light Service Scales is intended

for locations where relatively only a few cars arc to be

weighed.

Requests for proposals for track scales to conform to

these specifications should specify the class, sectional capacity

and length of scale required, together with such other informa-

tion as will insure complete and uniform proposals.
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Section I

CLASSES OF SCALES

1. Character of Classification: Scales shall be divided

into two classes, namely, Heavy Service Scales and Light

Service Scales; and except when otherwise specifically pro-

vided these specifications are to apply to both classes of

scales.

(a) Heavy Service Scales: Heavy Service Scales are

those over which a large number of cars are to be weighed

;

and they shall have sectional capacities of 75 or 100 tons,

except for special cases.

(b) Light Service Scales: Light Service Scales are those

over which relatively only a few cars are to be weighed ; and

they shall have sectional capacities of 60 or 75 tons, except

for special cases.

2. Special Cases: For special cases which cannot be

covered in these specifications, it is recommended that the

material, workmanship, etc., shall be at least equal to that

required in these specifications, and that the principles herein

set forth be followed in so far as they apply.

Section II

CAPACITY

1. Capacity Defined: The capacity of a scale is equal

to the weight of the heaviest car it will weigh, provided that

the scale will support a train of such cars passing over the

scale without stresses being developed in the members of

the scale which are in excess of those hereinafter specified.

The car weight for a given sectional capacity and given

length of scale is shown in table for Scale Capacities and

Weigh-Bridgc Girders, Section XXIV.

2. Capacity Required: The capacity of the scale shall

be sufficient to meet the requirements of the heaviest service

to which it may be subjected.
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3. Sectional Capacity: The sectional capacity of the

scale is the greatest weight which, if applied on the load knife

edges of each pair of main levers, will produce stresses in the

scale parts not exceeding those given in the table of Working
Stresses, Section IV.

Section III

PLANS

1. Plans: The manufacturer shall furnish to the pur-

chaser plans of design showing stresses and detailed dimen-

sions for all scale parts, and the material of which they are

to be fabricated ; also assembly plans showing location of all

field connections and all information necessary for the pur-

chaser to design and construct the pit and parts not furnished

by the scale manufacturer.

Section IV

WORKING STRESSES

1. The following unit stresses shall not be exceeded

when the scale is loaded to its capacity as defined above.

These stresses include an allowance for impact caused by

moving loads. The strength of each member shall be de-

termined by its weakest cross-section.

2. Iron and Steel, Working Stresses in Pounds Per

Square Inch:

Steel for Pivots
and Bearings

Steel Machin- Struc- ,
^

,

Cast Cast- ery tural High Special
Nature of Stress Iron ings Steel Steel Carbon Alloy

Tension 1,500 8,000 8,000 10,000 24,000 30,000
Compression 8,000 10,000 8,000 10,000 24,000 30,000
Transverse Bending

Tension 2,500 8,000 8,000 10,000 24,000 30,000
Compression ..8,000 10,000 8.000 10,000 24,000 30,000

Shear 2,500 6,000 5,000 7,000
Torsion 2,500 6,000 ..... -7,000

The bearing stress on steel pins shall not exceed 15,000

pounds per square inch.
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3. Knife Edge Bearing Stresses

:

(a) Heavy Service Scales: For Heavy Service Scales

the load per linear inch of knife edge shall not exceed 5,000

pounds for high carbon steel or 6,000 pounds for special alloy

steel.

(b) Light Service Scales: For Light Service Scales the

load per linear inch of knife edge shall not exceed 6,000 pounds

for high carbon steel or 7,000 pounds for special alloy steel.

4. Concrete Bearing Stresses: Stresses to be allowed

for bearing on concrete shall not exceed 300 pounds per

square inch under scale lever stands, and at all other points

shall not exceed 400 pounds per square inch.

5. Loops, Formula for Stresses: Considering the end

of the loop as a simple beam, its section at the point of maxi-

Wmum bending shall be determined by the formula -j- -^i
wherein W equals the maximum load applied to the loop,

L equals the distance between the center lines of the depend-

ing sides, and / equals the distance over which the load is

distributed.

6. Projecting Pivots, Formula For Stresses : Where
practicable, the pivots shall be supported their full length by
integral parts of the lever. Where inipracticable to so sup-

port the pivots, the bending moments shall be determined as

follows

:

Let W equal the total load on both ends of pivot in

pounds.
L " the moment arm in inches.

/ " the length of bearing in loop, in inches.

T " distance between friction faces of loop, in

inches.

B " the width of boss or sustaining member
enveloping pivot, in inches.

M " bending moment in pivot, in inch pounds.

Then :

L equals 5^/ plus (T-B) plus >4 i"-

and

:

WL W
M equals = — [^/2/ plus (T-B) plus ^ in].

2 2
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Section V

LENGTH OF SCALE AND NUMBER OF SECTIONS

1. Scale Length Defined: The length of a scale shall

be considered as the effective weighing length of the live

rails. In no case shall this effective w^eighing length be

greater than the distance between the centers of end sections.

2. Scale Lengths Standardized: The lengths of scales,

except in restricted trafific movements, or for special cases,

shall be 50, 56 or 60 feet.

3. Number of Sections: Scales of 60 feet or less in

length shall not be constructed in more than four sections.

4. Motion Weighing: When cars are to be weighed in

motion the speed shall not exceed four miles per hour, and

each car shall be entirely and alone on the scale a minimum
of three seconds. This condition applies to cars normally

weighed. When scales are of such a design or length as not

to permit of the above condition, cars shall be spotted to

secure accurate weights.

Section VI

SCALE LEVERS

1. Qualities of Castings: The finished levers shall not

be unduly warped ; they shall be free from blisters, large holes

or other imperfections, and shall be brought to a reasonably

smooth finish.

2. Machined Ways for Nose Irons: Levers that are to

be equipped with nose irons shall have those portions of the

lever ends receiving them machined for the full distance over

which the nose irons are to move.

3. Leveling Lugs: In scales of the straight lever type

each lever shall be provided with leveling lugs for longitudinal

alinement. In scales of the torsion lever type, leveling lugs

shall be provided on the pipe or torsion member for trans-

verse alinement and on the extension arm for longitudinal
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aHncnicnt. Each pair of lugs shall be spaced eleven (11)

inches. The leveling surfaces of each pair of lugs shall be

finished to a common plane which shall be parallel to the

plane established by the knife edges of the end pivots.

4. Marking of Levers: Figures denoting .the multiple

of each lever shall be cast or otherwise permanently marked

in plain figures thereon.

5. Length, Allowable Variation: All main levers shall

be true to within }^ of an inch ; and all extension levers shall

be true to within % of ^n inch of their nominal lengths be-

tween the knife edges of end pivots.

6. Loading of Levers Other Than Main Levers: In es-

tablishing the load for determining the stresses in the levers

other than main levers, it shall be assumed that the end ex-

tension levers carry a total live and dead load corresponding

to 100% of the sectional capacity; the portion of the middle

extension levers carrying the load from the end section only,

100% of the sectional capacity ; and the portion of the middle

extension levers carrying the combined load from the end

section and inner section, 160% of the sectional capacity ; the

transverse extension lever, shelf lever and beam, 300% of the

sectional capacity.

Section VII

PIVOTS AND KNIFE EDGES

1. Material: The requirements for physical properties

of the steel used for pivots shall be as follows:

(a) Special Alloy Steel in the Annealed State :

Elastic Limit Not over 75,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile Strength Not over 110,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in. Not less than 20%.
Reduction in Area Not less than 35%.

(b) Special Alloy Steel Hardened:

Elastic Limit Not less than 160,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile Strength Not less than 200,000 lb. per sq. in.
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Elongation in 2 in. Not less than 5%.
Reduction in Area Not less than 25%.
Shore Hardness Not less than 85.

(c) High Carbon Steel in the Annealed State:

Elastic Limit Not over 55,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile Strength Not over 117,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in. Not less than 15%.
Reduction in Area Not less than 25%.

(d) High Carbon Steel Hardened:

Elastic Limit Not less than 135,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile Strength Not less than 180,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in. Not less than 3%.
Reduction in Area Not less than 12%.
Shore Hardness Not less than 85.

2. Design: All pivots shall be designed and manufac-

tured so that the two sides joining to form the knife edge

shall make an angle that will not exceed 90 degrees ; that the

tolerance for offset of the knife edge of the pivot, as figured

from the center line of the pivot at its base, shall be within

10% of the width of the ])ivot for "machined in" pivots, and

15% of the width of the pivot for "cast in" pivots.

3. Mountmg:

(a) Fastening: All pivots shall be firmly fastened in

position, without swedging or caulking.

(b) Machining: For Heavy Service Scales all pivots of

the main levers shall be machined and fitted into machined

ways.

(c) Continuous Contact: All pivots shall be mounted
so as to secure equal and continuous contact of the knife edges

with their respective bearings for the full length of the parts

designed to be in contact ; in loop bearings the knife edges

shall project slightly beyond the bearings in the loops.

(d) Position: The pivots shall be so mounted that each

knife edge in a given lever will be maintained in a horizontal

plane under any load ; and shall be so mounted that a plane

bisecting the angle of a knife edge will be perpendicular to

the horizontal plane established by the knife edges of the
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end pivots, and shall be so mounted that the knife edges in

a given lever will be parallel to each other.

4. Support for Projecting Pivots : The reinforcing on

the levers to support projecting pivots shall be tapered off to

prevent lodgment of dirt next to the pivots and to provide

proper clearances.

5. Fulcrum Distance: The distance between the ful-

crum pivot knife edge and the load pivot knife edge in main

levers of Heavy Service Scales shall be not less than eight (8)

inches. For Light Service Scales it is recommended that this

fulcrum distance shall be not less than six and one-half (6J/2)

inches.

6. Location of Main Lever Load Knife Edges: The
load knife edges of the main levers shall be so located that

the center line of the live rails can be placed in the vertical

plane established by the centers of those knife edges.

Section VIII

NOSE IRONS

1. Design and Fastening: The nose irons shall be

firmly fastened in proper position by means of screws or

bolts of a recognized standard size and thread, or other

equally effective mechanical device.

(a) Design of Fastening: The means for clamping the

nose irons in position shall be of such design that indenta-

tions in the lever will not be made, and shall be independent

of any means provided for adjustment.

(b) Direction of Fastening: The means for clamping

nose irons in position shall force or hold them against the

lever in the same direction as they would be forced by the

load.

(c) Control of Nose Iron Movement : The movement of

the nose irons shall be controlled by means of adjusting

screws of recognized standard size and thread. These screws

shall be made of a material which will not corrode.

2. Marking of Position: The position of each nose iron

as determined by the factory adjustment, shall be accurately.
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clearly and permanently indicated by a well-defined mark on

the lever and nose iron, which shall meet on a common line.

3. Finish and Pivot Mounting : Those surfaces of the

nose irons intended to come into slidable contact with the

levers shall be made true so as to secure an accurate fit of

the nose irons on or in the levers. Each nose iron shall be

of such design that when adjustments are made the knife

edge will be held parallel to its original position.

Section IX

LEVER FULCRUM STANDS

1. Design:

(a) Height of Pillars and Area of Bases: The height

of the pillars and the dimensions of the bases of the stands

shall be sufficient to prevent a tipping action. In stands of

the two pillar type, both pillars shall be of equal height.

(b) Pillars, Position on Bases: The pillars or upright

portions of the stands carrying the bearings shall be so placed

on the bases that the centers of the bearing lines shall be

over the centers of gravity of the bearing surfaces of the

stands.

(c) Anchor Bolt Holes : Two or more anchor bolt

holes, not less than two inches in diameter, shall be provided

in proper places in the bases of all the stands, unless other

equally effective means for anchorage is provided.

2. Qualities of Castings: The castings shall be free

from blisters and large holes, or other imperfections, and shall

be brought to a reasonably smooth finish.

3. Bases for Lever Stands: The bases of the stands

shall be finished to within a tolerance of 1/32 of an inch, or

machined when to be mounted on metal bed plates ; accurate

to a plane perpendicular to the axis of the upright portion

of the stand, and the knife-edge bearing line shall be parallel

to the surface of the base.

4. Pillars, Finish of Tops: The tops of the pillars for

receiving the bearing steels, caps or blocks shall be finished

to a tolerance of 1/32 of an inch.
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5. Tie Bars : Tie bars for the lever frames are not re-

quired, but if used, the contiguous surfaces shall be machined.

Section X

BEARINGS, BEARING BLOCKS AND LINKS

1. Material for Bearing Steels: The character of the

material for bearing steels will be found under "Knife Edges,"

Section VII. The bearing steels shall be equal to or greater

in hardness than the knife edges which oppose them. It is

found good practice to have the bearing steels not less than

95 points hardness on the Shore recording scleroscope for

high carbon steel, and not less than 90 for special alloy steel.

2. Design of Bearings : Scales shall be so designed that

when the load is applied to the live rails, the oscillation of

the weigh-bridge will not displace the bearings at points of

contact on the knife edges.

3. Mounting of Bearing Steels: All like bearing steels

shall be interchangeable or mounted in interchangeable bear-

ing steel blocks. When the steels are separable and inter-

changeable in the blocks they shall be fastened in position

by means of set screws of a recognized standard size and

thread, and of a material which will not corrode, or by other

equally effective device.

4. Finish of Bearing Steels and Bearing Blocks: The
bearing surfaces shall be brought to a smooth, true and ac-

curate finish to provide continuity of contact with the oppos-

ing knife edges.

5. Weigh-Bridge Bearings: The tops of weigh-bridge

bearings making contact with the weigh-bridge girders shall

be finished to within 1/32 of an inch of a true plane that will

bring them all to the same height when in position, and in a

plane parallel to the bottom of the bases of the fulcrum

stands. These tops shall be provided with bolt holes of a

sufficiently large diameter to allow for adjustment both trans-

versely and longitudinally to secure a proper alinement of

parts.
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Section XI

LOOPS AND CONNECTIONS

1. Design Proportion: In loops which form bearings

for projecting pivots, the radius of the portion of the bearing

making immediate contact with the knife edges and the

radius of the eye of the loop shall be not less than the length

of the longest side of the cross-section of the pivot to be

used in the loop.

2. Length: All loops in like connections, except where

made adjustable, shall be of the same length.

3. Steelyard Rod: The steelyard rod shall be equipped

with a turnbuckle.

4. Lock-Nuts: Bolts or turnbuckles used as a part of

the connections shall be provided with lock-nuts.

Section XII

CHECKS

1. Type: All weigh-bridges shall be checked by ad-

justable checks of the rod or other approved type which shall

be equal to the rod type in functioning.

2. Character: Both longitudinal and transverse checks

shall be provided.

3. Position: The checks shall be attached as high as

possible and shall be horizontal, and parallel with or perpen-

dicular to the vertical plane through the center line of the

track according to whether they are longitudinal or transverse

checks.

4. Number: Not less than four (4) longitudinal and

eight (8) transverse checks shall be provided. When the rod

type is used, they shall be assumed to act in tension only.

5. Strength: The combined area in square inches of

the check rods at either end or side shall be not less than the

sectional capacity in pounds divided by 60,000 wlien steel

check rods are used.
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Section XIII

WEIGH-BEAM AND ACCESSORIES

1. Design:

(a) Capacity: The maximum capacity of the beam shall

be not greater than one and two-thirds (l^^) times the sec-

tional capacity.

(b) Full Capacity Beam: Except for special cases a

beam of the full capacity type shall be provided.

(c) Shoulder Stop: A shoulder stop shall be provided

on all beams to prevent the travel of the main poise back of

the zero notch.

(d) Notches: The number of notches for the main

poise shall not exceed six (6) per inch. Each notch shall be

so made that when the pawl rests in it, a line projected from

the center of the side of the notch nearer the zero graduation

to the axis about which the pawl revolves will be perpendic-

ular to that side of the notch.

(e) Pawl or Latch: The tip or point of the pawl or

latch shall be of the same width as the notches of the beam,

and shall be rounded off so that a small amount of dust or

dirt in the bottom of the notch will not prevent the poise

from assuming its correct position.

(f) Projections and Recesses: Poises shall be designed

so as to present the least number of recesses or projections

in or on which dust or dirt may accumulate.

(g) Ball or Cone Bearings: Ball bearings, cone bear-

ings or other means shall be provided to secure as free a

movement of the poise along the beam as possible, but with-

out sideplay of the poise.

(h) Registering Beam: Scales that are to be used ex-

clusively for spot weighing of cars or carload freight shall be

equipped with a type registering, or other registering beam,

of a capacity that will enable the entire load to be weighed

in one draft, and without the use of additional weights of

any kind, except for special weighing.
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(i) Fractional Bar Stops: On registering beams the

fractional poise sliall be equipped with means to insure a

positive stop at any 20-pound interval, and a stop shall be

provided to prevent the movement of the fractional bar beyond

its proper travel in either direction.

(j) Operating Lever: A substantial double or other

approved type of hand grip shall be provided to facilitate the

printing or registering of the w^eight on the ticket with the

least possible disturbance of the beam.

(k) Receptacle for Weight Ticket: On registering

beams means shall be provided to prevent the placing of the

weight ticket in its receptacle in any position in which an

incorrect weight can be registered.

2. Marking:

(a) Intervals: The notches and graduations on the

main beam shall be made at the thousand (1000) pound

intervals.

(b) Length of Graduations: For the main beam the

zero graduation and all graduations representing multiples of

10,000 pounds shall be }i inches in length. All graduations

having values in tliousands of pounds ending in 4 and 8 shall

be 3/2 inches in length. All other graduations shall be }i

inches in length, or the alternative method of marking may
be used in which the marks representing 5, 15, 25, etc., thou-

sand pounds shall be not less than Ij^ times the intermediate

lines, and every tenth line shall be longer than every fifth

line, and the lengths of the graduations other than the 5s

and 10s shall be not greater than twice 4he distance between

their centers, preferably IjA times the distance between their

centers,

(c) Size of Figures: For the main beam the zero grad-

uation and every tenth graduation therefrom shall have its

value in thousands of pounds (i. e., 0, 10, 20, etc.) marked by

figures ^ inches in height, except the last graduation on

beam, which shall be marked in full, for example, 200,000

pounds. All other graduations, in beams graduated by the
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first method, having- values in thousands of pounds ending

in an even figure, namely, 2, 4, 6 and 8, shall be marked by

figures f\ inches in height. On beams graduated by the sec-

ond method the 5s, 15s, etc., may or may not have the value

in thousands of pounds marked, or may have a star or other

device placed opposite the line. No other graduations having

readings in thousands of pounds ending in an uneven figure

shall be marked. All numbers shall be placed directly be-

neath their respective graduations and shall be within yV

inches to }i inches of the graduation.

(d) Fractional Beam : For registering beams the gradu-

ations for the fractional beam shall be placed at 20-pound

intervals up to and including 980 pounds, or if the fractional

beam corresponds to a full 1000 pounds, the last figure shall

be marked to read 999 pounds. Non-registering fractional

beams shall be graduated in 50-pound intervals, except for

special cases.

3. Balance Ball: A balance ball shall be provided and

its movement shall be controlled by means of a self-contained

hand operated screw or other device which will not require

that the ball be rotated in making any adjustments. A means
for locking the ball in position shall be provided. The bal-

ance ball shall be provided with vertical adjustment.

4. Counterbalance Weights: If counterbalance weights

are to be used, the lower end of the hanger stem shall be

threaded ; a cup for the loose balancing material shall be

screwed to the lower end of the stem and each additional

weight shall be provided with an elongated hole in the center

through which the hanger stem may pass. No slotted counter-

balance weights are to be used. When no counterbalance

weights' are necessary on top of the counterbalance cup the

cavity shall be closed by a cover, secured in a positive man-
ner. No counterbalance weights shall be used in any place

in the scale, except at the beam.

5. Multiplication: A pivot with a loop shall be pro-

vided at the tip of the beam. The multiplication to this pivot

knife edge shall be 7000 or 10,000, which shall be plainly and

permanently stamped on the beam.
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6. Identification of Parts: Each beam shall be given a

serial number which shall be stamped on the beam. The

pivots, poises and fractional bar shall have stamped on them

identification marks to show to which beam each belongs,

and the pivots shall be so marked as to indicate their proper

positions in the beam.

7. Type Figures: Type figures shall be made of a ma-

terial sufficiently hard so that they will not easily become

battered or defaced. The figures shall be plain and raised

sufficiently high to insure a clear impression when the weight

ticket or tape is stamped. They shall be so attached and

secured in their jirojier places that they will not become

loosened.

8. Beam Fulcrum Stand:

(a) Design: The beam shall be supported on a stand

provided with compensating bearings, and shall not be sus-

pended. The height of the pillars and the dimensions of the

base of the stand shall be such as to prevent a tipping action.

(b) Height: The height of the stand, measured from

the bottom surface of the base to the pivot bearing surface,

shall not exceed 13 inches.

(c) Finish: The bearing surface of the base of the

stand shall be finished to a plane perpendicular to the axis

of the upright portion of the stand, and the knife-edge line

of the bearing shall be parallel to the base. The center of

the bearing line shall be vertically over the center of gravity

of the bearing surface of the base.

9. Trig Loop:

(a) Material: The contact parts of the trig loop shall

be made of a non-magnetic material.

(b) Play of the Beam: The play of the beam in the

trig loop shall be not more than 2% of the distance from. the

trig loop to the knife edge of the fulcrum pivot.

(c) Pointer: The beam shall be fitted with a pointer

to be used in connection with a fixed graduation or other

device on the trig loop to indicate a central position in the

trig loop when the beam is horizontal.
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10. Beam Support: Cast-iron pillars or equivalent and

a beam shelf shall be provided for all scales. The beam ful-

crum and the trii;- stand shall he securely erected thereon.

This shelf shall be stronj;- and sufficiently rigid, so that it

will not deflect to an extent that the action of the scale will

be affected.

Section XIV

ANTI-FRICTION POINTS AND PLATES

1. Required: Anti-friction points and plates shall be

provided to limit the relative lengthwdse displacement of all

knife edges with respect to their bearings.

2. Material: The anti-friction points and plates shall

be made of hardened carbon steel and the plates shall be at

least as hard as the points which come in contact with them.

3. Design: The anti-friction points shall consist of a

point or projection of small area formed on the knife edge,

in the case of full length contact knife edges, or shall be

formed on plates securely attached to the levers or pivots.

The design of the anti-friction points shall be such that they

will always make contact with their opposing plates on the

line of the knife edges, within practical limits. In loop bearings

the parts which come in contact with the anti-friction points

shall be formed without any points or projections so that,

when the loop is relatively displaced in a direction at right

angles to the knife edges, the contact will continue to be

made with the anti-friction points on the line of the knife

edge.

4. Clearances: The clearances between the anti-friction

plates and anti-friction points shall not exceed -^^ of an inch

on the beam, }i of an inch on the shelf lever, and yi of an

inch on all other levers, and the minimum clearances shall

be not less than one-half these amounts respectively.

Section XV
CLEARANCES

1. The clearance around and between the fixed and live

parts of the lever system of a scale shall be at least ^ of an

inch except at points where other clearances are specified.
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Section XVI

FACTORY ADJUSTMENTS

1. Levers: The design, workmanship, and factory ad-

justment of the levers and beam shall be such that the proper

ratio of the lever arms will be maintained.

2. Beams: Each notch in the beam shall be adjusted

to within .002 inches of the nominal distance from the zero

notch.

Section XVII

INTERCHANGEABILITY

1. Like parts of all like scales of the same design and

manufacture shall be interchangeable unless otherwise herein

specified. The scale drawings and the parts of the scale shall

be marked to indicate the proper positions of the parts in the

scale, so as to prevent parts not symmetrically designed being

incorrectly placed when the scale is set up.

Section XVIII

SENSIBILITY RECIPROCAL

1. Definition: The sensibility reciprocal shall be that

weight required to be added to or removed from the live rails

to turn the beam from a horizontal position of equilibrium

in the center of the trig loop to a position of equilibrium at

either limit of its travel.

2. Value: The sensibility reciprocal shall not exceed 50

pounds in any case.

Section XIX

TOLERANCE

1. The Manufacturers' tolerance to be allowed on the

first field test, after installation corrections, of all new rail-

road track scales shall not exceed 1/20 of 1%, or 50 pounds

per 100,000 pounds,' for any position of the test car load on

the scale. The minimum test car load to be applied shall be

30,000 pounds.
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Section XX

LOCATION AND ELEVATION

1. Foundation: Scales shall be so located that an ade-

quate foundation, and at least fifty (50) feet of tangent track

at each approach to the live rails, can be provided.

2. Elevation: The scale shall be raised with respect to

the other tracks of the yard to such an elevation that the

drainage of the surface water will be away from it. Means
shall be provided to prevent surface water between the rails

of the scale tracks from running into the pit.

3. Right-Handed Beam: Scales shall be so located that

a right-handed beam can be used in all cases without the use

of extension levers, exclusive of shelf lever, between trans-

verse extension lever and beam.

Section XXI

FOUNDATIONS

1. Material: All scale foundations shall be constructed

of concrete. The qualities of the materials and the methods

of mixing and placing the concrete shall be in accordance

with the railroad's specifications for first-class concrete, or

other first-class engineering practice may be followed.

2. Bearing Area: The bearing areas of the foundation

footings shall be such that the bearing pressure on the soil

will be uniform throughout and not exceed

:

For fine sand or clay 4,000 lb. per sq. ft.

For coarse sand and gravel

or hard clay 6,000 lb. per sq. ft.

For boulders or solid rock 20,000 lb. per sq. ft.

If the soil has not a safe bearing capacity equal to that

of fine sand or clay, its bearing capacity should be increased,

by drainage, by adding a layer of gravel or broken stone, or

by driving piles.

3. Dimensions of Pit: The depth of the scale pit shall

be not less than seven feet (/' 0") from the base of the rail to
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the finished floor of the pit. The width of the pit between

faces of side walls shall be not less than ten (10) feet for Light

Service Scales, or less than ten feet six inches (10' 6") for

Heavy Service Scales, provided that there shall be a hori-

zontal clearance of not less than sixteen (16) inches between

the faces of the side walls and the scale parts below the

weigh-bridge girders and above the base of the stands. The
length of the pit inside of end walls shall be not less than

two (2) feet greater than the length of the scale parts.

4. Walls of Pit: The side and end walls shall be not

less than fifteen (15) inches and preferably eighteen (18)

inches thick at the top. The foundation walls of the scale

house shall be not less than twelve (12) inches thick at the top

and shall be formed solidly to the side walls of the scale pit.

5. Waterproofing: Where necessary to prevent seep-

age of water through foundations into the scale pit, they shall

be waterproofed and drained into a waterproofed cistern lo-

cated outside the scale pit and equipped with either pump,

siphon or automatic "cellar drainer."

6. Approach Walls: Approach walls or piers of con-

crete shall be built to extend at least fifteen (15) feet, prefer-

ably twenty-five (25) feet, from the pit face of -the end wall

at the approach and back under the track, to preserve line

and surface of approach tracks. They may be built in one

solid mass of concrete or they may consist of two parallel

walls or piers, but with either type of construction they shall

have a single foundation footing. Where necessary to secure

safe bearing capacity they shall be carried to the same depth

as the pit walls.

7. Wall Batter: All wall surfaces next to earth subject

to freezing shall be constructed with a uniform batter of not

less than one (1) inch to the foot, and as much more as neces-

sary to permit the heaving of adjacent ground by frost action

without disturbing the walls.

8. Footings or Piers for Lever Stands : The concrete

footings or piers supporting the lever stands shall be not less

than eighteen (18) inches thick. Their tops shall be above
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the floor of the pit a distance sufficient to prevent the ac-

cumulation of water under the bases of the stands, and

they shall be finished to exact level and elevation to receive

the lever stands directly without the use of shims or grout-

ing. The floor of the pit may be a solid mat of concrete

nearly the same thickness as that required to support the

lever stands, or it may be not less than six (6) inches thick

where local conditions permit. The pit floor shall in all cases

be smooth and with a pitch to a common point of drainage

and free from pockets in which water will stand. If the scale

is of a type having main levers or parts of the platform bear-

ings that hang below the bases of the main lever stands, the

piers shall be provided with recesses of a size to give a clear-

ance of not less than one and one-half (1^^) inches and the

recesses shall be formed to prevent lodgment of dirt.

9. Anchor Bolts : Anchor bolts shall be provided in

foundations for lever stands to match the bolt holes provided

for securing the stands, and they shall extend into the concrete

not less than fifteen (15) inches.

10. Anchorage for Floating Levers: Floating levers,

viz., a lever exerting an upward pull at its fulcrum, shall be

anchored to the foundation to resist not less than twice the

uplift produced by a train of capacity cars passing over the

live rails.

11. Deck Beam Supports: Inverted T-rails, or bearings

of steel, shall be set in the side walls of the pit with the

center of bearings of the beams not less than six (6) inches

from the inside face of the walls, but such bearings shall not

be fastened to transverse beams.

12. Beam Foundations: The pillars supporting the

beam shelf shall rest upon a reinforced concrete floor, steel

beams or reinforced concrete beams, but the pillars and sup-

porting beams, if used, shall • be independent of the scale

house floor if of timber construction. When it is necessary

to install the scale beam in any building other than a regula-

tion scale house, the pillar supports shall rest on foundations

independent of the building unless the foundation of the build-

ing is free from vibrations and settlement.
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Section XXII

SCALE BEAM HOUSE

1. Design: The minimum inside width of the scale

house shall be four (4) feet, and the minimum length shall

be sufficient to allow the installation therein of a full-sized

beam shelf and regulation beam of proper capacity for the

scale, and self-recording attachment if used. It shall be pro-

vided with a bay window, or front and end windows, located

with their sills about on a level with the top of the beam
shelf, and of sufficient size to give the weigher a clear and

unobstructed view of the scale deck and approaching cars

so that he can read the car numbers and stenciled light

weights when he is weighing. The windows shall be glazed

with clear glass, or clear wire glass, free from bubbles or

other imperfections.

2. Clearances : The lateral clearance between the scale

house and the center of any track shall be not less than seven

feet six inches (7' 6"), or greater if required by law or by
the railroad. A clearance of not less than one (1) inch shall

be provided between the inside of the scale house and beam
supports and shelf.

3. Ventilation: Where a scale beam house is not pro-

vided with artificial heat a ventilator in the roof shall be pro-

vided.

Section XXIII

SETTING OF THE SCALE

1. Fastening of Stands: After alining the stands, large

washers shall be applied to the anchor bolts and the nuts

brought down tight. The anchor bolt holes in the castings

shall be filled with cement, sulphur or other suitable ma-
terial.

2. Alinement: All levers shall be level and connec-

tions plumb throughout the scale.
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Section XXIV

SCALE WEIGH-BRIDGES

1. Type of Girders: In scales of more than two sec-

tions, woigh-bridge girders may be either of the continuous

type or the non-continuous type, but non-continuous girders

of such design of joints over centers of bearings as will ad-

mit of flexure vertically without derangement of sections are

recommended.

2. Steel Specifications: Structural steel work shall con-

form to the specifications of the American R:iilway Engineer-

ing Association.

3. Size and Strength: The folic wing table of Scale Ca-

pacities and Weigh-bridge Girders (see page 28) gives the

required sizes for weigh-bridge girders. This table is based

on a representative car having two axle trucks twenty-two

(22) feet from center to center, truck axles five feet six

inches (5' 6") center to center and twelve (12) feet center to

center of adjacent «nd trucks of coupled cars.

4. Bracing: Each weigh-bridge span shall be designed

for a lateral force of 200 pounds per linear foot plus 4% of

the sectional capacity of the scale, applied at the top of the

live rail and uniformly distributed.

(a) Diagonal Bracing: Diagonal bracing shall consist

of not less than 3" x 3" x fi" angles and not less than three (3)

diagonals per span shall be used, or the equivalent of this

bracing shall be employed.

(b) Transverse Bracing: To carry the lateral load to

the knife edges of the main levers, each span shall be pro-

vided at its ends with a transverse bracing, of which the sec-

tion modulus shall be not less than that determined by the

formula

:
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, 1 (0.04C plus 200L)(1
S equals — .^^^

Where:

S equals section modulus,
C equals sectional capacity in pounds,
L equals length of span in feet,

d equals distance in inches from knife edge of main lever

to top of live rail, or to top flange of girder if ties

are used or when pedestals are braced to resist tip-

ping transversely to the girder.

Intermediate transverse bracing shall also be provided of

a section not less than that used in the ends of the span.

(c) Stiffeners: Not less than one pair of stiffener

angles, other than splicing angles, shall be provided over

each bearing of the girders in each span of the weigh-bridge.

The ends of these stififeners shall be milled to fit the fillets of

the girder flanges.

5. Live Rail Pedestals: The live rail shall be carried on

metal pedestals, which shall be mounted on metal ties or

directly on the weigh-bridge. It is recommended that, when
practicable, the pedestals mounted directly on the girders be

cast or fabricated in units of two, set lengthwise with the

girder to prevent the tilting action of the stands, produced

by the deflection of the rails under load, and that they be

transversely braced. Where pedestals mounted directly on

weigh-bridge girders are used they shall be so designed that

they will transfer the specified lateral load to the weigh-

bridge. Where cast pedestals make contact with the rail they

shall have their tops machined to grade or parallel to the bot-

toms of the pedestals. The bottoms of the pedestals shall be

machined or type metal shall be used to pour between the

base and the surface on which it rests.

6. Fabrication and Assembly: In order to avoid distor-

tion, each pair of weigh-bridge girders shall be fabricated

complete with sway and lateral biacing in the shop under

proper inspection where practicable ; where this method is

impracticable and where field assembly is necessary, each pair

of girders shall be placed in proper alinement and the bracing

then introduced and secured by bolts or rivets.
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7. Live Rails:

(a) Weight: The weight and section of the live rails

shall be the same as that of the dead rails. See Section

XXVII.
(b) Length: Full length live and dead rails without

splices are desirable where they can be secured, but in all

cases new rails shall be used, and where splices are necessary

they shall be accurately applied.

8. Clearance Along Live Rails: The clearance between

the live rails or their pedestals and rigid deck shall be not

less than one and one-half (1^) inches, and the openings

shall be protected from the weather and dirt.

Section XXV
APPROACH RAILS

1. Positive means shall be provided to prevent creeping

of the ends of approach rails, and to maintain a clearance

which shall be not less than ^ inches nor more than % inches

between the approach rails and the live rails unless some
special means is employed to reduce impact when wheel loads

pass from approach rails to live rails. The efifects of rail

creeping may be eliminated by the use of switch points and

bent stock rails placed in the approach track in the same

alinement and plane with the live rails ; each switch point to

be set with its squared end either next adjacent to the live

rail on the scale, or with an intermediate rail between the

switch point and the live rail, and securely anchored to the

approach piers by means of bolts anchored therein.

Section XXVI
DECK

1. Type: The deck or platform shall be of the fixed

type, except to meet special cases.

2. Construction: The material for the deck shall be

either reinforced concrete, wooden planking, or metal plates

covered to prevent slipping, and as impervious to water as

practicable.

3. Clearances : The clearance between the bottom of

the fixed deck beams or deck supports and the I-beams form-

ing the weigh-bridge shall be not less than two (2) inches.

(29)
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Section XXVII

DEAD RAILS AND DEAD RAIL BEAMS
1. Dead Rails When Required : Scales shall be installed

with dead rails or relieving apparatus, except to meet special

requirements.

2. Weight of Rails : The weight of rails when sup-

ported on floor beams spaced two feet six inches (2' 6")

center to center shall be not less than that given in table

corresponding to the axle load ; for greater spacing of the

floor beams the weight of the rails shall be correspondingly

increased.

Axle Load, lb. Weight of Rail, lb.

50,000 80
55,000 85

60,000 85

65,000 90

70,000 100

3. Transverse Beams Supporting Dead Rail:

(a) Structural Steel Work: Structural steel work shall

conform to the specifications of the American Railway En-

gineering Association.

(b) Strength : The following tables give the sizes and

strengths required for the transverse floor beams for different

axle loads and the stated assumptions:

ASSUMPTIONS: ll'-O" c. to c. of bearings.
Dead rail oflfset 16".

Floorbeams 2'-6" c. to c.

75% of axle load carried by one beam.
Dead rails 4'-H" c. to c.
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ASSUMPTIONS: ir-6" c. to c. of bearings.
Dead rail offset 16".

Floorbeanis 2'-6" c. to c.

75% of axle load carried by one beam.
Dead rails 4'-n" c. to c.
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3. Ventilation:

(a) Requirement: All scale pits shall be ventilated to

meet the needs of each particular case, the object being to

have the least possible amount of moist air in the pit to pre-

vent rusting of scale parts and structural steel.

(b) Automatic Natural Ventilation: The follov^ing

arrangement is recommended for securing natural ventilation

:

An opening should be made to the pit at each corner to

connect with flues which terminate near the bottom of the

pit, and another opening without flues extending downward
should be made into the pit at its top and near its center.

With such an arrangement circulation will always tend to be

set up by the air whenever the pit is warmer or more moist

than the outside, and when the pit is cooler or drier than

the outside, circulation will tend automatically to stop. When
this is done circulation will be set up only when it will tend

to dry the pit.

Section XXX

ENTRANCE TO SCALE PIT

1. Location: Entrance to scale pit for the purpose of

inspection shall be through either the floor of the scale house

or foundation wall, and shall be closed by a suitable door so

fastened as to prevent entrance of unauthorized persons.

2. Hatches in Deck: If it is desired to have hatches or

openings in the deck, except such as are provided for ventila-

tion, they shall be securely fastened from the inside of the pit.

Section XXXI

PROTECTION FROM CORROSION

1. Shop Painting: When no shop inspection is pro-

vided the steel castings and structural steel shall be given

one shop coat of boiled linseed oil only. Other parts shall be

painted one shop coat of red lead paint. When shop inspec-

tion is provided, all parts of the scale mechanism and struc-
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tural steel shall be given one coat of red lead paint after in-

spection. In riveted work surfaces coming in contact shall

be given one coat of red lead paint before being riveted to-

gether. All parts, inaccessible after erection shall be given

a second shop coat of red lead paint.

2. Field Painting: Scales and structural steel work
shall be cleaned and painted with one coat (and preferably

two coats) of paint in the field before installation.



Appendix B

RULES FOR THE LOCATION, MAINTENANCE,
OPERATION AND TESTING OF RAIL-

ROAD TRACK SCALES.

Section I

LOCATION
1. General Conditions. The proper location of track

scales depends principally on the following conditions

:

(a) The volume of traffic to be weighed in comparison

with that switched over the scales and not to be weighed.

The presence of the scale in a much used track is a source of

increased cost of maintenance and difficulty in inspecting and

testing as well as dangerous to trainmen. In general, in yards

not operated by gravity, the scale should not be located in a

main drilling lead unless the number of cars to be weighed

exceeds 60 per cent, of the total number of cars handled or

unless the total number of movements over the main drilling

lead is comparatively small.

(b) Whether the scale is to be equipped with dead rail

or relieving gear. If practicable, scales should be located

where dead rails may be used.

(c) Whether a run around track will be installed for

switching with a separate track for weighing. Where spot

weighing is done the run around track is desirable. If cars

are to be weighed as classified, the weighing track need be

only long enough to blear the dead rail switches. If cars are

to be weighed in solid cuts, the weighing track should be long

enough to hold a cut of cars to be weighed, both before and

after being weighed, in order not to block operation of other

tracks while weighing is being done. The weighing track

may be located alongside of the drilling track, alongside of

the ladder track or on an outer yard track.

(d) Whether cars are to be weighed spotted or in mo-
tion. If cars are to be weighed in motion the scale must be

on a grade in the drilling track at the head of the classifica-

tion yard.

886
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(e) The cost of extra switching when the scale is not

located on the lead to the classification tracks. Ordinarily the

cost of the extra switching may be ignored when the integrity

of the weights would be affected.

(f) The cost of maintenance when the scale is located

on the lead to the classification tracks and only a small pro-

portion of the cars are to be weighed.

(g) The necessity for quick dispatch of cars that are

weighed.

2. Position of Live and Dead Rails: Live rails should

be on the oft'set line and the dead rails straight unless a large

portion of the cars are to be weighed. For motion weighing

the offset should be divided, unless the resistance is equalized

by means of a spring switch.

3. Grade for Motion Weighing:

(a) Runoff Grade: When the scale is located on the

lead to the classification tracks in a hump yard it shall be at

such an elevation that the cars will run by gravity as far as

desired into the classification yard with a maximum speed of

four ^4) miles per hour over the scale.

(b) Approach Grade: The distance and grade from the

apex of the hump to the scale should be such that the speed

of free running cars will not exceed four (4) miles per hour

on the scale without brake application ; and such that cars

can be so spaced and controlled that the weighing period of

three seconds will not be reduced.

(c) Grade of Live Rails: Scales to be used for motion

weighing should be constructed with the scale rails on a

gradient not greater than one per cent. The weighing mech-

anism must in all cases be installed on a level plane, with

supports introduced to fix weighing rails on the desired

gradient.

(d) Grade for Weighing Cuts of Cars: The grade of

the track for at least one car length in each direction from the

scale should be the same as the grade over the scale. Where
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it is the practice for one car rider to take several cars to-

gether into a classification track, the same grade as on the

scale should be maintained for at least one hundred (100)

and preferably two hundred (200) feet beyond the scale so

that cars may be stopped easily by the car rider and so that

the following cars will not cause excessive impact when strik-

ing the cars ahead. This should occur not less than one car

length from the scale.

4. Runoff Grade for Spot Weighing: When a scale is

installed not in connection with a hump, it is desirable that it

be high enough to permit cars to run away from the scale by
gravity after being weighed.

Section II

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

1. Numbering Scales: All track scales should be num-
bered and referred to by number and location.

2. Scale Shop : Extensive repairs to scales, such as the

renewal or the sharpening of pivots, should be made in a

properly appointed shop. (See Appendix 3.)

3. Cleaning: When scales are in service regularly, scale

parts, substructure and foundations should be cleaned at least

twice a month, and when exposed to the elements, or other-

wise so located that they are liable to become clogged with

ice or dirt, should be cleaned oftener.

4. Rust Preventive for Pivot and Bearing Steels: The
best rust preventive obtainable should be applied to pivot and

bearing steels, but it should be so applied as not to inter-

fere with the proper working of the scale.

5. Removal of Ice: If ice obstructs the action of the

scale, salt should not be used to melt it; artificial heat should

be used.

6. Standing of Equipment Prohibited: Equipment
should not be allowed to stand on the scale, except when be-

ing weighed.
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7. Restrictions to Use of Live Rails: Engines or simi-

lar heavy equipment should not be passed over the live rails,

except on authority of the department having supervision

over the installation and maintenance of scales. The unnec-

essary passing of cars over the live rails should be prohibited.

Weighed cars which have passed beyond the dead rail switch

must not be returned over the live rails. The dead rail

switches should be set for the dead rail track except when
cars are being weighed.

8. Cars Restricted to Live Rails or Dead Rails Only.

Cars on the live rails must not be moved by cars or engines

on the dead rails or vice versa. Cars must not be moved over

the scale with one truck on the live rails and another truck

on the dead rails.

9. Use of Sand and Injector by Enginemen Prohibited:

Enginemen must not apply sand or use the injector when on

the scale. The slipping of engine drivers on either live or

dead rails is injurious to the structure and should be avoided.

10. Weigh-beam : The weigh-beam should be balanced

before the scale is used. When not in use it should be secured

by the beam catch and with the poise set at the highest

graduation.

11. Stopping Cars on Scales: Cars should not be stopped

on the scale by impact, by the sudden application of brakes

or by throwing obstructions under the wheels. When push-

ing off the scale cars which have been stopped for weighing

or otherwise, impact must not occur at a speed greater than

two miles per hour. (See Appendix 4.) When necessary for

any reason to run cars over the live rails, the speed must not

exceed four (4) miles per hour.

12. Automatic Weighing and Recording: Where auto-

matic weighing and recording devices are used it is abso-

lutely necessary that both the scale and the automatic devices

be in first-class condition, with properly maintained approach

track, and cars must be run at a slow rate of speed with par-

ticular attention to steadiness of motion which is essential to

obtaining best results.
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13. Locking Scale Houses: Scale houses and beam

boxes must be kept locked when not being used.

14. Inspection by Weighmaster: The weighmaster

should familiarize himself with the construction of the scale

and make inspections at such intervals as are necessary to

determine whether or not the scale is in proper working con-

dition. The weighmaster and anyone appointed to inspect

and clean the scale should be properly instructed, and it is

desirable that they be present with the scale inspector when

the scale is tested.

15. Painting: The scale mechanism and structural steel

should be painted often 'enough to prevent corrosion.

Section III

TESTING

1. Tests with Single Test Cars: Track scales in regular

car weighing service should be tested at least every three

months with a test car weighing not less than thirty thou-

sand (30,000) pounds.

2. Graduated Tests: Scales when installed and period-

ically thereafter should be given a graduated test with two

or more test loads up to the weight of the heaviest cars

normally weighed. The frequency with which such gradu-

ated tests should be made depends on the design, capacity

and method of installation of the scale used, the wear of scale

pivots, and the amount of weighing performed. (See Ap-

pendix 8, showing three forms of approved methods of testing

and reporting tests.)

3. Weekly Tests: A test should be made each week by

weighing a heavily loaded freight car with as short a wheel

base as is obtainable on each end and center of scale. When
the scale is equipped with an automatic weighing attachment

the car should, in addition to the above, be weighed spotted

on the trip end of the scale and in motion with the automatic

attachment connected. A report of these tests should be sent

to the officer in charge of scales and weighing.
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4. Daily Tests: In addition to the above, a daily test

should also be made on each scale equipped with an auto-

matic attachment, by weighing a car spotted on the trip end

of the scale with the beam, also in motion with the automatic

attachment connected. A book record of this and other tests

should be kept by the weighmaster.

5. Adjustment: Track scales should be kept in the

closest possible adjustment, and a scale should be considered

inaccurate when it cannot be adjusted, and. such adjustment

maintained to within two (2) pounds to one thousand (1000)

pounds, in excess or deficiency, when distributed test is made
with two or more test loads. When only concentrated sec-

tional tests are made, the maximum error for any position of

the test load should not exceed three (3) pounds to each one

thousand (1000) pounds of test load used.

The sensibility reciprocal of a track scale should never

be more than one hundred (100) pounds.

NOTE :—No uniform plan can be outlined for adjusting

track scales of the different types manufactured, but as an

illustration of the method followed, a system is given which

is in a general way applicable to the more common types of

lever systems generally used. (See Appendices 6 and 7.)

Section IV

EQUIPMENT FOR TESTING

1. Standard of Mass: The standards of mass for testing

scales should be derived from primary weights, verified by the

U. S. Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C, to within what

is known as their "Class B Tolerance" (see Appendix 5).

Such weights can be obtained cither direct or through scale

manufacturers. The fifty (50) pound secondary or working

cast-iron weights, which are transported from place to place

and used directly in testing scales, should be rectangular, and

of such design as to facilitate stacking; they should be free

from pockets, blow holes, etc., which are liable to catch and

hold foreign matter. No adjusting cavity or cavities in the

bottom of the weights should be permitted.
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These wciglits should be properly painted, surfaces main-

tained in good condition, and be tested and adjusted in com-

parison with master-weights, which have been verified to

within "Class C Tolerance" (see Appendix 5). The working

weights shall be adjusted to within twenty-five (25) grains

and maintained to within one hundred (100) grains of their

true values.

NOTE :—The standards for testing scales in the Republic

of Mexico must.be in accordance with the metric system

standards and will be verified by a Federal scale inspector in

accordance with the Federal laws.

2. Even Arm Balance and Master Scales : It is desirable

for verifying or scaling test weights and test cars to have, in

addition to standards of mass prescribed above:

(a) An accurate even arm balance of one hundred (100)

pounds capacity in each pan, sensitive when loaded to two

grains.

(b) A master scale. (See Plates 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and

21 and General Specifications for Master Scales.)

Section V

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR MASTER SCALES

1. The master scale shall be of sufificient length and

capacity for sealing test-weight cars and should be installed

under cover, at a location as free from vibrations, resulting

from machinery, train or other causes, as possible. The use

of it should be limited to the verification of test cars or for

other special weighing where extreme accuracy is required.

It should not be used for general weighing purposes, nor be

run over with cars or material not to be weighed. A scale of

the two-section track scale type is recommended.

2. The length of weighing rail should be sufficient to

weigh in one operation test cars in use or contemplated. Scale

with weighing rail not less than ten (10) feet in length is

recommended. The approach rails to master scale should be

on a tangent for a distance slightly in excess of the longest
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wheel base cars to be weighed on the scale. To facilitate

test with equipment such as is used by the Bureau of Stand-

ards, the tangent on at least one aj^proach should be not less

than fifty (50) feet.
'

3. The capacity of scale should be determined by the

heaviest load to be weighed upon it when concentrated on a

five (5) foot wheel base, without stresses being developed in

the parts of the scale in excess of those specified in Section IV
of the Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of

Railroad Track Scales, June 6, 1919. A scale of not less than

one hundred thousand (100,000) pounds is recommended.

4. The scale should be equipped with a single beam with

a capacity not to exceed one thousand (1000) pounds, the

value of minimum graduations not to exceed five (5) pounds.

Multiplication at butt of beam 100 to 1, multiplication of the

beam 10 to 1, and ratio of counterweights 1000 to 1 are

recommended.

5. The angular movement of the beam should be limited

by the trig-loop, and should be two (2) per cent, of the dis-

tance between the trig-loop and the fulcrum knife-edge.

6. The sensibility reciprocal should correspond to fifty

(50) per cent, of the angular movement of the beam. The
sensibility reciprocal should never be greater than five (5)

pounds.

7. Master scale, when installed, and at least once each

year thereafter, should be given a graduated test up to the

weight of the heaviest loads to be weighed upon it (preferably

to full capacity).

Tolerance on counter poise weights is as follows:

PVeight
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Master scales should be capable of being adjusted and

maintained to within the tolerances for adjustment and main-

tenance, respectively, as given in the following table

:

Test Load. Tolerance in Pounds.
Pounds. For Adjustment. For Maintenance.

20,000 3.00 6.00

30,000 3.68 7.36

40,000 4.24 8.48

50,000 4.75 9.49

60,000 5.20 10.40

70,000 5.62 11.22

80,000 6.00 12.00

90,000 6.37 12.74

8. To facilitate calibration of master scales, the use of

special weights heavier than the usual fifty (50) pound com-

mercial test weights are desirable.

Tolerance of Weights weighing respectively 2500, 5000

and 10,000 pounds is as follows

:

Weight. Tolerance.
Pounds. Grains. Pounds.

2,500 440 .063

5,000 650 .093

10,000 975 .139

9. Master scales should be kept clean, dry and free from

rust, and it is recommended that this work be looked after

only by an experienced scale man.

Note.—The following sections and paragraphs in the

Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Rail-

road Track Scales, dated June 6, 1919, apply also to master

scales as well as to track scales.

Section III, and IV, Sec. V, paragraph 1 ; Sec. VI, para-

graphs 1 to 5 inclusive; Sees. VII, VIII, IX, X, and XI,

Sec. XII, paragraphs 1 to 3 inclusive; Sec. XIII, para-

graphs Ic, 3, 4, 6, 8, (a), 8 (c), 9, and 10; Sees. XIV, XV,
XVI, and XVII ; Sec. XVIII, paragraph 1 ; Sec. XXI, para-

graphs 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12; Sees. XXIII and XXVIII; Sec.

XXIX, paragraphs 1 to 3 (a) inclusive, and Sec. XXXI.

It should not be overlooked that extraordinary care is

necessary in the design and installation of master scales, and

preparation of foundation to insure stability, in order that
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scales will meet the sensibility and ti)leranee requirements

specified above, and consistently hold their adjustment as

determined by repeated weighings.

Section VI

SCALE TEST CARS

1. For general track-scale testing test cars should weigh

not less than a total of thirty thousand (30,000) pounds, nor

more than eighty thousand (80,000) pounds. For making
graduated tests and to simplify computations, cars weighing

eighty thousand (80,000) pounds and forty thousand (40,000)

pounds, respectively, are suggested. The maximum weight

of 80,000 4)ounds is suggested principally in order to reduce

the number of restricted movements due to weight limits on

scales, bridges, etc.

2. Scale test cars of proper design should have the fol-

lowing characteristics

:

(a) All-metal construction.

(b) Length of wheel-base not to exceed seven (7) feet.

(c) Load distributed uniformly on wheels.

(d) No unnecessary ledges or projections likely to catch

and hold dirt.

(e) No unnecessary parts.

(f) Strength and durability, so that frequent repairs

will not be necessary.

(g) Surface area reduced as much as possible, to limit

wind pressure.

(h) Accessibility of all parts for inspection.

(i) Roller or ball bearings reduce rolling resistance,

thereby providing for ease of movement by scale inspector.

They do not require sponging and repacking of journal boxes,

which materially changes weight of test car between periods

of verification and for these reasons are preferable to journal

bearings.
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3. Test cars may be of the self-contained type (an ex-

ample of which is illustrated in Plates 1 and 2), having a

body of solid castings with space provided for a small amount

of test weights, or of the compartment type (an example of

which is illustrated in Plate 3), having a body of structural

and plate steel with space for test weights equal in weight to

that of the car. The car of the self-contained type is

preferable.

4. When supercargo (consisting of tools, overclothes,

etc.) is carried in test car, it should be removed when the

weight of car is being verified on master scale, also when

testing track scales. To facilitate handling of supercargo, it

should be contained in a removable steel box, properly sten-

ciled to show that it is not a part of the test load. (See cut

below.) There should be stenciled on the outside of each of

the doors of the compartment in which this box is carried the

following note:

"This box contains supercargo, such as tools, etc., used

for adjusting track scales, and must be taken out of car when

car is weighed on master scale and when testing track scales."

5. Scale test cars should be moved on the rear end of

trains, just ahead of the caboose.

6. Scale test cars should not be kept on trains in

yards while the latter are being switched, but should be so

placed that rough handling will be avoided. In no case should

these cars be subjected to impact at a speed greater than two

(2) miles per hour.

7. All excess weight, resulting from the accumulations

of snow and ice, should be removed from scale, test cars be-

fore they are placed on scales for the purpose of testing. To
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remove this, an engine with steam-hose connections may be

used to thaw it, or hydro-carbon, where available, may be

employed if used with care.

8. Oiling and repacking of test cars should be looked

after while test car is at master scale for verification.

9. Scale test cars should be verified on master scale at

least every three (3) months, or after each general test trip.

10. In order to maintain the verified weight of the scale

test cars at all times, no repairs of any nature should be made
while in transit or boxes sponged without notifying the scale

inspector in charge of the car, in order that he may be present

to determine and arrange to take care of any differences be-

tween the weight of parts applied and those removed. To
insure compliance with this rule, there should be located in

a conspicuous place, so that it can be read from either side of

the car, a badge-plate, with some such notice as : "Do not oil

or repack boxes or make repairs to this car unless directed by
scale inspector."

11. In case a scale test car is damaged so as to require

extensive or heavy repairs, it should be returned to the master

scale for verification after the repairs have been completed.

Note.—Cuts of test weight cars are shown on Plates 1,

2 and 3, pp. 79-81.



Appendix No. 1

THE RAILWAY TRACK SCALE PROBLEM AND THE RE-

QUIREMENTS IN RAILROAD OPERATION.

From time immemorial the traffic of the world has been gov-

erned by weights and measures, which antedate the use of money of

any sort, and must have been one of the earliest necessities of a life

that could in anj- sense be considered civilized.

We find that Josephus mentions the ancient Jewish tradition, that

Cain, after his wanderings, settled down and built the city of Nod, and

was the author of weights and measures, the use of which was un-

doubtedly carried on to the days of Noah, who was told to construct

the ark in dimensions given in cubits.

The fact that the ancient heathen attributed the origin of weights

and measures to their gods, the Egyptians to the god Theuth, or

Thoth, and the Greeks to Mercury, also shows their extreme antiquity,

and the ancient temple walls of Egypt bear the earliest illustrations of

the process of weighing, where the balance appears with gold rings

on one side, balanced by an ox head on the other, establishing the

worth of an ox or cow as the unit value.

Originally, money was worth so much weight of metal in the bal-

ance, as shown by the fact that its name was merely a word express-

ing weight, since the first shekel was a weight of silver and not a coin,

and the Greek talenton was originally a talent weight; even now the

British gold piece retains the old name of pound though much of its

former weight has disappeared.

One of the first records we have of the process of weighing is that

of Abraham's transactions with the sons of Heth, when he paid four

hundred shekels, weighed in the balance, for a burial place, and later

we find that Moses ordered a set of weights and measures to which

all must conform, to be guarded by the priest of the tabernacle, unit of

weight being the shekel.

The earliest and almost the simplest form of balance known was

simply a wooden beam of equal arms, designated now by science as

a lever of the first-class, with a pan suspending from each arm to sup-

port the weights and the article to be weighed. This in later times be-

came the Roman steelyard, the earliest form of a multiplying balance,

as indicated by a specimen taken from the ruins of Pompeii, which has

graduations on the long arm of the beam.

In 1266 King Henry III of England passed an act establishing a

relation between standard weights, liquid and dry measures, which
was afterwards abandoned, and others were constructed in 1586 by
Queen Elizabeth.

The American Colonies used the British standards, and under
the Constitution authority was vested in Congress to fix the standard

898
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of weights and measures. Wc find that in 1828, Congress legalized the

brass troy pound weights brought from England in 1827.

The type of scale which is known as the track scale is compara-
tively modern, as its use was not required until after the building of

the railroads, and was first constructed as a wagon scale by three

Fairbanks brothers, who were farming in Vermont, raising hemp,
which they baled and weighed on Roman steelyards. The wagon scale

the}' invented consisted of a platform resting on two sticks of timber

across each end of the pit through the medium of iron shoes, or plates

having hooks under them. These sticks had long arms fastened to

them which reduced the weight at the weigh beam. A patent was
granted to them June 13, 1831. Following closely, numerous patents

were issued to the Fairbanks brothers and others for various types of

scales, but it is of interest to mention that the first balance scale con-

structed that we can find record of for very heavy loads was a Sam-
son Canal Lock Scale in the Pennsylvania Canal at Harrisburg in 1849.

When the necessity arose for weighing cars, E. & T. Fairbanks

met it by coupling two of their wagon scales together to one beam,
thus forming the first track scale. Later developments brought out

several other types of track scales, principally among which were
those formed of a combination of knee-levers, but these never gave
satisfactory results, owing to the distortion of the levers from normal
position under varying loads, and we find that on January 13, 1857, a

patent was granted to Thaddeus Fairbanks for a four-section track

scale embodying the same principles in use at present, namely: main
levers suspended from yokes, coupled to middle and end extension

levers, thence to a fifth lever and in turn to the beam, while on Feb-

ruary 1, 1859, a patent was granted to O. W. Jipson for a rolling poise

with a locking device, which seems to have been the first poise of this

type, and with mechanical refinement, is used on all track scale beams
at the present time.

Letters Patent No. 24162, dated May 24, 1859, was granted to

Strong & Ross for a five-section pipe lever track scale, embodying the

same general principles contained in the present Howe scales, and on
November 1, 1859, a patent (No. 25962) was also granted to Thaddeus
Fairbanks for a pipe lever track scale.

In the old form of Fairbanks track scale, the platform bearings

rested directly upon the knife edges of tlie main levers and freedom
of action was secured by hanging the main levers in swinging bearings.

In this construction when the platform yields to thrust the levers

swing with the platform.

Experience has taught that more accurate weighing is possible and
the life of the pivots prolonged if the levers rest upon fixed bearings,

and thus remain stationary while the platform swings freely.

In this connection it is interesting to note the development from

the track scales of the earliest period, some of which were 112 feet long,
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with platform timbers 12 by 14 inches, and with beam not exceeding

60,000 pounds capacity (some of them being much lighter), to the 50-

foot scale of the pit type, having a capacity of 300,000 pounds.

With the introduction of the steel car the use of wooden stringers

for supporting scale platform has been virtually abandoned, having

been replaced very largely by all-metal construction. In a number of

localities it has been found difficult in the case of the foregoing types

to keep the vault of a track scale sufificiently clear of water, caused by

slight diflference in the elevation of the tracks above the adjacent water

level, to overcome which an overhead form of suspension track scale

has been designed. The use of cement and waterproofing materials has

prevented the seepage of water into the usual form of scale pit, and

this, together with the greater expense of installation and the element

of danger introduced by scales of the overhead suspension type, has

been largely instrumental in limiting its use.

The track scale is not directly a revenue producer, but since weight

is the basis of freight revenue, it is evident that the construction, in-

stallation and maintenance of scales is of great importance.

For example, a track scale on which the principal commodity
handled was coal, during its life of 38 months weighed 1,323,556 cars,

aggregating a total tonnage of 60,390,075 tons, the value of the lad-

ing being approximated at more than $90,000,000. As the tendency of

track scales from wear or deterioration is to weigh lighter than nor-

mal, an average error of 1 per cent, would have meant a loss of $900,-

000, which would be enough to pay for the complete installation (in-

cluding foundation) of about 150 new track scales of the type used.

This is, of course, an exceptional case, but the figures are reliable and
are simply used as an illustration.

The annual installation of railroad track scales in the United
States will average in the neighborhood of 1500, this being a rough
approximation. It would be impossible to describe in detail the num-
erous scales in use at the present time, many of which are of dependa-
ble makes, so that the Committee has thought it advisable to confine

itself to specifications for what are now considered the more modern
types of track scales in general use.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SPECIAL ALLOY SCALE
PIVOT AND KNIFE EDGE STEEL, AND

TREATMENT OF SAME
In order to produce a proper steel for scale pivot and knife-edge

work, it is most important to manufacture steel which will possess two.

essential features ; the necessary degree of hardness combined with the

maximum toughness, also, at the same time have a steel which will distort

or warp the least in hardening.

It is a well known fact that as the carbon percentage increases in a

steel the brittleness likewise increases. When the percentage of carbon

exceeds .85 the rate of increase of brittleness is very great. It is also

true that a steel showing .85 of carbon has a lower coefficient of expan-

sion, and therefore in hardening a steel having carbon content in the

neighborhood of .85 it will show the least degree of warpage or distortion.

Special Alloy Scale Pivot and Knife-edge stocks, which are now on

the market, possess the hardness of a very much higher carbon steel, at

the same time having the physical features just mentioned of the lower

carbon steel, i. e., one in the neighborhood of 0.85 to 0.90. To accomplish

this, the proper proportions of the elements of Chromium and Manganese

have been introduced, also the proper cleansing reducing agents have

been utilized in the manufacture of the steel, among them Vanadium.

In the condition in which this stock is furnished, the steel is in a

passive condition, that is, absolutely free from internal strains and shows

the best physical condition as to grain, etc., as shown by the following

physical proportions :

Elastic limit 65,000 to 75,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Tensile strength 100,000 to 110,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2" 20% to 25%
Reduction in area 45% to 55%

When hardened, the elastic limit and tensile strength are increased to

the following

:

Elastic limit 165,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Tensile strength 200,000 lbs. per sq. in.

The elongation and reduction of area are, of course, lowered very

materially, but when the steel is drawn or tempered after hardening (say,

by heating same thoroughly in oil at 300 degrees Fahrenheit) the elonga-

tion and reduction of area will be about as follows:

Elongation, 5%
Reduction, 25%

The hardness of the steel in this condition, as determined by the

Shore Schleroscope is 85 to 90.

901
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Facilities for Hardening This Stock

Any good ^as, coke or electric furnace can be utilized as the means

for heat treating this stock, the essential feature being to have a furnace

which will supply equal heat distribution, thus insuring the pivots and

knife-edges being uniformly heated. It is, of course, best to have a

furnace equipped with a Pyrometer attachment to enable the hardener

to secure uniform heating of the knives and pivots. The rod adjustment

of the Pyrometer should be located in the furnace, so as to register the

true temperature of the same. For chilling, an oil tank of from 100 to

150 gallons capacity, surrounded with a circulating water jacket is pre-

ferable. Good oils for chilling are found to be a good thin mineral oil

(petroleum) with a flash point of from 375 F. to 400 F., or pure raw

linseed oil, the circulating water jacket being utilized, of course, to keep

down the temperature of the chilling medium.

Forging and Heat Treating

When forging, heat to 1750 to 1800 degrees F. When the steel has

dropped to 1450 or 1500 degrees F., if further forging is necessary, it

should be put back into the furnace again and brought up to 1750 to 1800

degrees F.

For hardening treatment, heat the stock slowly to 1500 to 1525 degrees

F. and quench in thin oil, then draw the temper in oil at 300 degrees F.

In forging steel, of course, it will.be understood that there is more

or less scale raised on the surface of the steel in the forging operation,

and care should be exercised to forge in such a manner as to throw this

scale off the piece rather than to pound it in. If this is done, it will

leave the surface of the steel in good clean condition for hardening.
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SCALE SHOPS

Special Recommendation for a Scale Shop for the Manufacture and

Repairs of Scales of the Types Most Generally Used on Railroads.

The requirements of a scale shop to manufacture and repair scales

of the kinds generally used on railroads are governed largely by the

output and character of scales handled.

By reason of the increased overhead expense usually attending

manufacture in small quantities, the difficulty of securing competent

scale engineers thoroughly familiar with scale design and manufac-

ture, the Committee feels that it would not be profitable for railroads

generally to manufacture their own scales.

It is thought, however, that scale shops, especially when located

in close proximity to shops provided with proper equipment, may be

profitably and advantageously established under competent supervi-

sion by many of the larger railroads.

The size and requirements of a shop to repair scales only are not

as extensive in character and detail as one for manufacture. The ma-
chinery need not generally be as extensive and elaborate, especially

when scale shop is located near other shops, where much of the ma-
chine work may be economically performed. However, the apparatus

for testing, sealing and gaging is not essentially different as between

a manufacturing and a repair shop.

The following requirements in layout of scale shop, with neces-

sary machinery, testing apparatus, etc., are suggested for a shop

adapted both for manufacture and repairs.

The ideal scale shop should be self-contained, consisting of an in-

dependent or separate building located on the ground floor, well

lighted and ventilated in such a manner as to provide materially

against air currents, which interfere with the proper sealing of levers.

Independent foundations should be provided for all the machinery, to

eliminate vibratory conditions as far as possible. This is essential if

the best results are to be obtained when sealing the levers and espe-

cially the sensitive vibratory beams.

By way of suggestion, at least, for some of the larger railroads, it

has been found that a suitable shop for both manufacturing and re-

pairs, requires a floor area of about 7500 square feet, an outside stor-

age space of probably 70' x 20' for storing and the assembling of

scales, structural steel, etc., and another outside space 100' x 60' for

storage of miscellaneous parts and castings. If it is not desired to

fabricate and assemble the steel bridges in the shop, additional space

may be required on the outside of the building for this purpose.

The shop should be served by an overhead traveling crane of 30

tons capacity, the crane runway being extended outside the building

over the storage space.

903
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Two tracks should enter the building, one leading to the master

scale, which should be located in one corner of the building, where

the travel in and out of the shop will not be great. The track leading

to this scale should be used only for running on to the scale the test

weight cars and other materials to be weighed. The other track

should enter tiie building for a distance of two car-lengths, for the

handling of material. (Plate 9.)

The following tool equipment is suggested for consideration, the

size and kind to be determined by the requirements:

One Screw-cutting Engine Lathe.

One Turret Lathe.

One Plain Milling Machine.

One Universal Milling Machine.

One Rack Gear Cutter, for graduating and notching beams.

One Heavy Shaper.

One Middle-sized Shaper.

One Heavy Radial Drill Press.

One Upright Drill Press.

One Sensitive Drill Press.

One Plain Grinder with doublc-cnd spindle for two emery

Wheels, with top platen for grinding face contacts on pivots.

One Disk Grinder, with tilting feed table.

One Buffing Wheel.

One Bolt Cutter.

One Universal Shop Saw.

Work-benches should be provided for the required number of

men, with vises spaced not closer than eight feet apart. All vises to

have compensating jaws with swivel bases.

The following are suggested standards properly to equip a scale

shop:

One Master Scale to have a capacity of at least 100,000 pounds,

sensitive to within the smallest graduation on the beam and to be of

good design and workmanship. It should be located in one corner of

the scale shop, under the direct supervision of the foreman, and built

on an independent foundation, close to the entrance to the shop, to

afford easy access for the test cars.

One even arm Master Sealer's Balance, with a capacity of not less

than 50 and preferably 100 pounds in each pan, with a sensibility of

over two grains. (Plates 4 and 5.)

One Sealer's Balance, having a capacity of two pounds in each

pan, with a sensibility of 1/10 of a grain. (Plate 6.)

A sufficient number of sealing beams (preferably with a multiple

of 10 to 1) for all kinds of levers, as may be required. The more
modern method of sealing is preferably by the use of a compound
beam, specially constructed for the purpose. In connection with this
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outfit there should be provided such trestles, horses, and other devices

as may be necessary properly to suspend the various types of levers

and beams to be sealed.

One set of Tobin Bronze Master Weights ranging from 50 pounds
to 1/16 ounce and of "Class A" Standard as provided by the United

States Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. To be used as primary

standards. (Plate 7.)

One set of Decimal Grain Weights, ranging from 10 grains

to 1/1000 grain, or an equal quantity of accurately sealed weights of

other denominations.

One thousand 50-pound Test Weights, for testing the master
scale, the values of same to he derived from the primary standards,

with a permissible tolerance of 25 grains, either in excess or defi-

ciency. These weights can be carried in cars used for road work,

when desired. When this is done, however, they should be main-

tained to within 100 grains of their true value. (Plate 8.)

Five 500-pound and two 1000-pound Test Weights, with a toler-

ance proportionate to that of the 50-pound test weights.

One Laying-ofif (or Surface) Table, of suitable size to meet re-

quirements.

A full assortment of Micrometer Gages for measuring pivot dis-

tances; also range bars (or special straight edges) for determining the

range of pivots in beams or levers.

One specially constructed overhead structure, for sealing trussed-

levers and dormant scales. (Plate 14.)

One Heating Furnace of suitable size, preferably gas.

Photographs of some of the weighing machines and master weights

referred to above accompany this appendix.

There may, of course, be additional apparatus and equipment
needed to specifically meet all other requirements, but this can readily

be determined as the organization is developed.

When scale shop is located in close proximity to car and locomo-
tive shop, the forgings, pivots, etc., should (for economical reasons)

be made in the regular blacksmith shop. The pivot work, however,

should be done by men regularly assigned to this work, who should

be thoroughly familiar with the requirements and with the best meth-

ods of heating and tempering. This will result in a great saving of

work in the scale shop, such as fitting pivots in repair work, etc. The
heating, forging and tempering of pivots should be done in a special

furnace equipped with a pyrometer (as described in Appendix No. 2),

so as to get the best possible results. Some of the scale shop machin-

ery may be eliminated if practical and economical to perform the

necessary work in regular machine shop.

It is also assumed that the necessary carpenter work can be done

in the regular department for that work, also that the painting can
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be taken care of in tlic same way, as these parts of the work are of

limited quantity and ordinarily would not be of sufificient volume to

keep even a few men continually employed.

The men employed in the manufacture and repair of scales in the

shop should be those who understand to some extent the theory, as

well as the construction, of scales. A competent foreman should be

employed, and he should select capable machinists with a conception

for such work, who in a short time 'under proper schooling should be

able to fill the requirements. It has been found that a number of

shop-hands or laborers, mechanically inclined, can be used to good

advantage in an operation of some size, in the proportion of one shop-

hand or laborer to four mechanics.

Photographs showing methods for supporting the various types of

levers for the purpose of sealing them accompany this Appendix.

(Plates 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.)
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Appendix No. 5

BUREAU OF STANDARDS TOLERANCES
of Weights of Classes A, B and C,

{Weights
Avoirdupois.)
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TRADE WEIGHT TOLERANCES.

Tolerances for Trade Weights Agreed Upon by the Committee on

Specifications and Tolerances of the National Conference on

Weights and Measures and Adopted by the Bureau of Standards.

Counterpoise Weights for lihiltiplying

Lever Scales.

/?a/to 100:1

Ratio less and less Ratio 1000 :1

Weight. Ratio \ A. ///an 100:1. than \000 A. and over.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHTS.

50 lb. 100 gr. 60 gr. 40 gr. 20 gr.

25
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METRIC WEIGHTS

20 kg.
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BUREAU OF STANDARDS TOLERANCES

on Metric Weights of Classes A & B, C & T.

Weights.



Appendix No. 6

DETAILED METHOD OF ADJUSTING TRACK SCALES OF
THE TYPE MOST COMMONLY USED.

It is highly desirable to indicate the principles and method of

testing and adjusting track scales, as it is a procedure that must be

successfully carried out before the scale is reliable.

In order to bring out the fundamental features, simplifying as-

sumptions will be made and a diagram will be used.

We first assume that flexure of the parts does not occur and that

the bearings and levers are mechanically perfect, and that when a

test-weight car is placed immediately over any point of support

the load is carried by that support alone; and we will further assume
that the load is always equally divided between the two main levers of

a pair, so that their separate effects do not need to be considered.

Referring to the attached diagram, the weight of the platform and

load is carried on the main levers M, Ml, M2, M3, etc., at the points

marked with W. One end of each of the main levers is supported on

a stand mounted on the foundation at the points marked PI, P2, etc.,

and the other end transmits the force of the load to the extension lev-

ers El, E2, E3, E4, at the points ml, m2, m3 and m4. The extension

levers run parallel to the track and are supported on piers at the

points marked F. The ends of these levers are connected by links

marked nl, n2, n3 and n4, by means of which the pressure of the load

is transferred from the points ml, m2, etc., to the fifth lever "5" at L.

The fifth lever conveys the combined force from all of the levers to

the shelf lever S, from which it is conveyed to the beam. To assist in

following the action the arrows are placed to indicate the direction of

the force produced by the load.

The operation of the scale depends upon the multiplying power
of the levers in transferring and reducing the force produced by the

load from the point of application to the beam. For this to be done
correctly it is necessary that the lever arms be correct. In order to

make it possible to adjust the lever arms to the correct value the end

knife edges are mounted on adjustable nose irons, as mentioned previ-

ously.

Let us now fix our attention upon the effect on the multiplying

power of changing the nose irons at different points. If the lever

length at nl is changed it alters the apparent weight, as shown on the

beam, of a load applied at ml, loads at other points being unaffected.

If n2 is changed it alters the apparent weights of loads applied at

either ml or m2 the same proportional amount. The same conditions

obtain for n4 and n3 of the right-hand set of levers. Therefore by

changing nl, we can cause the apparent weight of a given load to be

the same when applied at ml as when applied at m2. In a similar man-
ner we can change n4 so that the loads applied at m4 produce the same

913 (30)
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effect as when applied at m3. Now, by changing n2 or n3 we can make
the two right-hand extension levers produce the same results with a

load as the two left-hand levers. In this way all levers are made alike,

that is, a load has the same apparent weight when applied at ml, m2,

m3 or m4. However, this apparent weight may not be the correct

amount. To illustrate, a load may weigh apparently 20,200 pounds at

every point when the true weight is 20,000. This is easily remedied

by moving the nose iron on the fifth lever at nS or at the end of the

shelf lever at n3. By this means the combined effect of all levers is

altered as a whole so that the balance now shows a weight of 20,000

pounds and the scale is therefore correct.

The process then consists of two parts:

.(1) Make all levers read alike.

(2) Make the readings correct.

The preceding will serve to fix in mind the principles involved and

the relations of the parts.

In practice the adjustment of the scale is not so simple a matter

as might be inferred. One important point should be mentioned.

When a test-weight car on the platform is placed over any point of

support, as ml, m2, m3 or m4, that point of support does not carry

all of the load. This distributing effect is due to the rigidity of the

bridge. This fact makes it impossible to place the test-weight car over

each section and then compute with certainty the amount of nose-iron

movement necessary to correct the scale. Other things that tend to

cause uncertainties are mechanical imperfections.

For instance, when a 30,000-pound test-weight car is placed suc-

cessively over each of the sections at the points ml, m2, m3 and m4,

the resultant weighings may be 29,990 pounds, 30,000, 30,100 pounds

and 30,200 pounds, respectively, and it may be found that on chang-

ing the nose irons at n4, changing the last section, the scale can be

corrected so that it will now show 30,000 pounds over each section.

This last section being off would make all of the levers appear off as

when the load was placed over ml, m2 or m3 part of the load was

carried over m4, which contributed its error.

From this it is obvious that the adjustment of track scales is re-

duced to an empirical basis, and that the actual procedure in a given

case depends upon information obtained from previous experience with

that type of scale. That is, while the law of the levers may hold per-

fectly, full advantage cannot be taken of the fact on account of other

uncertainties. Thus a large part of the correction has to be done by

an intelligent use of a method of trial and error.

With these facts in mind let us now take a more general case.

We will assume that a test car weighing 30,000 pounds is placed over

ml of a four-section track scale and after an accurate balance is struck

a reading of 30,020 is obtained over ml, 29,950 pounds over m2,

29,900 pounds over m3, and over the last point, m4, 30,010 pounds.
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We will now tabulate the differences from the desired values, as

follows:

Levers El E2 E3 E4
Points ml m2 m3 m4

Plus 20 Minus 50 Minus 100 Plus 10

Adopting the shop terminology the differences have the signs

given above. This corresponds with the adjustments that have to be

made on the lengths of the corresponding levers to correct plus to

increase length minus to decrease length of the levers could they be

handled separately.

However, the levers cannot be handled separately so that the pro-

cedure in this case is to lengthen E4 at n4 to make it agree with E3.

E3 can then be shortened at n3, changing both E3 and E4. In the

same way El should be lengthened so that its errors agree with E2
by alterations at nl, after which the effect of El and E2 can be

changed alike by changes at n2.

The movements of the nose irons at the various points nl, n2,

etc., can all be made before the load is reapplied and can be based upon
the formulas of the levers. The results of the simple formulas will

have to be multiplied by certain factors depending upon the levers E
and the design of the scale. These factors will have to be obtained

from experience. After the changes are made the test-weight car can

be placed on the platform again and the test repeated until this part is

satisfactory.

By having experience and exercising intelligence, the number of

trials necessarj' to make the final adjustments can be markedly re-

duced.

It yet remains to test the action of the beam and poise and other

important details, which is too large a subject to be properly treated

here. However, these .last tests are simple and obvious to anyone ac-

quainted with the general principles of scales.

In testing and adjusting railroad track scales the design and con-

struction, as well as the condition of the scale at the time of the test,

have a great deal to do with the results obtainable. The workman-
ship is to be considered, as from this serious and endless varieties of

errors can arise which need not be here enumerated.

Pivots and bearings in a scale are the most important and perhaps

the most neglected parts.

Friction between the pivots and bearings cause serious errors in

weighing. By friction, pressure and corrosion the knife edges may be

flattened and the bearings may be worn, permitting an endless variety

of leverages in place of the original definite ones.

It is good practice to make the bearings slightly harder than the

knife edges of the pivots to avoid cuts and indentations.

As railroad track scales are usually built in freight yards, without

a roof to protect them, and often they are without proper drainage, it
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will be seen that rust is a very active agent in destruction. Oil has

been applied to the working parts and vertical connections, and when
indiscriminately used is worse than the corrosion. Experiments have

been made with lard oil and petroleum, but the results were not satis-

factory, as the oil, spreading over the pivots, loosened their hold in

the levers and sockets, and the arched loops when oiled, were found

to slip freely into new positions, altering the vertical connections to

the extent that rebalancing was necessary. Furthermore, the accumu-
lation of dust on a moist surface does not improve or maintain ideal

scale conditions.

Proper oil should possess great viscosity, be non-hardening in air

or dampness, and should be free from acid. Its application should

only be in places where its bad effects would not cause serious re-

sults. A comparative test between the eight main levers in one scale,

four of which were lubricated, has shown that the destruction by rust

is greater than by wear. However, scales located in a dry place and

not affected by moisture require very little attention along this line.

Deflection of materials is another source of errors. When the lev-

ers or other parts assume a set under a load an error has been devel-

oped. However, it is difficult to set a tolerance limit for deflection, as

it increases with the velocity with which the load may be applied.



Appendix No. 7

DETAILED METHOD OF ADJUSTING TRACK SCALES OF
THE PIPE-LEVER TYPE

The general principles underlying the adjustment of the pipe-lever

type of Track Scale are practically identical with those of the type de-

scribed in Appendix No. 6. However, in order to make the application

clear to this type of scale the following is given:

It will be assumed that the bridge (platform) rests evenly upon
all sections and that the individual units composing the scale are prop-

erly constructed and installed so there is no accidental or unusual in-

terference with the normal action of the parts, and that none of the

required adjustments are of sufficient magnitude to throw the loops at

the end of the arms seriously out of line.

Referring to the accompanying diagram: the weight of the plat-

form and load is carried on the main pipe levers pi, p2, p3, p4, at the

points marked W, each end of the pipe lever is supported on a block

and stand resting on the foundation at the points marked ml, m2, m3,

m4, etc., the force of the load is transmitted by means of the arms cl,

c2, etc, which are attached to the pipe levers pi, etc., to the center pipe

Pc at the points marked al, a2, a3, a4. The center pipe Pc is sup-

ported on stands nl, n2, resting on piers; with its axis parallel to the

track. The combined force of the load from all sections received on

Pc is conveyed by means of the arm d and rod r to the beam, where
the effect of the load is measured.

The arrows are placed to indicate the direction of the forces pro-

duced by the load.

The pipe pi and its arm cl form one lever or unit, etc., likewise

the center pipe Pc and its arm d form a complete lever. The multi-

plication of each of these levers is changed by means of the adjusta-

ble nose irons provided on the arms.

If the length of the lever pi, cl, is changed at the nose iron, it

alters the apparent weight carried at m2, m3, as shown on the beam,
and so on for each of the other sections. Hence by changing these

levers they can all be made to show the same reading or weight on
the beam. If this is not the correct weight, it can be corrected by the

nose iron on the extension lever arm d. In this way the combined
effect of all the levers is changed as a whole, so that the correct

weight is shown on the beam.

The process consists of two parts:

(1) Make all levers read alike.

(2) Make the readings correct.

The remarks in Appendix No. 6 concerning load distribution

and the distributing effect of the bridge or platform, apply equally
well to the type of scale here being considered, and the same gen-
eral analysis can be applied.

With the foregoing facts understood, let us take a 60,000-pound
test car and place it on section pi, cl, record the reading on the

beam as so much plus or minus as the case may be, and then move
918
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the car until its center is as nearly as possible over the next section,

and this reading recorded in the same manner as before, and so

on until each section has been tried. With the record of the pluses

and minuses of all sections, we are able to make an intelligent start

toward the correction of the differences thereby shown.

The variation from 60,000 are assumed to be those given in the

following table of values:

Levers pi p2 p3 p4

Nose irons cl c2 c3 c4

Minus 50 Minus 100 Minus 50 Plus 50

The signs of the cross tabulated correspond with the adjust-

ments which have to be made on the respective levers to correct

them; that is, to correct the plus arms increases the effective length

of the arm by moving the nose iron out, and to reduce negative

arms shortens the length.

This data can be considered in connection with the effects of

load distribution which are present. For instance, when the test

car is over pi an appreciable portion of its weight is carried on p2.

When the test load is over p2 a considerable portion of it is carried

over pi and p3, etc. The effect of this is to cause any adjustment

made on a lever to be shared apparently by the levers on either side.

On examining the data it is at once seen that p3 will form a

convenient basis about which to center the adjustment. First lengthen

c4 to make it agree with the value first obtained for p3. When
this is done it will apparently affect the multiplication of p3 in the

same way, but to a lesser extent. Then shorten c2 to correspond

with the first value of p3, but something may be allowed for the

subsequent effect of the adjustment to be made on pi. This adjust-

ment on c2 will likewise have the effect of changing p3 in the same
way, which will in a large measure compensate for the effect on p3

of the minus adjustment made on c4. Then change cl in such a

manner as to cause lever pi to agree with p2, p3 and p4. If neces-

sary, repeat the adjustments until all sections register alike. When
this is accomplished the reading can be rendered correct by shorten-

ing the arm d by trial. In this it is assumed that the effect of the

d-ead weight of the bridge in the adjustment is understood and

allowed for.

There are so many factors entering into the problem to vitiate

calculations based upon lever formulas and simple assumptions that

no practical rule can be absolutely set forth to give just how inuch

a given nose iron need be moved to correct a given error or which

nose iron should be selected for the adjustment, and the solution

resolves itself into one of. cut and try.

The beam should be tested with respect to its action, the cor-

rectness of its graduations, weight of the poises, etc., according to

the principles which apply in general.

As mentioned above, the general recommendations contained in

Appendix No. 6 apply equally well to the pipe-lever type of scale
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Plate 4

Master Even Arm Balance, Capacity 200 Pounds, Sensibility 2 Grains ; That
Is, 2 Grains, When Added to Either Pan, Will Cause the Rest

Point of the Indicator to Shift One Division".
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Plate 15-b

SCALE BRIDGE OVERHANG

APPROACH

LOAD.
4 WHEEL TRUCK.

LOAD.
6 WHEEL TRUCK.

APPROACH

APPROACH OVERHANG.
/

;^»--.-./.:,»-r;:;:-.:

Diagram Showing Method of Load Application Over Each Main
Lever in a Track Scale.
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Appendix C

UNIT OPERATION OF RAILROAD TERMINALS IN LARGE
CITIES

In making a study of "Unit Operation of Terminals," the Com-

mittee on Yards and Terminals considered it necessary to obtain infor-

mation as to the results obtained under Federal control of railways as

related to unified operation of terminal districts.

At the request of the Committee, the Division of Operation, United

States Railroad Administration, sent to the respective Regional Directors

the following questionnaire :

"The Yards and Terminals Committee has been instructed to report
on 'Unit Operation of Railroad Terminals in Large Cities.' The Com-
mittee desires to develop as far as possible any pertinent facts that are
available in reference to any examples where unit operation of terminals
has been accomplished, either completely or in part, and the effects that

have developed therefrom."

The Committee wQiiild like to be advised

—

1. At what points terminals have been unified within j'our Region.
2. The organization in charge of same.
3. The detailed duties of the organization.
4. Any changes in practices compared with such points when not unified.

5. Detailed benefits derived from unification.

6. The gain, if any, in use of equipment.
7. The saving in mileage by short routing and the effects, if any, upon

individual companies.
8. Saving in terminal delays.

9. Avoidance of congestion.
10. Benefits derived by shippers and consignees of freight.
11. Facilitation of traffic.

12. Lessening of congestion.
13. Nature of complaints, if any, due to consolidation of facilities.

The responses to the foregoing qyestions were transmitted to the

Committee, and^.:the compilation in the following pages is submitted as

information.
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NORTHWESTERN REGION
UNIFICATION OF TERMINAL AND STATION FACILITIES

JULY 1, 1918, TO DECEMBER 31, 1918—NORTHWESTERN
REGION

The following is a report covering the unifications and consolida-

tions of facilities made effective in the Northwestern Region.

This report was a part of the annual report made to the Director

General. The report gives, in connection with each terminal, the

arrangements unified, facilities consolidated, and those abolished.

There is also included statements of the unified operation of Puget Sound

Terminal District and Chicago Terminal District.
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Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

ILLINOIS
Chicago
Terminals

Description

LCL merchandise cars and trap

cars now consolidated from in-

dustries located on CJ and
handled from Leavitt St. Yard,
instead of each road going direct

to various industries for the

traffic, resulting in a saving of

165,345 car miles per annum and
56 engine hours per day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between Belt Ry. and
EJ&E at South Chicago, saving
four engine hours per day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished in Blue Island-Dolton Dis-

trict between IHB, GT, CRI&P
and B&OCT, resulting in a sav-

ing oi 2}/2 engine hours per day .

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between MC and EJ&E at

Joliet, which has resulted in a
saving of four engine hours per
day

One-line switching service estab-

lished at industries located be-

tween CGW Crossing at Forest
Park and PFW&C Crossing,
Chicago, between B&OCT and
Soo Line; the B&OCT perform-
ing all switching, resulting in a
saving of four engine hours per
day

One-line switching service estab-

lished at industries between
State Line Tower and Grasselli,

Indiana, between the IHB and
EJ&E, resulting in a saving of

g^i hours per day

Consolidation of station forces of

IHB and EJ&E at Hammond,
Indiana

Carried forward

.

944

Effective

Date

7-2-18

7-2-1!

7-2-18

7-5-18

7-5-18

7-10-18

7-IO-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 122,640

8,760

5.475

8,760

8,760

20,805

1,020

$ 176,220



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Consolidation of clerical forces of

PFVV&C, Wabash, IHB and
B&OCT in the Hammond-East
Chicago-Calumet Districts

Re-arrangement of car inspection
at U. S. Yards, elimination
three joint inspectors, one clerk

and one interchange inspector. . . .

Re-routing of freight from CRI&P
to CB&Q, under which arrange-
ment road haul traffic for CB&Q
is handled by Belt Ry and
industry cars are handled by
B&OCT from Blue Island, re-

sulting in a saving of 8 engine
hours per day

Direct interchange abolished be-
tween Soo Line at Kolze and
Illinois Northern at 33rd Street
and all traffic for Chicago Junc-
tion and 111. Northern railways
handled by Soo Line to U. S.

Yards via the B&OCT, and 111.

Northern traffic is handled from
that point by CJ, resulting in

a saving of 4^ engine hours per
day

GT and EJ&E station forces at

Griffith, Ind., consolidated; GT
station closed

NYC&StL and EJ&E station forces

at Hobart, Ind., consolidated;
NYC&StL station closed

CRI&P and PRR car inspection
forces in 98th St. industrial dis-

trict consolidated

Carried forward.

945

Effective

Date

7-15-18

-15-18

7-18-18

7-20-18

7-27-18

7-30- I

i

7-30-18

Estimated
A nntial

Saving

$ 176,220

6,384

7,680

17.520

9.855

5.399

12,255

1,500

$ 236,813

(31)



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Consolidation of car repair forces

at Union Stock Yards, under
which arrangement Chicago
Junction Ry. forces make light re-

pairs to cars going out over va-
rious lines, instead of each line

maintaining their own force, re-

sulting in a reduction of five car
repairers

As a result of one-line switching
service established at industries

in East Chicago-Hammond-Calu-
met District, PRR was enabled
to dispense with two clerks at

Hammond and five clerks at East
Chicago

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between MC and AT&SF
at Joliet; interchange handled
exclusively by MC, resulting in a
saving of 8 engine hours per day

.

C & NW and Belt Ry. car inspection

forces at Cragin consolidated,
making a reduction of 7 car in-

spectors

Belt Ry., IC, C&EI and MC car
inspection forces at Kensington
consolidated, resulting in a re-

duction of 3 car inspectors

B&O Kinzie Street Freight House
closed and its team track facili-

ties abolished

Erie RR Webster Avenue and Erie
St. freight station closed

Grand Trunk North Water Street

freight station closed

Method of handling mail at Union
passenger station re-arranged,
enabling CM&StP to make a re-

duction of four helpers

Carried forward.

946

Effective

Date

8-3-18

8-5-18

8-7-18

8-7-18

8-10-18

8-12-18

8-15-18

8-15-18

8-19-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 236,813

6,300

6,384

17,520

9,600

4.255

13.117

36,496

17,000

4.738

$ 352,233



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Method of handling express cars at
Lake St. re-arranged, allowing
the CM&StP to make a reduction
of two flagmen

Consolidation of EJ&E and MC,
including facilities at Joliet; MC
now re-ices all cars for the EJ&E

.

CM&StP station at Edgewater
closed

Joint agency established at U. S.

Yards. Formerly each road
maintained its own agency

Consolidation of Chicago Car In-

terchange Bureau, resulting in

reduction in number of employes

Consolidation of MC and Belt RR
agencies at Kensington Jet.; Belt
Ry. station closed

Consolidation of NYC&StL and
IHB forces at Coburn, Ind., in-

terlocking plant, resulting in a
reduction of three operators

Establishment of joint collection

bureau, Board of Trade Building,
under which arrangement a joint
agent has been appointed for all

lines to make the collections on
freight bills for grain shipments,
resulting in reduction in number
of employes

As a result of Improved Merchan-
dise Service, Soo Line handles all

merchandise in one transfer be-
tween Kolze and Canal and 1 2th
Streets, resulting in a saving of 96
engine hours per month

Carried forward.

947

Effective

Date

8-20-18

8-20-18

9-1-18

3-24-18

9-5-18

9-10-18

9-10-18

9-25-18

9-25-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 352,223

1,800

6,000

1,609

61,542

23.263

1,260

3,198

3,379

6,912

$ 461,166



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Consolidation car inspection forces

between Soo Line and IHB at

Franklin Park; IHB now per-

forming service

Consolidation of C&NW and Belt

Ry. car inspection forces at

Cragin. Additional saving ef-

fected through putting this ar-

rangement into effect

Re-arrangement of forces at I2th
and Canal Streets, enabling Soo
Line to make reduction of one
telegraph operator

Consolidation of forces of Soo Line
and IHB at Franklin Park; Soo
Line dispensing with one watch-
man

Discontinuance of practice of fur-

nishing copies of interchange re-

ports to live stock agents at U. S.

Yards

Direct interchange abolished be-
tween Soo Line and Belt RR at

Clearing, and instead the Soo
Line interchanges with Belt RR
at 22nd St., resulting in a saving
of 142 engine hours per month . . .

IHB and MC station forces at Blue
Island consolidated, dispensing
with the services of one agent and
three clerks

C&NW and IHB station forces at

Irondale consolidated, dispensing
with the services of one agent and
two clerks

Carried forward.

948

Effective

Date

9-30-18

9-30-18

10-1-18

lO-I-II

10-1-18

10-15-18

10-17-18

10-17-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 461,186

2.384

8,640

1,170

1,185

240

10,224

4.790

2,520

$ 492.339



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1. 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Stalion

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

One-line switching service estab-
lished at plant of Gilbert &
Bennett at Wireton, whereby the
B&OCT handles merchandise di-

rect to Forest Hill Station, in-

stead of delivering to CRI&P,
and the merchandise is forwarded
from Forest Hill Station instead
of Taylor St. Freight Station, re-

sulting in a net saving of $104.00
p?r month drayage expense and
16 e igine hours per month

MC static ns at ToUeston and Liver-
pool discor, tinned; traffic for-

merly handled at Tolleston is re-

ceived at Gary, and Liverpool is

made a prepay station

Pennsylvania RR station at Tolles-
ton discontinued, and the busi-
ness formerly handled at Tolles-
ton is received at Gary

Furnishing of weights on outbound
shipments of live stock discon-
tinued; the weights are now se-

cured by the Stock Yards joint
agency direct from shippers in-

stead of through the Union Stock
Yards & Transit Co

CM&StP Ry LCL freight house at
15th St. discontinued, which was
made possible by the installation
of the Sailing Day plan for han-
dling LCL shipments of merchan-
dise

Reduction in yard force of
NYC&StL at Ashland Ave., made
possible by the change in routing
of interchange business in the
Ashland Ave. Yard

Carried forward.

949

Effective

Dale

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 492,339

10-30-18

10-30-18

10-30-18

2,400

2,763.60

1,302.60

ii-i-i)

11-1-18

11-5-18

3,727.20

11,236

2,460

$ 516,228.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Freeport

Ladd

Seatohviile

Spring
Valley

Description

Brought forward.

.

Re-arrangement of car inspection
forces of CM&GRR af Manhat-
tan, 111., enabling that road to

dispense with the service of one
car inspector

Re-arrangenient of repair work and
the CTH&SE repair track at Blue
Island, 111., discontinued

Three clerks were maintained at
Diller St. to make record of cars

handled over CM&StP-PCC&StL
joint tracks between Union Sta-

tion and Western Ave., which ar-

rangement has been discontinued
and bills for joint expense based
on reports of cars handled ren-

dered by Superintendents of the
respective lines

EJ&E and CM&G freight facilities

at Joliet consolidated, the EJ&E
handling all LCL freight

B&O and Pere Marquette passen-
ger trains diverted to the rails of

the Pennsylvania Railroad be-
tween Pine Jet. and Erie St.,

eliminating 6.9 miles per train,

or 47,498 miles per annum

C&NW and IC passenger station

forces consolidated, resulting in

salary reduction of the amount
shown

C&NW and NYC freight and pas-
senger stations consolidated

C&NW freight and passenger sta-

tions closed; all business being
handled by CM&StP and NYC
railroads

Car inspection and repair forces,

C&NW and CRI&P, consoli-

dated under one joint organiza-
tion

Carried forward .

.

950

11-15-18

11-15-18

11-20-18

11-22-18

12-1-18

I1-15-18

7-23-ii

10-8-18

8-1-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 516,228.40

1,440

12,350

3.300

2,115

47,498

7,140

528

1,062

1,800

$ 503,461.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities

—

July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

IDAHO
Coeur
d'Alene

Burke

IOWA
Anamesa

Botna

Cedar
Rapids

Description

Brought forward.

NP, CM&StP and SI freight sta-

tions at Coeur d'Alene and NP
freight station at Post Falls

closed; all business turned over
to S&IE, resulting in the saving
shown in station expenses

NP and OWRR&N passenger sta-

tion facilities consolidated; NP
passenger station discontinued..

C&NVV and CM&StP freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; CM&StP stations

closed

C&NW and CGW freight and pas-

senger station forces consolidated

Further consolidation made of car

inspection forces of CM&StP,
C&NW, CRI&P and IC railroads

C&NW and CRI&P mechanical
dept. facilities consolidated;
CRI&P force handhng all work
in connection with repairs, etc.,

of locomotives

CM&StP and CRI&P mechanical
and car repair facilities consoli-

dated; all work handled by
CRI&P forces; CM&StP facili-

ties discontinued

Ticket office forces at joint C&NW-
CRI&P passenger station con-
solidated and the entire organi-

zation placed under one joint

organization

C&NW and CRI&P car inspectors

at Union Depot consolidated;
CRI&P forces now performing
all work

Carried forward.

951

Effective

Date

8-18-18

7-8-18

9-10-18

1-15-18

7-1-18

10-11-18

9-5- I

i

12-3-18

I 2-5- I

8

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 593-461.40

9.156

3.300

1.799

981

1,400

11,880

21,780

1,836

4,980

$ 650,573.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

IOWA (Contd)
Clinton

Fort Dodge

Grand Jet

Irwin

Kirkman

LeMars

Lyons

Marshalltown

Mason City

Description

Brought forward.

C&NW, CM&StP, CB&Q and
CRI&P mechanical and car de-
partment forces consolidated;
joint CB&Q-CRI&P roundhouse
and watering station discontin-
ued; C&NW forces repairing and
caring for locomotives and cars
of the other lines

IC now inspecting and cleaning
M&StL passenger equipment,
eliminating one car inspector and
saving two engine hours per day.

C&NW and M&StL freight and
passenger station forces consoli-

dated; all business handled in

C&NW stations; M&StL freight

station closed

CGW and C&NW freight and
passenger station forces con-
solidated

C&NW and CGW freight and pas-
senger station forces consolidated

;

the business of both lines being
handled by one joint agent

CStPM&O and IC freight station
forces consolidated; CStPM&O
station closed

CM&StP and C&NW freight and
passenger station forces con-
solidated; all business handled
in CM&StP station, and C&NW
station closed

M&StL and C&NW engine houses
consolidated; C&NW engine
house closed

M&StL switch engine now being
repaired and cared for in

CM&StP engine house, instead
of being taken to Marshalltown
as formerly

Carried forward...

Effective

Date

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 650,573.40

IO-I2-I8



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

IOWA (Cont'd)
Mason City

Montezuma

Description

Brought forward

Practice of defect carding for

deHvering line defects discontin-

ued, resulting in reduction in

car inspection force

M&StL and CRI&P freight and
passenger station forces consoli-

dated; M&StL freight and pas-
senger stations closed

Rock Rapids CStPM&O and IC freight and pas-

senger stations consolidated;
CStPM&O station closed

Rolfe

Ruthven

Waterloo

C&NW and M&StL freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; C&NW station used
by consolidated forces as a pas-
senger station and M&StL sta-

tion used as a joint freight sta-

tion

CM&StP and M&StL freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; M&StL station closed.

WCF&N and CRI&P freight and
passenger station forces con-
solidated; agent of WCF&N
acting as joint agent

Carried forward.

Effective

Date

8-I-I8

10-13-18

8-17-18

10-1-18

7-27-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 670,489.40

10,500

1,776

1,032

lO-I-Ii

658

1.348

979

$ 686,782.40

953



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

MICHIGAN
(Ppper Peninsula)

Hermansville

Hubbell

Ironwood

Ishpeming

Laurium

Negaunee

Republic

MINNESOTA
Biwabik

Chaska

Detroit

Description

Brought forward.

C&NW and Soo Line passenger
and freight station facilities con-
solidated; C&NW depot being
used for passenger business and
Soo Line depot for freight busi-
ness

Copper Range and Mineral Range
freight and passenger station
facilities consolidated ; Copper
Range station closed

C&NW and Soo Line station forces

consolidated

C&NW and DSS&A freight and
passenger stations consolidated;
C&NW freight station and
DSS&A passenger station closed.

Mineral Range station closed; all

business for Laurium handled by
agent at Calumet

C&NW and DSS&A freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; DSS&A freight station
discontinued

C&NW, CM&StP and DSS&A
freight and passenger stations
consolidated ; C&NW and
DSS&A stations closed

D&IR and DM&N station facili-

ties consolidated; DM&N station
closed ;

CM&StP and M&StL stations con-
solidated; CM&StP freight sta-

tion closed

Soo Line freight station, located on
a spur down town, closed, and
business now handled from pass-
ing trains at passenger station,

resulting in reduction in forces
and saving of thirty minutes time
to way freights by not going to
freight depot

Carried forward. .

.

954

Effective

Date

II-20-I8

11-14-18

9-1-18

9-15-1

9-16-18

7-1-18

9-3-18

8-10-18

8-12-18

11-7-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 686,782.40

2,352

1,140

975

5.844''

2,148

1,320

1,326

2,664

358

3.216

$ 708,125 40



Table I—Unification o( Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

MINNESOTA
(Contd)

Duluth-
Superior
Terminals

Endion
Station-
Duluth

Evaleth

Morris

Northfield
to Cannon
Falls

Description

Brought forward.

NP and GN freight stations at Cen-
tral Ave., Superior, consolidated;

GN station closed

Re-arrangement of car checking
forces put into effect at Rice's

Point, Duluth, resulting in re-

duction of two car checkers em-
ployed by the Great Northern
Railway

Freight station facilities of the

CStPM&O, NP and DSS&A at

Superior East End were consoli-

dated, all business being handled
in CStPM&O station, and the
NP and DSS&A station closed.

.

CStPM&O and Soo Line passenger
station facilities at Superior con-

solidated

Reduction in force account less help

required because of D&IR dis-

continuing business at Eveleth
and Virginia stations; business for

these stations being turned over
to DM&N

DM&N and D&IR freight and pas-

senger stations consolidated;

DM&N stations closed and all

business being handled by
DM&N in D&IR stations

GN and NP freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated;
NP stations closed

CM&StP abandoned its line be-

tween these points, and this ter-

ritory now served exclusively by
the CGW. CM&StP stations at

Waterford, Wallace and Ran-
dolph closed, resulting in the
saving shown in station expense

.

Carried forward.

*55

Effective

Date

7-15-18

10-1-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 708,125.40

2,460

2,460

8-7-18



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities

—

July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

MINNESOTA
(Contd)

Red Lake
Falls

Taopi

Twin Cities

Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

GN and NP freight and passenger
facilities consolidated; NP sta-

tions closed

CGW and CM&StP freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; CM&StP stations
closed

NP and M&StL freight station

forces consolidated; M&StL
freight station closed

CStPM&O now backing passenger
equipment into Union Station by
use of air hose, instead of by
pilot engine as formerly, resulting

in a saving of l6 engine hours per
day

Interchange of Head of Lakes busi-

ness between CM&StP and NP
now made via Minnesota Trans-
fer, instead of through Third
Street Yard as formerly

Over, Short and Damage Reports
discontinued at Minnesota Trans-
fer, and necessary information
shown on passing reports

Revised joint car inspection rules

put into effect, providing for care-
ful inspection of cars on arrival

these terminals, and similar care-
ful inspection on their departure,
eliminating all other inspection
of cars interchanged between
lines, except Safety Appliance
inspection

Freight service of CStPM&O re-

arranged whereby merchandise
is sent to Minnesota Transfer to
be loaded into district cars.which
has enabled CStPM&O to close

its Fillmore Ave. freight station.

Carried forward.

956

Effective

Date

g-i-ii

8-I-I8

7-1-18

7-15-iJ

7-22-18

8-15-1!

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 735,877.40

1,500

604

7,620

35.040

9-1-18

8-19-18

2,500

4,800

36,000

1.505

$ 825,446.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

MINNESOTA
(Contd)

Twin Cities

Terminals

Virginia

Walker

Winona

MONTANA
Billings

and Laurel

Butte

Description

Brought forward.

CM&StP and M&StL freiglit and
passenger facilities at St. Louis
Park consolidated; CM&StP fa-

cilities discontinued

D&IR and DM&N freight and pas-

senger station facilities consol-

idated; D&IR stations closed. . .

GN and Mt&I freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated;
M&l station closed

CGW and CM&StP freight office

forces consolidated; CGW freight

office closed

GN engine terminal and station
facilities, repair tracks, etc., con-
solidated with NP facilities. GN
facilities discontinued and switch
engine taken off

GN and NP freight houses consol-

idated; all business handled in

NP freight house, and the GN
freight house leased to outside
parties

BA&P RR LCL business consoli-

dated with the CM&StP business,

and the BA&P freight house
closed

OSL freight house closed and its

business consolidated with the
CM&StP

Carried forward.

Effective

Date

I 2-20-18

8-10-18

9-1-18

8-i-l{

7-28-iJ

10-7-18

10-7-18

10-7-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 825,446.40

1,080

4.205

000

I.'852

66,840

18,832

6,984

6,420

$ 931.659-40

957



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

MONTANA
(Cont'd)

Choteau

Deer Lodge

Great Falls

Helena

Lewistown

Silver Bow

Sweet Grass

Description

Brought forward.

Willow Creek

CM&StP and GN freight and pas-
senger stations consolidated;
CM&StP station closed

NP and CM&StP freight and pas-
senger station facilities consoli-

dated; NP stations closed and all

business now handled in CM&StP
stations, resulting in a reduction
in forces and switching

CM&StP and GN freight and pas-

senger station, round houses, car
departments, and yard terminals
consolidated; CM&StP facilities

discontinued

NP and GN freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated;
GN stations closed

GN and CM&StP freight and pas-
senger stations and engine house
facilities consolidated; GN facili-

ties discontinued

NP and OSL car repair forces con-
solidated; work now being done
by OSL forces for both railroads.

GN and CP freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated; all

business handled in GN station,

and CP freight and passenger
stations closed

NP and CM&StP station facilities

consolidated; NP depot used as a

joint passenger station and
CM&StP depot used as a joint

freight station

Effective

Date

Estimated
Annual
Saving

8-19-18

11-4-11

7-30-18

B-5-18

7-10-18

11-15-18

$ 931.659.40

1,485

10-3-ii

7-18-18

Carried forward. . .
i

9,240

75,000

21,363

13,128

782

2,646

1.392

$ 1,056,695.40

958



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

NEBRASKA
Davenport

David City

Jackson

NORTH
DAKOTA

Ardock

Bisbee

Conway

Lansford

Leeds

Mi not

Omemee

Rolette

"yndmere

Description

Brought forward.

C&NW and StJ&GI freight and
passenger station facilities con-

solidated; StJ&GI station closed.

C&NW and UP freight and pas-

senger station facilities consoli-

dated; C&NW station closed

CStPM&O and CB&Q freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; CStPM&O facilities

discontinued

GN and Soo freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated;

Soo Line stations closed

GN and Soo Line freight and pas-

senger station facilities consol-

idated; Soo Line stations closed.

GN and Soo Line freight and pas-

senger station facilities consoli-

dated; GN facilities discontinued.

GN and Soo Line freight and pas-

senger station facilities consol-

idated; Soo Line stations closed.

GN and NP freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated

;

NP facilities discontinued

GN and Soo Line freight and pas-

senger station facilities consoli-

dated; Soo Line facilities discon-

tinued

GN and Soo Line freight and pas-
senger station facilities consol-

idated; Soo Line facilities dis-

continued

GN and Soo Line freight and pas-
senger station facilities con-
solidated, and the GN facilities

discontinued

NP and MStP&SSM freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; NP station closed

Carried forward.

959

Effective

Date

9-1-1J

9-1-18

1 1-29- 1

8

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 1,056,695.40

649

11-21-1I

12 -5- I

J

I2-I-18

I 1-2- 1

8

I2-I-I8

I2-1-U

I2-5-18

12-20-18

8-I-I8

I.4I5

1,212

1,452

252

1,164

1,224

540

11,436

1,380

252

1.750

$1,079,421.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

OREGON
Beaverton

Corvallis

Forest Grove

Portland

Woodburn

SOUTH
DAKOTA
Hot Springs

Huron

Mission Hill

Northville

Wentworth

Description

Brought forward.

O.E. station closed; all business

being handled through SP sta-

tion

O.E. turned over considerable of its

freight business to SP, reducing
its station force to one man

O.E. station closed; business

handled through SP station

GN passenger station abandoned
and that line now using Union
Station

O.E. station closed and the business

handled through SP station. . . .

C&NW and CB&Q freight and pas-

senger station facilities consoli-

dated; C&NW freight station

used jointly by both lines and
CB&Q freight station closed

C&NW and GN freight and pas-

senger stations, engine terminals,

car repairing and car cleaning

facilities consolidated; GN facil-

ities discontinued

C&NW and GN freight and pas-

senger station facilities consoli-

dated; C&NW facilities aban-
doned .

C&NW and M&StL freight and
passenger station forces con-

solidated; all business handled in

C&NW stations; M&StL stations

closed

CM&StP and W&SF freight and
passenger station facilities con-

solidated; CM&StP facilities dis-

continued

Carried forward.

960

Effective

Date

8-14-18

8-14-18

8-14-18

7-4-18

8-14-18

12-15-18

S-15-18

11-18-18

10-25-18

11-22-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$1,079,421.40

1,200

3,600

2,300

000

1,000

2,484

2,975

996

864

336

$1,095,176.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities

—

July 1, 1918,
to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

WASHING-
TON

Ballard

Buena

Centralia

Centraliaand
Chehalis

Description

Brought forward.

Dayton

Donald

Everett

Farmington

Hoquiam

Irvin

GN and NP freight and passenger
station facilities consolidated;
NP stations closed

NP and OWRR&N freight and
passenger stations consolidated;
NP station closed

OWRR&N and NT mechanical
department facilities consoli-

dated; NP forces performing
work for both companies

NP now handles bulk of LCL busi-

ness at these towns, enabling
CM&StP to reduce forces, with
no increase in NP force

NP and OWRR&N freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; NP stations closed. . .

NP and OWRR&N freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated ; N P station closed

CM&StP, GN and NP freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; CM&StP and NP sta-

tions closed

NP abandoned its line between
Farmington and Hayfield, and
closed its freight station at

Farmington. Closing of station

resulted in saving shown

NP and OWRR&N mechanical
facilities consolidated ; OWRR&N
forces doing work for both com-
panies

NP and SI freight and passenger
station forces consolidated; all

business handled in SI stations

and NP stations closed

Carried forward.

961

Effective

Date

7-29-18

7-3 1- 1

8

8-12-18

9-14-18

7-31-18

7-31-18

8-26-18

IO-I-18

7-I-18

9-12-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$1,095,176.40

240

716

240

2,200

716

716

3.323

1,116

240

1,584

$1,106,267.40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

VVASHING-
TON(Contd)
Newport

Seattle

Spokane

Tacoma

WISCONSIN
Arpin

Bay View

Chippewa
Falls

Description

Brought forward.

CM&StP and GN freight and pas-

senger station facilities consoli-

dated; CM&StP passenger sta-

tion closed

NP Terry Avenue freight station

closed, resulting in saving of sal-

aries of three clerks and of switch-

ing one car of merchandise each
way between King Street and
Terry Avenue daily

CM&StP has taken over handling
of merchandise business of the

OWRR&N and SI, enabling the
latter companies to close their

freight houses

NP and CM&StP passenger sta-

tion facilities consolidated;

CM&StP passenger station closed

GN freight train service between
Seattle and Portland being dis-

continued, enabled the GN to

close its freight station, store-

house and roundhouse

NP and OWRR&N freight station

facilities consolidated; all busi-

ness being handled in NP sta-

tion, and OWRR&N freight sta-

tion discontinued

C&NW and Soo Line freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; Soo Line facilities dis-

continued

Joint interchange inspection as be-

tween CM&StP and C&NW dis-

continued

CM&StP and Soo Line freight sta-

tion facilities consolidated;
CM&StP freight station closed. . .

Carried forward. . .

Effective

Date

8-8-18

B-2I-I8

:i-i-iJ

5-7- 1 i

7-25-18

7-28-18

10-29-18

8-1-18

9-18-1J

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$1,106,267.40

1. 147

3,700

20,016

48,911

60,305

2,604

516

3,000

1,272

$1,247,738.40

962



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

WISCONSIN
(Contd)

Green Bay

Manitowoc

Plover

Milton Jet.

Milwaukee
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

C&NW, CM&StP and GB&W car
inspection and repair forces on
interchange track consolidated
under one joint organization

Forces of C&NW, Soo Line, Fere
Marquette and Ann Arbor, in-

specting cars delivered from the
Ferry, consolidated, and deliver-

ing line inspection accepted

GB&W and Soo Line stations con-
solidated; Soo Line freight and
passenger stations discontinued . .

C&NW and CM&StP freight and
passenger station forces consoli-

dated

Car Department clerical forces of

CM&StP and C&NW consoli-

dated

CM&StP and Soo Line freight car

repair and inspection forces con-

solidated; CM&StP handling re-

pair and inspection for both
roads

CM&StP Menominee Valley joint

track switching and C&NW
Mitchell Yard and Menominee
Belt joint track switching now
supervised by one joint yard-
master, instead of yardmaster
being employed by each road as

formerly

C&NW and CM&StP checkers for

empty beer packages and receipt-

ing for beer cars consolidated.
CM&StP stations and employes
now used for handling this work .

.

Carried forward.

Effective

Date

9-1-18

8-24-18

12-5-18

8-25-18

7-17-18

9-1-18

8-26-18

r-is-is

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$1,247,738.40

3,000

4,800

840

945

2.947

1,800

1.938

2,016

$1,266,024.40

963



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

WISCONSIN
(Cont'd)

Milwaukee
Terminals

Nekoosa

Park Falls

Plymouth

Port
Edwards

Rhinelander

Description

Brought forward.

CM&StP and PM joint car in-

spection at PM ferry dock dis-

pensed with; each road agreeing
to accept the other road's inspec-

tion

CM&StP, C&NW and Soo Line
yard clerk forces in Menominee
Belt District consolidated, dis-

pensing with the services of three

yard clerks

GT, C&NW and CM&StP car in-

spection forces consolidated

Stowell Street station on the

CM&StP closed and forces con-

solidated with the Becher Street

station of the C&NW

C&NW, CM&StP and MStP&SSM
freight and passenger station

forces consolidated; the forces

of the CM&StP handling the

business of all three lines

CStPM&O and MStP&SSM freight

and passenger station facilities

consolidated; CStPM&O stations

closed

C&NW and CM&StP freight and
passenger station forces consoli-

dated

C&NW, CM&StPand MStP&SSM
freight and passenger station

forces consolidated

C&NW and Soo Line car repair and
inspection forces on interchange
track consolidated under one
joint organization; the Soo Line
forces now doing work for both
lines

Carried forward.

964

Effective

Date

10-9-18

I0-7-

I

10-7-18

11-1-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$1,266,024.40

9-10-18

9-21-18

8-15-18

9-16-18

9-1-ii

5,430

3.240

3.720

3.240

1,268

775

1,746

980

1,200

11,287,629 40



Table I—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—July 1, 1918,

to December 31, 1918—Northwestern Region.

Station

WISCONSIN
(Cont'd)
Rockland

Racine Jet.

State
Hospital

Van Dyne

Watertown
Junction

Waukesha

Woodman

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
New West-
minster and
Vancouver

Description

Brought forward.

C&NW and CM&StP freight and
passenger station facilities con-

solidated; CM&StP stations

closed

C&NW and CM&StP car inspec-

tion forces consolidated

C&NW depot moved to location

between the Soo Line and C&NW
tracks and used by consolidated

forces. Soo Line station closed.

C&NW and Soo Line freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated; C&NW station closed.

C&NW and CM&StP passenger
station forces consolidated;
CM&StP force handling the
business of the C&NW

C&NW and Soo Line car inspection

and repair forces consolidated;

all work being performed by the
forces of the Soo Line

C&NW and CM&StP freight and
passenger station facilities con-
solidated ; C&NW stations closed.

As a result of discontinuing train

service between Vancouver, B.C.,

and Sumas, Wash., by the NP,
which service is now taken care

of by the GN, the freight stations

of the NP at New Westminster
and Vancouver have been discon-

tinued

Grand total.

965

Effective

Date

9-6-18

8-1-18

10-24-18

I 2-2-1

8

9-14-18

8-1-18

7-I-18

8-18-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$1,287,629.40

828

3,000

1,069

636

912

1,200

780

10,892

$1,306,946 40



Table II—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities Joint Switch-
ing Arrangements Put in Effect July 1, 1918, to December 31,

1918—Northwestern Region.

Station



Table 11—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities Joint Switch-
ing Arrangements Put in Effect July 1, 1918, to December 31,

1918—Northwestern Region.

Station



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities

—

December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
Chicago
Terminals

Description

One-line switching service estab-

lished at plants of Illinois Vine-

gar Co.; Peter Schuttler Wagon
Works; National Malleable Cast-
ings Co.; Crane & Co.; Citizens'

Brewery; American Brake Shoe
Foundry Co., and industries

located in "Grain Alley"

One-line transfer service established

between AT&SF at Corwith Yard
and GT at Elsdon Yard,
whereby GT handles AT&SF
cars from Elsdon Yard to Cor-
with Yard

IC-B&O direct interchange at

83rd St., South Chicago, abol-

ished and IC business is handled
in normal direction of traffic to

Belt Ry., thereby avoiding one
classification and movement of

engines to and from interchange
point with light tonnage

B&O-NYC direct interchange
abolished and now made through
Belt Railway

B&O-PFtW&C direct interchange
abolished and interchange now
made through Belt Railway

GT-Wabash direct interchange at

47th Street and GT-Erie direct

interchange at 49th Street

abolished, and interchange now
made through Belt Railway

Direct interchange of B&OCT-
CWP&S and Pullman Railroad
abolished, business being merged
with that of Belt Ry., giving
larger tonnage for engines

B&O-CRI&P direct interchange
abolished, business being merged
with that of Belt Ry

Carried forward.

968

Effective

Date

4-2-18

4-20-18

4-10-18

4-5-18

4-5-18

4-5-18

4-10-18

4-10-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 71.172

2,190

10,950

2,190

2,190

2,190

4.380

2,190

$ 97.452



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities-

31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region
-December

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

CRI&P - Erie direct interchange
abolished at 44th St. and 51st St.

yards, and now made at CRI&P
Yard, South Chicago, eliminat-
ing unnecessary car haul of

approximately 16 miles on each
car arriving on CRI&P for the
Erie, and 12 miles on each car
going from the Erie to CRI&P,
as well as saving two engine
hours per day

Wabash-CRI&P direct interchange
abolished at 44th St. and 47th St.

Yards, saving one engine hour
per day

CRI&P-C&A direct interchange
abolished at Glenn Yard, and
cars now move in regular inter-

change via Belt Railway, enab-
ling CRI&P to take off one switch
engine

AT&SF-CRI&P direct interchange
abolished on grain shipments,
now being handled via Belt Rail-

way

One-line transfer service established
between Wabash and B&OCT at

Landers. B&OCT in making
deliveries to Wabash at Landers
returns with B&OCT cars from
the Wabash, eliminating move-
ment of Wabash engine

One-line transfer service established
between IC at Wildwood and MC
at Kensington. MC now makes
deliveries from Kensington to IC
at Wildwood, returns with IC
cars for MC, eliminating IC
engine movement

Carried forward.

969

Effective

Date

4-13-18

4-16-18

4-10-18

4-8-18

4-8-18

4-14-if

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 97.452

4.380

2,190

17.520

2,190

6,570

6,570

$ 136,872



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

One-line transfer service established

between IC and MC from Leavitt
St. Yard of Chicago Junction to

South Water St. Yard, resulting

in a saving of four engine hours
per day

One-line transfer service established

between CRI&P at South Chi-
cago and Pennsylvania at Cole-

hour, which has resulted in a
saving of two engine hours per
day

One-line transfer service established

between NYC at South Chicago
and Pennsylvania at Colehour,
saving two engine hours per day.

Oue-Hne transfer service estab-

lished between PFtW&C at 47th
Street Yard and CM&StP

_
at

Galewood, resulting in a saving
of 1 2 engine hours per day

One-line switching service estab-
lished at Stein-Hirsch Co. plant,

saving car haul of forty miles in

making interchange between
C&A and IC via Clearing, and
saving four engine hours per day.
In addition, advanced movement
of cars about 3 days

One-line switching service estab-

lished at Brighton Park;
PCC&StL covering deliveries to

and from B&OCT, C&A and IN
in that district, resulting in a sav-

ing of 6J engine hours per day. . .

.

One-line switching service estab-

lished in Harvey District, indus-
tries formerly served by B&OCT,
IC and GT now served by
B&OCT

Carried forward.

970

Effective

Date

4-14-18

4-14-18

4-8-18

4-14-18

4-8-18

4-14-18

4-14-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 136,872

8,760

4.380

4.380

26,280

8,760

13.140

13.140

$ 215,712



Table Ill-Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities-December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

One-line switching service estab-
lished at Chicago Bridge & Iron
Company Plant, Washington
Heights; CRI&P doing all switch-
ing

,

One-line switching service estab-
lished at Columbia Matting Co.
and Albert Schwill Co., South
Chicago; NYC doing all switch-
ing

One-line switching service estab-
lished at plant of J. T. Ryerson
& Co.; work formerly performed
by CGW, CM&StP, CB&Q and
CR&I now performed by the
CR&I exclusively

Switching service between Erie
and CI&L re-arranged, whereby
Erie takes CI&L cars to Indiana
Harbor Belt Ry. and that line
delivers CI&L cars, eliminating
movement of Erie engines to
CI&L yard

CB&Q interchange business re-
routed from Western Avenue de-
livery point to delivery point at
Hawthorne and Congress Park,
via Belt Ry. and IHB Ry., re-
lieving the congested CB&Q
Western Ave. yard of handling
approximately 200 cars per day;
enabling the NYC&StL to dis-
continue daily run to this dis-
trict, and resulting in a saving
of.33 engine hours per day to all
railroads concerned

One-line transfer service estab-
lished at NYC&StL Stony Island
Yard and CRI&P South Chicago
Yard, eliminating one engine
hour per day

Carried forward.

971

Effective

Date

4-8-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

215,712

2,190

4-14-18

4-8-18

7,665

4-8-18

8,760

2,190

4-8-18

4-28-18

72,270

2,190

$ 310,977



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities

—

December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between NYC&StL Stony
Island Yard and IC Fordham
Yard, saving one engine hour per

day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between Pennsylvania RR
55th St. Yard and CM&StP
Galewood Yard, saving six engine

hours per day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between B&OCT and B&O
at Whiting and Wolf Lake, sav-

ing two engine hours per day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between B&OCT and IC
at Barr Yard and Wildwood, sav-

ing two engine hours per day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between IHB and CI&L at

Burnham and South Hammond,
eliminating one engine hour per

day

One-line transfer service estab-

between Erie, IHB and CI&L at

Hammond, Burnham and So.

Hammond, saving one engine

hour per day

B&O-NYC 90th St. Yard direct

interchange abolished; cars now
routed via Belt Ry., saving one
engine hour per day

Effective

Date

Interchange between EJ&E, 83rd

St., So. Chicago, and IC Ford-
ham Yard, Matteson. This
freight now being routed via Belt

Ry. at So. Chicago or via IHB at

Matteson, resulting in net saving

of one engine hour per day 4-25-1)

Carried forward

.

972

$ 310,977

5-5-iJ

5-5-18

5-9-18

5-8-18

5-i-iJ

5-5-ii

4-20-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

2,190

13.140

4.380

4.380

2,190

2,190

2,190

2,190

$ 343.827



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

One-line switching service estab-
lished at group of industries,

Grant Lead, Cicero, B&OCT-Belt
Ry. This territory now being
served by B&OCT exclusively,

resulting in a net saving of one
engine hour per day

One-line switching service estab-
lished between the B&OCT and
PCC&StL at group of industries

between 49th and 69th Streets,

resulting in net saving of four
engine hours per day

One-line switching service estab-
lished in 95th St. District, result-

ing in net saving of one engine
hour per day

One-line switching service estab-
lished at industries between Og-
den Avenue and 12th Street;

C&NW performing all switching,
resulting in a saving of four
engine hours per day

One-line switching service estab-
lished between the CRI&P and
IC at American Brake Shoe &
Fdry Co., 95th Street, South
Chicago, resulting in net saving
of two engine hours per day

One-line switching service estab-
lished at north end of Union Sta-
tion, under which arrangement
the CB&Q places CiM&StP mail
cars, resulting in net saving of

two engine hours per day

Carried forward.

973

Effective

Date

5-1-18

4-22-18

4-22-18

4-25-18

4-25-18

4-28-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 343.827

2,190

8,760

2,190

8,760

4,380

4.380

$ 374.487



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Rerouting of freight from PCC&StL
and CM&StP, under which ar-

rangement the PCC&StL deUvers

CM&StP cars via Galewood Yard
to Belt Railway at Clearing

instead of direct delivery to Gale-

wood Yard. This business merges
with CM&StP trafific_ moving
from Clearing, resulting in greater

volume as against direct deliv-

eries formerly made, and has

resulted! in reduction of eleven

engine hours per day

Facilities and engine use in I2th

Street District of the NYC and
1 8th Street District of NYC&StL
unified

One-line transfer service established

between CB&Q and C&NW
at Ashland Avenue, resulting in

net saving of five engine hours

per day

One-line transfer service established

between Soo Line Kolze Yard
and IC 33rd Street Yard, elimi-

nating Soo Line special transfer

and saving 4I engine hours per

day

Discontinuance of CRI&P-C&A
direct interchange at Glenn Yard,
CRI&P-Erie interchange at 44th

St. Yard, and CRI&P-Wabash
interchange at 47th St. Yard,
mentioned above, enabled

CRI&P to reduce yard force ....

Rerouting of freight via" Clearing

from PCC&StL 59th St. Yard to

CB&Q Yard at Hawthorne,
resulting in a reduction of 3
engine hours per day

Carried forward,

974

Effective

Date

$ 374.487

4-27-18

5-11-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

24,090

1,266

5-20-18

5-15-if

5-11-18

5-23-18

10,950

9.855

1.785

6,5:0

$ 429,003



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Re-arrangement of interchange

between PCC&StL at Dolton,

IC at Wndwood, C&EI at Haney,

and B&OCT at Barr, whereby

PCC&StL combines IC, C&EI,
and B&OCT cars for movement
to IHB yard, Blue Island, at

which point they are merged with

general movement of IHB busi-

ness for these roads, resulting in

reduction of four engine hours

per day

Re-arrangement of transfer ser-

vice between Haney Yard of

C&EI and Blue Island Yard of

IHB, and Barr Yard of the

B&OCT, whereby IHB operates

between IHB and C&EI yards,

thence B&OCT to C&EI and

return to IHB, resulting in a net

saving of 19 engine hours per

day

Re-arrangement of switching ser-

vice to and from industries locat-

ed on St. Charles Air Line; in-

bound shipments confined to

CB&Q and IC and outbound

shipments confined to MC and

IC, so far as practicable. In-

stead of engines of 19 different

roads going to the St. Charles

Air Line, the work is confined to

three roads—CB&Q, IC and MC,
resulting in a reduction of 20

engine hours per day

Carried forward

.

975

Effective

Date

5-15-18

5-15-H

5-10-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 429,003

8,760

41,61

43,800

$ 523 17.1



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Abolishment of special runs to and
from Soo Line Terminal Ware-
house, I2th and Canal Sts.,

whereby all inbound freight for

industries at Soo Line Terminal
taken to Union Stock Yards,
from which point the business is

pulled in the early morning and
after 4:00 P. M. Outbound
movement is pulled from the Soo
Line Terminal and taken to the

stock yards where all high class

freight is delivered to the "beef"
tracks of eastbound carriers on
same evening to connect with
movements from that point, re-

sulting in a net saving of 11 en-

gine hours per day

One-line switching service estab-

lished at J. C. Shaffer Elevator,

South Chicago; the CRI&P per-

forming all switching, which
work was formerly performed by
B&O, NYC and CRl&P, which
has resulted in a net saving of ij

engine hours per day

One-line switching service estab-

lished. Forest Park-Ft. Wayne
Crossing Territory, between
B&OCT and CGW, resulting in a

net saving of three engine hours
per day

One-line switching service estab-

lished at industries in East
Chicago-Hammond-Calumet Dis-

tricts, between the B&OCT, IHB,
PRR and Wabash, resulting in

net saving of 22 engine hours per

day

(";irried forward,

976

Effective

Date

$ 523,173

5-10-18

5-12-18

5-12-18

5-10-1!

Estimated
Annual
Saving

24,090

3,285

6,570

48,180

$ 605,2Q8



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Consolidation of car inspection
force of GT, CRl&P and B&OCT
at Blue Island

One-line switching service between
AT&SF and CR&I established at

Albert Dickinson Co.'s plant.

CR&I now performing all work,
resulting in a net saving of one
engine hour per day

Re-arrangement of transfer service

between IHB at Gibson, Ind.,

and B&OCT at East Chicago.
B&OCT handles cars to IHB
Michigan Ave. Yard and returns
with cars from that point. The
IHB handles these cars from
Michigan Ave. Yard to Gibson.
This action has resulted in re-

duction of 2^ engine hours per
day

Consolidation of car checkers be-

tween B&OCT and Soo Line in

Forest Park-Oak Park District . .

Consolidation of demurrage forces

at Crane Co.'s plant, 43rd St. and
Kedzie Ave., also territory along
49th Street between Western
Avenue and Central Park Avenue
at industries on CR&I and IHB .

.

Consolidation of agencies at River-
dale and Barr Yard; B&O^T
agency at Riverdale abolished. . .

.

One-line switching service between
CRI&P, EJ&E, Belt and Penn-
sylvania in 95th St. District:

Further consolidation made,
which resulted in an additional

net saving of 7 engine hours per

day

Carried forward.

978

Effective

Date

6-i-ii

6-13-18

6-15-iJ

6-20-18

6-20-18

6-20-18

6-26-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 653,802

1,440

2,190

5.475

240

960

1,269

15,330

$ 680,706



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

ILLINOIS
(Contd)

Chicago
Terminals

ARKANSAS
Eldorado

COLORADO
Burnham

IDAHO
Burke

IOWA
Cedar Rapids

Tara

MINNESOTA
Deerwood

Description

Brought forward.

Re-arrangement of switching ser-

vice to and from industries lo-

cated on St. Charles Air Line:

Further consolidation made,
which resulted in net saving of

ten engine hours per day

Consolidation of agencies of CB&Q
at Congress Park and IHB at

LaGrange; CB&Q station at

LaGrange abandoned

CRI&P and Mo. Pac. car inspection
forces consolidated; Mo. Pac.

force performing service for both
roads

D&RG station closed, and business
handled by forces in Denver
office, with no increase in forces.

NP and OWRR&N freight station

facilities consolidated; NP sta-

tion closed

C&NW, CM&StP, IC and CRI&P
car inspection forces consoli-

dated

M&StL and IC freight and pas-
senger station forces consoli-

dated

Soo Line discontinued operation
between Deerwood and Ironhub,
Minn., business being turned
over to NP, and Deerwood sta-

tion closed

Carried forward . .

.

979

6-27-18

6-27-18

IO-I-18

5-i-ii

5-31-18

6-I-I5

5-25-18

6-10-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$ 680,706

21,900

1,740

1,400

1,675

900

4,800

960

2,376

$ 716,457



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

MINNESOTA
(Contd)

Twin Cities

Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

CStPM&O stock trains routed to

Hoffman Ave. Yard through
CM&StP lower yard, instead of

via CM&StP Union Depot, re-

sulting in a saving of two engine
hours per day

Direct interchange abolished be-
tween CStPM&O East St. Paul
Yard and GN at Prince Street,

and is now being made direct by
CStPM&O to Como Avenue, sav-
ing two engine hours per day

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between Minnesota Trans-
fer and CStPM&O East Minne-
apolis Yard; Minnesota Transfer
engines making delivery into

CStPM&O East Minneapolis
Yard, saving 135 engine hours
per day

One-line transfer service estab-
lished between Minnesota Trans-
fer and GN Union Yard; Minne-
sota Transfer engines handling
all traffic between points named,
resulting in a saving of nine en-
gine hours per day

Interchange of empty cars between
CRI&P and CB&Q made at New-
port instead of at Minnesota
Transfer, effecting a saving of two
engine hours per day

CRI&P now delivers cars for points
west of Hopkins at Farmington,
instead of at Minnesota Transfer,
effecting a saving of two engine
hours per day

Carried forward.

981

Effective

Date

5-15-18

5-20-18

5-10-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$ 798.115

4.380

4.380

29.565

5-1-18

5-2 1- 1

8

5-10-18

19,710

4.380

4.380

$ 864,910



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

MINNESOTA
(Contd)

Twin Cities

Terminals

Brought forward.

MISSOURI
Kansas City

St. Louis-

East St.

Louis
Terminals

One-line transfer service estab-

lished between CGW and GN at

Minneapolis Union Yard. This
has resulted in a reduction of 3
engine hours per day

Direct interchange abohshed from
CStPM&O to Soo Line and
M&StL to CGW, Hennepin Ave.
Station, and interchange now
made at Minnesota Transfer, re-

sulting in a saving of two engine

hours per day

Direct interchange abolished be-

tween CStPM&O and M&StL at

M&StL connection, near GN pas-

senger station, Minneapolis, and
CStPM&O now make delivery to

M&StL at Lyndale Yard, effect-

ing a net saving of three engine

hours per day

Interchange abolished from Soo
Line to CStPM&O through NP,
and delivery made direct to

CStPM&O at 14th Avenue, ef-

fecting a net saving of one engine

hour per day

Live stock agencies of different

roads consolidated, providing

more satisfactory service

Individual railroad live stock
agencies at National Stock Yards,

East St. Louis, consolidated into

one agency

Car inspection forces of the differ-

ent roads consolidated

Carried forward

.

982

$ 864,910

5-17-18

5-7-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

5-9-18

5-13-18

6-l-li

6-I-18

6-10-18

6,570

4.380

6,570

2,190

12,948

13,286

179.999

$1,090,853



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities-

31, 1917, to June 30. 1918—Western Region
-December

Station

MISSOURI
(Contd)

St. Louis-
East St.

Louis
Terminals

NEBRASKA
Omaha-
Council
Bluffs

Terminals

Description

Brought forward.

Consolidation of heavy car repair

work at Harlem Yards, where
there is a modern plant, previ-

ously done at Bremen Ave. and
Miller St. Yards, with limited

facilities

Practice of re-weighing cars discon-

tinued

Combined use of IC-CP&StL-L&M
and TStL&W between Madison
Yard and Bridge Junction, oper-

ating as double track system,
thereby eliminating numerous
delays

All stock from South Omaha to St.

Louis and East St. Louis handled
to UP Transfer, Council Bluffs,

and Wabash RR to destination.

This action resulted in daily sav-

ing of 3^ engine hours and insures

second morning delivery of stock
at destination on time

One-line transfer service estab-
lished between Omaha, Council
Bluffs and South Omaha, which
includes handling by UP of

CB&Q grain from Gibson to
Council Bluffs and CB&Q mer-
chandise from Council Bluffs to

Omaha, a saving of 34-mile haul
and 24 hours delay

UP, Wabash and CGW freight

bouses at Council Bluffs con-
solidated; UP and Wabash
freight houses closed

Carried forward.

983

Effective

Date

6-1-18

6-s-ii

6-20- 1{

5-8-18

5-9-18

5-1 1-18

Estimated
Annual
Saving

$1,090,853

approx.

50,000

approx.

36,501

8,760

7.665

107,310

6.000

$1,307,089



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

NEBRASKA
(Contd)

Omaha-
Council
Bluffs

Terminals

TEXAS
Bay City

Belton

Description

Brought forward.

C&NW, CRI&P. CM&StP and
UP car department forces at

Union Depot, Omaha, consoli-

dated; work now performed by
UP force

Movement of stock from Omaha to

South Omaha now effected by
regular switch runs on MP, pro-

viding earlier delivery and more
satisfactory service

All grain originating or reconsigned

at Omaha on C&NW, CStPM&O
and MoPac tracks now handled
via IC bridge to Council Bluffs,

instead of via UP. This has
transferred the traffic from a one
per cent grade through the highly

congested Leavenworth District

and i6th St. Union Pacific Yards
to a water level line, and results

in a reduction of five engine hours
per day

UP, C&NW, CB&Q, CRI&P,CGW,
CStPM&O, MP, IC, Wabash,
and Union Stock Yards Co.
freight agencies at Union Stock
Yards, South Omaha, consoli-

dated, and joint agency located

in Union Stock Yards Building. . .

CGW. UP, CB&Q, MP, CM&StP,
C&NW, Wabash, CRI&P, IC,

M&O and Union Stock Yards
Company car inspection forces

at Council Bluffs, Omaha and
So. Omaha, consolidated

GC&SF and SP freight stations

consolidated

GC&SF and MK&T freight and
passenger stations consolidated;

MK&T stations closed

Carried forward.

984

Effective

Date

$1,307,089

5-10-18

5-10-1J

5-9-18

6- I- 18

6-30-18

5-22-18

5-16-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

2,760

10,95,0

15,000

60,000

6,400

3,492

$1,405,691



Table III—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities—December
31, 1917, to June 30, 1918—Western Region

Station

TEXAS
(Contd)

Blessing

Brady

Caldwell

Celeste

Cleburne

Cresson

Elgin

Farmersville

Gainesville

Garland

Lampasas

McGregor

Description

Brought forward.

Gulf Coast and So. Pac. freight and
passenger stations consolidated .

.

GC&SF and StLSF freight and
passenger stations consolidated;

StLSF freight station closed ....

GC&SF and H&TC stations con-
solidated; H&TC station closed.

GC&SF and MK&T freight and
passenger stations consolidated.

GC&SF station closed

MK&T, T&BV and GC&SF freight

and passenger stations consoli-

dated; MK&T and T&BV sta

tions closed

GC&SF and StLSF freight and
passenger stations consolidated;

GC&SF station closed

MK&T and H&TC freight and pas-

senger stations consolidated;
MK&T station closed

GC&SF and MK&T freight and
passenger stations consolidated;
MK&T station closed

GC&SF and MK&T freight and
passenger facilities consolidated;
GC&SF station used for freight

and passenger business

GC&SF and MK&T freight and
passenger stations consolidated;
GC&SF station closed

GC&SF and SP freight and pas-

senger stations consolidated

GC&SF and StLSW freight and
passenger stations consolidated;

GC&SF station closed

Carried forward.

985

Effective

Date

5-23-18

5-16-18

5-29-18

5-23-18

5-16-18

5-22-18

5-15-18

5-16-18

5-16-18

5-16-18

5-28-18

5-15-18

Estimated
A nnual
Saving

$1,405,691

300

5.844

2,544

1,290

9,636

1,056

2,040

816

7.194

1,518

1,080

1,836

$1,440,845
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Table IV—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities Joint Switch-
ing Arrangements Put in Effect December 31, 1917, to June

30, 1918—Western Region.

Station

KANSAS (Contd)
Lvons

Pittsburg

Salina

MINNESOTA
Duluth-Superior
Terminals

Hopkins

Sauk Rapids

Twin Cities

Terminals

MISSOURI
Granby

Railroads
Formerly

Performing
Switching
Service



Table IV—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities Joint Switch-
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Table IV—Unification of Terminal and Station Facilities Joint Switch-
ing Arrangements Put in Effect December 31, 1917, to June

30, 1918—Western Region.

Station
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PUGET SOUND TERMINALS

Territorial -Limits and Organization

The Puget Sound Terminal District includes all railroad property

from Delta Yards at Everett on the north, to South Tacoma Yards

at Tacoma on the south, a distance of seventy-five miles. Included

in this district are four principal terminals, viz.:

Delta Yards of the Great Northern Railroad, Northern Pacific Rail-

road, and Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad at Everett.

The terminals of the Great Northern Railroad, Northern Pacific

Railroad, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, Oregon-Washington

Railroad & Navigation Line and Pacific Coast Railroad at Seattle.

The terminals of the Northern Pacific Railroad at Auburn, and

The terminals of the Great Northern Railroad, Northern Pacific

Railroad, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad and Oregon-Wash-
ington Railroad & Navigation Lines at Tacoma.

This entire district is under the supervision and control of a

Terminal Manager with the title of Manager of Puget Sound Ter-

minals.

Everett:—The combined yards of the Great Northern, Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, and Northern Pacific Railroad at

Everett are under the supervision of the Superintendent of the Cas-

cade Division of the Great Northern Railroad, reporting to the Ter-

minal Manager. The yards are under the direct and immediate super-

vision of a General Yardmaster reporting to the Division Superin-

tendent and having the usual force of yardmasters, assistant yard-

masters and switchmen.

Auburn:—The Auburn Yard is under the supervision of the Divi-

sion Superintendent of the Seattle Division of the Northern Pacific

Railroad, reporting to the Terminal Manager and having under his

control and direction yardmaster, assistants and usual switching

force.

Tacoma:—There are at Tacoma two yards, one made up from a

combination of the Northern Pacific yard, the yard of the Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation Lines, and a portion of the yard

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, the Great Northern

Railroad yard having been abandoned. This yard is under the con-

trol and supervision of the Division Superintendent of the Northern

Pacific Railroad, reporting to the Assistant District Director and

Terminal Manager, and having under his direction and supervision

General Yardmaster with usual force of yardmasters, assistants and

switchmen. A portion of the terminal yards of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railroad has not been connected with the other

yards and is operated under the supervision and direction of the

Division Superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

road, reporting to the Terminal Manager.

Seattle:—All the terminals of the four transcontinental railroads

serving Seattle, namely, Great Northern, Northern Pacific, Oregon-
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Washington, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and of the Pacific Coast

Railroad arc combined into one terminal and this terminal is under

the supervision and control of a Terminal Superintendent, reporting

to the Assistant District Director. The Terminal Superintendents'

organization consists of a Trainmaster who acts as Assistant Ter-

minal Superintendent, and three District General Yardmasters, one

for each of the ihree districts into which the terminal is divided,

which Yardmasters report to the Terminal Superintendent. Each
of the General Yardmasters has under his supervision and control

usual complement of yardmasters, assistant yardmasters and switch-

men.

Changes brought about by Unification

Everett:—Connections between the yards of the Great Northern,

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, and Northern Pacific Rail-

road have been put in, and all tracks in all these yards are used in

common for the business of all lines. Only one yard office is main-

tained. Repair yards have been consolidated and all repairs done in

one yard. All roundhousing is done in one roundhouse, that of the

Great Northern. The freight houses of the three lines have been

consolidated and all merchandise business is handled through one

freight house, operated by one agent. The passenger stations of

the Northern Pacific and Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul have been

consolidated—Northern Pacific Station being used. Account of loca-

tion it was not possible to consolidate the passenger stations of the

Great Northern with those of the other lines. All switching is done

by the Great Northern Railroad.

Auburn:—Auburn Yard, which is the property of the Northern Pa-

cific, is now used for the business of all lines. Merchandise moving
from Tacoma and Seattle to points in the interior is consolidated here

in order to secure heavier tonnage per car, there being provided here

the necessary facilities for that purpose, consisting of transfer shed

and platform for the handling of L.C.L. freight. All switching is done

by the Northern Pacific Railroad.

Tacoma:—Prior to unification the Northern Pacific Railroad, the

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Lines, the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, and the Great Northern Railroad each had sepa-

rate terminal yards. The terminal of the Great Northern Railroad

has been abandoned. The terminal yards of the Northern Pacific

Railroad, Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Lines, and a

portion of the terminal yards of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railroad have been connected and are operated as one yard; a por-

tion of the terminal yard of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

road has not yet been connected and is operated separately. The
switching in the joint yard is performed by the Northern Pacific

Railroad, and in the unconnected portion of the Chicago, Milwaukee
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& St. Paul yard is performed by that railroad. One yard office is

maintained for the joint yard, and a smaller yard office for the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad yard. The freight houses of the

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Lines and Northern

Pacific Railroad have been consolidated and the business of both lines

is handled through the freight house of the Northern Pacific, under

the superivision of one Agent. The freight house* of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad is still maintained. The Northern

Pacific Railroad passenger station and facilities have been thrown

open to all lines and are used in common for all Tacoma passenger

business. The roundhousing of the Northern Pacific Railroad and

the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Lines is done at the

Northern Pacific Railroad roundhouse. The repair tracks of the

Northern Pacific Railroad and the Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Lines have been consolidated and all repairs handled in

one yard. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad continues to

repair cars at their Tacoma Shops and also maintain and operate a

repair yard for passenger equipment.

Seattle:—Prior to unification the operation with the location

and capacity of the various yards was as follows:

Entering the City from the South

CM&StP—Van Asselt Yard Capacity 500 cars

OWR&N—Argo Yard Capacity 750 cars

CM&StP—Stacey Street Yard Capacity 450 cars

NP—Spokane Street Yard Capacity 1600 cars

Middle Yard
NP—Interbay Yard Capacity 150 cars

GN—Interbay Yard Capacity 1000 cars

In addition to this are the many industrial, dock and team tracks

—some of which were exclusive to one railroad, others used by
two or more railroads, each of whom switched their own traffic.

There were also the designated interchange tracks of the several

lines through which all traffic was passed in effecting an interchange.

With unification, connections were put in at convenient points

and all of the yards are now used as a common terminal.

Seattle terminal is now divided into districts as follows:

District A—South end of city:—Comprising Van Asselt Yard

(CM&StP), Argo Yard (OWR&N) and certain adjacent industrial

tracks.

This district is in charge of a General Yardmaster, with office at

Argo Yard. This yard is used as a receiving yard for all trains

arriving from the south and east over OWR&N, CM&StP, and

Northern Pacific.

Here arriving trains are broken up and transfers run with car*

for Districts B and C.

The Van Asselt Yard is used as a storage yard principally for

export.
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District B—Center of city : — Comprising Stacey Street Yard

(CM&StP), Spokane Street Yard (Northern Pacific), Middle Yard

(Northern Pacific) and adjacent industrial, dock and team tracks.

This district is in charge of a General Yardmaster, with office

at Stacey Street.

This yard is used as a classification yard for distribution to in-

dustries and docks in the principal portion of the city, and also as

a makeup yard for outgoing trains moving over CM&StP, Northern

Pacific and OWR&N to the South and East. Transfers are operated

from this district to Districts A and C.

District C—North End of City :—Comprising the Interbay Yards

of the Great Northern and Northern Pacific, and adjacent industrial

tracks, including tracks of the Smiths Cove, Port Commission and

Great Northern Docks; also the industrial tracks at the suburban

stations of Ballard, Fremont, University and Terry Avenue.

This yard is in charge of a General Yardmaster.

Here both inbound and outbound Great Northern trains are

received and made up. Here also are received and forwarded trans-

fers to and from Auburn Yard via Northern Pacific, and to and from

Districts A and B.

Joint Use of Roundhouse Facilities

(1) Roundhouse at Argo (OWR&N) handles all OWR&N road

power, freight and passenger. CM&StP, passenger power and all

switch engines used in District A.

(2) Roundhouse at Lander Street (Northern Pacific) handles all

Northern Pacific road power, freight 'and passenger. Passenger yard,

switch engines and a portion of the switch engines used in District B.

(3) Roundhouse at Stacey Street (CM&StP) handles all CM&StP
freight power and switch engines from Districts B not handled in

Lander Street roundhouse.

(4) Roundhouse at Interbay (Great Northern) handles all Great

Northern road power, freight and passenger, and all switch engines

used in District C.

Joint Use of Repair Yards

Formerly repair forces were maintained as follows:

OWR&N—Argo; Dearborn Street.

CM&StP—Van Asselt; Stacey Street.

Northern Pacific—Interbay; Stacey Street.

Great Northern—Second Avenue; Interbay.

These have now been consolidated or abandoned, and repair yard*

are now operated as follows:

District A—Argo (OWR&N).
District B—Stacey Street (Northern Pacific).

District C—Interbay (Great Northern).
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All freight equipment within the terminal (except special equip-

ment) is pooled regardless of ownership. Empty cars are delivered

to terminal lines for road haul only upon instructions of the Car'

service assistant. Interchange reports arc rendered by the terminal

to terminal lines indicating cars as received at the terminal, and as

delivered to the terminal line at the time of departure of train

taking cars out of the terminal. Demurrage accounts for all lines

are kept at the office of the Terminal Superintendent, where also switcb-

ing movements are checked to protect the revenues. Because of

heavy business no freight house consolidation has been made anH

the individual lines are using their own freight houses as before

unification. There are two passenger stations at Seattle, the use

of both has been continued, but under a single organization, one

station superintendent having supervision of both stations with usual

station forces. Each of the individual lines maintains its own prop-

erty within the terminals. To avoid seniority and other rights being

iififected, switching and other yard forces are carried on the payrolls

of their respective lines, employees being assigned by such lines to

terminal work. By agreement with the unions, assignments of crews

were worked out on the following basis

:

Northern Pacific 45 per cent.

Great Northern 24 per cent.

Milwaukee 16 per cent.

O. W 15 per cent.

Benefits Derived from Unification

(1) Gain in Use of Equipment.—Formerly each of the lines was

required to maintain at respective terminals a supply of empties to

protect the loading on their respective line; now one supply is

maintained for all lines, greatly reducing the number of empties that

it is required to retain on hand to protect loading. At Seattle alone

a saving of 800 cars has been efifected. The number of empty cars

normally carried prior to unification being 2100 and at present being

1142. Deliveries of cars to industries, docks, etc., and taking of

cars therefrom can be made direct instead of through interchange

tracks as fomnerly. Previous to unification there were many docks, ware-

houses and industries reached only by individual lines; in some cases

by one line only, in others by two or more, in other cases tracks

to docks and industries were common use to all railroads. In cases

where tracks were subject to use by one or more companies and

each company was doing its own switching, there were many cases

where the switch engines of the two companies would seek to use

one track at the same time, causing delay to switch engine and to

other equipment. This is now all avoided by the unified system of

switching in efifect. By using yards for special purposes, according

to location without reference to ownership, business is facilitated and
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delay avoided. Great advantage is also obtained by the pooling of

switch engines and placing them with reference to size, wheel base,

fuel and boiler capacity.

(2) Saving Mileage by Short Routing.—Much terminal mileage is

saved by placing cars arriving over different lines in the yards from which

distribution can be most conveniently and expeditiously made with-

out regard to ownership of the yard, and line mileage may be saved

and terminal congestion avoided by routing cars over line most con-

veniently reached from point of loading and without dragging through

the terminals.

Effect Upon Individual Companies by Short Routing and Otherwise

This is covered by statements made in 1 and 2.

Saving in Terminal Delay

This is covered by statements made in 1 and 2.

Elimination of Congestion

This is also covered by statements made in 1 and 2.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees

The expedition gained and the delay avoided is, of course, of

benefit to shippers and consignees. They are also benefited by the

fact that there is only one organization instead of many to which

they can go as a source of information.

General Facilitation of Traffic

Covered by 1 and 2.

General Statement as to Complaints, if any

Unification of the Puget Sound Terminals was made September

1, 1918, during the war, when traffic was heavy and congestion great.

During the early period of unification, and before organization was
fully perfected, there was much congestion and many complaints,

but since January 1, 1918, complaints have been much fewer than

before unification. Mistakes are, of course, made and complaints

occur as the result of such mistakes, but the organization is such

that the proper party may be easily reached by those having com-
plaints to make and mistakes rectified.

TWIN CITY TERMINALS
Organization

The terminals of the Twin Cities (St. Paul and Minneapolis) are

operated under direction of the Federal Manager, who is assisted by the

Terminal Manager, the latter handling all detail matters. Each line

within the terminals is represented by a Superintendent, or operating

officer, who acts as a unit of the organization and reports to the Ter-

minal Manager. The Twin City Terminals consist of nine trunk lines

and four switching lines.
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Changes brought about by Unification

Under unit operation at all industries having more than one

switching line, the work was assigned to one line, thereby saving

any duplication of work and also making a saving in the switch

engine hours. All car orders are filled by the line upon which the indus-

try is located, thereby avoiding cross-hauling of empties through the

Terminals. Joint car inspection was established, which eliminated

double inspection on all interchange tracks. A number of short

haul movements were inaugurated, using whatever line, or portion

of line, necessary to accomplish these movements. This resulted in the

saving of time as well as miles.

Gain in Use of Equipment

The principal gain in the use of equipment has been the fesult

of pooling the same. It is felt that this is one of the most economical

moves in connection with unified operations, as it saves time, mileage,

and cross-hauling, and it is felt that the pooling of this equipment

at South St. Paul and in the milling districts has enabled us to

keep the large industries supplied in better shape than for a number
of years.

Saving in Mileage by Short Routing

The saving in mileage by short routing of freight which was
accomplished at this terminal, principally at Minnesota Transfer, was
approximately 3,150,000 car miles.

Effect upon Individual Companies by Short Routing and Otherwise

Short routing of cars and the moving of cars in solid trains has

accomplished good results in the way of prompt handling of business

out of the Terminals and taking it through to destination in better shape

and shorter time. It has, as a matter of course, deprived the long lines

that were fully equipped for handling, of a large amount of tonnage.

This has been considered and efforts have been made, which have been

to a large extent successful, to divert other business to these lines for

the purpose of equalizing so far as possible any loss resulting from this

-short routing.

Saving in Terminal Delays

Terminal delays have been materially reduced as a result of

building up of solid trains for road movement, elimination of cross-hauling

in switching movement and the avoidance of double switching at indus-

tries. It is estimated that our terminal detention the past year has been

reduced nearly fifty per cent.

Elimination of Congestion

As a result of co-operation between the receivers and shippers

on one hand, and the railroads on the other, elimination of cross-
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hauling, etc., operation of grain permits, etc., there has been no con-

gestion in these Terminals during the past year.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees

Benefits derived by shippers and consignees are pretty well

covered in replies to the above paragraphs and so far as we can

see, the shippers and consignees have been very much pleased with

the improved conditions.

General Facilitation of Traffic

The avoidance of congestion, reduction of Terminal delays,

elimination of cross-hauling, etc., has resulted in the general improve-

ment in the handling of traffic, especially during the busy season,

that meets with general commendation.

Complaints

Complaints have been very few and not serious, and as com-
pared with former years, they are hardly worth mentioning.

CHICAGO TERMINAL DISTRICT.

The Chicago Terminal District embraces approximately 2,500 square

miles; is bounded by Lake Michigan on the east and extends from the

lake to and includes the main line of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railroad

on the south, west and north from Porter, Indiana, through Joliet and

Aurora, Illinois, to Waukegan, Illinois.

It is served by forty railroads, thirty-two of which have been retained

under Federal control and are assigned to six regions, i. e., Allegheny,

Central Western, Eastern, Northwestern, Pocahontas and Southern. The
number of cars forwarded by the Administration lines to each other and

to all points on their own lines approximate 40,000 per day.

(a) Organization.

Operations within the district are under the immediate supervision of

a terminal organization reporting to the Regional Director of the North-

western Region, and is composed of a Terminal Manager, an Operating

Assistant, a Traffic Assistant and a Car Service Assistant, with the neces-

sary office and field staff. The duties of the various sub-divisions are

summarized as follows

:

Operating: Supervision of installation of improved methods in oper-

ation; unification of facilities for the economical and expeditious handling

of traffic, and supervision of the movement of equipment between roads

in order to utilize same to the mutual advantage of carriers and shippers.

Traffic: General supervision of traffic questions arising in the district,

acting in an advisory capacity to the various railroad organizations, freight

traffic committees, etc. ; supervision of a corps of traffic supervisors, who
checked the movement of traffic and enforced instructions issued as to

short routing, use of selected routes, etc., and of the activities of the

Traffic Service Auxiliary, an organization composed of traffic representa-
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lives from each railroad, the purpose of which is to quickly and compre-

hensively cover the district with any propaganda that it may be desirable

to convey to the shippers, and to obtain from shippers such information

as may be called for.

Car Service: Supervision of the distribution and equalization of the

supply of empty equipment.

(b) Changes in Practices.

Since August, 1918, the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railroad has been

used more extensively as a connecting link between eastern and western

trunk lines for the handling of through freight not requiring icing, and

the through perishable business is being concentrated on the Indiana

Harbor Belt Railroad.

Leavitt Street yard of the Chicago Junction Railroad was selected

and is now being used for the clearing of cars containing merchandise

for re-handling, including business from Sears, Roebuck & Co., Mont-

gomery Ward & Co., and other trap and sub-station cars. To facilitate

handling, cars for the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad, the Chesapeake

& Ohio Railroad of Indiana, the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville

Railroad, the Erie Railroad, the Grand Trunk Railroad, and the Wabash
Railroad (Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad tenants) are grouped and

taken from this yard by one engine. Cars for the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad, the Chicago

Great Western Railroad, the Pere Marquette Railroad, and the Soo Line

are also grouped and handled by one road; cars for the Michigan Central

Railroad and the New York Central Railroad, both handled at Gibson

Transfer (Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad) are given one and the same

classification.

Traffic for the Soo Line terminal warehouse, Twelfth and Canal

Streets, formerly handled through the Soo Line, necessitating handling

through Clearing and Kolze, is now moving through the Chicago Junction

Railroad.

Prior to the consummation of joint switching arrangements industries

located on the St. Charles Air Line were served by nineteen roads. They
are now served by the Illinois Central Railroad for itself and all eastern

roads except the Michigan Central Railroad, which does its own work,

and by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad for all western roads.

This is one instance of many that has accomplished not only simplified

operation but also a substantial saving in engine hours.

Reciprocal puller service has been established in freight as well as in

passenger service wherever found practicable. In some instances direct

interchange has been abolished in order to save engine hours as well as to

merge the traffic.

Passenger business of the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pere Marquette
Railroads, between Pine Junction and 16th Street in both directions, has

been diverted to the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad, thus freeing the

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad of all passenger business
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with its impeding effect on freight movements; also shortening by seven

miles the distance traveled and by twenty minutes the time used by each

passenger train so diverted.

Inbound carrier lines are consolidating through less than carload

freight into gateway and destination cars at their transfer houses for the

outbound carriers, thus avoiding re-handling of that tonnage at Chicago

and the incident delay and expense. This loading now approximates 200

cars per week.

Account accumulations, and in order to avoid placing of embargoes,

we have from time to time diverted carloads of less than carload mer-

chandise from one road to another for delivery to consignees.

The previous practice of railroads returning to each other less than

carload merchandise delivered in error has been discontinued, and such

shipments arc now forwarded by receiving roads to the proper lines.

Shippers and teaming companies have been prevailed upon to deliver

more freight to outbound houses during the morning hours to relieve con-

gestion in afternoons.

To expedite the movement of less than carload freight for Clearing

and Cragin stations on the Belt Railroad of Chicago, plans were consum-

mated for the concentration of this traffic on the Grand Trunk Western

Lines for movement to the transfer house at Clearing.

In August, 1918, under the direction of this office, the various railroad

agencies located in the Union Stock Yards district were consolidated and

placed under one organization known as the Stock Yards District Agency.

This consolidation has proven a great success. Subsequent to the estab-

lishment of this agenc}', the business in that district increased approxi-

mately 25% over corresponding periods of the previous year, and by

reason of the consolidation, this unprecedented volume of business was
handled in an orderly manner. From August, 1918, to April, 1919,

inclusive, there were received at the Union Stock Yards 249,935 carloads

of live stock and forwarded 49,525. During the week ending January 11th,

1919, all records of weekly live stock receipts were broken, as there were

received during that period 9,205 cars. The month of January, 1919, sur-

passed all records for monthly receipts of live stock with a total of 33,430

cars. Packinghouse products moved outbound September, 1918, to April,

1919, inclusive, totaled 151,687 cars; remittances during same period

amounted to $24,454,172.93. A standard form of combination bill of lading

and waybill for packers' peddler cars has been devised and put in use

;

also a uniform combination car card and card bill with complete infor-

mation to carry cars to destination.

In September, 1918, a joint agency in the Board of Trade building

was established to handle collections from the various grain receivers.

On the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad at Clyde; Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad at Galewood, and the Chicago & North-

western Railroad at Proviso, grain grading plants have been installed,

and on account of the saving in time made by having the grades estab-
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lished at the grain yards, cars of grain are ordered at least twenty-four

hours sooner than under the old system of having the grading done at the

downtown laboratory. Other lines have under consideration the instal-

lation of similar plants in their grain yards.

From August, 1918, to March 31st, 1919, under arrangements which

were made, grain and grain products in carloads outbound, destined

eastern points, were consolidated into solid trains for forwarding via

interested roads.

(c) Benefits Derived from Unification.

(1) Gain in Use of Equipment : Increased car efficiency and great

gain in use of equipment has been brought about by the pooling of cars;

by reducing the delay to cars in yards, on team tracks and at industries

while loading and unloading, and in transit by inducing consignees and

shippers to increase their loading of cars to maximum capacity, and close

supervision of the supply of empty cars in the Chicago district. Re-

locating the equipment where more urgently needed has resulted in a

material gain in the use of equipment.

(2) Saving in Mileage by Short Routing: Through the short rout-

ing of freight and changes in practices brought about under unified oper-

ation, an enormous saving in car mileage has resulted. One example of

this is the arrangement placed in effect whereby the various receivers of

grain exchange purchase slips, thus avoiding a haul from one end of the

terminal to the other and vice versa. In this connection, we also compiled,

issued and distributed our Circular 76 for the information of the receivers.

Through efforts of the Fuel Administration, arrangements were perfected

with shippers to move solid trains of coal from the mines into Chicago,

thus reducing cross switching and saving car miles.

(3) Effect Upon Individual Companies by Short Routing: Our
records do not disclose what effect the short routing of freight has had

upon individual companies, or to what extent business has been diverted

from one line to another to equalize any losses resulting from short

routing.

(4) Saving in Terminal Delay: Terminal delays have been greatly

reduced by reason of the various changes in practice put in effect under

unified operation, i. e., the increased use of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

Railroad, and the concentration of through perishable traffic on the

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad ; the use of Leavitt Street yard as a clearing

yard for house merchandise which has advanced the movement of such

cars from twenty-four to seventy-two hours; the re-routing of Soo Line

terminal business which has enhanced that movement from twelve to

forty-eight hours; the diversion of inbound less than carload shipments

for city delivery to less congested houses has advanced the movement of

cars so diverted from forty-eight to ninety-six hours ; the concentration

at the Grand Trunk Western Lines freight house of merchandise for

Clearing and Cragin has advanced the movement of that freight from

twenty-four to seventy-two hours. An arrangement with the Illinois State
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Grain Inspection Department for inspection of grain in outer yards of

lines which have such yards in Indiana has quickened the movement and

saved the expense of handling the cars to the inner yards for inspection

and return to the outer yards for forwarding.

(5) Elimination of Congestion: What unified operation has accom-

plished in the elimination of congestion is best expressed through the

chart (Fig. 1) showing graphically the fluctuations in engine hours,

total cars handled, and cars handled per engine hour during months of such

operation as compared with previous method. The more important factors

which reflect the increased efficiency are : Routing of through business

via the outer Belt Lines permitting of the handling of full trains and

avoiding the congested district, thus enabling the Switching Lines, that

are closer to the center of the city, to better handle the industrial and

local business; establishment of joint switching and reciprocal puller

service arrangements reducing engine movements and their consequent

interference with operations in the congested industrial districts.

(6) Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees: Advantages

inuring to the benefit of shippers and consignees under unit control are

many. Through the medium of the Stock Yards District Agency accom-

modations are afforded them through the consolidated drovers' pass office,

consolidated live stock received counter, and consolidated live stock out-

bound department, as well as giving them one instead of a number of

individual agencies to consult as to embargoes and general regulations.

Collection of charges accruing to their debit at points other than the Stock

Yards, and made by this agency, simplifies their accounting and places

the funds in the hands of the carriers for earlier use. Shippers and con-

signees generally have commented upon the various improvements placed

in eff^ect by the operation of the joint agency.

The Board of Trade agency has been very beneficial to both the grain

trade and carriers in that it provides a central location for the clearing

of transit documents and payment of freight charges.

Under a through billing arrangement placed in effect by the Indiana

Harbor Belt Railroad, the movement of cars loaded by and consigned to

industries on that road was greatly improved.

(7) General Facilitation of Traffic: The United States War Depart-

ment, British Ministry of Shipping, Associated Industries, Central Manu-
facturing District, and other trade organizations have highly commended
the unit operation of this Terminal District, because it has brought about

a general improvement in the handling of traffic through the various steps

taken to avoid congestion, the reduction of delays, the elimination of

cross-hauling, etc.

During August, 1918, the roads were confronted with an extraor-

dinary run of wheat and other grain which, through the co-operation

of the grain trade, elevator people, and State Grain Inspection Depart-

ment, was handled without an embargo. During a period of two weeks

there was a total of 21,693 cars of grain received, the greatest volume
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that has ever arrived at a primary market in a similar space of time in

this or any other country, and during the same period there were shipped

out by lake and rail 19,500,000 bushels, equivalent to 15,000 carloads.

In the latter part of September, Grain Control Committees were estab-

lished at all primary markets. The work of the Chicago committee, also

of the Hog Control Committee, assisted in minimizing congestion and

facilitating the movement of traffic.

(d) Complaints.

In the handling of complaints the Terminal Managers' organizati(jn,

affording a ready means of communication between shippers and carriers,

has been used freely and good results obtained, shippers finding it more

convenient, in seeking information and taking up matters involving several

railroads, to deal with one central rather than a number of organizations.

In May, 1919, with a view of developing any existing undesirable con-

ditions, a large number of shippers were interviewed, reports submitted,

and the few disclosed irregularities adjusted, and we believe that a far

more friendly feeling now exists toward the Administration lines.

None of the complaints lodged with this organization, at any time,

have been the result of or incident to unit operation.

ALLEGHENY REGION
The larger cities in Allegheny Region in which unit terminal

operation was effected are Philadelphia, Baltimore and Jersey Shore

Terminals, each being under the direct supervision of a Terminal Man-
ager and such assistants as required.

The duty of the organization headed by the Terminal Manager is

to supervise the operation of the facilities used by the roads individu-

ally or through co-ordination or unification, in such a way as to secure

maximum efficiency at a mininunn expense.

Previous to unit operation, each road, of course, maintained sep-

arate terminal facilities. Under joint operation, car repair, roundhouse

and switching facilities were co-ordinated and used jointly where prac-

ticable, and single inspection at interchange points effected; carload

and LCL freight, including grain, coal, etc., and export freight, were

diverted freely to avoid accumulations. In short, wherever it was

determined that any facility could be co-ordinated, jointly used or dis-

continued to effect a saving in expense, the relieving of any employes

to other service, or to the general advantage of the railroads, con-

sidering service to be accorded patrons, etc., such arrangements were

made.

To accelerate the movement of cars and effect a saving in mile-

age, short routing was inauguratc'd wherever practicable, and where

necessary to avoid accumulation cars were diverted from stations of

congested lines to those able to handle the traffic. In Baltimore six-

teen shorter routes were established, 23,150 cars diverted, and in Phila-
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delphia twenty-two shorter routes established, 12,681 cars diverted, to

July 1, 1919; aggregating an appreciable saving in mileage to the

benefit of the railroads, shippers and consignees through the more ex-

peditious handling of traffic. The permit system was in vogue on

certain commodities to control the flow of traffic on all lines to these

terminals during heavy business, and is still in use so far as export

business is concerned.

Complaints received as a result of co-ordination and unification of

facilities have been very few, coming mostly from the smaller ship-

pers or receivers of freight on account of the longer truck haul neces-

sary to reach freight houses, but since alleviated by reason of each

road accepting LCL freight at all open depots under individual ship-

ping day plan in lieu of the consolidated shipping day plan.

Following the armistice the traffic tension lessened, and in the

interest of economy and considering the extent of local physical con-

ditions, effective May 1, 1919, the offices of the Terminal Managers at

Philadelphia, and Baltimore were abolished, the operations at these

terminals at present being supervised by the individual roads—the co-

ordinations, unifications, etc., effected continuing in force.

CENTRAL WESTERN REGION
OMAHA, NEB.

Outline of Organization in Charge of the Unified Terminals

Mr. W. M. Jeffers, General Manager, Union Pacific, as Terminal

Manager; Terminal Supervisor, Chief Car Inspector, Loading In-

spector, Chief Clerk, Stenographers as required.

Detailed Duties of the Organization

Terminal Manager:—Complete control of all terminal facilities.

Terminal Supervisor:—Direct charge of unification under direction

of Terminal Manager.

Chief Car Inspector:—All matters relative to interchange and re-

pairs of cars, and arbiter in disputes between railroads.

Loading Inspector:—Inspection of loading and car supply at all in-

dustries, especially working on intensified loading to secure maximum
tonnage; also assists in distribution of equipment.

Chief Clerk:—General charge of office forces.

The office handles all instructions from Regional Director, Car
Service Section, Grain Control Committee, and supervises the switch-

ing, interchange traffic, etc. It has no operating forces of its own,

but merely supervises the forces of the various departments of the

individual railroads.

Changes in Practice Compared with Practices Before Unification

(A) Joint Car Inspection and interchange inaugurated. All

individual road car inspectors at interchange tracks eliminated; all
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car inspections made at inbound yard; penalty defects repaired before

car is moved. After inspection car moves through the terminals

without further inspection until arriving at outbound yard when it is

given an inspection by the out-handling road. If car receives unfair

usage while passing through terminals it is then given necessary

repairs and inspection by the line on which the damage occurred.

(B) Consolidated transfer switching between Omaha, South
Omaha and Council Bluffs. Prior to unification each road made three

round trips per day between Council Bluffs and South Omaha, han-

dling its individual traffic, requiring 21 round trips. Now traffic

is consolidated and business divided between the various roads on
percentage basis and each crew given tonnage trains, reducing the

number of round trips from 21 to 11 each 24 hours.

(C) Joint Interchange Yard. The individual interchange tracks

between railroads were abolished to a great extent. In central loca-

tions of the various switching districts, tracks of the various railroads

were selected regardless of ownership, and an interchange yard with

joint car checks, etc., was organized. This enabled the roads to

make delivery and pick up return loads, thus saving light mileage,

not capable of exact computation; it also expedites handling of traf-

fic and relieves congestion.

(D) Unification of all roads' agencies at South Omaha into a

Joint Agency under the jurisdiction of the Union Pacific Railroad,

and Union Pacific accounts.

(E) Unification of Wabash, Chicago Great Western and Union
Pacific freight stations at Council Blufifs under supervision of Chicago
Great Western Railroad; individual accounting system maintained.

(F) Diversion of traffic from heavy congested territory to less

congested routes.

(G) Pooling of freight equipment to avoid unnecessary switch-

ing.

(H) Pooling of grain doors at all elevators. All railroads en-

tered into contract with McNulty Grain Door Reclamation & Coop-
erage Bureau for reclaiming grain doors and coopering cars. Pooling

of grain doors thus reclaimed saves intra-city switching, and shift-

ing of grain doors for one individual line from one elevator to another.

Detailed Benefits Derived from Unification

(A) Joint Car Inspection:—Saving of approximately $144,000

per annum.
(B) Consolidated Transfer Switching:—Saving of approximately

$55,000 per annum.

(C)—Joint Interchange Yard:—Payroll of car checkers and
clerks approximately the same. The saving is not possible of accu-

rate computation, but consists in saving of light mileage by switch

engines, less trackage involved in outlying interchange tracks, expedit-

ing switching movement and accurate interchange reports.

(33)
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(D) Joint Agency, South Omaha:—Saving of $7,000 per annum

in wages, and an increase of at least 50 per cent, in efficiency by con-

centrating the efforts of employees.

(E) Unification of Wabash, Chicago Great Western and Union

Pacific freight stations. Council Blufifs:—Saving of $4,000 per an-

num; utilizing the C.G.W. freight station which is approximately

four blocks nearer the business part of town, and providing better

service for our patrons.

(F) Diversion of Traffic to Least Congested Roads:—This en-

abled us the past year to handle all interchange traffic between the

three cities without delay; no congestion at any time from either heavy

traffic or storm conditions; and removed dead freight switching traf-

fic almost entirely from the heavy passenger transfer between Coun-

cil Bluffs and the Omaha Union Station.

(G) Pooling of Freight Equipment:—This enabled us to utilize

equipment adjacent to the various industries and avoid individual

line hauls of equipment betwen the three cities. Equalization of

equipment was maintained to good advantage, although 100 per cent,

equalization was not attempted.

(H) Pooling Grain Doors:—This provided an effective plan of

conditioning cars for grain with the minimum of expense, as the re-

claimed grain doors were utilized to recooper cars without regard to

ownership. As an equalization as between roads the plan adopted was

based on an estimate of eight grain doors per car. The road receiving

the greater number of cars outbound would return to the Terminal

Manager at Omaha a number of doors approximately equal to the

surplus, which was distributed by the Terminal Manager to the lines

which had the greater inbound haul and thereby lost the grain doors.

Gain, if Any, in Use of Eqmpment

By pooling equipment, while no definite record was kept, our

observation indicates that we gained at least 48 hours per car within

the terminals.

The Saving in Mileage by Short Routing and the Effects, if any,

upon Individual Railroads

No short routing committee was established within the terminals,

as this matter was handled by Federal Managers short routing the

traffic before it arrived at these terminals. No figures in saving of

mileage are available.

Saving in Terminal Delay

Traffic was handled through the terminals with an average sav-

ing of 50 per cent.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees of Freight

The grain interests were greatly benefited by the terminal super-

vision. A switching schedule was maintained whereby all grain dis-
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posed of prior to 5:00 p.m. was switched during the night and placed

at elevator or delivered to outbound roads prior to the following

7:00 a.m. This was a saving of from 24 to 48 hours as compared
with former individual eflforts.

The packers and stock interests were especially benefited by the

Joint Agency at South Omaha, enabling them to transact all of

their business at a central point rather than at ten different agencies

as they did prior to consolidation.

All interchange traffic was advanced 50 per cent, by the estab-

lished nightly interchange through the pool yards.

Facilitation of Traflfic

The traffic was kept moving at all times without congestion,

with no serious accidents, and but few minor accidents or delays.

Lessening of Congestion

No congestion.

Nature of Complaints, if any, due to Consolidation of Facilities

In regard to consolidation of agency at South Omaha and Coun-
cil Bluffs no complaints were received; all shippers are well pleased

and many commendations were expressed.

General

The "Sailing Day" plan was not well received by the shipping

public and many complaints were registered.

(1) The designation of certain routes for all freight to common
points frequently caused shippers to divide their load and make sepa-

rate trips to two and sometimes three freight stations when under
the old arrangement one trip to one station would have handled all

of their tonnage. From a railroad standpoint, however, the outbound
saving was very satisfactory.

(2) As to inbound service many complaints were registered by ship-

pers that in many instances the freight arrived at the freight station

farthest from their business houses, thereby creating a greater drayagc
haul than would have occurred had they been permitted to select

the inbound routing.

(3) We had no disputes with organized labor. Our first actior;

was to assemble the general chairmen of organized labor, outlining

to them the plans and necessity for unification; appointed committees
from the organizations to formulate plans and percentages of the

Vvork to be assigned to the various railroads. We followed their rec-

ommendations.

We also secured hearty co-operation from all officials of all rail-

roads, and especially was the co-operation between yardmasters loyal

and efficient, and the switching difficulties were easily surmounted on

this account.
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KANSAS CITY, MO.
Organization

(1) Terminal Manager, one Assistant and staff working in con-

junction with local superintendents and other officers of roads serv-

ing Kansas City.

Duties of Terminal Managers' Organization

(2) Planning and putting into effect any changes or consolida-

tions in use of tracks or facilities tending toward greater efficiency

and economy, such as

—

(A) Common use by all roads of all tracks in this terminal to

obtain direct, most desirable and least congested route in interchang-

ing cars, as well as in general movement through Kansas City. By
use of other rails AT&SF was given three tracks insead of one to

handle through a congested point just outside switching limits.

(B) Engine of one road handling in both directions cars inter-

changed with another line instead of engine returning light, thereby

saving the use of other road's power to haul transfer in opposite

direction.

(C) Having one road perform switching at large plants for-

merly served by two or more roads, where that can be done to ad-

vantage.

(D) Operation of terminal yards of two roads (when conven-

iently located) by one road. Frisco-Katy yards are handled by

Frisco; KCS-CGW yards by KCT. KCT performs switching at in-

dustries on KCS rails in Armourdale district paralleling KCT tracks

instead of WCS power moving a long distance from East Bottoms

yard to handle the work.

(E) Common use of roundhouses to save delay in getting power

to and from work.

(F) Common use of repair tracks to get maximum results in

repair work and relieve roads having congestion of bad-order cars.

(G) Record of interchanged cars for both roads taken only by

delivering line, which furnishes receiving line a copy.

(H) Withdrawal of inspectors from interchange tracks, allowing

train yard inspection to govern.

(I) Diverting empty and loaded through cars from a congested

road to a line which can handle them; also routing via the lines best

able to handle, carloads billed from Kansas City, notably heavy

movement of grain to east and south.

(J) Placing live stock business under a Joint Agent instead of

each line maintaining its own Agent.

(K) Joint (City) ticket office under one agent for sale of tickets

for all lines.

(L) Watching supply of and demand for freight equipment (in-

cluding refrigerators) in the terminal, sending equipment from roads
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having surplus to roads not having cars to take care of immediate
loading.

(M) Checking general handling of cars in the Terminal and
taking this up with shippers, consignees and carriers to get prompt
loading, unloading or movement.

(N) Checking up light-loading of cars and handling with ship-

pers to secure maximum loading.

(O) Reciprocal use of team tracks for inspection and disposi-

tion of hay and other commodities to relieve lines having congestion.

(P) Reducing the number of roads handling LCL freight from
Kansas City to common points. Some points formerly served by
three roads are now served by one line.

(Q) Working up a schedule of arrivals of live stock on all roads,

spreading arrivals throughout the entire night to provide for stock

to be on sale for current day's market, also to avoid serious conges-

tion at stock yards experienced in the past through majority of stock

arriving in morning. Schedule approved by Railroad Administra-

tion. Watching stock handling in the tcrniinal and at stock yards to

get best possible results.

Changes in Practice

(3) As outlined in No. 2.

Detailed Benefits from Unification

(A) Under the central authority of this office, the general busi-

ness in the terminal is handled in a manner tending to secure the

greatest economy and efficiency for the Railroad Administration, elim-

inating in a large degree duplications, extra expense and delay which
is bound to occur under independent handling by individual roads. I

quote below some detail benefits resulting from practices under unifi-

cation, outlined in No. 2:

(B) Under the common use of passing tracks, team tracks,

roundhouses and repair tracks, one road handling transfers both

ways, and one road switching plants formerly served by two or more
roads, the Administration secured material benefits in the way of

reduction of expense and delays, more direct and less congested

routes, bad-order and team-track cars handled more promptly with

reduction of congestion.

(C) An enormous saving in delay to through, loaded and -empty

cars as well as reduction in congestion was effected by diverting

through cars from congested roads to move from Kansas City over

lines open to handle. For instance, AT&SF yard here was badly

congested for three months last year, due to having much more
through traffic than it could handle; we diverted thousands of these

cars to other lines, resulting in reasonably prompt movement and
relief of that yard. We also arranged for movement via the north-

ern route from Chicago, traffic from eastern points to San Francisco
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and Oakland, Cal., which was being routed over the AT&SF through

Kansas City.

(D) The forwarding of carloads from Kansas City (particularly

heavy lots of grain) over roads best able to handle, meant much in

the way of prompt movement and equitable distribution amongst

roads.

(E) Reciprocal use of equipment under the direction of this

office resulted in fairly prompt loading on all lines of ordinary carload

freight, merchandise at freight houses, grain shipments at elevators,

packers' products and live stock. This could not be accomplished

without a central authority to govern distribution of equipment.

During the heavy season last year the Stock Yards were taxed to the

limit. Several roads were short of cars for outbound stock loading.

We took equipment from any line having it and protected the loading.

Failure to get the forward stock out would have meant shortage of

room in yards to take care of inbound stock the next day.

(F) Material benefit in the matter of avoiding delay has accrued

through supervision by this office of switching, loading, unloading,

disposition of cars.

(G) Benefits from consolidation of live stock offices are: impar-

tial, fair treatment accorded all roads and patrons; increased efficiency

by general interests being watched and handled by one agent repre-

senting no particular road but working in the interest of all. (See

accompanying copy of letter from Kansas City Live Stock Exchange
asking that joint office be continued even though roads revert to

private control.)

There is enclosed part copy of statement showing saving for year 1918

under various unification features.

Gain in Use of Equipment

(5) Definite data not available. However, a considerable saving in

equipment 'has been effected through

—

(A) Campaign amongst shippers for heavy loading of carloads

and elimination of trap cars as far as possible.

(B) Heavier loading and consolidation of merchandise cars

loaded at freight houses.

(C) Eliminating certain roads from handling LCL freight from

Kansas City to common destinations.

(D) Prompt loading, unloading and movement of cars through

the terminal.

(E) Grain receipts were very heavy last season,, threatening a

blockade in yards of the grain carrying lines. We were able to secure

concessions from the Board of Trade in the way of waiving transfer

weights here on reshipped cars, avoiding switching the cars to and

from elevators before forwarding, allowing all grain for certain period

to be purchased by the Grain Corporation, resulting in prompt move-

ment out, in large lots, via the most convenient lines. It is felt that the
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situation could not have been handled by individual lines without neces-

sity of embargo. Our track congestion was over before the permit

system was installed.

(F) Common distribution of equipment amongst lines where
advantageous.

Saving of Mileage in Terminal

(6) (A) Daily saving by reciprocal handling of transfers elim-

inating intermediate lines estimated at 375 miles daily.

(B) No data on saving of mileage by using more direct routes

in local movements of cars in terminal.

Saving in Terminal Delay

(7) No actual figures compiled. A decided reduction in delay has

been effected, however, by diverting cars from roads having congested

yards or shortage of power, and by supervision in loading, unloading

and movement of cars.

Benefits to Shippers

(8) Fairly well covered in 2, 4, and 5. Patrons benefit through

common use of equipment, diverting of traffic, action by this office to

correct mishandling of cars, or any improper service by carriers.
-J

Facilitation of Traffic

(9) Movement of traffic is greatly facilitated by practices out-

lined, such as diverting from congested roads, common use of equip-

ment, getting prompt movement in terminal and correcting any mis-

handling in so far as possible.

Lessening of Congestion

(10) Explained in foregoing.

Complaints

(11) No pronounced complaints of unsatisfactory service charge-

able to unification. Individual complaints were received of handling of

MK&T cars by Frisco and of CGW cars by KCS, but the fault was
in failure of employees to properly handle, and not of the system.

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION.

Kansas City Terminal Railroad.

December 18, 1919.

Statement showing the approximate annusd saving effected by the

unification of the Terminals in KjinsJis City, requested by the Re-
gional Director's letters of October 9, 1918 and November 9, 1918.

(1) Consolidated Report to date showing unification of ter-

minals stations, and other facilities:
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At Former At Present
Rate of Rate of
IVagcs Wages

(a) Unification of CGW RR and KCS
Terminals. Saving of 5110 Eng. hrs.$ 33,215 $ 43,435

Unification of MK&T RR and StL-
SF RR Terminals. Saving of 14,600

Eng. hrs 94,900 124,100

(b) Unification of UP RR and CRI&P
RR Ticket Offices 1,080 1,380

(c) No saving
(d) Total of 43,344 Eng. hrs. saved un-

der Reciprocal Transfer 281,736 370,424
Total of 5293 Eng. hrs. saved by es-

tablishment of one line switching
service at Industrial Plants KC
Switching District 34,405 44,990
Total of 730 Eng. hrs. saved by
changes or eliminations of Inter-

mediate Lines 4,745 6,205

Consolidation of Live Stock Offices. 13,800 20,680
Reorganization of Interchange In-

spectors - 16,472 28,190

THE KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK EXCHANGE
R. P. Woodbury, Secretary

Kansas City, Mc, Feb. 17, 1919.

Mr. W. M. Corbett,
Terminal Manager,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Dear Mr. Corbett:

It seems from the general trend of things that the Railroads may
soon revert to their former owners. If this is done, it would be very
beneficial to the Live Stock Industry of Kansas City if we could main-
tain a Joint Live Stock Office here at the Kansas City Stock Yards.

During the Government management we have had more co-opera-
tion in handling live stock in and out of Kansas City than we had
before. Oftentimes one road had a surplus of empties while another
road was very short. These empty cars would stand in the Terminal
j'ards unused to the detriment of the whole business. Under your man-
agement any equipment that was available was at once put into service,

and so far as my knowledge goes, we never held up outgoing shipments
on acocunt of lack of stock cars. There may have been some slight de-

lays, but I am sure it was only temporary.
Now I take it that all parties concerned are for efficiency in the

Live Stock Industry. That being the case, I assure you, as President oi

the Live Stock Exchange, that we are very much in favor of joint

railroad offices and joint handling of this industry. One thing is' certain,

the railroads will not go back to their old antiquated waj' of doing
business.

Very truly yours,

Kansas City Live Stock Exchange.

(Signed) E. W. Houx, President.
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PEORIA, ILL.

(1) The unifications that have been made at Peoria and Pekin,

first started through the Car Service Committee, which was created

in June, 1917. Further prosecuted by the Inter-Regional Commit-

tee, and latterly by the Terminal Manager.

Organization

The present organization consists of the Terminal Manager,

and an ofiice force of seven people, handling the detail. On account

of the size and compactness of the Peoria Terminal it was not deemed

necessary to employ transportation and traffic assistants. The Ter-

minal Manager utilizes the traffic representatives of the local roads

as an advisory committee on traffic matters and consults with the

various operating officials pertaining to matters of operation and

transportation.

Duties

The duties of the Terminal Manager and his organization are as

follows:

He has juridiction over all matters of service within the terminal,

as it affects either the interested railroads, or the public. He has juris-

diction over all dealings with the public in matters pertaining to

general policy of the Administration and of service. He has the

handling of all car supply within the terminal. He has the supervision

over all re-routing of freight at the terminal (under the direction

of the traffic assistants of the various regions). In other words the

Terminal Manager does not assume to re-route freight on his own
responsibility except for an immediate physical condition.

The Terminal Manager is charged with the studying of and

analyzing of operating conditions, and putting into effect consoli-

dations, unifications, or practices that will conserve without injuring

service. He is charged with the placing of and administering of

embargoes and all permit systems. He is not charged with the de-

tail of operation or labor matters, and only acts in case of threatened

interference with the public interests, or to protect individual lines

interests, where through consolidations, facilities have been turned

over to some one line to operate for the benefit of all.

He also has the administration of all facilities and bureaus of

the United States Railroad Administration including shipping day

schedules. Loss and Damage Bureaus, OS&D Bureaus, weighing and

inspection, etc.

Jurisdiction

(3) The consolidation of ten local freight agencies into one

agency at Peoria.

The running of all passenger trains into one station at Peoria.
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The changing of routing on all freight between Peoria and Pekin,

bO as to make the least number of miles.

The bringing into break-up yard at East Peoria, freight which

was formerly set-out at outer junctions for belt line movement.

The consolidation of seven separate agencies at Pekin, into two.

The stopping of cross-hauling of empties at both Peoria and Pekin.

The line upon which industry is located furnishing equipment,

regardless of ownership, insofar as they can.

The inauguration of reciprocal transfer between all lines inter-

changing.

The re-routing of LE&W passenger trains from Farmdale to

Union Passenger Station, Peoria, over TP&W tracks, saving about

eight passenger train miles per day, and an average of ten minutes

times on each per day, and an average of ten minutes time on each

of four trains.

The consolidating of six individual repair tracks into one organ-

ization.

The elimination of one supervising organization by the consolida-

tion of the P&PU and PRT under one General Manager.

The unification of all inspection, and the consolidation of inspec-

tion forces insofar as was practicable.

The consolidating of coach cleaning forces.

The consolidation of all roundhouse facilities, except for two
lines, which were so situated that consolidation was impracticable.

(4) The consolidation of the freight agencies at Peoria and
Pekin, resulting in the saving of approximately one hundred clerks,

and an annual saving in money of approximately $60,000.00. The
money saving based upon the assumption that the increases granted

by General Order No. 27, and its supplements would have applied to

the individual forces as they were prior to the consolidation.

The re-routing of freight between Peoria and Pekin and the dis-

continuance of setting freight out, at outer junctions for belt trans-

fer, equaled a saving of twenty-four yard engine hours per day, based

on the volume of business as it then was. This saving has of course,

fluctuated from time to time, dependent upon the volume of business.

The inauguration of reciprocal transfer of interchange has

amounted to a saving of from twelve to sixteen yard engine hours

per day.

The running of all passenger trains into the Union Station, re-

sulting in a saving of approximately six yard engine hours per day

in the handling of passenger equipment. Its greatest saving, how-
ever, was in releasing tracks at the Rock Island Passenger Station

for the handling of interchange and freight movements, which had

heretofore been blocked for about eleven and one-half hours out of

each twenty-four with passenger trains.
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The saving through the re-routing of LE&W passenger trains

shows for itself.

The consolidation of the joint repair tracks made a saving of

approximately $1,100 per month in supervision.

The unification of Inspection and the partial consolidation of

Inspection forces made a saving of from twelve to fifteen hundred

man hours per month.

The consolidation of the PRT and P&PU Executive forces made

a saving of approximately $15,000 per annum.

The consolidation of the coach cleaning represented a saving of

$225 per month in supervision.

(5) There was a saving in equipment through the application

of the shipping day, of 359 cars per week. There was a material

saving in the use of equipment through the elimination of cross-

hauling, that can not be accurately estimated, due to the fact that

prior to January 1st, 1918, there was not uniform system of figuring

car detention.

(6) There was a considerable saving in mileage by the short-

routing of freight passing through this terminal, but I believe that

our experience is similar to others, in that it demonstrated that inter-

mediate re-routing is not satisfactory. The proper routing should

be applied from point of origin, and that the passing reports at

Terminals should be used to correct the evil at its source, rather

than trying to re-route it after it is once in transit.

The matter of re-routing throughout the country changed the

character of the business moving through this terminal to a marked

extent, and the application of short-routing had the effect of prac-

tically putting the CP&StL out of business, as the only competitive

points between which they handled business in any volume are points

where they are from thirty-five to sixty miles the long line.

(7) Terminal delay has become practically an unknown quan-

tity with us. The average time for handling a solid train through

this terminal from its arrival at one outer yard, until its departure

from the other, is from 3j^ to five hours, and the average time for

single cars moving in ordinary interchange is from 8 to 14 hours.

Ninety per cent, of all business originating locally and loaded by

4:30 p. m. leaves the terminal before 2 a. m.

(8) The shippers have obtained a uniform policy by all roads,

uniform rules and practices, the joint use of all unloading facilities,

a uniform car supply, a voice in all matters affecting them and a

recognized place of appeal in case of misunderstanding with any

individual organization or a desire for information as to any rules

or orders that might be in effect.

(9) The movement of traffic has been facilitated very largely

through the proper routing of freight, inducing the shippers to use

the line of least resistance as determined upon by the Administration;
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the principal of which is to avoid transfer or cross-haul of loads

and empties when the loading line can handle the freight to its destina-

tion without any excessive mileage.

Also the furnishing of empties by the loading line, regardless of

whether they received the road haul or not, has helped materially

and is an added benefit that the shipper has received.

(10) The matter of terminal unification and supervision is bound
to lessen congestion and lessens opportunity for congestion, as it

centralizes and controls all movements in and out of the terminal.

(11) Practically the only complaints received from the shipping pub-

lic, due to the consolidations were during the first period, there being some

confusion, especially in the consolidating of the freight agencies, and it

took the public some little time to adapt themselves to the changed condi-

tions, but the close co-operation of the Association of Commerce has

been given in all of these matters at Peoria, and no complaints that would

not originate under separate operation are coming in.

Some officials of individual lines have complained or stated that

they were not receiving the same service from consolidated repair

tracks and roundhouse facilities, that they would have received were

they operating their own. This is of course, and always will be,

a matter of argument. They are always willing to call attention to all of

the things wherein they get what they term "the worst of it," and

accept all of the benefits upon the theory that that is the reason

they went into it.

It is believed that on the whole, however, all of the consolidations

mentioned have worked to the mutual advantage of all concerned.

There are a great many little things which have been done that

are peculiar to local conditions, such as the elimination of dupli-

cate switching at industrial plants. The transfer of certain plant

switching from one line to another, where some one line would have

an industry that was somewhat isolated from the rest of its work, and

still located adjacent to some other yard that could perform the

work at less expense; the utilizing of switch tenders for the throwing

of switches for all lines, saving the stopping of heavy trains; the

joint use of a number of tracks throughout the terminal; all of

which have meant small savings within themselves, but on the whole

have materially facilitated terminal movements.

All of the things outlined have been accomplished without any ma-

terial capital expenditure. A number of the things mentioned could be

carried much further than they have been, but it would entail expenditures

of a considerable amount which were not justified except as a permanent

proposition.
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DAVENPORT, IOWA
Organization

(,1) Terminal Manager and one clerk. The General Yardmas-

ters of the interested lines are held responsible for the economical

operation of terminals as it affects each one of the interested lines.

(2) Handling questions that arise between the local operating

and traffic departments of the four federal roads at the Tri-Cities and

various other questions that arise.

(3) No material changes in practices compared with practices

before unification.

(4) Six freight and two passenger stations co-ordinated into

three freight and one passenger station resulted in a large decrease

in overhead cost.

Co-ordinating switching resulted in saving switch engine hours.

The construction of an interchange track between the CB&Q
and CRI&P at Silvis, Illinois, saved approximately 16 switch engine

hours each day.

(5) Some gain resulted in use of equipment and this combined

with some decrease in tonnage resulted in saving 32 switch engine

hours each day.

(6) Routing via shortest and direct lines was made effective

Sept. 9th, 1918. The effect on individual lines was not apparent; no

record was kept to show saving in mileage.

(7) No record kept of saving in terminal delays.

(8) No practical benefits to shippers.

(9) Not apparent.

(10) No congestions at Tri-Cities during 1918 (Davenport, Mo-
line and Rock Island, 111.).

(11) No complaints due to co-ordination of facilities but jobbers

at the Tri-Cities protested vigorously after the close of hostilities

on the shipping day plan and it was revised and corrected to meet the

requirements of business at the Tri-Cities.

There was some commendation from the public in connection

with co-ordinating freight stations on account of the saving in motor
truck and wagon transportation.

DES MOINES, IOWA
(1) Outline of Organization in Charge of the Unified Terminals

The Terminal Manager's office has charge of the Des Moines
district terminal. The force consists of:

1 Terminal Manager,
1 Chief Clerk,

1 Secretary-Stenographer.

There has not been any change made in the local organization

of the several lines operating in the terminal. The facilities were
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such that no consolidation of plants could be made and each line

has held its previous separate organization.

(2) The Detailed Duties of Organization

Terminal Manager directly in charge of operation of terminal.

Chief clerk and secretary-stenographer handle office work of Termi-

nal Manager.

(3) Any Change in Practices Compared with Practices Before Uni-

fication.

Rock Island, M&StL and Great Western Lines all get into plant

of Hawkeye Portland Cement Company. Previously, each line did

its own switching at that plant. This work unified and all done by

one line.

Rock Island, Northwestern, Fort Dodge Line and Great Western

all have physical connections with Inter-Urban which handles busi-

ness to Camp Dodge. Milwaukee, M&StL, Wabash and Burlington

have no connection with Inter-Urban. Those lines that have no

connection were delivering Camp Dodge business to each of the

lines which have connections. Considerable of this business required

special runs, particularly during war activity, for handling such com-

modities as horses, perishables, etc. Arrangements were made to run

the Camp business from the Milwaukee, M&StL, Wabash and Bur-

lington over to one line.

Rock Island and Des Moines Union lines get into Iowa Packing

plant. Burlington handles considerable business into Des Moines for

this plant. Burlington served Union Stock Yards which are located

just beyond packing plant. Arrangements made for Burlington to set

its own live stock to Iowa Packing Co. direct.

(4) Detailed Benefits Derived from Unification

Handling switching by one line at Hawkeye Portland Cement
plant saved duplication of switching service and delay to engines of

one line account blocked by engines of another.

Consolidating business for Camp Dodge saved duplicate trips

with switch engines from Iowa Transfer to Highland Junction.

Burlington placing its live stock direct to Iowa Packing Co. saved

special runs from Iowa Transfer to packing plant.

(5) The Gain, if any, in Use of Equipment

Impossible to definitely state saving in equipment. Terminal

Manager is constantly moving empty cars from one line to another

The Burlington, for example, may need box cars and the Rock Island

have more than their immediate requirements. Suffice it to say that

during the period Terminal Manager has operated this terminal it has

only been twice necessary for him to ask for equipment to be handled
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into Des Moines empty; yet scarcely a day passes that empties have

not been shifted between lines within the terminal.

(6) The Saving in Mileage by Short Routing and Effects, if any,

upon Individual Railroads

Short routed 951 carloads with a saving of 95,806 miles. Do not

feel able to say what effect has been on individual lines. There have

not been any train miles added to handle short routed cars; hence,

cannot be any loss from that source to detract from car miles saved.

(7) Saving in Terminal Delay

Do not feel any particular change in situation. There has been

some speeding up of business through joint interchange yard due to

P'ederalization of lines rather than joint operation of terminal.

(8) Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees of Freight

Do not feel any benefit derived by freight patrqns.

(9) Facilitation of Traffic

Do not feel that there has been any due to unification. Imme-
diate supervision by Terminal Manager has prevented accumulations

and delays.

(10) Lessening of Congestion

To answer this question requires comparative figures which are not

possessed. We have been able to avoid congestions.

There have been no complaints.

ALTON (ILL.) DISTRICT

That the situation may be more clearly understood the review

will be prefaced by the statement that the "Alton District" is essen-

tially a manufacturing locality with a very heavy tonnage of raw

materials and fuel inbound and manufactured products outbound.

We do not originate much grain or coal and we handle very little

live stock, perishable or merchandise and but a limited amount of

through traffic is interchanged between carriers. The district is served

by five trunk lines, viz.: the C&A, CB&Q, CCC&St.L, CP&St.L and

MK&T; and by two terminal lines, viz.: the M&IB&B and IT, the

former corinecting with roads in Missouri and the latter connecting

outside of the district with seven other lines.

The unification was carried on with this situation in mind and

consisted briefly in the placing of all local operations in the district

under one supervision and the consolidating and reducing of the facili-

ties employed in these operations to a minimum consistent with ade-

quate service to the public.

The situation here was ideal for the unification project, the lines

of the carriers running parallel to each other through the district,
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and several of the industries being served by more than one road.

In addition to the city of Alton the district further includes the indus-

trial towns of East Alton, Federal, Wood River and Roxana, all of

which are developing rapidly. Of the four freight houses formerly

operated at Alton two were old and obsolete and poorly located

whereas the other two were located adjacent to each other in the

center of the city and were modern and well equipped in every

respect. One of them had just been completed. We closed the two

old houses and used the other two for inbound and outbound traflfic

respectively for all lines. One of these freight houses had a large and

modern office room sufficient to accommodate the entire local office

force for all lines.

Formerly there was a surplus of team tracks and a shortage of

storage and transfer tracks, causing much congestion and incon-

venience in the effort to use tracks for both teaming and storage pur-

poses. By the reassigning of these tracks we were able to increase

their storage and transfer capacity.

The two passenger stations in this city and the tracks reaching

them were so closely located to each other that the consolidation

into one station was accomplished without inconvenience or expense.

Organization ..

(1) The personnel of the organization in charge of the terminal

district was recruited from the officers and employes of roads serving

the district, their duties in the terminal organization being in addition

to their duties with their respective roads. The members of the

organization are:

Terminal Manager,
Traffic Assistant,

General Yardmaster,
General Car Foreman,
Master Mechanic.

These officers in carrying on the terminal work assigned to them
utilized the service of their respective office, yard or shop forces.

Duties

The Terminal Manager (who is also General Manager of the 111.

Ter. and M&IB&B) exercises a general supervision over all opera-

tions in the district with a view of having such operations conducted

in the most efficient and economical manner possible. Matters of an

entirely local character are adjusted by instructions issured direct

to local representatives of the interested roads and matters involving

the general operations of the interested roads are handled with the

proper officials of such roads.

The Traffic Assistant (who is also General Freight Agent of the

IT and M&IB&B) keeps in touch with the public, adjusts any com-
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plaints that may arise, quotes freight rates and any other information

desired and handles the re-routing of traffic.

The General Yardmaster (who is also yardmastcr of the C&A)
is in charge of all switching operations in the district.

The general car foreman (who is also general car foreman

of the IT) has charge of the car repair and inspection work of the

district.

The Master Mechanic (who is also Master Mechanic of the IT
RR) has charge of all locomotive repairs and inspection work done

in the district.

Changes from Former Practice

The volume of business handled by each of the trunk lines in this

district has not been sufficient to warrant the maintenance of the

forces or facilities necessary for repairing and inspection of locomo-

tives, cars, etc., whereas the IT RR has had facilities and equipment of

this character in excess of its actual needs. With the consolidation

we have been able to make the following changes in former practices:

For inspection, boiler washing and repairs the trunk lines for-

merly sent their engines each month to division points, the C&A to

East St. Louis or Springfield, the CP&StL to Springfield, etc., whereas

this work is now done at the IT RR shops. This saves not only the

movement of the locomotives to and from the division point but the

loss of time of the engine and the crew as well.

The CB&Q formerly served this district with a local turn-around

train but this has been eliminated, the work being done by switching

power in the district.

The C&A formerly did work in some parts of the district with

local freight trains but this has been discontinued, the work being

done by switching power.

Formerly all traffic moving between the CB&Q RR Illinois lines

and the IT RR was switched between the two roads by the CCC&St.L
RR as an intermediate line. This is now interchanged direct, saving

several moves of each car.

Formerly in case of a minor wreck on any one of the trunk lines

it was necessary to send to some more or less distant point for

wrecking outfit and crew. This is now taken care of by the IT RR
facilities.

The plant of the Laclede Steel Company was formerly served by
two lines and the plant of the International Shoe Company by three

lines. The switching service at both of these plants is now per-

formed by one line only.

Benefits Derived from Unification

The benefits from unification have been many. In addition to

the saving of expense there has been a more efficient use of power
and cars and a more expeditious handling of traffic. The elimina-
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tion of the work formerly performed in the district by the trunk lines

local freight trains has enabled those lines to discontinue some of

these trains or give them adidtional work at other points.

The placing of all lines, switching service under one supervision

has enabled the use of it where and when most needed and has elim-

inated a great deal of waste. The restriction of the switching at

competitive points to one line has eliminated a great deal of duplicate

service which was necessary under individual operation.

Gain in Use of Equipment

Equipment conditions have been improved in this district by the

consolidation. Formerly shortages of cars were frequent, but there

has n"ot been a time since the unification became effective that we
have not been able to supply the shipper with all the equipment

required. This district normally loads out more box cars than are

received loaded and while formerly each road brought in and kept a

supply of cars for its own individual requirements they are now able

to draw on each other freely and less cars are hauled in empty.

We have at Alton flour mills of 5,000 barrels daily capacity, re-

ceiving approximately 20 cars of grain and forwarding 20 cars of

product per day. The grain generally comes in from the West via

C&A and CB&Q and the flour moves to the East and South via

CCC&StL, CP&StL and IT RR. Prior to the consolidation the grain

cars made empty would very frequently be sent out of Alton to some
other point for loading and the roads getting the outbound shipments

would have to bring empties in to Alton for loading. Since the uni-

fication the inbound cars have been available for the outbound

shipments. This furnishes a most excellent illustration of the eco-

nomical use of equipment brought about by the consolidation and

we have several other similar situations in the district.

The consolidation of freighthouses has also produced a material

saving of equipment in the handling of LCL freight.

Saving in Mileage, Etc.

There has been a considerable saving of mileage in consequence

of the short routing of freight but this has had very little effect on

the relative share of business handled by each individual line. As a

matter of fact it has been beneficial to the individual lines, as it gave

them such business as they could handle most advantageously and

with the most revenue.

Saving in Terminal Delay

There has been an absence of terminal delays since the unification

became effective. This is due to the more efficient switching service.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees

The consolidation of the local freight houses and offices into

one has proved a benefit to the public. At Alton particularly shippers
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had formerly to send their teamsters to four different parts of the

city to receive and forward their goods; now they have but one local-

ity at which to receive and deliver. This has resulted in a consider-

able saving of drayage expense.

Another advantage to the shipper is that he now has but one

local agent to deal with, but one office at which to pay his freight

bills and but one office at which to make inquiries as to the arrival of

his shipments. Formerly he had five agents to work with and

in the case of expected shipments upon which he had no information

as to the routing he was under considerable difficulty in locating

their arrival. i

Facilitation of Traffic

The handling of traffic was much facilitated by the consolidation.

After the various employees became accustomed to the new order of

things and familiar with their duties, business was handled with

more promptness and dispatch.

Lessening of Congestion

Since the unification there has been an absence of congestion in

the district.

Complaints, if any

There has been very little complaint due to the consolidation of

faciHties. The only objection of any kind from shippers consisted

of complaints from one or two concerning the re-routing of their ship-

ments. For competitive reasons some shippers have not taken kindly

to the disregard of their routing and this feeling will undoubtedly

continue to exist as the shipper feels that the privilege of routing is

the only weapon he has to enforce his demands on the carrier.

During the continuance of the war there was a very hearty

co-operation on the part of all lines in carrying out the joint opera-

tion, but during the past few months, due probably to the uncertainty

of the future, there has been apparently a disposition to give prece-

dence to individual interests. This competitive activity would tend

to nullify the benefits of unification and develop some problems very

difficult to handle. It is the thought that an essential to the successful

operation of unified terminals is a definite understanding of the

authority and jurisdiction of the organization in charge.

WICHITA, KANSAS

(1) Points Having Unified Terminals

Wichita, Kansas: AT&SF, CRI&P, MP, SL-SF, KCM&O, MV.

(2) Organization

Terminal Manager (General Manager, KCM&O).
Terminal Superintendent (Superintendent WTA and WUTRR).
Terminal Yard Master (General Yardmaster, Mo. Pac).
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Zone 1—Santa Fe freight yard and RH and rip track, Santa Fe

Yardmaster in charge. Santa Fe night yardmastcr added July 1st

to take care wheat rush (temporary).

Zone 2—Mo. Pac. 2Sth Street yard, RH and rip track; CRI&P
Cline yard RH and rip tracks; CRI&P yardmaster in charge days.

MP night yardmaster in charge nights.

Zone 3—W.T. Association extended to include Red Star Mill

"A," in charge regular W.T. organization, viz., Agent, Yardmaster

and Assistant Yardmaster days.

Zone 4—MP passenger yard and industries, KCM&O train yard,

shop and Round House, Midland Valley passenger yard, freight house

yards, also industries. -MP yardmaster in charge days.

Zone 2 Yardmaster in charge nights.

Zone 5—Union Station passenger yard, Santa Fe south yard, in-

dustries and freight house, CRI&P industries and freight house, SL-

SF train yard, Round House, rip tracks, freight house and industries.

Union Depot yardmaster in charge days. Frisco yardmaster in

charge nights.

(2) The Detailed Duties of that Organization

Superivision in their respective positions.

(3) Changes in Practices Compared with such Points when not

Unified

By general use of all facilities through unification, duplicate work

in parallel districts has been eliminated.

(4) Gain, if any, in Use of Equipment

The gain has resulted in saving of three 8-hour engine crews.

(5) Saving effected in Mileage by Short Routing and Effects, if any,

upon Individucil Companies

We have not the information necessary to answer this question

without considerable investigation and delay.

(5) Saving in Terminal Delay Avoidance of Congestion, etc.

Savng of 24 hours delay to all cars heretofore loaded on so-

called foreign lines by reason of the fact that all cars loaded in the

city are moved to train yard zones on specified schedules in time for

placing in through trains.
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(6) Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees of Freight

The greatest benefit shippers have derived is elimination of the

delay on connections.

(7) Facilitation of Traffic, if any, Occasioned Thereby

Answered in No. 5.

(8) Lessening of Congestion

Natural lessening of congestion on account of being able to handle
more promptly and direct.

(9) Nature of Complaints, if any, due to such Consolidation of

Facilities

None.
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POCAHONTAS REGION

Except Norfolk-Hampton Roads, there are no very large city

terminals directly under the Pocahontas Region; terminals at Rich-

mond, Va., Cincinnati, Ohio, Louisville, Ky., and Chicago, 111., are

under jurisdiction of Regional Directors of adjoining Regions, with

Terminal Managers in charge.

The unified control at various points in this Region has not

entailed any radical changes in operation, the general benefit having

resulted from centralization of control and the avoidance of duplica-

tion of supervision and service, rather than in any marked departures

from the general practices of handling cars.

Norfolk, Va. (Hampton Roads) is under jurisdiction of Poca-

hontas Region; a Federal Manager in charge of terminals of all roads

centering at Norfolk was appointed w^ith authority to supervise oper-

ations and arrange economical consolidations; unifications were made
as follows:

(1) ACL, SAL and Southern Railroad stations at Norfolk, and

Southgate Terminal receiving station at Norfolk; (2) ACL and

Southern Railroad terminals at Pinners Point; (3) ACL and South-

ern Railroad yards and engine-houses at Pinners Point; (4) Norfolk

Southern Railroad and Virginian Railroad freight stations; (5) ACL,
C&O, NYP&N, and Southern freight agencies at Portsmouth, under

supervision of SAL Railroad; (6) C&O and NYP&N Railroad yards

at Norfolk; (7) ACL and Southern Railroad passenger stations at

York Street, Norfolk.

These unifications resulted in reduction in yard, stations and shop

labor, and clerical forces, and in tug service.

At twenty-seven smaller cities and towns served by roads of the

Region, station, engine-house and yard facilities were consolidated

in part, which aflforded reduction in expenses and aided materially

in expediting service.
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SOUTHERN REGION
Results of the unification of terminals in the Southern Region are

summarized as follows by B. L. Winchell, Regional Director:

Unification of terminals in the Southern Region, even with the limita-

tions necessarily imposed by the temporary character of Government con-

trol, met with marked success. Generally good results were shown both in

efficiency and economy, and—what may be the most important—these re-

sults are regarded by the men who accomplished them merely as an

indication of what might be attained under different conditions.

At forty-nine of the principal terminals and ninety smaller points in

the region unification of facilities was effected to some extent, great or

small. In the larger terminals it was found that complete physical unifica-

tion practically was impossible. Individual railroads in many cases already

had outgrown the facilities provided for handling their own business and

no one line had a plant with capacity for taking over the entire business

of the terminal and handling it as a unit. Consequently, consolidation had

to be restricted to the placing of all of the units under one general head.

Terminal Managers were appointed with jurisdiction over the termi-

nals of all lines within the city limits at six of the most important railroad

cities—Atlanta, Birmingham, Charleston, Jacksonville, Louisville and New
Orleans. Substantial benefits accrued, through efficient and prompt

handling of business, minimizing the confusion and congestion that in-

evitably accompanied the vast volume of traffic handled during the war

period. These things were done in spite of the fact that in only a few

instances was it possible to abandon the use of any of the existing facili-

ties through the consolidation of two or more lines. Economy and more

efficient operation resulted very largely from coordination of effort under

one supervising head.

At many of the smaller centers, less important than those mentioned

above, a more real physical unification was possible. In numerous in-

stances, smaller plants were abandoned and the activities of lines large

and small consolidated in the most adequate available facilities,, includ-

ing yards, freight stations, roundhouses, etc. In such cases, in addi-

tion to the invariably more efficient operation, there was a substan-

tial money-saving.

In recalling that unification as applied by the United States Railroad

Administration for the brief period of Federal control was merely the

centralizing of the local operation of facilities previously in use by the

different roads individually, emphasis should be given to the fact that it

was necessary to keep separate accounts for each road. This necessarily

resulted in the retention of larger clerical forces than otherwise would

have been necessary, and to that extent curtailing the saving under unified

operation. Moreover, these larger clerical forces were the existing forces

of individual railroads located frequently in widely separated offices and

having their own particular traditions and methods of doing business.
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The difficulty of converting almost overnight such establishments into a

single thoroughly coordinated and smoothly-working organization can be

easily imagined.

This handicap applied peculiarly to freight houses. Where freight

house service was unified in this Region, great economies resulted, al-

though in many instances it was necessary to operate separate inbound

and outbound stations, located considerable distances apart. In such cases

as the latter, the agent had supervision over both houses with an assistant

or chief clerk directly in charge of each. A modern twin freight house,

large enough to take care of the business of all roads at one point and

operated with a unit organization independent of the individual roads it

concerned, it is believed, would have shown benefits far outweighing the

additional cost involved and any other objection which might be advanced.

One of the considerable economies secured under unified freight

house operation was through the use of equipment in L.C.L. service, re-

sulting in the loading of one car daily to points to which each of the lines

involved formerly had forwarded a car partially loaded.

Just what saving has been made through the short routing of freight

is problematical. Theoretically, on a mileage basis, such savings would

run into large figures. But it is difficult to arrive at a safe estimate in this

fashion, because in many cases the cost per ton per mile on the short line

is greater than on the long line.

The same general scheme used in the freight houses was adopted

where it was necessary to use two or more yards under unified operation.

A general yardmaster was placed in charge, with yardmasters for as-

sistants on the ground operating each individual yard and its organiza-

tion. Wherever roundhouse and mechanical department facilities for one

road were found ample for the purpose, similar facilities were discontinued

and their organizations merged into the larger.

At the outset there appeared to be some opposition on the part of ship-

pers to the consolidation of freight facilities, but generally this soon dis-

appeared, as actual practice demonstrated that changes, if properly applied,

were advantageous to the public as well as to the railroads. On the whole,

relatively few complaints have been made and almost invariably such dis-

satisfaction as has been evident has been based upon selfish interest rather

than upon broad business principles. For example, a shipper located near

a freight station merged with one some distance away, naturally preferred

the old state of affairs and was prone to find faalt with the unified service

at every opportunity. On the other hand, the new service was immensely

popular with shippers generally, who formerly were obliged to dray freight

to and from two or more houses both in forwarding and receiving.

Conclusions based upon results of unified operations in the Southern

Region may be summarized briefly in this way:

(1) Beneficial results were greater than had been anticipated in spite
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of limiting conditions, and out of the experience may come a program

looking toward ideal terminal operation in the future and abandonment

of the practice of individual roads expending large sums for independent

terminals which frequently duplicate existing facilities.

(2) No complete tests of the merits of unification is possible without

providing modern facilities to meet the enlarged requirements, a thing

which could not be undertaken under the temporary regime of the United

States Railroad Administration,

(3) There are limits beyond which actual physical unification should

not be carried. For example, in large cities a single great freight house

probably would be undesirable both because of the impracticability of

economically operating such a plant and because of the long distances

over which shippers would be obliged to haul their freight. However, a

main or central receiving and delivery house, with branches advantageously

located, all under one organization, might solve the problem.
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Recapitulation of saving by unification of stations and tenilinals, Southern Region.

Atlanta, Ga , $141, 040. 1

9

Athens, Ga 25, 558. 03

Augusta, Ga 141, 013. 89

Albany, Ga 21, 916. 58

Brunswick, Ga 28, 009. 70

Birmingham, Ala 58, 904. 56

Cairo, 111 12,715.56

Charleston, S. C 87, 852. 72

Chattanooga, Tenn 43, 516. 61

Columbus, Ga 32, 683. 02

Charlotte. N. C 16, 659. 00

Columbia, S. C 34, 979. 33

Columbus, Miss ]0, 0.32. 60

Cordele, Ga 28, 543. 20

Dalton, Ga 25, 276. 27

Dublin , Ga 9, 000. 00

East Point, Ga 25, 140. 00

Goldeboro, N. C -. 25, 900. 39

Henderson, Ky 23, 241. 60

Hatticsburg, Miss 12, 284. 84

Hermitage, Va. 14, 771. 40

Jacksonville, Fla 116, 007. 75

Junta, Ga 9,948.00

Lagrange, Ga : 10, 638. 00

Louisville, Ky 119, 721
.
85

Lexington, Ky. 14, 553. 00

Memphis, Tenn 108, 865. 32

Meriaian, Miss 33, 518. 73

Middlesboro, Ky 15,066. 60

Mobile, Ala 64, 033. 10

Montgomery, Ala 82, 121. 91

Macon, Ga 49, 472. 57

Martin, Tenn 10, 020.00

Nashville, Tenn 16, 531 .-92

New Orleans, La 146, 885. 83

Norfolk, Va.. and Pinners Point 17, 493. 36

Owensboro, Ky 27, 319. 40
Paducah, Ky ". 23,238.00

Richmond, Va ,. 25, 601, 59

Rome, Ga 21,887.57

Spartanburg, S. C 11,109.25

Sclma, Ala 35,134.78

Savannah, Ga. 77,422.47

Tampa, Fla 8,272.08

Tifton, Ga 16,106.69

Tuscaloosa. Ala 9, 570. 00

Winston-Salem, N. C 30, 537. 60

Wilmington, N. C 43,824.43

WaycrosB, Ga 28, 667. 37

Total 1, 992, 218. 66

Total saving by unification at 90 smaller stations 190, 04 1. 53

Grand total 2,182,260.19
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Savings effected through unification of stations and terminals during 1918.

Atlanta, Ga.:
Mar. 1. N. C. & St. L., A. B. & A., C. of Ga., Soutliern, S. A. L.
and joint terminal. Interchange $6, 817. 93

Mar. 11. Single inspection by alllines. C. of Ga., N. C. & St. L.
Effective May 28 on S. A. L. and June 1 on Southern 16, 811. 08

Mar. 14. Sav-ing in interchange North Avenue yard and joiilt

terminal yard between Southern and A. & W. P 18, 610. 56
Apr. 27. L. & N. commenced running solid trains direct into C.

of Ga. industry yard, saving handling in Atlanta joint terminals. 18, 610. 56
June 1 . Howell Stock Yard Agencies, all lines consolidated, saving. 1, 482. 48
June 9. N. C. & St. L. took over handling of C, of Ga. passenger

engines and coaches; care of same taken over by Atlanta joint

terminals. On June 15 N. C. & St. L. took over handling A. B. &
A passenger engines and cleaning of passenger ec[uipment 26, 566. 52
N. C. & St. L. and S. A. L. Consolidation freight stations on
Aug. 1, 1918 7, 128. 00

A.B.&A.,C.ofGa., A.&W.P. Consolidation of equipment. 27,888.56
S. A.L.andN.C.&St. L. Freight stations consolidated 9,738,00
N. C. & St. L. Consolidation of Hills Park transfer and Spring

Street freight station 4, 182. 00
N. C. & St. L., A. B. & A., Southern, S. A. L., and Atlanta

joint terminals. Consolidation of live-stock agency 106. 50
Southern R. R. and Atlanta Joint Terminal Co. Consolidation

of telephone 708. 00
A . & W . P . and C . of Ga . Consolidation agencies at East Point

.

2, 400. 00

Total 141, 040 19

Athens, Ga.:
Apr. 15. C. of Ga. and S. A. L. took over switching of Ga. R. R.,

saving IS, 610. 56
June 1. S. A. L. and C. of Ga. freight agencies and Ga. R. R. and

Southern freight agencies consolidated, saving 6, 947. 47

Total 25, ^5S. 03

Augusta, Ga.:
Apr. 17. Unified industrial switching, saving 20 switch-engine

hours per day

—

Wages 15, 966. 72

Fuel 26,568.00
Arrangement made for various lines to deliver interchange di-

rect into each other's yard, saving

—

AVages 6,386.69
Fuel 10,627.20

Georgia took over passenger switching of A. C. L. and C. of

Ga., resulting in saving of

—

Wages 2, 794. 18
Fuel 4,605.12

C. & W. C. took over coaling C. of Ga. engines, resulting in a
saving of labor amounting to. 3, 736. 80

May 1. All lines established joint car record and embargo office,

saving 6, 177. 60
May 12. C. of Ga. took over Ga. & Fla. yard and telegraph works,

saving

—

Wages 5,745.60
Fuel 12,771.34
Yard clerks and others wages 9, 284. 64

Oct. 3. C. & W. C.,Ga., A.C.L., andC.of Ga. Consolidation all

yards and terminals, saving ., 32, 600. 00
C. i W. C. and Ga. R. R. Consolidation freight agencies 3, 750. 00

Total 141, 013. 89
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Albany, Ga.:
Apr. 22. Consolidation yard and mechanical facilities, C. of Ga.

supervision, saving $21, 916. 58

Brunswick, Ga.:

Apr. 1 . Freight work all lines consolidated 453. 60
Passenger trains all lines use A. C. L. station 7,082. 50

Mechanical work all lines consolidated 20, 473. 60

Total 28, 009. 70

Birmingham, Ala.:

Mar. 11. Single inspection adopted, saving 16, 300. 90
Mar. 14. Improved interchange arrangement between A. B. & A.,

Southern and, M. & 0., saving 2 switch-engine hours per day

—

Wages - 1, 869. 84
Fuel -.. 2,656.80

June 1. A. G. S. took over L. & N. agency and switching at Gras-

silli chemical plant, saving

—

Wages 1, 200. 60

Fuel ; 1,729.73
2,302.56

Southern took over cleaning and inspection C. of Ga. pas-

senger equipment, one I. C. mail car, and outside cleaning
Pullman car cleaning of Frisco, saving 3, 892. 80

Birmingham Terminal Co. took over watering and icing of all

passenger trains 840. 00
July 3. S. A. L. took over care of Belt R, R. engines. S. A. L.

took over care of I. C. and C. of Ga. passenger engines 7, 561. 20

July 22. A. B.,& A. and St. L.-S. F. stations consolidated. St.

L.-S. F., I. C, S. A. L., and A. B. & A. stations consolidated, on
Aug. 15. above two consolidations, saving 5, 172. 00

June 1. I.e. took over handling Frisco cars at East Thomas shop,

saving 1 , 693. 60

July 3. I, C, C. of Ga., Belt, and S. A. L. roundhouses consoli-

dated, saving 7, 738. 83

July6. Interchange. S. A. L. to B. S. Road 1,682.65.
June 12. A. B. & A. and L. & N. L. & N. handles and cleans

passenger equipment, saving 903. 38
May 6. St. L.-S. F., I.C, C. of Ga., and A. G. S. A. G. S. handles

inspection, saving 3, 350. 70

Total 58,904.56

Cairo, 111.:

May 15. Single freight inspection adopted by all lines 8, 682. 96
I. G. took over M. & 0. passenger train inspection 1, 716. 00

June 1. Joint car association abolished 2, 31 6. 60

Total 12,715.56

Charleston, S. C:
Increase due to industrial switching 175. 00
Mar. 1. Consolidation of ^witching, saving 6 engine-switching

hours per day

—

Wages i 5, 189. 18

Fuel 7,970.40
Mar. 11 . Single inspection adopted by all line? 0, 120. 97

Apr* 1. Transfer LCL freight between freight hours by dray
effected, saving 953. 17
North Charleston terminal 23, 400. 00
Single inspection 0, 351. 00
Pooling of equipment 18, 250. 00
4 p. m. freight closing hour 7,260.00
Joint car-record office 318. 00
JRepairs to engines » 1, 800. 00
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Charleston, S. C.—Continued.
Apr. 1. Tran.sfer LCL freight between freight hours by dray

effected, saving—Continued.
Hostlin» of passenger engines $1, 275. 00
Consolidatipn shuttle train operate i in terminal 7, 300. 00
Consolidation clerks,. industrial territory 1, 840. 00

Total ' '87, 852. 72

Chattanooga, Tenn.:
Mar. 13. Single inspection adopte I by all lines 7, 186. 61
Mar. 25. Consolidation of switching, saving 11 switch-engine hours

per dav 10, 593. 07
iFuel.. 14, 612. 40

Mar. 13. C. of Ga. takes its interchange direct to Southern Citico
yard, saving 1 switch-engine hour per day, saving-

Wages 997. 92

Fuel 1,239.84
Mar. 27. N. C. & St. L. places perishable^outhern Ry. cars direct

at ice plant, saving

—

Wages 1, 995. 84
Fuel 2,656,80

.\pr. 25. Southern took over care 2 C. of Ga. passenger engines,
saving 3, 274. 13

Savings resulting from consolidation 960. 00

Total 43, 51 6. 61

Columbus, Ga.:
'

Mar. 27. C. of Ga. took oVer handling of passenger trains and care

of passenger cars of S. A. L. and Southern 8, 829. 06
.\pr. 2. Adoption single inspection 15, 015. 00
Jan. 28. Direct interchange between C. of Ga. and joint Sou.-

S. A. L. yard, saving-
Wages 997. 92

Fuel 1, 328. 40

May 1. Southern and S. A^ L. freight agencies consolidated,

saving

—

Wage^ . 2, 947. 56

1, 572. 48

Fuel 1,992.60

Total 32, 683. 02

Charlotte. N. C:
=—

Aug. 1. Norfolk Southern, S. A. L., and Southern. Consolidation
of freight agencies 13, 143. 00

Sept. 1. Norfolk Southern, S. A. L., Southern, and Piedmont &
Northern Railroads. Consolidation of freight agencies 3, 516. 00

Total 16, 659. 00

Columbia, S. C:
===

Mar. 10. Single switching at one industry arrange!, saving 3

switch-engine hours per day (wages) 2, 594. 59

A. C. L, tc^k o^•er all switching to and from Camp Jackson, re-

sulting in saving of

—

Wages 7, 634. 09
Fuel 10, 627. ?0

Saving in fuel resulting from item first mentioned under Co-
lumbia, S. C 3, 453. 84

Southern t<x)k over A. C. L. passenger-car cleaning 1, 613. 52

Mar. 14. Single inspection adopted by all lines 4, 684. 68

Mar. 20. Southern took over A. C. L. passenger switching at Union
Station

—

Wages 1, 714. 61

Fuel 2, 056. 80

Total 34, 979. 33

' After ieducUng S175iacr<
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Columbna, Miss.

:

Mar. 11. Single inspection adopted by all lines $4,032.60
M. & O. and Sou. K. R. in Mississippi. Consolidation >of switch-

ing, saving , C. 000. 00

Total 10, 032. 60

Cordele, Ga.

:

Mar. 1. Yard work, all lines, consolidated, saving! S. A. L. switch
engine and 12-hour service

—

Wages 10,880.40
Fuel 15, 940. SO

26,827.20
Single inspection all lines -- 1. 71G.00

Total .,. . .^ 28, 543. 20

Dalton,Ga.

:

TVfar. 11. Single, inspection adopted. l;003. 86
Apr. 22. Yard work Southern and N. C. & St. L. consolidated,

saving 1 N: 0. & St. L. 8wit<;h engine and crew, saving

—

Wages 5, 933. 09
Fuel

_- 7, 439. 04
N. C. &St. L. and Southern Agenciesvconsolidated, using Southern

station, saving '

10, C72. 46
227. 82

Hotal 25, 276. 27

Dublin, Ga.

:

M. D. & S. R. R. and W. & T. R. R. Freight and passenger fa-

cilities cbnBolidated, saving 9, 000. 00

Eas*«iPoint, Ga.

:

May 28. C. of Ga. took over A. & W.T. agency work 2,784.00
C of Ga. took over A. & AV. P. switching, saving

—

Wages. 9. 072. 00
Fuel 13, 2S4 . 00

Total. 25, 140. 00

Goldsboro, N. C:
Mar. 16. N. S. and Southern mechanical forces consolidated, sav-

ing !..... ], 3.38. 48

Mar. 21. Single inspection adopted, saving 1, 287. 00
June 10. N. S. yard and agency work taken over by Southern,

saving 8 switch-engine hours, and agencv clerks, saving

—

Wages '. 3. 878. ] 1
" 8, 769. GO

FuelV 10,627.20

Total 25,900.39

Henderson, Ky.:
,

_,

Apr. 21. L. & N. took' over switching for all lines, saving I. T). 1

switch engine, saving

—

Wages 9, 525 .
60

Fuel A 10, 627. 20

Consolidation inspection and mechanical watching 3, 088. 80

Total 23. 247760

Hatticsburg, Miss.:

Apr. 25. Consolidation inspection and repair forces, all lines,

saving '.
.\ - 5, 559 .

84

G. S. & I. M. C. Roads. Consolidation freiy:ht .sUtion 6,500.00

Consolidation Hattiesburg passenger-station ticket ollrce 225. 00

Total , 12,284.84
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Hermitage, Va.:
Aug. 1. Consolidation S. A. L. Hermitage yard with R. F. & P.
Acca yasi at Richmond, sa\ing ; $14,771.00

— =sa

Jackson\'i]le, Fla.:

Mar. 1. Direct alternate monthly handling interchange between
A.C.L. and St. J. R.T. Co., effective Mar. 15. S. A. L. tbokover
entirely the handling of interchange between F. E.G. and S. A. L.,*

Sou. and G. S. & F. (St. J. R. T. Co.), net saving G switch engine
hours per day.

Mar. 8. Single switching all industries arranged.
Sa\'ings occasioned above cousolidatioua

—

Wagea 5,134.75
Fuel. 7, 970. 40

Apr. 1. Single inspection of freight and passenger equipment
adopted, saving \ . 23, 166. 00
A. C. Ij. substation in viaduct yard discontinued, saving in
wages 1, 520. 16

S. A. L. Talle\Tand station consolidated with A. C. L. e.xport

station, saving

—

Clerical 392. 50
Labor 572. 8S

Forsythe Street station with Fla." East Coast Bay Street station,

June 10, saving

—

Clerical 15, 082. 52

Labor. ..'..... 10, 160. 28
Consolidation. of yards

—

11 car inspectors. ,. 23, 307. 20
1 car inspector's clerk 1, 530. 00
3 vard clerks : . . .

.

3, 960. 00
1,122 engine-hours at $2.73 perhour 3, 063. 06

Less increase caused by employment of 2 yardmastcrs.. 6, 120.00
Discontinuing of two inspectors at passenger station 5, 400. 00

Handling of passenger engines for A. C. L. by Jacksonville Termi-
nal Co., caused the following savings:

Mechanical forces : 1 1, 148, 00
Coal, 1, 620 tons at ?6 per ton 9, 720. 00

Total » 116, 007. 75

Junta, Ga.:
June 10. Transfer station discontinued, saving 9, 948. 00

Louis^illc, Ky.:
Mar. 24. L. & N. took over mechanical and inspection work of

L. H. & St. L., paving in labor 9, 194. 33
May 20. Single inspection adopted by all lines, saving in labor. . . 23, 543. 52
Feb. 2. C. & 0., Big Four: B. & O., Monon, and I. C. Railroads.

K. & I. T. Co. .and L. J. B. Co. make direct deliveries over short

route tracks between Big Four and C. & 0. on east end, and Sou.
and Monon, on west end 2, 580. 00

Jan. 15. B. & O., Monon, Sou., Pa. Roads. First Street joint

freight station closed. Tonnage handled through main freight

housss of various lines 7, 920. 00
July 1. Freight station facilities of L. & N. and L. H. & St. L. R. R.
combined, saving 41, 430. 00

Nov. 1. Calling of L. H. & St. L. train and engine crews with those

of L. & N., combined this date, saving 35, 054. QO

Total ^ 119,721.85

Lagrange, Ga.:
May 1. A. B. & A. and A. & W. P. yard and agency work cpn--

solidated, saving 4 switch-engine hours, clerks, and labor

—

Wages 6, 032. 88

Fuel 4,605.12

Total 10, 638. 00

- —^ '— <

' Less %6,t20, increase.
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Lexington, Ky.:
Sept. 23. Freight station facilities, L. & N. and Southern R. R.,

consolidatedj'saving §14,553. 00

Memphis, Tehn.:
Apr. 1. Single inspection adopted by all lines 30, 000. 00
Apr. 15. Alternate monthly handling of interchange between

respective yards arranged between Sou.-P'risco., I. C.-Soii.,

I. O.-Frisco. Hillings substation closed on Apr. 29 2, 784. 00
May 1 . M. & 0. and Southern agency iorccs consolidated 2, 853. 60

Single ewdtching of industrial tracks arranged by all lines, so

only one line will do switching at each plant, saving 25
hours, smtch engine, per day

—

Wages 24, 282. 72
Fuel- 33, 210. 00

Oct. 1. St. Louis South Western and Missouri Pacific freight

agencies consolidated 15, 735. 00

Total 108, 865. 32

Meridian, Miss.:

Mar. 15. Single inspection adopted by all lines 2, 359. 50
Southern took over care M. & 0. passenger-car cleaning 4, 587. S4
Arranged for switching at union station to be done by most

available engine at time needed.
June 1. Further saving by unified inspection 13, 864. 59
June 5. M. & 0. took over all industrial switching north of Twenty-
second Avenue, saving 3 switch-engine hours per day

—

Wages 2, 72 ] . 00
Fuel 3, 9S5. 20

27, 518. 73
M. & 0. and M. & M. Locomotive and car department con-

solidation, saving 6, 000. 00

Total 33,518.73

Middlesboro, Ky.:
Apr. 8. Reciprocal switching agreed on ; L. &-N. docs all switch-

ing on Stony Fork Branch and Southern on Bennetts Fork Branch,
saving 15, 066. 00

Mobile, Ala.:

Apr. 1. Single inspection adopted^ all lines; checking veg;etable

cars by rail lines discontiiiued; M. & 0. and Southern j'ard work
consolidated, saving 52, 382. 22

May 6. M. & O. and Southern freight houses consolidated 4, 941. 60
May 20. M. & 0. took over Southern Ry. mechanical work 5, 611. 32
May 1. Southern and M. & 0. telephones consolidated 354. 96
Apr. 15. Took off 4 vegetable agents: service performed by South-

ern Aveighing and inspection bureau 743. 00

Total 64, 033. 10

Montgomery, Ala.:.

Apr. 12. Single inspection adopted by all lines 12, 218. 78

L. & N. took over all passenger-train inspection 2, 913. 77
Apr. 17. -Switching at union passenger station unified so W. of A.
and L. & N. do it all, working at opposite ends, saving A. C. L.

.

. 907. 20
May 1. All service and facilities of S. A. L. taken overby W.of A.-

C. of Ga. S. A. L. freight station closed, saving 5 switch-engine
hours per day 26, 759. 16

June 1. Further saving in A. C. L.-M. & 0. work by closing tele-

graph office and reorganization of inspection work 6, 936. 19

49, 735. iO
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Montgomery, Ala.—Continued.
May 1 . All service and facilities of M. & 0. and A. C. L. combined,
saving S31, 912. 47

Apr. 22. L. <t N. took over W. of A. electrical work at union station,

8a%'ing 474. 34

Total -.:.• 82,121.91

Macon, Ga.:

Mar. 25. C. of Ga. took over switching at passenger station, saving. 7, G78. 80

C. of Ga. took over inspection and cleaning of passenger equip-

ment at union station 11, 819. 81

Mar. 11 . Single inspection adopted by all lines '.

3, 294. 72

Alternate monthly handling of interchange between joint Sou.-

G. 8. & F. and C. of Ga., saving 1 switch-engine hour per day—
• Wages •- 5, 443. 20

Fuel 7, 970. 04

Apr. 2. Single switching by one line for all arranged at 4 industry
tracks, saving 1 switch-engine hour per day

—

Wages 907.20

Fuel 1, 328. 40

May 1. Union station telegraph station closed and work taken over

by C. of Ga. and G. S. & F. office already established in same
buUding 3, 758. 40

Oct. 1. M. D. & S. and C. of Ga. passenger switching and cleaning

equipment consolidated 7, 272. 00

Total .^ -^ 49,472.57

Martin, Tenn.:
Apr. 16. N. C. & St. L. and I. C. R. R. Consolidation of car-

inspection forces 8. 700. 00

Aug. 15. _ N. C. & St. L. and I. C. telegraph agencies consolidated .

.

1, 920. 00

Total 10, 620. 00

'Nashville, Tenn.:
Apr. 10. Single inspection adopted 2, 574. 00

Nashville terminal engine does Tenn. Central switching on Front

Street, 8a\'ing 4 switch-engine hours per day

—

Wages ^ 3, 991. 68
Fuel 5,313.60

Alternate monthly handling of interchange between Tenn.
Central and joint N. C. & St. L.-L. & N., saving 2 switch-

engine hours per dav

—

Wages '. 1,995.84
Fuel 2,656.80

Total ,/. 16,531.92

New Orleans, La.

:

Apr. 1. Single inspection adopted by all lines 25, 037. 30
N. 0. G. N. freight-house work transfened from Press Street to

Southern, Basin Street freight house 5, 800. 00
Apr. 8. Consolidation L. & N. in and outbound agency organiza-

tions 2, 505. 60
Apr. 1. Southern Ry. took over I. C. switching on N. O. T. Co.'f

tracks, saA-ing

—

Wages , 5,624.64
Fuel 8,236,08

^ Apr. 20. L. R. & N. entire service and facilities taken over by I. C,
saving clerks, mechanics, labor, and 8 switch-engine hours

—

Wages ; 64, 734. 31
Fuel 10, 627. 20

June 16. Interchange clerical work consolid^ited between lines .... ,3, 240. 00

(34)
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New Orleans, La.—Continued.
July 1 . Villere Front agency and vard work taken over by Southern

for all lines
".

' $5, 915. 70
Joint agency American Sugar Refinery discontinued and this

work turned over to Southern Road 3, 585. 00
Consolidation of outbound and inbound freight ofRces, saving 2

clerks. One L. & N. and 1 Southern inspector taken off, 1

L. & N. interchange clerk taken off, 1 telegraph operator
taken off, saving 11, 580. 00

Total 140,885.83

Norfolk. Va., and Pinners Point:
Oct. 1 . Southern and A. C. L. freight agencies consolidated, saving. 5, 580. 00

A. C. L. and Southern yard and switching forces consolidated,
saving '

11, 913. 36

Total 17,493.36

Owensboro, Ky.
May. I. L. H. & St. L. took over all inspection and repair work,

saving , 3, 244. 90
L. H. & St. L. took over I. C. switching, saving 8 switching
hours and

—

Wages 5, 358. 07
Fuel 5,535.00

May 1. Telegraph work consolidated, saving 1, 052. 77
June 26. Joint agency for all three lines established, saving 4, 941. CO

Unification of L. H. & St. L. and I. C. inspection and repairs to

cars, saving - 9, 151 . 00
From which subtract an increase of $1, 9G4. 00

Total 27, 319. 40

Paducah, Ky.

:

Apr. 3. I. C. ^commenced using P. & I. Bridge for Carbondale,
Paducah business, discontinuing ferry service, saving 13, 488. 00

May 1. C. B. Q., N. C. & St. L., and" I. C. raOroads consolidated
passenger facilities 1 , 250. 00

N. C. & St. L. , C. B. & Q., and I. C. consolidation of mechanical
facilities, saving 8, 500. 00

Total 23, 238. 00

Richmond, Va.

:

Mar. 5. Single switching five iiidustry tracks, saving 3 switch-
engine hours per day

—

Wages 2, 594. 59
Fuel 3, 985. 20

July 1. Closed S. A. L. Hermitage substation '.
. .

.

2, 404. 80
Southern and S. A. L. agencies and switching consolidated,
saving 16,617.00

Total 25, 601 . 59

Rome, Ga.:
May. 1. N. C. & St. L. and C. of G. yard wor*k and agencies con-

solidated, saving 6, 744. 24
Wages. . : 5, 933. 09
Fuel , 9, 210. 24

Total
, 21, 887. 57

Spartanburg, S. C:
Mar. 12. Single inspection adopted, saving 2, 826. 25
July 1. Southern handles C. C. & O. engines and equipment,
saving 4, 800. 00

7. 626. 25
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Spartanburg, S. i?.—Continued.
Nov. 1. Southern and P. & N. freight agencies consolidated,
s&ving $3, 483. 00

Total
1 1 , 109. 25

Selma, Ala.:

May 26. Entire work of L. & N., Southern, and W. of A. con.soli-

dated under management of Southern, saving 1 switch engine
and

—

Wages 23, 621. 98
Fuel 1 1, 512. 80

Total. 35, 134.
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Wilmington, N. C:
May 1. Single switching industrial plants arranged, saving 8

switch-engine hours per day and

—

Wages $6,918.91
Fuel 9, 210. 24

July 1. A. C. L. took over entire S. A. L. work, consolidation of

freight agency, yard, and mechanical forces 27, 695. 28

Total 43, 824. 43

Waycross, Ga.:
Apr. 1. A. C. L. took over entire work of A. B. & A., saving 1

switch engine and

—

Wages 18, 020. 17

Fuel 10, G47. 20

Total 28, 667. 37

Total savings accounted for through unification of stations and termi-

nals 1, 992, 218. 66
Total savings by unification at 90 smaller stations 190, 041. 53

Grand total 2, 182, 260. 19

REDUCTION IN FREIGHT-TRAIN SERVICE.

M. & 0. R. R.
Freight-train service between Corinth, Miss., and Birmingham, Ala.,

discontinued, same now being handled by the 111. Cent. R. R.
between Jackson, Tenn., and Birmingham, Ala.; effective Aug.
15, 1918 $71, 632. 00

Sou. Rd. in Mississippi:

Local freight service oti Napanee Branch reduced from 2 to 1 trip

per week 1, 106. 04

Norfolk Sou. R. R.:
Freight-train schedules being rearranged, thereby eliminating cer-

tain through trains, putting local freight trains on a triweekly
basis, etc., which reduced constructive mileage, thereby causing
a total estimated saving.of 74, 112. 00

Miss. Cent. R. R. and G. & S. I. R. R.:"

Estimated saving in freight-train service by running ''shuttle"-

trains between Hattiesburg and Camp Shelby as mixed trains. . . 10, 050. 00
Elimination of local freight train each day between Brookhaven
* and Natchez 12, 000. 00

L. & N. R. R. and Southern R. R.:
June 1. L. & N. R. R. withdrew from joint use of Woodstock &

Blocton Ry., the A. G. S. handling business for both lines 10, 000. 00
Southern R. R.:

Due to converaion of freight between common points in the Caro-

linas from the P. & N. R. R. to Sou. Rd., a stagger plan of local

freight operation between Sou. and P. & N. was made effective,

which reduced train operations of both roads.
.
, 10, 000. 00

S. A. L. R. R.:
By putting on triwfeekly service in place of daily service and elim-

inating extras, local freight-train mileage has been reduced, re-

sulting in a saving of ". 123, 409. 00

Total 312, 309. 04
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CON'SOUDATION OP GENERAL OFFICE FORCKS AND ELIMINATION OP
SPECIAL DEPAnTMENTS, r.TC.

A. B. & A., A. & W. p.; W. of A., C. & W. C, and (ia.:

Claim departments handling all classes of claims, taxes, lire preven-
tion, and safety first T $0, 000. 00

L. & N. R. R. and L. 11. & St. L. R. R.:
Car record and purchasing departments of the L. H. & St. L. con-

• solidated with L. & N. R. R 7, 140. 00
N. C. & St. L. R. R.:

Discontinuance of special research department 24, 000. 00
Elimination of publicity agent, employees' magazine, etc. . : 4, 746. 00
Consolidation certain supply departments with purchasing depart-
ment 20, 000. 00

Tenn. Central R. R.:
Reducdon in expenses of law, claim, and accounting departments
and rent 17, 743. 00

Central of Ga. R. R.:
Elimination of men and reduction of salaries in legal department... 6, 800. 00

Miss. Cent. R. R., G. & S. I. R. R.:
Consolidation of general offices 54, 175. 00

L. &N.R. R.:
Reduction in law department, salaries, and expenses 46, 282. 00

111. Central R. R.:

Estimated raving on account of general orders pertaining to accounts,
etc : 10, 485. 00

Durham & Sou. R. R.:
Reduction in salary of general manager 2, 400. 00

Southern Railroad

:

Saving in accounting department due to auditing interroad bills and
accoimta, separation of loss and damage from overcharge investi-

gation, distribution of claims paid, etc 20,000. 00
Reorganization of accounting forces after separation of corporate and
Federal transactions 13, 957. 00

Seaboard Air Line R. R.

:

By establishing universal interline billii>g it is estimated that clerical

expense for billing has been reduced , 20, 000. 00

Total H- 253,728.00

DISCONTINUANCE OF INSURANCE POLICIES.

C. ofGa. R. R 11,308.00
111. Central R. R...-. 12,050.00

Total 23, 358. 00

JOINT OPERATION OF THROUGH TR.VINS.

IIL Central R. R., Tenn. Central R. R.:
On June 2, 1918, operation of through trains between Princeton,
Ky., and Nash\alle, Tenn., was begun. 111. Central from Prince-
ton, Ky:, to Hopkinsville, Ky., and Tenn. Central from Hopkins-
ville, Ky., to Nashville, Tenn 19, 380. 00

Southern R. R., L. & N. R. R.:
On June 1 the L. & N. R. R. withdrew from joint use of Woodstock
& Blocton Rd., the A. G. S. handling business for both lines 10, 000. 00

Total 29,380.00

TERMINALS.
L.4N. R. R..

By a discontinuance of Paris, Ky
.

, as a terminal for slow freight trains,

there was a reduction in yard and shop forces, resulting in a sav-
ing of , 130, 194. 00

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE UNIFICATION.

Saving in salaries (see file 142; letter of J. A . J.. Jan. 7, 1919) 76, 260. 00
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SUNDRIES.

A. B. & A., A. & W. P., C.&W.C, Ga. Rd., and W. of A. (various). ... $G9o. 28

N. C. & St. L. R. R. (various) 5,332.00

L. & N. R. R. (various)
.' 8,447.00

14, 474. 28

Saving in advertising expenses 402, 938. 00

Grand total 1,242,041.28

Statement of economies and efficiency obtained, telegraph and telephone department,

Southern Region, during year 1918.

Number o£ offices at which wires of one road have been extended into the

office of another road *

Number of telegraph offices closed account of unification

Number of telegraph employees released account of unification.

Regional interchange telegraphic efficiency obtained by coordination and
connecting up wires, etc. (estimated per cent)

Increased efficiency in telegraph service of individual roads, secured by
general improvement of wire facilities (estimated per cent)

By simplexing existing telephone circuits 1,605 additional telegraph wire

miles have been obtained. This work of simplexing cost approximately

$1,500. The construction of this 1,005 additional wire-miles would have
cost approximately $80,250. Estimated increased regional efficiency

obtained by this work was about (per cent)

Telegraphers' wage: Annual saving, account of unifications $70, 260

Statement showing estimated saving in car-miles resulting from short routing of carload

freight traffic.

[Number of gateways, 19.]

iWeek selected Nov. U to 17, 1917, inclusive, and all carloads billed from or rebilled from these points taken.]

ALL CARS, WEEK NOV. 11 TO 17, 1917.

105
40
75

55

30

30

Number of
cars.
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Statement showing estimated saving in car-miles resulting from short routing of carload
freight traffic—Continued.

MISROUTED CARS ONLY, WEEK NOV. 11 TO 17, 1917-Continued.

Based on 50 weeks.
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All repair work of mechanical department is concentrated at one

point instead of at four.

Team track delivery has also been concentrated i:i the team de-

livery yards of two of the companies, leaving the team tracks of the

other two available for general switching and storage purposes.

Detailed Benefits Derived from Unification

The concentration of the passenger business of the Kansas City

Southern and Gulf Coast Lines at the passenger depot of the Kansas

City Southern and the concentration of the Santa Fe and Southern

Pacific lines at the Southern Pacific passenger station. Elimination

of duplicate switching service at the industries served by more than

one railroad. Also delivery to industries is expedited by approximately

twenty-four hours by elimination of car interchange between arrival

and final delivery to industry located on tracks of another carrier.

In forwarding LCL freight, unification permits concentration of

loading to competitive points via a short line, resulting in an esti-

mated car saving of twenty-five per cent.

Elimination of interchange within the terminal effects a saving

in terminal delay, as previously described.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees

Concentration of warehouses from four to two has lessened dray-

age cost to shippers. Shippers also appear to appreciate the greater

facility afforded by being able to deal with one railroad organization

instead of with four, particularly in respect to routing and tracing.

Complaints

There have been no complaints on the part of the traveling and
shipping public about the unified operation.

GALVESTON, TEXAS
Organization

An independent organization headed by a Terminal Superintend-

ent, and not operated by any one of the individual lines entering the

terminal.

Detailed Duties of Organization

The administration, maintenance and operation of the properties

and Terminals of the Galveston Wharf Company, Galveston, Houston
& Henderson, Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas, International & Great Northern and Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe railways.

Changes in Practices Compared with such Points where not Unified

The operation of unified yards, discontinuance of interchange of

cars, concentration of locomotives and car repair facilities, and the

consolidation of freight houses.
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Detailed Benefits Derived from Unification and Benefits Derived by
Shippers and Consignees

Simplified operation resulting in quicker deliveries to both ware-

houses and vessels at less expense than under the separate plan of

operation.

Improved service to the public through the consolidation of local

freight offices, receiving and delivering warehouses, which has resulted

in establishing:

(a) One railroad warehouse at which to deliver LCL freight.

(b) One railroad warehouse at which to receive LCL freight.

(c) One agency through which to transact all business.

A central supervisory organization which looks after the details

of maintenance and operation and is available to the public on all

matters of mutual interest, which enables the shipper or receiver of

freight to iron out his difficulties on the ground where prompt action

can be had on all matters requiring attention.

Equipment at Galveston is operated under the poo) system which

results in some saving in switching.

There has been no congestion at Galveston since unification, and

the unified plan of operation will tend to avoid congestion by per-

mitting a full utilization of the facilities of all of the lines for common
use. Will also make for saving in terminal delays as indicated above.

Complaints

There have been no complaints so far as known from Galsveston,

brought about by unification of facilities. On the contrary, all in-

quiries and investigations made indicate that the public generally is

satisfied with the unified plan of operation. This is especially true of

ocean freig.ht brokers, steamship agents, etc., whose business should

be greatly facilitated by having one organization to deal with instead

of three as heretofore. A great deal of freight arrives Galveston, that

originates on railroads that are not part of the systems running into

this port and prior to unification it was, in man\^ cases, impossible for

the brokers or steamship agents to tell which railroad would bring

the shipments into Galveston. This necessitated holding the railroad

bills of lading until the arrival of the car and required daily inquiry at

the different railroad offices to secure the information. Under the

unified plan of operation the railroad bills of lading can be deposited

as soon as received, thus permitting the cars to be handled to their

correct destination on arrival.

HOUSTON, TEXAS
Organization

Houston Belt & Terminal Railroad.

Detailed Duties of Organization

The administration, maintenance and operation of the properties

of the Houston Belt & Terminal Company, which company consists
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of the terminal facilities of the Trinity & Brazos Valley, Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western and St. Louis,

Brownsville & Mexico railroads, together with the terminals of the

International & Great Northern and Missouri, Kansas & Texas rail-

roads, which have been unified therewith.

Changes in Practices Compared with such Points when not Unified

There has been no change in previous practice except in so far as

the International & Great Northern and Missouri, Kansas & Texas rail-

roads are concerned, and all previous practices on those separately

operated terminals ceased with the advent of their merging into the

organization with the Houston Belt & Terminal Railroad.

Detailed Benefits Derived from Unification

Under the unified plan of operating the terminal is being operated

with about four less switch engines than were used under individual

operation. There has been a saving in terminal delay due to han-

dling yards as one unit. Cars are not delivered on interchange or

transfer, but are delivered in the different yards regularly and not

under the same hours for interchange. There has been no congestion

for the reason of having three switching yards it is possible to keep

the freight moving as fast as it is received.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees

There has been a convenience to the shipping public by reason of

the consolidation of freight house facilities, team tracks, cashier's

office, etc.

Complaints

There has been no complaint on account of the unification. There
is a division of opinion as to the advantages gained through unifica-

tion over the former method of handling through separate organiza-

tions. The preponderance of public opinion seems to be in favor of

the unified operation.

SHREVEPORT, LA.

(1) Organization

The unification consists of freight business of the Kansas City

Southern, Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific (Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

tenant line of VS&P), and Houston East & West Texas. The
business of all lines is handled by one force in charge of agent,

who reports to Kansas City Southern Division Superintendent. All

outbound business is handled at Kansas City Southern freight depot
and inbound at Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific freight depot.

Kansas City Southern and Houston East & West Texas yards are

operated independently; the latter yard, however, is under the juris-

diction of Kansas City Southern Superintendent. All trains departing

and arriving over the respective lines are handled in the respective
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yards by each line's own engines. The industrial switching is also

handled by each company's own switch engine.

(2) The Detailed Duties of Organization

Handle receipt and forwarding freight and all accounting there-

with.

Make and break up trains, and handle all industry and interchange

switching.

(3) Changes in Practices Compared with such Points when not

Unified

Kansas City Southern freight station assigned for all outbound

business and Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific freight house assigned

for all inbound. HE&WT station abandoned. Prior to unification

each line used its own facilities.

No change excepting HE&WT yard placed under supervision

of KCS yardmaster. Each yard un-it is being operated independent.

(4) The Gain, if any, in Use of Equipment

None.

(5) The Saving Effected in Mileage, etc.

None.

(5) Saving in Terminal Delay, Avoidance of Congestion

None.

(6) Benefit Derived by Shippers and Consignees of Freight

The unified arrangement makes it more convenient for shippers

and receivers of freight to conduct their business.

(7) Facilitation of Traffic, if any

The unified arrangements concentrates the business of different

lines which is a convenience to the public "as well as a more economic

one.

None. The arrangement is merely an economic one placing su-

pervision under one yardmaster.

(9) Complaints, if any, due to such Consolidation of Facilities

None.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Organization

Each railroad maintains its organization; keeps same records and

carries its own terminal expense, etc. The unified organization is

composed of a Committee of Division Superintendents of each road,

with the General Manager of the SA&AP as Chairman. This Com-
mittee selects a Terminal Trainmaster, and an Assistant Terminal

Trainmaster. The latter, with four car clerks, three interchange
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clerks and three messengers, keep a unified continuous car record of

all cars interchanged and handled into and out of San Antonio.

The Terminal Trainmaster exercises authority over yard forces

of each railroad, and under an agreement with the train and engine-

men's organizations, switching operations are conducted within the

Terminal limits of all yards as a unit; that is, the switch engines

and crews do any road work in any part of the terminal as they may
be directed. This is found to be an advantage and expedites inter-

change movements at least twenty-four hours, which is not only a

benefit to the shipper, but the expedited movement lessens conges-

tion, lessens handling and is generally better as all expedited move-
ments are. The switching operations as a whole are accomplished

with less number of switching crews, less number of car inspectors,

lessened clerical forces. The service to local industries is better.

The unified terminal expense, which is small, being the salary

of the Terminal Trainmaster, Assistant Terminal Trainmaster, and

the clerical force, as mentioned, is divided between the railroads on

the basis of the number of cars arriving at San Antonio on each road.

This is regarded as a simple and efficient plan of unification,

EASTERN REGION
Points where Terminals have been unified within Region

The administration has consolidated facilities and forces at hundreds

of small points where there is nothing more than the station or perhaps

interchange inspection of a roundhouse. It is assumed, however, that

all that the Committee is interested in is the larger terminals where

operation has been unified. This was done with respect to the

operation of all terminals located in six of the largest cities of the

Eastern Region, viz.: Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo

and the New York and Jersey Shore terminals, which were placed

under the jurisdiction of a Terminal Manager.

Organization in Charge of Same

Separate facilities jointly used in such terminals under the uni-

fication plan were put under the jurisdiction of one railroad, usually

the owner, and in such cases, as well as where forces were consoli-

dated, forces were reduced on the basis of seniority.

The organization in charge of the terminals at each of these

six points consists of a Terminal Manager, Chief Clerk, several clerks

and at some points an Assistant, or one or more Inspectors are

included, dependent upon the volume of traffic handled at each loca-

tion.

Detailed Duties of Organization

The Terminal Manager supervises in a general way the operation

of the terminals in his charge; receives daily reports from individual
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lines reflecting the operating conditions, arranges for interchange

of facilities and equipment as necessary, supervises switch engine

service, checks unloading of equipment by consignees, checks bad
order cars, and arranges transfer of equipment as conditions warrant
to facilitate car repairs; reports to Regional Director on conditions at

his terminal and executes orders from the Regional Director in all

matters of common interest to the roads reaching the terminal, his

instructions to local railroad ofificers being subject to the approval

of their Federal Manager.

Terminal Managers co-ordinate actions on any subject with the

view to uniformity as applying to particular terminals, act as general

clearing house for complaints by shippers and consignees, particu-

larly such as relate to the official classification rules, tariff regulations,

shortage of equipment, etc.

Changes in Practices Compared with such Points when not Unified

Where facilities and forces were consolidated, changes incidental

to the business being liandled by one organization instead of two

or more, were made, which eliminated duplication of work and permit-

ted economies to be effected through the centralizing of particular

duties with forces especially qualified to handle same. For instance,

single inspection at interchange points where inspection forces were
combined; elimination of separate switch engines at industrial plants;

consolidation of freight houses of two or more roads, concentrating

inbound freight at one house and outbound at another under one

agent, closing one or more freight stations; the use of one road's

engine terminal, coaling facilities, etc., by two or more roads, elim-

inating light engine mileage between junction point and other road's

engine house; one road pulling in both directions one month and
another road performing similar service the following month, alter-

nating thereafter, which avoided running light power. The roads

have been instructed not to adhere to the interchange line and if

one road has a trip all ready and the other road has no power
available to come after it promptly, the delivering road makes the

trip to the receiving line when practicable.

Detail Benefits Derived from Unifications

Unified operation has permitted pooling of equipment at term-

inals whereby cars are used regardless of road furnishing and are

placed on the oldest orders, which avoids switching and permits

loading of maximum number of cars each day; has saved time and

expense through avoidance of duplication of work and has permitted

closing of some of the small freight stations in large cities, requiring

shippers to haul their freight to and from the larger freight houses,

thus preventing transfer of freight between stations.
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Gain, if any, in Use of Equipment

No information is available on this point, except that in a

general way consolidation of work at yards and terminals has, in

many instances, effected a more efficient handling of the business with

the result that equipment was moved in and out of terminals in a

shorter space of time.

Saving in Mileage by Short Routing and the Effects, if any, upon
Individual Companies

It is impracticable to say what effect short routing of traffic has

had upon the unit operation of terminals. There was a very large

saving in car mileage by the short routing arrangements made ef-

fective in 1918, and this was accomplished by committees of traffic

officers located at the more important gateways, who examined the

billing of freight moving through such gateways and revised the

routing of cars billed via roundabout routes.

Saving in Terminal Delay, Avoidance of Congestion

The unified operation of terminals in conjunction with the routing

and diversion of traffic practiced under Federal control have tended

to eliminate the accumulation of cars at terminals on any road in

excess of its ability to handle, for the reason that upon indication of

such accumulation or congestion, prompt measures are taken to

afford relief by turning the excess traffic to other available routes.

Benefits Derived by Shippers and Consignees of Freight; Facilita-

tion of Traffic

Shippers and consignees of freight have benefited through such

consolidation by more prompt transportation of freight, due to the

avoidance of delays account congestion and accumulation.

Lessening of Congestion

See answer under eighth question

Nature of Complaints, if any, due to Consolidation of Facilities

There have been several cases where consolidation of freight and

passenger stations resulted unsatisfactorily. These developed after

the signing of the armistice, mostly due to the fact that at such

points the public felt there was no longer necessity to continue the

inconvenience of going a considerable distance to a station handling

the consolidated business, as compared with the more favorable loca-

tion of a station they had been using before the consolidation was

effected. At several locations after the consolidation was in effect,

it became necessary to increase the force account of additional work

so that it appeared more economical for the roads concerned to return

to separate operation, which was done. No complaints have been

received about unit operation of terminals under direction of the six

Terminal Managers,
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CHICAGO TERMINAL SITUATION.*

By E. J. NooNAN

Chief Engineer, Chicago Railway Terminal Commission.

It is extremely difficult to discuss any large terminal situation, and

particularly the Chicago terminal situation, without getting into a discus-

sion of the transportation problem as a whole. Any radical change in

railroad operating methods is bound to be reflected on the terminal, and

many desirable changes in terminal operations cannot be brought about,

at least to their fullest extent, without a more or less radical change in

railroad operating methods.

A transportation act performed by a railroad begins with the placing

of an empty car at the point where it is to receive its load and terminates

with the removal of the empty car from the point where it is unloaded.

Under this definition there would be but two terminals, the point

of origin and the point of destination. By reason of the fact, however,

that there have been a large number of diflFerent railroad companies oper-

ating in our country, each separate railroad company must have a ter-

minal at each end of its line, and because of the limitations in the length

of engine runs, it is necessary for each railroad to maintain what are

called "division terminals" located at the ends of the operating division

of the railroad.

A railroad, therefore, in performing the transportation act may move
the car through several of its division terminals, and if the car is destined

to a point on another railroad it will move through the primary terminals

of the originating railroad and through the primary and one or more

of the division terminals of the receiving railroad.

Since movement through any terminal is more or less complicated,

dependent upon the size and importance of the terminal, and since move-

ment between terminals over a connecting railroad is a simple direct train

movement, it happens that the time which the car spends in the terminal

is many times greater than the time which the car spends moving be-

tween terminals.

It is thus seen that efficiency of railroad operations as a whole is

very much dependent on efficiency in the operation of the terminals.

Effects of Competition

One of the important contributing factors to the failure of terminal

operations to show the same degree of efficiency that has characterized

some of the other departments of railroad operation has been the applica-

tion of the competitive principle to terminal developments and operations.

The railroad systems of our country have been built up on the com-

petitive principle. It was the effort of each railroad company to place

•Journal of the Western Society of Engineers, May, 1919.
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itself so that it would be on a parity with its competitors in terminal

developments as well as in other matters.

But the application of such a principle as applied to large centers like

Chicago falls of its own weight, since it is obvious that each of the rail-

roads cannot secure, maintain and operate adequate terminal facilities in

each and every section or district within metropolitan terminal areas

where important freight traffic is to be had. The effort to do so has re-

sulted in complications which have increased the cost of terminal opera-

tions and in developments which have retarded or placed obstacles in the

way of the logical development of the city.

The Co-operative Principle.

The Chicago Railway Terminal Commission was one of the first bod-

ies of its kind to put forth the argument that "co-operation under public

regulation should be substituted for at least that kind or degree of com-

petition in railroad operating methods which is obstructive and waste-

ful." It was argued that this should apply to the whole field of railroad-

ing, including terminal facilities and services.

The preliminary report of the Commission submitted in 1915 was

in substance an argument for co-operation in railroad operations, par-

ticularly as applied to the Chicago terminal situation.

The Commission, because of the way it is constituted, was able to

secure a frank discussion of this subject by leading railroad executives

and in almost every case these men admitted the decided advantages of co-

operative operation. They were, however, either more or less dubious

of the practical application of the principle, or else, for obvious reasons,

did not feel free to commit themselves on the subject.

With the entry of our country into the European conflict and the

necessity of coordinating all our resources in a manner to obtain a maxi-

mum of efficiency, it was early seen that it would be necessary to remedy
the very serious condition presented in the competitive operation of our

railroads.

A sincere effort on the part of the railroads to co-operate on their

own initiative was ineffective because of the limitations of existing laws

and other conditions. It therefore became necessary for the Govern-

ment to take over the operation of the railroads during the emergency.

Theoretically, with all restrictions removed, the Government should

have been able—so far as existing facilities would permit—to approximate

the ideal consolidation of our railroad properties. That this has not been

done has been due to many factors, principal of which were the war con-

ditions which had very much disturbed the normal orderly flow of busi-

ness and traffic.

Nevertheless, out of the temporary control—and in the absence of

legislation to the contrary we must assume it is temporary control—has

grown a recognition of the desirability of retaining at least those particu-

ar features of co-operative operation that are consistent with private

ontrol of railroad properties.
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Certainly to-day the proposition of applying the co-operative principle

to the solution of terminal problems is no longer received as visionary

or impractical, and the fact that railroad officials are accepting this prin-

ciple is in evidence.

During the past year or more the Committee on Yards and Terminals

of the American Railway Engineering Association has been doing very

effective work in the study of the terminal question. In its preliminary

report, this Committee states that the "unit operation of railroad terminals

in large cities was one of such importance that it could well engross the

best efforts and thoughts of the Committee."

This Committee has started to work on this subject in a way that

seems to me to be a guarantee that the terminal question, and particularly

the possibilities of unification and consolidation of facilities at the larger

terminals of the country, will receive the greatest consideration by able

railroad engineers and will result in decided advances in the art of

terminal operation.

Application of a Solution of the Terminal Problem.

From discussions so far published it would seem that the railroads

would emerge from the present governmental control under one of the

following forms of management:

(A) The management of the entire transportation facilities of the

country as a unit, somewhat after the manner the railroads

are now being operated.

(B) The forming of group managements within natural geographic

or traffic divisions or regions with or without a central

governing board to facilitate interchange between groups.

(C) The return to the original individual managements, but with

provisions for pooling earnings and expenses^under some

form of governmental regulation.

' (D) The return of the railroads to their individual managements

with the pre-war status unchanged.

The alternative treatments of the general transportation problem

have been set down above, not in the order of personal preference, but

in the order most desirable from the terminal standpoint.

The theoretical correct solution of the terminal problem at Chicago

in its entirety would only be possible under a condition in which the

entire railroad system of the country was being operated as a whole under

a central management—form (A) given above—because only under such

a condition would it be possible to exercise control over a shipment from

point of origin to point of destination.

By exercising control over a shipment from origin to destination it

is possible to consolidate and route shipments so that a minimum of delay

will be incurred in intermediary terminals, and in many instances the

shipments may be consolidated and routed so as to entirely avoid large

congested terminal areas like Chicago. This, of course, only applies
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to commodities which are handled in large volume and particularly to

shipments originating in the West and Central West and destined to

Atlantic seaboard points.

Where such traffic could not be routed around the Chicago terminal,

it could be consolidated so that it would pass through the terminal in solid

cuts with a minimum of delay.

Even with such a method in operation there would still be a vast

amount of freight originating in and destined to Chicago which would

have to be handled within the terminal district and the proper coordina-

tion and interchange of facilities within the terminal district for the han-

dling of this character of freight is a problem of the very greatest im-

portance.

Should the ultimate treatment of our general transportation system

take the form of either (B) or (C) outlined above, it would seem that

only through the formation of a terminal company or the pooling of all

terminal facilities under one management could a solution of the Chicago

terminal problem be obtained. Even then the same theoretical efficiency

that would be possible under form (A) could not be obtained.

If, however, the formation of such a terminal company or the placing

under one management of all terminal facilities were preceded by a thor-

ough study through which a comprehensive operating program were

worked out, a close approximation to the ideal could be obtained.

Should the roads be returned to-their individual managements on the

pre-war status, it is believed that the impetus given to the idea of co-oper-

ative terminal operation has been such that the individual railroads will be

willing to take advantage of the mutual benefits to be secured in jointly

working out terminal developments, especially in the more congested dis-

tricts.

An idea of the magnitude and of the complications in the Chicago

terminal district may be had from a study of Fig. 1, which is a terminal

map of the Chicago district. It will be noted that the railroads approach

Chicago from all points of the compass except the Lake Michigan side

and that within the district there are terminal facilities from some twenty-

six railroads which enter the district and some thirteen railroads which

lie wholly within the district.

Within the city limits there are something over 2700 miles of track,

almost 120 individual railroad yards, and within the Chicago terminal

district, which includes an area of something greater than the area within

the city limits, there are over 4400 miles of railroad track and 177 indi-

vidual railroad freight yards.

During the past few years there has been in operation, at the south-

west corner of the terminal area, one of the largest freight yards in

the country, and the only yard that acts as a clearing between different

railroads. Through its operation the interchange of cars between the rail-

roads that use it has been very much simplified.

The clearing yard is reached by both the Indiana Harbor Belt Rail-
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road and the Western Indiana Railroad, over either of which it is possible

to reach all of the railroads entering the terminal area.

Inside these two belts the Chicago Junction Railroad acts as a partial

belt for handlling traffic to and from the stock yards and the manufactur-

ing district.

It is believed that with these facilities and the existing facilities of

the individual railroads there is sufficient trackage if properly coordinated

and used efficiently under unified operations to meet immediate require-

ments for handling carload freigTit.

Future yard developments on the separate lines entering the terminal

district should be located along the outer margin of the terminal area

and should be planned for an operation that will simplify switching move-

ments and consolidate as much as possible both through freight and

freight destined to points within the Chicago terminal.
^

Less Than Carload Freight.

All of the twenty-six railroads which enter the Chicago terminal dis-

trict maintain facilities for L.C.L. freight, grouped around the central

business district of the city, and all located within an area of approxi-

mately two square miles, whereas the city limits include an area of ap-

proximately one hundred and ninety square miles. Within this congested

area is handled fully 90 per cent, of the total L.C.L. freight of all of these

railroads. Because of this situation it is the solution of the railroad

problem within this area that has received the greatest consideration from

the city or civic standpoint.

A greater appreciation of this situation as it affects the city's stand-

point may be obtained from Fig. 2, which shows railroad occupation of

property in the district between Twenty-second Street and Chicago Ave-

nue and east of Halsted Street.

For convenience of reference this area of railroad occupation is

shown on the figure under different markings as the northern area, the

northwestern area, the western area, the southern area, and the eastern

area.

The northern area lies contiguous to the north bank of the Chicago

river and does not extend more than one city block in width. By reason

of the fact that it is necessary to construct city bridges at a certain

elevation above the water in the river, railroad property adjacent to the

river—provided it is not too wide—does not offer an obstruction to the

free flow of street traffic because the streets, in order to meet the levels

of the bridges, can pass over those areas without interference with their

use for railroad purposes.

The northwestern area is shown adjacent to the west bank of the

North Branch of the Chicago River and extending to Adams Street along

the west bank of the South Branch. Because of its geographical position

with reference to the city plan, the occupation of this territory with

railroad facilities is not seriously hampering the growth of the city.

The western area, extending contiguous to the west bank of the
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South Branch of the Chicago River and south of Adams Street, is occu-

pied by a group of railroads which have their terminal facilities in the

West Side Union Station. Within this area there are now being con-

structed modern facilities for the handling of L.C.L. freight in a manner

that does not interfere with the extension of all east and west streets

through the district and with ample driveway spaces, in addition to the

city streets, will reduce to a minimum congestion around the terminal dis-

trict.

The eastern area is shown as all of that land occupied for railroad

purposes between Michigan Avenue and Lake Michigan. Because of its

location the occupation of this area with terminal facilities does not

interfere with the expansion of the central business district or with the

flow of traffic to and from the central district.

The southern area is that area occupied by railroads between State

Street and the South Branch of the Chicago River, its northern limits

being an irregular line extending in one place as far north as Van Buren

Street.

In this area besides the Grand Central, La Salle Street and Dearborn

Street passenger stations are located the freight houses and team track

facihties of the Santa Fe, Grand Trunk, Wabash, Chicago & Eastern Illi-

nois, Monon, Erie, New York Central, Nickel Plate, Rock Island, Balti-

more & Ohio, Pere Marquette and Chicago Great Western railroads.

The existence of this large terminal area immediately contiguous to

the congested central business district of the city, particularly with the

present character of occupation, is a serious obstacle to the natural de-

velopment of the city in a southerly direction and adds greatly to the

street traffic congestion.

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 3 that north of Van Buren Street

there are nine north and south streets, while extending to the south are

only four, from one of which, Michigan Boulevard, heavy traffic vehicles

are excluded, and another, Clark Street, is narrowed at points and of

an undulating grade, which restricts its use for through heavy vehicular

traffic.

All of the railroad freight houses in this area are of an antiquated

t\'pe, have practically reached a point where their reconstruction is re-

quired in order to afford increased shipping facilities and their operation

and construction is such as to cause a maximum of congestion on the

streets leading through and to this area.

The present railroad facilities in this southern area are shown on Fig.

3. It will be noticed how the La Salle Street Station projects beyond the

rest of the area with the corresponding detrimental effect on property

development on either side.

Another thing which impresses one in observing the railroad facilities

in this area as shown by this figure is the small area occupied by buildings

as compared with the great area occupied by tracks. This emphasizes the

necessity for a more intensive use of this valuable real estate. The
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absence of through streets previously mentioned is again shown on this

figure and it can be readily appreciated how the use of this property for

L.C.L. freight with the present character of facilities leads to congestion

on the city streets leading into this area.

Public interests, shipping interests and economy in railroad operation

demand that this entire terminal area be revamped and modern freight

house facilities be constructed that will provide adequate shipping facilities

that can be operated without undue congestion on the city streets. Such a

development would result in a saving in operating costs to the railroads

and a utilization of property now superficially occupied.

To bring this about it is necessary for the facilities to be constructed

and operated along co-operative lines; in fact, it is practically impossible

otherwise to bring about the improvement that is necessary in this area.

Where a large area—such as the southern area—interferes with the

extension of the city streets, it is necessary—in order that railroad opera-

tion be not totally restricted—that the streets be extended through this

area on viaducts. In Chicago the existence of river bridges fixes the plane

of the elevation of these viaducts at such a level that it is possible to

operate trains underneath without making excavations so deep as to re-

cjuire sub-drainage facilities.

The two-level type of freight house fits in admirably with a condition

where it is necessary to extend city streets on viaducts over railroad prop-

erty, and makes possible more extensive use of valuable real estate that

the lower level can be occupied with tracks while the level immediately

above can be occupied by freight houses, buildings and driveways, and

in the development of the southern area, it is essential that some type of

two-level freight house should be adopted.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Rail respectfully submits herewith its report to

the Twentj'-first Annual Convention.

The subjects assigned the Committee for 1919 by the Board of Direc-

tion for investigation and report were as follows

:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual
and submit definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on rail failures, present statistics and conclusions as to

causes and submit suggestions for improvement.

3. Continue special investigations of rail.

4. Present revised specifications for steel rails.

5. Present sections for rails heavier than 120 lbs. per yard.

6. Report on details of manufacture and mill practice as they affect

quality of rail.

7. Report on material and design of joints and joint bars, and
methods of treatment.

8. Report on rational relation between intensity of pressure due to

wheel loads and resistance of rail steel to crushing and deformation.

9. Report on "Frictionless" rail.

10. Report on effect of age on the physical properties of rail steel.

11. Continue investigation and development of methods of inspection.

12. Report on Federal and State requirements.

13. Report on proper drilling of rails.

Meetings were held in 1919 as follows: New York, June 20th, with

ten present ; Chicago, October 29th, with sixteen present ; New York,

November 25th, with fourteen present; jointly with the Rail Manufac-

turers in New York on June 20th and November 25th.

(1) Revision of Manual

Under subject 4, the Committee presents specifications for steel

rails, Appendix A, which are recommended for insertion in the Manual

to take the place of the present specifications.

1065
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Under subject 13, the Committee presents recommendations for rail

drilling.

(2) Rail Failure Statistics

The statistics covering rail failures for the period ending October

31, 1918, were issued in Bulletin 218 for August, 1919 (See Appendix C).

The average failures per 100 track miles of the rollings for the several

years, including both Bessemer and open-hearth rails, are given herewith.

This summary includes statistics from the reports for the years 1913 to

1918, inclusive.

Year
Rolled
1908
1909
1910
1911

1912
1913

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
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The paper on Transverse Fissure Rails on the A. T. & S. F. R. R.

gives the results of an examination of fifty-two rails all of one heat.

The conclusion from this work was that transverse fissures are a develop-

ment of small cracks existing in the interior of the rail head. Some of

the rails of the heat were in a "shattered" condition in the interior, con-

taining numerous small interior cracks, a few of which developed in

service forming fissures.

The paper on Intensity of Pressure on Rails is discussed below un-

der Subject 8.

The paper entitled "Are the Nuclei of Fissures Cracks?" describes a

few heat-treating experiments, the results of which support the idea that

the nuclei are cracks from which fissures developed.

The paper on Examination of Rails Long in Service gives the results

of tests of some old Bessemer rails which showed high internal stresses

but in which no fissures were disclosed.

The paper on the Nature of the Defects in Transversely Fissured

Rails describes some skilful work done by the Bureau of Standards at

Washington. The work showed that the "etching cracks" found in cer-

tain rail sections by deep etching with strong acid, result from prc-ex-

istent cracks (that is, previous to etching), the acid opening them up and

rendering them visible.

The paper on Brittleness in Steel Rails is a discussion of the nature

of brittleness in rails and the underlying causes for it. •

(4) Specifications for Steel Rails

Last year your Committee submitted revised specifications for steel

rails for consideration during the year. The Committee has been in

consultation with the Rail Manufacturers both by correspondence and in

two joint meetings, and in this way has received their views and com-

ments on the proposed specifications. In Appendix A we submit Specifi-

cations for Carbon Steel Rails for adoption by the Association. A num-
ber of changes have been made from the specifications at present in the

Manual, all of which should be given careful thought, but mention may
be made of the following:

(a) For open-hearth rails 111 lbs. per yard and over, the carbon is

made 0.67 to 0.82 per cent., an increase of 0.05 per cent, for the heaviest

class of rails.

(b) For open-hearth rails the acceptance analysis is made on a

sample from the finished rail instead of the ladle test ingot.

(c) For open-hearth rails the carbon range or spread is made 0.15

per cent, instead of 0.13 per cent., it being felt slightly more allowance
may be made when analyzing the finished rail.

(d) The bending of the rail in the physical testing may be accom-
plished by either the drop test or the quick bend test (hydraulic bender)
as agreed upon in the contract.

(e) The elongation is required to be at least eight per cent in one
inch instead of six per cent.

(f) Three test pieces for bending are selected from each heat of

open-hearth rails and all three must meet the requirements.
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(5) Rail Sections. (6) Mill Practice. (7) Rail Joints.

The Committee has no reports to make on these subjects this year.

(8) Intensity of Pressure

Two years ago the Committee presented the results of tests made on

the reciprocating wheel load machine at Sparrows Point, Md., dealing

with the crushing effect on rail metal of various wheel loads. The rails

so tested were later put into track and the observations continued. A
final report of this work is given in Appendix D, which illustrates the

displacement of the metal around the small test holes drilled through the

rail head from side to side. Photographs of sections through the holes

and microphotographs of etched sections are given. These showed that

while the vertical diameters of the holes have in all cases diminished

more than the horizontal ones, the evidence of slip or flow is closely con-

fined to the horizontal axes.

The results are given of New York Central experiments of area of

contact between wheel and rail, which indicate that moderate unit pres-

sures may be expected where rail and wheel conform, but where this is

not th'e case, very severe kneading of the steel in the head of the rail may
be expected.

(9) Frictionless Rail. (10) Effect of Age on Properties of Rail Steel.

(11) Methods of Inspection

The Committee reports progress of these subjects and hopes to issue

reports on them during the coming year.

(12) Federal and State Requirements

The Committee feels that under conditions as thej' are it is needless

to continue work on this matter and asks to be relieved from further

consideration on the subject.

(13) Drilling of Rails

The Manual contains recommended spacing for bolt holes lengthwise

of the rail. The Committee submits the following recommendations for

further standardizing the drilling:

1. That the distance of bolt holes above the base of the rail shall be

such that the center line of the bolt holes shall be in the horizontal plane

midway between the intersections of the vertical center line of the rail

with the planes of the fishing surfaces of the head and base.

2. That the end clearance between adjacent rails, bolted in normal

position, shall be % of an inch.

3. That for standard rails up to 120 lbs. per yd., a one-inch bolt and

a 1-1/16-inch bolt hole shall be used.

4. That for standard rails 120 lbs. per yd. and over a 1-1/8-inch

bolt and a 1-3/16 bolt hole shall be used.
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The following table shows the recommendations as applied to the four

standard rails shown in the Manual and to three A.R.A. sections

:

IVeight of
Rail, Lbs.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CARBON STEEL RAILS

Inspection

Access to Works.

1. Inspectors representing the purchaser shall have free entry to

the works of the manufacturer at all times while the contract is being

executed, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded them by the

manufacturer to satisfy them that the rails have been made and loaded

in accordance with the terms of the specifications.

Place for Tests.

2. All tests and inspections shall be made at the place of manu-

facture prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere

unnecessarily with the operation of the mill.

Material
Material.

3. The material shall be steel made by the Bessemer or open-hearth

process, as provided by the contract.

Chemical Requirements

Chemical Composition.

4. The chemical composition of the steel, determined as prescribed

in section 6, shall be within the following limits

:
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the average of the elements, carbon, manganese, silicon, phosphorus and

sulphur contained in the steel, one for each day and night turn, re-

spectively. These analyses shall be made on drillings taken from the

ladle test ingot not less than one-eighth inch beneath the surface.

(B) Open-Hearth Process.— (a) Finished Rail Analysis. On each

heat the manufacturer shall make an analysis of the elements, carbon, man-

ganese, phosphorus, sulphur and silicon. A copy of the results shall be

given to the inspector. Drillings for these analyses shall be taken longi-

tudinally of the rail with a one-half-inch drill, close to an upper corner

of the head from any one of the three drop test pieces representing the

top of the ingot, or from pieces cut adjacent to any one of tkese three

drop test pieces.

(b) Ladle Analyses.—For the information of the inspector the manu-

facturer shall furnish a chemical analysis of the elements, carbon, man-

ganese, sihcon, phosphorus and sulphui", for each -heat. These analyses

shall be made on drillings taken from the ladle test ingots not less than

one-eighth inch beneath the surface.

(C) Check Analysis.—On request of the inspector, the manufacturer

shall furnish a portion of the ladle test Ingot for the Bessemer process

and a portion of the drillings from the finished rail for the open-hearth

process for check analysis. When made a part of the contract, the manu-

facturer shall furnish the necessary facilities at the mill for the purchaser's

representative to make the check analysis.

(D) When the analyses for carbon by the mill chemists and by

the railroad chemist do not agree, a tolerance of two points below the

minimum and two points above the maximum will be allowed to cover

such variation before condemnation.

Physical Requirements

Physical Qualities.

7. Tests shall be made to determine

:

(a) Ductility or toughness as opposed to brittleness;

(b) Soundness.

Method of Testing.

8. The physical qualities shall be determined by: ;

(a) The Drop Test, or

(b) The Quick Bend Test, if made a part of the contract.

Drop Testing Machine.

9. The drop testing machine used shall be the standard of the Ameri-

can Railway Engineering Association, the essential points of which are

:

(a) The tup shall weigh 2,000 lbs., and have a striking face with a

radius of five Inches.

(b) The anvil block shall weigh 20,000 lbs., and be supported on

springs.

(c) The supports for the test pieces shall be a part of, and firmly

secured to, the anvil; their bearing surfaces shall have a radius of five

inches.
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(d) The spacing of the supports between centers shall be: 3 feet for

rails weighing 110 lbs. or less per yard; 4 feet for rails weighing from

111 to 140 lbs. per yard, inclusive.

Machine for Quick Bend Test.

10. The quick bend test shall be made with a hydraulic press of not

less than 350 tons capacity, some of the details of which are as follows:

(a) The foundations for the supports of the test specimens shall be

adequate to sustain rigidly the total load applied by the press.

(b) The supports shall be solid flat bearing surfaces with vertical

faces 48 inches apart, with the inner edges rounded to a J/^-inch radius.

(c) The head of the ram shall have a bearing face with a radius of

five inches.

(d) The speed of the ram shall approximate 13 feet per minute when

allowed free travel.

(e) A hydraulic indicator shall be connected with the press so that

the pressure on the head of the ram is registered by the pen arm on a

vertical scale, and the distance rotated by the cylinder shall be proportional

to the travel of the ram head.

Test Specimens.

11. (a) Test specimens shall be one or two feet longer than the span

between supports in the testing machine.

(b) Test specimens shall be cut from the crop of the top rail of the

ingot, and marked on the center line of the top surface of the head with

gage marks one inch apart for three inches each side of the center of the

specimen, for measuring the ductility of the metal.

(c) Where it is necessary to test rails lower than the first rail, the

bottom of the first rail, in lieu of the top of the second rail, and the bot-

tom of the second rail, in lieu of the top of the third rail, v/ill be accepted,

if preferred by the manufacturer.

(d) The temperature of the test specimens shall be between 60 and

100 degrees Fahrenheit.

(e) Unless otherwise instructed by purchaser, the test specimens shall

be tested with head in tension and with the center punch marks midway
between supports.

Height of Drop.

12. The test piece shall be subjected to impact of the tup falling free

from the following heights

:

For 70 to 79 lb. rail, incl 16 feet

For 80 to 90 lb. rail, incl 17 feet

For 91 to 110 lb. rail, incl 18 feet

For 111 to 140 lb. rail, incl 20 feet

Elongation.

13. Under these impacts the rail under one or more blows shall show

at least 8 per cent, elongation. for one inch of the six-inch scale, marked

as described in Section 11 (b).
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Exhausted Ductility Test.

14. A sufficient number of blows shall be given to determine the

complete elongation of the test piece of at least every fifth heat of Bes-

semer steel, and of one out of every three test pieces of a heat of open-

hearth steel.

Permanent Set.

15. For each specimen, a record shall be made of the permanent set,

measured on a 3 ft. chord, after each blow under the drop test.

Test to Destruction.

16. The test pieces which do not break under the first or subsequent

blows shall be nicked and broken, to determine whether the interior metal

is sound. The words "interior defect," used below, shall be interpreted

to mean seams, laminations, cavities or interposed foreign matter made
visible by the destruction tests, the saws or the drills.

Bessemer Process Physical Tests.

17. One piece shall be tested from each heat of Bessemer steel.

(a) If the test piece shows the required elongation (Section 13), all

the rails of the heat shall be accepted, provided that the test piece when
broken does not show interior defect.

(b) If the test piece does not show the required elongation (Section

13), or if when broken shows interior defect, all of the top rails from that

heat shall be rejected.

(c) A second test shall then be made of a test piece selected by the

inspector from the top end of any second rail of the same heat, preferably

of the same ingot. If the test piece shows the required elongation (Sec-

tion 13), all of the remainder of the rails of the heat shall be accepted,

provided that the test piece when broken does not show interior defect.

(d) If the test piece does not show the required elongation (Section

13), or if when broken shows interior defect, all of the second rails from

that heat shall be rejected.

(e) A third test shall then be made of a test piece selected by the

inspector from the top end of any third rail of the same heat, preferably

of the same ingot. If the test piece shows the required elongation (Sec-

tion 13), all of the remainder of the rails of the heat shall be accepted,

provided that the test piece when broken does not show interior defect.

(f) If the test piece does not show the required elongation (Section

13), or if when broken shows interior defect, all of the remainder of the

rails from that heat shall be rejected.

Open-Hearth Process Physical Tests.

18. Test pieces shall be selected from the second, middle and last

full ingot of each open-hearth heat.

(a) If all of these test pieces show the required elongation (Section

13), all of the rails of the heat shall be accepted, provided that no test

piece when broken shows interior defect.

(35)
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(b) If any test piece docs not show the required elongation (Section

13). or if wiien broken sliows interior defect, all of the top rails from

that heat shall be rejected.

(c) Second tests shall then be made from three test pieces selected

by the inspector from the lop end of any second rails of the same heat,

preferably of the same ingots. If all these test pieces show the required

elongation (Section 13), all of the remainder of the rails of the heat shall

be accepted, provided that no test piece, when broken, shows interior de-

fect.

(d) If any test piece does not show the required elongation (Section

13), or if when broken shows interior defect, all of the second rails of

the heat shall be rejected.

(e) Third tests shall then be made from three test pieces selected by

the inspector from the top end of any third rails of the same heat, prefer-

ably of the same ingots. If all these test pieces show the required elonga-

tion (Section 13), all of the remainder of the rails of the heat shall be

accepted, provided that no test piece, when broken, shows interior defect.

(f) If any test piece does not show the required elongation (Section

13), or if when broken shows interior defect, all of the remainder of the

rails from the heat shall be rejected.

No. 1 Rails.

19. "No. 1 Rails" shall be free from injurious defects and flaws of

all kinds.

No. 2 Rails.

20. Rails which vary from the specifications in a manner which does

not impair their soundness and strength will be accepted as "No. 2 Rails."

The rails to be so accepted are as follows

:

(a) Rails arriving at the straightening process with sharp kinks or

greater camber than that indicated by a middle ordinate of 4 inches in

33 feet for the thick base sections, and 5 inches for the thin base sections.

(b) Rails which do not contain surface imperfections in such num-
ber or of such character as will, in the judgment of the inspector, render

them unfit for recognized No. 2 uses.

Rails accepted as No. 2 rails shall have the ends painted white, and

shall have two prick punch marks on the side of the web near the heat

number, near the end of the rail, so placed at not to be covered by the

joint bars.

No. 2 rails to the extent of five per cent, of the whole order will be

accepted.

Details of Manufacture

Quality of Manufacture.

21. The entire process of manufacture shall be in accordance with

the best current state of the art.
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Record of Manufacture.

22. When maile a part of the contract, the manufacturer shall furnish

*he inspector with a carbon copy of open-hearth or Bessemer charge

sheets; records of melting, tapping, ladle and teeming conditions; soaking

pit charge sheets, rolling mill operation; rail weight sheets; hot bed and

straightening records, wherever such sheets or records are in reeular use

by the manufacturer.

Bled Ingots.

23. Bled ingots, from the center of which the liquid steel has been

permitted to escape, shall not be used.

Discard.

24. There shall be sheared from the end of the bloom, formed from

the top of the ingot, sufficient metal to secure sound rails.

Lengths.

25. The standard length of rails shall be 33 feet, at a temperature

of 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Ten per cent, of the entire order will be ac-

cepted in shorter lengths varying by 1 foot from 32 to 25 feet. A varia-

tion of % inch from the specified lengths will be allowed, excepting that

for 15 per cent, of the order a variation of ^yi inch from the specified

lengths will be allowed. No. 1 rails less than 33 feet shall be painted

green on both ends.

Stool Cutting.

26. Care should be taken in teeming the ingots to prevent cutting

out of the cast iron of the stools of ingot molds by the falling stream of

hot metal from the ladle, and thus avoid a frequent cause of carbon

streaks found in the finished rail.

Mold Spattering.

27. Spattering the interior sides of the molds in pricking the heats

or melts and teeming the ingots must be avoided as much as possible.

Stopper Defects.

28. Excessive use of material thrown into the teeming ladle to set

the stopper must be avoided.

Aluminum.

29. The steel must be made to set quiet by the chemical composition

in the molds without the addition of aluminum, either in the ladle or

molds.

Time for Ingot Setting.

30. Time must be allowed for the tops of the ingots to set without

spraying with water.

Ingots Vertical.

31. Ingots shall be kept in a vertical position on the ingot cars and

in the reheating furnaces until their heat is equalized ready to be rolled.
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Section.

2)2. The section of rails shall conform as accurately as possible to

the template furnished by the Railroad Company. A variation in height

of one-sixty-fourth'inch less or one-thirty-second inch greater than the

specified height and one-sixteenth inch in width of flange will be permitted

;

but no variation shall be allowed in the dimensions affecting the fit of

the joint bars.

Weight.

2i2). The weight of the rails specified in the order shall be main-

tained as nearly as possible, after complying with the preceding section.

A variation of one-half of one per cent, from the calculated weight of

section, as appHed to the entire order, will be allowed.

Hot Bed Work and Straightening.

34. (a) Care must be taken in cambering the rails and with the

hot-bed work so that rails will cool with a small but uniform sweep, and

therefore gagging under the presses will be reduced to a minimum.

(b) Rails while on the cooling beds shall be protected from snow,

water and excessive gusts of cold wind.

(c) When delivered to the straightening presses rails shall not vary

in any direction from a straight line throughout their entire length more
than 4 inches for the "RE" and "RA" thick base sections, and not more
than 5 inches for "ASCE" sections.

(d) The supports for rails in the straightening presses shall have fiat

surfaces and be out of wind, and shall be spaced not less than 42 inches.

The application of the gag shall be central between supports, and the

overhang of either end of the rail during straightening should be sup-

ported.

(e) Rails heard to snap while being straightened shall be at once

rejected.

Drilling.

35. Circular holes for joint bolts shall be drilled to conform to the

drawings and dimensions furnished by the Railroad Company. A varia-

tion of 1/32 inch in the size and location of bolt holes will be allowed.

Finishing.

36. (a) All rails shall be smooth at the heads, straight in line and

surface, and without any twists, waves or kinks. They shall be sawed

square at the ends, a variation of not more than one-thirty-second inch

being allowed ; and burrs shall be carefully removed.

(b) Rails improperly drilled or straightened, or from which the

burrs have not been removed, shall be rejected, but may be accepted

after being properly finished.

(c) When any finished rail shows interior defects at either end or

in any drilled hole, the entire rail shall be rejected.
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Branding.

37. Rails shall be branded for identification in the following manner

:

(a) The name of the manufacturer, the month and year of manu-

facture, and the weight and type of section of rail shall be rolled in

raised letters and figures on one side of the web. The type shall be

marked by letters which signify the name by which it is known, as for

example

:

Sections of American Society of Civil Engineers A. S. C. E.

Sections of American Railroad Association R. A.-A., R. A.-B.

Sections of American Railway Engineering Association R. E.

(b) The heat and ingot number as rolled and letter indicating the

portion of the ingot from which the rail was made shall be plainly

stamped on the web of each rail where it will not be covered by the joint

bars. The top rails shall be lettered "A," and the succeeding ones "B,"

"C," "D," etc., consecutively; but in case of a top discard of from 20 to

35 per cent, the letter "A" will be omitted, the top rail becoming "B."

If the top discard be greater than 35 per cent., the letter "B" shall be

omitted, the top rail becoming "C."

(c) Open-hearth rails shall be branded or stamped "0-H" in addition

to other marks.

(d) All markings of rails shall be done so effectively that the marks

may be read as long as the rails are in service.

Separate Classes.

38. All classes of rails shall be kept separate from each other.

Loading.

39. Rails shall be carefully handled and loaded in such manner as

not to injure them. When a part of the contract, all first quality rails

of each heat shall be kept together in loading.

Payment.
40. Rails accepted will be paid for according to actual weight.

Matters Subject to Contract

Clause 3 —Steel may be Bessemer or open-hearth.

Clause 6c—Check analysis.

Facilities for analyses at the mill.

Clause 8b—The quick bend test.

Clause 22 —Record of manufacture.
^

Clause 40 —Loading.

Keeping rails of each heat together.

Notes on Manufacture Added as Information

(To be attached to the specification)

Note A:
The selection of the ores, scrap, molten metal, fluxes and other fur-

nace additions; regulation and quality of the port gases; condition of the

slag, furnace bottom and lining; temperature of the bath, and time for

refinement of each melt of steel require especial attention so that the

molten steel when tapped will be refined and deoxidized.
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Note B:
The steel must be well deoxidized and the waste products eliminated

before the ingots are teemed, and thus prevent minute portions of the

deoxidation products from becoming entrained in the setting metal.

Time is required for the deoxidation products and impurities to rise

after the steel is tapped into the ladle.

Note C:

Loose material and dirt should be removed from the ladle before

tapping is commenced to prevent impurities from being incorporated in

the molten metal. The ladle lining should be well set before tapping.

Attention should also be given to the proper coating of the ingot

molds, and care should be taken to remove dirt or loose material from

the tops of the ingot buggies before setting up the molds.

Note D:

The ingots should be stripped as soon as the metal caps over on top

;

weighed and charged promptly into the soaking pits, and thus avoid cool-

ing of the interior metal. This checks the shrinkage of the steel, which

may be large, depending upon the volume, chemical composition and tem-

perature of the ingot at the time it is charged. The interior shrinkage

can be confined to 0.05 to 0.1 per cent, per cubic foot of the metal, so

that it is eliminated in the usual discard of the bloom, and helps to prevent

piped rails due to cold ingots.

Note E:
The ingots should be uniformly heated in the soaking pits and the

port gases properly regulated to prevent overheating, and with protection

from direct impingement against the vertical faces of the ingots. The

large hot ingots should be soaked at least two hours before blooming.

Note F:

Blooming the ingots and rolling the blooms into finished rails should

all be done when the ranges of temperature for the ingots, blooms and

rails are suitable for the metal to be cambered and then cooled so that

the transformations and recalescence will be complete for the desired

steel.

Note G:
The hot rails from the saws and on the "hot-beds" should be spaced

to allow the recalescence of the head to follow that of the base without

being locked or blocked by adjacent rails on either side.

Note H:
The effect of straightening may be materially reduced for the heavier

and stiffer sections by spacing the supports in the press at 60-inch centers.

Several mills have made the necessary changes with beneficial results.

Care should be taken to see that the supports of the presses are not

worn hollow, and the gags used have rounded corners, and are in good

condition.
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TRANSVERSE FISSURE RAILS ON ATCHISON, TOPEKA
& SANTA FE RAILROAD—HEAT 41177

By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

This report gives the results of an examination of a heat of rails on

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad, which was removed from

service on account of a rail of this heat that failed in track derailing a

train, showing a transverse fissure. The rails had been located on the

Southern Division of the Gulf Lines and the failure occurred near mile-

post 160 in Texas on December 10, 1917. Somewhat later fifty-one more
of the rails of this heat were rounded up and sent to Topeka, Kansas,

for investigation, through the kindness of Mr. H. B. MacFarland and

other oflicials of the Santa Fe. The tests made consisted of bending in a

drop machine to disclose fissures, longitudinal and transverse tensile tests

of the head, chemical analyses, and etchings to disclose cracks and flaws

in the head.

The rails were 90 lb. rails of the Santa Fe section made at the Gary

Works of the Illinois Steel Co. in December, 1909. The rail which failed

in track broke into sixteen pieces and thirteen fissures of the simple

transverse type were displayed in the fractures.

From the middle of each rail a two-foot piece was cut by means of

an oxy-acetylene torch, for the chemical, tensile and etching tests and

the two long pieces were used for drop testing.

DROP TESTS

The 15j4 ft. pieces from each rail were subjected to bending in a drop

test machine with the head in tension with a tup of 1640 lbs. falling from

a height of eight feet. The supports were three ft. apart and the rail

given blows at intervals of 18 in., making nine blows per half rail-length.

If the rail did not break it received a camber of about five inches in the

I5y2 ft. When subjected to this test some of the rails stood the blows

without breaking while other rails broke almost each time they were

struck. The nature of the fractures, also, proved an interesting study.

Most of the breaks had their origin in the interior of the head as shown

by the center of radiation of the fracture lines, although in some cases

the break started at the surface, as at the top of the head or in flaws

in the web or base. In the A rails and in one B rail, the interior breaks

started from a streak of fine crystalline segregated structure, but in the

other rails the interior break started from a small area of slightly dif-
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ferent appearance called a "gray spot." In the fractures that showed
fissures, the fissure was evidently a growth from and around a "gray spot"

as a granular nucleus.

The breaks obtained in the drop tests are shown in table 1. E rail

number 52 is the one that broke in service and the table includes 15 breaks

of this rail that occurred in ti-ack and 5 breaks produced in the drop test.

From the viewpoint of the present investigation, the breaks that should

have our main attention are those of interior origin showing gray spots

with or without fissures. It will be noted that the gray spots were most
numerous in the C rails while none was found in the F or G rails. A
summary of the gray spots found is given in table 2. Here again it is

noticeable that although over half the C rails disclosed gray spots, no gray

spots were found in 16 of the two lowest rails of the ingot.

Table 1

—

Breaks in Drop Tests
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Table 2

—

Interior Gray Spots
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illustrated in Fig. 2. It will be noted that all the fissures grew out from

nuclei or gray spots.

The location of each gray spot and each nucleus of a fissure in the

section of the head was measured; that is, its distance from the top of the

pjS;^'*'*'

Fig. 2

—

Fissures Disclosed by Drop Test.

head and from the gage side was determined. A diagram of the results

of these measurements is given in Fig. 3, the dots representing the centers

of gray spots and the crosses representing the centers of nuclei of fissures.

It will be noted that the nuclei as a group were much closer to the top
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'

gacje side

• P/a/71 gray s/oo/s.

X Gray spo/s uj//^ //ssarcs.

Fig. 3

—

Centers of Nuclei of Fissures and Centers of Gray Spots

Found in Drop Test.

surface of the rail than the plain gray spots, the former averaging about

ilr inch from the top and the latter about -}4 inch. The inference from

this is that the nuclei and gray spots were both small cracks, but that

those subjected to the greater repeated strains grew in service and de-

veloped into fissures, while the n^ore deeply imbedded ones remained

dormant.

INTERNAL CRACKS

For the purpose of examining the condition of the metal in the in-

terior of the head, a length of six inches was cut from near the middle

of each rail and a slab for etching prepared as shown in Fig. 4. It will

be noted that there was prepared for examination a surface represent-

Fifi. -1

—

Slab of Rau- IIeau for Ktchixg
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ing a horizontal plane throngh the interior of the head near its middle.

These slabs were etched or pickled in strong commercial hydrochloric or

muriatic acid in a large porcelain dish and kept at about 180° F. for 30 to

45 minutes. The method was a modification of one first used by Messrs.

F. M. Waring and K. E. Hofammann at Altoona.

This examination displayed some very interesting information and

showed a close correspondence between the number of interior cracks

found in the etching test and the number of gray spots and fissures found

in the drop test.

The number of cracks found in each etched surface of six inch length

is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

—

Cracks Found in Six-Inch Lengths of Etched Sections

A Rails
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sections are the ones in which fissures were found. The conchision from

this is that some of the rails of the heat contained great numbers of

cracks in the interior of the head, a few of which acted as nuclei for the

growth of fissures in service.

Fig. 5

—

Etched Loxgitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

B Rail 18.

The four etched sections which showed numerous cracks, and four

other sections typical of the other rails, are illustrated in Figs. 5 to 12

inclusive.

Fig. 6

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

C Rail 49.

The close correspondence between the presence of fissures and of in-

terior cracks in the rail head is also shown graphically in Fig. 13, in

which the number of cracks found in six inches of etched section is

plotted horizontally and the number of gray spots found in the drop test

is plotted vertically.
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Fig. 7

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

E Rail 31.

-* \ % r i ^.,^ -^j^--^ i^:^—^—-^ 7^<

Fig. 8

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

E Rail 52.

Fig. 9

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

A Rail 19.
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Fig. 10

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

A Rail 36.

Fig. 11

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

C Rail 32.

Fig. 12

—

Etched Longitudinal Section Through Interior of Head of

G Rail 10.
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—

Cracks in Etched Sections as Related to Gray Spots Found
IN THE Drop Test.

Fig. \A—Locations of SampD'S for Analyses.
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Table 5

—

Chemical Analyses
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Tai'.le 6—Lo.N'GiiuiuNAL Tensile Tksts of Head
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Tarle 7

—

Tensile Tests from Seven Locations in Section
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Fig. 15

—

Locations of Specimens for Tensile Tests.
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These tables show some interesting results and merit a close study.

It will he noted that all the samples from the flanges and the web and

most of the samples from the upper corner of the head showed about

normal tensile properties including good ductilit}'. In the interior of the

head, however, the samples from the rails with fissures showed low duc-

tility, and to a less extent this was also the showing in the samples from

rails that displayed interior gray spots in the head in the drop test. While

some of the other rails also showed low interior ductility, the interior

ductility was good in all of the F and G rails of the ingot. In the base

under the web the rails with fissures in the head showed low ductility,

while this property was good in the other rails.

The findings from the drop and etching tests show that the low

ductility of the interior metal of the head of some of the rails was due

Fig. 16—Si'EciMEN for Tr.\nsverse Tensile Test of Head.

to a shattered condition of the metal in this location and it may be that

the low ductility in the interior of the base under the web in some rails

was due to the same cause, although the investigation was not carried far

enough to determine this.

TRANSVERSE TENSILE TESTS OF HEAD

A transverse tensile test was made of the head of each rail, using a

specimen cut from near the middle of the length of the rail. The test

specimens were one-half inch in diameter for a gage length of one inch,

as shown in Fig. 16. The results of the tests are given in Table 8, showing

the tensile strength in pounds per square inch, the per cent, elongation in

one inch and the reduction of area in per cent, of the original cross sec-

tion.
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Table 8

—

Transverse Tensile Tests of He-xp

Rail Letter
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Here again it will be noted that the rails that had shown transverse

fissures were low in crosswise ductility. Most of the rails that had shown

gray spots were also somewhat low in transverse ductility, while the other

rails averaged much higher in this property.

ELONGATIONS COMPARED

For the purpose of more convenient comparison the elongation re-

sults of the rails with transverse fissures, both longitudinal and transverse,

are collected together in Table 9, along with the general average results.

Table 9

—

Elongations, Per Cent.

Rail

Longitudinal

O Position M Position

Transverse

B rail, 18, with fissures. .

.

C rail, 49, with fissures. .

.

E rail, 31, with fissures. .

.

E rail, 52, with fissures. .

.

General average, all rails

12.0
12.0
11.0
10.0

1.5

0.0

0.5

2.0
1.0

5.0
1.5

11.3 9.3 6.5

It will be noted that in the corner of the head the transverse fissure

rails showed about the same ductility as the other rails, but in the interior

of the head the ductility was deficient, as seen in the longitudinal tests

from the M position and the transverse tensile tests of the head, although

in the case of rail 31 the transverse test compares favorably with the gen-

eral average.

SUMMARY

1. An investigation was made of fifty-two rails of one heat, one of

which had failed due to transverse fissures and derailed a train on the

Gulf Lines of the Santa Fe System in Texas. The rails were of the 90

lb. Santa Fe section. They were sent to Topeka and there investigated by

means of drop tests, chemical analyses, etchings and longitudinal and

transverse tensile tests.

2. From the middle of each rail a two-foot piece was cut by means
of an oxy-acetylene torch for the chemical, etching and tensile tests and

the two long pieces were used for drop testing.

3. The \5y2 ft. pieces were drop tested with the head in tension at

short intervals along their whole length to explore them for fissures and

note the character of the fracture in each case of breakage. In four of

the rails fissures of the simple transverse type were found in which there

was a transverse crack that developed as a growth from a granular spot

or "nucleus." Other rails gave fractures in which the origin of the break

was seen to be a "gray spot" in the interior of the rail head without the

development of a fissure around it.
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4. A six-inch slab consisting of the top half of the rail head was

cut from each rail and deeply etched in hot hydrochloric acid. In this

way an examination was made of a horizontal surface cut through the

middle of the head and examined for cracks and other flaws. This ex-

amination showed that the heads of the rails with fissures contained

numerous small interior cracks and that the metal inside the head was in

a shattered condition. To a much smaller extent this was also the case

with rails that had displayed only gray spots in the drop test fractures,

while the other rails were free from the interior shattering of the metal

as seen in the etched surfaces.

5. The conclusion from the drop and etching tests is that some of

the rails of the heat contained great numbers of cracks in the interior of

the head, a few of which acted as nuclei for the growth of fissures in

service. This shattered condition of the interior metal was more preva-

lent in the C rails, while the F and G rails were free from it.

6. Chemical analyses were made of two samples from each rail, one

from an upper corner of the head and the other from the interior of the

head. These showed rail steel of about usual composition fairly evenly

distributed and that the rails with fissures were of about the same compo-

sition as the other rails.

7. Two longitudinal tensile tests, one from an upper corner of the

head and the other from the interior of the head, and one transverse

tensile test of the head were made of each rail. In addition, longitu-

dinal tensile tests from other parts of the section were made of one

rail representing each ingot position. These various tests showed that the

physical properties of the rails were about normal in the different parts

of the section, except that the rails with fissures were low in ductility

in the interior of the head, both longitudinally and transversely. To a

less extent this was also the case in the rails with interior "gray spots."

The rails with fissures were also deficient in ductility in the interior of

the base under the web.

8. In conclusion, it may be said that this investigation showed that

the metal in the interior of the head of several of the rails of the heat

was in a badly shattered condition, containing numerous cracks. A few

of the cracks acted as nuclei from which transverse fissures developed in

service.
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RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS FOR 1918

By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

This report deals with the statistics of rail failures collected for

the year ending October 31, 1918, furnished by the railroads of the

Uijited States and Canada, in response to a circular sent out by the

American Railroad Association. The information furnished by each

railroad showed the number of tons of each year's rolling from each

mill, the equivalent number of track miles, and the total number of

failures that occurred in each year's rolling from the date laid until

October 31, 1918.

The failures were divided into four classes, namely, head, web, base

and "broken." They were reported by the railroads on American Rail-

way Engineering Association form 408, as revised in 1915. (See Manual

for 1915, page 104.) The reports cover rollings for 1913 and succeeding

years, and the ages of the rollings would average in track about the

years shown below

:

1913 4 years 1916 2 years
1914 4 years 1917 1 year
1915 3 years 1918 several months

The tonnages represented by the statistics in this report are shown

below

:

Year Rolled Bessemer Open-Hcartli Total
1913 155,417 1,550,938 1,706,355

' 1914 59,918 1,060,763 1,120,681

1915 12,141 1,034.531 1,046,672

1916 42,399 1,191,628 1,234,027

1917 24,223 1,077,832 1,102.055

1918 12,967 470,768 483,735

The equivalent track miles are as follows:

Year Rolled Bessemer Open-Hearth Total
1913 1,126.47 10,757.10 11,883.57

1914 429.31 7,322.96 7.752.27

1915 90.89 6,981.34 7,072.23

1916 329.83 8,017.61 8,347.44

1917 176.97 7,207.29 7,384.26

1918 94.01 .3,168.42 3,262.43

It will be noted that even in recent years the Bessemer steel has formed

only a small part of the rail rolled as covered by the returns in this

report. The failures were tabulated with reference particularly to the

performance of the rails made by the different mills and were classified

Rail Keport No. 81.
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successively in the following order: kind of steel (Bessemer or open-

hearth), mill, year rolled, weight per yard, section and railroad. The

totals were figured for the groups by the year rolled.

Lots of less than 1,000 (that is, less than 1,000 tons in any one year's

rolling for a railroad) were excluded from tabulation, as they would

unnecessarily extend the tables and not materially change the group

totals and averages. The method of compiling the statistics was to make

prints of the reports submitted by the different railroads after seeing that

all the lines were fully filled out, and then cutting them along the hori-

zontal lines with a large card cutter or trimming board. The strips con-

stituted the units in the tables, and after sorting in suitable order and

collecting into the desired groups, the information was transcribed on a

typewriter into tables, from which zinc plates were made for printing in

this report.

The writer wishes to acknowledge the careful work of Mr. G. N.

Andrews, who made the calculations and tables.

FAILURES CLASSIFIED BY MILLS

The detail tabulations by mills and years rolled are given in Table 7,

sheets 1 to 16, inclusive. A condensed table showing the failures of each

year's rolling of each mill is given in Table 2. First it is interesting to

note from this table the comparative performance of Bessemer and open-

hearth rails. Figuring the failures per 100 track miles of open-hearth

rails as 100 for each of the years 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916, the relative

failures of Bessemer rails, together with the failures per 100 track miles,

are shown below.

FAILURES OF BESSEMER AND OPEN-HEARTH COMPARED

Failures per
Year Years 100 Track Miles Comparative Failures

Rolled Service Open-Hearth Bessemer Open-Hearth Bessemer

1913 5 90.3 107.7 100 119

1914 4 47.4 111.1 100 234

1915 3 33.8 62.7 100 186

1916 2 27.9 41.6 100 149

The Bessemer rails showed more failures per 100 track miles, but

as they were in general in less severe service, the actual difference in the

same service would undoubtedly have been greater.

The failures per 100 track miles for each of the mills classified by

kind of steel and jear rolled are shown graphically in Figure 1.

The average weights per yard, compiled from the tonnages used in

this report, are shown in Table 6. It will be noted that until 1917 the

Bessemer rail had tended to become lighter in weight. The ^pen-hearth

rail has each year become heavier until in 1918 the average of all open-

hearth rail reported was 101.5 per yard. This indicates that open-hearth

rails are used for the more important and heavier service.

The results shown by these statistics are in general consistent among
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Fig. 1—Rail Failures by Mills and Years Rolled.
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themselves, but the inconsistencies occur in the comparison of some of the

rollings from year to year, due to differences in the railroads that have

reported on such rollings from year to year. In some cases a report

may be received fromi a railroad that had not previously reported on a

certain rolling, while in other cases a railroad may omit to report on a

rolling on which it had reported in a previous year, and in this way the

rails shown for any year's rolling by a mill may not be the same rails

that had been previously reported on. Thus it may happen that the fail-

ures per 100 track miles in a group may sho'w less than had been shown in

a previous report for the same group for a less period of service. Al-

Tsble 1 - Average Failures per 100 Track Miles

Year
Rolled
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of five j-ears' service, but before closing tbc record of aii}' year's rolling,

a comparison can be made on the performance of a less number of years'

service. The records are closed for the rollings for 1908 to 1913, inclusive,

and it will be noted that the average of Bessemer rail from all the mills

showed reductions in the number of failures in the successive j'ears. The

open-hearth rail also showed reductions in the num])er of failures in

successive years, except that the 1911 rail showed a somewhat larger

number than did the rail rolled in the year previous.

A summary of the general results as given in the reports for 1913

to 1917 and this report, is submitted in Table 3. The average failures per

to
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also projected a "Dream"' or curve first made several years ago showing

what it was then hoped would be the record in future reports. It will be

noted that our dream is thus far coming true, and a study of the per-

formance of the rails for shorter periods of service than live years indi-

cates that the record will be favoral)le for another year, but when we
come to the rollings for 1915, 1916 and 1917, the record may acquire an

upward hump. Now that the "Great World War" is over, however, and

conditions are getting back to normal on the railroads and in the steel

mills, all hands should make a strong effort to again bring down the

number of rail failures to the hoped-for line and to continue the im-

provement thereafter.

It is hoped to get up another report covering these statistics classified

by railroads and grouped geographically, in order that they may be studied

on this basis also.
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lalle 4

FAILUBES FOB VARIOUS AGES OP HAH PER 100 TRACK HUES

BESSEllEB
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Tabla 6
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AVERAGE WEIGHTS OP RAILS

COMPILED PROM TONNAGES USED IN THIS REPORT

Table 6

Mill
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Table 7. Sheet 1
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Table 7, Sheet 2
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Table 7, Sheet 3

Total Hail Falluree Prom Date Rolled to October 31et, 1918.

Year
Roll-
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Table 7, Sheet 4
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Taljle 7, Sbeot 6

Total Rail Failures Prom Bate Rolled to October Slat, 1918.

Year
Roll-
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Table 7, Sheet 6

Total Rail Failuxee from Date Boiled to October Slat, 1918.

Year
Roll-
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Table 7, Sheet 7

Total Rail Failures Prom Bate Rolled to October Slat, 1918.

Year
Roll-
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Ta'ble 7, Sheet 6
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Tat>le 7, Sheet 9
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Table 7. Sheet 10
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Tabl* 7, Sheet 11
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Table 7. Sheet 12

Total Rail Palluree From Date Boiled to October 31st, 1918.

Year
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ral>l« 7, Sheet 13

Total Rail Failures From Sate Polled to Ootober Slst, 1916.

Year
Roll-
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Table 7, Sheet 14
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Table 7. Sh«et 15
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Table 7. Sheet 16
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RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS FOR 1918

CLASSIFIED BY RAILROADS

By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee

The rail failure statistics for the year 1918 were given in the usual

manner in Report 81 (Bulletin 218, pages 21-47, August, 1919), classi-

fied by the mills that made the rails. In the present report, the statis-

tics are given classified by the railroads that used the rails. The
statistics are compiled from reports gathered from the railroads of the

United States and Canada by the American Railroad Association for

the year ending October 31, 1918, and this report should be taken as a

continuation of the previous one. In this report the total failures for

each lot from the date laid until October 31, 1918, are given, and if the

classification of failures by head, web, base and broken, is desired, it

may be obtained by referring to the previous report.

A lot consists of the rail rolled in any one year for a railroad by

a mill. Lots of less than 1,000 tons are not included, as they would

unnecessarily extend the tables without materially adding to the general

information. All the rollings for a railroad are collected together and

are arranged in the alphabetical order of the railroad. Under the rail-

road grouping, the lots are listed successively in the order of year rolled,

kind of steel (Bessemer or open-hearth), mill and weight per yard.

In addition to showing the number of failures per hundred track

miles for the whole time the rail was in service, a column is given

showing the average number of failures per hundred track miles per

year of service, obtained by dividing the former figure by the number
of years representing the age of the steel since rolled. An average

"failures per jear" is then obtained for all the rails on the railroad

rolled from 1913 to 1917, inclusive. This average is a "weighted" aver-

age, each lot being given an importance according to its mileage, and is

not a simple arithmetical average of all the figures showing the failures

per hundred track miles per year. It is obtained by first ol)taining the

product of the track miles by the failures per hundred track miles per

3'ear for that lot. These products are all added together and the sum

is divided by the total track miles, the result being the average failures

per 100 track miles per year for that railroad. To make this method

strictly correct the failures for each year of service of a lot of rails

would have to be the same, that is, there should !)e a "straight line"

Rail Report 89.
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increment of failures for a given increment of time, wliicli is not quite

so, but experience has shown it is approximately so, as an average for

all the railroads.

Reducing the figures to one average for each railroad, gives an

approximate figure of the rail performance of that railroad compared

with other railroads, and if it is high, it behooves the road to study

its performance in detail and institute remedial action, whether in its

own treatment of the rails or in the kind of rails it has received from

one or more mills, of course taking due account of the tonnage that has

passed over the rails.

The reports of the faihircs in detail are given in Table 8, sheets 1

to 17, inclusive. For convenient comparison of the general results,

Fig. 3 is given showing a graph of the average failures per hundred

track miles per year for each railroad, which should prove a valuable

study. The average failures per hundred track miles per year on all

the railroads for the rails rolled in 1913 to 1917, inclusive, was 16.17,

which also is a "weighted" average. Of course the failures on a time

basis are in part dependent upon the total tonnage and wheel pressures

passing over the rails, and the high failures would be more apt to occur

on roads of dense traffic This is true to a large extent, but some

notable exceptions occur; for instance, one of the large roads with

considerable traffic, the New York Central Lines East, showed only 5.08

failures per 100 track miles per year as against a general average for

the country of 16.17.

These statistics together with those contained in Report 81, consti-

tute a veritable mine of useful data and each railroad should dig into

them for the purpose of comparing the performance of the rails on its

line with the performance of the rails on other lines with similar traffic.

In this way each road can gradually' eliminate the weak points in its

own record, whether due to the rails or its own treatment of them.
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SUGRAll SHOEING FAILURES ISR 100 TRACK UILES FER YEAR BY RAILROADS

FOR PERIOD EKDIHO OCTOBER 81, 1918.

General Average
all HallroadB,- 16

-, , * Ho failures reported .

Fig. 3.

16.17
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Table 6. Sheet 2

Total Rail Failures from date rolled to October Slat, 191b.

Year
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Table 8, Sheet 3

Total Rail Failures from date rolled to October Slet, 1918.

Year
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Table 8, Sheet 4

Total Fail Falluree from date rolled to Oototer 3l8t, 1918.

Year
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Table 6, Sheet 5
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Tatle 8. Sheet 6

Total Rail Palluree from date rolled to October 31et, 1918.

Year
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Table 8 , Sheet 7

Total Rail pailuxes from date rolled to October 3l8t, 1918.

Year
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Table 8. Sheet 8

total Rail Failures from date rolled to October Slat, 1918

Tear
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Table 6, Sheet 9

Total Rail Failures from date rolled to Octoter Slat, 1918.

Year
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TftUe 8. Sheet 10

Total Rail Pallorea from date rolled to Octol)er Slat, 1918.

Ye*r
Boil-
ed
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TaMe 8, Sheet 11

Total Rail Failures from date rolled to Oototier Slat, 1918.
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Table e, Sbeet le
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Total Rail Palluree from date rolled to October 3l8t, 1918.

Year
Eoll-
ed

Kind
of

Steel Mill

Lbs
Per
Yd. Seotlon

Specified
Carbon

Uin Uax

Total
Tone
Laid

EquiT.
in Trk.
Hilee Total

Failures

Per 100
Trk Uls

Per 100
Trk Mis
Per Yr.

northern Pacific Railroad - (Con.)

1913
1913
1913
1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1915
1915
1915
1915
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1917
1917
1917

0-H
0-H

MO-H
0-H

*Be8
*Be8
0-H
0-H
0-E

*0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H

Penn.
Penn.
Penn.
Penn.
111.
Lack '

a

Cambria
Colo.
111.
111.
Penn.
Colo.
111.
111.
Lack '

a

Beth.
Canibria
Colo.
111.
Lack'

a

Colo.
111.
Lack 'a

72
90
90

100
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

HP
AEA-B
AR&-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AFul-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
ARi'i-B

AEA-B
AEA-B
AEA-B
ARA-B
AEA-B

.52

.59

.62

.62

.45

.45

.62

.58

.62

.62

.59

.58

.62

.57

.59

.59

.62

.58

.62

.59
,58
.62
.59

.65

.72

.75

.75

.55

.55

.75

.68

.75

.75

.72

.68

.75

.70

.72

.72

.75

.68

.75

.72

.68

.75

.72

2984
10442
1045
1904
1194
3320
3099
1010
13906

996
3192
3933
4478
5158
7624
2452
1371
1813
7943
5498
4254

17621
4789

26.37
73.82
7.39

12.12
8.44

23.4T
21.91
7.14

98.32
7.04

22.57
27.81
31.66
36.47
53.91
17.34
9.69

12.82
56.16
38.87
30.08
124.58
33.85

1
34
7

7

4
18

109
10
11
2

33
49
9
1

3
22
2
5

19
6

3.
46.
94.
67.
0.
0.

18.
252.
110.8
142.0
48.7
7.2

104.2
134.4
16.7
6.8
0.0

23.4
39.2
5.1

16.6
15.3
17.7

0.76
9.22
18.94
11.64
0.00
0.00
4.55
63.02
27.70
36.60
12.15
2.40

34.73
44.80
6.57
2.90
0.00

11.70
19.60
2.55
16.60
15.30
17.70

Total or Average- [168671 1215.85 813 17.68

Oregon Short Line Railroad

1913
1913
1914
1916
1916
1917

0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H

Colo.
Colo.
Colo.
Colo.
Colo.
Colo.

75
90
90
90
90
90

CSR
ARA-A
AEA-A
AEA-A
AEA-A
AF-A-A

.63

.63

.63

.63

.63

.63

.76

.76

.76

.76

.76

.76

5771
19909
8265
8538
14071
5287

48.97
140.77
58.44
60.37
99.49
37.36

1
371
104
57
63
16

2.0
263.6
178.0
94.4
63.3
42.8

0.40
52.72
44.60
31.47
31.65
42.80

Total or Average- 61841 445.42 _61S. 37.44

Pennsylvania Eailroad - East

1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1915
1916
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1916
1915
1916
1915
1915
1915
1915
1916
1915
[Cont:

Be 8

Bes
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
sO-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
*0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H
0-H

inued
[

Lack'a
Md.
Beth.
Cambria
lack'a
Md.
Penn.
Beth.
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Caabria
Canbria
Cam.
lack'a
lack'a
Md.
Md.
Md.
Penn

.

Beth.
Beth.
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cam.
Lack ' a
Lack'a
Lack'a
Md.
Ud.
Penn.
Penn.

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
125
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
125
100
100
100
100
100
125
100
100
100
125
100
125
100
100

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

.45

.45

.62

.62

.62

.62

.62

.62

.60

.62

.62

.62

.78

.62

.62

.62

.60

.62

.62

.62

.60

.68

.62

.62

.62

.60

.62

.68

.60

.60

.60

.68

.62

.68

.60

.60

.55

.55

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.92

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.82

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.82

.75

.75

.75

.82

.75

.82

.75

.75

1009
17559
3927
26095
14700
3185

10285
6011
6453
8804
3947
4480
9195
35 62
3141
2913
9534

12956
6689
7169
5673
2886
1980
1278

11873
3196
2005
12802
1089
4189
1545
2711

14776
11250
1018
1410

6.421
111.74
24.99

166.05
93.54
20.24
65.45
38.26
34.70
56.03
25.12
28.61
46.81
22.67
19.99
18.54
60.67
82.45
42.57
45.64
36.10
14,70
12.60
8.13
75.56
20.34
12.76
65.17
6.93

26.66
9.83

13.80
94.03
67.27
6.48
8.97

129
11

402
49

175
34
16
16
41
19
49
55
21
8

11
102
49
26
34

4
3

23
6
0
41
1

10

142 1029
153
78

3

46.7
116.4
44.0
242.1
58.4

864.6
51.9
41.8
46.1
73.2
76.6

171.9
117.4
92.6
40.0
0.0

18.1
123.7
115.1
57.0
94.
0.

31.
36.
30.
29.
0.

62.
14.4
37.5
0.

.2

.0

.7

.9

.4

.5

.0

.9

162
136

33

9.34
23.08
8.80

48.42
10.48

172.92
10.36
10.45
11.52
18.30
18.90
42.97
29.35
23.15
10.00
0.00
4.52

30.92
28.77
14.50
31.40
0.00

10.57
12.30
10.13
9.63
0.00
20.97
4.80
12.50
0.00

343.00
54.23
45.37
0.00

11.13

K Mayari
Perro Tltanina Treatment

8 Made from Sink Head Ing'te
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Table e, Sheot 16

Total Rail Pallorsa from date rolled to Ootober Slst, 1918.

Year
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Ta1>le e, Sheet 17

Tot&l Ball failures froiB date rolled to October Slet, 1918.

Year



Appendix D

INTENSITY OF PRESSURE ON RAILS

SECOND REPORT ON RATIONAL RELATION BETWEEN IN-

TENSITY OF PRESSURE DUE TO WHEEL LOADS AND
RESISTANCE OF RAIL STEEL TO CRUSHING

AND DEFORMATIO*N

J. R. Onderdonk, Chairman,

Dr. p. H.Dudley,
A. W. GiBBS,

M. H. WiCKHORST,

Suh-Comniittce.

Your Sub-Committee on Rational Relation Between Intensity of

Pressure Due to Wheel Loads and Resistance of Rail Steel to Crushing

and Deformation submits report of the final test in track of the special

drilled rail, together with some comments on this report and on the gen-

eral subject.

The two pieces of experimental rail were first tested in the rolling

test machine at Sparrows Point and the report of the laboratory test has

already been submitted and printed in the Proceedings for 1918, Vol. 19,

pp. 499 to 544, inclusive. Briefly summarized, it shows

:

\. That two samples of rail, each five feet long, were taken from one

new 100-pound P. S. section (practically the same as the A. R. A. "B"

type).

The results of the physical and chemical tests of this rail are given

in Figures 3A and 3B of the report already printed. Briefly, the chemical

composition, as per analysis of the finished rail, was

Carbon 666

Manganese 79

Phosphorus 021

Silicon 177

Sulphur 025

Nickel None
Chromium None

Across the section of the rail it had an average Brinell hardness of

252 and a head hardness of 241, very uniformly distributed (Fig. 37).

It had a scleroscope hardness of 32, with 31.2 in the head (Fig. 38).

Rail Report No. 82.
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24C-

241-

241. 241

-248

Fig. 37

—

Brinell Readings.
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3«

32.

30

Fig. 38

—

Scleroscope Readings.
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Physically, the averages of the results from the "O" and "M" posi-

tions in the head were

Elastic linxit 53,250 lbs.

Tensile strength, ultimate 123,050 lbs.

Elongation, per cent, in 2 inches 15.5

Reduction of area, per cent 21.43

Character of fracture Granular and silky

The drop tests made by the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad gave identical results as to number of blows and

elongation.

Altogether, the rail was very uniform in quality, well within the limits

of the specification and fairly represents the rail that we may expect to

get under this specification with analysis from the finished rail.

Fig. 39

—

Instruments and Gages for Taking Observations.

2. These specimens were prepared by drilling the head with very

small holes, which were then reamed taper and fitted with measuring

plugs, with the idea that any closure of the holes could be measured by

the lesser penetration of the plugs. Tliese holes were drilled at distances

from the running surface which were expected to define the limits of the

flow produced and depths were chosen of approximately ^ to 5^ inch,

varying by 16ths. Other tapered holes were drilled from the under side

of the head upward, nearly to the running surface. / Fig. 39 shows the

rail prepared for test.

When the test rail (M), thus prepared, was placed in the machine and

reciprocated under a chilled wheel carrying an initial load of nominally
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30,000 lbs., closure of all holes began at once and gradually increased

throughout the test. After 110,000 passes, the load was increased to

nominally that of 35,000 lbs. for 120,000 additional passes, with the

effect of somewhat increasing the closing rate.

In a second test with the test rail A, when the initial load was but

15,000 lbs., increasing by steps to 20,000 lbs., 25,000 lbs. and finally

30,000 lbs., no measurable result was produced at the two lower loads,

but slight results from the 25,000 lbs. load and the final effect with the

30,000 lbs. load was less than in the original test.

jMeasurement showed that in all tests the scleroscope hardness of the

metal within the space covered by the wheel contacts had gradually in-

Table 40

—

Scleroscope Readings, Test Rail "A."

Reading
Number
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surface hardened by comparatively light loads when first laid and as a

result they subsequently carried heavy loads with impunity.

Subsequently, these two pieces of rail were placed in track carrying

heavy loaded freight tonnage for two periods of two weeks each. For

the first period the aggregate was 427,000 tons, for the second period

709,000 tons on each rail.

A most surprising increase in the rate of flow was immediately appar-

ent as shown by the closure of all of the holes on the gage side, so that

the method of measurement by tapered plug could no longer be used.

During the first period the holes remained open throughout- so that

Table 41

—

Scleroscope Readings, Test Rail "M."

Reading
Number
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were still closed so that it became necessary to determine the size by
making successive longitudinal sections of the head, in the positions shown

by Fig. 42. These sections (Figs. 43 to 51, inclusive) exposed the holes so

that they could be measured and the final closure is shown by tables and

diagrams (Figs. 52 to 55, inclusive). The etchings of the heads and

microphotographs of the metal immediately adjacent to the side and top

of the holes were obtained for all of the ten horizontal holes in the two

rails, Figs. 56 to 71, inclusive). Etchings and print are also shown of the

final cross section of the entire head (Figs. 72 and 73).

Careful examination of the cross sections shows that there has been

a general closure of the holes, which are completely closed at the gage

end; that the closure is in all cases greater in the vertical than in the

horizontal axes ; that toward the gage end there is in most cases evidence

of local slip or shear into the hole, always at or near the horizontal axis.

This may be another example of the well known phenomena of stratifica-

tion produced by pressure and normal to the direction of the pressure.

In this service test, the question immediately arose, as to why the very

great change in the behavior of the rail occurred.

The committee was not able to calibrate the Sparrows Point machine

and there may have been differences between the nominal and actual

loads, although the movements of the weights producing the loads during

the tests indicated that the loaded levers were operating freely. The
wheel loads in the track, certainly car wheel loads, were considerably less

than the maximum in the machine test. The maximum nominal loads in

the laboratory test were exceeded by but a few of the driving wheels

with nearly double the radius of the car wheel.

As a possible solution, we here review the results of the static tests

of the Baltimore & Ohio and the New York Central which were outlined

in the original report

:

The Baltimore & Ohio tests include the contacts produced by a

33-inch chilled car wheel and by 80-inch driving wheels on three rails, one

a new A.R.A. section, one an 85-lb. worn P.R.R. section, and one a 100-lb.

worn section known to be hard. The results are given in Fig. 74.

It will be noted that the intensity of pressure, as determined by

dividing the known load by the apparent area of contact between wheel

and rail, builds up very rapidly. In the case of the car wheel the load of

30,000 lbs. marks the highest intensity and although the load in each case

is carried up to 580,000 lbs., the intensity apparently did not increase be-

cause of the increase in the area of contact.

The area of contact produced by the initial load of 10,000 lbs. on the

new rail is more than double that on either of the worn rails, due prob-

ably to the surface decarbonization of the rail, this metal having been

worn away on the old rails. As might be expected, the intensity of pres-

sure on the hard rail is greater than on the new, the area of contact being

less, just as in the case of the Brinell test. When we come to the driving

wheels, the intensity of pressure is apparently lower than that produced

by corresponding loads on the 33-inch car wheel. In this connection see,
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Block

Side

I I I

! i i
i i

Gauge
Side

E«oh space = \/V from g«uge

side after grinding.

Sheet NoJ.?.^-?...

Fig. 42

—

Blocks Cut from Rail for Surveying Size of Hole.
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X = .390

-.•: = 1.140

5'7->-1CC<if«ysr#."' *

On i78

^^\
f t".f/ ^ *• T^\

= .;4o-

fH--^

.2v)9

fe;;-^

.«i«-;c-|£^?5

X = .390

a

•*

'.l?

r ti

:: = 1.890 = 2.140 /^-'/^/-//^<^ 44-

Fig. 4^1

—

Transverse Sections of Hole C in Rail A.

X shows the distance from the gage side and the other figure shows

the distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in

inches. Magnified about 3 diameters.
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X=- 1.23G

X = .753

X= 1.503

'v

-V:*^ •238

X.= -.2oS >

•

/~/c7^/^<r -^jT

Fig. 45

—

Transverse Sections of Hole D in Rail A.

X shows the distance from the gage side and the other figure shovys

the distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in

inches. Magnified about 3 diameters.
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BW'»«v' »»»!'.' iiir'Tr:

.X = .5.^8

y. = X 9ZI

o

.06

,\ -- X • •- A =- 1.776

,^---'

,':06

X » s.oae X = 2.276

Sheet 1.0.53634.

/^/^p-^r^-c;- -f-y

Figs 47

—

Transverse Sections of Hole K in Rail A.

X shows the distance from the gage side and the other fit^ure shows
the distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in

inches. ^lagnified about 3 diameters.
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X = 1.026 X = 1.276 X= l.u^d

.312

Sheet Wo, 5363!?

/-/^ur-tr ^S
X =1.776 X-^ 2.020

Fig. 48

—

Transverse Sections of Hole N in Rail M.

X shows the distance from the gage side and the other figure shows
the distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in

inches. Magnified about 3 diameters.
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x= 1.

X = .6::^ X =•-• .674

Fig. 49

—

Transverse Sections of Hole O in Rail M.

X shows the distance from the gage side and the other figure shows
the distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in

inches. Magnified about 3 diameters.
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1st ,538

Fig. 50

—

Transverse Sections of Hole P in Rail M.

X shows the distance from the gage side and the other figure sho^ys

the distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in

inches. Magnified about 3 diameters.
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.131

,150
- V

1.763 X =

Fig. 51

—

Transverse Sections of Hole W in Rail M.

X shows the distance from the gage side and other figure shows the
distance from the top of the head to the center of the hole, both in inches.
Magnified about 3 diameters.
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Fig. 52—Diagram of Sizes of Holes Before and After Test, Rail A.
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Fig. 53

—

Diagrams of Sizes of Holes Before and After Test, Rail M.
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Fig. 5-4

—

Measurements and Diagrams of Holes- in Rail A.
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Ti" Ball lleasurements (In leches) taken from oppoaKe
gauge aide of rail before and after service

the

teats
Test ;jo. 2after Teat

tlo. 1

Hole
Ho. 2

iiole Point

L-2
i.-3

ii-4

K-5
t-6

Test tie. 1

Initial

ii-l

il-3

L-4
i:-5

V-6

a-1
U-i:

L-3
U-4
v;-6

U-6

U-l
11-2

li-3

t-4
K-S
11-6

U-l
i;-2

11-3

11^
11-5

11-6

.1140
• 1101
.1062
.1023
.0984
.0974

Final
Horlz. Vert

.1145

.1106
•1067

.1028

A3989
.0979

.1145

.1106

.1067

.1026

.0989

.0979

.1130

.1091

.1052

.1013

.0974

.0964

.1090

.1051

.1012

.0973

.0934

.0924

• 1090
• 1050
.1040
.0740
.0740

.1145

.1100

.1030

.0980

.0665

.0620

.1145

.1095

.1025

.0840

.0755

.0600

.1130

.1040

.1000

.0740

.0565

.0500

.1090

.1010

.0940

.0690

.0500

0305

TTTTO"

.1090

.1046

.1030

.0680

.0546

.1145

.1100

.1028

.0920

.0600

.0500

1145
1090
1020
.0780

0620
0380

1130
1055
0960
.0690
.0480
.0240

1090
il004

.0915

0640
0395
0180

F' /.al

Horlz.

.1030

.09 75

.0935

.0672

Vert.
.1140
.1018

.0895

.0821

.0440

Closed

.1145

.1U90
-0912
.0727

.0615

.1145

.1072

.0880

.0642

.0405

Cloaed

.1145

.0975
•0815
.0695
.0595

•1145
.0945
.0800
.0606

.0375
Closed

.1130
•0945
.0785
.0526

.1130

.0920

.9740

.0420

Closed
Closdd

.1090

.0910

.0775

.0515

.1090

.0915
•0720

.0395
Closed
nlnnnrl

tctuftl size X 5

3/8'

STa
1/4"

i^T^-^
1—

r

H

3/I6"

i

Fig. 55.

—

Measurements and Diagrams of Holes in Rail M.
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Fig. 56—Microphotograph, Hole B of Rail A, 60 Diameters.

Longitudinal section of rail .372 in. from gage side. Structure along

vertical and horizontal axes of hole. Pearlite with traces of ferrite,

showing crushing of grain along horizontal axis. Crushing efifect de-

creases as the distance from the gage side of rail is increased, the last

traces of crushing being noted in photograph M 11201, representing a dis-

tance of .872 in. from gage side.

^s.-\,

Fig. 57

—

Microphotograph, Hole B of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail .622 in. from Gage Side.
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Fig. 58

—

Microphotograph, Hole B of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail .872 in. from Gage Side.

Fig. 59

—

Microphotograph, Hole B of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail L122 In. from Gage Side.
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Fig. 60

—

Microphotograph, Hole K of Rail A, 60 Diameters.

Longitudinal section of rail .528 in. from gage side. Structure along

vertical and horizontal axes of hole. Pearlite with traces of ferrite,

showing crushing of grain along horizontal axis. Crushing effect de-

creases as the distance from the gage side of the rail is increased, the

last traces of crushing being noted in photograph M-11221, representing a

distance of 1.528 in. from gage side.

Fig. 61

—

Microphotograph, Hole K of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail .778 in. from G.\ge Side.



G. 78—Panoramic View Taken of a Transverse Section Through
THE Rail at a Point About % in. from Hole W in Rail M,

Magnified 100 Diameters. The Figures (bV^ in. to tV in.)
Show the Distance from the Top of the Head.



A" A"
+

Fig. 78—Panoramic Vifw Taken of a Transverse Section Through
THE Raii, at a Point About Sa in. from Hole W in Rail M,

M.\GNiFiEu im Diameters. The Fioures (-h in. to A in.)
Show the Distance from the Top op the Head.

ft"
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Fig. 62

—

Microphotograph, Hole K of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail 1.028 in from Gage Side.

. ' •-•%*

'iff^rWm

Fig. 63

—

Microphotograph, Hole K of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail 1.278 in. from Gage Side.

(38)
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Fig. 64

—

Microphotograph, Hole K of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail 1.528 in. from Gage Side.

Fig. 65—Microphotograph, Hole K of Rail A, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail 1.778 in. from Gage Side.
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iFiG. 66—MicROPHOTOGRAPH, HoLE N OF Rail M, 60 Diameters.

Longitudinal section of rail .276 inches from gage side. Structure
along vertical and horizontal axes of hole. A fine grained pearlite with
traces of ferrite network, showing crushing of grain along horizontal
axis. The crushing effect decreases as the distance from the gage side

of the rail is increased, the last trace of crushing being noted in photo-
graph M 11231, representing a distance of .526 in. from gage side.

Fig. 67

—

Microphotograph, Hole N of Rail M, 60 Diameters.
TUDiNAL Section of Rail .526 in. from Gage Side.

LoNGI-
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Fig. 68

—

Microphotograph, Hole N of Rail M, 60 Diameters. • Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail .776 in. from Gage Side.

Fig. 69

—

Microphotograph, Hole W of Rail M, 60 Diameters.

Longitudinal section of rail L013 in. from gage side. Structure along
vertical and horizontal axes of hole. Pearlite with traces of ferrite,

showing crushing of grain along horizontal axis. The crushing effect

decreases as the distance from the gage side of the rail is increased,

the last traces of crushing being noted in photograph M 11247, represent-
ing a distance of 1.263 in. from the gage side.
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Fig. 70

—

Microphotograph, Hole W of Rail M, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail 1.263 in. from Gage Side.

Fig. 71

—

Microphotograph, Hole W of Rail M, 60 Diameters. Longi-
tudinal Section of Rail 1.513 in. from Gage Side.
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TlOoSir

Fig. 72

—

Cross-Sectional^ Etchings of Rails A and M.
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Beelstanoo of '%11 . Steel to Crushing and Deformation by

Wheel Loads under Service Conditions.

Rail Contours,

GoHge Side,

Goage Side.

Rail "A" August 12, 1918

Rail "U" August 12, 1918

Sheet No..fe36*l

»

Fig. Ti—Contours of Rails A axd M.
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IHTCNSITY OF PRESSDRB

(Known load dlvldad by aeauuxad area
of oontaot on rail, ualn^ figure*
given In original report of A.R.E.A.
Gub-Oomislttee on Intennity of Preaaure)

33-lnoh Chilled Cast Iron Car Tbeal 80-lnoh Steel Drlrlng Vhfl

On nen 100- On worn 85- On oli 100- On new 100-
pounl r&ll Ib.P.R.R.rall lb,»ll(hari4 pound rail

Load

10,000
30,000
30,000
40,000
50,'000
70,000
100,000
130,000
160,000
300,000
360,000
300,000
300,000
400,000
460,000
500,000
580,000

AVERiaC

Area

.13

.18

.33

.33

.45

.51

.70
1.00
1.17
1.30
1.89
3.09
3.61
3.96
3.34
3.61
4.01

Load
Area Area

77,000
101,500
130,400
^3A Ann134,400
110,800
137,300
143,900
130,000
136,700
147,000
148,300
143,500
137,760
135,350
137,700
138,600
144,650

130,^621

.06

.13

.17

.33

.33

.43

.66
1,01
1.13
1.35
1.80
3.09
3.59
3.80
3.36
3.44
4.13

166,600
154,000
176,500
174,000
156,300
166,500
151,500
138,500
143,700
148.350
144,400
143,500
138,900
143,000
141,300
145,300
140,800

150,686

Area Area
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also, Figs. 75-A and 75-B. The results shown by the driving wheel on

the hard 100-lb. rail should be accepted with caution, as there is an ap-

parent breakdown of the platen representing the driving wheel contour.

The main point throughout the table ja that after comparatively small

loads, the intensity of pressure becomes fairly constant, due to the fact

that the area of contact increases about proportionately to the increase in

load.

When we turn to the results obtained by the New York Central

laboratory, already reported, we get some daylight. These tests were

based on very careful measurement of the area of contact, as measured
on very thin copper sheets, with a locomotive and tender. The first series

was near Riverdale, on worn rail; the second series was also on the same
freight track at Riverdale, on new lOS-lb. rail which replaced the worn
rail and had been in service about eight months at the time of the second

experiment.

The total weights of the locomotive were approximately

:

vFor each of the four engine truck wheels... 12,500 lbs.

Total for the truck 50,000 lbs.

For each of the si.x driving wheels 28,650 lbs.

Total for driving wheels 171,900 lbs.

For trailing truck 49,000 lbs.

Tender, for each truck wheel 19,200 lbs.

Total for tender 153,600 lbs.

The results are given in Fig.* 76. Fig. 11 illustrates this table, show-

ing the forms of contact on copper strips of the wid'"h of the rail when
the engine was lowered onto the strips. The shape and area and the

average pressure are given, as well as the location of the contact spot

measured from the gage side of the rail. Fig. 11 also shows the contacts

on similar strips when the engine rolled across the strip and indicates

considerable variation in the widths and in the positions of the different

contacts obtained from the moving engine. Fig. 11 has the merit that

it shows simultaneously the positions of contact whA-e the spacing, of the

wheels is controlled by the mountings on the axles.

It will be noted that in the Riverdale test with worn rail the average

intensity^dfpressure is lower than the figures already given for the Balti-

more & Ohio experiment. Also, that on certain wheels the intensity of

pressurC'-is more than double that of the average, which is to be explained

by the fact that when the wheel was lowered onto the rail the bearing

was not fairly on the center of the tread.

In the second laboratory test the head of the new rail was a full

3 inches in width and the figure shows that, as a rule, the width of the

contact spot was well distributed across the head—a desirable condition

for a rolling contact. This indicates that the wheels and rails were in

general well adapted to one another and that the intensity of pressure is

low because of the relatively large area of contact with a given wheel

pressure.
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Area of GL)n^OLr^

Fig. 77—Reproduction of Photograhs of Copper Strips on Which Were
Obtained the Stationary and Rolling Contacts in the
Riverdale Tests by Dr. Dudley. One-third Actual Size.
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y^ It will be noted in the case of the left trailer, where the contact is

close to the gage side of the rail, that the area is so decreased that the

/ intensity is about four times the average for all of the wheels.

These measurements were so carefully taken that there is no room

for disputing them. There is this point to be noted, viz., that in the New
York Central tests there was no evidence that permanent deformation

had taken place in the point of contact. In the Baltimore & Ohio tests

the static loading was carried to a point more than twenty times

greater than the ordinary loading, so that the rail was in a condition of

flow or break and this steady increase in the area of contact apparently

explains the small variation in the intensity of pressure. A similar con-

dition probably explains also whj', in the service test under loaded trains,

the flow was so much more marked. In the laboratory test a single

wheel was used, while in service the rail head was exposed to the diff^erent

contact of every wheel passing over it, with resulting very intense local

pressure.

From the foregoing, we fear that the question propounded to our

Committee does not admit of a definite answer because of the great num-

ber of uncontrolled variables involved—different rail contours will give

entirely different contacts with the same wheel. Possibly the only direct

answer would be the effect of some one definite wheel contour rolling

over some one rail contour.

The New York Central experiment indicates that moderate pressures

may be expected where rail and wheel conform, but where this is not the

case, very severe kneading of the steel in the head of the rail may be

expected.

The maximum car wheel load is at present a little over 25,000 lbs.

The service test at Altoona included a very large number of loaded 70-ton

cars with about this weight per wheel.

The service experiment seems to indicate that with this section and

composition of rail, the load of 25,000 lbs. per car wheel should not be

exceeded, but your Committee is not prepared to accept this as a general

conclusion. The intensity of pressure which a given spot on the head of a

rail will stand is evidently influenced by the resistance of the metal sur-

rounding that spot, a larger or differently shaped head may yield to a

much less extent. Some of the New York Central experirhents show that

where the wheel and rail contour fit, the areas of contact with a given

load are much increased and this by longer contact across the head. If

but one wheel contour and but one rail contour existed and could be

maintained, this would go far toward settling the question, but it must

be remembered that with the existing diversity due to modifications of

the original contour produced by service, this ideal condition is not likely

to be reached. It is very certain that the practice of allowing wheel con-

tours to depart widely from the original standard before renewal or

returning is at the direct expense of severe punishment of any rail sec-

tion that can be devised. The effect on the equipment or on the track
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•ihould not be considered by themselves regardless of the general effect

on the railroad pocketbook.

The scale of these particular experiments is entirely too small to

justify any sweeping conclusion. There is some question whether the

presence of the drilled holes, constituting mechanical defects, has facil-

itated flow that would otherwise not have occurred. The general dis-

tortion of the head, not confined to the positions of the holes, indicates

that the metal in the head was in a condition of general flow. For its

possible bearing on this subject, we submit a panoramic photograph, repro-

duced as Fig. 78, taken in a plane transverse to the axis of the rail and

at a distance of about % inch from the center of hole "W" in rail "M," the

transverse position corresponding to one approximately i^it inch from

the gage end of the hole. This photograph indicates a marked stratifica-

tion of the ferrite, extending to a depth of about tt inch, below whidi

little stratification is observable.

We call attention, in the photographic sections and micro sections, to

the fact that while the vertical diameters of the holes have in all cases,

diminished more than the horizontal ones, the evidence of slip or flow is

closely confined to the horizontal axes. It will also be noted that evidence

of"great flow is adjacent to the gage side and is entirely absent at the

outer side.

It is to be noted from the analysis of the rail that it is chemically

about half-way between the upper and lower limits of hardness. This is

confirmed by the physical test, notably Brinell hardness, which is 241.

It is possible by simple increase in the hardeners to so change the physical

structure that Brinell hardness exceeding 300 may be obtained, but, unfor-

tunately, rails of this character have been conspicuous in the list of detail

fractures. The chemical and physical hardness have been accompanied

by local regions of very low ductility and your Committee does not believe

that this is the proper solution of the difficulty.

'F -K "T 'K

An increase in the elastic limit produced by heat treatment may adapt

the rail to resist the general flow described and thus permit greater wheel

loading, and furthermore, this physical hardening is not at the expense

of any marked reduction in the elongation or of reduction in area.

Full length rail of both 100-lb. and 125-lb. P.S. sectiqn have been heat

treated and subsequently placed in track under the heaviest loaded freight

movement in comparison with untreated rail from the same heat. The

rail remained in the track until some of the untreated rail had reached

its limit of wear/'at which time all of the treated and untreated rail of

both sections was removed. In all cases the heat treated rail showed for

this period a much lower rate of abrasion, but we do not consider the

results conclusive because of the very small amount of rail and because

the only safe comparison is to continue such a test until the same amount

of metal has been abraded from the heads of all the rail under test; this

for the reason that the rate of abrasion is not necessarily proportionally

the same during the entire life of a rail.
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6 a.

It can be positively said that the intensity of pressure in this case was

well within the capacity of the rail of both the 100-lb. and 125-lb. sections.

The heat treatment for this rail consisted of heating in a vertical

furnace to 840 degrees C. ;
quenching for 30 seconds in water at 25 degrees

C. ; and annealing at 450 degrees C. for two hours. The dipping was

vertical. 'The results of chemical and physical tests are given in table A.

It is fair to say that no mill is at present in shape to heat treat its

product. To do so would entail considerable expense and change in

plant. This process can therefore hardly be considered as an available'

one at the present time.

There has been offered a method of accelerated cooling of the head

/ of the rail by blowing air or steam on the head alone, it being claimed

• that this produces a hardening of the steel and refinement of the grain in

the head. While this process has been applied to some experimental rail,

your Committee has no data as to the effect of the treatment in increas-

ing the resistance to pressure.

There is also the possibility of alloy steels, among which the man-

ganese is best known, both in rail and in frogs and crossings. It cannot

be said that any of these have passed beyond the experimental stage and

we merely mention them as possibilities.

Finall}^ and most immediately available, is increase in the weight of

section with widening of the head, thus safely allowing of some harden-

ing and also distributing the wear over a wider section.

y

TABLE A

Comparison of Heat Treated and Untreated 100-lb. P.S. Section Rail

with the 100-lb. Drilled Rail Used in These Tests.

1.—Drilled rail, 100-lb. P.S. section, used in the experiments covered by

this report.

2.—Untreated 100-lb. P.S. section, laid in comparison with heat treated

rail from same heat.

3.—Heat treated 100-lb. P.S. section rail from same heat as "2."

1 2 3

Carbon 686 .69 .69

Silicon 177 .150 .150

Manganese 79 .68 .68

Phosphorus 020 .028 .028

Sulphur 025 .016 .016

Nickel None None None
Chromium None None None -

Elastic limit 53250 67020 113277

Ultimate tensile strength 123050 120500 155063

Elongation in 2 inches 15.5% 14% 13.7%

Reduction in area 21.4% 23.2% 34.8%

Brinell hardness Head 241 241 321

Scleroscope hardness 32



Appendix E

ARE THE NUCLEI OF FISSURES CRACKS?
By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

In the type of rail failure known as "simple transverse" fissure in the

interior of the rail head, one feature always present is the "nucleus" or

"core" from which the fissure grew and developed in service. The

nucleus has a granular or crystalline appearance, but the surrounding fis-

sure is smooth and more or less polished. The fissures that have taken

five or ten years to develop have a high polish while those that have

developed in a few months are coarse in appearance.

Previous investigations have indicated that the nuclei are cracks in

the interior of the rail head which acted as starting points for the further

growth of a crack or fissure in service. In breaking up rails that have

developed fissures, besides the fractures showing the fissures surrounding

the nuclei, there are frequently obtained fractures whose appearance

shows that they have started from the interior of the head from a "gray

spot" or nucleus. Such a gray spot has the same appearance as the

nucleus of a fissure and investigation has indicated it also to be a small

interior crack acting as the starting point for the subsequent rupture in

the drop machine or other bending arrangement.

In order to throw further light on the matter, it was thought some

experiments could be made by heating pieces of the rail head to refine

the grain, quenching and then breaking to note the fra(;J;ure. If the

nucleus of a fissure or a plain gray spot is a crack, then after such treat-

ment, the surrounding metal in a fresh fracture would be finer grained

than before treatment, while the nucleus or gray spot would have about

the same appearance as before treatment. If the gray spot is not a

crack, the treatment should cause it to disappear from the fracture or at

least to become fine grained like the surrounding metal. The treatment

should refine the grain of the nuclei of developed fissures also.

In Report No. 80 are given the results of an investigation of fifty-

two rails of one heat, some of which contained fissures. Parts of these

rails had been retained and some work was done with them at Topeka as

indicated above, through the kindness of Mr. H. B. MacFarland, Engineer

of Tests, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System. A piece of

rail varying from 8 to 17 inches long was used from each of eight

rails, four of them being the rails which had disclosed fissures, and the

other four being rails which had disclosed gray spots without fissures.

Rail Report No. 83.
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49 B 9<?53

Fig. 1

—

Rail 49 After Heating and Quenching, Fracture B, Showing
Fissure and Nucleus.
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Fig.' 2—Rail 49 After Heating and Quenching, Fracture C, Showing
"Gray Spot" Without Fissure.
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<)'^f'^

Fig. 3

—

Rail 52 After Heating and Quenching, Fracture A, Showing
Fissure and Nucleus.
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Fig. 4—Rail 52 After Heating and Quenching, Fracture C, Showing
Fissure and Nucleus.
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EXAMINATION OF RAILS LONG IN SERVICE FOR
RELATION BETWEEN INTERNAL STRESSES

AND STRAINS AND TRANSVERSE FISSURES

By W. C. Gushing,

Chief Engineer-Maintenance, Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.

If stored up internal stresses in rails proceeding in combination from

three principal components which aflfect them in service, namely

:

(1) Cooling strains of fabrication,*

(2) Cold-rolling strains from wheel loads,

(3) Direct stresses in the track,

tell the whole story of the cause of "transverse fissures," then it might be

reasonably expected that rails especially long in service would be not only

likely to have that type of defect, but would be almost certain to have it,

particularly if the elastic limit of the metal were very low, thus reducing

the ratio between it and the wheel load. The writer therefore made an

investigation to study the subject from that point of view, and collected

such rails as might be considered as fairly fulfilling the premises, after

which they were surveyed chemically, mechanically, and microscopically

at the Altoona Laboratory of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The railroad engineers are most anxious to uncover the true cause of

this type of rail failure, which is developed in service under the rolling

equipment loads, and, doubtless, the more severe the service the more

rapid the development. All the results obtained from the various investiga-

tions are being published from time to time in order to reduce the "barren-

ness of fundamental data upon streel rails,"^ and a disclosure of the

greatest importance was made by the Rail Committee of the American

Railway Engineering Association in its report at the Annual Convention

in March, 1919, by the publication of F. M. Waring's report to Mr. Wallis,

General Superintendent of Motive Power, Pennsylvania Railroad, as Ex-

hibit B, page 614, in Bulletin No. 214, February, 1919, on the discovery of

microscopic cracks in rail steel by the use of a strong etching solution

•Interstate Commerce Commission—Report of the Chief of the Division
of Safety covertng: the investigation of an accident on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad at Eighty-four, Pa., April 30, 1915, p. 6.

^Interstate Commerce Commission—Report of the Chief of the Division
of Safety covering the investigation of an accident which occurred on the
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Railroad near Iser, Texas, Jan. 31,

1916, p. 41.

Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Feb., 1918,

p. 1877.

Rail Report No. 84.
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consisting of nine parts of hj-drochloric acid, three parts sulphuric acid,

and one part of water, kept at a temperature of approximately 200 de-

grees F. Mr. Wickhorst, too, has discussed the relation between these

minute cracks and transverse fissures in several of his reports, and the

importance of the discovery is now well recognized. Attention is also

called to the valuable investigation of the Special Committee on Stresses

in Railroad Track.'

The data concerning the rails which were surveyed for the purpose

of this report have been recorded on accompanying Table 1 for con-

venience of comparison, and some of them have an interesting history.

It will be observed that the rails were in service for the length of

time set down below

:

English rails (wrought iron), Louisville Division 41 years
German rails (iron and steel pile), Long Island R. R 45 years
P. R. R., Bessemer, Pittsburgh Division 25 years
P. R. R., Bessemer, Columbus Division 22 years
A. S. C. E., Bessemer, Pittsburgh Division 10 years
P. R. R., Bessemer, Cincinnati Division 19 years

Of course the severity of service is not the same in each case. The
greatest severity is on the Pittsburgh Division, the next the Columbus,

then the Cincinnati and the Louisville, leaving out the Long Island Rail-

road on account of not knowing the relative service conditions between it

and the others. The service conditions on the Pittsburgh Division have

been very severe indeed, the heaviest equipment up to 1918 having been

used, and the density of traffic being much the greatest of all. While the

service conditions of the rail on the Columbus Division were less severe,

yet that division carries an exceedingly heavy traffic also, while that on

the Cincinnati Division is considerably less, although the rolling stock is

heavy. The rails from these divisions were removed from service espe-

cially for this investigation, while a considerable search was required to

find those from the Long Island Railroad and Louisville Division. There-

fore while the amount of traffic on the two latter was much less than on
the others, nevertheless the service was of great duration. The severest

kind of service was, however, experienced by the others, especially by the

Pittsburgh Division.

All of these rails were carefully examined for transverse fissure de-

fects, but none zvas found.

English Rails.

These English rails, four in the group, and weighing about 45 pounds

per yard, were part of a consignment purchased by the State of Indiana

from an English firm through the New York commission house of Hyde,
Comstock & Company, for the Madison & Indianapolis Railroad, now a

part of the Madison Branch of the Louisville Division of the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad (Southwest and St. Louis Sys-

'Transactions American Society of Civil Engineers. Vol. LXXXII, p.
1191 (1918).

Proceedings American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 19, p. 875
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terns, Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh). The first cargo left Liver-

pool in February, 1838, via ocean vessel to New Orleans, whence it was

transshipped by river steamer to Madison, and arrived the 10th of June,

1838. They were in lengths of 18 feet 9 inches, 15 feet and 12 feet, and

cost $80.00 per ton of 2,240 pounds at Madison. This lot of rail was the

first rail laid west of the Allegheny Mountains,* and this statement, coupled

with the fact that the road was being built by the state, makes the subject

one of such historical interest that it is worth a special note, which will

be found as an appendix.

Inasmuch as these English rails were laid on a railroad built in the

verj' earliest days of railroad projection and extension, when this metliod

of transportation was new and untried, the traffic necessarly was small, and

hence the severity of service not great, but they served for a great many
years, probably about 41, though it may be that part of the service wa^

in side tracks. In spite of these facts, however, the accumulated interna!

stress was pretty large, 27,000 pounds compression in one case and 24,000

pounds compression in the other, comparing with 20,000 pounds com-

pression mentioned as large in several of the reports of the Interstate

Commerce Commission of rails which failed by transverse fissures.^ In

these cases, too, it should be noted that the elastic limit was low, varying

from 26,670 pounds per square inch to 48,760 pounds per square inch,

while in the cases of the I. C. C. reports the elastic limit was usually

closer to 60,000 pounds per square inch. These strain and stress tests were

conducted by measuring with a strain gauge the extension or contraction

of the material in a gauge length of 10 inches before and after removing

strips of approximately ys inch by ^ inch cross-section from various

locations on the rails, as illustrated on Sheet No. 12971 (Fig. 19). The
stresses were based on a modulus of elasticity of 30,000,000 pounds, the

corresponding internal stresses being determined by assuming that for

each .0001 inch measured strain (extension or contraction) on the 10-inch

gauged length there had existed a corresponding unit stress of 300 pounds

(compression or tension) in the metal of th^ specimen before cutting.

English Pear-Shape.

The English pear-shaped sections and one of the T sections, T. D.

2544 (Fig. 7), are the normal structure for wrought iron, T. D. 1 (Fig. 4),

containing a large slag enclosure, but with a somewhat high phosphorus

content; however, not very satisfactory conclusions can be drawn from

the chemical analysis of wrought iron. The microscopical examination

represented by the photo-micrographs indicates that the rails had been

made of a good grade of iron, the grains being of small size and the slag

content normal. The tensile properties of some of the specimens obtained

from ^-inch sections and the Brinell hardness tests indicated a rather

non-uniform material; however, this condition can be partly attributed

to the characteristic non-uniformity of wrought iron if relatively small

areas of the material are subjected to test. In view of this condition, al-

<R. J. Elvin, Special Agent, Pennsylvania Lines, 1892.
^Transactions of The American Institute of Mining Engineers, Feb-

ruary, 1918, p. 1875.
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though the ductility is slightly low, the iron may be considered of fair

quality.

English T-Shape.

Rail T. D. 2 (Fig. 10) of the English T pattern differs from the others

in having higher carbon and lower phosphorus, thus being more like

Bessemer steel than wrought iron. As a consequence the physical proper-

ties are higher. The ductility is good. The sulphur print indicates the

rail to be of sound material, not segregated, and this condition is verified

by the light etching tests and microscopical examination ; however, it may
be concluded from the needle structure represented by the photo-micro-

graphs that it was insufficiently worked during the manufacturing.

In spite of the high internal stresses and long service of the Englisli

rails, no transverse fissures were found in them.

German T-Shape.

Some of the German rails are still serving in side tracks on the Long

Island Railroad, having been first laid in the main tracks early in the

seventies, the rail being branded "F E 1871 German Steel." The specimens

examined were taken from service in the track, having probably been there

about 45 years. They were not considered good wearing rails by the

officers, as they mashed down under the loads. The reason for this is

shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15, which disclose the fact that they were rolled

from slab-piled blooms, the layers consisting alternately of steel and iron

with the vertical axis of the rails at right angles to the direction of piling.

The splitting of the heads is due to improper fusion between the layers.

The photo-micrographs of Fig. 17 show clearly the separate iron and steel

structures. On account of this method of manufacture and the small

size of the test specimens the resultant physical and chemical data are

subject to some variation and the data should therefore be considered as

approximate.

Strain tests conducted on both rails showed internal stresses of con-

siderable magnitude at each of the different locations, and the elastic

limit is low, but careful examination revealed no transverse fissures.

The following table shows the percentage in this intensity of the in-

ternal stresses against the elastic limit and ultimate strength of the ma-

terial of the respective rails. The comparison with the present equip-

ment is based on an average internal stress of 30,000 pounds, which is

considered as very high for the top of head portion of open hearth rails

:

Comparison of Internal Stresses Based on Relative Strength of
Material.

Based Upon
Kind of Rail. Elastic Limit. Ultimate Strength.

English, Pear-Shape 68.6% 48.2%
English, T-Shape 44.8% 20.3%
German, T-Shape 56.2% 27.8%
German, T-Shape 36.1% 22.9%
Present equipment of O. H. Rail 45.2% 23.5%
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P. R. R. and A. S. C. E. Sections.

The strain and stress measurements on these specimens were more
numerous than in the preceding cases. Each rail was prepared for test

as shown in the diagram at the bottom of Fig. 19, as follows

:

Three 12-inch sections for determination of internal stresses and
strains ; one cut 4 feet from each end and one at the center of the rail.

One 1-inch specimen at the center of the rail for Brinell and Sclero-

scope hardness tests.

One 6-inch specimen at the center of the rail and adjacent to the

Brinell and Scleroscope specimens for chemical analyses.

One 9-inch specimen at the center of the rail and adjacent to the

specimen for chemical analyses for tests of physical properties.

Two equal lengths between the center and one outer section for in-

ternal stresses and strains, for quick bend test.

One length from between center and other outer section for internal

stresses and strains, for drop test.

Eight specimens 12 inches long and H inch wide were cut from each

of the three internal stress and strain sections at the locations designated

by the letters (a) to (i) inclusive on the rail cross-sections shown at the

top of Fig. 19.

The stress and strain tests were conducted as described under "Eng-

lish Rails," but additional description in detail of the laboratory manipula-

tion is given below

:

"Each of the internal stress and strain sections (12 inches long) was
laid off along the length of the section, in carefully measured 10-inch

gauge lengths (10 inches between centers of two small drilled and coun-
tersunk datum holes) at the locations indicated by letters (a) to (i) in-

clusive on rail-end view, Fig. 19. The stress and strain specimens (strips)

each containing a 10-inch gauge length and having the transverse areas
(cross-sectioned), Fig. 19, were then cut full length from the 12-inch
section in the successive order shown by the horizontal columns (a) to

(d and h), third to ninth inclusive, Fig. 20.

"As each specimen was cut from the section, and allowed to cool to

room temperature, it was measured between the two datum holes and for

each .0001-inch increase or decrease (extension or contraction) of the

original gauge length it was assumed that there had existed a correspond-
ing initial stress of 300 pounds (compression or tension) in the metal
of the specimens before cutting, based on a modulus of elasticity of

30,000,000 pounds. The stress thus determined for each specimen is shown
in the second column (Stresses in Specimen) of sheets illustrated by Fig.

20 and also at the proper "locations about the rail end-view of the sheets

illustrated by Fig. 21.

"After removing each specimen from the section, measurements of

extension or contraction were also taken at the remaining gauge lengths

on the section. The stresses obtained from the remaining gauge lengths

on the section after removing specimen (a) are shown in proper order

under the third column marked (a)'; the stresses obtained after removing
specimen (b) are shown under the fourth column marked (b), etc., of

Fig. 19. These determinations were made in order to ascertain how the

removal of each specimen affected the remaining portion of the section."

From a general inspection of the data obtained from the internal

stress and strain investigation it would appear in every case but one

(rail F, location (g) ) that the highest internal stresses were found at the

surface of the heads of the rails, and those high stresses were opposite
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the gauge side (location (b)) with the exception of rail H, location (a)

and rail G, where thej* are equal at locations (a) and (b). The next

highest internal stresses were found at the «.urfacc of the head of the

rails at the gage side (location (a)). The 57,000 pounds tension in the

flange of rail "F" is extraordinary and inexplicable.

These internal head stresses are very high in rails E, H, and F, 36,000,

36,000 and 33,000 pounds compression respectively, while they are high in

all the other cases, higher than quoted in "Transactions of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, February, 1918, page 1875." The elastic

limit in these highest cases is as low as 46,550 pounds per square inch

(rail E), which is the lowest of all of them, and as high as 58,450 pounds

per square inch (rail H), which is the highest of all of them. Of these

three rails containing the highest internal stresses "F" and "H" are badly

segregated chemically, as shown by the chemical analyses, the photo-micro-

graphs, and the sulphur prints. These qualities are not confirmed by the

elastic limit test, but in the quick bend test they have the lowest elastic

limit load (function of the elastic limit)," which may be an indication that

the quick bend test revealed the defective condition more clearly than did

the tensile test.

Notwithstanding these high internal stresses, low elasticity, and lack

of homogeneity in the structure, these rails served under heavy traffic for

25 and 19 years, and a careful examination of this entire group of Besse-

mer steel rails failed to disclose any signs of transverse fissures.

It is reasonable to expect, therefore, that, if severity of service, espe-

cially by exceedingly heavy wheel loads, be the sole cause of the defect

known as transverse fissure, these rails, after their unusually long service,

and in some of the cases under the heaviest wheel loads in use, would be

sure to be filled with transverse fissures. That such was proved by care-

ful examination not to be the fact, that rails adjacent to and undergoing

precisely the same conditions of service as those in which transverse

fissures have been found do not have any, and that rails never put into

service as well as those which have been in service have been shown by

Waring and Wickhorst to contain microscopical cracks, seems to prove
beyond a doubt that the cause, the real cause of transverse fissures must
be sought in the processes of manufacture. .The wheel loads are the

instruments of development from the initial defect, and it is true that the

service has become uncommonly severe. The real office of a rail is to

undergo service, and we will continue to seek a material which will fulfill

the requirements of the service.

^Proceedings American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 18, p.
1081 (1917).

Bulletin American Railway Engineering Association, No. 214, p. 591
(1919).

i
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Fig. 1.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of English Pear-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 2543. Microphotographs Were Taken at

Positions A and B.
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A B

Fig. 2.

—

Microphotographs of English Pear-Shaped Rail T. D. 2543.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near

an upper corner of the head, as indicated on Fig. 1. Normal structure

for wrought iron with the usual amount of slag.
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Fig 3.

—

Reproduction of Sulphur Print of English Pear-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 2543.

Fig. 4.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of English Pear-Shaped Rail

T. D. No. 1. Microphotographs Were Taken at
Positions A and B.
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A B
Fig. S.^Microphotographs of English Pear-Shaped Rail T. D. No. 1.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near
an upper corner of the head, as indicated in Fig. 4. Fine grained wrought
iron structure with the usual large slag enclosures and a high amount of
finely distributed slag.

Fig. 6.

—

Reproduction of Sulphur Print of English Pear-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 1.
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Fig. 7.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of English T-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 2544. Microphotogkaphs Were Taken at

Positions A and B.

>^lf •:---/:

A B
Fig. 8.

—

Microphotographs of English T-Siiaped Rail T. D. No. 2544.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near
an upper corner of the head, as indicated on Fig. 7. A is normal wrought
iron structure showing ferrite with large areas of slag. B shows ferrite

with usual amount of slag.
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Fig. 9.

—

Reproduction of Sulphur Print of English T-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 2544.

Fig. 10.—Reproduction of Light Etching of English T-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 2. Microphotographs Were Taken

AT Positions A and B.
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A B
Fig. 11.—MicROPHOTOGRAPHS OF English T-Shaped Rail T. D. No. 2.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near
an upper corner of the head, as indicated in Fig. 10. Moderately coarse
grained pearlite with thick network and needles of ferrite indicating
under working.

Fig. 12.

—

Reproduction of Sulphur Print of English T-Shaped Rail
T. D. No. 2.
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Fig. 13.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of German Rail T. D. No. 4.

MiCROPHOTOGRAPHS WeRE TaKEN AT POSITIONS A AND B.
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A B
Fig. 14.

—

Microphotographs of German Rail T. D. No. 4.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near

an upper corner of the head, as indicated on Fig. 13. A is structure along

split in the head showing ferrite-pearlite structure with large amount of

slag. B is average structure showing ferrite-pearlite well broken up.

(39)
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Fig. 15.

—

Reproduction of Sukphur Print of German Rail T. D. No. 4.

'^'"%

Vll

Fig. 16.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of German Rail T. D. No. 2769.

Microphotographs Were Taken at Positions A and B.
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Fig. 17.

A B
-MiCROPHOTOGRAPJiS OF GERMAN RaiL T. D. No. 2769.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near
an upper corner of the head, as indicated in Fig. 16. Rail was made of
alternate layers of iron and steel. A is structure of one of the iron
layers showing ferrite with a large amount of slag. B is structure of one
of the steel layers showing pearlite with ferrite network and slag.

2 76 9

Fig. 18.

—

Reproduction of Sulphur Print of German Rail T. D. No. 2769.
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Locations of Specimens,

GAUGE SIDE

For 85 Lb.F-.R.R. Rail 2-7/15"'

1"

Lb.ASCE Rail.

Two equal length Quick
Bend Specimens

Z DSX

Brlne>i and Sclercscope Spscime:y

&«9"

X

One Drop Test
Specimen,

1

A.

*M:rJ'^d

^Thysl^-al Specimen
\ ^Chemistry Specini

• Internal Stresses and Strains SiJctlons

Fig. 19.

—

Locations of Specimens for Various Tests and Internal
Strain Measurements.
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Ball T" - 85 Lb. EaB.R. Section Rail, Carnegie Steel Co., 1098.
Beat Ho. i$» Cincinnati SiTiaion, Between UJ>. 24'»2704 Ft. and b.P. 24*3076 Pt,

Loe»-
(Ion
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Soc.16 o 27000 Lbs.C
" 17 •= 12000 " "

" IS 1 15000 •" "

Sec. 10 = 33000 I.ba.C
•• 17 = 12000 " "

" 18 = 13500 " "

CaUQE SIUB

Sec. 16 = 27000 Lbs.C
" IV - 9000 •• " i

"We 12000 " "

\
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Fracture No.l Fracture No. 2

Fracture No.S Fraotiu-e No.4

Fracture No.

5

Fracture No.

6

Fir,. 22.—Di.AGRAMs Showing Types of Fracture Obtained From Rails
Under the Quick Bend Test.
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Fig. 23.—Reproduction of Light Etching of 1895 Illinois Steel Company
Rail T. D. No. 5. Microphotographs Were Taken at

Positions A and B.

A B
Fig. 24.—Microphotographs of 1895 Illinois Steel Company Rail

T. D. No. 5.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near
an upper corner of the head, as indicated on Fig. 23. A is fine grained
pearlite with thick ferrite network and clusters of ferrite and manganese
sulphide slag. B is average fine grained pearlite-ferrite structure.
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Fig. 25.

—

Reproduction of Sulphur Print of 1895 Illinois Steel
Company Rail T. D. No. 5.

Fig. 26.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of 1898 Carnegie Steel
Company Rail T. D. No. 17.
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A B
.

Fig 27.

—

Microphotographs of 1898 Carnegie Steel Company Rail
T. D. No. 17.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near

an upper corner of the head, as indicated on Fig. 26. A is part of high

carbon segregated streak in head and web, showing fine grained pearlite

with trace of ferrite network. B shows moderately fine grained pearlite

with thick ferrite network and clusters of ferrite.

Fig. 28.—Reproduction of Sulphur Print of 1898 Carnegie Steel

Company Rail T. D. No. 17.
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»ft

Fig. 29.

—

Reproduction of Light Etching of 1892 Cambria Steel Com-
pany Rail T. D. No. 23. Microphotographs Were Taken at

Positions A and B.

A B
Fig. 30.

—

Microphotographs of 1892 Cambria Steel Company Rail
T. D. No. 23.

A is from the interior of the head near the web and B is from near

an upper corner of the head, as indicated on Fig. 29. A shows high

carbon segregation in center of head and coarse grained pearlite with
ferrite network and trace of slag. B shows moderately coarse grained

pearlite with thick network and clusters of ferrite.
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i-'

a.3

Fig. 31.—Reproduction of Sulphur Print of 1892 Cambria Steel
Company Rail T. D. No. 23.



Appendix.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD SYSTEM.

HISTORICAL NOTE ON THE INCEPTION AND CONSTRUC-
TION OF EARLY RAILROADS WHICH BECAME

INCORPORATED IN THE SYSTEM.

What may be truly said to be the beginning of the great Pennsylvania

Railroad System, both East and West of Pittsburgh, was in state origina-

tion, construction, operation and ownership, in the one case that of the

State of Pennsylvania and in the other that of the State of Indiana, but

because of failure to realize the ideals and business success in each case,

the enterprises were sold to private corporations for completion and man-

agement. A recital in brief of this story is instructive and interesting.

By act of the Pennsylvania Legislature March 24, 1828,' the con-

struction of a railroad from Philadelphia through Lancaster to Columbia

was authorized, and in April, 1829, the Board of Canal Commissioners let

contracts for 40 miles- of its construction. "The appropriations dealt out

were in niggardly amounts so that the progress was slow," and it was not

till the 20th September, 1832, that 20 miles at the eastern end were com-

pleted and open for travel. "In April, 1834, the single track was completed

through from Philadelphia to Columbia." Quoting Mr. Wilson

:

"Whilst this line was not the first railway constructed, it was the first

of any length forming a part of an extended system of transportation and
was the first to pass under exclusive government control, both in its con-

struction and operation. . . ."

"In scanning the history of the Philadelphia and Columbia Railroad,

the subject of government control of railroads and the efifect of such con-

trol suggests itself. It is a large subject, one in which all are more or less

interested, out of which demagogues are constantly producing mischief
by handling without knowledge ; one that has commanded the closest at-

tention of political economists and patriotic statesmen, and one that can-

not be treated in a sketch with fullness of satisfaction.

"The Commonwealth of Pennsjlvania was the first government to

foster the building of railroads, and to assume their management, and the

first to discover that the operating of that class of property was a business

function not lodged in the administration of civil government, but was
one that could be best performed by a subordinate corporation. Whilst
her taking upon herself the construction of that road gave impetus to

railroad projects, its management put a blight upon the great state that

has not entirely disappeared. The theory of government control was
ideal—equity alone was to control in settling the relations between car-

rier and shipper, and the golden days of serenitJ^ as illustrated by the

lion and lamb living in loving contact, were to arrive. But practice proved
how idle the theory, and how out of state management of public works
grew the enthrallment of a commonwealth. It bled at every pore and
suffered all manner of woes at the hands of partisan politicians, who knew
no law other than their own greed, no virtue but their own appetites. Mil-
lions of wealth were squandered in construction, the public were punished
or rewarded as they denounced or sided with those in position, employees
were plundered by so-called assessments, and the ballot-box polluted for

•History of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.. by William Bender Wilson,
1^99.
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the purpose of perpetuating power. All the avenues of government were
completely corrupted, state credit collapsed, and the public improvements
of Pennsylvania became public scandal. ... It was not an infrequent

occurrence on election day to see the gravel train loaded down with men
moving from town to town with the scarcely disguised intention of pol-

luting the ballot box. . . . Personally I have seen the paymaster, after

requiring the employee to sign the pay-roll for the full amount of his pay,

count out the amount, less ten per cent, and without a word of comment
unblushingly take the latter and put it in a bag made for the purpose, and
labeled 'Political Assessments.' ...

"The individual transporter who did not dance when the politician

in charge of the road piped was placed at a great disadvantage. His cars

were not moved until after his competitor, who was a partisan, reached
market, classifications were interpreted against him, and his cars con-

demned by inspectors. . . . Such were the conditions when the people,

in utter desperation, rose en masse and elected a legislature who sold the

public works to a private corporation at more than their value, but at

about one-fourth of the public money expended upo^i them. The Phila-

delphia & Columbia Railroad at this time was in such a run-down condi-

tion, so entirely inadequate to handle the tonnage passing over the line, that

the purchasers were compelled to begin rebuilding at once."

The purchaser was the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, which had

been organized March 31, 1847, under charter of February 25, 1847, and

possession was entered upon August 1, 1857, under act of the Legislature

May 16, 1857.

Another railroad which ultimately became a part of the Pennsylvania

Railroad System was also being built at this time, the Camden & Amboy
Railroad, incorporated February 4, 1830, and organized April 28, 1830.

Grading was started at Bordentown December 1, 1830, and in September,

1832, it was completed between that place and Hightstown, 13.4 miles,

when the first 20 miles of the Philadelphia & Columbia were finished, and

to South Amboy, 20.5 additional miles in December of the same year.

The line was finished from Bordentown to Camden, 28 miles, on January

1, 1834, and the Philadelphia & Trenton Railroad, 28.2 miles, completed

in 1835.

Turning now to the west, we find the State of Indiana attracted by

the new system of transportation and anxious for the development of

the state which freedom of traffic, freight and passenger, would bring.

Therefore, the following "Act to Provide for a General System of In-

ternal Improvements, approved January 27, 1836,'" was passed

:

"Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of
Indiana, that six persons shall be appointed by the governor, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, who, together with the present
canal commissioners, shall constitute a board of internal improvement to

serve for three years from and after their appointment ; . . .

"Section 2. The board thus constituted shall be called the state board
of internal improvements, shall take the same oath and give the same
bond as now required by law of the canal commissioners. They shall lo-

cate, under the provisions of this act, and superintend the several works
of internal improvements in this state and hold semi-annual meetings
and as much oftener as they may deem necessary. Five members shall con-
stitute a quorum and they shall each receive as a compensation for their

•Corporate History of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. Vol.
rV. p. 1, 1899.
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services the sum of two dollars per day for every day necessarily em-
ployed, and also an equitable allowance for traveling and other contingent
expenses.

"Section 3. In the meetings of said board they shall determine the

general outline of the operations in relation to such works of interna*

improvement as may be authorized by law determining questions of im-
portance submitted to them in relation to said works, and to assist in the

examination of accounts and making reports to the general assembly, and
as soon as any work on canal line shall be ready to be placed imder con-

tract the said board shall elect one of their members to serve as acting

commissioner on said line, whose duty it shall be to superintend the same
under the general direction and during the pleasure of said board. . . .

"Section 4. The said board of internal improvement is hereby au-

thorized and directed to adopt such measures as may be necessary to

commence, construct and complete, within a reasonable time, the following
public works, viz. :

"4th. A railroad from Madison through Columbus, Indianapolis and
Crawfordsville to Lafayette, to be called the Madison and Lafayette Rail-

road, to construct which the sum of one million three hundred thousand
dollars is hereby appropriated. . .

."

By act approved February 14, 1838, the character of that portion be-

tween Indianapolis and Lafayette was changed from that of a railroad to

that of a macadamized road, and the following is quoted from the act

:

"Sec. 2. The board of internal improvements shall lay down on so

much of said road as lies between Madison and Indianapolis" a super-

structure of a single track railroad only," until further action of the

Legislature.

"Sec. 3. The board of internal improvements in constructing said

single track railroad shall employ either the T-rail or the flat bar rail as

in their opinion, taking all the circumstances of the case into considera-

tion, the interest of the state require."

The state board of internal improvements commenced work in 1836,

and on April 1, 1839, opened the road for operation from Madison to

Graham's Fork Bridge (17 miles), in June, 1839, to Vernon (22 miles

from Madison), and on June 1, 1841, to Griffiths (now Queensville), 27.8

miles from Madison, having expended in construction $1,624,291.93.

There was a very bold piece of location and construction in the por-

tion from Madison to North Madison, the inclined plane v/ith a cog rack

up the bluff from the river, 1.29 miles long and on a grade of 5.85 per cent.

It is now worked by locomotive tractive power.

It w^as operated by contract with private companies first for 60 per

cent, and later for 71 per cent of the gross earnings from April 1, 1839,

until June 1, 1841, when the board of improvements took possession and

operated it by an agent of the state under the direction of a commissioner

until it was delivered to the Madison & Indianapolis Railroad Company

February 20, 1843.

The arrangement was not satisfactory for "An Act to Provide for

the Continuance of the Construction of All or Any Part of the Public

Works of This State by Private Companies, and for Abolishing the Board

'Madison to Indianapolis 85.79 miles.
»*The masonry was built for double track.
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of Internal Improvements and the Offices of Fund Commissioner and

Chief Engineer," approved January 28, 1842, was passed. It provided for

surrendering the unfinished portions of all or of any one or more of the

works of internal improvement and the right of demanding and receiving

tolls and rents to such associations as might bring themselves within the

provisions of the act, and when such an association should be formed the

governor was required to appoint three or more commissioners to receive

subscriptions of stock for continuing the construction of the work, and as

soon as the sum of $10,000 should be subscribed and such portion as re-

quired paid in (in addition to any real estate subscribed as stock) as the

capital, the commissioners must preside at an election of thirteen directors.

The stock having been subscribed and the terms complied with, the Madi-

son & Indianapolis Railroad Company was organized and the directors

elected June 17, 1842, and on June 20th the governor issued the proclama-

tion to that effect. Amendatory legislation was enacted by which of date

as of January 31, 1843, the state surrendered to the railroad company the

property of the state known as the Madison & Indianapolis Railroad, and

of date as of January 13, 1845, the company was authorized to borrow
money and issue bonds, complete the road to Indianapolis before July 1,

1848, pay an annual rental until January 13, 1853, equal to the net earn-

ings of the road for the year 1841 ($1,152.00) and from that time until

July 1, 1868, divide the net profits according to the length of the road

which the state and the company should have finished respectively, giving

about one-third to the state and two-thirds to the latter, after which date

the state might exercise its reserved right to redeem the propertj^ by re-

funding to the company the amount actually expended thereon by it with

interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum.

All the conditions were carried out, and the railroad finished by the

company to Indianapolis and opened for operation October 1, 1847.

The privilege of redemption by the state was never exercised, but

instead, by agreement of April 12, 1855, and by deed of February 26, 1856,

the state, through its commissioners, conveyed the interest of the state

to the Madison & Indianapolis Railroad Company in consideration of the

delivery to the commissioners for the use of the state of $75,000 of the

5 per cent stocks of the State of Indiana.

The early annual reports are interesting and sometimes gingery

reading. Although the road was begun with a T rail of about 45 pounds

per yard, the company laid flat bar iron about ^/i by 2^ inches on that

portion between Columbus and Edinburgh, which in after years gave it

great trouble. Mr. Samuel Merrill, who was not only president, but also

superintendent in the early years, in his report for the j'ear 1844 had the

idea of timber cultivation for cross-ties even then. He says, "It is very

desirable that better timber should be procured for repairs. Oak ties

sawn from thrifty trees, seasoned and bedded in clay, will last 10 or 12

years, but when fies or strings are sawn from old trees and laid at once

in close contact with loose loamy soil, they commence decaying rapidly

m four or five years. It is said that cedar can be had both from Kentuckv
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and Tennessee, and negotiations are in progress to obtain it. The locust

grows rapidly, and no time should be lost in commencing its cultivation

along the route. If properly attended to, it may be ready to replace the

first set of ties, as they decay, on the north part of the road."

The company had its first serious accident on the plane previously

referred to: "It has been a subject of deep regret to the company, that

on the 2Sth of Alarch, last (1844), by the misconduct of a person in their

employ, two passengers and three others lost their lives, and two others

were much injured on the Inclined Plane near Madison. The rails being

slippery, the conductor gave positive orders, that until the passenger car

reached the bottom, no other should be started on the plane. But in viola-

tion of these orders a heavy wood car was almost immediately sent down,

and the brakes being insufficient in the then state of the road, the pas-

senger car was overtaken, thrown partially from the track and crushed.

Three-fourths of the persons on the cars were not hurt. Though the

company has always been embarrassed for funds, the directors cheerfully

donated $650 to the widows of the deceased, and a compromise has been

made with the persons injured, so that there will be no recourse to litiga-

tion. No passenger has ever been injured on any other occasion, and at

this time those who manage the business, both on the plane and the line,

are confident that it is as free from danger as any other mode of con-

veyance."

Mr. Merrill comments upon the prospects for the future

:

"This railroad, it will be recollected, was commenced eight years ago,

by the state, and over $1,600,000 expended. Of the distance to Edinburgh,
56 miles, one-half was finished with a good T-rail, and about one-half the

grading was done on the other 28 miles. Though there was very great

waste in the expenditures of the state, especially on the inclined plane,

and the bridges south of Vernon, yet the work done ought, even now, to

be worth half the original cost. The state being without funds and the

road unprofitable, as it yielded only $1,152.04 over the expenses in 1841, it

was proposed by the Legislature of 1842, to be surrendered to the com-
pany . . . (on the terms already stated).

"In this arrangement between the state and the company there can

be no doubt, that it has and will contribute to the mutual advantage of

both. The state had shown neither prudence nor economy in the rnan-

agement of the road; and but for the company it must, before this time,

have been abandoned altogether. . . . When the road reaches Indianap-

olis, which contains near 5,000 inhabitants and is the center of a region

not surpassed in the Union for combined, agricultural and manufacturing
advantages, the business transacted will be ten times its present amount
and the tolls, at reduced rates, will at once be near one hundred thousand
dollars a year."

The operators under private management, too, found it difficult to

give satisfaction to shippers and travelers on all occasions, as will be ap-

preciated from the following extracts from Mr. Merrill's report for the

year 1845

:

".
. . There can be no guarantee against the elements, nor that

complaints shall not be made without cause. The price? of pork and
other produce were falling, and the trouble and expense of keeping live

hogs on hand increased as it became more difficult to transport them, so
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that it was to be expected that much clamor would arise. Though the

business was felt often to be unprofitable, it was not the less earnestly

urged forward. All complaints were listened to and remedied as far as

possible, and generally those who find the most fault have suffered little

and know less of the difficulties that have been encountered. In such mat-
ters, the most ignorant are usually the most positive and uncharitable in

giving their opinions. It would have been more pleasant in an annual
report to pass in silence the complaints alluded to, but they have been
repeated so often that they ought to be investigated and their truth estab-

lished or the brand of calumny stamped upon their authors.

"Hitherto the employees of the company have all been working men,
and in advancing them in wages or station reference has been had solely

to the useful qualities they possessed and exercised. To transport travel-

ers safely, and do the business of the customers of the road to their

satisfaction, has been to them matters of pride and gratification. In

determining whether machinery was to be provided, repairs made, or the

road extended, with very limited means, the maintenance of the credit

of the company, and the completion of the road, have been the main
objects kept in view. That these should be objected to, by the selfish and
unprincipled, that those who know nothing of railroads should entertain

unreasonable expectations, and that travelers and others should vent idle

criticisms, have been looked for and are regarded with the contempt they
deserve. Bui the managers of the road have expected the approbation

of the stockholders and the intelligent and disinterested part of the public.

When they cannot have this, their services should be dispensed with.
".

. . Another loan this year of $50,000, and such temporary loans

as can be made, will suffice to pay the first installment on the iron, . . .

It may even endanger the road, thus recklessly to hazard the credit and
honor of the company. If those who say, the road must be finished at

once, will furnish the means, it can be done, . . . It is not the least

among the annoyances that many friends of the road are abundantly
liberal with their advice, but will give no other assistance."



Appendix G

THE NATURE OF THE DEFECTS REVEALED BY THE
DEEP ETCHING OF TRANSVERSELY

FISSURED RAILS

By Henry S. Rawdon, Associate Physicist, Bureau of Standards.

The importance of deep etching by means of concentrated acid in the

study of rails showing the defect of transverse fissures has been definitely

established.^' ' The real nature of the defects revealed has never been

demonstrated with certainty, however, and in consequence various views

are held as to the interpretation and value of the indications of the deep-

etching test. In the different conflicting opinions expressed, the "defects"

revealed in rails of this type have been attributed to possible variations in

the rate of solubility of the steel in different directions, to internal stresses

within the material, and to pre-existing discontinuities or separations

within the metal. All of the previous investigators of this subject agree,

however, that the defects are of such a nature that ordinary metallographic

methods do not reveal their presence. As part of the study of railway

materials authorized by Congress by special appropriation for the purpose,

the Bureau of Standards has been engaged for some years in the investi-

gation of defective rails, particular attention being paid to those showing

transverse fissures. The urgent need of determining the nature of the

defects in rails of this type which are revealed by deep etching has re-

cently directed the course this investigation has followed.

As material for study, three rails which had been removed from the

track because of the presence of transverse fissures were used. The three

differed markedly in composition, as shown by the data summarized in

Table 1

:

Table 1.

Composition of Rails Used.

Rail Carbon Manganese Phosphorus Sulphur Silicon Chromium Nickel

No. percent, percent, percent, percent, percent, percent, percent.

1 0.63 0.71 0.014 0.022 0.09 0.50 1.89

2 0.62 0.91 0.020 0.036 0.01 not detected

3 0.90 1.22 0.094 0.022 0.14

'F. M. Waring and K. E. Hofammann, Deep Etching of Rails and Forg-
ings, A. S. T. M. Proceedings. 19 (1919), and Discussion of same. Also Iron
Age, 104, pp. 13-16 (July 3, 1919).

^M. H. Wickhorst, Transverse Fissure Rails on Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad, Heat 41177. Bulletin 218, Am. Ry. Engrg. Assn., August,
1919, p. 1.

Rail Report 85, November. 1919.
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Sections of the head of each of the three rails were cut parallel to

the tread into a series of slices approximately ^ in. in thickness. Each
of these slices, after grinding, was etched with hot hydrochloric acid

<.sp. gr., 1.19), to determine whether the defects noted by previous investi-

gators were present or not. In each rail they were found in abundance

in the central and the lower portions of the head. Fig. 1 shows a longi-

tudinal section, parallel to the tread, cut from the lower portion of the

head of rail No. 3 which has been deeply etched.

\^

c

Fig. 1. Defects Revealed in Transversely Fissured Rails by Deep
Etching,

Longitudinal section of rail No. 3 (Table 1) parallel to the tread.
The surface was deeply etched with hot concentrated hydrochloric acid. xl.

Defects similar in appearance to those seen in the etched rail sections

have been noted in defective ingots and blooms of gun steel. Fig. 2a

shows the defects in such material. That these defects are initially present

in the material is evident from Fig. 2b, which shows the same material

before etching. The nature of these "cracks" or separations is illustrated

by Fig. 2c, which shows a section of a 1 in. "round" trepanned out of a

defective bloom of gun steel. The defects are of the nature of cracks

largely intercrystalline in their course— i. e., they extend between the

grains, for the most part, rather than across them.

It might naturally be expected that the defects revealed in the rails

are of the same character as those shown above in the gun steel. It is

extremely difficult, however, to demonstrate the presence of any features

in the unetched material corresponding to those found in the deeply
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2A 2B

2C

Fig. 2. Defects in Gun Forcings Revealed by Deep Etching.

a. Transverse radial section from a forging for a gun tube deeply

etched with concentrated hydrochloric acid. xl.

b. Same specimen as "a" after polishing, but before etching. The
defects revealed in "a." are readily visible before the specimen is etched, xl.

c. Cross-section of a 1-in. "round" trepanned out of a large bloom
intended for a gun tube; etched with 2% alcoholic nitric acid. The crack

which is, undoubtedly, of the same origin as the defects in "a" and "b"

probably originated at a rather high temperature. It is largely inter-

crystalline in its course. x3.
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etched specimen. As already stated, the usual metallographic methods are

ineffective; various other means were tried, including examination by

means of X-rays. Radiographic examination even of sections no more

than J4 in. in thickness did not reveal the presence of any unusual fea-

tures.

The only method by w^hich the defects can be located without etching

the material is a magnetic one. The specimen, which must be well polished

on the surface as for microscopic examination, is magnetized and then

immersed in kerosene, or a similar liquid, containing very fine iron dust

in suspension. "Cast-iron mud" from discs used for lapping operations is

Fig. 3. Defects in Transversely Fissured Rails.

The specimen of Fig. 1 after polishing, but before etching was mag-
netized and then immersed in a suspension of fine iron dust in kerosene.
(Compare with Fig. 1.) xl.

admirable for the purpose. Particles of the iron dust collect upon the

polished face of the magnetized specimen and at the places where, because

of a discontinuity within the -metal, a change in the density of the mag-
netic iiux occurs, orient themselves to correspond to the shape of the dis-

continuity. The specimens are finally washed in clean kerosene to re-

move as much as possible of the excess iron dust which is scattered over

the surface.'

In Fig. 3 is shown the appearance of the specimen illustrated by Fig. 1,

before etching.

'This method was developed at the Bureau of Standards under the direc-
tion of Maj. W. E. Hoke for the inspection of precision length gages.
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It was given the treatment outlined above. It is extremely diffi-

cult to photograph the surface so as to clearly show the results of the

tretament with iron dust. They arc readily seen upon visual examina-

tion, much more so than might be inferred from the photograph. Com-
parison of Fig. 3 with Fig. 1, however, shows a very fine "crack" or dis-

continuity in the unetched sample corresponding to each of the defects

found in the specimen after deep etching.

The appearance of the cracks located by the magnetic method is more

clearly shown in Fig. 4, somewhat magnified, in which the surface was

viewed obliquely. Crack "b" (Fig. 3) was located by means of iron dust

after magnetizing the specimen. Its position was then recorded by a

punch mark at each end of the crack. Fig. 4b shows the specimen after

M

4A 4B 4C

Fig. 4. Interior Cracks Existing in Transversely Fissured Rails.

"a" was
a. Crack "b" of Fig. 3 viewed obliquely. x3.

b. Same specimen as "a"; the line of the crack shown in

located by a punch mark at each end of the crack and the iron dust was
wiped off. No crack is visible. x3.

c. Same specimen as "b," treated a second time with iron dust.

(Compare with "a.") x3.

the iron dust was wiped off; no crack can be detected between the two

punch marks. In Fig. 4c the same area is shown after a second treatment

with the iron dust. Although it is known with certainty that a discon-

tinuity exists in' the steel between the two punch marks, it is extremely

difficult to find evidence of it in the microstructure even after light etching.

In Fig. 5 is shown the best indication found of the presence of such a

crack in the area between the two punch marks. This is very faint, how-

ever, and would be regarded in the ordinary microscopic examination as

of little or no significance. The faces on the opposite sides of the dis-
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SA

5B

5C

Fig. 5. Microscopic Appearance of Cracks Existing in Transversely

Fissured Rails.

a. Crack "b" of Fig. 4. Specimen is unetched. x50.

b. Same specimen as "a," etched with 2% alcoholic nitric acid. The
metal is in such intimate contact along the line of the defect that only a
very faint indication of its presence could be obtained. x50.

c. Same specimen as "b." x500. Even at this magnification the
course of the crack (indicated by arrows) is relatively very inconspicuous.
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continuity or fissure are in such intimate contact that at a magnification

as high as 500 diameters the course of the crack is relatively very incon-
spicuous, as is shown in Fig. 5c. The course of the crack which has been
indicated by arrows is hardly more conspicuous than the dark boundaries
of the pearlite masses which constitute the structure of the steel. The
failure of the radiographic examination to reveal these defects is due to

the intimate contact between the two faces of the crack; the specimen be-

haves as solid metal does for this reason.

In Fig. 6a is shown a slice cut from the head of Rail No. 1, parallel

to the tread, in which two defects have been located by means of iron

dust after magnetization of the specimen. By means of punch marks close

to the ends of the cracks, it was found possible to open the fissure, as is

shown in Fig. 6 b and c. The slice containing the defects was then cut, as

shown by the lines in Fig. 6a, and each strip broken transversely along

the line of the defect. The break was localized by means of a slight saw-

cut on each side in line with the crack. The appearance of the fracture

is shown in Fig. 6d. A definite area which is easily distinguished from

the surrounding sound material corresponds to the defect previously lo-

cated. The strip containing crack "b" showed a similar characteristic

spot when broken. The area, semi-circular in Fig. 6d, is identical in ap-

pearance with the nucleus of transverse fissures and with the "grey spots"

often revealed in the transverse breaks of the heads of defective rails of

this kind. >

The nature of these defects can best be studied in material in which

the carbon-content is low enough so that the grain boundaries are clearly

outlined by ferrite envelopes. Rail No. 2 was found to be very suitable

for this purpose. Fig. 7 shows a section of this rail after slight etching

with concentrated hydrochloric" acid. The interior cracks having been

widened by the concentrated acid, the surface was ground down, re-

polished and re-etched for microscopic examination. In Figs. 7a and 7b

a crack is shown passing through the grains and across the grain boun-

daries. The cracks are intracrystalline in their course—i. e., the break

has occurred through the grains rather than between them.

The results of the examination given above definitely warrant the

conclusion that the defects ("gashes," "fissures" or "cracks") revealed In

rails of the transverse fissure type by means of deep etching exist within

the material previously to the etching, as discontinuities within the steel.

The function of the acid used for etching is merely to widen and deepen

the pre-existing cracks. The microscopic appearance of these cracks offers

some suggestions as to their origin. The course of the crack is intra-

crystalline and has the general appearance of a fracture produced in nor-

mal material; there is no evidence of inherent weakness at the grain

boundaries. An answer to the question as to whether the separation oc-

curred while the metal was cold—i. e., in the track—or while hot—i. e., in

the mill—does not appear to be forthcoming from the evidence offered

by the examination of the fractures alone. No definite statement can be
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A

\:3

tK

Fig. 6. Nature of the Interior Defects Revealed by the Deep Etching
OF Rails Containing Transverse Fissures.

a. Longitudinal section of rail No. 1 (Table 1) parallel to the tread.
The two defects "A" and "B" were located by the magnetic method.

b. Defect "A" of "a" above. By means of a punch mark at each end,
the crack has been opened; specimen is unetched. x50.

c. Defect "B" of "a" above. The crack has been opened by means
of punch marks as shown. Specimen was slightly etched with 2% alco-
holic nitric acid. xlO.
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made on this point. However, the comparison of internal fractures found

in ingots and blooms and hence, in all probability, produced at a rather

high temperature (Fig. 2) with those found in rails which were removed

from service because of transverse fissures (Fig. 7) is very suggestive.

6D

Fig. 6-a. Nature of the Interior Defects Revealed by the Deep Etch-

ing OF Rails Containing Transverse Fissures. *

d. Fracture of the strip of specimen "a" containing defect "A." The
rail section was cut into strips as shown and fractured by a transverse
break, along the line of the defect. The semicircular area, indicated by
the arrow, corresponds to the defect.

The internal cracks shown in Fig. 2 are of the iw^ercrystalline type. In

general, this is a characteristic of fracture produced in metals at elevated

temperature. On the other hand, the cracks shown in Fig. 7c are of the

infracrystalline type, a feature which, in general, is characteristic of frac-

tures produced in metals broken at ordinary temperatures.

» SUMMARY.

1. It has been definitely shown that the defects found in transversely

fissured rails in abundance after deep etching exist within the metal

initially—i. e., before etching. The concentrated acid merely widens and

deepens these defects.

2. These defects are internal fractures, roughly circular in area, and

are of the intracrystalline type of break; otherwise, the metal appears

sound.

3. These defects may be revealed with certainty before etching by

magnetizing the polished specimen and then immersing it in a suspension

of very fine iron dust in kerosene or a similar liquid. This method ap-~

pears to be the only one for determining the presence of these and similar

defects with certainty without etching the piece and thus destroying the

characteristic features of the defects
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WHAT IS BRITTLENESS IN STEEL RAILS?

By M. H. WiCKHORST, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

When a rail breaks in track or in test with little or no noticeable bend-

ing or display of ductility, it is usually called brittle, or the cause of the

breaking is said to be brittleness. In this discussion it is proposed to con-

sider the nature of brittleness and the underlying causes of it.

When a rail is bent in the drop test or other bending test, it may
display brittleness with either the head or the base in tension. When a

rail shows brittleness when tested with the head in tension, an examina-

tion of the fracture shows that the first point of the break was in the

interior of the head and that the fracture radiated toward the surface

from the interior point. In other words, in the case of head tension

breaks, brittleness is a condition of the interior metal of the head, although

the metal at the top of the head may be subjected to greater strain.

When brittleness is shown when tested with the base in tension, the

initial point of the break may be in the interior of the base, particularly

with thick base rails, or it may be a surface seam in the bottom of the

base.

Head Brittleness

Brittleness with the head in tension may be divided into two types

;

one, in which the break starts in an area of fine crystalline structure of

segregated carbon and phosphorus; the other, in which the break starts

from a small area of slightly different appearance, called a "gray spot,"

which has been found to be a small interior crack, in otherwise normal

appearing structure.

An illustration of a fracture which started in a streak of interior

segregation is given in Fig. 1. This shows the fine crystalline material

in the web running up into the head. It is so hard and so lacking in

ductility, that as shown in the picture (although not very distinctly), the

material let go in the interior of the head near the web with very little

stretch, followed by fracture through the entire section.

An illustration of a fracture which started from a small interior

crack is given in Fig. 2. It will be noted that the fracture radiates from

a small area of slightly different appearance in the interior of the head,

called a gray spot, which in all probability is a small interior crack. Al-

though with our present information, there is a possibility that the gray

spot is not strictly a crack, it is at least a "near crack," and it will be

called a crack for simplicity of discussion. (Since this was written a

paper by Rawdon has appeared. Report 85 of this Series, confirming the

view that "gray spots" are cracks.) When such a rail is put into service,

some of the cracks, especially those not so deeply imbedded in the rail

head, grow under the continued action of moving wheels and develop

into "transverse fissures" surrounding the original crack, which acted as

Rail Report 86, March, 1920.
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Fig. 1. Fracture Which Started in the Interior of the Head in a
Streak of Segregated Metal Extending Into the Head.
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Fig. 3. Transverse Fissure Partly Surrounding the Nucleus.
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Fig. 4. Well Developed Transverse Fissure.
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Fig. 5. Transverse Fissure Almost Developed to the Surface at the
Side of the Head.

Fig. 6. Transverse Fissure Developed to the Surface and Darkened
BY Weathering.
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a "nucleus." The fissure continually grows in service, becoming larger

and larger, until finally it comes to the surface at the side of the head

and at this stage may cause sudden fracture through the whole section of

the rail.

Illustrations of transverse fissures in various stages of development

are given in Figs. 3 to 6 inclusive. The last one in the series (Fig. 6)

shows the fissure as a dark area, as it had grown until it reached the

surface at side of the head, and thus had become discolored by the action

of the weather.

Base Brittleness

As indicated above, brittleness with the base in tension results from

a condition of segregation of carbon and phosphorus in the interior of the

section extending down into the base or from a longitudinal surface seam

in the bottom of the base. In the former case the break starts in the

interior due to the brittleness or lack of ductility of the interior metal.

This kind of brittleness is of the same nature as head brittleness due to

interior segregation, but because segregation generally extends farther

into the head than into the base, it can be more readily detected by bending

the rail with the head in tension than with the base in tension. There-

fore in the inspection of rails, they should be tested with the head down.

An illustration of base brittleness originating in a seam in the base

is given in Fig. 7, which shows a rail that broke in track, illustrating a

"broken rail" with a "square break." Fig. 8 shows a cross section of

this rail close to the fracture and the crack from which the break started

can be seen running up from the bottom of the base. Such a crack is a

development of a seam left in the base in the rolling of the rail, as illus-

trated in Fig. 9, which shows the fractured surface of a piece of flange

broken off a new rail. The arrow points to a longitudinal seam in the

bottom of the base, which seam is a flaw resulting from a tear in the side

of the bloom in rolling.

Most rail failures of the tj^pe known as "broken" rail, showing either

a "square" or "angular" break without visible defect in the metal, start

from a seam in the base. In the drop test, too, of new rails, a seam in

the base may be the origin of a break with but little display of ductility,

particularly when tested with the base in tension. If a seam occurs in

the base where it rests on a support, the local compression of the metal

caused by the blow opens it up, starting a split in the base and resulting

in fracture through the whole section about six inches from the support.

An illustration of such a break is given in Fig. 10. The impression left

where the base rested on the support is indicated by the whitened area,

and the crack that first opened up before the final break occurred is also

shown.

When tested with the head in tension, if a seam occurs in the base

where struck by the tup, the flange is apt to break off before the tensile

ductility of the head is exhausted. Such a case is illustrated in Fig. 11.

The primary purpose of the drop test is to determine the tensile duc-

tility of the rail, but as just discussed, a seam in the base may cause a

(4'))
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Fig. 7. "Broken" Rail in Which a Break Started From a Seam in

THE Bottom of the Base.

Fig. 8. Cross-Section of the Base of the Rail Shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9. .Fractured Surface of the Flange of a Rail Showing a Seam
i.x THE Bottom of the Base.

-•

—

To other support 6u.paort

Fig. 10. A Fracture in the Drop Test Which Started in a Seam in
THE Bottom of the Base Where It Rested Upon the Support.
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break before the full ductility of the part in tension is obtained. This

may be true with either the head or base in tension. When, however, the

rail is bent by a hydraulic bender or a screw operated test machine, a

normal break due to the exhaustion of the tensile ductility is obtained,

uninfluenced by the presence of seams. And comparisons have shown

that the ductility is the same whether the rail is bent quickly as in the

drop test or more slowly as in the hydraulic test. (The latter method is

usually spoken of as the "quick bend" incthod, as the whole operation of

testing the rail is more quickly performed by this method.) As seen from

this discussion, the hydraulic bend method is preferable to the drop test

in that it ahuays gives normal tension breaks of the part in tension.

Segregation, Slag and Sulphur

As .explained above, the segregation of carbon and phosphorus that

occurs toward the interior and upper part of the ingot while the metal is

setting is a cause of longitudinal brittleness when the rail is bent in

testing. In service also, segregated metal frequently causes the type of

rail failure known as "split head" by causing transverse brittleness of the

interior metal of the head.

The rolling of the wheels over the rail causes a side spread of the

top part of the head, and although the exterior metal has sufficient duc-

tility to flow without breaking, the interior metal may not have sufficient

ductility to stretch sideways, due to locally excessive carbon and phos-

phorus, to non-metallic inclusions or to discontinuities, and a break results

which finally develops into a split head.

It sometimes happens in the process of manufacture that small par-

ticles of slag remain entrapped or emulsified in the steel, which become

elongated into thread-like inclusions in the rail. Unless very numerous

or large, these inclusions do not much affect the tensile properties of the

rail steel longitudinally, but they lower the ductility in a transverse direc-

tion, producing a "woody" structure in the fracture.

Sulphur occurs in steel mostly in the form of the non-metallic com-

pound, manganese sulphide, distributed as a finely divided inclusion, and

ordinarily has little influence on the physical properties of the steel when
the sulphur is low. Sometimes, however, especially when the sulphur is

high, the manganese sulphide collects into larger masses, forming elon-

gated threads in the finished rail similar to slag inclusions, with the same

effect on the physical properties. These non-metallic inclusions constitute

in effect discontinuities in the metal and form starting points for rail

failures such as split head (vertical longitudinal crack in the interior

of the head) and horizontal fissure (horizontal longitudinal crack, gen-

erally with a transverse fissure branching off from it). Illustrations of

these types of rail failures are given in Figs. 12 and 13.
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Fig. 11. Flange Broken Where Struck by the Tup in the Drop Test,
Rail Having Been Head Down.

o

3

Fig. 12. Split Head.

Fig. 13. Horizontal Fissure in the Interior of the Head. View
Looking Down on the Top of the Head.
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Remedies for Brittleness

It is intended at this time to indicate only the general nature of the

means necessary to remedy brittleness of steel rails.

As seen above, two entirely independent conditions may be causes of

brittleness in steel rails ; one, the interior segregation of carbon and phos-

phorus, and the other, longitudinal surface seams in the bottom of the

base. To a lesser extent slag and manganese sulphide inclusions may also

be causes of brittleness. Then, too, there are interior cracks, our

knowledge of which is just in process of development.

Segregation is a condition that originates in the making of the ingot

and to keep it at a minimum, the steel should be well deoxidized with

silicon, titanium or other means. A liberal discard should also be made
from the top of the ingot, unless some form of "hot-top" process of cast-

ing the ingot is used whcreb}^ all the segregate is collected at the top

instead of the interior of the ingot. As a matter of steel economics,

probably the simplest and most economical method would be to roll the

top part of ordinar}' rail ingots into other products, and for this reason

it seems desirable to find as many uses as possible for this material and

thus expand its market.

Surface seams originate in the rolling, and result especially from the

tearing of the sides in the early stages of rolling the ingot into a bloom.

The surface of the ingot is very tender and the two ppen sides as the

ingot first enters the blooming rolls are apt to be ruptured. Such tears

are not afterwards eliminated and rolled out but are rather "rolled in,"

forming seams in the finished product. The seams are not usually visible

in the rails, due to the varnishing over of the surface by the surface slag

in rolling. Pickling in strong acid, however, brings them to view.

The avoidance of seams depends on the skill and care used in heating

the ingots in the soaking pits, and the method and care used in the making

of the bloom. When the ingot is rolled in the usual box rolls, the draft

should be small in the first few passes and the ingot* should be turned after

each pass for the best results as regards the surface of the bloom formed.

When the ingot is rolled in diamond or V-shaped rolls, the four sides are

supported, leaving only two of the corners open, where the tearing then

occurs. These corners finally form the edge of one flange, and an upper

corner of the head, at which places slight flaws are not apt to have any

serious influence on the performance of the rail. There is also in use a

process for removing the defective surface before the rails are put through

the finishing passes.

Although scams are produced in the rolling, still the amount of

harm they do is largely dependent on the design of the rail base. Wide
thin bases are much weakened by seams in the bottom, while thick bases

with large fillets between the web and the base are much more resistant

to their weakening effect.

To make rail metal free from slag is mostly a matter of skillful fur-

nace practice, and to avoid harmful amounts of manganese sulphide the
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sulphur should be kept low. Although these non-metallic inclusions do

not ordinarily much influence the longitudinal properties, unless present in

large amounts, thej' may, however, be the cause of rail failures in track

by lowering the transverse properties of the rail metal.

Final

For convenience, brittleness may be classified as follows

:

Brittleness.

in Rails

'Head TDue to interior segregation.
Brittleness < Due to interior cracks.

I
Due to non-metallic inclusions.

Base /Due to interior segregation.
Brittleness \Due to seam in bottom of base.

Brittleness is one of the main causes for rail failures, and every

eflfort should therefore be made to obtain ductile metal in rails; the duc-

tility should be both longitudinal and transverse. There has been a pro-

gressive decrease in the number of rail failures of the country as shown
by the records of the American Railway Engineering Association since

the Association has compiled general rail failure statistics, except that

during the recent World War there was a halt in the improvement.

During this period the difficulties both in the manufacture of the rails and

their care in the track were of course great, but from now on, however,

it should again be the ambition of the steel and transportation industries

to continue the improvement in the performance of the rails. According

to the 1913 report of rail failure statistics, there were about 400 failures

per 100 track miles after five years' service as an average for the whole

country. According to the last or 1918 report, the rails rolled in 1913 gave

about 100 failures per 100 track miles, after five years' service. This was
one-fourth the number of failures and we may well feel elated over the

good showing. Although the records of the recently rolled rail are not

starting out well, it should be the endeavor of us all to make another

75 per cent reduction in the failures of the rails to be rolled in the future

Can we do it? Well, I guess.

Reduce the failures? Yes, yes, yes.



Appendix I

REVIEW OF WORK ON INTERIOR TRANSVERSE
FISSURES

By Dr. P. H. Dudley.

Sufficient time has not elapsed for the numerous investigators to

determine the cause for the cracks in the zone of metal in the interior

of rail heads disclosed by deep etching methods, developed by Mr.

F. M. Waring, engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

These cracks or checks seem to be most numerous in the zone of metal

in rail heads which have developed interior transverse fissures from

service in the track. They have also been found in new rail heads

from the mills which have never been in service.

The investigations so far by the deep etching methods confirm the

previous statements made many years ago that the interior transverse

fissures were due to heterogeneous metal in rail heads. This may be

chemical or physical heterogeneity from interior strains in cooling the

rails from the temperatures at which they were elongated and rolled

from the blooms or ingots. This condition may be found in the metal

in the sense of the unequal physical properties in the interior of the

head as shown by the fact that the deficient physical properties as to

unequal ductility of the metal may exist in the head for the entire rail

length in some, but in other rails it is confined only to limited portions.

The investigations by the deep etching method only adds to the

previous investigations which sometimes show in the interior portion

of the metal of the head that some substance has been dissolved from

the metal which is as yet undetermined. Even this trace of evidence

of some soluble condition in the steel must be thoroughly investigated

before it is accepted or rejected.

Mr. A. W. Gibbs, a member of the Rail Committee, calls attention

to the fact that the service in the track selects those rails which develop

interior transverse fissures, and show a zone of metal in which cracks

or checks occur after the rails are rolled. The fact remains from all

information obtainable that less than one-tenth of one per cent of the

rails rolled since 1905 and worn out have developed interior transverse

fissures.

The general fact observed by all railroad rrien is that the interior

transverse fissures only occur in a fraction of the rails which are in

the tracks. The experience of the railroad officials in investigating the

,

results in the few defective rail heads do not accept the statement

that it is entirely the service conditions which develop the nuclei of

interior transverse fissures, but that heterogeneous metal, either chem-

ically or physically, must exist in the rail head to induce interior trans-

verse fissures in service, and that such conditions of the metal should

be eliminated in manufacture.

Rail Report 87, March, 1920.
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Mr. W. C. Gushing, Chief Engineer of Maintenance, Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburgh, has presented a vahiable report to the Rail

Committee No. 84, which shows that the light sections of iron and

steel rails after long service have not developed interior transverse

fissures. We know from the size of the light iron and steel sections

which form a part of his illustrations were under driving wheel loads

of ten and twelve thousand pounds. The unit fiber strains in those

low sections of small mechanical properties under the driving wheel

loads would equal in intensity the unit fiber strains which occur in our

present sections under driving wheel loads of twenty-eight and thirty

thousand pounds.

Mr. G. F. Comstock, metallographist of the Titanium Alloys Manu-
facturing Company, made a detailed study of rails with good service

records compared to those which failed from interior transverse fissures.

Standard chemical analyses and standard etching methods failed to reveal

any marked diflference between rails of good or poor quality. He then

used Stead's Reagent upon all of the samples submitted, and found a

diflference between the two classes of material. Stead's Reagent in-

dicates the phosphorus streaks or laminations and Mr. Comstock was

able to trace the nuclei of interior transverse fissures to one or more

of those phosphorus streaks. Mr. Comstock's complete investigation

was published in the Bulletin of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, No. 143, page 1669, November, 1918.

Messrs. F. M. Waring, engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

and K. E. Hofammann, made a report on deep etching of rails and other

material, which was submitted by the Sub-Committee on Interior Trans-

verse Fissures, and published Februarj^, 1919, in the Bulletin of the Ameri-

can Railway Engineering Association, Vol. No. 20, page 614. This work

shows that in a melt of «teel the good rails are practically free from deep

etching cracks, while those rails which developed a number of interior

transverse fissures contained numerous deep etching cracks. This con-

clusion was subsequently substantiated by Mr. Wickhorst and others in

their examination of rail steel.

The Bureau of Standards recently contributed a valuable paper on

the subject which is found as Report No. 85 to the Rail Committee,

November, 1919. The work conducted at the Bureau was principally

magnetizing sections of rail heads cut longitudinally through the zone

of interior metal, where cracks occur and covering the polished surface

with an emulsion of "mud" of iron fillings or grindings suspended in

kerosene, which arranged themselvees in the locations of invisible cracks

in the steel. These were repeated several times, but indicated the

location of the cracks at each trial. The importance of this work was

principally to show that cracks existed in a zone of metal in the rail

heads previous to the deep etching. These cracks or checks were of such

a delicate nature that they were not revealed under high magnifications

when etched with picric acid and magnified 500 diameters, while they

are readily disclosed by the valuable magnetic method.
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I have conducted numerous experiments in a similar manner to the

work of the investigators previously mentioned, and also have split up a

large number of pieces which developed these deep etching cracks or

checks. These were generally transverse views of cores or gray spots

and in some cases fully developed interior transverse fissures.

I have had a number of mills recently install 60-inch supports in place

of the former 42-inch span of supports in their presses for straightening

the rails. The reduction in pressure required to make permanent sets in

rails on 60-inch supports reduces the injurious effect of gagging on rails

as the pressure required is less by about 35 per cent. The cooled rails

from the hot beds either leave as "low rails" to be gagged upon the base,

or "high rails" to be gagged upon the head. The gagging upon the base

produces the nuclei for the Intergranular type of interior transverse fissure

and the gagging upon the head produces the Coalcsccnt type of interior

transverse fissure.

I have made a magnetic testing machine similar to that employed at

the Bureau of Standards by Dr. C. W. Burrows, two or three years since.

This method of testing provides a new field of investigation, and gives

promise of solving many of the difficult problems now under discussion.

The complete paper will be found with a description of the equipment and

tests conducted in the Proceedings of the American Society for Testing

Materials, and is entitled "Magnetic Surveys of New and Failed Rails."

The paper- was presented at the June, 1919, meeting of the A. S. T. M.
at Atlantic City, N. J., and will be found in the publications of the society.

Mr. Wickhorst, engineer of tests of the Rail Committee, has made
several reports to the Rail Committee, which have already been published

by the A. R. E. A. and refers mostly to the deep etching methods and

tests.

Rails rolled from reheated blooms show thaf a marked reduction in

the interior transverse fissures occur compared to those rails which are

rolled direct from the ingot without reheating. One of the mills has in-

stalled reheating furnaces for the hot blooms before rolling into the fin-

ished rails. This installation occurred during the year 1919. It is to be

hoped that all American mills will follow this practice for an improved

product and a reduction of interior transverse fissures.

(Copy of letter dated January 13, 1920, from Mr. W. C. Cushing to

Mr. G. J. Ray, chairman of Rail Committee.)

"Annealing Rails."

"The communication of Monsieur Georges Charpy to the French

Academy of Sciences upon a method of prolonging the life of rails by

superficially annealing them, has attracted considerable attention on ac-

count of the possibilities it opens up for the preservation of the permanent

way. The fact of rails ageing and breaking, generally after ten years'

service, led to an investigation into a phenomenon which obviously origi-

nated mainly from one cause, an<l the discovery that rails develop a mul-

titude of small cracks, so small that they are at first only visible under

the microscope, suggested the theory that these cracks, by developing,
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finally caused the rails to fracture. Monsieur Charpy carried out his ex-

periments with the rolls of bar mills, the ground surfaces of cast iron,

and the impression on steel made by Brinell balls, and in all cases there

were observable the same infinity of minute surface fractures as are seen

in rails upon which heavy loads have been running. The efifect of the

work on the metal is to give a thin hard surface which breaks up under

the expansion of the mass. To prolong the life of the rails something

must be done to prevent these cracks from developing, and Monsieur

Charpy finds that a satisfactory course is to anneal the surface by means

of an acetylene welding flame. He proposes that an apparatus be placed

on a truck and the flames directed on the rails, the rate of traveling being

adjusted to give the proper annealing heat. In the opinion of Monsieur

Charpy this treatment would at least double the life of the rails, and it is

one that is wtll worth looking into at a time when it has become neces-

sary to investigate every possible source of economy in permanent way

maintenance."

I have taken the liberty to include Mr. Cushing's letter in my report

as I have made my specifications for both Bessemer and basic open hearth

steel to secure the maximum ductility due to the chemical composition in

both grades of steel. The ductility in the bearing surface of Bessemer

steel rails after they have been in use for some years, while almost nil in

the Bessemer rails, may be several per cent in basic open-hearth rails.

The Bessemer steel rails either with 0.06 or 0.10 phosphorus in a

number of specimens of Bessemer steel rails which have been in service

several years, I found but little ductility left in the bearing surface of the

head which has been cold rolled by the wheels. The tests of a number

of basic open hearth steel rails in which interior transverse fissures have

occurred, the ductility in the bearing surface of our 6-inch 100-pound and

6-inch 105-pound rail, with their broad heads, will often show from 3 to 6

per cent, ductility remaining in the bearing surface of the head.

I have called attention of the Rail Committee to this feature, but to

date only Mr. Onderdonk has contributed tests of basic open hearth rails,

•which have been in service some time, and he also shows a remaining

ductility of from 2 to 7 per cent, in the bearing surface of some rails.

The conditions of operation upon the rails in France and this country

are so different that while Monsieur Georges Charpy's communication

must receive investigation it will be found by the members of the Rail

Committee that tests of Bessemer steel rails which have been in use for

many years on the railroads in the United States will have much less

ductility than is found in the basic open-hearth rails of similar service

under our present heav}^ wheel loads.

The annealing heat should be applied to the bearing surface of rails

before cracks have developed. I am aware that Bessemer steel rails have

been in service in France in which minute transvers checks have been

found in the bearing surface.

I am sure the different members of the Rail Committee will be in-

terested to find what ductility remains in their basic open hearth steel

rails after several years of service.
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To the American Railivay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned the Committee on Economics of

Railway Operation for study and report

:

1. Report on methods for increasing the capacity of a railroad, col-

laborating with the Signal Division.

2. Report on method of analyzing costs, for the solution of special

problems with which this Committee is concerned.
3. Effect of speed of trains upon cost of operation.
4. Report upon the allocation of maintenance of way expenses to

passenger and freight service.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in St. Louis, May 16, 1919, and

in Chicago, January 15, 1920. The names of members in attendance have
been given in the Minutes of the meetings which have been printed in the

Bulletin.

(2) Method of Analyzing Costs for the Solution of Special Problems

In Appendix A the Committee submits a formula for the assignment

of certain operating expenses to determine the terminal costs of handUng
freight traffic. While this is now being modified to meet recent changes

in accounting instructions, it is considered of value as a matter of infor-

mation.

In Appendix A is also given an approximate solution of a specific

problem in order to indicate the need of more accurate and comprehensive
data than is available on railroads at this time.

(4) Allocation of Maintenance of Way Expenses to Passenger and
Freight Service

The Interstate Commerce Commission, by an order dated December 1,

1919, has prescribed, effective January 1, 1920, rules governing the separa-

tion of operating expenses between freight service and passenger service

applicable to every carrier by steam railway whose operating revenues ex-

ceed $1,000,000 per annum. These rules cover not only the maintenance of

way and structures group of accounts but all operating expense accounts.
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It is the view of the Committee that the separation of maintenance of

way and structure expenses between freight and passenger services, while

of the utmost importance as a basis for detei-mining the reasonableness

of a given rate or body of rates, is of but slight value otherwise. Inas-

much as the supreme rate-making bod}^ has prescribed a complete and defi-

nite method to which the carriers must strictly adhere in their cost ac-

counting, the Committee is of the opinion that the allocation of main-

tenance of way and structures expenses to freight and passenger services

has, as a practical matter, been taken out of the field of controversy and

nothing is to be gained for the present by study and discussion of this

cost accounting problem which has led to such wide variations of opinion

in past rate litigation. If at some future time the experience of the car-

riers develops obvious defects in the basis prescribed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission and it appears that substantial injustice is done

thereby, the subject of a proper method of separating these expenses might

again become a practical and important question, but the Committee think

that, at least until the railroads have given a fair trial to the methods pre-

scribed by the Commission, the subject of a freight-passenger separation

of operating expenses is of theoretical value only.

Progress Reports

The Committee reports progress on subject (1) on "Methods of in-

creasing the Capacity of a Railroad," and on subject (.3) on "The Effect

of Speed of Trains on Cost of Operation." Professor C. C. Williams

prepared a tentative analysis on the effect of speed on maintenance ex-

penses, but owing to the importance of the subject it has been considered

inadvisable to. submit it without further careful consideration.

Conclusions .

The Committee has no conclusions to recommend for insertion in the

Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work
In general, the work planned for this Committee is such that no con-

crete results of real value can be expected without research requiring time

and expense not now available.

The subject proposed below as the first on next year's program is one

which could bring immediate results and which is of prime importance.

The next few j'ears are to be vital in the railroad history of this

country.

The whole world is short of steel and timber, houses and machinery.

The railroads are short of facilities, and it will be years before they

can be adequate, even under the most favorable conditions conceivable.

We are short of men. Besides the war and the preparation for it,

this country has for over five years been without the usual annual immi-

gration of a million men.

Above all, much .of our organization is inefficient and demoralized. To
bring it back is the first problem.
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We keep many records and do much accounting, but for the subordi-

nate officers and the rank and file little is produced which is informing or

stimulating; other industries are spending more and more for such pur-

poses. The new operating statistics are a move in the right direction, but

they ordinarily do not reach down far enough. Statements that are wrong

or unfair are worse than wasted, but we believe that where the work can

be done as it should be, it will bring a real return.

This subject No. 1 may be trespassing on the field of other committees

or other associations, but anything done in this direction will help to pro-

vide data for the work previously assigned to this Committee.

Subjects 2 and 3 proposed below are the same as 1 and 3 assigned

in 1919.

1. Recommend methods for increasing efficiency by reports and com-

parisons planned to inform and stimulate the rank and file.

2. Report on methods for increasing the capacity of a railroad, col-

laborating with the Signal Division.

3. Report on the effect of speed of trains upon cost of operation.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Operation,

F. W. Green, Chairman.



Appendix A

(2) METHOD OF ANALYZING COSTS FOR THE SOLUTION OF
SPECIAL PROBLEMS

(a) Formula for Determination of Terminal Costs of Handling
Freight Traffic

At the meeting of the entire Committee in St. Louis in May, it was
decided that we should investigate

—

"A Formula for the assignment of certain op-
erating expenses to determine the terminal
costs of handling freight traffic."

This formula, copy of which is shown in Exhibit "A," is a modifica-

tion of the "Arkansas Formula."

It is a detailed method for ascertaining terminal costs and is applicable

to large and small stations. It was prepared in 1918 for collecting costs

for use in connection with various rate cases in C.F.A. territory by Mr.
E. F. Saur, Special Agent, Pennsylvania Lines, and Mr. H. E. Coverston,

Special Agent, C. C. C. & St. L. Railroad.

This formula covers about 85 per cent, of the total charges to op-

crating expenses and can be used with only a fraction of the cost of ap-

plying the complete Arkansas Formula. The costs omitted are not easily

assignable and are in general those least liable to be affected by changes

in methods. It is carefully worked out. It is now being modified to meet

recent changes in accounting instructions.

Further study will probably develop the need of some refinements, the

ratio of 3 to 1 for sidetrack maintenance being one such.

The formula makes no attempt to consider anything but actual ex-

pense charges. The value of the facilities used does not enter into the

results. While the formula was prepared for the purpose of rate cases,

it is also adapted for use as a basis for studies of operation and for com-
parisons of costs under varying conditions.

There are many items of expense not affected by changes in conditions

and for any particular study the unaffected items can be omitted.

A similar formula can be prepared for road costs.

(b) The Need of More Accurate and Comprehensive Data

As an indication of some of our needs, we show in Exhibit "B" an

analysis made in 1915 of the additional cost of handling some additional

coal business on a division of light traffic with light power.

The 3 per cent, for overtime was an estimate based on figures for a

brief period. With any extended increase in business, without additional

facilities, it would be increased.

The cost of locomotive repairs for the different types was estimated

by comparing the average cost of locomotive repairs on different divisions,
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using different types of locomotives. More accurate information would

have been of value.

The cost of fuel was taken from a curve for the amount of fuel used

per revenue ton mile, depending upon the average train load, for the Penn-

sylvania System, prepared by Mr. D. F. Crawford, at that time General

Svperintendent of Motive Power. (See Exhibit '"C")

Independent of local variations, various divisions using different

classes of engines conform quite well to this curve. The revenue ton was

used because it was the figure available. The gross tons handled would

be better and some further refinement might be desirable. Fuel costs in-

cluded charges for handling. There is nothing included for hauling coal.

The figure for water was obtained from the ratio between coal and

water for the division, and is based on the estimated coal consumption.

For water, allowance was not made for the decreased cost of handling and-

pumping per unit with increased use.

Variation in the amount of lubricants, other locomotive supplies and

engine-house expense, per locomotive mile, was not thought enough to

consider. These were obtained from the monthly performance sheet.

Locomotive interest and depreciation were based on average monthly

mileage.

Caboose costs were taken from freight car pool expense figures and

were the average charges for all freight car expense for the Pennsylvania

System, including interest, replacement costs, repairs and lubrication.

Nothing was included for lack of 100 per cent, loading, because of

wrecks, bad weather or lack of traffic. This was partly balanced by the

fact that the division's business at that time was such that it was fre-

quently necessary to run trains without full loading; additional coal busi-

ness would help that.

The Maintenance of Way expense per 100 car miles was supposed to

represent the wear and tear due to increased traffic. It was obtained by

an analysis of the Maintenance of Waj' expenses of the division and is

only a rough approximation. The traffic on that division is so small that

the track material to a great extent does not wear out.

The miscellaneous charges cover mainlj'^ caboose supplies, loss and

wrecking, and are averages for the division.

The terminal expense per car covers the total now paid at the two

termini, neither of which is operated by the division in question; one being

operated by another company. No allowance is made for the fact that

if the termini are not crowded, the additional cost will not equal the av-

erage cost.

The averages used and tlie present traffic were such that doubling the

expense to take care of the return of the empties was a fair method.

This calculation would necessarily be modified if the existing facili-

ties were at all crowded.

This all indicates some of the need of more complete and specific in-

formation.



Exhibit "A"

FORMULA FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF CERTAIN OPERATING'
EXPENSES, TO DETERMINE THE TERMINAL COSTS

OF HANDLING FREIGHT TRAFFIC

An analysis of the operating expense accounts will disclose the fact

that the principal costs of terminal 'service can be ascertained readily,

while to make a complete apportionment of all expense accounts would
involve considerable expense and it is questionable whether the difference

in the result, in all cases, would warrant the increased cost.

This formula is designed to cover only such accounts as can be

readily apportioned and have a direct, rather than a remote, relation to

terminal costs, and for this reason it will produce a result that will be

representative and at the same time conservative.

Where joint facility bills are rendered against carriers making the

study, the recipient of such joint facility bills should redistribute such

bills to the primary accounts and the amount so redistributed should be

considered as expense incurred by the carriers making the study, and in-

cluded in the apportionment as specified by the formula. This presupposes

that carriers receiving credit for such bills will in reducing the elements

of cost to L.C.L. freight take into consideration all of the costs involved

—

that is to say, due consideration will be given to the total number of

cars, engines, etc., involved in arriving at the unit cost to be applied to

L.C.L. freight.

In finding the cost of L.C.L. business (or any particular kind of

traffic) through facilities that are operated for the carriers' own benefits,

as well as for other companies, consideration should be given to all of

(he units handled and all of the expenses, thus bringing out a unit cost

of all traffic. In including this particular expense into the carriers' total

terminal costs of L.C.L. business they should only take in that business

which pertains to their own traffic. This can be determined by multiplying

their own tonnage hy the unit cost previously ascertained.

It should be understood that where the records of the carrier show

expenses allocated direct, such amounts should be used in preference to

the basis of apportionment prescribed in the formula.

In order that this formula may be applicable to the terminal expenses

of handling both carload and less carload traffic, three general divisions

are necessary:

I. Platform costs.

II. Clerical costs.

III. Switching and other costs.

In ascertaining terminal costs of handling less carload freight, use

will be made of these three factors, while for carload freight the platform

costs will be omitted, as they are not involved.

Terminal expenses are those which attach to, or are connected with,

or occasioned by the receiving, loading or otherwise preparing traffic for
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movement, at originating station, or junction point with foreign line, and

ihe unloading delivery and other outlay incident to the disposition of the

traffic at destined station or junction point with foreign line.

A copy of each of the blank forms mentioned and a list of the units

necessary for a proper application of this formula is included herein; how-

ever, in special cases, additional units may be necessary.

I. Platform Costs

Account 373—Station Employees—Apportion this account as be-

tween platform and clerical expense on the basis of the cost of each class

of service and divide the platform expense between terminal and through

tonnage on basis of the two classes of tons handled per Form CS-4. To
obtain the terminal platform cost per ton or per hundred pounds, divide

the terminal proportion of this expense by the terminal tonnage handled.

At stations where employees perform more than one class of service,

use Form CS-2, Time Study blank, to ascertain the division of the wages

paid each employee. A recapitulation of the total expenses at each station

should be made on Form CS-3.

At exclusive freight stations Form CS-3 will be used to separate the

expenses as between the various kinds of service. The expense of Re-

ceiving and Delivery Clerks should be charged to terminal freight only, as

they do not handle through tonnage.

By terminal tonnage is meant tonnage originating at and destined to

the station under review, including freight received from or delivered to

connecting lines at that station.

By through tonnage is meant tonnage transferred, going beyond trans-

fer point over carrier's own rails ; also freight interchanged between two

or more divisions or branches of the same railroad.

II. Clerical Costs

Account 373—Station Employees—Having previously separated ac-

count No. 373 as between platform and clerical costs, apportion the clerical

expenses between carload and less carload freight on the basis of the num-
ber of consignments of each as per Form CS-4. To determine the average

cost per consignment, divide the clerical expense by the total number of

consignments.

If it is desired to obtain the clerical cost per car of carload freight,

the average clerical cost per consignment is applicable, making proper al-

lowance where two or more consignments of carload freight are loaded in

the same car.

If it is desired to obtain the clerical cost per ton or per hundred

pounds, divide the less carload proportion of the clerical expense by the

terminal platform tonnage.

In case it is desired to determine the clerical expense per ton or per

hundred pounds of some particular kind of traffic, it will be necessary to

multiply the number of consignments involved by the average cost per
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consignment and divide the amount thus obtained by the tonnage of the

particular kind of traffic under consideration.

Before calculating the cost per consignment at stations where the

expense of Local Car Record Clerks is sufificient to warrant a separate

car record organization, as indicated in item 13, Form CS-3, such ex-

pense should be divided on the basis of loaded cars recorded (carload

vs. less carload). The expense of Demurrage Clerks, as per item 14,

Form CS-3, should be charged direct to carload business.

In developing the percentages on Form CS-2, which are to be applied

to the salaries paid station employees to determine the proportion charge-

able to the various classes of service performed, the time devoted to the

handling of Western Union or Express business should be omitted, if

either of these companies pay the employee for such service direct or

through the agent. In case the commissions paid by these companies are

retained by the carriers the time devoted to these services should be in-

cluded.

III. Switching and Other Costs

By reason of the difference in conditions at stations where switch en-

gines are maintained, and stations where the switching is performed by

the local freight train crew, it is nccessarj' to consider these two classes of

stations separately, which is done in Sections "A" and "B" respectively.

If the services described in both Sections "A" and "B" are furnished

to the kind of traffic under review, the cost of both services should be

included.

Section "A"—Yard Switching Service

At stations where regular switch engines are maintained, all switching

service ma}- properly be separated into twelve general elements of service,

as follows

:

•

1. Classification work.
2. Transfer service.

3. Interchange service.

4. Weighing cars.

5. Icing cars.

6. Switching coal and water tracks.

7. Switching shop and repair tracks.

8. M. of W. work.
9. All passenger switching.

10. Freight house switching.

11. Team track switching.
12. Industrial switching.

To ascertain the cost of a given kind of switching service (Industrial,

Freight House, Team Track, etc.), in any terminal, it is necessary, first,

to determine the average cost per car for each of the foregoing elements

of service, and second, to know what different elements of service are

given to the ca:rs under review; then add the costs of such services, which

result will be the total average costs per car for terminal switching.
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When the services furnished to each car of a certain kind of traffic

are the same in all cases, it will be necessary to consider the average cost

only of the elements of service furnished, but where two diflferent ele-

ments are furnished to some of the cars, it will be necessary to apply the

individual elements of costs to each of the cars, thereby securing the total

expense chargeable to the kind of traffic under review, which amount, di-

vided by the total number of cars, will produce the total average terminal

switching cost per car.

When special service is regularly given to a particular kind of traffic

the total cost of such special service should be used instead of the total

average terminal switching cost per car.

As the cost per hour in any one yard is constant, the output, measured

in cars, divided into the average cost per engine hour, will indicate the

average cost per car for the kind of service under consideration.

The output per engine hour for the various kinds of service can be

determined only by a time study, made by yard conductors during a test

period; for such time study Form CS-1 should be used.

To determine the cost per engine hour the expenses charged to the

following accounts will be apportioned on the bases prescribed, and in

each case, unless otherwise specified, the proportion to be used at each

terminal will be reduced to an engine hour basis by dividing the amount

obtained by the total number of engine hours involved, during the test

period, at such terminal.
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SBCnOM "A"—Continued.

Account
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SECTION "A"—Continued.

Account
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SECTION 'A'—Concluded.

Account
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SECTION "B"--ROAD TRAIN TERMINAL SERVICE.

. At stations wlipre the switoliinp; and ot)ifv tprminal services are iierformetl by road freight train ercws, it is

necessan,' to use a different basis for the allocation of expenses to the seiviccs or facilities under reviewand in such

cases the following methods should be employed.

Account
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SECTION "B"—Continued.

Account
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SECTION "B"~Concluded.

Account Basis of Apportionment

TRANS. EXPENSES.,

371—Suporiiilen<li>nri;.
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In addition to the foregoing, the following accounts and expenses may be applicable to either class of station.

Aecou&t Basis of Apportionment

GENERAL EXPENSES.

451—Salaries and Ex|>ense!! of General
Officers.

452—Salaries and Expenses of Clerks

and Attendants.

453—General Office Supplies and E.x-

penses.

454—Law Expenses.
455—Insurance.

45S—Stationer)' and Printing.

4fiO—Other Expenses.
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LIST OF UNITS,

Unit Number Description.

1.
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If the carriere making the cost investigation desire to include additional expenses, a list of accounts is appended,
the use of which is entirely optional.

In case any of these "optional" accounts are included, the result must be set up separately, so as not to conflict

wth the making of a composite statement of the results on two or more lines using the Formula as outlined, in the
preceding pages.

Account
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R. R.

COST STUDY—YARD CONDUCTOR'S WORK REPORT.
Station Yard Eng. No Date 19

On Duty M. Off Duty M. Number of Brakcmen Conductor.

1 TLASStFICATtON
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INSTRUCTIONS.
Tiu9 report is to be made daily by each Yard Conductor during the test period.

The infornidtion secured by this report is to be used to determine the coet of performing the varioiis classes of swilchUig service.

Conductor* should be very particular to show the correct time coneuraed in each clase of service, ond the actual number of cars &a called
for under the various headings.

If any class of serWce is performed other than thoee shown on the face of this report, such as helping road trains in and out of yardH. lunch
hour, taking coal and*"ater. etc. the time of such stTvice should be shown in the blank lines at the bottom and descritwd by the name commonly used

If crew b kept waiting to perform any particular work, auch as waiting to switch a passenger train, or Ice acme cars, etc., such delay should.
be charged to the service to be performed.

Transfer service should include the handling of cut direct from oDe yard to another yard, regardless of whether cars &re afterwards dis*

tributed by th" same or some other crew.

Cars reported under the heading "Intraplant" should only include loaded or empty cars moved from one track to another at the same
indU5tr>' for whole or partial loading or unloading; also include all loaded cara moved on switching orders between tracks at the same industry.

When crews are engaged in industrial switching service, the actual time consumed in switching at each industry is to be shown on the face
of this report, but in order that ca''h industry will be charged with its proper proportion of the time consumed in moving from one industry to
another industry, such time should be reported in the blank spaces provided below.

Show in the spaces provided the time consumed (if any) from time on duty until the first clasa of service begins, and the time from the
cloee of the last service until relieved from duly.

LEFT
(Show Name of Industry)
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R. R.

Name.

COST STUDY—TIME STUDY OF STATION EMPLOYES.

Station. Month of

Title Monthly Wages, $.

19..
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INSTRUCTIONS.

A. Dxihng the test period a separite report on this form must be made to cover the service of each employee at all atationa where
two or mow clasies of service are performed. Exclusive freight stations will use Form C. S. 3 instead of this blank.

B. It IS desu^ to secure an exact distribution of the time of t-ach employe as between the different classes of semce indicated by
the headings on the face of this blank. Time to be shown in hours and minutes. It is very important that the distribution between the
various classes of 3er\ice be correct, and must be based on the actual time consumed in each class of work. Employes engaged in only one
class of sernce ehould have thtir full time charged to that clasi

C Agents will have this blank compiled daily by each employe shown on their pay-rolls (service or time reports), bo that the total

wages paid each employe, as shown on face of this blank, will balance the pay-rolls for the same monlh. At joint agency stations the time
study should be made by all employes on agent's pay-roll, based on the time consimied in the various classes of ser\'ice for all lines interested

in joint agency Show what line pays salaries and amount; if paid in part by each line, so state.

D. Overtime for which an employe receives additional pay , must be charged to the class of service to which the overtime was devoted,

charging a sufficient number of hours to equal the additional amount of pay Example; If an employe puts in one hour over-time waiting
on a pa&ienger train and receives pay at the rate of time and one half, there will be charged in Column 1, one and one-half hours time to

equal such overtime.

B. Porter and janitor service should be divider! between passenger, freight office, warehouse, etc., on basis of the time consumed
doing such work for each of the classes of senicc.

F. Agent will show on the face of each blank whether or not employee is required to work on Sunday's; also slate the number of

days o( annual vacation (if any) allowed at full pay.

Column 1. loclude in this column all time devoted to sxjliciiation of passenger busmess, selling tickets, checking and handlini;

baggage, and all work in connection therewith- Thirty minutes time should be charged for each passenger train, for which ticket window
IS kept open to serve, providing no other class of work is performed during that thirty minutes period. If other work, except passenger

work, is performed, employe will deduct the amount of time consumed in other service and only charge to passenger work the balance

of the thirty minute period \\*hen ticket uindows are kept open for passenger trams less than thirty minutes apart or trains running behind
time, the total time windows are kept open will be reported and not thirty minutes for each train, first deducting the amount of time consumed
in other sernce performed in such period

Column 3. Include m this column all limedt-voled to U. S. mail work, including the handling to and from postoffice and in loading

and unloading from trains.

Column 3. Include in this cotunui all time devoted to office work in connection with tlie Itandling of freight business, including

solicitation, etc , but excluding clerical work performed m warehouse foreman's office.

Column 4. Include m this column all time devoted to labor of chctking and handling L. C. L. freight and nil work in the warehouse
and 'in platform and team tracks in connection therewith.

Column 5. Include in this column only the time of yard clerks at points where regular yard switch engines are maintained. Time
of employes doing yard clerk «ork at points where yard engines are not employed should be charged in column '-i.

Column 6. Include in this column all time devoted to telegraphing in connection with the handling of trains. Time of employe doing

telegraphing for account of Passenger or Freight business, should be charged in Columns 1 or 3 respectively. Agents and operators handling

Iever.> for train operation will charge such time in Column 'J

Column 7.
, Include m this column all time devoted to handling Western Union business.

Column 8. Include in this column all time performing duties of crossing flagman and gateman, and show name of street protected.

Column 9. Include in this column all time devoted to handbng levers in interlocking plants.

Colunm 10. Include in this column all time devoted to pumping water at tank Btations.*"

Column 11. Include in this column all time devoted to lighting and attending to switch lights.

Column 13, Include in tlus column all time devoted to the handling of express business and all work in connection tlierewith.

Column 13. Include in this column time of any other service not pro\^ded for by columns 1 to 12 inclusive, inserting the proper
heading to cover.

Column 14. The total of the first thirteen columns should balance the total of this column

Agents will leave blank the spaces provided for percents and amount

(41)
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.R. R.

COST STUDY DISTRIBUTION OF STATION PAY ROLL.

Station Month of 19.
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Station.

R R
COST STUDY-REPORT OF CARS, CONSIGNMENTS AND TONNAGE.

Month of 19.
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INSTRUCTIONS

A- Agents will compile this report doily dunog the test period.

B. At joint agency stations, tie agent will refoil only the bueiners of the road conducting the cost study

C. Agents handling the billing for "Prepay" or "Non-Agtncy" statioce ^ill male a separate report covering only the number of

conaignments from and to such station.

D. Agent* will include in this repoit freight for account of Company use

E. By terminal tonnage \s meant tonnage originating at and destined lo the station, including freight received from or delivered to

connecting lines at that station.

F. By the number of consignments is meant the number of shipments as per number of shipping orders, connecting line slips, and
the number of expense bills (regardless of the number of articles included in one shipment), and not based upon the number of way-bills

in and out, as a way-bill may cover two or more consignments; also count each switching order as a consipoment. Agents at Junction

points Will not include as consignments, shipments covered by through billing received ttom and delivered to Foreign Line? at their station

even though e\-pense bills are made for receipt purposes.

O. By terminal tracks is meant all tracks used for the handling of business pertoimng to the station, including interchange tracks

with foreign lines.

Column 1. Include in this column the pounds of freight handled by platform force, when such freight is billed or accounted for by
station office force. This will include freight received from or delivered to connecting lines on transfer slips, as the charges on such freight

must be accounted for by office force.

Column 2. Include in this column the pounds of freight handled by platform force when such freight is covered by through biUmg
received from or delivered to connecting line.

Column 3. Include in this column the number cf pounds of less than caiload freight transferred going beyond "transfer point"

over carrier's omi rails ; also freight interchanged between two or more di^isions or tranches of this railroad. When it is necessary' to handle
a shipment more than once to complete a transfer from car to car, the weight will be counted each time shipment is hsndled

WTien loaded cars are transferred by platform forces, on account of bad order, load shifting, etc., the tonnage should Ve reported in

this column.

Column 4. Include io this column the number of consignments covering carload freight. (If carload freight is handled by plat-

form force, such consignments should be included in Column 5)

Columns. Include in this column the number of consignments covering freight actually handled by platform forcf^. either over

platform or on team tracks.

Column 6. Include in this colunm the number of consignmentis covcnng L C L freight not handled by plalforni force.

Column 7. Include in this column ail loaded cars of carload freight received and forwarded. This will include loaded cars received

from and delivered to connecting Unes; also all loaded cars swif<'hed from one industry to another industry on the tracks of this company
and between mdustries and tracks of connecting lines

Column 8. Include in this column all loaded cars received and forwarded which freight is actually handled bv platform force,

over platform or from and to cars on team tracks (This "ill include cars of freight rccrivcd from and di.'Ir.ercd to connt/cting Imes which
freight is handled by platform force )

Column 9. Include in this column all cars of L C L freight received and r<.TWurdfd which freight i- not handled h\ phtform
force.
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.R. R.

Train No..

From
Reported
for duty.

COST STUDY—TRAIN DETENTION REPORT.
.Engine No Date 19...

to - No. of Brakemen
Released - Total time

M. from duty.. M. on duty Hrs Min.

1
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INSTRUCTIONS

A This leport is to cover the time consuintd at stlected local stations by freight and mixed trains, sepa-

rated ns between station service and all other causes.

B Show m Column 5 the total tune consumed in loading and unloading L. C. L. freight indicating the

number of members of the crew used for that service.

C Show in Column 6 the total time consumed in switching cars picked up or set off, which originate at

or are destined to that station, or cars received from or delivered to connecting lines at that station,

and doing other station switching, indicating the number of members of the crew used for that service.

D Use as many lines for each station as are necessarj' to show the number of members of crew and actual

time involved in each of the above services.

E Show in Column 7 the time consumed for all other causes, sudi as delays by other trains, taking coal

and water, reducing or increasing tonnage, switching cars not originating at or destined to the station, etc.

F Where one or more members of the (rew are used to jiiotect their train against other trains, during

the performance of station work, such time should be distributed to the various kinds of service performed.
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R. R.

Station.

COST STUDY—CAR DETENTION REPORT.

Kiad of Service

From .19... to.. .19 Inc.
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INSTRUCTIONS

This report is to covor all cms i}i tlic scrvirr uiulor rivirw durmg the teft period.

»

Show in Column 3 exact date and rime ears are recer^ed in Road Fj eight Trams or from opnncctmir

lines, and the time cars are released from Lading: also the time empty cars are received from connecting lines

for return loadme;.

Show in Column 4 exact date and tmie cars are placed foi loadmg and the time ears depart m Road
Freight Trains or are delivered to Connect mg' Lines.

Include trap and ferry cars if L. C. L. service is under review.

Include cars handled in intra-plant and inter-terminal service when covered b) switch order if involved

in the service undei- revieM'.
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Exhibit "B"

COST OF HANDLING ADDITIONAL COAL BUSINESS OVER
174-MILE DIVISION WITH LIGHT TRAFFIC

Locomotive Class.
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Exhibit "C"

COIL Pte ro/i M/Lt m/ftN rpoM pteromANCt or
retlOHTLOCOMOTJVtJroeALl OB4/iD D/y/JJONJ
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Appendix B

THE RELATION OF THE PUNITIVE OVERTIME RATE TO
FREIGHT TRAIN OPERATION

By G. D. Brookk
Superintendent of Transportation, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad—Western Linos

With the advent of the time-and-one-half overtime rate in road

freight service, the problem presents itself to the operating man to deter-

mine to what extent the speed of freight trains can be increased to meet

the higher cost of wages. The conditions surromiding quick-dispatch or

preference trains, local or way freight trains and pick-up, mine-run or

roustabout trains are usually such that their speed while moving is de-

termined by other factors than those which govern the speed of slow

freight trains. The speed of quick-dispatch or preference trains is gov-

erned by the traffic or service conditions ; way freight, pick-up and other

trains having a great deal of switching and other work at stations have

to move rapidlj- between stations in order to maintain schedules and to

prevent the total time on the road becoming excessive. In reducing the

hours of service of the crews of such trains it is necessary to deal with

other features of operation than the speed between stations.

With slow or tonnage freight trains the time moving on road forms

a large percentage of the total time and the speed of the trains has an

important bearing on the tonnage hauled and consequently on the cost

per ton mile of the transportation. The speed of such trains in ascend-

ing the ruling grades of the engine district is a governing factor in fixing

the tonnage rating of the engine. Conversely, the tonnage rating as-

signed to the engine governs the speed of the train on the ruling grade.

And the speed on the ruling grade determines to a greater or less extent,

depending on the number of lengths of the grades of the ruling gradient,

the average speed of the train over the district and the number of hours

required to make the run.

The accompanying table gives the cost per train hour of a slow freight

train drawn by a Mikado engine for various train-days of from eight to

sixteen hours, inclusive, and the diagram shows for various grades from

a level to a two and a half per cent, the decrease in tonnage rating of a

Mikado locomotive with increases in speed from five to thirty miles per

hour. It will be noted that the increase in cost per train-hour due to

overtime, when the total of all items of expense which may reasonably

be considered as affected b}' lengthening the train-day is taken into ac-

count, is relatively small, while the decrease in tonnage rating with in-

creases in speed is very great. The exercise of much care is therefore

advisable in increasing the speed on ruling grades and the effect on the

cost per ton-mile should be the criterion rather than the reduction in

overtime.

Since conditions on engine districts vary widelj^, each will present a

separate study, but the principles involved will be the same. By small

reductions of the train load on the ruling grade trains will be enabled to

1275
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start more quicklj^, sidings can be entered and left more promptly, the

engine and train crew will have more confidence in their ability to move'

with precision and will be able to better take advantage of any situation to

advance the movement when opposing or following trains are involved;

the train dispatcher will work with more confidence and the general re-

sult will be a more snappy movement and reduced train hours.

On the other hand, high speeds on ruling grades will require such

reductions in trainload that the number of trains will be greatly increased

with resulting interference; aggregate train hours required to handle the

tonnage will remain high and the cost per ton mile will be increased.

While each Division Superintendent has his particular problem, small

reductions in tonnage rating are advocated where any are necessary, while

proposals for large reductions in trainload should be scrutinized with

care and acceded to only after exhaustive study and positive conclusions

that they are sound.

Tahle Showing Relation of Time-and-One-Half Overtime to Train-

Hour Costs
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE VII—ON WOODEN BRIDGES
AND TRESTLES

\V. H. HoYT, Chairman;

H. AUSTILL,

F. C. Baluss,

W. L. Darden,

E. A. Frink,

E. A. Hadley,

G. A. Haggander,

H. T. Hazen,

A. O. RiDGWAY, ]'ice-Chainnan;

C. S. Heritage,

F. S. SCHWINN,
I. L. Simmons,

D. W. Smith,

A. M. VanAuken,
D. R. Young,

CoiiiiiiiHec.

To the American Raikvay Engineering Association:

The following subjects were assigned for the consideration of Com-
mittee VII during the past year:

1. Make critical examination of the subject-matter in the Manual,
and make definite recommendations for changes.

2. Report on design of docks and wharves ; coal and ore wharves, in-

cluding various details, such as bulkheads, cribwork, dry docks, ferry slips,

and the necessary machinery, conveyors and fixtures for the economical
operation of property of this kind.

3. Report on classifications and grading rules for all lumber and tim-

ber used in the Construction and Maintenance of Way Departments of

railroads.

4. Report on specifications for construction timbers and building

lumber.
5. From studies 3 and 4, draw up in unified form a set of specifica-

tions for construction timbers and building lumber for use on railroads,

showing each kind and quality of lumber or timber which is suitable for

each of the different classes of work on a railroad.

6. Report on specifications for timber which is to be treated with a

preservative substance, cooperating with the Committee on Wood Preser-
vation.

Note : In connection with all this work, keep in cooperation with
other scientific societies, bureaus and schools of research and investiga-

tion, such as the American Society'' for Testing Materials, the United
States Bureau of Standards and Forestry, College Laboratories, etc.

The first meeting of the Committee was held at the Association

Rooms in Chicago, on May 21st, at which time there were present eight

members of the Committee. At this meeting general plans for the year's

work were outlined, sub-committees appointed and special work allotted

to these sub-committees.

The second meeting of the Committee was held in the Association

Rooms November 22d, 1919, at which time eleven members of the Com-
mittee were present, and a general outline of the report for the year was

made up, and consideration given to. recommendations for the following

year's work.

To Sub-Committee No. 1, A. O. Ridgwaj', Chairman, was allotted the

work of "Revision of Manual" and the report of this Sub-Committee is

submitted in Appendix A.
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It is recommended that the proposed "Revision of Manual" as sub-

mitted be adopted for publication in the new Manual. This work is

largel}- a revision and re-editing of the material in the present Manual,

but the Committee has made certain changes which are underlined in this

report. All work not underlined has already been approved and is part of

the present Manual.

The matter of intensive revision of the chapter on Wooden Bridges

and Trestles in the Manual has, during the past j'ear, been considered by

Committee VII as a whole.

The work of the Sub-Committee on Revision of the Manual has

therefore been confined entirely to minor inconsistencies and irregularities.

The changes recommended for consideration of the Association are

indicated in the revised chapter by underscoring additions or changed

phraseology.

To Sub-Committee No. 2, W. H. Hoyt, Chairman, was allotted items

3, 4 and 5 of the general work of the Committee, covering "Specifications

and Classifications and Grading Rules for Lumber and Timber Used in

Construction and Maintenance of Way Departments on Railroads."

During the past year this Sub-Committee has given the above subject

considerable thought. They have held two meetings with the National

Association of Lumber Manufacturers, Chicago ; with representatives of

the United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Forest

Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., and with Engineer representatives of

several of the individual lumber manufacturers' associations, and submit

herewith proposed general specifications and classification rules to cover

this class of material. These proposed specifications are submitted as a

progress report only, for general discussion, and the Committee believes

it should have at least another year to bring together the various opinions

and suggestions that have been placed before it by interested parties. It

would also invite criticism and suggestions from all members of the

American Railway Engineering Association, to the end that the com-

pleted specifications may be satisfactory to all parties interested.

To Sub-Committee No. 3, C. S. Heritage, Chairman, was allotted the

work suggested under Item (6). This Sub-Committee has been investi-

gating and studying the question of Specifications for Timber to be

Treated with Preservative Substance, and report is as follows

:

"Specifications for timber to be treated are the same as for untreated

timber, except that no restriction is to be placed upon the amount of sap-

wood allowed in the timber which is to be treated.

"Many varieties of timber can be used, if treated, that would not be

satisfactory to use in the untreated state, on account of being subject to

rapid decay, if they are not treated."

These specifications have been embodied in the general specifications

submitted herewith and it is proposed to make them a part of the general

specifications.

In regard to Item (2) of the Work Outline submitted, "Report on

Design of Dock and Wharves," no work has been done on this subject
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during the past year. This Sub-Committee, after a discussion of the

subject, recommends that this particular item be dropped from the work

of the Committee.

Recommendations for Next Year's Work.

This Committee recommends for next year's work the following

subjects:

1. Revision of Alanual.

2. Continue Study of General Specifications and Classifications and

Grading Rules for Timber and Lumber for Railroad Purposes.

3. Make a detail study of various plans of wooden trestles with a

view to recommending two or three standards that may be adopted for

general railroad use.

Respect fullj' submitted,

The Committee on Wooden
Bridges and Trestles,

W. H. HoYT, Chairman.

o
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REVISION OF MANUAL
Definitions.

General.

Batter.—A deviation from the vertical in upright members of a bent.

Bent.—The group of members forming a single vertical support of a

trestle, designated as pile bent where the principal members are piles,

and as framed bent where of framed timbers.

Bridge Tie.-^A transverse timber resting on the stringers and supporting

the rails.

Bulkhe^vd.—Timbers placed against the embankment side of an end bent

to retain the embankment.

Cap.—A horizontal member upon the top of piles or posts, connecting

them in the form of a bent.

Dowel.—An iron or wooden pin, extending into, but not through, two
members of the structure to connect them.

Drift Bolt.—A piece of round or square iron, with or without head or

point, driven as a spike.

Fish-Plate.—A short piece lapping a joint, secured to the side of two
members, to connect them end to end.

Frame Trestle.—A structure in which the upright members or supports

are framed timbers.

Guard Timber.—A longitudinal timber placed outside of the track rail,

to maintain the spacing of the ties.

Inner Guard R.a.il.—A longitudinal member, usually a metal rail, secured

on top of the ties inside of the track rail, to guide derailed car wheels.

Intermediate Sill.—A horizontal member in the plane of the bent form -

ing the cap of a lower section and the sill of an upper section.

Jack Stringer.—A stringer placed outside of the line of main stringers.

LoNGiTUDiN.\L Strut OR GiRT.—A stiffening member running horizontally,

or nearly so, from bent to bent.

Longitudinal X Brace.^—A member extending diagonally from bent to

bent in a vertical or battered plane.

Mud-Sill or Sub-Sill.—A timber bedded in the ground to support a

framed bent.

Packing Block.—A small member, usually wood, used to secure the parts

of a composite member in their proper relative positions.

Packing Spool or Separator.—A small casting used in connection with

packing bolts to secure the several parts of a composite member in

their proper relative positions.

Pile.— (See definition under subject of Piles and Pile Driving.)

Pile Trestle.—A structure in which the upright members or supports

are piles,
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Post.—One of the vertical or battered members of the bent of a framed

trestle.

Sash Brace.—A horizontal member secured to the posts or piles of a

bent.

Shim.—A small piece of wood or metal placed between two members of

a structure to bring them to a desired elevation.

Sill.—-The lowest horizontal member of a framed bent.

Stringer.—A longitudinal member extending from bent to bent and sup-

porting the track.

Sway Brace.—A member bolted or spiked to the bent and extending

diagonally across its face.

Wooden Trestle.—A wooden structure composed of upright members

supporting simple horizontal members or beams, the whole forming

a support for loads applied to the horizontal members.

Piles and Pile Driving.

Pile.—A member usually driven or jetted into the ground and deriving

its support from the underlying strata, and by the friction of the

ground on its surface.

The usual functions of a pile are: (a) To carry a superimposed

load; (b) To compact the surrounding ground; (c) To form a wall to

exclude water and soft material, or to resist the lateral pressure of ad-

jacent ground.

Head of Pile.—The upper end of a pile.

Foot of Pile.—The lower end of a pile.

Butt of Pile.—The larger end of a pile.

Tip of Pile.—The smaller end of a pile.

Bearing Pile.—One used to carry a superimposed load.
^

Batter Pile.—One driven at an inclination to resist forces which are not

vertical.

Sheet Piles.—Piles driven in close contact in order to provide a tight

wall, to prevent leakage of water and soft materials; or driven to

resist the lateral pressure of adjacent ground.

Pile Driver.—A machine for driving piles.

Hammer.—A weight used to drive piles .

Drop Hammer.—One v/hich is raised by means of a rope and then allowed

to drop.

Steam Hammer.—One which is automatically operated by the action of a

steam cylinder and piston supported in a frame which rests on the pile.

Leads.—The upright parallel members of a pile driver which support the

sheaves used to hoist the hammer and piles, and which guide the

hammer in its movement.

Pile Cap, Hood or Bonnet.—A block used to protect the head of a pile

and to hold it in the leads during driving.

Ring.—A metal hoop used to bind the head of a pile during driving.

Shoe.—A metal protection for the point or foot of a pile.
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Follower.—A member interposed between the hammer and pile to trans-

mit blows to the laher when below the foot of the leads.

Specifications for Timber Piles.

Railroad Heart Grade.

1. This grade includes white, burr, and post oak; dense pine,

Douglas fir, tamarack, Eastern white and red cedar, chestnut, Western

cedar, redwood and cypress.

2. Piles shall be cut from sound trees ; shall be close grained and

solid, free from defects, such as injurious ring shakes, large and unsound

or loose knots, decay or other defects, which may materially impair their

strength or durability. In Eastern red or white cedar a small amount of

heart rot at the butt, which does not materially injure the strength of the*

pile, will be allowed.

3. Piles must be butt cut above the ground swell and have a uniform

taper from butt to tip. Short bends will not be allowed. A line drawn

from the center of the butt to the center of the tip shall lie within the

body of the pile.

4. Unless otherwise allowed, piles must be cut when sap is down.

Piles must be peeled soon after cutting. All knots shall be trimmed close

to the body of the pile.

5. The minimum diameter at the tips of round piles shall be 9 inches

for lengths not exceeding 30 feet ; 8 inches for lengths over 30 feet but

not exceeding 50 feet, and 7 inches for lengths over SO feet. The minimum
diameter at one-quarter of the length from the butt shall be 12 inches and

the maximum diameter at the butt 20 inches.

6. The minimum width of any side of the tip of a square pile shall

be 9 inches for lengths not exceeding 30 feet, 8 inches for lengths over

30 feet but not exceeding 50 feet, and 7 inches for lengths over 50 feet.

The minimum width of any side at one-quarter of the length from the

butt shall be 12 inches.

7. Square piles shall show at least 80 per cent, heart on each side

at any cross-section of the stick, and all round piles shall show at least

lOj^ inches diameter of heart at the butt.

Railroad Falsework Grade.

8. This grade includes red and all other oaks not included in Rail-

road Heart grade, sycamore, sweet, black and tupelo gum, maple, elm,

hickory, Norway pine or any sound timber that will stand driving.

9. The requirements for size of tip and butt taper and lateral curva-

ture are the same as for Railroad Heart grade.

10. Unless otherwise specified piles need not be peeled.

U. No limits are specified as to the diameter or proportion of heart.

12. Piles which meet the requirements of Railroad Heart grade

except the proportion of heart specified will be classed as Railroad False-

work grade.
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Specifications for Metal Details Used in Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

Wrought-Iron.

1. Wrought-iron shall be double-rolled, tough, fibrous and uniform

in character. It shall be thoroughly welded in rolling and be free from

surface defects. When tested in specimens of the form of Fig. 1 or in

full-sized pieces of the same length, it shall show an ultimate strength

of at least 50,000 lbs. per square inch, an elongation of 18 per cent, in 8

inches, with fracture wholly fibrous. Specimens shall bend cold, with the

fiber, through 135 degrees, without sign of fracture, around a pin the

diameter of which is not over twice the thickness of the piece tested.

When nicked and bent, the fracture shall show at least 90 per cent,

fibrous.

Steel.

2. Steel shall be made by the open-hearth process and shall be of

uniform quality. It shall contain not more than 0.05 per cent, sulphur. If

made by the acid process it shall contain not more than 0.06 per cent,

phosphorus; and if made by the basic process, not more than 0.04 per cent.

/
About 3" X, Parallel Section" " .o
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vv»? I Not less than 9" „|

^-^ ^^
t f • •
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Fig. 1.

phosphorus. When tested in specimens of the form of Fig. 1, or full-

sized pieces of the same length, it shall have a desired ultimate tensile

strength of 60,000 lbs. per square inch. If the ultimate strength varies

more than 4000 lbs. from that desired, a retest shall be made on the same

gage, which, to be acceptable, shall be within 5000 lbs. of the desired

ultimate. It shall have a minimum percentage of elongation in 8 inches of

1,500,000

ultimate tensile strength "
'
^"^ ^^^" ^^"^ '°'^ ^^'t^°"t ^^^"^"'^^ ^^^ ^'-

grees flat. The fracture for tensile tests shall be silky.

Cast-Iron.

3. Except where chilled iron is specified, castings shall be made of

tough gray iron, with sulphur not over 0.10 per cent. They shall be true

to pattern, out of wind and free from flaws and excessive shrinkage. If

tests are demanded, they shall be made on the "Arbitration Bar" of the

American Society for Testing Materials, which is a round bar 1J4 inches

in diameter and 15 inches long. The transverse test shall be made on a

supported length of 12 inches, with load at middle. The minimum break-
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ing load so applied shall be 2900 lbs., with a deflection of at least 1/10

inch before rupture.

Bolts.

4. Bolts shall be of wrought-iron or steel, made with square heads,

standard size, the length of thread to be 2J/2 times the diameter of bolt.

The nuts shall be made square, standard size, with thread fitting closely

the thread of bolt. Threads shall be cut according to U. S. standards.

Drift Bolts.

5. Drift bolts shall be of wrought-iron or steel, with or without

square head, pointed ,or without point, as may be called for on plans.

Spikes.

6. Spikes shall be of wrought-iron or steel, square or round, as

called for on the plans. Steel wire spikes, when used for spiking plank-

ing, shall not be used in lengths more than 6 inches; if greater lengths

are required, wrought or steel spikes shall be used.

Packing Spools or Separators.

7. Packing spools or separators shall be of cast-iron, made to size

and shape called for on plans. The diameter of hole shall be 14 inch

larger than diameter of packing bolts.

Cast Washers.

8. Cast washers shall be of cast-iron. The diameter shall be not

less than 314 times the diameter of bolt for which it is used, and its

thickness equal to the diameter of bolt. The diameter of hole shall be

% inch larger than the diameter of the bolt.

Wrought Washers.

9. Wrought washers shall be of wrought-iron or steel, the diameter

shall be not less than 3J/2 times the diameter of bolt for which it is used,

and not less than J4 inch thick. The hole shall be % inch larger than

the diameter of the bolt.

Special Castings.

10. Special castings shall be made true to pattern, without wind,

free from flaws and excessive shrinkage ; size and shape to be as called

for by the plans.

Use of Guard-Rails and Guard Timbers for Wooden Bridges and

Trestles.

(1) It is recommended as good practice to use guard timbers on

all open-floor bridges, and same should be so constructed as to properly

space the ties and hold them securely in their places.

(2) It is recommended that the guard timber and the inner guard-

rail, when used, shall be so spaced in reference to the track rail that the

rear truck will strike the inner guard-rail without striking the guard
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timber. The inner guard-rail should not be higher or more than one inch

lower than the running rail.

(3) It is recommended as good practice in the installation of inner

guard-rails to extend them beyond the ends of the bridges lor such

distance as is required by local conditions, but that this distance, in any

case, be not less than 50 feet; that inner guard-rails be fully spiked to

every tie, and spliced at every joint; that the inner guard-rails be some

form of metal section; and that the ends be beveled, bent down, or other-

wise protected against direct impact with moving parts of equipment.

(4) It is recommended as good practice to use inner guard-rails on

all open-floor and on the outside tracks _pf all solid-floor bridges and

similar structures longer than 20 feet in main-line tracks, and on similar

bridges and structures in branch-line tracks on which the speed of trains

is 20 miles per hour or more.

Use of Lag Screws in Trestle Construction.

(a) Lag screws require greater care than ordinary bolts and nuts

to properly install, but are cheaper on account of ease of application.

(b) Lag screws, where properly applied, hold ties from bunching

equally as well as bolts and nuts, and better than daps, in guard timbers.

(c) If the lag screws are tightened after timber has shrunk, there

is less cost of maintenance than with bolts and nuts?

(d) Use of lag screws renders unnecessary the dipping of guard

timbers, and, therefore, decreases cost of trestles without impairing

quality.

(e) Surfacing (sizing) ties and guard timbers is better construction

than dapping; makes a better riding track, thus decreasing impact stresses,

and is therefore good practice.

(f) For proper application of lag screws, holes in guard timbers

should be bored with auger bits tW in. less in diameter and holes in ties

% in. less in diameter than the norm'al size of lag screws used.

Specifications for Workmanship for Pile and Frame Trestles to Be
Built Under Contract.

Site.

1. The trestle to be built under these specifications is located on

the line of Railroad at

County of State of
,

General Description. -^

2. The work to be done under these specifications covers the driving,

framing and erection of a track wooden trestle

about feet long and an average of feet high.

General Clauses.

3. The contractor shall furnish all necessary labor, tools, machinery,

supplies, temporary staging and outfit required. He .shall build the com-
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plete trestle ready for the track rails, in a workmanlike manner, in strict

accordance with the plans and the true intent of these specifications, to

the satisfaction and acceptance of the Engineer of the Railroad.

4. The workmanship shall be of the best quality in each class of

work. Details, fastenings and connections shall be of the best method of

construction in general use on first-class work.

5. Holes shall be bored for all bolts. The depth of the hole and the

diameter of the auger shall be as specified by the Engineer.

6. Framing shall be accurately fitted. No blocking or shimming will

be allowed in making joints. Timbers shall be cut off with the saw; no

axe to be used.

7. Joints and points of bearing, for which no fastening is shown on

the plans, shall be fastened as specified by the Engineer.

8. The Engineer or his authorized agents shall have full power to

cause any inferior work to be condemned and taken down or altered, at

the expense of the contractor. Any material destroyed by the contractor

on account of inferior workmanship or carelessness of his men must be

replaced bj^ the contractor at his own expense.

9. Figures shown on the plans shall govern in preference to scale

measurements. If any discrepancies should arise or irregularities be dis-

covered in the plans, the contractor shall call on the Engineer for instruc-

tions. These specifications and the plans are intended to coiricide, and if

any question arises as to the proper interpretation of the plans or speci-

fications, it shall be referred to the Engineer for a ruling.

10. The contractor shall, when required by the Engineer, furnish a

satisfactory watchman to guard the work.

11. On the completion of the work, all refuse material and rubbish

that may have accumulated on top and under and near the trestle, by

reason of its construction, shall be removed by the contractor.

Detail Specifications.

12. Piles shall be carefully selected to suit the place and ground

where they are to be driven. When required by the Engineer, pile butts

shall be banded with iron or steel for driving, and the tips shod with

suitable iron or steel shoes. Such shoes will be furnished by the Railway

Company.

13. Piles shall be driven to firm bearing, satisfactory to the Engineer;

or until five blows of a hammer weighing 3000 lbs., falling 15 feet (or a

hammer and fall producing the same mechanical effect), are required to

cause an average penetration of li inch per blow, except in soft bottom,

where special instructions will be given.

14. Batter piles shall be driven to the inclination shown by the plans,

and shall require but slight bending before framing.

15. Butts of all piles in a bent shall be sawed off to one plane and

trimmed so as not to leave any horizontal projection outside of the cap.

16. Piles injured in driving, or driven out of place, shall either be

pulled out or cut off, and replaced by new piles.
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Caps.

17. Caps shall be sized over the piles or posts to a uniform thick-

ness and even bearing on piles or posts. The side with most sap shall be

placed downward.

Posts.

18. Posts shall be sawed to proper length for their position (ver-

tical or batter), and to even bearing on cap and sill.

Sills.

19. Sills shall be sized at the bearing of posts to one plane.

Sway Braces.

20. Sway bracing shall be properly framed and securely fastened

to piles or posts. When necessary, filling pieces shall be used between

the braces and the piles of a bent on account of the variation in size of

piles, and securely fastened and faced to obtain a bearing against all piles.

Longitudinal Braces.

21. Longitudinal X braces shall be properly framed and securely

fastened to piles or posts.

Girts.

22. Girts shall be properly framed and securely fastened to caps,

sub-sills, posts or piles, as the plans may require.

Stringers.

23. Stringers shall be sized to a uniform height at supports. The
edges with most sap shall be placed downward.

Jack Stringers. '

24. Jack stringers, if required on the plans, shall be neatly framed

on caps, and their tops shall be in the same plane as the track stringers.

Ties.

25. Ties shall be framed to a uniform thickness over bearings, and

shall be placed with the rough side upward. They shall be spaced regu-

larly and cut to even length and line, as called for on the plans.

Guard Timbers.

26. Timber guard rails shall be framed as called for on the plans,

'iaid to line and to a uniform top surface. They shall be firmly fastened

to the ties as required.

Bulkheads.

21. Bulkheads shall be of sufficient dimensions to keep the embank-

ment clear of the caps, stringers and ties, at the end bents of the trestle.

There shall be a space of not less than 2 inches between the back of the

end bent and the face of the bulkhead. The projecting ends of the bulk-

head shall be sawed off to conform to the slope of the embankment, unless

otherwise specified.
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Time of Completion.

28. The work shall be completed in all its parts on or before

19....

Payments.

29. Payments will be made under the usual regulations of the

Railroad.

Pile Driving—Principles of Practice.

(1) A thorough exploration of the soil by borings, or preliminary

test piles, is the most important prerequisite to the design and construction

of pile foundations.

(2) Soil consisting wholly or chiefly of sand is most favorable to

the use of the water jet.

(3) In harder soils containing gravel the use of the jet may be

advantageous, if sufficient volume and pressure be provided.

(4) In clay it may be economical to bore several holes in the soil

with the aid of the jet before driving the pile, thus securing the accurate

location of the pile, and its lubrication while being driven.

(5) In general, the water jet should not be attached to the pile, but

handled separately.

(6) Two jets will often succeed where one fails. In special cases

a third jet extending a part of the depth aids materially in keeping loose'

the material around the pile.

(7) Where the material is of such a porous character that the water

from the jets may be dissipated and fail to come up in the immediate

vicinity of the pile, the utility of the jet is uncertain, except for a part of

the penetration.

(8) A steam or drop hammer should be used in connection with

the water jet, and used to test the final rate of penetration.

(9) The use of the water jet is one of the most effective means of

avoiding injury to piles by overdriving.

(10) There is danger from overdriving when the hammer begins to

bounce. Overdriving is also indicated by the bending, kicking or stag-

gering of the pile.

(11) The brooming of the head of the pile dissipates a part, and in

some cases all, of the energy due to the fall of the hammer.

(12) The steam hammer is usually more effective than the drop

hammer in securing the penetration of a wooden pile without injury, be-

cause of the shorter interval between blows.

(13) Where shock to surrounding material is apt to prove detri-

mental to the structure, the steam hammer should always be used instead

of the drop hammer. This is especially true in the case of sheet piling

which is intended to prevent the passage of water. In some cases also

the jet should not be used.

(14) In general, the resistance of piles, penetrating soft material,

depending solely upon skin friction, is materially increased after a period
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of rest. This period may be as short as fifteen niinulcs, and rarely ex-

ceeds twelve hours.

(15) Where a pile penetrates muck or a soft yielding material and

bears upon a hard stratum at its foot, its strength should be determined

as a column or beam ; omitting the resistance, if anj^ due to skin friction.

(16) Unless the record of previous experience at the same site is

available, the approximate bearing power may be obtained by loading

test piles. The results of loading test piles should be used with caution,

unless their condition is fairly comparable with that of the piles in the

proposed foundation.

(17) In case the piles in a foundation are expected to act as col-

umns, the results of loading test piles should not be depended upon unless

they are sufficient in number to insure their action in a similar manner;

and unless they are stayed against lateral motion.

(18) Before testing the penetration of a pile in soft material where

its bearing power depends principally, or wholly, upon skin friction, the

pile should be allowed to rest for 24 hours after driving.

(19) Where the resistance of piles depends mainly upon skin fric-

tion it is possible to diminish the combined strength, or bearing capacity,

of a group of piles by driving additional piles within the same area.

(20) Where piles will foot in a hard stratum, investigation should

be made to determine that this stratum is of sufficient depth and strength

to carry the load.

(21) Timber piles may be advantageously pointed, in some cases, to

a 4-inch or 6-inch square at the end.

(22) Piles should not be pointed when driven into soft material.

(23) Shoes should be provided for piles when the driving is very

hard, especially in riprap or shale. These shoes should be so constructed

as to form an integral part of the pile.

(24) The use of a cap is advantageous in distributing the impact oF

the hammer more uniformly over the head of the pile, as well as in hold-

ing it in position during driving.

Economic Analysis of Structures.

' (See Vol. 19, Proceedings, pp. 593-605.)

Economy Curves for Structures of Various Ratios of Life Periods.

(See Vol. 19, Part 2, Proceedings, page 285.)

Pile Record Form.

(See Manual, page 245^



Appendix B

SPECIFICATIONS AND CLASSIFICATION AND GRADING
RULES FOR LUMBER AND TIMBER TO BE USED IN
THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF

WAY DEPARTMENTS OF RAILROADS.

Structural Timber

Definitions

Axis.—The line connecting the centers of successive cross-sections of a

stick.

Corner.—The line of intersection of the planes of two adjacent longi-

tudinal surfaces.

Cross-Section.—A section of a stick at right angles to the axis.

Edge.—Either of the two narrower longitudinal surfaces of a stick.

Face.—The surface of a stick which is exposed to view in the finished

structure.

Full Length.—Long enough to "square" up to the length specified in the

order.

Girth.—The perimeter of a cross-section.

He.artwood.—The older and central part of a log, usually darker in color

than sapwood. It appears in sti-ong contrast to the sapwood in some

species, while in others it is but slightly different in color.

Out of Wind.—Having the longitudinal surfaces plane.

Side.—Either of the two wider longitudinal surfaces of a stick.

Solid.—Without cavities ; free from loose heart, wind shakes, bad checks,

splits or breaks, loose slivers and worm or insect holes.

Sound.—Free from decay.

Springwood.—The inner part of the annual ring formed in the earlier

part of the season, not necessarily in the spring, and often containing

vessels or pores.

Square-Cornered.—Free from wane.

Straight.—Having a straight line of an axis.

SuMMERWOOD.—The outer part of the annual ring formed later in the

season, not necessarily in the summer, being usually dense in structure

and without conspicuous pores.

Timber.—A single stick of wood of regular cross-section.

True.—Of uniform cross-section. Defects are caused by wavy or jagged

sawing or consist of trapezoidal instead of rectangular cross-sections.

Names for Varieties of Structural Timber

Cedar covers White Cedars : Thuya occidentalis, Maine to Minnesota and

northward ; Chamoecyparis thyoides, Atlantic Coast from Maine to

Mississippi ; Chamoecj'paris lawsoniana, along the coast line of Ore-

gon; Libocedrus decurrens. Cascades and Sierra Nevada of Oregon

and California. Red Cedars : Thuya gigantea, Washington to North-

ern California and eastward to Montana; Juniperus virginiana,

throughout United States. Western Red Cedar: Thuja Plicata.
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Cypress (Taxodium distichum) covers bald cypress, black, white and red

cypress, from swamp and overflow land along the coast and rivers

of the Southern States.

Douglas Fir.—The term "Douglas Fir" covers the timber known as yellow

fir, red fir, Western fir, Washington fir, Oregon or Puget Sound fir

or pine. Northwest and West Coast fir.

Hemlock covers Southern or Eastern hemlock ; that is, hemlock from all

states east of and including Minnesota.

Idaho White Pine covers the variety of white pine from Western Mon-
tana, Northern Idaho and Eastern Washington.

Norway Pine covers what is known also as "Red Pine" and Banksian

(Pinus Banksiana).

Oak.—Under this heading three classes of timber are used: (a) White

Oak, to include White Oak, Burr Oak and Post Oak; (b) Red Oak,

to include Red Oak, Scarlet Oak, Black Oak and all bastard oaks

;

(c) Chestnut Oak, to include only Chestnut Oak.

Redwood includes the California wood usually known by that name.

Southern Yellow Pine.—This term includes the species of yellow pine

growing in the Southern States from Virginia to Texas, that is, the

pines hitherto known as longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), shortleaf

pine (Pinus echinata), loblolly pine (Pinus taeda), Cuban pine

(Pinus heterophylla) and pond pine (Pinus serotina).

Spruce covers Eastern spruce; that is, the spruce timber coming from

points east of and including Minnesota.

Tamarack covers the timber known as "Tamarack," or "Eastern Tama-
rack," from states east of and including Minnesota.

Western Hemlock covers hemlock from the Pacific Coast.

Western Larch covers the species of Larch or Tamarack from the Rocky

Mountains and Pacific Coast regions.

Western Pine covers the timber sold as white pine coming from Arizona,

California, New Mexico, Colorado, Oregon and Washington. This

is the timber sometimes known as "Western Yellow Pine," or "Pon-

derosa Pine," or "CaHfornia White Pine," or "Western White Pine."

Western or Sitka Spruce covers spruce timber from the Pacific Coast.

W^HiTE Pine covers the timber which has hitherto been known as white

pine, from Maine, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Definitions of Defects and Blemishes.

The terms "Defect" and "Blemish" as applied to wood usually imply

the idea of imperfections. These are not always detrimental.

Defect.—Any irregularity or want occurring in or on wood that may
lower some of its strength value.

Blemish.—Any mark or formation of wood structure marring the appear-

ance.
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The presence of a defect or blemish may or may not be detrimental

to the value of the material, depending upon the character of the defect

or blemish and the use of the material.

Knot.—The hard mass of wood formed in a trunk of a tree at a branch

with the grain distinct and separate from the grain of the trunk.

Knots shall be classified according to size, form and quality.

The average of the maximum and minimum diameters shall be used

in measuring the size of knots unless otherwise stated.

In all grades of material all knots should be sound and tight -unless

otherwise specified.

Pin Knot.—One not over f^ of an inch in diameter.

Small Knot.—One between ^ and 54 of an inch in diameter.

Standard Knot.—One between 54 'ind IJ/2 inches in diameter.

Large Knot.—One not over IJ/2 inches in diameter.

Round Knot.—One whose maximum diameter is not over one and one-

half times as great as its minimum diameter.

Oval Knot.—One having its maximum diameter one and one-half to three

times as great as its minimum diameter.

Spike Knot.—One sawed in a lengthwise direction whose maximum diam-

eter is over three times as great as its minimum diameter.

Sound Knot.—One which is solid across its face, and is as hard as the

wood surrounding it and shows no indications of decay.

Unsound or Rotten Knot.—One not as hard as the wood surrounding it

or one in which decay has started.

Tight Knot.—One so fixed by growth or position that it will firmly

retain its place in the piece.

Loose Knot.—One not held firmly in place by growth or position.

Live Knot.—One whose growth rings are completely intergrown with

those of the surrounding wood.

Encased Knot.—One whose growth rings are not intergrown and homo-

geneous with the growth rings of the surrounding wood. The en-

casement may be partial or complete.

Watertight Knot.—One whose growth rings are completely intergrown

with those of the surrounding wood on one face of the piece, and

which is sound on that face.

Pith Knot.—Sound knot except that it has a pith hole in the central

growth ring. The hole rarely exceeds J4 oi an inch in diameter.

Pitch Streak.—A well defined and conspicuous accumulation of pitch in

the wood cells. It is usually not considered an important blemish

unless both springwood and summerwood appear saturated. They are

known as small, medium or large, depending upon their size with

respect to the piece they are in.

Small Pitch Streak.—One whose area does not exceed the product of

one-twelfth the width by one-sixth the length of the face on which

it occurs.
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Medium Pitch Streak.—One whose area does not exceed the product of

one-sixth the width by one-third the length of the face on which it

occurs.

Large Pitch Streak.—One whose area exceeds the product of one-sixth

the width by one-third the length of the face on which it occurs.

Pitch Pocket.—A well defined opening between the annual layers of

growth usually containing more or less pitch, either solid or liquid.

Bark may also be present in the pocket. On an edge-grain surface

they appear as narrow open seams, and on flat grain surface they vary

in appearance from narrow open seams to oval cavities sometimes

called "Scab Pitch Pockets." On either surface they are known as

very small, small, medium or large, depending upon their size.

Very Small Pitch Pocket.—One not over H of an inch in width and not

over 2 inches in length.

Small Pitch Pocket.—One whose maximum width may vary from % of

an inch to % of an inch provided a maximum limit of length of four

inches decreases to two inches proportionately as the width increases.

Medium Pitch Pocket.—One whose maximum width may varj' from %
of an inch to ^ of an inch provided a maximum limit of length of

nine inches decreases to three inches proportionately as the width in-

creases.

Large Pitch Pocket.—One whose width or length exceeds the sizes stated

as permissible for a medium pitch pocket.

Wane is bark or the lack of wood, from any cause, on the edge of a piece.

Holes in wood may extend partially or entirely through. the piece. They
are enumerated as knot, dog, picaroon, bird, insect (including pin,

shot, spot, grub worms, etc.) metal and wooden rafting pin holes,

through pitch pockets and the like.

When holes are permitted, the average of the maximum and minimum
diameters at right angles to the direction of the hole shall be used in

measuring the size, unless otherwise stated.

Wooden Rafting Pinholes sometimes appear on river timber which has

been rafted when holes have been bored in the solid wood for secur-

ing the timber, and a solid plug or pin driven in the hole, completely

filling it. These defects must be treated and considered the same as

Knot Defects. Ordinary Metal Rafting Pin, Cant Hook or Chain

Dog-hole is not considered a defect.

Grub Worm Holes are usually from about J/^-inch to ik-inch in width,

and vary in length from about 1 inch to Ij^^ inches and are caused by

grubs working in the wood.

Pin Worm Holes are very small holes caused by minute insects or worms.
These holes are usually not over i^-inch in diameter, the wood sur-

rounding them is sound and does not show any evidence of the worm
hole having any effect on the wood other than the opening.
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Spot Worm Defects (also known as Flagworm Defects) are caused, like

Pinworm holes, bj' minute insects or worms working on the timber

during the growth. The size of the hole is about the same as Pin-

worm holes, but the surrounding wood shows a colored spot as evi-

dence of the blemish. This spot is usually sound and does not affect

the strength of the piece.

Check is a separation of the wood cells along a radial plane of the tree

due to unequal shrinkage during seasoning.

Surface Check is a shallow check occurring on the surface of a piece.

End Check is one occurring on an end of a piece.

Through Check is one extending from one surface through the piece to

the opposite face or to an adjoining face.

Heart Check is one starting at the pith and extending towards but not to

the surface of a log and is not necessarily due to seasoning.

Star Check is the combination of several heart checks occurring together.

Honeycombing is checking occurring in the interior of a piece; often the

checks are not visible on the surface. On a cross-section they usually

appear as slits, or as open pockets whose width may appear very large

in proportion to the radial length.

Ordinary season checks such as occur in lumber properly covered in yard,

or season checks of equal size in kiln-dried lumber shall not be con-

sidered defects.

Shake is a cylindrical separation of the wood following in general the

annual layers (rings) of growth. Thus any shake is a ring shake.

Round Shake is one completely encircling the pith.

Cup Shake is one that does not completely encircle the pith.

Through Shake is one extending from one surface through the piece to

the opposite face or to an adjoining face.

Pitch Shake.—A clearly defined seam or opening between the grain of

the wood and may be either filled or not with granulated pitch.

Split is a lengthwise separation of the wood due to tearing apart of the

wood cells in rough handling, felling the tree or similar causes. It

may run in any direction across the end of a piece.

Cross Break is a separation of the wood cells across the grain. It may
be due to tension resulting from unequal longitudinal shrinkage or

mechanical stresses.

Compression Failure is a wrinkling or buckling of the wood cells extend-

ing in a more or less irregular plane across the grain. It is due to

longitudinal crushing or compression.

Collapse is a caving in of the surface of a piece. It sometimes occurs in

streaks giving the surface a corrugated appearance, and is often due

to the flattening of the cells when drying wet wood at high tempera-

tures.

Pith is the small soft core occurring in the center growth ring of a log.

In some woods it is large enough to mar the surface of the piece on

which it appears. The wood immediately surrounding the pith often
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contains small checks, shakes or numerous pin knots and is often dis-

colored; any such combination of defects and blemishes is known as

Heart Center.

Pith Fleck is a narrow streak, usually brownish, up to several inches in

length on the face of a piece resulting from the larvae of an insect

having burrowed in the growing tissue or cells of the tree.

Bark Pocket is a patch of bark partially or wholly enclosed in the wood.

It may result from wood and bark forming over a place where the

tree has been injured. As a defect it is measured in the same manner

as a Pitch Pocket.

Gum Spot or Streak is an accumulation of gum-like substance occurring

as a small patch or streak in the piece. It may occur in conjunction

with a bird peck or other injuries to the growing wood.

Discolorations on or in lumber are enumerated as weather, sticker, water

or fungus (such as blue stain, etc.) stain, brown stain, kiln burn and

similar color changes due to a combination of temperature, moisture,

chemicals, etc. Discoloration may follow insect attack, bird peck, etc.

Well defined discolorations are known as light, medium and heavy.

Light Discoloration is paler than the medium discoloration and occurs in

approximately one-fourth of the stained stock.

Medium Discoloration is a shade most commonly found and which occurs

in approximately one-half of the stained stock.

Heavy Discoloration is darker than the medium discoloration and occurs

in approximately one-fourth of the stained stock.

Decay is disintegration of the wood substance due to the action of certain

kinds of fungi. A few of the rot-producing fungi which start in the

standing tree do not seem to seriously develop after the tree is cut

into lumber.

Red Heart of the pines, spruces, Douglas fir and some other conifers, and

peck of cypress and incense cedar are produced by fungi of this type.

Decay may be classified as incipient and advanced decay.

Incipient Decay is the early stages of decay, usually detected by a dis-

coloration of the wood which seems to be firm and solid.

Advanced Decay or rot is noticeable as a decided softening or breaking

down of the wood.

Water Stain, or what are sometimes called scalded or burnt spots,

usually caused by timber lying in the water under certain conditions

before it is sawed, and burnt spots where timber is improperly piled

while green, are not considered defects, as they do not affect the

strength of the piece.

"Sap"—Sapwood is the alburnum of the tree—the exterior part of the

wood next to the bark. Sapwood is not considered a defect except as

provided herein.

Sound Heart.—The term "Sound Heart" is used whenever that part of

the piece which was originally the central part or core of the tree is

sound and solid, not decayed.
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Bird Peck is a small hole or patch of distorted grain resulting from birds

pecking through the growing cells in the tree. It usually resembles a

carpet tack in shape with the point towards the bark and it is usually

accompanied by a discoloration extending along the grain and usually

to a smaller extent around the layers of growth. A section through

the discoloration produced by the bird peck produces what is com-

monly known as "Mineral Streak."

Cross Grained Wood is that in which the wood cells or fibers do not run

parallel with the axis or sides of a piece. It may be classified as

spiral, diagonal, wavy, dip, curly and interlocked grain. The slope

of the grain can be determined by observing the direction of surface

checks, resin ducts, pores of the wood, annual layers of growth, etc.

A drop of stained liquid such as ink tends to elongate in the direction

of the grain when placed on a smooth surface of the piece.

Spir.'\l Grained W^ood is that in which the fibers take a more or less

winding or spiral course, such as occurs in a twisted tree. It may be

detected on the flat grain (plain sawed or tangential) surface.

Diagonal Grained Wood is that in which the fibers extend at an angle

(i. e., diagonally) across a piece as a result of sawing at an angle

across the annual layers of growth. It may appear on either the radial

or tangential surface.

Wavy Grained Wood is that in which the fibers take the form of waves

or undulations as indicated by the wavy surface of the split piece. It

may appear on either the radial or tangential surface.

Dip Grained Wood is that which has one wave or undulation of the fibers

such as occurs around knots, pitch pockets, etc.

Curly Grained Wood is that in which the fibers are distorted so that they

take a curled direction as in "Birdseye Wood." These patches may
vary up to several inches in diameter.

Interlocked Grain is wood that shows spiral grain in one direction for a

number of years and then the slope of the grain in the succeeding

annual layers of growth turns in a reverse direction around the tree,

then later reverses back, etc.

Warping is any variation from a true or plane surface. It includes

crook, bow, twist or any combination of these.

Crook is a deviation edgewise from a straight line drawn from end to

end of a piece and is measured at the point of greatest departure

from a straight line. It is known as slight, small, medium and large.

Unless otherwise specified, the different degrees of crook based on a

piece four (4) inches wide and 16 feet long shall be as follows

:

Slight Crook, a departure of one (1) inch.

Small Crook, a departure of ly2 inches.

Medium Crook, a departure of 2 inches.

Large Crook, a departure of over 2 inches.

(42)
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For wider pieces it shall be J/^-inch less for each additional 2 inches

of width.

Shorter or longer pieces shall have the same limits for curvature.

Bow is a deviation flatwise from a straight line drawn from end to end

of a piece measured at the point of greatest distance from a straight

line.

Cupping is the curvature of a piece across the grain or width of a piece.

Twisting is the turning or winding of the edges of a piece so that four

corners of any face are no longer in the same plane (i. e., it is the

twisting of an edge around the axis of the piece).

Note: In preparing the above definitions, the Committee used in a

large way the tentative definitions as proposed in progress report of the

United States Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, Mr.

Carlile P. Winslow, Director.

Illustrations of Defects. Page

Loose Knot 225
Pith Knot 225
Encased Knot 226
Rotten Knot 226
Pin Knot 227
Standard Knot 227
Large Knot 228
Spike Knot 228
Large Spike Knot 594
Small Spike Knot 593
Small Pitch Pocket 229
Closed Small Pitch Pocket 596
Small Open Pitch Pocket 597
Pitch Streak 229
Small Pitch Streak 598
Solid Pitch 597
Pitch Knot 595
Cluster of Knots 596

Oak Defects

:

Sound Knot 633
Large Knot 633
•Loose Knot 634
Pith Knot 634
Rotten Knot 635
Pin Knot 633
Standard Knot 636
Burl Knot 637
Pin Worm 637
Wooden Rafting Pin Hole .638
Spot Worm 638
Metal Rafting Pin Hole 639
Grub Worm Holes 639

Cypress Defects

:

Standard Sound Knot (l]4 in.) ,..644
Rotten Knot 644
Pecky Cypress 645
Two Small Knots Equal to One Standard Knot 646
Small Sound Knot 646
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Defects of Manufacture, Applicable to All Timber and Lumber.

Defects in rough stock caused by improper mainifacturc and drying-

will reduce grade, unless they can be removed in dressing such stock to

standard sizes.

In structural timber defects of manufacture have usually been

omitted, being of minor significance.

Imperfect manufacture in dressed stock, such as torn grain, loosened

grain, slight skips in dressing, wane, broken knots, mismatched, insufficient

tongue or groove for flooring, ceiling, drop siding, etc.," shall be considered

defects, and will reduce the grade according as they are slight or serious

in their efifects on the use of the stock.

Torn grain consists of a part of the wood having been torn out in

dressing. It occurs around knots and curly places and is of four dis-

tinct characters : slight, medium, heavy and deep. Slight torn grain shall

not exceed D^-inch in depth ; medium iV and heavy ^-inch. Any torn

grain heavier than ^-inch shall be termed deep.

Loosened grain consists in a point of one grain being torn loose

from the next grain. It occurs on iJie heart side of the piece and is a

serious defect, especially in flooring.

Chipped grain consists in a part of the surface being chipped or

broken out in small particles below the line of cut and, as usually found,

should not be classed as torn grain, and shall be considered a defect only

when it unfits the piece for use intended.

Pieces of Flooring, Drop Siding or Partition with tV-inch or more

of tongue; and pieces of Ceiling with ^/^-inch or more of tongue; and

pieces of Ship Lap with i^g-inch of lap will be admitted in any grade.

Pieces of Flooring, Drop Siding, Ceihng or Partition having not

less than ^-inch tongue will be admitted in No. 2 Common. Pieces of

Ship Lap having less than fo-inch and not less than J/^-inch lap shall be

admitted in No. 2 Common.

Standard Sizes.

In the absence of a special agreernent between buyer and seller for

each order, the following sizes shall be standard for all lumber and timber.

"Rough timbers sawed to standard size" means that they shall not

be over one-quarter (%) inch scant from the nominal size specified

For instance, a 12x12 inch timber shall measure not less than 1154^1154

inches.

"Standard Dressing" means that not more than ^-inch shall be

allowed for dressing each surface. For instance, a 12x12 inch timber,

after being dressed on four sides, shall measure not less than lli^xlli/2

inches.
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Partition

Actual
Thickness
Inches

Nominal Actual Nominal
Thick>icss Thickness Width
Inches Inches Inches

Vs 1^6 3

J^ ^ 4
H & '5

V4 ii 6
1 V4 7

Standard lengths are multiples of one foot.

Same percentage of short lengths is allowed as in ceiling.

Grooved Roofing

Nominal thickness one (1) inch, actual thickness il-inch.

Actual
Width
Inches

Ni
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Shiplap

Nominal thickness one (1) inch, actual thickness three-fourths (54)
inch.

A'(
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In case of a piece of lumber which lies so close to the boundary line

between two grades that there is doubt as to which grade it belongs in, it

shall be given the lower gradQ.

A shipment of any grade must consist of a fair average of that grade

and shall not include an unfair proportion of the better or poorer pieces

that would pass in that grade. A shipment of mixed widths shall contain

a fair assortment of each width. A shipment of mixed lengths shall

contain a fair assortment of each length.

Defects in lumber are to be considered in connection with the size

of the piece, and for this reason wider and longer pieces will carry more

defects than smaller pieces in the same grade. Defects in flooring, ceiling,

partition, casing and base, drop siding and rustic are based on a piece

4 inches wide and 12 feet long, except where otherwise specified.

Lumber must be accepted on grade in the form in which it was
shipped. Any subsequent change in manufacture or condition will pro-

hibit a reinspection for the adjustment of claims, except with the consent

of all parties interested.

What is known as "Yard Lumber," such as Dimension, Common
Boards and Finish, etc., is graded from the face side, which is the best

side, except that lumber which is dressed one side only is graded from the

dressed side.

Factory lumber, which is used for the manufacture of doors, sash,

etc., and must show both sides, is always graded from the poorer side.

The grade is determined by the quantity of suitable cuttings obtainable

in each piece.

All dressed lumber shall be measured and sold at the full size of rough

material used in its manufacture.

All lumber one inch or less in thickness shall be counted as one inch

thick.

The term "Vertical Grain" is here used as sj-nonymous with edge

grain, rift sawed or quarter sawed. The term "Flat Grain" is synonymous

with slash grain or plain sawed.

Structural Grades for Bridge and Trestle Timbers

•Southern Yellow Pine and Douglas Fir Specifications

Density Requirements.

Shall contain only Southern Yellow Pine or Douglas Fir timbers

graded in two grades bj' the following density rules

:

Density Rule for Southern Yellow Pine.

Dense Southern Yellow Pine shall show on either one end or the

other an average of at least six annual rings per inch or eighteen rings

in three inches as measured over the third, fourth and fifth inches of a
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radial line from the pith, and at least one-third (ys) summerwood for

girders not exceeding 20 inches in height, and for columns 16 inches

square or less. For larger timbers the inspection shall be made over the

central three inches on the longest radial line from the. pith to the corner

of the piece. Wide ringed material excluded by the above will be ac-

cepted, provided the amount of summerwood, as above measured, shall be

at least 50 per cent.

The contrast in color between summerwood and springwood shall be

sharp, and the summerwood shall be dark in color, except in pieces hav-

ing considerably above the minimum requirement for summerwood.

In cases where timbers do not contain the pith, and it is impossible

to locate it with- any degree of accuracy, the same inspection shall be

made over three inches of an approximate radial line beginning at the

edge nearest the pith in timbers over three inches in thickness and on

the second inch (on the piece) nearest to the pith in timbers three inches

or less in thickness.

In dimension material containing the pith but not a five- inch radial

line, which is less than two by eight inches in section or less than eight

inches on the cross-section, the inspection shall apply to the second inch

from the pith. In larger material v.'hich does not show a five-inch radial

line, the inspection shall apply to the three inches farthest from the pith.

The radial line chosen shall be representative. In case of a disagree-

ment between purchaser and seller as to what is a representative radial

line, the average summerwood and number of rings shall be the average

of the two radial lines chosen.

Density Rule for Douglas Fir.

Dense Douglas Fir shall show, on either on€ end or the other, an

average of at least six annual rings per inch and at least one-third sum-

merwood measured over three inches on a line located as described here-

inafter. Coarse-grained material excluded by this rule shall be acceptable

provided the amount of summerwood measured as described shall be at

least one-half. Material in which the proportion of summerwood is not

clearly discernible shall not be accepted.

Anj' timber v.'hose least dimension is less than five inches shall not

show the pith (heart) on the inspection end; pieces whose least dimen-

sion is five inches or more may contain the pith.

When the least dimension is five inches or more, the pith being pres-

ent, the line over which the rate of growth and per cent, of summerwood
measurements shall be made shall run from the pith to the corner farthest

from the pith. To find the beginning of the three-inch line, measure a

distance of one-half the least dimension of the piece, less two inches,

from the pith. This distance maj"^ be expressed as follows

:

a = i^d— 2,

where a = distance in inches from pith to beginning of three-inch line.

d = least dimension of piece in inches.
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.

When the rings are very irregular it may be necessary to shift the

line somewhat around the piece to get a fair average for inspection, but

the distance from the pitli to the beginning of the three-inch line must

not be changed. .

For all pieces where the pith is not present the center of the three-

inch line shall be at the center of the end of the piece, and the direction

of the three-inch line shall be at right angles to the annual rings.

General Requirements.

(a) Shall consist of lumber well manufactured, square edges and

sawed standard size with only occasional variation in sawing not to ex-

ceed J4 ii^ch scant at time of manufacture allowed.

. When the timbers 4x4 inches and larger are ordered sized, they will

be Yz inch less than nominal size, either SISIE or S4S, unless otherwise

specified.

(b) Structural timbers shall be sound and free from rotten or un-

sound knots, knots in clusters, decay, round or ring shakes occupying

more than one-fourth (^) the least dimension on either end of a timber

(a round or ring shake shall be measured on its vertical projection), in-

jurious diagonal grain or other defects that will materially impair its

strength.

Knots limited in size and position as hereinafter provided will be

permitted if so fixed by growth or position that they will retain their

place in the piece as at time of manufacture.

For the limitation of knots in beams in size and location, a beam

shall be considered as divided into three volumes as shown below

:

Z 71t VOL. jf.
DEPTH

VOL. i
VOL. 3 ^ DEPTH

VOL 1 ] ^i DEPTH

j^i LENfrTH Hk £ LENGTH ' ^ LENGTH

Measurement of Knots

In beams, the diameter of a knot on the narrow or horizontal face

shall be taken as its projection on a line perpendicular to the edge of the

timber. On the wide or vertical face, the smallest dimension of a knot is

to be taken as its diameter.

In columns, the diameter of a knot or any face shall be taken as its

projection on a line perpendicular to the edge of the timber.

Beams shall not have diagonal or spiral grain in Volumes 1 and 2

with slope greater than 1 in 20; in posts the angle shall not be greater

than 1 in 15.

Posts and beams have different restrictions as to knots and angle of

grain and must be listed accordingly in bills of material.
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No. 1 Structural

No. 1 Structural timbers shall be of Dense Southern Yellow Pine or

Dense Douglas Fir, and shall meet the General Requirements for Struc-

tural Grades.

This grade shall not have tight pitch pockets over six (6) inches long

or over ^ inch wide or wane exceeding one (1) inch on one corner or

over one-sixth (1/6) the length of the piece.

Loose knots larger than one-half (^) inch shall not be permitted.

Beams, Stringers, Girders and Deep Joists

Beams, Stringers, Girders and Deep Joists shall show not less than

85 per cent, of heart on each side of the four sides measured across the

sides anywhere in the length of the piece.

Beams, Stringers, Girders and Deep Joists shall not have knots in

Volumes 1 and 2 larger in diameter than one-fourth (^) the width of

the face of the beam in which they occur, up to and including six (6)

inches, nor larger than one and one-half (1^) inches in a face over six

(6) inches. Knots within the center half of the length of a beam shall

not exceed in the aggregate the width of the surface of the beam in which

they occur.

Beams shall not have knots in Volume 3 larger in diameter than one-

third the width of the face in which they occur, with a maximum for any

one knot of 3 inches in diameter.

When beams are of two spans length and so marked in bill of mate-

rials, Volumes 1 and 2 on inspection shall be considered as extending be-

tween points located one-eighth (]/&) the length of the beam from each

end.

The inspector shall place his stamp on the edge of the beam or

stringer to be placed up in service.

Caps and Sills

Caps and Sills shall show 85 per cent, of heart on each of the four

sides, measured across the face anywhere in the length of the piece.

Caps and Sills shall be free from knots larger than one- fourth (J4)

the width of the face in which they occur with maximum for any one

knot of 3 inches in diameter. Knots shall not be in groups.

Posts *

Posts shall show not less than 85 per cent, of heart on each of the

four sides, measured across the face anywhere in the length of the piece.

Posts shall not have knots larger than one-fourth (%) the least di-

mension of the posts nor larger than three inches. Knots shall not be in

groups.

Longitudinal Struts or Girts •

Longitudinal Struts or Girts shall show all heart on one face; the

other face and two sides shall show not less than 85 per cent, of heart,

measured across the face or side anywhere in the length of the piece.
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Longitudinal Struts or- Girts shall be free from knots over two inches

in diameter.

Longitudinal Cross Braces, Sash Braces and Sway Braces

Longitudinal Cross Braces, Sash Braces and Swa}^ Braces shall show

not less than 85 per cent, heart on two faces.

Longitudinal Cross Braces, Sash Braces and Sway Braces shall be

free from knots larger than one-third the width of the face in which they

occur, with a maximum of 2 inches in diameter.

Ties and Guard Rails

Ties and Guard Rails shall show one side all heart ; the other side and

two edges shall show not less than 75 per cent, heart, measured across

the surface anywhere in the length of the piece.

Ties and Guard Rails shall be free from any large knots or other

defects which will materially injure their sti^ength; and where surfaced

the remaining rough face shall show all heart.

No. 2 Structural

No. 2 Structural Timbers shall meet the General Requirements for

Structural Grades, and shall include timbers not passing the No. 1 Grade

because of having less density than is required or greater defects than are

permitted.

This grade shall not have pitch pockets longer than twelve (12) inches

or over J^ inch wide or wane exceeding two (2) inches on one corner or

the equivalent on two or more corners of 10 x 10 timbers, with wane in

proportion on small or large sizes.

Beams, Stringers, Girders and Deep Joists

Beams, Stringers, Girders and Deep Joists shall not have knots in

Volumes 1 and 2 larger than as follows

:

If of Dense Southern Yellow Pine or Dense Douglas Fir, one-third

(1/3) the width of the face of the beam in which they occur, up to and

including nine (9) inches, nor larger than three (3) inches in a face over

nine (9) inches.

If not of Dense Southern Yellow Pine or Dense Douglas Fir, one-

fourth (14) the width of the face of the beam in which they occur, up to

and including six (6) inches, nor larger than one and one-half (1^4)

inches, in a face over six (6) inches.

Knots in the center half of the length of a beam shall not exceed in

the aggregate twice the width of the surface of the beam in which they

occur.

Beams shall not have knots in Volume 3 larger in diameter than one-

third (ys) the width of the face in which they occur.

Loose knots larger than one-half (lA) the size of knots allowed above

shall not be permitted ; beams shall not have loose knots, in Volume 3,

larger than one and one-half (lyi) inches.
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Caps and Sills

Caps and Sills shall be free from knots larger than one-half (^) the

width of the face in which they occur with a maximum for anj' one knot

of three (3) inches in diameter. Knots shall not be in groups.

Posts

Posts shall not have knots, if of Dense Southern Yellow Pine or

Dense Douglas Fir, larger than one-third (J/3) the least dimension of the

post, nor larger than four inches; if not of Dense Southern Yellow Pine

or Dense Douglas Fir, larger than one-foui^th (J4) the least dimension

of the post, nor larger than three (3)' inches.

Longitudinal Struts or Girts

Longitudinal Struts or Girts shall be free from knots over 2 inches in

diameter.

Longitudinal Cross Braces, Sash Braces and Sway Braces

Longitudinal Cross Braces, Sash Braces and Sway Braces shall be

free from knots larger than one-third the width of the face in which they

occur, with a maximum of 2 inches in diameter.

Specifications for Timber to Be Treated

Specifications for timber to be treated are the same as for untreated

timber, except that no restriction is to be placed upon the amount of sap

wood allowed in the timber which is to be treated.

Many varieties of timber can be used, if treated, that would not be

satisfactory to use in the untreated state on account of being subject to

rapid decay if they are not treated.

Commercial Timber and Lumber Grades

Timber.

Selected Common.

Selected Common shall be sound, strong timber, well manufactured

and free from defects that materially impair its strength. Must be suitable

for high-class construction purposes, free from shake, splits, loose or

rotten knots. Will allow sound and tight knots, if not in clusters and

which in no case shall exceed in diameter one-sixth the width of the face

in which such knots occur up to and including 12xl2-inch ; and further

providing that such sound and tight knots in 14xl4-inch and larger shall

in no case exceed 2j/2 inches in diameter.

The select common grade also will allow occasional variation in

sawing; tight pitch pockets, not over six inches in length, wane not to

exceed one inch on one corner and not exceeding one-sixth the length

of the piece.

White sap or a slight amount of sound stained sap on the back shall

not be considered a defect in this grade.
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No. 1 Common.

No. 1 Common Timber 6x10 inches and larger shall be sound stock

well manufactured and free from defects that will materially weaken the

piece. Occasional slight variation in sawing allowed.

Ten by ten-inch timbers may have a 2-inch wane on one corner or the

equivalent on two or more corners, checks and season checks not extending

over one-eighth the length of the piece. Smaller and larger timbers may
have wane in proportion. In addition will allow large sound and tight

knots, which approximately should not be more than one-fourth the width

in diameter of any one side in which they may appear, spike knots, stained

sap one-third the width and slight streak of heart stain extending not

more than one-fourth the length of the piece.

No. 2 Common.

No. 2 Common Timbers will admit large, loose or rotten knots ; a

lOxlO-inch may have a 3-incli wane on one corner or the equivalent on two

or more corners, larger and smaller sizes in proportion ; shake or rot that

does not impair its utility for temporary w^ork.

Dimension Plank, Joists, Scantling and Small Timbers.

Selected Common.

Selected Common shall be sound, strong lumber well manufactured

and free from defects that materially impair the strength. Must be suit-

able for high-class construction purposes and free from shake, loose or

rotten knots.

Will allow occasional variation in sawing, sound and tight, small and

standard knots and tight pitch pockets not over 6 inches in length.

Twelve inches and wider may contain, in addition to the above, a

couple of large knots not to exceed 2 inches in diameter when well placed,

a slight amount of sap admissible.

No. 1 Common.

No. 1 Common must be sound stock, well manufactured and suitable

for all ordinary construction purposes without waste and must be sound

and tight-knotted stock. '

Will admit knots which in a 2x4 or 3x4 piece may be approxi-

mately V/2 inches; in a 2x6-inch or 3x6-inch piece, 2 inches; in a 2x8-inch

or 3x8-inch or 2xl0-inch or 3xl0-inch piece, 2j4 inches; and one-fourth

the width of the piece in 12 inches and wider; spike knots that do not mate-

rially weaken the piece; wane not over one-fourth the thickness of the

piece 1 inch wide on face up to 6 inches, and ll< inches wide on face of

8 inches and wider, extending not more than one-third the length of the

piece or a proportionate amount for a shorter distance on both edges, in

any case one side and two edges should provide a good nailing surface,

and in no case shall wane extend over one-half the side of the piece.
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Note: Commercial Timber and Lumber Grades here given apply to

Southern Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir, White Pine, Western Pine, Idaho

White Pine, Norway Pine, Spruce, Tamarack and Redwood products.

Pith knots or small defective knots which do not weaken the piece

more than the knots above allowed are admitted, solid pitch, pitch pockets,

sap stain, a limited number of worm holes well scattered, limited torn

grain, seasbning checks, splits in ends, not exceeding in length the width

of the piece, firm red heart, heart shakes that do not go through.

May contain crook of l^^-inch in 2x4—16 feet, and % inch less in each

additional 2 inches in width up to and including 2x12—16 feet. Length

longer or shorter than 16 feet of No. 1 Common Dimension may contain

crook in proportion to the above.

No. 2 Common.

This grade shall consist of lumber suitable for a cheaper class of

construction than No. 1 Common.

WUl admit large, coarse sound knots, which in a 2x4 and 3x4-inch

piece should not be larger than 214 inches in diameter; in 2x6 or 2x8 or

3x6 or 3x8-inch pieces, 3 inches, and in 2x10 or 3x10 or wider pieces one-

third the width of the piece in diameter, spike knots, smaller, loose,

hollow or rotten knots that do not weaken the piece more than the knots

aforesaid, worm holes well scattered, large pitch pockets, rotten streaks,

small amount of fine shake, split not to exceed one-quarter the length of

the piece, heart and sap stains in any amount, decayed sap, wane if leaving

a fair nailing surface.

]\Iay contain crook of 2 inches in 2x4—16 feet, and % inch less in

each additional 2 inches in width up to and including 2x12—16 feet.

Length shorter or longer than 16 feet may contain crook in proportion to

the above.

Miscut 2-inch Common which does not fall below l^/^ inches in thick-

ness or % inch scant in width from standard size, shall be admitted in

No. 2 Common, provided such pieces are in all other respects as good as

Xo. 1 Common at point of miscut.

A very serious combination of above defects must not be permitted

in any one piece.

No. 3 Common.
No. 3 Common will include all pieces falling below No. 2 Common

which are sound enough to use for cheap building material by wasting

25 per cent, of each piece or one-third of number of pieces in any one

item of a shipment but it must not be more than ^ inch scant of standard

finished width nor 5^ inch scant of standard finished thickness. This

grade will admit a greater degree of all the imperfections allowed in No.

1 and No. 2 Common, but shall not admit useless culls.
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Boards, Ship Lap and D & M.

Selected Common.
Selected Common shall be square edged, well manufactured. Will

admit sound tight knots not over 1 inch in diameter in 4-inch and 6-inch,

not over VA inches diameter in 8-inch, medium sized tight pitch pockets

not over 6 inches in length, two pith knots, the equivalent of one split not

to exceed in length the width of the piece, torn grain, pitch pockets, slight

shake, sap stain, seasoning checks, firm red heart, small amount of slightly

stained sap. These boards must be of a sound, strong character.

No. 1 Common.

No. 1 Common will admit an}' two of the following or their equivalent

of combined defects

;

Sound and tight knots approximately ly^ inches in diameter in 4 and

6-inch ; 2 inches in diameter in 8 and 10-inch ; 2yi inches in 12-inch- and

not over 3 inches in diameter in widths over 12 inches.

Pitch pockets, seasoning checks, one straight split not longer than the

width of the piece, sap stain, slight streak of heart stain, pith knots, torn

grain, slight shake, firm red heart, wane ]/2 inch deep on edge not exceed-

ing 1 inch in width on face and extending not over one-third the length

of the piece, a limited number of pin worm holes well scattered.

These boards must be firm, sound and suitable for use in ordinary

construction except finishing purposes without waste.

No. 1 Common Ship Lap or D & M or Barn Siding shall be graded

by rules governing No. 1 Common Boards, except as to wane which shall

not be so deep as to extend into the tongue or one-half the thickness of

the top lip on the groove in D & M, or over one-half the thickness of the

lap in Ship Lap on the face side; pieces of Ship Lap with ^ inch of lap

will be admitted in any grade.

No. 2 Common.
No. 2 Common will admit large coarse knots not necessarily sound,

approximately 2 inches in diameter in 4 and 6-inch stock; 2]^ inches in

8 and 10-inch and one-third the width of the piece in 12-inch and wider,

spike knots, solid heart or sap stain, solid pitch or pitch pockets, a limited

number of well scattered worm holes, splits one-fourth the length of the

piece. Small amount of fine shake, wane 2 inches wide if it does not

extend into the opposite face, or through heart shakes over one-half the

piece or through rotten streaks when firm, J/2 inch wide over one-fourth

the length of the piece or its equivalent of unsound red heart or combina-

tion of defects equivalent to the above but a serious combination of above

defects in any one piece not permitted.

A knot hole 2 indies in diameter will be admitted provided the piece

is otherwise as good as No. 1 Common.
Miscut 1-inch Common Boards which do not fall below |4 i"ch in

thickness shall be admitted in No. 2 Common, provided the grade of such

thin stock is otherwise as good as No. 1 Common.

1
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No. 3 Common.
No. 3 Common will admit of stock below the grade of No. 2 Common

that is suitable for cheap sheathing. The general appearance is coarse.

It will admit large coarse knots without restrictions as to size, loose knots,

unsound knots, knot holes, pitch pockets, solid pitch, very wormy pieces,

shake, heart or sap stain, decayed sap, decayed streaks, well scattered

small rotten spots, split, blue sap, wane but a serious combination of above

defects in any one piece not permitted. It should cut 75 per cent, of

lumber as sound as No. 2 Common.

No. 4 Common.
No. 4 Common shall include all pieces that fall below the grade of

No. 3 Common, excluding such pieces as will not be held in place by

nailing. After wasting one-fourth the length of the piece by cutting into

two or three pieces.

The predominating defect characterizing this grade is red rot. Other

defects are numerous large worm holes, several knot holes, or pieces that

are extremely coarse knotted, waney, shaky or badly split, extremely cross-

checked.

No. 5 Common.
No. 5 Common is the lowest grade and admits of all defects known in

lumber provided the piece is strong enough to hold together when care-

fully handled.

Thick Common Lumber.

Common lumber, 1% inches and thicker, shall be graded the same as

1-inch lumber.

Rough Stock for Finish.

Finish must be evenly manufactured and shall embrace all sizes from

1 to 2 inches inclusive in thickness by 3 inches and over in width.

One, 1J4 and IJ^-inch finishing lumber unless otherwise ordered shall

measure when drj'', not more than fs inch scant in thickness and 2-inch

not more than l4 inch scant in thickness when seasoned.

Stock width shipments of "C" and "Better," either rough or dressed on

one or two sides, shall be accepted as standard where not more than 20

per cent, of any shipment is % it^ch scant on 8-inch widths and under

;

^ inch scant on 9 or 10-inch; and % inch scant on 11 and 12-inch and

wider when seasoned; pieces narrower than the above and pieces in excess

of 20 per cent, of the shipment that are of the minimum measurement

given, should be measured as of the next lower standard width and not

reduced in grade.

Standard lengths are 8 to 20 feet; and in shipments of mixed lengths,

5 per cent, of 8 feet in grade of "C" and "Better" shall be admitted. The

above percentage of short lengths is customary and in the interest ot

conservation will be included as far as practicable in all shipments of

mixed lengths.
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Wane and other defects that will dress out in working standard sizes

are admissible.

Finishing lumber ordered rough if thicker than count thickness for

dry or green stock, may be dressed to such count thickness, and when so

dressed, shall be considered as rough.

Rough finish shall be graded on the best side, but the reverse side

must not be more than one grade lower.

Subject to the foregoing provisions, RciUgh Finishing Lumber shall

be graded according to the rules applying to Dressed Finishing Lumber.

When like grade on both faces is required, special contract must be

made.

Dressed Finishing Lumber.

Selected Flat Grain.

. Selected Flat Grain shall be finishing lumber free from all sap or

defects on face and edges and shall be selected for beauty and character

of grain.

"A" Finishing inch, V/i, V/2 and 2-inch dressed one or two sides up

to and including 12 inches in width, must showr one face practically clear

of all defects, except that it may have such wane as would dress off if

surfaced four sides ; 13-inch and wider "A" Finishing will admit two small

defects or their equivalent. "B" Finishing, inch, 1^, 1^ and 2-inch

dressed one or two sides, up to and including 10 inches in width in

addition to the equivalent of one split in end which should not exceed in

length the width of the piece, will admit any two of the following or their

equivalent of combined defects; slightly torn grain, three pin knots, one

standard knot, three small pitch pockets, one standard pitch pocket, one

standard pitch streak, 5 per cent, of sap stain or firm red heart; wane not

to exceed 1 inch in width, % inch in depth and one-sixth the length of the

piece, small seasoning checks.

Eleven-inch and wider "B" Finishing will admit three of the above

defects or their equivalent, but sap stain or firm red heart shall not exceed

10 per cent.

"C" Finishing up to and including 10-inch in width will admit in

addition to the equivalent of one split in end which should not exceed

in length the width of the piece, any two of the following, or their

equivalent of combined defects : 25 per cent, of sap stain, 25 per cent,

firm red heart, two standard pitch streaks, medium torn grain in three

places, slight shake, seasoning checks that do not show an opening through,

two standard pitch pockets, six small pitch pockets, two standard knots,

six pin knots, wane 1 inch in width, J4 inch in depth and one-third the

length of the piece. Defective dressing or slight skips in dressing will

also be allowed that do not prevent its use as finish without waste.

Eleven-inch and 12-inch "C" Finishing will admit one additional defect or

its equivalent. Pieces wider than 12 inches will admit two additional de-

fects to those admitted in 10-inch or their equivalent, except sap stain

which shall not be increased.
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Selected Flat Grain.

Pieces otherwise as good as "B" will admit of twenty worm holes.

Special Finish.

In case both sides are desired, "A," "B" or "C" grade, or free from

all defects, special contract must be made. Defective dressing or slight

skips in dressing on the reverse side of Finishing are admissible.

Moulded Casing, Base, Window and Door Jambs.

Moulded Casing and Base shall be worked to ^ inch thick as per

established patterns.

Window and Door Jambs are to be dressed, rabbited and plowed as

ordered.

Grades A, B and C.

"A" Grade must be practically free from defects on the face side and

well manufactured.

"B" Grade shall admit the same defects as are admissible in the same

widths of "B'' I'"inishing except wane.

"C" Grade shall admit the same defects as are admissible in the same

widths of "C" Finishing except wane.

Moulding.

"B and Better" Motilding. One-third of any item may contain any

one of the following defects or its equivalent: One pin knot, small pitch

pockets, pitch 1 inch wide, 6 inches long, three pin worm holes, slight

defects in dressing.

Standard lengths; 8 feet and longer, and in shipments of mixed

lengths 5 per cent, of 6 or 7 feet shall be admitted, even though the number

of feet of each length be specifically stated.

Drop Siding.

Defects named in Drop Siding are based upon a piece manufactured

from 1x6—12 feet, and pieces larger or smaller than this will take a

greater or lesser number of defects, proportioned to their size on this

basis.

The amoimt of crook permissible in No. 1 Common and Better Drop

Siding may be as follows:

Sixteen-foot lengths a^ a basis for 4-inch widths, 3 -inch crook.

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 6-inch widths, 2i/2-inch crook.

Lengths longer or shorter than 16 feet may have a proportional

amount of crook.

In all grades of Drop Siding wane on the reverse side, not exceeding

one-third the width and one-sixth the knsth of any piece is admissible,

providing the wane does not extend into the toncrue.
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"A" Drop Siding.

"A"' Drop Siding must be practicall.v Ircc from defects on the face

sidd and well manufactured.

Slight roughness in dressing admissible.

A piece 14 feet or longer may have one defect located 4 feet or

more from the end that can be cut out by wasting not more than VA
inches of the length, provided balance of piece be practically free from

other defects.

"B" Drop Siding.

"B" Drop Siding will admit any two of the following defects:

Medium torn grain, three pin knots, one standard knot, 15 per cent, sap

stain, 15 per cent, firm red heart, small seasoning checks, six pin worm
holes or any one of the above defects combined with either three small

pitch pockets or one small pitch streak.

A piece that is otherwise as good as "B" grade may have a defect

that can be cut out by wasting not more than 2^ inches in the length of

the piece, providing the defect is 4 feet or more from the end.

No. 1 Drop Siding.

No. 1 Common Drop Siding will admit numerous small or several

medium or one large pitch pocket, one standard pitch streak and in addi-

tion sound knots not over one-half the width of the piece in the rough, a

couple of small knot holes, pin worm holes or a few well scattered grub-

worm holes, sap stain, firm red heart, slight shake, heavy torn grain,

seasoning checks that do not show an opening through, defects in manu-

facturing that will lay without waste. A very serious combination of

above defects not permissible in any one piece. -

Pieces otherwise as good as "B" Drop Siding may have one defect

(like a knot hole) that can be cut out by wasting 2^ inches of the length

of the piece, provided both pieces are 16 inches or over in length after

cutting out such defects.

No. 2 Common Drop Siding.

No. 2 Common Drop Siding admits of all pieces not as good as No.

1 Common that can be used without waste of more than one-fourth the

length of any one piece.

Bevel Siding.

Bevel Siding shall be graded according to the rules for Drop Siding

and will admit in addition slight imperfections on the thin edge, which

will be covered by the lap when laid 2y2 and 4'/^ inches to the weather.

Rustic Siding.

Rustic Siding shall be graded according to the rules for Drop Siding.
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Flooring.

Special.

Defects named in Flooring are based upon a piece manufactured from

1x4—12 feet long, and pieces larger or smaller than this will take a greater

or lesser number of defects, proportioned to their size on this basis, except

that standard knots shall not exceed 1J4 inches in diameter in 3-irch

flooring.

The amount of crook permissible in No. 1 Common and Better Flooi

ing may be as follows

:

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 3-inch widths, 3!^2-inch crook.

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 4-inch widths, 3 -inch crook.

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 6-inch widths, 2J/^-inch crook.

Lengths longer or shorter than 16 feet may have a proportionate

amount of crook.

Standard Matched Flooring to be surfaced two sides with scored

back.

Center Matched Flooring (S2S and C. M.) shall be required to come

up to grade on one side only, and the defects admissible on the reverse

side of standard match shall be allowed.

Grades A, B, C, D, and No. 1 Common, Edge or Vertical Grain.

Grades A, B, C, D, No. 1 Common, No. 2 Common^ No. 3 Common or

No. 3 Sheathing, Flat Grain.

Grade "A" Edge Grain Flooring.

Admits no piece in which angle of the grain exceeds 45° from vertical

at any point. This grade shall be well milled on face, must have perfect

edges and be practicall}' free from all defects on the face side. Bright

sap showing not more than one-third of face half the length of piece will

be admitted.

Grade "B" Grain Flooring.

Admits no piece in which angle of the grain exceeds 45° from vertical

at any point. This grade will admit any two of the following or their

equivalent of combined defects: Five per cent, sap stain, 15 per cent, firm

red heart, three pin knots, one standard pitch streak, slight torn grain,

small seasoning checks.

Grade "C" Edge or Vertical Grain Flooring.

Admits no piece in which angle of the grain exceeds 45° from vertical

at any point. This grade will admit any two of the following defects or

their equivalent or combined defects. Fifteen per cent, sap stain, 25 per

cent, firm red heart, six pin knots, two standard knots, small pitch pockets,

two standard pitch pockets, two standard pitch streaks, twelve pin worm
holes, slight shake that does not go through, seasoning checks that do not

show an opening through, medium torn grain or other machine defects

that will lay without waste.
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A piece 12 feet or longer otherwise as good as "B" may have a defect

that can be cut out and the piece laid with a loss of not more than 2H
inches in its length, providing the defect is 4 feet or more from the end

of the piece.

Grade "D" Edge or Vertical Grain Flooring.

Admits no piece in which angle of the grain exceeds 45° from vertical

at any point. This grade will admit the following defects or their equiva-

lent of combined defects. Sap stain, firm red hearts, sound knots not over

one-half the cross-section of the piece in the rough and any one point

throughout its length, three pith knots, pitch, pitch pockets, a limited

number of pin worm holes well scattered, shake that does not show an

opening through, loosened or heavy torn grain or other machine defects

that lay without waste.

Pieces otherwise as good as "B" Flooring may have one defect (like

a knot hole) that can be cut out by wasting 20 inches of the length of

the piece, provided both pieces are 16 inches or over in length after cutting

out such defects.

It is generally understood that this grade will admit such defects or

combination of defects as will not impair its utility for cheap floors.

No. 1 Common Flooring is the combined grade of C and D Flooring

and will admit all pieces that Vi^ill not grade "B" and are better than No.

2 Common Flat Grain Flooring.

Flat Grain Flooring shall take the same inspection as Edge or Vertical

Grain, except as to requirement of angle of the grain.

No. 2 Common Flooring.

Admits all pieces that will not grade as good as "D" Flooring that can

be used for cheap floors without waste of more than one-fourth the length

of any one piece.

Pieces of flooring having not less than is inch tongue will be admitted

in No. 2 Common.

No. 3 Common on No. 3 Sheathing.

Admits all pieces that cannot be used as No. 2 Common Flooring but

are still available as cheap sheathing or lathing without waste of more
than one-fourth the length of any one piece.

Ceiling.

Defects in Ceiling are based upon a piece manufactured from 1x4

—

12 feet long, and pieces larger or smaller than this will take a greater or
lesser number of defects, proportionate to their size on this basis.

The amount of crook permissible in No. 1 Common and Better Ceiling

may be as follows :

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 3-inch widths, 3'/2-inch crook.

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 4-inch widths, 3 -inch crook.

Sixteen-foot lengths as a basis for 6-inch widths, 2i/4-inch crook.
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Lengths longer or shorter than 16 feet may have a proportionate

amount of crook. In all grades of Ceiling wane on the reverse side, not

exceeding one-third the width and one-sixth the length of any piece, is

admissible providing the wane does not extend into the tongue.

Ceiling may be specified either as Edge or Vertical Grain or Flat

Grain. The inspection will be the same for either kind.

"A" Ceiling.

"A" Ceiling must be practically free from defects on the face side,

well manufactured, will admit of slight roughness in dressing, through

close pitch pockets, each not to exceed 2 inches in length, or one sound

and tight smooth pin knot, or the equivalent of combined defects.

"B" Ceiling.

"B" Ceiling will admit of any two of the following defects or their

equivalent of combined defects : Slight torn grain, three pin knots, two

small or one standard knot, three small pitch pockets, any two of which

may be open, one standard pitch pocket, one small pitch streak, small

seasoning checks, 15 per cent, sap stain, 15 per cent, firm red heart, six

pin worm holes.

A piece otherwise as good as No. 2 may have a defect that can be cut

out and the piece laid with a waste of not more than 2^^ inches in length,

providing the defect is 4 feet or more from the end of the piece.

No. 1 Common Ceiling.

No. 1 Common Ceiling will admit the following defects or their

equivalent of combined defects : Heavy torn grain, sound knots not over

one-half the cross-section of the piece in the rough, pitch, pitch pockets,

seasoning checks that do not show an opening through, a sap stain, firm

red heart, slight shake, defects in manufacture that will lay without waste,

a limited number of pin worm holes well scattered.

Pieces otherwise as good as "B" Ceiling may have one defect (like

a knot hole) that can be cut by wasting lYi inches of the length of the

piece, providing both pieces are 16 inches or over in length after cutting

out such defects.

No. 2 Common Ceiling.

No. 2 Common Ceiling admits of all pieces not as good as No. 1

Common that can be used without waste of more than one-fourth the

length of any one piece.

Pieces of Ceiling having not less than t's inch tongue, will be admitted

in No. 2 Common.

Partition.

Grades "A," "B," No. 1 Common and No. 2 Common. Partition

shall be graded according to Ceiling rules and must meet the requirements

of the specified grades on the face side only, but the reverse side shall

not be more than one grade lower, and shall not cause waste in No. 1

Common and Better.
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Specifications for Construction Oak

General Instructions.

Those who are not familiar with the anatomy of the oak tree should,

whep reading over these rules, take into consideration that the rule de-

scribes the poorest piece that goes into the grade and that a large per cent,

is above the grade described.

Definition of Oak for Construction Purposes.

The term ."Construction Oak" means all such products of oak in

which the strength and durabilitj^ of the timber is the controlling element

in its selection and use. The following is a list of products which are rec-

ommended for consideration as "Construction Oak."

Firsts are to be sound and free from heart shakes and checks, but

may have other defects as follows

:

Construction Oak.

Trestle and Bridge Timbers.—Mud Sills, Stringers, Caps, Posts, Brac-

ing, Bridge Ties, Struts, Guard Rails, Girts, Sash and Sway Braces.

Docking and Platform Timbers.—Alud Sills, Posts, Bracing, Caps,

Stringers, Joists, Dock and Platform or Flooring Plank and Wales.

Platform or flooring plank can be either square-edged or matphed.

Ties.—Switch ties.

Framing for Building.^Mud Sills, Posts, Girders, Framing Joists, etc.

etc.

Bridge and Crossing Plank.—Railroad- Crossing Plank, Bridge Floor

Planking.

Sheet Piles.—Same as Crossing Plank, except may contain an unlim-

ited amount of heart.

Round Piling.

Stock Guards.

Track or Bumper Posts.

Standard Names for Construction Oak.

Unless specifically mentioned, the terms "White Oak" and "Red Oak"
include the following

:

"White Oak"
White Oak
Chestnut or Tanbark Oak
Burr or Mossy Cup Oak
Rock Oak
Post or Iron Oak
Overcup Oak
Live Oak
Basket or Cow Oak
Swamp Post Oak
Yellow or Chinquapin Oak

"Rek Oak"
Red Oak
Pin Oak
Black Oak
Water Oak
Willow Oak
Spanisli Oak
Turkey Oak
Black Jack or Barn Oak
Shingle or Laurel Oak
Scarlet Oak

Term—Mixed Oak means any kind of Oak.
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Specifications for Structural Oak Timbers

General Requirements.

(1) Except as noted, all Structural Timbers shall be White Oak,

to be sound timber and sawed specified sizes, free from ring shakes,

crooked grain, rotten knots, large knots in groups, rot, dote, wane in

amounts greater than allowed in these specifications.

Boxed Hearts.

(2) Boxed Hearts are permitted in pieces of 5 by 5 inches square

and larger. The center of the heart should be boxed, as near the cen-

ter of the piece as practical, and not to exceed 30 per cent of the

pieces can have the center of the heart nearer than l]/^ inches from

anj'^ face; 20 per cent maj' show one heart face, corner or edge, not

to exceed 75 per cent of the length of the piece.

Wane.

The term 20 per cent of number of pieces or amount shipped

refers to each item and size of each car shipped.

(a) Pieces 5 x 5 to 8 x 8 inches square may show 1 inch wane,

side measurement, on any two corners or edges, and this wane not

to exceed more than 25 per cent of the length of the piece singly, or

50 per cent in aggregate. In the absence of wane on all corners

excepting one, the one corner may contain wane 50 per cent of the

length of the piece as above described; not to exceed 20 per cent of

number of pieces may have this defect.

(b) Pieces over 8x8, including 12 x 12 inches square, may
show ll4 inch wane, side measurement, edge of any two corners or

edges, and this wane not to exceed more than 33l^ per cent of the

length of the piece singly, or 667^ per cent in aggregate. In the

absence of wane on all of the length of the piece as above described,

not to exceed 20 per cent of the number of pieces may have -this

defect.

(c) Pieces over 12 by 12 inches square may show 1^4 inch side

measurement, any two corners of edges, and this wane not to exceed

more than 40 per cent of the length of the piece singly, or 80 per cent

in aggregate, in the absence of wane on all corners, excepting one,

the corner may contain wane 80 per cent of the length of the piece

as above described; not to exceed 20 per cent of number of pieces may
have this defect.

(d) In event that pieces have two faces as wide as above de-

scribed and two faces narrower, the proportion of the amount of wane

is admissible.

(e) Pieces 1 inch to 5 inches thick, not exceeding 8 inches wide,

are governed by defect specifications above mentioned, with the ex-

ception that they shall not contain wane, and not to exceed 20 per

cent of pieces 2 inches and thicker may show sdimd heart on one

face; pieces under 2 inches thick must be free of heart. Pieces 8

inches and wider may contain wane as per paragraphs b and d.
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(f) Rough sizes of Structural Timber shall not vary more than

J4 inch scant of specified size. Dressed sizes may be Y^. inch scant

after dressing.

Ties.

(1) Switch Ties Sawed. Thickness cut to order, widths cut to

order; lengths cut to order; unless noted to be White Oak. ^Must

contain three sound solid sides. One face or one corner (not both)

may show sound heart. Large sound knots, pin spot or an occasional

grub-worm hole not considered a defect. Sizes may vary y> inch

from specified sizes.

Bridge, Dock, Crossing Plank.

Lengths', cut to order

Widths, cut to order

Thickness, cut to order

Sizes cut to order, probably 2 inches, .3 inches and 4 inches thick,

6 inches, 8 inches, 10 inches and 12 inches wide, 12 feet, 14 feet and
16 feet long.

This product is intended to work full one good sound face, and

this face side must be square edge. Sound knots, small pin and spot

worm holes no defect on face side.

Must be free from rot and shake; practically square edges, ad-

mitting 1 inch of wane on each edge of reverse face, running two-

thirds the length. Sound hearts on one side, rafting pin holes, knot

holes or grub holes not exceeding 2 inches in diameter admitted.

Sheet Piles.

Same as Ties, except that it may contain sound heart in heart

check.

Stock Guards.

To be governed by specifications for Construction Oak.

Track End or Bumping Posts.

To be governed by specifications for Structural Timbers.

Classification and Grading Rules for Cypress Lumber and Shingles

General Instructions.

Cypress lumber shall be graded according to the following rules

and specifications, bearing in mind that as no arbitrary set of rules

and specifications can be maintained in every case, each must be left

to the commonsense and best judgment of the inspector.

1. Lumber shall be manufactured and shipped in standard lengths

and thickness.

2. Tank, 1st and 2d and worked partition shall be graded from
the poorer side.
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3. Select lumber, flooring, ceiling, bevel siding and finishing

shall be graded from the better or finished side, but the reverse

side should in no case be more than one grade lower.

4. All lumber shall be tallied surface or face measure, the tally

counted up, and the one-quarter or one-half added to the total where
the lumber is one and one-quarter or one and one-half inches thick,

and 2 inches and thicker to be multiplied by the thickness.

5. In the measurement of all lumber, fractions exactly on the

one-half foot are to be given alternately to the buyer and seller; the

fractions below the one-half foot are to be dropped, and all fractions

above one-half foot are to be counted to the next higher figure on
the board rule.

6. In "line boards," pieces 14 feet and longer shall be given the

advantage in grade; pieces 12 feet and shorter shall be reduced in

grade.

7. Recognized defects in cypress are knots, knot holes, shakes,

splits, wane, wormholes, stained sap and peck.

Standard Lengths.

8. Random standard length stock may be furnished in odd as

well as even foot lengths, but there shall not be to exceed 20 per

cent of odd lengths in any one item.

9. Tank stock and No. 1 barn shall be 8 feet and longer.

10. 1st and 2d and select shall be 10 to 20 feet.

11. Finish, flooring, ceiling, partition, bevel and drop siding shall

be 10 to 20 feet.

12. Moldings and battens of all sizes 6 to 20 feet, in both odd
and even foot lengths, but not exceeding 10 per cent of 6, 7, 8 and
9 foot lengths.

13. No. 2 barn, 6 feet and longer.

14. Cull or peck, 4 feet and longer.

Standard Finished Sizes of Cypress.

15. Lumber shipped in the rough (except 8/4 inch No. 1 and No.

2 "Dimension," which grades may be ^ inch under or %. inch over

the size specified, both in thickness and width) shall be of sufficient

thickness to S2S to standard thickness, as follows:

16. 4/4 Lumber SIS or S2S shall be f} inch thick.

17. -S/4 Select, 1st and 2d clear, selected common tank and tank

lumber SIS or S2S, shall ho. \y% inches thick.
"

18. 6/4 Select 1st and 2d clear, selected common tank and tank

lumber SIS or S2S, shall be \y% inches thick.

19. 6/4 peck. No. 1 and No. 2 barn and finishing lumber SIS or

.S2S shall be li^ inches thick.

20. 8/4 Lumber, except No. 1 and No. 2 barn dimension SIS or

S2S, shall be 1^4 inches thick.
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21. 8/4 No. 1 and No. 2 barn or dimension SIS or S2S, shall

be \^/s inches thick.

22. 10/4 Lumber SIS or S2S, shall be 2^4 inches thick.

• 23. 12/4 Lumber SIS or S2S, shall be 2^ inches thick.

24. All lumber SlE takes off Vs inch. S2E, Yz inch.

25. All flooring shall be S2S and CM.
26. 4/4 Flooring shall be i§ inch bj' 2^4 inch, 3^ inch, 434 inch,

534 inch face.

27. S/4 Flooring shall be life, 6/4 shall be If.i, b}^ same widths

as 4/4.

28. 3/8 Ceiling shall be worked A inch, SIS only.

29. 1/2 Ceiling shall be worked -{n inch, SIS only.

30. 5/8 Celling shall be worked fs inch, SIS only.

31. 3/4 Ceiling shall be worked }l inch, SIS only.

32. Widths of ceiling to be the same as flooring, unless other-

wise specified. Ceiling up to ^4 inch face to have one bead on one

edge and ceiling wider than 3^4 inch face to be beaded center and
edge.

33. Partition to be finished the same as ceiling, but on both faces.

34. Drop siding shall be worked 54 inch Ipy 3% inch, 4^4 inch,

S34 inch, 7li inch, 9^4 inch face, S2S and CM or shiplappcd.

is. Bevel- siding or bevel cribbing shall be worked ^ inch less

in width than the rough strip measure.

Tank Stock.

36. Shall be random widths, and will not be furnished in specified

widths, and shall be graded from the poorer side.

37. Shall be 5 inches and wider, 1^^ inches to 4 inches thick and 8

feet and over in length. Pieces up to 7 inches shall be free from
sap. Pieces 7 inches to 13 inches may have one inch of sound sap

on one edge, not to exceed half the length and half the thickness of

the piece. Pieces 14 inches and wider may have 1 inch of sound sap

on both edges not to exceed half the length and half the thickness of

the piece. In all widths sound knots that do not impair usefulness for

tank purposes may be admitted.

First and Second Clear.

38. Shall be random widths, and will not be furnished in specified

widths, and shall be graded from the poorer side.

39. Shall he 8 inches and wider, 1 inch to 4 inches thick and 10

feet and over in length. Pieces 8 inches to 10 inches may have 1

inch of bright sap on each edge, or its equivalent on one or both
edges, otherwise they must be clear. Pieces 10 inches and under 12

inches may have 1^4 inches of bright sap on each edge or 3 inches

on one edge, and may have one standard knot or its equivalent.

Pieces 12 inches wide may have 2 inches of bright sap on each edge,

or 4 inches on one edge and may have one standard knot; or, in lieu
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of sap, may have two standard knots or their equivalent. Pieces

wider than 12 inches may admit of defects as specified above in pro-

portion as width increases. Pieces 10 inches and wider may admit

of one end split, which shall not exceed in length the width of the

piece. Pieces 12 inches and less in width, free from other defects,

may have bright sap across one face at one end, but this sap shall

not exceed in length one-tenth of the length of the piece. In pieces

13 inches and wider bright sap is not a defect.

Selects.

40. Shall be random widths, and will not be furnished in speci-

fied widths, and shall be graded from the better side, but the reverse

side shall not be of a lower grade than No. 1 shop or No. 1 barn.

41. Shall be 7 inches and wider, but will not be furnished wider

than 12 inches; shall be 1 inch to 4 inches thick, 10 feet and longer.

Pieces 10 inches and under in width shall admit two standard knots

or their equivalent and an additional standard knot or its equivalent

for every 2 inches in width over 10 inches. Pieces free from other

defects, 10 inches and over in width, to admit pin wormholes on one

edge one-tenth the width of the piece. Bright sap is not a defect in

this grade. Slight wane on pieces 10 inches and over in width is

allowed on one edge not over 3 feet in length. When no other defect

appears, slight amount of stained sap may be allowed. Pieces 10

inches and wider may admit of one end split, which shall not exceed

in length the width of the piece.

Selected Common Tank Stock.

42. Shall be 4 inches wide, or wider, 1^ inches and 2 inches

thick, 8 feet and over in length. Sound sap no defect in this grade,

but must be free from unsound knots or other defects that extend

through the thickness of the piece, and must be square edged to work
the full length of the piece.

No. 1 Barn or Dimension.

43. Shall be specified widths only, shall be 3 inches and wider,

1 inch and thicker, 8 feet and over in length, admitting sap, bright

or stained, shake, season checks, knots, pin wormholes, a small

amount of peck on one side and one edge, or very slight peck on

both sides and both edges of pieces comparatively free from coarse

defects; which defects, however, shall not be sufficient to seriously

impair the strength, or prevent the use of each piece for "common"
purposes in its full length and full Avidth.

No. 2 Barn or Dimension.

44. Shall be specified widths, 3 inches and wider, 1 inch and

thicker, 6 feet and over in length, admitting all the defects allowed

in No. 1 barn, but same may be larger and coarser, and in addition
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will admit peck on both sides; however, the defects shall not be

sufficient to prevent the use of each piece in full length and full width

for low-grade fencing and other very common purposes.

Cull or Peck,

45. May be random or specified widths 3 inches and wider, 1

inch to 4 inches thick, 4 feet and over in length. Shall admit all

pieces below the grade of No. 2 boxing, and shall also admit the

product of that part of the log known as "pecky;" however, each

piece shall have sufficient strength and nailing surface to permit its

use as a low-grade boxing, crating, -sheathing and foundation material.

Finishing,

46. Shall be specified widths 4 inches and wider, 1 inch to 2

inches thick, 10 feet and over in length, and shall be graded from
the better side, A, B and C, but the reverse side should not be more
than one grade lower. All grades of finish, rough or SIS or S2S may
vary ^ inch from the width specified.

47. "A" Finish.—Pieces 4 inches and 5 inches wide shall be clear

of sap, knots and other defects. Pieces 6 inches wide may have 1

inch of bright sap, or, in lieu of sap, one small sound knot. Pieces

7 inches and 8 inches wide may have 2 inches of bright sap, or, in

lieu of sap, one small sound knot. Pieces 9 inches and 10 inches

wide may have 3 inches of bright sap, or, in lieu of sap, two small

sound knots, or Ij^ inches of bright sap and one small sound knot.

Pieces 12 inches wide may have 4 inches of bright sap, or, in lieu of

sap, one standard knot, or two small sound knots, or two inches of

bright sap and one small soiind knot. Pieces 14 inches or wider may
have more defects in proportion as the width increases.

48. "B" Finish,—Pieces 4 inches, 5 inches and 6 inches wide may
have 2 inches of bright sap and one or two small sound knots, or in

lieu of knots may have all bright sap. Pieces 7 inches and 8 inches

wide may have 3 inches of bright sap and two small sound knots,

or in lieu of knots may have all bright sap. Pieces 9 inches and 10

inches wide may have 4 inches of bright sap and one standard knot

or three small sound knots, or in lieu of knots may have all bright

sap. Pieces 12 inches wide may have 6 inches of bright sap and one

standard or four small sound knots, or in lieu of knots may have all

bright sap. This grade will not be furnished wider than 12 inches.

49. "C" Finish.—All widths in this grade shall admit small sound

knots, stained sap, pin worms and other defects except shake; but

none that will prevent the use of same in its full width and length as

a paint grade, and will admit pieces containing one coarse defect

which can be removed by making two cuts with a waste of not to

exceed 5 per cent in the one piece removed, but which pieces are

otherwise "B" grade or better. This grade will not be furnished

wider than 12 inches.
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50. "D" Finish.—All widths will admit sound knots, stained sap,

pin worms, slight shakes and other defects; but none that will pre-

vent the use of same in its full width and length as a common paint

grade. This grade will not be furnished wider than 12 inches.

Siding.

51. Siding shall be 4 inches and 6 inches in width, 10 feet to 20

feet in length, and graded from the finished side, A, B, C and D.

52. "A" Siding.—May have one inch of bright sap on thin edge

and may contain one small sound knot.

53. "B" Siding.—May have any amount of bright sap, or, if not

all bright sap, may have three small sound knots, shake, split or pin

worm holes not exceeding in damage the three small knots as above,

and may have slight wane on the thin edge. In the absence of other

defects a small amount of stained sap will be permitted.

54. "C" Siding.—May have one to 5 knots, the whole not aggre-

gating ovpr 3 inches in diameter, or knots, splits or other defects

that can be removed in two cuts with waste not exceeding 10 per

cent, of the length, or may have small amount of stained sap and pin

worm holes not exceeding in damage the five small knots above

described.

55. "D" Siding.—May have stained sap and pin worm holes, or

may have other defects that will not cause a waste to exceed one-

third the piece.

Flooring and Cpiling.

56. Shall be specified widths, 10 feet to 20 feet in length and

graded from the finished side, or, if both sides are finished, it shall

be graded from the better side, A, B, C and D.

57. "A"—May have bright sap on one edge one-fourth its width,

otherwise must be clear. ,

58. "B"—May have one-half of its face bright sap if otherwise

clear, or, in lieu of sap, may contain two small sound knots, or may
have a split not to exceed 9 inches at one end.

59. "C" (10 to 20 feet)—May have all bright sap, or may have

one to five knots, the whole not aggregating over 3 inches, or knots

or other defects that can be removed in two cuts with waste not

exceeding 10 per cent, of the length, or may have three pin worm
holes, or may have check or split at one end, not to exceed 10 per

cent, of the length.

60. "C" (4 to 9 feet)—May have all bright sap, small sound

knots, stained sap, pin worm holes and other defects except shake,

but none that will prevent the use of each piece the full length.

61. "D"—May have stained sap and pin worm holes, or may have

unsound knots or other defects that will not cause a waste to exceed

one-third the piece
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Partition.

62. Shall be same widths and lengths as floo'ring and ceiling, but

shall be graded from the poorer side, A, B, C and D, same grading

to apply as in flooring and ceiling.

Pickets.

63. Shall be graded No. 1 and No. 2.

64. 1 Inch by 1 inch shall be Headed and S4S to is inch by

ii inch.

65. \% Inches by 1% inches shall l)e Headed and S4S to life

inches by 1^ inches.

66. 1^^ Inches by l}/2 inches shall be Headed and S4S to lA
inches by I fa inches.

67. 1 Inch by 3 inches shall be Headed and S4S to ^ inch by

2y2 inches.

68. No. 1—Shall be well manufactured, bright sap no d^efect, and

may contain one sinall sound knot.

69. No. 2—Shall admit stained sap, sound kn&ts, pin worm holes,

slight shake, and pickets thrown out of the No. 1 grade because

of poor manufacture.

Battens.

70. Battens, both flat and OG, are not moldings. Same are in-

variably used with "common" lumber and shall, therefore, be graded

No. 1 barn and better, admitting all defects allowed, in No. 1 barn,

but none that will prevent the use of each piece in full length for

batten purposes. Three-eighth inch battens shall be 1 inch strips S2S

to i§ inch by 2^ inches and resawed, or 1 inch by 2% inches to 3

inches S2S and resawed. Unless otherwise specified, 5^-inch or flat

battens shall be S2S only and resawed.

71. OG battens shall be manufactured in the sizes and pattern

shown in the Universal Molding Book.

Shingles.

72. Bests.—A dimension shingle, 4, 5 and 6 inches in width, 16

inches long, each width packed separately, 5 butts to measure 2

inches, to be all heart and free of shake, knots and other defects.

73. Primes.—A dimension shingle, 4, 5 and 6 inches in width,

16 inches long, each width packed separately, 5 butts to measure 2

inches, admitting tight knots cfnd sap, but free of shake and other

defects, but with no knots within 8 inches of the butts.

74. This grade may contain shingles clipped two-thirds of the

width and one-eighth of the length on the point.

75. Star a Star.—A random width shingle, 3 inches and wider,

14 inches to 16 inches long, otherwise the same as primes.

1
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76. Economy.—Dimensions 4, 5 and 6 inches, each width sep-

arately bunched, admitting sap and sound knots; may have slight

peck 5 inches from butts, imperfections on points no objection and
admitting 14-inch shingles.

n. Clippers.—All shingles below the above grades which are

sound for 5 inches from butts, wormholes and slight peck excepted,

random widths 2j/^ inches and wider.

78. The count of manufacture of shingles, of all grades, is based
on 4,000 linear inches in width, making 1,000 standard shingles, con-

sequently there would be only 667 6-inch shingles packed and counted
as 1,000 standard shingles; 5 inches dimension being counted in like

proportion.

79. In making re-inspection of shingles, one bundle out of 20

bundles, taken at random, shall be cut open, the results of this in-

vestigation to form the basis of arriving at the grade of the entire

shipment.

Classification and Grading Rules for Hemlock Lumber

Sap

White or bright sap shall not be considered a defect in any of the

grades provided for and described in these rules, except where
stipulated.

Water Stain

In hemlock will often be found streaks or patches of red or

brown discolorations, sound and firm, the presence of which does not

weaken the wood, nor detract seriously from its utility. Water stain

should not be confused with rot, being firm and strong, while rot is

soft and decayed wood.

Standard Sizes for Hemlock

Rough Lumber
Piece Stuff.

Standard lengths for Rough Piece Stuff are 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14,

16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 ft. Standard widths are 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 inches.

Standard thickness is \y% inches.-

Boards.

Standard lengths for Rough Boards are 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

and 20 ft. Standard widths are 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 inches. Standard

thickness is if inch.

Dressed Lumber .

Piece Stuff.

Standard sizes for Piece Stuff SISIE are: l)4x3.>4, IJ/JxSM,

I%x7j4, 1^x9^, 154xll-K.

(43)
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Boards.
'

The standard thickness for inch lumber SIS is M inch.

Flooring, Ceiling, Shiplap, Drop Siding.

Standard widths are: 314, 5%, 7%, 9]4 and 11^4 »"• face. Stand-

ard thickness is il in.

Estimated Weights of Hemlock Lumber

Per M Feet, Shipping Dry.

3 in. Plank, Rough 3,000

3 in. Plank and 4x4 to 8x8, SISIE 2,700

3 in. Plank, S4S or D & M 2,500

4x10 to 12x12, Rough 3,500

4x10 to 12x12, SlSlE 3,200

4x4 to 8x8, Rough 3,000

Thick D & Better, SIS.... 2,500

Thick D & Better, SlSl 2,200

2 in. Piece Stuff, SlSlE 2,200

2 in. Piece Stuff, Rough or SIE 2,500

2 in. Piece Stuff, S4S or D & M 2,000

1 in. Boards, Rough 2,400

1 in. Boards, SIS or S2S 2,000

1 in. Clear and Select, SIS 2,000

Shiplap, D & M, or Drop Siding 1,800

1x6 Well Tubing, Beveled Edges 1,800

Sheathing Lath 1,500

Lath 500

32 in. Lath 300

Grading Rules

Thick D and Better.

1. Thick D and Better shall be 4 in. wide and wider, \% in.,

1J4 in. and dimension thickness.

2. This grade shall have sound, square edges, and be of grade

of Inch D Stock and Better on the face side, and not below the

grade of Inch No. 1 Common on the back of the piece.

Boards and Strips.

There are six grades made in Boards and Strips:

Inch Clear and Select. No. 2 Common.
Inch D Stock No. 3 Common.
No. 1 Common No. 4 Common.

Inch Clear and Select.

1. Inch Clear and Select should be 4 in. and wider, and 8 ft.

long and longer, not to exceed 10 per cent. 8 ft. long.
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2. This grade is especially adapted for interior finish and only

the face, or best side, is expected to show, although some attention

should be given to the back of the piece.

3. The face shall show no wane, but the back may show such

an amount of wane or other defects as will not interfere with the

use of the piece for finishing purposes.

4. No shake or season check shall be allowed on the face side,

but a very little tight shake and checks that are not deep may appear

on the back of the piece.

5. This grade will admit on the face side several tight pin knots

not over ^ in. in diameter. In a 4 or 6 in., 12 ft. and longer piece,

not more than three knots arc admissible, and proportionately more

in a wider piece.

6. A 10 or 12 in. piece, 12 ft. and longer, will not admit of more

than three sound, firmly set knots, not to exceed ^4 i"- in diameter.

Narrower and shorter pieces will admit of fewer large knots, but not

a combination of large knots and other defects.

7. Pieces 12 ft. and longer are admissible that will, with not

more than 10 per cent, of waste, produce two clear cuts, each four

feet long or longer.

Inch D Stock.

1. Inch D Stock shall consist of Boards and Strips below the

grade of Clear and Select 4 in. and wider, and 8 ft. long and longer,

not to exceed 10 per cent. 8 ft. long, and must be of a sound and

water-tight character.

2. All knots must be sound and firmly set. Red knots must not

exceed 1% in. in diameter, and spike knots must not exceed in length

one-fourth the width of the piece. Black knots must not exceed 54

in. in diameter, and must be especially well set.

3. A 6-in. strip 12 ft. long shall not contain more than three

defects of the extreme sizes. A wider or longer piece inay contain

relatively more of these defects, and narrower and shorter pieces

relatively less. The general appearance of the piece must be taken into

consideration.

4. No shake shall be allowed in this grade, but slight season

checks and water stain shall not be considered defects.

5. This grade shall be suitable for sound Drop Siding, Ceiling

and Flooring, and shall have a smooth appearance, especially on the

edges.

Inch No. 1 Common.

1. The grade of No. 1 Common in Boards or Strips includes

stock of a generally sound character.

2. Some shake is admissible.

3. Numerous knots, whether red or black.

4. Some water stain of a firm character.
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Inch No. 2 Common.

1. Boards or Strips will admit of considerable shake.

2. Black, unsound knots.

3. Two or three good-sized knot holes, or more of small ones.

4. Streaks, or patches of discoloration, showing partial decay.

5. This grade can be safely recommended for general building

purposes.

Inch No. 3 Common.

1. The defects may consist of excessive shake.

2. Very coarse, unsound knots.

3. Some soft rot.

4. Some cross checks.

Inch No. 4 Common.

4 In. and Wider, 4 Feet and Longer.

This grade includes all serviceable lumber below the grade of

No. 3.

Piece Stuff or Dimension,

No. 1 Dimension

1. The grade of No. 1 Dimension will admit of shake that will

not materially affect the strength of the piece.

2. Also knots, either black or red, that are well located and
fairly sound.

3. Or some slight cross checks or sound water stain.

4. This grade, while admitting the above defects, must at the

same time retain the element of strength required for any building

purpose.

No. 2 Dimension

1. The grade of No. 2 Dimension includes stock not good
enougii to be classed as No. 1, and the defects admissible are of the

same general character as the defects found in No. 1, except that

they are more pronounced.

2. Considerable shake, large unsound knots, loose knots, knot

holes and cross checks are all admissible in this grade, but not a

serious combination of these defects in any one piece.

Merchantable

The grade of Merchantable is a combination of No. 1 and No. 2,

consisting of approximately 50 per cent, of each.

No. 3 Dimension

1. The defects are excessive shake, numerous knot holes, coarse,

rotten knots, or considerable rot.

2. This grade can be recommended for cheap, light construction.
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No. 4 Dimension

2x4 and Wider, 4 Feet and Longer.

This grade includes all serviceable Dimension below the grade

of No. 3.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE USES OF LUMBER
L ]

A.

E.

ridge and Construction limb
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10. Sheathing.

11. Furring.

12. Siding.

13. Ceiling.

14. Lath.

15. Truss timbers.

16. Purhns.

17. Rafters.

18. Roof boards.

19. Shingles.

20. Door and window frames.

21. Outside finish lumber.

22. Inside finish lumber.

22,. Millwork.

24. Sleepers.

D. Section Houses.

1. Posts.

2. Sills.

3. Caps.

4. Stringers.

.S. Joists.

6. Bridging.

7. Sub-flooring.

8. Finish flooring.

9. Studding and plates.

10. Sheathing.

11. Furring.

12. Siding.

13. Ceiling.

14. Lath.

15. Rafters.

16. Roof boards.

17; Shingles.

18. Door and window frames.

19. Outside finish lumber.

20. Inside finish lumber.

21. Millwork.

E. Miscellaneous Small Buildings.

1. Posts.

2. Sills.

3. Caps.

4. Stringers.

5. Joists.

6. Bridging.

7. Sub-flooring.

8. Finish flooring.

9. Studding and plates.

10. Sheathing.

11. Furring.

12. Siding.

13. Ceiling.

14. Lath.

15. Rafters.

16. Roof boards.

17. Shingles.

18. Door and window frames.

19. Outside finish lumber.

20. Inside finish lumber.

21. Millwork.

F. Warehouses.

1. Piling.

2. Caps.

3. Sills.

4. Posts.

5. Stringers.

0. Joists.

7. Bridging.

8. Sub-flooring.

9. Finish flooring.

10. Studding and plates.

11. Sheathing.

12. Furring.

13. Siding.

14. Ceiling.

15. Lath.

16. Truss timbers.

17. Purlins.

18. Rafters.

19. Roof boards.

20. Shingles.

21. Door and window frames.

22. Outside finish lumber.

23. Inside finish lumber.

24. Millwork.

25. Sleepers.

G. Ice Houses.

1. Piling.

2. Sills.

3. Caps.

4. Posts.

5. Stringers.

6. Joists.
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THE NEW ECONOMY
ANOTHER MONOGRAPH

By Maurice Coburn
Supervising' Engineer, Pennsylvania Lines.

Last year in the March Bulletin there was published a valuable dis-

cussion, "The New Economy," a monograph, by Mr. E. R. Lewis.

He urged for maintenance employees the need of continuous work,

satisfactory living conditions, graded pay and thorough supervision and

hoped for an improvement in conditions during the current year. Those

who must now spend much of their time in wage adjustments or with

grievance committees can hardly feel that there is much encouragement

in the present outlook, or that Mr. Lewis' hopes have been in any way

realized. ,

, The men cannot alone be blamed for present troubles. After a man

has made reasonable provision for himself and family, money will not

satisfy him. His normal need is for a chance to develop, to scheme

and originate. Modern industry has taken from the average man much

of the chance for originality and he turns to the union and the grievance

committee.

The trackmen have been, as compared with much of the railroad

organization, loj'al and interested. They have been in a position to see

the results of their work as few of the others have been.

We get in the long run about what we give. We cannot expect com-

plete loyalty and the best possible service without a real understanding

and an honest effort to meet the needs of the men. We have too many

petty officers who say, "I did it."

Our conditions necessarily tend to conservatism. Innovations are

difficult and require courage ; and some other industries are doing much

more to improve their methods. These, we are told, are not applicable to

the railroads, but the writer beheves that an honest effort will find a good

deal of real value that can help.

One of the most valuable contributors to the discussion of manage-

ment problems is Mr. Robert B. Wolf, Consulting Engineer, ZZ West

Forty-second street, New York City, a paper manufacturer for many

years.

The following quotations are recommended for careful perusal

:

From Non-Financial Incentives.

Paper presented by Mr. Wolf before the American Society of Mech-

anical Engineers, December 3, 1918:

"We gave to each operating department head a complete cost of oper-

ating his department, for which he was held responsible. As soon as

he began to realize this responsibility, because all the repair materials

were charged to him, he at once began to make an intelligent criticism

of the engineering department, and especially was he critical of the

maintenance foreman if he was wasteful in the use of materials. As a

result of this, the maintenance foreman asked the master mechanic if

they could not have job costs showing how economically they were doing
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their work, as they had no idea of the value of materials that they were
using. The foreman's detail job sheet shown is the result of this request.

It will be noted that the job is fully described, the total cost for labor

and material to date is given, as well as the cost of labor and material

for yesterday. Then below is listed the itemized cost of all materials

used. The men soon became educated as to the value of the materials

they were using and we noticed a great change in the amount of waste

;

in fact, we had frequent cases where maintenance foremen would bring

scales into the mill to make sure that the storehouse was giving them full

measure of materials and we were soon obliged to get up a system of

giving credit for material returned to the storehouse in order to help

foremen keep down their job costs. This was in no sense a form of

contract system, for all of our maintenance and construction men were
paid by the hour and did not receive any more money for doing a job

economically.

"We were unable to get a real thought of economy started in the

plant until the departmental cost sheets and job-cost sheets were started.

These were put into effect first in the beginning of 1914 and there was
an immediate drop in the curve from an average of about $2.35 worth of

material spent for each dollar spent for labor, down to $1.65 in 1914 and

$1.05 in 1915.

"That this drop is due to the greater economy and thought in the

use of materials is indicated by the fact that our maintenance crew was
not very much reduced, the saving coming almost entirely in the use of

materials.

"The drop in production in 1914-15 was due to war conditions which
were unavoidable. It is a significant fact, however, that in spite of this

drop in production, the maintenance material cost per ton of pulp was
reduced to approximately half the amount under the conditions of higher

production during the two preceding years.

"In none of this work did we pay bonuses to a superintendent,

department head or workman ; our salaries and wages were high, but

payments were all on a monthly, weekly or hourly basis. The increased

effort came entirely, therefore, from a desire within the individual to be

productive. Of course this sort of creative effort produced a great

change in operating conditions; we increased our yearly production from
42,000 tons to 111,000 tons without adding to the number of digesters for

cooking the pulp, or wet machines for handling the finished product and
we changed our quality from the poorest to the very best.

"Due to the intelligent suggestion which came from our men all over

the plant, we were able to make very radical changes in the manufac-
turing processes. Entirely new methods of preparing our wood, making
acid, bleaching, etc., were created, all of which we paid for out of the

earnings.

"I maintain that this was all the result of the freedom our men were
e.xperiencing, because they were working in an environment which
stimulated thinking.

"I feel that I should state, however, that in our mills in Canada,
where the same scientific recording of operations is being developed, our

wage rates are adjusted each spring, after careful discussion with the

representatives of our local labor organizations. This had proved to be

a very just and satisfactory method, for the rates thus determined are

really a consensus of opinion of both employer and employee and_ once
the wage question is disposed of, all are free to devote their energies to

the intelligent solution of manufacturing problems. Constant agitation of

the question of financial remuneration only detracts from the work, and
our experience has invariably been that there will be plenty of incentive

to productive effort if the working environment is such that the worl^-

man can express himself as an intelligent human being."
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Part of Discussion before the Taylor Society by Robert B. Wolf, March,

1917.

"* * * J (}q j^Qt wish to leave the impression that we do not be-

heve in rewarding our men. We pay them much more than they are
paid in any other branch of the paper industry and we are glad that the

increased efficiency of the plant makes it possible for us to do this.

"I am not necessarily opposed to piece work or task and bonus
methods of payment. There may be cases when it is desirable to use
these methods.

"I do want to point out, however, that we have been able to obtain
splendid results without resorting to a system of immediate money
reward and that I believe we should seriously consider whether or not
it is wise to keep the almighty dollar constantly before the workman,
thereby stimulating his selfish instincts. Is it not perhaps better to pay
him liberally so that he can forget this economic pressure and do good
work because of the joy that comes from the consciousness of a work
well done?

"It is in the formation of standard practice and time study that we
need to exercise the greatest care. The realm of positive science does
not extend into this field. It is the field which is essentially occupied by
the will of man, which we must, never fail to recognize as free in

essence. I believe the principal function of time study is to furnish some
means for recording the progress of the workmen. This is the reason
why it is necessary, in order to obtain the best results, to have the work-
man feel that the proceeding decided upon as the best actually is the best

and represents a consensus of opinion of the men on. the particular job.

"After several years' experience as manager, I have come to the con-
clusion that no matter how skilfully the management determines the one
best way to perform an operation, it ceases to be the one best way if the

workman does not want to do it that way.
"This does not mean that in our plants we allow our men to go

ahead in their own way to find out how their work should be done. We
do give them very careful instructions covering all we know about the
operation they are about to perform ; but in giving them these instruc-

tions we never allow ourselves to lose sight of the fact that they must
not be in too much detail, and that freedom is given to the workman to

leave the impress of his personality upon the work, or upon the forma-
tion of the progress record which indicates how near he conforms to the
standards, which he recognizes as ideal. * * *

"I simply want to say in conclusion that I believe it to be absolutely
essential for the development of the human race that the men who are in

control of our industries obtain a real conception of the reason for man's
existence. * * *

"Viewed from this standpoint, we can see why the power to create
is absolutely essential to man's development and that any organization
which denies to its men this opportunity to express themselves in creative

work, cannot be considered scientific, for it is not intelligently enlisting

into the service that great intermediate power 'The Will of Man.'
"I would like to say in concluding my remarks this evening that

while I have never worked with Mr. Taylor, it was my privilege to talk

with him a number of times. I never left him without carrying with me
the distinct impression that he was constantly endeavoring to get what
he called the initiative of the workman, by making his work interesting
for him.

"I think one of his greatest contributions to the problem of man-
agement was the working out of a practical method of measuring a
day's work, so that every man can know how much progress he is mak-
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ing. Unless the workman has means for recording his progress, he
cannot do creative work. He is, therefore, entitled to be furnished with
a means for measuring the results of his efforts.

"I think one of the previous speakers does not realize to what an
extent the recording of operations helps the workman to do his work
more intelligently, and furthermore, I believe that he is not aware how
necessary these records are if the men are to be given a chance to enjoy
their jobs. A management that is endeavoring to do things of this kind
for the workman must inevitably come to take the human element into

account to the fullest extent.

"One gentleman stated that it was not possible to make a time study
without considering the men. I have no doubt, from what I saw of his

organization, that lie considers his employees to the fullest extent when
making time studies; but there is no use blinking at the fact that time
studies can be made and are made without the full cooperation of the

workman. I find in our own plant that there is a constant tendency to

determine standard methods more or less arbitrarily and it is necessary
continually to emphasize the necessity for guarding against this tendency.

"Just a word in conclusion : We must either accept the illogical

premise that industry exists that the few may accumulate wealth by the

labor of the many, or that its main function is to furnish a field for the

development of men. Acceptance of the latter point of view means that

we must plan our industrial organizations so that the men in them can
express themselves in their work and thereby accumulate experiences

which will enable them to come into a fuller realization of what life

means."

Part of Discussion before the Taylor Society by Robert B. Wolf,

October, 1916.

"Our efforts, ever since we began to realize the workman's point of

view, have been not to take responsibility from him. It is our plan to

increase his responsibility and we feel that it is our duty to teach him to

exercise his reasoning power and intelligence to its fullest extent. There
is no advantage gained by stimulating a man's reasoning power, and
through this means his creative faculty, if the management relieves the

man of the responsibility for each individual operation. The opportunity
for self-expression, which is synonymous with joy in work, is something
that the workman is entitled to and we employers who feel that manage-
ment must become a true science must begin to think liess of the science

of material things and think more of the science of human relationships.

Our industries must become humanized, otherwise there will be no relief

from the present state of unrest in the industries of the world.
"In this connection it might be well to observe that our experience

in the pulp industry has been that instructions which go too much into

detail tend to deaden interest in the work. We realize fully the value
of sufficient instructions to get uniform results, but we try to leave as

much as possible to the judgment of the individual operator, making our
instructions take more the form of constant teaching of principles in-~

volved in the operation than of definite fixed rules of procedure. It is

necessary to produce a desire in the heart of the- workman to do good
work. No amount of coercion will enlist him thoroughly in the service.

"It has been our experience that this is the only way to get the ini-

tiative of the men to the fullest extent and my personal opinion is that

the splendid results obtained by Dr. Taylor in his own individual opera-

tions were due largely to the fact that he stimulated the reasoning powers
of the men to a wonderful extent, through his keen insight into human
nature. He described to me, on several occasions, how he used the men
themselves and made them realize that they were cooperating in obtaining

the results.
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"The new efficiency is going to reckon a great deal more with the

needs of the individual man ; but in order to do this it must have some
philosophical conception of the reason for man's existence. It is begin-
ning to be understood that when we deny the opportunity to do creative

work to vast numbers of individuals we are violating a great universal

law.

"The degree of efficiency of an organization, therefore, can be meas-
ured by the extent to which it permits the individual men in its employ
to do creative work, which, as I have said before, gives joy to the worker
because it gives him an opportunity for self-expression.

"I feel that the tendency among many of our scientific management
operators is to design an organization that will do the thinking for the

man rather than designing one which will primarily utilize the tremendous
creative forces of the men and stimulate and direct these forces, which,
when properly controlled, will solve all of the problems that have to do
with quality, quantity and economy of operation.

"The problem is not how to 'obtain knowledge of what constitutes

a proper day's work for a workman and skill to direct that work in

detail day and night,' but how to produce a desire on the part of the

workman to do this work well and, then, in a much greater measure than
we are doing at present, leave with him the responsibility of controlling

the details, after giving him all possible assistance to do the work
intelligently.

"I do not agree with the conclusions of the Special Committee of

the A. S. M. E. that the new element in the art of management can be

summed up as a 'transference of skill from workman to management.'
I read this paper with very much interest when it came out and did not

agree with its conclusions at that time.

"I believe, as I stated in the paper on 'Individuality in Industry,'

which I read before the Society in May, 1915, that the new element in

the art of management is the unifying power of the wonderful mechanism
of scientific control through the use of which the organization can be-

come conscious of its progress and deal intelligently with the material

forces it is using in converting raw materials into articles of commerce."

Discussion by Harlow S. Person, Ph. D.,

President of The Taylor Society, October, 1916.

"Now I am inclined to think that just because Mr. Wolf emphasizes
individuality, he leads you to believe that there are no instructions, no
control. I believe that there are probably pretty strongly governing in-

structions in his plant. But they take the form of information concerning
methods and results rather than of minute regulatory propositions. I

understand that Mr. Wolf's workmen are furnished daily an extraordi-
nary amount of information concerning the results of their individual

and group operations, and concerning operations throughout the plant.

This information inspires them to attempt, on their own initiative, to per-

form operations in accordance with the best methods which are taught
them. The instructions, therefore, instead of being minute, take the
form of advice concerning exactly what is to be accomplished, the best

way of accomplishing it, and the result of efforts to accomplish it. The
application of individual skill to the accomplishing of the desired result

is the independent creative effort of the workman.
"We must not be unmindful of the result of Mr. Wolf's application

of his principle. He has changed the reputation of his plant to one
esteemed for high quality, even-running product; he has increased the

output some ninety per cent, with the same combination of labor and
equipment. These are facts to establish a presumption in favor of his

philosophy."
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"The Human Relations in Industry."

{From an address by Mr. Wolf, delivered at the Fourth Annual
Meeting of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, Boston, Oc-

tober 22, 1919.)

* * * The records at first were quantity records. We posted the
production per machine ; for instance, putting the highest man at the top
and the lowest man at the bottom. No one likes to be the low man, and
everybody likes to be the high man, so gradually we got a spirit of
emulation started throughout the entire organization.

An unexpected and unwelcome development occurred, due to . the
workman's desire to get a good record regardless of the effect on the
quality of the pulp, and we were forced gradually to change our records
to a qualit}' basis. * * *

We now began to post records that had to do with the quality basis.

We did not put the highest man at the top of the list in proportion to

the amount turned out, but the man who came nearest to the ideal pro-
duction per machine, which insured that a man would not overwork or
underwork. It became then a matter of skill rather than physical
strength. * * *

As we changed from a quantity to a quality basis, the rivalry which
tended to make hard feeling among the men disappeared, and the men
began to work together much more harmoniously. We added later cost

records, which gave information of progress where we could not di-

rectly measure skill without resorting to some sort of an inspection
system or time study method. * * *
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DISCUSSION ON WATER SERVICE
(For Report, see pp. 47-80.)

Mr. J. L. Campbell (EI Paso & Southwestern) :—Mr. President, the

Committee is sorry that its Chairman is absent. He has been in close

touch with the work throughout the j'car and could present it very well.

In submitting this report" the Committee will have a number of

changes to propose in the matter contained in the report as printed. Many
of these changes are the result of helpful criticism and suggestion that

the Committee received during the year from members of the Association,

and the Committee desires to extend its thanks to the members of the

Association, and suggests that this most excellent practice, if the mem-
bers will take the time and trouble to assist the standing ccxmmittees in

that waj^, will add greatly to the value of the work of the committees.

On page 65 of Bulletin 220 you will find an outline of the work which

was submitted to the Committee and which has been the basis of its work
during the year. On pages 66 and 67 you will find the report of the Com-
mittee, including the conclusions and suggested subjects for next year's

work.

Taking up the first subject on page 66, revision of the Manual,

"Changes in the Manual under the heading of 'Water Service' in the 1915

edition of the Manual are recommended in Appendix *A.'
"

Referring now to Appendix A on pages 68 and 69, down to and in-

cluding the second suggested revision, we have a reprint of subject-matter

in the Manual as it is now printed.

On page 70: "It is suggested that subject-matter quoted above be

eliminated from the Manual, as the information is not generally appli-

cable to present types of softening plants, and should be considered rather

as reference matter in the Proceedings."

And also under "Typical Layout for Surface Pipe Wells" the Com-
mittee has this recommendation : "It is suggested that this page be omit-

ted as proposing a rather detailed plan which is not of general applica-

tion."

The Committee moves the elimination of this matter in the reprint of

the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Campbell:—Referring to the second subject on page 66, "Supply

of drinking water on trains and premises of railroads." A progress re-

port on this subject appears in Appendix B, together with item for inser-

tion in the Manual.

Referring now to Appendix B, on pages 12 and 73, and a portion of

74, you will find matter of information. Then under 1, 2 and 3 the Com-
mittee has recommendations to make, with a correction or change in No.

1. The Committee proposes that in the last two lines of No. 1, the words
"and incapable of conveying disease," and the words "exposed to pos-

sible contamination," be eliminated, and that this section read as fol-
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lows: "Federal Interstate Quarantine Regulations, Sec. 13 to Amendment

No. 8, as amended July 14th, 1919, and issued by the Public Health Serv-

ice, provide that water for drinking purposes furnished by railroads on

cars in interstate traffic shall be pure and from a source which is ap-

proved as producing a water of satisfactory sanitary quality and

safety."

The second recommendation of the Committee is No. ^ page 74.

The Committee moves that 1, 2 and 3 as read, be adopted for publication

in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Campbell :—The Committee moves that the Water Service Or-

ganization, appearing on pages 75 and 76 be adopted for publication in

the Manual.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—Do I understand the Com-

mittee to advocate that as an ironclad organization, or a suggested form

of organization?

Mr. Campbell :—I believe it is the intention of the Committee that

this simply be in the form of a recommended organization suggested

to you for inclusion in the Manual, and is the only form of organiza-

tion that the Committee has to recommend at this time.

The President :—Does this suggested layout exist on any railroads

at the present time?

Mr. C. R. Knowles (Illinois Central) :—The chart as submitted rep-

resents the organization as existing on a number of roads, or rather a

combination of the several organizations. Certain modifications would be

necessary to suit conditions on a road of greater or lesser mileage.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Campbell then presented Section 4^ and Appendix D, and said) :

The Committee moves that this be adopted for publication in the

Manual.

(The motion carried.) _

*

(Mr. Campbell presented Section 5 and Appendix E, and said:)

The Committee moves that this part of the report be adopted for

publication in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Campbell then presented Section 6 and Appendix F, and sub-

mitted a number of changes.)

In item No. 6, group A, Wells, page 84^ after the word "well, a

device placed in the well," insert a comma, and we have eliminated the

word "therefrom" at the end of that sentence, making it read, "A de-

vice placed in a well, designed to admit water from the surrounding

area and exclude sand and other substances."

In group F, Water Treatment, page 85, No. 4, the Committee recom-
mends the elimination of the words "commonly applied to decaying,"

making this definition read, "vegetable and animal matter occasionally

encountered in water."
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In No. 6 of that group suhstituto the word "for" for the word "of"

after the word "processes."

Following 13, on page 86, include a definition for "Continuous Fil-

ter."

This deiinition was inadvertently omitted and No. 14 will then read

—

"One so designed that water may be pumped through it without inter-

ruption to the flow."

In group H, No. 8, the last item, omit the last two words, "into

stream."

The Committee moves that these definitions be accepted for print-

ing in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Campbell then presented Section 7 and Appendix G.)

Mr. Campbell:—These are submitted as information for publication

in the Proceedings.

(Mr. Campbell presented Section 8, Specifications for Wood Water
Tanks," and read i\ppendix H.)

On pages 93 to 93 and top of page 96, there appears matter which

is submitted as information. This is presented for publication in the

Proceedings only with an elimination which will be specified later.

The Committee moves that these specifications be accepted for print-

ing in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Campbell then presented Section 7 and Appendix G, and said) :

These are submitted as information for publication in the Proceed-

ings.

(Mr. Campbell presented Section 8, Specifications for Wood Water
Tanks, and Appendix H, and said) :

The Committee desires to add to the first sentence after the word
chamfer, the words "to fit the croze." The same phrase also applies to

the first sentence of item 4, on page 90.

On page 92 the words "malleable iron" under the plan for Hoop
Lug should be omitted.

On pages 93 to the top of 96 there is matter of information. The
Committee is presenting that for publication in the Proceedings only,

with an eliinination which will be specified. The Committee desires to

substitute for the whole of the specifications for material for tank hoops,

appearing on page 96, the following: "The tank hoops shall preferably

be wrought iron. They may be open-hearth steel. Such wrought iron

or steel shall fulfill all of the requirements of quality, strength, inspec-

tion and test for wrought iron and open-hearth steel given in the General

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges in the recommended practice

of the American Railway Engineering Association."

Referring now to the subject-matter of information on page 94, the

third paragraph, the change in the specification, if adopted, will also

carry with it the elimination of the third paragraph, and the Commit-
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tee recommends the elimination of the whole of that third paragraph

from the information published in the Proceedings.

With these changes, the Committee moves the adoption of these

specifications for publication in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—Do I understand this is

final action on this specification?

The President :—It is.

Mr. Frink:—I thought it would be presented for discussion.

The President :—It is open for discussion now.

Mr. Frink :—I would like to call attention to one or two things I

think have been omitted. One is that great care must be taken not to

get the hoops too tight before your tank swells, or you are apt to break

your hoops. I think a paragraph could well be inserted in the note

beginning on page 93, calling attention to that fact; and then it might

be well to put a paragraph in the specification providing for the use

of galvanized iron hoops if anyone wishes to use them. I think some

might want to use galvanized hoops.

The President:—Will the Committee accept these additions? Mr.

Frink, the Committee ask that you indicate more fully about the gal-

vanizing.

Mr. Frink :—You have caught me a little bit unprepared. I know

the use of galvanized material is becoming more common in a good

many of the industrial lines; for instance, you see galvanized steel

towers for transmission lines. There are quite a number of instances

of the use of galvanized material to obviate painting and to prolong

the life of the structures. The hoops on water tanks are particularly

subject to corrosion, owing to their situation and the fact that so much

of the time they are damp or moist. It struck me it would be well to

cover in your note that feature of the subject.

Mr. Campbell :—^Mr. President, I understand the proposal is to in-

clude that as a suggestion in the information, rather than in the speci-

fication.

Mr. Frink :—Yes, sir.

Mr. Campbell :—The Committee is" willing to accept both of those

suggestions.

The President :—Mr. Chairman, will you state specifically what that

addition will be?

Mr. Campbell :—I am equally unprepared on this point with Mr.

Frink, but I would suggest if this is to be included as information to

be published in the Proceedings that it be added at the bottom of page

93, specifying that tank hoops may be galvanized, and I think it would
be well in that connection to indicate what would be an acceptable method
of galvanizing.

In connection with the suggestion as to the tightening of the hoops,

the Committee believe that that is sufficiently covered in the third para-
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graph from the bottom of page 94. The matter of properly adjusting

these hoops is ver>- much of a detail, and the Committee believes that

with that suggestion it would be sufficient, rather than to attempt to

include it as a clause in the specification.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I do not quite agree with the Com-

mittee that the paragraph near the bottom of page 94 sufficiently covers

the point which was raised. I did not personally know of it, but I

heard of a case a number of years ago where an excellent building fore-

man, who had had no experience on tanks previously, was sent out to

erect a tank. He did not realize that the tank would swell after being

set up, and he tried to make it tight enough to hold water at the first

tilling, with the result that the tank collapsed. I think it is a wise plan

to add in the suggestion a definite statement that care must be taken

not to tighten the hoops on a tank too tightly until it has had time

to swell.

Mr. Campbell :—Mr. President, the Secretary will be furnished with

a type copy of all of these changes for his information.

Mr. H. T. Douglas, Jr. (Chicago & Alton) :—Mr. President, I should

like to amplify the comment which you have just made. The water

situation on all railways is in a very grave state, particularly in the

Middle West, the West and the Southwest. We know that the reser-

voirs that we have in this part of our country are not satisfactory; that

the water that we procure from surface drainage is frequently severely

impregnated with vegetable and mineral compounds which make it al-

most unfitted for boiler uses. Recently I have taken a very lively in-

terest in this subject and have addressed letters to the Director of the

Geological Survey at Washington, and to the state geologists of Illinois

and of Missouri. I have been exceedingly surprised to see the indif-

ferent manner in which the Federal and the State authorities have been

conducting these highly important investigations ; first, to secure water

which was suitable for drinking purposes, and, secondly, to secure water

in sufficient quantities and of proper quality for boiler uses. I find

nowhere information comparable with the gravity of the situation.

Take our interior cities—and I refer now to Blooniington, 111., where

there are no running streams of magnitude available for many miles

—

they have carried on all sorts of investigations, made all sorts of ex-

periments of minor character, it is true, and the situation is no nearer

solution to-day than it was months ago. It occurs to me that if we are

to be Engineers charged with the duty of making a dollar buy two

dollars' worth, some earnest effort should be addressed by this Associ-

ation to the proper governmental authority that some part of the -enor-

mous expenditures now being made should be devoted to such thorough,

full and complete investigation as w-ill secure to the people a knowledge

of where water of proper quantity and proper quality may be secured,

and I request this Association take such action. I know that on any

of our railways here entering the city of Chicago we sec our flues, our
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fireboxes, the crovvnsheets of our locomotives going all to pieces, be-

cause we are putting into those boilers water that is absolutely unfitted

for their proper uses. We know that communities here in our state are

suffering from the want of proper water for drinking purposes, waters

that carr}- bacteria of a harmful nature, and it seems to me that if we
are going to live up to the full requirements of those specifications which

30U have laid before us this morning, we should address our earnest

effort to the proper solution of this most grave problem.

Further, I suggest that the Water Service Committee be directed

in their next year's work to submit as complete data and recommenda-
tions as to proper means of securing our railway water supply.

The President:—The Committee is excused with our thanks for

their good work.



DISCUSSION ON MASONRY
(For Report, see pp. 81-141.) '

Mr. 1. J. Yates (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—The work of

the Committee has been largely on Subject No. 2, "Specifications for

Plain and Reinforced Concrete," and for steel reinforcement.

In addition to the subject assigned by the Board of Direction, there

has been appointed during the year a special joint committee on concrete

piling; also a joint committee on specifications for concrete and rein-

forced concrete. The latter joint committee is composed of five mem-
bers each from the American Society of Civil Engineers; the American

Society for Testing Materials ;* the American Concrete Institute ; the

Portland Cement Association, and the American Railway Engineering As-

sociation. The Committee was organized on February 11, 1920, and the

work is under way.

In view of the fact that a joint committee was about to be formed,

the Masonry Committee considered a postponement of the report on

specifications for concrete, plain and reinforced, until such times as the

joint committee's report could be received. But on account of the ex-

tent of the work, it was the opinion of your Committee that it Vvould

be fulh' two 3'ears before the final report of the joint committee could be

presented for consideration. We therefore felt that the Masonry Commit-

tee's report should be presented at this time.

The first subject is the revision of the Manual, given in Appendix

A, and the Committee recommends that it be approved. In order to ex-

plain the action of the Committee I would say that we found in going

over the Manual that many changes were necessary, principally' in re-

editing. In other words, the definitions in the Manual i)ertain principally

to stone masonry, and it is proposed to introduce definitions for con-

crete masonry. It is only with this intention that the definitions are

submitted, including the omissions, the revisions and the additions.

(Mr. Yates then read the detailed omissions, revisions and additions

as presented in tlie report.)

Mr. Yates:—I move the adoption of the omissions, revisions and ad-

ditions, as given in the Committee report.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—I ask the Com-
mittee why the)' limited the definition of crushed slag to blast furnace

slag?

Mr. Y'ates :—That is the only kind of slag provided for in the speci-

fications.

Mr. Campbell:—Blast furnace slag is a very inferior material, as

I understand it, compared to slag that is made in the western part of

the United States in the smelting of the precious metals—that is, a slag

which is far superior to any slag made ordinarily by the melting of iron

ore. I move that the definition be general so as to include all slags.

Mr. W. S. Lacher (Railway Age) :—This restriction in the definition

is a consequence of the use of the words "blast furnace slaoc" in the

1353
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specifications as we have drawn ihem. The reason for this is that the

Committee did not receive a sulhcient amount of information concerning

the smelter slags to warrant it, in its opinion, to include the term "smelter

slag" in the specifications for concrete material it is now submitting. It

may be that some additional work of the Committee will bring out suf-

ficient information to warrant that addition at some later date.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—Copper slag is a

superior article for concrete, but I do not think it is wise to change the

definition in that respect. The copper slag is nearly all iron, as a matter

of fact.

Mr. Campbell :—I am not insistent that this change be made at this

time, but I do make the suggestion that the Association ought to get right

on the slag proposition. Our classification of ballast may be open to

question on that point, and I think this Committee or any other commit-

tee having to deal with the subject of slags should investigate all slag,

if they have not done so, because the slag produced in the West, in my
opinion, makes a ballast far superior to gravel. In our Manual gravel is

placed before slag. We have 400 miles of slag ballast, and if any of

you have an opportunity to ride over it you will see that it is good ballast.

(The motion to adopt .the Committee's recommendations was car-

ried.)

Mr. Yates:—The next subject is the "Specifications for Plain and

Reinforced Concrete and for Steel Reinforcement," and the Committee

recommends that they -be accepted and printed in the Manual in place of

the present specifications.

On the subject of cement, the Committee has received some written

discussion and has incorporated the same in its report, and wishes to

change the heading under cement to read as follows : "The cement shall

meet the requirements of the American Railway Engineering Association's

'Specifications for Portland Cement.' It shall be stored in a weather-tight

structure, with the floor raised not less than one foot from the ground, in

such manner as to permit easy access for proper inspection and identification

of each shipment. Cement that has hardened or partially set shall not

be used."

The clause about proper inspection has been added.

Mr. S. T. Wagner (Philadelphia & Reading) :—The second para-

graph relating to "fine aggregate" requires a strength in briquettes which

in Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey makes it difiicult to obtain. In

other words, the tests the speaker has been familiar with in the last five

or six years will show that a large proportion of the ordinar>' sands in

that location will not comply with the requirements of the specification,

which calls for a tensile strength after an age of seven days not less than

that of standard Ottawa sand.

Mr. Yates :—-This matter has been reviewed by the Committee. It is

the same specification as appeared in the report of the Joint Committee
on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, which was presented after a very
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extended series of discussions, researches, etc. This criticism has been

considered by the Committee recently and it is the general impression of

the Committee that the proposed requirement can usually be met, and it is

not thought advisable to reduce the requirements of the specifications due

to the inability to get sand that will meet the conditions locally.

The Chairman recommends the acceptance and printing in the Manual

of the specifications as they appear for concrete, plain and reinforced, on

pages 104 to 115, inclusive, of Bulletin 220.

(The motion was carried.)

(Mr. Yates presented the Specifications for Billet-Steel, Concrete Re-

inforcement Bars.)

Mr. Yates:—A questionnaire was issued to the various railroads and

the answers indicated that the Americail Society for Testing Materials

specification was the one generally used, with a few reservations or

changes. The Committee, therefore, realizing that to attempt to change

the specification would require a tremendous amount of time and cost,

and probably would not get anywhere, we decided to present the specifica-

tion for billet steel, concrete reinforcement bars with a few changes from

the American Society for Testing Materials. In other words, the specifica-

tions as they appear in the Bulletin are the same with the exception of

the following

;

The Committee's specification prohibits the use of twisted bars.

The Committee's specification provides only for steel manufactured

by the open-hearth process.

The Committee's specification omits from paragraph 10, under Test

Specimens, the following : "except that the specimens for deformed bars

may be machined for a length of at least 9 inches, if deemed necessary

by the manufacturer to obtain uniform cross-section."

The American Society for Testing Materials specification provides

for cold twisted bars. All mention of cold twisted bars has been omitted

from the proposed specification.

Mr. Courtenay :—May I inquire of the Chairman what is the objection

to cold twisted bars?

Mr. Yates :—The cold twisted bar did not seem to find favor. The
reasons given were the deficiency of bond stress, and the general effect of

cold twisting on metal. The Committee was quite unanimous in exclu-

ding it from the specification, and furthermore the great majority of an-

swers we got from railroads had it excluded, so the specifications have

excluded it.

Mr. I. L. Simmons (Rock Island Lines) :—Do I understand it is the

intention of the Committee to reject cold twisted bars entirely?

Mr. Yates :—It is the intention to exclude cold twisted bars or twisted

bars from the specification.

Mr. Simmons :—Does the Committee intend to get up a specification

with cold twisted bars?

Mr. Yates :—No. we do not.
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Mr. Siminons :—There are a great many cold twisted bars used by

railroads.

Mr. T. L. Condron (Consulting Engineer) :— I think the reason the

Committee has excluded cold twisted bars from the specification is because

of the result of the tests made by several of the universities, showing thai

the bond of a twisted bar was really less than the bond of a plain bar.

I f a twisted bar does not give a greater bond value in concrete, the reason

tor its use is that much less. The Committee was unanimous in believ-

ing that there was no advantage to be gained by using twisted bars, and

therefore they were not included in the specification, but were rather ex-

cluded.

Mr. Simmons :—It is practically impossible to get deformed bars any

time one wishes to use them, and it becomes necessary to get cold twisted

bars. I ani not opposed myself to the cold twasted bar. I have used it for

15 or 20 years. They have been under the heavy strain of the heaviest

locomotives we have, and show no signs of failure, and I cannot see any

reason whj' the Committee should reject them in this specification. We
have to use them, and as long as we have to use them, why not have a

specification to guide us in our work?

Prof. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois):—Mr. President, I am
glad to see that the Committee has not included the cold-twisted bar. It

was not worth while at one time to say very much about the cold-twisted

bar, because it was so popular and there were many interests pushing its

use. As stated by Mr. Condron, the bond given by the cold-twisted bar

is not better, or perhaps not as good, as that of the plain bar—the initial

bond, which is the important thing. The tests which give a high value of

bond with a twisted bar come after the bar has pulled through the con-

crete so far that this action would cause, if not a failure, at least change

from the initial conditions which would be very detrimental to reinforced

concrete construction. It is quite clear, I think, from the tests that have

been made that the twisted bar is not effective in giving the bond that a

deformed bar will give, and its use must have been continued under a

misapprehension of what happens.

The second point referred to, the increased yield point of the twisted

bar over the plain bar, is also due to a misapprehension. When a bar is

twisted, the increase in its strength is not given over the whole section.

The outer portion of it, or certain parts of the outer portion, are stressed

beyond the elastic limit and the yield point of these parts are raised. There

is, however, in the interior, a considerable area which has not been stressed

beyond the yield point and has not had the yield point raised. We have

then the anomaly of a bar which has not the same yield point throughout

its cross-section. Besides, the bar has a certain modulus of elasticity be-

fore it has reached the original yield point, and beyond that the modulus

of elasticity of the bar as a whole is smaller.

I am glad to feel that Engineers are coming to recognize that there

is little or no advantage in using twisted bars.
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Mr. Yates :—I move the adoption of the specifications for billet steel

concrete reinforcement bars as they appear on pages 116, 117 and 118 of

Bulletin 220, and printing in the Manual.

Mr. Campbell :—I want to make an inquiry in this connection. Ap-

parently I have been lagging behind on this square twisted bar. I thought

it was a good bar and perhaps it is still a good bar. We have now a good

many reinforced concrete bridges, carrying locomotives having from

bO.OOO to 63,000 lbs. on the drivers running 60 miles an hour. In no case

is there any sign of failure or trouble. In this case the square twisted

bar seems to be all right. I have no preference for the square twisted

bar or an}- form of bar, but this is the idea that I wish to present: If

we can permit the use of an article which we know to be all right and it

will serve the purpose, and thereby increase the latitude of choice which

this Association has, we are increasing the extent to which the recom-

mended practice of this Association will be used. Unless there is an im-

portant consideration warranting the exclusion of an article, the specifi-

cations of this Association should not be exclusive, provided the Asso-

ciation believes that the use of that article would be entirely within the

limits of sound engineering, and that the results would be safe. Does

this specification actually exclude the use of the square twisted bar ; and

should one use it, would he be in conflict with the specification of this

Association?

Mr. Yates :—Yes ; it does exclude it.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :^I think our specifications

are getting a little bit too diverse. We will have presented here this aft-

ernoon, if we go through with the program, specifications for material

lor track spikes; steel tie plates, of two grades; screw spikes. We al-

ready have reinforcing bars, bridge steel and electric transmitting tow-

ers. Now, if you compare the specifications that have been submitted for

the material for those various things, you will find that there is absolutely

no harmony whatsoever between any two of them, except in a few iso-

lated cases. For instance, for track spikes, here is a specification for not

less than 55,000; for steel tie plates, soft grade, a minimum of 55,000;

medium grade, 64,000; screw spikes, for the medium grade, 60,000; rein-

forcing bars for the first grade we have from 55,000 to 70,000; for the

next grade 70,000 to 85,000, and so on. It seems to me that that is a dif-

ferentiation that is not necessary. I do not claim to be posted on the re-

quirements of all these articles, and I will be very glad to be corrected,

but it seems to me to be unnecessary to have all those different units of

strength from which to make these several articles. I cannot see any

reason why the material for track spikes should not conform with the

material for screw spikes. Neither can I see why the material for rein-

forcing bars for concrete should not conform to the strength of the ma-
terial used in steel bridges. We have a most excellent specification for

steel bridges to be presented to this Association. The specification for

material, I think, is fine, one of the best, if not the best I have ever read.
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Why can not we use that same material in reinforcing bars? Why should

we use three grades? Why must we have a specification for each of those

grades ?

There has been a long discussion going on for a number of years as

to the merits and demerits of round bars and deformed bars. I have yet

to sec the necessity, or possibly I might say the advantage, of the de-

formed bar except in special cases. In the majority of cases you do not

get a unit stress in your reinforcing bars of over ten or 11,000 lbs. It is

questionable whether a conservative design will give a stress intensity

that will materially exceed 12,500 to 13,000. At any rate, I think we can

safely say that 13,000 is the limit beyond which it is seldom necessary to

go in our design. With that unit of stress I do not know why we should

have all these different grades of material and these diliferent qualities of

bars. Personally, I think that our steel bridge specification is what we
should use.

Just one thing more. One of the thmgs that the railroads as well

as everybody else are suffering from to-day is high prices. Every time

you ask for an additional type or kind of material 3'ou increase the cost

of your material. You cannot manufacture three kinds of things for the

same demand as cheaply as you can manufacture one.

Mr. President, I move that all the matter following paragraph 1, page

116, to the end of the specification be omitted and replaced by the follow-

ing: "The material for concrete reinforcement shall conform strictly to

the structural material as specified for steel bridges in the specification of

the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures."

Mr. Yates :^I think one of the reasons for providing specifications

for steel used for different purposes is to meet market conditions as far

as practicable. There are a number of other reasons, I might say. For

instance, some materials require dift'erent working conditions, require

different steel.

Mr. Frink speaks of the specification for steel bridges. If I am in-

formed correctly, the specification to be presented is practically the

A.S.T.M. specification for steel bridges.

Mr. Simmons:— I am still not convinced that we should cut out cold

twisted bars. I travel over this country in all directions, east, west, north

and south—and I find cold twisted bars along evei-y railroad. Everybody
is using them more or less. Mr. Frink has stated that the more kinds of

material you get, the more specifications you make, up goes the price.

That is true, but the more we confine ourselves to one material, up goes

the price, too. Now, what we should do, as long as these bars are used,

is to get a specification which will be safe and sound, if one can be writ-

ten, and it should be submitted to this organization for adoption or rejec-

tion. I do not believe that we are warranted in cutting out cold twisted

bars. There are thousands of dollars' worth of structures in use to-day

that are made with cold twisted bars, and I think if you make an examina-

tion of any one of them you will find they are just as good as any struc-
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ture that you have. After a structure has been in for ten or fifteen years

you can pretty well judge what it is going to do, and I can see no reason

why we should exclude cold twisted bars.

The President :—Mr. Frink, will 3-ou please restate your motion so

that we will all have a clear understanding of it.

Mr. Frink:—My motion is as follows: Take paragraph 1 (a), on

page 116, "These specifications cover two classes," etc., and eliminate all

of the following matter from the specification to the bottom of page 118,

and to substitute the following: "Material for concrete reinforcing bars

shall conform in all particulars to the material for structural steel bridge-

work, as specified by the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures."

Mr. Yates :—I hope the motion will not prevail. We all realize the

trouble we have had in getting material under the present specifications.

We must meet to some extent market conditions. The Committee has

taken it up with the manufacturers, with the intent of changing some of

the conditions, and we feel that we have gone about as far as we can, and

still have a specification that will meet market conditions.

Mr. A. Chas. Irwin (Portland Cement Association) :—I want to take

this opportunity to express my opposition to No. (c) under 1. The cold

twisted bar is really subjected to an automatic test, so that in addition

to the specific test that you have, you have practically an automatic test

of the bar. I believe that Prof. Talbot has not told us just what the

difference in bond strength is between the plain bar and the twisted bar.

He has left us to assume that there is some slight dift'erence. I would

fike to inquire as to more specific data as to just what that diffe;rence is.

It occurs to me that the difference in elasticity must be very slight, the

elastic limit of the bar taken as a whole, which you might call the aver-

age elastic limit, is no doubt raised, so that the bar is really stronger

than before it was twisted. The result is, in a twisted bar you have one

in which the bond strength is practically equivalent to a plain bar. At the

same time you have a bar that has been automatically tested, because it

was twisted, and if it is not a good bar it will break in the twisting.

The other objections that have been made to adopting this No. (c) it

seems to me are well taken. I think we ought to cut that out, and if the

Committee would agree to modify Mr. Frink's motion, or if Mr. Frink

would agree to it that after 1(a) the remainder to the bottom of page 118

be omitted, and there be substituted the American Society for Testing

Materials specification for reinforcing steel, the subject will be properly

taken care of.

Mr. Frink:— I could not accept any such amendment. I think this

Association should have its own specification and not fall back upon

someone else.

The President:—It seems to the Chair Mr. Irwin's motion, while

quite interesting, is hardly to the point. The question before us now is on

Mr. Frink's motion.
*
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Mr. Condron :—Your Committee has given a great deal of study to

this matter, and these specifications seem to cover what Mr. Frink wants.

If Mr. Frink desires to use in his work structural steel, he has a specifi-

cation for it. There are other members on this floor who have reasons

for wanting to use another grade of steel which is on the market and

which they can purchase at' any time—the intermediate grade. A great

many Engineers have good and suflFicient reasons for thinking they want

to use that intermediate grade of steel, and they want to know what is a

proper specification to apply to it. Some other Engineers will want to

use the hard grade. It is on the market, they can purchase it, it is not

being made to order, but they want a proper specification for ordering it.

Now it seems to me that this specification which has been in existence

for at least five years—it is not anj'thing new—the American Society for

Testing Materials has threshed this all out, and this specification covers

material that can be purchased in every city in the United States, but any

road using these specifications for an}' work must of necessity state, in

inviting bids, the grade it wishes to purchase, and this has all been care-

fully gone over by the Committee in correspondence and with individuals.

The reason they excluded the twisted bars was we do not believe the

specification should permit the use of hot twisted bars. There are a

great many bars on the market that are hot twisted. You understand

bars are rolled straight, either square or round bars. Now, when a bar

is twisted one end of the bar might not be as hot as the other end of the

bar, and those of us who are familiar with steel know there is a danger

temperature at which if you work steel serious injury is done. Hot
twisted bars are a dangerous material to use in your structures. You
don't know whether they are hot or cold, but everj'bodj' who is familiar

with the working of steel will admit that hot twisted bars are dangerous

material to use in structures.

There has been a reference made to the twisting of bars. That is

salesmen's talk. There is not any virtue to it in the matter of reinforcing

bars. I have not any objection to square twisted bars in bridges or any-

thing else, but it costs a lot of money to have them twisted, and they do

not do any good. We want to bring to your attention the fact that you

are paying five dollars a ton for a mechanical operation from which j-ou

are getting no benefit.

(Mr. Frink's motion was lost.)

Mr. Campbell :—I now move that specification (c) under "Material

Covered," section 1, page 116, be amended to read as follows: "Hot
twisted bars will not be accepted under these specifications." If I under-

stood correctly, at the opening of this discussion, these specifications as

they stand dififer from other specifications in that they do not include

twisted bars, and if we could now align ourselves with those specifica-

tions so that we would not be in conflict with them, I believe it would
really be a step in advance.

(The motion was lost.)
'
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(The original motion carried.)

Mr. Yates :—I move the adoption of the Committee's report on "Meth-

ods of Depositing Concrete Under Water," as contained on pages 119, 120

and 121 of Bulletin 220, and its printing in the Manual.

Mr. Courtenay :—It strikes me in that depositing concrete under water,

article 1, that the Committee might make its opposition to depositing con-

crete under water a little stronger than it has done by substituting for the

words "there is always considerable uncertainty," "there is always great

uncertainty." Such has been my experience. I have recently had occa-

sion to drill through a considerable mass of concrete deposited under

water for a very important bridge, and found that concrete was exceed-

ingly poor; in fact, there were great pockets of sand in it in places. My
experience in depositing concrete under water has not been a success.

There are places where I have had to do it, particularly when piers were

undermined, but I think you can make it a little stronger by making this

change that I suggest.

The President:—Would it not strengthen that still more to say: "As

there is always imcertainty?"

Mr. Courtenay :—I think so.

(Mr. Yates' motion prevailed.)

The President :—This completes the Committee's report, and the Com-
mittee is excused with the thanks of the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON BUILDINGS
(For Report, see pp. 145-160.)

Mr. A. T. Hawk (Rock Island Lines) :— (Mr. Hawk presented the

report of the Committees, reading the list of subjects assigned to the

Committee, and the matter under Subject 1.)

Mr. Hawk:—I move that the revisions of the Manual as proposed

by the Committee be approved.

The President:—If any member takes exception to any of the defini-

tions under Subject 1, he can communicate with the Chairman of the

Committee, and they will be taken under consideration before publication

in the Manual.

(The motion carried.) .

Mr. Hawk:—On page 129, under Subject 4, the Committee recom-

mends publishing a cut of a steam conveyor ashpit as a type, without

recommendation as to its preference. This is shown in Fig. 2. I move

that it be incorporated in the Manual.

Mr. H. R. Safford (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—I want to ask

if there are any other cuts of other types in the Manual?

Mr. Hawk :—There are several types shown in the Manual. This

is simply a new type which has been developed within the last four or

five years.

(Mr. Hawk then presented the matter on page 129, Subject 6, "Detail

designs for housing track labor.")

Mr. Hawk:—We would like to have that subject dropped from

further consideration by our Committee.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :— I appreciate the fact that

the determination as to whether this subject will, or will not be considered

by the Committee next year rests with the Board of Direction, but I hope

the recommendation that it be dropped from further consideration will

not prevail. I am a member of the Committee on the Economics of

Railway Labor, and I believe that it was at my suggestion that the con-

ference was originall}' requested between the two committees on this

matter. The plans presented by our Committee were more or less tenta-

tive, and with the great change in cost of materials, conditions, etc., T

am sure that a careful scrutiny will be necessary if the plans are to be

of sufficient value to the Association that would warrant their adoption

for actual use by the carriers.

Mr. Hawk :—Under the circumstances the Committee had better

reconsider the recommendation, and we will endeavor to work further

on that subject.

On the subject of the illumination of the interior of passenger sta-

tions and passenger station surroundings, as well as passenger station

platforms, I will draw your attention to the conclusions which appear on

page 135 of the report.

(Mr. Hawk then read the conclusions on page 135.)
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I will make a motion that these conclusions, including the tables, be

published in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Hawk then read the matter relating to Subject 8 and the con-

clusions which appear on page 138, as follows:

"It is recommended that in locations where water supply and sewers

are available, the usual system of water closets and urinals be installed.

"Where these arc not available permanent or portable types of chemi-

cal closets and urinals should be installed; proper supervision of instal-

laticMi, care in inspection, handling, charging and draining should be

maintained.

(The motion carried.)

The President :—There being no further discussion, the Committee

is relieved with our thanks for its good work.



DISCUSSION ON UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT
FORMS

(For Report, see pp. 161-168.)

Mr. E. H. Lee (Chicago & Western Indiana) :— (Mr. Lee read the

outline of subjects assigned to the Committee, and said:)

As to Subject (3) "Report on form of^ lease agreement for industrial

site," this subject was considered in committee meeting, but for the rea-

sons set forth in the report we were unable to deal with it conclusively.

It seems to the Committee the better way is to present the report as in-

formation. Before making a motion to that effect, I wish to add that the

Committee, if the motion is adopted, will welcome criticisms and sugges-

tions, either as to matters which have been incorporated in the preliminary

report or as to matters which should be so incorporated.

I move that the report on form of lease agreements for industrial

site be received as information.

(The motion carried.)

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee is

excused with the thanks of the Association for their report and the very

creditable presentation they have made of it.
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DISCUSSION ON TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 169-194.)

Mr. W. P. Wiltsee (Norfolk & Western) :—The report of the Track

Committee is shown in Bulletin 221. There were six subjects assigned to

this Committee, and we have reported on three. First, on revision of

Manual, we have a number of specifications.* The first I will take up is

the design of the track spike, on page 152.

I move, Mr. President, that the revised design of the track spike as

shown on page 152 be adopted and printed in the Manual.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania System) :—Mr. Chairman, 1 have

had some correspondence with some manufacturers on this design of

spike, and two of them have written to me that it requires special ma-

chines for its manufacture, which adds to its cost. The trouble is it

must be a handmade spike instead of a machinemade spike. It would

seem that in such an article in common use the design should be such that

we would have the advantage of manufacture by a large number of

manufacturers, and at the same time know that it was being done eco-

nomically. I therefore would move as an amendment that this question

be taken up further before it is presented to the Association for adoption,

in order that we may be certain that we are getting an economical article

and one that will be generally used by all railroads. There are certain

peculiarities in the shape of the spike which require that a special type

of machine be used for manufacture, and consequently it is an addition

to the cost. If.it is necessary to have a design of that kind, it would seem

wise to know whether the excess cost should be necessary for such a

design or not.

Mr. Wiltsee :—That question was up before this spike was adopted.

It has been discussed at several meetings. Two years ago I took it up

with manufacturers, and it was proven to me that they could manufac-

ture this spike on automatic machines as economically as any other spike.

The Illinois Steel Company at that time made some demonstrations, and

the Lackawanna Steel Company advised that they could make it. The

Canadian Pacific Railway has been using this spike for a long time—

I

don't know how long—but it is their standard spike. I was told that the

Central Railroad of New Jersey had recently purchased some of these

spikes. I think the matter has been fully investigated and that there is

not any doubt but what it can be manufactured.'

Mr. Cushing:—There is doubt on the question. I have these letters

and will be pleased to submit them if desired. It seems to me if there is

any doubt it had better be looked into further. We want to make a right

move in the right direction, so that we can all say that this is the desirable

thing to do. I am only asking to have this investigation carried a little

further. From my correspondence with manufacturers, they claim that

they cannot make it, except by hand on a special machine.
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The President :—Mr. F. E. Abbott, of the Lackawanna Steel Com-
pany, is here, and we will be very glad to hear what he has to say about

the manufacture of this spike.

Mr. F. E. Abbott (Lackawanna Steel Company) :—The Lackawanna
Steel Company's criticism of this spike was first the enlargement of all

four sides under the head, making size of shank next to head ifc inch

larger than size of stock. It is difficult to make such an upset or enlarge-

ment on all sides of a spike in an automatic machine, as the hammer that

forms the head and hook moves in the arc of a circle downward, causing

the metal to flow toward the throat or under side of the head. In our

opinion, this upset metal enlargement should preferably be all at the

throat rather than on all four sides, for the reason that it reinforces the

spike at the place subject to greatest wear and- also makes a wedge-shape

surface that forces the spike close to its final bearing when driven home.
Spikes of this shape can be more easily and rapidly made than the

pattern presented by the Committee, but I would not say that the latter

cannot be made on automatic machines.

Mr. Clark Dillenbeck (Philadelphia & Reading) :—Our spikes were
ordered a couple of months ago in accordance with this standard from
Davis Brothers of Philadelphia. They came in and said that it was im-

possible to make them in their machines from ^/^-inch material, with all

the four sides increased under the head. It was, therefore, necessary to

change the design, and, if I remember correctly, we accepted these spikes

with two sides only increased under the head.

(Mr. Cushing's amendment was put and carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—I move that the specification for steel cut track spike

appearing on page 153 be adopted and printed in the Manual.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I notice that the requirements

given in these specifications are such that it requires very soft or com-

paratively very soft steel to meet such specifications. The prime function

of a track spike is to hold the rails to the correct width of gage, and a

track spike as soft as this requirement would make it will throat-cut more

than is desirable. It seems to me that we should change the specification

to provide a harder steel to avoid throatcutting. Throatcutting is well-

known to be the greatest cause of the discarding of track spikes.

Another objection, it seems to me, is that the specification provides

that only one piece shall be tested out of each ten tons, and presumably

if that one piece is a failure, tlje entire ten tons of metal will be re-

jected. Our Rail Committee is giving us an excellent specification for

rails, providing for testing three pieces, and if only two of the three

pieces pass the test, the rails are accepted. It is surely more important

that rail steel be perfection than it is that spike steel answer 100 per cent,

perfection, and I am going to ofifer a motion that this specification be

referred back to the Committee for another year's consideration and dis-

cussion, to the end that a less soft steel may be considered and that a

less severe requirement in tests be provided for.
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(The amendment Avas seconded, put to a vote and lost hy the fol-

lowing vote: Ayes 18, noes 33.)

(The original motion to adopt the specification was carried.)

Mr. W'iltsce :—The next specification is that for steel tie plates on

page 154. This specification requires a tension test. Two years ago the

American Society for Testing Materials submitted a specification like this,

but later the%- cut out the tension tests. Now, I take it they thought it

was advisable to have the tension test, particularly on the soft grades of

steel, whereas the carbon content did not show the quality of the mate-

rial as well as it did on the higher grades, and they have made it optional

with the purchaser to specify whether or not he requires the physical test.

I move, Mr. Chairman, that this specification be adopted and printed

in the Manual.

Mr. F. E. Abbott :— I would like to know definitely whether it is the

intention that both chemical and physical tests shall be applied. It is not

quite clear as the specifications read whether or not it is optional with

the purchaser. If it is optional with the purchaser he may require it at

all times and on all grades of material. This in a sense would make an

unfortunate situation, as it might impose excessive testing on the manu-

facturer without any particular benefit to the buyer. Any unnecessary re-

quirement will unavoidably increase the cost, which both manufacturer

and buyer should aim to avoid as much as possible.

I think the Committee did remarkably good work and made a splen-

did effort to harmonize these specifications with those published as tenta-

tive by A.S.T.M. Both specifications are alike in nearly all parts except

in the chemical and physical requirements. In the first place, it is Irardly

practicable to get all members of both committees to agree on one grade

of steel for tie plates, but it appears that two grades would be acceptable.

The A.S.T.M. Committee is made up of producers and consumers,

while this Association is composed almost entirely of consumers, so you

do not quite get the viewpoints from both sides of the question as fully as

we do in A.S.T.AI.

The manufacturers or producers favor a specification that permits

the use of soft grade steel for two reasons, (1) for the sake of economy

in more complete consumption of suitable raw material, and (2) to make

possible the fabrication of thick, heavy pattern plates. On the other

hand, the consumer prefers hard steel for greater rigidity and wear, and

to keep down the weight, so a compromise was reached by naming both

soft and medium grades.

Some consumers may have the notion that in taking soft grades they

will get poor steel, but in that they are mistaken; the soft grade steel that

goes into tie plates is perfectly good in quality but low in carbon. So to

get over this difficulty it would seem fair to name a soft grade in the

specification, but not put any minimum limit to carbon. This would clear

the way for use of .soft steel in thick plates and make possible the fabri-
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cation under the specification of all patterns without, as often happens, be-

ing obliged to go back to the buyers and ask for concession in carbon.

The mills are frequently required to punch plates of greater thick-

ness than diameter of hole to be punched. This ordinarily is not a prac-

ticable mechanical proposition, but it can be done fairly well if the car-

bon is kept low enough. Sometimes it is necessary to have it below .10

in open-hearth steel to be at all workable. It would seem unwise for this

Association to be so exacting in the matter of carbon limits, especially in

soft grade, as to run up the cost of fabrication and lose the economy pos-

sible in consumption of low carbon steel.

There are only five points' difference in carbon between the soft and

medium as put down in this specification, and it seems hardily worth

while to make two grades so nearly alike. If open-hearth steel with 0.12

carbon is suitable I do not see why 0.10 or 0.08 would not be suitable or

why metal that pulls 54,000 or 53,000 is not just as good for soft grade

tie plates as that showing 55,000 tensile strength.

Turning over the pages to other specifications in this report we find

tensile strength in iron tie plates may be as low as 48,000, but still are

regarded as suitable. It seems a little inconsistent to insist that all soft

grade steel shall show 55,000 or over to be regarded as suitable.

I think, Mr. Chairman, there should be some modification in carbon

in the soft grade steel for the reasons I have attempted to state.

Mr. Wiltsee :—I think the tendency is to go to higher grade steel in

tie plates rather than to allow the manufacturers to use soft steel. The

tie plate. is becoming a more and more important article and requires more

attention than it has had heretofore. We do not believe that it should

be left entirely open in the low grade of steel. I understand that quite a

number of roads are going to the high carbon hot-work plate in order to

save material. This 55,000 lb. minimum is a requirement that the other

committees have had, and this Association also has adopted 55,000.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :•—I notice the Committee permit a

tolerance in the dimensions of the plate, but do not provide for any toler-

ance in the punching. Is it the intention of the Commitee that no toler-

ance whatever be allowed in the punching, either in size or location?

Mr. Wiltsee :—I think that is a little refinement in the specification. I

believe the plans could be made to show that if desired.

Mr. Baldridge :—I do not remember ever to have seen any set of

plans that provided for variation in the punchings, and I believe you will

find it pretty difficult to have the hole that is punched through a tie plate

always exactly the size that is called for. I think there should be some
tolerance in size, but not in location. It is important there should not be

very great tolerance in location.

Mr. A. L. Davis (Illinois Central) :—I do not recall ever hearing of

a request from any of the manufacturers for a tolerance in these punch-

ings. I certainly would not advocate giving them tolerances that ap-

parently they do not need.
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(The motion to adopt the specifications carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—The next item is the specifications for steel screw track

spikes. These specifications agree with the A.S.T.M. specification, except

that no under tolerance in the diameter ot the unthreaded portion of the

body of the spike or the threaded portion of the spike is permitted. The

A.S.T.M. permit s's-in. under tolerance, but after discussing it with them,

I understand they agree in this change. It is not allowed in the Lacka-

wanna specification.

I move the adoption of the specification.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee:—The next item is specifications for wrought-iron tie

plates. This specification was discussed with another committee of the

A.S.T.M. and is much in line with their specifications for refined wrought-

iron bars. They have no specification for wrought-iron tie plates. There

is a slight error in the specification in the number of tests, it should read

"shall be made from each lot of 1000 tie plates." I move, Mr. Chairman,

the adoption of this specification as changed.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—The next item is specifications for malleable iron tie

plates. This specification was discussed with another committee of the

A.S.T.M. and is somewhat in line with their specifications for malleable

iron castings. I move the adoption of this specification for publication in

the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—On page 167 we refer to specifications for the design

and dimensions of manganese steel pointed switches. This specification

was printed in Vol. 18 of the Proceedings for 1917. The specifications

might be called a working plan, and I' think cover the details very fully.

I move the adoption of these specifications for publication in the

Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—The next item which we wish to present are the plans

submitted for adoption by Sub-Committee 2. These are printed in a

separate folder. Last year the Committee submitted a number of these

plans, and the}' were adopted. This year we have included the same

plans on account of several additions that we have placed on them in

order to cover the ground fully in connection with the longer switches

and smaller angle throw that are also submitted. The plans submitted

for adoption are Xos. 101 to 108* inclusive, details of switches.

I move the adoption of these plans for publication in the Manual.

Mr. J. V. Hanna (Kansas City Terminals) :—I ask as a matter of in-

formation why, since the shortest switches are even fractions of the 33-

foot rail, that was departed from and the 30-foot rails used for the longer

switches instead of the 33?

Mr. Wiltsee :—We all felt that the 30-foot switch would give more
stiffness than the longer switch, and we would get just as good, if not
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better, switches from the 30-ioot length than the 33-foot length. We also

felt that the 33- foot was less used than the shorter switch. That is the

reason why we confine ourselves to the 30- foot length.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—We next submit plans Nos. 201 to 204, inclusive, de-

tails of switch fixtures.

I move the adoption of these plans for publication m the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee:—Plans 210 and 211 arc simplj' illustrations of material

for building these switches, and I move the adoption of these plans for

publication in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee:—The next plans, 301, 302 and 303, 304, 306 and 307, arc^

for bolted rigid frogs. Most of these plans were approved last j'ear.

There has been no change, except some additions to those submitted last

3ear. The No. 16 frog and the No. 11 frog are new.

I move the adoption of these plans for publication in the Manual.

Mr. H. H. Harsh (Baltimore & Ohio) :—In these plans for frogs the

length of the arms are all the same, and I notice that in the plans pre-

pared by the Committee for typical layouts, which are being submitted as

information, that the}' suggest layouts which will require the use of rails

that var}' from 2.5 to 3 in. shorter than the full length material we re-

ceive from the mills. Nearly all the rails we receive are even lengths,

and the leading up plans show 32.9 and 32.10, etc. 1 think it would be

wise to modify the length of the arm of the frogs and use even foot rails

in the leading up rails.

Mr. Wiltsee :—The turnout plans we have in this pamphlet have been

given some consideration by the Committee; in fact, careful consideration.

We have done considerable work this year, but we have not had a chance

to look these plans over as carefully as we desire. We know they are not

right, and if you w-ill give us a little more time we w^ill agree on the

proper length of rails for the minimum cutting. I think you will find the

length as specified by the bolted frogs and shown in these plans arc the

right length.

The President:—That matter will be left in the hands of the Com-
mittee.

Mr. Wiltsee :—The next plans are 305 and 308, details of plates for

bolted rigid frog. These plans are in line with those previously adopted,

and I move that they be approved for publication in the Alanual.

(The motion carried.)

Air. Wiltsee:—The next plans are for spring rail frogs, 401, 402 and
403—401 for No. 10 spring rail frog was adopted last year; there has been

a slight change made in it; 402 and 403 are new. I move the adoption of

these plans for publication in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)
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Mr. Wiltsec:—The next are plans 501 and 502, details of guard rail

and guard rail fixtures. I move the adoption of these plans for publica-

tion in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsec:—The next item is composed of plans 601 and 607, in-

clusive, rail-bound manganese steel frogs. These frogs were submitted as

information several years ago and they have been discussed very care-

fully ; we believe they represent the best practice.

I move that they be approved for publication in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—The next item is composed of plans 651 to 655, inclu-

sive, solid manganese steel frogs. These frogs were printed in the Pro-

ceedings several years ago and for the past two or three years we have

l)een discussing them very carefully, and I move, Mr. Chairman, that they

be approved and published in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—The Committee submits plans 331 to 334, inclusive,

and 335, clamped frogs and details of plates for clamped frogs, as infor-

mation. These plans are submitted in accordance with instructions given

this Committee by the Board of Direction. W^e sent out an inquiry to

get some idea as to who were using these frogs and to what extent they

were used. That information is printed on page 169. The Committee was

divided as to whether these frogs should be adopted as recommended

practice and printed in the Manual, or submitted as information. A ma-

jority of the Committee believe that they should be submitterd as informa-

tion for the present. The vote on that stood 12 to 8 in favor of* submit-

ting it as information.

I move that the matter be submitted as information. There are a

number of other plans which we are simply submitting as information,

and these matters will be discussed this year. We hope next year to sub-

mit something for approval and publication in the Manual.

Mr. A. H. Mulliken :—I move as an amendment that plans 331 to 334,

inclusive, and 335 be approved for publication in the Manual.

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—il

think we should have an opportunity to examine them before we vote to

publish them in the Manual.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—As the Committee themselves

have recommended that this be received as information only, it hardly

seems wise for the Association to arbitrarily take it out of their hands

and put it into the Manual. For this reason I hope the motion will not

prevail.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—I endorse the remarks of the

speaker. The Committee has given a good deal of thought to this. I

think thej' have in their possession information which throws consider-

able doubt on the question as to whether the bolted frog is entirely a de-
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sirable thing, and I think their recommendation to leave it open tor dis-

cussion this year to be brought up next jcar should be carried out.

Air. Baldridge :—Inasmuch as we have adopted a dozen or fifteen plans

which perhaps only a half dozen members have seen, I do not see any

reason why we should hesitate to adopt this. By vote of this convention

last year this Committee was instructed to bring in plans this year for

clamped frogs, and apparently very few of us saw what they brought in.

Mr. Mulliken :—The clamp frogs were turned down by the Com-

mittee by a vote of two. I think it is largely a matter of unfounded

prejudice against the clamped frog. This particular type of clamp frog

which is to be published as information has been in use for more than

thirty years and I see no reason why it should not be approved and pub-

lished in the Manual. It has been tested thoroughly. Anyone can make

it, and I do not see any reason why it should not go in as a standard article

on some roads.

Mr. Rose :—Clamped frogs are like the metric system. I think the

convention ought to have a chance to see the plans, and consider them

carefully before they are railroaded through. Maybe they are all right,

but I submit we ought to have a chance to see what we are voting on.

Mr. Wiltsee :—We have had a great deal of discussion about the

clamped frog. There is more or less prejudice, I imagine, against it, but

not on my part. The clamped frog is not used as much in the East as in

the West, and in the questionnaire which Secretary Fritch sent out last

July it told you the history of the clamp frog in general. We have not

had a chance to analyze the plans for the clamp frog which are presented

in the separate pamphlet as we have the other plans. Furthermore, the

information that I have received from about 80 roads led us to believe

that the clamp frog was used in certain locations where a number of the

Committee felt at this time they did not want to recommend it as a general

proposition to be adopted in this year's report.

Mr. Baldridge :—I do not want the gentlemen to think I am in favor

of railroading this through.

Mr. Wiltsee:—If you will let us take our time we will put this matter

in shape. We have reports that the clamp frogs are in use on the Santa

Fe and on two or three other roads, but have not found out whether they

are generally used. I find they are used in sidetracks or minor branches.

We therefore had an open question and could not decide it on account of

the short time which was at our disposal. I think I should mention that

we generally publish such plans first as information.

Mr. C. F. W. Felt (Santa Fe) :— I will answer that by saying that

the clamped frog is used on the Santa Fe wherever we use a rigid frog with

the exception of the manganese. I would like to ask if the Committee has

this still under consideration?

Mr. Wiltsee :—It has.

Mr. Fred Lavis (American International Corporation) :—Some of us

who are not closely in touch with everyday practice on the railroads of this

country have been in the habit for a long time of placing a great deal of
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reliance on the matter contained in the Manual, and I think all of us would

very much dislike to see anj'thing go into it which does not even have the

approval of the Committee. We not infrequently turn down some of the

things which committees recommend, but if matter is not even recom-

mended by the Committee, it does seem unwise to insert it in the Manual.

The President :—The Chair would take the opportunity of saying that

these plans will be received as information and will be published in the

Proceedings and will be available to all. The Committee has acknowl-

edged, as far as some of these plans are concerned, they are not complete.

It is rather an unusual proceeding to take a matter of this kind out of

the hands of the Committee and put it up to the convention to approve

work as complete that the Committee submit as incomplete and only as

information. I will take the liberty of asking the gentleman to withdraw

his motion and permit the matter to take its regular course and go back

to the Committee for further study and report next year.

Mr. MuUiken :—This is simply putting into the Manual something that

has been so thoroughly tested in the last 30 years it seems unfortunate

there should be any question about it at all. There are members of the

Association who have used it for a long time. I do not see why it should

not go into the Manual, as an alternate, as so many other alternates go in,

on frogs and switches and other standards. If it is adopted simply as in-

formation I doubt if many of the members of the Association would ex-

amine the frog plans. I think they are largely left to the Committee. I

do not think it is fair to say that this is an attempt to railroad anything

through. It is an opportunity to put into the Manual a matter in common
use on large railroads, so that they may have the benefit of having it as

part of the Manual. In other words, it gives them an opportunity to feel

they are using something that has been approved.

Mr. Campbell :—I would like to see this clamp frog go into the Manual
along with the other frogs the Association may see proper to place there.

I have just had an opportunity to see these plans, and, from a hasty ex-

amination, apparently the plan for a clamp frog shown on these plates,

431 to 434, inclusive, is as complete as to details as the plan? of the frogs

which have already been adopted for publication in the Manual. I am
not disposed to insist at this time this clamp frog go into the Manual.
I do not want to be unduly insistent about it at any time. I believe that

the matter will shape itself up all right by the time we get through with it

here. Personally, I am satisfied for this matter to be accepted as informa-
tion for the present, that apparently being the wish of the Committee.
But, in connection therewith, I express the hope, and I understand that

the Committee will keep this a live subject for the future, and that in the

not distant future we will have an opportunity of voting on the clamp
frog, as to whether or not it shall go in the Manual.

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—I have been familiar with
clamp frogs for the last 20 years. The Committee a year ago ignored the

clamp frog entirely. They have been forced by a vote of the Association to

take it up, and they have had it in their hands for several months. We
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are going to get out a ^famial tliis coming year, and 1 think it should go

in the Manual.

Air. Frink :—Before the motion is put, I would like to have the Chair-

man of the Committee tell us whether the Committee is sure whether these

plans as drawn correctly represent the best current practice in clamp frogs,

or whether the Committee is not yet certain that the plans are correct?

Mr. Wiltsee :—We have had two reviews of the clamp frog, and the

same thing applies to the other- plans which we have submitted here as

information. We have .not had time to go into a study of those details,

and show exactly what we want, and for that reason we submit them as

information. If we had had more time possibly we could have brought

it in for adoption this year.

Mr. Campbell :—From what I see of these plans, they are practically

complete. I do' not mean to say that they are perfect, but I wish to

compliment the Committee upon such plans as they have submitted to

us for the various kinds of frogs in its verj' excellent report. How-
ever, I do not believe that it should be excluded because the plan is

not perfect in all details. The placing of matter in the Manual is not

final, it is not irrevocable. If we should place the plan of this frog in

the Manual during the year, it will always be open to further study, and

can be amended at any time.

Mr. Frink:—It seems to me that everything that goes in the Manual

should be something that railroads can be sure to use in the shape in

which it is published. Inasmuch as the Committee itself says that it is

not sure that its plans are a correct representation of the best current

practice for clamp frogs, I think we should support the Committee's

recommendation.

(Mr. Mulliken's motion was lost.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—We submit the specification for relayer rails on pages

170 and 171, with the recommendation that it be adopted and printed in

the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Wiltsee :—Mr. President, the Manganese Track Society has been

co-operating with the Committee for ^he past two years. They have

done a great deal of work in drawing up these plans, which have been

submitted to-day. The plans have gone back and forth, most of them

four, five and six times. There has been a great amount of work done

by the society, and I therefore ofifer the following resolution

:

"Whereas, the American Railwaj' Engineering Association realizes

the importance of the preparation of standards in frog and switch der

sign; and,

"Whereas, the frog and switch manufacturers of the Manganese

Track Society have co-operated heartily with the Track Committee of

this Association to produce plans that will meet the requirements of

the railroads and be in accordance with the best current mill practice

;

"Therefore, be it resolved, that the members of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association desire to show their appreciation of this
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co-operation and of the great amount ot work done by these manufac-

turers to accomplish this end, and hereby extend a vote of thanks to

the members of that organization."

(The resolution was adopted unanimouslj.)

Mr. Victor Angerer :—Mr. President, on behalf of the Manganese
Track Society, as Chairman of its Standardization Committee, I want
to thank the Association for the vote, and to say that we appreciate it

very much ; we are always glad to co-operate with you.

The President:—The Committee is excused with tiic thanks of the

Association for their excellent report.



DISCUSSION ON ELECTRICITY
(For Report, see pp. 195-278.)

Mr. Edwin B. Katte (New York Central) :— (Mr. Katte summarized

the instructions to the Committee)—I move, Mr. Chairm.an, that the

Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Cross-

ing Steam and Electric Railways, be approved and printed in the Man-

ual.

Mr. F. D. Hall (Boston & Maine) :—My understanding in reading

that specification is that there has been a very material increase in the

requirements, amounting to substantiall}^ 50 per cent over the old speci-

fications, and in some particulars at least, those old specifications exceed

the Western Union's. We find in our section that the Western Union

are jealously watching the crossings over railroads which also cross the

Western Union lines. I would like to hear from the Committee what

reasons impelled them to raise the standard to the extent they have

done. It seems to me in one or two cases that the construction re-

quired under these new specifications will be difticult with material of

ordinary construction. For example, the working load allowed on a

0000 wire, I believe is about 5,000 lbs. The new specification requires

a factor of safety of 3. I would like to have the Committee explain

just how that specification could be applied in supporting that wire.

I think that apparently the idea is to provide a construction which

will have such an excess of strength over the ordinary that it may be

disregarded for a term of years, but it seems to me that the railroads'

interests will be better safeguarded by a moderate standard of construc-

tion, given frequent inspection.

As to the matter of wooden poles. The intent of the new specifi-

cations seems to be to require treated poles. The strength of wooden

poles is somewhat reduced by closed tank treatment. I think no al-

lowance has been made in the specification for that reduction in strength.

1 do not quite see why we should ask for treated poles, for while their

life will be longer, from the railroads' point of view, it would seem to

me better to have them rot from the outside in, where it can be readily

detected, than from the inside out.

Mr. Katie :—You will note that these are specifications for electric

Hght, power and trolley line crossings. The telegraph and telephone re-

quirements are not included ; and telephone and telegraph wires are

only involved if they are attached to high tension transmission poles.

The Telegraph and Telephone Section has its own specification.

With regard to the factor of safety; the Joint Committee referred

all factors of safety to structural engineers, and to the Committee on

Iron and Steel Structures. The factors of safety are somewhat higher

than required for railroad structures of this character.

With regard to wooden poles, the Committee was guided almost

entirely by the representatives of the American Electric Railway En-
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gineering Association who submitted the specification for wooden poles.

The fact that the American Electric Railway Association and the Amer-
Electric Railway Engineering Association (which, as you know, is an

association, not only of electric railways, but also of electric power

supply companies, and therefore of transmission line companies) have

approved this specification, I think should be considered. It should also

be borne in mind that this is but a revision of our existing specifica-

tion.

It is not a perfect specification now, but is far better than that

which we have and without doubt the next revision will still further

improve it.

Mr. Hall:—I would like to ask further if the National Electric

Light Association was consulted as to this matter?

Another thing that occurs to me, I have had more trouble with some

of the electric railroads in trying to bring the construction up to the

present specifications than with the smaller electric light companies.

Mr. Katte :—The National Electric Light Association was asked to

join with us about six years ago and we worked with them for a year or

so, making but little progress, and finally the preparation of the specifica-

tion was practically turned over to the Bureau of Standards, and the work
on the National Electric Safety Code was started, which virtually super-

seded the efforts of the American Joint Committee on Overhead Trans-

mission Line Crossings. It is not likely that the National Electric Light

Association will join with the railroads in a joint crossing specification,

for the reason that the National Electric Light Association representa-

tives believe that the transmission line should have a uniform strength

across country as well as over railroads. They do not think it necessary

to build a line that will stand up under all conditions, and when a very

severe storm does come they still consider it good engineering even

tiiough the line fails in some places; whereas the railroad engineers have

held that a line must be adequately strong at railroad crossings to with-

stand the most adverse conditions.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (EI Paso & Southwestern) :—I think that this is

an opportune time to say that the American Railroad Association has

been making requests on this Association for specifications for the pur-

pose of purchasing material. Those requests are not coming in the form

of a requisition for maximum specifications. They are for minimum
specifications. As I understand the matter, it is this : as a business propo-

sition the purchasing agents of the railroads want to be in a position to

go into the market and buy material on the specifications of this Asso-

ciation, and so requests for minimum specifications are presented to this

Association in that way.

I am in favor of a maximum specification in as far as it should be

maximum. I am also equally in favor of a specification less than that

that will make the specifications of this Association such that when we
take them into the market they will not be turned down as they frequently
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have been. We have been proceeding on the basis of maximum specifica-

tions. The other proposition is, how much can we admit in the way of a

minimum specification? I beHeve that the committees of this Association

ought to bear this in mind, and that we should, if possible, prepare our

specifications to meet reasonable demands on this Association.

Mr. Katte :—Answering Mr. Campbell, I would say that the specifica-

tion now before you should be considered a minimum specification.

Mr. Hall :—I do not think I made my point clear in regard to the

0000 wire. I have not in mind any construction which will permit of a

greater strength than about 9,000 lbs. If a factor of safety of 3 is re-

quired, a disc insulator must be found which will support 15,000 lbs. I

have in mind that there is not such an insulator on the market, and that

dead-end construction could only be made with a yoke and two strings of

insulators, and that would be a very awkward construction for a railroad

crossing.

Mr. Katte:— I cannot give the catalogue number of the insulator, but

1 would explain that at the time insulator requirements were being con-

sidered we had several insulator manufacturers in conference with us and

they agreed that the specification as written was entirely permissible and

satisfactory.

(Mr. Katte's motion prevailed.)

(Air. Katte summarized the balance of the report and said:)

Mr. President, I move the adoption of the report as a whole.

(The motion carried.)

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee will

be excused with the thanks of the Association for the very excellent re-

port and its very admirable presentation by its Chairman.



DISCUSSION ON CONSERVATION OF NATURAL
RESOURCES

(For Report, see pp. 279-300.)

Prof. S. N. Williams (Cornell College) :—^Six subjects were assigned

to the Committee, and later it was decided to limit investigation to three.

On conference with Mr. Katte, he reported that his Committee intended

to make an investigation of the conservation of water power for use by

railways in connection with the subject of electricity, hence this was left

with that Committee. Of the subjects remaining it was thought best to

onlj- investigate two.

The Committee held three different meetings, one in Chicago for

general arrangement of the work. The Canadian division was referred

to Mr. McNab, who has prepared that section of the report. It was
thought best to defer for another year the subject of reforestation. Recla-

mation of material was divided up, and finally reported upon at our latest

meeting. I might say that Mr. Young receives our hearty thanks for a

full report of the work done under his charge at Marquette, Michigan.

We are also grateful for the reports on reclamation made by other rail-

way companies.

A matter was referred to us by the United States Railroad Adminis-

tration
—

"Rules for the prevention of the spread of forest and field fires."

The Committee made an investigation of that subject in the forest region

in the vicinity of Marquette under the direction of Mr. Young and com-
pared these rules with conditions prevailing there. This subject has been

one of the elements of sadness to all in the United States for several

years. It has seemed that forest fires in the North and West and in

Canada have been extremely wasteful of our country's resources.

(Prof. Williams submitted the portion of the report contained on

page 257 of Bulletin 221.)

These rules have been approved by the American Railroad Associa-

tion.

Reclamation of material is an important subject and peculiarly ap-

peals to every member interested in best in railway practice. The general

subject of conservation is perhaps the largest subject all citizens should

consider. The Government has ordered us to "save"—that means every-

thing, everywhere, in every way possible. Our report is not a full dis-

cussion of the subject, but gives some information which will be of value

in your further investigations, and it is also discussed in previous reports.

Conservation of human life and energy was found an extremely large

subject, but only a few points have been given under that head. I might

refer, first, to the very successful efforts made in 1919 by the railway

companies throughout the country in their drives during June and Octo-

ber to lessen the number of lives lost and the number of injuries to em-
ployees. I think all of you are sufificiently familiar with the results of

these drives, through the engineering press, so that only a reference to
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the great success which has followed the efforts of the railway com-

panies is necessary. We hope the good work will continue and that simi-

lar drives may be instituted during the year, followed up with the same

success.

I wish to call attention to the subject of fatigue and the exhaustion

of human energy. We have at present too many deaths from heart dis-

ease and apoplexy. I refer particularly to apoplexy which comes from the

stress of undue mental exertion or severely hard mental labor, and say

that the lives of each one of you gentlemen are of the highest importance

to the Nation and through the Nation to the world.

Since the destruction of ten million lives in the great war, lives have

become more valuable than ever, so that while $5,000 was at one time

assessed as the amount which railway companies would pay the relatives

of a person who had been killed on a railroad, no value which can be

assigned will compensate for the loss of a life. If you stop to think

about the accumulation of knowledge, wisdom, experience and efficiency

represented in your organization, and consider that this is continually in-

creasing and becoming more and more valuable to the country, you will

perceive at once the importance of conserving your own lives and health

and energy.

John D. Rockefeller on his eightieth birthday said he felt as well as

at forty years of age, and that he intended to try to live to be one hun-

dred years old. I personally am advocating this before the public, as far

as time permits—living to be one hundred—also the advice of Dr. Harden

to "keep one's self fit."

Therefore, I make a personal request in the interest of the railway

companies that you gentlemen will do all in your power to preserve j-our

own lives and keep yourselves fit for work as long as God permits.

Next it is found that the efficiency of all employees is promoted by

every measure which tends to preserve their energy and not allow it to

reach the point of exhaustion and to keep them in a good frame of mind

—what might be lermed a happy frame of mind—as everything which

contributes toward that end w'ill assist railway gompanies in the success-

ful management of their great enterprises. At a time when 3'our prob-

lems are so great, you know how important it is to adopt every measure

that tends to promote the success of your work, from the President of the

company down.

While this short statement of the necessity of the conservation of

human life and energy is only a sample of what might be said, it will be

sufficient to urge you to continue your investigation and to use its re-

sults for the benefit of the railway employees under your supervision.

So without presenting any formal recommendation here, we refer it for

your earnest consideration, and defer the subjects not discussed. Our
conclusions are

:

(1) That the reports on reclamation of material, tree-planting, con-

servation of human life and energy and progress in conservation in Can-

ada be received as information.
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(2) That the "Rules for the Prevention of the Spread of Forest and

Field Fires" be approved and published in the Manual.

(The conclusions, on motion, were adopted.)

Mr. C. H. Fisk (Consulting Engineer) :—I would like to mention

something that has occurred to me. Prof. Williams has touched on the

conservation of human life and energy. It was my good fortune to be

connected with the Construction Division of the Army during the war.

We constructed the Boston Army Supply Base, at which we had seven

thousand employees working on two shifts of eleven hours each. Our
Safety First Committee, in analyzing the hospital reports for the first

three months, found that there were 2,200 different kinds of accidents, of

which sixty per cent, of these accidents were slight lacerations or cuts in

the feet of men due to nails sticking up or boards with nails in them

being left where the men would step on them.

We called a meeting of the men and brought that fact before them

and requested them specifically to be careful; that if they saw a nail

sticking up in a board to hammer the nail down or to pick up the board

and take it away so that it would not harm anyone. At the end of the

next three months we found that class of accidents had been reduced to

ten per cent., and that by a little care we had reduced the total accidents

by fifty per cent.

I make this statement to show how trivial accidents can be avoided by

bringing the matter to the attention of your men.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee will

be relieved with our thanks for their very excellent report.



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
LOCATION

(For Koport, see pp. 301-320.)

Mr. C. P. Howard (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—The report

of the Committee is given in Bulletin 221. No recommendations are

made at this time for changes in the Manual. We have reviewed the

chapter on Economics of Railway Location now contained in the Man-

ual, but decided not to make any changes therein at the present time.

Reference is made to the Bulletin of the University pi Illinois on

the subject of passenger train resistance, and the effect of curvature

on cost of maintenance.

A review has been made of the article appearing in Bulletin 207

on the "Mechanics of Curve Resistance," written by Past-President John

G. Sullivan. As a result of that review, we have abstracted therefrom

certain conclusions and diagrams, which we recommend for approval

and publication in the Manual.

The subject of the effect of train resistance on the amount of fuel

consumed is covered in Appendix B. The Manual also contains con-

siderable data on this subject.

With reference to the question of economics of railway loca-

tion as affected by the introduction of electric locomotives, we have

nothing to add except the monographs contributed by members of the

Committee and shown in Appendices C and D.

The recom.mendations for future work, as will be noted, contain

some rather decided views and opinions on certain subjects of importance,

and a minority report was submitted, dissenting from those opin-

ions.

Mr. President, I move that the conclusions in regard to curve re-

sistance be adopted and published in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Fred Lavis (American International Corporation) :—Mr. Presi-

dent, I have been a member of this Committee on Economics of Railway

Location for a good many years, during which many reports have been

rendered but they have all been more or less fragmentary. They have

contained a great deal of useful information, but they do not go very

far toward reaching definite conclusions, and I have been firmly con-

vinced for a long time that some more consistent and definite procedure

must be developed in order to obtain definite results. It is necessary

that a certain amount of money be appropriated for the work of this

Committee and the actual investigations to determine the necessary data

on which proper conclusions may be based should be in the hands of a

small sub-committee with a permanent staff. Perhaps this is hardly the

time to inaugurate a procedure which calls for the expenditure of money
by the railways. At the same time, however, there has never been a

time when the railways arc so much in need of proper data from which
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to determine the wise expenditure of the large amounts of money which

they need to put their properties in tirst-class condition. There is, I

think, sonre idea that economics of location refer only to the location

of new lines and, perhaps, in view of the fact that there is Httlc prospect

at the present time of new lines being built that the subject is one of

only academic interest. All of you, however, who will stop to think

will immediately realize that the fundamental facts govern practically

every operation concerned with the expenditure of money for the oper-

ation as well as the construction of railways. I do not care to take

up your time now to particularize, as I know you are all familiar with

the details of thfs subject, but I wish to again call it to your attention

and also to the attention of the Board of Direction, in the hope that

the work of this Committee will in the not far distant future be put

on a basis where it may be able to produce some tangible results.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee will

be relieved Avith our thanks.



DISCUSSION ON WOOD PRESERVATION
(Foi- Jieport. see pp. 321-364.)

Mr. C. M. Taylor (Philadelphia & Reading) :—The report of this

Committee this year is rather length}-. Copies have been distributed, and

it is not necessary for me to read the report in full. There has been

a constant demand for several years for standard specifications for ma-

terial to be treated. We have had them in the Manual, and they should

have been revised some years ago. This last year seemed an oppor-

tune time to get all of our revisions properly made, and the Commit-

tee in charge of revision of the Manual has given a report on page 299.

This Sub-Committee was in the hands of Mr. Rex as Chairman.

The first point brought out is that the heading "Standard Specifica-

tions for Creosote Oil" be changed to "Specifications for Grade 1 Creo-

sote Oil," the idea being that we have practically four different kinds of

creosote oil, and that wc should have them graded so that they can be

easily understood. There is no change in the specifications other than

the heading.

I move that that heading of the specifications be changed to read

"Specifications for Grade 1 Creosote Oil."

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Taylor:-—Practically all timber has to be in the same condi-

tion to be treated b)^ the different processes, so that the question of

general requirements for all treatments is and should be approximately

the same, and the Committee offers a revision of the general require-

ments, as shown on page 299 and the top of page 300.

We have alwaj^s had specifications for tie treatment. As I said

before, the specifications for all preserving treatments cover both ties

and other materials. I sho'uld like to have the title "Specifications for

Tie Treatment" changed to "Specifications for Preservative Treatments."

I make that motion.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Taylor:—I move that the revision covered under "Geaieral Re-

quirements" be adopted as recommended practice.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Taylor:—The next is "Specification for the Preservative Treat-

ment of Wood with Zinc Chloride," and in making this revision of

specifications for different treatments we have lined them up all in the

same rotation as to procedure. You will note that the clauses given on

pp. 300, 302, 303, 306 and 307, all start out on the same order. That is in

line with the fact that all timber has to be in the same general condi-

tion for all the different treatments. The specification for the preserva-

tive treatment of wood with zinc chloride is one that has been in use
for a considerable length of time.

I move that the specification be inserted in the Manual as recom-
mended practice.
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(The motion carried.)

The President:—In order to save time and avoid the necessity of

putting a motion on each o'f these recommendations as each one is read,

I will state that they are subject to comment and discussion and

if there is no discussion, we will pass on, and at the end vote on

all the proposed changes.

Mr. Taylor :—The next specification is on page 302, "Specification for

the Preservative Treatment of Wood with Creosote Oil (Full-Cell Proc-

ess)." That as given here is correct, except that the rotation of the

oils as shown in the second paragraph of the specification grade 1, is

put in between coal tar solution and grade 3, and it should come first.

The next item is the "Specification for the Preservative Treatment

of Wood with Zinc Chloride and Creosote Oil."

That is the combination process which is being used by several of

the railroads. In view of the fact that this process in the general run

of things has to h'avc the consent of the patentee, it will be necessary

to show that. The specification as given on page 303 is used in con-

junction with one or two patents, namely, U. S. Patent 815404, granted

July 20, 1896, and another patent granted in April, 1916, No. 1,178,132.

The next is "Specification for the Preservative Treatment of Wood
with Creosote Oil." That is supposed to be covered by a patent issued

in September, 1906, No. 831450.

The next is the "Empty-Cell Process with Initial Air and Final

Vacuum." This was covered by patent No. 707799, but the patent ex-

pired last September, and it is now free to everyone.

The Wood-Preservers' Association and ourselves have been work-

ing on the matter of "Sampling Oil and Water in Tank Cars," but the

investigation is not quite finished, but we hope to have it complete next

year. These specifications I have just read are as shown as items D,

E, F, G, H, I, J, and K, on page 297, and I move the adoption of these

specifications for recommended practice.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Taylor:—The question of service records is one that is becom-

ing more and more important in connection with timber preservation.

We have each year more and more examples of the good work and the

financial saving that has come through timber preservation, and this year

year we have a report that was gotten out in connection with the Tie

Committees of this Association and the Wood Preservers' Association,

covering the Lackawanna Railroad and their results. Dr. Hermann von

Schrenk will submit this part of the report.

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :—The re-

port practically speaks for itself. The underlying idea that the Com-
mittee had was to depart somewhat from the usual methods of present-

ing this type of information. You remember that in the past we have

given tabulated statements in rather condensed form taken from the

records of various lines. We started out this year to establish a system
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of giving more in detail available records on an individual railroad, and

we started out with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, because of

the very excellent type of record which had been kept from the very

start of their treatment of ties. You will find the meat of this report,

as far as the actual service is concerned, in tables 1, 2 and 3, particu-

larly table 3, on page 312, a detailed study of which we respectfully in-

vite. We also call attention to the photographs published in the latter

part of the report, showing various types of service. The conclusions

drawn from the examination which the Corrmiittee made on this are

shown in the early part of the report and I will read that briefly.

(Dr. von Schrenk quoted items (1), (2) and (3). page 309, Bulle-

tin 222.)

We want to emphasize particularly paragraph (1). One of the

great difliculties in the history of treated ties has been the lack of

definite- information concerning what we may reasonably expect from

their use. We are rather proud of this mitial report, and we trust that

it may be an incentive to other railroads to go and do likewise, so that

in the course of the next few years we may have a set of data of this

character which will enable us to draw very much more definite con-

clusions than we can at the present time.

Mr. Fred Lavis (American International Corporation) :—I should like

to ask one question about the tie record of the Lackawanna Railroad.

The decrease in the number of tie renewals seems to be very marked

since 1915. Does the Committee know whether that is due entirely to

the use of treated ties, or whether that may be due to other causes,

such as the war, increased cost and Government railroad administration,

etc.?

Mr. Taylor :—I feel that we are not in an absolute position to say,

but my understanding is that the decrease is due to the good work that

they have done, so that they do not have to put in as many ties as they

did previously. Some Lackawanna men maj- be here and thej'^ could

answer that definitely.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanoorga & St. Louis) :—

I

would like to ask Dr. von Schrenk if he has any information which
would explain the results gotten from the untreated ties, which seem to

be quite remarkable.

Dr. von Schrenk:—Most of the untreated ties are chestnut.

Mr. McDonald :—They must have had very heavy tie plates.

Dr. von Schrenk:—Yes, most of them were on side lines and side-

tracks. You see all tracks are included in this report.

Mr. Taylor:—The next is Appendix C, on page 324, "\A'ater Gas
Tar." This subject has been before us for several years, and we have
something on it this year, as shown in the second paragraph. This is

submitted for information.

Next is Appendix D, "Preservative Treatment of Douglas Fir." A
lot of you gentlemen undoubtedly have become better acquainted this
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year with Douglas fir, and have come to appreciate that it is of a great

deal of worth in our future tie supply. The preservative treatment of

it is one that is not so clear, hut we hope during the coming year to

be able to work up a preservative treatment that w'ill give you excellent

results. Very fortunately this last year the patent which interfered with

our progress in connection with that work was dedicated to the pub-

lic, whereas it could have been held back, and really acted to the detri-

ment of railroad work. It is now free for the use of all railroa'ds, and

we will have it in shape next year, so that you can get definite results

in the treatment of Douglas fir.

The next is Appendix E, "Indicators fT)r Determining the Burnettiz-

ing of Ties and Timbers." This is a paper that we have borrowed from

the Wood Preservers' Association, showing a new method of determin-

ing the penetration of zinc chloride. This has been a bothersome propo-

sition in the past, due to the fact that zinc chloride is colorless, and

we could not see whether the penetration was due to moisture or the

zinc chloride. We shall ask later to have this standardized as recom-

mended practice, as shown in the two paragraphs on page 331.

Mr. Chairman, I would move you that the directions given on page

332 be placed in our Manual as recommended practice for determining

zinc chloride penetration.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Taylor .-—Appendix F. With the increasing prices, due to the

scarcity of creosote oil, ayd the rise in price of zinc chloride, other

preservatives are being discussed for the same class of work as these

two preservatives have filled in the past. Sodium Fluoride, which is

new to the majority of you, is coming forward as a new preservative,

and seems to be discussed largely by railroads who are not in a posi-

tion to use creosote oil. We have several experimental tracks where
Sodium Fluoride has been in use, but not sufftcient use to have any-

one say that it is an absolute success, but the indications are that it

will be quite a rival of zinc chloride, and perhaps a better preservative

than zinc chloride in places where zinc chloride has been used in the

past. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. are using it ex-

clusively in the treatment of their mine props, and have had very ex-

cellent results. There is a question whether it does not have less ef-

fect on track circuits than zinc chloride. It is a question that Avill un-

doubtedly be handled this coming year. It is submitted as informa-

tion.

We will skip G for the present, and take up Appendix H, on page

335. The Board of Direction asked us to specify comparative values

of the four different creosote oils which are in our Manual. This looks

as though the Committee was sidestepping the answer. As a matter of

fact, we are not. We put down grade 1 as the best creosote oil that

we know- anything about at the present time. Grade 2 is a little lighter,

and you can put more of grade 2 in then you would of grade 1. and
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the same thing apphes to grade 3, but I wpuld like to call your atten-

tion to the next to the last paragraph on page 335, which I will read

:

(Mr. Taylor read the paragraph "However it must be remembered,"

etc., beginning page 335, Bulletin 222.) In other words, we have recom-

mended two specifications.

Appendix I, on page 336, is where we speak with emphasis of some

of the conditions found in some of the railroad treating plants. During

the last year, it was the good fortune of some of us to be able to cover

the wood preservative field pretty thoroughly. Some of our plants in

this line are not in as good condition mechanically as they should be.

They seem to lack organization; they seem to lack heads of an en-

gineering character, and a lot of the work is done in a slipshod man-

ner. Some of our railroads are living on the history they made twenty

or thirty years ago on good timber preservation. That will not do,

and will bring disastrous results. Wood preservation is just as keen

an engineering field as any other of your problems. I am sorry to

say that this last year there was a tendency to take it out of your hands.

That means one of two things : Either you have got to handle it prop-

erly, or let it go. As Engineers we are vitally interested in track work,

and you ought to see that you get good timber preservation in your own
railroad plants. That is a general statement. It hits all of us to a

more or less extent. Some of you Engineers appear to treat the wood
preservation along your lines as a side issue, but it is anything but that.

It seems awfully hard sometimes to get some of the Engineers inter-

ested in it, but it appears from everything that we have gotten from

examination of our records that it is a wonderful field for real En-

gineers.

Appendix J is the demarcation line between the use of creosoted

and zinc-treated ties. This is shown on page 338, dividing the use into

two territories, the Eastern territory being the territory where nothing

but creosote oil should be used, and the Western territory where nothing

but zinc chloride should be used. That is a very arbitrary line, and

does not mean anything except that it gives the person who is not using

treated material an idea of what ought to be done. For instance, some
of the railroad lines east are using zinc chloride, and some of the lines

west are using creosote oil. It is a question of dollars and cents whether

you do it one way or the other. When this line was drawn up it looked

as though we were going to have quite a large quantity of creosote oil.

In the six months that have intervened the creosote oil situation is get-

ting worse, and undoubtedly this line will have to be pushed east again

somewhere towards where it was during the war.

The last on the program is Appendix G, which is a new subject

that was started last year. We were fortunate in having on our Com-
mittee several men who are located along the coast lines, and the ter-

ritory was divided into three—Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf territory, with

a sub-chairman in charge of each. This work was in charge of Dr.
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von Schrenk, the Vice-Chairman, and he will talk to you a few min-

utes.

Dr. von Schrenk :—During the last year practically the entire coast

line of this country from Maine around to Seattle has been covered in

one form or another by one of the sub-committees, and a vast amount

of information of a preliminary nature has been obtained. We found

that the information, however, was of such a character that it was very

difficult to present in detailed form this year, but we wish to present

to you one verj' extraordinary feature which developed about two years

ago, and that is the extraordinary lasting power. of creosoted material

in some wharves of the Southern Pacific Company in San Francisco

Bay. We wish to make due acknowledgment to Mr. Kirkbride, Chief

Engineer of the Southern Pacific, and his associates, not only for the

facts furnished, but for the very active spirit of cooperation which they

have manifested. Some wharves were built in 1890 by an engineer with

the Mechanical Department of the Southern Pacific, who received a

telegram from the Chief Engineer one day that there were some piles

on the shore, and to procure some creosote oil and creosote them. This

man had never heard of a creosoting plant and he wired back that

'there wasn't any creosote plant available, and he received an answer

which said laconically : "Use your wits." He got some barrels of

creosote oil from London, which came around Cape Horn, found some

cylinders somewhere, and he managed to build a plant and creosote these

piles. He said some of the liquid leaked out from these barrels and

killed all the vegetation on the shore in Southern California. The
piling was finally brought up to San Francisco Bay and driven, and it

has been there ever since under some coal bunkers, where there could

have been no possibility of any substitution or renewal. Owing to cer-

tain harbor work, the railway company was asked by the U. S. Govern-

ment to move these piers. Through the courtesy of the Southern Pa-

cific, we had a number of these piles shipped to various points. Some
of them have been re-driven in Seattle Harbor ; some of them in the

immediate section of the Golden Gate in San Francisco Harbor; some
of them in San Diego, and some of them were sent to Apalachicola to

be included in some of the United States Government tests in that highly

teredo-infested region. We have been unable to determine exactly why
those piles have stood up as they did. We have enlisted the cooperation

of the U. S. Fish Commission, and the biologists in the universities on

the California Coast, for the purpose of studying the food of these

marine organisms, believing that possibly we may be able to make it

disagreeable for them. We want to find out if we can what there was

that made them stay away from these piles. We look upon this as

one of the most extraordinary service records of creosoted material

that any of us has ever come across, and we have all spent a great

deal of time over it, both on the ground and in analytical work, to be

sure that this particular case shall not be lost. The Committee feels that
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it is due to the Association and the men who were engaged in that

particular piece of work to make this a very decided matter of record,

because unfortunately, we oftentimes have too much criticism and too

little commendation.

As to the appendix to this piling report, through the courtesy of

the Illinois Central Railroad, their photographer, with much care and

enterprise, has made a number of photographs showing various forms

of destruction of piling. There have been a number of lantern slides

made, we have some of them here, and they are so unusual, particularly

the photographs of the organisms that produce this destruction, that wc

will ask your indulgence for a few minutes to show a few of these

slides taken in regions from New York Harbor to the Gulf of Mexico.

Wc will have the room darkened for a minute, and Mr. Lowry Smith

will show the slides to you.

(Mr. Smith then described a number of lantern slides which were

shown.)

Mr. Taylor :—This completes the slides, and out in the lobby wc
have a number of transparencies, showing some of the same slides which

have been shown here, and it will give you an opportunity to look at,

them with greater convenience.

A Member :—How long did it take the worms to work out the con-

crete?

Mr. Taylor :— It is not a question of the w orms working out the

concrete, but a question of wave action, the loose timbers working up

against them and knocking them out. As soon as the concrete is gone,

it gives the bugs a chance to work.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—I think the fail-

ure of the concrete is mainly due to the mud and silt in the bottom

getting mixed with the concrete and making it inferior. These con-

crete casings nearly always split at the top.

Mr. Taylor:—If we do not make a good job of it, it is worthless,

as these organisms get in where there is the least little crack. It is a

question of the concreting down into the mud, a question of the tim-

ber being green and expanding, and the problem is one we have not

solved in any way as yet. We only give these few exatnples to show the

problems we are up against.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Coinmittee

will be relieved with our thanks for their very excellent report.



DISCUSSION ON BALLAST
(For Report, see pp. 421-466.)

Mr. H. L. Ripley (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—The Com-

mittee would invite your attention to the subject of Revision of the

Manual, and particularly to Appendix A, on page 307. Mr. Meade, of

the Santa Fe, Vice-Chairman of this Committee, was made Chairman

of the Sub-Committee to consider the review of the Manual. He has

been ill through the year and is ill now. The changes recommended are

not extensive.

Appendix A-1 suggests that the definitions in the Manual be ar-

ranged in alphabetical order, and it is the hope and expectation of the

Committee during the coming year that this list will be amplified. There

is no change in the language used in defining the terms, merely a change

in the order of arrangement, and the Committee would ask that the

definitions as indicated in Appendix A-1 be inserted in the Manual, in

place of the definitions as arranged in the Manual of 1915.

The President :—As there are no changes recommended, and the mat-

ter proposed is merely an alphabetical arrangement, this matter will be

attended to by those in charge of the publication of the new Manual.

Mr. Ripley :—Appendix A-2, Proper Depth of Ballast, is a matter

which has received attention. This question has been before the As-

sociation from time to time for several years, and the paragraph as it

appears in the Manual has become complicated and confused through

revision. Our endeavor in connection with this paragraph is simply an

attempt to clarify the language without changing its force or meaning;

and further, to arrange the matter in form for ready reference. Unless

someone wishes otherwise, I would move that the paragraphs, as they

are in the Manual under "depth of ballast," be rearranged under the

caption, "Proper depth of ballast," as it appears at the top of Appendix

A-2, and that paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) be substituted

for the language that follows the original caption.

The President :—Do I understand, Mr. Chairman, that all the para-

graphs jou have enumerated replace the same paragraphs in the Man-
ual?

Mr. Ripley:—It replaces the paragraphs that come under Proper

Depth of Ballast, and covers the subject-matter contained in this re-

arrangement and restatement of that material. H you desire, and if

this meets with the approval of the Association, so that there can be

no misunderstanding, the Chairman will send the Secretary a recap of

the thing, as it would appear.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Ripley :—Appendix F, Gravel Washing and Stone Crushing

Plants. This work was assigned to a sub-committee, of which Mr. C. J.

Coon of the New York Central, is chairman. The Association was cir-

cularized, and a number of plans were sent to the chairman of the snb-
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committee, and many helpful letters written. There was such a mass

of information that it did not seem desirable to have it printed in the

Proceedings, and for the further reason that local conditions seemed

to be the dominant factor in designing stone-crushing and gravel-wash-

ing plants; so this was bound loosely and sent to the Secretary, and is

on file in the office of the Association, and that was done for the fur-

ther reason that so few railroads seemed to have their own plants, or

seemed to think that it was desirable to construct those plants. One

of our members, Mr. Rice, of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,

furnished information on that subject, and has a very excellent plant

on his line; but the thing that seemed to be of primary importance \vas

to so provide for a plant that the output would be sufficient to keep

it working to maximum capacity, and that generally meant that the

railroad use and commercial use must be tied together in some way;

and your Committee presents its conclusions, and would ask to have

inserted in the Manual the portion of the Committee's report on page

387 under the caption : "Gravel washing and stone crushing plants,"

commencing "The desirable points to be considered."

(Mr. Ripley here read from the point indicated to the bottom of

page 387.)

I move the adoption of that.

Mr. Coon, of the Committee, may wish to add something.

Mr. C. J. Coon (New York Central) :—I want to add one word in

connection with the Committee's work on this subject. Some of the Com-
mittee were over the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad

in the fall, and made a critical examination of the conditions there, they

having used washed gravel ballast for many years. The indications were

that the R., F. & P. Railroad were getting much better wear out of their

rail, owing to the fact that they have splendid drainage from using

this washed gravel ballast. Joints were almost invariably in good shape,

and owing to the drainage they were able to keep the line in good con-

dition, and their surface was particularly good. It seemed to the Com-
mittee that this was a splendid argument in favor of the washing of

gravel. It may be impossible for many of you to establish gravel-wash-

ing plants, but with the extreme and ever increa.sing wheel loads that

we have to contend with, it is a convincing argument for washed gravel

to be alble to keep your joints up, and further to save your rail. With
these heavy wheel loads we seem to be like a man building a house,

starting with his chimney, and then building a heavy chimney with a

poor foundation under it. A great many roads are increasing the weight

of their rails, but this does not take care of the ballast situation. As
you all know we have the same ties (perhaps not as good ties as we
had ten years ago), and it being a fact that our tracks are just a system

of little bridges with the tie being used as the abutments. It seems to

me we are trying to take care of the increased loads with the rails. Now,
gentlemen, you cannot do it all with the rail. You must take care of
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some of it with the tie and increased depth of ballast and a better class

of ballast. In territory where you cannot get stone, the next best thing

to do is to wash the ballast.

The President :—The motion is to adopt for printing in the Manual

the subject-matter appearing on the last half of page 387.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Himter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

heard it stat&d, not on this floor, but lately, that gravel ballast was un-

suitable for the very heavy locomotives and high speed traffic that we
have nowadays. I believe there is a tendency to coiidcmn the use of

gravel, whether washed or not, in favor of crushed limestone ballast.

The conditions probably are somewhat difl^erent from what they

were ten years ago. I do not know whether our Ballast Committee has

given expression to any preference in regard to ballast of the present

day to meet present conditions. It seems to me that a study of the

conditions at present with recommendations as to the best kind of bal-

last to use, having regard to sufticiencj' and labor costs of applying and

maintaining, would be of great value to the members at this time.

Mr. Ripley :—The Committee would next invite your attention to

Appendix G, "Use of reinforced concrete slabs to assist the ballast in

distributing the load on soft roadbeds," by Mr. H. E. Boardman, a mem-
ber of the Committee. Mr. Boardman has made a careful study of this

subject. The data seems to be somewhat limited. The conclusion which

the Committee reached from the study which was made under Mr.

Boardman's guidance is as follows : "Concrete slabs placed under the

ballast on soft roadbeds where traffic is heavy, and at times under other

exceptional circumstances, indicate that a reasonable degree of success

maj- be expected from their use and at a reasonable expense."

The Committee would recommend that that statement be inserted in

the Manual, and Mr. Boardman may like to add something to the dis-

cussion.

Mr. H. E. Boardman (New York Central) :—The only thing I want

to say is that it is very hard to judge of the matter contained in this

section of the report, because of the fact that the drawings of the

cross-sections to accompany this report, although they will be printed

in the Proceedings, are not a part of this report as shown, and the

reading matter is almost impossible to interpret, until you have these

cross-sections and drawings.

We tried to make quite a complete summary of conditions, but due

to a little difficulty in getting the information from the carriers, it is

not as complete as we had wished. One carrier replied that they had

no such thing as a reinforced concrete slab, although some members of

the Committee had seen them on the road. It was a little difficult in

that way to get the information, and some of the replies to our circular

of last July came in too late to be included in this report. However,

enough information, I think, has been assembled to show a decided op-

(-ir,)
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portunity for the use of the reinforced concrete slab in soft ground

in locations where excessive cost of maintenance has taken place and are

of greater advantage than man\- of the carriers seem to as yet appreciate.

Mr. Ripley:—The next subject to present for your consideration is

Appendix C, "Instructions to govern ballasting on an operated line."

Mr. Baldridge, of the Santa Fe, has prepared this Appendix. This work

is really an extension of the work done by the Committee last year in

presenting to you an outline for a typical ballast gang to do the work

under what might be called normal conditions. You adopted that out-

line last year and during the past few months your Committee has de-

veloped a list of rules of procedure to be followed. It is not ready at

this time to suggest that you adopt these rules as standard practice, but

there is nothing in the Manual to indicate how such work should be

conducted.

Of course, the older members do not need it, but I can well re-

member when I would have been very happy to have come across some-

thing of this kind, bearing the endorsement of this Association. It is

the hope of the Committee during the next few weeks that you will

read this suggested method of procedure, or rules to handle the bal-

last gang, and will suggest criticisms to the Committee to the end that

at the next meeting these instructions will have had the benefit of the

judgment and help of all of the members of this Association, and they

can then be presented for adoption.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I do not believe there is any-

thing I can add to this, inasmuch as the matter is not presented for in-

clusion in the Manual. We would like to have any suggestions and as

much information from members of the Association as we can get during

the next year, and we hope that you will each give us something.

Mr. Ripley :—The Committee also suggests that data be gathered,

showing the result in practice of the work done by difitcrent roads in

putting in ballast. Appendix D, "Time and cost study in connection

with ballast work," is given on page 380, and for this the Committee
is indebted to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and particularly

to Mr. Neafie, for the work he has done on this and similar kinds of

studies, and you may expect within the next few weeks to receive from

Mr. Baldridge a circular letter asking you during the coming summer
to keep track of the ballast work which you do, so that by fall we can

hope to have information from the various parts of the country, work-
ing under different conditions, that will be helpful in standardizing what

we should expect in connection with work of this kind, and you will

note the particular thing about this study is that we ask that the thing

be expressed in terms of units of work and units of time rather than

in dollars, because if you express it in dollars there are so many vari-

ables that it is difficult to understand what is meant. This too, is

presented as information in the hope that the Committee will receive your
help, and not for adoption.
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Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) r^Therc is no doubt of the

need for practical cost data on ballasting, but I doubt if the Commit-
tee are going to get very far by pursuing the line of analysis which

they have attempted. The human element is a big factor with the con-

stantly changing personnel of common labor track gangs, consequently,

it is not practical to determine by time study methods a fine-haired dis-

tinction of the various operations for work of this character. I be-

lieve a much more practical way would be to take a stretch of track

of known length with a close approximation of the total yardage of ma-
terial under application for one lift, which will usually not exceed six

inches, dividing the operations into as few carefully defined groupings

as possible. After the cost data has been well developed for these group-

ings, they may later be subdivided, but it is going to take some time

before this can be accomplished. I am afraid the Committee has fallen

into the general error of endeavoring to make too many subdivisions

on the start which can only result in the collection of unreliable and im-

practical information.

Mr. Baldridge :—The reason the Committee has asked for informa-

tion in the detail we have shown here is because if we ask for a fig-

ure for the completed cost of ballast, persons reporting will include

different items, and we do not get comparable results. If we can secure

information which is given in sufficient detail, so that we may know
that different parties who do give us reports include the same items,

we will have something that is pretty definite in a comparative way.

That is the object of presenting this in the detail in which we have

presented it. We hope some members of the Association will give us

all the information they can.

Mr. Ripley :—This will require, when you are doing blasting, put-

ting a man, perhaps of the grade of intelligence of a transitman on

the job. If you think it is worth while to get this information you can

do it, and you can send it in to the Committee so that the Committee

will know at the end of the year whether you think it is worth while

or not.

Appendix B takes up the standardization of ballast tools. Mr. Mc-
Bride is not present, and if no one cares to discuss that we will pass

it, and go to Appendix E, "Specifications for sfone ballast." Through
inadvertence, the name of Mr. F. J. Stimson did not appear as the

Chairman of the Sub-Committee on that subject. The Committee does

not present this for inclusion in the Manual. It is not a completed study.

We hope the form of the specifications will be studied by you and found

satisfactory. Some of the figures must be developed through experiment.

At the present time many of them simply rest on the opinion of the

members of the Committee, and it is further hoped that some of the'

universities will consider this matter of sufficient interest to take it up

in their laboratories and make the tests, and you may expect to hear
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from Mr. Stimson shortl\- in connection with this matter. Possibly

Mr. Stimson has something he wonld like to say about it now.

Mr. F. J. Stimson (Pennsylvania System) :—There is nothing to be

added to what the Chairman of the Committee has said, further than to

call particular attention to the fact that the specifications are designed

to guide an Engineer in the selection of the best available stone. There
has been no attempt to draw a specification that will describe what is

ideal ballast, and for that reason you will find running through the

specifications, nofes calling attention to the limits of various qualities,

which are named as being desirable. In these limits of qualities we
have used figures which are largely empirical—they are merely the best

opinions we could gather, but we hope to get something more definite

to include in this in the future.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee is

excused with the thanks of the Association for their very excellent re-

port.



DISCUSSION ON IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES
( Kor Iveport, see pp. 4S5-r>7(!.)

Mr. O. E. Selliy (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

The report of the Committee is found in Bulletin 2Zi, beginning on page

429.

(Mr. Selln- then read the matter under "Revision of Manual.")

The principal work of the Committee during the past year has been

on the revision of the specifications which were referred back to the

Committee at the convention of 1919.

(Mr. Selby then read the matter under (b) on page 430.)

This subject has been considered more or less by the Committee

during the past two or three years. It will be taken up again this year

and will form one of the particular subjects for work during the coming

year.

(Mr. Selby read the matter under "Relative Economy of Various

Types of Movable Bridges.")

The specifications for movable . railway bridges were submitted to

the Association two years ago, and they were referred back for further

study. We expect also to make that one of the principal subjects for

work this year.

(Mr. Selby then read the matter under (a) "Column Tests at the

Bureau of Standards.")

I am sorry to report that there has been no progress on this sub-

ject, in which I know that all the members of the Association are in-

terested. This has been due to conditions beyond the control of the

Committee. We hope for better results in the next few years, when the

Bureau of Standards gets back to normal organization and has funds

and help available for the work.

(Mr. Selby read the matter under (b) 1.)

As the result of action taken by the Board of Direction a year ago,

a sub-committee entered into a conference with a committee represent-

ing the A.S.C.E. for the purpose of settling on a column formula

to be adopted by the two organizations, and which presumably will

be followed by other technical organizations in this country and Canada.

As a result of that conference, the column formula printed in Appendix

B was agreed upon and was to be recommended by the two committees

in the conference to their respective associations. The formula is

presented now as one of the conclusions.

(Mr. Selby read "Ballasted Floor Bridges- and Waterproofing.")

Appendix C contains the report of the sub-committee on this sub-

ject, and is printed for information. This report contains a great deal

of valuable information. The drawings, showing typical designs for

flashing and reinforcement, are considered of value and the Committee

recommends a careful study of this Appendix.

The conclusions of the Committee are shown on page 433.

1397
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I think it will be better to pass Conclusion No. 1 for further con-

sideration in connection with the discussion of the specifications.

The second conclusion, the formula for columns, is the result of the

conference with the A.S.C.E. committee, and we consider it a great

step in advance to have accomplished this agreement. On behalf of

the Committee, I move the adoption of Conclusion No. 2.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Selby read Conclusion No. 1.)

Appendix A begins on page 437. Preceding that page appears the

Foreword, explaining the purpose of the Committee, and something of

the history of the specifications. On the following page is given in-

formation to be furnished to bidders. This covers the subjects on which

there are optional clauses in the specifications. The questions shown on

this page must be answered by the company seeking bids on designs for

bridges. They are assembled here for convenience, in order that nothing

may be overlooked.

Taking up the specifications, they are quite voluminous. I presume
it would be most convenient simply to read the titles and have the dis-

cussion proceed as the titles are read. The Committee considers it of

the greatest importance to the Association that these specifications be

acted upon at this convention. They have been referred back once, and
they should not be subjected to that treatment again, for the reason that

there is a very great demand for the specifications in their revised form
from the engineering public in this country and abroad. The Manual
is to be reprinted this year and it would be unfortunate if these speci-

cations cannot be included in it. The Committee, of course, is ready

to accept modifications such as may be adopted by the convention, but

they ask that you give the specifications careful consideration and adopt
them without further delay.

The President:—^As the Chairman of the Committee reads each title,

if no objection is made, it will be assumed that that article is approved.

(Chairman Selby then read the articles in succession and discussion

took place as indicated.)

Mr. C. VV. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—I do not

think the Committee has done itself justice in article 3, "Drawings to

Govern," and i suggest the article be changed to read : "Where the

drawings and the specifications dift'er, the Chief Engineer of the com-
pany shall decide which shall govern." As it is now written, it provides

that the specifications are always wrong, and the drawings are always
right, which may not be the case, and inasmuch as the Chief Engineer
is supposed to have the deciding voice, I think this one specification should
be altered in that respect.

Mr. Selby :—In other clauses in the specifications, the Chief En-
gineer is given the power of deciding any question which may arise, and
it would be a repetition for us to put this in article 3. The article as

draw^n is as ordinarily included in specifications, and it is commonlv ac-
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cepted that the drawings shall govern because they are made after the

specifications are made and if there are any special conditions, the draw-
ings presumably reflect the latest desire of the designer.

Mr. Baldridge :—It is my idea that it would be better to have a

repetition than a conflict. I move that article 3 be changed to read,

"Where the drawings and specifications differ, the Chief Engineer of

the company shall decide which shall govern."

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—I will oppose the motion

for this reason—the specifications are general specifications covering all

bridges that may be built on the System. Oftentimes m the case of a

special bridge there are special features you want different from the

specification, and your only resource is to make it different on the draw-

ings or write a special specification. If you make the drawing represent

a part of jour specifications, then the Chief Engineer in each instance

has to tell the contractor that the drawing is right. I do not think that

is necessary. It seems to me the clause as drawn is correct and should

stand, because the drawings are the final instructions which you give

the contractor as to the way m which the work is to be done.

Mr. A. O. Cunningham (Wabash) :—I think this clause should be

modified so as to correct any mistakes in the drawings.

Mr. Albert Reichmann (American Bridge Company) :—In many spe-

cial structures, especially track elevations and bridges, and things of that

kind, there are special designs gotten up which do not conform to the

specifications. If this suggestion was adopted it would mean that every

time the contractor got a job that was special, the contractor would

have to refer the matter to the Chief Engineer, and I do not think there

is any necessity for changing the program.

Mr. Baldridge :—There is one other angle to this matter. Any speci-

fication ma}-, sooner or later, get into court, and if there is a conflict

found in the specifications, or anything that is not clear, it will have to

be made clear there, and it seems to me that a provision which refers

it back to the Chief Engineer is a safeguard against trouble in some
cases.

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Selby:—To forestall discussion on the subject of clearances, I

want to say that the clearance diagram shown is for the construction

of new railway bridges. It is not intended for a general clearance dia-

gram for the railway. It is not intended to apply to old bridges. Nobody
will expect to reconstruct old bridges because a clearance diagram of

certain dimensions appears in this specification. This diagram is set

forth as good practice for the design of new bridges. The width of

16 feet is based on safety, and contemplates the use of equipment 11

feet wide. This gives 30 in. between the equipment line and the near-

est obstruction. The Committee considers this only wide enough for

safet}'.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—I move that article
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13 be modified to the extent of substituting 15 feet for 16 feet, and mak-

ing other changes to correspond.

Mr. H. T. Wclty (New York Central) :—I wish to call attention

to the fact that the majority of liridgcs built to-day have lateral clear-

ances of 14 feet and the more recent bridges have 15 feet. If we as-

sume the track centers to be 13 feet apart and equipment to be 11 feet

wide, we get only a clearance of two feet between passing trains or

cars standing on sidings. It seems to me to he inexpedient, at least, for

this Association to go on record to the efifect that a lateral clearance

of 16 feet is necessary for safety considering the clearance we get from

passing trains and cars on sidings. It immediately puts the roads with

bridges having a clearance of 14 and 15 feet in tlie position of having

structures that are unsafe. Many roads, no doubt, want to get a lateral

clearance of 16 feet. There will be nothing in a specification calling for

a minimum clearance of 15 feet to prevent anyone from going to a 16

feet clearance. There are some roads that would find it very difficult to

get a 16 feet clearance, and I think such roads should be recognized by

making the minimum clearance 15 feet.

Mr. W. H. Hoyt ( Duluth, Mis.sabe & Northern) :—As to the spac-

ing of 16 feet, I understand that many of the State railroad commis-
sions have already adopted that clearance in many sections of the United

States. It seems to me that there is a tendency to make that quite uni-

form, and I think the Association should take the advance position of

being at least up with the majority of practice throughout the states.

Mr. Courtenay :—My position is based on Mr. Hoyt's remarks. I

think it is very unfavorable to the railroads to have their state com-
missions passing similar laws.

Mr. A. W. Carpenter (New York Central) :—I would like to amend
that to have it call for the 15 feet as the minimum. I think that would
perhaps have the effect of calling the attention of people using the

specification to the fact that it is permissible to go to greater widths if

it is desirable, and instead of having the specification call for 15 feet

flat, make it 15 feet minimum.
Mr. Courtenay:—I will accept that.

Mr. Selby:—The first sentence of article 13 prescribes that the

clearance shall not be less than shown on the diagram, Fig. 1, and it

means that is not presented as a minimum.
Mr. Carpenter:—I would go further and have the dimension which

now shows "16 feet" changed to show "IS feet minimum."
Mr. Hunter McDonald (Na.shville, Chattanooga & St. Louis)—If I

remember correctly, our adopted standard for clearance is 15 feet. It

seems to mc that if we enlarge the present clearance we are inviting the

legislatures to take the position that 16 feet is necessary. I believe that

opinion is crystallizing a clearance of 15 feet, and it would be a mis-

take to throw out anything now that would suggest the thought on
our part that it is not enough.
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Mr. A. F. Robinson (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—With a maxi-
mum width of 11 feet for equipment we are forced to go to 16 feet width

to enable us to let the present traffic pass over the road. The sideswing

at 10 feet high due to spring action and rough track is fully 6 inches.

With a clear width of 14 feet we have essentially a side clearance of

1 foot and with a clear width of 15 feet we have !]/> feet. We are faced

with the requirements of safety committees all over the country, and I

believe by orders from the Government, to have side ladders on our

cars. I think 18 inches is no better than 12 inches for the side clear-

ance. If we are going to have our new bridges safe we must leave room
enough for men to get up and down on the sides of the cars without

there being danger of their being knocked off. There is no reason why
we should interfere with the proper building of new structures. I am
urging the adherence to the cross-section as given in the specifications.

As a matter of safety 15 feet clear width is not better than 14 feet, and

if we are going to hold back improvements let us set it at 14 feet, and

take the side ladders off from the cars. I think all of you recognize

that it is next to an impossible proposition when we have side ladders

to keep our men from using them. I hope the Association will vote

do\\Ti the 15-foot proposition emphatically.

Air. Selby :—Mr. McDonald raised the question of the general clear-

ance diagram which has been adopted by the Association with the 15

feet width. That is true, but that general clearance diagram is sub-

ject to revision and is now in the hands of the Special Committee on

Clearance Diagram, and it is expected that that Committee will make
a report during the coming year. It is altogether likely—without at-

tempting to anticipate what the report of that Committee will be—that

the general clearance diagram will be changed. There are a good many
reasons for making it wider. If that general clearance diagram is

changed, it will be adopted and promulgated with the force of the

American Railroad Association back of it. I think it would be a step

backward if we put into the bridge specifications something which is

likel}- to be overruled and out of date within another year. I think

the fact that there are conditions in the country, especially in the East,

where ample clearances cannot be obtained except at prohibitive cost

should not be allowed to influence the action of this Association on a

matter involving good practice and safety.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :— I am in favor of

leaving the clearance as it is in the report, 16 feet, and in saying that,

I recognize the desirability of keeping these clearances to a minimum on

the question of cost. However, I believe an important thing in a speci-

fication of this kind is that it should be so framed that it will not call

for revision in a short time. I think that none of us would propose

lateral clearances for tunnels less than this, and in the case of the

through truss bridges being built, they are in fact tuimels.

Article 13 as written is not entirely satisfactory. It might meet the
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point suggested by Mr. Robinson if the words, "in new structures," are

inserted after the word "clearances." I believe a reasonable interpreta-

tion of the specification, so amended, would permit one to adopt a

smaller clearance to accommodate an old substructure.

Mr. P. C. Newbegin (Bangor & Aroostook) :—Our standard clear-

ance diagram provides for 15 feet, and it does not seem wise to change

that.

Mr. F. E. Schall (Lehigh Valley) :—I think, if the Committee would

prepare an introductory paragraph with reference to presenting this new
clearance diagram, stating that the enlarged diagram as compared with

that approved heretofore is presented with the idea of providing for

the future development of motive power, and does not refer to exist-

ing conditions, it will put the matter in a better shape. To leave the

matter as now presented is liable to lead to endless litigation, in case

an accident occurs on bridges with smaller clearance than the diagram

now presented.

Mr. Selby :—The Committee would not be averse to inserting in the

Foreword, which accompanies the specifications, such an explanatorj'

clause. I think it would be out of place in the specifications, because it

is really explanatory of the purpose, and not a part of the specification

itself.

Mr. G. H. Tinker (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—I think

it is a weak action on the part of the Association to attempt to

regulate our clearances to conform to what some railroad commission

has established. If we try to keep up with all the regulations made by

all the railroad commissions of the country, I do not think we will get

anywhere.

In regard to the point raised by Mr. Robinson, it might be neces-

sary to keep men off the sides of the cars in certain places. There is

a law on the statute books of Ohio which requires a road under certain

circumstances to build bridges with an overhead clearance of 16 feet

3 inches. We all of us have structures at different places which have

not the overhead clearance shown in this diagram, and we are obliged

to keep the men off the tops of the cars, and there is no objection to

keeping the men off the sides of the cars in certain places. The fact

that there are a number of roads that have lots of room and can make
this clearance of 16 feet does not make it right to make 16 feet the mini-

mum clearance.

The President :—The motion is to change the clearance recommended
by the Committee from 16 feet to 15 feet and change the overhead lateral

clearances to correspond.

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Schall:—I suggest that the Committee make proper explanation

in the Foreword.

Mr. Selby:—The Committ.ee will accept that suggestion.

(Mr. Selby then read the section "Live Load.")
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In connection with this section I call attention to Appendix D, on

page 311. This Appendix is submitted as a study giving the reasons

for the adoption of the live loading shown in section 20.

Mr. Frink :—This specification takes the place of the specification

we have now in the Manual, which prescribes Cooper's E-40 loading as

the standard loading for bridges, and this specifies Cooper's E-60 load-

ing, an increase of 50 per cent in the loading.

I have gone through the specifications carefully, and it is the most

detailed specification for steel bridges I have ever seen. More attention

has been paid to the details of the work in making them thoroughly

efficient and in making them thoroughly plain, so that the inspector

will have no trouble in determining what should be done, than in any

specifications I have ever seen. I think it is an excellent specification.

There are very many points covered in this specification that make
a structure, designed for certain unit load and designed for certain live

load, much stronger than it would have been if it had been built without

specification, because the changes that have been introduced in the way of

refinements and shop practice increase the efficiency of the structure ; that

is to say. even if the Committee did not increase the load, the effect of their

specifications would be to produce a stronger structure. In addition to

that, they have also increased the load.

Last year, when this specification was first introduced, I said I did not

think this load should be specified, and I also said I doubted if the

Cooper loading should be longer used. I have spent a little time in

studying that question this j'ear, and I am still of the same opinion,

although I have not been able to work out a loading that I would even

•suggest as a satisfactory compromise loading; still I think it is pos-

sible to work that out and I think the attention of the Committee should

be devoted to that point as a part of the coming year's work, that is,

arrange a substitute loading for the Cooper loading, that will more nearly

represent the effect of our modern engines.

I move to amend article 20 by adding a diagram showing Cooper's E-50

loading. Then change Fig. 2 showing the E-60 loading to Fig. 2-A, and

Fig. 3 showing the accompanying heavy wheel loads to Fig. 3-A. Mark
the diagram showing E-50 load Fig. 2-B, and the accompanying wheel

loads Fig. 3-B, and then change the first sentence of article 20 to read

as follows

:

"The minimum live load for each track shall be as shown in Fig. 2-A,

3-A, or Figs. 2-B, 3-B, except as provided in article 21."

Mr. Selby :— I call attention to the fact that article 21 provides for

the use of lighter loadings, including E-50 or anything necessary, down to

E-45. In article 20 the loading given is described as the minimum. This

gives a range of loading to be selected by the Engineer anywhere from

E-45 up to E-90.

Mr. B. R. Lcffler (New York Central) :— I wish to call attention to

engine 26 on page 516. All through the history of engine loadings it
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seems limits have been set for maximum loading. Engine 26 in this

diagram has axle loads of 78,000 lbs. Ten years ago such loads would have

been regarded as impossible. I am well acquainted with that engine, be-

cause it happens to "nm on territory that I look after, although it is a

Pennsylvania engine. It seems that any prediction as to possible future

loadings is subject to considerable doubt. Another important feature that

we should remember is the increase of axle loads on ordinary equip-

ment. The axle loads for freight cars are now as high as 50,000 lbs. or

more. We cannot limit the travel of heavy cars. They go on the branches

of all the roads. It is of course possible to limit the travel of locomotives,

like class 26 shown in the diagram. It seems to me that the loadings in

the last 15 or 20 years have increased over 50 per cent., and this increase

should also be considered, as well as the severe requirement of the specifi-

cation. It seems to me Cooper's E-60 should be the minimum load for

first-class railroads.

Mr. Cunningham:—I don't believe that we should specify anything

higher than E-50 at this time. There are roads that will not require

engines much heavier than that for some time to come. There are lots

of roads that need much heavier engines. It all depends upon what grades

railroads have. You cannot build an engine of E-70 within the limits

with base specified for Cooper's type engines. The matter of the wheel

spacing has little to do with it.

Air. Leffler :—Referring to this diagram 26, when that locomotive

first came out of the shop it had unequal axle loads, some of which were

as high as 87,000 ll)s. We were assured that by adjustment of the

springs, the different axles could be equalized so as to produce about the

loads shown in the diagram. I mention that to show that these heavy •

locomotives can have very unequal axle loads, and there is a necessity

for that reason, for the two special axle loads.

Referring to Mr. Cunningham's argument about grades affecting the

type or weight of locomotives, I remember a few years ago the opinion

was held that these heavy locomotives would be used principally on the

Santa Fe and other roads having heavy mountain grades. This loco-

motive 26 is used on the lowest grade roads in this country, namely, the

New York Central and the Pennsylvania. In other words, low grade

roads will use the heaviest locomotives to pull a big tonnage.

Mr. Robinson:—I would note we are using what we call the 3160-

class and 3800-class engines, which for ordinary span lengths give mo-
ments and shears equal to the E-60 loading. These engines are used on

our 5/10 and 6/10 grades. Of course, they are being used on heavier

grades, but we find very interesting returns on the light grades; that is,

6/1 0th.

The President:—Mr. Frink, will you please reslate your motion?

(Motion restated by Mr. Frink.)

Mr. Frink :—My own idea is this : to put those two loadings on a

parity. It is quite true, as Mr. Leffler says, that some of the lowest

grade roads in tin- i^juntry are using some of the heavy engines. It is
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quite true that 10 or 15 years ago no one would have predicted the loading

that is being used on certain roads to-day ; hut it is also true that there

are roads in the country which have built liridges that do not use that

loading. Why should this Association endeavor to prevent us? Give us

a chance to show that we do not know what we are doing. You infer

if we build anything less than an E-60 bridge, that we are not building

to good practice. In my judgment it is good practice to build an E-50

bridge, and to build a 60 bridge when a 50 bridge will do your work
is wasteful, and it is not in accordance with the definition of an Engineer

which our President quoted yesterday.

Mr. Cunningham:—The strength of a bridge depends not so much
on the loading as on the specification. I know of cases where bridges

have been built in 1883, that have carried enormous traffic, with E-50,

and carried it for a number of years. Those bridges were built at a

time when the details were not as good as they should have been. The
bridges that are being built now under the E-50 loading will take care of

any engine that you can put on them, and I would like to go on record

right here as saying that it is impossible to build under these specifica-

tions a bridge with E-50 loading that will break down.

Mr. Selby :—We have tried to get away from the practice of con-

cealing in the specifications a provision for increased loading. The live

loading shown here and the impact formula and all the other features

which affect that part of the design are intended to be honest and truth-

ful. X'obody expects that a bridge built to these specifications for a

particular loading would break down with any excess over that loading,

but the m.'irgin for overloading is only a proper one. Tt is not the in-

tention to cover up any fictitious margin for overloading by juggling with

the unit stresses or other features of the specifications so that a bridge

designed for particular live loading by these specifications would not

have the same margin for overloading as some of the bridges mentioned

by Mr. Cunningham, which were designed for unusually low loading,

coupled with fictitioush' low unit stresses.

Mr. Campbell:—This proposed loading diagram, if it errs, errs on

the side of safety and conservatism. We have not yet reached the limit

of loads that will be imposed upon track and structures. As an illustra-

tion of that, fifteen years ago we built a bridge over the Rio Grande

1,700 feet long. At that time the basic loading diagram shown in our

specification was E-40. If it had been E-50, the bridge would doubtless

now be good for E-60 under proper restrictions, a service which it should

now render. For that reason I am in favor of having this diagram

stand as the suggestive diagram.

(Mr. Frink's motion lost.)

Mr. H. T. Welty (New York Central) :—The old specification con-

tains an impact formula which covers, besides impact, other unknown

factors. One of these is the improbability of getting full loads on mul-

tiple track bridges. The new impact formula is supposed to cover impact

only. In order to provide for the i;nprobability of getting f':ll load on
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multiple track bridges, percentages of the live load including impact, lower

than 100 per cent, were adopted. That is perfectly correct in principle,

but it seems to me that the percentages gi\en for structures getting their

full load from three and four tracks loaded is too low, based on the fol-

lowing reason: If we consider a 300-foot span carrying four tracks, witli

a center truss, this truss gets two full track loads with all tracks loaded.

With the percentage proposed, we design this center truss for a load less

than the total static load that can go to it, which seems to me to be in-

correct. We must establish a lower limit somewhere, but I do not know

of any mathematical way in which this can be determined. It is a matter

of judgment. It seems to me that no part of the bridge should be de-

signed for a load less than the static load which may come on the bridge.

I move to increase tiie percentage for parts getting their maximum loads

from three tracks to 85, and for parts getting their maximum loads from

lour tracks to 80, making the percentages 90, 85 and 80.

Prof. F. E. Turneaure (University of Wisconsin) :— I would like to

call attention to the two elements involved in the determination of these

percentages. If there were no impact whatever, there should be a reduc-

tion of total load by reason of the improbability of getting the absolute

ma.ximum load simultaneously on each one of four tracks. In designing

a building you do not design the columns in the lower story for the sum

total of all possible floor loadings from there up. I think it is perfectly

reasonable and logical to reduce the static load for four tracks some-

what below four times the maximum load you can get upon one track.

That is one element. The other element is a reduction in the impact per-

centage. The impact percentage in the formula is that which you will get

by running a train with a maximum load at just the right speed on a

single track. Now, how can you get anything like that impact percentage

on a four-track structure? The percentage of impact should certainly

be reduced very greatly, and greater allowance should probably be made

in the impact percentage than in the static load itself. I have jotted

down some figures indicating roughly what this provision of 75 per cent,

for four-track structures really amounts to for a 300-foot span bridge.

Is it not reasonable to assume that the static load on a four-track struc-

ture will not exceed about 85 or 90 per cent, of four times the maximum
load that you can get on one track? If that is reasonable, then suppose

we add to that 50 per cent, of the maximum impact. Taking those two

together, we get a total load of about 94 per cent, of the total static load

for four tracks, corresponding to Mr. Welty's figures. I therefore claim

that the fact that this 75 per cent, rule reduces the total design load some-

what below four times the static load, is not necessarily objectionable.

It seems to me not very far from correct.

Mr. Schall :— I notice the requirement for spacing bridge ties is fixed

at four inches between ties. What was the Committee's reason? There

should be some basis for it. I should like to have the old distance of

six inches restored and I so move.
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Mr. Selby :—The spacing of four inches is supposed to be in ac-

cordance with the best practice. It is true that there are some roads

that adhere to the practice of spacing ties six inches. The effort through-

out the specifications has been to reflect the best practice, and not neces-

sarily the most common practice.

Mr. Robinson :—I think you will find the six-inch minimum spacing

was based on the use of hardwood ties. We cannot get hardwood ties

any longer and the reduced spacing is based on the supposition that we
are using softwood ties. By hardwood I do not mean longleaf yellow

pine.

Mr. McDonald :—I think there is a well-founded reason why we
should adopt the spacing of four inches between the ties. This spac-

ing was adopted some years ago on the line whijch I represent for the

following reason : A very large part of the expense of putting ties on

the bridges consists of dapping the guard rails over the cross-ties, which

has been considered necessary in order to prevent drifting of ties

under derailed equipment and to hold ties in proper position under

ordinary conditions. Instead of dapping the guard rail, we use a creo-

soted guard rail fastened to each tie by a 54 inch by 9 inch galvanized

lag screw. This has the advantage of dispensing with the labor of re-

fitting the daps to the tie where guard rails are shifted in renewing the

ties. With four-inch spacing and ties fastened in this manner all dan-

ger of ties drifting under derailed equipment is eliminated.

Mr. Courtenay :—I move that the words '"horizontal shear in flange

angles of girders" be amended to read : "horizontal shear in flange

angles of girders, net section," simply adding the words "net section."

The reason for that is, there is nothing in this as written to show

wJiether net or gross section shall be considered.

Mr. Selby:—The Committee is willing to give the suggestion con-

sideration. Offhand I think we might approve it, but we want to

reserve the right to give it further study.

The President :—Do you wish to have your motion put to vote,

Mr. Courtenay?

Mr. Courtenay:—Yes, I have another motion to make on the same

section. I think that should be disposed of.

Mr. Albert Reichmann (American Bridge Company) :—I move that

the Committee be given the right to pass on this after having given it

further consideration.

Mr. Courtenay :—All right. I accept that.

I move that in the sentence in article 38, which reads, "The above-

mentioned values for shear and bearing shall be reduced 25 per cent,

for countersunk rivets, handdriven rivets, floor connection rivets, and

turned bolts," be modified to the extent of substituting "fielddriven"

for "handdriven." The reason for that is that fielddriven rivets, whether

driven by air or driven by hand, are not as good as shop rivets.

Mr. Selby:—The Committee considered that point carefully in draw-

ing this specification. It was agreed that a great many shopdriven
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rivets are driven by an air hammer, and the Committee concluded that

with the modern erection equipment, an air hammer applied to rivets

in the field is just as effective as an air hammer applied to rivets in

the shop. A rivet driven with a proper air hammer is a powerdriven

rivet, and is considered to be just as effective if driven in the field as

if it was driven in the shop.

Mr. Courtcnay :— It f requcntl}- happens in fielddriven rivets when

they are driven by a pneumatic hammer, that the situation is so

cramped that they cannot be driven as they should be, and are not equal

to powerdriven rivets in the shop.

Mr. Reichmann :—You could put a note on your drawings calling

for an excess of rivets in a case of this kind. We used the same value

for powerdriven field rivets as for powerdriven shop rivets, because experi-

ence has shown that it is just as easy a matter to drive a good rivet

in the field with power as can be driven in the shop.

Mr. Robinson :—I think in almost every case w^here we drive field

rivets with a gun we support the rivet head with a pneumatic bucker.

In our own work we are using the pneumatic bucker s all the way through

with the pneumatic riveters and we find no trouble to get just as good

rivets that way as w'e do in the shop. The only idea in allowing this

25 per cent, drop is to provide for slight imperfections, perhaps, but not

marked ones. It is also providing for possible increase in loading.

The President :—Any further discussion ? The motion is to substi-

tute fielddriven rivets in place of handdriven rivets.

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Schall :— I would like the Committee to consider moving for-

ward to paragraph 38 the requirements of paragraph 48, for designing com-
pression flanges of plate girders, so as to have these requirements grouped

with the other unit stresses. I would also move that the basic limit be made
16,000 lbs. instead of 14,000 lbs.

Mr. Selby:—^The article referred to by Mr. Schall is article 48.

That is under the heading of "Unit Stresses and Proportioning of

Parts," the same heading as article 38, and all the intervening articles

have a bearing on the unit stresses and proportioning of parts. It is

a mere detail of arrangement which number you give the article or

what the arrangement is. The entire matter is there under the same
heading.

As to Mr. Schall's suggestion to change 14,000 to 16,000 in article

48, that is a matter of opinion. The Committee considers that there

should be a reduction based on the column formula.

Mr. Schall :— I have not made a complete study of the matter, but

it looks to me that in many cases a special top flange would have to

be designed for plate girders if the Committee's recommendation is

adopted, instead of the usual practice of making the top flange the

same area as the bottom flange,
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Mr. Reichmann :—The American Bridge Company tested a large

number of plate girders, the result of which showed conclusively that

their main weakness consisted in the top flange. It was for this rea-

son that we used the low unit stress in the compression flange of

girders.

Mr. Courtenay :—I think it would be more consistent if the 14,000

was changed to 15,000— it would be more consistent with the balance

of the specification.

Mr. Reichmann :—These tests bore out conclusively that the proper

thing to do is to keep a low unit stress in the top flange of girders.

The President :—Is your suggestion in the form of a motion ?

Mr. Schall :—I move that the basic figure for designing top or

compression flanges of plate girders be changed from 14,000 to 16,000,

and that the requirements in paragraph 48 be inserted near the end

of paragraph 38, where other requirements relating to unit stresses

appear.

I desire to explain that the fop flange of plate girders being in

compression if the top and bottom flanges are made of the same area,

is automatically provided with a lower unit stress as compared with

the bottom flange stresses based on net section. The basis for the bot-

tom or tension flange is 16,000 lbs. per square inch. If the Commit-

tee's recommendation is adopted, we will have low unit stress require-

ments for top flanges beyond actual necessity, creating a waste of ma-

terial.

Mr. Courtenay :—I will offer an amendment to the motion to the

extent of changing the 14,000 to 15,000, and make that correspond with

what is written in article 38, which states "Axial compression, gross

section, etc." It strikes me that the sections are going to be made, per-

haps, unduly heavy under these specifications, thus loading up the gird-

ers with a good deal of dead weight.

Mr. Reichmann :—I wish to remind you of the fact that the com-

pression formula for line members has a maximum stress of 12,500

lbs., which is, I believe, quite low.

Mr. Courtenay:—Very low.

Mr. Reichmann :—It is not any lower than it should be.

Mr. Courtenay:—I move that article 55 be omitted, for if single

angles are proportioned as per article 54, it would appear that ample

section would be provided.

Mr. Leffler:—I think article 55 is intended to be used largely in

designing sections of secondary members, such as in the laterals and

similar members where it is not necessary to apply the refinements used

in calculating stresses in eccentrically loaded columns and other ec-

centrically loaded members.

Mr. Courtenay :—That is the point I had in mind— if angles are

used for laterals if they are designed according to section 54, there will

be ample section for them, because they are all eccentrically loaded

—
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Mr. Selby :—Article 54 refers to the entire member and article 55

refers to single angles, which may or may not constitute a part of the

member. It is impossible to get a single angle connection symmetrical, that

is, to have the center of gravity of the rivets in the center of gravity of

the angle. I do not think the two articles have any special connec-

tion.

Mr. Courtenay :—It is a question whether you call a lateral a mem-

ber or not—you say members and girders, and use angles for the brac-

ing. I take it in that sense the angle is a member.

Mr. Selby:—The angle is a member, but it is impossible to con-

nect a single angle member in the way prescribed by article 54 as to

one of its axes of gravity.

The President :—The motion is to eliminate article 55.

Mr. Courtenay :—The last part of article 55 reads—"but, if un-

avoidable, the members shall be proportioned so that the combined

fiber stress will not exceed the allowed axial stress." That is, if you

cannot avoid eccentric connections—the members shall be proportioned

so that the combined fiber stress will not exceed the allowed axial

stress. That fully covers the case.

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Selby:—I want to call attention to the position of article 54;

it comes under the marginal heading "Pockets," which is wrong; 54

should be printed with a marginal title of its own. .

Mr. Courtenay:—^I move that the word "fourteen"' in section 1

of article 66 be changed to sixteen. If this change is made it will en-

able ->8 by 6 inch angles to be used and they are frequently used.

Mr. Selby:—The purpose in introducing "fourteen" there was to

rule out 6x6x^ inch angles for such members.

Mr. Leffler:—I think it will be found that angles ^^8x6x6 are poor

parts of compression members.

(Motion not seconded.)

Mr. Courtenay:—I have another slight change to suggest—I move

that the following be substituted for article 68 : "Tension members

composed of shapes shall have their separate segments stayed together

with lacing bars and stay plates. The stay plates shall have a length

not less than two-thirds of the length specified for stay plates on com-

pression members."

My reason for suggesting that is that occasionally articles of heavy

freight drop from trains and damage the lower chords or other mem-

bers of the bridge. If the bottom chord is merely composed of mem-

bers held apart at intervals by stay plates without lacing between the

stay plates they are apt to be more seriously damaged than if there

is lacing between the stay plates, and this is more important for

bridges so located that they are subject to impact by vessels. If there

is a strong wind and a vessel is driven by a storm out of the usual

channel and strikes the bottom chord of the fixed span adjacent to

the draw span it will damage the chord very much more if the com-
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ponent parts of the bottom chord arc merely secured witli stay plates

than if they were laced between the stay plates.

(Motion not seconded.)

Mr. Courtenay :—1 move that the second sentence of article 74 be

amended to read as follows: "The gross area of the spliced material shall

not be less than the gross area of the smaller member."

(Motion not seconded.)

Mr. Courtenay :— I move that article 75 be amended by omitting

the words "not faced for bcarinc;."

(Motion not seconded.)

Mr. Courtenay :— I would like to make a motion in connection

with article 111. I move that the second sentence of article 111 be

amended to read: "When the height of the trusses will not permit

of such depth, the sway bracing will be as deep as the specified clear-

ance will allow."

(Motion not seconded.)

Mr. Courtenay:—I move that article 117 be amended by adding

after the first sentence the words, "The flange cover plates shall form
not more than 65 per cent, of the gross area of the flange."

Mr. Reichmann :—The clause governing the size of flange angles

as fifty per cent, of the section, originated years ago when the art of

bridge building was in its infancy. Prior to the introduction of this

rule it was quite customary for the designers to use very small flange

angles, and put as much material in the flange plates as practicable,

which resulted in verj- poor construction.

Mr. Courtenay :—This says shall form not more than

Mr. Leffler :— I understand Mr. Courtenay's criticism applies to 117.

It should be noted that the objection to using a large area in the cover

plate is to a very large extent taken care of by the requirement for

the horizontal shear. In the old days a large cover plate area was

carried through thin angles without regard to unit stresses produced

in horizontal shear, and it seems to me that the requirement for hori-

zontal shear given in 38 makes it unnecessary to place a limit on cover

plate area.

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Courtenay:—I move that all of article 131 except the last sentence

be omitted.

Curving the ends of through girders may improve their appear-

ance. It certainly does not increase their strength, in fact, it rather

decreases it. It is expensive. It costs more money to curve the ends

of through plate girders than to build them up the full depth at the

ends, and as a measure to reduce damage of collision, I do not think

it is worth anything at all. It is merely for looks.

Mr Selby:— I think the element of safety in case of derailment is

a very considerable one, There is more in it than merely looks.
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Mr. Lcffler :— I wish to emphasize the importance of rounded ends

as a safety measure. I know in my own experience that a plate girder,

with the girder sticking above the rail, about three feet, was com-

pieceiy wrecked by derailed coal cars. In. other cases with rounded

ends the coal cars rolled over the girder, and ,«kimmed off a few rivet

heads, and the girders arc still in service. The small additional cost

I do not believe is of much importance when you consider the safety

of the structure in case of derailment of equipment.

Mr. Courtenay:—I move that article 134 be amended so that the

last sentence will read: "They shall preferably not be longer than 18

inches." The present sentence in the specification is mandatory, and

sometimes the designer cannot be limited to 18 inches—such cases have

occurred.

Mr. Selby :—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. Courtenay :—I move that article 145 be amended by substitut-

ing for the last sentence the following : "Horizontal diagonal bracing

shall be placed in all towers having more than two vertical panels at

alternate intermediate panel points. In double track towers, provision

shall be made for the transmission of the longitudinal force to both

sides."

Mr. Selby:—The point raised by Mr. Courtenay was raised in one

of the written discussions. Possiblj-, it is a desirable addition. I be-

. lieve I represent the sentiment of the Committee when I say we will

accept the suggestion.

I may say that Part II on Materials embodies the pertinent parts

of the A.S.T.M. specifications without substantial modification. My
suggestion is that we pass over that portion of the specifications, just

reading it by title.

Mr. Courtenay :—I would like to make one motion under the general

heading of "Materials." I move that article 195 be amended by omitting

all after the first two sentences, so that the article will read
—"The

castings shall conform substantially to the drawings and shall be made
in a workmanlike manner. The castings shall be free from injurious

defects." I do not think we should give manufacturers the opportun-

ity of furnishing defective castings and then endeavor to cover the de-

fects by plugging up the holes. We should have good work. I think

under this specification you will have a great deal more difficulty in

getting good castings than we have had before.

Mr. Selby:—The fact remains that it is practically out of the ques-

tion to get perfect steel castings. It is not expedient always to reject

the entire casting on account of a defect which can be remedied. I

do not see that it is any encouragement to the manufacturer to pro-

duce defective castings, because he may have the opportunity of cor-

recting unavoidable defects.

Mr. Courtenay:—If a manufacturer produces a casting with a

very bad sand pocket in it, or blowhole, or other defect, he will claim
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that he has a right to phig it up liy any of the several processes of

welding or filling in, and I do not think that should be accepted. A
minor defect in a casting is accepted without questicMi now, one which

will not atTect the strength of the material.

Mr. Reichmann :—The specifications say: "Minor defects, which do

not impair the strength of the castings, may, with the approval of the

Engineer, be welded by an approved process." It is almost a physical

impossibility to cast a steel casting without some imperfections. The
design of the casting is frequently the cause of their imperfections.

Where these imperfections are such as not to impair their strength or

usefulness, it would be economic waste to reject them. By welding the

minor defects, a perfectly satisfactory casting can be obtained. As
these castings cannot be corrected without the approval of the En-

gineer, there can be no harm in having the paragraph stand as it is in

the specifications.

Mr. Courtenay:—I submit that the last part of the paragraph is

supcrfiuous. Let us stop at the words, "The casting shall be free from

injurious defects." That, in itself, does not prohibit minor defects.

(Mr. Courtenay 's motion carried.)

Mr. F. E. Abbott (Lackawanna Steel Company) :—I want to make
a motion. For the purpose of making paragraph 178 more definite, I

move that the Committee be requested to reword it so it shall read

:

"Test specimens of structural or rivet steel shall show a fracture of

uniform silky or bluish gray appearance, entirely free from visible slag

inclusions or other foreign substances."

Mr. Selby :—The Committee accepts Mr. Abbott's suggested change.

Mr. Carpenter:—Before leaving the subject of Materials, I think

the footnote on page 456, which mentions the exceptions to the A.S.T.M.

specifications, should also note another exception which was made and
is not recorded, and that is on page 461, under Permissible Variations

of Plates Ordered to Weight, where we added the footnote there shown.

I think the note of exceptions should contain reference to that.

Mr. Selby:—That correction will be made.

Mr. Schall :—Under article 210 punched work can be done for 7/i-

inch rivets in material up to 1 inch thick, and for 1-inch rivets in ma-

terial up to \% inch thick. In my opinion, it is impossible to obtain

good work with punched material 1 inch or 1% inch in thickness. I

think the Committee should consider the question of limiting the thick-

ness of punched material to ^ inch, irrespective of what other para-

graphs provide as to punching and reaming. The unlimited require-

ments of this paragraph may act as a bad leader.

I move that all material over ^ inch in thickness be sub-punched

and reamed or drilled from solid.

Mr. Reichmann :—There are certain parts of the structure such as

base plates, where there can ])C no objection to punching material one

inch thick. In punched work the designer should prepare his design

so as to get the class of workmanship he desires.
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Mr. Courtenay:— I move that article 269 be amended by inserting

at the end of the sentence the words: "The paint shall not be applied

until the work has been accepted by the inspector."

Mr. Reichmann :—I think it would be impossible to wait until the

entire work is accepted by the inspector before painting can be started.

Tiic insi>ector is supposed to follow the work through the shop and

accept it as it is finished, after which there can be no objection to paint-

ing such portions as are accepted. Any unnecessary burden imposed

upon the fabricator is reflected in the cost of production, and ultimately

is paid for l)y the consumer. It is, therefore, to the interest of all ton-

cerned that the work go through the shop with as little interference

as possible, thereby permitting the shop to produce at the maximum

ci'iiciency.

Mr. Lcfflcr:— It says here, "Unless otherwise specified, steel work,

after it has been accepted by the inspector and before leaving the

shop," etc. The specification is mandatory on inspection before paint-

ing.

Mr. Selby:—The first part of article 269 covers the point raised

by Mr. Courtenay.

Mr. Courtenay:—It makes it more clear (reading paragraph 269).

That says after it has been accepted by the inspector you shall do cer-

tain things, but I want to make it perfectly clear that certain things

shall not be done until the inspector does inspect, and to bring it out

more strongly, that the paint shall not be applied until the work has

been accepted by the inspector. If I recall correctly the same stipula-

tion was in the previous specification of the Committee. I am not

sure about that, but think it was.

(Mr. Courtenay's motion was Iqst.)

Mr. Selby:—That concludes the reading of the specifications. I

now repeat my motion to accept the General Specifications for Steel

Railway Bridges as printed in Appendix A and as amended by this

convention.

(The motion was duly seconded, put to vote and carried.)

The President:—If there is no further discussion, we will excuse

the Committee with the thanks of the Association for the splendid

report it has presented.
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(For Report, see pp. 577-616.)

(Vice-President Safford in the Chair.)

Mr. F. R. Lr.yng (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The first subject on

which the Committee makes a report this year is that rcj>arding the

Manual. I move that the recommended changes in the Manual be

adopted.

(The motion carried.)

The second subject is a report on the effect of design of tie plates

and spikes on durability of ties. Inasmuch as this i.s only presented as in-

formation, I will simply read the conclusion.

(Mr. Layng read the conclusion on page 527, Bulletin 223.)

I move that this be accepted as information.

(The motion carried.)

Appendix C, page 528, report on best methods in use for controlling

tie renewals.

(Mr. Layng read the conclusion on page 529, Bulletin 223.)

I move that this be received as information.

(The motion carried.)

Appendix D, Changes in Forms M. W. 301, 302, 303, 304. When
these forms were first adopted by the Association in 1902 it was the pur-

pose of the Association to currently collect tie statistics. In 1909 these

forms were revised as they now appear in the Manual. The Committee
has found that the forms are not being used, and during all of the

years since the matter first came up the Tie Committee has not been re-

ceiving the information called for. It was found that practically all of

the roads consider it impractical to keep this information. The Com-
mittee felt that this Association should be building up in its Proceed-

ings certain tie statistics, and with the idea that we should do something

of the kind the Committee submits Form "A," which is a summary of

ties used in renewal during the year.

It is the purpose of the Committee to send that form out currently, and

they will build up in the Proceedings some tie statistics, and as we get

the roads into the habit of giving us this information we will provide

other forms which will bring out other available data, such as the life

of ties, treated and untreated, etc.

I therefore move you that Form A, as shown on page 534, be adopted,

and that the member roads be asked to compile this information and fur-

nish it currently to the Committee.

\'ice-President Safford:—The Chair understands this motion to mean
that if this form is adopted for insertion in the Manual and becomes the

subject of an appeal to member railroads that there are other forms that

will be withdrawn in lieu thereof.

Mr. Layng:—That is the idea.

Vice-President Safford :—^So that the record may be clear, can the

Chairman give us the numbers of those forms»?

1415
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Mr. Layng:—Forms 301, 302, 303 and 304.

Mr. VV. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—Form A looks ex-

ceedingly simple, l)ut notwith.standing that, there is going to be very

great difticulty in having it properly or correctly made out. At the pres-

ent time many of the roads are using more different sizes of ties than

they ever used before, and ties made of more different kinds of wood.

Now, it might be practicable to compile that information fairly accurately,

except to this extent: ties are shipped, say, to any given Roadmaster

;

there is no way in the world to keep a check on what particular ties he

puts in the main track and what he puts in the sidetrack. That is wherein

the great difficulty is going to lie in precise accuracy in making this re-

port, and as a practical matter I see no possible way to get it precisely

accurate with the ordinary maintenance of a railroad. I do not oppose

this form at all, but I merely state that practical difficulty in getting it

properly compiled.

Mr. Layng:—In answer to Mr. Courtenay I will say that the Commit-

tee felt that we should hav.e in our Proceedings somethin<; showing the

number of ties used by the member roads; and while what he says may

be true, that we may not have an absolutely accurate record come in on

this form, it will be near enough to answer all practical purposes and

will give some idea as to the tie consumption on these roads. From this

information we will be able to build up other forms and suggest them to

you that will develop finally the life of ties of various kinds.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Layng:—The usual form of report is presented in connection

with the use of substitute ties. I think no further discussion or reading

of that portion of the report is necessary, and I move that it be received

as information.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Layng:— It will be noticed on page 522 that this Committee was

given a special assignment by the American Railroad Association, ask-

ing whether it would be preferable that the U. S. Railroad Administra-

tion specification for ties be continued after the period of federal con-

trol. At a meeting in Buffalo the Committee passed the resolution en-

dorsing the use of the Administration specification. The Committee feels

that it is desirable that these specifications be continued probably until

such time as this Committee can submit to j^ou for approval a set of

specifications which will probably be prepared this year. A great many
roads are uncertain as to what specification to use in the purchase of ties

for this year. The Committee felt that it would be unfortunate at this

time to change from the Government specification, not looking at it par-

ticularly from the question as to whether that specification technically is

better than the one in our Manual, but rather as a matter of policy ; that

is, that the railroads of this country should keep a uniform specification

in eflfect at the present time, inasmuch as it has been in effect for the past

two years. I therefore move you that this Association approve the action

of this Committee as expressed in that resolution on page 522.
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Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :— I think this is a very inter-

esting question. I have heard discussion on it pro and con, and I think

that all of our railroads are interested in this question, and that it is of

importance enough that we should at least have a little discussion on it.

Mr. Courtenay :—I believe there can be a great deal said on this sub-

ject. Those who have had to deal with tie production during the last

two years are thoroughly aware of the fact that all of the large tie pro-

ducers are bitterly opposed to the Government specification. Before the

Government specification was written, I personally used all of my influ-

ence to have it written otherwise. I knew, it was not going to be satis-

factory to the producers, and it has not been satisfactory to the pro-

ducers. 1 am constrained to say that the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

will not adopt that specification. It has already made its own specifica-

tion, which follows the Government specification in a way, but not

literalh-, and the specification that we have adopted will, I think, enable

us to get more ties than we could get under the Government specification,

and we will get ties, I think, equall}- good in quality at a less average

price. I have not yet seen a practical man engaged in getting out cross-

ties who has thoroughly approved of that specification. In a meeting held

in Atlanta, before the specification was adopted, for the purpose of formu-

lating the specification there was not a member of the Southeastern

lines that approved this specification. The chairman of the Regional

Purchasing Committee in the Southeastern district went to Washington

and exercised his greatest influence in trying to get this specification

changed, but he was unable to do so, and the authorities in Washington

overruled him. Some of the roads have simply not been enforcing it.

There has been a great deal of difiference in the way the specification

has been construed by different roads. As a matter of fact, the Louis-

ville & Nashville has rejected ties because they did not conform to the

specification, and then some of its competitive roads have accepted the

rejections, so that I for one do not endorse the specification, although I

do not intend to oppose it, for I think it is a matter for each individual

road to make its own cross-tie specification.

Vice-President Safford :
—^As the Chair understands it—and he would

like to be corrected if wrong—this subject was referred by the American

Railroad Association through the Engineering Section to that Committee,

and that this resolution has been transmitted by the Committee to the

American Railroad Association.

Mr. Layng:—That is correct.

Mr. Morse :—I would like to hear from Dr. von Schrenk.

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :—Mr.

Chairman, it must be recognized that the outstanding results obtained by

using the United States Railroad Administration tie specification during

the past two years has been that ties of definite dimensions. could be pur-

chased on the basis of a graded price. The difficulty in the past has been

that, while we have had tie specifications with definite dimensions as to
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thickness and width, these were variously interpreted. The members o£

the Association will remember that some eight or ten years ago the Tie

Committee of this Association presented a standard tie specification, which

specification was sent back to the Committee for about three successive

years, due to the fact that no agreement could be obtained as to what

should be considered a standard tic. The Committee finally recom-

mended a specification which has been part of the Manual for a good

many years. The basis of this specification was the recognition of ties of

various sizes, thus enabling any railroad to order the tie sizes most fitted

to its requirements. An examination of the A.R.E.A. specification will

show that in principle it is the same as the U.S.R.A. specification. The
latter more clearly defines grades of ties and, to that extent, is preferable

to the specification now in the Manual. The adoption of various tie sizes

does not imply that any one road will have to use all of these sizes. It

gives the manufacturer an opportunity, however, of making a standard

article, and it gives to any railroad the opportunity to buy standard grades.

In the past, quality, meaning thereby thickness and width, was sacrificed,

depending upon whether the ties were plentiful or scarce. For the first

time wc have had a definite tie size during the past two years, and I do

not think that this Association can afford to vote otherwise than in favor

of this resolution. The extreme disparity in value between old specifica-

tion Nos. 1 and 2 ties, which existed prior to 1917, has gone for all time.

The graded schedule of values proportionate according to the size of the

tie is here to remain. In other words, the U.S.R.A. specification means

(1) the use of a specification enabling the inspector to tell definitely what

size tie is being purchased and (2) paying for such tie more or less on

the basis of the amount of wood actually furnished. The excellent prece-

dent which the last two years have set should by all means be continued.

I cannot help but feel that the slogan of the Engineers should be : "To
have the price follow the grade and not the grade the price."

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :

—

Speaking for a section that has been a tie producing region for many
years, I want to state that this is largely a question of inspection, no

matter what the specifications may provide. We have no way of finding

out how closely the ties are inspected by contractors purchasing ties for

shipment to other lines and how the specifications are lived up to except

to occasionally examine the piles which have been inspected and not

shipped. Some roads seem to be in a position to offer through their con-

tractors higher prices than others, but there is no certainty that they get

standard ties. If we all pledge ourselves here to support this specifica-

tion and go away with a mental reservation that we are going to cut

the inspection we might as well keep quiet.

Mr. F. H. Alfred (Pere Marquette) :—I want to say a word, because

1 think we havx all infringed upon this specification. We contracted for

a million ties in December, under our old specifications, expecting at that

time that our road would be returned to us on the first of January. The
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reason we did so was this—our contracts were placed for delivery last

year, as were the contracts of other roads, and we received about 60 per

cent, of the ties contracted for. The ties were down in Indiana, they

were being treated, and the owners refused to let the ties come under the

Government inspection. These ties laid there all last year, and I bought

in December the ties we should have had direct from the producer the

previous year during the Railroad Administration. We felt it was neces-

sary to do that.

I would be sorry to do anything that was not in accord with the

principles that are going to be followed, not only in the purchase of ties,

but of all of the other rules and regulations that have come down from
the Administration. I for one want to follow these rules and regulations

just as closely as it can be done, but it does seem to me that in the case

of ties it is going to be necessary to deviate somewhat.

If you are going to adhere to this resolution, then it seems to me
you must fix the price as Dr. von Schrenk says—if a man goes to a

grocer for ten pounds of sugar, he should not accept nine pounds and

pay for ten pounds. That is true, of course, but if he can get along with

nine pounds there is no reason why he should not take nine pounds and

pay for nine pounds. There are many places where we can use a smaller

tie than the standard tie on side lines, and there is no reason why those

ties should not be used. Is it not a fact that the ties for last year under

the Government's regulations were about 23 per cent, short of the ties

needed? As I recall it, that was the statement send broadcast, that the

roads received 23 per cent, less ties than were needed. It was that much,

either in money or in ties.

It seems to me that we should not go on record beyond saying that

it is our desire to follow as nearly as possible this resolution, or the

Administration specifications. I am sure that many of us will, if we
have not already done it, break away from these specifications if we can-

not get what we want under the specifications.

We received last jear approximately 100,000 coast fir lies that were

shipped by boat to New York City and hauled back to our road at a

cost of from $1.64 to $1.84 per tie. We did not want those ties. The life

of that fir tie in this country would not exceed possibly six or seven

years, and we were obliged to take these ties because the Government would

not less us take the ties that were waiting for us at Joppa, Indiana, which

were the same kind of ties we had been using for a number of years.

These are some of the things we all know about and have had experience

with. It seems to me that we are going too far if we go beyond saying

that we will adhere to this as near as possible.

Mr. Morse :—I think Mr. Foley is here, the man who got up the speci-

fication and handled the distribution of the ties during the Federal Ad-

ministration. He can probably give us some practical information.

Mr. John Fole\- (Pennsylvania System) :—Most of the discussion so

far is similar to much of what has gone on for the past two years, in
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that it docs not relate to a specification lor cross-ties. The specification

in use during 1918 and 1919 was not responsible for the kinds of wood

received in the form of ties by railroads during Federal control. And
that specification did not in any way determine whether or not a rail-

road received as many ties as its estimate of requirements called for. The

railroads which received ties of kinds of wood which they would not have

ordered shipped to themselves should criticize the distribution of ties, not

the specification for them, so should any road which did not receive as

man)- tics as its estimate of requirements called for, if it believes that

during 1918 and 1919 labor was available to produce in normal quantities

ties or any other item outside of war materials for which a special eflfort

was made to procure large quantities. The roads which received over-

graded or unfit ties should criticize the inspection of the ties, not the

specification for cross-ties.

Any specification for ties merely- describes the kinds, qualities, and

sizes of wood acceptable for service in track. A short simple specifica-

tion is best. The specification for cross-ties which the Committee on Ties

has recommended for continued use is the most complete and yet the most

concise one for general use so far evolved. It is essentially the specifica-

tion adopted by this Association in 1915 and an-jfuded in later years. All

the Regions except the one already mentioned in the discussion of this

subject followed closely the A.R^.E.A. standard in their recommendations

to the United States Railroad Administration.

To provide ties for the railroads it had undertaken to operate, the

Government had to procure ties, and it had to paj' for them. The prices

it paid had to bear some consistent relations to one another and to those

for other commodities of wood. The direct, simple way to clear away

the seeming differences in prices which had prevailed in the past was to

establish a standard for uniform use on all lines. The standard adopted

was that of this Association, with such changes as were dictated by de-

velopments in our knowledge of wood and of tie production in recent

years.

The great variety in the specifications issued by individual railroads,

with practically no adherence to the A.R.E.A. specification, has been re-

sponsible for most of the troubles which have characterized the cross-

tie industry for the past decade. The tie which one road called Grade A
would be called Nft. 1 by another road. The Class C tie of one road was
the No. 3 of another, and the No. 1 of still another. The inspections

also used to be as varied as the specifications. The roads which ordered
7" by 9" ties and accepted 7" by 7" or 6" by 8" as 7" by 9" contributed to

the chaos, and fooled nobody but themselves if they thought they got less

expensive or more ties by that practice. Without a standard application

of a standard specification for cross-ties, the business of producing and

marketing ties will not be stabilized as it should be for the benefit of the

railroads.
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There are in the United States trees in suBicient number and of suf-

ficient size to provide all the ties of whatever dimensions the railroads

really require. The forest resources along a particular line may not pro-

vide a particular kind of wood or size of tie desired, but the needs of

any line can be met in this country without recourse to the undersized

and unsound tics which have been put into some tracks.

The A.R.E.A. and the U.S.R.A. specifications include all the sizes of

ties in general use in the United States and Canada. Their arrangement

in the U.S.R.A. standard differs from that of the A.R.E.A. because there

is no reason why a tie which has been properly manufactured on four

sides should have paid for it less than is paid for a tie of the same

thickness and width which has been manufactured on only itwo sides. The

manufacturer of round-sided tics leaves wood in them which he cannot

market, and which is therefore waste, and which the railroads should not

pay for.

Given percentages of rail length arc assumed as minimum amounts of

wood required for the bearing of the rail. If ties 8 inches wide on top are

figured on and ties only 6 inches wide on top are provided, one-third as

many more ties will be required to give the desired bearing of wood under

the rail. Prior to the middle of 1918 the tie commonly called a 6" by 8"

was onl}' 6 inches wide on top in the prevailing practices of the tie trade.

In the A.R.E.A. and the U.S.R.A. specifications it is called what it should

be, a 6" bj^ 6". The latter standard divides the sizes of ties in general use

into grades which are distinguished by the uniform difference of 1 inch

in either thickness or width. This uniform variation is easily remembered

by maker, inspector, and consumer. Under the rules of the Railroad Ad-
ministration a railroad might have had to buy ties of all grades, but it

did not have to use them. Hundreds of thousands of ties 7 inches thick

were purchased and shipped by roads which used only ties 6 inches thick.

Railroads which now do not wish Grades 4 and 5 need not purchase them

;

if Grades 1, 2 and 3 are too small for a road's purposes, it need not

buy them. But because a railroad does not use Grades 1, 2, 4, and 5 there

is no reason why it should not call the 6" by 8" tie it specifies and orders

a Grade 3, in conformity with the present and proposed standard. The
Administration rules also permitted roads which desired to use ties

smaller than 6" by 6" to purchase or reciuisition them. Of course none

were requisitioned. It would not do for some railroads to record the

fact that 5" by 5" ties were acceptable to them. It was remarkable (and

amusing) how roads which had always accepted 6" by 6" ties as 6" by 8"

ties would specify on their requisitions that only Grade 3 ties could be

shipped—that neither Grade 2 (6" by 7") nor Grade 1 (6" by 6") would

be suitable. The 6" by 6" limit of the U.S.R.A. specification was adopted

because that was the smallest tie standardized by the A.R.E.A. Railroads

which purchased smaller ties during Federal control called them usable

rejects. No railroad was barred from buying as many usable rejects as

it desired for its own use. Every railroad was barred from paying as

much for usable rejects as was paid for Grade 1 ties. The producers of
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lies would like the grades to begin with a S" by 5" size, or with a 6" by 5"

at least. They would prefer such a size to be called Grade O instead of

usable reject. In the single instance where ties larger than the usual

standard sizes were desired they were supplied in 8" by 10" size as Grade

6, which possibility justified the reform in the luimbering and order of

the grades.

The allegation that the large producers of ties are opposed to the

U.S.R.A. specification is not in accordance with the facts. Some of them

may say so to some railroad officials who wish to hear such statements.

But the producers do not care what the specification is so long as there

is a single specification and it is applied in strict uniformity whenever

and wherever ties are inspected. Shippers of ties will supply any kinds

railroads desire. If asked for ties with yellow stripes on top and bottom

and pink stripes on each side, they will supply them as readily as without

the stripes, provided the painting is paid for.

It was not to be expected that absolute uniformity of inspection

throughout the United States would be brought about in a year and a

half. Strict adherence to instructions was not obtained among railroad

cmploj^ees generally during Federal control, and tie inspectors, who in

manj- cases were accustomed to shifting their standards inversely as their

road's stock of ties went up or down, could not be reformed at once.

Competition among railroads for lies need not take the form of

ordering one size and paying for another. The Committee on Ties is

right in asking that Engineers of track insist that the grades of ties be

standardized, so that a tie of a given grade will be of a specified size no

matter where it is found. If there is to be any competition in the pro-

curement of ties, let it be fought out by the buyers strictly on a price

basis.

If everybody will keep in mind that the only subject under discussion

is the standardization of cross-ties as to kind of wood, quality of wood

and manufacture, and sizes, so that Engineers can order what they need

and get what they order, we will understand that whether a tie is desig-

nated as a 1, or a 16, or a 90, whether the present grades are retained

or are lumped into one, two, or three grades, makes absolutely no diflfer-

encc in the acceptances or rejections in a lot of one hundred or one hun-

dred thousand ties. The producer will be satisfied with whatever specifi-

cation or inspection is applied, so long as the prices for each grade are

fixed to make his net return equal that of any other grading at other

prices. Consequently this Association, the object of which is to establish

standards for engineering practice, should do so in the case of cross-ties

with the expectation and determination that the minimum requirements

set forth in the specification adopted will be maintained in any buying and

inspecting arrangements made for the procurement of cross-ties.

The producers are accustomed to the specification approved for con-

tinued use by the Committee on Ties, and until a better one for universal

use is evolved I believe that I speak in the name of the industry in saying
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that the business will he stabilized, production increased, and the improved

quality of ties maintained if the competition between railroads is confined

exclusively to prices. Nobod)' knows better than the large providers of

ties that nothing of value comes from railroads fighting one another

through overgrading ties. No railroad gets ahead of another by lax in-

spection of cross-ties.

Vice-President Saflford :—Mr. Foley's remarks have been very help-

ful. I think I made an error in stating the motion. The motion is not

that this be adopted for publication in the Manual, but in the form of a

report to the convention, and the Committee asks endorsement of the

convention for its action.

(The motion carried.)

Vice-President SaflFord :—The Committee is excused with the thanks

of the Association.



DISCUSSION ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 645-814.)

Prof. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—The report contains

so much material and covers such a range of subjects that it seems

hardly possible to-day to do more than call attention to certain features

of the report and to ask for your help in interpreting the data and ex-

tending the tests. The work involves tests on the rail, the ties and the

ballast. In the work on the rail, the effort was made to learn the stresses

in the rail under the action of the locomotive as a load and to separate

or divide the increase of stress found with an increase of speed into

two elements (a) that due to the speed itself (frequently termed the

impact effect), and (b) the effect of the counterbalance. The general

effect of the counterbalance, or lack of balance, is shown in the diagrams

such as those on page 26, and the maximum stresses at the different

speeds are illustrated in the diagram given on page 33. Attention is

called there to the very high stresses in the rail under the main driver

of this Santa Fe type locomotive, that driver being particularly badly un-

balanced. For this driver the stresses in the rail had their maximum at

a point opposite that position of the counterbalance which gave the highest

stresses under the other wheels.

The diagrams beginning on page 69 give the proportionate increase

of stress with increase of speed and also a division of this into the effect

of speed and the effect of counterbalance. In general, as stated toward

the bottom of page 68, the increase in stress in rail at drivers and trailer

due to speed alone averages about 60 per cent, for the Santa Fe type

locomotive used, about 35 per cent, for the Pacific type locomotive, and

about 50 per cent, for the Mikado type locomotive. The average increase

in stress at the several drivers due to counterbalance effect, as indicated

by the ratios in the figures, for a common speed of 50 miles per hour

over the stress at 5 miles per hour is about 85 per cent, in the Santa Fe

type locomotive, 30 per cent, for the Pacific type, and 60 per cent, for the

Mikado tj-pe. The increase in stress at the main driver in each case is

greater than this average, and with the Santa Fe type very much greater.

As stated on page 74, considering the stresses developed in the tests, it

is not strange that great injury to track is done by poorly balanced loco-

motives run at high speed. Even at lower speeds, where kinking of rail

does not occur, the punishment of the track is much greater than will

be caused by well-balanced locomotives. Other important observations

may be made on the results obtained in these tests.

On pages 111 and 115 are given curves made up as a composite, show-
ing merely curvature of the tie, without its depression.

The diagram on page 117 is, I think, rather suggestive. It gives the

hypothetical values of the distribution of the bearing pressure under the

tie, with the corresponding bending moments which will be developed in

the tie. The possible values of the bending moments in the tie, given

on pages 119 and 120, will be of interest. The variable and uneven
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bearing pressures under the ties, shown by these tests, throw light on the

problem of tie dimensions and the problem of tamping.

The report on transmission of pressures in ballast gives a new and

important method of treatment of this subject, which I think is worthy

of careful study. The general discussion on pages 168 to 170 summarizes

the results of the tests and analysis.' These results will be found to have

an important bearing on the subject of ballast, ties, and track main-

tenance.

The Committee will be glad to have comments, suggestions and

criticisms concerning its work. So far we have been so busy gathering

data and attempting to adjust results that not very much attention has

been given to the formulation of conclusions. That feature of the work

should be made more prominent from now on. I am sure the Committee

would be glad to have a discussion on this subject cither now or after

the members have had time to give the report attention.

Mr. John R. Leighty (Missouri Pacific) :—Mr. Chairman, I would

like to ask if you have found that stress in the rail at any given speed

follows directly the weight of the load. What I am trying to get at is

something to explain in my own mind why you find a difl^crcnt per cent,

of increase for different types of locomotives and different types of

tenders.

If it was a locomotive only we might consider that it was the particu-

lar design that caused the difference. It occurs to me that the funda-

mental thing which would cause a different stress would depend some-

what upon the intensity of the load.

Prof. Talbot:—We do not know what the weight on these tenders

was. The observations were taken rather as material which we thought

would be of value. It is evident that a tender (and perhaps this applies

also to loaded cars) gives a higher effect of speed than the heavier loaded

drivers do.

Mr. Leighty :—In examining some data which was crudely obtained

which had to do with the deflection of rail under moving loads, it was

quite apparent that the deflection was not in direct ratio to the load.

Depression, I mean. I wondered if stress followed the same general law.

Prof. Talbot:—We make a distinction between depression of the rail

and the deflection of the rail. Deflection refers to flexure under load.

The deflection of the rail between wheel points, of course, would be very

small, hardly measurable. We should expect that it would change with

the increased stress. So far as depression is concerned, we have not been

able to make measurements except with the locomotive at rest. Our

attempt so far in photographing the depression has not been successful.

The question arises as to how far this impact effect, due to speed, goes,

how far down into the ballast it gets, how much of it is taken up by the

tie itself and by the bending of the tie throughout its length. I have

thought of the matter many times in an attempt to see how we may

have increased stress in the rail without having increased track depres-

(40)
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sion, and I feel that there must be an increased track depression. I hope

that this season we shall be able to make some tests which will determine

rather defiuitel)^ to what extent it exists.

The President :—As there seems to lie no further discussion, the

Committee is excused, with the thanks of the Association to the Chairman

for the very admirable way in which the report has been submitted.



DISCUSSION ON ROADWAY
(For Report, see pp. 815-836.)

(Vice-President SafFord in the Chair.)

Mr. T. R. \V. Ambrose (Toronto Terminal) :--Your Committee re-

grets to announce the death of one of its members, Mr. S. P. Brown. He
contributed largely to the work of the Committee, and his untimely death

is keenly regretted.

I had intended to have each Sub-Chairman read his portion of the re-

port ; in the absence of Mr. Rutledge, I will present the matter under re-

vision of Manual.

(Mr. Ambrose quoted from Appendix A.)

I move that this be accepted and placed in the Manual.

(Motion carried.)

Mr. Ambrose:—The next subject is: "Subsidence Under Embank-
ments." This subject is submitted as information only. I will ask Mr.

Curd to submit this portion of the report.

Mr. W. C. Curd (Consulting Engineer) :—The subject of Subsidence

Under Embankments is of considerable importance in the matter of valua-

tion, and the Committee would like the benefit of some discussion.

(Air. Curd then read the matter on pages 178 and 182 of the report.)

There is a table on page 181 which is of some interest in showing just

what percentage of increase in quantities is caused by subsidence. It

was believed in this case there was not any subsidence whatever, and the

matter was investigated with the surprising results shown.

Mr. G. H. Bremner (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—I wish the

Committee would reconcile the formulas—there is great variation be-

tween the one in the first statement and the one in tlTe- second statement.

Mr. Curd :—The Committee has not offered any formula, Mr. Brem-

ner. The paragraph on page 178 refers to one particular case, and it is

not proposed as a formula.

Mr. Bremner :— It seems to me that should be brought out more

clearly.

Mr. Ambrose :—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :— I do not want to

dispute the Committee's finding, but that result in the last paragraph on

page 178 looks to me rather startling, in a 50-ft. embankment, to have 50

per cent, of the quantity of earth in it under the natural ground surface.

That has not been the result of my experience. It occurs in marshes and

swamps, sometimes more, but on dry ground I should not think that

would be the case.

Mr. Ambrose:—It is not intended to cover an unlimited height. We
have a number of cases cited where the subsidence was far in excess of

50 per cent.—up to 75 per cent, and over 100 per cent. But I think, as

was pointed out, that this is the result of the cases cited which probably

covered 100 miles, the embankments run from scratch work up to prob-
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ably 30 or 40 feet in height, and the subsidence averaged 1 per cent, per

foot of height.

Mr. Courtenay:—During the last twenty years I have constructed a

great many high embankments and it has been our practice, since we
know there is some subsidence, when putting in culverts to give them a

camber. The camber is relatively little, and it is not our experience, with

the moderate camber we give these culverts, that they have gone down

so that they make a sag under the middle of the embankment and hold

water. In heavy embankments, even crossing the river bottoms, I do not

think they have that much subsidence. In marshes we have cases, shown

by borings, where there is more embankment below the marsh than above,

and, strange to say, green marsh grass, which was there when the road

was constructed in 1869, is still green. I know certain cases where the

amount of material that has gone through swamps has been enormous,

but on ordinary ground I do not think the subsidence is so great.

Mr. Ambrose :—I am glad you took exception to that, because the

Committee was startled to find the comparative indifference of the ma-
jority of Engineers regarding this subject. We had some of them tell

us it was not worthy of consideration. Perhaps a statement of this kind

will tend to bring them to life and get them to study the subject.

Vice-President SafYord :—Is there any further discussion on this part

of the report?

Mr. Ambrose :—Appendix "C" on "Shrinkage of Embankments" was
handled by Mr. McVay.

Mr. C. M. McVay (Kanawha & Michigan) :—We asked for informa-

tion on this subject, and got quite a little bit, but did not get very much
that would fill all the conditions of the instruction on this subject given

by the Association. "We selected five examples which seem to show better

than any of the others what the Committee asked for, and you will find

it in this report. We were also glad to get a lot of information from the

Valuation Department, and while it did not contain information as asked

for it gave a great amount of yardage and things of that kind that could

be easily considered and figured out in fairly good shape. I believe that

the conclusions are most important, and they are shown on page 185.

The information we got covered practically the whole country in the

valuation work, and was received from a great number of railroads, and

we feel that these conclusions, while we would not attempt to prove there

are not variations, yet in making preliminary estimates and valuing of

property, by using these figures we do not think they will be very far off.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

These percentages are averages, as I understand, of all the data that was
submitted to the Committee, and the average of the country at large might

be entirely misleading as to a particular locality or particular railroad.

Does it not come back to a case in which for any railroad or any lo-

cality where the materials are uniformly of one kind, experience obtained

in the neighborhood is the best to be used? ^
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Mr. H. L. Ripley (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—The aver-

age percentages are verj- likely to be misleading if you do not diflferentiate

between the soft rocks—shales and soft sandstones, and the hard traps

and granites—to state a flat average of 25 per cent, might be correct, and

still be misleading to one making an estimate.

From the investigations we have made we feel sure that the swell in

the softer rocks will not exceed 15 per cent. We feel equally sure that

the New England granites will swell approximately 40 per cent. It seems

to me, if this is going to be put out as information, that fact should be

called to the attention of the j^oung Engineer, who, instead of relying

upon his experience, will rely upon the book.

Mr. McVay :—In measuring swell of rock there were examples which

ran from 3 or 4 per cent, up to 60 per cent, or more. In earth the vari-

ance was nothing like that large, but with a shrinkage all the way from 1

or 2 per cent, up to 18 and 20, I think there is a good deal in what you

say as to the diflFerent kinds of rock giving difYerent results. There is no

way, on the other hand, to govern that entirely, because in the case of one

rock, in one part of the country, you might get entirely different results

from a similar rock in another part of the country, and that might also be

true with regard to the different sections of the railroad.

Mr. Ripley:—I think if you will make a study of it, you will find

that a variation does follow roughly the degree of hardness of the rock.

It is influenced by many things, the way you shoot it, and the way it is

put into the fill, so that no degree of precision can be reached, but it

seems that the fact is prettj' well established from the studies we have

made that perhaps an average swell for a soft rock—I do not mean paper

shale, but a rock, real rock, which is soft and breaks up finely and much

of it disintegrates until it becomes of an earthy consistency—will show

approximately 15 per cent. I think it is equally true that rock of the

character of granite will swell approximately 40 per cent. It does seem

to me if you are going to put this data out, that you should call the at-

tention of the young Engineer to the fact, because he will not have any

experience to guide him.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—I think this discus-

sion ought to make it plain that this is a case in which averages are dan-

gerous things to use, and will not apply in the details of what the Engi-

neer is to do. If it is a problem of laying the grade line so as to balance

the quantities it will be necessary to consider the individual excavation in

connection with the embankment, and the specific character of that mate-

rial must be considered, assumption as to how much the material will

swell should be based upon something better than an average. It should

be on experience, knowledge and good judgment.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Interstate Commerce Commission) :-^I ask

the Committee what is represented by the 10 per cent, which they sug-

gest for shrinkage?
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Mr. McVay :—That is the 10 per cent, additional yardage required in

the construction of the embankment over the amount taken out of the

excavation ; in other words, approximately 100,000 yards of earth in exca-

vation would shrink to approximately 90,000 yards when placed in the

embankment. From the figures we have taken it applied only one way,

and that is as far as quantities arc concerned. We could not get figures

to give any relative percentages or anything of that kind, as far as height

of fill or things of that sort.

Mr. Wendt :—What 'I am endeavoring to ascertain is this—has the

Committee succeeded in formulating a satisfactory definition of shrink-

age ?

Mr. Brcmncr :—Alay I ask if the Committee eliminated all the subsi-

dence from this shrinkage? The sub-committee just previously said

there was subsidence under all embankments. Has that been eliminated

in the study of this shrinkage in the fixing of the percentage?

Mr. Am])rosc :—As to Mr. Wendt's question, there is a definition

now in the Manual which says that shrinkage is the contraction of ma-
terial. I do not know whether that is good enough or not. We are not

altering it this year. As to Mr. Bremner's question, the shrinkage in

this case has nothing at all to do with subsidence, because we are figur-

ing shrinkage here before we actually get it.

Mr. Wcndt :—I am simplj' endeavoring to ascertain whether the Com-
mittee in its suggestion that the amount of shrinkage is 10 per cent, is

following the definition in (he Manual. Are you following the definition

in the Manual when j-ou saj' that the average amount of shrinkage is

10 per cent.?

Mr. Ambrose :—I would say we arc ; take the example cited, one

hundred thousand ^100,000) cubic yards of excavation, from the cross-

sections. We know we have that amount; we also know by calculating

ten (10) per cent, shrinkage we will only have ninety thousand (90,000)

cubic yards available in the finished embankment, therefore in laying j-our

grade line you consider the shrinkage of your material or the contraction

of material, whichever you choose to call it.

Mr. McVay:—After the report was made up and sent in, we re-

ceived a copy of the report of the sub-committee of the President's Con-
ference Committee investigating the same subject, and one conclusion of

that report is as follcnvs :

"The study embraced in Exhibit B covering about 12 million cubic
yards develops in percentages the results of actual measurements.. To
show this graphically a chart is attached to Exhibit B, on which these
results are plotted. This shows, as is indicated by the red line, that a
maximum of 30 degrees swell, decreasing with the varying proportion
of rock and earth to about 10 per cent, shrinkage for earth, is representa-
tive of actual experience. Your Committee suggests that except in some
special cases a swell of 30 per cent, for rock should not be exceeded, nor
a shrinkage of less than 10 per cent, for earth be allowed."

Mr. Wendt:— I hope the Committee will continue its study of this

general question. I have not succeeded in finding any number of En-
gineers up to the present time who feel confident of the 10 per cent.
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which is suggested bj' the Committee, nor have I found any Engineer who
was willing to take the position that the contraction of the material is

10 per cent. What we understand from Engineers is that the percentage

represents, not exactly the contraction of material, hut the difference

between the amount in the first instance and the amount which remains

some years after the embankments have settled and they have reached

their natural slopes. If that is the case, the difference is not the con-

traction only, but something else has taken place. I merely point this

out for the benefit of the Committee, and trust that the matter will be

studied from a scientific standpoint. If any person is able to show that

the contraction of material on the average is 10 per cent., I think he

ought to report that data to the Committee, so that it may be put in the

Proceedings, that whatever percentage is correct may be supported not

by opinion alone, but by the exact data which is a part of the records

of <:onstruction.

Mt". R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—I am familiar with one case

which, as the discussion has taken the trend that it has, may, perhaps,

be of some interest to the Association. A few years ago, the Rock
Island constructed a track elevation embankment, somewhat over a mile

in length and over 20 and 40 feet high. This was separated by about

eight subways. The entire 100-ft. right-of-way was elevated and inclosed

bj' concrete walls, making it in effect an immense parallelogram of earth

about 700 feet in length enclosed by impervious concrete sides. A series

of tile drains were provided leading to manholes at the corners and con-

structed in such a way that it was possible to study the effects of drain-

age on the roadbed section. On account of the h«avy traffic it was

desired to ballast with rock immediately after the filling had been com-

pleted in place of waiting for the usual time for . the weathering or

solidification of the roadbed, and accordingly a series of pipes were placed

over the entire top surface and the area flooded from the city mains,

running day and night for about ten days in each section. The results

were extremely interesting in that it was possible, through the man-

holes, to see the time when thorough saturation was reached, taking from

ten to twelve days, depending upon the height of the embankment.

Thereafter the water flowed continuously in a steady stream for a num-

ber of days. Meanwhile, a heavy settlement was obtained closely approxi-

mating 10 per cent. Fifteen inches of ballast was then applied, and the

surface settled was comparatively small for the next six months under

traffic. This was before the days of Valuation and unfortunately the

full value of obtaining the actual shrinkage on a little more scientific

basis was not appreciated, although my conclusions, as well as those of

the Engineers who assisted in the work, was that we obtained approxi-

mately' this shrinkage. Later we undertook to check up this information

and while the conclusions reached seemed to amply support the 10 per

cent., I regret to say that we were unable to scientifically support the

conclu.sions.
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As to the points raised bj- Messrs. Bremncr and Wendt, I believe

there is yet to be determined with more scientific exactness the relation

between shrinkage and subsidence; whether they are independent or

whether, indeed, they are directly related.

Mr. C. H. Spencer (Interstate Commerce Commission) :

—

What Mr.

Ford has just referred to, if I am not mistaken, is the work here in

Chicago on the track elevation work, and what he is referring to par-

ticularly is settlement rather than shrinkage. The sand that was put on

that field if I am not mistaken was from Dune Park.

Mr. Ford :—No ; it was from Joliet.

Mr. C. H. Spencer:—You must not confuse settlement with shrink-

age, nor the space it occupied in the walls with what it occupied in the

cut. I was connected with the Lake Shore work at that time, and I know
that considerable settlement took place in that case.

This matter of shrinkage, as brought out by the Committee, includes,

of course, both loss and waste; that is, it is the difference in the amounts

of materials in the embankment, after it has settled in its place, as com-

pared with what it was in the cut. All these elements enter into the

shrinkage question, and with Mr. Wendt I want to urge on every mem-
ber of this Association who has any definite data to give it to the Com-
mittee, in view of the importance of this work.

Mr. F. H. Alfred (Pere Marquette) :—It seems to me this is a very

important matter just at this time. I am not familiar with it myself, and

have not had an opportunity to follow what has been done, but if there

ever was a time when we should have a definition as to what should be

included in shrinkage and what should be included in subsidence, it

seems to me that this is the time, and I am wondering if there is any

objection on the part of the gentlemen who have just spoken, either of

them, who represent the I. C. C, to let us know what formula they have

used in determining shrinkage and what formula they have used in

determining subsidence.

Mr. Wendt :—So far as subsidence is concerned, there is no formula.

That is a matter of estimate. No individual or group of individuals

has yet suggested any method to ascertain that except first by simple

investigation by means of a rod, or more accurately, by some mechanical

device, such as boring machines.

Insofar as shrinkage is concerned. Engineers do not seem to know
what the amount of shrinkage is, and a rule that is being followed is

that the maximum amount of 10 per cent., and furthermore, it is not

considered that this is a contraction of the material, but that it is the

difference between the original amount in its natural condition, and that

same amount in the embankment, after it has reached its settled condition

after the slopes have become natural and after there has been some loss

due to the swelling and wasting, caused by the weather.

Mr. Ambrose:—I will confess there is a question of doubt as to

whether shrinkage is involved in subsidence or subsidence involved in
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shrinkage, and that is a diflicult thing to determine. I do not know how

you w^ill separate them. While Mr. Mc\'ay in some cases has definite

data, and states there was no subsidence in the shrinkage, in the majority

of cases it was doubtful.

What the Committee would like to point out is that wc think it is of

sufficient importance, when you arc cross-sectioning and determining an

existing roadbed, that just so sure as you require the top outline, you

should also take the bottom at all places, regardless of whether you think

there is subsidence or not. We are satisfied you will be surprised at the

result.

Vice-President Saflford :—The Chair understands that this part of

the report is ofYered as information, and that there is nothing submitted

for action on the part of the Association.

Mr. Ambrose:—Mr. W. M. Dawley, who is a member of the Special

Committee on Stresses of Track, is the Chairman of the Sub-Committee

which prepared Appendix "D" on "Unit Pressures Allowable on Roadbed

of Different Materials," and I will ask Mr. Dawley to present that section

of the report.

Mr. W. M. Dawley (Erie) :
—^The question of unit pressures allow-

able on roadbed of different materials seems to be rather difficult to

determine.

(Mr. Dawley read a quotation from Appendix D of the report.)

Until something further has developed in the way of instruments or

means of measuring actual pressures transmitted to the subgrade under

traffic, it is not possible to draw any conclusion on this subject. This

part of the report is therefore merely submitted as information.

Mr. Ambrose :—Mr. Chairman, I move you that "B," "C" and "D"

be accepted as information for incorporation in the Proceedings.

(The motion was seconded, put to vote and carried.)

Mr. Ambrose :—The Committee wishes to thank the numerous Valu-

ation Engineers and others, too numerous to mention, for the valuable

assistance that they have given us in supplying data we required.

Mr. R. H. Ford (R. I.) :—Will be glad to give the Committee any

assistance that I can.

Vice-President Safiford :—Unless there is further discussion, the Com-
mittee will be relieved with our thanks.



DISCUSSION ON WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES
(For Report, see pp. 1278-1337.)

(Vice-President Safford in the Chair.)

Mr. W. H. Hoyt (Duhith, Missabe & Northern) :—Gentlemen, wc

have confined our attention this A-ear to five of the subjects. First, exam-

ination of the subject-matter in the Manual; w^e have gone over the

Manual and have submitted in Appendix A on page 306 the work of

the Sub-Committee who handled this particular matter. The work of

reviewing" the Manual is largely a matter of re-editing. We have made
some suggested changes, and those changes are shown in the lines under-

scored in the report, Appendix A. I would emphasize the fact that we
have made no very decided changes. They are largely changes of defin-

itions that the Committee decided upon at a later meeting which have

not been corrected in this issue.

On page 311, in the use of lag screws in trestle construction (a),

the last word "application" should be "general maintenance."

In clause (e) under the same heading we desire to strike out the last

part of the first sentence. We also desire to introduce on page 311

under the heading "Specifications for Workmanship for Pile and Frame
Trestles," "of untreated material to be built under contract."

With those suggested alterations I desire to offer for approval the

revision of the Manual as printed under Appendix A, pp. 306 to 315

inclusive.

Vice-President Safiford :—The Chair feels constrained to note the

fact that this Bulletin was published very late, and I think not distributed

in time for inspection before the meeting, and consideration should be

given therefore to that fact in the discussion and the action taken. If

the changes made in Appendix A are minor, a brief review may clear

the situation sufficiently for proper action on the part of the Association.

I understand your motion to mean that they should receive favorable

action at this time.

Mr. Hoyt:—Yes.
(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Hoyt submitted Appendix B, page 316, Bulletin 225.)

This was worked up as a result of the studies under (3) and (4)

of the work laid before the Committee by the Board of Direction, and

as a result of conference between the Engineer of the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association, a number of Engineers of the different

individual lumber manufacturers, such as the Southern Pine, the West-
ern Fir and the Northern Pine Associations; also in conjunction with

the Engineer of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis.

What we are aiming to do, if possible, is to submit a set of specifications

and classification and grading rules such that manufacturers throughout
the country can work to such rules and such specifications in an eco-

nomical and satisfactory manner. They are at the present time giving
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a great deal of attention in trying to standardize the products ol their

ditierent mills throughout the country, so that thej^ can satisfactorily

fill specifications from railroads without excessive cost, or without ex-

cessive disarrangement of their present manufacturing facilities. They

are giving us a great deal of assistance in this matter ; they are having

a great deal of trouble-among themselves in trying to conform their

different mills and their different methods of manufacture to stand-

ards, and the}' have asked us not to at the present time submit final

specifications for publication. They thouglit they would he able to have

the matter in shape this year, but have asked tor another year to bring

about the completion of their work. Also, I would say that the Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison is doing some very excellent work

upon timber, and we are obtaining the latest results of their work.

These specifications are the very latest information that we have been

able to obtain from all parties concerned. They are submitted simply

this year as a progress report, with the request that this be passed on

for further consideration and final adjustment and decision next year.

The Committee would ask that all the members of the Association give

them all consideration possible and see if the plan as outlined by the

Committee of attempting to draw up a standard set of specifications and

classification and grading rules can be satisfactorily worked out. They

have gone to great trouble to bring all the parties concerned together

under one standard, and if it can be done we feel that it will be very

economical and much more satisfactory than it has ever been in the

past. We have done considerable work in trying to standardize certain

specifications concerning Southern Pine and Western Fir, the two great

timbers in the present market. We have adopted the results of the

work of the American Societ}' for Testing Materials concerning South-

ern pine, and" we are adopting as far as it has been carried out at the

present time the work of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madi-

son, and we hope when this work is completed, to be able to get them

together in a very satisfactory manner. At the present time we simply

present Appendix B as a progress report.

Vice-President Safford :—Unless there is objection, the report will

be accepted as information.

Mr. Hoyt :^The Committee desires to submit for next year's con-

sideration the recommendations on page 305. We also desire to add to

those recommendations the following

:

"(4) Make detailed specification for pile and frame trestles to be

built of treated timber."

This makes a total of four suggested pieces of work for next year's

consideration.

I want to report upon the sixth clause, "Report on specifications for

timber which is to be treated with a preservative substance," co-oper-

ating with the Committee on Wood Preservation. This matter was

given consideration by a Sub-Committee, and their report is embraced in
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the two paragraphs at the lower part of page 304. Their suggestions

there are embodied in the specifications and classification and grading

rules published under Appendix B on page 316, so that the w^ork of that

Sub-Committee is united with the work of the other Sub-Committee. 1x)th

of them working together. This is offered simply as a progress report

also. I believe, Mr. President, that completes the report of this Com-
mittee, unless there are other matters to be brought up at this time.

Vice-President Safiford :—If there is no further discussion upon the

report in general, the Committee will be excused with the thanks of the

Association for its very good report.



DISCUSSION ON RULES AND ORGANIZATION
(For Report, see pp. 467-484.)

(\'ice-Prcsident Safford in the Chair.)

Mr. W. C. Barrett (Lehigh Valley) :—The Committee has no recom-

mendations to make at this time on Revision of Manual. In working on

Subject (4) the Committee found that if they succeeded in preparing a

manual of rules for the guidance of employees of the Maintenance of

Way Department it would mean considerable changes in the Manual. As'

that is not ready for report this year, there are no recommendations for

changes in the Manual.

I was a member of sub-committee dealing with Subject No. 4 but

was not the chairman of the sub-committee. However, I met with the

Committee at the meeting in Chicago and was asked to do some work

along the lines of the preparation of this manual. I fotmd that I had

been assigned a rather large subject. I did considerable work and that

was presented to the Committee, but unfortunately too late to be brought

before the convention this year. We hope to have something to submit

along those lines next year. If we had more time I am sure the Com-
mittee would have been very glad to have had some discussion on that

very important subject this jear.

"Mr. E. H. Barnhart was chairman of sub-committee on Subject (5),

and I am very sorry he is not here to present the report. This report is

submitted in Appendix A, and the Committee asks that this report be ap-

proved by the Association for printing in the Manual.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—^Paragraph 12 contains a list

of abbreviations for bridge inspectors to use in their reports. If I under-

stand correctly the manner in which the Committee expect that to be

used, the inspector is to enter on the form on page 420 abbreviations rep-

resenting the different parts of the bridge. It seems to me that is objec-

tionable for two reasons. In the first place the inspector has either to

charge his memory with those abbreviations or else he has to refer to the

list when he writes his report. I am afraid either will lead to errors

whichever way he does it. The Seaboard Air Line has had in use for

eight or ten years a form for bridge inspection reports which has printed

on it the names of every part of a bridge which is inspected; that is, a

reproduction of the list of parts applicable to all steel Inidgcs, and the

inspector when he goes over the bridge has that and indicates anything

that he finds that is wrong; if there is a defect in it he states what that

defect is.

If I may anticipate a little, in place' of having a filing card, as pro-

vided for on page 417, those inspection reports are filed in a special

binder made for the purpose, and as fast as new ones come in the old

ones are taken out, replaced by the new ones, and filed away. In that way

you save the trouble of making out a filing card, and get the report of

the inspector as he makes it.
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Mr. Barrett:— I might call attention to the reading of that paragraph

which says that these abbreviations are permissible. It was not the idea

to instruct him to use those abbreviations, but only to allow him to do so

if he wishes.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—Mr.

Chairman, I don't know but what there is a great deal of lost motion in

this proposition. A good many of the roads are using concrete piles, and

slabs and other forms of permanent construction, and to my mind when

a structure is once built in that way, unless something happens to it in

the way of intense settlement or something of that kind, I cannot see the

necessity for loading our employees up with a large number of blanks to

be perfunctorily filled in and filed away, which nobody is likely to make

use of.

Mr. A. M. Van Auken (Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville) :—Having

considerable experience in making inspections of structures in different

sections of the country and of varying type, I would endorse the method

of having printed in the inspection record book a list of parts to be in-

spected, w'ith space for recording condition. It helps keep the inspector's

mind on details, and prevents overlooking obscure parts.

As to permanent structures not needing inspection, a little over a year

ago I examined a twenty-four-foot twin-arched culvert, as permanent a

structure as we have, one-third of the floor of which had been washed

out.

Air. Fred Lavis (American International Corporation) :—I would

like to know if these blanks are to be used in the field by inspectors? I

have done a great deal of bridge inspection, and I am sure I would have

found it very hard to handle these blanks in doing so. While these re-

ports may be very convenient to fill in and send in to the office, I do not

think that they arc convenient to carrj' in the field. In doing bridge in-

spection you cannot always keep very clean, and your reports would not

look very nice by the time they came into the ofiice.

Mr. Barrett :—The idea was to have these forms printed in books

with a carbon back, and perforated, so that when the bridge inspector

wrote on the front the carbon back would make a copy on the second

form, so that he would not need to write twice. One of these would be

left in the book for his record and the other would be sent in to the

proper officer.

Mr. Lavis:—I am afraid if those reports were out in a rainstorm with

that carbon back there would not be much reading left.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :— I think the ordinary

card reiKjrt should be sufficiently legible for information to be transferred

to a card in the office.

Mr. McDonald:—I understand it is the intention that in the use of

ihese blanks the inspector may use those abbreviations; is that the idea?

Mr. Barrett:—Yes, he can use them if he wants to.
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Mr. McDonald :—T have done a good deal o£ personal bridge inspec-

tion myself. We have not a very large mileage, so that I make it a point

to examine annually nearly every bridge on our system personall3% and I

never have found it necessary to tap rivets to see if they are loose. A
loose rivet will always manifest itself by rust around it or under it.

Mr. Frink :—I agree with what Mr. McDonald says. To test all the

rivets in a 100- ft. span would involve a great amount of work for the

inspector.

Mr. McDonald :—And damage to the paint.

Mr. Frink :—Yes. He would do more damage to the rivets than he

would do good in finding out any possible trouble.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—Would the Commit-
tee be willing to take this subject back and report at the convention next

year? This is not an urgent matter. I do not sec the need of tapping

every rivet in a bridge.

Mr. McDonald:—I do not want the Committee to feel that I am hos-

tile to any kind of a set of inspection rules. Personally, I do not care

whether I have anj' rules or not about my inspection, but I believe that it

would be well for the Committee, in view of the small number present

here to-day, to have this matter under consideration for another year. I

think they should try to eliminate as much of the purely formal operation

on the part of the inspector as possible. I cannot see any occasion for

having a large number of blanks to fill out, when personally I believe

that a good many of those reports will finally go into pigeonholes and

never do anyone any good.

I move, therefore, that the report be referred back to the Commit-

tee for further consideration, and to bring it in next year; in other

words, that it be not printed in the Manual.

Mr. Barrett:—Does that refer to the entire report on inspection of

bridges, or just this particular paragraph with respect to steel structures?

Mr. McDonald:—Why, it refers to the only part of the report, as I

understand it, which j'ou expected to have put in the Manual.

Mr. Barrett :—We expected that this entire Appendix A would be

printed in the Manual. While the Committee will, of course, submit to

the decision of the Association, at the same time the Committee has not

presented anything to this Association for some time, and we thought it

might be possible perhaps for us to present something this year and at

least get our names in the paper.

Air. S. S. Roberts (Consulting Engineer) :—-Mr. Chairman, it has

been suggested to me that possibly the Committee in defining how rivets

should be inspected did not mean that each rivet should be tapped, but

that each rivet should be observed, and those rivets which showed signs

of rust or other deterioration should be critically tested. Perhaps that is

what the Committee had in mind and will clear the situation.

Mr. Barrett :—The Committee will be very willing to eliminate the

words "by sounding with a hammer."
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Mr. E. B. Temple (Pennsylvania) :—Mr. Chairman, I suggest, in view

of the small attendance, that action on this report be taken up to-morrow

morning.

Vice-President Safiford :—There is a motion before the house.

Mr. McDonald :—I withdraw that motion, Mr. Chairman. My ob-

jection principally was to having this matter adopted for the Manual with

so small an attendance present.

Vice-Prtsident Safford :—The Chair thinks the suggestion is a very

proper one, and the procedure will be to take up the last portion of the

report to-morrow morning at the opening of the session.

Vice-President:—We will adjourn without the formality of a motion.

(President Stimson in the Chair.)

Mr. H. Austin (Alobile & Ohio) :—In the fourth line, in paragraph 14,

it says : "He shall examine all ties and timber guard rails on open deck

bridges for soundness." Committee VII has defined that member of the

trestle as a guard timber. Would it not be best to use the same term

here?

Mr. Barrett :—The Committee will accept that suggestion and the

sentence will read : "He shall examine all ties and guard timber on open
deck bridges for soundness."

We also desire to omit in the last two lines of paragraph 16 the

words, "by sounding with a hammer," and have it read: "He shall ex-

amine all rivets, to see that none are loose," etc.

In paragraph 22, (2) should be (3).

The sketches which follow are made so that information can be given
to the proper officials in order that they will have the details necessary to

be covered.

In paragraph 23, first line, change "four" to "three."

With reference to paragraph 23, the idea was that by having carbon
books the bridge inspector could carry these books in his pocket, and by
using a piece of carton paper could make just as many copies as he wanted
by writing only once, and he would not have the trouble of trying to

carry around a lot of carbons in his pocket, and bother with them, or
when he got home write up two or three different copies of the same
report.

I move the adoption of the rules for the inspection of bridges, trestles

and culverts, as given in Appendix A, for printing in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Lavis:—I should like to ask the Committee one question. One
of the subjects assigned to them was to "Prepare a manual of instructions
for the guidance of engineering field parties." As I understand it, they
have done little, if any, work in connection with this subject, but I should
like to ask their understanding as to what this covers; that is, what kind
of engineering field parties these instructions are to be prepared for?

The President :—The Chair will venture to say that ordinarily engi-
neering field parties are parties on location and construction, and it is the
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thought of the Chair that the rules asked for are for the guidance of

such parties.

Mr. Barrett :—The Committee did some work along the line of that

subject, but it was along the line of instructions for field parties on lo-

cation.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committefe will

be excused with the thanks of the Association for their good work.



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LABOR
(For Report, see pp. 617-626.)

Mr. E. R. Lewis (Railway Age) :—The first instruction to the Com-

mittee was on the Revision of the Manual. The Committee had no sub-

ject-matter in the Manual, but a review of the work of other committees

which might have .something in the Manual that pertained to railway

labor was made, and that work was referred to the chairmen of the

standing committees concerned.

Subject 2, "Report on plans and methods for organizing to obtain

labor for railways." You will understand that during the period of Fed-

eral control it was hardly possible to get individual expressions from the

diflferent lines on this subject. It was expected that when the roads went

back the first of January we would be able to get some information for

this meeting, but as the going back was deferred until the first of March,

the reports were unobtainable. The Committee asks that this subject be

reassigned.

Subject (3), "Contiime discussion of the subject of methods of equat-

ing track sections, obtaining and reporting from railroads information

relating to practice and stud}^ now in vogue." As to the methods of

equating track sections on the various lines, a report was made last year

on this subject, and I think that no further methods have come to light.

They were all reported in that year. However, this subject seems to have

been interpreted as a continuation of the study of the details of the equat-

ing of track sections on representative lines, of which there were some
twenty or twenty-three w^hich reported several years ago to a sub-com-

mittee of the Track Committee. During the last year or two these rail-

ways asked to be relieved of reporting this data, and discontinued send-

ing in their reports, so that it has been impossible to continue the con-

sideration of Subject (3). Subject (4), depending on that data, likewise

has been discontinued.

Subject (5), "Study and report upon methods for training and edu-

cating engineering and maintenance department employees." In Appen-
dix A is given a report on this subject, with suggestions from the Com-
mittee, and we ask that the matter contained be accepted as information.

Subject (6), "Plans for buildings and boarding cars for maintenance
of way department employees." These plans were printed in the Pro-
ceedings last year, and they have not been reprinted. I regret that you
may not have them before you, but they have been approved, as I un-
derstand it, by the Committee on Buildings, to whom they were referred.

On behalf of the Committee, I move that they be adopted and printed
in the Manual.

The President :—The Chair wishes to state that when this matter was
brought up in connection with the report of the Committee on Buildings
they asked to withdraw the recommendation they had rtiade, which was to
the effect that the plans already published in the Proceedings be made
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subject of reference in the Manual. Therefore, it is not in order for the

Committee on Economics of Railway Labor to move the approval and

publication in the Manual of this matter, inasmuch as the Committee that

had the handling of it has withdrawn its request for approval. The Chair

.suggests that this Committee co-operate during the coming j-ear with the

Buildings Committee, and get their approval and consent to have these

plans published and inserted in the Manual next year.

Is there any further discussion on the report?

Mr. W. C. Barrett (Lehigh Valley) :—I want to make a suggestion to

the Committee in connection w^ith the construction of bunk houses, in

view of our experience. We built bunk houses with thirty or forty men

in each room, and after a few weeks the men refused to live in the

houses, as they would not trust each other—some of the men would steal

the property of the other men. We put in partitions and about four men

is all we could get to live in one room, and I suggest that these bunk

houses be constructed with small rooms. »

The President:—What class of men were these?

Mr. Barrett :—Almost every kind you could think of.

The President :—I ask the question for the reason I have had some

little experience along these lines and have ahvays found the open bunk-

house preferable to one broken up into small compartments, particularly

for the larger gangs. W^here we have had to provide for a number of

small gangs, we preferred to build separate houses, rather than to have

the large bunkhouses partitioned ofif.

Mr. Barrett :—We built the house for one hundred men in each

house. They were mostly floaters. Some of them were pretty decent

men, and the decent fellows did not like the hoboes stealing their goods.

Prof. S. N. Williams :—I wash to express my high appreciation of

the value of the report of Sub-Committee 5 on "Methods for Training

and Educating Engineering and Maintenance Department Employes;"

having been active forty years in the training of young Engineers, this

portion of the report appeals to me strongly.

Mr. Fred Lavis (American International Corporation) :—I should like

to call the attention of the Committee to a conference on engineering

education held in \\'ashington last June at which the training of En-

gineers for foreign service was discussed. This conference was held

under the auspices of the Bureau of Education of the Department of

the Interior and was called to discuss "business training for engineers

and engineering training for students of business." The proceedings of

this conference can be obtained from the Department of the Interior, and

I think it would be of interest to the Committee and to all Engineers

interested in engineering education to familiarize themselves with these

discussions. In regard to ihe education of Engineers for foreign serv-

ice, I think the part of the report of this conference devoted to that

subject will be of especial interest to the members of this Association
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because in nearly all foreign enterprises transportation will play a large

part.

Mr. Lewis:—That report has not been brought to the attention of

the Committee, and we are grateful to have it called to our attention

at this time.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—It occurs to me that

the work of this Committee divides itself into two divisions, or, at least

that it can be divided into two general divisions. The obvious one is

that of developing the personal efficiency of the railway employe or

laborer in the matter of skill and efficient execution of his work. That

is the ultimate object to be attained as far as the maintenance of the

physical property of the railways is concerned.

The other division would have reference to the development of the

morale of the man and of the force, and it is the most difficult part of

the problem. It is that part of the problem that we are, perhaps, least

prepared to handle, because our training in that kind of work has riot

been as extensive as in the other. We recognize that as conditions have

developed in the last few years that phase of the program has assumed

an importance that it has not had heretofore. I may express the idea

briefly in this way—that one railway employe, plus morale and spirit and

will of the right sort, although that employe may be somewhat lack-

ing in mechanical skill, he is a more valuable employe and probably in

the end will contribute more to the welfare of the organization for which

he is working than two mechanically skilled employes lacking morale

and the proper spirit and will. That is a pretty big problem before us.

If there is one thing that should be done in fhe ranks of railway labor

to-day it is the cultivation of that morale and the creation of the proper
spirit and will, producing loyalty and a desire to be a valuable employe
and render valuable service.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, this Committee
will be excused, with the thanks of the Association.



DISCUSSION ON SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING
(For Report, see pp. 837-850.)

Mr. J. A. Peabody (Chicago & Northwestern) :—The Committee

this year, out of the thirteen subjects assigned, has reported on hut four.

The conchisions you will find on page 196.

In connection with Subject (2), I move that conclusion 1 be

adopted.

(The motion carried.)

The next conclusion is in connection with subject (3). This has

been the practice each year for a number of years, and we are simply

following out that practice, and I so move.

(The motion carried.)

The next subject reported on by the Committee was (8), "Report

on automatic train control." This subject has come before us promi-

nently on account of the requirements of the law just passed, and in

our discussions we found that there was great need for making ac-

cessible in convenient form what the requirements were of specifications

which had heretofore been published. We therefore have tabulated this

information and you will find it under Appendix B. Wc submit this

for the information of the Association.

The last subject reported on by the Committee is (4), "Investigate

and report upon the effect of the use of ties treated with any solu-

tion which affects the length of track sections." In Appendix C we
have submitted a report as information. Proper credit is not given

here to the fact that this report is one by a Committee of the Signal

Division of the American Railway Association, and is transmitted to you

for your information. That completes our report, except our recom-

mendations as to subjects for this coming year.

The first of the new subjects is, "Report on colors for signals." I

might say there has been considerable need developed lately for standard-

izing the colors used on switch stands, with the idea of having a dif-

ferent color on passing track and yard switch stands from those on

main track, and starting off with this view we found we were getting

into some complications, and therefore we suggest this as a topic which

will require considerable study, and when we are able to submit a com-

plete report, I think it will be of interest to the Association. The other

new subject is "Report on the effect of electric locomotive headlights on

signals."

The President:—The Chair asks the Committee on Outline of Work
to give this Committee's recommendations for next year's work consid-

eration. Anj- further discussion on this report? If not, the Commit-

tee is excused with the thanks of the Association for its good work.
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DISCUSSION ON YARDS AND TERMINALS
(For Report, see pp. 851-1064.)

Mr. B. H. Mann (Missouri Pacific) :— (Mr. Mann briefly reviewed

the report relating to revision of the Manual, including Conclusion No. 1.)

Mr. Mann :~Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of Conclusion No. 1.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Mann thereupon read Conclusion No. 2.)

Mr. Mann :—I move the approval of Concltision No. 2.

(The motion carried.)

(Mr. Mann thereupon read Conclusion No. 3.)

Mr. Mann:—I move the adoption of Conclusion No. 3.

(The motion carried.)

The President:—The remainder of the report will be received as in-

formation and progress.

The Chair wishes to call the attention of the convention to this par-

ticular report. The Committee is to be liighl}' complimented on the large

amount of very valuable work it has done. The rather brisk way in

which the chairman has disposed of the report is no index whatever of

its value, or the large amount of very exacting work the Committee has

done in preparing it. The portion of the report relating to unit opera-

tion of railroad terminals in large cities, which is submitted as informa-

tion, contains some very interesting data. There was a considerable work
done in the preparation of the specifications for the installation of rail-

road track scales, and the rules for location, maintenance, operation and
testing the track scales, by the Sub-Committee on Track Scales in col-

laboration with the other associations mentioned. On behalf of the As-
sociation I wish to compliment the Committee on its very excellent work.

If there is no further discussion, the Committee is excused with the

thanks of-the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON RAIL
(For Report, see pp. 1065-1243.)

Mr. H. B. MacFarland (Santa Fe) :—Mr. President, briefly we will

refer to the work of the Committee covered by the thirteen subjects

assigned for the past year. The changes in the Manual will be acted upon

in due course.

The rail failure statistics have been compiled as in the past with an

fncreascd detail in distribution with respect to individual railroads.

(Reading par. on page 226, Bulletin 225, commencing, "It will be

noted.")

I think this statement calls attention to the thought that we should

be eternally vigilant in following up the causes contributing to failure of

rail.

The work on special investigations has been continued as in the past,

but possibly not with the intensity that it would have been under more

nearly normal conditions. The work in the future is outlined to be of

even greater value than the work of the past.

Specifications for steel rails were presented at the last meeting of

the Association. They will now be presented to you with the recom-

mendation that they be inserted in the Manual.

Under Rail Sections, your Committee desires to make a supplemen-

tary report. The Committee is now able to report on a 150-lb. section of

rail, rails shown in the 1915 Proceedings, pp. 401 and 402, respectively.

The drawing of the 150-lb. rail is submitted herewith. This rail section

is submitted to the Association for information only.

Your particular attention is directed to the work of the Committee

with respect to intensity of pressure.

One of the concluding recommendations of the Committee will involve

the insertion of 130-Ib. and 140-lb. rail sections in the Manual. This will

automatically cause the following insertion in the table on rail drillings

:

"Weight of rail, 130 lbs.; type of rail, R. E. ; height of bolt hole above

base of the rail, 31-16 in.; weight of rail, 140 lbs.; type of rail, R. E.

;

height of bolt hole above base of the rail, iYs, in."

Mr. President, I move the adoption of the recommendations, includ-

ing Conclusion No. 1.

Mr. C. W. Gennet, Jr. (Engineer, Robt. W. Hunt & Co.) :—Appre-

ciative as I am of the fact that this Committee has given the most

thoughtful study to the proposed specification for rails, I can but regret

that the time since the Committee's deliberations have been made public

has been too short to allow of careftil consideration and discussion by

the members of the Association, prior to adoption of the specification.

The specification contains some novel, if not radical, departures from

existing common practice, and as one likely to be brought into repeated

contact with its application, I feel it a duty now to offer some comment

by way of both explanation and criticism of its various phases.
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At the outset, permit me to offer the suggestion that this Association,

more than anj' other as representing the greatest consumers, should have

a specification for rails which, if not entirely satisfactory to every manu-
facturer, should stand as an example of the very best practice obtainable

in ever}' detail. A common rail specification, fit for all railroads and all

manufacturers, seems almost impossible of realization, and the next best

thing for this Association is to create a high standard for the guidatice

of individual purchasers in iheir dealings with manufacturers. That
suggestion I feel has been made an object of the present proposal, for

certainly various features of the specification offered can hardly be ex-

pected to be acceptable to all manufacturers under present conditions.

My principal objection to the proposed specification lies in the fact that it

does not go far enough to merit the distinction intended. As illustrative

of my meaning, consider for a moment the question of split heads or

head failures which constitute, according to the last broken rail report,

approximately 50 per cent, of all failures, and which show a considerable

increase in the proportion of these failures over the report for 1913. This

specification provides no change or improvement of the method designed

to restrict the production of split heads offered by the specification

adopted in 1912, although it is a recognized fact that a slight addition to

the definition of "interior defect" in Section 16 would go a long way
toward minimizing head failures, while, in addition, the nick and break

test on every ingot adopted by the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1915 has

been shown to very greatly curtail the acceptance of rails known to

possess interior defects likely to result in head failures. Likewise,

broken rails and base failures combined, representing 41 per cent, of all

the failures, might be reduced by providing that certain test pieces be

pickled in acid, so that opportunity for a more careful surface inspection

for seams could be arranged for when conditions demanded. Other

illustrations might be cited and the point strengthened that unless this

Association's specification is one wholly acceptable to the principal manu-
facturers at reasonable prices, it should be more in the nature of a strong

guide from which purchasers could select the parts most advantageous to

them in making their bargain with the makers.

Passing to the proposed specification and taking up the various sec-

tions in order, the first important change from present practice is with

the chemical composition. My experience leads very strongly to the

opinion that a few points of carbon may be greatly overshadowed by the

later treatment that the steel receives. One of the most prevalent

causes for an increased number of exterior and interior defects, as well

as a retardation of production, is due to differences of two or three

points of carbon in specifications of different roads. This condition often

requires setting the ingots of a whole heat to one side and later reheating

them for rolling into rails for a road whose specification the analysis

fits. Many benefits would accrue from the adoption of a common stand-

ard for the carbon content, and as the specifications most used now vary
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from a minimum carbon of 0.58 per cent, to a maximum of 0.76 per cent.,

it seems to me that the change made by this specification might be im-

proved b}-^ making the limits, say 0.59 to 0.76 for rails of 85-lbs. to 110-lbs.

per yard in weight. This would compose the chief differences now
existing in the chemical requirements of a number of specifications, with-

out apparent detriment to the various roads.

The average carbon desired, as mentioned in Section 5, I do not

believe to be the arithmetical average of all of the heats. Seemingly,

what is desired is that the number of heats shipped with carbon on the

low side of the range should be equaled by the number of heats shipped

with carbon on the high side, and one specification under which thou-

sands of tons of rails are made now so provides.

Paragraph 6 should definitely provide for giving the inspector the

results of all analyses on open-hearth heats as rapidly as they are avail-

able, so that a double check on the loading of the rails may exist.

Arrangements for enabling the inspector to see the drillings for analysis

taken, whether from rail or test ingot, and for dividing such samples

with the mill laboratorj', will assure the two laboratories working on

identical samples and facilitate a just comparison of the results.

None of the mills are equipped at present for making the quick bend

test, and that matter can therefore be passed over as one not likely to be

encountered for some time to come.

The most radical departure from present practice made by this speci-

fication is with respect to the physical tests. A careful reading of Sec-

tions 17 and 18 shows that rails are to be accepted on the basis of elonga-

tion only. That is, regardless of the number of test pieces that may be

broken under the drop, if those pieces show 8 per cent, of elongation in

one inch, the rails represented may be accepted, subject, of course, to

the appearance of interior defects as defined, without regard for segrega-

tion. Natural!}', this annuls the test for brittleness per se that the impact

of the drop has been considered to afford for many years past. It reduces

the matter of accepting ISO to 200 rails in a heat to a refinement neces-

sary to show how much a one-inch space on the rough scale marked head

of a rail has stretched. In reality, if it has stretched .08 of an inch a

large part of the heat may be accepted, while if the stretch is only .07

of an inch, from 100 to 150 rails may be rejected. In the past ten years,

since elongation has been a feature of many specifications, no method of

. affording a positive and accurate measurement of it has been devised,

and making it now the basis of acceptance or rejection is bound to pro-

voke argument and discord because of the inability to insure accuracy

of measurement. Peculiar cases will occur under this specification, as

written. For example, assume that with an open-hearth heat the three

pieces of "A" rail tests all break on the first blow, showing fractures

and 8 per cent, elongation. Something is obviously the matter with the

heat, yet it must be accepted. Suppose one piece shows 7 per cent,

elongation, the "A" rails are rejected, and retests made on "B" rails.
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Assume the same conditions with them, and making retests on the "C"

rails assume that those pieces fail on the first blow, but show at least

8 per cent, elongation. The "C" rails and those that follow must be

accepted, yet a total of 9 pieces of the heat have failed on the first blow,

indicating strongly an alarming structural condition of the metal. I sub-

mit to the principle that ductile rails are safe rails, but I do not believe

that the danger point of ductility for rails has been sufiiciently determined,

or that it can be properly measured, and I regard with much apprehension

the acceptance of rails based on their elongation only.

Much has been written of recent years concerning the effects of cold

straightening rails and Section 34 will be helpful in obtaining better hot-

bed work. Section 36 still provides, how^ever, that rails shall be straight

in line and surface. I urge a modification of this clause to permit of

accepting rails containing a uniform sweep of not over one inch in any

direction, preferably, however, with the ends high. Such provision would

make possible the shipment of rails without any cold straightening what-

soever, and probably from 60 to 80 per cent, of all rails could eventually

be so made. Straightening is an expensive part of mill work, and manu-

facturers should and would welcome an opportunity to improve hot

straightening by decreasing the amount of gagging necessary. Trackmen

can readih" use rails out of straight up to one inch without impeding the

work or allowing track conditions to suffer; ui fact, unstraightened rails

containing sweeps up to 2j/2 inches have been very successfully used and

given good satisfaction.

Omission from this specification of the clause regulating the rolling

temperature is, on the whole, warranted and justifiable by general mill

conditions. The requirement in Section 27 (b) that the ingot numbers

be stamped on rails is a distinct step forward. This number has been

repeatedh- applied by various mills without trouble or inconvenience, and

it often plays an important part in studies of rail failures, and conditions

later on.

I am happy to see under the general heading "Details of Manufac-

ture" and "Notes on Manufacture" various items suggesting by inference,

at least, a distinct recognition of the principles forming the basis of

special inspection. The old maxim that good steel in the furnace does

not necessarily mean good rails in the track is more true todaj^ than

ever, and constant attention to inanufacturing conditions and supervision

of the treatment that the steel receives is bound to result in a superior

quality of product. Special inspection as practiced for eight years under

the force of moral persuasion, coupled to the general statement that the

whole process must conform to the best current state of the art, has

resulted in great benefits to the railroads, and man}- of the items con-

tained in the proposed specification will greath- assist in increasing its

advantages.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—Mr. Chairman, before that

specification is acted on, I would like to inquire of the Committee if they
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have ascertained that the specification will be satisfactory to the manu-

facturers, and that the manufacturers will roll rails to this specification,

without increased price?

Mr. MacFarland :—I will say that we have been in consultation with

the manufacturers at several meetings, and we have taken care of their

protests. I will say further that rails meeting the requirements of this

specification are paid for at standard rates.

Mr. A. L. Davis (Illinois Central) :—This specification has only been

in the hands of the members of the Association a few days, and I do not

see how the Association is prepared to pass on it intelligently at this time.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & .Southwestern) :—The question which

has been asked is a pertinent one at this time. I am not an expert on this

rail question, and shall have to leave that to the Committee and the Asso-

ciation as to what shall finally be adopted. I do know, however, that

when the railroad with which I am connected goes into Ihe market for

steel rails, it meets objection to the specification of this Association to

this extent: "We will roll your rail to the specification of the Associa-

tion, provided you will pay more for it," and we can get rail on that

basis.

Mr. F. E. Abbott (Lackawanna Steel Company) :—I would like to

inquire, Air. Chairman, whether or not it would be proper to ask for an

explanation from the Committee. This seems to be the proper time and

the best opportunity for enlightenment. There is a peculiarity embodied

in this specification in regard to requirements and other matters subject

to contract. There is a possibility of confusion in having that in the

specification. It would seem that specifications for material should be as

definite as possible; that after the Committee has decided what is wanted

and what they should have, it ought to be mandatory in the specification,

so that anyone using it would simply have to place their order under the

specification without any further question. Anyone buying rail to this

specification, assuming it is adopted by the Association, will immediately

find themselves in an embarrassing position, because it will not be possible

to know what the principal railroad companies, who are paying the most

attention to rail-making, require when they order, and what they would

be willing to omit. For such reason it would seem that all this matter

that is subject to agreement between buyer and manufacturer should be

separated from the essential part of the specifications. I think it is under-

stood or inferred by the writers of this specification that when the state-

ment is made and the wording is "when subject to order" or "when sub-

ject to agreement," it would be understood as not operative if there was

nothing of that kind in the contract. My understanding is, however,

that if a manufacturer should accept an order under this specification,

there would be a liability of being called on to perform everything that

is mentioned, unless it was specifically written in the contract that cer-

tain paragraphs in the specifications are excluded. If this specification is

approved for use, it will be necessary for the manufacturers, whenever
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they take an order under it, to specifically note in the contract the clauses,

or parts that arc not supposed to be within the special agreement. My
point is that all this involves unnecessary work and unnecessary negotia-

tion. If the specification could be brought down to the parts that are

mandatory; that the men who have studied them decided should be car-

ried out, were written together, not involving any parts that are subject

to contract, it would be more concise and more workable.

Mr. Moses Burpee (Bangor & Aroostook) :—I would like to say in

regard to position of joint holes in rails; my experience of some years ago

with 70-lb. rails showed a good many broken joint bars, breaks occurring

above the holes. In the next lot of rails I arranged that tht drilling line

be lowered as much as possible with respect to the turning of the nuts.

This proved a good move as expected, for it not only increased the sec-

tional area at the weak point, but it placed the hole much more favorably

in relation to the neutral axis of the splice bar.

There is much more metal in an angle bar below the hole than above,

and consequentl}' when a loaded truck straddles a joint which happens to

be better supported than the points under the loaded wheels, the upper

part of the joint bar undergoes a much more severe tensional test than

the under part does a compressive one. This extreme case is typical of

the stress at every joint even in the best track, and even where breaks

do not occur there is doubtless a loss in the efiiciency of the joint. I

think it would be well to word the recommendations so as to allow some

latitude in this feature, so one would not feel tied to a conclusion he was

unable to work to.

Mr. Campbell :—I do not desire to create the impression that we have

had to pay materially more for rail under the rules and specifications of

the Association. The extra price is probably all right if we cannot get

the rail on any other basis. I do not undertake to criticize this specifica-

tion. I think that, per se, it is probably the best rail specification that

has ever been submitted for the consideration of this Association. There
are some things that I like very much. The point I make is this : the

Engineering Department is not always the final judge as to whether the

additional price should be paid, with the result that we are not, in

numerous cases I apprehend, getting rail to the specification of the Asso-

ciation. In the end we often accept the suggestions of the manufacturers

put in a way that s rather convincing. What I very much desire to see in

connection with this specification, and all other specifications of the Asso-

ciation, is, that as far as possible, without sacrificing anything that should

not be sacrificed, the specifications of the Association be so adjusted that

they will meet the approval of the manufacturers and will be accepted

by them without question, and that we in that way will have our specifi-

cations generally used.

Mr. J. R. VV. Ambrose (Toronto Terminals) :—I would like to ask

if the Committee is unanimous in this specification, and if not I would
like to hear from the minority.
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Air. MacFarland:—Mr. President, it might be well to answer some of

the criticisms. The question of price should not decide the question of

the development of a suitable specification.

I think possibly you can find that the question of price of the stand-

ard specification of the Association would not be the same as the question

of price of the manufacturer's specification. The question with the Com-
mittee was, is the Committee capable of developing a better specification

than the present, that would meet the requirements of service?

The question of being unanimous, I think possibly is a very peculiar

consideration to put before a Committee. I have never been a member
of a Committee that was unanimous in thought and action. There was
always the requirement of someone being dift'erent from others, but any
point w-as taken into consideration, so that there was ultimate agreement
on the part of the Committee, although there probably would be found
among some of the Committee the feeling that they would like a better

specification for their own rail.

So far as the subject of contract, which is the most important inclu-

sion in the specification, this subject being referred to by Mr. Abbott, and

the subject under consideration being on page lil of Bulletin 225, you
will note that unless there was a particular agreement, that these subjects

would not be taken care of by the manufacturer. If there is an agree-

ment that you must specify in your order either Bessemer or Open-
Hearth, you may get either Bessemer or Open-Hearth. If you want to

send your own chemist to the mill, you have to make an agreement with

that mill so that the chemist may go there and may have quarters. Most
mills will be willing to allow this, because it would facilitate the shipment

of the rail.

Relating to the quick bend test, you understand this will have to be a

matter of contract. You would not get a quick bend test until you made
a particular agreement for it.

Under Clause 22, Record of Manufacture, you would not get this

record unless you made an agreement for it.

Some roads require keeping rails of each heat together, but they

would not get it unless they made a special agreement for it. I do not

see but what this clause 40 takes care of the situation which Mr. Abbott

has agitated.

Mr. Abbott:—Mr. Chairman, Mr. MacFarland's explanation is entirely

clear, and I think if. the members of the Committee were coming to the

mills as individual inspectors there would be no difficulty in interpreting

the specifications. I think all these men know what they are driving at

and what they intend, when writing these specifications, but they may
not be clear to an inspector. When a copy of this specification written in

full is attached to the contract it becomes a part of the agreement, when

the contract is signed, and the inspector coming to the mill with these

specifications, has instructions to see that they are complied with. My
information is that he can demand what is written in the specification.
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For example, he may require that rails from every heat shall be brought

together and loaded separately on cars, so that they may be unloaded at

destination in single groups. If the contract states that that is not to be

done, the inspector, of course, is not in a position to require it, but he

may not always know the details of the contract and that often causes

confusion. The same situation might exist in connection with other parts.

There may also be things in the written form that cannot be carried out,

but they would be part of the contract if attached to it: That was my
reason for suggesting the advisability of separating the optional clauses

from the parts of the specification that arc mandator}^ and must be car-

ried out. My thought is that it would be better if all parts that are effec-

tive only when made a part of a contract could be arranged in the

specification so that they would be absolutely cut ofif from the main

requirements, covering manufacturing and testing of the rails.

Mr. W. D. Faucette (Seaboard Air Line) :—As I understand, this rail

specification, if adopted, is intended to be taken in lieu of the existing

specifications now in the Manual.

While my following question may have been answered already, 1

would like to know from the Committee (dissociating the idea from tech-

nical question involved in the specification) what the difference in cost of

rail might be if you bought the same on this proposed specification, com-

pared with the existing specification in the Manual. I onh' received my
Bulletin yesterdaj', and I presume there are many of us here who are

not enlightened as to details of this specification or what it may mean.

It occurred to me that the Rail Committee, in conference with other

parties on this question, may have formulated some idea as to the increase

in cost, if any, under the new specification.

The President :—Has the Committee any answer to make to that

question ?

Mr. A. W. Newton (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—I do not be-

lieve that it is within the jurisdiction of this Committee, nor an obliga-

tion upon this Committee, to set up the diiiference in the price of the

product. This Committee was appointed for the purpose of studying and

developing what we considered a set of specifications that would produce

good rail. As to the question oi price, that is a matter of barter, and

we did not consider price in preparing the specifications. We are natur-

ally interested in not paying any more for our rail than is necessar}-, but

we are not in position to answer the question that has been asked by the

last speaker.

The President :—The motion is on the adoption of the specifications

for carbon steel rail presented by the Committee in substitution for the

present specifications in the Manual.

(The motion was put to vote and carried.)

(Vice-Chairman MacFarland read Conclusion 2, on page 229.)

Vice-Chairman MacFarland :—Mr. President, I move that conclusion

be adopted.
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(The motion was put to vote and carried.)

Vice-Chairman MacFarland :—The Committee offers the following

additional conclusion :

"3. That the sections R. E. 130 and R. E. 140 for 130 and 140-lb.

rails, as shown on pages 401 and 402 respectively, of the Proceedings of

the Association for 1915, be accepted as recommended practice, and that

these drawings be published in the Manual."

I so move, Mr. President.

The President :—These rail sections have been before you since 1915.

(The motion was put to vote and carried.)

Mr. MacFarland :—We also offer the following conclusion :

"4. That all the present rail forms issued as recommended practice

and as shown in the Manual for 1915, pages 93 to 112 inclusive, be

omitted from the new Manual, and that a statement be entered in place

thereof in the new Manual, stating where the old forms can be found,

and further stating that these forms are in process of revision, and will

be contained in a supplement to the Alanual."

I so move, Air. President.

Mr. Newton :—Probabl}' a little explanation in regard to this sub-

ject will be helpful to the members. A .Sub-Committee of the Rail Com-
mittee was appointed to consider a revision of the forms and contents

of the rail chapter in the Manual, and in our study of the practices that

have been adopted by various railroads in following the forms that are

set up in the Manual, and are standard up to the present time, it was
found that verj- many of them wer_e not used at all, and practically none

of them was used without some changes. It was thought best that we
should make a careful survey of these forms, with a view to revising

them to meet the wishes of those who use them, and to make them a

little more concise if possible.

Mr. Wickhorst, Mr. Cushing and myself have given some rather

disconnected studj' to the subject, not having had an opportunity to go

into it as much as we would like, and we therefore suggested at the last

meeting of the Committee that the present forms be omitted from the

Manual, and in place of them a note be substituted in the new Manual

that would show where the old forms could be found and a supplement

to the Manual could be issued, giving the forms as revised and recom-

mended to be used. We think that the change in the forms is really a

necessity, and we do not want the old forms to remain in the 1920

Manual.

(The motion was put to vote and carried.)

Mr. MacFarland :—-This concludes the report of the Rail Committee,

except its recommendations for subjects to be assigned for the work of

the Committee during the next jcar.

The President:—Is there any further discussion on this report? If

not, the Comm.ittee is excused with the thanks of the Association for

its very excellent work.



DISCUSSION ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS
(For Report, see pp. 365-420.)

Mr. W. A. Christian (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—There

were assigned to tliis Committee the subjects as outlined ir Bulletin 222.

The first subject assigned was: "Make a critical examination oF the sub-

ject-matter in the Manual, and submit definite recommendations for

changes."

(Mr. Christian then read the matter on page 342, beginning with

"Forms 701" down to form 1103.)

Only a portion of the form is shown here in the Bulletin, but the

whole form will be shown in the Manual so that the members may under-

stand what is meant and what is called for by the form.

Mr. Christian :—I move that these recommended changes be adopted,

and that they appear in the new Manual when printed.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Christian:—^Subject 2 is "Report on Feasible and Useful Sub-

Divisions of the I. C. C. 'Classification of Investment in Road and Equip-

ment' and 'Classification of Operating Expenses of Steam Roads.' " The

report on this subject was prepared by Mr. Henry Lehn, of the New
York Central.

Subject No. 3 embraces a report of joint committees (3) and (6)—

•

(3) "Report on Cost-Keeping Methods and Statistical Records ;" (6)

"Report upon Forms for Analyzing Expenditures for Assistance in Con-

trolling Expenditures."

These two committees have worked together. The subjects appeared

to the Committee of such character as to make it preferable to combine

them.

I will not take the time to read Appendix B, but suggest it well

worth the time of any member of the Association to read it carefully.

There is a great deal of valuable information in it, and I want to state

that Mr. Bortin, Chairman of Sub-Committee 3, and Mr. Bernstein,

Chairman of Sub-Committee 6, have devoted a great deal of time and

work in preparing this joint report, and I wish to thank them, and also

to thank the Bureau of Economics at Washington for the assistance they

have given in connection with this report.

This part of the report is submitted as one of progress.

Committee No. 4 was asked to report on "Systematic Arrangement

for Filing Plans in Connection with Estimates." Your Committee has

considered this matter thoroughly, but from all the data received in

answer to questionnaires issued to the railroad companies, and corre-

spondence with private corporations, it was impossible to outline any

systematic way of filing estimates and drawings.

Subject No. 5, assigned to the Committee is, "Forms for Mainten-

ance of Way and Structures ; for Construction ; for Records." This

Committee's report will be found in Appendix C, and I am going to ask
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tlic Lliainnau oi that Sul)-CciiuiiiillO(.'. Mr. Sldut. to present tliat part of

the report.

Mr. H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—This report of Suh-Committee

Xo. .T is only a partial rei)ort at this time, l)ecausc all the forms and

records that were suggested could not be worked up in time to present

to the convention this year. But certain forms have been designed, or

old ones revamped, and are presented on pages 362 and lOllouing.

The first set of forms deals with reports of work under construc-

tion. You will find the first, Kxhiliit K, deals with tracklaying and sur-

facing, and is designed to be both a report and a record coming from the

field office to the central oltice, ])rescribed in llie form as the Chief Engi-

neer's office, although it ma\ be on some roads the Construction Engi-

neer's office, de])ending on the organization of the road. After this has

served its i)nrpose as a report to the central office, it is to be filed as a

permanent record. The ex])erience which the roads have had in valua-

tion work, particularl\ relative to records of the cost of track-laying and

ballasting, has been an eye-opener to a great many of the carriers and the

I. C. C, which is directing the work, in that such reccuxls were only con-

spicuous b\' their absence, "iliis foim is designed to recti Tn that contli-

tion.

In like manner Exhiliit 1'" has been designed to be a ballast report and

finally a ballast record. The other exhibits, (i, H, I and J, are records of

monthly and final estimates of contract. Exhibit G is designed primarily

for gi"ading coiUracts and is expected to take care of all the sidi-con-

tracts that are let under a general contract.

The ne.xt Exhibit is a similar one and intended to take care ol an\'

other items than the grading work that ma\ have been let under a gen-

eral contract ; for instance, the building of wooden bridges, or the build-

ing of steel structures, fences, etc. This form is to be prepared -by the

Resident Engineer on construction, and forwarded to his superior officer

in duplicate, one of which is to accornjiany the \oucher.

Exhibit 1 is a similar form for taking care of the construction of sta-

tion buildings, water stations, shops, and other structures, and Exhibit J

is a summary of all the reports coming from the different Resident En-

gineers compiled into a single statement to accompany and from which

the voucher is prepared in ))aynient for tiie work done muler the con-

tract.

Tiicre is one omission in the ])ublication and that is the sizes of these

forms are not stated. Exhibits E and F were drawn to a size 8}/^ by 11,

ordinary lettersize. The others should be 11 by 17, or double the letter-

size.

Mr. Christian:—As part of the report of this Committee it is moved'

that the forms as submitted he approved and printed in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

The President:— If there is no further discussion, the Committee is

excused with the thanks of the Association for its excellent report.

(IT>



DISCUSSION ON SIGNS, FENCES AND CROSSINGS

(For Hepoit, see pp. 027-010.)

Mr. Arthur Cruinpton (Grand Trunk) :—The report of the Commit-

tee is shown on pages 571 to 583 of Bulletin 223. It consists of a chapter on

Signs, Fences and Stock Guards and Over- and. Under-Grade Crossings.

We submit for your approval an Approach Warning Sign and recom-

mend its adoption.

(The motion to approve the Approach Warning Sign carried.)

Mr. Crumpton :—On page 572 the Committee submits a conclusion in

regard to Roadway Information Signs, and recommends its adoption and

publication in the Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Crumpton :—On page 576 and following, the Committee presents

some information supplementary to that heretofore published in reference

to over- and under-grade crossings. We recommend that it be accepted

as such.

On the remaing subjects assigned the Committee we report progress.

The President:—Is there any discussion on the Committee's report?

If not, they will be excused with the thanks of the Association.

U5S



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
OPERATION

(For K.poit, sec pp. 1211-1277.)

I'rof. C. C. \\'illiam.s (University o£ Kansas) :—The Committee has

had two meetings (hiring the year. W'e fonnd difficulty in maki^ig much

progress in the way ol covering the subjects which have been assigned

to us by the Board, and as a rcsuh have no definite conclusions to pre-

sent, but merely present certain matters for information.

I should like to call attention to Appendix A, which gives a method

ol analxzing costs for the .solution of special problems, relating particu-

larly to the division of operating expenses lietween line and terminal.

This is a formula that has been used on the Big Four and certain other

lines with success and satisfaction. Several of the detaUs of the formula

will need to be modified from time to time, l)Ut it is submitted as a work-

able method of iindertaking this problem.

Then I should like to call atlenlion to the special paper by Mr. Brooke,

a member ol the Committee, on the relation of pimitive overtime rate to

freight train operation. Other than this, Mr. President, I believe that the

Committee has no report but that of progress.

The President:

—

While ibis Committee offers no recommendations

lor adoption, the report contains much very valuable matter which is

worthy of reading and consideration.

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—Mr. President, I want to

say that I read part ol" thi' report of the Committee, and was specially

interested in the latter part of it containing their suggestions as to matters

that were being effected under the new rules in regard to the payment

of train crews. I think it ought to be discussed. One thing that struck

me as verv interesting in b inking it over was their reference to the fact

that possibly with a proper study of the conditions, instead of grade re-

ductions and line improvements that we have looked at with a good deal

of interest in past years, more running tracks was the thing that was

going to be necessary; thai we have got tcr get our trains over the road

in shorter time and do away with lime and a half for overtime on

freight trains. I think it is a big su])ject for thought and careful con-

sideration on the part of this Conmiittce and the Association. We are all.

up against the fpiestinn of new working conditions, and if rumiing tracks

are what are necessary in order to reduce operating expenses, instead ol

the other things that we have thrxight for years were proper things to do,

we ought to know it.

Prof. Williams:— I might say that the Committee made an effort to

arrive at a conclusion with regard to the economic speed of operation of

trains, and particularly with regard to the effect of speed on operating

expenses. We had a tentative scheme arranged for attacking the problem,

but lacking finish somewhat, we did not submit it. We hope, however, to

have some further information on that at the next meeting.
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•

Mr. V. P. Patonall ( P.altiinoro & Ohio):—! tiiuicrstaiul tlie Govern-

nunt has, (liiiiiig Federal control, compiled <iuite valiial)le ligures and

statistics \\iiicli 1 should imagine woidd he useful to this Committee. I

assume, of course, that they have taken ad\antage of that situation.

In answer to the last memher, siK-aking of the necessity of getting

our trains o\ er the railroad in less time and at a higher rate of speed,

Iteing a memher of the Signal Division, I suggest the putting in of more

.-ignals. In an\' event, it is the regular movement of traffic that produces

llie result.

The President :^Thc Chair suggests that the Committee on Outline

of Work make such directions to this Committee in outlining the work
for this year.

Anj' further discussion? If not, the Committee is excused with the

thanks of the Association.



DISCUSSION ON STANDARDIZATION
(For Rt-port, see pp. G41-G44.)

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—The report of this Commit-
tee is in Bulletin 223. The Committee has held four meetings during the

year, reports of which, I believe, have been published from lime to time

in various Bulletins. This is a new work, and the Committee has no rec-

ommendations this year as to conclusions. The utmost it has been able

to do so far has been to start the work.

With the permission of the President 1 would like to say a few words

on the subject of standardization. I want to give you my conception of

what standardization means, and what the idea of the Committee is on

the subject.

In the first place, standardization as applied to railroad materials is

something that must be handled with the utmost care. There are a great

many things used in railroad work that are not susceptible of standardiza-

tion, and in connection with those things it should not be attempted. For

instance, you cannot standardize railroad paint, and there are a number of

other things of a similar nature that do not admit of it. There are, how-

ever, a great many things that do admit of it, such as rails, tie plates,

splice bars, bolts, etc. You all know what they are without my mention-

ing them.

The reason for that standardization is twofold^first, to reduce the

cost; second, to increase the supply, make uniform and make always avail-

able a supply of materials. I think it is obvious to any of you, with a very

little thought, that standardizing an article tends to reduce its cost. I

mentioned that subject not long ago to a representative of a rail manu-

facturing concern, and asked him the direct question, "What would be the

influence on the price of rails if 60 per cent, of the railroad mileage in

this country would unite on the uniform standard type and standard

quality of rail?" He asked some questions about it, and thought it over

at some length, and then said it was his opinion that there would be a re-

duction of not less than five dollars per net ton. I do not know whether

he was warranted in making that statement or not, or whether he was

right or not, but that was his opinion.

Thirty-five or forty years ago, to go back to ancient history a little,

the various mills in the country manufacturing structural steel used to

make at least two grades of steel. Each mill used to have its own pat-

tern of rolls. One mill rolled narrow flange beams, narrower than any

other mill. In those days Engineers ordering material for railroad bridges

used to order by weight. I myself have seen 4 by 4 angles of weights

to the tenth of a pound, and they would order them just the weight that

would give the exact area required for the stresses. In other words, the

practice was so diverse that a mill would be called on to roll almost any-

thing. You can imagine what that meant to the rolling—constant change

of rolls, parts of rollings left over and put into stock with a grave ques-
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tion as to whether they could find anyone who wanted that size and
weight.

That meant an increase in the cost of producing the materials, and
- the mills recognized it. They took measures to correct it ; they stand-

ardized the types of material and sizes of material, and you can not only

get certain sizes of angles and certain sizes of beams, and the result, I

believe, has been a reduction in the cost.

That same thing would apply to other materials. Just imagine what

would be the efifect of reducing the forty or more different kinds of tie

plates to one type of three or four sizes, possibly less than that. Any
mill could roll tie plates at any time with the certainty that in a compara-

tively short time those tie plates would be wanted unless the market be-

came overstocked. As it is now, practically all of it has to be rolled to

order. That is true of spikes and track bolts. Why is it that white flour

is cheaper than any other kind of flour, granulated sugar cheaper than

brown sugar, and rail steel cheaper than any other kind of steel? Why is

a Ford car so much cheaper than any other type of automobile? The
answer is quantity production, and you get quantity production by con-

centrating on as few types and styles as you, can. Quantity production is

the answer.

A word about our Manual. If standardization is proper for railroad

materials, it should be proper for our Manual. We should not have the

same type of material or device in different parts of the Manual with

different attributes.

I called the attention of the convention the other day to the fact that

we had nine different specifications for steel in our Manual, or were about

to put them there. If we cannot standardize our own products, how can

we ask the railroads of the country to standardize theirs?

I have an idea—I ipay be perhaps wrong about it—as to part of the

cause for that. I got my engineering knowledge in a way that was per-

haps not as easy as some of you got yours. I got into a bridge yard as

boss of a gang of roustabouts handling angles and throwing stuff around

the yard—that is where I started. I went through the various depart-

ments of the shop and studied in the evening to get my engineering edu-

cation, what little I have. I finally landed in the drawing room.

I am mentioning this for this reason—when I finally got into the

drawing room I was there with the fixed idea that the ultimate purpose

of that drawing room was to produce instruments by which a finished

structure could be made; that is, the complete work was the object for

which we were all working. I have noticed a great many times in my talk

with young Engineers, college graduates, and the graduates of various

technical schools, that they seem, to a certain extent, to have a little dif-

ferent idea. Their horizon seems to be the drawing. Their idea is that

when the drawing is done you file it away in the second drawer of case B,

and you are done, and the work is done.
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That is a wrong impression. That is not what it is for. That is not

what our Manual is for. We do not produce designs and types or specifi-

cations for the sake of putting them in the Manual and then shutting the

covers of the Manual and forgetting about them. We should put them

there for our service, and for the service of the railroad world, and un-

less everything we put in the Manual is in its final condition, as complete

and perfect as we can make it, to serve as an instrument for the benefit

of the railroads, I do not think we have done our full duty by that par-

ticular part of the Manual.

It was said by a right eminent Engineer not so long ago that stand-

ardization would be a bar to progress. I think that is a misconception.

It does not seem to me, if we should standardize any article, it would

prevent the introduction of any improvement in that article. Every rail-

road has the standards of a number of things. They adopt certain de-

vices and use them to the exclusion of others, such as switchlights, loco-

motive headlights, valve gear, etc., and it does not prevent the introduc-

tion of new designs. It is not so many years since the Stephenson valve

gear was standard everywhere, and we have several improvements since

then.

I do not see any reason in the world why the adoption of a uniform

standard for the entire country will be any bar to the improvement of that

standard by the introduction of a better article. Now, one word more
and I am done. I said a while ago that the object of standardizaiton was

to reduce the cost and increase the supply. When I say reduce the cost,

I do not want you to think for one minute that dollars and cents is the

only thing we ought to measure by. I believe the final test of the adop-

tion of anything should be the answer to the question—will it pay?

—

using the word pay in the verj^ broadest sense, will it pay not only in dol-

lars and cents, but in safety, convenience, smoothness of traffic, in every-

thing that tends toward good railroading?

These are things we cannot measure in dollars and cents, and safety

of human life should be put above everything, but still that same question

is applicable—will it pay?

I think this field is perhaps one of the broadest we have before us to-

day. I hope that proper guidance will be given this Committee so that

it may produce some results that will be worthy of the greatness of the

object.

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—I do not want to be in the

position of boosting the discussion on all of these propositons, but Mr.

Frink's remarks suit my ideas exactly.

There is one thought I have in connection with it that I am a little

bit afraid of, and that is if all the railroads in the country had a stand-

ard, for instance, on tie plates, that it would be a question if we got the

improvements in tie plates that we are getting now, with about forty dif-

ferent designs of tie plates being made by diflferent manufacturers.

My hobby on this matter of standardization, the one thing I think

we should attempt to do first, at any rate, is to try to standardize rail
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sections. This Association has adopted as recommended practice certain

sections of rajl which have been approved by the American Railroad As-

sociation. I think the first thing we should put our shoulder to is to try

to do away with the miscellaneous sections of rail being rolled in this

countrj', and get down to the sections recommended by this Association

and approved by the American Railroad Association. If we are success-

ful in that one thing we have made a big movement towards more ex-

tended standardization.

The President:—One of the most successful efYorts in standardiza-

tion has been made by the Signal Division of the American Railroad As-

sociation, and I will ask Mr. Patenall, who is a member of the Signal

Division, to advise us about it.

Mr. F. P. Patenall (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Being a member of the Com-
mittee on Standards of the Signal Division, I can appreciate the position of

the chairman of this Committee. We thought we had a real job, but after

listening to what he has enumerated I feel that he has a real job. There

is every good reason why this Committee should have the support of

every member of the Association.

The remarks of the chairman of the Committee as to the rail situa-

tion reminds me of one condition we just passed through. We have, after

two years of hard work, succeeded in having approved by the Signal

Division a plan of a switch lamp base socket. «.

In communication with the manufacturers prior to the time that this

matter was last presented and approved by the Association, they advised

that last year at the time that they ordinarily scrap all material not needed

two tons of scrap patterns and old sockets were consigned to the scrap

heap, and in another case five tons. We realize what it means adopting

a standard switch lamp base socket. There is no use in trying to fool

ourselves with the thought that when this material is scrapped no one

pays for it; we pay the bill. It must be put into the cost of production

later on. If we can avoid that scrapping we have done something that is

worth while.

I quite agree with the chairman in reference to standardization. Ap-

parently it does stand forth as a misnomer, but standardization, as I look

at the matter, means an incentive to make something better, and the fact

that we standardize certain material does not mean that we are going to

throw away everything we have in service, but rather that gradually, as

the material wears out, we replace it with a standard article.

I hope that this Committee later on will be able to present plans

which will result in a very much greater measure of standardization than

is now the case.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—One thing I believe that

should come from this standardization is ability on the part of the Asso-

ciation to bring about a more general use of its recommended practice.

One weakness that we have had has been that the railroads are too slow

to take up changes recommended by this Association. In giving con-
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sideration to the use of adopted standards in connection with our work

we are apt to think "this one approximates what we are doing," or "I do

not Hke this feature," or something else to that effect, leaving the stand-

ards that are adopted by the Association to take their course and con-

tinuing our former practice. The new relation that has been brought about

between this organization and the American Railroad Association should

enable us through this Standardization Committee to bring a great deal

more force to bear upon railroads toward the adoption of the standards

of the Association. I think that is something that each member of this

Association should direct his efforts towards with his own particular

companJ^ I have no doubt that in many cases if the Engineers of a luim-

ber of railroads would get together and discuss the standards they would

find that by very small compromises they could agree to adopt certain

standards, and if they did so they would be very much more largely

adopted than they have been. Undoubtedly the strength of the Associa-

tion must come not only through the work that the committees do, but

through the adoption of their work by the railroads, and great benefits

would come to the railroads through the general adoption of the stand-

ards of the Association.

Mr. W. H. Hoyt (Duluth, Missabe & Northern) :—I want to second

Mr. Baldwin's idea upon that matter. I believe that one of the biggest

pieces of work this Committee on Standardization can do is to also lend

their efforts towards promoting an interest in the work of the Associa-

tion and the use of the standards already adopted. I think that is a fea-

ture that has been neglected very much in the past; that we have all

been too prone to do just as Mr. Baldwin says. We have thought that the

changes were practically in line with our own ideas, and as a result we

pay very little attention to the standards adopted by this Association. A
concentrated effort could be made by the Standardization Committee, or

the officers of the Association, in regard to the use of the work which we

put into the Manual and submit to the members.

The President :—Mr. Katte, there is a demand to hear something

from you.

Mr. Edwin B. Katte (New York Central) :—The only subject that the

Committee on Electricity has submitted to the Standardization Commit-

tee is that of transmission lines crossings; overhead, under-bridge, trolley

wires and underground. The specification is m itself an article, and it is

hoped that the railroads throughout the country will use this specification

wherever it is possible. It is a mere revision, a bringing up to date of

the specifications which you have had in the Manual for the past five or

six years. It is in every way a better specification, more logical, better

arranged, and it is now in such form that it can be readily understood.

It follows structural engineering methods, including factors of safety,

and is a little better than is required by the Bureau of Standards in their

National Electrical Safety Code. It requires a clearance of 30 feet as

compared with 21 feet between the top of rail and the lowest wire. It
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requires a little wider clearance. Otherwise it is practically the same as

the code.

The Committee on Electricity during the coming j-car hope to stand-

ardize one or two other subjects, as, for instance, a specification for in-

sulated wires and cables, which we are in hopes will be very nearly stand-

ard with that of the Signal Division. Also we expect to submit specifi-

cations and samples for insulators, also one or two other subjects. The
Committee on Electricity is very much in sympathy with the spirit of

standardization wherever it is possible.

Mr. J. R. W. Ambrose (Toronto Terminals) :—My only regret is that

I have not sufficient command of the King's English, or, more properly

speaking here, Mr. Wilson's English, to express what I have in mind.

I think Mr. Baldwin has touched the keynote of the situation. First

of all I wish to remind you that this Association has no standards, they

do not believe in them, up to the present time. The Rail Committee pre-

sented a specification to-day upon which there was comparatively little

discussion. Several members here who are interested in the subject said

nothing; apparently they approve that specification, and yet they go back

to their executive officers and recommend some other specification.

I cannot conceive of any local condition on this continent that would
require any minute changes in the specification due to those local con-

ditions, therefore I see no reason why all the railroads that are repre-

sented in this Association should not approve some one specification as

well as sections. It seems to me that the Standardization Committee

might co-ordinate the work of all committees, but to do that they must

have more power than has been given to them. When a specification is

passed upon by this Association, it might possibly be referred to this

Committee, and they in turn endeavor to have it endorsed by the execu-

tives of the railroads here represented, so that we might have some as-

surance that it will be used.

Mr. Frink, the Chairman, has pointed out the advantages. We all

see the advantages of standardization. It results in economy. One mem-
ber said our aim was '"safety," another "good practice ;" I care not what
j'ou call it, you will find it resolves itself into economy, and in these days

of stress economy is greatly emphasized.

It seems to me that this Association has reached the stage where it

can now have actual standards, and in some manner or other try to en-

force those standards.

If our standards are approved by the different roads and put into

practice the result will be the economy we desire.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

I am rather impressed by some remarks we have heard as indicating a

measure of disappointment because the adopted standards and recom-
mended practices of this Association have not been more generallj'

adopted "lock, stock and barrel" by the railroads, but I think a little re-

flection upon what this Association has accomplished for the good of the

railroads may well justify a feeling of unalloyed gratification.
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The adoption of this Association's standards as absolute standards

generally might not always be of universal advantage. Nevertheless its

\vork has been the great leaven, inducing improved maintenance across

the whole country and on every railroad, even if there may be any whose

officials deny any direct influence of this Association on the development

of its standards and practices of maintenance.

I believe that principally through the influence of this Association*

indirect if not direct, has railroad maintenance in this country reached its

present high degree of excellence and uniformity, a uniformity that

amounts almost to standardization, perhaps as almost as nearly stand-

ardization as need be.

Should our standards be adopted as absolute by the railroads there

would likely be some economic advantage in the direction of being able to

secure from manufacturers a readier and a cheaper supply of materials

and appliances. As to getting better goods by this means I am not so sure,

and almost standardization might have some effect to retard further im-

provements in design and quality.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—I think that in this

connection the remark of Cassius to Brutus is to some extent applicable,

when he said: "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars but in our-

selves that we are underlings." By that I mean to convey the idea that

it is time that we get to work and organize in a concerted way through

the medium of this Committee on Standardization and bring the influence

of the Association to bear in securing a more general adoption of the

recommended practice and such standards as may be adopted. I am in

hearty accord with all that has been said in this discussion and I want

particularly to emphasize the statement of the problem made by Mr.

Baldwin.

Mr. Patenall :—The chairman of the Committee asked a question

—

Does it pay? I suggest, in the light of what has been said by Mr. Bald-

win and by the other members, that we should change that, and as a fore-

word for this Committee say: "Standardize—it pays."

Mr. Katte :—There is one lack of standardization which I think has

unduly concerned some railroad men who are contemplating, in the more

or less distant future, the electrification of steam railroads. I refer to

the various electrification systems. As you know, there are three well-

developed methods of electrification—direct-current; third-rail with a

relatively low voltage, and direct current trolley with a fairly high volt-

age, namely, 1,500 to 3,000. Then comes the three-phase alternating-cur-

rent, which usually employs a relatively high voltage, 3,000 volts on the

trolley, as exemplified in the electrification of the Mountain Division of

the Great Northern Railway. Thirdly, the single-phase alternating-current

system, which invariably uses a higher voltage, namely 11,000 on the

trolley, as, for example, on the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road between New York City and New Haven. All three systems can be

made to operate reliably and probably cheaper than steam with the pres-

ent cost of coal, and under conditions favorable to electrification.
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I do not think that the railroad executive should concern himself

especially with the selection of the system of electrification. The rail-

road men's problem is to decide whether the conditions are such as will

warrant operation by electricity on his railroad. If he is going to electrify

his railroad, let the selection of the system rest in the hands of his

Electrical Engineer. When a General Manager is buying locomotives he

relies on his Motive Power Department to decide whether they shall be

of the Pacific type, Atlantic type, Mogul or Mallet compound. Again, if

a bridge is to be constructed the General Manager or Vice-President does

not tell the Engineer to build a steel-arch bridge or a cantilever bridge.

He leaves the selection of the type to the Engineering Department. If

the railroad men of the country will stop worrying about the various sys-

tems of electrification and will but decide whether electricity or steam is

preferable for their service, I think they can trust the electric traction

engineer to select the proper system to best meet the requirements of

that service.

Mr. H. R. Safford (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—It ought to be

particularly gratifying, I think, to the Committee to hear the endorse-

ment that has been indicated towards its work this afternoon in the re-

sponses to your request for observations. I think I was perhaps the man
who seconded the motion that set this Committee into operation originally,

and then after it was appointed I was troubled some for a while as to

just what the procedure ought to be in the conduct of its work, as to

what activities or what character of service it could give.

This Committee has worked out during the j^ear a good basic struc-

ture that I think indicates that in the future we should get a little

more uniformity of practice than has characterized our results in the past,

and the only thought I would leave with you is that it must depend upon

the individual work of the members of the Association to help them per-

form what they set out to do. Our duty is not merely to come here and

prepare specifications, refined, practical and complete, but, as Mr. Baldwin

said, we ought to go back home with the desire to introduce those speci-

fications and practices as we can do so in an advisable manner. Of
course, it does not mean that it is advisable to throw away every practice

that you may now have because it differs slightly from that recommended,

but it is no uncommon thing as we go about our daily work to find it oc-

casionally necessary to revise our standards, and start out upon some new
method, and we can turn to the Manual and find oftentimes a good start-

ing point. I want to see this Committee continue to do the work which

it is authorized to do. You can help it individually, not only as an Asso-

ciation, but by individual personal effort.

Mr. Morse :—Mr. Ambrose has mentioned the fact that this Associa-

tion has adopted rcrommendcd practice and not standards. Now, in our

new relation with the American Railroad Association, it seems to me that

there is work for this Committee in picking out certain things that there

is no question but what would be of great benefit, if adopted as stand-
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ards^—that \vc can recommend lo the American Railroad Association be

brought up and voted on by the railroad members of that Association

as to adopting as standard. I think there are many things that there will

be no question about the desirability of, and we would get good results

by such action.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Sant^i Fe) :—It strikes me in this way—that

if this Association decides to adopt recommended practice, or what we
have called recommended practice in the past, as a standard that it should

be required that each standard be adopted by a larger plurality than a

majority. I think it is hardly proper to go so far as to make a matter

standard on a mere majority' vote. I think that is one thing that should

be considered by this Committee and by the Association when we start

adopting standards instead of recommended practice.

Mr. Frink :—In response to the remarks of Mr. Baldridge, I would

like to say that it is the fixed purpose of the Committee on Standardiza-

tion never to transmit to the Board of Direction any article or any speci-

fication until a sufficient mileage of the railroads of the country have ac-

knowledged the correctness of the standard, and have said they would

use it, and until a sufficient number of manufacturers of that particular

article have said that they would make it, so that we may be sure of a

supply. I cannot give j'ou in percentages the mileage of railroads which

we will require, because necessarily that will vary in different cases, but

you can be sure that this Committee will never recommend the adoption

of any such standard until the mileage of railroads accepting it is suf-

ficient.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Interstate Commerce Commission) :—Twenty-

one years ago w'e had no standards and no recommended practice. At

that time President Wallace suggested that we give consideration to this

subject of standards. A few years later Director Berg moved that we be-

gin to print a Manual, and since that time the Manual has been increas-

ing in size and usefulness constantly. Now we have a very large Manual,

and it is likely to become a volume equal in size to our annual Proceed-

ings. It may be necessary soon to print it in two volumes.

It seems to me that we have made great progress in the last few

years, and the appointment of this Committee is evidence of that progress.

There is so much in the Manual to-day that there is work for a Commit-

tee on Standardization. The interest in the work is evidenced by the fact

that at least eleven members of the Committee are present on the plat-

form to-day. I feel that the iiumlxr of standards is likely gradually to be

reduced, because this Committee will con^antly have in mind the econ-

omy of the adoption of standards. That is one reason. Then as the

number of railway systems in the country is gradually reduced by con-

solidation of different roads into larger systems, there again we will

likely develop a reduction in the number of standards, so that the situa-

tion is likely to be somewhat different in the future from what it has

been in the past, due to the fact that there will be a less number of rail-
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way operating carriers in this country. It seems to me that the Com-
mittee has back of it the sympathetic co-operation of every member of the
Association.

The President :—The Committee is relieved with the thanks of the
Association.
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